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ENGRAVED BY T. A. BUTLER.

THE MUSE URANIA.

[A fresco attributed to Lo Spagna, executed during the pontificate of Julius II. (1503-13) at La Magliana,
about seven miles below Kome.]

—See Imi>ressions of a Decorator in Rome.
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THE PEARY RELIEF EXPEDITION.

By Angela Heilprin.

L

Study of an Eskimo Boy's Head (from life).

ON June 6, 1891, the good ship

Kite, a barkentine whaler of the
old type, and measuring barely

forty yards in length, lay alongside one
of the busy Brooklyn wharves, eagerly
scanned by hundreds of eyes for the

little that distinguished her from the
neighboring craft. Neatness or cleanli-

ness was not a characteristic of the ves-

sel, for she still bore traces of seal-strife

and struggles among the ice of New-
foundland's coast.

To certain peculiarities of structure
was added a suggestion of the odor of

oil and blubber, and if these were not in

themselves sufficient to indicate the

rank of the vessel, it could readily have
been told from the iron l)c)w-cap, and
that singular aerial castle known as the

crow's nest. However insignificant and
Copyright, is'.i-.'.

humble the Kite may have appeared
beneath the tall hulls and masts that
surrounded her, she bore a trim side to

the waters of an open sea, and in her
adopted port of St. John's she is a craft

with a history and a name.
Prior to the date above mentioned,

the most distinguished name associated

with the vessel was that of her then mas-
ter. Captain Richard Pike, a sea-dog de-

void of those characteristics which en-

title one to the designation of "bluff,"

but who, despite this deficiency, had al-

ready, on two occasions, done service

among the ice-fields of the far north.

To his hands, as ice-master, the Govern-
ment in 1881 entrusted the fate of the

Proteus—the ship which conveyed the

Greely party to their point of location,

near the eighty -second parallel, which
was destined to serve as a home of des-

olation for a period of three years.

In 1888, on the organization of the

second Greely Eelief Exj^edition, under
Lieutenant Garlington, Pike was again

pressed into Arctic service as the ice-

master of the relief -ship Proteus, the

crushing of which among the ice-fioes

of Smith Sound, off Cape Sal)ine, has

become a matter of history. The nine

years that have elapsed since tlie day

of the disaster have not yet sufficed to

wipe oft* the cloud from tlie g(>nial tar's

brow, over which tlie sliadows of tifty-

three years have now gathered. A (piiet

resolve never again to ent(M- the Arctic

seas was bruslied aside Avlirn, in ISDl,

the Kite was chartered to convey the

expedition of the Pliiladelphia Acadciiiy

V (.'Imrlcs ScnbiuT's Sons. All rights n'.-wMvod.
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of Natural Sciences to the Greenland
waters, and a demand made for the ser-

vices of an experienced ice-master and
l^ilot.

The Kite left her anchorage among

Captain Richard Pike, of the Kite.

the Brooklyn hulks on the afternoon of

June 6th, carrying as her passenger list

the members of the Peary party—Civil

Engineer Robert E. Peary, U. S. N.,

Josephine Diebitsch-Peary, Dr. F. A.

Cook, Langdon Gibson, Eiwind Astrup,
John T. Verhoeff, and Matthew Henson
—and an auxiliary body of " summer "

investigators, to which the writer had
the advantage to be attached. After

varying incidents of one
form or another, the good
little craft put in at God-
havn, the capital of the
Northern Inspectorate of

Greenland, on June 27th,

and on July 2d, almost ex-

actly opposite the Devil's

Thundj, buried her nose in

the pack-ice of Melville Bay,
from which she was destined
not to emerge until three

weeks later.

It was during the traverse

of this ice, on July 11th, that

Lieutenant Peary met with
that mishap— the breaking
of the lower right leg, w^hich

came near to shattering the

enterprise upon which the

commander had for years set his mind.
In a constitution less vigorous, and
a mind less heroic, such an accident
would have annihilated all aspirations
for success, even in the most favored un-
dertaking ; but to Mr. Peary and his

gallant wife, it was but an incident,

the j^assage of which was to be deter-

mined only by future events. On July
24th, the Kite reached McCormick
Bay, on the southern shores of which,
and in the shadows of the bright-red
cliffs which make up much of what be-

longs to Cape Cleveland, the Peary win-
ter-quarters were established. Many
pleasant memories attach to the lit-

tle retreat beneath the boards and tar-

23apers of the Bedcliffe House, where
probably was i:)assed the most comfort-
able and homelike winter in the far

north which it has been the lot of Arc-
tic explorers to experience. On July
30th, the Kite, with the auxiliary party
aboard, steamed out of McCormick
Bay, leaving the North Greenland Ex-
j)edition to shift for itself during the
many months which were to follow be-

fore contact with civilization could
again be made j)ossible. It was during
these months, extending from August
to May, that those careful studies of

2:»ossibilities were made, which have
rendered practicable the most remarka-
ble ice-journey that has ever been un-
dertaken, and brought to the geograph-
er the solution of one of the few sig-

nificant 251'oblems which remained open

The Barkentine Whaler Kite, which Carried the Peary Expeditions, at her

Dock, St. John's, Newfoundland.
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to him. Greenland lias been demon-
strated to be an island, whose general

northern contours lie south of the

eighty-third parallel.

Probably no scientific expedition orig-

inating on this side of the Atlantic has
attracted more general attention than

the one which Mr. Peary has but re-

cently' brought to a successful termina-

tion. Its special feature, the traverse

in a due geographical course of upward
of six hundred miles of the inland ice,

was the pivot about which much of this

interest centred. The bold manner in

which the expedition had been con-

ceived, involving an almost total depart-

ure from the methods that had been fol-

lowed by all previous expeditions to the

far North, and the circumstance that the

party of exploration had been, reduced to

less than a handful of men, lent addition-

al interest to the enterprise. To the

scientist the interest was more than a

purely sentimental one. The successful

issue of the expedition meant the solu-

tion of some of the most perplexing
problems which were yet oj)en to the

investigator. The conditions which de-

termined the limitation of man's habita-

tion on the globe, the nature and extent

of the great Greenland ice-cap, and its

relation to the ice accumulation of the

Glacial Period, and the distribution of

plants and animal forms beyond the

boundaries of the ice-cap itself, were the

topics of special scientific interest which
linked themselves wdth the main geo-

graphical inquiry—the determination of

Greenland's northernmost boundaries.
The only weak point of the Peary

Expedition was the failure to make ade-

quate provision for a return to civiliza-

tion after the accomplishment of the

inland journey. It was the intention of

the leader to make his way leisureh'

down the coast in open whale-boats

—

two of which had been sj^ecially con-

structed for the purpose—and dare the

ice and storms of Melville Bay as he had
dared the winds and snows of the in-

land ice, from the sea-levol to 8,000 feet

elevation. Once across the Bay, the

journey could be readily continued to

Upernivik or Godhavn. The passage
in open l:)oats of Melville Bay has been
accomplished, eitlier in wliole or in ])art,

on several occasions—by Kane, in 1855
;

by Bessels and Buddington, in their re-

treat from the Polaris, in 1873 ; l)y Pike
and Garlington, in their retreat from the
Proteus, in 1883—but always with great
difficulty, and under the guidance of an
ample force of able-bodied men. In the
present instance, the party, including
the courageous wife of the commander,
numbered but seven members, too lim-

ited in strength, probably, to undertake
the risks which the journey entailed.

Under the circumstances it seemed emi-
nently proper that assistance be ren-

dered to the returning party, and it was
with a just appreciation of this position

that the Philadelphia Academy of Natu-
ral Sciences undertook the organization

of a Belief Expedition.

Mr. Dunphy, Second Mate of the Kite.

Under my command, as leader of the

Expedition, were associated Henry G.

Bryant, the successful explorer of the

Grand Falls of Labrador, second in com-
mand ; Dr. Jackson M. Mills, surgeon

;

William E. Meehan, l)()tanist ; Charles

E. Hite, zoological pre])arator ; Samuel

J. Entrikin ; Frank W. Stokes, artist
;

and Albert White Vorse, most of whom
had already been tried in mountain or

camp work of a more or less arduous

nature. The Kite was again chartered

as the vessel of the Expedition, and witli

lier, the tried captain of the Proteus,

Richard Pike. The possibilities of the

Belief Expedition were such that no
anti('i])iit()ry i)lan of action, cxcej^t as it

was indicated iu its broadest (U'tails,
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could be determined upon as a linality.

The contini;eneies that might present
themselves were too numerous to per-

mit of simple resolution, and therefore

full scoj^e was given the Ex]>edition to

Lieutenant Robert E. Peary, U. S. Navy.

meet the exigencies of the moment.
It was, how^ever, considered a necessity

to pass Melville Bay at the earliest pos-

sible time consistent with an assurable

amount of safety to the vessel, as once
beyond the ice and waters of that much-
dreaded section of the Arctic world the

passage to McCormick Bay could be
made without hindrance of any kind.

The experience that has been brought
down from the various Arctic expedi-

tions, and more particularly from the

different whalers which every year trav-

erse much of the northern icy seas, has
infused an element of certainty into

Arctic navigation which could hardly
have been realized by the heroes of a

period twenty-five or thirty years ago.

The capture, by the Melville Bay pack,

of M'Clintock's Fox in the latter part

of August, 1857, could scarcely be par
alleled to-day, except as the outcome
of ignorance or disregard of every-day
knowledge. In an average season Mel-
ville Bay can be traversed about as

readily as almost any large
body of water lying southward,
w^hile its earliest seasonal pas-
sage can be predicated with a
precision almost akin to math-
ematical calculation. The hard
pack - ice which has accumu-
lated as the result of the win-
ter's frost, and has to an extent
been held together through the
large bergs wdiich are here
and there scattered through it,

usually shows the first signs
of weakness between Jul}^ 15th
and 20tli. Large cakes or pans
of ice have by that time suc-

cumbed to the powerful oce-

anic currents that are directed
against them, and detaching
themselves from the parent
mass float off to find new^ ha-

vens of their ow^n. The weak-
ening process continues until

most of the ice has been either

removed or melted away, and
before the close of the fourth
week of July little beyond
shore-ice (shore-pan) remains
to indicate the barrier which
but a few days before rendered
a passage all but impractica-
ble. The trend of the ice is

northw^estward through the Bay, then
w^estw^ard to the American side, and
finally south to the open sea. It w^as

the j^urpose of the Relief Expedition to

reach the southern boundary of the Mel-
ville Bay pack on or about the 20th of

the month, and there w^atcli the move-
ments of the ice until the opportunity
for action arrived. An earlier traverse

might possibly have been made through
persistent " butting " of the ice, but the

dangers incident to this form of naviga-

tion w^ere such as to render slowness a

prudent measure of safety.

At 2.30 of the afternoon of July 5th

the hiss of the siren announced to the

loiterers on the w'harves of New-found-
land's capital that the Kite was about
to depart on her second voyage to the
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Arctic seas. A few momeuts later the

vessel swung from lier wharf, and amid
a chorus of hurrahs and the shrill ac-

companiments of steam-whistles, started

on her mission of good-will northward.
The bold sandstone cliffs guarding the

entrance to St. John's Harbor, aglow
with the warm sunshine of a " typical

"

day, were soon dropped in the rear,

albeit the rate of travel was somewhat
less than seven knots an hour. Few of

the St. John's sealers are rated for

more than nine or ten knots ; of the

entire fleet the Kite
is about the least
swift, but what she

lacks in this regard
is more than com-
pensated for b}^ a

stanchness of con-

struction and a com-
modiousness of de-

sign which renders

her specially adapted
for the purposes for

which she was se-

lected. The first few
days of the voyage
were wholly unevent-
ful, and almost with-

out incident. In the

afternoon of the 10th,

after heavy fogs had
largely obscured our
course, suspicious

cakes of ice indicated

a near approach to

the Greenland coast.

At midnight of the

11th, when a rift in

the fog first revealed

the presence of
Greenland's serrated

mountains, the
guard - rails of the

vessel were almost
overtopped by the
ice ; fortunately the

pans were not suffi-

ciently packed to

cause serious alarm
for our position, de-

spite the disagreeable feature which the

presence of an ever-falling fog added.

The point of the Greenland coast

opposite to our position was approxi-

mately the great Frederikshaab glacier,

one of the most gigantic of the almost
endless number of ice-sheets which ra-
diate off* from the inland ice to or tow-
ard the sea. In the ])assage of this
portion of the coast the summer pre-
vious no sea -ice beyond freely float-

ing bergs was encountered, but in the
present year the ice extended fully sev-

enty miles farther northward, and as
subsequent events showed, it was the
heaviest accumulation that had been
known for several decades. The south-
ern ports of Greenland had for weeks

Mrs. Josephine Diebitsch-Peary.

been inaccessible, while the vessels of

the cryolite fleet, for two months or

more, had f(Uind scant (juarters amid

the jam that was imjuMiding. Wreckage
appeared in scattered masses, and intel-
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ligence of disaster turned up every-

where. The Kite finally extricated her-

Mek-to-sha (Great Bear Hunter), One of the Arctic Highlanders

self shortly before noon of the 12th,

when about 02:)posite Lichtenfels, the
northernmost jooint which the lower
or Cape Farewell ice is known to at-

tain.

Fog and rain followed the expedition
for another thirty-six hours, but on the
moniing of the 14th day broke with a
sj^lendor and luminosity unknown to
regions outside of the Arctic Circle.

The Greenland coast loomed up brill-

iant for a length of a hundred miles or
more, its rugged mountain j)eaks, here
and there flecked by the snows of lin-

gering winter, or forever shrouded in

the white mantle of a perpetual ice-cap,

forming a continuous pr«norama not
unlike what is presented to

the observer from the lower
mountain summits of Switz-

erland. It is true that the

loftiest peaks are here but
four to five thousand feet in

elevation, but the absence of

foreground and the low de-

scent of the snow - line com-
bine to j^roduce an exagger-
ated optical effect which is

most delusory, a deception
that is only further strength-

ened by the Horner and ai-

guilles which everywhere re-

call the Alps. It is Switzer-

land in miniature, with a
smooth, glassy sea to receive

the reflections which in old

Helvetia bathe in the waters
of her deep blue lakes. Sev-
enty miles to the northward a
slight heaving of the horizon
indicated the position of the
basaltic cliffs of Disko I&land,

under the lea of which are

nestled the few huts and
houses which together consti-

tute the caj^ital of the North-
ern Inspectorate of Green-
land, Godhavn, or Lievely.
The average mind which con-

ceives of a journey to the far

North as being one of only
hardships and terror, finds it

diflicult to realize that this is

the " land beyond the Arctic

Circle ;
" the warm sunshine,

the i^lacid sea, and the absence,

except in scattered flecks, of

those impending bergs which have fas-

tened themselves as time-honored ne-

cessities upon the eye of the imagina-

tion, fail to do justice to the modern
conception of the Arctic world. The
temperature at 8 a.m. was 45° F., but
at noon it had risen to 50° F., and in

the sun the station of the mercury
among the seventies did away with all

thoughts concerning wraps and heavy
underwear.
At 5.30 in the afternoon we an^ived

off Godhavn, and shortly afterward

passed through the formality of taking

on a pilot—an Eskimo of unmistakably
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European lineage. Swarthy Frederick,

the interpreter to the British PoLir Ex-
pedition of 1875-7G, and the associate

of Peary in 1886, was among the first

to greet us, bringing with him a num-
ber of his tribe, young and old—but all

visitors to the Kite was an old Eskimo
who had, in 1870, conducted Norden-
skjuld to the famous " meteoritic " re-

gion of the Blaaberg, on Disko Island,
whence were obtained the large blocks
of native iron, commonly known as the

In Smitn bound, off Cape Sabine, 78° 44' i\i.

males, as no females are permitted to

board the incoming vessels—prepared
to partake of a lasting hospitality of

the ship's steward, and to effect such
barter as would yield to them the ad-

vantage of a few krones or of a shirt or
pair of pantaloons. The latter article

was prized beyond measure, but its ac-

ceptance was dependent wholly upon a
proved freedom from holes and patches.

Danish sovereignt}" has long since in-

fused a civilized aspect into the costume
of the Southern Eskimos, and hence the

demand for articles which would be
scorned by most of their brethren of

the North ; European trousers and a

blue cotton outer shirt or anorak now
take the place, as a summer attire, of

the seal garments wliicli were a neces-

sity in the antecedent periods of bar-

baric existence. Among those wlio liad

come out with the first boat-load of

iron of Oviiak or Uifak, concerning the

origin of which, whether meteoric or tel-

luric, so much has been written and ar-

gued by geologists and mineralogists.

I was at the identical locality witli the

same Eskimo in the summer of 1891,

and fortune threw in our path a stone

of some two hundred and seventy

pounds weight, for which a reward of

£5 was given. Susjiecting that there

might be a return exi)edition this year

the Eskimos had shrewdly made a fur-

ther examination of the desolate spot,

with the result of finding a number of

additional blocks of the d(>sired mate-

rial ; th( se had been carefully placed to

one side awaiting my return, and were

now ]ila('e(l at my dis]iosal, together

with mucli otlier geolonical material

that it was thought I might be inter-

ested in.

Our i)urpose in 2)utting in at CJod-
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ha-sTi was primarily the presentation of

official credentials from the Danish
Government, and the ohtaining of cer-

tain effects Avliich were considered desir-

able for the expedition. Godhavn, or, as
it is commonly known to geographers,

written. No trees of any kind shadow
the sunlight from a perpetual summer
sun ; no song of bird, save the occasion-
al chirp of the snow-bunting and wheat-
ear, responds to the wakening calls of

morning. The melancholy bark of a

Head of McCormick Bay, showing Point where Mr. Peary made the Ascent to the Ice-cap of Greenland.

Disko, as the caj)ital of the Northern
Inspectorate of Greenland, is the offi-

cial seat of one of the two highest
dignitaries of the land, the Inspector.

Of a population counting less than one
hundred and thirty souls, some fif-

teen are Danes, and the remainder al-

most entirely half-breed Eskimos ; not
more than seven full-blooded natives

are recognized among the inhabitants,

of which number is the Frederick al-

ready referred to. A first impression
of this singular settlement is not cal-

culated to inspire enthusiasm for a

prolonged residence in the " land of

desolation." A few wooden structures,

com2:)rising a church, the government
building or general store, and the resi-

dences of the Danish officials, together
with a somewhat larger number of

green-grown and chimneyed turf huts
of the Eskimos, crown a dreary expanse
of granite and syenite, over whose sur-

faces the ice of former ages 2:)loughed

its way to the sea. Eveiywhere the
effects of past glaciation are plainly

dozen or more of shapely curs— not,

however, the aw^e-inspiring and night-

destroying howl of books of travel, but
the more subdued tones of reality—alone
indicates possession of the town. Cheer-
fulness, save in the bright sunshine
which here illumines all nature, seems
to have forever deserted the locality.

But this first impression almost im-
mediately disappears through closer ac-

quaintance. Once the foot has been set

upon the mirrored rocks, the charms
of this garden spot one by one unfold
themselves. The little patches of green

are aglow with bright fiowers, rich in

the colors which a bounteous nature

has provided ; the botanical eye readily

distinguishes among these the moun-
tain - pink, the dwarf rhododendron,
several species of heath, the crow-foot,

chickweed, and poj)py, with their vaiy-

ing tints of green, red, white, and yel-

low. Ga}^ butterflies flit through the

Avarm sunshine, casting their shadows
over "forests " of diminutive birch and
willow. Here and there a stray bee
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The Living Room at Redcliffe House, McCormick Bay.

hums its search for SAveets

among the pollen <j;'rains,

while from afar, woven
through the music of gur-

gling rills and brooks, come
the melodious strains of

thousands of mosquitoes,
who ever cheerfully lend

their aid to give voice to

the landscape. Above this

peaceful scene tower the

dark - red cliifs of basalt,

which from a height of two
thousand feet look down
upon a sea of Mediterra-
nean loveliness, blue as the

waters of Yillafranca, and
calm as the surface of an
interior lake. Over its bos-

om Hoat hundreds of ice-

bergs, the output of the great Jakobs- little cottages, well supplied with those
havn Glacier, liftv miles to the east- appliances and adjuncts—such as a li-

ward, scattered like Hocks of white brarv, piano, and l3illiard-room—which
sheep in a pasture. Such was the sum- conduce to a home-like comfort, are

mer picture of the region about Disko not in absolute harmonv with their sur-

as it was found by the writer in two roundings, but they bear testimony to

successive seasons. There was little of an intelligence and refinement govern-
that Greenland about it Avliich we habit- ing the household which come with a

ually associate with the region, nothing rude shock to those who had expected
of those terrors which to the average to meet with at best only half-barbari-

mind reflect the quality of the Arctic ans in this remote quarter of the globe,

world. It was an almost inexpressible pleasure
Dreary though a long residence may for me to see the geraniums, fuchsias,

prove to be at a spot like Godhavn, and roses which the good people were
there is yet seemingly enough comfort here raising behind double windows or

in it to make it attractive to the Dan- under glass covers, and fondling with a

isli officials Avho reside there. The neat care only equalled by the interest with
which they pursued the

general subject of Green-
land zoology or followed

the recent explorations of

men like Eyder, Stanley,

Holub, and Peters. Herr
Inspector Andcrsson, whose
hospitality I had already

enjoyed the summer i)revi-

ous, was absent at the time
of our visit, liaving but a

few days before gon(> to

Up(>rnivik to adjust some
matters in connection with

the government there. Mrs.
Aiulcrsson and her daugh-
ter, however, gave us a kind-

ly welconuN which was rein-

-ip|i^—--- forced throuuli tlie good

Interior of Mr. and M,s Peary s Ko-.m at Redcliffe House. OlllCeS of the ClOVCmor aud

-^tm^'m^mvVln^v^^^ttt ^'

i.'iV
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his assistant. A determinatiou to aid

our expedition to the fullest extent pos-

sible was made manifest from the mo-
ment that our arrival was ofhcially an-

nounced.
We secured some fur clothing for

our equipment, and what we thought to

be of greater importance to ourselves,

the services of an Eskimo interpreter

and servant, Daniel Johannes Matthias

Isaiah Broberg, a nephew of the wealth-

iest native of Godhavn, and brother of

Nicholas Broberg, who in 1883 acted in

a like capacity for the second Greely
Relief Expedition. Daniel, like most
of the Eskimos of Godhavn, was inor-

dinately fond of his tobacco, and it was
rarely that he was to be found without
his pipe ; speaking, eating, or sleeping,

his pipe appeared to be his most faith-

ful and constant companion. The stip-

ulations of our contract with him were,

that he was to receive £3 10s. per month

;

that he was not to receive any orders

from the ship's men ; not to be obliged

to draw, by himself, a sledge over the

inland ice ; to be remunerated for the

breakage of an arm or leg, or for other
bodily mutilation ; to be returned to

Godhavn. These stipulations, which
were exacted from a fear of ill-treat-

ment engendered through experiences

associated with former expeditions, and
which have made it all but impossible

to secure the services of any of the Es-
kimos of the Inspectorate, were supple-

mented with a special recommendation
for a pau" of pantaloons.

At 1.30 P.M. of the 16th we fired our
parting salute, and dipping our colors

to the ship Constancia, which was then
lying in port, slowly withdrew from the

shadow of the tall cliffs which give to

the harbor its most impressive aspect.

Our destination was Upernivik, the

most northerly of the Danish settle-

ments, and the most northern settle-

ment of civilization on the surface of

the globe. We remained here but a

few hours, our sole purpose being the

exchange of civilities with the Danish
officials resident there. Herr Inspector
Andersson and Governor and Mrs.
Beyer extended to us an open-hearted
welcome, and with it the full hospitality

which their house offered.

A more exquisite day than that which

Vol. XUL—2

marked our departure from Upernivik,
could scarcely be conceived. The white
lumps of ice which almost choked the
harbor, and the glare from whose sur-
faces fairly dazzled the eye, were a
marked contrast to the delicious warmth
which was supplied by an Arctic 52^ F.

Desolate fogs, however, broke in upon
the evening and night, and it was not
until two o'clock of the following after-

noon (the 19th) that we were enabled
to make a landing on the outer Duck
Island. The Devil's Thumb, that most
notable landmark, 2,347 feet in eleva-

tion, on the western coast of Greenland,
should have been made before midnight

;

but the ice-bound fogs obliged a halt

throughout the greater part of the even-

ing and night hours. The twentieth
of the month, the day that had been
fixed upon for our arrival at Melville

Bay, actually found us there, and we
stood confronting the northern ice.

No real difficulty was encountered in

the passage of this much dreaded re-

gion of the Arctic seas. An accumula-
tion of shore-ice prevented us from fol-

lowing the coast in the track of the

daring whalers, but about twenty-five

miles seaward comparatively little heavy
ice, beyond broken and rotten pans, was
encountered, and were it not for a con-

tinuous lowering fog, little hindrance
to a free navigation would have been
presented. The water itself w^as as

smooth as a mirror, with only the small-

est ripples to break its surface ; the

temperature of the air was at all times

above the freezing points.

At 8 A.M. of July 22d we were off Cape
York, and had completed the passage

of the Bay; the high land was first

sighted shortly after midnight, but be-

yond a momentary appearance, it re-

mained shrouded in the heavy fog until

the early hours of morning. Gray cliffs

of granite, moss-grown and grass-gro\Mi

on their favored slopes, with here and
there a glacier peacefully slumbering
in their deeper hollows, mark the exit

from the ice-bound Melville Bay to the

open north water. For sixty hours

after leaving the Duck Islands the con-

dition of the weather had been such

that no observations for position could

be taken ; our course had been one

solely of compass and dead-reckoning.
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Considering the sluggishness of the
compass in these regions, and the al-

most endless number of detours which
a course in the fog among the ice-pans

necessitates, one could not but be im-

l^ressed by the general directness of the

traverse, and the exactitude with which

y

M'gipsu—a Woman of the Arctic Highlanders. Sketched
from life.

it was terminated. Barely fifty hours
were required for the passage from the
Devil's Thumb to Cape York, and had
there been no fog, even with the large

quantity of ice that was present, the
time would probably have been reduced
by from fifteen to twenty hours.

At the Eskimo settlement, a few
miles to the eastward of Cape York

—

the settlement commonly known as that

of Cape York—we obtained the first in-

formation regarding the Peary party.

A shaggily bearded Eskimo, one of the
tallest and most stalwart of the tribe of

so-called Arctic Highlanders,* measur-
ing not less than five feet nine inches
in height, had passed some part of the
winter about the " Peary igdloo " on
McCormick Bay, and consequently
could state something from personal
knowledge. Our extremely limited ac-

quaintance with the Eskimo tongue,
combined with the difficult}^ with which
our interpreter grasped the sense of

the northern dialect, made progress in

a mutual comprehension slow and
wearisome ; but enough was made clear

that at last accounts, extending back to

a period of some four or five months,

• See " The Arctic Highlander, " bv Benjamin Sharp,
Ph.D., in ScRiBNER's aG.gazixe for February, 1892.

the members of the party—all of whom
w^ere indicated by name—were doing
w^ell. A rude drawing, representing
with fair precision the geographical con-
tours of the region, showed that they
were at that time still on McCormick
Bay, and provided with both boats and
sledges. Coupled with this informa-
tion we were made to understand, as,

indeed, w^e had already known previous
to our departure—that one of the ves-
sels of the Melville Bay whaling fleet had
been crushed in the ice.

The arrival of the Kite at this first

outpost of the northern Eskimos w^as

the signal for much quiet happiness on
the part of the natives. Scarcely had
the vessel made fast to a cake of. ice

before she was boarded by the happy
people—men, women, and children

—

who, true to the instincts of an honest
nature, required no invitation to bid
them w^elcome. They stayed until they
had satisfied every curiosity, or until

the steam whistle announced the pro-
spective departure of the " Oomeak-
shua"—the "big w^oman's boat," as the
natives style every large vessel. Among
the visitors I recognized a number of

familiar faces, but the majority of my
associates of last year seemed to be ab-

sent. A limping old man who had been
known to Hayes was dead, and other
members of the tribe had departed.

A special purpose in calling at the
settlement of Cape York, or Ignamine,
w^as the distribution among the natives

of gifts of charity which had been gen-
erously contributed b}^ citizens of Phil-

adelphia and Westchester. Boards cut
to the length of sledges, strips for ka-

yak frames, hardw^are, and utensils of

various kinds, cooking implements, etc.,

were a part of the bountiful cargo that

was to give joy and wealth to a rugged
people— a people to w^hom a barrel

stave or a needle was an almost price-

less treasure. Words fail to describe

the scene of animation w^hich marked
the bestowal of the awards. There
were no rude attempts to obtain pos-

session of any special article, no bois-

terous demonstrations of superiority
;

each man or woman received his or her

gifts with a dignity and calm compos-
ure which were truly remarkable, in

view of the wealth which the presents
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conveyed. Their expression of ex-

treme delight was told in the few sylla-

bles " Na, na, na, nay."

After a delay of a few hours, neces-

sitated in part by the fog, the Kite

pushed into the North Water, where
no floes or pack-ice were encountered.

Passing Conical Rock at midnight, the

expedition steamed to Wolstenholme
Island, on the western spur of which
it had been prearranged that records

should be left by Mr. Peary, in the

event of a forced early retreat, but no
cairn was discovered. My own advice

of the prospective Relief Expedition,

which had been deposited on the same
island nearly six weeks earlier (June

13th), by Captain Phillips, of the whaler
Esquimaux, was picked up by my men
and found to be undisturbed. The
party of exploration had manifestly not
yet passed to the south. Shortly after

5 A.M. (of the 23d), the Kite shaped her
course to Whale Sound, and early in

the evening of the same day, after dis-

charging a second cargo of charities

to the Eskimos of Barden Bay, made
the passage between Northumberland
and Herbert Islands. Throughout the

greater part of the day there prevailed

a balmy and spring-like temperature
which was in striking harmony with
the warm, sunlit effects which the land-

scape ever;y^iere presented. We were
less than nine hundred miles from the

Pole, yet the thermometer could not be
coaxed down even to the freezing-point

;

in the sun the mercury rose rapidly to

near the 60° line. Thousands of ice

fragments, thrown out by one of the

arms of the great Tyndall Glacier,

covered the silvered surface of the sea
;

while off in the distance swung out in

majestic line the flotilla of bergs to

which the giant glaciers of Inglefield

Gulf have given birth. Murchison
Sound was reached at ten o'clock, and
only ten miles now intervened between
our ship and the spot where, a year be-

fore, the " West Greenland " party saw
fashioned the wooden shelter which
was to give lodgement to the brave

seven who composed the Peary party.

Expectancy is now at full height, and
from every point of vantage on the ves-

sel comes the desire to possess the eyes

that see the first and farthest. The

bow, the rigging, the bridge, and crow's
nest, are all in active competition, but
the award of victory is to be withheld
for some time as yet. McCormick Bay
opens up broadly to the east, its mov-
ing ice-field joining vai\\ the endless
fleet of bergs which are slowly coursing
to the open sea. Five miles more are
covered, and the Kite plunges into the
soft pack, but no sign of human life or
habitation is as yet apparent. Through
the clear night air is sent the boom of

the ship's cannon, but only reverbera-
tions from the barren crags answer.
Save the occasional crackling of a feeble

iceberg, and the noise of the ship's ma-
chinery, all is as quiet as the grave. A
second discharge follows, accompanied
by the shrill tones of the steam-whistle,

but still no answer. The red clifls of Cape

Tong-eh. Sketched from life at McCormick Bay, August

18, 1892.

Cleveland are now near to us, and the

range of vision, except for an intercept-

ing berg, covers the site which we know
to be that of the Peary igdloo. Pres-

ently from far aloft comes the welcome :

" They are answerirg us \di\\ a gun."

No sound was audible, but the keen

eye of Second ]\Iate Dunpliy had de-

tected smoke. Three long shrieks from

our siren, as a token of welcome, and

the pennant swings to the breeze.

When the ship's thunder once more
broke the ominous silence a small

speck ap])eared upon the water's sur-

face. " They are coming to meet us in
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a boat," came the ciy from aloft, and the

field -glass confirmed the obsei-^^ation

from the crow's nest. In the nearing
boat were Verhoeff, Cook, and Gibson,
who had come vdih. Eskimo friends to

i^reet the strange apparitions from the

JSouth. A half hour before the midnight
hour they boarded our vessel, and we
obtained from them the happy tidings

that ever^'thiug was well. Lieutenant
Peaiy, who had entirely recovered from
the accident of last summer, was, at

the time of the arrival of the Kite, \\-ith

young Astrup, traversing the vast wil-

derness of the inland ice, while the he-

roic wife of the commander, wdth Mat-
thew Henson, was encamped at the

head of the bay, some fifteen miles dis-

tant, awaiting the return of the ex-

plorers.

The members of the Peaiy party who
had come out to meet us showed no
signs of a struggle with a hard winter.

Their bronzed faces spoke more for a

perpetual tropical sunlight than for

a sunless Ai'ctic night, the memories
of which had long since vanished as a

factor in their present existence. No
serious illness of any kind had invaded
the household during a tw^elve months'
absence from civilization. The expe-

dition quarters presented a very dif-

ferent appearance from what they did
a year before when the Eate steamed
out from McCormick Bay. The dimin-
utive two-roomed house, w^hich then
stood solitary and uninviting in its

own field of scattered mountain - pink
and poppy, roofless to the elements
and unprotected from the blasts which
were hurled against the sides of board
and tar-paper, was now the focus of a

busy world that had congregated about.

A colony of Eskimos, whose members
had been gathered in from various
settlements along the coast, had estab-

lished themselves on the same free soil

of nature, eager to reap the benefits

which a contact with civilization might
bring, and ever ready to give a helping
hand to those whom they now recog-

nized as superiors. The twenty or more
natives were lodged in five tuples, or
skin summer tents, about which were
gathered a variety of paraphernalia
necessary to the Eskimo household
and an amount of odor which only

weeks—more likely months—of abra-
sion and ablution could efiace. If clean-

liness was not a virtue with these peo-
ple, their honesty, cheerfulness, and
good-^^'ill made amends for the lack of

a qualit}^ which a defective vision has as-

signed to be the first attribute of God-
liness. The majonty of the men and
women were of low stature, the tallest

of the latter, fat Itushakshui, the moth-
er of an exceedingly winsome young
bride of thirteen, Tong^vingwa, meas-
uring only 4 feet 8 inches. M'gipsu,
the shortest of the mothers, measured
only 4 feet 4 inches. The men are, with
few excej)tions, taller than the women,
but even among them a stature exceed-

ing five feet is a rarity rather than the
reverse, although such exceptional cases

are less rare among the people of the

region about Cape York than further
northward.
The moment that the Kite appeared

in McCormick Bay the natives recog-

nized that a " circus had come to town."

A few of them had seen the vessel, or

one similar to it, before, but to the

majority the Oomeakhshua was an un-
imaginable novelty. At all hours of
" night " and day, when a transfer could
readily be made from the shore, men,
women, and children would gather to

her sides, eager to obtain mementos
of our journey in the shaj^e of biscuits,

souj), or thimbles. The deck and cab-

ins underwent a daily inspection, as

did also the forecastle and every other
available spot of interest which the ship

ofiered. These visits to us ultimately

became a source of some annoyance,
since they interfered largely with the

work— the making of skin boots and
clothing, fashioning of sledges and ka-

yaks, etc.— w^hich had been laid out
for them by the Peary party. So long
as the vessel was in sight and approach-
able, it formed the uppermost thought
in their minds, more especially of the

w^omen. Stitching seal -boots, or ka-

miks, or chewing hides to render them
pliable, was of little moment so long
as good -hearted Captain Pike gave
them welcome with him, and dealt out
rations of bread and biscuit. On tw^o

occasions we were favored with a song
and dance, the instrumental accom-
paniment being given on a stretched
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drum - like hide, the frame of which
was beat to a three-time .with a splint-

er of ivorv. The most i)opular luel-

ody— the oue which is supposed to

have curative powers when sung by
the " angekoks " or wise men of the set-

tlement— consisted of a succession

of yah, yah, yalis, and scarcely anything-
more, which fell in rhythmic cadence
from a high crescendo to a tremulous
under -note, suggestive of almost any
range of possibilities.

Almost immediately after our arrival

a message was sent up by special Es-
kimo express to Mrs. Peary, informing
her of our coming, and in a few short

hours a welcome greeting was returned
to the relief party. I visited her camj)
on the following day (25th). The bay
was still largely closed Avith ice, and
the upper part was accessible onl}^ by
way of the long shore line, on which a

lingering ice - foot had set its heavy
masses of frozen sea. Just outside the

tent, in the midst of a mosquito-tract
which, for the quality and quantity of

its musical tenants, could readily vie

with the more favored spots of the

tropics, I met the brave woman who
was the first of her sex to dare the ter-

rors of the North Arctic winter. She
had come to meet me and pressed a

cordial invitation to follow to her cosey
shelter. The little white tent, whose
only furniture consisted of two sleep-

ing-bags of reindeer-fur, stood on a

patch of meadow-land facing the bay
and across it the bold granite bluffs

which to the outer world marked the

last traces of the departed explorers,

and over whose nearly vertical walls it

was hoped that fortune would favor an
early return. A range of steep heights,

over whose declivities a number of gla-

ciers protruded their arms caterpillar-

like in the direction of the sea, formed
the desolate background. Eastward
the eye gazed upon the interminable
ice-cap, with its long sweep of gentle

swells and undulations—a land lost

between the sky and the earth ; west-

ward it fell upon the broad expanse of

the bay whose half-congealed surface

passed hazily to the distant sea beyond.
This was the picture of the spot where
Mrs. Peary, almost alone among the

few wild flowers bv which she was sur-

rounded, had passed full nine days with
but a single companion to help relieve

the dreary and anxious hours of wait-

ing. The experiences of a year had
told lightly on her, and there was noth-
ing to indicate regret for a venture
which no woman had heretofore braved
and which only noble devotion had dic-

tated.

Kecognizing, with the late day of his

departure from McCormick Bay (May
1st), that Mr. Peary could not readily re-

turn from his hazardous journey before
the first week of August, and that no
purpose w^ould be subserved b}^ the relief

party remaining at their present quar-
ters until that time, I ordered out the

Kite on the following morning to pro-

ceed to Smith Sound, hoping that a

fortunate combination of circumstances
might permit us to make a traverse of

the front of the great Humboldt Gla-

cier. In this ho2:)e, however, we were
destined to be disappointed. No more
delightful weather could have been
conceived than that which marked the

day of our departure northward. A
flood of light poured over the landscape,

illumining it with a radiance which only
the snows and ice of the far north or

of Alpine summits can reflect. Scarcely

a breath of air disturbed the hundreds
of bergs and " bergiets " which floated

lazily by, impelled by the gentle cur-

rent of the deep blue sea, and barely a

rip2:)le, save wdiere the little auk had
congregated in hundreds to disport

awhile in the w^arm sunshine, broke the

surface of the mirror into whose inner

depths w^e cast our images. Fifty miles

northward the headland of Cape Alex-

ander stood out with a boldness that

was almost startling in its etfects, while

beyond it a few minor heights marked
the passage into that forbidding tract

of sea and ice from which so many
brave hearts have never returned. Be-

fore we had reached Littleton Island

the ominous ice-blink only too j)lainly

told us that ice w^as ahead ; Smitla

Sound was closed from Greenland to

the American side. At midnight we
were brought up by the " pack ;

" Cape
Sabine, memorable in the annals of

Arctic discovery as the scene of disaster

and of heroic rescue, was to our left,

and Rensselaer Harbor, equally memo-
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The Verhoeff Glacier—where the last traces of Mr. Verhoeff, the Mineralogist, were found.

rable as the winter quarters of tlie Ad-
vance of Kane, a few miles to tlie east-

ward. The ice was somewhat heavier

than the " pack " of Melville Bay, in

which we were imprisoned the summer
previous, but it yet bore the same quiet

and tranquil air, wholly unsuggestive
of power-possession. The hummocky
sheets, measuring from six to ten feet

in thickness, and showing but a single

lead in their midst, had manifestly not
yet begun to break for the season, and
therefore all efforts to reach the glacier

at this time must be fruitless. Al-

though nine years had elapsed since

the crushing of the Proteus, the ex-

periences of that desolate July 28d
were still too vivid in the mind of our
captain to permit of any risks being
taken on this occasion. With his back
turned to the snow-clad slopes of Cape
Sabine, and gazing upon the uncovered
and to him less reminiscent heights of

the Greenland coast, he announced that

we had reached the journey's end. The
Hundioldt Glacier was invisible, al-

though farther off to the northward,
the i^rominences of Capes Hawkes and
Louis Napoleon, and possibly also tliat

of Cape Imperial, carried the eye quite

to the border line of, or even beyond,
the eightieth parallel.

The front ice of the Smith Sound
pack is the home of the walrus. Hun-
dreds of these animals were disport-

ing themselves in the silent hours of a

sunlit midnight ; here a few gathered
on tablets of floating ice, others leisure-

ly paddling about with an abandon truly

majestic. Their frolics immediately
called to mind the gambols of j^ups and
kittens. No animal, probably, save the

Bengal tiger, offers the same amount
of sport to the Imntsman as does this

king of the northern waters. Every
attack resulting in a wounded animal
can be safely relied u])on for a counter-

attack, which is prosi'cuted with au
audacity no less remarkable than the

energy with wliicli it is sustained. A
wounded walrus will not infrecjuently

call for assistance to a number of its

associates, and woe be tlien to tlie

Imntsman if, in the general struggle,

one of tlie infuriated animals should

place its tusks on the inner side of tlie

little craft that has gone out to do bat-

tle.
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The largest specimen secured by us
measured, from the tip of the nose to

the extended hind flippers, somewhat
more than thirteen feet (to the extrem-

ity of the spinal column, eleven feet

four inches) ; its weight was estimated

to be between fifteen hundred and two
thousand pounds, but not impossibly

it was considerably more.

In our return southward to McCor-
mick Bay, which began shortly before

five o'clock of the morning of July 27th,

explorations were extended into Port
Foulke and Sonntag Bay, where were
located the "tribes" of the Etah and Sor-

falik Eskimo, the most northerly of the

inhabitants of the globe. Only empty
huts, five or six at each locality, a few
grave liea23s, and distributed rubbish
of one kind or another, now indicated a

former possession of the land ; adverse
conditions of the chase had driven away
the inhabitants, who had departed south
to add their little mite to the colonists

of the Whale Sound region. The last

of the Etahs had joined the cantonment
about the Pear}^ igdloo. That the re-

gion of Port Foulke had only recently

been abandoned was proved by the gen-
erally good state of preservation of the

stone huts, not less than by the newly
arranged fox-traps that were outlying.

A return of the departed could proba-
bly be expected in a more propitious
year. In Sonntag Bay an effort was
made to ascertain the possibilities of

some of the large glaciers as a means of

communication with the upper ice or ice-

cap. The fact that in many of these north-
ern ice-streams crevasses were largely

or almost entirely wanting, or were so

complete^ closed as to show but mere
rifts on the surface, seemed to indicate

that a direct highway of travel, acces-

sible alike to sledge and man, could be
found on the moving ice. A first at-

tempt on a northeast glacier, with a
sledge loaded to about two hundred
pounds, proved abortive ; the high ter-

minal wall and abrupt lateral slopes,

while they offered no serious hindrance
to man in the capacity of a pedestrian,

blocked the approach of the toboggan,
as would, indeed, have also done the
numerous crevasses which cut across

the ice in its lower border. A second
attempt, made on the huge glacier dis-
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charging into the eastern extremity of
the bay, proved more successful. As-
cending over the feebly depressed lat-

eral moraine of the left side, no diffi-

culty was encountered in transferring

Qur impedimenta to the surface of the
glacier, Avhich was practically solid, and
almost without rift for miles from its

termination. The even crust of the ice,

which at the early hour of twelve had
barely begun to yield to the softening

influences of a midnight sun, offered

little obstacle to the traction of our
sledge, and before five hours had passed,

we had planted our stakes in the neve
basin, 2,050 feet above the sea. A por-

tion of the immediate ice-cap was below
us, some of it eighty or a hundred feet

higher up ; the feasibility of the passage
had been demonstrated.

Later experiences on some of the

more southerly and still more gigantic

glaciers only further demonstrated the

accessibility of the ice-cap along a route

of travel where the gradient was scarce-

ly ten degrees, and in many parts con-

siderably less. Indeed, the slope of

many of the northern glaciers for miles

does not exceed three to five degrees.

We arrived at our old quarters in Mc-
Cormick Bay in the evening of the 29tlL

The balmy weather that had thus far

accompanied us still gave the sensation

of spring, but an impending change
was perceptible. The last two or three

evenings had grown measurably cooler,

and the drooping sun indicated a draw-
ing approach to cold weather and win-

try nights. Anticipating a probable
return of Mr. Peary toward the close of

the first week in August, the Kite, with

Mrs. Peary and Matthew Henson added
to my party, steamed on the 4:th to the

head of the bay, and there dropped
anchor. On the following day a rec-

onnaissance of the inland ice, with a

view of locating signal posts to the re-

turning explorers was made by the mem-
bers of the expedition. A tedious half-

hour's march over boggy and bowldory

talus brought us to the base of the

cliffs, at an elevation of three hundred
and fifty to four hundred feet, where

the true ascent was to begin. The line

of march is up a precijiitous water-

channel, everywhere en('oini)asscd by
bowlders, on which, despite its steep-
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ness, progress is rapid. The virtual

crest is reached about six hundred and
fifty feet higher, and then the gradual
uprise of the stream - valley begins.

Endless rocks, rounded and angular

—

the accumulation of former ground and
lateral moraines—spread out as a vast
"VNildcrness, rising to the ice-caj) in su-

perimposed benches or terraces. At an
elevation slightly exceeding eighteen
hundred feet we reach the first tongue
of the ice. Rounding a few outlying
"nunataks"—uncovered hills of rock
and bowlders—we bear east of north-
east, heading as nearly as j)ossible in

the direction from which, so far as the

lay of the land would permit us to de-

termine, the return would most likely

be made. The ice-cap swells up high-

er and higher in gentle rolls ahead of

us, and with every advance to a colder
zone it would seem that the walking, or
rather wading, becomes more and more
difficult. One by one we plunge through
the yielding mass, gasj)ing for breath,

and frequently only with difficulty ex-

tricating ourselves. The hard crust of

winter had completely disappeared, and
not even the comparatively cool sun of

midnight was sufficient to bring about
a degree of compactness adequate to

sustain the weight of the human body.
At times almost every step buried the

members of the party up to the knee
or waist, and occasionally even a plunge
to the armpits was indulged in by the

less fortunate, to whom perhaps a super-

fluity of avoirdupois was now for the

first time brought home as a lesson of

regret. We have attained an elevation

of 2,200 feet ; at 4 p.m. the barometer
registers 2,800 feet. The landscape of

McCormick Bay has faded entirely out
of sight ; ahead of us is the grand and
melancholy snow waste of the interior

of Greenland. No grander representa-

tion of nature's quiet mood could be
had than this picture of the endless

sea of ice— a picture of lonely desola-

tion not matched in any other part of

the earth's surface. A series of gentle

rises carries the eye far into the inte-

rior, until in the dim distance, jjossibly

three-quarters of a mile or a full mile

above sea-level, it no longer distin-

guishes between the chalky sky and the

gray-white mantle which locks in with

it. No lofty mountain-peak rises out
of the general surface, and but few deep
valleys or gorges bight into it ; but roll

follows roll in gentle sequence, and in
such a way as to annihilate all concep-
tions of sjDace and distance. This is

the aspect of the great " ice-blink." It
is not the picture of a wild and tem-
pestuous nature, forbidding in all its

details, but of a peaceful and long-con-
tinued slumber.
At 5.45 P.M., when we took a first

luncheon, the thermometer registered
42° F. ; the atmosphere was quiet and
clear as a bell, although below us, west-
ward to the islands guarding the en-
trance to Murchison Sound, and east-

ward to a blue corner of Inglefield
Gulf, the landscape was deeply veiled
in mist. Shortly after nine o'clock we
had reached an elevation of 3,300 feet,

and there, at a distance of about eight
miles from the border of the ice - cap,

we planted our first staff— a lash of

two poles, rising about twelve feet and
surmounted by cross-pieces and a red
handkerchief. One of the cross-pieces

read as follows : "To head of McCor-
mick Bay—Kite in port—August 5,

1892."

A position for a second staff was se-

lected on an ice - dome about two and
a half miles from the present one,

probably a few hundred feet higher,

and commanding a seemingly uninter-
rupted view to all points of the com-
pass. Solicitous over the condition of

the feet of some of my associates, I

ordered a division of the party, with
a view of sparing unnecessary fatigue

and the discomfort which further pre-

cipitation into the soft snow entailed.

Mr. Bryant, in command of an advanced
section, was entrusted with the placing

of the second staff, while the remaining
members of the party were to effect a

slow retreat, and await on dry ground
the return of the entire expedition.

Scarcely had the separation been ar-

ranged before a shout burst upon the
approaching midnight hour which made
everybody's heart throb to its fullest.

Far off to the northeastward, over pre-

cisely the spot that had been selected

for the placing of the second staff,

Entrikin's clear vision had detected a

black speck that was foreign to the
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Greenland ice. There was no need to

conjecture what it meant :
" It is a man

;

it is moving," broke out almost simul-

taneously from several lips, and it was
immediately realized that the explorers

of whom we were in quest were return-

ing victoriously homeward. An instant

later a second speck joined the first, and
then a long black object, easily resolved

by my field -glass into a sledge with
dogs in harness, completed the strange
vision of life upon the Greenland ice.

Cheers and hurrahs followed in rapid

succession—the first that had ever been
given in a solitude whose silence, before

that memorable summer, had never
been broken by the voice of man.
The distance was as yet too great for

the sound to be conveyed to the ap-

proaching wanderers, but the relief

party had already been detected, and
their friends hastened to extend to

them a hearty welcome. Like a verit-

able giant, clad in a suit of deer and
dog skin, and gracefully poised on
Canadian snow-shoes, the conqueror
from the far north plunged down the

mountain slope. Behind him followed

his faithful companion, young Astrup,
barely more than a lad, yet a tower of

strength and endurance ; he was true

to the traditions of his race and of his

earlier conquests in the use of the Nor-
wegian snow-skate or "ski." With him
were the five surviving Eskimo dogs,

seemingly as healthy and powerful as

on the day of their departure.

In less than an hour after Lieuten-
ant Peary was first sighted, and still be-

fore the passage of the midnight hour
of that memorable August 5th, cul-

minated that incident on the inland

ice which was the event of a lifetime.

Words cannot describe the sensations

of the moment which bore the joy of the

first salutation. Mr. Peary extended a

warm welcome to each member of my
party, and received in return hearty
congratulations upon the successful

termination of his journey. Neither
of the travellers looked the worse for

their three months' toil in the interior,

and both, with characteristic modesty,
disclaimed having overcome more than
ordinary hardships. Fatigue seemed
to be entirely out of the question, and
both Mr. Peary and Mr. Astrup bore

the appearance of being as fresh and
vigorous as though they had but just
entered upon their great journey.

After a brief recital of personal ex-
periences, and the interchange of Amer-
ican and Greenland news, the mem-
bers of the combined expedition turned
seaward, and thus terminated a most
dramatic incident. A more direct meet-
ing than this one on the bleak wilder-
ness of Greenland's ice-cap could not
have been had, even with all the possi-
bilities of prearrangement.
At 4.30 of the morning of August Gth

Mr. Peary met his devoted and coura-
geous vrife ; and on the following day, in

the wake of a storm which grounded
the good rescue ship and for a time
threatened more serious complications,
the Kite triumphantly steamed down
to the Peary winter quarters at the
Redcliffe House.
The results of the Peary expedition

justify all the anticij)ations that had
been pinned to it. Apart from its

worth in determining the insularity of

Greenland—thereby setting at rest a
question which had disturbed the minds
of geographers and statesmen for a
period of three centuries, or since the

days of Lord Burleigh—it has forever

removed that tract from a consideration

of complicity in the main workings of

the Great Ice Age. The inland ice-cap,

which by many has been looked upon
as the lingering ice of the Glacial Peri-

od, stretching far into the realm of the

Pole itself, has been found to terminate

throughout its entire extent at approx-

imately the eighty-second parallel ; be-

yond this line follows a region of past

glaciation—uncovered to-day, and sup-

porting an abundance of plant and ani-

mal life not different from that of the

more favored regions southward. Over
this tract has manifestly been effected

that migration of organic forms from
the west and to the west which has as-

similated the faunas and floras of east-

ern Greenland witli those of other re-

gions ; indeed, man's own migrations

are probably bound up with this north-

ern tract. Significant, too, is tlio dis-

covery of giant glaciers passing north-

ward from the inland ice-cap, and dis-

charging their icebergs into the frozen

sea beyond. The largest of these, named
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the Academy Glacier, and measuring
from fifteen to twenty miles in width,
empties on the northeast coast into In-

dependence Bay, under the eighty-sec-

ond parallel.

Shortly after the return from the in-

terior of the exploring party, and pend-
ing prej^arations for the final departure
southward, happened that one incident

to the expedition which in any way
marred the brilliancy of its exploits.

It was at this time that Mr. Verhoeff,

the meteorologist and mineralogist of

the North Greenland party, undertook
that last search after rock - specimens
from which he never again returned to

meet his associates. He was last seen
on the morning of August 11th, when
he stated his intention of visiting the

Eskimo settlement of Kukan, across the

northern wall of McCormick Bay, and
a mineral locality well known to him.
Failing to appear at an early day, fears

were entertained for his safety, and a

systematic and scattered search was im-

mediately instituted by our combined
parties, assisted by nine specially se-

lected Eskimos and several members
of the ship's crew. The search was ex-

tended almost unremittingly through-
out seven daj^s and nights, over moun-
tain, ice, and glacier, and with a thor-

oughness that left no large area of

accessible country uncovered. Final

traces of the missing man, consisting

of partially obliterated footprints, a few
rock fragments placed on a bowlder,

and bits of paper from a meat-tin la-

bel, were discovered on the lateral ice

adjoining a huge and largely rifted

glacier, which discharges into the east-

ern extremity of the first indentation

north of McCormick Bay. All indica-

tions pointed to an attempted passage

of this ice sheet. A thorough survey

of the glacier and of the approaches to

it was made during three days, but on-

ly with a negative result. While eas-

ily traversed in its upper course, the
lower portion of the ice-sheet presented
an impassable barrier of crevasses and
hummocks, studded with treacherous
snow-bridges and deep holes, and it is

all but certain that the unfortunate
man met his fate here.* Under this
conviction, and recognizing the futility

of further search, the expedition regret-
fully returned to McCormick Bay, on
the northwestern promontory of which
(known as Cape Robertson), on Cairn
Point, a cache of provisions was left

by Lieutenant Peary.

The final departure from McCormick
Bay took place on the day following the
return from the search (the 24th). At
2.20 P.M. a parting salute was blown,
and the Oomeakshua, whose presence
had given so much joy to the rude
children of the North, turned her nose
homeward. Much ice, as a result of

continuous south and southwest winds,
had driven into the North Water and
choked the shore passage of Melville

Bay, but groping out in the direction of

the "middle sea" we found our exit,

and, early in the morning of the 30th,

reached the first outpost of civilization,

Godhavn. Without special incident, be-

yond the official courtesies which the ex-

pedition received at the capitals of the
two Inspectorates of Greenland, God-
havn, and Godthaab, and which must
forever remain among our pleasura-

ble reminiscences, the voyage was con-
tinued to the port of destination of the
Kite, St. John's, and thence to Phila-

delphia. The debarkation at the lat-

ter port was made between ten and
eleven o'clock on the morning of Sep-
tember 23d. The mission of the Relief

Expedition had been accomplished.

* It is but proper to state here that a sister and uncle
(the Rev. Mr. Keigwin) of Mr. VerhoefE believe the miss-
ing man to be still alive, and that he designedly sepa-
rated himself fi'om the expedition through a fondness for
the life that he had been leading, and for the purpose of
making a " record." No one wishes more heartily that
this may be the fact than the writer of this article.



SONNETS AFTER THE ITALIAN.

By John Hall Ingham.

I.

All loveliest light that wraps the wold in dreams,
And haunts the shadowy deeps of moonlit skies,

And trembles through the mist of mountain streams,
Floats on her hair and softens in her eyes.

All sweetest sound in leafy knoll or nook
Of swajdng bough and ecstasy of bird
And mossy murmurings of the hidden brook,
Is in her voice yet more melodious heard.

Nature in her doth hold high carnival,

Where fair things still a fairer guise employ

;

There beauty hath no blemish, bliss no pall,

Sunshine no shadow, sainthood no alloy.

So blest is Paradise, so sad a fate

To wander ever on—without the gate

!

II.

O Love, Love, Love ! What else is there in Hfe

That is immortal? War and hatred cease,

The sheath outlives the sword : the day of strife

Is prelude to the centuries of peace.

The night is but the shadow of the sun;
The evil, of the good. The atoms yearn
Each to the other—even as I turn
To thee, the type of all, yet being one.

As the poor peasant in the wayside shrine

Sees the Great Sacrifice, so I divine

The passion of the universe in thee.

—What do I say? How signifies to me
This world of God and men (nay, do not start!).

So thou but rest thy head upon my heart?



PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF MR. LINCOLN.

By the Marquis de Chamhrun.

[The late Marquis de Chambrun
(Charles Adolphe Pineton) was born at

the Chateau de Carriere, near Marve-
jols, France, on August 10, 1831. He
was a graduate of the Ecole des Chartes
and of the law faculty of Paris. Though
a liberal, he was, from family traditions,

attached to the legitimist branch of the

royalist party that centred around the

Comte de Chambord.
Under the empire, to which he was

opposed, he left France and came over

to the United States early in 1865,

where he became an intimate friend of

Charles Sumner, to whom his friend-

ship for Alexis de Tocqueville was
known. He accompanied President
Lincoln on his journey to City Point
and Petersburg. The following article

was written in French shortly after Mr.
Lincoln's death and remained among
the Marquis's papers, where it was
found at his death, which occurred in

September, 1891.]

It was toward the close of February,

1865, at one of the weekly receptions at

the White House, that I was first pre-

sented to Mr. Lincoln. Entering the

drawing-room, I found him standing.

As the crowd was great, each entering

visitor was made to pass quickly before

him. When my turn came, I briefly

expressed the interest I took in the

Northern victories. I added that, so

far as I could judge, they concerned in

the highest degree all nations who en-

joyed liberty, or who aspired to possess

it. He seemed grateful for this cordial

adhesion which I gave to his views, and
answered that he was particularly happy
to hear them expressed by a French-
man. These were the only words we
exchanged on that day. From this first

interview I could naturally only bring
home a very superficial impression of

the man I had thus seen.

On March 4th, the day appointed
for Mr. Lincoln's second inauguration,

I was able to observe him more closely.

This inauguration was to take place

under memorable circumstances. By
Mr. Lincoln's re-election the American
people had clearly signified its political

intentions : the war was to be carried

on to ultimate success and slavery to

be abolished. Such were the solemn
and decisive utterances of the national

will, and it had endowed the Union
armies vnth a new and irresistible im-
petus.

As the Vice-president is by right

President of the Senate, it is by his

admission to office that the inaugura-
tion solemnities begin. Vice-president

Johnson was still speaking when Mr.
Lincoln entered the Senate chamber.
He crossed it slowly and took his seat

at the foot of the President's chair.

From his seat he faced the assembly.

Hardly had he seated himself, when
I saw him close his eyes and abstract

himself completely, as though absorbed
in deep meditation. Far from seeking
the glances of those who sought his

own, he seemed suddenly to become
sad.

When the Vice-president had been
duly sworn into office, the procession
marched onward, the President heading
it, escorted by those appointed to in-

troduce him to the people. Following
came Chief Justice Chase, who also, ac-

cording to custom, was to administer
the oath of office. Then, regardless of

order or precedence, followed Senators,

Congressmen, and a few invited guests.

When we had crossed the rotunda, the
President advanced upon the platform
amid enthusiastic applause. A scene
indeed new to us, and momentous to

America, was then before us.

At the horizon of that applauding
multitude were arrayed those battal-

ions which Grant had summoned for

the campaign about to open, and among
them several negro companies. Be-
tween these lines of men and the col-

umns which upheld the platform, the

eye met a compact mass, the aspect of

which was rough and energetic ; in its

midst stood a multitude of negroes but
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yesterday freed, and for the first time
admitted to take part in a national so-

lemnity.

When the hurrahs had ceased, Mr.
Lincoln began reading his address, and
hardly had he read its first sentence,

when none could question its immense
success.

The utterance, in almost a religious

manner, of his thought, seemed to speak
out the very sentiments of all his lis-

teners, and the condemnation of slavery

v^rhich he was pronouncing, intermixed
here and there with biblical quotations,

seemed tinged with something of the

eloquence of the prophets.
" Fondly do we hope," he concluded,

" fervently do we pray, that this mighty
scourge of war may speedily pass away.

Yet, if God wills that it continue until

the wealth piled by the bondman's two
hundred and fifty years of unrequited
toil shall be sunk, and that every drop
of blood drawn with the lash shall be
paid by another drawn with the sword,
as was said three thousand years ago,

so still it must be said, ' The judgments
of the Lord are true and righteous alto-

gether.'
" With malice toward none, with

charity for all, with firmness in the
right, as God gives us to see the right,

let us strive on to finish the work we
are in, to bind up the nation's wounds,
to care for him who shall have borne
the battle, and for his widow and his

orphan—to do all which may achieve

and cherish a just and a lasting peace
among ourselves and with all nations."

As Mr. Lincoln was thus invoking
the aid of the Almighty on behalf of the

holy cause he was defending, little did
he know how near his eloquent prayer
was to being granted.

On or about March 20th, General
Grant had completed the concentra-
tion of his forces ; at that moment the

Army of the Potomac presented a new
aspect ; many unmistakable signs indi-

cated that the final struggle was about
to begin.

Mr. Lincoln started for the head-

quarters, which were at City Point. He
had deemed his presence there neces-

sary, in view of hastening the last ar-

rangements, of being in personal read-

iness should any propositions come
from Richmond, or of conveying his
own political instructions to the Lieu-
tenant-General. On the 25th, or about,
the army began its march forward.

It was at City Point, on Wednesday,
April 6th, that a small party of invit-

ed guests, which comprised members
of the Cabinet and distinguished Sena-
tors, and in which Mrs. Lincoln had
been kind enough to include me, came
to join the President. We found him
established on board the Kiver Queen.
He led us at once to the drawing-

room of that handsome boat. Curious-
ly enough, it was in that very drawing-
room, two months previous, that there
had taken place, between Stephens,
Hunter, and Campbell, delegates from
the Richmond government, on the one
hand, and Messrs. Lincoln and Seward,
on the other, the conference called that
of Hampton Roads.

Mr. Lincoln showed us the place that

each delegate had occupied, and spoke
a moment about the details of that
historic interview, which took place, as

he himself told us, unrecorded by any
secretary, the five men present not even
having with them a pencil or bit of

paper to note down what had been said

or done.

But he remained silent regarding the

questions agitated during the confer-

ence. One of the few confidants of Mr.
Lincoln's thoughts, however, added, in-

dicating the place occupied by Mr.
Campbell at the interview :

" From
there came the only serious proposi-

tion." He was alluding to the pro-

posed war with Mexico, which the rebel

government had submitted, and which
Mr. Lincoln's political uprightness had
made him decline.

Drawing then from his pocket a bun-
dle of papers, the President read to us

the despatches he had just received

from General Grant. In the midst of

this reading he paused a moment, and
went to fetch his maps. He soon re-

turned holding them in his hands, and
spreading tlicni on a table, he showed
us the place of each army corps, in-

dicating further the exact spot where,

according to General Grant's precise

messages, it was certain that the rebels

would lay down their arms.
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It seemed evident that his mind was
satisfied and at rest ; but in spite of the

manifest success of his policy it was im-

possible to detect in him the slightest

feeling of pride, much less of vanity.

He spoke "VNdth the modest accent of a

man who realizes that success has

crowned his persistent efforts, and who
finds in that very success the end of a

terrible responsibility. He had visited

Richmond, he said to us ; the reception

given him there did not seem to be of

good omen ; his only preoccupation ap-

peared to be the necessity of wiping out

the consequences of the ci^il war, and
to diive the war itself from the memory
of all, nay, even of its criminal instiga-

tors ; far then, from feeling any resent-

ment against the vanquished, he was
rather inclined to place too much con-

fidence in them.
After having thus explained to us

the state of affairs, which seemed so sat-

isfactory, Mr. Lincoln left us and went
ashore to the headquarters. He was
obliged, he told us, to draw up instruc-

tions for the Lieutenant-General.

We then spent the entire forenoon
visiting the Federal encampments.

City Point two years before was still

an ordinary farm ; but Nature seemed
to have destined that lonely spot for

the great events, the theatre of which
it was to be. And, as a matter of fact,

it is precisely at that point that the

Appomattox River, which flows from
Petersburg, and the James, that sweeps
by Richmond, unite. These two streams
outline the natural limits of this geo-

metrically designed area. It is a great

triangle, of which Petersburg and Rich-

mond are the basis and City Point the

apex.

At that point the banks of the James
are particularly high. When stragglers

leave the beach to ascend the cliffs they

are obliged to climb an immense stair-

way, at the top of which appears a first

cluster of log-houses, forming a rectan-

gle. At the centre of these, one some-
what higher than the rest attracts the

eye. There, were the headquarters.

Four tables, a few chairs, charts and
maps covering the wooden walls, were
all the furniture they possessed. Be-
yond this first group of log -houses
extends a vast plain bordered at the

horizon by long lines of pines. The
many trunks of trees, half uprooted, no-
ticeable on looking at the plain, attest-

ed that a year before wellnigh all this

cleared space had been woodland. It

was in this newly cleared plain that one
of the Federal encampments had stood.

Each corps, each regiment, was there
located on a space of ground systemati-
cally assigned to it for camping pur-
poses. In each of these spaces long
lines of tents and log-huts were seen.

Soldiers accustomed to clearing off

woodland, as the Federal soldiers of-

ten were, had quickly made room for

themselves in these woods ; they had
camped there as though it had been in

a far Western forest.

When we visited this large encamp-
ment, however, it had been vacated.

Nearly the entire army was with Gen-
eral Grant in pursuit of Lee. We even
saw passing before us a number of ne-

gro regiments, marching onward to the
scene of conflict. These were the last

remaining available forces in the camp.
General Grant had wired two hours be-

fore to direct them toward Burkesville.

He needed them there, he said, not for

fighting purposes, but to hem in the

rebel army, which he was sure to capt-

ure entire.

As Mr. Lincoln had asked us to ac-

company him that day to Petersburg,
we went to join him on the banks of

the James. A train was in readiness.

Strange as it may justly seem, in fact,

Petersburg had fallen only six days be-

fore into the hands of the Federal
forces, and already a railroad connect-

ed it with the camp. Our car was an
ordinary American car, and we took
seats in its centre, grouping ourselves

around Mr. Lincoln. In spite of the

car's being devoted to Mr. Lincoln's

special use, several officers also took
their places in it without attracting

any remark. Curiosity, it seems, also

had induced the negro waiters of the

River Queen to accompany us. The
President, who was blinded by no prej-

udices against race or color, and who
had not what can be termed false

dignity, allowed them to sit quietly

with us.

For several miles the train followed

the outer line of Federal fortifications
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which extended at our left ; we were a

half hour without noticing them ; at

the end of which time we reached a

place known as Fort Steadman ; there

a battle had been fought less than a

fortnight before. General Lee had
made desperate efforts to break in the

Federal lines at that point ; the fight

had been bloody, and its result disas-

trous for the Confederate army, which
had made a disorderly retreat ; the

ground before us had been strewn with
the dead. Since then, however, both
armies had buried their dead and car-

ried away their wounded. The ground,
foot-trodden and here and there broken
up by the wheels of artillery wagons,
had retained no other traces of a past

so recent and so terrible. Farther on
we crossed the Confederate lines of de-

fence that had protected Petersburg
eight days ago ; the guns were yet on
their mountings, but no human sound
troubled any longer that solitude.

Soon Petersburg loomed up in the dis-

tance. Mr. Lincoln gazed a while on
its first houses, which had been partly

destroyed by Federal bullets. When
we had passed these the train slack-

ened its sj)eed ; it had been hardly pos-

sible to open us a path through this

mass of ruins ; at our left the depot
buildings were torn down, on the right

the railroad bridge had been wrenched
by the explosion of a -mine. It was
Lee's army, said the President, which,
on retiring toward Burkesville, had de-

stroyed all lines of communications.
Ai'rived at Petersburg we inspect-

ed the town, in which everything be-

spoke desolation. All the houses were
closed, the shops abandoned or pil-

laged ; crowds of darkies were in the

streets greeting and cheering loudly the

author of their independence. Every
now and then a white man could be
seen hastening to take refuge in some
house, in order to escape the sight of his

conqueror. Here and there were seen

houses burned by the explosion of shells

or torn by bullets.

The headquarters were located at the

other end of the town ; we drove over
to them. They occupied a pretty house,

around which the vegetation of spring
was already luxuriantly developing in

this Southern climate. While Mr. Lin-

coln was in conference with the gen-
erals commanding the garrison, we
visited this house without a master,
and its gardens carefully laid out, but
now abandoned. I asked one of the
ofiicers who escorted us the name of the
former occupants of the place ; I have
now forgotten it. I only remember
the following words of his answer

:

"These people were traitors."

Soon after we regained our carriages.

While we were on the road which was
to lead us back to the train, Mr. Lin-
coln noticed on the roadside a very tall

and beautiful tree. He gave orders to
stop the carriage, looked a while at

the tree with particular attention, and
then applied himself to defining its pe-
culiar beauty. He admired the strength
of its trunk, the vigorous development
of branches, reminding one of the
tall trees of Western forests, compared
it to the great oaks in the shadow
of which he had spent his youth,
and strove to make us understand the
distinctive character of these differ-

ent types. The observations thus set

forth were evidently not those of an
artist who seeks to idealize nature, but
of a man who seeks to see it as it really

is ; in short, that dissertation about a

tree did not reveal an effort of imagi-
nation, but a remarkable precision of

mind.
When the carriage again moved on,

the topic of conversation changed, and
Mr. Lincoln imparted to us the good
news which the Federal commanders
had given him. "Animosity in the

town is abating," said he ;
" the inhab-

itants now accept accomplished facts,

the final downfall of the Confederacy,

and the abolition of slavery. There
still remains much for us to do, but
every day brings new reason for confi-

dence in the future."

The inspection we made of the hos-

pitals, on the afternoon of April 8th,

was to show us war scenes under a dif-

ferent aspect, and Mr. Lincoln m a

liofht altofjfether new. In the most sa-

lubrious portion of the vast plains

where the encampments were located

a large area had been reserved for am-
bulances. These were organized ac-

cording to a plan as simple as it was
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logical. Each army corps had its sep-

arate ambulance space. This consisted

of a large rectangle of ground divid-

ed by open corridors placed at equal
distances from one another. Between
these corridors stood a row of tents or

of frame huts, each of which was capa-

ble of containing about twenty wound-
ed. One side of these corridors was
given up to officers, the other to pri-

vates. At the centre of each rectangle

of ground was located a pharmacy,
a kitchen, and that which Americans
consider as always essential—a post-

office. Those who have visited one of

these tents or of these frame huts have
seen them all. A Bible and newspa-
pers were to be found on nearly every
bed. The Christian Commission had
distributed in each tent Bible verses

printed in large type, and these had
been hung on the walls.

Our visit began with the hospitals of

the Fifth Corps, Mr. Lincoln went from
one bed to another, saying a friendly

word to each wounded man, or at least

giving him a handshake. It was prin-

cipally the Fifth Coi-ps's mounted in-

fantry which had been in battle under
Sheridan during the preceding days

;

it had fought incessantly from Peters-
burg to Burkesville, over a distance of

more than a hundred miles, and the
enemy's fire had made cruel havoc in

its ranks. The greater number of

wounds were located in the abdominal
regions, and were therefore of a serious

character, and caused much suffering.

During these moments, when physi-

cal torture makes one nearly lose all

self-control, the American displays a
sort of stoicism which has nothing of

affectation. A control, nearly absolute,

over himself is the distinctive trait of

his nature ; it manifests itself in all

phases of his life—in the depth of the
wilderness, as well as upon the field of

battle. His life is an incessant strug-
gle, and when he falls in that struggle
in which his life is at stake, he will suf-

fer without complaining, for by com-
plaining he would deem that he is

lowering himself. Strange men they
are, whom many approach and cannot
understand, but who explain to him
who does understand them the true
greatness of their land. %

Following Mr. Lincoln in this long
review of the wounded, we reached a
bed on which lay a dying man ; he was
a captain, aged twenty-four years, who
had been noticed for his bravery. Two
of his friends were near him ; one held
his hand, while the other read a pas-

sage from the Bible in a low voice. Mr.
Lincoln walked over to him and took
hold of his other hand, which rested on
the bed. We formed a circle around him,
and every one of us remained silent.

Presently the dying man half-opened
his eyes ; a faint smile passed over his

lips. It was then that his pulse ceased
beating.

Our visit to the ambulances lasted

over five hours. We inspected, with
Mr. Lincoln, that of each corps. As
we were visiting the wounded of the

Ninth Corps, passing before the kitchen,

one of the surgeons who accompanied
us invited me to enter. In the midst
of five or six servants stood a woman
whose dress barely distinguished her
from them, and who seemed to share

the same labor they performed. On see-

ing her the surgeon went to her, spoke
with marks of profound respect, and
presented me. Soon after she left us
a moment to give an order ; then the

officer said to me :
" Miss G belongs

to one of the wealthiest families of

Massachusetts ; when the war broke
out, she gave ilp all comforts of life in

order to devote herself to the following

of those regiments which New England
sent over to join the army. Since then
she has lived with us, and her occupa-

tion has been to tend the wounded."
Just then Miss G came back, and
when I expressed to her the particular

admiration which that sort of heroism
awakened in me, " There is nothing pe-

culiar in that," she answered. "You
are not aware then, that nearly all our
regiments are accompanied by women
who share camp life in order to minister

to the suffering soldiers. You would
have found them in the Tennessee cam-
paign, at the siege of Vicksburg, and as

far as the Ked River, just as you see

me at the Potomac encampments." Be-

fore me was standing one of the most
perfect types of New England woman-
hood. It was my first acquaintance

with these women, whom I have often
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since had occasion to study ; women in

whom it may be said that the Puritan
flame lighted some two hundred and
fifty years ago still continues burn-
ing ; who, in the performance of deeds
most heroic, remain stiff and proud

;

who sustain themselves by efforts of

stoical fortitude, and not by the more
tender feelings of charity ; who accom-
plish by a yearning of the mind what
women of other countries would accom-
plish by a yearning of the heart ; who
aspire to command admiration, rather

than to awaken gratitude ; women, in

short, whom the wounded must thank,

but whom he cannot bless.

Finding Mr. Lincoln near by, I spoke
to him of my encounter, and we returned
together to the kitchen. Miss G
urged the President to enter into what
she was pleased to call her room, and
invited us to enter with him. It was
a small room adjoining the kitchen, in

which was a soldier's bed, a table which
stood on four rustic legs, and several

tree-stumps in lieu of chairs.

While the conversation was in prog-
ress I noticed a book lying on a small

table at the bedside. Finally I deci-

phered its name. It was a Bible. Its

well-worn pages testified that it had
been often read. Possibly Miss G
sought in it, from preference, those
texts where the Almighty is represent-

ed as marching along with the chosen
people, mingling, so to speak, its cause
with His own, and crushing down His
enemies by acts of His omnipotence.
She had doubtless seen in such descrip-

tions a faithful reproduction of the

American people, imagining that same
God stretching out His protecting hand
over the Federal armies, and, in such a

religious view, she had derived a firmer

conviction in the holiness of the North-
ern cause, and in its final triumph.
She observed the sort of curiosity

which the sight of that book stirred in

me, and spoke of it to Mr. Lincoln.
" That is not my only book," she added

;

"here is another I found in the pocket
of a German soldier who died a few
days ago." We looked at the book.
It, too, had been often read. The title

was :
*' How to Make One's Way in the

World." Strange subject for this poor
German to meditate ; he who, dreaming

of wealth, perhaps of liberty, had come
to Virginia to die !

It was in the midst of these scenes,
so varied in their character, that Mr.
Lincoln revealed himself to me. Amid
the many incidents that filled these
few days, I was able to study him at
leisure ; a study easy enough to make,
indeed, for Mr. Lincoln would have
scorned that sort of art which consists
in showing one's self to a looker-on in

a carefully-prepared light. At this

stage of my narrative I wish to explain
how I have understood him.

I have seen many attempts at por-
traits of Mr. Lincoln, many photo-
graphs ; neither his portraits nor his

photographs have reproduced, or are
likely ever to reproduce, the complete
expression of his face ; still more will

they fail in the reproduction of his men-
tal physiognomy.
He was very tall, but his bearing was

almost peculiar ; the habit of always
carrying one shoulder higher than the
other might at first sight make him
seem slightly deformed. He had also a
defect common to many Americans

—

his shoulders were too sloping for his

height. But his arms were strong and
his complexion sunburned, like that of

a man who has spent his youth in the

open air, exposed to all inclemencies

of the weather and to all hardships of

manual labor ; his gestures were vigor-

ous and supple, revealing great physi-

cal strength and an extraordinary en-

ergy for resisting privation and fatigue.

Nothing seemed to lend harmony to

the decided lines of his face
;
yet his

wide and high forehead, his gray-brown

eyes sunken under thick eyebrows, and

as though encircled by deep and dark

wrinkles, his nose straight and pro-

nounced, his lips at the same time

thick and delicate, together with the

furrows that ran across his cheeks and
chin, formed an ensemble whicli, al-

though strange, was certainly powerful.

It denoted remarkable intelligence,

great strength of penetration, tenacity

of will, and elevated instincts.

His early life had left ineffaceable

marks upon the former rail-splittrr, and

the powerful President of the United

States made no efforts of bad taste to
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conceal what he had been under what ideas, or think aloud, either upon one
he had become. That simplicity gave of the great topics which absorbed
him perfect ease. To be sure, he had him, or on an incidental question, was
not the manners of the world, but he not long in finding out the marvellous
was so perfectly natural that it would rectitude of his mind, nor the accuracy
have been impossible I shall not say to of his judgment.
be surprised at his manners, but to no- I have heard him give his opinion on
tice them at all. statesmen, argue political problems.

After a moment's inspection, Mr. Lin- always with astounding precision and
coin left T\ith you a sort of impression justness. I have heard him speak of a

of vague and deep sadness. It is not woman who was considered beautiful,

too much to say that it was rare to con- discuss the particular character of her
verse with him a while without feeling appearance, distinguish what was praise-

something poignant. Every time I have worthy from what was open to criti-

endeavored to describe this impression, cism, all that with the sagacity of an
words, nay, the very ideas, have failed artist. Lately two letters in which he
me. And, strange to say, Mr. Lincoln speaks of Shakespeare, and in particu-

was quite humorous, although one could lar of Macbeth, have been published
;

always detect a bit of irony in his hu- his judgment evinces that sort of deli-

mor. He would relate anecdotes, seek- cacy and soundness of taste that would
ing always to bring the point out honor a great literary critic. He had
clearly. He willingly laughed either at formed himself by the difficult and
what was being said to him, or at what powerful process of lonely meditation,

he said himself. But all of a sud- During his rough and humble life he
den he would retire within himself

;
had had constantly with him two books

then he would close his eyes, and all which the Western settler always keeps
his features would at once bespeak a on one of the shelves of his hut—the

kind of sadness as indescribable as it Bible and Shakespeare. From the

was deep. After a while, as though it Bible he had absorbed that religious

were by an effort of his will, he would color in which he was pleased to clothe

shake off this mysterious weight under his thoughts ; with Shakespeare he had
which he seemed bowed ; his generous learned to reflect on man and pas-

and open disposition would again reap- sions. In certain respects one can ques-

pear. In one evening I happened to tion whether that sort of intellectual

count over twenty of these alternations culture be not more penetrating than
and contrasts. any other, and if it be not more par-

Was this sadness caused by the warn- ticularly suited in the development of

ings and threats in the midst of which a gifted mind to preserve its native

Mr. Lincoln lived? by those letters originality.

which, soon after, were found carefully These reflections may serve to ex-

classified on his table under the gen- plain Mr. Lincoln's talent as an orator,

eral heading of "Assassination Let- His incisive speech found its way to

ters ? " I am inclined to think not. the very depths of the soul ; his short

No one more than he possessed that and clear sentences would captivate

confident audacity so common among the audiences on which they fell. To
Americans, and which cannot be termed him was given to see nearly all his

courage, because it is not the result of definitions pass into daily proverb. It

determination. is he who, better than anyone, stamped
Was it owing to the constant anxie- the character of the war in these well-

ties of his first years in office ? to the known words, spoken some years before

civil war scenes cruelly disturbing the it broke out :
" A house divided against

peaceful soul of this descendant of itself cannot stand ; this government
Quakers ? cannot continue to exist half free and

These questions remain unanswered half slave."

for me, and will probably never be an- It would not be true to say that he
swered at all. was a man gifted with creative fac-

Anyone hearing him express his ulties ; he was not one of those rare
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and terrible geniuses who, being once single sentiment, I shall not say of
possessed of an idea, apply it, curbing revenge, but even of bitterness, in re-

and sacrificing other men to the impe- gard to the vanquished. Recall, as
rious instinct of their will. No ; but, soon as possible, the Southern States
on the other hand, he kncAv better than into the Union, such was his chief
anyone the exact will of the American preoccupation. When he encountered
people. Amid the noisy confusion of contrary opinion on that subject, when
discordant voices which always arises several of those who surrounded him
in a free country at moments of crises, insisted upon the necessity of exacting
he would distinguish with marvellous strong guarantees, at once on hear-
acuteness the true voice of public ing them he would exhibit impa-
opinion. He had, however, nothing in tience. Although it \vas rare that
common with these politicians, ever on such thoughts influenced his own, he
the track of what seems to them to be nevertheless would evince, on hearing
popular caprice. His firm will, his them expressed, a sort of fatigue and
exalted nature, above all, his inflexible weariness, which he controlled, but
honesty, always kept him aloof from was unable to dissimulate entirely,

those lamentable schemes
;
yet he well But the one point on which his

understood that he was the people's mind seemed most irrevocably made up
agent, and that his duty obliged him was his action in regard to the men
to stand by his principal; for he was who had taken part in the rebellion,

well aware of that close union which Clemency never suggested itself more
must exist in a free democracy between naturally to a victorious chieftain,

the authority representing the nation The policy of pardon and forgiveness
and the nation itseK. appeared to his mind and soul an ab-

If he was guided by like general con- solute necessity,

siderations, if his conduct depended In our presence he received a de-

on them, so to speak, it cannot be spatch from General Grant announc-
doubted, however, that the tendencies ing for the 10th or 11th of the month
of his mind were all liberal. To him the final defeat and surrender of the

slavery seemed unquestionably unjust, whole army of Virginia. The Lieuten-
and for that reason he hated it. He ant-General added, that possibly he
had found in the Declaration of Inde- might capture at the same time Jeffer-

pendence the principles of liberty and son Davis and his cabinet,

equality for all men, and already, long This possibility thus announced
before his elevation to the Presiden- troubled greatly Mr. Lincoln, and in

cy, in a celebrated controversy, he had a few remarks, full of force, he point-

openly declared his firm adhesion to ed out to us the extreme difficulty in

these principles. The emancipation which this unfortunate capture would
proclamation, which assures the im- place the government,
mortality of his name, was, therefore, One of the persons present, who
not a concession made to the aroused enjoyed the privilege of speaking free-

feelings of the moment, or a measure ly before him, said :
" Don't allow him

of war destined to stab the enemy in to escape the law ; he must be hung."

the heart ; no, it corresponded to the The President replied calmly, by
generous tendencies of his mind and that quotation from his inaugural

realized the yearnings of his soul. address :
" Let us judge not, that we

Such a nature was admirably con- be not judged." Pressed anew by the

stituted to direct through the vicissi- remark that the sight of Libby Prison

tudes of an heroic struggle a people forbade mercy, he repeated twice the

proud enough to prefer a guide to a same biblical sentence he had just

chief, a man commissioned to execute quoted.

its will to one who would enforce his On foreign questions I found him a

own. fervent advocate of peace. I ques-

And when success had at last crowned tioned him several times regarding the

so many bloody efforts, it was impos- good relations existing between France

sible to discover in Mr. Lincoln a and the United States, then imperilled
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by our Mexican expeditiou. He al-

ways answered me :
" There has been

war enough. I know what the Ameri-
can people want, but, thank God, I

count for something, and during my
second term there will be no more
fighting."

Possibly Mr. Lincoln was mistaken
in his plans for immediate reconstruc-

tion of the South ; but what was this

first impression, if not the generous
impetus of the victor prone to forgive-

ness ? The space of time, so short,

that elapsed between April 3d, the date

of the taking of Richmond, and the

dreadful catastrophe which, only twelve

days later, was to change the course of

events, deserves special attention on
the part of historians. On the day of

triumph the whole North appeared
magnanimously to forget that it was
the victor. The morrow's preoccupa-
tions, the intricate problems, the im-
pending solutions of which remained,
did not present themselves at first to

it in all their magnitude. It seemed
to rely upon the vanquished for the
achievement of its work. The only
sentiments then expressed were those
of forgiveness, forgetfulness, and clem-
ency.

In the life of nations there exist sol-

emn hours during which animosities

seem to fade away and silence to drown
conflicting passions. The word on every
lip is that of magnanimity ! France,

at an early stage of her revolutionary
history, was permitted to feel once or
twice the pure effects of such inspira-

tions. She seemed suddenly to forget

the course of events, to pour water over
the flaming passions ; then her chil-

dren appeared reconciled to one another
and to lay the foundations of a new
and more perfect friendship. Unfortu-
nately, such hours pass quickly away

;

but, however rare and fleeting, they are

none the less memorable.
The sentiments which then animated

Mr. Lincoln were echoed throughout
the American Union. The very words
that fell from his lips I have heard ut-

tered at the bedside of the wounded ; I

have heard them expressed by a Massa-
chusetts colonel, who, I remember, had
just gone through the amputation of

one of his legs. Not only did he for-

give, but he wished the United States
to forgive those who, five days before,

in the affray of Plank Road, had shat-

tered him with their bullets.

To this general outline of the policy

and character of Mr. Lincoln I shall

limit myself in this narrative. Cer-
tainly I have had a close insight into

his family life ; but when to a stranger
is given the privilege of lifting a corner
of that sacred veil, he must, out of re-

spect, let it fall again, lest he be tempt-
ed to express that which he has been
allowed to see.

We were to leave City Point on Sat-

urday, April 8th. A few hours prior

to our leaving, the military band came
from the headquarters on board the

River Queen. We assembled to hear
it. After the performance of several

pieces, Mr. Lincoln thought of the
" Marseillaise," and said to us that he
had a great liking for that tune. He
ordered it to be played. Delighted
with it, he had it played a second time.

"You must, however, come over to

America," said he to me, " to hear it."

He then asked me if I had ever heard
"Dixie," the rebel patriotic song, to the

sound of which all their attacks had
been conducted. As I answered in the

negative, he added :
" That tune is now

Federal property ; it belongs to us, and,

at any rate, it is good to show the reb-

els that with us they will be free to hear
it again." He then ordered the some-
what surprised musicians to play it for

us.

Thus ended that last evening ; at

ten o'clock our boat steamed off. Mr.
Lincoln stood a long while looking at

the spot we were leaving. Above us
were these hills, so animated a few
days ago, now dark and silent ; around
us more than a hundred ships at an-

chor were silent proofs of the coun-

try's maritime strength, testifying to

the great efforts made. Mr. Lincoln's

mind seemed absorbed in the many
thoughts suggested by this scene, and
we saw him still pursue his meditation

long after the quickened speed of the

steamer had removed it forever from
him.

On Sunday, April 9th, we were steam-

ing up the Potomac. That whole day
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the conversation dwelt upon literary

subjects. Mr. Lincoln read to us for

several hours passages taken from
Shakespeare. Most of these were from
"Macbeth," and, in particular, the

verses which follow Duncan's assassi-

nation. I cannot recall this reading

without being awed at the remem-
brance, when Macbeth becomes king
after the murder of Duncan, he falls a

prey to the most horrible torments of

mind.
Either because he was struck by the

weird beauty of these verses, or from a

vague presentiment coming over him,

Mr, Lincoln paused here while reading,

and began to explain to us how true a

description of the murderer that one
was ; when, the dark deed achieved, its

tortured perpetrator came to envy the

sleep of his victim ; and he read over

again the same scene.

Evening came on quickly. Passing
before Mount Vernon, I remember say-

ing to him :
" Mount Vernon and Spring-

field, the memories of Washington and
your own, those of the revolutionary

and civil wars ; these are the spots and
names America shall one day equally

honor." This remark appeared to call

him to himself. " Springfield !
" an-

swered he. "How happy, four years

hence, will I be to return there in peace
and tranquillity !

"

Arrived at the Potomac wharf, our
party was forced to disperse. Mr. and
Mrs. Lincoln, Senator Sumner, and my-
self drove home in the same carriage.

We were nearing Washington when
Mrs. Lincoln, who had hitherto re-

mained silently looking at the town a

short distance off, said to me :
" That

city is filled with our enemies." On
hearing this the President raised his

arm and somewhat impatiently retort-

ed, "Enemies! We must never speak
of that." This was on the evening of

April 9th.

On the following day, the 10th, all

the papers were announcing victorious

news. General Grant had written to

General Lee

:

"The result of the last weeks must
convince you of the hopelessness of

further resistance on the part of the

Army of Northern Virginia in this

struggle. I feel that it is so, and re-
gard it as my duty to shift from myself
the responsibility of any further efiu-

sion of blood, by asking of you the sur-
render of that portion of the Confed-
erate army known as the Army of
Northern Virginia."

Several letters were then exchanged
between the two generals, letters more
glorious for Grant than his most suc-
cessful battles, for they place him
among those rare chieftains who, after
having wielded their country's sword,
have known how to increase the lustre
of victory by magnanimity toward the
vanquished. At the close of this cor-

respondence General Lee signed his

capitulation, and is credited with these
words on putting down the pen which
had written his name :

" Now you can
march all through the South as in this

room
;
you will encounter no further

resistance."

Thus the war was nearing its end.

All minds seemed electrified by these
great events. On Monday, April 10th,

began a long series of public rejoicings

which were to last until the following
Sunday. The first days of the week
the joy of the American people mani-
fested itself in varied and tumultuous
ways.

At this solemn moment of his life,

Mr. Lincoln could, with satisfaction,

look back upon the past and find in

the consciousness of duty fulfilled, and
in the unrivalled part he was justly en-

titled to claim in the general success,

a well-deserved compensation for the

troubles and anxieties of his first term
in ofiice.

His war policy was now justified. It

was he who had called the American
people to the country's defence, and the

immense armies created at his call were
now on the point of returning to their

homes after having saved the Union.

His selection of persons was equally

justified. He had intrusted the Depart-

ment of War to Mr. Stanton, and in

spite of many enmities and attacks

preferred against him, Mr. Lincoln had
stood by him against all. Mr. Stan-

ton, whose name America now utters

with pride, had armed and e(pnpi)od a

million men. As was said of a French-

man of our revolutionary pei'iod, " ho
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bad organized victory." It was again

Mr, Lincoln who had discerned in the

modest colonel of the Twenty-first Regi-

ment of Illinois the future victor of

Donelson, Vicksburg, Chattanooga, and
liichmond.
His emancipation policy was also suc-

cessful. In the midst of hesitations,

ignorant prejudices, and animosities,

Mr. Lincoln had seen the decisive mo-
ment and had evoked from the calam-

ities of war the pure glory of slavery's

abolition. Despite all this, however,

no successful man was ever more mod-
est and retiring.

On the morrow of Lee's surrender,

when the war was practically termi-

nated, sealing irrevokably the freedom
of the negro race, as a portion of the

population of Washington came to con-

gratulate Mr. Lincoln, these were the

modest words he spoke :

" We meet this evening, not in sor-

row, but in gladness, of heart. The
evacuation of Petersburg and Rich-

mond, and the surrender of the princi-

ple insurgent army, give hope of a

righteous and speedy peace, whose joy-

ous expression cannot be restrained.

In the midst of this, however, He from
whom all blessings flow must not be
forgotten. A call for a national thanks-

giving is being prepared and will be
duly promulgated. Nor must those

whose painful ejfforts give us the cause of

rejoicing be overlooked. Their honors
must not be parcelled out with others.

I myself was near the front, and had the

sincere pleasure of transmitting much
of the good news to you ; but no part
of the honor, for plan or execution, is

mine. To General Grant, his skilful

officers, and brave men all belongs."

The remainder of this speech is de-

voted to the development of his plan of

reconstruction for the rebel States, or

rather to the making known his first

impressions regarding the same.

Then, as I have since done, I do not
hesitate to say that that plan for reor-

ganization was quite insufficient. On
that day Mr. Lincoln seemed to limit

his view to the horizon of a material

restoration ; he did not seem to see

that an entire moral and social trans-

formation of the South was the only

safeguard for a peaceful future.

I only see in that enunciation of ideas
an effort made to fathom the depths of
public opinion, with a view perhaps to
awake contradiction. On that day the
President was simply repeating the
question as it had been formulated three
months prior to the close of the war ;

he was, so to speak, summing up facts,

and before deciding upon his own line

of conduct, awaited the people's answer
to his words. I do not in that speech
find Mr. Lincoln's personal ideas ex-

pressed fully. They seem to me far

better summed up in a letter he wrote
in 1864 to General Wadsworth, one of

the victims of the civil war, in which he
said

:

" The restoration of the rebel States

to the Union must rest upon the prin-

ciple of civil and political equality of

both races ; and it must be sealed by
general amnesty." Words truly worthy
of him who declared, in 1863, at Phila-

delphia, in the very hall in which the
Declaration of Independence had been
elaborated, that all his political opin-

ions originated from careful meditation
on the sentiments first expressed in

that hall, which have since become the
world's inheritance.

The morning of April 14th seemed
to prophesy a happy day for Mr. Lin-
coln. On it General Grant arrived at

Washington to prepare the disbanding
of a portion of the Union armies ; on
it also Mr. Lincoln welcomed home his

eldest son, Captain Robert Lincoln, who
was returning to his studies, and whose
coming seemed to his father a sure
sign of peace.

At half after four o'clock in the after-

noon Mr. Stanton called at the White
House ; he had just received a com-
munication from Thompson and San-
ders, two rebel agents in Canada, whose
names have since then become sadly

notorious, asking leave to pass through
the Union States. Mr. Stanton was op-

posed to granting this leave. But after

a moment's thought, Mr. Lincoln said :

"Let us close our eyes, and let them
pass unnoticed."

The President afterward drove out
with Mrs. Lincoln. He seemed unu-
sually animated ; his wife was almost
frightened on noticing this, and said

:
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-'* I have seen you thus only once before
;

it was just before our dear Willie died."

This allusion made to his son's death
saddened him a moment, but a while

after his spirits rose again. He spoke
of the future, of the easy task that was
left him to perform, and of the happy
days so many signs seemed to announce.
That Friday evening, April 14th, was

entirely given up to rejoicing ; many
houses were illuminated ; torch - light

processions were in the streets, and the

sound of music passing was heard in

the distance. But to the eye of the

keen observer that public gladness was
far from being unanimous throughout
the city of AVashington.

On the day of the taking of Richmond
I had seen among other things a " gen-

tleman " purchase a newspaper which
contained one of the first telegrams
announcing the capture of the town,

then crumple it, and throw it violently

to the ground. Many infallible signs

indicated that the city contained a large

number of inhabitants who regretted
slavery and who sided with the slave-

holders.

It was in the early part of the even-

ing, and at that very moment near the

rejoicing groups, that a few miserable

vn'etches, filled with the sanguinary
passions which slavery had lighted

within them, were giving the last touch
to what they termed " The Confeder-
acy's Revenge." For four years past

had the thought of assassination ger-

minated and developed in the South.

The President's murder had become a

topic of common conversation. Many
spoke of it in the camps, many spoke
of it through the streets of Richmond.
And all these cowardly passions, all

this blood-thirstiness, had found their

exponents in that band of assassins. In
Tenth Street they were posted to await

their victim ; they stood close by the

happy crowd which passed before them,
and whose triumphant shouts doubt-
less seemed to them so many goads to

vengeance, if they yet hesitated to

strike.

At about nine o'clock that evening
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln entered the Tenth
Street Theatre. At half-past ten a man
passed into the Presidential box unno-

VoL. XIII.—
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ticed, approached Mr. Lincoln from be-
hind, applied a pistol to his ear, fired
his shot, then leaped upon the stage
and escaped, informing the spectators
that he had slain him whom he dares
call a tyrant.

Mr. Lincoln fell forward seemingly
lifeless. He was at once carried over
to one of the neighboring houses op-
posite the theatre.

Instantly the news spread through
the city. At eleven o'clock I was myself
standing before the house in which Mr.
Lincoln was Ijing. The crowd was rap-
idly increasing

; squads of soldiers were
coming, too, and soon formed in line

on the pavement. At that moment all

were silent, and no one exactly knew
what had happened. Suddenly I heard
Booth's name muttered by the crowd :

he was the assassin, it was said. A few
minutes later we heard that Mr. Seward
had been murdered at his house, and
soon after rumors were current of sim-

ilar deeds perpetrated upon Mr. Stanton
and General Grant. Then the aspect of

the crowd changed all of a sudden. Un-
til then it had seemed panic - stricken

;

all at once it became infuriated. Every-
one thought himself in the presence of

mysterious enemies hidden in the dark-

ness of night, and from whose murder-
ous steel it became incumbent to save

those who were yet alive.

The first floor of the house where Mr.
Lincoln had just been carried was com-
posed of three rooms, opening on the

same corridor. It was in the third, a

small room, that the d;ydng man lay.

His face, lighted by a gas-jet, under
which the bed had been moved, was
pale and livid. His body had already

the rigidity of death. At intervals

only the still audible sound of his

breathing could be faintly heard, and

at intervals again it would be lost

entirely. The surgeons did not enter-

tain hope that he might recover a

moment's consciousness. Judge AVill-

iam T. Otto, a thirty years' friend of ]Mr,

Lincoln's, was standing at the bedside

holding his hand ; around tlio bed stood

also the Attorney-General, Mr. Speed,

and the Rev. Mr. Gurney, pastor of the

church Mr. Lincoln usually attended.

Leaning against the wall stood Mr.
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Stanton, who gazed now and then at

the dying man's face, and who seemed
overwhelmed mth emotion. From time

to time he wi'ote telegrams or gave the

orders which, in the midst of the crisis,

assured the preservation of peace. The
remaining members of the Cabinet and
several Senators and generals were pac-

ing up and down the corridor. Thus
the night passed on. At last, toward
seven o'clock in the morning, the sur-

geon announced that death was at hand,

and at twenty minutes after seven the

pulse ceased beating.

Everyone present seemed then to

emerge from the stupor in which the

hours of night had been spent. Mr.
Stanton approached the bed, closed Mr.
Lincoln's eyes, and drawing the sheet

over the dead man's head, uttered these

words in a very low voice :
" He is a man

for the ages."

On that same Saturday morning,
April 15th, at ten o'clock, Chief Justice

Chase went over to the hotel where
Vice-president Johnson had taken up
his residence, and there, in a small cham-
ber, administered the oath of office to

Mr. Lincoln's successor.

In the midst of such tragical events

the transmission of supreme power
took place in a perfectly natural manner.
Mr. Johnson, unknown or hated yester-

day, received to-day the support of the

entire North. Hardly had he come into
power, when he found himself in pos-
session of an authority almost irresist-

ible. The unanimous regrets bestowed
upon his noble predecessor, did not im-
pede for one moment the exercise of

his function.

Nothing revealed to me more clearly

the true greatness of America. The
voice of public opinion was already
placing the man who had governed
during the civil war beside the man
who had commanded during the strug-

gle for independence ; the honest and
pure liberator of slaves beside the one
whose sword had made the na-tion free

—

Lincoln beside Washington ; and al-

ready the people was wending its way
toward its destiny, which no one can
fathom without being convinced of its

greatness.

Thus while I stood motionless and
awed with sadness before Mr. Lincoln's

bloody remains, his country had already
recovered self-possession. I then un-
derstood and realized that a nation may
place her confidence in a chief without
giving herself wholly to him ; and that

room still is left for great characters

and great virtues in a people proud
enough to believe that however pure,

honest, and noble those to whom it in-

trusts governmental honors may be, it-

self remains greater yet than they.

^

lit *••



THE POOR IN NAPLES.

By Jessie White Va, Mario.

HE old saying Vedi
Napolipoi morir may
be translated "See
misery in Naples to

learn what misery
means "— to realize

what amount of hunger, nakedness,

vice, ignorance, superstition, and op-

pression can be condensed in the caves,

dens, and kennels unfit for beasts, in-

habited by the poor of Naples. In
1871 it was affirmed by the " authori-

ties" that, of the entire population of

the city, two-thirds had no recognized
means of livelihood ; no one knew how
more than a quarter of a million human
beings lived, still less where they passed
their lives of privation, pain, and wretch-
edness ; or how, when death ended all,

their bodies were flung down to rot to-

gether in foul charnel holes, far away
and apart from the holy ground where
the upper third were laid to rest that

—

** From their ashes may be made
The violets of their native land."

Five years later, in 1876, when mis-
ery, gaunt and stark, reared its head for

the first time defiantly in every city,

town, and village of Italy—the grinding
tax, proving the proverbial feather on
the too patient camel's back, " inqui-
ries into distress, its causes and possi-

ble remedies," were proposed by some
of the old makers of Italy, who main-
tained that the aim of the revolution
had been to create a country for all the
Italians and not for a privileged few.

The government sanctioned the propos-

al, and the agricultural inquiry was set

on foot and carried out in every prov-

ince by special commissioners. It re-

vealed such depths of misery in the ru-

ral districts as could never be imagined
or believed in by those who still apos-

trophize :

" Thou Italy, whose ever golden fields.

Ploughed by the sunbeams only, would suffice

For the world's granary."

In Lombardy, Mantua, and Venetia,

all fertile wheat - producing provinces^

it was found that the patient, toiling,

abstemious peasant, fed upon maize ex-

clusively, tasting white bread only at

gleaning time, rarely touching wine,

washing down his unsavory 2^olenta

with impure, fetid water, was affected

withpellagra. This awful disease—now,

alas, become endemic and hereditary

—

after wasting the body by slow degrees,

affects the brain and lands the victims

raving maniacs in the male and female

mad asylums of Venice and of Milan.

It is now being successfully grappled

with in the first stages, by the parish

doctors who, in many communes, are

authorized to administer white bread,

wine, and even meat ; in the second, by
special establishments where patients

are received and treated, i.e., well fed

until they recover jjro tern. ; while for

the poor wi*etches who have reached the

third stage, there is no help but in the

grave, no hope save in a speedy release.

But a worse state of things was re-

vealed in Naples by private studies and
researches set on foot by Pasquale Vil-
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lari * and the recruits he pressed into

the ser-sdce of his native city. The facts

and figures set do^\^i in unvarnished
prose in his " Southern Letters," con-

vinced the authorities " that something
must be done if only to protect the ' up-
per third ' from the possible upheaval
of the seething masses below, increasing

ever in numbers, terribly dispropor-

tioned to the means of accommodation
provided for them."

Heart-rending as were the descrip-

tions given of the misery of the masses
by Villari, Fucino Renato, Fortunato
Sonnino, and others, they by no means
prepared me for the actual state of

things which I heard, saw, and touched
in Naples, accompanied alternately by
priests, policemen, and parish doctors,

and always by old friends and com-
rades of the campaigning days when all

believed that the overthrow of despots,

the ousting of the foreigner, the aboli-

tion of the temporal power, when Ita-

ly should be one in Rome, would find

bread and work for all as the result of

liberty and the ballot.

I spent hours and days, later, weeks
and months, in the lower quarters of

Porto, Pendino, Mercato, and Vicaria, in

the fondaci, the cellars, caves, grottoes,

brothels, and locande (penny - a - night

lodging-houses) where the miserables

congregate. Sickening were the sights

by day, still sadder the scenes by night

as you passed church steps, serving as

* The present writer was among the recruits, but for a
long time declined to write of misery in Naples for the
Italian press, beUeving that the state of the poor in Lon-
don was even worse than in Naples. Professor Villari,

the well-known author of the lives of Savonarola and
Machiavelli, now Minister of Public Instruction, under-
took to go to London and see for himself, and on his re-

turn we received a long letter from which the following
is an extract

:

" I assure you, on my honor, that the poor in Naples
are infinitely worse off than the poor in London. Fur-
nished with an order from the chief of police in Lon-
don, I have visited with detectives in plain clothes the
worst quarters of the city—the Docks, the East End, say-
ing always :

" Show me all that is most horrible in Lon-
don. I want to see the dwellings of the most wretched
and miserable inhabitants.'

" Great and widespread is misery in London ; but I do
not hesitate to declare, with profound conviction, that
those who say that the conditions of the poor in London
are worse than those of the poor in Naples, have either

never seen the poor in London or have never visited the
poor in Naples. If it happens that cases of death from
Btarvation are more frequent in London than in Naples,
the cause lies in the climate of London. If in Naples we
had the climate of London a very large number of our
poor would find peace in the grave and cease to live a
ufe that is worse than death.

" Pasquale Villari.
" Florence, March 30, 18T6,"

After the receipt of this letter we published, in 1877, a
book entitled La Miseria di Napoli,

the only bed for hundreds ; under
porches where you stumbled over, with-
out awakening the sleepers, who also
occupied the benches of the vendors of
fish and other comestibles in Basso
Porto, while in fish-baskets and empty
orange - boxes, curled up like cats but
without the cat's fur coat, were hun-
dreds of children of both sexes who had
never knovni a father and rarely knew
their mother's name or their own. It

was a farce to talk of statistics of births
and deaths in these quarters. "The
existence of the boys is known to the
authorities," writes an eminent physi-
cian, now (Assessore d'igiene) Sanitary
Officer in the Municipality of Naples,
" when they are taken up for theft or a
piccola mancanza ; of the girls when
they come on the brothel registers"
(abolished, humanity be praised ! in

1889). Of what use was it to take
stock of vice, disease, and crime, save
to hold it up as the legitimate out-

growth of the foul dens in which the
" masses " herd ? In the first report
made by the corporation it was shown
that 130,000 lived in the hassi e sotter-

ranei, in cellars, caves, and grottoes.

No mention was then made of the /o7i-

daci, which the Swedish physician. Axel
Munthe,f stigmatizes as "the most
ghastly human dwellings on the face of

the earth."

Let the American reader take that

wonderful book, "How the Other Half
Lives," and look at the photograph of

Hell's Kitchen and Sebastopol (page 6).

Imagine such a building, but with blan!i

walls all round, no windows in any, en-

tered by a dark alley leading to a court
where the common cesspool fraternizes

vdth the drinking-water well, where,

round the court, are stables for cows,

mules, donkeys, and goats— while in

the corners of the same court, tripe,

liver and lights vendors prepare their

edibles, or stale-fishmongers keep their

deposits—and they will have the frame-

work and exterior of a,fondaco. Then
let them construct in their mind's eye

one single brick or stone staircase lead-

ing up to inner balconies—up, up, three,

four, or five stories. Fifteen or twenty
rooms are entered from each balcony,

which serves for door and window,

t See Letters from a Mourning City.
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there being no other aperture : each
corner room on each storv beino- abso-

lutely dark even at mid-day, as each

balcony is covered with the pavement

A Girl of the People.

of the upper one. Put a hole between
each two rooms for the public j^erform-

ance of all 2:)rivate offices ; shut out from
the toj) story such light as might gleam
from the sky, by dint of poles, strings,

ropes, and cords laden ^^ith filthy rags

—

and you have a more or less accurate
idea of the interior of the fondaco of

Naples.

All of these I have visited at intei'^^als

during the last seventeen years, finding

their numbers diminished at each visit,

but never till this year have I found a

new tenement inhabited by the evicted

funnach^re for whom they were osten-

sibly built.

In 1877 the municipality made a

grant of land to a co-operative society

for the pui-j^^ose of building houses for

the poor. As soon as these were fin-

ished, small shop - keei:)ers, civil ser-

vants, etc., secured all the a2:)artments
;

then, irritated by the taunts that they
were living in houses built for the poor,

inscribed on the front of the block, " The
houses of the Co-operative Society are

not poor-houses !
" Again,

in 1879, a loan was raised

for demolishing the worst
fondaci and grottoes, cel-

lars, and caves, and for the
erection of airy, healthy ten-

ements for the people, and
in 1880 the writer was in-

vited by the mayor to in-

spect these. Capital houses
they were ! built on the spot
where last I had seen the

fondaci— Arcella, Castig-

lione, Conventino, San Ca-
millo, Cento Piatti, Pisca-

vino S. Felice, Miroballo

—

and after due admiration of

the sj^acious court, Tside

street, decent ingress, outer
balconies, etc., I ventured to

ask: "•Where are ih.e fun-
nachere? These clean, well
dressed people, with their

pianos and excellent furni-

ture, are not the j^oor creat-

ures we used to visit here."
" Of course they are not,"

said the contractor, '• what
are they to us ? " while a Aice-

sjTidic said :
" This is my

section, I know that my
none is redeemed, that we have got rid

of the plebs : what care we where they
are gone ? Let them burst, it would be
better for them. 6'?rp in o p u re, ch e sard
meglio ! " ^

As I was turning from the spot in

silent despair, an old man came up and
said : "I can tell you where some of the

poor creatures are gone. They were
turned out into the streets, many of

them went into i\\efondaci that remain,

two families, and even three in a room
;

the price of these has been raised as the

numbers grow less, and many of them
are in the grotto at the Ramj^a di Bran-
caccio. With a newsj^aj^er man, scep-

tical of " the misery of the poor in

Naples," and an English and a German
lady, I walked along the splendid Corso
Yittorio Emanuele, whence you have

• I quote from a letter printed in the Pungolo, of Naples,
on the day of the visit.

K^fxx-V^
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the finest view of Naples, of Vesuvius
and the sea, and suddenly :

" Out of the sunlit glory

Into the dark we trod
— ''

literally droj^pinj^' down into the grotto

del Brancaccio, where, at first, absolute

darkness seemed to reign.

hundred human beings, some forty

families ; their apartments being divid-

ed by a string where they hung tlieir

wretched rags. The families who had
the " apartments " by the grating that
served for window, paid ten, nine, eight,

seven lire per month each. These poor
creatures subscribed among themselves

An Old Street in the Poor Quarter being Metannorphosed.

It was a cavern with mud for pave- two lire so that a i)oor (^Id man should

ment, rock for walls, while the water not be turned out, but allowed to sleej)

dripped from the ceiling, and one sink on straw by the common sink, and they

in the centre served for the "wants of fed a poor woman wlio was dying, with

all." Here were lodged more than two scraps from tlicir scant repasts. Tliis
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grotto fielded its owuer a montlilv rent, In order to convince the sceptic still

always paid iip, far exceeding that paid further that there was no exaggeration
bv the inhabitants of the new tenements in the accounts of the horrors, we invit-

aiid decent houses, and he continued to ed him to accompany us to what was

Gossip in Pendino Street, Naples.

SO " grind the faces of the poor " until then the only cemetery for the poor of

1884, when King Cholera carried off his Naples. It is an immense square with

tenants, and the grotto was closed as three hundred and sixty-five holes, each

was the charnel-house to which the in- covered with a huge stone, with a ring in

mates were carried to their last abode. each for ui>lifting. On the first of Jan-
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uaiy, hole No. 1 was opened jiiul all the

poor who died on that day were brought
up in great pomp of funeral car and
trappings, with priests and tapers, etc.

The iirst to be thrown in was a corpse

with shirt and trousers. " He is a

private," said La Raft'aella, the poor
woman who used to take charge of the

child corpses, kiss each of them so that

they might take the kiss to "limbo."
" He died at home and his people had
dressed him." He was placed in the

zinc coffin, the crank swving this over

the hole, 3'ou heard a fall, then the cof-

fin came up empty ; next were flung

down the naked corpses of the inhabi-

tants of the poor-houses and charitable

institutions, then the little children.

Last came up the car of the Hospital
Degli Incurabili, Avith the scattered

members swept from the dissecting

table. Then the hole No. 1 was closed

not to be reopened un-
til next year. On the

morrow, over hole No. 2

the same horrors were
re - enacted. The vic-

tims of King Cholera
in 1884 were the last

buried in these charnel-

holes ; the cemetery
was closed when he w^as

dethroned, and a new
cemetery for the poor
opened just oj^posite

the monumental ceme-
tery of the rich at
Foria.

It was in the sum-
mer of that 3^ear that

the cholera reaj)])eared

and its swift and sud-

den ravages comj)elled

attention to the
"where" and "how"
its numerous victims
lived and died. In these

same quarters of Porto Pendino, Merca-
to, and Vicaria, 20,000 died of cholera in

183G-37 ; an equal number in 1854:-G5,

18G6, and 1873, wdiile the higher quar-
ters of Naples were comparatively free

from the scourge. In 1884, from the

17th of August to the 31st, the cases

were not more than three every twen-
ty-four hours. On the 1st of Septem-
ber 143 were attacked, 72 succumbed

on the 10th of the same month ; 966
cases, 474 deaths, are given as the offi-

cial statistics ; the sum total of deaths
is variously stated at eight, nine, and
ten thousand. But official bulletins are
never trustworthy in these cases, the au-
thorities strive to abate panic, and it

is a well - known fact that numbers of

cases were never reported to the muni-
cipality, the dead being carried off in

carts and omnibuses to the special

cholera cemetery and charnel - house,
without any possible register. Dr. Axel
Munthe, w^ho lived and worked among
the poor during the entire time, gives

it as his belief, supported by others,

that during " not one but four or five

days there were about one thousand
cases per diem." So markedly was the

disease confined to the poor quarters

that for many days it was imj^ossible

for the municipal authorities to do any-

/; ^/T^j^/^/vc £il^ J'U ,

Begging Hands.

J
t- \J^'x.ttJU

thing to alleviate its ravages ; the poor,

ignorant, superstitious ])lebs being firm-

ly convinced tliat the cholera had been

introduced among them for the express

purpose of diminishing their niniibers.

Hence the refusal to go to the hospi-

tal, to take the medicines sent, to allow

disinfectants to be used, to abstain from
fruit, veg(^tables, and stale fish, even

when good soup and meat were ofiered
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instead. Then it was that liiiig Hum- and devoted in Italy, and worked as
bert went to Naples and visited in per- nurses, cooks, helpers of the living, even

as porters of the dead. The poor peo-son the stricken patients in i\ie\Yfonda-
ci and cellars, in the caves and slums,

and this, his lirst experience of actual

misery, save as the result of war or a

Vl'^'^Ki,'

" Hunger," a Sketch in 'the Poor Quarter.

sudden catastrophe, made such a j)ro-

found impression on his mind that he
promised the poor people there and
then that they should have decent

pie, ever grateful, gentle, docile, yielded
to these " kind strangers," and allowed
themselves to be taken to the hospitals

or tended in their own dens
where, by the white cross band
alone, assistance was furnished
to 7,015 cases. Of the volun-
teer nurses, Lombards, Tus-
cans, Romans, some ninety in

all, several were attacked but
only three succumbed, all ad-
hering strictly to the rules laid

down as to diet and the speci-

fics to be used in case of seiz-

ure. The cholera, at its height
between the 10th and 18th of

September, abated gradually
from that da}^ until the 9th of

October, when suddenl}-, on
the 10th and 11th, 122 were
attacked and 37 succumbed.
This 10th of October is the
first of the famous ottohrate,

when the j)oorest of the poor
manage to get a taste of the
new wine which is still fer-

menting, and that year it is

very probable that they toast-

ed with unwonted zeal the dis-

appearance of the cholera,
which on the 9th had not
made a single victim. The
luscious blue figs, the bread
and watermelons which could
in that cholera year be had for

a song, were also unusually
abundant. The regulations at

last enforced by the authori-

ties had been relaxed ; the sale

of rags recommenced, and to

all these causes may doubtless be owing
in part the rea2:)pearance of the foe sup-

posed to be vanquished.

But fortunately for poor Naples, the

cholera found in Kino* Humbert an ad-houses built expressly for them. Even
now they will tell you that Oo Re kept versary determined to resist its intru-

his word, but that the Signori have sion for the future ; and men of science.

taken the palaces all for themselves.

The royal example w^as sj^eedily fol-

lowed ; bands of students and work-
inofmen under the white cross prof-

doctors, students, were encouraged to

study the causes of the disease even

more diligently than the cure for it,

when in possession. When the sudden
fered their services, and the Neapolitan reappearance filled the city with fresh

citizens who had not all fled, enlisted alarm, and the poor, wretched j^eople

under the doctors, who are ever brave were soundly abused in the newspaj^ers
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for their '' oro*ies," more than one pro-
fessor affirmed that the real cause must
be traced to the sudden change of tem-
l^erature, to the southwest mnd, si-

rocco, Avhich prevents the sewers from
discharging their contents into the sea

On me Stairs of Santa Lucia.

and drives the refuse back to the streets

and shores, which, in the quarters of

Pendino and Porto, are ahnost on a level

with the sea ; and to the condition of

the water under ground wdiich, swelled

by the tremendous rainfalls, carried

more putrid matter than usual into the
drinking-wells and streams. Certain it

is that as soon as the tramontana (north

wind) began to blow, and the low tides

allow^ed the impurities to put out to

sea, the cholera diminished and for

three years returned no more. Then
came the narrations in the newspajDers
of the actual state of the habitations of

the poor—how human beings and beasts
were crowded together, how the stables

Avere never cleaned, how the
sinks filtered into the wells

—twelve hundred and four-

teen of these being foul but
"possibly cleansible," while
sixty-three were ordered to

be filled up and closed. It

was shown that these quar-
ters were more densely po]3-

ulated than any other por-
tion of Europe, London
included ; while the insalu-

brious trades were carried

on in the most populous
portions of the over-crowd-
ed quarters, there being no
less than two hundred and
thirty-five large and small
rag and bone stores in the
midst, wdiile decayed vege-

tables, the entrails of beasts,

stale fish w^ere left where
flung, scavengers and dust-

men confining their labors

to the quarters of the "up-
per third."

All these accounts King
Humbert read attentively,

and to old Depretis, then
prime minister, said: "Italy

must redeem NajDles at any
cost." And the old states-

man answered :
" Yes, Na-

j)les must be disembow-
elled." Bisogna sventrare

Napoli. A bill w^as present-

ed to the Chamber for the

gift of fifty millions of lire,

and the loan of other fifty

millions for the sanitation

of the unhealth}^ quarters of the city,

and for the decent housing of the jooor,

and the sums w^ere voted wdthout a

murmur, so great was the sympathy
felt for the victims of the cholera and
their survivors, whose misery was por-

trayed wdth heart - rending eloquence.

The senate approved, and the king set

his seal to the decree on January 15,

1885.

As studies for the amelioration of
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the poor quarters and the sanitation

of Naples had been carried on, and j^aid

for, and the authors of plans decorated

during the last ten years, it was sup-

posed that (the financial question
solved) the work would be commenced
there and then, but two more years

were wasted in finding out " how not

to do it."

Until 1850 Naples had always been
reckoned one of the healthiest cities in

Italy. Typhus and diphtheria were
rare ; no one had ever heard of a Nea-
politan fever. True, when the rains

were heavy the city in many parts was
inundated with flowing streams called

lave, and wooden bridges were erected

over several streets, otherwise traffic

would have been imj^ossible. Once the

so-called lava dei vergini carried away
a horse and carriage in its impetuous
course. To remedy this state of things

the government of King Bomba or-

dered a system of sewers which, either

but the water from sinks, all the con-
tents of the cesspools, were supposed
to fiow. But in seasons of drought
nothing fiowed ; all remained in the
sewers. Often the sewers were so bad-
ly constructed that instead of carry-

ing off' the contents of tlie cesspools
they carried their own contents into
the drinking-wells. Hence the stench
often noticed in some of the best streets

of Naples. Some of the conduits are
almost on a level with the street ; many
of them have burst. One of the best
modern engineers of Naples writes

:

" If you uncover the streets of our city

ditches of putrid matter most baneful
to health will reveal themselves to the

eye of the indiscreet observer." He
quotes one special spot, Vicolo del Sole,
" where cholera, typhus, every sort of

lung disease had reigned supreme."
This " Sun alley," where the sun never
shines, was closed, and the health of

the neigrhborhood became normal. But

i:i:|ipi|||iiH||]ii{P||piiiigii»|H^^^^^^ piii|f^!iiMWHiii!niiiiji>iii|iiiii::!;i; i!ii «'^iir4iii|!i^
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Where Street Arabs Sleep.

owing to the ignorance of the engineers when a nund)er of i)e()ple were ousted

or the jobbery of the contractors, ren- from their houses for the excavation of

dered the last state of Naples worse the corso reale, the Vicolo was again

than the first. inliabited, and out of seventy-two in-

Into these sewers, which had insuffi- liabitants, tlie cholera carried ott' sixty,

cient slope, not only the rain water, ]Overy time that excavations were made
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in any part of the low quarters of Na- When the southwest wind blew the
pies typhus or diphtheria, or the new- high tide prevented the sewerage from
ly invented Neapolitan fever, broke
out—and, to quote official statements,
" if one case of fever broke out in a

house where the cess230ol communi-
cated with the drinkinti-well, all the

going out to sea, so all the matter
brought down remained strewed along
the shore. The best hotels were closed
owing to the fever that j^revailed, and
are now^ nearly all replaced by others

families who drew water from that well built in the higher quarters, the Rione
were laid low with the same fever. Amadeo, Corso Vittorio Emanuele, etc.

Again, these horrible sewers when they Hence the first thing to be thought
of for the sanitation of Na-
ples was the renovation and
purification of the drains.

The fewest possible excava-
tions, the greatest possible
extent of colmate (raising

the level), was clearly indi-

cated ; and as this " silting

up " the lower cjuarters has
to be done, not as in Lin-
colnshire fens by allowing
water to leave its own sedi-

ments, but by material im-
l^orted, it w^as and is a very
costly proceeding.

Alas ! that the lessons
taught by the former at-

tempts at redeeming the
slums should have been
forgotten, or rather delib-

erately neglected. "Don't
begin at the end instead of

at the beginning," said G.
riorenzano, in 1885. Don't
begin by pulling down the
old houses until you have
built new ones for the evict-

ed tenants of the fondaci,
grottoes, etc. If you go on
the old system the poor
creatures who now have a

roof over their heads will

have to crowd the remain-
ing fondaci even as did
those of Porto when you
beautified the Via del Du-
omo, or they will crowd into

the cloisters of S. Tommaso
di Aquino, where the chol-

era mowed down so many
succeeded in emptying themselves, did victims. You can pull dow^n houses
so in the most populous quarters of in a week, but it takes a year to build
the city, so that the Riviera became a them, and another year must elapse

putrid lake, and in the best cjuarters of before they are habitable." The dis-

Chiaia the stench at eventide was so cussions and commissions went on for

horrible that the people used to call it two years and a half. There w^as the

the malora di Chiaia (bad hour of), question of whether the municipality

'^^^^v^.

Interior of a Poor Quarter.
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should expropriate, demolish, and re- talists ;
" in the lonjjc run they will he

build on its own account. The majority found to pay, but in any case they
were against this, urging that public must be built."

bodies are the worst of all workers. As usual the vox clamantr, resounded
in the desert only. In 1888, the munic-Then should the whole contract be giv

:4^'^-^'"^'^'*^-

^rjf-^

One of the New Blocks of Tenements in Naples.

en to one society or to several ? And
here the war of the " one lot " or " lot of

lots " raged fiercely. " Whoever gets the
contract, however few or many be the

contractors," said Villari, from his seat

in the Senate, and other ' sentimental-

ists,' "let them be bound over to l)uild

healthy houses for the poor who will be
evicted from the slums, on a site not so

far from their old homes as to prevent
them from carrying on their daily em-
ployments, and at rents certainly not
higher than those they pay at present."

To this, practical people answered
that : "No building society would build

at a loss, and that healthy houses in

healthy sites in the populous quarters
of Naples could not l)e erected for the

letting price of five lire per room."
" Then let the munici2)ality first de-

duct from the hundred millions given
for the poor of Na])les sucli sums as

a?v? nec^essarv for building these houses
without profit," retorted the sentimen-

ipality entered into a contract wath a

building society of Milan for the entire

Avork of expropriation, demolition of

old houses, the construction of new
ones, and the all-important work of lay-

ing dowai the sewers and paving the

streets above. The laying down of gas

and the canalization of the water of the

Serino in the new quarters was alone

retained in the hands of the municipal-

ity and separately contracted for. The
contract itself, to use the words of the

minority of the "communal c(uincil-

lors," re2:)resented a direct violation of

the spirit of the law passed by tlie Ital-

ian parliament in the interests of the

community and for tlie sanitation of

Naples, while the commission of in-

(piiry delegated by tlie council to ex-

iimine and re])ort on the works, affirmed

tliat "Private speculation, substitut-

ed for tlie su])eriiitendence of the com-
mune and tlie State, naturally ign«)red

the pliilauthropic impulse of the law.
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allowing industrial calculation and
bankers' rings to boss the enterprise

especially planned for the benefit of the

poorest classes and to sanify the low-

est quarters of the city." So much
for the spirit of the contract.

Coining to its execution, the munic-
ipality neither armed itself with suf-

ficient powers for compelling the con-

tractors to perform their work prop-
erly, nor did it put such powers as

were reserved into execution. Conse-
quently expropriations which, by the

terms of the contract, ought to have al-

lowed three months to elapse between
the notice to quit and the actual de-

parture, were often carried out within
a week of the notice given. Availing

themselves of the law which sanctions

expropriations at a fixed price for pub-
lic benefit, the society bore hard on
many small proprietors, whose houses
they took without any immediate need,

and these, until the time comes for

their demolition, are underlet to the

worst class of usurers, who have evict-

ed the tenants and doubled the rent.

Then the first houses were jerry built.

One fell while building and killed sev-

eral workmen. Again, the contract

bound the society to build houses only
three stories high, to avoid the over-

crowding so complained of in the old

quarters. They built them of four
stories. The courtyards were to oc-

cupy one-sixth of the whole area of

each tenement—they were found to oc-

cupy barely one-seventh or even one-

eighth. Finally (and this raised a pop-
ular outcry at last), in no single tene-

ment built by the society could the

evicted poor find a room, because they

were all about twice the price of their

former ones, and so far removed from
the scene of their daily labors that it

was very doubtful whether they could
inhabit them at all. It is neither edi-

fying nor interesting to seek out who
were the chief culprits ; certainly the

municipal authorities, who took no
thought for the poor for whom the

money was voted, were the original sin-

ners. But when the hue and cry was
raised the money was spent and it was
no use crying over spilt milk. The
municipality was bankrupt. Besides

inheriting the debts and deficits of its

Vol. XIU.—7

predecessors, it had squandered vast
sums on useless works, given three
millions to the society which built tlie

King Humbert Gallery—a capital l)uild-

ing for the cold and uncertain climate
of Milan

;
quite a superfluity in sunny

Naples, where everybody lives in tlie

open air, and where you can hardly yet
get sellers and buyers to use the new
covered market-place instead of the
street pavements.
So the municipality was dissolved by

the government and a Koyal Commis-
sioner sent to take the affairs of the
commune in hand. When I came here
last October affairs seemed past pray-

ing for, the state of overcrowding in

the poorest quarters was worse than
ever. I found houses condemned as un-
safe and propj)ed up with shores, with-

out a window-pane or door on hinges,

crowded to excess— the fondaci left

standing with double their old num-
bers of inhabitants ; the cellars full, and
at night the streets turned into public

dormitories. True, the water from the

Serino had been brought into Naples,

and this is a priceless boon which can
only be appreciated by those who re-

member the bad old days when even at

the best hotels you dared not drink a

glass of unboiled water ; when the poor
people had to purchase water at one or

two sous per litre, those who could not

do so going athirst. Then the old

charnel - house is actually closed, and
the new cemetery is as beautiful as a

cemetery need be. Though it has only

been open two years it is already nearly

full. The poor have the graves and a

parish cofiin gratis, but after eighteen

months the "bones are exhumed to

make room for the fresh corpses."

The families who can afford to do so

pay for a niche iu which to deposit the

"bones," while the remains of those wlio

have no friends able to do so are

placed in a huge cisfrrn outside tlie

cemetery. At any rate tlie j^oorest

have now for a time a grave to them-

selves and need not say with envy as

they used to do when accompanying
some Mcjnorr to the monumental cem-

etery, " O Mainina niia, cnrria niur) i»'

staccd ! " " Mother mine, I would die

to stop In^re."

Then Naples as a city iy unduubtedly
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renovated and beautified ; always bella,

ever dolce, it is now one of the most
commodious cities in the world. Trams
take you from Posilipo to the royal pal-

ace, from the Via Tasso to the lleclu-

sovia. New palaces, new houses rise

up to the east and west of the city.

Besides the demolitions and recon-

structions of the famous Societa di

Kisanimento, another society has built

largely at the Ilione Vaato at Cap nana,

case evonomiche and edifizi civili which
we should call workmen's houses and
houses for well-to-do people. Even
so in the Rione Arenaccia Orientale,

in the Ilione S. Efrem Vecchio Ottocalli

Fonti Rossi. In the Rione Vomero-

Arenella the Banca Tiberina has built

enormously ; constructed two funi-
colari (cable railways), and in two years
the pojDulation of that quarter has in-

creased from 751 to 3,991 ; but there

are nofunnachdre among them.
In the favorite quarter of foreign

artists, Santa Lucia, where the oyster

and "fruits of the sea" mongers and
their wdves, the sulphur-water vendors,

fryers of polipi and peperoni, congre-
gate, these luciani also inhohiifondaci
not quite as filthy as those of Porto
and Pendino, nor are they nearly as

docile. The}^ strongly objected to the

tramway as an invasion of their rights,

and laughed to scorn the builders of

the new houses on the shore of the Cas-
tello Deir Uovo and of the new loggie for

the shell-fish vendors. " The first high
wind," they say, would carry stalls and
fish into the sea, and as for the new
houses, they pizzicano (are too dear),

non jamine 'n terra (they shall not de-

molish our houses), they tell you, and
as yet no one has dared to tackle them.
The new houses are divided into charm-
ing little apartments with a kitchen and
convenience in each, but the kitchen
and one room cost 15 lire, others 20, 30,

even 35 lire.

With a budget of thirty million lire

and a huge deficit, little margin w^as left

to the Boyal Commissary, who had to

cut down estimates, retrench in every
department, "economize to the bone,"
but as winter approached, the cry of the
people became audible in high places.

It was one thing to camp out in the

summer, but quite another to use the

streets for bed and the sky for roof in
the months of December, January, and
February, w^hile the new commission of

engineers and medical men pronounced
many of the hovels still inhabited to be
"dangerous to life and limb," and or-

dered the society to repair or close

them at once. The society chose the
latter alternative, thus reducing still

further the scant accommodation—but
the Koyal Commissary Avas not a " cor-

poration." He had a soul, or at least a
heart. " For six months," he Avrites, in

his rej)ort to the government at the
close of his mission, " a famished mob,
turha famelica, have thronged the stairs

of the municij)ality ; children of both
sexes, utterly destitute, who must of ne-

cessity go to the bad ; mothers clasp-

ing dying babies to their milkless

breasts ; widows followed by a tribe of

almost naked children ; aged and infirm

of both sexes, hungry and in tatters

—

and this spectacle, which has wrung
my heart, reveals but a small portion of

the prevalent destitution. One can but
marvel at the docile nature of the lower
orders of Neapolitans, who bear with
such resignation and patience their un-
utterable suflerings. One cannot think

without shuddering of this winter,

which overtook whole families without
a roof over their heads, without a rag
to cover them, without the slightest

provision for their maintenance."
To remedy this awful state of things

in some degree, this royal extraordinary

commissary, in Naples for six months
only (Senator Giuseppe Saredo), gave it

to be understood that the society must
find means of lodging the evicted poor
in some of the new tenements at the old

prices. He even consented to a com-
promise, by which, leaving all the work
of laying down drains and filling up
low places intact, he consented to the

delay in certain buildings which ought
to have been completed in the third

biennio, on the conditions that the so-

ciety should cede tenements capable of

housing fifteen hundred people, no sin-

gle room to cost more than five lire per

month. The first great exodus took
place in December ; unfortunately, the

housing schedules were not all given

to peo2)le who could not aiford to pay
more than five lire ; and when I visited
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the tenements the brass bedsteads and
mahogany chests of drawers tokl tales

of past homes in quite other places than
in the slums. But in many rooms we
did find our fLuiacchh'e ; the thin end
of the wedge was inserted, and when
the Royal Commissary's term of office

came to an end the new Syndic repeated
the experiment, and arranged with the

society for other tenements capable of

housing other two thousand of the

poorest. This time the vice -syndics

have had a warning that if they give

schedules to any but the houseless poor
their offices and honors will be trans-

ferred. At first the idea of removing
the poor costermongers, porters, coal-

heavers, fish, snail, and tripe vendors
so far from their old slums and haunts
seemed unpractical and even cruel ; but
having revisited those haunts and the

slummers in their new homes, seen the

shops opened on the ground floors of

the new dwellings, turned on the water
tap which is in each room or apartment,
inspected the closets which are perfectly

scentless, I can only express a feeling

of thankfulness that the axe has been
laid at the root of the tree at last.

It is not only a question of health

and longevity—the poor people in the

fondaci cellars and underground dens
were entirely at the mercy of the ca-

morra which, however the police and
the authorities may flatter themselves,

has never been killed and very slightly

scotched. These poor creatures, crowd-
ed in one spot, are the terrified victims

of the vamor^rist, that " unclean beast of

dishonest idleness" of yore, who now
has cleaned himself up a bit, but is as

bestial, dishonest, and idle as ever.

With the dispersion of the slummers
and the allotment to each of a room or

rooms with doors that lock, and win-

dows that open, the camorrists' reign is

over, especially as the society, though
compelled to charge only five lire j^er

room, has no help from the municipal-

ity in collecting rents, and therefore

selects for porters (concierge) men who
attend to their interests and not to

those of the camorra.

What is now wanted in the new quar-

ters are infant schools, elementary and
industrial schools, of all of which Naples

possesses some of the most perfect tliat

I have ever seen in Italy or in England.
Naples, a city of contrasts in all re-

spects, is especially so in the manage-
ment of her public and private institu-

tions.

Of charitable institutions belonuin<r
to the poor by right, Naples has enough
and to spare, with two hundred edifices

and over eight or ten millions of annual
income. But these edifices and this

income serve every interest save that

of the poor. Administrators, priests,

governors, electors, deputies, council-

lors and their clients get thus the lion's

share. The Albergo dei Poveri, with
an income of over a million and a half,

maintains a family of employes exceed-

ing seven hundred, while the poor, many
of whom are merely proteges of the

rich, have dwindled dow^n to two thou-
sand. The children have scarcely a

shirt to change ; the school for deaf and
dumb boys has been so neglected for

years that only now has the new director

been able to form a class. The girls in

charge of the Jiglie della caritd, French
nuns, are kept so hard at work at em-
broidery and flower making that their

health is ruined, and the agglomeration
of old men and women, young boys and
girls under one roof is by no means
conducive to order, discipline, or mo-
rality. One " governor " succeeds to

another. One sells 5,000 square me-
tres of land to a building society for

eleven lire per metre, at a time when
in certain portions of the city land is

worth three and four hundred lire. His
successor brings an action against the

purchaser and the costs are enormous.

Another has farmed out the rents to

some collector at far too low a price

;

another action is brought. The chem-

ist is proved to have substituted flour

for quinine, Dover's powders without

opium, and is suspended. But the

corpo ddUio, i.e., the analyzed medi-

cines, have disappeared ; th(^ chemist

will come ofi:* triuni])hant and the Al-

bergo dei Poveri will liave to \)\\\ costs

and damages, and })ossil)ly to meet an

action for libel. Of course there is a

deficit in the budget; and tliis will cim-

tinue to increase, whoever may be gov-

ernor, as long as the system remains

and as long as places are created for
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proteges of Senator A, Deputy B, or

Counsellor C.

The enormous hospital of the Incura-

bili, where also a royal commissionary
presides, was found to be in a most de-

plorable state. The number of patients

reduced from one tliousand to seven

hundred ; the meat of inferior quality

to that prescribed. Despite the 25,000

lire which appear in the budget for

linen, there were not sufficient sheets

to change the beds of the sick, yet there

was an accumulated deficit of 869,030

lire, and for last year alone 200,000 lire.

As the present special commissioners
have really reduced the expenditure,

while increasing the number of pa-

tients admitted, diminished the enor-

mous number of servants, and by sup-

j^hing food to those on guard deprived
them of the temptation to steal the ra-

tions of the sick ; as they have thor-

oughly cleansed the hospital from gar-

ret to cellar, constructed water-closets,

etc., we hope they mil be allowed to

remain in office sufficient time to ren-

der a return to former abuses impos-
sible.

Some improvement there is, we no-

tice, in the Foundling Hospital, which
was in a ^T.'etched state, the mortality

among infants amounting to ninety-

five and even one hundred per cent.

The system adopted of giving them out
to be nursed by poor families in the

city and country round Naples, answers
admirably, as the poor people here re-

gard them as the "Virgin's children"

—

figlie della Madonna. Still there are

over three hundred big, lazy girls in

the establishment who ought to have
been put out to earn their living long
ago.

The Gasa di Maternita, lately added
to the establishment, is admirably con-

ducted, and the secrets of the poor girls

or women who demand admission are

religiously kept.

The famous convent of the Sepolte

Vive of Suor Orsola Benincasa, which
created such a sensation in the news-
papers a year since, is now completely
reformed ; the few surviving nuns are

pensioned off and allotted a residence

in some distant portion of the enor-

mous edifice, while the income of 100,-

000 lii'e is aj)plied to the education of

poor children. There are also classes

for the children of parents who can
pay, a normal school, and a kinder-
garten.

As the reformed law of charitable in-

stitutions is only two years old, and
the government and municipal authori-

ties are doing their best to apply it in

spite of the clergy and the vested in-

terests of innumerable loafers, we may
hope that in time to come the poor and
the poor alone may profit by this their

own and only wealth. How such wealth
may be profitably applied is shown by
the numerous establishments founded
and maintained by private charity. The
children's hospital, Ospitale Lina, found-
ed and maintained by the well-known
philanthropist, Duchessa Bavaschiera,
is a perfect gem. There are eighty beds,

each occupied by a poor child for whom
a surgical operation is necessary. All

the first surgeons and doctors of Naples
give their services. The Duchess her-

self, who founded the hospital in mem-
ory of her only daughter, Lina, super-

intends it in person, often living and
sleeping there, and the delight of the

children when ^'Mamma Duchessa" en-

ters the wards is very touching.

The asylum for girls orphaned dur-
ing the cholera of 1884 is another ex-

ample of how much can be done, with
comparatively small sums, under j)er-

sonal supervision. Here 285 boarders
and 250 day scholars are maintained at

a cost of little over 100,000 francs, sub-

scribed by individuals, by the Bank of

Naples, the Chamber of Commerce, etc.

All the children frequent the elemen-
tary schools, and are each taught a trade,

dressmaking, plain needlework, making
and mending

—

maglieria (machine knit-

ted vests), stockings, petticoats, etc.,

artificial flowers, embroidery, and lace

making. At the Exposition of Palermo
there was a beautiful collection of the

work done by the girls of this school

;

we could wish that they were not com-
pelled to toil so many hours a day, but
necessity knows no law, and the admin-
istration of the suj)erintendent, Baron
Tosti, is above all praise. There are

two educational and industrial schools

for boys in Naples which may serve as

models to the other provinces of Italy

and to other nations.
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The Instituto Cananova* for boys who
have attended the infant schools was
founded in 18G2 by Alfonzo della Valle

di Casanova. Elementary schools and
workshops were opened under the same
roof and carried on privately with great

success until 1880 ; then recognized
as a Corpo Morale by the government,
which assigned a large building with
open spaces for gymnastics and recrea-

tion, surrounded by eleven new w^ork-

shops. Industrial schools generally

are a failure, owing to the expense in-

curred by the payment of directors of

workshops, the purchase of machines,
tools, instruments, and raw material. In
this establishment the workshop) alone

is given rent free to the master—black-

smiths, carpenters, tailors, boot -mak-
ers, brass-workers, cameo, lava workers,
workerf^ in bronze, sculptors, ebonists,

wood-carvers, and printers—with whom
a regular contract is signed, for a cer-

tain number of years, by which, on
"November 1st, directors A, B, and C
shall open a workshop, furnishing it

with all such machines and instruments
as are necessary for carrying on and
teaching his trade to a fixed number of

pupils." In case of bankruptcy the

master must at once quit the work-
shop. The boys for the first two years,

that is until they are nine, attend the

elementary schools exclusively ; then
they or their parents choose their trade,

and as soon as their work becomes
profitable, they are paid a certain sum
fixed by the master - workman and the

director of the establishment, who re-

ceives the pay of the boys weekly and
gives half to them, half to the estab-

lishment. At first the boys were com-
pelled to place all their portion in pos-

tal savings banks, but as all are day
scholars and are housed and fed by
their parents, it was found that these,

being too poor to maintain them, re-

moved them from the school before

they were jDroficient in their respective

trades. From the report up to March
6, 1892, we find 559 "present," 104
pupils who had quitted the establish-

ment as skilled workmen, all of whom
are eagerly sought by the directors of

• An American lady, well known in Boston for her
work in prison reform, said to ns, as we were taking her
over these schools :

" We have nothing so good as this

in America."

workshops in this city. The income of
the institute does not exceed 72,000
francs, of w^hich 22,000 is paid to

school - masters and servants ; the re-

mainder goes in buildings, prizes to

the pupils, etc. The Cam nova opera
also has a beautiful department at the
Exposition at Palermo, where albums
and pamphlets show its whole history
from the beginning.

A similar institution, much rougher,
but even more meritorious, is the work-
ing school in the ex-convent of S. An-
tonio a Tarsia. The boys collected

here are the real waifs and strays taken
from the streets—gutter sparrows, liter-

ally. The founder is Giovanni Floren-
zano, ex-member of parliament and at

the present moment {a^sesaore) officer of

public instruction in the municipality
of Naples. It is conducted on the same
principles as that of Casanova, but,

alas ! not with equal funds. There is a

workshop for carpenters, ebony-work-
ers, wood-carvers, and gilders, for black-

smiths, workers in bronze, for the man-
ufacture of iron and steel instruments,

and a large printing-office. The boys
gathered there number from two hun-
dred and fifty to three hundred. Un-
fortunately the impecuniosity of the mu-
nicipality has deprived this school of

four thousand francs annually.

Signor Florenzano, who has done
much for popular instruction in Naples,

in 1883 opened a Sunday-school for rec-

reation in a large hall with a pretty gar-

den in the Vico Cupa a Chiara, where
seven hundred children, all under sep-

arate patronage of benevolent men and
women, were clothed, and on every Sun-

day taught choral singing, gymnastics,

and military exercises. Alas ! both the

hall and garden have been demolislunl

by the pickaxe of a building society,

and, at the present moment the chil-

dren are dispersed. This idea of plac-

ing every boy in the working school

under the protection of some well-to-

do person is excellent. A few more
such industrial schools as these of Casa-

nova and Tarsia would be the making
of the next generation of Neapolitan

boys. These private institutions also

form a striking contrast with the so-

called reformatories, penitentiaries, and

correctional establishments with which
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Italy, and especially Naples, abounds.
In three of these which we visited late-

ly, we may say, ^^'ithout fear of con-
tradiction, that there are no reforms,
and no penitents in any of them. In
one of these, where each boy costs three
francs per day, discoli, merely naughty
boys and boys sent by their own par-

ents to be disciplined, are mixed up
with culprits w^ho have been condemned
once, t^dce, and thrice, for whom "pater-
nal discipline " is a derision, who break
do^vn the doors of theii' cells, kick the
jailors, and yet are fed on coffee and milk
in the morning, meat at mid-day, soup
at night, and vdne three times a week.
We have not space for even a brief

reference to prison discipline in Italy,

but we may say as a general rule that

delinquents and criminals alone are

housed, fed, clothed, and cared for by
the State ; that the greater the crime,

the more hardened the criminal, the
better does he lodge, dress, and, till yes-

terday, fare !

We must not close this story of the
poor in Naples without a reference to

two other institutions dedicated to the

poor alone. The one is the school for

the blind at Caravaggio, which, with
the boarding-house and school founded
by Lady Strachen, offer a pleasant con-
trast to the blind institute at S. Giu-
seppe, dependent on the Albergo dei

Poveri. The blind institute, now called

Prince of Naples, founded by the broth-

ers Martucelli, is admirable. The blind

boys and girls read, write, print, and
play various instruments, are shoe-

makers, carpenters, basket and Vene-
tian blind-makers. The correspondent
of the London Times, on seeing the de-

partment of this school at the Palermo
Exhibition, could hardly believe that

the work was done by blind children.

The Froebel Institute, now called the

Victor Emanuel International Institute,

was founded by Julia Salis Schwabe, an
enthusiastic admirer of Garibaldi, who,
in 18G0, appealed to women to open
popular schools for the education of

the poor in the southern provinces.

Professor Villari took it under his espe-

cial protection, and the old medical col-

lege at S. Aniello was assigned for the
purpose, so that poor girls taken from

the streets could be housed, fed, and
educated. At present the boarding-
school has been much reduced, but the

day, infant, and elementary schools are

simply perfect. Side by side Avith the

classes for poor children, are paj'ing

classes for the well-to-do, who are

taught to find joleasure in bringing
clothes and boots for their j)oorer com-
panions. The " haves " pay seven lire a

month, which suffices to give a capital

soup every day to about four hundred
children of the "have nots." The es-

tablishment serves also as a training-

school for teachers of this Froebelian, or
as it ought to be called, Pestalozzian sys-

tem, certainly the most admirable yet

invented for keeping children bright,

happy, and active, and while placing no
undue strain on their intellectual facul-

ties, disciplining and pre]3aring them
for the age when these can be exercised.

It is a school such as this which I long
to see opened in the new quarters where
the children taken from the fondaci
cellars and slums in general are now
housed. Very dismal they look, shut
up in the respective rooms, seated U23on

the window-sills, longing for the open
street, of basso porto, the filthy court-

yards, where there were goats and rats

to play with, any amount of dirt for

the " makin' o' mud pies," and the chance
of a strsij pizza or frazaglia, the gift of

kindly foodmongers. Now, of course

the porters forbid the leaving open the

doors of the "apartments," the squat-

ting on staircases, the congregating
in the courtyards where no " wash-
pools " have been erected, " expressly to

prevent the slummers from reducing
the new tenements to the state of

the old fondaci." All this is highly

proper, but very forlorn for the little

ones.

By degrees it is to be hoped that the

inhabitants of Naples, rich and poor,

will be induced to go and live in the

suburbs. At present there is a popula-

tion which has increased from a little

over four hundred thousand to nearly

six hundred thousand, crowded over

eight square kilometres ; deduct the

space occupied by churches and public

buildings, and there is little more than

seven square kilometres. And this is

the first greatest misfortune for the
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poor in Naples. The problem of hous-
ing them solved, it will be, after all, but
the alpha of the business. There is

neither " bread nor work " for the

masses, who increase and multiply like

rabbits in a w^arren. On this point

they are extremely sensitive. Finding
a lad of eighteen for whom we were try-

ing to get work just married to a girl

of sixteen, we ventured to remonstrate,

asking how they were to keep their

children? " Volete anche f^jyegnere la

razza deipezzenti "—"Do you want even
to extinguish the race of miserables ?

"

the hiisband asked, indignantly.

Hitherto the surplus population of

the provinces has swarmed off to Bra-
zil and the United States. From the

former country many of them return

with sad tales of whole families swept
away by yellow fever, of hard labor hoe-

ing coffee with insufficient remunera-
tion, and the impossibility of obtain-

ing proper nourishment. And now
comes the natural but sad report from

the United States, accentuated by Mr.
Chandler, in the Forum, tliat rei)ubli-

can citizens are tired of the poor, meek,
feckless, unclean offshoots of royal
courts and aristocratic institutions who
extract a livelihood from New York's
ash-barrels ; a\1io contract for the riglit

to trim the aah- scows before they are
sent out to sea, whereas a few years
ago men were paid a dollar and a half a

day for the said " trimming ; " who keep
the stale beer dives and j^ig together in

the " bend ; " who used at home to re-

ceive but five cents per day and " Avit-

tals " that dogs refuse, undersell their

labor abroad, and thus lower the wages
of the natives.

We cannot wonder that the cry is :

"Send them back— here they are en-

cumbrances."
But when this safety-valve is closed

some new outlet will have to be found
to prevent an explosion, and the " upper
third " will do well to devise the ways
and means w^liile yet there is time.

AN OLD LOVE-LETTER.

By Margaret Crosby.

The flying years, the silent years,

Swept o'er this safely hidden page.

Till Time, that deep-sunk mystery clears,

Gives me the dateless heritage.

Where beat the heart, where burnt the brain,

That all this pain and i3assion felt?

On leaves defaced by mould and stain,

The secret of a life is spelt.

Why rashly lift, why rudely rend,

The softening veil that Doatli and Time,

Conspiring Life witli Art to bh>nd,

Have hunjjr between her soul and mine?

Enough to know, enougli to feel

That one immortal bliss endures;

The love these ardent words reveal

May haply mirror mine—or yours.



THE ONE I KNEW THE BEST OF ALL!

A MEMORY OF THE MIND OF A CHILD.

By Frances Hodgson Burnett,

PKEFACE.

kTT^ should feel a serious delicacy in presenting to the world a sketch so

M3^' autobiographical as this if I did not feel myself absolved from any
charge of the bad taste of personality by the fact that I believe I might
fairly entitle it " The Story of any Child with an Imagination." My
impression is that the Small Person differed from a world of others

only in as far as she had more or less imagination than other little girls.

I have so often wished that I could see the minds of young things with

a sight stronger than that of very interested eyes, which can only see

from the outside. There must be so many thoughts for which child

courage and child language have not the exact words. So, remember-
ing that there was one child of whom I could write from the inside point of view,

and with certain knowledge, I began to make a little sketch of the one I knew
the best of all. It was only to be a short sketch in my first intention, but when
I began it I found so much to record which seemed to me amusing and illustra-

tive, that the short sketch became a long one. After aU, it was not myself about
whom I was being diffuse, but a little unit of whose parallels there are tens of

thousands. The Small Person is gone to that undiscoverable far-away land where
other Small Persons have emigrated—the land to whose regretted countries there

wandered, some years ago, two little fellows, with picture faces and golden love-

locks, whom I have mourned and longed for ever since, and whose going—with
my kisses on their little mouths—has left me forever a sadder woman, as all other

mothers are sadder, whatsoever the dearness of the maturer creature left behind
to bear the same name and smile with eyes not quite the same. As I might write

freely about them, so I feel I may write freely about her.

Fkances Hodgson Burnett.
May, 1892.

CHAPTER L

THE ONE I KNEW THE BEST OF ALL.

I HAD every opportunity for knowing
her well, at least. We were born on
the same day, we learned to toddle about

tions of the world we lived in at the

same period, we made the same men-
tal remarks on people and things, and
reserved to ourselves exactly the same
rights of private personal opinion.

I have not the remotest idea of what
she looked like. She belonged to an

together, we began our earliest observa- era when photography was not as ad-
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vanced an art as it is to-day, and no
picture of her was ever made. It is a

well authenticated fact that she was
auburn-haired and rosy, and I can tes-

tify that she was curly, because one of

my earliest recollections of her emotions
is a memory of the momentarily mad-
dening eJBfect of a sharp, stinging jerk

of the comb when the nurse was absent-

minded or maladroit. That she was also

a plump little person I am led to believe,

in consequence of the well-known joke

of a ribald boy cousin and a disrespect-

ful brother, who averred that when she

fell she " bounced " like an india-rubber

ball. For the rest, I do not remember
what the looking-glass reflected back at

her, though I must have seen it. It

might, consequently, be argued that on
such occasions there were so many se-

rious and interesting problems to be at-

tended to that a reflection in the look-

ing-glass was an rmimportant detail.

In those early days I did not find her
personally interesting—in fact I do not
remember regarding her as a personal-

ity at all. It was the people about her,

the things she saw, the events which
made up her small existence, which were
absorbing, exciting, and of the most vi-

tal and terrible importance sometimes.
It was not until I had children of my
own, and had watched their smaU in-

dividualities forming themselves, their

large imaginations giving proportions
and values to things, that I began to

remember her as a little Person, and in

going back into her past and reflecting

on certain details of it and their curious

eflects upon her, I found interest in her
and instruction, and the most serious

cause for tender deep reflection on her
as a thing touching on that strange,

awful problem of a little soul standing
in its newness in the great busy, tragic

world of life, touched for the first time
by everything that passes it, and never
touched without some sign of the con-

tact being left upon it.

What I remember most clearly and
feel most serious is one thing above all

:

it is that I have no memory of any time
so early in her life that she was not a

distinct little individiiaL Of the time
when she was not old enough to formu-
late opinions quite clearly to herself I

have no recollection, and I can remem-

ber distinctly events which happened
before she was three years old. The
first incident which appears to me as
being interesting, as an illustration of

what a baby mind is doing, occurred a
week or so after the birth of her sis-

ter, who was two years younger than
herself. It is so natural, so almost in-

evitable, that even the most child-lov-

ing among us should find it difficult to

realize constantly that a mite of three

or four, tumbling about, playing with
india-rubber dogs and with difficulty

restrained from sucking the paint off

Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japhet, not to

mention the animals, is a person, and
that this person is ten thousand times
more sensitive to impression than one's

self, and that hearing and seeing one,

this person, though he or she may not
really understand, will be likely, in in-

tervals of innocent destruction of small

portable articles, to search diligently in

infant mental space until he or she has

found an explanation of affairs, to be
pigeon-holed for future reference. And
yet I can most solemnly declare that

such was the earliest habit of that " One
I knew the best of all."

One takes a fat, comfortable little

body on one's knee and begins to tell it

a story about *'a fairy" or "a doggie"
or "a pussy." And the moment the

story begins the questions begin also.

And with my recollection of the intense

little Bogie whom I knew so well and
who certainly must have been a most
every-day-looking little personage, giv-

ing no outward warning of preternatu-

ral alertness and tragic earnestness,

my memory leads me to think that in-

deed it is not a trifle to be sufficiently

upright and intelligent to answer these

questions exactly as one should. This

first incident, which seems to me to de-

note how early a tiny mind goes through

distinct processes of thought, is a very

clear memory to me.

I see a comfortal)le English bedroom,

such as would to-day seem old-fashioned

without being ancient enough to be

picturesque. I remember no articles of

furniture in the room but a rather lieavy

four-posted carved mahogany bed, lumg
with crimson damask, onmmented with

heavy fringe and big cords and tassels,

a chair by this bedside—I think it was
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an arm-cliair covered with chintz—and
a footstool. This was called "a buffet,"

and rhymed with Miss Muffet eating

her curds and whey. In England Miss
Muffet sat on "a buffet," on the blood-

curdling occasion when

" There came a big spider

Aud sat down beside lier

And frightened Miss Muffet away."

This buffet was placed upon the hearth-

rug before the fire, and a yery small be-

ing was sitting upon it, ver^^ conscious,

in a quiet way, of her mamma lying on
the crimson-draped bed, and the lady

friend who was sitting in the chair by
her, discussing their respective new
babies. But most of all was the Small
Person on the buffet conscious of their

own personal new baby who was being
taken care of by a nurse just near her.

Perhaps the interest of such recollec-

tions is somewhat added to by the fact

that one can only recallthem by episodes,

and that the episodes seem to appear
without any future or any past. Not the

faintest shadow of the new bab}^ seems
to appear upon the camera, up to this

moment, of the buffet, and I have no re-

membrance of any mental process which
led to the Small Person's wishing to

hold it on her knee. Perhaps it was a

sudden inspiration.

But she did wish to hold it, and noti-

fied as much, apparently with sufficient

clearness, to the nurse.

The shadow of the nurse has no
name and no S23ecial individuality. She
was only a figure known as " The
Nurse."
But she impresses me in these days

as having been quite definite in her
idea that Persons not yet three years

old were not to be trusted entirely with

the new-born, however excellent their

intentions were.

How the Small Person expressed her-

self in those days I do not know at all.

Before three years articulation is not
generally perfect, but if hers was not I

know she was entirely unaware of her
inadequacies. She thought she spoke
just as other people did, and I never re-

member her pronunciation being cor-

rected. I can recall, with perfect dis-

tinctness, however, what she thought she

expressed and what her hearers seemed
to understand her to say.

It was in effect something like this :

" I want to hold the New Baby on my
knee."

" You are too little," said the Nurse.
"No, I am not too little. The New

Baby is little, and I am on the buff'et,

and I will hold her tight if you will put
her on my knee."

" She would slip off, I am afraid."

"No, I will hold her tight with both
arms, just like you do. Please give her
to me." And the Small Person spread
her small knees.

I don't know how long the discussion
lasted, but the Nurse was a good-natured
person, and at last she knelt down upon
the hearth-rug by the buffet, holding
the white-robed new baby in her arms
and amiably pretended to place it in the
short arms and on the tiny knees, while
she was reaUy supporting it herself.

" There," she said. " Now she is

on your knee." She thought she had
made it all right, but she was gravel}^

mistaken.

"But I want to hold her m?/se//',"

said the Small Person.
" You are holding her," answered the

Nurse, cheerfully. "What a big girl

to be holding the New Baby just like a

grown-up lady."

The Small Person looked at her with
serious candor.

"I am not holding her," she said.

" You are holding her."

That the episode ended without the

Small Person either having held the

New Baby, or being deceived into fancy-

ing she held it, is as clear a memory to

me as if it had occurred yesterday, and
the point of the incident is that after all

the years that have passed I remember
with equal distinctness the thoughts
which were in the Small Person's mind
as she looked at the Nurse and summed
the matter up, while the woman imag-
ined she was a baby not capable of

thinking at all.

It has always interested me to recall

this because it was so long ago, and
while it has not faded out at all, and I

see the mental attitude as definitely as

I see the child and the four-post bed
with its hangings, I recognize that she

was too young to have had in her vo-
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cabnlary the loords to put her thoughts
and mental arguments into—and yet

they were there, as thoughts and men-
tal arguments are there to-day—and
after these many years I can write them
in adult words without the slightest

difficulty. I should like to have a pict-

ure of her eyes and the expression of

her baby face as she looked at the Nurse
and thought these things, but perhaps
her looks were as inarticulate as her
speech.

"lam very little," she thought. "I
am so little that you think I do not
know that you are pretending that I am
holding the new baby, while really it is

you who are holding it. But I do know.
I know it as well as you, tho igh I am so

little and you are so big that you always
hold babies. But I cannot make you
understand that, so it is no use talking.

I want the baby, but jou. think I shall

let it fall. I am sure I shall not. But
you are a grown-up person and I am
a little child, and the big people can al-

ways have their own way."
I do not remember any rebellion

against an idea of injustice. All that

comes back to me in the form of a men-
tal attitude is a perfect realization of

the immense fact that people who were
grown up could do what they chose,

and that there was no appeal against

their omnipotence.
It may be that this line of thought

was an infant indication of a nature

which developed later as one of its chief

characteristics, a habit of adjusting it-

self silently to the inevitable, which was
frequently considered to represent in-

difference, but which merely evolved

itself from private conclusions arrived

at through a private realization of the

utter uselessness of struggle against the

Fixed.

The same curiosity as to the method
in which the thoughts expressed them-
selves to the small mind devours me
when I recall the remainder of the bed-
room episode, or rather an incident of

the same morning.
The lady visitor who sat in the chair

was a neighbor, and she also was the

proprietor of a new baby, though lier

baby was a few weeks older tlian the

veiy new one tlie Nurse held.

She was the young mother of two or

three children, and had a pretty sociable
manner toward tiny things. The next
thing I see is that the Small Person
had been called up to her and stood hy
the bed in an attitude of modest decor-
um, being questioned and talked to.

I have no doubt she was asked how
she liked the New Baby, but I do not
remember that or anything but the se-

rious situation which arose as the re-

sult of one of the questions. It was the
first social difficulty of tlie Small Per-
son—the first confronting of the over-
whelming problem of liow to adjust
perfect truth to perfect politeness.

Language seems required to mentally
confront this problem and try to settle

it, and the Small Person cannot have
had words, yet it is certain that she
confronted and wrestled with it.

" And what is your New Baby's name
to be ? " the lady asked.

" Edith," was the answer.
" That is a pretty name," said the

lady. " I have a new baby, and I have
called it Eleanor. Is not that a 2)retty

name ?
"

In this manner it was—simple as it

may seem—that the awful j^roblem pre-

sented itself. That it seemed awful

—

actually almost unbearable—is an illus-

tration of the strange, touching sensi-

tiveness of the new-born butterfly soul

just emerged from its chrysalis— the

impressionable sensitiveness which it

seems so tragic that we do not always
remember.
For some reason—it would be im-

possible to tell what—the Small Person
did not think Eleanor was a pretty

name. On strictly searching the inner-

most recesses of her diminutive men-
tality she found that she could not tliink

it a pretty name. She tried, as if by
muscular effort, and could not. She
thought it was an iKjIy name ; that

was the anguish of it. And here was a

lady, a nice lady, a friend with wliom
her own mamma took tea, a kind Indy,

who had had the calamity to have lier

own newest baby christened by an ugly

name. How could anyone be rude and
hard-liearted enough to tell her what
slie had done— tliat lier new baby would
always have to be called somethiug
ugly? Slio ])OKitivoly (]uakod witli mis-

ery. She stood quite still and looked
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at the poor nice lady helplessly without
speaking. The lady probably thought
she was shy, or too little to answer read-

ily or really have any opinion on the

subject of names. Mistaken lady : how
mistaken, I can remember. The Small
Person was wrestling with her first soci-

ety problem, and trying to decide what
she must do with it.

"Don't you think it is a pretty

name ? " the visitor went on, in a pet-

ting, coaxing voice, possibly with a view
to encouraging her. "Don't vou like

it ?
"

The Small Person looked at her with
yearning eyes. She could not say "No "

blankly. Even then there lurked in her
system the seeds of a feeling which, be-

ing founded on a friendly vdsh to be hu-
mane, which is a virtue at the outset, has
increased with years, until it has become
a weakness which is a vice. She could
not say a thing she did not mean, but
she could not say brutally the unpleas-

ant thing she did mean. She ended
with a pathetic compromise.

" I don't think," she faltered—" I don't

think—it is—as pretty—as Edith."

And then the grown - up people
laughed gayly at her as if she were an
amusing little thing, and she was kissed

and cuddled and petted. And nobody
suspected she had been thinking any-
thing at all, any more than they imag-
ined that she had been translating their

remarks into ancient Greek. I have a

vivid imagination as regards children,

but if I had been inventing a story of a

child, it would not have occurred to me
to imagine such a mental episode in

such a very tiny person. But the vivid-

ness of my recollection of this thing has
been a source of interest and amuse-
ment to me through so many mature
years that I feel it has a certain signifi-

cance as impressing upon one's mind a

usually unreahzed fact.

When she was about four years old a

strange and serious event happened in

the household of the Small Person, an
event which might have made a deep
and awesome impression on her but
for two facts. As it was, a deep impres-
sion was made, but its effect was not of

awfulness, but of unexplainable mys-
tery. The thing w^hich happened was
that the father of the Small Person died.

As she belonged to the period of Nurses
and the Nursery she did not feel very
familiar with him, and did not see him
very often. " Papa," in her mind, was
represented by a gentleman who had
curling brown hair and who laughed
and said affectionately funny things.

These things gave her the impression of

his being a most agreeable relative, but
she did not know that the funny things
were the jocular remarks with which
good-natured maturity generally salutes

tender years. He was intimately con-
nected with jokes about cakes kept in

the dining-room sideboard, and with
amiable witticisms about certain very
tiny glasses of sherry in which she and
her brothers had drunk his health and
her mamma's, standing by the table

after dinner, when there were nuts and
other fruits adorning it. These tiny

glasses, which must really have been
liqueur glasses, she thought had been
made specially small for the accommo-
dation of persons from the Nursery.
When " papa " became ill the Nursery

was evidently kept kindly and wisely in

ignorance of his danger. The Small
Person's first knowledge of it seemed to

reach her through an interesting ad-

venture. She and her brothers and the

New Baby, who by this time was quite

an old baby, were taken away from
home. In a very pretty countrified

Public Park not far away from where
she lived there was a house where
people could stay and be made com-
fortable. The Park still exists, but I

think the house has been added to and
made into a museum. At that time

it appeared to an infant imagination

a very splendid and awe-inspiring man-
sion. It seemed very wonderful indeed

to live in a house in the Park where
one was only admitted usually under
the care of Nurses who took one to

walk. The park seemed to become
one's own private garden, the Refresh-

ment Room containing the buns almost

part of one's private establishment, and
the Policemen, after one's first awe of

them was modified, to become almost

mortal men.
It was a Policeman who is the chief

feature of this period. He must have
been an amiable Policeman. I have no
doubt he was quite a fatherly Policeman,
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but the agonies of terror the One I

knew the best of all passed through in

consequence of his disposition to treat

her as a joke, are something never to

be forgotten.

I can see now from afar that she was
a little person of the most law-abiding

tendencies. I can never remember her
feeling the sUghtest inclination to break
a known law of any kind. Her inward
desire was to be a good child. Without
actually formulating the idea, she had a

standard of her own. She did not want
to be "naughty," she did not want to

be scolded, she was peace-loving and
pleasure-loving, two things not compat-
ible with insubordination. When she

was "naughty," it was because what
seemed to her injustice and outrage

roused her to fury. She had occasional

furies, but went no further.

When she was told that there were
pieces of grass on which she must not
walk, and that on the little boards
adorning their borders the black let-

ters written said "Trespassers will be
prosecuted," she would not for worlds
have set her foot upon the green, even
though she did not know what "prose-
cuted " meant. But when she discov-

ered that the Park Policemen who
walked up and down in stately solitude

were placed by certain awful authorities

to "take up " anybody who trespassed,

the dread that she might inadvertently

trespass some day and be "taken up"
caused her blood to turn cold.

What an irate Pohceman, rendered
furious by an outraged law, represented
to her tender mind I cannot quite clearly

define, but I am certain that a Policeman
seemed an omnipotent power, withwhom
the boldest would not dream of trifling,

and the sole object of whose majestic

existence was to bring to swift, uner-

ring justice the juvenile law-breakers

who in the madness of their youth
drew upon themselves the eagle glance

of his wrath, the awful punishment
of justice being to be torn shrieking

from one's Mamma and incarcerated for

life in a gloomy dungeon in the bowels
of the earth. This was what " Prison

"

and being " taken up " meant.
It may be imagined, then, with what

reverent awe she regarded tliis super-

natural being from afar, clinging to her

Nurse's skirts with positively bated
breath when he appeared ; how ostenta-
tiously she avoided the grass whicli

must not be trodden upon ; how she was
filled with mingled terror and gratitude
when she discovered that he even de-
scended from his celestial heights to

speak to Nurses, actually in a joc^ulur

manner and with no air of secreting

an intention of pouncing upon their

charges and " taking them up " in the

very wantonness of power.
I do not know through what means

she reached the point of being suffi-

ciently intimate with a Policeman to ex-

change respectful greetings with him
and even to indulge in timorous conver-

sation. The process must have been a

very gradual one and much assisted by
friendly and mild advances from the

Policeman himself. I only know it came
about, and this I know through a recol-

lection of a certain eventful morning.
It was a beautiful morning, so beauti-

ful that even a Policeman might have

been softened by it. The grass which
must not be walked upon was freshest

green, the beds of flowers upon it were
all in bloom. Perhaps the ./brightness

of the sunshine and the friendliness

of nature emboldened the Small Person
and gave her giant strength.

-How she got there I do not know,
but she was sitting on one of the Park
benches at the edge of the grass, and a

Policeman—a real, august Pohceman

—

was sitting beside her.

Perhaps her Nurse had put her there

for a moment and left her under the

friendly official's care. But I do not

know. I only know she was tliere, and

so was he, and he was doing nothing

alarming. The seat was one of those

which have only one jnece of wood for a

back and she was so little that her shoi-t

legs stuck out straight before her, con-

fronting her with short socks and plump
pink calf and small " ankle-strap " shoes,

while her head was not high enough to

rest itself against the back, even if it

had wished to.

It was this last fact wliich suggested

to her mind the ])ossibility of a catas-

trophe so harrowing that mere mental

anguish forced her to ask questions even

from a IMinion of the law. She looked

at him and opened her hps half a dozen
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times before she dared to speak, but
the words came forth at hist :

"If auyone treads ou the grass must
you take them up ?

"

"Yes, I must." There is no doubt
but that the iunoceiit fellow thought
her aud her question a good joke.

" Would you have to take anyone uj)

if they went on the grass ?
"

" Yes," with an air of much official

sternness, "^l/^/yone."

She panted a little and looked at him
appeahugly. " Would you have to take

me up if I went on it ? " Possibly she

hoped for leniency because he evident-

ly did not object to her Nurse, and she

felt that such relationship might have a

softening influence.
" Yes," he said, " I should have to

take you to prison."

"But," she faltered, "but if 1 couldn't

help it— if I didn't go on it on pur-

pose."

"You'd have to be taken to prison

if you went on it," he said. "You
couldn't go on it without knowing it."

She turned and looked at the back of

the seat, which was too high for her

head to roach, and which consequently

left no support behind her exceeding

smallness.
" But—but," she said, " I am so lit-

tle I might fall through the back of this

seat. If I was to fall through on to the

grass should you take me to prison ?
"

What dulness of his kindly nature

—I feel sure he was not an unkindly
fellow—blinded the Policeman to the

terror and consternation which must in

some degree have expressed themselves

on her tiny face, I do not understand,

but he evidently saw nothing of them.

I do not remember what his face looked

like, only that it did not wear the feroc-

ity which would have accorded with his

awful words.
" Yes," he said, " I should have to

pick you up and carry you at once to

prison."

She must have turned pale ; but that

she sat still without further comment,
that she did not burst into frantic howls
of despair, causes one to feel that even
in those early days she was governed by
some rudimentary sense of dignity and
resignation to fate, for as she sat there,

the short legs in socks and small black

" ankle-straps " confronting her, the
marrow was dissolving in her infant
bones.

There is doubtless suggestion as to

the limits and exaggerations of the
tender mind in the fact that this inci-

dent was an awful one to her and caused
her to waken in her bed at night and
quake with horror, while the later epi-

sode of her hearing that "Poor Papa"
had died seemed only to be a thing of

mystery of which there was so little ex-

planation that it was not terrible. This
was without doubt because, to a very
young child's mind, death is an idea
too vague to grasp.

There came a day when someone
carried her into the bedroom where the
crimson-draped four-post bed was, and
standing by its side held her in her
arms that she might look down at Papa
lying quite still upon the pillow. She
only thought he looked as if he were
asleep, though someone said :

" Papa
has gone to Heaven," and she was not
frightened, and looked down with quiet

interest and respect. Seven years later

the sight of a child of her own age or

near it, lying in his coffin, brought to

her young being an awed realization of

death, whose anguished intensity has
never wholly repeated itself ; but being
held up in kind arms to look down at
" Poor Papa," she only gazed without
comprehension and without fear.

CHAPTEE n.

THE LITTLE FLOWEE-BOOK AND THE BROWN
TESTAMENT.

I DO not remember the process by
which she learned to read or how long
a time it took her. There was a time
when she sat on a buffet before the

Nursery fire—which was guarded by a

tall wire fender with a brass top—and
with the assistance of an accomplished
elder brother a few years her senior,

seriously and carefully picked out with
a short, fat finger the capital letters

adorning the advertisement column of

a newspaper.
But from this time my memory

makes a leap over all detail until an
occasion when she stood by her Grand-
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mamma's knee by this same tall Nursery
fender and read out slowly and with

dignity the tirst verse of tlio second
chapter of Matthew in a short, broad,

httle si)eckled brown Testament with

large print.
" When— Jesus— was— born—in

—

Bethlehem—of Judea," she read, but it

is only this tirst verse I remember.
Either just before or just after the

accomplishing of this feat she heard that

she was three years old. Possibly this

fact was mentioned as notable in con-

nection with the reading, but to her it

was a fact notable principally because

it was the first time she remembered
hearing that she was any age at all and
that birthdays were a feature of human
existence.

But though the culminating point of

the learning to read was the brown Tes-

tament, the i3rocess of acquiring the ac-

complishment must have had much to

do with the "Little Flower book."

In a life founded and formed upon
books, one naturally looks back with af-

fection to the first book one possessed.

The one known as the "Little Flower
book " was the first in the existence of

the One I knew the best of all.

No other book ever had such fascina-

tions, none ever contained such marvel-

lous suggestions of beauty and story

and adventure. And yet it was only a

little book out of which one learned

one's alphabet.

But it was so beautiful. One could
sit on a buffet and pore over the pages
of it for hours and thrill with wonder
and delight over the little picture which
illustrated the fact that A stood for Ap-
ple-blossom, C for Carnation, and R for

Rose. What would I not give to see

those pictures now. But I could not
see them now as the Small Person saw
them then. I only wish I could. Such
lovely pictures ! So Hke real fiowers !

As one looked at each one of tliem there

grew before one's eyes the whole gar-

den that surrounded it—the very astral

body of the beauty of it.

It was rather hke the Brown Testa-

ment in form. It was short and broad,

and its type was large and clear. The
short page was divided m two ; the

upper half was tilled with an oblong
black background, on which there was a

flower, and the lower half witli four lines
of rhyme beginning with the letter
which was the one that " wtood for"
the fiower. The black background was
an inspiration, it made the flower ho
beautiful. I do not remember any of
the rhymes, though I have a vague im-
pression that they usually treated of
some moral attribute which the ll(j\ver

was sujiposed to figuratively re2)resent.

In the days when the Small Person was
a child, morals were never lost sight of

;

no well-regulated person ever mentioned
the Poppy, in writing for youth, with-
out calling it " flaunting " or "gaudy ;"

the Violet, without laying stress on its

"modesty;" the Rose, without calling

attention to its " sweetness," and daring
indeed would have been the individual
who would have referred to the Bee with-
out calHng him " busy." Somehow one
had the feeling that the Poppy was de-
liberately scarlet from impudence, that
the Violet stayed up all night, as it were,
to be modest, that the Rose had invent-

ed her own sweetness, and that the Bee
would rather perish than be an " idle

butterfly " and not spend every mo-
ment "improving each shining hour."
But we stood it very well. Nobody
repined, but I think one rather had a
feeling of having been born an innately

vicious little person who needed labor-

ing with constantly that one might be
made merely endurable.

It never for an instant occurred to

the Small Person to resent the moral at-

tributes of the flowers. She was quite

resigned to them, though my impression

is that she dwelt on them less fondly

than on the fact that the rose and her

alphabetical companions were such vis-

ions of beauty against their oblong

background of black.

The appearing of the Flower book on

the horizon was an event in itself.

Somehow the Small Person had become
devoured by a desire to possess a book
and know liow to read it. She was the

fortunate owner of a delightful and

ideal Grandmamma— not a modern
grandmamma, but one who might be

called a conq^aratively " early English
"

grandmamma. She was stately but

benevolent ; slio liad silvcn'-whitt^ hair,

wore a cap with a full white net border,

and carried in her pocket an antique
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silver snuff-box, not used as a snuff-box,

but as a receptacle for what was known
in that localit}' as " sweeties," one of

wliicli being bestowed with ceremony
was regarded as a reward for all nur-
sery vii'tues and a panacea for all earth-

ly ills. She was bounteous and sym-
pathetic, and desires might hopefully

be confided to her. Perhaps this ^evj

early craving for literature amused her,

perhaps it puzzled her a little. I re-

member that a suggestion was tenta-

tively made by her that perhaps a doll

would finally be found preferable to a

book, but it was strenuously declared

by the Small Person that a book, and
only a book, would satisfy her impas-
sioned cravings. A curious feature of

the matter is that, though dolls at a

later period w^ere the joy and the great-

er part of the existence of the Small
Person, during her very early years I

have absolutely no recollection of a

feeling for any doll, or indeed a mem-
ory of any doUs existing for her.

So she was taken herself to buy the

book. It was a beautiful and solemn
pilgrimage. Reason suggests that it

was not a long one, in consideration

for her tiny and brief legs, but to her
it seemed to be a journey of great

length—principally past wastes of sub-

urban brick-fields, which for some rea-

son seemed romantic and interesting to

her, and it ended in a tiny shop on a

sort of country road. I do not see the

inside of the shop, onl}' the outside,

which had one small window, with toys

and sweet things in glass jars. Perhaps
the Small Person was left outside to

survey these glories. This would seem
not improbable, as there remains no
memory of the interior. But there the

Flower book was bought (I wonder if it

really cost more than sixpence) ; from
there it was carried home under her
arm, I feel sure. Where it went to, or

how it disappeared, I do not know.
For an seon it seemed to her to be the

greater part of her life, and then it

melted away, perhaps being absorbed
in the Brown Testament and the more
dramatic interest of Herod and the In-

nocents. From her introduction to

Herod dated her first acquaintance
with the "villain" in drama and ro-

mance, and her opinion of his conduct

was, I am convinced, founded on some-
thing much larger than mere personal

feeling.

CHAPTER m.

THE BACK GARDEN OF EDEN.

I DO not know with any exactness
where it was situated. To-day I believe

it is a place swept out of existence. In
those days I imagine it was a comfort-
able, countrified house, with a big gar-

den round it, and fields and trees be-

fore and behind it ; but if I were to

describe it and its resources and sur-

roundings as they appeared to me in

the enchanted days when I lived there,

I should describe a sort of fairyland.

If one could only make a picture of

the places of the world as these Small
Persons see them, with their wondrous
proportions and beauties— the great

heights and depths and masses, the

garden -walks which seem like stately

avenues, the rose-bushes which are

jungles of bloom, the trees adventur-

ous brothers climb up and whose top-

most branches seem to lift them to the

sky. There was such a tree at the bot-

tom of the garden at Seedly. To the

Small Person the garden seemed a mile

long. There was a Front Garden and a

Back Garden, and it was the Back Gar-
den she liked best and which appeared
to her large enough for all one's world.

It was all her world during the years

she spent there. The Front Garden had
a little lawn with flower-beds on it and
a gravel walk surrounding it and lead-

ing to the Back Garden. The interest-

ing feature of this domain was a wide
flower-bed which curved round it and
represented to the SmaU Person a state-

ly jungle. It was filled with flowering

shrubs and trees which bloomed, and
one could walk beside them and look

through the tangle of their branches
and stems and imagine the things

which might live among them and be
concealed in their shadow. There were
rose-bushes and lilac-bushes and rho-

dodendrons, and there were laburnums
and snowballs. Elephants and tigers

might have lurked there, and there

might have been fairies or gypsies,

though I do not think her mind formu-
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lated distinctly anything more than an
interesting suggestion of possibilities.

But the Back Garden was full of beau-
tiful wonders. Was it always Spring or

Summer there in that enchanted Gar-
den which, out of a whole world, has re-

mained throughout a lifetime the Gar-
den of Eden ? Was the sun always

shining ? Later and more material ex-

perience of the English climate leads

me to imgaine that it was not always

flooded and warmed with sunshine, and
filled with the scent of roses and mignon-
ette and new-mown hay and apple-blos-

soms and strawberries all together, and
that when one laid dow^n on the grass

on one's back one could not always see

that high, high w^orld of deep sweet
blue with fleecy islets and mountains of

snow drifting slowly by or seeming to

be quite still—that world to which one
seemed somehow to belong even more
than to the earth, and which drew one
upward with such visions of running
over the w^hite soft hills and springing,

from little island to little island, across

the depths of blue which seemed a sea.

But it was alwaj^s so on the days the

One I knew the best of all remem-
bers the garden. This is no doubt be-

cause, on the wet days and the wdndy
ones, the cold days and the ugly ones,

she was kept in the warm nursery and
did not see the altered scene at all.

In the days in which she played out

of doors there were roses in bloom, and
a score of wonderful annuals, and bush-

es with gooseberries and red and white

and black currants, and raspberries and
strawberries, and there was a mysteri-

ous and endless seeming alley of Sweet-

briar, which smelt delicious when one
touched the leaves and which sometimes
had a marvellous development in the

shape of red berries upon it. How is it

that the warm, scented alley of Sweet-
briar seems to lead her to an acquaint-

ance, an intimate and friendly acquaint-

ance, with the Rimmers's pigs, and
somehow through them to the first

Crime of her infancy.

The llimmers were some country

working-people whose white-washed cot-

tage was near the Back Garden. Rim-
mer himself was a market gardener, and
in his professional capacity had some
connection with the Back Garden itself
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and also with the gardener. The cot-
tage was very quaint and rural, and its

garden, wherein cabbages and currant-
bushes and lettuces, etc., grew luxuri-
antly, was very long and narrow, and
one of its fascinating features was the
pig-sty.

A pig-sty does not seem fascinating
to mature years, but to Six-years-old,
looking through an opening in a garden
hedge and making the acquaintance of
a little girl pig-owner on the other side,

one who knows all about pigs and their

peculiarities, it becomes an interesting
object.

Not having known the pig in his do-
mestic circles, as it were, and then to

be introduced to him in his own home,
surrounded by Mrs. Pig and a family of

little Pink Pigs, squealing and hustling
each other, and being rude over their

dinner in the trough, is a situation full

of suggestion.

The sty is really like a little house.

AVhat is he thinking of as he lies with
his head half-wa}' out of the door, blink-

ing in the sun, and seeming to converse
with his family in grunts ? What do
the grunts mean ? Do the little Pink
Pigs understand them ? Does Mrs. Pig
really reply when she seems to ? Do
they really like potato and apple par-

ings, and all sorts of things jumbled to-

gether with buttermilk and poured into

the trough ?

The little girl wdiose father owns the

j)igs is very gifted. She seems to know
everything about the family in the sty.

One may well cherish an acquaintance

with a person of such knowledge and
experience.

One is allowed to talk to this little

girl. Her name is Emma Rimmer. Hor
father and mother are decent people,

and she is a well-behaved little girl.

There is a little girl whose mother keeps

the toll-gate on the road, and it is not

permitted that one should converse with

her. She is said to be " a rude little

girl," and is tabooed.

But with l]inma Rimmer it is difter-

ent. She wears a print frock and clogs,

and speaks in the Lancasliiro dialect,

but tlierc seems to be no serious objec-

tion to occasional conversation witli

her. At some time tlic Small Pei'soii

nuist have been taken into the narrow
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garden, because of a remembrance of

luxuries there revealed. A yard or so

from the door of the cottage there was
a small wooden shed, with a slanting

roof protecting a sort of table or count-

er, with toothsome delicacies spread up-

on it for sale.

They were refreshments of the sort

which the working classes patronize

during their Sunday walks into the

country. Most of them are purchasable
for one penny, or one halfpenny, in coin

of the realm. Pieces of cardboard in

the cottage window announce :

"Pop. A penny a bottle.

Ginger beer
Sold here.

Also Nettle beer."

On the stall there are, " Real Eccles

Cakes. One penny each." "Parkins. A
halfpenny." There are glass bottles

with " Raspberry Drops " in them, and
"Bulls Eyes," and "Humbugs"—beauti-

ful striped sticky things which taste

strongly of peppermint. If one is capi-

talist enough to possess a halfpenny,

one can spend half an hour in trying to

decide what luxury to invest it in.

There was in those days in the air a

rumor—for which Emma Rimmer was
responsible—a sort of legend repeated
with bated breath and not regarded
with entire confidence — of a female
Monte Christo of tender years, who once
had spent a whole sixpence at a time.

But no one saw her. She was never
traced and could not have belonged to

the neighborhood. Indeed there was
an impression in the small person's mind
that she was somehow connected with
someone who worked in factories—per-

haps was a little factory girl herself.

No well-regulated little girl, with a

nurse's eye upon her, would have been
permitted to indulge in such reckless,

even vulgar, extravagance.
Through the nearness of these temp-

tations Crime came. The Serpent en-

tered the Back Garden of Eden. The
Serpent was innocent little Emma Rim-
mer.

There was a day on which the Small
Person was playing with Emma Rim-
mer. Perhaps the air was sharp and
hunger-creating, perhaps she had not

eaten all her bowl of bread - and - milk
at her Nursery breakfast that morning.
Somehow she was not in the Back Gar-
den, but in the road outside the big
gates which opened into the carriage-

way. Why she was without her Nurse
is not explained. She seemed to be
jumping about and running in a circle

with Emma Rimmer, and she became
suddenly conscious of a gnawing sense
of vacancy under the belt of her pina-

fore. " I am so hungry," she said ;
" I

am so hungr3\" Emma looked at her and
then continued to jump up and down.

Something unusual must have been in

the situation, because there seemed to be
none of the usual methods to fall back
upon in the way of going in search of

bread-and-butter.
" I wish I had a halfpenny," she con-

tinued. "If I had a halfpenny I would
get you to go to your cottage and get
me a halfpenny parkin." A parkin is

a spicy thing made of molasses and oat-

meal and flavored with ginger. It ca*i

only be found in Lancashire and York-
shire.

Emma stopped jumping and looked
sharply reflective. Familiarity with
commerce had rendered her daring.

" Why does'na tha' go an' get a par-

kin on trust ? " she said. " My mother 'd

trust thee for a ha'p'ny."
" Ah ! " gasped the Small Person.

The boldness of the suggestion over-

whelmed her. She had never dreamed
of the possibility of such a thing.

" Aye, she would," said Emma. " Tha'
could just get thy parkin an' pay next
toime tha' had a ha'p'ny. A moit o'

people does that way. I'll go an' ax
Mother fur thee now."
The scheme seemed so gigantic, so far

from respectable, so fraught with peril.

Suppose that one got a parkin "on
trust," and never got a halfpenny, and
one's family were consequently involved

in eternal dishonor and disaster.
" Mamma would be angry," she said

;

"she would not let me do it."

" Tha' needn't say nowt about it,"

said Emma.
This was not actual duplicity, I am

convinced. Her stolid rusticity retained

its red cheeks like rosy apples, and she

hopped about like a cheerful sparrow.

It was doubtless this serene and mat-
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ter-of-fact unconsciousness of any seri-

ous aspect of the matter which had its

effect upon the Small Person. There is

no knowing how long the discussion

lasted, or in what manner she was final-

ly persuaded by prosaic, practical argu-

ment that to make an investment " on
trust" was an every -day commercial
affair. The end of the matter was that

stress of the moment prevailed and
Emma went for the parkin.

But the way of the infant transgressor

is hard. The sense of proportion is as

exaggerated in regard to mental as to

physical objects. As lilac and rhodo-
dendron bushes form jungles, and trees

reach the sky, so a nursery law defied

assumes the stature of a crime, and sur-

rounds itself with horror. I do not
think there is a defalcator, an abscood-
ing bank president, a criminal of any
degree, who is beset by such a monster
of remorse as beset the Small Person,

when her guilt was so far an accom-
plished fact that the brown and sticky

cake was in her hand.
The incident is nothing, but its ef-

fect, in its illustration of the dimen-
sions facts assume to the contempla-
tive mind of tender years, has its inter-

est. She could not eat the "parkin."

Her soul revolted against it after the

first bite. She could not return it to

Mrs. Rimmer with a semi-circular

piece taken out of its roundness, and
the marks of small, sharp teeth on the

edge. In a situation so fraught with

agony and so clouded with infamy she

could confide in no one. I have never

murdered anyone and had the body of

my victim to conceal from the public

eye, but I know how a murderer suffer-

ing from this inconvenience feels. The
brown, sticky cake with the semi-circu-

lar bite taken out of it, was as awful

and as difficult to manage. To dispose

of it involved creeping about on tiptoe,

with beating heart and reeling brain. It

involved looking stealthily for j^laces

where evidences of crime might be con-

cealed. Why the Small Person hit on

a specially candid shelf in a cupboard
in an undisguised sideboard in the din-

ing-room, as a good place, it would be

difficult to sa3\ I comfort myself by
saying that this indicated that she was
naturally unfitted for crime and under-

handed ways, and was not the least
clever in stealth.

How she separated from her partner
in iniquity I do not remember. My
chief memory is of the awful days and
nights which followed. How many
were there ? She thought a thousand

—

it is probable there were two or three.

She was an infant Eugene Aram, and
the body of her victim was mouldering
in the very house with her. Her an-
guish, however, did not arise from a fear
of punishment. Her Mamma was not
severe, her Nurses were not allowed to
slap her. It was a mental affair alto-

gether. She felt that she had disgraced
her family. She had brought ignominy
and dishonor upon her dearest relatives.

She was very fond of her relatives, and
her conception of their moral and men-
tal altitude was high. Her Mamma was
a lady, and her little daughter had gone
and bought a halfpenny parkin "on
trust." She would have felt it not the

least an undue thing if a thunderbolt
had struck her dead in the Back Gar-
den. It was no longer the Back Gar-
den of Eden. A degraded criminal de-

filed it with her presence.

And the Body was mouldering in the

sideboard, on the second shelf in the ht-

tle cupboard.
I think she would have faded away

and perished with the parkin, as witch-

stricken victims perish with the waxen
figure which melts—but there came re-

lief.

She had two brothers older than her-

self, and so to be revered, as represent-

ing experience and the powerful mind
of masculinity. (Being an English little

girl she knew the vast superiority of the

Male.) The younger of the two was a

combative little fellow with curly hair,

a belted-in roundabout, a broad white

collar, and two broad white front teeth.

As she was only a girl, he despised her

in a fraternal ]5ritisli way, but as she

was his sister he had a kind of affection

for her, which expressed itself in occa-

sional acts of friendly patronage. Ho
was per]iai)S seven or eight years old.

In some moment of severest stress of

anguisli she confessed herself to him.

It is so long ago tluit I cannot describe

the manner or tlie occasion. I can

only remember the magnilicenct* of liis
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conduct. He must have been a good-
natured little fellow, and he certainly

had a lordly sense of the family dignity,

even as represented or misrepresented
by a girl.

That he berated her roundly it is not
unlikely, but his points of view concern-

ing the crime were not as dispropor-

tionately exalted as her own. His mas-
culine vigor would not permit her to be
utterly crushed, or the family honor
lost. He was a Man and a Capitalist, as

well as a Man and a Brother. He had
a penny of his own, he had also a noble
and Napoleonic nature. He went to the

cottage of Mrs. Rimmer (to his greater

maturity was accorded the freedom of

leaving the garden unaccompanied by a

nurse) and jMid for the parkin. So the

blot was erased from the escutcheon, so

the criminal, though still feeling herself

stained with crime, breathed again.

She had already begun to have a sort

of literary imagination, and it must in

some way have been already fed with
some stories of heroic and noble little

boys whose conduct was to be emulated
and admired. I argue this from the

fact that she mentally and reverently

compared him to a boy in a book.

What book I cannot say, and I am not
sure that she could have said herself,

but at that time he figured in her im-
agination as a creature too noble to be
anything but a creation of literature

—

the kind of boy who would refuse to

steal apples, and invariably gave his

plum-cake to beggars or hungry dogs.

But there was a feature of the melting

away of this episode which was always

a mystery to her. Her Mamma knew
all, so did her Grandmamma, so did the

Nurses, and yet she was not treated as

an outcast. Nobody scolded her, no-

body reviled her, nobody seemed to be
afraid to leave her with the Baby, for

fear she might destroy it in some mad
outburst of her evil instincts. This
seemed inexplicable. If she had been
branded on the brow, and henceforth
kept under the custody of a strong es-

cort of policemen, she would not have
been surprised. And yet she was al-

lowed to eat her breakfast bowl of bread-
and-milk at the Nursery table with inno-

cent children, and to play in the Back
Garden as if her presence would not

blight the gooseberries, and the red cur-
rants would not shrivel beneath her evil

eye.

My opinion is that, hearing the story
from the Capitalist in the roundabout,
her Mamma and her Grandmamma were
privately immensely amused, and felt it

more discreet to preserve a dignified si-

lence. But that she was not swept from
the earth as she deserved, did not cause
her to regard her crime as less. She
only felt the wonderfulness of mercy as

embodied in one's Grandmamma and
one's Mamma.

CHAPTER IV.

LITEEATUKE AND THE DOLL.

Whether as impression-creating and
mind-moulding influences. Literature or
the Doll came first into her life it would be
most difficult to decide. But remember-
ing the role the Doll played, and wherein
its fascination lay, I see that its way must
have been paved for it in some rudimen-
tary manner by Literature, though their

clearly remembered existences seem to

have begun at one and the same time.

Before the advent of literar}- influence I

remember no Doll,and,curiously enough,
there is, before the advent of the Doll,

a memory of something like stories

—

imperfect, unsatisfactory, filling her with
vague, restless craving for greater com-
pleteness of form, but still creating im-

ages for her, and setting her small mind
at work.

It is not in the least hkely she did not

own dolls before she owned books, but
it is certain that until literature assisted

imagination and gave them character,

they seemed only things stuffed with

sawdust and made no special impres-

sion.

It is also certain that she cannot have
been told stories as a rule. I should

say that she did not hear them even as

the exception. I am sure of this be-

cause I so well recollect her desperate

efforts to wring detail of any sort from
her nurses.

The "Slaughter of the Innocents"
seems to me to have been the first story

impression in her life. A little illustrated

scripture history afforded a picture of
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Jewish mothers rushing madly down
broad stone stairways clasping babies

to their breasts, of others huddling un-
der the shadow of high walls clutching

their little ones, and of fierce armed men
slashing with swords.

This was the work of Herod the King.
And " In Rama was there a voice heard,

lamentation and weeping, and great

mourning. Rachel weeping for her chil-

dren, and would not be comforted, be-

cause they were not."

This was the first story, and it was a

tragedy—only made endurable by that

story of the Star in the East which led

the way to the Manger where the little

Child lay sleeping with a light about his

head—the little Child before whom the

wise men bent, worshipping and offering

gifts of frankincense and myrrh. She
wondered greatly what frankincense and
myrrh were, but the wise men were
beautiful to her, and she could see quite

clearly the high deep dome of blue
which vaulted the still plain where the

Shepherds watched their flocks at night,

when the angel of the Lord came to

them and glory shone round about and
they were " sore afraid," until the angel
said unto them, " Fear not, for behold, I

bring you good tidings of great joy."

This part of the story was strange
and majestic and lovely, and almost
consoled her for Herod the King.
The Nurse who was the unconscious

means of suggesting to her the first ro-

mance of her life, must have been a dull

person. Even at this distance I find

myself looking back at her vague, stupid
personality with a sense of impatience.
How could a person learn a couple

of verses of a song suggesting a story,

and not only neglect to learn more,
but neglect to inquire about the story
itself.

And oh, the helpless torture of hear-

ing those odd verses and standing by
that phlegmatic person's knee with one's

yearning eyes fixed on her incompre-
hensible countenance, finding one's self

unable to extort from her by any cross-

examination the details !

Even the stra}' verses had such won-
derful suggestion in them. They opened
up such vistas. At that time the Small
Person faithfully believed the song to

be called " Sweet Alice Benbolt "—IVOss

Alice Benbolt being, as she supposed,
the name of the young lady descri])ed
in the lines. She was a very sensitive
young lady, it appeared, from the de-
scription given in the first verse :

"Ah, don't you remember Sweet Alice Ben-
bolt,

Sweet Alice with huir so brown.
How she wept with delight when you gave

her a smile,

And trembled with fear at your frown ?
"

It did not then occur to the Small
Person that Miss Benbolt must have
been trying in the domestic circle ; she
was so moved by the tender image of

a brown -haired girl who was called
" Sweet Alice " and set to plaintive mu-
sic. Somehow there was sometliing
touching in the way she was spoken of

—as if people had loved her and were
sorry about her for some reason—the
boys who had gone to the school-house
" under the hill," connected with which
there seemed to be such pathetic mem-
ories, though the Small Person could
not comprehend why they were pathetic.

But there was a pathos in one verse

which broke her heart when she un-
derstood it, w^hich she scarcely did at

first.

" In the little churchyard in the valley Ben-
bolt,

In a corner obscure and alone,

They have fitted a slab of the granite so gray,

And Sweet Alice lies under the stone."

" Why does she lie there? " she asked,

with both hands on the Nurse's knee.
" Why does Sweet Alice lie under the

stone ?
"

" Because she died," said the Nurse,

without emotional compunctions, " and
was buried there."

The Small Person clung rather help-

lessly to her apron.

"Sweet Alice," she said, "Sweet Mice
with hair so brown ?

"

(Why was tlie brown hair ])atlirtic as

well as the name ? I don't know. But
it was.)

" Wliy did she die?" she asked.
" Wliat'did she die for?"

" I don't know," said tlie nurse.
" ]5ut— but—tell me some more."

the Small PerH(m gasped. " Sing some
more."
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"I don't know any more."
" But where did the boys go ?

"

" I don't know."
" What did the schoolmaster do ?

"

" The song doesn't tell."

" Why was he grim ?
"

" It doesn't tell that either."

"Did Sweet Alice go to school to

him ?
"

"I dare say."
" Was he sorry when she died ?

"

*' It does not say."
" Are there no more verses ?

"

" I can't remember any more."
Questioning was of no use. She did

not know any more and she did not
care. One might implore and try to

suggest, but she was not an imaginative

character, and so the Small Person was
left to gaze at her with hungry eyes

and a sense of despair before this stolid

being, who might have known the rest

and would not. She probably made
the woman's life a burden to her by
imploring her to sing again and again

the stray verses, and I have no doubt
that at each repetition she invented new
questions.

" Sweet Alice Benbolt," she used to

say to herself. " Sweet Alice with hair

so brown." And the words always called

up in her mind a picture which is as

clear to-day as it was then.

It is a queer little picture, but it

seemed very touching at that time.

She saw a hillside covered with soft

green. It was not a high hill and its

slope was gentle. Why the '

' school-

house under the hill " w^as placed on the

top of it, would be difficult to explain.

But there it w^as, and it seemed to look

down on and watch benignly over some-
thing in a corner at the foot of it. The
something was a slab of the granite so

gray lying among the soft greenness of

the grass.

"And Sweet Alice lay under the stone."

She was not a shadow—Sweet Alice.

She is something far more than a shadow
even now, in a mind through which
thousands of shadows have passed. She
was a tender thing—and she had brown
hair—and somehow people loved her

—

and she died.

It was not until Literature in the form

of story, romance, tragedy, and adven-
ture had quickened her imagination that

the ligui-e of the Doll loomed up in the
character of an absorbing interest, but
once having appeared it never retired

from the scene until advancing years
forced the curtain to fall upon the ex-

citing scenes of which it was always the
heroine.

That was the truth of the matter—it

was not a Doll, but a Heroine.
And some imagination was required

to make it one. The Doll of that day
was not the dimpled star-eyed creature

of to-da}^, w^ho can stand on her own
firm little feet, whose plump legs and
arms can be placed in any position,

whose attitudes may be made to express

emotions in accordance with the Del-
sarte system, and who has parted lijjs

and pearly teeth, and indulges in feat-

ures. Not at all.

The natural advantages of a doll of

that period confined themselves to size,

hair which was sewn on a little black

skull-cap—if it was not plastered on
with mucilage—and eyes which could
be jerked open if one pulled a wire

which stuck out of her side. The most
expensive and magnificent doU you
could have was merely a big wax one,

whose hair could be combed and whose
eyes would open and shut. Otherwise
they were all the same. Only the f^ce

and neck were of wax, and features were
not studied by the manufacturers. All

the faces were exactly the same shape,

or rather the same shapelessness. Ex-
pression and outline would have been
considered wanton waste of material.

To-day dolls have cheeks and noses and
lips and brows, they look smiling or
pensive, childlike or sophisticated. At
that time no doll w'as guilty of looking
anything at all. In the middle of her
smooth, round face was a blunt excres-

cence which was called a nose, beneath it

was a line of red paint which was meant
for a mouth, on each side of it was a

tight-looking black or blue glass eye as

totally devoid of expression and as far

removed from any resemblance to a real

eye as the combined talents of ages of

doll manufacturers could make it. It

had no pupil and no meaning, it stared,

it glared, and was only a little more
awful when one pulled the wax lid
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over it than it was when it was fixed

and oijen. Two arches of brown paint

above it were its eyebrows, and all this

beauty was surmounted with the small

black cap on the summit of which was
stretched a row of dangling curls of

black or brown. Its body was stuffed

with sawdust which had a tragic tenden-

cy to burst forth and run out through
any hole in the white calico which was
its skin. The arms and legs were like

sawdust - stuffed sausages, its arms
were covered with pink or blue or yellow

or green kid, there being no preju-

dice caused by the fact that arms were
not usually of any of these shades ; its

legs dangled painfully and presented no
haughty contours, and its toes invaria-

bly turned in.

How an imagination, of the most fer-

vid, could transform this thing into a

creatiu'e resembling anything human
one cannot explain. But nature is very

good— sometimes — to little children.

One day, in a squalid London street, I

drove by a dirty mite sitting upon a

step, cuddling warmly a little bundle
of hay tied round the middle with a

stiing. It was her baby. It probably
was lily fair and had eyes as blue as

heaven, and cooed and kissed her again

—but grown-up people could not see.

When I recall the adventures through
which the Dolls of the Small Person
passed, the tragedies of emotion, the

scenes of battle, murder, and sudden
death, I do not wonder that at times the

sawdust burst forth from their calico

cuticle in streams, and the Nursery
floor was deluged with it. Was it a

thing to cause surprise that they wore
out and only lasted from one birthday

to another ? Their span of life was short

but they could not complain that exist-

ence had not been full for them. The
DoU who, on November 24th, begins a

checkered career by mounting an un-

tamed and untamable, fiercely prancing
and snorting steed, which, while it

strikes sparks from the earth it spurns

with its disdainful hoofs, wears to the

outward gaze the aspect of the mere
arm of a Nurseiy Sofa covered with green

baize—the Doll who begins life l^y mount-
ing this steed, and so conquering its

spirit that it responds to her touch and
leaps the most aj^paUing hedges and

abysses, and leaves the lightning itself

behind in its career ; and having done
this on the 24th, is executed in black
velvet on the 25th as Mary Queen of

Scots, besides being imprisoned in the
Tower of London as someone else and
threatened with the rack and the stake
because she will not " recant " and be-
come a Roman Catholic—a Doll with a
career like this cannot be dull, tliough

she may at periods be exhausted. While
the two little sisters of the Small Person
arranged their doll's house prettily and
had tea-parties out of miniature cups and
saucers, and visited each other's corners

of the nursery, in her comer the small

person entertained herself with wildly

-

thrilling histories, which she related to

herself in an undertone, while she acted

them with the assistance of her Doll.

She was all the characters but the

heroine—the Doll was that. She was
the hero, the villain, the banditti, the

pirates, the executioner, the wee^uug
maids of honor, the touchingly benevo-

lent old gentleman, the courtiers, the

explorers, the king.

She always spoke in a whisper or an
undertone, unless she was quite alone,

because she was shy of being heard.

This was probably an instinct at first,

but it was a feehng intensified early by
finding out that her habit of " talking

to herself," as others called it, was con-

sidered a joke. The seiwants used to

listen to her behind doors and giggle

when they caught her, her brothers re-

garded her as a ridiculous Httle object.

They were cricket -playing boys, who
possibly wondered in private if she

was slightly cracked, but would have

soundly thumped and belabored any

other boy who had dared to suggest

the same thing.

The time came when she heard it said

that she was " romantic." It was the

most ci-ushing thing slie had ever ex-

perienced. She was (|uite sure that she

was not romantic. She could not bear

the ignominy of the suggestion. She

did not know irhat slie was, but she was

sure she was not romantic. So slic was

very cautious in the matter of keeping

to her own corner of the Nursery and

putting an immediate stop to her per-

formance tlie instant slie ol)sen'(>d a si-

lence, as if anyone was listcnim:-. JUit
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her most delightful life conceutratecl it-

self in those dramatized stories through
which she " talked to herself."

At the end of the entrance hall of the

house in which she lived was a tall stand

for a candelabra. It was of worked iron

and its standard was ornamented with
certain decorative suppoi^ts to the ujDper

part.

What were the emotions of the Small
Person's Mamma, who was the gentlest

and kindest of her sex, on coming upon
her offspring one day, on descending
the staircase, to find her apparently fu-

rious with insensate rage, muttering to

herself as she brutally lashed with one
of her brother's toy whips, a cheerfully

hideous black gutta - j^ercha doll who
was tied to the candelabra stand and
appeared to be enjoying the situation.

" My dear, my dear !
" exclaimed the

alarmed little lady, " what are you do-

ing?"
The Small Person gave a little jump

and dropped at her side the stalwart

right arm which had been wielding the

whip. She looked as if she would have
turned very red, if it had been possible

for her to become redder than her exer-

tions had made her.
" I—I was only playing," she faltered,

sheepishly.
" Playing !

" echoed her mamma.
" What ivere you playing ?

"

The Small Person hung her head and
answered, with downcast countenance,

greatly abashed.
" I was—only just

—

pretending some-
thing," she said.

"It really quite distressed me," her

Mamma said, in discussing the matter

afterward with a friend. " I don't think

she is really a cruel child. I always

thought her rather kind-hearted, but
she was lashing that poor black doll and
talking to herself like a little fury. She
looked quite wicked. She said she was
* pretending ' something. You know
that is her way of playing. She does

not play as Edith and Edwina do. She
* pretends ' her doll is somebody' out of

a story and she is somebody else. She
is very romantic. It made me rather

nervous the other day when she dressed

a baby-doll in white and put it into a

box and covered it with flowers and
buried it in the front garden. She was

so absorbed in it, and she hasn't dug it

up. She goes and strews flowers over
the grave. I should like to know what
she was ' pretending ' when she was beat-

ing the black doU."

Not until the Small Person had out-
grown all dolls, and her mother re-

minded her of this incident, did that
innocent lady know that the black doll's

name was Topsy, but that on this occa-

sion it had been transformed into poor
Uncle Tom, and that the little fury with
the flying hair was the wicked Legree.

She had been reading " Uncle Tom's
Cabin." What an era it was in her
existence. The cheerful black doll w^as

procured immediately and called Topsy,
her " best doll," which fortunately had
broAvn hair in its wig, w^as Eva, and
was kept actively emploj^ed slowly fad-

ing away and dying, while she talked

about the New Jerusalem, with a hec-

tic flush on her cheeks. She converted
Topsy, and totally changed her gutta-

percha nature, though it was impossi-

ble to alter her gutta-percha grin. She
conversed with Uncle Tom (then the

Small Person was Uncle Tom), she cut

off " her long golden-brown curls " (Not
literally. That was only "pretended."
The wig had not ringlets enough on it.)

and presented them to the weeping
slaves. (Then the Small Person was all

the weeping slaves at once.) It is true

that her blunt-nosed wax countenance
remained perfectly unmoved throughout
all this emotion, and it must be con-

fessed that at times the Small Person
felt a lack in her, but an ability to
" pretend " ardently was her consolation

and support.

It surely must be true that all chil-

dren possess this right of entry into

the fairyland where anytiling can be
"pretended." I feel quite sure they

do and that if one could follow them
in the " j^retendings," one would make
many discoveries about them. One day
in the Cascine in Florence a party of

little girls passed me. They were led

by a handsome child of eleven or

twelve who, with her head in the air,

was speaking rapidly in French.
" Moi," she said to the others as she

went by, and she made a fine gesture

with her hand, " Moi je suis la Reine
;

vous—vous etes ma suite !

"
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It set one to thinking. Nature has
the caprice sometimes, we know, to en-

dow a human thing at birth with gifts

and powers which make it through hfe

a leader—"/a reine" or "le roi," of

whom afterward others are always more
or less "la suite." But one wondered
if such gifts and powers in themselves
had not a less conscious and imperious
air than this young pretender wore.

The green-covered sofa in the Nursery
was an adventurous piece of furniture.

To the casual observer it wore a plain

old-fashioned, respectable exterior. It

was hard and uninviting and had an
arm at each end under which was fitted

a species of short, stiff green bolster or

sausage. But these arms were capable

of things of which the cold imimagina-
tive world did not dream. I wonder if

the sofa itself dreamed of them and if

it found them an interesting variety

of its regular Nursery life. These arms
were capable of transforming them-
selves at a moment's notice into the

most superb equine form. They were
" coal-black steeds " or " snow-white pal-

freys," or " untamed mustangs ; " they
"curvetted," they "caracoled," they
pranced, their "proud hoofs spurned
the earth." They were always doing
things like these, while the Doll " sprang
lightly to her saddle," or sat "erect as

a dart." They were always untamable,
but the Doll in her character of he-

roine could always tame them and re-

main smiling and fearless while they
"dashed across the boundless plain"

or clawed the heavens with their fore-

feet. No equestrian feat ever disturbed
the calm hauteur of the Doll. She is-

sued triumphant from every deadly
peril.

It was Sir Walter Scott who trans-

formed the sofa -arms to "coal-black

steeds," G. P. R James and Harrison
Ainsworth who made them " snow-white
palfreys," and Captain Mayne Reid
whose spell changed them to " untamed
mustangs" and the Nursery into a

boundless prairie across which troops

of Indian warriors pursued the Doll

\i\)on her steed, in paint and feathers,

and with war-whoops and yells, having
as their object in view the capture of

her wig.

What a beautiful, beautiful story the

" War Trail " was—with its white horse
of the prairie which would not be
caught. How one thriUed and i)alpi-

tated in the reading of it. It opened
the gateway to the world of the prairie,

where the herds of wild horse swept
the plain, where buffaloes stampeded,
and Indian chieftains, magniticent an(l

ferocious and always covered with wam-
pum (whatever wampum might be), pur-
sued heroes and heroines alike.

And the delight of Ainsworth's
"Tower of London." That beloved
book with the queer illustrations. The
pictures of Og, Gog, and Magog, and
Xit the Dwarf, Mauger the Headsman,
the crafty Renard, the Princess Eliza-

beth with Courtenay kneeling at her
feet, and poor embittered Queen Mary
looking on.

What a place it was for a Small Per-

son to wander through in shuddering
imaginings, through the dark, dank
subterranean passages, where the rats

scurried, and where poor mad Alexia

roamed, persecuted by her jailer. One
passed by dungeons where noble pris-

oners pined through years of dying life,

one mounted to towers where queens had
waited to be beheaded, one was led with

chilling blood through the dark Trait-

ors' gate. But one reached some time

or other the huge kitchen and servitors'

hall, where there was such endless riot-

ous merriment, where so much "sack
"

and " Canary " was drunk, where there

were great rounds of roast beef, and
"venison pasties," and roast capons, and
even peacocks, and where they ate "man-
chets" of bread and "quaffed" their

flagons of nut-brown ale, and addressed

each other as "Sirrah" and "Varlet,"

and "Knave "in their elephantine jok-

ing.

Poor little Lady Jane Grey ! Poor
handsome, misguided Guilford Dudley !

Poor anguished, territied, deluded Nor-

thumberland !

What tragic, liistorical adventures the

Doll passed through in these days ; how
she was crowned, discrowned, sentenced,

and beheaded, and what horror the

Nursery felt of wretched, unloved, here-

tic-burning Bloody Mar^' ! And through

these tragedies the Nui-sery Sofa almost

invariably a('('ojnpaui(^d hvv as ])alfr('v,

scaffold, dungeon, or barge from which
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she " stepped to proudly, sadly, pass the

Traitors' Gate."

And if the Nursery Sofa was an en-

deared and interesting object, how un-
grateful it would be to ignore the charms
of the Green Arm Chair in the Sitting-

room, the Sitting Room Cupboard, and
the Sitting-Room Table. It woidd seem
simply graceless and irreverent to write

the names of these delightful objects, as

if they were mere common nouns, with-

out a title to capital letters. They were
benevolent friends who lent their aid in

the carrying out of all sorts of fascinat-

ing episodes, who could be confided in,

as it were, and trusted never to laugh
when things were going on, however
dramatic they might be.

The sitting-room was orJy a small
one, but somehow it had an air of seclu-

sion. It was not the custom to j)lay in

it, but when nobody was there and the
nursery was specially active it had
powerful attractions. One could go in

there with the Doll and talk to one's self

when the door was shut, with perfect

freedom from fear of listeners. And
there was the substantial sober-looking
Arm Chair—as sober and respectable as

the Nursery Sofa, and covered with the
same green stuff, and it could be trans-

formed into a " bark " of any descrip-

tion from a pinnace to a gondola, a

canoe, or a raft set afloat by the surviv-

ors of a sinking ship to drift for weeks
upon '"'the trackless ocean" without
water or food.

Little incidents of this description

were continually taking place in the ca-

reer of the Doll. She was accustomed
to them. Not a hair of her wig turned
at the agreeable prospect of being bare-

ly rescued from a burning ship, of be-

ing pursued all over the Indian Ocean or

the Pacific by a " rakish-looking craft,"

flying the black flag and known to be
manned by a crew of bloodthirsty pi-

rates whose amusement of making cap-

tives walk the plank was alternated by
the scuttling of ships. It was the head
pirate's habit to attire himself almost
wholly in cutlasses and pistols, and to

greet the appearance of any prej^os-

sessing female captive with the blood-

curdhng announcement. " She shall

be mine !
" But the Doll did not mind

that in the least, and it only made it

thrilling for the hero who had rescued
her from the burning ship. It was
also the opinion of the Small Peron
that no properly constituted pirate chief

could possibly omit greeting a female
captive in this manner—it rather took,

in fact, the form of a piratical custom.
The sitting-room floor on these occa-

sions represented mid -ocean— the Pa-
cific, the Indian, or the Mediterranean
Sea, their waters being so infested with
sharks and monsters of the deep (in or-

der that the hero might plunge in and
rescue the Doll, whose habit it was to

fall overboard) that it was a miracle

that it was possible at all to steer the

Green Arm Chair.

But how nobly and with what nauti-

cal skill it was steered by the hero ! The
crew was necessarily confined to the

Doll and this unconquerable being—be-

cause the Green Arm Chair was not big.

But notwithstanding his heroic con-

duct, the cold judgment of maturer
years has led me to believe that this

young man's mind must either have

been enfeebled by the hardships

through which he had passed, or that

the ardor of his passion for the Doll
had caused his intellect to totter on its

throne. I am led to this conviction by
my distinct recollection of the fact that

on the occasion of some of their most
perilous voyages, when the Doll had
been rescued at the peril of his noble

life, the sole article which he rescued

with her, as being of practical value upon
a raft, was a musical instrument. An in-

different observer who had seen this

instrument in the hand of the Small
Person might have coarsely supposed it

to be a tin whistle—of an order calcu-

lated to make itself sj^ecially unpleasant

—but to the hero of the raft and to the

doll it was known as " a lute." Why,
with his practical knowledge of navi-

gation, the hero should have felt that

a rescued young lady on a raft, without
food or water, might be sustained in

moments of collapse from want of nu-
trition by performances upon the " lute

"

only persons of deep feeling and senti-

ment could explain. But the lute was
there and the hero played on it, in in-

tervals of being pursued by pirates

or perishing from starvation with ap-

propriately self-sacrificing sentiments.
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For myself I have since thought that

possibly the tendency the Doll developed
for falling into the depths of the ocean
arose from an unworthy desire to dis-

tract the attention of her companion
from his musical rhapsodies. He was,

of coui'se, obliged to lay his instrument
aside while he leaped overboard and
rescued her from the sharks, and she

may have preferred that he should be
thus engaged. Were my nature more
hardened than years have as yet made
it I might even say that at times she

perhaps thought that the sharks might
make short work of his lute— or him-

self— and there may have been mo-
ments when she scarcely cared which.

It must be irritating to be played to

on a lute, when one is perishing slowly

from inanition.

But ah ! the voj^ages in the Green
Arm Chair, the seas it sailed, the shores

it touched, the enchanted islands it

was cast upon ! The Small Person has

never seen them since. They were of

the fair world she used to see as she

lay upon her back on the grass in the

Back Garden of Eden, and looked up
into the sky where the white islands

floated in the blue. One could long
for a no more perfect thing than that,

after the long years of wanderings on
mere earth, one might find them again,

somewhere— somewhere. Who knows
where ?

How surprised the governess would
have been, how amused the mamma,
how derisive in their ribald way the

brothers, if they had known that the

Sitting Boom Cupboard was a temple
in Central America— that the strange
pigmy remnants of the Aztec royal race

were kept there and worshipped as

gods, and that bold explorers, hearing
of their mysterious existence, went in

search of them in face of all danger and
difficulty and with craft and daring dis-

covered and took them away. All these

details were in a penny pamphlet which
had been sold at the hall of exhibition

where the two Aztec dwarfs had been on
view, the object of the scientific explorer

having apparently })een to make a good
thing of them by exhibiting thcni at a

shilling a head, children half price.

The Small Person had not been taken

to see them ; in fact, it is possible that

the exhibition had not belonged to her
time. But at some time, some member
of her family must have been of their

audience, for there was the pamphlet,
with extraordinary woodcuts of the ex-

plorers, woodcuts of the Aztecs with
their dwarfed bodies and strange re-

ceding profiles, and woodcuts of the
temple where they had been worKhip2)ed
as the last remnant of a once magnifi-
cent, now practically extinct, royal race.

The woodcuts were very queer, and
the Temple was apparently a ruin, whose
massive broken and fallen columns made
it all the more a place to dwell upon in

wild imaginative dreams. Bestored, in

the Sitting Boom Cupboard, it was a ma-
jestic pile. Mystic ceremonials were
held there, splendid rites were solem-

nized. The Doll took part in them, the

Small Person officiated. Both of them
explored, both discovered the Aztecs.

To do so it was necessary to kneel on
the floor with one's head inside the

cupboard while the scenes were enacted,

but this in no wise detracted from the

splendor of their effect and the intensity

of their interest. Nothing could. The
Sitting Boom Table must have been
adorned with a cover much too large for

it, or else in those days table-covers

were intended to be large. This one
hung down so far over the table that

when one sat on the floor underneath it

with the Doll, it became a wigwam. The
Doll was a squaw and the Small Person

a chief. They smoked the calumet and

ate maize, and told each other stories

of the war-trail and the happy hunting-

grounds. They wore moccasins, and

feathers, and wampum, and brought up
pappooses, and were very happy. Their

natures were mild. They never scalped

anyone, though the tomahawk was as

much a domestic utensil as the fire-irons

might have been if they had had an In-

dian flavor. That it was dark under the

enshrouding table-cloth made the wig-

wam all the more realistic. A wigwam

with bay windows and a chandelier

would not have been according to Mayne

Beid and Feniniore Cooper. And it

was so shut out from the world there,

one could declaim—in undertimes—

with such freedom. It seemed as if

surely outside the wall of the table-cloth

there was no world at all—no real world
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—it was all under the Sitting Room Ta-

ble—inside the wigwam. Since then I

have often wondered what the grown-up
people thought, who, coming into the

room, saw the table-cloth drawn down,
and heard a little voice whispering, whis-

pering, whispering, beneath its shadow.
Sometimes the Small Person did not

know when they came or went, she was
so deeply absorbed—so far away.

Ah, the world went very well then.

It was a wonderful world—so full of

story and adventui'e and romance. One
did not need trunks and railroads ; one
could go to Central America, to Central

Africa—to Central Anywhere—on the

arm of the Nursery Sofa—on the wings
of the Green Arm Chair— under the

cover of the Sitting Room Table.

There is a story of the English painter

Watts which I always remember as a

beautiful and subtle thing, though it is

only a brief anecdote.

He painted a picture of Covent Gar-
den Market, which was a marvel of pict-

uresque art and meaning. One of his

many visitors—a lady—looked at it long
and rather doubtfully.

" Well, Mr. Watts," she said, " this

is all very beautiful, of course, but /
know Covent Garden Market and I

must confess / have never seen it look
like this."

"No?" replied Watts. And then,

looking at her thoughtfully. "Don't
you wish you could !

"

It was so pertinent to many points of

view.

As one looks back across the thousand
years of one's life, to the time when one
saw all things like this—recognizing

how far beyond the power of maturer
years it is to see them so again, one
says with half a smile, and more than
half a sigh

:

"Ah, does not one wish one could !

"

(To be continued.)

IMPRESSIONS OF A DECORATOR IN ROME.

By Frederic Crowninshield.

First Paper.

cerpts from the poets—still it will wan-
der. The following sheets have been in-

dited by one who loves the beautiful,

and has been much interested in monu-
mental decoration, not from a histori-

cal or an archaeological point of view.

Art and archaeology frequently meet on
common ground, but each has its dis-

tinctive province. It has long been my
opinion that Rome is the richest treas-

ure house of artistic precedents in the

world. Other places may be more opu-
lent in certain departments. The so-

called "Gothic" is notably lacking.

Paris, Dresden, London, Florence, Ven-
ice, or Madrid may be better endowed
with easel-pictures—though there are

not a few master-pieces in the Roman
galleries. But as a whole, the Italian

capital knows no rival. She has more-
over her specialties. Her frescos are

^O great and incessant have been
the vicissitudes in the "Eternal
City " from the misty days of

Romulus to the twentieth of September,
1870, when the Italian soldiery poured
over the breach at Porta Pia, and so

marked and rapid ever since, that a

mere chronicling of the topographical
changes of any epoch must always prove
interesting, and none more so than those
of the last twenty-one years. Yet, stu-

pendous as have been these objective

mutations, they have not outstripped
the subjective evolution of the sight-

seer. A quarter of a century has wit-

nessed the transformation of artistic

methods and aesthetic canons. Mr. Mur-
ray may importune us to admire the

"macchinisti," the " tenebrosi," and all

of that ilk, or try to fix our wandering
attention on his big-lettered gods by ex-
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incomparable, the Cosmati work unique,

the ojJtis alexandrinum abundant ; nor
can any city illustrate with more splen-

did examples the evolution of mosaic
from the time of the ancients to the age
in which we now live.

In these days of what may be termed
the Greek "fad," it is the fashion to

sneer at everything Roman. It would
be superfluous to say that no intelli-

gent person, with a jot of artistic feel-

ing or training, can fail to revere the

sweet and pure simplicity of the match-
less Greek forms, be they embodied in

the graceful Lekythos, a coquettish Tan-
agra, a beardless Ephebos of the Phi-

dian school, or the perfectly propor-
tioned edifices of the Acropolis. Yet
this worshipful attitude need not pre-

clude a sincere admiration for the colos-

sal buildings of Rome. If anyone wants
to experience the joys of pure construc-

tion, let him stand in the Pantheon.
Degraded as it now is with false decora-

tion, the mere form, the splendid aerial

concavity sends a shiver down the spine.

Nor must it be taken for granted that

Roman decoration of the best epoch is a

thing to be scoffed at. Such colored

stucco-work as we find in the lately ex-

cavated Teverine villa, or on the Pala-

tine, and particularly in the tombs on
the Via Latina, are marvels of refine-

ment, invention, and execution. When
we speak of Roman art, we must do so

with reserve. There never has been,

strictly speaking, an original, indige-

nous art. The political and ecclesiastical

supremacy of Rome drew unto herself,

in all ages, the artistic elite of the world.

Greek artists were supreme in imperial

days long after their political indepen-
dence had been forfeited. Renaissance
Rome attracted the very flower of Tus-
cany. Moreover, her great traditions,

her vast and suggestive ruins, amplitied

the Florentine manner, gave it a " big-

ness," if I may be allowed the term, it

never would have acquired on its native

soil. For several centuries individuals,

societies, and governments have recog-

nized the artistic importance of a so-

journ in Rome, and time has justified

their attitude. It is to be hoped that

we, too, who are not backward in gener-

ous aid to promising 3'outh, may so con-

centrate and regulate our somewhat dif

fused and independent benefactions as
to enable our young architects, painters,
and sculptors to add something to their
valuable but insufficient Parisian exjjc-

riences, and follow the exami)le of the
French themselves, by consulting orig-
inal documents in the gr(!at arcliives of

Rome. The vision of an American Villa

Medici is indeed entrancing.

In order to present in a condensed
form a concrete idea of numberless in-

coherent and ill-assorted impressions,
the diarial method has been adopted, be-
cause its informality licenses an abrupt-
ness of transition from one topic; to an-
other, and quickens the interest in sub-
jects that have been exhaustively treat-

ed in an endless series of pedantic and
somniferous works.

June 12, 1890.—It was about half-past

five A.M., when I awoke in the exi)ress

from Paris, which was nearing Palo,

a small station on the Mediterraneaji,

about an hour's distance from Rome.
The cool, refreshing " ponente " was
blowing in from the sea, and the yield-

ing, pale grass was glistening in the

dazzling light of morning. Many years

ago I had first entered Rome by this

same route, and was on the qui vive of

expectancy to catch a glimpse of the fa-

miliar landmarks. Would they have lost

their charm after more than a decade's

stern life of American realities? The
gorgeous poppies glowing scarlet against

the gray brick ruins, the grand sweep of

the middle distance—a vast ami^hithea-

tre—exquisitely varied by the undida-

tions of the soil and perspective of aque-

ducts, the shadow-fiecked forms of the

Alban and Sabine liiUs, and the sculj)tu-

resque silhouette of more distant Leon-

essa, soon dispelled any doubts. There

is nothing comparable to this unique

Roman Campagna. To convey an ade-

quate idea of its iuetlable beauties, its

lovely tones, and i)erfoct lines through

the medium of words is a hopeless task.

It must be seen and /'•//—for there are

those who cannot feel it, and deem it

a IriMe, unsightly waste. One is oftcMi

j)rone to gauge tlie artistic sensibiHties

of a i)ers(m by i\\e degree of their im-

pressi])ility to its sul)tle charms. Un-
like THost of our own scenery (east of

the [Mississippi, at least) it has an anat-
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omy. Form cannot be slighted by its demands of a newly established govern-
pic'toiial interpreter, who in spite of his ment, as well as by the sudden incre-
inclinations must for the nonce turn ment of the population to considerably
classicist. As for me, I never weary of more than twice its former number, sat-

chanting its changing glories, changing isfy the artistic or practical eye. Per
with the seasons, with the skies, with the contra, they are well grouped in the
hot blasts of the moist, white scirocco, healthiest sections of the city, separated
or the cold waves of the clear, blue ti^a- by broad, clean, well-paved streets, or ef-

monfana. One is almost inclined to as- fectively massed about a piazza. From a
sert that landscape plays the protago- sanitary point of view they form a strik-

nist's role here, notwithstanding the ing contrast to the low-lying, damp, din-
allurements of countless artistic treas- gy, and over-crowded lanes of old Rome,
ures. Pure heroism is needed at times of which some of the most pestiferous
to drag the resisting body and reluctant sections, such as the Ghetto, have been
soul out of their lovely environments remodelled without detriment to the
into the sombre abodes of the chefs- precious monuments of antiquit3\ It

d'oeuvre. To put it humbly, it goes can scarcely be expected that a pater-
against the grain to " do the sights." nal government should jeopard the lives

'Tis so much more delectable to loaf of its subjects to gratify the whims of
away the hours under the sombre green travelling sesthetes. Possibly, if the
ilexes of a stately villa, if the tempera- population of the too densely inhabited
ture be high, or bask in the sunshine of quarters of the city were evenly distrib-

a garden or piazza, if it be cool, than ex- uted over the newer and healthier, the
ercise the legs and brains in a round of untenanted houses would be occupied
duty. ... to the great advantage of all concerned.
The train sweeps around S. Giovanni But here am I, an artist, dilating on

in Laterano, passes Minerva Medica, and the distribution of the population ! Let
we are in Rome. us at once return to the fine arts. The
June 13, 1890.—My friend Lanciani modern Italian seems to have an inborn

piloted me about the city, for verily and ineradicable " hankering " after plas-

there had been such a shifting of land- ter. To do him justice, he makes good
marks, a guide was necessary. Conserv- plaster. He slakes his lime and pre-

ative love for a past, vainly regretted by serves it in pits, where it lies for an in-

the impossible, irreconcilable sesthetes, definite period in store. He never uses
and their captious aggressiveness against it till it has lain there for at least a j^ear,

the present, freely ventilated in print, and the prudent frescoist will insist on
had prepared me for the very worst, so a duration of two years. Consequent-
that the pleasurable surprise produced ly it is thoroughly slaked, will not blis-

by the first glimpse of the new city was ter nor flake. The artisan handles his

almost too reactionary. Roma Nuova plaster with consummate manual skill,

proved to be no eyesore, while those He imitates the more precious materials

parts of Roma Vecchia through which with an astounding facihty, inspired ap-

we drove seemed to be much the same parently by the mere joy of counterfeit-

as in the days of Pio Nono. A fever- ing in a compliant medium. Slender
ish and unwarranted speculation, not resources formerly suggested the sub-

peculiar to Italy, which ruined many stitution of plaster for stone, but years

a princely house, and enriched many of falsification have so perverted the

an obscurity, impoverished those who national taste that the sham has ceased

incontinently bought, and made the to be offensive. Naturally this mortar
fortunes of those who judiciously sold, veneer is quickly deflowered, its fresh-

metamoi-phosed stately villas and se- ness lasting but a few years. The rav-

questered gardens into blocks of cheap, ages of time and weather are occa-

perishable, and unnecessary construe- sionaUy vamped up, but not drastically

tions, some of which were abandoned enough to prevent a general air of shab-

before they were roofed in. Only a very biness in the older constructions, pleas-

few of those buildings which were ne- ing and profitable to the aquarelHst, but
cessitated by the legitimate and urgent disagreeable to the tidy citizen. The
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whole epidermis of the cheapest houses
is plaster. Frequently the base courses

and trimmings are of travertine, the

rest coarse brick, tufa, or concrete, plas-

tered. The color applied with a vehicle

of milk, or glue and milk, with perhaps
a touch of oil, is usually very agreeable.

Pale tones predominate, such as light

ochres, and reds, or browns, that har-

monize admirably with the sky and with

each other, producing a general air of

cheerfulness. The uniformity is occa-

sionally broken by a loggia brilliantly

decorated in the Pompeian . fashion, the

cast shadows of roof and column ton-

ing down the garishness, and more fre-

quently by a gay sgraffito fa9ade of light-

buft" arabesques, on a cool gray or umber
ground, which are sometimes grouped
about centres of highly colored pictures

executed "a buon fresco." On paper
this sounds crude and noisy. In reality

it is not. The vibrating air ties it all

together, and the general concordance
of tone and method permits emphasized
color si)ots, and gains by them.
Truth compels me to state that there

are not a few fa9ades of genuine ma-
terial, save at times the cornice. These
are either of travertine, or a lovely

combination of delicate rose, or buff

brick, with travertine trimmings. The
new Villa Ludovisi, for example, the re-

cent additions to S. Giovanni in Late-
rano or the many nameless residences.

With due circumspection it can be as-

serted that, for artistic effect, no mun-
dane stone is comparable to travertine.

From the hour it leaves the stone-

cutter's hands to such as we see it to-

day in the Flavian Amphitheatre after

a lapse of eighteen hundred years, it

thoroughly satisfies the eye. Unlike
white marble, it does not perforce pass

through a chill and unsympathetic novi-

tiate before proving acceptable. It starts

both with texture and tone. From a

rich cream color when it is quarried,

it runs through the gamut of ochres in-

to a rich burnt-sienna, or deeper van-

dyke, and sometimes into soft markings
of velvety black. Count Vespignani, ar-

chitect to the Vatican, in answer to my
question whether the finer qualities of

this stone would resist the inclemen-
cies of the American climate, replied

that, though he could not speak from

personal experience, he saw no reason
to doubt its ability to do so, seeing that
on such fountains as the "Tritone" in

the piazza Barberini, which altematc-
ly freezes and thaws during the colder
winters, it had very successfully resisted

for years the action of the weather. Tra-
vertine caUs to my mind the curb-stones
of that mateiial, which constructively

are very good. They are not merely jux-
ta230sed as with us, but are mortised by
means of semi-circular joints, produc-
ing a pleasing effect, as weU as adding
considerably to their stability.

While the general harmony of new
Rome is enhanced by uniformity of

tone and decoration, it is assured by
the uniformity of architectural style,

and that a simple one. There are no
acrid transitions from Romanesque to

Moorish, from Gothic to " Queen Anne."
Eclecticism does not obtain. The ar-

chitects work but in one vein, the clas-

sic, or that modification of it known
as the " renaissance," and which, both in

ancient and "revival" practice, is much
freer and more elastic than many imag-
ine. The classic is their legitimate

heritage, well adapted to the natiu-al

conditions of the country. They act

wisely in adapting a style, flesh of their

flesh, to the modified environments of

the nineteenth century, rather than in-

efficiently dabble with an exotic. The
classic in its purest forms has always

been synchronous with a refined and
cultivated civilization, and its j^rincij^les

are in full sympathy with the thoughts

and habits of to-day.

Pictui-esque grotesqueness is irrecon-

cilable with our modern feeling. It is to

be regretted that the modem Roman,
with his easy access to the most perfect

examples of the past— the reserved,

elegant, and unobtrusive forms of the

ancients, as well as the refined fancies

of the quattro-centisti— should prefer

the ponderous details of the " barocco,"

and vulgar taste of the decadence.

Were the past veiled, with a few rare

exceptions one w(nild say that there

was no taste. The Latin races seem

for the moment to be infected with the

barocco malady. Certain symptcuns, as

yet scarcely per('ei)tible, leave me, how-

ever, to hope that, for tlie Italians at

least, the cure is not far distant.
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"When "we weigh the charges of van-

dalism preferred against the Itahan
Government with the positive benefits

they have conferred on the world of

art, we shall find that the latter 2:>re-

ponderate. Time, the new order of

things, and the exigencies of modem
life have brought about certain un-
avoidable changes for which no one in

particular is responsible. That the ubi-

quitous chimney should loom against

the sky somewhat aggressively ; that fac-

tories should be established in some of

the less attractive environs ; that, last

and worst of all, certain temporary
structures of a Coney Island-like order
of architecture near the Tor di Quinto
should mar the beautiful view from the
Acqua Acetosa across the historic mead-
ows of the Tiber, are disagreeable but
patent facts. Yet as we drove through
the Eoman Forum I noticed that it had
been greatly amplified. From the old,

insignificant excavation around the col-

umn of Phocas, through the splendid
expanse of uncovered ruin on either side

of the Sacred Way, as far as S. Fran-
cesca Romana, there is visible testi-

mony of a considerable outlay of money
and intelligence by a government amply
endowed with the latter, but much in

need of the former. The necessary ex-

cavations for the very buildings which
the irreconcilables so deeply deplore,

have brought to light a countless mass
of artistic and archaeological documents.
Should anyone doubt the veracity of my
statement, let him turn to the long lists

in the monthly bulletins of archgeologi-

cal discoveries made in the different

provinces of regenerated Italy. Taking,
then, both the official and unofficial ex-

cavations into consideration, the vast

number of rare objects unearthed dur-
ing the extension of the new city, the
establishment of several museums, the
severity of the laws protecting the so-

called "national monuments," which
often weigh heavily on the individual,

and the rescuing of many precious rel-

ics from threatening disintegration, the
lover of the fine arts has cause to re-

joice rather than complain.
In contrast to all this, it must be re-

membered that, in comparatively recent

papal times, restorations were freely

made, well-intentioned no doubt, and

in accordance with the methods then in

vogue, but to-day deemed barbaric.

The interior, for instance, of S. Agnese
Fuori le Mura, the sham mosaics on
the exterior of the basilica of S. Lorenzo,
the fayade of S. Pudentiana, etc. Let
those who have never yet seen the

Eternal City be assured that it is still

worthy of a pilgrimage.

July 10, 1890.—Visited S. Giovanni
in Laterano to study the restorations,

begun during the reign of Pius IX. by
the father, and recently completed by
the son, Count Francesco Vespignani.

In order to enlarge the basilica, the

choir has been lengthened by moving
back the apse with its splendid mosaics,

the work of a Franciscan monk, Jacoj)o

Torriti, commenced during the pontifi-

cate of Nicholas IV. (1288-1292). The
new side walls and ceiling have been
treated to harmonize with the rest of

the church, which is ultra baroceo,
tawdry, and restless. There were never,

perhaps, such antitheses of taste as in

Rome, such oppositions of the rare and
vulgar. Priceless jewels of art have
too frequently a setting of tasteless

finery. A homogeneous ensemble is

the exception. Unless the sight-seer

be an expert, it is difficult to make the

required abstractions. Without dwell-

ing on the unsympathetic side-walls of

the choir, or reopening the controversy

touching the necessity, or propriety, of

the restorations, but accepting them as

an accomplished fact, it must be con-

ceded that the circular termination of

the choir, or apse proper, is one of the

most successful, sumptuous, and well-

composed decorative works of modern
times, and possibly the most costly.

Certainly I know of no other that vies

with it in opulent, ringing effect.

Words never portray to the intelU-

gence a satisfactory idea of the visual

impression produced by art or nature.

Photography and chromo-lithography,

accessible to all, are much more elo-

quent ; therefore I shall dispense with

a detailed description of the apsidal

decorations, merely signalizing the dif-

ferent zones that girdle the domed semi-

circle. Four pointed windows, glazed

with white buU's eyes, and red " cathe-

dral " in the interstices, pierce the apsis

about midway from the pavement to the
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apex of the dome. The sills of these

windows correspond to the boundary
line between the old work and the new,
while just above their heads the dome
begins to spring. This semi-spherical

surface is cut by a narrow band into

the barbarism—covered witli tesserae.*
This is in accordance with sound mosaic
doctrine, giving great breadth and a cer-
tain soft richness to the decorated sur-
face

; everything being carpeted, as it

were, with uninterrupted color of the

^'^V| V^^

Mosaic on the Vaults of Santa Costanza.

two unequal zones. In the upper, or

narrower, is depicted the head of Christ

with attendant angels, the ground being
dark blue. On the lower are represent-

ed certain saintly personages, standing
on a narrow strip of flowering meadow,
and grouped processionally on either

side of the cross. The background is

gold. Beneath tliis composition, and
separated from it by a number of nar-

row fillets, is the zone intersected by
the windows already referred to. On it

are represented a number of the apos-

tles, as well as the artist and his assist-

ant, standing like the figures above on
a flower-bedecked field. The back-

ground is gold. The figures in the

zone above are, according to Gers2:)ach,

13 feet 9 inches high. Li this zone they

are but 9 feet 2 inches, except the artists,

who have represented themselves on a

greatly diminished scale. Tlie reveals of

the windows are richly ornamented with

conventionalized floriated designs, on
alternate blue and gold grounds. There
are no architraves of foreign material,

the transitions fi'om tlie reveals to tlie

walls being eflected by a necessarily

rounded angle—if one may be permitted

Vol. XIIL—9

same quality. All below the windows is

modern. First, a broad dark-blue band
with a dedicatory inscription in gold

(what an impressive thing, subjectively

and objectively, is an inscription
! ), then

a superb girdle of floriated forms on
a deep-red ground. Here the mosaic
ceases. Beneath these bands there is a

lofty dado of white marble, the white

being* almost obliterated by incrusta-

tions of colored stones, symmetrically

arranged in circles or rectangles, and
framed by that peculiar kind of glasa

mosaic known as " Cosmati '" work, wliich

is supposed to have originated, or rather

to have been developed, in Bome, during

the twelfth and thirte(>nth ('(nituries, by
the Cosmati family. Of this work the

city oifers many splendid examples—
the ambones, or ])ulpits, of Ara Cceli. for

instance, the basilica of S. Lorenzo Fuori

le Mura, the church of SS. Nereo ed
Achilleo, the cloisters of S. Giovanni in

Laterano, and S. Paolo Fuori, etc. The
chancel is paved witli large pieces of

higlilv colored ])olished iiiui'ble, geomet-

rically groujxHl about the arms of Loo

• Ti'HHcra' nrc the (*niall blocks, or cuboids, with whicb
the monaic is composed.
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XIII., iu order to liarnioiiize with the

contiguous pavement of the transept

;

otherwise it is to be presumed o^Jii^^ alex-

andriuum, the usual accompaniment of

thirteenth century mosaic, would have
been used. While the arrangement of

the principal picture is similar to most
apsidal compositions, being j^^'^cession-

al, the majestic proportions of the vault,

and the preponderance of lustrous back-
ground, produce a greater feeling of

space than usual without in the least

offending bv em23tiness, but, on the con-

trary, heightening by opposition the in-

tricacy of the closer work below. The
composition is not so original and opu-
lent as that by the same artist in S.

Maria Maggiore, which, by the way, has

apparently suffered much less at the

hands of the restorers. Like many

openness so dear to the modern heart.

Its general tonality is blue-green, height-
ened by an abundant use of gold, and a
very moderate use of red. From the
suppression of classic decorative canons,
down to their rehabilitation in the be-
ginning of the sixteenth century after

the excavations in the baths of Titus,

this blue-green-gold tonality generally
obtains for vaults and ceilings. Red is

used merely as a foil, and with great
reserve. The classic scheme for vault

or pavement— and most of the extant
mosaics are pavements— was a w^hite

ground brilliantly flecked with color, the
white usually 2:)redominating, or at least,

framing the colored motives. The sim-
ple combination of black and white, of

course, then as in all times, was freely

used for the floor. In the earliest Chris-

V-.

" r 1 iP^"^:-

Mosaic Floor (Opus Alexandrinum), Santa Maria in Cosmedin.

other apsidal mosaics, however, the lat-

ter is so ill-lighted, that without a spe-

cial staging it would be difficult to ap-

preciate its technical qualities. What
the S. Giovanni composition (which is

brilliantly illuminated) loses in original-

ity and wealth of massed story, and
loaded decorative forms, it gains in

tian mosaics, as in the catacomb frescos,

classic traditions still predominate. The
mosaics on the vaults of S. Costanza

(fourth century) are but little more than

antique decorations rebaptized. The mo-
saic picture in the ax:)sis of S. Pudentia-

na, of the same century, is still imbued
with classicism. The drawing is infinitely
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Mosaic Pavement, Ostia,

superior to anj^thing that followed it

for centuries, infinitely superior even to

that of Jacopo Torriti, but infinitely in-

ferior in color-si:)lendor. Though the

art of delineation degenerated with the

centuries following the obliteration of

the Roman Empire, till the human form
became a mere grotesque conventional-

ity ; color, through the development of

glass mosaic, took
upon itself a sol-

emn splendor the *-; •' -

ancients never
dreamed of. The
antique mosaics
were exquisite and
appropriate in their

way, a light, grace-

ful, scholarly way,
but the times had
changed, and new
thoughts, new
tastes, and new
creeds, demanded
more sombre, rich-

er, and, if you will,

more barbaric im-
pressions. As far

as pure decorative

execution is con-

cerned, it seems to

me that the mo-
saics of the thir-

teenth century, and

especially those of
Torriti, suq^ass all

others, and may
well claim the at-

tention of those
who are interested
in the propagation
of this splendid art.

Several condi-
tions operate
against an ade-
quate appreciation
of the technical
methods employed
by the early mo-
saicists ; their fre-

quent great height
from the spectator,

the obscurity in

which they are en-

veloped, and worst
of all, their fre-

quent restorations

—if some of the barbaric manij^ulations

to which they have been subjected can
be so dignified. Occasionally, I suspect,

they have even been painted. Nor is it

always easy to diiferentiate conciseh",

though one may feel it, the method of

an epoch from that immediately pre-

ceding or following it, so gradual is the

evolution of mosaic technique. Yet I

should say that the distinctive feature

of the Torriti mosaics was the peculiar

and liberal use of gold. In the later

Christian mosaics the tones are fre-

quently broken by the occasional inser-

tion of gold tesserse. Torriti not only

used it in this wise, but also in j^laces

/^

3% jA £& k^ ^^ b^ V> ^4L

,^A>»»>-?!ftl>ltt-iti>

Example of Cosmati Mosaic.

to dofino the forms instead of

emphatic dark hues, whiih have
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Apse of San Giovanni in Laterano.

been employed with great moderation
and, from below at least, are scarcely vis-

ible. In the Cliigi Chapel mosaics (Santa

Maria del Popolo) by Luigi di Pace, af-

ter the designs of Raphael, masses of

gold are most infelicitously used to ex-

press the high-lights on the drapery,

w^liile in San Giovanni it is more deli-

catelv and evenly distributed, producing
a richer, but less harsh and garish effect.

Like all cunning mosaicists, Torriti has
enhanced the value of his color, and
" cleaned up " his work by a moderate
use of pure white. The surface of these

mosaics, both in the old parts and in the

new, is exceedingl}^ rough. Consequent-
ly the vitreous tesserae glisten marvel-
lously, even the opaque cubes radiating a

certain amount of light. Nor are they
placed close together, the interstices be-
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ing filled with the grayish-white cement
in which they are set, a technical detail

that contributes potently to the har-

mony of the whole. In the sacristy of

Santa Maria in Cosmedin there is an in-

teresting mosaic said to have been pre-

sented to St. Peter's by John VII., in

705 A.D., and brought hither from the

old basiHca. That it is a very ancient

mosaic is evident. It bears no marks
of restoration, is wonderfully fresh, is

conveniently placed on a level with the

eye, and well lighted. It offers, there-

fore, favorable conditions for study.

Among other things I noted that the

surface was very rough ; that the tesse-

rae were so far apart that, viewed close-

ly, the forms were unintelligible, though
perfectly distinct from a distance of sev-

eral yards ; that the cement, or rather

plaster, was almost dead -white; that

the blue-greens and red were made up
of glass tesserse, while a white robe was
composed of stone cubes, with here and
there shining bits of white opaque
glass ; that the whole was sprinkled

with occasional tesserae of gold ; and
finally, that the forms were outlined not
with black, but usually with a darker
shade of the circumscribed tone.

The old mosaicists work directl}^ on
the wall from the cartoon which they
designed themselves. There can be no
doubt that this method, when possible,

is the best, not only for mosaics, but for

all mural decoration. At the world-
famed mosaic factory of the Vatican, the

mother of all governmental works, I was
informed that this direct method would
be too costly and lengthy, a statement
one cannot gainsay without personal ex-

perience. It is likely enough that, for

equal quantities of work executed in the

shop and on the wall, respectively, a

greater expense would be incurred for

the latter ; but I hold that much less

work would be necessary were the wall

attacked directly, under the personal

supervision of the artist. Superfiuous
labor would be at once apparent, and
therefore eliminated. Be this as it may,

the process adopted for the modern
parts of the S. Giovanni mosaics, as

well as for all the Vatican murjil work
in this material, are excellent, and inferi-

or only to the direct system. The work
is executed in compartments in the ate-

VoL. XllL—10

Her, and thence transferred to the wall.

These compartments are not prepared
after the Murano, or Venetian, method— a method they deem too indirect,

and even perishable, and which consists
in gluing the tessera?/ace downward to
a paper design. The Roman mosaicist,

by inserting his tesserae into sand face
upward, and afterward gluing paper
over the whole, sees what he is about,
and can work more effectivel3\

As before observed, everything below
the windows in the apse of S. Giovanni
is modern, the dedicatory band, ara-

besque zone, and panelled dado of Cos-
mati work. In all these both the style

and technique of the thirteenth cen-

tury have been scrupulously observed.

I have already characterized the floriated

zone as " splendid." This is a veiy tem-
perate expression, for in veiity it is the

most beautiful as well as opulent mosaic
border of modern times that I, at least,

have seen.

In answer to my very practical ques-

tion, what was the value of such work
per square metre. Count Vespignani said

that he thought it would cost in round
numbers from 80 to 100 lires, or, trans-

lated into equally round American fig-

ures, from $1.50 to $2 per square foot.

Due recognition, however, must be taken

of the fact that the Vatican controls one
of the best equipped, if not the very

best, mosaic factories in the world.

Nothing can exceed the elaboration of

the Cosmati inciTTstations on the dado
and the episcopal throne. The back of

the latter, which no one can see without

passing through the narrow passage be-

tween it and the dehcately carved door

of the episcopal waiting-room, is as pro-

fusely decorated with fine mosaics as

the front. Indeed, there is an exces-

sive elaboration of detail, if expense is

to be considered. But expense has not

been considered, the work costing even

here, where labor is cheap and the facili-

ties great, about four million lire, this

sum including the architoctnral works
necessitated by the lengthening of the

choir. It is probable that a similar un-

dertaking in America would cost at the

very least two million dollars. Three

million would probably come nearer to

tlie mark. The elaboration of detail in

no wise compromises the bremlth of the
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ensemble, seeing that the canons of dicated by dark hnes. White is effec-

good decoration, as practised by the tivel}^, if somewhat naively, used for the
Cosmati, have been faithfiilly followed, high-lights of the features, besides being
namely, subordination of detail to mass, knowingly distributed throughout the
a just equilibrium between the plain picture. Below these figures, on a blue
and ornamented spaces, the firm fram- ground, there is a broad belt of gold
ing of the latter by bauds of the former, (with an intervening fillet or two), on
and by the facile aj^prehension of the which are represented the customary
main or dominant decorative motives emblematical twelve lambs, six on either

when distance has suppressed the de- side, advancing toward the thirteenth
tails. It may be objected with reason in the centre, bearing the cross. The
that the lower part of the apse, or Cos- motive of the whole is vei-y simple,
mati work, seems hard and new. Yet Blue above, on which are projected
this newness is unavoidable, unless one lighter figures, gold below, relieved by
has recourse to the very doubtful expe- the whitish lambs. In these early

dient, certainly reprehensible when one Christian mosaics, the blue of the sky is

builds for posterity, as in the present not graded to imitate nature, nor is it

case, of feigning age. At all events, a dead, even tone. The mosaicist broke
we should be deeply grateful to our ar- it with cognate colors, not enough to de-

tistic progenitors for not crushing all stroy the unity of the blue, but suffi-

the life out of their precious materials, ciently to break its monotony and give
in w^hich we know they gloried. Had it life. These broad expanses of color

they done so, we should never have been may be likened to the wash of a skilful

witnesses to the splendor of their aquarellist, who constantly breaks it ei-

works. ther by the introduction of other tones,

January 11, 1891.—Clear, ringing t7^a- or by increasing or diminishing its in-

montana weather. Dazzling lights and tensity, in order to give it artistic quality,

intense skies above, below the cold dark The little chapel in S. Prassede, called

shadows and damp pavements of nar- "orto del paradiso," is literally carpet-

row streets. F. and I dropped into the ed with mosaics of the same epoch as

narrow, chilling interior of S. Pras- those of the apse. It is a marvel of

sede. The mosaics here are of a de- dusky richness, and well deserves its ap-

graded epoch, art having pretty nearly pellation " garden of paradise." "With

touched bottom. Those of the tribune all their barbarisms of expression, and
are almost identical with the apsidal linear solecisms, these products of a
mosaics of S. Cecilia, and the "Navi- degraded era are decoratively superior

cella." All were executed during the to the far-famed, but too - small - in-

pontificate of Paschal I. (817-824 a.d.), scale and raw -toned mosaics of the

who figures conspicuously in each with Chigi Chapel from Raphael's designs,

the square nimbus, signifying that he to the richer ones after Baldassare Pe-
was then living. The figures in the ruzzi in S. Croce in Gerusalemme, to the

mosaics of this epoch have been de- excellent, if too pictorial, composition in

scribed as "utter caricatures," and de- the Abbadia delle Tre Fontane by F.

servedly. From a certain point of view, Zucchio, or to those of our own day by
the academic, or even realistic, they are Burne-Jones in the late Mr. Street's

ridiculous. From another, the decorat- American church on the Via Nazionale.

ive, they are very successful. The com- It is not my intention to weigh Mr.
position of these mosaics is uniformly Burne-Jones's talent as a designer, nor
good, the color deep, splendid, impres- to tax him with the faults of execution

;

sive, and the ensemble both solemn and yet I deem it a duty to observe that

monumental. On the vault of S. Pras- a greater waste of time, money, and
sede, Christ in the centre, and saints on energy than has been lavished in the

either hand, stand rigidly against a grading of the sky which covers the

dark-blue ground. Their garments in vault (not to mention other places), and
the main are light, one all gold. The from which every iota of shimmering
forms of the flesh as well as those of the life has been scrupulously eliminated,

draperies and accessories are rudely in- it is difficult to conceive. And this in
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Eome, witli its stores of eloquent pre- on the spot by a clever workman, which
cedents ! In the same apsis there is a technically is worth the whole composi-
little band near the pavement, executed tion above.

1/ \V\\\''^:-^(i

EXPERIENCE.

By Edith Wharton.

I.

Like Crusoe with the bootless gold we stand

Ul^on the desert verge of death, and say :

"What shall avail the woes of yesterday
To buy to-morrow's wisdom, in the land
"Whose currency is strange unto our hand?
In life's small market they have served to pay
Some late-found rapture, could we but delay

Till Time hath matched our means to our demand."

But otherwise Fate wills it, for, behold,

Our gathered strengtli of individual pain,

When Time's long alchemy hath made it gold,

Dies with us—hoarded all these years in vain,

Since those that might be heir to it the mould
Renew, and coin themselves new griefs again.

II.

O, Death, we come full-handed to thy gate,

Kich with strange burden of the mingled years.

Gains and renunciations, mirth and tears,

And love's oblivion, and remembering hate,

Nor know we what compulsion laid such freight

Ul)on our souls—and shall our hopes and fears

Buy nothing of thee. Death? Behold our wares,

And sell us the one joy for whicli wo wait.

Had we lived longer, life had such for sale,

With the last coin of sorrow purchased clieap,

But now we stand before tliy shadowy pah\

And all our longings lie within thy keep

—

Death, can it be tlie years shall nau<,dit aviiil ?

"Not so," Death answered, " tliey shall purchase sleep."



THE WANDERINGS OF COCHITl.

By Charles F. Liimmis.

F that unique racial

chess-playing of the

Pueblos, whereof the

board was half the

size of Eurojpe and
the chessmen were
stone cities, there is

one foremost exam-
ple— the Queres

pueblo of Cochiti. Other towns may
very possibly have moved more (and we
know of several movings of each one)

;

but of it we have the clearest and full-

est itinerary—a record of eight distinct

consecutive moves, beginning many
centuries before history, and ending
with the Sj)anish reconquest in 1694.

In that time the Cochiteiios success-

ively occupied the most commanding
'' squares " along a fifty - mile line of

one of the most weirdly, savagely pict-

uresque checker - boards in all North
America, and one of the least guessed
by Caucasians. When we shall have
become a little less a nation of men-
tal mistletoes, American tourists and
American writers and artists will find,

in the wonderful wilderness between the

Puye and the present Cochiti, fascina-

tions for eye and pen and brush not
inferior to those of the superannuated
Mecca abroad. If we could but have
had Hawthorne or Ruskin among those

noble potreros and dizzy gorges ! How
either would have interpreted the gray
romance of those grim, far days of the

cave-house and the town-moving ! For,

with all the nobility of the landscape

—

which is entirely characteristic, and in

its kind not surpassed anywhere—its

strongest appeal is to the " human in-

terest." How the first Americans lived

and loved and toiled and watched and
fought and endured here !

The Cochiti upland is a vast and sin-

gular plateau in the centre of northern
New Mexico, some fifty miles west of

Santa Fe. Its average altitude is over

seven thousand feet ; and along the

west it upheaves into the fine Valles

ranf^e of eleven thousand. Between

these peaks and the Rio Grande, a dis-

tance of twenty miles, lies the plateau
proper—a vast bench, approximately
level to the eye, furred with forests,

peculiarly digitated by great canons.

It is a characteristically Southwestern
formation ; and yet it is distinct from
anything else in the Southwest. It is

our only country of potreros. It is

difiicult to diagram ; but perhaps the
best idea of its ground-plan is to be
had by laying the two hands side by
side upon a table, with every finger

spread to its widest. The Rio Grande
flows about north and south through
the line of the knuckles, in a gorge over
two thousand feet deep. The spread
fingers represent the canons ; the wedge-
shaped spaces between them are the

tall potreros. These vast tongues of

volcanic rock—some of trap, some of

lava, some of dazzling pumice—a doz-

en or more miles long, eight to ten in

width nearest the mountains, taper to

a point at the river, and there break
off in columnar cliffs from one thou-
sand to twenty -five hundred feet in

height. From the river, the western
side of its dark gorge seems guarded
by a long, bright line of gigantic pil-

lars. As always, the Spanish nomen-
clature was aptly descriptive. Among
the noblest of these cliff-pillars are the
beetling Chapero, over whose dire prec-

ipices the Cochiteiios used to drive their

game in the great communal round-
hunts ; the Potrero del Alamo, a ter-

rific wedge of creamy rock, whose cliffs

are nearly two thousand feet tall ; and
the wildly beautiful Potrero de las Va-
cas. It is a region of remarkable scen-

ic surprises. Every approach is of

enormous roughness ; of alternate de-

scent into savage chasms and toiling up
precipitous cumbres, whose crest flings

a sudden and ineffable vista against

the eye. At one's feet, and far be-

low, is the Plan del Rio—the yawning
gulf of the Rio Grande—guarded by
its western phalanx of potreros. To
the east and north are the blackened
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leagues of the Santa F6 plateau, with
its small volcanic cones, over which
peep the snow-peaks of the coccyx of

the Continent—the ultimate vertebrae

of the Rockies. To the southeast the

jagged peaks of the Ortiz range prick

the sky, and the horizon hangs on the

round shoulders of the giant Sandia.

South are the dim wraiths of the La-
drones, and the silver beads of the

river amid its lower fields and cotton-

woods. The west is lost behind the

dark ranks of the Valles giants, cap-

tained by the lonely pyramid of Abi-

quiu. It is a wonderful picture, and
withal an awesome one. Here was the

Coliseum of volcanic gladiators. Trap,

basalt, lava, pumice, scoriae— all is

igneous. And this arson of a land-

scape has a startling effect. Superb
as is the scenery, with its shadowy
abysses and sunlit crags, there is awe
in those black-burnt wastes, those spec-

tral rocks, the sombre evergreen of those

forests.

From the side canons clear brooklets

sing down to the hoarse and muddy
river. The heights purr with dense
juniper and pinon and royal pine ; the

caiions whisper with cottonwoods and
willows. It is alone as death. In
nearly four thousand square miles

there is not a human being. Where
once were the little corn-patches and
the tall gray houses and the dimpled
naked babes of thousands of the Aca-
dians of the Southwest, the deer, the

puma, the bear, and the turkey lord it

again. Even the Indians seldom visit

it, and not a dozen white men have
seen its wonders. Yet it contains the

largest village of artificial caves in the

world, the only great stone " idols " in

the United States, and many another
value—including the scene of one of

the most remarkable stormings in mil-

itary history.

When the Hero Twins had led forth

man from the inner wombs of earth to

light through Shi-p'a-pd, the T31ack Lake
of Tears ; and the Winter-Wizards had
frozen the infinite mud so that there

could be going ; and the First Men had
fallen out and fallen apart, a wander-
ing band of the Queres halted in this

digitate wilderness. Here was water,

here was timber. Above all, here was

safety. And here they sat down. It
was their own wilderness, and away
from its incomparal)le area tliey li.'ive

nevfer since cared to rove. It is iden-
tified with them—with their liopes and
fears, their loves and wars, and wander-
ings.

Their first town was in the nol)le

canon of the Tyfi-on-yi, now also known
as the Eito de los Frijoles, in the nortli-

ern part of this plateau. Here the Que-
res drew a pre-historic diagram which
would have saved a vast amount of

foolish theorizing, if science had ear-

lier poked its nose out of doors in pur-
suit of fact.

The fable of the so-called Cliff-build-

ers and Cave-dwellers as a distinct race
or races, has been absolutely exploded
in science. The fact is, that the cliff-

dwellers and the cave-dwellers of the
Southwest were Pueblo Indians, pure
and simple. Even a careless eye can
find the proof in every corner of the
Southwest. It was a question not of

race, but of physical geography. The
Pueblo cut his garment according to

his cloth, and whether he burrowed
his house, or built it of mud-bricks or

stone-bricks or cleft stone, atop a cliff

or in caves or shelves of its face, de-

pended simj)ly upon his town- site. The
one indexible rule was security, and to

gain that he took the " shortest cut
"

offered by his surroundings. When he
found himself—as he sometimes did
in his volcanic range—in a region of

tufa cliffs, he simply whittled out his

residence. In the commoner hard-

rock cailons, he built stone houses in

whatever safest place. In the valleys,

he made and laid adobes. He some-
times even dovetailed all these varieties

of architecture in one and the same set-

tlement.

The Tyfi-on-yi, the first kno^\1l liome

of Cochiti, is one of the unicpie beau-

ties of the Southwest. As a canon, it

is but five or six miles long, and at tlii^

widest a quarter of a mile across. Its

extreme d(>pth does not exceed two
thousand feet. There are scores of

greater canons in this ne^-hx'ted land ;

bnt tliere is only one Tyu-on-yi. At
the /iocas, where it enters tlie gorge of

the Kio (lran<le, it is deepest, narnnv-

(!st, grinmicst. A few hundred yards
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above these savage jaws was the town-
site. A ribbon of irrigably level land

a few rods wide, threaded by a spar-

kling rivulet, hemmed with glistening

clifls of white pumice-stone fifteen hun-
dred feet tall, murmurous with stately

pines and shivering aspens, shut on
the wTst by the long slope of the Jara,

on the east by the pinching of its own
giant walls—that is the Tyii-on-yi.

That, but more. For along the sheer

and noble northern cliff crumble the

bones of a human past—a past of hero-

ism and suffering and romance. In the

foot of that stone snow-bank new shad-

ows play hide and seek in strange old

hollows, that were not gnawed by wind
and rain, but by as patient man. It is

an enchanted valley. The spell of the

Southwest is upon it. The sun's white
benediction, the hush of Nature's heart,

the invisible haunting of a Once—that

utmost of all solitudes, the silence that

ivas life—they wrap it in an atmosphere
almost unique. It is an impression of

a lifetime. The great cave-villages of

the Pu-ye and the Shu-fin-ne, in their

white castle-buttes thirty miles up the

river, are not to be compared with it,

though they are its nearest parallel in

the world. It is not only a much lar-

ger village than either of them, but
with a beauty and charm altogether

peerless.

It was a large town for the pre-his-

toric United States—a town of fifteen

hundred to two thousand souls. The
latter figure was never exceeded by any
aboriginal " city " of the Southwest.
The line of artificial cave -rooms is a

couple of miles long, and in tiers of

one, two, and three stories. With their
" knives " of chipped volcanic glass for

sole tools, the Cochitenos builded their

matchless village. First, they hewed in

the face of the cliff their inner rooms.
These were generally rectangular,

about six by eight, with arched roofs
;

but sometimes large, and sometimes
circular. Some were sole houses and
had tiny outer doorways in the rock,

and as tiny ones from room to room
within—a plan which has given rise, in

ruins oftener seen by the theorizer, to

the fable of cliff-dwelling pigmies. The
builders, in fact, were of present Pueblo
stature, and made these wee doorways

simply for security. The man of the
house could afford time to enter edge-
wise on hands and knees ; an enemy
could not. Some rooms combine cave
and masonry, having an artificial outer
wall. And some, again, were merely
cave-storehouses and retreats back of a
stone-brick house. Outside, against
the foot of the cliff, is the chaos of

fallen masonry. The builders adopted
a plan j)eculiar to this plateau. With
their same flakes of obsidian they sawed
the tufa into large and rather regular
bricks, and of these exclusively laid

their masonry in an excellent mortar of

adobe. A restoration of the Tyii-on-yi

would show a long line of three-story

terraced houses of these tufa-blocks

against the foot of that weird cliff ; the
rafters inserted into still visible mor-
tises in its face ; without doors or win-
dows in the ground floor, and abristle

with the spar-like ladders by which the

upper stories were reached, and back
through their rooms, the caves. None
of the outer houses are now standing

—

the best of their walls are but four or

five feet high—but the dim procession

of centuries that has toppled them to

ruin has dealt kindlier with the caves.

The caked smoke of the hearth still

clings— half fossil— on the low-arched
roofs and around the tiny window
smoke-holes. The very plastering of

the walls— for the home had already

reached such painstaking that even the

smooth rock must be hidden by a film

of cement— is generally intact. The
little niches, where trinkets were laid,

are there ; and in one house is even the

stone frame of the pre-historic hand-
mill. In several places are cave-rooms
with their fronts and partitions of tufa

masonry still entire ; and one lovely lit-

tle nook, well up the canon, has still a

perfect house unlike any other pre-his-

toric building in America—walled cave,

wood-framed door and windows, and all.

In this climate wood is almost eternal.

Timbers that have been fully exposed
since 1670 in the " Gran Quivira," have

not even lost their ornamental carvings ;

and beams of vastly greater age are still

sound. Here and there down the slope,

toward the brook, are the remains of the

circular subterranean estufas wherein

the male village dwelt ; and in a strangely
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scalloped swell of the cliff is still the
house of the Cacique—a very fair hemi-
sphere of a room, cut from the rock,

with a floor diameter of some fifteen

feet. Not far away, beside the rivulet,

are the ruins of a huge communal
house—one of the so-called " round "

ruins. Exploration alwa^^s shows that

these alleged circles are merely irregu-

lar polygons. There never was a round
pueblo ; though the estufas were very
generally round and there were other
small single buildings of the same shape.

The usual stone artifects are rarely to

be found here, for roving Navajos have
assiduously stripped the place of every-

thing of aboriginal use. Only now and
then a rude obsidian knife, an arrow-
point, or a battered stone axe rewards
the relic-seeker—beyond the innumer-
able fragments of ancient pottery.

So exceptionally complete are the

links in a story which may very well go
far back of William the Conqueror, that

we even have legendary hints of the

subdivisions of this immemorial village
;

and in a cave-room of the cluster which
has suffered most from the erosion of

the cliff, I once stumbled upon gentle

Jose Hilario Montoya, the now Govern-
or of the new Cochiti, wrapped in his

blanket and in reverie. He had stolen

away from us, to dream an hour in the

specific house that was of his own first

grandfathers.

We have no means of knowing just

how long the strange white town of the

Kito has been deserted, but it has been
many, many centuries ; for its hunt-
ed people built successive towns, and
farmed and fought and had a history in

each of six later homes before the writ-

ten history of America began. Though
eternally harassed by the Navajos, the

Tyii-on-yi held its own, we are told,

until destroyed by its own brethren.

The conditions of life there (and in all

prehistoric pueblos) and the interwar-

ring of the various tribes, are drawn
with photographic accuracy of detail

in that little-read but archroologically

precious novel, " The Delight-Makers."
The survivors of the final catastrophe

abandoned their ruined town in the

Rito, and moving a day's march to the

soutli, established themselves upon the

table - top of the great Potrero do las

Vacas. They were now seven or eight
miles west of the chasm of the Kio
Grande, and on the summit of the
tongue-plateau between two of its prin-
cipal side-canons. They were a mile
from water— the sparkling brooklet
which flows past the Cueva Pintada

—

and therefore from their farms. But
feeling this inconvenience litth; so long
as it gave safety, they reared among the
contorted junipers a new town—essen-
tially unlike the quaint condnnation-
pueblo of the Kito, but like to a more
common pattern. It was the t;y'pical

rectangular stone box of continuous
houses all facing in. Here on the grim
mesa, amid a wilderness of appalling
solitude, they worried out the tufa

blocks, and builded their fortress - city,

and fended off the j)rowling Navajo,
and fought to water and home again,

and slept with an arrow on the string.

How many generations of bronze ba-

bies frolicked in this laj:) of danger
;

and rose to arrowy youth that loved

between sieges ; and to gray-heads that

watched and counselled ; and to still

clay that cuddled to the long sleep in

rooms thenceforth sealed forever, there

is no reckoning—nor when was the red

foray, whereof their legends tell, of an
unknown tribe which finished the io^vn.

of the Mesa of the Cows. But when the

decimated Queres left that noble site,

they left, beside their fallen home, a

monument of surpassing interest. The
Nahuatl culture, which filled Mexico
with huge and hideous statues chiselled

from the hardest rock, was never ^^ar-

alleled within the United States ; for our
aborigines had no metal tools whatever

until after the Conquest. New ^Mexican

work in stone (aside from the making of

implements and beads) was confined to

tiny fetiches which were rather trorn

than carved to shape, and to a few larger

but very crude fetiches of softer rock.

The only examples of life-size carving,

or of any alto rclirvo, ever found in the

enormous range of the Pueblos, are the

four astonishing figures whicli were, and

are, the homotypes of the chase-gods of

wandering Cocliiti.

A few hundred yards up the dim trail

which leads from the ruined town of

the Potrero de las Vacan towanl tlie

near peaks, one comes suddenly upon a
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strange aboriginal Stonelienge. Among
the tattered pinons and sprawling ce-

dars is a lonely enclosure fenced with
great slabs of tufa set up edgewise.

This enclosure, which is about thirty

feet in diameter, has somewhat of the

shape of a tadpole ; for at the southeast
end its oval tapers into an alley, five feet

T\dde and twenty long, similarly walled.

In the midst of this unique roofless

temple of the Southwestern Druids
are the weathered images of two cou-

gars, carved in high relief from the
bedrock of the mesa. The figures are

life-size ; and even the erosion of so

many centuries has not gnawed them
out of recognition. The heads are

nearly indistinguishable, and the fore-

shoulders have suffered ; but the rest

of the sculpture, to the very tips of the
outstretched tails, is perfectly clear.

The very attitude of the American lion

is preserved— the flat, stealthy, com-
pact crouch that precedes the mortal
leap. Artistically, of course, the stat-

ues are crude ; but zoologically, they
bear the usual Indian truthfulness. As
to their transcendant archseologic value
and great antiquity, there can be no
question. The circumstantial evidence

is conclusive that they were carved by
the Cochiteiios during the life of the

town of the Potrero de las Vacas.

The cougar, puma, or " mountain-
lion "— mo - keit - cha, in the Queres
tongue—is to the Pueblo the head of

animate creation. In this curious my-
thology, each of the six like groups of

divinities, " the Trues," which dwell re-

spectively at the six cardinal points, in-

cludes a group of deified dumb animals.

They are Trues also, and are as care-

fully ranked as the higher spirits, or

even more definitely. The beasts of

prey, of course, stand highest ; and of

them, and of all animals, the puma is

Ka-bey-de, commander - in - chief. Un-
der him there are minor officials ; the

buffalo is captain of the ruminants ; the

eagle, of birds ; the crotalus, of reptiles.

There are even several other animal
gods of the hunt— the bear, the wolf,

the coyote— but he is easily supreme.
The hunter carries always a tiny stone

image of this most potent patron, and
invokes it with strange incantations at

every turn of the chase. But it was re-

served for the Cochitenos to invent and
realize a life-size fetich—therefore, one
nearer the actual divinity symbolized,
and more powerful. And from that
far, forgotten day to this incongruous
one, the stone lions of Cochiti have
never lost their potency. Worshipped
continuously for longer ages than Sax-
on history can call its own, they are
worshipped still. No important hunt
would even now be undertaken by the
trustful folk of Cochiti without first re-

pairing to the stone pumas, to anoint
their stolid heads with face-paint and
the sacred meal, and to breathe their

breath of power.
But now the town of the lions had

fallen, and a second migration was im-
perative. In this new move to check-
mate the tireless aggressor, the Cochi-
teiios took a sort of "knight's leap."

They dropped fifteen hundred feet from
the mesa's top to the canon, and thence
at a right angle three miles down
the brook, namely, to the Cueva Pin-
tada. The site of this, their third

known town, which they called Tse-ki-

a-tan-yi, was far ahead in safety and in

picturesqueness of the second. In both
these qualities it somewhat recalls the
peerless Rito. The caiion is wider and
not so deep, but of similar formation,

and similarly wooded and watered. As
always, the wanderers chose its noblest
point. There the northern cliff of

white pumice is five hundred feet high,

and in its face is a great natural cave

like a basin set on edge, fifty feet above
the ground. Along the foot of this fine

cliff they hewed out their cave-rooms
and built their tufa masonry, and in

the arch of the great natural cave itself

they hollowed other chambers, attain-

able only by dizzy toe-holes in the sheer

rock. The painted cave seems to have
had some of the uses of a shrine, and
along the crescent of its inner wall may
still be traced j)rehistoric pictograj^hs

(along with more modern ones) done in

the red ochre which abounds farther up
the cafion. There are figures of the

Ko-sha-re, the delight-makers, and of

the sacred snake whose cult—once uni-

versal among the Pueblos— has still

such astounding survival at Moqui ; and
of the round, bright house of the Sun-
Father and of the morning and even-
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\i\^ stars, and many other precious fifth stone town they bnilt in the Caiia-

synibols. (hi de Cochiti, twelve miles northwest
At last the turn of Tse-ki-a-tan-yi from the present pueblo, and named it

came too, and there was a day when Cua-j^a. There was, and is, a lovely

they who had burrowed in its gray thread of a valley, just widening from

* K.

JosS Hilario Montoya, Governor Pueblo of Cochiti'.

cliffs must bid it farewell. The cause
of this migration is not certain. It

may have been moral or military ; omen
of divine displeasure, or merely an over-

dose of Navajo—for the whole region

w^as ceaselessly harried by this most
powerful race of desert pirates. At all

events, the beset Queres had finally to

al)andon their third town and seek a
fourth. This time they moved south a
short march and built Ra-tya, whose
ruins are now known as San Miguel.
Here again they dwelt and suffered and
made history ; and from here again they
were at last compelled, by supernatural
or hostile pressure, to move on. Their

the dark jaws of the canon which splits

the Potrero Viejo from its giant broth-

er to the north.

Halfway back on the trail to the

Cueva, atop the almost inaccessible

Potrero de los Idolos, Bandelier—who
was also the discoverer of the Kito, the

Cueva Pintada, and the Potrero de las

Vacas with its wonderful images—
found two other stone cougars. They
are life-size, but of different design
from those of the northern potrero

;

less weathered, and evidently of later,

though still prehistoric, origin. They,

also, were carved in high relief from
the bedrock with obsidian knives ; they,
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The Tyu-on-yi—Caciques.

life-size, it is not so long as its brethren
above the Cueva Pintada, since tlie tail

is curled \\^ along the spine. Nor does
it seem to have been (juite so well done
-—that is, it is a trifle iiior(> convenfion-
alized. But it is equally unniistakal)le,

not merely to the archaeologist, but even
to anyone who has ever seen the greatest

cat of the AVestern Hemisphere. There
has been a proposition by someone to

cut these lions free from the mother-
rock and transport them to Washing-
ton. Of course, the fact that their ar-

chteologic value would be gone if tliey

were thus shorn of their surrouiubiigs,

likewise, faced south and were sur-

rounded by a fence of tufa slabs. But
they have not been as undisturbed.
When I was there, I had been preceded
by that unknown genius against whose
invasion no shrine is sacred—the vandal
whom it were libel to call a brute, and
flattery to dub a fool. Finding these

gray old images crouching on and of

the monumental rock—a rock larger

than any three buildings in America

—

his meteoric intellect at once conceived
that there must be treasure under them—"Montezuma's treasure," of course.

And forthwith he drilled beside them,
and applied giant

powder, and blew
up twenty feet;

and then gophered
a tunnel below. It

is to be regretted

that his bones Avere

not left in his
mine. The explo-

sion shattered one
of the lions to frag-

ments ; but the
other, providen-

tially, was lifted up
with a slab of its base, and lies uiiiii- was h)st sight of ;

as was tlir further

jured at one side of the hole. Tliough fact tliat they are the property «)f citi-

.w-'?.

^JT;*!^!!!,,.,:;

The Store Pumas of the Potrero de las V.itas
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zens of the Uuited States. The Cochi- Cochiti Above—and their most iinpreg-

tefios would resist the removal with iiahle. Nowhere save by the three ver-

their last drop of blood ; and in such a ti^inous trails is it possible to scale

cause they shall not be without allies, that aerial fortress ; and we may pre-

The Tyu-on-yi—Walled Cave-Rooms.

Plaster models would ^ive all that sci-

ence needs, or has legal or moral right

to take.

Driven in time from the Canada, as

they had been driven from four 2:)revious

towns, the Queres climbed the seven-
hundred-foot (;liffs of the Potrero Viejo,

Avhich overhang's the Canada. Here was
their sixth town— Ha -nut Cochiti, or

sume that here at last they were able

to defy their savage neiglil3ors. With
time, however, the difficulties of farm-

ing and watering at such long range

seem to have induced them to remove
to the banks of the Kio Grande, just

where it emerges from its gruesome
gorge to the widening vales of Pena
Blanca. Here they raised their seventh
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The Tyu-on-yi—Second and Third Story Caves ; and Mortises for Rafters of the Outer Houses.

pueblo, this time largely of adobe ; aud
here they were when the history of

Aiiierica began. There is nothing to

indicate that the Cochiti which has been
known now for three hundred and fifty

years, has been longer occupied than
was any one of th(? six towns which
preceded it ; tliough of course the pre-

sumption is that it has. Here the
Spanish world-openers found the town,
and here the Cochitenos yoluntarily
became yassals of Spain and were bap-
tized into the Church of the new God.
Here, too, nearly a century and a half

later, they helped to brew that dead-
liest insurrection which eyer broke on
United States soil ; and on that red
August 10, 1()80, their warriors were of

the swarthy avalanche that Ix'fcll the

undreaming Spaniards. Tliey liad a

hand in tlie slaying of the tlircc ])i"i('sts

of their 2)arisli, wlio were stationed at

Santo Domingo ; and were anion^' tlic

leading s])irits of ;ill tliosc l)l()odv years

of the Pueblo Pvcbcllion. Thi'
' oidy

fight in which they are known to have
figured largely, however, was at the

Reconquest. When Diego de Vargas,
the Reconquistador, came, they aban-
doned Cochiti and went back to their

long-ruined citadel on the Potrero Yi-

ejo. This seventh town - moving did

not save them ; for in the S2)ring of

1094 Vargas and his " army " of one

hundred and fifty men stormed that

aboriginal Gibraltar. In the desperate

but short assault only twenty-one In-

dians were slain. Indeed, the decima-

tion of the Cochitenos was due not at

all to the Si)aniards, but to their one-

sided wars with the Navajos and witli

other Pueblos ; to ei)idemics, and to

racial centrifuge—for the legendary

liints aw strong that not only C(M*]iiti,

but all the (^urres Pueblos originated

in the Tyu-on-yi. If this be true, tin-

six ])resent (»)urres Pueblos to the south

and west ^'>'i Cochiti. witli their pr(>-liis-

toric ])i'e(lecessois—for each had its

town-moviu'is—were doubtless foundetl
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bv early rovers from the Eito, until all

were i;oue from the lirst uest save the

The Cueva Pintada.

later wanderers whom we have been
folloA\inf^

After the Reconquest the Cochitenos
abandoned their second town on the

Potrero Vie jo, and moving for the
eighth time, returned to their present

pueblo, where they have
ever since remained. It is

seldom that any of them
visit the old homes. Only
when there is to be a cer-

emonial hunt do they
trudge away to their an-

cient Chase- Fetiches to
drink the mighty breath of

Mokeitcha. The trails are

so fearfully rough that one
can go all the way to the
Rito much sooner afoot
than on even the tireless

Indian poii}^ ; and they are

lonel}- now, and grown very
dim. The ankle-deep wee
crystals of the j^otrero-tops

outsparkle the Valley of the

Rocs, unscufftecl by passing
feet. The wild turkey
drinks unscared from the

Rito de los Frijoles, and
blinks at its sun-bewildered
walls. The tawny puma
purrs in the white light be-

side his gray stone proto-

tyi^es on the Potrero de las

Vacas or the Potrero de los

Idolos. And Cochiti, at

rest at last, dreams on its

sunward gravel-bank along
the swirling Rio Grande,

and tills its happy fields, and goes to

its Christian mass, and dances unto the

Trues, and forgets that ever there was
war and wandering.



LOS CARAQUENOS.

By F. J. Stimson.

AGANISM was the

avowal of life ; Chris-

tianity the sacrifice

of it. So the Church
of Kome, as nearest

in time to Pagan-
ism, has recognized,

through all its in-

quisitions, h um a n
hearts ; the Sects have sought to stifle

them ; the Puritans have posed to ig-

nore them. Thus cruelty may be the

crime of priests ; hyi^ocrisy has been
the vice of preachers. But in far-off

Venezuela, so late as the time of this

story, the Middle xlges lingered and the

Roman Church still ruled.

There are two things in the little city

of Caracas that go back to the time when
the Spanish empire made a simulacrum
of the Roman, round the world : One is

the great round-arched Spanish bridge,

spanning the deep arroyo on the moun-
tain slope above the present town—use-

less now, for the earthquake-clefts are

deeper on either side than this gorge of

the ancient river of the city, and have
drained its stream away—and the other
the Casa del Rey

—

o, great stone fort-

ress in the centre of the present town,
with walls eight feet thick, its windows
like tunnels cut through to the iron un-
glazed casement—for this was the only
house tliat was left standing on the

evening of the great earthquake ; and
so the modern city clusters timidly
about it, its houses a modest one- or
double - story, and, on the clay slope

where the older city was, the cactus
grows, and tlie zenitli sun burns the

clay banks red, and the old " gold-dust
road," over the Cordillera to the sea, now
but a mule-path of scattered c()l)l)le-

stones, winds lonely and narrow across

the splendid bridge, among the great
fissures that the earthquake left. And
both bridge and house still bear the
sculptured blazonry, the lions and the
castles, and the pious inscription to the
greater glory of the Virgin.

And there is a story about this Casa
Rev— the story of Dolores, Marquesa
del Torre y Luna, almost the last of the

old Spanish nobility of Caracas, called

la dona sola de la Casa del Rey—as we
should say, the lonely lady of the house
of the King—for she lived there, mar-
ried and widow, live - and - sixty years,

and left no child to inherit the thick-

walled city house, four square about its

garden, and the provinces of coffee-

trees, and, what she prized more and
we prize less, the noble blood of Torre
and of Luna, now run dry.

Caracas lies in a plain, like the Vega
of Granada, only green with palms as

well as poplars ; but through its rich

meadows a turbid mountain torrent

runs, and south, and west, and east are

mountains ; and north the mighty Silla

lifts almost to the snows, half breaking
the ceaseless east wind of the sea

;

trade-wind, it has been called in his-

tory ; slave-wind were better. And by
the little city is the palm-clad Calvareo,

the little hill gay with orchids and
shaded by tree-ferns, in w^hose pleasant

paths the city people still take their

pleasure (for the name of Calvary but
means the view, not any sadness), and
took their pleasure, fifty years since,

when this story begins. And one even-

ing, in the early years of the century,

there walked alone, or with but a nurse

for her duefia, a girl wliose beauty still

smiles down through sad tradition and
thi'ougli evil story, to Ht'hten \\w dark
streets of the old Spanish towu, whose
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stones for fifty years lier feet had ceased

to press. And the memory of the old

Casa Key, the castle, all is hers ; and
the peoj^le of the town, the Caraqueilos,

still see her lovely face at the window
;

first at one, and then at the other, but
mostly at the f^rated window in the

round tower of the corner, that projects

and commands the two streets ; for

there her sweet, pale face used to show^

itself, between tlie bars, and watch for

the cavalry her noble husband led, re-

turning from the wars. For then were
wars of liberation, when freedom was
fought for, not possessions and estates

;

and the Marcpiis Sebastian Ruy del

Torre led in all. And days and days
she w^ould watch for him returning, af-

ter battles won, sitting with her golden
needle-work at the corner window, her
night-black hair against the iron bar
(for there are no glass window-panes in

Caracas), her strange blue eyes still

watching down the street. So she sat

there, and broidered chasuble or altar-

cloth for the holy church of Santa Maria
de las Mercedes, where she prayed each
dawn and evening, yet cast her eyes

down either street between each stitch,

to watch the coming of liim she loved

on earth. And the people of Caracas
used to gather her glances to their

hearts, like blue flowers, for of herself

they ever saw no more.
And her husband, from their wed-

ding-day, never saw her more. For fif-

ty years she sat at this window, working
chasuble and stole, and always, when the

distant trumpet sounded, or the first

gold -and -scarlet pennon fluttered far

down the street, she would drop her
work and rise. And then she would
wave her hand, and her husband would
wave his hand, at the head of his col-

umn far away. And then she would go
from the window ; and T)e seen there no
more while he stayed at Caracas. But
those that were beneath the window
used to say (for the husband was too

far ofi' then to see) that before she left

the window, slie would cast a long look

down the street to that distance where he
rode, and those tliat saw this glance say

that for sweetiKJSS no eye of mortal saw
its equal, and the story is, it made little

children smile, and turned old bad men
good, and even women loved her face.

Vol. XIII.—12

Then she vanished from the tower,
and they saw her no more. During all

the time that might be the Marquis's
stay, no more she came to the window,
no more to the door. State dinners
were given there in the King's house

;

banquets, aye, and balls, where all that
was Castilian in Caracas came ; but the
custom w^as well known, and no one
marvelled that the chatelaine came not
to meet them ; the lovely Lady Dolo-
res, whom no one ever spoke to or saw.
Some duena, some relation, some young
niece or noble lady, cousin of either the
del Torre, was there and did the honors.
And of the Marquesa no one ever spoke,
for it was understood that, though not
in a convent, she was no longer in the
world— even to her husband, it was
said, at first with bated breath, then
openly.

For the servants told, and the fami-
ly, and it was no secret, how days and
weeks before her lord returned the lady
would busy herself with preparations.

And their state suite of rooms, and
their nuptial-chamber (into which, alas

!

she else had never come
!
) were pre-

pared by her, and made bright and joy-

ous with rich flowers, and sweet to his

heart by the knowledge of her presence,

and the touch of her dear hand. Then,
when all was done, and one white rose

from her bosom in a single vase (and in

a score of years this white rose never
failed), she darkened the rooms and left

them for his coming, and went back
to her seat in the stone-floored tower
rooms, and sat there with her gold and
silver broidery, and so w\atched for him.
And while he stayed in his j^alace, she

lived in those cold, bare rooms ; for

they alone had not been changed when
they were married, but had been kept
to serve as a prison, and my lady Do-
lores loved them best ; but she came
not to the window, lest their eyes might
meet.

n.

So fifty years she lived there ; and
that is why the old Spaniai'd of Caracas

still points out tlie hous(\ and young
men and maid(Mis like to make their

lrysting-])laces of its gardens, which are

]uibli(' Mild wher(> tlie band plays even-
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iugs—if that cau be called trysting to

our northern notions, whicli is but a

stolen mutual glance in passing. But
hearts are warm in Catholic Spain, and
they dare not more ; right hard they
throb and burn for just so much as

this—aye, and break for the lack of it.

I say, tifty years—lifty years she Hved
there, but thirty she lived alone, for at

the end of twenty years he died ; and
the manner of her hving and his dying
is what I have to tell.

But after that still thirty years she

lived on alone. Now she no longer

worked at the window, and she came
there but rarely. It seemed she came
there for compassion, that the people,

Avhom she felt so loving, might see her

smile. For her smile was sweet as ever,

onl}' now it bore the peace of heaven, not
the yearning love of earth. Yet never

went she out her doors. And when she

died—it is only some years since—they

buried her upon Good Friday, and she

sleeps in her own church, beneath the

great gold shrine she loved and wrought
for, of Mary, Mother of the Pities. And
all the people of the city saw her funeral

;

and there is, in the church, a picture of

the Virgin, that is really her, painted

by a dying artist that had seen her face

at the window many years before.

And did they not, the Caraquefios,

wonder and ask the cause of this?

What was it?—They do not know—
But did they not ask the story of the

lonely lady, so well known to them ?

—

They asked, many years since ; but
soon gave over

;
partly that the secret

was impenetrable, partly for love of

her. For they had, the poorest peasant

of them, that quick symjoathy to stanch

heart's wounds that aU the conventions

of the strenuous North must lack. God
gives in all things compensation ; and
even sins, that are not mean or selfish,

have their half-atoning virtues. Their
silence was soothing to her son'ow

;

they never knew. But the priest?

—

The Church of Rome is cruel, but it

keeps its secrets. And only it and
Heaven know if their lives were one
long agony of misguidance, as many
lives must be on earth—perhaps some-
time the priest-confessor may help in

such affairs ; if so, God speed the Jes-

uits. But one thing is sure : in all their

lives, after their marriage, they never
met. She died old, in gentle sUence

;

he still young, upon a bloody field ; and
now their eyes at last met in Heaven,
" her soul he knows not from her body,
nor his love from God."
And we may, harmless, venture to tell

what the people of Caracas say—with
reverent memory, and loving glances at

the old stone house ; the hearts that in-

habited it are cold ; but its Spanish
arms above the door still last, clear-cut

as on the day the pride of this world's

life first bade the owner place them
there.

m.

In the Calvareo that evening the
Doiia Dolores walked alone, with only
old Jacinta, the black nurse ; black she

was called, but her hair alone was
black—blue-black ; her face was of that

fiery brown that marks the Venezue-
len Indian ; she w-as not fat, as most
nurses, but stood erect, with fierce

lurid eyes, her hair in two tight braids,

and w^as following and watching her
gentle charge. Jacinta had things to do
in our story ; her race has nothing of

the merry sloth, the gross animality of

the negro ; what things Jacinta found
to do, were done. She was scarce a doz-

en years older than her mistress, and
her form was still as lithe, her step as

firm and quick as that of that boy of

hers, now twelve, in the military school,

training under the soutane'd Jesuits for

the service of the Church— or Bolivar.

And in the Calvareo also that evening
were two men—nephew and uncle, both
cousins of Dolores—and not, of course,

walking with her or speaking to her,

save by reverent bows ; and, on the

nephew's part at least, by looks of fire.

Yet the uncle might, perhaps, have

walked with her, even in Caracas ; for

he, whom men called the General, de-

spite his prouder titles, was not her

cousin only, but her guardian.

Dolores and her maid have traversed

the spiral path to the summit of the

little hill ; there is a little pool and
fountain that the Moors, generations

back, had taught these people's ances-

tors to build ; and from a bench among
the orchids and the jasmine, and the
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charming amaryllis lily, standing nobly
by lier like a band of spearmen, sees

Dolores the lovely valley, purple in the

first shadows of the short tropic day,

and, on the southern mountain, the

white walls of the Archbishop's new con-

vent ; to the north, and higher, the lit-

tle mountain fort guarding the road
to the coast, and, as she looks, it dips

its colors to the sunset, which are the

yellow and red—^the blood and gold

—

of Spain, and the booming of its little

cannon echoes down the valley and the

Angelus replies. Then she turns, and
touches tenderly (not plucks) a marvel-
lous flower that lonely blooms beside
her. It is the Eucharis Amazonica, the
lily of the Amazon, but known to her
only as the Flor del Espiriiu santo—
the flower of the Holy Ghost. One
moment, it seems that she will be dis-

turbed. The younger man has left the

older on his walk—for they are not al-

ways together, and gossip has made him
suitor for his cousin's hand—and he
stands a moment watching her, behind
a group of tree-ferns. No lovelier a girl

had surely even his eyes ever rested on,

as she sat there stilly, though her won-
derful eyes w^ere lost to him, following
the sunset. And she was the greatest

heiress in all the Spanish Main.
He might have stepi:>ed forward, into

the open, to her, and no one but Jacin-

ta would have known. Perhaps he was
about to do so ; but suddenly there ap-
peared, on the hilltop beside them, a tall

figure dressed in a purple gown, with
hood and trimmings of bright scarlet,

looking like a fuchsia flower ; on his

head was a little black velvet covering,

shaped half like a crown. It was the
young Jesuit, the Archbishop of the
Guianas. Dolores rose and kissed his

band, bending the knee respectfully
;

he sat down beside her.

IV.

The Condesa de Luna, the orphan
daughter of dead parents who repre-
sented both branches of a famous old
Gothic family, already known about the

capital for her beauty, was known far

and wide as the richest heiress in all

Venezuela and Guiana ; her prairies
stretched from the ocean to the Apure,
her herds so countless that they roamed
wild upon pampas which were hers,

hunted by peons who were hers. The
old stone castle with the Spanish arms
was hers, and another like it stood
empty for her in far Madrid. Her
guardian, the Marquis del Torre, was a
poor man beside her ; and his nephew,
Don Ramon, poorer still.

Dolores was brought up as follows :

At five she rose, and went, with Jacinta,

to early mass ; nearly always to a dif-

ferent church, as is the seemly custom
in Caracas, lest young men should take

advantage of it and take j^osition behind
the chairs of their adored ones in church,

where they could not be repelled ; for,

of course, no young gentleman, however
madly in love, would insult his lady by
accosting her in the open street. After

mass, at six, being the time of sunrise

and by comparison safe, Jacinta would
take her charge for a walk, usually on
the Calvareo, then deserted. At seven
they would be home, and then in the

great court-yard, under the palms and
rose-red orchids, Dolores would take

her lessons—French, English, music

—

all from priests. At eleven, bath ; at

twelve, breakfast ; then reading, per-

haps a siesta in a hammock made of

birds' plumage. So she passed her days,

all in the half-light of the great court-

yard ; only tow^ard sunset again would
she see the open sky, driving with one
of her two governesses in the state car-

riage down the broad valley to where
the wheel road stopped, and back again

;

or more rarely, as on this night, vent-

uring on another walk. And all the

youth of Caracas would gaze after her
carriage ; the young men driving out

too, by themselves, in carriages, who had
passed their days more in gambling or

cock-fighting than with books and mu-
sic ; never, indeed, at mass. For here

the lords of creation vent their author-

ity in ordaining their wives and sis-

ters to the Church and goodness, them-
selves to evil. But the most hardened
duellist among them could no more
than look at Dolores ; only her reckless

cousin liamon would venture to ride

athwart her carriage, and presume up-
on liis cousinship to bow.
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Yet iutercoiu'se is possible always
betwixt young i3eople who seek each
other out ; and all Caracas gave Eamou
to her for her lover. And to - night

even, as he stood and glowered at the

Archbishop from behind the tree-ferns,

he had another chance. For there is,

and was, one more strange custom in

this strange city : at the sunset hour
the young ladies of Caracas, all in their

gayest dresses, sit in the great open
windows and look ujDon the street— a

cuiious sight it is to see the bright eyes

and white throats thrust, like birds

from a cage, through the iron bars of

the sombre stone windows. (For no
wind or cold ever needs a window of

glass in that perpetual perfect weather.

The high sun never makes a shutter

needful in the narrow streets.) And
there they sit, unoccupied ; and the

young men of the city, dressed also in

their best, walk by as slowly, and look

as Hngeringly, as they dare ; and per-

haps, if the dark shadow of mamma
or the dueiia does not come out too

quickly from the inner room, a few
quick words are spoken, and a flower

left or given. And what says the old

proverb of the Caraquenos ?

" Better two words in secret than a

thousand openly."

Sebastian Ruy, Marquis del Torre,

too, was bred as a young nobleman of

oldest lineage should be, or should have
been, in that early eighteenth century
that still lingered in the Andes. But
this took him to Madrid and to Paris in

the years VII. and VIII ; and the eigh-

teenth century, as one knows, ended
in those wee small numbers. Torre
came back to plunge his country in a

revolution which lasted intermittently,

like one of its own volcanoes, for more
than twenty years. The young Pari-

sian etudiant began his first emeute in

Caracas itself, with a barricade, after the

orthodox fashion of the years I. and 11.

This being quickly suppressed— partly

that there were no pavements, and part-

ly that each house was an impregnable
fortress—but mostly that the city was
of the governing class and stood with
Spain— Torre had had to leave the

capital for the pampas, where, for over

twelve years, he maintained discursive

warfare with a chanfreable command

of Indians and peons, which, however,
on the whole, increased in number, offi-

cered by a few young gentlemen, under
himself. His marquisate he forgot, and
sought to make others forget it. He
was, throughout Venezuela, The Gen-
eral. He had never been back within
the walls of Caracas ; and, at nearly for-

ty, he learned of his only aunt's death
following his uncle's, and of the little

girl they left, and of his guardianship.

A little girl she appeared to his im-
agination on the pampas ; when he got
to Caracas, she was a young woman.
The General's locks were already griz-

zled and his face weather-beaten with
ten years' open life on the plains ; his

face was marked, beside the eye, with
the scar of a sabre. He had one inter-

view with Dolores, saw her nurse, her
instructors, her father confessor ; heard
stories about his nephew Don Ramon,
which troubled him, went back to

camp. There intervened a brief cam-
paign in the mountains of the Isla Mar-
garita ; Torre went there to take com-
mand. This is the famed old island of

pearls ; they lie there in the reefs amid
the bones of men and ships ; Torre
found no pearls, but he defeated the

royal troops in the first engagement
resembling an open battle he had ven-

tured to fight. This matter settled, he
lay awake at night, and thought about
his new ward. Further tidings reached
him from Caracas, of his nephew. It

was said young Ramon boasted he
would marry her. Then the King, as

is the royal way after defeat in bat-

tle, made further concessions to the

"Liberals," as the revolutionists were
called ; and in the coaxing amity of the

time, Torre was permitted, nay, invit-

ed, to return to the capital. He did so,

and was immediately tendered a ban-

quet by the royal Governor, and a ball

at which his ward was present. The
royal Governor and his lady sat beneath

a pavilion, webbed of the scarlet and
gold of Spain. The Countess Dolores
came and curtsied deeply to them

;

then she rose the taller for it, and as

she turned haughtily away they saw
that she was almost robed in pearls

;

three strands about her neck and six

a})out her waist ; and the ribbon in her

TTiaiitilla was pale green, white, and red.
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El Gobernador only smiled at this, the

liberal tncolor, and made a prett}'

speech about it ; but the vice -regal

lady made some ill-natured reference to

the pearls, as spoils from Margarita.

Don Ramon was standing by and heard

it. The General saw it not.

After the formal dance the General
went up to compliment his ward. This

was the first time he had seen her ; for

even he could not call, save in the pres-

ence of the family ; and she had no other

family than himself. He could not call

on her until—unless—he married her.

He said, " I am glad my lady Countess
is kinder to our colors than my nephew."
He watched her as he said this ; she

started, and at the end of the sentence,

blushed. He saw her blush. Then he
bowed, as if to retire.

" The pearls," she said, hastily, " are

all I have ; see !
" And the Marquis,

bowing, saw that the neck-strands were
not a necklace, but, after passing thrice

around her neck, descended to be lost

in the laces of her dress.

The Marquis ended his bow, and went
back to camp. Next week there came an
Indian soldier to Dolores with a box of

island pearls ; they were large as grape-

shot, and went thrice about her waist.

But the General no longer contradict-

ed her engagement to his nephew.

V.

The General had never known wom-
en ; he had only known what men (and
women, too) say of women. At Paris,

and Madrid, he had seen his friends

with dancers, actresses ; he did not con-
found other women with these, but he
had known none other. Of girls, in par-

ticular, he was ignorant. A man of Lat-

in race never sees a girl ; in Ameri-
ca—North America—it is different, and
one sometimes wonders if they justify

it.

Some weeks after the General got
back to his camp (which was high up
amid the huge mountain that fends the

Gulf of Paria from the sea), he was as-

tounded })y the appearance of no h^ss

a person tlian liis nephew llamon. Ho
had broken with the royal cause, he said,

and came to seek service beneath his
uncle. He did not say what statement
he had left behind him in Caracas—no
explanation was necessary in the then
Venezuela for joining any war—but how
he had justified his delaying his coming
nuptials with Dolores. For he loved
her, this young fellow

;
yet he said—al-

lowed it to be said— that in the process
de se ranger, in the process of arrange-
ment for his bride, that she might find

her place unoccupied, certain other ar-

rangements had been necessary which
took time.

He did not tell this story to his uncle,

who took him and sought to make a sol-

dier of him. Not this story ; but he
told him that he loved Dolores ; and
his uncle— was he not twenty years
younger ?—beheved him. Twenty ^ears,

or fifteen ; 'tis little difference when you
pass the decade.

But the General found him hard ma-
terial to work u]o. He was read}^ enough
at a private brawl ; ready enough, if the

humor struck him, to go at the enemy
;

but not to lead his men there. And
his men were readier to gamble with
him than to follow him ; though brave
enough, in a way.
Yet the gentleman Marquis blinded

his faults—aye, and paid his debts—for

when he lost at " pharaon " a certain

pearl he wore, the uncle bought it back
for him, with a caution to risk his money,
not his honor ; at which the young cap-

tain grit his teeth, and would have chal-

lenged—any but a creditor. And when
a certain girl, a Spanish woman, followed

him to camp, Del Torre knew of it, and
helped Ramon to bid her go ; and if the

General thought the worse of him, he

did not think Dolores loved him less
;

for was not Sebastian himself brought
up on that cruel half-truth tliat some
women still do their sex the harm to

make a whole one ? that women love a

rake reformed. Then came a battle, and
both were wounded, and more conces-

sions from his Catholic Majesty ; and
in their wake the wounded gentlemen
went back to Caracas.

Tlio GcMH^ral's liair was grayer, and in

that stay he saw Dolores only once, and
tliat was in church—at mass. (High
mass, 7<? Dcum, for tlie Catholic jMa-

jesty's concessions.) Don Ramon stood
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behind lier chair ; and Del Torre saw
them from a pillar opposite, and again
the girl - countess blushed. And after

mass the new Archbishop met him in

the street, and talked—of him, and of

his ward, and of Don Ramon.
"He is a graceless reprobate," said

this peon-priest.

The Marquis sighed. "A soldier

—

for a brave man there is always hope."

The Archbishop eyed him.
" She loves him ?

"

" She loves him."
" He is poor !

"

" She is rich."
*' You should marry her," said the

Archbishop, and shrugged his shoul-

ders.

A week after he met them all again
;

and this was that evening in the gar-

den.

VL

Now this arch-priest had been a peon,
and a soldier in Del Torre's army ; and
then he had left it, and had seen the
viceroy and been traitor to the rebels,

and so became a priest ; and then, heav-

en and the vice-queen knew how, bish-

op ; and but that his archiepiscopal

credentials were now fresh from Rome,
Del Torre, still a Catholic,* had called

him traitor ! Yet he could not like the
man, though he stood between him and
God ; and he knew that disliking must
be mutual ; and he marvelled, simple
soldier ! that the intoxicating message
came from him. But he put this cup of

heaven from his lips.

For Del Torre, from his fierce August
of war, had learned to love this April
maiden with all his heart and with all

his life and his strong soul. Were not
his hairs gray, and his face so worn
and weather-beaten ? And his heart—he
had none fit for this lady of the light.

Enough that it was his pearls that

clasped her slender waist.

The Archbishop, too, had seen his

gray hairs
;
yet he thought that it was

best ? He had said so. Perhaps he
wanted her possessions for the Church.
His nephew, Don Ramon, cursed the

Archbishop for sitting there that night,

and saying to her—What? Novitiate

and convent, perhaps, or his own sins.

For the lady Dolores was devout as

only girls can be who have warm hearts
and noble souls, and are brought up in

cloisters.

Del Torre stood on the other side of

the Calvary hill, where the sunset lay,

and looked at it, dimly—for his heart
was breaking. The Archbishop kept
close his converse with Dolores

;
per-

haps he saw her fiery younger lover

lurking in the branches. She rose—she
and Jacinta— and the priest walked
home with them. He talked to her of

nephew Ramon and his crimes—not his

sins with w^omen, for the priest, too,

was a crafty man, and did her sex no
honor—but of his gambling, his brawl-
ing, his unsaintliness. He said Ramon
was a coward ; and when Dolores's pale

cheek reddened, he marked it again
;

and when she broke at this, he told her
a trumped-up story of his last battle

under his grave uncle. For Dolores,

noble maiden, had not yet confessed her
love to herself—how then to her con-
fessor ?

The Archbishop walked slowly home
with her, Jacinta just behind, and left

her under that old stone scutcheon on
the door. Del Torre and Don Ramon
lingered behind ; and when they had
passed her window, she was sitting

there, looking weary. The old General
passed by, sweeping off his hat, his eyes
on the ground. He had been talking to

the youth of all the duties of his life

and love ; but Ramon was inattentive,

watching for her. As they passed her
window he lingered, daring a word to

Dolores through the iron bars. He
asked her for a rose she wore. She
looked at him a moment, then gave it

to him, with a message. The Marquis
saw her give the rose ; he did not hear
the message. Don Ramon did ; and his

face turned the color of a winter leaf.

As he walked on he crushed the rose,

then threw it in the gutter.

That night he intoxicated himself in

some tavern brawl. He had a compan-
ion with him, not of his own sex ; and
when another officer reproached him
with it, for his cousin, he swore that he
would marry her, and that she had
been Then they fought a duel, and
both were wounded.
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The General heard of it the next

morning, and it was even the Arch-
bishop brought him the news. The
priest besought Del Torre to marry his

ward, but he was obdurate ; the crafty

priest wrestled with the soldier's will

all through that day, and neither con-

quered. But the General's face looked
worn ; he argued, only sadly, of the

hot blood of youth, of the hope in her
love for the nephew, and of his bravery.

Then late in the day came the young
officer, wounded, the bandage on his

breast half stanching the heart's blood
he had shed for her, and besought the

general not to give her to Don liamon.
Del Torre stood as if at bay. "You
love her too ? " he cried.

"Ay, and would save her," said the

young man, faintly.

" You must protect her from this

libertine," then said the priest. For he
wished her to marry the one she loved
not.

" She loves him !

"

" You must save her
"

" I will live with her, and guard her

as my own "

" You may not," said the priest.
*' I am her guardian

"

"You may not—you must marry
her."

"I am old and she is young "

" The holy Church demands it !

"

" I love her not—I " the lie stuck

in his lips.

Late in the afternoon Del Torre went
to see Dolores. She was at vesper ser-

vice, and he waited until she came back,

pale. He began to speak. " I have
heard all," she interrupted ;

" Jacinta

told me." And again he saw her blush.

Del Torre groaned ; he turned aside.

Then he strode back to her, his sabre

clanking as he walked. " God forgive

me if I err. Dolores, you may not
marry this man— you— you must—
Sefiorita Condesa, will you marry me ?

"

Dolores looked up ; she had been red,

she was now pale. So blushes lie.

" Santissima Maria," she said, below
her breath.

" The Church—the Archbishop—de-

mands it," Del Torre hurried on, 7iot

looking at her, for he heard her excla-

mation. " I love you—well enough—to
wed you." The soldier's voice broke,
too feeble now to cry a charge. He
never saw her look at him. God par-
don him for looking down.
"You love me—well enough to wed

me " She had turned red again,

and her voice was low. He looked, and
saw it.

" I will keep you, and watch over
you, Dolores, with my life. Tlie Church
demands it—I am but a soldier—will

you marry me ?
"

Her dark head w\as bowed, and the
purple of her eyes he saw not.

" Yes," she said ; but, oh, so gravely,

so coldly

!

He bowed ceremoniously, and touched
her hand to his lips ; then he turned
and left the stone-walled tropic garden.

And as his sabre clanked in the passage-

way, she threw herself on the hammock
in a flood of tears.

And that is how they were affianced.

vni.

The love of a man for a girl is per-

haps different from any other passion

our souls on earth are tem2:)ered with.

Daphnis and Chloe are pretty, natural,

charming to paint and vvrite vers de so-

ciete about ; but so simple as to be
shallow, so natural as to be replaceable.

To Daphnis we know that any other

Chloe will be Chloe too. And they are

really selfish ; they seek the consumma-
tion of their wishes : he his, she hers.

It may be the same human energy ; but
in the fierce, almost blasphemous, self-

abnegation of the man's love, it seems
as different a manifestation as the earth-

rending power of freezing water from
the swelling of a bud at spring. The
man can renounce his love ; but he de-

sires her well-being with a Avill to which

murder is an incident and the will di-

vine but an obstacle to be overcome.

The Archbisho}) had told Del Torre

that his nephew had been married al-

ready—secretly, but married—married

to the woman who came to seek liim

out at the camp. Against tliis wall Del
Torre's will liad been beating before his

own lu'thiotlial to Dolores was an-

nounced. With a liorce siis})i('i()n lie
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received his friends' congratulations at

his chib and camp. Among his officers

no other look or accent mingled with
an unaffected joy. But in the city, he
fancied—he was ever ready to fancy

—

among the young men, a shade of irony
in their congratulations on his happi-
ness. Was he not so old !

Don Ramon heard of it from Ja-

cinta. Jacinta was with the younger
man. She looked upon Del Torre's

gray hairs with tierce eyes. Ramon's
liquid voice and peachy lip had fasci-

nated this supple creature of the forest.

Don Ramon heard ; and his own an-

swer was characteristic

:

'' The old fool !

"

Jacinta nodded impatiently. She
asked him for a message back. He
took pen and paper and wrote

:

" Sexorita Condesa : Thou lovest me.
On the morning thou shalt wed Don
Sebastian I kill him.

"Ramon del Torre."

He read it over ; then he stopped and
thought. He was not all tiger ; some-
thing of the serpent lay within the

handsome youth.
" I will send it this evening," he

said to Jacinta. And in the evening
this is what he wrote :

" Senorita Condesa : The Archbishop
is my enemy and makes my uncle

marry you. Have you confessed to

him ? Surely, you have loved me ? On
the day he marries you he shall kill

your
" Ramon."

This letter he sent. This was Thurs-
day, March 19, 1813. The marriage
was set for the 26th. Ramon went to

the club, the cafe which served as club

to the aristocracy of Caracas, and an-

nounced publicly that his uncle was
forcing his ward to marry him against

his will. The General, when this story

was brought to him, winced, but only
repHed : "My nephew knows I cannot
fight him ; I must leave my honor to

the kind opinion of my friends." This
speech was repeated—" to the kindness
of my friends ; " and that night a dozen
young gentlemen called upon the Mar

quis and asked to be permitted to pro-

voke Don Ramon. The General refused

it to all, with one wave of his hand. " I

marry my ward for family reasons ; my
nephew must be permitted to make
what criticism he chooses."

Don Ramon then announced his uncle

a coward, and promised to prevent the

marriage by force. Del Torre took no
notice. Jacinta had taken the letter

to Dolores, but Ramon got no reply.

After his last threat, however, he se-

cured a call from a Jesuit priest, who
was sent by the Archbishop and hinted
of the Inquisition. Then the young
man was silent for two days, and in de-

vouring his rage he produced this let-

ter to Dolores :

" Dolores : Hast thou confessed ?

And why no answer to me ?

" For death [para la muerte),
" Ramon."

To this Jacinta brought back a line :

" I shall confess upon my wedding-
day. My answer to my husband, with

the message that your Honour " (V.,

only, in Sj)anish) " did not give.

" Dolores, Condesa de Luna."

For Ramon had never given the mes-

sage that went with the rose.

All this was in Holy Week. Palm
Sunda}^ passed ; the Wednesday came

;

Holy Thursday was the day fixed for

the wedding—by the Archbishop's spec-

ial will.

Now, it must be remembered that in

all this time Del Torre had spoken with

Dolores face to face three times, and
three times only. Each time he had
seen her he had mentioned his neph-

ew's name, and each time she had
changed color. He would have mar-

ried her to Don Ramon could he have

done so ; even now he had dared but

for Ramon's own conduct. But all this

time Del Torre was in an agony of doubt,

through which even Ramon's insults

could not penetrate. He would have

sent Dolores to a convent, but the Arch-

bishop forbade it ; the i^riest feared

not Don Ramon against Don Sebastian ;

perhaps, however, he feared him at

the convent doors. But all this time
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Del Torre had seen Dolores twice a day,

at mass, where he went and gazed upon
her, dim through incense.

IX.

On Wednesday morning the Marquis
del Torre had a last interview with his

bride. She was to go to her last maid-
enly confession on that day ; and he
called early in the morning, in his uni-

form as General of the Liberal army.

When he came upon her she was all

in white and girt about with pearls.

Pearls were in her dark hair, pearls in

the folds of her white dress, pearls in

her neck, no other color about her save

the magic amethystine in her eyes. Her
face was pale.

Del Torre bowed over her hand, then

stood beside her. After the greeting, he
said :

" Senorita Dolores, I am still your
guardian— I would only marry you
to make you haj^py. Do you think I

can?" His lij^s were paler than hers,

and his voice sounded cold. She only

answered :

" Quite sui*e, seiior."

"And the rose I saw you give my
nej^hew—is it dead ?

"

Again the rush of color to her face
;

but, after a start, she answered, "It is

dead." She stammered sUghtly, trying

to say more ; to relieve her embarrass-

ment he rose and left her. " Hasta
manana !

"

" Mafiafia por la manafia," she an-

swered, forcing brightness in her voice.

The Marquis went out into the sun-

light ; he felt his heart as cold as hers.

But again Dolores burst into tears
;

then, quickly drying them, she wrote a

letter and sealed it. Then she called

Jacinta.

The Indian nurse came quickly, and
as she stood looking at Dolores a

dog's love was in her eyes. " This letter

—the jManjuis must have it in the

morning," said the Countess.
"He shall have it—in the morning,"

answered Jacinta. Tlien Dolores went
to her confessor. And Jacinta could
not read the letter ; so she took it to

Don Ramon first, and asked him what
it was.

Vol. XIII.—13

X.

The soldiers in Caracas march to
mass, and the service is performed at
beat of drum. At the muffled taj) of a
march the regiment files in to fill the
nave, and kneels, ringing their bayonets
upon the stones ; the peo2:)le lill the
sides, and stand behind the columns on
the aisles. The General was there, as
usual, but he could not see Dolores

;

she was kneeling at a shrine upon one
side, a shrine of Mary, Mother of Pity.

All the pictures and gold images were
heavily draped in crape, for it was Holy
Week. The brazen trumpets of the
miUtary band sounded through the
Kyrie Eleison ; the church was dark,

for every woman was in black until

Good Friday, and the crape hangings
shrouded close the walls. Del Torre
stood erect in his green uniform, but,

save for his figure, the nave was a mass
of red and gold and glittering steel.

He looked for her ; he looked back to

the doors which were thrown back in-

ward ; from the dark, shrouded church
he looked through into the em2)ty

square, blazing with the zenith sun of

the equinox. Again a mufHed drum-
beat, and the regiment knelt, with a

rattle of their bayonets, u2)on the

stones ; it was the elevation of the host,

and he, too, knelt and crossed himself.

When mass was over, the soldiers

filed out first ; as Del Torre followed,

he met the wounded captain again,

with bloodless cheeks. " You are too

pale to be out, sir," said the General,

almost lovingly, his hand resting light-

ly on the other's shoulder.

"Don Ramon is outside," he answer-

ed.

"I have no fear—the youth is mad,"

said Del Torre.

It is the custom in Spanish America,

now forgotten in old Spain, to lead tlie

holy images of the Church about tlie

streets, with a slow processional, before

Good Friday. As Del Tori'c spoke, tliey

found themselves beliind one of tlies(\

In this Church of Santa Teresia is a

famed old image of Clirist bearing the

Cross, brought two centuries before

from Spain. It is especially venerated

by the mercliants of Caracas ; larg(^

sums are subscribed by them each
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Easter time to dress it up, thousands of

dollars aud doubloons. Behind this im-

age now they found themselves. Eight
chanting priests in mourning, black and
lilac, bore it on either side, but the

image was gay with beaten gold, borne
in a canopy of costly lace, a hundred tall

wax candles upon either side. The
priests move very slowly, scarce a step a

minute, making stations at each shrine,

so that to bear these images from one
church to another may take half a day.

Del Torre and the wounded officer

could not, of course, pass it ; so that it

was half an hour when they reached the

open air, and the square nearly emp-
tied of the worshipjDers ; Del Torre heard
the distant band of the army down the

mountain sloj^e.

As they came out into the heat, he
felt a sHght shudder, like a quiver of

the earth, and thought it was the shock
of seeing his nephew. Don Ramon del

Torre spoke loudly, disregarding the

presence of the bystanders, pressing

rudely by the sacred shrine.
" There stands the old man that will

wed my cousin."
" Mention not her name," said Gen-

eral del Torre.

"I would kill him first, but that his

old blood dare not spill itself for her."

"Mention not her name," said Del
Torre.

" My cousin Dolores de Luna, that has
been my mistress

"

That night a Jesuit priest, leaving the

King's House, where he had confessed

Dolores, ran hastily to the Archbishoj^'s.

While he was there, another frightened

messenger brought the news that Don
Sebastian and his nephew had been
fighting on Calvareo. But Jacinta, cry-

ing, brought the news to the Countess
earher, how Don Sebastian and Don
Ramon at last had met, and how the

nephew lay full of wounds upon the

Calvary, literally cut in pieces, killed at

his own uncle's hands.

XI.

Dolores spent the night before the
wedding kneeling in the little chapel of

her dwelling- So we read that Eastern

Catholics "lay all that night in the form
of a cross." She was praying for her
husband that had been to be—perhaps
praying that he might be still, praying
for light to see if there were sin in it.

Perhaps she had remorses of her own.
She had known the dead man he had
killed as a boy, bold, reckless, wild ; I

suppose she had looked at him once
or twice. A Southern maiden's glances

return to torture her when they have
led to blood

;
prudent maids of other

climes are chary of them for tradition

of some such reason.

Dolores never wept, but knelt there,

dry -eyed, praying. In intervals she
thought, " Would he be well enough to

come? " as she knew that he was grave-

ly wounded ; but somehow she felt sure

he would ; and that if this marriage-
bond were sin, he would venture it for

her sake. A woman's conscience rules

her heart, even in Spain ; but a man,
even Roman Catholic, will risk his own
perdition to save her sorrow, that no
sin be hers. She must save him, she

must be the judge. And sunrise found
her pale but decided. Then she called

Jacinta to her side, and asked her if she

had carried to her husband (so she
called him) her note.

Jacinta looked at her fiercely ; but at

the word "Husband," started. Then
she said she had torn it up.

At the Countess's look she quailed,

and lied again. She had it still, she

said. Dolores bade her give it to him
as he came from early mass.

Then Jacinta cried and told the

truth. She admitted that she had
given it to Don Ramon.

Dolores heard this with the blood
about her heart, but sate there silent,

while the Indian woman grovelled at

her feet. It was her note, then, that

caused the duel.

Then mine, too, is the sin, she thought,

not his alone ; and this thought gave

her joy. But where was he? was he
strong enough to come ? She took her

writing-case and wrote an exact copy of

her other note ; and this was what she

had said, and Ramon had read, and then

had fought his uncle

:

" Si:5roR : The rose you asked of yes-

terday I gave Don Ramon ; but the
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message that went with it ^vas given

Idm for you.
" Maeia Josepha Dolores, Condesa de

" Luna."

As she finished writing, the General
was announced. His face was blood-

less, but his wounds had been carefully

dressed, so that the bandage could not
be seen. He knelt over her hand,

though the kneeling set them bleeding
once again. But Dolores, timid only in

her love, still saw but remorse and duty
in his eyes. With him he brought his

own priest, a priest from the Liberal

army. " Pobra," he said, " we must be
married early—early and privately."

She sought his eyes timidly and tried

to say it ; to say what words her note
said in her hand. But she could not.

She could only say, "I know—I have
heard," and she clenched the letter

closer in her hand. She could not give

it to him.

Del Torre's face could not turn
whiter. But he said :

" Forgive me

—

only your forgiveness I can ask. At
noon, then ?

"

"At noon." She saw him leave the
house ; then, then she turned and cried

to Jacinta: "Run, run, and give him
this letter—at the Cathedral."

And again, upon her wedding-morn-
ing, Dolores went to pray. She was in-

ten-upted by a visit from the Arch-
bishop. Some presentiment made her
rise in apprehension ; and as she stood
erect, she saw, through the priest, the

man. And she saw he had her secret.
" This marriage must not be," said he.
" Holy Father, I have confessed yes-

terday."
" This marriage must not be. You

loved Don Ramon."
Dolores's lip curled. "I confessed,

yesterday. I see you have been told."
" Yesterday 'twas a duty—to-day it is

a sin. Thou lovest Ramon."
Then Dolores rose to her full height

and her blue eyes flamed like ice. " Se-

bastian, the Liberador, him I love, in

this life and the next ; God knows it,

and now may you, and soon, please God,
shall he !

"

All forewarned that lie was, the priest

started at her vehemence. Fool that he
had been !

" He has murdered his nephew—and
thou art the cause."

The Countess was silent. All Catho-
lic that she was, she had resolved to ap-
peal from his judgment to God's.
"Thou wilt not obey?" said the

priest.

Her lips half formed the word no.

"Then on thee and on him, on thy
house I pronounce the curse of God.
Thy family shall have cause to remem-
ber this day, this Holy Thursday, until

it and both thy names shall have van-
ished from the earth."

Scarcely had the Archbishop left the
house when Del Torre came. She saw
that he had not been to the church. But
she was married to him without an-
other word. " If he has not my note,"

she thought, " he shall have it soon."

But before that night Jacinta, with
the note in her hand, was buried with
ten thousand others behind the closed
cathedral doors.

xn.

On Holy Thursday, March 26, 1818,
while the services of the Hours of Ago-
ny were being celebrated in the great
cathedral, in the presence of ten thou-
sand people, the mountains trembled
and the earth opened. The multitude
pressed for the doors, but they opened
inward, and the thronging masses
pressed them fast. At the second
shock the walls opened and the roof

fell in. The Archbishop and many
priests w^ere buried at the altar. Thir-

ty thousand people are said to have

perished. Many were swallowed in the

chasm that opened on the mountain-
side, like rents in a bulging sail bursted

in a gale. No stone house in Caracas

more than one-story high was standing

on that night— except the old Spanish

castle where, in the tower -room, Do-
lores sat watching for her husband.

Through all that night Dc^ Torre

worked amid the ruins. At dawn he

was brouuflit homo insensible, fainting

from liis laboi's, bleeding at his opened
wounds. Dolores met him at the door,

and led the bearers to the room that

should have be(>n their biidul -room.

There he was laid, and lay tlelirious
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luauy weeks with fever. Dolores never

left Lis side.

The Ai'chbishoj) was kuowu to have
been killed. Jaciuta, the bride knew
must have perished too. The priest

that had mariied them stayed with her

;

but Dolores, though brave enough to

sin, was not false to her faith. The
overwrought heart of the poor girl and
great noblewoman connected all that

had happened with what she deemed
her sins— firstly', that she had caused
her cousin's death, her husband's crime,

but chiefly that she had braved the

Church, and the curse its head, now dead,

had launched upon her and upon Cara-

cas. That their house alone was stand-

ing seemed only to mark them gTiilty.

Dolores was a noble heart, and did

not falter in her course. She had fol-

lowed love, she had married him she

loved ; his wife she was, his wife she

would remain. But she sought no
soothing palliation from the friendly

l)riest. She went to no confession ; in

all her life she never would confess her-

self seek absolution, again. Excom-
municated she would live, that the curse

might rest on her and not on him.

But ah, how ardently she watched for

Sebastian's consciousness to come ! for

his eyes to rest on hers again ! She felt

sure the coldness in them now was
gone. Delirious, he raved of her and
of his love ; he that never called her
but by titles in his life, now cried Dolo-

res, Dolores, and she held his hand and
waited.

She bade the doctors tell her when
his recovery was likely to come. And
then, when one evening his hands
moved, and he closed his eyes and slept,

she sat there trembling, not daring to

be beside him, but her face turned
away. That yearning cry— Dolores,

Dolores, had been stilled for hours
;

l^ut the night passed and still he was
asleep. Then, when it was broad sun-

light, she heard a sudden movement by
the nurse, and the priest began to i:>ray

in Latin, and her heart stood still. He
sat up ; she retreated in the shadow, to-

ward the door. His voice spoke ; but
oh ! how low, how weak—not as it had
been in his dreaming ; alas ! this was
now his right mind. He saw not her

;

his eyes looked sanely out the window,

through the crowded city. " It was a
sin to marry her," he said.

She was carried fainting to her room
within the tower, and there again she
waited. " Has he asked for me V " she
ventured to ask, at night.

He had asked for my lady, and they
had told him she was ill. And the next
day again ; and they had told him she
was in her suite about the tower. She
dared not seek him now. And flowers

came to her from him, but no further
speech. Thrice he sent his homage to

her. He could not walk yet, but he
sent his homage to her. She asked to

know when he could walk ; and they
told her they w^ould let her know. So,

one afternoon, they told her he might
walk the next day ; and all that night
she passed in prayer.

The next day, she waited for his step

upon the stone floor. It came not ; to

her tears and prayers, it came not.

Jacinta's dead hand still held close the

note. She prayed—was it wrong to pray
when so unshrived ?—to Maria Vergen
de las Mercedes, but still it came not.

Her haughty Spanish breeding forbade
her showing sorrow to her servants, and
they were cold and deferential to her.

Jacinta ? She was dead—Dolores knew,
but thought that she had given him her

letter. She had sinned, yes, but he was
her husband.
The next day she asked the servant.

The Sefior General was gone. Gone?
without seeing her even? He had had
to go to the wars ; he had not ventured
to disturb my lady ; he left a letter. A
letter ? she tore it open, read it. It

sent his respectful worship to " the

Marquesa ; " it apologized for his ill-

ness ; it prayed forgiveness from her
for having married her ; it was done to

save her name. It said no word of

love ; and Sebastian Ruy del Torre was
a gentleman : his love appeared not in

his letter. If she loved him not, he
would not wound her by showing his.

It said no word of guilt. He would nei-

ther wound her by requiring love nor
by suggesting blame ; but to Dolores's

morbid fancy it had a sense of blame.

It closed by speaking of his duty at the

wars ; of his country's freedom
;
per-

haps, a hint of hers. Dolores clasped

the white jjaper to her breast, and, to
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immortal eyes its color was of blood.

She read it once again ; and Del Torre,

had he been there, could have seen her

heart die in her eyes.

xm.

We must remember that Maria
Josepha Dolores, Condesa del Torre y
Luna, was a lonely young girl, educat-

ed but from books, devoutly believing

in a faith w^e like to think superstitious.

Remember, please, also, that she loved,

and braved her Church for love, and
had not, so she thought, won his. She
deemed her soul was damned ; she knew
her heart was broken. Not that there

were no days when she did not dare

hope ; no days in which she tried to

frame a theory by which it still might
seem he cared for her ; but she believed

he was borne down by their great guilt,

and she resolved his soul, at least,

would not be lost for hers. " My lady

Marquesa would have her apartments
in all the house," the letter said. " My
lady had but to command. A small

room in the tower was enough for him
—he could but rarely be home from
the wars. He trusted, if his presence
was painful, she would not see him,"
etc., etc. And, after many months,
when the General came back—his wife

met him not. The rooms of state were
carefully prepared for him, and all his

suite ; flowers, banquets were ready

;

all his retinue and hers, in their joint

blazonry, Avere in attendance. Only,

strangely enough, just that little tower
room was the one my lady Marchioness
preferred. Would he kindly yield it to

her?
Of course, and the General sent her a

rope of pearls. They almost broke her
resolution ; but she met him not. The
General only sighed ; this was all as he
had known. The evil nephew, done to

deatli by his own hand, still had her
heart. He sighed and his hair grew
whiter. One rending memory came over
him, of the last time ho had seen her
eyes.

He could not know, as he rode home-
ward up the street, after his first state

visits, straining his eyes up to tliat tower
window frowning so blankly, how late

her own had left it—those eyes of pur-
ple-gray that every beggar in Caracas
soon knew well, save only he. Before
the next return his '^\ory blazed abroad,
and Bolivar came back witli him. Boli-
var, the Liberator. All thoughtful prep-
aration, all courtly care, all a Spanisli

grandee's splendor was spread forth to

receive him in the Casa Rey ; but the
chatelaine was never seen. It was not
necessary to explain her absence ; such
things get quickly known ; it was, of

course, thought she had loved the cous-
in. And the strange. Old-world Gothic
pride made her bearing, the honor of

the house, Del Torre's silence, only too
easily intelligible to them. So the Mar-
quis del Torre never saw his bride on
his returning home.

But, had he known it, he never
opened a door that she had not van-
ished through it. He never touched a
flower she had not placed for him. He
never looked in a mirror her gray e^'es

had not just left. He never touched
a wine-glass to his lips that her lips

had not kissed it. The very missal that

he read from had been warmed within
her bosom.
O ghosts and mediums, and vulgar

spirits of air ! and stupid tables, mirrors
that are flattered with tales of second
sight ! Why did you not hold a look of

hers one moment longer ? why did not
the roses keep a second longer her lips'

breath for him ? Poor tremor of vision

in the air, that could not draw the

image of her eyes to his as he rode up
the street scarce a hundred mortal
bodies' breadths away ! But they never
did ; he never saw her, she saw him only

as he rode away upon his horse ; and so

for many ? nay, not many (such poor
slight power has heaven)—not for many
years. And as his liorse bore liim away,

she came to the tower window and
watched him go— and there she sat

weeks, months, until the pennons Haslied

or the trumpet's note announced to her,

waiting, tliat he was come again. For
he always came in such guise, announced
with ceremony. And lie did not dream
her eyes liad l)een at tlie tower window
ever since. For their eyes never met.

But the people knew, and so they

called her "Our Lady of the T()W(>r."

And nuestra Dona del Torre, is she
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called there still. And tlius they lived

there alone within that great house,

each for pity of the other in courage,

each for awe of love in sileuce ; each so

loving, so brave, so silent, that the other

never knew.

XIV.

" NUESTRA DOXA DEL ToRRE " by
that title, I fancy, she is known in

heaven. For in that city all the good
that was worked was hers ; after the

earthquake, then through siege and civil

war, her heart directed her handmaid-
ens, ladies loving her did her soft work.

Her ON\Ti life was but a gentle message.

For she never but for the convent left

her tower -room. Thither, however,

poor old men, children, troubled girls,

w^ould come to see her.

All this time Bolivar was battling

with the might of Spain, and Del Torre
(Del Torre y Luna now he always called

himself, Hking, at least, to link his name
with hers ; but she had dropped her
own name and called herself Del Tor-

re alone—Maria Dolores del Torre)

was Bolivar's captain. Years the war
lasted. Once our General was captured

in the city ; he came to Caracas at a

time of war, when it was legal for the

Governor to capture him ; he had heard
some rumor that his wife was ill. He
would have been shot but that he es-

caped from gaol, and this so easily that

the prison-doors seemed to turn of them-
selves. No youth, or woman, or child in

all Caracas, but would have turned a

traitor for our lady.

Del Torre's face looked old—Dolores
knew it not. She never saw him—ex-

cept, perhaps, a distant figure on a
horse. When he was out, she roamed
the house ; when he came back she shut

herself within her apartments. He
never returned, from the shortest ab-

sences, a walk or a mass, without mak-
ing formal announcement. He won-
dered only at the flowers ; the perfec-

tion of his banquets, the splendor of his

household, were for his guests and as it

should be. At first Del Torre had
hoped to see at least a handkerchief

fly from her window, a greeting or a

wave of the hand, on his return. But
it was always black and blank when he

saw it. At first, this cost him tears : a
greeting seemed so little—only cour-
tesy ! But afterward he only sighed

;

no man should repine that events fulfil

his expectations ratlier than his hopes.
Their money grew apace. With part

of hers Dolores built a church at Los
Teques, a property that had been her
mother's, not far from the city. Half
her time she spent there ; and it stands
there still, and is called after the Ver-
gen de las Mercedes—Our Lady of Pity
—to whom alone Dolores dared to pray.

But the Church took her treasure and
it kept her secret.

One's heart beats quick to think what
might have happened had she ventured
to confession—the priest who married
them still was with her, in the house-
hold, an honest priest, who loved Del
Torre, too. But Rome, which knows
how to be gentle as a mother, can also

be as cruel as the grave. So Dolores
went on in building churches, and Don
Sebastian offered his brave heart wher-
ever he saw a bullet fly for liberty. The
best work of the world is done by broken
hearts.

One time that he came home, he found
a medallion by his plate. It was set

with pearls, in tricolor enamel. He
opened it, and it was a miniature of her.

Then once a rush of human blood bore
all his barriers of honor, duty, resolves

of conduct, far away. He hastened
through the house to the tower, where
she lived. Her maid opened—not Ja-

cinta, but Jacinta's daughter, now a
woman. My Lady Marquesa had gone
to the convent at Los Teques for some
weeks' prayer.

XV.

After this, Del Torre's body grew
broken, with his heart.

It was the last campaign of libera-

tion. The final battle was fought not
far from Los Teques, where the convent
was ; and the wall of the church of the

Vergen de las Mercedes was scarred

Avith balls. The fight was over, the

country was free. And the General at

last was killed.

Bolivar himself went with Del Torre's

body to Cariicas ; our General's corps

d'armee were his pall -bearers. The
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news, of course, had been sent to the

city ; the Governor had fled ; the Gen-
eral's tri-color now, the red-white-green

of Colombia, was floating over the Cap-
itol. All the town was gay with ban-
ners, merry with song. It had forgot-

ten the earthquake, and was now re-

built, though lower down. The Casa
Key now stood at the head of the prin-

cipal street, which sloped from it down
the mountain side. And as the regi-

ment escorting his body debouched
into this avenue, and turned upward
(as its dead leader had so often done
before), and the town came in view,

there was a gi'eat hush upon the peo-

ple. For lo ! Now, at last, the window
of the tower was wide open and the

house bore all no black, but was fes-

tooned with laughing tri-color. And
the window of the tower was open, and
there within stood our Lady Dolores,

in her white wedding laces, waving her
hand.

She met them at the great door.

Bolivar, and the officers who had been
with our General, started. For, as she

stood there in her slender satin gown,
her eyes upon them, she was Like a

yoimg girl. And her girlish waist was
bound about with pearls.

The fact was, she was seven-and
twenty. They placed his bier first in

the great room ; but she would have it

in hers, so in the tower-room they
placed it, with burning candles standing
sentry now where she had stood ; and
by its side were lilies—the flower of

the Holy Ghost—and then they left her.

Then first, since her wedding-day, she

looked upon him, face to face, his eyes
now dead to see. Their eyes so met.
And outside, from the city now again
joyous, came the carillon of freedom
bells.

XVI.

This is the life story of Don Sebas-

tian Ruy Jose Maria, Marques del Torre

y Luna ; and of Maria Josepha Dolores

del Torre, Condesa de Luna, his wife
;

and of the old stone castle that alone

the earthquake left standing in the

pleasant city of Caracas.

The Holy Catholic Church had alone

their secret ; and she kept it ; and now
she has, laid up on earth, their treas-

ure too. No longer such grim motives

vex their country ; if she battles with

herself, it is for money or acres of wide
coffee land. Such cruel tales cannot be

found there now. But, perhaps, with-

al, some touch of noble Hfe is vanished,

with that flag of blood and gold. Good
cannot grow bravely without evil in this

world.

You may see the Casa Rey still stand-

ing in the sombre street, and the empty
tower window there. The Marquesa del

Torre y Luna died, quite old, a score of

years ago. Her blue eyes are no longer

there. Perhaps they are in heaven, and

now at last, " know not their love from

God." The people of Caracas think so.

Her eyes

" Even than on this earth tenderer

—

While hopes and aims long lost with lier,

Stand round her image side by side.

Like tombs of pilgrims that have died

About the Holy Sepulchre."



HISTORIC moments:
THE FALL OF SEBASTOPOL.

September 8, 1855.

By William Howard Russell, LLD.

AM about to describe what
I remember of the closing

scenes of that Siege of Se-

l)astoi)ol on which the atten-

tion of the civilized world
was fixed for nearly twelve

long months. A generation

has passed away since the

Crimean War began, and there are few
men now H\ang who could give an exact

account of the causes of that war. The
objects each of the Allied Powers had in

view were not identical by any means,
but ostensibly the armies of the brand
new Emperor of the French and of the

ancient monarchy of England were em-
ployed for the purpose of arresting the

march of Russians upon Constantinople,

delivering the Danubian Provinces from
Russian occupation, and ultimately, as

the best way of securing the dominions
of the Sultan, destroying the magnifi-

cent arsenal of his inveterate foe which
protected the Black Sea fleet that had
already destroyed the Turkish Navy at

Sinope, and which constituted a perpet-
ual menace to Stamboul.

Early in September, 1854, 27,000 Eng-
lish, under Lord Raglan ; 26,000 French,
under Marshal Arnaud, who also had
attached to him a Turkish division 7,000

strong, sailed from Varna. They landed
in the Cnmea on September 14th, fought
and won the Battle of the Alma on Sep-
tember 20th, invested the south side of

Sebastopol on the 2r)th, and on October
1 7th opened fire on the place. They were

attacked in the rear on October 25th, at

Balaclava, and on November 5th were
assailed at Inkerman by 60,000 Russians
whom they defeated after a long and
bloody struggle. The Siege went on
through a terrible winter, through the

spring and the early summer of 1855.

Sebastopol sustained a bombardment
from the two most powerful fleets in

the world, and the French and English
batteries, without result— five general

bombardments and batterings from the

works, each time augmented in the num-
ber and power of mortars and guns

;

constant cannonading from the allied

trenches and from the sea ; and made
frequent and sanguinary sorties and re-

pulsed desperate assaults ; but toward
the end of July, 1855, it became evident

that unless help came from without her
days were numbered. Despite the ge-

nius and resources of the great engineer

Todleben, whose name will be forever as-

sociated with the Siege, the assailants

surely if slowly gained ground and in-

dented the line of the defences. Every
week sap and trench were pushed nearer

and nearer to the place. From Septem-
ber, 1854, to August, 1855, the Russian
loss amounted to 134,000 men—their

stores were exhausted—their best ord-

nance dismounted or rendered useless.

The Russians lost their advanced re-

doubts, the Mamelon, the White Works,
and the Quarries on June 7th, inflicted a

severe defeat on both the French and the

English, and repulsed a general asso^ilt
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on Sebastopol with a loss of 5,000 men to

the Allies/'^ June 18th (the anniversary of

Waterloo), but all the same the defence

was agonizing ! So a final attempt was
made to raise the Siege.

On August l(]th the Russian army
outside the place—50,000 infantry, 10,-

000 cavalry, and 28() guns—made an ill-

concerted and badly conceived attack

on the French and Sardinian forces,

covering the line of the Tchernaya, and
was utterly defeated, losing 3 generals,

66 officers, and 2,300 men kiUed, 160

officers and 4,000 men w^ounded, 31 of-

ficers and 1,700 men missing, while the

Trench lost 1,500 and the Sardinians

only 200 men in the action.

AMien Prince Gortschakoff returned

to the city from the battle-field of the

Tchernaya, he found widespread death

and ruin around him—hospitals over-

flowing, gorged ambulances in every

street. He made preparations to aban-

don the south side—he threw a great

bridge across the roadstead, he barri-

caded the streets and laid mines under
the forts which defended the roadstead,

the harbor, and docks—he sent his sick

and wounded to the other shore. But
he could not bring himself to give the

w^ord to retreat. He lingered till it w^as

too late.

By w^ay of answer to the attack on the

Tchernaya, the Allies opened a heavy
fire on Sebastopol after the battle, which
put from 800 to 900 men of the garri-

son /io?'.s de combat every 24 hours. Still

Gortschakoff held on. But on Septem-
ber 5th, the prelude to the grand assault

commenced- cannonade by day, bom-
bardment by night. For 72 hours the

fire never ceased. In that time the Eng-
lish threw 12,721 bomb-shells and 89,540
shot into Sebastopol. Everything w^ent

down before tliat infernal tempest save

the courage of the garrison. Bamparts,
houses, stone-walls, were pounded into

rubble, guns were dismounted, gabion-
ades and parapets were levelled, l)attor-

ies w^ere laid open from the front to the

rear. But in the midst of the storm of

iron and fire the Russians, stolid and
indomitable, massed in the fetid lioles

excavated in the reverse face of the

' E\T(>'fl T?ri<rii(lo carriod tlio TJupsiMii jJOsiHonn below
the woHt lljiiik of the Rcd.-iii, and occupied tlieiii till it was
withdrawn next morning by order -the only success of
the day.

works miscalled "casemates," awaited
the columns of assault and with splen-
did resolution i)re2)ared to defend aU
that was left of Sebastopol.

I have thought this brief summary
of the situation necessary to (liable

you to understand the " Historic Mo-
ment " of the fall.

We have now come to the evening of

September 7, 1855. My quarters were
in rear of the hillock called Cathcart's
Hill ; the zinc hut of which I became the

happy possessor toward the close of the

Siege was within range of the plunging
shot fired from Sebastopol to annoy
our camps and the groups of officers

assembling on Cathcart's HilL I was
very glad indeed when the intensity of

the bombardments shut up the " whist-

ling Dicks," as they were called, and their

screaming congeners, and gave us res-

pite from their annoyance and occa-

sional mischief. It only took a few^ min-
utes to walk to Cathcart's Hill, which
commanded the terrain covered ])y our
camps between the sea on the left and
the Valley of the Tchernaya on the

right. Off the harbor to the southeast

lay the fleets, a short distance inland

began the French trenches, opposite the

Curtain, the Central Bastion, and the

Flag-Staff Bastion, which were contin-

ued to the ravine in which they dipped
to join the English Left Attack—which
was directed against the Barrack Bat-

teries and the Redan. The Woronzow
Ravine, in which the road to the city

ran, separated our two attacks. The
English trenches were continued to

the right (I am looking at Sebastopol

from Cathcart's Hill) to the "Valley of

Death," where they connected with the

left of the French Right Attack.

After the Battle of Iidvcrman the

French moved round to our right and
took up the ground wliich had been oc-

cupied by the Guards and the Second
Division, so tliat the British liad to re-

sign the ])ositi()n in front of the INFalak-

hoff wliich our Engineer, Sir Jolm Bur-

goyne, declared to be the key of tlie

position as it ])r()ved to be. Tin* llauks

of the English were now covered by
tlicir allies, but I am not suie that they

were grateful for the protection thus

afforded them.
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I spent some hours at Catlicart's Hill

watching the effect of the fire from the

allied batteries which for live miles be-

tween the French left to the west, and
their right at Inkerman were plying the

Russian works on September 7tli.

It was a raw, blustery day ; toward
evening it became worse. An exceed-

ingly strong wind, bitterly cold for the

time of year, blew^ in our faces right

from the city, driving before it dense
clouds of blinding dust with a sickly

smell of burning. This fierce wind
lasted all the night and next day. Our
batteries had completely defaced the

parapets of the Redan and had smashed
the w\alls and barracks behind, sending
stones and timbers flying in the air.

The Russians endured the fearful va-

carme of shot and shell in silence.

The French Marshal and General La
Marmora had attended a Council of

War at which our Generals of Division,

the Allies' Engineer and Artillery chiefs

were present at our head - quarters at

noon, and orders were sent, after the

Council broke up, to the Medical Offi-

cers to prepare the ambulances and hos-

pitals for next day.

I rode over to our head-quarters

camp about 4 o'clock—the farm-house
where Lord Raglan died—now a scene

of unusual animation. Aides-de-camp
galloping, saddled horses parading up
and down before the staff officers' huts,

orderlies coming and going, everyone
busy and important, no one able or

willing to impart information about
the assault, which I knew from many
scraps picked up here and there on my
way was intended for to - morrow. As
I was returning to Cathcart's Hill I

met General (then Colonel) Rose, after-

ward Lord Strathnairn, our Commis-
sioner with the French, on his way to

General Simpson with communications
from Pelissier. He told me " Pelissier

was determined to stand no nonsense !

He was going to launch 30,000 men with
ample reserves to do his share of the

business." " And when will the assault

be delivered may I ask ?—at daybreak ?
"

Rose looked at me for a moment, and
said, " If I knew I dared not tell any
one ! Exactly ! But not at daybreak
I think! Adieu!" and rode off on his

errand.

When I reached Cathcart's Hill again
the sun was declining in a blood -red
haze of smoke and dust. In the road-

stead the hull of a man-of-war was blaz-

ing fiercely, steamers were busy towing
vessels near it to the north side. A.

stream of men and vehicles was pouring
over the floating bridge, in the same
direction. The great dock-yard shears

was on fire.

Among the officers on the Hill were
Windham and Crealock. As I drew
near I was greeted with the usual
question, " Well, what news have you ?

"

It was supposed that I, w^ho was told

nothing, must know everything ! Often-
times when w^e were turned out at night
by heavy firing in the trenches and
everyone was asking, and no one was
answering, what it was all about, I heard
some one say, " We will know about it

when the Times arrives !
" I was for-

ever divided between the business of

riding about camps, visiting quarters,

gathering news, seeing what was to be
seen, and putting what I saw and heard
down upon paper. On the present oc-

casion I was unusually fortunate, for my
friends actually knew something. They
were " on duty " to-morrow. What I

learned from them made me feel very
dubious about our success. "It is all a
d d patchwork business," said Wind-
ham, " all wrong, no sense in it ! Why
not let the Guards and old Colin Camp-
bell's Highlanders, who have done noth-
ing all the winter, spring, and summer,
go in at the Redan. There are lots of

regiments longing to make up for their

ill-fortune in being late for Alma and
Inkerman—eight or nine fine regiments
burning for a chance ! It's a selection

of the unfittest." It surely was not the

survival of many of them, poor fellows !

General Simpson was about to send
against the Redan detachments of regi-

ments many of which had taken part

and had lost heavily in the unsuccessful

assault of Jime 18th.

At sunset the cannonading gradually

slackened, but the lull was speedily

broken by outbursts along the line

from all the mortars. As if recovering

their spirits in the gloom, the Russians
began to throw bouquets of shells,

vertical grape, fire-balls, and carcasses

into the nearest trenches.
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When I left Catlicart's Hill there was a

fiery j^low through the clouds of smoke
over the city, an omiuous glare as from
some great furnace— liights of shells

were scoring the darkness with curving

lines of fire. The thundering noise of

the mortars sounded like the muified

roll of giant musketry.

I tried to sleep, but I could only doze
fitfully. Every gun fired in the battery

below me shook the zinc walls of my
hut, and the sleeping flies on the ceiling

fell down in swarms on my stretcher-

bed and crawled over my face.

As the wind wafted the sounds of our
'' Reveille" an^ of the French ''Diane''

over the camps on the morning of Sep-

tember 8th, I roused up to my break-

fast of biscuit and milkless coffee. The
cannonade had reopened soon after sun-

rise all along the front with extraor-

dinary vehemence. It seemed to gather
force and fury every moment. " There's

going to be hard work to-day, sir, I

hear," quoth my servant. " The boys ex-

pect to be in Sebastopol for dinner, they
say ! It's little of that some of them
will be wanting, I'm thinking." As I

had not the least idea when the assault

would take place, I sallied out for Cath-
cart's Hill, but the smoke and dust blown
back on our camp obscured the scene so

that I could scarcely make the Eussian
works, familiar as they were. There was
no unusual gathering of troops in our
trenches, but in the rear of the French
trenches every yard of ground screened
from the enemy was packed with men.
I had a pass for the trenches and I

walked to the Second Parallel. But
there was even less to be seen there

tban there Avas from the higher ground
in the rear. The cannonade still went
on, and there was an incessant rattle

and crackle of musketry.* It was evi-

dent there was to be no assault in the

earl}' morning, so in an hour or so I

returned by the covered way, mounted
my horse, which was in readiness at the

rear of Catlicart's Hill, and rode to

our head-quarters, which I drew blank.

General Simpson, accompanied by his

stafi", had already gone to the front.

The General, an elderly Scotchman of

• To prevent the RusHJans rej)Hirin<r the works niul

monntinLr truns, the trench KUiirds were ordered to keep
up an incessant fin; on the einl)ranureH. and expeuded
aoout 150,000 rounds every night and nioruiug.

long service, had gained some reputa-
tion in India, but liad never liancUcd a
considerable body of troops in his life.

Honest, amiable, modest, and brave, he
was entirely destitute of force of char-
acter and of commanding ability. He
never grasped the consequences of Brit-
ish failure and of French success that
day ! Simpson followed the evil pre-
cedent of June 18th. It was, as AVind-
ham said, " a patchwork business."
There was a covering - party of differ-

ent regiments of the Second Division.

There was a scaling - party of different

regiments. There was one column of
four different regiments, and two weak
brigades in reserve. This for one face

of the Redan. A similar disposition

was made for the assault on the other
face—fragments of regiments without
cohesion—the men of one corps not
caring for the officers of the other— the
influences of personal association mini-
mized— the best troops in reserve in-

stead of at the front. The only reason
I ever heard given for our arrangement
was that the General thought it right

to give a share in the honors of the day
to as many regiments as j)ossible, espe-

cially to those that had failed.

The French General set to work in a

very different style. For the assault on
the Central Bastion and Flagstaff Bas-
tion he told off two divisions with two
divisions in support, and a reserve of

10,000 men. For the attack on the

Malakhoff he assigned a division under
MacMahon with a reserve of a brigade

under de Wimpfen (the same who suc-

ceeded to the command of the French
army when MacMahon was wounded at

Sedan), and of two battalions of Zou-

aves of the Guard. Another division

with a reserve of a brigade and of a

battalion of Chasseurs was to storm the

Little Redan. Another division with a

reserve of four regiments was to attack

the Curtain—Guards, Cliassours, Yolti-

geurs, Zouaves, at least 80,000 men, the

flower of the French army.

I cannot at this distance of time carry

the details of figures and names in my
head. Some parts of the picture of

September 8th on my mind are blurred

and indistinct, l^ut I have ihc records

of what I saw made at the time. I find

the entry " Saturday, Sep. 8th, 11 a.m.,
"
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to a letter written tlie forenoon of the

day of the assault. In those days the

idea of telegraphing a despatch was not
born.

I hatl a liint that the assault would
be delivered at noon. I had time to

write the postscript dated " 8th Sep.,

11 A.M.," and hasten back to Cathcart's

Hill before the time arrived. The ar-

mies had by this time a large train of

camp-followers. Jew dealers and Chris-

tians had opened provision-shops and
drinking - booths. Oppenheim, Crock-

ford, Mother Seacole, etc., did a roaring

trade. There were many " T. G's.," as

they were called—"Travelling Gentle-

men"—who had come out "to see the

fun " and their friends. Whenever " any-

thing was up " or was " going on " in

front, there was a rush from the rear,

very inconvenient and troublesome—for

the crowds of sight-seers on the rising

grounds aroused the attention, and drew
the fire, of the enemy. To obviate this

the Generals ordered a line of sentries

to be posted early in the morning in

rear of the plateau to stop all comers
without pa2)ers. Another line of cav-

alry was j)osted before the camps and
in rear of the trenches to prevent per-

sons passing outside the lines. I was
told afterward that the Kussians saw
the line of pickets and at once inferred

that the assault was imminent. At 10.30

A.M. the detachments of the regiments
of the Light Division and Second Divi-

sion destined to attack the Kedan as

soon as the French were in the Malak-
hoff, were moved quietly into the ad-

vanced parallels. The Highlanders un-
der Campbell, and the Guards, were
in reserve ; so was one brigade of the

Fourth Division and the whole of the
Third Division. The French had found
out that the enemy, in order to diminish
loss of life from oar fire, relieved their

garrisons a little before 12 o'clock in the

day, and that there was an interval

between that hour and the arrival of

the reliefs during which the batteries

were almost denuded of defenders ; that

was found to be the case. The fatal

blot was hit! In ten minutes more it

would be twelve. Curiously enough, I

found myself beside the Duke of New-
castle, the War Minister who had been
driven from office with the Government

of which he was a member, because of

the excitement and indignation created

bv the accounts of the suiferings of the
army during the winter and by the mis-
management of the war. " You turned
out the ministry, Mr. Ilussell," he said

to me when I met him a day or two be-

fore (Lord Stratford de Eedcliffe used
the same words). And he spoke of

the impossibility of extracting informa-

tion from Lord Raglan. " I'm told he
was always writing. He wrote very lit-

tle to me, at all events." Our conversa-

tion was brief, our attention was fixed

on the trenches. Pelissier was in the

Mamelon on our right front. General
Simj^son, General Airey, and Sir H.
Jones, our senior engineer, took post

in the Second Parallel of the Left At-

tack.

I looked at my watch—it wanted a

few minutes of noon. Just at that mo-
ment an officer exclaimed, "By Jove,

there go the French at the Malakhofi"
!

"

There was not more than fifty or sixty

feet between the parapet of the Malak-
hoff and the nearest French trench. We
saw the Zouaves, like autumn leaves

drifting before the wind, already swarm-
ing across the ditch and crowding over

the parapet ere the Russians fired a gun.

Once in, the clatter of musketry and
smoke showed that the enemy had re-

covered from their surprise. Desperate
fighting ensued, but the whole hill was
covered with Frenchmen making for the

salient and flanks, and a veritable battle

raged within. That famous work, the

capture of which gave to France that

day the supreme glory of the taking

of Sebastoj)ol and to Pelissier the title

of Duke, was originally a round stone

tower of the kind called Martello, the ca-

price of a private citizen before the war.

It was built on a conical hill which
commanded a masterful sweep of the

ground. It looked into the Redan on
its proper right—the Karabelnaia, the

dockyards, the anchorage and road-

stead, the suburbs of the city, the pla-

teau intersected by ravines on which
the Allies had pitched their tents, the

slopes on which they had opened their

trenches. Todleben pounced upon that

tower at once and converted it into a

veritable fortress some 350 yards long

and 150 yards broad, with enormous

1
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parapets pierced with shelter caves and
massive tra^ erses running across. There
was one mistake : it was closed at the

gorge

!

We strained our eyes but the smoke
was dense. " See !

" shouted another

officer in great excitement, "There is a

flag flying at the salient ! Two Hags

by Jove ! the Tricolor and the Union
Jack ! It's our turn now ! " That was
the signal agreed on for the British to

assaidt the Great Redan. Every glass

was now directed toward our Fifth

parallel into which indeed we could
see without field-glasses. Our hearts

bounded as we beheld the chequered
line of scarlet infantry leap over the

parapet and advance at a run uj) the

sloping ground toward the Redan. But
the instant the columns appeared in

the open, the flanks of the Redan burst

into fire and smoke. The attack on
the Malakhoff had aroused the Russians
all along the line. Their guns belched
out grape and canister from unsuspect-
ed embrasures suddenly thrown oj^en,

and rolling volleys of musketry cov-

ered the parapets with smoke. In less

time than it takes to read these lines,

most of the leading files of the stormers
were killed or wounded. The leading

officers fell to a man ! Ladder parties,

Sajjpers and Miners, Riflemen, covering
13arties, went down before tremendous
iiiUraUle from the flanking works of

the Redan and the auxiliary batteries.

The columns advanced indeed. But
they left the ground behind them cov-

ered with the dead and dying, over
whose bodies the supports pressed on-

ward. The suj^ports following the first

columns from the trenches suffered ter-

ribly. They had to march over their

fallen comrades, and w^e could see the

wounded and the Hospital litter-bearers

going in crowds to the rear. The su])-

ports could not fire toward the front.

Many halted with the men on the outer

parapet and ditch. But still the red
and green w\ave rolled upward. AVe
saw, so to si^eak, the foam of it mount
up the salient, and flow in through the

embrasures on the left flank of tlie Re-
dan with infinite delight, secure that

the work was our own. Alas ! It was
not to be ! Over the parapet of tlie

Redan as over that of the Malakhoff,

the smoke rising in dense clouds told
of a long struggle within. Many, very
many men were lying in the oi)en - some
hundreds were fighting inside. But
outside and on the edge of the ditch of

the Redan we could see many lying
down and firing without advancing.
With all-absorbing anxiety we scanned
the advanced parallels exi)ecting every
moment to see the fine regiments we
knew to be there issue forth and save
the fortunes of the day now in tlie bal-

ance. It seemed to be hours since the
attack began.
Our men remained crowded in the

salient. The Russians behind the trav-

erses reinforced every minute by hun-
dreds and by the fugitives from the
Malakhoff, poured in a converging fire.

Then burst out a storm of angry excla-

mations and wild apostroj^hes, "Where
are the reserves ? There are some of

our peoj)le actually coming back ! They
are droj^j^ing into the ditch and run-
ning out of the salient !

" " Oh ! w^here

are the reserves V " We shall lose the

Redan!" "My God! what a miser-

able business !
" And though the front

of Sebastopol w^as now belching out
smoke from ever}' firelock right and
left and every gun, and the combat
inside the Malakhoff raged more fierce-

ly than ever, we had only eyes for that

dreadful sight—the retreat of our own
soldiers ! Several officers were sent

by Windham, who was now senior, to

ask for hel}). They never returned !

They w^ere all wounded or slain ! At
last Windham went himself. That i)ro-

ceeding has been severely censured ; but

those who knew him — and I am one
— do not believe the ignoble motive

assigned for it. Windham walked
straight down the slope of the Redan
to the nearest parallel, and standing

erect on the parallel im2)lored Sir E.

Codington, who was in command of tlie

whole force, for "men in formation,

to charge at once, officers in front, and
the Redan is ours." Codington oiVcrcd

the Royals then in the front j^aralkl.

But while they were parleying the end
came. As they were s])(>aking they saw
—and to our horror so did we—the red

coats pouring out of the embrasures and
over the salient into the ditch ! The
Russians followed them, firing into the
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ditch and peltinor the fugitives with

grape-shot aud cauuou balls from the

parapets. The Russians thronged the

top of the R^dan, cheering and waving
their caps ! But a sudden end was put
to their rejoicing. As soon as our men
were out of the Redan all the British

batteries burst into an angry cannon-
ade ; the Redan was silent at once. But
that was little consolation. We lost in

an hour and a half out of the small

force engaged 153 officers, 2,447 men
killed, wounded, and missing. But we
lost far more—the honor of sharing

with the French the crowning gloiy of

the fall of the place ! True, that in

every other assault on the works they
too had been driven back wdth cruel

slaughter. Before the Central Bastion
on the left, the brigades of Trochu and
Couston were repulsed by Semiakine.

On the right (proper left of the Malak-
hoff) St. Pol, Bourbaki, and Marolles

led their brigades against the Curtain
and the Little Redan under the direc-

tion of Bosquet, but after some meas-
ure of success were driven out with
great loss. St. Pol, Marolles, and three

other generals were killed. Bosquet,
Bourbaki, and Mellinet were wounded.
All along the line the assault was re-

pulsed, save at the one crucial point, the

Malakhoff. There the French, though
they were assailed again and again for

four long hours, made good their prize.

Out of the 199 officers and 4,500 men
who attacked the Malakhoff, 29 officers

and 292 men were killed, and 89 offi-

cers and 1,729 men were wounded—in

all 3,038. The Russian loss was 12,913.

The loss of the French was 7,567 men
—a total for the day's work, including
the loss of the British, of 22,751 officers

and men killed and wounded. And
" Oh ! the pity of it !

" For us to know
that once more we had covered the slopes

and the glacis of the Redan with our
bravest and our best in vain !

As the musketry ceased everywhere
except inside the Malakhoff I left Cath-

cart's Hill and made my way to the

Left Attack through dense trains of men
—some wounded, some carrying litters

to the rear. A French orderlv officer,

•radiant with the triumph of the day,

was inquiring for General Simpson.
He was charged to inform the English

general that Marshal Pelissier was se-

cure in possession of the Malakhoff and
to ask what his English colleague in-

tended to do. General Simpson was
not then able to renew the attack but
he intended to send the Guards, High-
landers, and Third and Fourth Divi-

sions at the Redan the following

morning at five o'clock. I saw him re-

turning to head - quarters about five

o'clock accompanied by his generals and
staffs, a very care-worn, despondent
group. Once more I went up to Cath-
cart's Hill— the batteries on both sides

were nearly silent. Bentinck, who com-
manded the Guards, and other officers,

glasses in hand, were intently looking
toward the north side where heavy col-

umns of infantry, visible by the waning
Hght, battalion after battalion, were
marching over the bridge across the
roadstead. Suddenly a brisk fire of

musketry opened along the Russian front

toward the allied trenches. " There are

plenty of them left, it seems, for us to deal

with to-morrow at all events
!

" said

Crealock. "I'll turn in, and I advise

you to be stirring at daybreak ! We
can't afford to let a day go without an-

other try for the Redan." I returned,

calling in at the hospitals and ambu-
lances, gathering sad stories as I went
of losses of friends through camps full

of wounded men.
I ate a camp dinner, read over my

notes, wrote a few lines, and laid down
in my boots, quite worn out by the ex-

citement of that dismal day of 16 hours,

and I was soon asleep. At 11 o'clock

the hut was shaken as by an earth-

quake, a great roar like a salvo of ar-

tillery followed. "It is only a mag-
azine," said I to myself, and so to sleep

again. But at midnight there was a

shock more violent than before. That
was followed by another ! and another !

I made for Cathcart's Hill. Fires were
burning inside Sebastopol, casting large

circular patches of orange on the clouds

of smoke and dust still borne on the

wind toward the camps. But the mus-
ketry had ceased—all was silent in the

trenches. About this time a soldier of

the Highland Brigade, thinking that the

silence was rather strange, crept up the

glacis of the Redan and mounting the

parapet found the work deserted. The
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Redan was indeed left in charge of the

dying and the dead. But it was beheved
that the work was mined, and the officers

waited for orders. I went back to my un-

easy couch, about two o'clock, but I was
speedily aroused by an awful explosion.

I hastened to my look-out post again.

The flames were spreading all over the

city. It was an ocean of fire. At 4 a.m.

the camps, from sea to valley, were
aroused by an awful shock—the destruc-

tion of some great magazine behind the

Eedan. In quick succession one, two,

three, four explosions followed. At 4.45

A.M. the magazines of the Flagstaff Bas-

tion and Garden Batteries exploded. The
very earth trembled at each outburst, but
at 5.30 A.M., when the whole of the huge
stone fortresses, the Quarantine and
Alexander, were hurled into the air al-

most simultaneously with appalling

roars, and the sky w^as all reddened by
the incessant flashes of the bursting
shells, the boldest held their breath and
gazed in awe-struck wonder. It was
broad day. The Russian fleet was gone,

the last of their men-of-war was at the

bottom—only the steamers were active,

towing boats and moving from place to

place on mysterious errands. Thirty-

five magazines in all were blown up, and
through all the night of the 8th and the

morning of September 9th the Russians
were marching out of the south side.

We could see the bridge covered with
them still. At (5.45 a.m., tlie last body of

infantry crossed the bridge and mounted
the opposite bank. Yes, the south side

was left to the possession of the Allies

at last ! Sebastopol, the city, the docks,

and the arsenal, was ours. In half an
hour more the end of the bridge itself

was floated away by some invisible agency
from the south side, and in less than an
hour the several portions of it were col-

lected at the further side of the road-
stead. Meantime the flres, fed by small
explosions, spread till the town seemed
like one great furnace vomiting out col-

umns of velvety black smoke to heaven.
Soon after seven o'clock, columns of

smoke began to ascend from Fort Paul.

In a minute or two more flames were
seen breaking out in Fort Nicholas.

The first exploded with a stu2)endous
roar later in the day ; the mines under
the latter did not take tire.

The retreat of Gortschakoff was ef-

fected with masterly skill. An hour be-
fore sunset on the 8th, he directed the
last great effoi-t to oust the French from
the Malakhoft", and then when it failed he
gave orders for the evacuation, for which
measures had been some time previously
arranged with consummate ability. Cov-
ering his rearby the flames of the bui-ning
city and by the awful explosions which
paralyzed every offensive movement, he
led his army in narrow columns across
a deep arm of the sea, in the face of the
fleets of the two greatest navies in the
world. He paraded them in our siglit,

he blew up his forts, and sank his ships
without trouble and hindrance from a
victorious enemy, and carried off aU his

most useful stores and small arms, his

standards and field artillery.

I visited the ruins of the city early

next day. The memory of the horrors I

witnessed saddened many an hour of my
life long afterward, and it remains with
me now in dreadful distinctness, after

the lapse of 37 years, during which it

has been my lot to witness many scenes

of carnage and to stand on many memo-
rable battle-fields.

Many things have happened since that

war was brought to an end : the war
between France and Austria in Italy in

1859
;
your own great war, 1861-G5

;

the war between Pnissia and Austria

in 1866 (because of the quarrel over the

spoils of Denmark in 1864) ; the war be-

tween France and Prussia in 1870-71
;

the downfall of the Second Empire, the

rise of the Third Republic, the resusci-

tation of the German Enquire and the ad-

mission of the hereditary hegemony of

the Hohenzollerns ; the war between
Russia and Turkey in 1879, the forma-

tion of Kingdoms and Piincipalities out

of the Turkish Provinces on the Danube
—not to speak of Russian conquests in

Asia, of wars with China and Japan, of

adventurous expeditions and entangling

enterprises in Africa, north, south, east

and west.

Moldavia and Wallachia, Servia, Bui
garia, Bosnia, Kars are h)st to Turkey
forever ! The flanks of the Sultan's

Asiatic possessions lie open to his watch-

ful, vigilant en(>uiy ; the clauses of the

Treaty of B<^rlin, which limited the na-

val and military power of Russia in the
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Black Sea, have been torn \\]y and the frag-

ment s llunir in the faces of France and
England by Prince Gortschakoft*. What
then can be said of the results of the Cri-

mean War ? Emphatically this—that it

secured the peace of eastern Europe for

a quarter of a century, and arrested the

invasion of the Cossack for a generation.

The Allies, it is true, paid a terrible

price for the temporary possession of

the south side of Sebastopol—England
lost 22,000 men, made a substantial addi-

tion to her national debt ; France lost, it

is said, nearly four times as many soldiers

as her ally. The Sardinian Contingent,

which Cavour boldly despatched to the

Crimea as a rung in the ladder up which
Italians were to mount to national ex-

istence, suffered a little ; the Turks fell

by tens of thousands in battle-fields in

Asia and in Europe, at Kars, Oltenitza,

Rassowa, Rustchuk, Silistria, Eupatoria,

Balaclava. The destruction of life by
cholera and sickness of all kinds was pro-

digious. Unnumbered camp-followers,

Croats, Bulgarians, Tartars, Bashiba-

zouks perished, even Austria added her

quota to the sum total of deaths, for her
corps of ol)servation on the frontier were
decimated by malaria. But Russia bled

at every pore —the fatal drain of treas-

ure and of blood was felt at the farthest

extremity of her vast dominions. In a
remote angle of her huge empire she
resisted the utmost efforts of the two
great Western Powers and the forces

of Turkey and Sardinia. From March
to August, 1855, upward of 80,000 Rus-
sians fell in and around Sebastopol.

From Se})teniber, 1854, to February,
1855, Russia lost 240,000 men in the
field. Her total loss throughout the
war is incalculable— it has been esti-

mated at 500,000 men. Her transport

was used up, her suj^plies exhausted,

her fields laid waste, man, horse, and
carriage all sw^allowed up in the war !

And yet for all that the eye of the

stranger rests to-day on the young
Queen of the Euxine, enthroned in

greater strength than before her fall, on
the sea which is all her own and close

to the beautiful votive chapel, " in ceter-

nam rei memoriam" " The Necropolis
of the Hundred Thousand " will recall

for years to come the fortitude of the

j)oor soldiers of the Czar who gave
their lives in defence of the Crimean
stronghold, which would have never
been attacked but for the lust of power
of the Autocrat hastening to seize his

share of the Sick Man's heritage.



THE POINT OF VIEW.

The present plight of the novel called

historical is rather interesting. No literary

mode has enjoyed a higher prosperity than

it. Yet all along its prosperity has lain

largely in a misapprehension. Latterly it

has come somewhat into disfavor ; and the

disfavor seems to lie for the most part in a

misapprehension too.

There needs no deep boring into history

to discover that the historical novel makes
very free with the facts. In addition to

the slips through deficient information and

false interpretation, to which the historical

novelist is liable in common with the his-

torian, and which the most painstaking can-

not wholly avoid, some deliberate twistings

of the truth are imposed upon him by ne-

cessities peculiar to his craft. However
much better in other respects the former

times may have been than these, for the

provision of well-rounded stories from real

life they were probably as bad as any. No
doubt in vigorous or violent incident their

real life was richer than ours is ; but, for a

complete, dramatic story, it is found, the

incidents and characters of the past have to

be grouped and fitted in by artifice, just as

the incidents and characters of the present

do. Consequently, the most excellent his-

torical novel, received simply as an histori-

cal chronicle, is bound to be more or less

misleading.

But, though it might be never so accu-

rate in its historical detail and coloring, the

historical novel has still a disadvantage as

an historical chronicle, in that, to maintain

its character as a novel, it must deal mainly

with personal and domestic affairs. The
foremost benefit to bo derived from the
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study of pure history is insight into mat-

ters social and political. In other words,

the book of history has one service to ren-

der ; the book of story, whether it treat of

the present or of the past, quite another.

For all this, the high respectability of

the historical novel is due in no small part

to a fancy that it is a sufiicient substitute

for the historical chronicle.

While few people read for anything but

momentaiy diversion, few are the readers

who can take their ration of fiction without

a pang of conscience. And, apparently, the

most gluttonous are the most scrupulous.

People whose reading is chiefly of other

sorts, and to whom the common run of

tales is nothing but a bore, are apt to read

fiction, when they do read it, with as un-

broken a sense of virtue as if they toiled

through the mystifying labyrinth of a

"Critique of Pure Reason." But those

who can read little else seem often to have

taken the distinction between light reading

and serious peculiarly and indissolubly to

heart, and to be constantly under an op-

pressive consciousness of it. To such what

more flattering unction than the historical

novel ? A good three-fourths of all of its

admirers, one dare guess, arc })orsous who
have discovered in it an easy means of set-

tling accounts with conscience. While sac-

rificing few or none of the delights of a

tale, they are, they fancy, extracting from

it all the riches of mining into the toughest

history. And this is the misajiprehonsion

wherein the prosperity of the historical

novel has so largely lain.

But, from being oxtravagantly esteemed

as a history that had the grace to be also a
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good tale, the historical novel now begins

to be condemned as a tale on the ground of

its insufficiency as a history. Those un-

avoidable historical inaccuracies already al-

luded to are cited as proof of its conflict

with the canon of taste which says that the

highest art is the exactest reproduction of

nature and truth. And here again, one vent-

ures to believe, the historical novel is the

subject of a misapprehension.

Neither the notion that the historical

novel is a history, nor the notion that it

ought to be one, could have arisen but

from a lurking delusion that a work of art

is only a cart (rather more richly painted

than most carts, possibly, but still a cart)

to convey lumps of dusty information and

dump them into the bins of the brain,

whence they may be drawn at need to boil

pots and warm toes. It is difficult to see

how, if one were well persuaded that the

value of a novel, as of any other work of

pure imagination, lay not in its instructions

but in its inspiration, any peculiar price

should be set on its merely historical prop-

erties, or a complete discredit be visited up-

on it for its merely historical errors. As for

the latter disposition, it should seem to be
a pretty dear purchase of accuracy, if all

that part of creative talent which works with

ease and warmth only on a theme far oflf

in time and place were forced to employ it-

self on uncongenial tasks. Yet this must

follow if, to save accuracy, an end were

made of all historical romance.

Man is the only laughing animal—at

least I have been given to understand by
naturalists that the monkey laughs but

from the teeth outward, the hyena's laugh

is an expression of impatience or rage, and

that other members of the brute world do

not laugh at all—and seems often at singu-

lar pains not to let this valuable faculty of

his lie torpid. I am rather interested in

laughing ; most people are interested in

things they have a gift for, and my friends

tell me that my sense of humor, if not

quite a mental deformity, is none the less

abnormal and exceptionally developed. I

read with equal voracity and pleasure the

(alleged) funny columns in the newspapers,

I am fond of humorous anecdote (that is,

of other people's anecdotes, not merely of

my own), I delight in parody, no matter

how exalted the thing parodied may be.

I am not sure that this is a virtue ; indeed
I fancy some of my acquaintances are quite

right when they tell me that my fondness

for parody often passes rational bounds,
and indicates an incomplete sense of hu-
morous proportion. I simply give the
above-mentioned facts as vouchers that I

can be made to laugh with tolerable ease,

and that, in the matter of subjects for fun,

I am not at all fastidious.

What annoys me is, not that many people

I have met look with sublime contempt
upon the things I can laugh at, declaring

them to be far-fetched, flimsy, or silly, but
that I find my faculty of laughter singu-

larly, and to me unexplainably, limited in

one direction. I would so like to be able

to laugh at anything any one else laughs

at! But I cannot. There is one whole
class of jokes to which my sense of humor
is absolutely impervious ; if I laugh, or

seem to laugh at them, it is purely from
vanity and false shame, so as not to let

people think that I am the only one in the

party who does not see the fun. These
are what I would call, for lack of a better

term, "jokes by popular acclamation," cer-

tain current witticisms or would-be-humor-

ous sallies at which it seems agreed that

every one shall laugh consumedly, even in

the face of endless repetition and a total

lack of comprehension. Do not think that,

when I say *' total lack of comprehension,"

I am not speaking by the book ; time and
time again have I taken especial pains to

ask the most exuberant laughers at the kind

of joke I mean, what they were laughing

at and where the fun came in ? The answer

has been in every case that they did not

know ; they did not know whence the joke

came, what it was about, what the point of

it was, whether it even had a point at all,

but that they could not help laughing at

that joke, that "everybody laughed at it !
"

It was the joke of the season.

What I mean by " jokes by popular ac-

clamation " are those singular catch-words,

or catch-phrases, that are accepted as a sort

of temporary appendix to the slang vocab-

ulary of the day, and are quoted with side-

splitting glee in connection with the most
various and irreconcilable topics of conver-

sation, a pi-opoa de tout et de rien. The
meaning, relevancy, humorous gist, often
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even the origin of these phrases is admit-

tedly problematical. No doubt some of

them come from the minor drama, are

catch-words in popular farces, or bur-

lesques. Indeed I succeeded in tracing

the first one I ever met with to this source.

It was not here in America, but in Ger-

many. During the winter of 1858-59 all

Berlin rang with " Wat ik mich davor

koofe?^^ (Berlin dialect for " Was ich mir

da/ur kaufe ?
"—

'
* What good does that do

me ? "). I managed to trace this phrase to

a then popular one-act vaudeville running

at a very minor theatre, entitled: ^^ Berlin

wie es hustet undniest " ( " Berlin as it Coughs

and Sneezes "). Everybody would quote

this phrase in connection with every possi-

ble remark one might make in conversation

on every possible subject ; and everybody

laughed as if it had been the quintessence

of humor. Yet all admitted freely that

they had not the slightest idea why they

were laughing ! In 1869-70 I happened to

be in Berlin again ; and, wishing to show

that an absence of eleven years had not

faded quite all the local color of my Ger-

man, I seized the first opportunity to come
out boldly with a "TF«^ ik mich davor

koofe ? " Not a soul laughed ; I am not sure

the people did not think me rather rude.

The phrase was out of date, and had lost all

its savor. Its place had been usurped by an-

other, viz.: ^^ Das war er fruher nicktf^*

(He didn't use to be so !). Now the entire

population of Berlin—men, women, and
children—would laugh themselves to within

an inch of apoplexy at this ; and eveiy man
of them admitted that, to save his life, he

could not tell what he was laughing at

!

I forgot to ask any of the women or chil-

dren. Some years ago a similar phrase

drove all Paris wild with laughter : "On di-

rait du veau! " (" It looks like veal"). Let

a man but say this, with any expression of

face he pleased, he was sure of a sympa-

thetic guffaw from all who heard him ; but,

if he asked where the joke was, whence it

came, or what allusion was meant, no one

could tell him ! Explain this who can.

I need not bring up here the numerous
American phrases of this sort that have suc-

cessively made the trade of amateur humor-
ist easy for my compatriots during the last

twenty years or so ; any one can call half

a dozen of them to mind without effort. I

do not happen to know any English ones

;

but it seems to me that the English laugh-

ing public must be peculiarly amenable to

this kind of stimulus to merriment—I do
not know quite why, but it does somehow
seem probable. But, as I said to begin

with, what troubles me is my inability to

join my friends in their laughter, to share

in the delights of the "joke by popular

acclamation." It hardly seems likely that

an entire community should have taken the

trouble to pass round the word secretly that

this or that otherwise unmeaning phrase

was to be found excruciatingly funny, and

that every one must pretend to laugh at it

—and have left me out of the secret. But
then, how explain the curious fact that

these popular catch - phrases leave me
wholly unmoved to laughter, me who laugh

fit to burst even over the London Punch ?

When, in 1834, Honore de Balzac set-

tled down at No. 13 Eue des Batailles for

the purpose of secluding himself from the

world of Paris, and especially from that

part of " the world" to which he owed his

remarkable and tremendous debts— real

and imaginary— the paying off of which

gave the world some of the best treasures

in French literature, while it cost the debt-

or his life—he gave positive orders to ad-

mit no one whose name was not on a small

list which he made his servant learn by

heart and repeat to him every night and

morning. One day there came to the house

a young man of slight figure and a strange-

ly expressive face. He wore his haii- long,

and his coat — a long black one, lacking

three or four buttons—was threadbare and

shiny. The door was shut in his face.

Such visitors are common to all great au-

thors. But the next day he came again,

and he continued to come, until the ser-

vant sorely troubled what to do, explained

the matter to his master.

"Ha!" said the author of one hun-

dred and forty -five volumes, "he comes

every day, does he? Has been here for the

past fortnight ? Well, to-morrow when

ho comes, admit him. Sucli persistency

should have its reward."

The next day the young man came as

usual. He was ai)parontly not surprised at

his reception, but took it as a matter of
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course. His name, he said, was Felix Ar-

vei-s ; be was born in 1806, at Paris ; he had

received a careful education at the hands of

his father, who was a lawyer ; now he was .

without money or relatives ; he believed

that he had some genius in writing verses
;

and he drew from under the long black

coat a pile of manuscript, which he pre-

sented to his host.

'* Ha !
" said Balzac, " you have some of

your work with you ? Very good ; come
to-morrow and we will talk it over. I am
busy now."

On the morrow the young man found his

manuscript, but no Balzac. Across the first

page was written, in the minute hand of the

great author : "I have read some of this
;

there is absolutely nothing in. it."

Balzac, however, was not the only one

to whom Felix Arvers paid a visit. There

were many others—authors, poets, dramat-

ists, journalists^but they all treated him
the same way. He was no poet, and never

could be one. In the meantime he wrote

quantities of rhyme that nobody seemed to

care to read, and that no one would publish.

Perhaps, after his first failures, he found

a friend or at least a patron, for the next

year a small edition of poems, called '^ Mes
Heures Perdues," appeared in print. The
principal pieces were a tragedy, " La Mort
de Frangois I.," and a light comedy, " Plus

de Peur que de Mai." The book was re-

morselessly jumped upon by the critics,

and its luckless author was so broken-

hearted that, having meditated suicide and
lacking the vanity to kill himself, he was
thrown into a fever and taken to the hospi-

tal of Saint Louis, where for a month and
more he hung between life and death. He
at length recovered.

A story is told of his struggle for life in

the hospital ; how his courage was strength-

ened and his fears allayed by the Sister who
was his nurse ; and how, at length, he found
there was much in life after all, for her ten-

der, loving care had made life very dear to

him. And it is said that when he left the

hospital his heart was in the keeping of the

sweet Sister, who, without pausing or falter-

ing, continued her errand of mercy. It was
a pretty picture, the poet lying in the silent,

white ward, watched over by a Madonna ; but
it faded quickly as Felix Arvers returned to

the world, met with indifferent success, be-

came known as a successful imitator of

Scribe, and wrote rollicking verses for the

Theatre Fran^ais. Dying in 1851, he would
have been forgotten in a week, if his fame
had rested on what the world already pos-

sessed of his work. But of all the lines of

forgotten poetiy from his pen, there was one

little sonnet that no eye had ever seen save

his own. It was found among his papers af-

ter his death. They say it has made its au-

thor immortal. And, at the time, M. Jules

Janin, the critic, wrote these words : "Dites-

moi s'il n'est pas dommage que ces choses-

la se perdent et disparaissent comme des

articles de journal? La langue est belle,

la passion est vraie ; il faut y croire ;

I'auteur est mort au moment ou il allait

prendre sa place au soleil."

And so, after all, the picture in the hos-

pital of Saint Louis, the poet near to death,

the sweet face of the Sister, her devotion to

him as a sufi'ering creature of God, his si-

lent love for her as a noble, tender woman,
may be true. You can believe that it is

when you read the sonnet

:

Mon ame a son secret, ma vie a son mystere,

Un amour eternel en un moment con^u ;

Le mal est sans espoir, aussi j'ai dfl le taire,

Et celle qui I'a fait n'en a jamais rien su.

Helas ! j'aurai pass6 pres d'elle inaper^u,

Toujours a ses cOtes, et pourtant solitaire ;

Et j'aurai jusqu'au bout fait mon temps sur la terre,

N'osant rien demander et n'ayant rien rcQU.

Pour elle, quoique Dieu I'ait faite douce et tendre,

Elle ira son chemin, distraite, et sans entendre

Ce murmure d'amour elev6 sur ses pas.

A I'austere devoir pieusement fidele,

EUe dira, lisant ces vers tout remplis d'elle :

" Quelle est done cette femme ? " et ne comprendra pas.

Some years later, an American, whose
name is as unknown to his contemporaries

as that of Arvers was to his, gave the fol-

lowing interpretation of the fourteen lines :

My soul has its own secret, life its care,

A hopeless love, that in one moment drew
The breath of life. Silent its pain I bear.

Which she who caused it, knows not, never knew.

Alas ! by her unmarked my passion grew
As by her side I walked—most lonely there.

And long as life shall last I am aware

I shall win nothing, for I dare not sue.

While she, whom God has made so kind and sweet.

Goes heedless on her way with steadfast feet,

Unconscious of love's whisper murmured low.

To duty faithful as a saint, some day,

Keading these lines all filled with her, she'll say ;

" Who was this woman ? " and will never know.
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FROM VENICE TO THE GROSS-VENEDIGER,

By Henry van Dyke.

wliicli tliev call

HERE is no evident

connection between
the city of Venice,

wliicli does not con-

tain even a small
hill, and the huo-e

snow - clad moun-
tain in the Tyrol,

' the Bio' Venetian."
You cannot see the mountain from the
city ; nor is the city visible from the
mountain-top. But that fact did not
seem to me any barrier to an attempt
to join them in my own experience by
a little journey. On the contrary, a
great deal of the pleasure of life lies in

brin«^ing to<^etlier thinos which have no
connection. That is the secret of hu-
mor—at least so we are told by the
j^hilosophers who explain the jests that

other men have made—and in regard
to travel I am quite sure that it must
be illogical in order to be entertaining.

The more contrasts it contains, the bet-

ter.

But apart from the 2)hiloso2)liy of the
matter, which I must confess to pass-
ing over very superficially at the time,

there were other and more (;ogent rea-

sons for wanting to go from Venice to

the Big Venetian. It was the first of

July, and the city on the sea was becom-
ing tepid. A slumbrous haze brooded
over canals and palaces and churches.
It was difficult to keep one's conscience
awake to Baedeker and a sense of moral
ol)ligation ; Buskin was imi)ossible, and

Copyriifht, HI»-,», by Chnrlos Sn

a picture-gallerj' was a penance. AVe
floated lazily from one place to another
and decided that, after all, it was too
warm to go in. The cries of the gondo-
liers, at the canal corners, grew more and
more monotonous and dreamy. There
was danger of our falling fast asleep

and having to pay for a day's repose
in a gondola by the hour. If it grew
much warmer we might be compelled
to stay until the following winter in

order to recover energy enough to get

away. All the' signs of the times point-

ed northward ; and due north lay the

Big Venetian, wrap2)ed in his robe of

glaciers.

II.

The first stage on the journey thither

was by rail to Belluno—about four or

five hours. It is a sufiicient commen-
tar}^ on railway travel that the most im-

portant thing about it is to tell how
many hours it takes to get from one

place to another. "We arrived in Bel-

luno at night, and when we awoke the

next morning we found ourselv(^s in a

picturesque little city of Venetian as-

pect with a ])iazza and a campanile

and a Palladian catliedral, but sur-

rounded on all sides l)y lofty hills. We
were at the end of tlie railway and at

the l)eginning of \\\v Dolomites.

Although I have a constitutional

aversion to scientific information given

by unscientific })ersons, such as clergy-

men and men of letters, I must go in

that direction far enou^li to make it

ibner's Sons. All nphis rowrvcil.
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clear tliat the woiil Dolomite does not composition ; but even if this be true

describe a kind of fossil, nor a sect of it need not prejudice anj^ candid ob-

heretics, but a formation of mountains server against them. For the simple
and fortunate fact

», is that they are
T built of such stone

that wind and
weather, keen frost

and melting snow
and rushing water
have Avorn and cut
and carved them
into a thousand
shapes of wonder
and beauty. It

needs but little
fancy to see in them
walls and towers,

y cathedrals and cam-
paniles, fortresses

and cities, tinged
with m any hues
from palest gray to

deep red, and shin-

ing in an air so soft,

so 23ure, so cool, so

fragrant, under a

sky so deep and
blue and a sunshine

so genial that it seems like the liaj^py

union of Switzerland and Italy.

The great highway through this re-

gion from south to north is the Am-
pezzo road, which was constructed in

1830, along the valleys of the Piave,

the Boite, and the Eienz—the ancient

line of travel and commerce between
Venice and Innsbruck. The road is

equally a wonder and a blessing that superbly Imilt, smooth, and level. Our
it has not been long since completely carriage rolled along so easily that we
overrun with tourists and ruined with forgot and forgave its venerable ap-

railwavK. There are, indeed, no enor- pearance and its lack of accommoda-
mous glaciers or snow-fields ; the water- tion for trunks. We had been per-

falls are comparatively few and slender, suaded to take four horses, as our
and the rivers small ; the highest peaks luggage seemed too formidable for a

are but little more than ten thousand single pair. But in effect our conces-

feet. But, on the other hand, the moun- sion to apparent necessity turned out
tains are always near, and therefore al- to be a mere display of superfluous

ways imposing. Bold, steep, fantastic luxury, for the two white leaders did

masses of naked rock, they rise sud- little more than show their feeble

denly from the green and flowery val- paces, leaving the gray wheelers to do
leys in amazing and endless contrast ; the work. "We had the elevating sense

they mirror themselves in the tiny of travelling four-in-hand, however—

a

mountain lakes like pictures in a dream, satisfaction to which I do not believe

I believe the fcuide-l)ook says that any human being is altogether insensi-

they are formed of carbonate of lime ble.

and carbonate of magnesia in chemical At Longarone we breakfasted for the

Church of the Trinity. Cortina, and Peak of Sorapis in the Distance

lying between the Alps and the Adri-

atic. Draw a diamond on the map,
with Brixen at the northwest corner,

Lienz at the northeast, Belluno at the

southeast, and Trent at the southwest,

and you will have included the region

of the Dolomites, a country so pictu-

resque, so interesting, so full of sub-

lime and beautiful scenery that it is
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second time, and entered the luirrow

g-oi't^e of the Piave. The road ^vas cut

out of the face of the rock. Beh)w us

tlie long lund^er - rafts went shootin,i>'

down the swift river. Above, on the

riiiht, were the ja^ij^ed crests of Monte
Furlon and Prenia<;>>iore, which seemed
to us very wonderful, because we had
not yet learned how jasjcij^ed the Dolo-

mites can be. At Perarolo, Avhere the

Boite joins the Piave, there is a lump
of a mountain in the anj^ie l)etween the

rivers, and around this we crawled in

lon^ curves until we had risen a thou-
sand feet and arrived at the small Ho-
tel Yenezia, where we were to dine.

"While dinner was preparing the
Good Man and I walked up to Pieve di

Cadore, the birthplace of Ti-

tian. The house in which
the great painter first saw
the colors of the world is

still standing, and they show
the very room in which it is

said that he began to paint.

I am not one of those who
would inquire too closely

into such a legend as this.

The cottage may have been
rebuilt a dozen times since

Titian's day ; not a scrap of

the original stone or j^laster

may remain ; but beyond a

doubt the view that we saw
from the window is the same
that Titian saw\ Now, for

the first time, I could un-
derstand and appreciate the

landscape - backgrounds of

his pictures. The compact
masses of mountains, the
bold, sharp forms, the hang-
ing rocks of cold gray emerg-
ing from green slopes, tlie

intense l)lue aerial distances
— these all had seemed to

me unreal and imaginary

—

compositions of tlie studio.

But now I knew^ that, whetli-

er Titian painted out-of-
doors, like our modern en-

thusiasts, or not, he certain-

ly paint<'d what lie had seen,

and })aiiited it as it is.

The graceful brown-eyed boy who
showed us the liouse seenHul also (o

belong to one of Titian's ])i<tui(s. As

we were going away, the Good Man. I'oi-

lack of copi)er, rewarded him with a
little silver piece, a half-lira, in value
al)out ten cents. A celestial rapture
of surprise spread over the child's face,

and I know not what blessings he in-

voked upon us. He called his com-
panions to rejoice with him, and we
left them cla2)l)ing their liands and
dancing.

Driving after one has dined has al-

ways a peculiar charm. The motion
seems pleasanter, the landscape finer

than in the morning hours. The road
from Cadore ran on a high level,

through sloping pastures, white vil-

lages, and bits of larch forest. In its

narrow^ bed, far below, the river Boite

Fresco from the Hotel Aauil.i NeM Cortina.

(Painti'd by tlic iiiiiki'cjM'r's son.)

I'oared as vicntly as /lnffi>))i's lion.

Tlie afternoon sunlight tonchrd tlu'

snow-capi)eil pinnacle of Antela«> .nid
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the massive pink Avail of Sorapis on
the riiifht ; on the left, across the val-

lev. ^lonte Pelnio's vast head and the

wild crests of La Eochetta and Forniin
rose dark against the glowing sky.

The peasants lifted their hats as we
passed and gave us a 2)leasant even-

ing greeting. And so, almost with-

out knowing it, we slii^ped out of Italy

into Austria, and drew uj) before a

bare, square stone building with the

double l)lack eagle, like a strange fowl

split for broiling, staring at us from
the wall, and an inscription to the ef-

fect that this w^as the Royal and Im-
j^erial Austrian Custom-house.
The officer saluted us so politely

that we felt quite sorry that his duty
required him to disturb our luggage.
'• The law^ obliged him to open one
trunk ; courtesy forbade him to open
more." It w^as quickly done ; and.

s{i!:'f7

Peasants of Lienz.

without having to make any contri-

bution to the income of His Royal and

Imperial Majesty Francis Joseph, we
rolled on our way, through the ham-
lets of Acqua Bona and Zuel, into the
Ampezzan metropolis of Cortina, at

sundown.
The modest inn called " The Star of

Gold " stood facing the public square,

just below the church, and the land-

lady stood facing us in the doorway,
with an enthusiastic welcome— alto-

gether a most friendly and entertain-

ing landlady, whose one desire in life

seemed to be that w^e should never re-

gret having chosen her house instead

of " The AVhite Cross," or " The Black
Eagle."

" O ja ! " she had our telegram re-

ceived ; and w^ould w^e look at the

rooms ? Outlooking on the piazza

—

w^tli a balcony from wdiich w^e could ob-

serve the Festa of to-morrow. She
hoped they would please us. Only

come in ; accommodate
yourselves."

It was all as she prom-
ised ; three little bed-

rooms, and a little salon

opening on a little bal-

cony
;
queer old oil-

paintings and framed
embroideries and tiles

hanging on the walls

;

spotless curtains and
board floors so white
that it would have been
a shame to eat oft' them
w ithout spreading a

cloth to keep them from
being soiled.

" These are the rooms
of the Baron Rothschild
when he comes here al-

ways in the summer

—

with nine horses and
nine servants—the Bar-

on Rothschild of Vi-

enna."

I assured her that w^e

did not know the Baron,

but that should make
no difference. We would
not ask her to reduce

the price on account of

a little thing like that.

She did not quite
grasp this idea, but hoped that we
would not find the pension too dear
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at a dollar and tifty- seven and a -half

cents a day each, with a little extra for

the salon and the balcony. " The En<;'-

lish peo2)le all please themselves here

—there comes many every summer

—

Eniilish bishops and their families."

III.

Cortina lies in its valley like a white
shell that has rolled down into a broad
vase of malachite. It has about a hun-
dred houses and seven Inmdred iiihab-

*7S-

Monte Nuvolau, as seen from the Alp Pocol.

I inquired whether there w^ere any
bishops in the house at that moment.

"No, just at present—she was very
sorry—none."

"AVell, then," I said, "it is all ri.i^dit.

We will take the rooms."
Good Siu^nora Barbaria, you did not

speak tlie American Lm^-ua^'e, nor un-
derstand it ; but you understood how
to make a little inn cheerful and home-
like

;
yours was a very simple and <j^en-

ial art of keeping a lioteL As we sat in

the balcony after sui)per, listeiiin*>* to

the capital playin<j^ of the villaiGi'e orches-

tra, and the Tyrolese s()n<^s with which
they varied their music, we thou^lit

within ourselves that we were fortunate

to liave fallen ii])()n tlie Star of (lold.

itants, a large church and two small

ones, a tine stone campanile with ex-

cellent bells, and seven or eight little

inns. But it is more important tlian

its size would signify, for it is the cap-

ital of the district whose lawful title

is Magriifica Comunitd di Ampezzo—

a

name conferred huigago by the Beinib-

lic of Venice. In the lifteenth century

it was Venetian territory, but in 1510,

under ^Maximilian I., it was joined to

Austria, and it is now one of the rich-

est and most i)rosperous communes of

the Tyrol. It end)races about thirty-

tive hundr{>d ])eople, scattered in ham-
lets and clusters of houses through the

«;i-een basin with its four entrances, ly-

inu between i\w ]u>aks of Tofana. Cris-
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tallo, Sorajiis, and Xuvolau. Tlie well-

cultivated i^raiu-tields and meadows, the
smooth alps tilled witli line cattle, tlie

well-built houses with their white stone
basements and balconies of dark brown
wtKxl and broad overhaniiinLi' roofs, all

speak of industry and thrift. But

by a peasant's son, who has never had
a thorough musical education. It must
have at least twentv-tive members, and
as we heard them at the Festa they
seemed to play with extraordinary ac-

curacy and expression.
This Festa i^ave us a line chance to

Lake Misurina, and the Drei Zinnen.

there is more than mere agricultural

prosperity in this valle3^ There is a

line race of men and women—intelli-

gent, vigorous, and with a strong sense

of beauty. The outer walls of the an-

nex of the Hotel AquiJa Nera are cov-

ered with frescos of marked power
and originality, painted by the son of

the innkeeper. The art schools of Cor-

tina are famous for their beautiful work
in gold and silver filigree, and wood-
inlaying. There are nearly two hun-
dred pupils in these schools, all peas-

ants' children, and they produce results,

especially in intor^ia, which are admira-
ble. The village orchestra, of whicli I

spoke a moment ago, is trained and led

see the people of the Ampezzo all to-

gether. It was the annual jubilation

of the district ; and from all the outly-

ing hamlets and remote side A-alleys,

even from the neighboring vales of Agor-
do and Auronzo, across the mountains,
and from Cadore, the peasants, men and
women and children, had come in to the

Sof/ro at Cortina. The piazza—which
is really nothing more than a broaden-
ing of the road behind the church—^^^as

quite thronged. There must have been
between two and three thousand peoj^le.

The ceremonies of the day began
with general church - going. The Y>eo-

ple here are honestly and naturally

religious. I have seen so mam' exam-
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pies of what can only be called "sin-

cere and unaffected piety " that I can-

not doubt' it. The church, on Cortina's

feast-day, was crow^ded to the doors

with worshij^pers who gave every evi-

dence of taking i)art not only with the

voice but also with the heart in the

worship. Then followed the })ubli(r

unveiling of a tablet, on the wall of the

little Inn of the Anchor, to the mem-
ory of Giammaria Ghedini, the founder
of the art-schools of Cortina. There
was music by the band ; and an oration

by a native Demosthenes (who spoke
in Italian so fluent that it ran through
one's senses like water through a sluice,

leaving nothing behind), and an orig-

inal "Canto," sung by the village choir,

with a general chorus, in which they
called upon the various mountains to

"re-echo the name of the beloved master

tioned in the newspapers of the great
world ; but, after all, has not the man
^yho wins such a triumph as this in the
hearts of his own people, for whom
he has made labor beautiful with the
charm of art, deserved better of fame
than man}' a renowned monarch or
concpiering warrior? We should be
wiser if we gave less glor}- to the men
who have been successful in forcing
their fellow-men to die, and more glory
to the men who have been successfiil

in teaching their fellow-men how to

live.

But the Festa of Coi-tina did not
remain all day on this high moral plane.

In the afternoon came what our land-

lady called " oilerlei DuviinlieUen.'''

There was a grand lottery for the bene-
flt of the Volunteer Fire Department.
The high officials sat up in a green

The Five Towers of Averati.

John-Mary as a model of modesty and
true merit," and w^ound up Avitli

fluriiili for John -Alar V ! Tlurrali for his art

!

Hiurali for all teaflicrs as skilful as he !

Hurrah for us all who h.ave now taken jiart

In singing togi'tlier in <//>» . . re . . wi.

It was very primitive, and I do not sup-
pose that the celebration was even nn^n-

wooden booth in the middh^ of tlie

square, and called out tlie nund)ers

and distributed the prizes. Then there

was a greased jiole with various arti-

cles of an attractive cliaracter tied to a

large hoop at the top—silk aprons and
a green jacket, and bottles of wine,

and half a smokcMl ])iLi\ ;ind a coil of

r()p(>, andapur.sc. The gallant firemen
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voluntarily eliinbed uj) the pole as far

as tliev could, one after another, and
then involuntarily slid dcnvn a«;ain ex-

hausted, each one wij)in«>' off a little

more of the grease, until at last the

lucky one came who profited hy his

forerunners" labors, and struggled to

the top to snatch the smoked pig.

After that it was easy. Such is success
in this unequal world ; the man who
wipes off' the grease seldom gets the

l^rize. Then followed various games
Avitli tubs of water and coins fastened
to the bottom of a huge black fr^^ing-

pan, to be plucked oft' with the lips, and
pots of Hour to be broken with sticks,

so that the young lads of the village

w^ere ducked and blackened and pow-
dered to an unlimited extent, amid the
hilarious applause of the spectators.

wheels ; and the boys had tiny little

red and blue lights which they held
until their lingers were burned, just as

boys do in America ; and there was a
general hush of wonder as a particu-

larly brilliant rocket swished into the
dark sky ; and when it burst into a
rain of serpents the crowd breathed
out its delight in a long-drawn " Ah-
li-h-h !

" just as the crowd does every-

Avliere. We might easily have imagined
ourselves at a Fourth of July celebra-

tion in Vermont, if it had not been for

the costumes.
The men of the Ampezzo Valley have

kept but little that is peculiar in their

dress. Men are naturally more pro-

gressive than women, and therefore

less picturesque. The tide of fashion

has swept them into conformity with

Landro, and the Pension Bauer.

In the evening there was more music,

and the peasants danced in the square,

the women quietly and rather heavily,

but the men with amazing agility, slap-

ping the soles of their shoes with their

hands, or turning cart-wheels in front

of their partners. At dark the festivi-

ties closed with a display of fireworks
;

there w^ere rockets and bombs and pin-

the world, the international monot-
ony of coat and vest and trousers

—

pretty much the same, and equally

ugly, all over the world. Now and
then you may see a short jacket with
silver buttons, or a pair of knee-

breeches, and almost all the youths
wear a bunch of feathers or a tuft of

chamois' hair in their soft green hats.
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The Gross-Venediger from Inner-gschloss.

But the women of tlie Ampezzo—strong,

comely, with golden brown complex-
ions, and often nol)le faces — are not
asliamed to dress as their grandmoth-
ers did. They wear a little round
black felt hat with rolled brim and two
long ribbons hanging down at the back.

Their hair is carefully l)raided and
coiled, and stuck through and through
witli great silver pins. A black bodice,

fastened with silver clasps, is covered in

front with the ends of a brilliant silk

kerchief, laid in many folds around
the shoulders. The white shirt-sleeves

are very full and fastened up above
the elbow with colored ribbon. If the

weather is cool the women wear a

short black jacket, with satin yoke and
liigh puffed sleeves. But, whatever the

weather may l)e, they make no change
in the large, full, dark skirts, almost

completely covered with immense silk

aprons, by j^i'eference light blue. It is

not a remarkably brilliant dress, com-
pared with that Avhich one may still see

in some districts of Norway or Sweden,
but upon the whole it becomes the wom-
en of the Ampezzo wonderfully. And,
for my part, I think that when a wom-
an has found a dress that becomes her

it is a Avaste of time to send to Paris

for a fashion-plate.

IV.

AVhen the excitement of tlie Festa

had subsided we were free to abandon
ourselves to the excursions in which

the neigld)orho()d of Cortina abounds,

and to wliicli the guide-book cMi'ncstly

calls everv right-minded travellei-. A
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walk through the litxht-gTeeii shadows
of the hirch-woods to the tiny lake of

Gheiliiia, where we could see all the

four dozen trout swininiin<;' about in

the clear water and catchinf^' flies ; a

drive to the Belvedere, where there are

superficial refreshments above and pro-

found grottos below ; these 'svere trifles,

though we enjoyed them. But the great

mountains encircling us on every side,

standing out in clear view with that

distinctness and completeness of A'ision

which is one charm of the Dolomites,
seemed to summon us to more arduous
enterprises. Accordingly the Good Man
and I selected the easiest one, engaged
a guide, and prepared for the ascent.

Monte Nuvolau is not a perilous moun-
tain. I am quite sure that at my pres-

ent time of life I should be unwilling to

ascend a perilous mountain unless there

were something extraordinarily desira-

ble at the top, or remarkably disagree-

able at the bottom. Mere risk has
lost the attractions.which it once had.

As the father of a family I felt bound
to abstain from going for pleasure into

any place which a Christian lady might
not visit with propriety. Our prepa-
rations for Nuvolau, therefore, did not
consist of ropes, ice-irons, and axes,

but sim2:)ly of a lunch.

Our way led us, in the early morning,
through the clustering houses of La-
cedel, up the broad, green slope that

faces Cortina on the ^vest, to the beau-
tiful Alp Pocol. Nothing could ex-

ceed the pleasure of such a walk in the

cool of the day, while the dew" still lies

on the short, rich grass, and the mj-ri-

ads of flow^ers are at their brightest

and sweetest. The infinite variety and
abundance of the blossoms is a con-

tinual w^onder. They are sown more
thickly than the stars in heaven, and
the rainbow itself does not show so

many tints. Here they are mingled
like the threads of some strange em-
broidery ; and there again nature has
massed her colors ; so that one spot
will be all pale blue w^itli innumerable
forget-me-nots, or dark blue with gen-

tians ; another will blush with the deli-

cate pink of the Santa Lucia or the

deeper red of the clover ; and another
will shine yellow as cloth of gold. Over
all this opulence of bloom the larks

were soaring and singing. I never
heard so many as in the meadows
about Cortina. There was always a
sweet spray of music sprinkling down
out of the sky, where the singers poised
unseen. It was like walking through
a shower of melody.
From the Alp Pocol, which is simply

a fair, lofty i)asture, we had our first

full view of Nuvolau, rising bare and
strong, like a huge bastion, from the
dark fir-w^oods. Through these our way
led onward now^ for seven miles, wdtli

but a slight ascent. Then turning off

to the left we began to climb sharply
tln-ough the forest. There w^e found
abundance of the lovely Alpine roses,

which do not bloom on the lower
ground. Through the wood the cuckoo
w\as calling— the bird Avhich reverses
the law of good children, and insists on
being heard but not seen.

When the w^ood was at an end w^e

found ourselves at the foot of an alp

wdiich sloped steeply" up to the Five
Tow^ers of Averau. The effect of these

enormous masses of rock, standing out
in lonely grandeur, like the ruins of

some forsaken habitation of giants, is

tremendous. Seen from far beloW' in

the valley their form is picturesque
and striking ; but as we sat beside the

clear, cold spring wiiich gushes out at

the foot of the largest tow^er, the

Titanic rocks seemed to hang in the

air above us as if they Avould overawe
us into a sense of their majesty. We
felt it to the full

;
yet none the less, but

rather the more, could we feel at the

same time the delicate and ethereal

l)eauty of the fringed gentianella and
the pale Alpine lilies scattered on the

short turf beside us.

We had now been on foot about
three hours and a half. The half hour
that remained was the hardest. Up
over loose, broken stones that rolled

beneath our feet, up over great slopes

of rough rock, up across little fields

of snow where w^e paused to celebrate

the Fourth of July with a brief snow-

ball fight, up along a narrowing ridge

W'ith a precipice on either hand, and so

at last to the summit, 8,600 feet above

the sea.

It is not a great height, but it is a

noble situation. For Nuvolau is for-
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tuuately 2>li^<*f'*^ i^i the very centre of

the Dolomites, and so commands a

tiner view than many a hit>her moun-
tain. Indeed, it is not from the hij4;h-

est peaks, according to my experience,

that one gets the grandest prospects,

but rather from those of middle height,

down into the deep-cut vale of Agor-
do. Opposite to us was the enormous
mass of Tofana, a pile of gray and pink
and saffron rock. When we turned the
other way we faced a group of moun-
tains as ragged as the crests of a line

of fir-trees, and behind them loomed

which are so isolated as to give a wide
circle of vision and from wliich one can
see l)otli the valleys and the summits.
Monte Rosa itself gives a less imposing-
view than the G.u'ner Grat. It is pos-
sil)le, in this worhl, to clind) too high
for pleasure.

But what a panorama Nuvolau gave
us on tliat clear, radiant summer
morning—a perfect circle of splendid
siglit. On one side we lookcnl down
upon tlie Five Towers ; on the otlier, a

thousand feet below, tlie Alps, dotted
with the liuts of tlie herdsmen, sloped

Shelter-hut on the Gross-Venediger.

the solemn head of Pelnio. Across the

broad vale of the Boite, Antelao stood

beside Sorapis, like a campanile be-

side a cathedral, and Cristallo towered
above the green jjass of the Three

Crosses. Through that opening we
could see the bristling peaks of tlie Sex-

tenthal. Sweeping around in a wider

circle from that pcunt we saw, beyond
the Diirrenstein, the snow-covered pih^

of the Gross - Glockner ; the crimson

l)astions of tlie Botliwand appeared
to the north, beliind Tofana ; then the

wliite slopes tliat liang far away above
the Zillertlial ; and, nearer, tlie G(>is-

lersjutze, like five fingers thrust into

the air : beliind that the distant Oetz-

thaler ^[oniitain and just a singh* wliite

glimpse of the highest [xak of the
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Ortler l>v the Euuadiue ; nearer still

we saw the vast fortress of the Sella

group aud the red combs of the Koseu-
garteu ; Moute Mariiiolada, the Queeu
of the Dolomites, stood before us re-

fru^ii-al lunch, we were glad that he had
recovered his health, and glad that he
had built the hut, and glad that we had
come to it. In fact, we could almost
s^inpathize in our cold, reserved Ameri-

V

Summit of the Gross-Venedigei'.

vealed from base to peak in a bridal

train of snow ; and southward we
looked into the dark rugged face of

La Civetta, rising sheer out of the vale

of Agordo, where the Lake of Alleghe
slept unseen. It was a sea of moun-
tains, tossed around us into a m^-riad

of motionless waves, and with a rain-

bow of colors spread among their hol-

lows and across their crests. The rocks
of rose and orange and silver gray, the
valleys of deepest green, the distant

shadows of purple and melting blue,

and the dazzling white of the scattered

snow -fields seemed to shift and vary
like the hues on the inside of a shell.

And over all, from peak to peak, the
light, feathery clouds went drifting la-

zily and slowly, as if they could not
leave a scene so fair.

There is barely room on the toj:) of

Xuvolau for the stone shelter-hut which
a grateful Saxon baron has built there
as a sort of votive offering for the re-

covery of his health among the moun-
tains. As we sat within and ate our

can way with the sentimental German
inscription which we read on the wall :

Von Nnvolau's liolien Wolkenstufen
Lass micli, Natur, durch deiiie Himmel ru-

fen

—

An deiner Brnst gesunde, wer da krank

!

So wird zum Volkerdank mein SacJisendank.

We refrained, however, from shout-

ing anything through Nature's heaven,

but went lightly down in about three

hours to supper in the Star of Gold.

V.

When a stern necessity forces one to

leave Cortina there are several ways of

dej^arture. We selected the main high-

way for our trunks, but for ourselves

the Pass of the Three Crosses ; the

Good Man and his wife in a mountain
wagon and I on foot. It should be

written as an axiom in the j^hiloso-

phy of travel that the easiest way is

best for your luggage, and the hardest
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Tvay is best for yourself. All aloii^

the rough road up to the Pass we had
a glorious outlook backward over the

Aiiipezzo Val d', and when we came to

the toj) we looked deep down into the

narrow Val Buona behind Sorajns. I

do not know just when we passed the

Austrian border, but when we came to

Lake Misurina we found ourselves in

Italy again. My friends went on down
the valley to Landro, l)ut I in my weak-
ness, having eaten of the trout of the

lake for dinner, could not resist the

temptation of staying over night to

catch one for breakfast.

It was a pleasant failure. The lake

was beautiful, lying on top of the

mountain like a bit of the blue sky,

surrounded by the peaks of Cristallo,

Cadino, and the Drei Zinnen. It was
a happiness to Hoat on such celestial

waters and cast the hopeful fly. The
trout were there ; they were large ; I

saw them ; they also saw me ; but, alas

!

I could not raise them. Misurina is,

in fact, what the Scotch call "a dour
loch," one of those places which are

outwardly beautiful, but inwardly so

depraved that the trout will not rise.

AVhen we came ashore in the evening
the boatman consoled me with the story

of a French count who had spent two
weeks there fishing, and only caught
one fish. I had some thoughts of stay-

ing over the other thirteen days to rival

the count, but concluded to go on the

next morning over Monte Pian and the

Cat's Ladder to Landro.
The view from Monte Pian is far less

extensive than that from Nuvolau ; but
it has the advantage of being very near
the wild jumble of the Sexten Dolo-
mites. The Three Shoemakers and a

lot more of sharp and ragged felloAVS

are close by on the east ; on the west
Cristallo shows its fine little glacier,

and Ilothwand its crimson cliffs ; and
southward Misurina gives to the view
a glimpse of w^ater without which,
indeed, no view is complete. ]More-

over the mountain has the merit of

being, as its name implies, quite gen-
tle. I met the Good Man and his wife

at the top, they having walked up
from Landro. And so we crossed tlie

boundary line together again, sev<Mi

thousand feet above the sea, from Italy

into Austria. There was no custom-
house.

The way down by the Cat's Ladder
I travelled alone. The path was very
steep and little worn, but even on the
mountain side there was no danger of
losing it, for it had been blazed here
and there, on trees and stones, Avith a
dash of blue paint. This is the work
of the invaluable DOAV—which is, be-
ing interpreted, the German-Austrian
Alpine Club. The more one trav-

els in the mountains the more one
learns to venerate this beneficent so-

ciety, for the shelter-huts and guide-
posts it has erected, and the paths it

has made and marked distinctly with
various colors. The Germans have a

genius for thoroughness. My little

brown guide-book, for example, not
only informs me through whose back
yard I must go to get into a certain

path, but it tells me that in such and
such a spot I shall find quite a good
deal (ziemlichviel) of Edelweiss, and
in another a small echo ; it advises me
in one valley to take provisions and
dispense with a guide, and in another
to take a guide and dispense with j^ro-

visions, adding varied information in

regard to beer, which in my case was
useless, for I could not touch it. To
go astray under such auspices would
be worse than inexcusable.

Landro we found a very different

place from Cortina. Instead of having
a large church and a number of small
hotels, it consists entirely of one large

hotel and a very tiny church. It does
not lie in a broad, open basin, but in a

narrow valley, shut in closely by the

mountains. The hotel, in sjjite of its

size, is excellent, and a few steps up
the valley is one of the finest views in

the Dolomites. To the east opens a

deep, wild gorge, at the head of which
the pinnacles of the Dyv\ Zinnen are

seen ; to the south the Diirrensee rills

the valley from edge to edge, and re-

flects in its pale waters \\\v liug(> l)ulk

of Monte Cristallo. It is sucli a com-
})lete ])i('tui"(\ so flnishinl, so ('()iii])a('t,

so balanced, that one might think a

painter had composed it, if he had been
ins])ir(Ml. T)iit no painter vwv laid

sueli colors oil liis canvas as tliose

which are seen liere when the cool
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evening shadows have settled upon the

valley, all gray and green, while the

mountains shine above in ros}' Alpen-

glow as if transfigured with inward fire.

There is another lake, about three

miles north of Landro, called the To-
blacher See, and there I repaired the

defeat of Misurina. The trout at the

outlet, b}^ the bridge, were very small,

and while the old fisherman was en-

deavoring to catch some of them in

his new net, which would not work,

I pushed my boat up to the head of

the lake, where the stream came in.

The green water was amazingly clear,

but the current kept the fish with their

heads up stream ; so that one could

come up behind them near enough for

a long cast without being seen. As my
fly lighted above them and came gently
down with the ripple, I saw the first

fish turn and rise and take it. A mo-
tion of the wTist hooked him, and he
played just as gamely as a trout in my
favorite Long Island pond. How dif-

ferent the color, though, as he came
out of the water. This fellow was all

silvery, with light pink spots on his

sides. I took seven of his companions,
in weight some four pounds, and then
stopped because the evening light was
failing. How pleasant it is to fish in

such a place and at such an hour.

The novelty of the scene, the grandeur
of the landscape lend a strange charm
to the sport. But the sport itself is so

familiar that one feels at home—the mo-
tion of the rod, the feathery swish of

the line, the sight of the rising fish—it

all brings back a hundred happy mem-
ories, and thoughts of good fishing

comrades, some far away across the sea
and perhaps even now sitting around
the forest camp-fire in Maine or Canada,
and some with whom we shall keep
company no more until we cross the
greater ocean into that better country
whither they have preceded us.

VI.

Instead of going straight down the

valley by the high road, a drive of an
hour, to the railway in the Pusterthal,

I walked up over the mountains to

the east, across the Pliitzwiesen, and
Vol. XIII.—16

so down through the Pragserthal. In
one arm of the deep fir-clad vale are
the Baths of iVlt-Prags, famous as long
ago as the fifteenth century for having
cured the Countess of Giu-z of a violent

rheumatism. It is an antiquated es-

tablishment, and the guests, wlio were
walking about in the fields or drinking
their cofiee in the balcony, as I passed
through, had a fifteenth .century look
about them—venerable but slightly ru-

inous. But perhaps that Vv^as merely a

rheumatic result. All the wagons in

the place were engaged. It is strange
what an aggravating effect this state of

affairs has upon a pedestrian who is set

upon riding. I did not recover my de-

light in the scenery until I had walked
about five miles farther, and sat down
on the grass, beside a beautiful spring,

to eat my lunch.

What is there in a little physical rest

that has such magic to restore the

sense of pleasure? A few moments ago
nothing pleased you— the bloom was
gone from the peach ; but now it has
come back again—you wonder and ad-

mire. Thus cheerful and contented I

trudged up the right arm of the valley

to the Baths of Neu-Prags, less ven-

erable, but apparently more popular
than Alt-Prags, and on beyond them,
through the woods, to the suj^erb

Pragser-Wildsee, a lake whose still wat-

ers, now blue as sapphire under the

clear sky, and now green as emerald
under gray clouds, sleep encircled by
mighty precipices. Could anything be
a greater contrast with Venice '? There
the canals alive with gondolas and the

open harbor bright with many- col-

ored sails ; here the hidden lake, silent

and lifeless, save when, as Wordsworth
wrote :

A leaping fish

Sends through the tarn a lonely cheer.

Tired, and a little foot-sore, after nine

hours' walking, I came into tlie big rail-

way hot(4 atToblach that nii^ht. There
I met my friends again, and parted tVom
them and tlie Dolomites the next day,

with regret. For th(\v were " stepping

westward ;" but in ord(>r to get to tlie

Gross-Venediger I must make a detour
to the east, throuLch tlic Pustci'tlial, and
come up through the valley of the Isel
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to the great chain of mountaius called

the Hohe Tauern.

At the juiictiou of the Isel and the

Drau lies the quaint little city of Li-

enz, with its two castles— the square,

double-towered one in the town, now
transformed into the offices of the mu-
nicipality, and tlio huge medieval one
on a hill outside, now used as a damp
restaurant and dismal beer -cellar. I

lingered at Lienz for a couple of da^^s,

in the ancient hostelry of the Post.

The hallways were vaulted like a clois-

ter, the walls were three feet thick,

the kitchen was in the middle of the

house on the second Hoor, so that I

looked into it every time I came from
my room, and ordered dinner direct

from the cook. But, so far from being
displeased with these peculiarities, I

rather liked the flavor of them ; and
then, in addition, the landladj^'s daugh-
ter, who was managing the house, was
a lady of most engaging manners, and
there was trout and grayling fishing in

a stream near by, and the neighboring
church of Dulsach contained the beau-
tiful picture of the Holy Family, which
Franz Defregger painted for his native

village. The peasant women of Lienz
have one very striking feature in their

dress—a black felt hat with a broad,

stiff brim and a high crown, smaller at

the tojD than at the base. It looks a lit-

tle like the traditional head-gear of the

Pilgrim Fathers exaggerated. There
is a solemnity about it which is fatal to

female beauty.

I went by the post-wagon, with two
slow horses and ten passengers, fifteen

miles up the Iselthal, to Windisch-
Matrei, a village whose early history

is lost in the mist of antiquity, and
whose streets are pervaded with odors
which must have originated at the same
time with the village. One wishes that

they also might have shared the fate of

its early history. But it is not fair to

expect too much of a small place, and
Windisch-Matrei has certainly a beauti-

ful situation and a good inn. There I

took my guide—a wiry and companion-
able little man, whose occupation in the

lower world was that of a maker and
merchant of hats—and set out for the

Pragerhiitte, a shelter on the side of the

Gross-Venediger.

The path led under the walls of the
old Castle of Weissenstein, and then in

steep curves up the cliff which blocks
the head of the valley and along a cut
in the face of the rock, into the long,

narrow Tauernthal, which divides the
Glockner group from the Venediger.
How entirely different it was from the
region of the Dolomites ! There tlie

variety of color was endless and the
change incessant ; here it was all green
grass and trees, and black rocks, with
a glimpse of snow. There the highest
mountains were in sight constantly

;

here they could only be seen from cer-

tain points in the valley. There the
streams played but a small part in the
landscape ; here they were prominent,
the main river raging and foaming
through the gorge below, while a score

of waterfalls leaped from the cliffs

above on either side and dashed down
to join it. The peasants, men, women,
and children, were cutting the grass in

the perpendicular fields ; the woodmen
were trimming and felling the trees in

the fir-forests ; the cattle-tenders were
driving their cows along the stony path
or herding them far up on the hillsides.

It was a lonely scene and yet a busy
one ; and all along the road was written

the history of the perils and hardships
of the life which now seemed so peace-

ful and picturesque under the summer
sunlight.

These heavy crosses, each covered
with a narrow, pointed roof and deco-

rated with a rude picture, standing be-

side the path, or on the bridge, or near
the mill—what do they mean? They
mark the place where a human life has
been lost, or where some poor peasant
has been delivered from a great peril

and has set up a memorial of his grati-

tude. Stop, traveller, as you pass by,

and look at the pictures. They have
little more of art than a child's draw-
ing on a slate ; but they will teach you
what it means to earn a living in these

mountains. They tell of the danger
that lurks on the steep sloj^es of grass

where the mowers have to go down with
ropes around their waists, and in the

beds of the streams where the floods

sweep through in the spring, and in the

forests where the great trees fall and
crush men like flies, and on the icy
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bridges where a slij) is fatal, and on the

high i)asses where the winter snow-
storm blinds the eyes and benumbs the

limbs of the traveller, and under the

cliffs from which avalanches slide and
rocks roll. They sliow you men and
women falling from wagons and swept
away by waters and overwhelmed in

landslips. In the corner of the pict-

ure you may see a j^easant with the

black cross above his head—that means
death. Or perhaps it is deliverance

that the tablet commemorates— and
then you will see the miller kneeling
beside his mill with a flood rushing
down upon it, or a peasant kneeling
in his harvest-field under an inky-black
cloud ; or a landlord beside his inn in

flames ; or a mother praying beside her
sick children ; and above appears an
angel, or a saint, or the Virgin with her
Child. Read the inscriptions, too, in

their quaint German. Some of them
are as humorous as the epitaphs in

New England graveyards. I remember
one which ran like this :

Here lies Elias Queer,
Killed in his sixtieth year

;

Scarce had he seen the light of day
When a wagon-wheel crushed his life away.

And there is another famous one which
says :

Here perished the honored and virtuous
maiden,
G. V.

This tablet was erected by her only son.

But for the most part a glance at

these Marterl unci Taferl, which are so

frequent on all the mountain-roads of

the Tyrol, will give you a strange sense
of the real pathos of human life. If

you are a Catholic you will not refuse
their request to say a jn-ayer for the
departed ; if you are a Protestant, at

least it will not hurt you to say one
for those who still live and suffer and
toil among such dangers.

After we had walked for four hours
up the Tauernthal we came to the
Matreier-Tauernhaus, an inn which is

kept open all the year for the shelter

of travellers over the high pass that
crosses the mountain range at this

point, from north to south. There wo

dined. It was a bare, rude place, l)ut

the dish of juicy trout was garnished
with flowers, each flsh holdiii*^ a l)ier

pansy in its mouth, and as the nuiid

set them down before me she wished
me " a good appetite," with the hearty
old-fashioned Tyrolese courtesy which
still survives in these remote valleys.

It is pleasant to travel in a land where
the manners are plain and good. If

you meet a peasant on the road he says,
" God greet you !

" if you give a child a

couple of kreuzers he folds his hands
and says, " God reward you !

" and the
maid who lights you to bed says, " Good-
night, I hope you will sleep well !

"

Two hours more of walking brought
us through Ausser- gschl()ss and In-

ner-gschluss, two groups of herdsmen's
huts, tenanted only in summer, at the

head of the Tauernthal. Midway be-

tween them lies a little chaj^el cut into

the solid rock for shelter from the

avalanches. This lofty vale is indeed
rightly named ; for it is shut off from
the rest of the world. The portal is a

cliff down which the stream rushes in

foam and thunder. On either hand
rises a mountain wall. Within, the past-

ure is fresh and green, S2)rinkled with
Alpine roses, and the pale river flows

swiftly down between the rows of dark
wooden houses. At the head of the

vale tow^ers the Gross-Venediger, with
its glaciers and snow-fields dazzling

white against the deep blue heaven.

The murmur of the stream and the

tinkle of the cow -bells and the judel-

ling of the herdsmen far \\]} the slopes

make the music for the scene.

The path from Gschloss leads straight

up to the foot of the dark 2)yramid of

the Kesselkopf, and then in steep end-

less zig-zags along the edge of the great

glacier. I saw, at first, the 2)innacles

of ice far above me, breaking over the

face of the rock ; then, aft(^r an hour's

breathless climbing, I could look right

into the blue crevasses ; and at last, af-

ter another hour over soft snow-fu^lds

and broken rocks, I was at the Prager-

hut, perched on the shoulder of the

mountain, looking down upon the huge
river of ice. It was a magnificent view

under the clear light of evening. Here
in front of us the Venediger witli all

his brother-mountains clustered about
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liim ; behind us, across the Tauern, the

mighty chain of the Glockner against

the eastern skv.

This is the frozen world. Here the

Winter, driven back into his strong-

hohl, makes his last stand against the

Summer, in perpetual conflict, retreat-

ing by day to the mountain-j^eak, but
creeping back at night in frost and
snow to regain a little of his lost terri-

tory, until at last the Summer is wear-

ied out, and the AVinter sweeps down
again to claim the whole valley for his

own.

VII.

In the Pragerhut I found mountain
comfort : a bed in a bunk with plenty

of blankets ; eggs and milk and canned
meats and cofl:ee ; and a cheerful peas-

ant-wife with her brown -eyed daugh-
ter to entertain travellers. It was a

pleasant sight to see them, as they sat

do^^Ti to their supper with my guide
;

all three bow^ their heads and say their
" grace before meat," the guide repeat-

ing the longer prayer and the mother
and daughter coming in with the re-

sj)onses. I went to bed Tsith a warm
and comfortable feeling about my heart.

It was a fit ending for the day. In the

morning, if the weather remained clear,

the alarm-clock was to wake us at three

for the ascent to the summit.
But can it be three o'clock already?

The gibbous moon still hangs in the

sky and casts a feeble light over the

scene. Then up and away for the final

climb. How rough the path is among
the black rocks along the ridge ! Noav
we strike out on the gently rising gla-

cier, across the crust of snow, picking

our way among the crevasses, with the
rope tied about our waist for fear of a

fall. How cold it is ! But now the

gray light of morning dawns, and now
the beams of sunrise shoot up behind
the Glockner, and now the sun itself

glitters into sight. The snow grows
softer as we toil up the steep, narrow
comb between the Gross-Venediger and
his neighbor the Klein-Venediger. At
last we have reached our journey's end.

See, the whole of the Tyrol is spread
out before us in wondrous splendor, as

we stand on this snowy ridge ; and at

our feet the Schlatten glacier, like a

long white snake, curls down into the

valle3\ But there is still a little peak
above us ; an overhanging horn of snow
which the wind has built against the

mountain-top. I W'Ould like to stand
there, just for a moment. The guide
protests it w^ould be dangerous, for if

the snow should break it would be a

fall of a thousand feet to the glacier on
the northern side. But let us dare the

few steps upward. How our feet sink !

Is the snow slipping? Look at the

glacier! What is haj^pening? It is

wrinkling and curling backward on us,

serpent-like. Its head rises far above
us. All its icy crests are clashing to-

gether like the ringing of a thousand
bells. We are falling. I fling out my
arm to grasp the guide—and awake
to find myself clutching a pillow in

the bunk. The alarm-clock is ringing

fiercely for three o'clock. A driving

snow-storm is beating against the

window. The ground is white. Peer
through the clouds as I may, I cannot
even catch a glimpse of the vanished
Gross-Venediger.



PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF CHARLES SUMNER.

By the Marquis de Chambnin.

IT
was toward the end of February,

18G5, that I first visited Washing-
ton, and it was there that I made

Mr. Sumner's acquaintance. The last

session of the 38th Congress was then

at its close ; a few days later Mr. Lin-

coln was to enter upon his second presi-

dential term. The aifairs of the Union
presented at that moment a most in-

teresting spectacle.

The Federal armies were on their way,

preparing the last military evolutions

which were to bring about the downfall

of the Confederacy. Under General
Grant, the army of the Potomac was
commencing its attack upon Richmond,
while Sherman, after having crossed

through Georgia, and threatened Sav-

annah, had taken a northerly direction

through the Carolinas.

On the other hand, political events on
the verge of fulfilment had also reached
a climax of equal importance. Congress,
with the required constitutional major-
ities, had just voted the amendments in-

tended to wipe out slavery forever from
American institutions. And thus, while
abolitionist measures following one an-

other in rapid succession, were day by
day assuming a more radical character,

the legislative power had placed in the
President's hands the necessary re-

sources, in men and finances, to enable

him to conduct the war to a successful

termination.

It was then, and in the midst of like

events, that I saw Mr. Sumner for the
first time. If he had good reason for

being satisfied with the results derived
from past events, still he was far from
finding them sufficient, and he truly

thought that the most arduous task im-
posed by the abolition of slavery was
as yet hardly begun, much less achieved.

To his mind, it was not enough to cinish

down armed resistance in the secession-

ist States ; it was, above all, necessary
to endow these commonwealths with an
entirely new form and existence. But
this opinion, as Mr. Sumner tlion fre-

quently expressed it, was shared neither

by the majority in Congress, nor by the
President of the United States. Mr.
Lincoln, in fact, did desire to end hos-

tilities, to force the recognition of the
abolition of slavery in the vanquished
States, and upon that sole condition,

restore them to their former rights.

Although disturbed by this opposi-

tion to his views, and somewhat anx-
ious regarding what the future held in

store, Mr. Sumner, linked as he was to

the RepubHcan party by all possible

ties, hoped by slow process to win over

to his strong personal convictions that

great political organization. He was
then already preparing himself to fight

for his favorite doctrines ; and at the

same time he had such implicit faith

in the rectitude of his political ideas,

that he did not even doubt but that

he would win Mr. Lincoln himself over

to them, and compel him to side with
him.
But this plan demanded time, sus-

tained efforts, skill in persuasion, and
it was only in the most remote corner

of the horizon that Mr. Sumner foresaw

the end at which he aimed. Thus, al-

though much was being said in the

opposition press about the conse-

quences which might result from differ-

ence of opinion, which no doubt then

existed between Mr. Sumner and the

President, the newspapers, nevertheless,

greatly magnified its extent. Events,

however, were following each other so

quickly that they fairl^^ seemed to rush.

I had not been in Washington over

six days, when in rapid succession

came the news of the decisive victories

of the army of the Potomac, the fall of

Richmond, and Sherman's entry into

North Carolina.

Mr. Lincoln was then at City Point,

on the James, where General Grant had
for many months had his headquartere.

Mrs. Lincoln, who was on the eve of

starting off to join her husband, asked

Mr. Sumner and a few friends to ac-

company her on lior journey. It was
probably at Mr. Sumner's request that
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Mrs. Lincobi was kind euough to iu-

cliule me among her guests,

Ou Aj^ril 4tli we left Washington, and
were able to visit Eicbmond tbe follow-

ing day. AVbat scenes, wbat sui'prises,

do events prepare for men ! After sucb
long and laborious struggles against

slavery, Mr. Sumner, for tbe first tune
in bis life, found bimself in tbat same
Ricbmond, wbicb tbe Confederacy'- bad
transformed into a citadel ; wbere for

a space of four years it bad beld its

cvNTi against tbe Union's strongest ar-

mies ! And in wbat condition did be
find tbat city ? Eveiywbere crumbling
walls, bouses still smoking, all tbe traces

of destruction and fire ! I followed Mr.
Sumner tbrougb tbese many streets,

often so filled witb ruins tbat our car-

riage could bardly pass.

Tbe sbutters were closed on every
bouse. Only one wbite inhabitant did
we encounter dui'ing our drive, and tbat

a cbild of about fifteen wbo ran aw^ay

wben sbe saw us. On tbe contrary, bow-
ever, bordes of negroes, w^bo, ignorant
of wbat liberty meant, surrounded us
on all sides and gazed at us witb aston-

ishment.

Ever^^wbere tbe strangest contrasts

met our eyes. But especially in tbe Cap-
itol, wbere tbe assemblies of tbe Confed-
eracy bad met, were tbe most striking

ones to be found. A few negroes were
roaming tbrougb tbe abandoned balls,

while others were playing bowls in tbe

corridors, witb Federal officers calm-

ly looking on. Everything presented
a most confused and desolate appear-
ance.

In the second story of tbe building,

however, in a room the access to wbicb
was forbidden, were accumulated the

glorious memories of Virginia's history.

Tbe imprint left upon tbe final events of

the last century and those of the early

years of tbe present, by Washington,
Patrick Henry, Jefferson, and so many
others, were still to be seen in this

room, filled as it was with tbe archives

of that epoch ; and Mr. Sumner, reared,

as be had been, in tbe pure traditions

of tbese great men, acquainted with tbe

most minute details of their history,

was contrasting in bis mind tbat past

and the present, wbicb revealed itself

to him in so poignant a manner.

But whatever were bis sentiments or
bis forebodings in regard to wbat might
one day spring from out these ruins, or
blossom perhaps under tbe spur of a
new generation, tbe advent of w-bicb be
bad beforehand bailed and prepared, I

was none the less struck by the moder-
ation be exhibited, nay, by the affec-

tionate interest be took in tbe van-
quished population. It was impossible
to detect in him one bitter feeling, or

a single revengeful thought. During
his talk Avith Federal officers, I beard
him inquire after several ex-United
States Senators, whom events had placed
on tbe adverse side. One of them, in

particular, excited in him a strong in-

terest. He was an eminent Virginian
wbo bad ranked among tbe leaders of

the Federal Senate, holding there a
prominent position, wben in 1851, Mr.
Sumner, almost unknown, had come to

take bis seat in that assembly, wbere he
bad been tbe first to raise the stand-

ard of Abolitionism. It can be readily

understood what bitter feelings w^ere

aroused in tbe mind of this leader of

the party then in power, b}^ the efforts

of this young man, who so audaciously

expounded, in presence of bimself and
bis colleagues, a doctrine so odious and
repulsive to him and to them. But
how radically all things bad clianged !

This man, so highly considered at one
time, nay, but yesterday standing in the

first ranks of the Confederacy, bad now
taken flight, and Mr. Sumner, wbo bad
become in turn one of the most influ-

ential men of tbe United States, was
now inquiring, with friendly interest,

after this once powerful and now fallen

personage.

Tbe day passed in conversation upon
the recent events ; but in the midst of

tbe anxiety they awoke in bis mind, Mr.
Sumner could not forget bis love for

letters and history. I beard him sev-

eral times ask after tbe archives of the

Confederacy ; and wben be expressed

tbe earnest wish that they be carefully

collected and kept, it w^as less from a

wish to satisfy his own curiosity for re-

trospective revelations, than for the pur-

pose of giving to history documents
which properly belonged to it.

Toward evening we returned to tbe

boat on board of wbicb we were to re-
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main until the morrow. Mr. Sumner
and a few of the guests seated them-
selves at the bow, on the side facing

Richmond. Slowly night came on, and
as it grew darker, they could see the

fire still burning in the outskirts of the

town. Between these lurid masses and
themselves stood the city, plunged in

utter darkness. For a long while they

listened ; not a sound was audible in the

distance. Nothing of the vague noise

that ordinarily reveals the neighbor-
hood of large agglomerations of houses
and men could be heard. Richmond
presented the aspect of a death-ridden
town. What thoughts arose in Mr.
Sumner's mind at the sight of so weird
a scene? Filled with confidence in the

future, convinced of the sanctity of

the cause of which he was one of the

most illustrious champions, he doubted
not that from this night of apparent
death would date the dawn of a new
hfe.

On the day following we had left

Richmond, and joined Mr. Lincoln at

the headquarters. I was then at leis-

ure to observe closely the existing rela-

tions between these two men, so dif-

ferent in origin and education, who rep-

resented opinions and convictions so

distinctly apart, and who notwithstand-
ing had found themselves bound to one
another by the ties of a similar political

faith, and united by a sentiment of mu-
tual esteem. Their natures so straight-

forward, their unquestionable honesty,

the true patriotism which guided both,

seemed a sort of platform upon which
they naturally met ; they were therefore

made to appreciate one another.

But, on the other hand, it must be
admitted that their two minds were
scarcely intended to agree. Mr. Sum-
ner took pleasure in mentioning that he
had studied the Summa of St. Thomas.
I do not know if it was from that source
that he had derived his reasoning
methods ; it is true, however, that in

many respects his mind had been accus-

tomed to the argumentative process of

the Scholastics. Mr. Sumner reasoned
as reasons a professor of theology.

From the days of his youth he had felt

that he had a calling in life ; that he
would devote his existence to opposing
injustice everywhere. Hence slavery

being an absolute wrong, it must be his

mission to obliterate it from the insti-

tutions of his country. In the begin-
ning, no doubt, he intended opposing
the enemy solely with persuasive arms,
and he perhaj^s flattered himself that he
might bring back the culprits into the
right way without strife ; but when by
degrees obstacles arose on the refonn-
er's path, when the fight became hotter,

and, especially after the breaking out of

the war, ncAv horizons had oi^ened to

AboUtionism, Mr. Sumner had accus-

tomed himself, in sj^ite of his utter re-

pugnance to such means, to consider

fire and steel as indispensable. There
might possibly be discovered in the his-

tory of the rehgious middle ages, ex-

amples which would explain by what
process of reasoning this theoretic

enemy of war had, in spite of such
princij^les, reached such conclusions.

But even at the moment when it could

be said that he contributed so largely

to the direction of the struggle, and
when, better than anyone, he had been
able to define its true character, there

still remained in him no hatred of the

enemy. To his mind the question was
less the striking down of an opponent,
than the bringing back of a sinner to

the right path. Whence the sentiment
which animated him. Slaveiy must
not only be abolished, but in atone-

ment the vanquished States must rec-

ognize total equality of rights for the

emancipated slaves. These results of

the Northern victories, which the South
then considered with a feeling of hor-

ror, Mr. Sumner deemed ine\atable.

But, in his judgment, it sufficed that

the culprit should accept them for his

crimes to be expiated and forgiven.

In this manner is explained the

strange contrast which stood for so

many years before the eyes of the

American people. Mr. Sumner's per-

sonality has long figured as a living

embodiment of the most extreme polit-

ical measures, and, notwithstanding, no

one has ever been able to quote or re-

call a single word uttered bv him in a

spirit of vengeance ; furthermore, those

who lived in close intimacy with liim

can attest that no one among them ever

heard him utter a bitter word against

tlie Southera men, or even alhidc^ to
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the i^ersoujU violences of which he had
been the victim.

In contrast to this character so

marked, this nature so vigorous, to this

scholar so formed by the most pro-
foimd studies, stood jVIi*. Lincoln, the

man of the people, of the humblest
origin, moulded for State affairs by
the practice of affairs themselves, hav-

ing risen little by little thi'ough fatigue

and toil, knowing from experience all

the difficulties of life, whose disposition

was sweet and sad more than persistent

and audacious. He too had devoted
himself to the triumph of his ideas of

justice and emancipation, but he was
accustomed to measure obstacles and to

appreciate them. Gifted, furthermore,

with an uncommon resisting jDOwer, he
felt himself sufficiently strong to oppose
by the sole force of his obstinacy' all ef-

forts made with a view to alter his oj)in-

ions.

How could two such men agree ?

Had it not been owing to the mutual
esteem that united them, incessant con-

flicts would have arisen between them.
It must also be said that IVIr. Lincoln
had a manner of attending to affairs

that rendered things singularly easy.

His patience was such that he could
always listen to his interlocutor, with-

out interruption, or without allowing

his own sentiments to be even sus-

pected. Once the statement concluded,

if the President did not feel convinced,

he would answer in a vague way, or
again, he might finish up with a joke,

thus putting an end to the discussion.

Jn like manner, when Mr. Lincoln
and Mr. Sumner met after we had left

Richmond, and when the latter seized

upon the first favorable opportunity to

discuss the general state of affairs, the

conversation took the following course :

Mr. Sumner insisted upon the neces-

sity of bringing about an unconditional

surrender of all the rebel armies. This
result, he argued, once obtained, the

President of the United States, by
means of an official act, might make
known his intention to establish civil

and political equality between the two
races. In the meantime, in order to

furnish the disorganized communities
with sufficient means for reconstruc-

tion, he would maintain martial law,

and entrust its administration to mili-

tary governors.

But this plan Mr. Lincoln rejected
with all his force. At the very moment,
and while Mr. Sumner was expounding
it to him, he was striving to further the
execution of another, entirely different

plan from that which was ^oroposed, and
to ward off any painful or strained dis-

cussion, the President confined himself
to silence. It must, however, be said,

that after the sad experiences of the
past eight years,* a number of Southern
men have come to think that the adop-
tion of Mr. Sumner's plans, extreme as
they undoubtedly seemed in 1865, might
have sj^ared the once secessionist States
many of the mishaj^s that have fallen

upon them since.

But home politics did not furnish the'

only questions which then engrossed the
attention of the American Government.
While Mr. Lincoln, seated at the head-
quarters, close by the telegraph opera-
tors, was sending off his personal orders
to General Grant, and dictating to him
the terms of Lee's surrender, the news
of which was now expected at any time,

he was in addition forced to consider
the presence of the French flag on Mex-
ican soil, and all the while to meditate
the steps to be taken with respect to the
British Government, guilty in the eyes
of the United States of haAdng well-nigh
publicly aided the rebel cause.

Here, at least, Mr. Lincoln's and Mr.
Sumner's minds seemed in perfect ac-

cord. Both equally deprecated war.
Mr. Sumner on that subject was ani-

mated with a strong belief, to which he
was ever faithful ; indeed, one of his

constant preoccupations consisted in

endeavoring to find a final substitute

for the decisions of battle - fields in in-

ternational arbitration. On the other
hand, Mr. Lincoln also had an instinc-

tive horror of war. The Quakers, from
whom he descended, had transmitted to

him with their blood their doctrines of

peace.

Regarding the policy to be followed

toward France and Great Britain, the
sentiments of the President of the

United States and those of Senator
Sumner were in complete harmony.
Both believed that the mere fact of the

• Written in 18T4.
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Union's reconstruction would amply suf-

fice to overthrow Maximilian's throne

and bring about the evacuation of Mex-
ico by the French troops. They also

thought that the victory of the United
States over themselves, and the aboli-

tion of slavery, would exercise sufficient

moral pressure to induce England to

recognize her error.

It must be observed that at that mo-
ment, amid the first joy of triumj^h,

the popular cry seemed to demand the

intervention of the United States in

Mexico. Masses of armed men showed
themselves ready for a new campaign,
which would doubtless have united

under one flag the adversaries of the

civil war. It needed all the moral forti-

tude of statesmen Hke Mr. Lincoln and
Mr. Sumner to restrain such elements,

ready to break loose. And this is pos-

sibly why it was then rumored, and per-

haps not without some reason, that Mr.
Lincoln, though personally opposed to

Mr. Sumner's home policy, intended
intrusting him with the conduct of

foreign affairs, and that he thought of

appointing him Secretary of State in

place of Mr. Seward. But how futile

are the designs of men ! On April 9th,

toward evening, the President and Mr.
Sumner re-entered Washington City to-

gether ; and five days later, Mr. Sumner
was among the small group of friends

called in haste, on that terrible night,

around the bed where Mr. Lincoln lay

dying.

With Mr. Johnson's elevation to the

presidency, the attitude at first taken

by radical republicans as regards the

Executive was not to remain long un-
changed. Convinced as was Mr. Sum-
ner that the problem of reorganization

of the South depended on the President,

and that his power amply sufficed to

solve its intricacies, he strove at first to

make Mr. Johnson share his views. It

is even probable that the latter went so

far as to make promises, or at least al-

lowed it to be understood that he would
follow what was then termed the radi-

cal policy. At all events, when Mr. Sum-
ner left for the summer vacation, he,

who rarely suspected double dealing in

others, felt certain of the President's

co-operation.

But, supposing even that Mr. Johnson

had s2)oken to him in good faith, Mr.
Sumner undoubtedly labored under an
illusion, and attached too much impor-
tance to a few vague sentences. He
thereupon carried with him to Boston
hopes which did not remain long un-
deceived. In fact, the situation soon
changed for Mr. Sumner. The chief

help on which he counted failed him
completely.

Mr. Johnson openly declared war
against his principles. It became in-

cumbent upon him to alter his plan—to

fight the President and induce Con-
gress, by means of popular pressure, to

adopt and maintain doctrines which un-
til then had been regarded unfavorably
in both assemblies. If ever like enter-

prise was coupled with great difficulties,

the then impending events and state

of public opinion greatly aggravated
those difficulties. The Federal armies,

disbanded with all possible i)i"oni23ti-

tude, were at that moment returning
home, supplying the Northern States

with the working hands they so sorely

needed ; commerce and industries were
everywhere beginning anew ; everyone
desired rest, and the immense majority
among the people, happy to enjoy again
the benefits of peace, seemed well dis-

posed toward the policy to which Mr.
Johnson appeared more and more to

commit himself. It was under such
circumstances that Mr. Sumner, feebly

backed by a small majority, prepared to

fight a new battle.

I remember, one day, Mr. Sumner's
communicating to me a letter which he
strongly recommended me to read with
attention. It was from Mr. Thaddeus
Stevens, who had upheld in the House
of Representatives very nearly the same
principles of which Mr. Sumner had be-

come the champion in the Senate ; and
both of them had found themselves in

a powerless minority whenever they had
attempted opposing Mr. Lincoln's policy.

But Thaddeus Stevens now understood

that the situation had changed. Gifted

with an instinct which seldom mis-

guided him ; armed with political cour-

age which nothing could daunt ; able in

turn to lead the House of Boprescnta-

tives, and remain firm wlien abandoned
by it ; strengthened by his own domi-
neering sentiments ; and iiWod witli
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confidence regarding his owti ability,

Mr. Stevens understood that the time
had come wlien he could at last exer-

cise that political sway "svhich he had
always deemed to be his calling. He
was therefore urging upon Mr. Sumner
not to allow himself to be hindered by
any obstacles, and in the name of the

Union's preservation, and in the interest

of the freedmeu, to declare war against

President Johnson.
But while they were preparing for

this new struggle, how different was
the attitude of the two men whose fate

it was to act the principal parts in it

!

^Ir. Sumner, fatigued by the many po-
htical battles which he had fought
for years past, was already struggling

against the disease which was slowly

undermining his powerful constitution.

He felt a sort of general lassitude which
was beginning to alter his features, and
besides, controversies and debates were
things painful to him ; while accepting,

or even while calling them forth at

times, he only fulfilled what he deemed
a duty. Mr. Stevens, on the contraiy,

although then over seventy-two years of

age, was still filled with all the ardor
of youth. In the midst of strife he
seemed in his element. The hotter the

fight, the more uncertain its issue, the

greater became his daring, the more
numerous the expedients which would
suggest themselves to his mind. Of
what immense value, therefore, was Mr.
Stevens's co-operation to Mr. Sumner !

It was during the month of Septem-
ber, 18G5, that Mr. Sumner delivered,

before the Rej^ubHcan Convention of

Massachusetts, the first speech in the

course of which he plainly asserted his

hostility to President Johnson, and ex-

pounded his personal %dews regarding

the home policy to be followed in the

future. The United States, he claimed,

must exact guarantees for the future.

They owed it to themselves not to aban-
don the race recently freed, or neglect

anything in order to place it on an
equal footing, political and social, with
the white race. To stop at the point

reached would be equivalent to an
abandonment of the cause which had
recently triumphed. At the same time,

with a foresight which late events have
proved to be wisdom, Mr. Sumner then

went on to state that the United States
Government must keep up to all its

pecuniary obligations and pay off aU
its debts, of w^hatever nature the}' might
be.

Thus began the conflict which was
destined to last well-nigh four years.

During that long period Mr. Sumner
remained ever foremost in the strife.

The force of his character, his irresisti-

ble will, his indefatigable perseverance,
at last convinced the Republican jjarty

in Congress and throughout the coun-
try. This strange leader, who acted al-

most always alone, and who took coun-
sel only with himself, finally vanquished
the most obstinate resistance.

However, it must be said that Mr.
Sumner was in turn obliged to make
some concessions to the majority of

the Repubhcan party. This accounts
for his being forced to consent to the
immediate readmission of the South-
ern States into the Union, which how-
ever did not take place without very vio-

lent discussions in Republican meetings
and conventions. Mr. Sumner always
thought that it was not necessary to

hasten in this matter, but he gave in

at last. Indeed, for this very reason
perhaps, when impartial history shall

describe the events of that period, and
it shall be asked who was responsible

for the sad consequences that followed

the policy termed " the policy of recon-
struction," it should long hesitate be-

fore throwing upon Mr. Sumner the

w^hole resi)onsibility.

It was during that part of his life,

from 1865 to 1868, that Mr. Sumner
strove to define what is a " republican

form of government." And here it may
be important to pause a moment and to

examine what were, in the ojDinion of

this statesman, the tnie conditions of

life in a democratic and free people.

Nurtured in the pure traditions of New
England, having breathed in a measure
the same atmosphere in which, a cen-

tury before, had lived and toiled the

founders of American liberty, Mr. Sum-
ner had educated himself up to a re-

spect ai:>proacliing to worship of the

patriots of that illustrious epoch. Con-
stant meditation on the writings of that

time had imparted to him this venera-

tion for the fathers of liberty. The re-
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2)ublic tliey had established seemed to

him the most ilkistiious of American
traditions. And thus this patrician,

enamoured of the democratic institu-

tions of his country ; this faithful ex-

ponent of all that New England had
noblest and best ; this man of letters

whose mind was cultivated by the widest

knowledge ; this statesman brought up,

so to speak, in close intercourse with
Otis and the Adamses, firmly believed

that he was called upon to continue and
perfect their work. It is not in any de-

gree strange, therefore, that he sought
first of all to prove that the origin of

his ideal republic could be traced to

the works of its founders ; thence a

constant effort to estabhsh, beyond all

2:)ossible doubt, that the authors of

American independence had contem-
plated uniting in perfect equahty all

human beings residing upon the Ameri-
can continent. Furthermore, to Mr.
Sumner's mind the declaration of inde-

pendence and the bill of rights did not
wholly rest upon a philosophical effort

of thought. They had been evolved, he
held, both of them, out of the very tra-

ditions of the country. Each article, in

both these documents, had directly em-
anated from the controversies which
arose, during the second half of the

past century, between the colonies and
the mother-country. It only remained,
therefore, to define, in a more satisfac-

tor}' manner, the sentiments which then
prevailed. From this standpoint, if the

rights of man and of the citizen, and
political as well as civil equality of all

races be claimed, it was only because
long before the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was ever written, Otis, Samuel
Adams, and others had claimed the

same rights.

Thus the ideal republic, the advent of

which Mr. Sumner was striving to pre-

pare, could not in his mind be consid-

ered as a new thing. He was convinced
that he had found it described in the
past, and he, who had so often been
treated as a dangerous radical, firmly-

believed himself to be the representa-

tive of the purest American tradition.

It seems, therefore, as though one were
forced to admit tliat, notwitlistanding

the fact that this idealist often failed to

consider sufficiently the conditions of

w^eakness which democracy imposes of

itself ui)on our political societies, the
plan he had conceived, the doctrines he
professed, and the principles to the

success of which he had devoted his

life, were surely not wanting in great-

ness or in justice. If they could not
wholly prevail here, on earth, if man's
infirmity too often comes and convinces
the noblest thinker that there is but
little room for the reahzation of his

schemes, it remains none the less true

that even when he errs, he still stands
upon a plane to which the crowd does
not attain.

What Mr. Sumner wished was to

make of the United States a model
republic, which little by Httle should
inspire all nations with the desire to

imitate it. He w^as not one of those

who pretend to convert other nations

by force, and bring them, by means of a

revolutionary propaganda or conspira-

cies, to the overthrow of their govern-
ments ; he w^ould have considered it

unworthy of himself to join in such
intrigues. It may be said even that

this great American republican judged
rather severely the men wdio in several

countries of Europe parade under the

name of republicans, and whose con-

duct prostitutes it, and harms the very

cause which they pretend to serve.

But having long reflected uj)on that in-

fluence which the declaration of Ameri-
can independence had exercised over

the great French movement of 1789 at

its inception, he felt assured that the

restoration of the republic in America
would serve as an example which the

new continent would point out for Eu-
rope to follow.

While Mr. Sumner was multiplying

his efforts to bring about reorganiza-

tion in the United States according to

the plan he had conceived, events in

Euroj^e were for a moment of such a

nature as to strengthen his hopes.

Forced to abandon IVIexico, and to

retire as it were before the moral power
of the United States ; stricken, though
indirectly, at Sadowa ; threatened at

home by the newly rising spirit of free

discussion ; the French Enqiirr. which
]\Ir. Sumner liad ever consiik'red to be

the " incarnation of C^csarism and mod-
em tyranny," was tottering and visibly
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w-eiikening. At a distauce, one coiild

readily believe that a new sentiment was
manifesting itself in France, and over
the entire older continent. ]\li*. Sum-
ner's optical illusion in tbis respect can
easily be imderstood. Deceived by aj)-

parent demonstrations, be tbougbt that

the moment was coming when repub-
lican institutions w^ould triumph over
the world.

How many times, and during how
many hours, did we discuss together
these questions ! And although in my
mind objections arose which did not
shake the great believer's faith, I rare-

ly left him without having felt that as-

cendency which the firm believer always
exercises over the man w^ho doubts.

At last, the thunder peal of 1870
broke forth ; the war declared by Em-
peror Napoleon against Germany filled

Mr. Sumner with indignation. He ex-

pressed himself in a speech upon the
sabject. The Emperor, according to

him, had committed the greatest of

crimes. At this first instant, therefore,

his sympathies were mfch Germany,
which seemed to him assailed. He
moreover deemed the Emperor respon-
sible for the destruction of the Euroj)ean
equilibrium, which had seemed to him
favorable to the development of free

and republican ideas ; but soon after

his sentiments changed.
I remember, in the autumn of that

same year, after the catastrophe of

Sedan, Mr. Sumner one day handed me
a letter he had just received from his

faithful friend Mr. Louis Agassiz. This
time the illustrious geologist, w^hose loss

Switzerland and the United States still

moum, wTote to him in French. He
seemed to desire to speak again on that

occasion the tongue he had spoken in

the past, in order to express to his

friend what he thought of the political

and military events then on the verge of

fulfilment in France.
I have seldom read a letter more truly

sensible, more simply eloquent. In it

Louis Agassiz appealed to Mr. Sumner,
asking him to speak out publicly and
withdraw from German}^ the moral sup-

port he had at one moment lent her.

It was no longer a war of conquest,
said he ; the spirit of usurpation was
again blowing over Europe, was even

no longer taking pains to conceal itself

under those democratic and revolution-

ary formulae which the first Napoleon
had so cleverly lent it. Old feudal Ger-
many, as though made young again by
recent scientific discoveries, was now
embodied in the conquerors. After
thus describing the true character of

the invasion, Louis Agassiz pictured the
sad consequences which would follow

the triumph of such forces over Europe.
And he concluded by saying that they
would destroy, or at least impede, the
ideas of liberty and progress.

Mr. Sumner was on the point of fol-

lowing this advice of his friend ; he
wished to find an opportunity of telling

the American people w^hat he thought

;

but even at that time work had be-

come so difiicult and painful to him,
public sjDeaking fatigued him so much,
that he was forced to spare the little

strength left him for the discussions in

the Senate.

But if he enjoyed an hour of satisfac-

tion during that period, it surely was
when he learned that in the midst of

the bloody ruins of France, M. Thiei's,

now chief of the executive, w^as striving

to establish a republican form of govern-

ment. How often have I heard him ex-

press his ideas upon this subject ! AVhile

he admired the art of the great politi-

cian in the reconstruction of the power of

his country amid such great and per-

plexing difficulties, he was above all in-

terested in the progress wliich the states-

man made in republican ways. It must
be said that the hopes he then enter-

tained regarding M. Thiers's pohcy bor-

dered at times on illusion. Mr. Sum-
ner did not fully realize the terrible

blow which German invasion had struck

at the spirit of liberty. He refused to

see that the liberal party had been over-

thrown by the old feudal institutions re-

vived and victorious. But where is the

Frenchman who would consider erro-

neous the judgment of those who kept

up their implicit faith in the future of

liberal institutions in France ?

Mr. Sumner did not confine his

thoughts on foreign politics to the de-

velopment of republican institutions

throughout Europe. Faithful follower

of American tradition as he was, he never

departed one moment from the principles
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of neutrality and non-interference which
President Washington had caused to

prevail, and which his successors have

scrupulously apphed. Nothing could

have induced him to consent by his vote

to contract an alliance with any great

foreign power. Grateful to Russia for

her favorable attitude toward the North
—an attitude from which the Czar's pol-

icy never departed from 1861 to 18G5

—

he neglected no opportunity to mentio^n

what he termed " the friendship be-

tween the two nations." His good faith

and candor caused him to think too well

perhaps of the Russian sentiment as

regards his own country ; but whatever

were his illusions upon this subject, he
would never have consented to bind the

United States to Russia by means of any
diplomatic act.

In truth, Mr. Sumner, like most Amer-
icans of liis time, had received too deep
an impression from the civil war to be
at all able to overcome it. Thence orig-

inated a sentimental foreign policy in

which each European nation ranked ac-

cording to the degree of sympathy ex-

hibited by it at the time of the war for

the Union's preservation.

How often, w^hen I heard him deplore

the uncertain and vacillating attitude of

France toward the United States at the

time of the crisis, have I regretted the

fatal influences that weighed upon the

decisions of the Imperial Government,
giving to its policy an air of half-con-

cealed hostility. How much better it

would have been to conform with that

time-honored tradition, born in the last

years of our old monarchy, which was
so ably continued by the first Consul,

and which perished together with so

many other excellent things at the close

of Napoleon the Third's reign

!

But especially toward Great Britain,

Mr. Sumner felt his strongest, possibly

his most bitter resentment. Reared in

the study of her history, filled with re-

spectful admiration for her great men,
learned in all the details of her consti-

tutional existence, sincere follower of the

liberal school from which her greater

glories spring, and, so to speak, enam-
oured of those al)olitioniHts who, long
before his day, had trodden the path
upon which he had walked unflinching-

ly, Mr. Sumner, it may be said, felt, as

regards that nation which had well-

nigh openly declared its hostility to the
Union's cause, a sentiment of love be-
trayed.

How was it possible that Lord Rus-
sell, the impregnable bulwark of the abo-
litionist cause in England, had become
in 1862 an oj^ponent of American abo-
litionists? It was always with bitter

sadness, though never angrily, that i\Ir.

Sumner expressed himself regarding
the existing relations between the United
States and Great Britain. To his mind
that nation was guilty of a great moral
wrong, and owed those who had suffered

therefrom a manifest atonement.
Such w^as the feeling w^hich inspired

his speeches, at times eloquently pas-

sionate, on the existing intercoiu'se be-

tween the two Anglo-Saxon nations.

On reading them one can readily un-
derstand what explosions such fiery

words would provoke on the other side

of the Atlantic. A challenge of war was
thought to be concealed under them.
The orator was even accused of exciting

the worst of feelings and of appealing
to the darkest hatreds. But in all this

English public opinion was mistaken.
Mr. Sumner only considered that Lord
Palmerston, Lord Russell, and their col-

leagues had wronged the United States,

and it was by appealing to higher senti-

ments that he demanded justice of their

successors.

Never did the idea of armed retal-

iation suggest itself to Mr. Sumner's
mind. This, indeed, might be called a

new sort of diplomac3^ The men of the

old school might smile at it and regard
the author of such passionate tirades as

one who was lacking in practical good
sense ; and yet it was Mr. Sumner who
this time was in the right, and saw more
clearly than they. The moral force

which he in a measure embodied, and by
which he was sustained, was finally to

triumph, as events have shown ; it was
in truth more potent than would have

been the Union's fleets and armies.

Senator Sumner lived long enough to

see sitting at Washington commission-
ers from Great Britain, chosen among
the two great political parties of Eng-
land, come to an agreement as regards

the general clauses which were to put an

end to the pending difiliculties between
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the two nations. And he helped to ob-

tain the ratitication by the United States

Senate of the treaty of Washington, the

first article of which contained the sin-

cere expression of regret which England
made in atonement for her conduct dur-

ing the American civil war. Strange
negotiation indeed, if thus it can be
termed, and strange results also ! Pub-
lic opinion may discuss them, enthusi-

asts may exaggerate their importance
;

professional diplomatists may wilfully

belittle them ; but let at least everyone
observe, by comparing dates, that the

mixed commission was being assembled
at the State Department of the United
States, at the very moment when tri-

umphant Germany was rending from
her vanquished opponent the preHmi-
naries of Versailles, and that the treaty

of Washington was concluded by a few
days before that of Frankfort.

Mr. Sumner had conceived, in regard
to the foreign affair's of his country, a

general theory ; as I have very often

heard him state it, I shall here trace its

principal outline. Disinterested regard-

ing what might occur in Europe, the

American Union has ah'eady witnessed
the downfall of well-nigh all the old

colonial system ; a few years more, and
the last European standard will have
disappeared from the American Conti-

nent. England's wise policy only pre-

pares the advent of Canadian indepen-
dence, and if until now a prudent hand
has still maintained her domination
over the Antilles, yet it is a question
how long this status quo will last.

But whatever may be the future of the

British isles, at a small distance off Hes
that large Spanish dependency, Cuba, *

where for years past blood has been
flowing incessantly, and where at an^^

moment an outbreak may occur that

shall determine the overtkrow of Span-
ish dominion. Thus with patriotic in-

terest Mr. Sumner witnessed the evolu-

tion of political questions in Canada
and in the Antilles.

But he did not neglect the daily

study of American growth of power on
the Pacific coast. It w^ould be inter-

esting to read over his speech delivered

in 18G7, on the purchase of Russian

• This waa written at the time of the Cuban insurrec-
tiun.

America. It was necessary, said he in

it, to increase national sway over that
immense coast. The day would prob-
ably come when emigration with the
flow of its tide from east to west, would
establish on that yet hardly inhabited
sloj^e the centre of an immense empire.
In Mr. Sumner's mind, it was in that
direction that the United States would
one day develop its power. But all the
while, he did not cease warning his

countrymen to proceed slowly, and to
fear above all territorial annexations.
His w^arnings in this respect amounted
to personal resistance w^henever the an-
nexation of an}^ of the Antilles or of

the Mexican territories was spoken of.

And it was precisely this political con-
viction which was to lead Mr. Sumner
to sacrifice his owti situation in that
Republican party for which he had so

long toiled, and which owed him so
much. The very day President Grant
signed a treaty with a view to the an-
nexation of the Dominican Republic to

the United States, Mr. Sumner found
himself placed in a most painful posi-

tion. Was he to sacrifice to his party,

and to the Administration, one of his

most profound convictions ? Or, on the

contrary, by opposing the ratification of

this diplomatic agreement, was he to

obey what he considered to be a most
imj^erious duty, at the risk of breaking
political ties which seemed indissoluble,

and of renouncing personal friendships

w^hich time had cemented ?

I was witness of the struggle that pre-

ceded his determination. " Why can I

not," would he say at this moment of

doubt and perplexity, " w^hy can I not
retire from political life ? Whj- have I

yet so many sacred duties to perform,

so many promises to keep regarding
my poor darkies ? You see it, I cannot
forsake my wards, and yet how happy I

should be to go abroad and live, and
there devote myself to a peaceful life

and the culture of the arts."

However, Mr. Sumner, placed in pres-

ence of what he deemed to be his duty,

resolved to perform it. He did so re-

gardless of the peril he was incui-ring,

and knowing well in advance that he
was heaping up against himself implac-

able vengeance and wrath. But as soon

as the old wrestler had resolved once
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more to enter the arena, he was again

able to display all his power. The
speeches he delivered on the San Do-
mingo question may be classed among
his best. Although he was forced to

strain himself in order to give his voice

its former fulness and vigor, yet sel-

dom did he produce greater effect upon
the large audience which then filled the

Senate chamber. He attacked directly

the President's policy regarding the An-
tilles, opposed with all his might the

San Domingo annexation, and with pro-

found emotion, although unflinchingly,

he accused the official representatives of

the United States of violating the rules

of international law. This time again
did Mr. Sumner triumph. He struck a

death-blow to the annexation plan ; the

President himself was forced to retreat

and abandon his cherished scheme.
But how dear was this victory to cost

him who had forced the executive power
to give way ! This is not the place to

relate the well-known events which en-

sued. Watching day by day their de-

velopment, and following with anxious

interest the painful incidents as they

arose, I often thought whether the most
despotic courts, whether the monarch-
ies which have been the most declaimed
against, have ever known anything more
pitiful than the deeply hidden plots of

which the greatest citizens of free re-

publics may be the victims. While
many supporters of the President, now
interested opponents of Mr. Sumner,
were pursuing him with their wrath,

and were using against him all the

weapons within their reach, the old

leader, who had never known the force

of intrigue, and who, owing to the ideal-

istic turn of his mind, was totally unfit

for an appreciation of base sentiments,

still believed himself on his former pin-

nacle, while in truth he had been over-

thrown. What a wakening was his

when the truth finally dawned upon
him!

It was in the spring of 1872 ; he had
protested in the most solemn manner
against General Grant's second nomi-
nation for the presidency ; he had ex-

pressed himself with unrelenting sin-

cerity regarding the President's policy,

and the Republican party, so long do-

cile to his voice, chose General Grant

for a second term, tliereby disowning
its old chieftain. Mr. Sumner remained
alone.

At that moment, as if joining in to

aggravate his situation, his old illness,

the same which had once before im-
perilled his life, attacked him again,

and caused him most horrible suffer-

ings. He had hoped, he wrote from
Boston, to be able to assemble his fel-

low-citizens in Faneuil HaU, that ven-
erable forum, in order to speak once
more to them of the great questions
that relate to the country's welfare

;

but painful symptoms warned him not
to attempt this effort. The speech he
wished to deliver was given to the

press. Certain of its passages, though
surely not to be compared with Mr.
Sumner's powerful oratorical efforts,

deserve notwithstanding to be quoted
;

the sentiments therein expressed will

remain as the crowning work of his life,

and will Hve also as an historical docu-
ment. Casting his glance once more
on the long-trodden path, the orator

deemed, not without good reason, that

his duty toward the enfranchised race

was well-nigh fulfilled ; and he made
one last appeal for reconciliation to the

parties that had so long fought against

each other. Protesting against any im-
putation of bitter feelings, he thus
summed up his public life :

" Such is the simple and harmonious
record, showing how from the begin-

ning I was devoted to peace, how con-

stantly I longed for reconciliation, how
with every measui'e of Equal Rights
this longing found utterance—how it

became an essential part of my life—how
I discarded all idea of vengeance or

punishment—how Reconstruction was to

my mind a transition period, and how
earnestly I looked forward to the day
when, after the recognition of Ecpial

Rights, the Republic should again be
one in reality as in name. If there are

any who ever maintained a policy of

hate, I was never so minded ; and now,
in protesting against any such policy, I

only act in obedience to the irresistible

promptings of my soul."

At the same time jNIr. Sumner, whom
liis personal friends were anxious to

tear away from the troubles of his pol-
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itical sitiiatiou, and from the fatigue

which endangered his hfe, consented to

leave for Europe.
In December following he returned

to Washington. But by what sad cir-

cimistances his return was attended !

The Republican party publicly disowned
him ; the commonwealth of Massachu-
setts, that had ever remained faithful

to him, in turn also abandoned him.

Furthermore the legislature, assembled
in Boston, grasping a miserable pre-

tence, publicly censured him. On the

other hand, his physical sufferings were
so intense that they had altered the

strong expression of his features, and
nearly deformed his stately bearing.

A sad state and time this was, of which
but very few of his friends were wit-

nesses. At certain moments it was to

be feared that courage would forsake

the old athlete ; and yet his faith in the

justice of his cause was so implicit, that

even while stretched on his bed of suf-

fering, where he was forced to pass most
of his time, he would exclaim now and
then :

" I have but one enemy to con-

tend with, and that is disease. Let it

spare me a while, and I feel sure that

soon it will become manifest that I was
right."

But how could he defend himself now
that his physical strength was so much
exhausted that, during this whole sad
winter, it was impossible for him to ap-

ply his mind to any constant work ?

He even seemed uninterested in poli-

tics. Hardly did he even allude to

them when speaking. In this state,

but one consolation was left him and
but one pastime : French literature

;

that of our great epochs. "The Me-
moirs of St. Simon " awoke in him un-

ceasing interest. The same with Vol-

taire, whose complete works he carefully

reread. He even went so far as to at-

tempt a new study of the " Anecdotical

Memoirs " relating to our history of the

last two centuries, the minute details

of which he desired to study once more.
In the early spring, however, his illness

seemed to abate ; and while a work of re-

pair was going on in his physical organ-
ism, which seemed still so vigorous, pub-
lic opinion was already recovering from
its hasty judgments. Mr. Sumner's
vacant place had not been filled. The
Senate missed in its discussions the
presence of his great moral courage.
The people of Massachusetts also began
to regret its rash decisions ; a visible

change was taking place, and in spite

of vile efforts the general sentiment of

the honest masses was coming back to

Mr. Sumner. He lived long enough to

see the Massachusetts legislature re-

scind the resolutions that the former
legislature had adopted against him.
The illustrious senator, who was now
unable to add further to his fame, had
a right, if we may say so, to witness

this act of reparation. Providence just-

ly ordained that it should be so. It

was on Monday, March 9, 1874, that

the United States Senate received of-

ficial notification of the annulling of

the resolutions of censure. Mr. Sum-
ner enjoyed the satisfaction of being
present at this ceremony. Hardly was
it over, when he left the Senate cham-
ber—far from thinking that it was for

the last time.

Two days later America learned that

Charles Sumner was no more. On hear-

ing the news, the whole country, which
associated Mr. Sumner's name with
those of his most renowned contempor-
aries and friends, felt a thrill of pain.

How could the nation fail to recall at

that moment, Mr. Lincoln, Mr. Seward,
and Mr. Chase ? How could it fail to

understand that a great era was now
closed ?

And now* that Mr. Sumner's seat is

vacant in the United States Senate, and
that this last one of the great athletes

of that epoch, after mourning for his

former associates, has in turn followed

them to the tomb, where the common-
wealth of Massachusetts has just laid

him, it remains to be seen whether the

young generations shall bring forth

men worthy to take his place.

* Written in 1874.
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THE FLORENTINE ARTIST.

By E. H. and E. IV. Blashfield.

IX
these days of triumpliaiit special-

ism, when brush and chisel, burin
and aquafortist's tool perform feats

that would have set the Renascence
ao-Qo- ; Avhen a phalanx of French artists

stand armed cap-a-pie with all the varied

knowled<;-e that the years have brought
to Ars Lonoa ; when art pours in from
England, Sweden, Russia, Japan ; when
America has already started in the

oreat torcli race, sure to hold the light

high (how high perhaj)s we hardly dare

to dream), why is it that we turn again
and again to the old masters, the men
of Florence and of Venice, of the (jui-

«t galleries and palaces of a land older

than our own ?

Tliey take us out of the bustle and
strugiile, and beckon us to their feet in

tlie lialf light of the chapter-house, in

the sun-dapi)led stillness of the cloister

or the deserted cliand)er of state ; they
sit throned and trancpiil, nowise toiling

for recognition, so tluit we love them
for tlicir very peace. But bettor than
all this, theirs was the s})rin!4tinie of

art ; tliev were in the gold of the morn-
ing and they had its golden toucli ;

theirs was tlie hiL;li-hearted conviction

Vol. XIII.—17

which has seen no disillusion. They had
not even found out what they could not

do, and their 7^0// fervor set a halo even
upon their awkwardness ; eternal youth
was theirs and its sublime confidence
and audacity; if we stud}" them enough
we shall find even in their lesser works
" detiir amanfi," something to reward
us, something of the glamour of the

reawakening, of the joy of earnest en-

deavor, of the serenity of achievement,
and amid all the science and all the

perfected technique of modern paint-

ing, the hill-towns of Tuscany and Fm-
l)ria will still rise as liigh altars of art ;

the lagoons of Venice will still shine for

us with the opalescent color of Titian,

and still hold the bituminous de])ths of

Tintoretto.

But among them all Florence claims

the highest i)lace ; for in that long pe-

riod from 1IU)() to 1580, which covers

the Italian Renascence in its various

phases, she was the focal i)oint for at

least two hundred years. This epoch
of art evolution may be conveniently

divided into four jieriods : that of tlie

])i-ccursors. of Niccolo and (liotto ; that

of the early Renascence, with the group
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Avhicli snrroiiiulod C(>siino and Lorenzo once, we see that live hundred years
dei ^ledici ; of tlie full Renascence,
when Rome called Tuscan and Unibri-

an alike into her service, and of that

later time which, decadent elsewhere,

saw the glorious supremacy of Venice.

ii^o she was still the grim-visaged and
simple-mannered Florence of the Di-
vine Comedy.
We turn the pages of the pictured

record. Another short hundred years
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The New Harness.

Thus through fully two-thirds of the

art niovement Florence marched at the

head of Italy ; and we see the Floren-

tine first as the strong man in armor,

merchant and soldier at once, beating

off Barbarossa, conquering his civic

rights one by one, and setting the

Phrygian cap of liberty upon his hel-

met ; the later and milder time twists

garlands about it, and sculptures his

shield ; and his son grows up a pale-

cheeked student, with a crop of curls,

a brush and chisel in his scarsella, and
a great book clasped upon his breast.

As we look at old jjictures of this pro
tagonist of independence, this Athene
of towns, who wore helmet and laurel

alike, and held palette and iance at

transforms the fortress-city of Corso
Donati into the palace-city of Lorenza
dei Medici ; the Renascence has come
to its full tide, and the Florence of

Dante, which, lovely as it apj^eared in

the dreams of the exile, was browai and
bare as a Franciscan friar in its out-

ward semblance, had by the end of the

fifteenth century become a treasury

of beauty. Many dift'erent causes had
contributed to this result : commercial
prosperity, municipal freedom, the in-

tense civic pride, the jmssionate love of

the city that then stood for i:)atriotism,

the newly awakened j^lastic sense, the

Italian desire to far Jigura, the lover's-

instinct to adorn the beloved, and the

possession of generations of artist»
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equal to their task, all united to dower might say in his cynical way that it

Florence with innumerable treasures.

All the best l)lood of the time was run-

ning into this new channel and cours-

ing there more and more strongly.

The incessant warfare of earlier tinu>s,

took only a few yards of scarlet cloth
to make a burgher ; but he never ap-
plied his yard-measure estimate to lui-

manists or artists.

A noble field lay open to the latter.

the death-grapple between city and city If they did not receive the great prices

and between rival factions and greater of to-day, neither did their works dis-

and lesser guilds had ended in utter appear into private galleries ; art be-

exhaustion—an exhaustion too often longed to the whole city and was a mat-
making way for a local tyrant ; but ter of personal interest and pride to

the marvellous vitality of Italy, which each citizen ; the fayade or the monu-
in one way or another never
flagged, showed itself in her
art ; the hand tired of striking

with the sword struck lightly

with the chisel ; and the cun-

ning Medici set the unwitting
artists to gilding the chains of

Florence. There were chains

indeed, but the craftsman lived

in a republic of ideas and his

craft was honored by the ty-

rant ; he alone of all men Avas

free ; for the In(|uisitiou had
not yet begun to prescribe the
action of the people of fresco

or panel, or to peer through the

eyeholes of its cowl into parch-

ment and picture to ferret out
heresy. Cosimo the Ancient

THEARCH-P7rn -"FLORETN TIM CART
UILD OF WOOLji
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ment was his, and ho ^valkod out to

see it uncovered, in a flutter of pleas-

ant excitement, and (juite prepared to

fasten his epigram or his sonnet at its

base. For all Florence became at once
customer and connoisseur, and fairly

"went mad with enthusiasm over its new
masterpieces. The Signiory mingled

men's houses or cramped into pretti-

ness to please a caprice ; no carefully

nurtured exotic, foreign to all its en-

vironment ; it was democratic, munic-
ipal—"of the people, by the people,

for the people "—stooping to the hum-
blest otHces ; carving the public foun-
tain, where goodwives washed their

I

V

1/

Th<i 3oTiJiT»e oj Va ni-tic

with the business of grave embassies
questions of decoration of public pal-

aces, and art matters were treated like

affairs of state. A daughter of the Ke-
puVjlic, art's best service was given to

the city—to the market-place, the town-
hall, and the church ; this was no
courtly official art, shut up in palaces

;

no burgher art, Avithdrawn into rich

cabbages and filled their clashing metal
buckets ; and rising heavenward on the

broad curves of Brunelleschi's dome.
It was a deep-rooted, many -branched
growth of the soil ; an integral part of

daily life ; a need, a passion, and a de-

light at once.

It almost seemed as if art, Orphe-
us-like, held sway over nature. Eough
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In San Marco.

cra^s \)\\ii(\ tlieniselves u]^ into palaces,

iron bowed itself into lovely curves,
and bronze filled the hollow mould
with fair shapes ; <j^listeninc^ marbles
covered the bare facades ; acanthus
and laurel, oak and ivy, lilies and pome-
granates twincid around the church
l)illars, climlxMl to the cornice, and clus-

tered about the deep-set windows ; i-an

over choir stalls, and thrust tlieniselves

between the yellowed parchments of

tlie choral books. With them came the
birds to perch amon^- the bi-onze twiys
and nest in tlie marble foliaj^c; ; th(!

lions crawled from tlieir lairs to crouch
beneath cliurcli })illars ; unicorns, grif-

fins, and strange sea-monsters, l)lowing

the salt foam from their nostrils, came
at the magician's bidding, to su2)2iort a

shield or bound along a cornice. Night
lent her stars to roof a banciuoting-hall ;

the planets shone over the cxcliange, and
summer abode on the 23ainted wall while

winter whitened the streets outside.

And it was within the field of this

world of art, tliat the perturbed cities

of th(> Iveiiasceiice found tlieir one neu-
tral ground, where the shrill voice of

controversy was hushed, and hatred
dr()])ped its dagger, where the old f(^ud

was forgotten, when; (luelph and Crhib-

elline, Pallesco and Piagncuie met as

friends united l)y a common sym2)athy,

swaved l)v a common delight.
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Sometliiu^- of this was cliinly uiulor- ciation which quickens the pulse of the
stood, eveu bv the little ap2)i*eiitices lover of beauty ; all about us, the very
Avho ji'rouiul the colors and kej^t the stones, are eloquent, and if ^ve would
clay moist. They knew that tlie mas- study the greatest of modern art
ters went and came unharmed through epochs, and understand tlie environ-

harried country and hostile states ; they
saw the Magniiico buy the pictures of

a follower of the Friar. Even civic

strife spared the artist who worked for

the glory of the town, and was there-

fore sacred to the man of the Renas-
cence, who, though he could hate

fiercely and strike hard, loved his city

as a mother, and adorned her like a

bride.

The city so loved and so adorned was
not very different from the fair town
set in the hollow of the hills which Ave

admire to-day ; it has lost its proud
zone of ramparts and the glow of me-
diaeval color, but otherwise it is com-
paratively unchanged since Donatello
lodged in the street of the Melon, and
Benvenuto ke2:)t shoj:) on the old bridge.

Here we can walk arm - in - arm with
Gossip Vasari ; every turn brings us
face to face with the memory of a world-
famed master. Tlie very name of a

street suggests some great artistic

achievement ; a few lines of inscription

on a house-front start a train of asso-

ment of the Renascence artist—the con-

ditions under which he lived and la-

bored—we have but to look at the city

upon which he set his seal, as a king
stamps his effigy on the coin of the

realm.

Four hundred years ago morning
entered Florence much as it does to-

day, slij^ping unchallenged throug-li the

ponderous gates, stealing like a gray
nun through the narrow streets, glim-

mering faintly through the grated win-

dows, and leaving the lower stories of

the crag-like houses still dark and som-
Ijre, touched with light the dome of the

cathedral and the crests of those stern

towers which spring upward like un-
sheathed swords to guard the white

and rosy beauty of our Lady of the

Flower. As the dawn struggled

through the leaded casements, or the

deep arches of the workshop, it saw the

artist already at labor. Sometimes it

paled the light fixed to Michael Angelo's

forehead, with which, "like a Cyclops,"

he worked through the long nights, or
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The Open-air Pulpit at Prato.

suiprised Master Luca pcitiently freez-

ing his fingers over his new invention,
the terra invetr lata ; or, mavbe, it put
out the lanterns which Gliiberti's work-
men carried in their nightly walks from
the furnaces in the Via Sant' Egidio to
tlie Baptistery. Work began early for

the Florentine artist ; for the paint-

er, sculptor, archite(;t, worker in gold,

iron, or wood, was first of all a handi-
craftsman with a handicraftsman's sim-
ple tastes and frugal liahits. Arh\ art,

meant l3ut craft or trade, and later, by

extension, guild of craftsmen, and was
ajoplied to the corporations of cloth-

dressers and silk-weavers as Avell as to

the associations of architects and sculp-

tors.

"Then painters did not play the gen-

tleman ;
" small distinction was made

between the artist and the artisan
;

and, though now and then a banquet at

flie new house in the Via Larga, or a

little junketing in Albertinelli's wine-

shop, or a gay su2)per at tlie Pot Luck
Club (Compagnia del Pajuolo), opposite
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the Fouiidliiin" Hospital, niiglit tempt
him to keej) late hours, morning nai)s

were exceptions ; and the stone-mason,

when he came throu,<j;h the dim twili.i^ht

of the shadowed streets to his day's

work on churcli or 2)alace, found ]>ru-

nellesclii or Ciozzoli there before him.

No wonder such men rose early ; the

whole world of art lay before them, un-
couquered, unexplored ; the mysteries

of nature were to be solyed ; the lost

treasures of anticpiity regained. The
processes of technique, the media of ar-

tistic exjjression to be discoyered ; and
for such achievement the days were all

too sliort, and the ni,L;lits as well. If

they would i)laythe slugt>ard, the yoice
of Florence itself awoke them

; for witli

the broadenini>- day the bells of Giotto's
tower be.ii^an to rin^- tlie An^^dus, fill-

in,i4' the yil)rating air with solemn mel-
ody, as one after another from the iron
throats of San Lorenzo, of San Michele,
and of Santa Felicita came answerinii;

peals ; while on the circling- hills, gray
with oliye or dark with pine, the bells

of conyent and chapel and jjarisli

churcli echoed faintly, greeting each
other with the angtdical salutation.

There were few artists who did not

A^iv
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bow their heads ;iiul be^^iii the day
Avith the poetic orison, houoriiio^ " tlie

Word that was made tlesh, and dwelt

anu>n^" us
;

" and what better jirayer

could there be for men whose chief care

lay in the portrayal of that same flesh,

antl who were " to paint man, man,
whatever the issue."

Early as it was the city was astir,

and the streets about the cathedral

Avere thron.ii:ed Avith people on their

way to early mass ; home-stayiiiii" house-

wives were gossiping on the door-

steps as in Dantes day ; long-gowned
burghers, like Filippo Strozzi, who

built palaces, bought rare Greek man-
uscripts, and bribed royalty, were
abroad for their marketing—to cliaf-

fer over a couple of fowls or a handful
of vegetables. Groups of sun-Tmrned
peasants, in their gayest gear, among

them a fresh-faced girl or two of the
Nencia type, " white as cream-cheese
and round as a little sausage/' were
crowding into the Duomo to say a few
aves before some favorite shrine ; here
and there, with ink-horn at his belt,

a scholar passed—Pico or Poliziano

—

on his way to the Medici jjalace, or the
still green gardens of the Academy.
Knots of leather-clad craftsmen, bare-

armed cloth-dressers from the Cali-

mala, silk-weavers bound for San Bia-

gio, goldsmiths, hurrying to their

work in the Pellicceria, jostled each
other in the narrow way. Here, too,

were matrons of the old
school, austerely wrapped
in cloak and Avimple, and
blooming girls, whose
pearl - wreathed hair and
bare throats were hardly
shaded by transparent
veils, demurely conscious
of the admiration they ex-

cited and not averse to let-

ting a young painter's eyes
enjoy their comeliness.

Had not Ginevra dei
Benci, one of the proudest
beauties of Florence, sat

for Messer Domenico Bi-

gordi ? and he who would
see the fair wife of Fran-
cesco Pugliese limned to

the life need only visit the
little cliurch outside the
w^alls, Avliere Filippino
painted her as Madonna.
What 2)retty girl Avas not
ambitious to figure in a
fresco, or pose for a saint,

tricked out AA'ith halo and
symbol? When did adora-

tion eA^er come amiss? or
Avhen Avas a bold glance

and a fervently Avliis2)ered

" bella " really resented ?

Meantime she avIio hoped
some day to see her OAvn

portrait as St. Catherine
or Barbara or Lucy, behind

the blazing altar-tapers, dimmed Avith

the cloud of fragrant smoke, enjoyed a

somewhat grosser incense. In this toAvn

of tiny streets and thickset houses,
Avhose inhabitants had grown up to-

gether in close quarters, generation af-
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I lie Artist ao Engineer.

ter generation, wliere family loves an^l

hatreds were matters of liei-ita,s;e and
tradition, and Avliere each man Avas as

well acquainted with liis nei;;hl)or's af-

fairs as with his own, none of these
_voun«^ ladies were unknown to tlieir

admirers, who could estimate eacli fail-

one's dower to the Horin. On the lieads

and hands of these pretty ^ii'ls tlie

passini^ goldsmitli saw liis own work in

wreath and ring- ; and when the whole

])arti- colored crowd swayed and bent

like a held of wind-swe}>t irises as a

l)riest and a hurrvinjj: acolyte jmsscd

with the Viaticum, even wliile mutt(>r-

ini;- a ])rayer for the soul al)out to i)ass

away, he recognized with 2)ride the sil-

ver })yx wliich had left liis mast(^r"s sli(^]>

only a week aii'o. Perhaps it was hardly

out of siuht hcforc tlic sti-eet be^au to
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resound with ringing hoofs and clash-

ing steel, and a company bound on a

nussion to Sienna, escorted by some
thirty lances, clattered past ; not so fast

but that the workmen from Niccolo Ca-

parra's forges could salute its gallant

young captain, whose line armor—dec-

orated with masques and lions' heads

—

was their own handiwork. As the sol-

diers jingled by, the high houses echo-

ing tlieir clangor tenfold, the sculptor

modelling a St. George for the armor-

ers, looked long and wistfully after their

leader, who rode with shoulders well-

squared, and pointed sollerets turned
aggressively out, forcing the burgesses
to flatten themselves against walls, or to

retreat incontinently under loggie, and
reminding more than one of that roar-

ing young spark of the Adimari, whose
iron elbows and steel toes wrought such
havoc on Dante's neighbors.

These vividly costumed people of the

Renascence have gone forever from
the streets ; they have stepped into the

gilded frames of altar-pieces, or faded
into the frescoed walls of choir and
cloister ; they have climbed the palace-

stairs and vanished into quiet galler-

ies ; they sleep in state in the canopied
niches of Desiderio and Rossellino, and
lie under the pictured stones of Santa
Croce. But the background against

which they moved is unaltered ; the

churches and palaces where painter and
sculptor worked, the houses where they
lodged, the shops where they sold and
taught, the beautiful things they cre-

ated are still there ; the palaces of

Brunelleschi and Michelozzo and Bene-
detto are yet drawn up in line. They
bear a strange likeness to the mailed
ancestors of their builders, as they
stand facing each other like duellists

with a perpetual menace, holding high
their blazoned shields, peering dis-

trustfully through their grated win-
dows barred like the eyeholes of a hel-

met, thrusting out their torch-holders,

defiant gauntlets, into the street, and
flaunting their banners over the heads
of the passers-by. The deep cornice

shades their stern fronts like a hood
drawn over a soldier's l)rows ; and as

the knight wore a scarf of broidered
work, or a collar wrought with jewelled

shells and flowers over his steel corse-

VoL. XIII.—18

let, each rugged facade is softened into
beauty by sculptured slirine or gilded
escutcheon, cunningly forged lamp-iron
and bridle -ring. Into the grim nar-
rowness of each dark street had come
some touch of color, some bit of ex-
quisite ornament ; and as the painter
hurried to his shop in the morning or
strolled at evening with his lute, he
could see on every side the work of
some brother artist. Close at hand was
Donatello's stenima, where the lion of

the Martelli ramped upon his azure
field ; under heavy wreaths of pale-tint-

ed fruit a Robbia Madonna gleamed
whitely ; the huge fanalc, or torch-
holder, at the corner, bristling with
spikes like some tropical cactus, was
forged by Nicholas the Bargain-Maker

;

the rough-hewn palace which darkened
the slit of a street, Benedetto of Ma-
jano did not live to finish ; that win-
dow-grating Michael Angelo designed,
bending the bars outward in beauty's
service to hold the elbow cushion, or

the caged nightingale, or the handful
of spring flowers in their glazed pot of

Faenza-ware ; while behind the half-

open iron-studded doors Michelozzo's

columns rose between the orange-trees.

Who can over-estimate the artistic

value of such environment, the uncon-
scious training of the eye, the educa-
tion of the perceptive faculties, the keen
stimulus and the wholesome restraint

exercised by the constant presence
of a universally recognized standard
of excellence. The art student might
draw from the antique in the garden of

San Marco, or copy the frescos of the

Brancacci Chapel in good company,
with Michael Angelo and Raphael at

his elbow (running the risk of brokc^n

bones if he happened to be envied by
the studio-bully Torrigiani) ; and Un-
der his master's orders might work up
details in a panel, or even follow a car-

toon ; but the city itself was his real

Academy.
All over this city tlie artists lodged

and worked ; tlie places still exist.

Tliere are dark arches where, in s2)ito of

per])etual twibght, mastei-]ueces grew
into being ; and then^ are stairways of

heavy gray stone that have been pol-

ished and cliannelled In* the shoes of

masters who lived long ago.
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In the Melon Street (now Via Eica-

soli) the memories thicken. There the

lontr-^owned trecent iati have walked
;

Tali, who set the solemn mosaic upon
the dome of the Baptistery, and with
him his roguish pupil, Buffalmacco,

whose greatest works of art were his

monumental practical jokes. Giotto,

too, the chief of them all, caped and
hooded as we see him in the Portico

of the Uffizi, had come a little later to

make the " house of the live lamps

"

trebly illustrious. The lamps are still

on the house-front, glimmering above
the little shrine where the old painters

often stoj^ped to tell their beads before

the image of our Lady, who had been a

good friend to their craft ever since the

day she sat for its j)atron, S^int Luke.
Perhaps they passed on thence to

that garden of the Gaddi, in the little

street not far away, to W'hich the paint-

er's pomegranate-trees gave the name
of Via del Melarancio, which it wears
even to-day. In the Calzaioli, just

beyond the Bigallo, and on the same
side with it, about a hundred years

after Giotto, Donatello, and Michelozzo
" worked together like brothers, per-

fecting the art of sculpture," and hew-
ing that tomb of Pope John in the
Baptistery, which was the forerunner
of all the lovely Tuscan-Renascence
tombal architecture. Later their mal-
lets rang behind the cathedral at the

corner of the Via dei Servi, while the

minor music of goldsmith's hammer
and niellist's tool was heard from the

shops of Pollajuolo and Finiguerra, in

the Yacchereccia. Monasteries there are

too, where famous artists once w^orked,

convents where the sisters painted, like

that Plantella Nelli, who had to make
Herods and Judases of the novices,

since no man might penetrate the walls.

The convents are secularized now, but
we still find them in all quarters of the
city.

Ghiberti cast his gates in the Via
Sant' Egidio ; to-day the house shelters

the quaint foreign grace of Van der Vey-
den's Flemish Madonna ; and gerani-

ums now flame in the garden of the Via
della Pergola, where Benvenuto's fur-

naces once burned fiercely as the molt-
en bronze became Perseus.

"We visit Michael Angelo the boy in

the Via Anguillara, Michael Angelo the
old man in the Via Ghibellina, and in

Via Ginori are the stairs down which
the young Raphael has often walked
w^th his host. Andrea del Sarto, with
Franciabigio, had his shop in that
southern angle of the Piazza Or-San-
Michele, where a dark vault gives en-
trance to a street so narrow that lovers
might clasp hands across it from the
windows corbelled out above, and where,
too, the artists were next door to the
palace of their arch-patrons, the mer-
chants of the mighty guild of wool,
with its blazon and loggia and battle-

mented parapet. Fra Bartolommeo got
his nickname of Baccio della Porta,
from the Roman Gate, near which he
lived, and when later he took the ton-

sure and renounced his art for a time,

his comrade, Albertinelli, discouraged
by his loss, dropped palette and brushes
and opened a wine-shop under those old
houses of the Alighieri, where " nacque
il divino poeta." II Rosso, with his ap-

prentice Battistino and his ape (whom
the chronicles leave nameless), made life

merry for the monks of Santa Croce

;

and Cellini, born near the modern iron

markets, and casting his bronze in the
Street of the Bower, studied first with
Bandini in the Furriers' Quarter, then
under the new dispensation of Duke
Cosimo, went with the other goldsmiths
to that Ponte Vecchio where the ap-

prentice lads were stationed to ofier

trinkets to the passing ladies, and to

the very shop whence his bust now
looks down upon his successors. So
the tale runs ; and the list is endless,

for Florence remembers her famous
men, and the archives beneath the pict-

ure gallery of the Uffizi are crammed
with records that give house, date, and
name, dry bones to which the chroni-

clers add life—the life of the crowded,
narrow-streeted city, with its art, its in-

dustry, its busy hours, its leisure, and
even its fun and jokes.

For the hard-w^orked painters found
time for the latter, made time for them
indeed. Woe to the man who was con-

ceited, credulous, or lazy ; his foible was
exploited by a dozen past-masters in

the science of tormenting ; Florentine

tongues were proverbially sharp, and
constant practice in the wordy warfare
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of the studio gave them
even a finer edge.

The greatest artists—
Donatello, Brunelleschi, and
earlier, Buffahnacco— con-

cocted elaborate beffe and
burle, with no pity for their

victims ; the temptation was
great ; the ages of faith had
not passed away, many good
folk accustomed to believe

in miracles afforded golden
opportunities to the prac-

tical joker ; and if we may
believe Sacchetti, Ser Gio-

vanni, and Boccaccio, the

wags were equal to the oc-

casion. There was such a

fund of credulity lying idle,

it was so easy to make Ca-
landrino believe that he was
invisible, to persuade the

Doctor that he might sup
with Helen and Cleopatra,

to convince II Grasso that

he had changed his identi-

ty, that we can hardly blame the paint-

ers for farces in which the whole town
joined, even the good parish priest play-

ing his part. This fun was rifest perhaps
at the noonday hour, when Luigi Pulci
takes us into that old market, around
which the studios were set thickest, and
which only three years ago stood just as

it was when hungry industry, bent on
dining, surged into the Mercato Vec-
chio. Arte Minori and Maggiori at once.

Here artists great and small, mas-
ters and apprentices, dined ; here was
dinner enough for all Florence ; and
the irregular square, round which the

tall, soot- stained houses crowded was
a glutton's paradise, in which Mar-
gutte would have found all the articles

of his credo—his tart and tartlet, his

stuffed heccafichi, and his good wine.

There were meals for all tastes and all

purses ; one could lunch on fruit and
eggs and cheese with Donatello, or suj)

like a Magnifico on the boar that grinned
from the butcher's shop, and only two
days before was crunching the acorns
of Valloml)rosa ; there was good eating
in the grimy, l)lack shops, where before

Art in the Service of the
Church.

spised with its de-

licious scent of spices

and warm pasties, just off the hot iron

plates, set out in dainty white baskets

—

ciambelli and cialdoni—buns and wafers,

the crisp bevlingozzi that poor Yisino

thought worth all the kings and queens

in Hungar}', and those light, golden,

sugar - sprinkled pastykins which the

magnificent Lorenzo sang of. Tliesc

delicacies were not for the apprentices,

they brought their own empty llasks and

canakiiis to th(^ wine-shop, to be filled

with wliite Trebbiano ; they patronized

a huge fire a spit revolved loaded with the pork-butchers, buying whole strings

trussed fowls and haunches of venison ; of sausages, and the poulterers, whose
and the pastry-cook's was not to be de- neighborhood gave the famous nick-
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name of Pollajuolo, and -where one stu-

dent at least bought the caged wild
birds and set them free, while onlook-
ers wondered at the queer caprices of

young Leonardo da Yinci. Wine and
bread, onions and sausages once con-
sumed, whether before the shops or on
the steps of Santa Maria in Campidoglio,
the 'prentices went back to the shop.

It was usually in the massive basement
of a tall house, fronting some tiny

piazza, or narrow street. The heavy
iron-barred shutters, which at night
closed its four arches, were raised and
fastened to the wall, and even the pon-
derous door stood open, for light was
precious to the workers within. The
lower half of these arched openings
was filled by counters of solid masonry,
to which a couple of seats were often

added on the outer side. Within the
furnishing was meagre enough ; a few
heavy joint stools, hacked by genera-
tions of students, a strong box, a deli-

cately wrought pair of bronze scales

for weighing pearls, gold, silver, and
jDrecious colors ; a carved and gilded
triptych frame hanging on the wall

waiting to be filled with the patron
saints of its future purchaser ; on one
counter a small anvil, a goldsmith's
hammer, graver, and pincers, and a

goatskin bellows. A charcoal drawing
or two was stuck on the wall ; from a

peg hung a fine jewelled girdle ; and
on a bracket over the door were some
elaborately chiselled silver trenchers.

At the back a door led into the studio

lighted from the next street, where the

students worked under the master's

supervision, drawing, painting, model-
ling, and cai*ving.

The life of these art students was di-

vided into three sharply defined stages.

The child of eight or ten, who was learn-

ing the rudiments of the craft, was called

an apprentice ; the youth who aided in

the execution of important commissions
an assistant (companion would be the
literal translation of the Italian word),

and the fully fledged young artist who
had begun to fly alone a maestro, or

master. The whole training was emi-
nently practical ; there were no medals,

no exhibitions, no public awards. Now
and then there was a great competition
for some important civic monument

like the doors of the Baptistery or the
fayade of the cathedral, to which not
only Italians, but artists from beyond
the Alps were invited to send designs

;

but these were very rare, and by the
end of the fifteenth century had prac-
tically ceased to exist. There were no
academies, no public art schools, and
no government appropriations for ar-

tistic instruction, no official institu-

tions ; but the state, while " ignoring
art in the abstract, encouraged the in-

dividual artist." To produce some-
thing which somebody would want to

possess, to turn his knowledge of the
beautiful, his mastery of technical pro-
cesses to some concrete end, was the
object of the education of the future
artist— a work - a - day genius ignorant
of our modern formula of art for art's

sake. Pietro Vanucci painted the Flor-
entines on altar - curtains while wait-

ing for the time when, as Perugino, he
should work on the walls of the Sistine

Chapel; Eodolfo Ghirlandajo "told
sad stories of the death of kings " on
the baldacchino draperies for All-Souls-

Day ; and Brunelleschi chased rings

and set jewels while dreaming of an-

tique temples and giant domes. Thus
were executed not only the master-
pieces we admire to-day in the churches
and museums of Europe, but a whole
series of minor works, which surround
the pictures and statues of the Renas-
cence, like the fantastical bordering
about the illuminated pages of the

missal.

Art did not mean the production of

pictures and statues only, it meant a

practical application of the knowledge
of the beautiful to the needs of daily

life. So the bottega hummed and
buzzed with the manifold business of

the artist. If orders came in his ab-

sence the api)rentices were to accept

them all, even if for insignificant

trifles ; the master would furnish the

design and the pupil would execute
;

not from greed of gain as with Perugi-

no, but from the pure joy in creative

work which made Ghirlandajo willing

to decorate "hoops for women's bas-

kets," and at the same time long for a

commission " to joaint the whole circuit

of all the walls of Florence with sto-

ries ; " and which enabled him, although
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lie died at the age of forty-nine, to leave

behind him a second po2)ulation of

Florentines in the choirs and chaj^els

of her churches.

And there were constant opportuni-
ties for the exercise of this creative fac-

ulty. Orders did not cease. Now it

was a group of brown Carmelites who
called master and men to their church,

to be at once scene-setters, costumers,
carpenters, and machinists during the

Ascension-day ceremonies, and for the

angel-filled scaffolding from which va-

rious sacred personages should mount
to heaven. The Abbess of St. Cathe-
rine's came in state to order designs
for embroideries to lighten the heavy
leisure of the nuns ; or some Avealthy

merchant, just made purveyor of Flor-

entine goods to the most Holy Father,

would put the papal escutcheon on the

cornice of his house, and wished to

know what the master might demand
for his drawing, what for the pietra-

serena or marble, what for the sculpt-

ure—where to the keys and tiara sur-

mounting the arms of Rovere or Me-
dici should be added, as supporters,

some device of the painter's invention.

Sometimes abbot or prior brought a

great order for the decoration of a

v/hole chapel or cloister, and the botte-

ga palpitated with expectant enthusi-

asm, in spite of which the prudent
master did not forget to specify in the

contract that for the said sum he
would furnish the paint, "except the

gold and ultramarine," which must be
supplied by the monks, for the breth-

ren dearly loved these costly colors,

and the painter well knew that without
this important clause he should have
the prior always at his elbow demand-
ing " more and more of the blue."

Even the imagination of a Pope Julius
II., equal to the conception of a Saint
Peter's and of a mausoleum as big as a

church, could not rise above the mo-
nastic tradition, and he could say as he
stood for the first time beneath the aw-
ful prophets and sibyls of the Sistine

Chapel, "I don't see any gold in all

this
!

" Again, there would come an
embassy in gowns of state from some
neighboring city, with armed guards
and sealed parchments, bringing a

commission for the painting of cliiii<'li

or town-hall ; or a foreign trader from
Milan or Genoa would step in to hag-
gle over a portrait. Most welcome was
a bridal party, for its manifold needs
gave work to the whole studio, even
to the ten-year old apprentices in the
back shop.

" Chi prende moglie vuol quattrini
"

—he who takes a wife needs cash—runs
the Florentine proverb, and we do not
wonder at it when we realize what a
quantity of fine things a bridegroom
was expected to supply. There were
the dower-chests—carved, gilded, and
painted with triumphs of love or chas-
tity ; then the shrine with its picture of

Madonna flanked by patron saints for

the bride's chamber, and if the .s/>o.so

was inclined to do things handsomely
the painter could add the portraits oi

the future husband and wife in the in-

ner side of the gilded shutters ; a chased
and enamelled holy -water basin, and
sprinkler to hang beneath it of course

;

and for the tiring mirror, just arrived
from Venice, the master must design a
silver frame ; then, while our hand was
in, why not add a painted frieze oi put-
tini on a blue ground to run between
the wainscoting and the beamed ceil-

ing ? Next (for the list was a long one)

came the dainigeUa's book of Hours,
wherein the tedium of long prayers was
pleasantly enlivened by the contemj^la-

tion of goodly majuscules and fair min-
iatures. Important, too, was the plate,

no small item in days when a comfit sal-

ver or a tankard was signed Verrocchio
or Ghiberti. Then, objects of moment-
ous interest and of anxious considta-

tion to the whole party, came the jewels

and their settings. The buyers brought
the raw material with them, pearls and
balas-rubies, the precious convoy of a

Venetian galley fresh from tlie far East
;

a big turkis engraved with strange

characters, torn from the neck of an Al-

gerian pirate by a Genoese sailor, and
an antique cameo unearthed in a Ro-
man vineyard only a week before. Each
jewel was then examined, weiglicd, and
entered in two account -books— the

painter's and the owner's—to prevent
any possil)ility of fraud or mistake.

Afterward (Misued a most aniiiiat(Ml and
di'aniatic discussion of designs, d(>tuils,

and ])ri('es, duiing which artist and ciis-
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tomers vied with each other in line his-

trionic effects, followed in due time by
an amicable settlement and more en-

tries in those " diurnal books " svhich

still exist among the domestic archives

Arriiif"*^^vrv,Yt5cuvic^

of Florentine families to inform poster-

ity how many peacock feathers went to

a garland, how many hundredweight of

fine pearls to a girdle, and just how
many florins Macigni, Strozzi, or Bardi
paid for a buckle or a pouch-clasp.

Strange as such varied orders would
appear to a modern artist, they seemed
natural enough to the painters and pa-

trons of the Renascence, to whom art

meant, first of all, the embellishment
of daily life. In these days of special-

ists and perfected processes it is diffi-

cult to realize how wide a field w^as then
open to the creative artist, and in how
many different directions his personal-

ity sought expression. All life was his,

and all its forms ; nothing w^as too
small or too great, too trivial to be
tried, too difficult to be dared ; in him
the audacity of the revolutionist was
united to the infinite patience of the

gem-cutter. He attended personally
to a thousand details now relegated to

trained subordinates. He must answer

for his materials, must dabble in the

grave art of the apothecaries (that ar-

te dcgli i^i^eziali e medici which called

Dante member), that the chemicals
might be pure for the color his aj^pren-

tices ground ; he must linger in the
Pellicceria, or Furriers' Quarter, choos-
ing fair, smooth vellum, and must anx-
iously test the panel upon which Ma-
donna should appear, lest fine gold and
costly ultramarine might be wasted
upon unseasoned wood. He must
train his model, watch the carving of

his picture-frame, and see that the oil

W'as properly clarified. The sculptor

went to the quarries to select his blocks
of marble, and superintended their re-

moval to the towTi ; he examined the

jewel on which cameo or intaglio was
to be cut, and planned the scaffolding

for his colossal statues. The architect

arranged all the practical details for

the execution of his designs, invented

machines for raising stones and beams,
built the bridges and platforms used
by the w^orkmen, was his ow^n foreman
and master-builder, and of him it might
be truly said, " No stone was laid that

he did not wish to see," *'Non sarebbe
murata una pietra, che non I'avesse vo-

luta vedere."

The chisel, the needle, the compass,
the burin, the brush, the goldsmith's

hammer, the caligraph's pen, even the

potter's-clay and the mason's trow^el

w^ere alike familiar to him. He could
fill a dusky Gothic chaj^el with a fres-

coed j)aradise radiant with golden
heads and glimmering halos and the

sw^eejD of snowy wings, and fashion an
ear-ring for a pretty woman ; he could

design embroidery patterns "in chi-

aro-oscuro for certain nuns and other

peo2ole," and build a bridge over Arno
that has stood for five centuries against

storm and flood, even when the river

swollen with rain and laden w ith wrack
tossed its tawny waves high against the

piers and battered them with uprooted
trees and clods of earth and l3roken

beams. He could set a great cuj^ola on
the cathedral walls and w-rite abusive

sonnets to those who declared he was
tempting God by this achievement ; he

could, on his way to Carrara to select

marble for a monument, casually and
as an incident of his errand, survey and
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build a road over the torrent-beds and
sharp sj^urs of the mountain ; he couki
" cramp his hand to fill his lady's mis-

sal marge with flowerets ;
" he could

design a cartoon for the tapestry-weav-

ers and crowd heaven's glories into a

gilded triptych as well as he could

make scaling ladders and " armor war-

ships ; " he could decorate a dower-
chest, and paint a cathedral apse, and
chisel a holy-water basin while fortify-

ing a city ; he could w'rite to a Duke
of Milan describing his inventions for

war-machines, bombs, and field-pieces,

his plans for fortifications, canals, and
buildings, adding as an after-thought

at the end of the list, " in painting also

I can do what may be done as well as

any, be he who he may."
He could handle a pen as well as a

brush, and fill the empty mould of the

sonnet with the fiery molten gold of

real passion ; he could write treatises

on art rich in wise precepts, histories

of sculpture in which his own works
were not slighted, dissertations on do-

mestic economy, and world-famous lives

of fellow-craftsmen. Using the style

like a chisel, carving character in broad,

virile strokes, molding colloquial Ital-

ian like wax, he could cast, in the furnace
of his own fierce nature, an unequalled
full-length portrait of the man of the
Renascence in " the best of modern au-

tobiographies."

He could make scientific discoveries,

solve mathematical problems, embroid-
er an altar-cloth, invent costumes for

a masque, summon the gods of Olym-
pus to the magic circle of the seal ring,

engrave buttons in niello, illustrate

Dante's Paradise and Petrarch's Tri-

umphs, design moulds for jellies and
confections, model statuettes in sugar
paste, and make of a banquet as rich a

feast for the eye as for the palate. He
could damascene a corselet, paint a

banner for a procession with rose-

crowned, peacock-mnged angels and
gaunt patron saints, or cast a huge
church-bell girdled with many pattern-

ings and Gothic letters which still tell

us " Franciscus Fiorentinus me fecit ;

"

he could paint and glaze a sweet water-

jar, or a cocjl-toncd pavement, or a

shrine where under heavy garlands the

cherubs clustered close like doves in

the shelter of the caves around some
sweet-faced saint.

And in these myriad forms of loveli-

ness he could immortalize liis native
town ; freely as he scattered his riches

over Italy it was for Florence tliat he
reserved his most precious gifts ; it is

to him, the greatest of her sons, tliat she
owes her proud title of " The Beautiful."

During long centuries of silent shame
when the foreign yoke lay heavy on her
neck, the dead artists still served her

;

she hid her misery and degradation un-
der the splendid mantle of their con-

summate achievements, wdiich still sanc-

tifies her and will make her a place of

pilgrimage as long as art has a single

votary.

For creeds decay, and scholarship
growls musty, and the wisdom of one
century is the foolishness of the next

;

but beauty endures forever. A scepti-

cal age smiles at the bigotry which
condemned Matteo Palmieri's picture,

and yet is charmed by the melancholy
and mannered graces of Botticelli ; the

AaT in K

scholar shudders at tlie barbarisms of

i\w famous humanists, but the sculptor

still takes otV his cap to Donatello ; tlie

mysticism of tlie Divine Comedy riii'_r^*

strangel}' liollow on a modern ear, but
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have the Ni«'lit and Morning of Michael
Augelo no meaning for us ? The sci-

entist of to-day looks with reverent pity

at Galileo's rude telescope, but the

architect counts Brunelleschi's dome
among the miracles of his art ; Leo-

nardo's fortifications have crumbled
away, his inventions are superseded,
only the drawings remain of the fa-

mous Hying machine ; but la Giocon-
da's mysterious smile lias not ceased to
fascinate an older world.

A memory:

ANNE KEEVE ALDKICH.

By Edith M. Thomas,

Since through the Dark thy singing soul took flight

(A wistful cadence lingering after thee),

Receding ever, thy young face I see,

Once seen, once only, on a festal night.

Crowned wdth a tender wreath of green and white.

But now, alas ! its leaves droop wdtheringly,

Its lilies-of-the-valley gathered be
From the pale meadows far from mortal sight.

So dost thou come, so still the memory haunt,
Like Hero, with drown'd eyes and long bright locks,

Tossed up the reedy marge of Hellesj^ont,

Or her who from the steep Leucadian rocks

Sank underneath the w^aters' seamless weft.

And but a mellow gleam, a remnant music, left.



"TO HER."

By T. R. Sullivan.

" There cannot be two loves in a man's life ; tliere can be one only, deep as the sea, bnt
without shol-es."

—

Balzac.

IT
all began with Moore, who passed

the club-window in deep mourning
for his wife. I had expressed my

sympathy for him, and Arkwright had
given inarticulate assent to it ; then
moving uneasily in his chair—I think
to make sure that we were quite alone
—he added :

" Everybody pities him. But nobody
pities you or me."

" Certainly not on that score, you
miserable unmarried Benedick !

" I an-
swered, resisting a strong inclination

to laugh lest I should frighten him off;

for such a speech from Arkwright was
unusual, to say the least, and it aroused
all my innocent curiosity.

I remind those who know us only by
sight that we are bachelors of a certain

weight and importance, out-and-out club-

men by long education ; coming in regu-
larly at five o'clock, we often stay until

the doors are locked and later—or ear-

lier, accurately speaking. Arkwright is

fifteen years older than I am, though
he does not look it ; there is, in fact,

something uncannily young about him
in spite of his white hairs ; he has a

very shai-p brown eye, and a brilliant

hardness as of highly tempered steel

that makes him shine in any crowd of

men. When you are alone with him, he
softens or toughens according t(^ his

mood and yours
; yet even in his weak-

est moment keeping his tender side so

carefully guarded, that he has never to

my knowledge been charged with sen-

sitiveness upon any subject. We two
were alone, as it happened, at this twi-

light hour of the long spring da}-, hav-

ing come into the library (our club

Sahara so far as frequentation goes) to

settle a disputed point in linguistics by
reference to the dictionary. He had
maintained that the verb "to orient"

was not good English, and I was right,

as usual, though that is neither here

nor there. Then we sat silent for a

while in the window, drank once, per-

haps twice ; and when poor Jim Moore
went by in his black clothes our mem-
orable talk began.

" Bat it is precisely on that score that

we deserve pity—presumably," insisted

Arkwright. " The niiserable old bache-

lors are not born, but made ; in nine

cases out of ten from an amatory first

cause, so to speak. And I say tliat the

man who loves a woman devotrdly and
never gets her is more to be pitied than

one who loses the best of wives in a

year and a day. Jim has his memories
at least—lucky devil !

"

Of course Ai'kwright fired into the

air. But his shaft lia[)pened to graze

an old scar of mine which has not
troubli'd me for years. How tlieso

trilling injuries will sometimes retain

their susceptibility, ready, at !i touch,

foi- a sharp, unexpected twinge of 2)ain

!
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" Ball !
' said I, vriiXx instinctive cun-

ninj^", as artlessly as ])ossible. " If the

martyrs to your amatory lirst cause
could be forced to parade in mourning,
the world would recognize and pity

them, no doubt. But how many of our
own acquaintance should we find in the

procession ?
"

"All, to a man—especially including
those who remain single from choice!

Choice, what humbug ! Not a bad
idea that, to put us all into distinctive

moui'ning. "\Miat a reversal that would
bring about in the world's judgment

!

No more accusations of selfishness ! No
more envy from the married men who
have drawn unlucky numbers !

"

'' An unlucky number," I argued, re-

flectively, " being so much better than
no number at all."

" Why, of course it is," fiercely re-

joined ArkWright. " AVhat are you do-
ing here with your mission unfulfilled ?

Where are the kith and kin that should
be gathering round you ? You are alone
in the world—old ali'eady. A year or
two more will bring you to your dotage.

Who will care for you then ? W^ho will

hold your hand and smooth your pil-

low ? ^Vho
"

" Don't !

" I pleaded, having a consti-

tutional dread of any approach to se-

nility in my own case, " Don't go on
;

unless you want to drive me out into

the street to fling myself away upon the

first comer— this one, for instance."

And I laughed at the thought ; for Miss
Lancaster (who chanced to pass as I

spoke), though still handsome in her
rigid way, is no longer young. More-
over, she is so enveloped in the icy at-

mosphere of her OTivn interests that I

have ceased to find her interesting.

Arkwright's laugh had even a more
ungallant ring in it than my own, and
he scowled upon Miss Lancaster's state-

ly figure until it swept beyond our ken.
" Her dancing days are over," said he.
" That woman has accomplished all the

harm on earth that she is likely to do."
" Harm !

" I repeated, all my native

chivalry rising to the surface in her de-

fence. " What do you mean by that ?

She is in all the charities, devoted to

good works "

" Expiation, my dear fellow !
" broke

in Arkwright, with a sneer. "She

ruined one man's life deliberately ; one ?

two ! and Heaven knows how many
more ! you never heard Ludlow's story,

perhaps. No ; how should you, even if

you and he had belonged to the same
generation ?

"

" Ludlow ? The man who made a
fortune in a single night, out of copper
or something ? and then tui'ned bibho-
phile and poet, and "

" And then died—unmarried. Yes,
that's Ludlow. But he never set him-
self up as a poet. The little book of

verses on one of the shelves behind
us was pubhshed after his death. We
ought not to treasure that up against
him, for it had a very limited circula-

tion. No one read it. No one in this

club, I'll venture to state, has ever taken
it down. There ! I thought so !

" And
Arkwright blew the dust from the top
of a thin, unpretentious octavo which
he had found while he was speaking.
Then he put the volume back with
something like a sigh.

"Never tell tales out of school, or in

a club !
" quoted I, from my own social

philosophy ;
" but as we are quite alone

behind closed doors, to all intents and
purposes, and as the tale is so old that

it has been forgotten
"

" I see. You want to hear it. My
dear fellow, you might have had it for

the asking, without your apologetic

preamble. For the thought of that

woman brings back the fire of my
youth, and makes my chilled blood boil

in my veins. I would gladly proclaim
her story from the housetops for the

benefit of the community. Oh, these

good women ! The wrong they do is

never estimated, simply because it is

never so proclaimed and never comes
to light. My voice, if I could raise it,

might save some prospective victim, or
teach all her kind a lesson. Have a

cigar and split a soda with me, w^hile I

tell you about Ludlow. You'll say I

am i)rejudiced. Well, discount half for

prejudice, and charge the rest against

that woman's charitable nature. We
won't be too hard upon her frailties

;

eternal limbo with no hope of heaven
for her, that will do."

So, when the brandy - and - soda had
been set before us and all was quiet

again, Arkwright began :
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"Ludlow, you must understand, was
an exceptioually good fellow, who in his

youth had an exceptionally hard time of

it. His name you know, of course

;

his ancestors were distinguished, rich

—

social leaders. But the stock seems to

have been poorly grafted. At any rate,

it frittered itself away and died off.

Harry's father came to giief financiall}',

and the boy was turned loose early to

shift for himself. He became a clerk

somewhere down town, barely able to

make both ends meet out of a moderate
salar3% But he was never down on his

luck, never morose ; his happy tempera-
ment and his sense of humor helped
him through. He had studious tastes

which he developed under difficulties,

pulling out his books in the spare mo-
ments of business hours—yet this with-

out a sign of priggishness ; on the con-

trary, he showed great tact in deahng
with all sorts of men agreeably on their

own ground. He could be firm enough
if occasion required it, but he remained
courteous always. His secret was the

rare gift of unselfishness. I really be-

lieve that he thought of himself last in

all cases where a question of precedence
was involved. There never was a mean
streak in him. The worst of us has his

secret admiration, if you can only get

at it, for somebody most unlike himself,

and I had mine for Harry Ludlow,
though we were never very intimate

;

he was an older man, you see, and for

the greater part of his Ufe a very busy
one ; everybody liked him, moreover ; if

ever a man lived without an enemy, it

was surely he.
*' Well, about this time, as the almanacs

say. Miss Lancaster appeared upon the

scene. You can easily imagine how she
looked. Her beauty, always of the state-

ly kind, would have assured her success

without the other influences. If she was
not immediately marked down by the

fortune-hunters, it was perhaps because
they stood a little in awe of her keen eye
and clear head. For she had money in

her own right, more money in prospect

;

money enough to count, for or against,

and with one man, at least, it counted
against her.

" It was late in her first winter that

Miss Lancaster made the acquaintance!

of HaiTy Ludlow. They were intro-

duced at a ball. I was standing near,
and the circumstance impressed itself

upon me because she looked her very
best that night, and our little knot of

men, gathered as usual about the door-
way, remarked that they made a fine

combination. They got on famously,
and I haven't the smallest doubt now
that Harry Avas bowled over in that
first interview. After this, they were in

the way of meeting constantly, as was
only natural ; but I can't remember any
gossip of a possible engagement. It

probably never got to that, for as the
spring came on Harry shied off, cut so-

ciety, refused to go anywhere, on ac-

count of business, he said. It is un-
doubtedly true that he had been pro-

moted a peg, perhaps even then had
made his first small excursion into cop-

per ; but he still held only a clerkship,

and his real reason for secluding him-
self was quite different, as I have reason

to know. He wanted to avoid Miss Lan-
caster, or rather Miss Lancaster's money,
that was the amount of it—an absurd-

ly morbid scruple, no doubt ; but if he
had a fault, it was that of over-atten-

tiveness to the world's opinion.
" So, having grown to be intimate

friends, they drifted apart. Miss Lan-
caster passed her summer in Europe,
while Harry toiled on here in the heat

harder and harder, until at last he
broke down. When he began to mend
they persuaded him to take a vacation,

and on his way home, in good health

and spirits, he stopped for a week's vis-

it at a country-house, never dreaming
the fates had ordained that Miss Lan-
caster should return from abroad just

in time to meet him there. And there,

just what might have been exi)ected oc-

curred, under these favorable influences,

in the bright autunm weather. Years
afterward, one of the party told me that

her interest in him was so marked as

to make some sort of understanding be-

tween them seem inevitable before the

end of the visit. What the lookers-on

saw, Harry must have seen, and that, to-

gether with the unwonted pro])in(piity,

finished him. His scruples melted away;

losing his head completely, as he had
already lost his heart, on the last day lie

offered himself to Miss Lancaster, and
was acceptetl. But the pai'ty broke up
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without the discovery that they had
come to a formal eugagement—au en-

gagement never formally discovered by
the world at large ; for a week or two
later, when the time came to announce
it, Miss Lancaster changed her mind
and concluded to break it off instead.

There had been no quarrel ; I doubt if

the man ever quarrelled with anybody,
and I am sure he never did with her

;

no, she broke her word calmly and de-

liberately, tinding that she had made a

little mistake, and that she could not
love him enough to marry him— that

was all.

"It is safe to assume that Harry Lud-
low did not accept this situation with-

out a stniggle, though exactly what ar-

guments he brought to bear I can't say,

for he never confided in me. One thing

is certain, namely, that all his resist-

ance came to nothing. He was shelved,

conscientiously if you will, but definite-

ly ; and he never forgot it. The change
in him was gradual ; he dropped one
club after another, until you had to go
out of your way if you wanted to meet
him. It was always pleasant to do so,

but you could not help feeling that he
had sobered down and grown old, and
that he liked to be alone at the end of

the day's work. His best friends may
have imagined that there was an under-
lying cause for this, but if so they held
their tongues about it ; which is equiv-

alent to saying that the true state of the
case was never suspected at all.

" We are accustomed to conclude,

though the evidence is far from con-

clusive, that the law of compensation
adjusts all our worldly affairs for us
sooner or later ; and according to this,

Ludlow was entitled to the stroke of luck
which actually came some time in the

course of the next two years. A turn of

the wheel made him independent, more
than that, rich, for a man of his moder-
ate ideas. As he had never liked busi-

ness life, he promptly drew out of it

and went abroad, where he travelled for

a while, collecting books, writing verses,

disporting himself generally. Then he
came back to us, fitted up apartments,
renewed his former friendships, made
new ones, and was his old self again,

except in one important particular ; so-

ciety, so-caUed, he had now given up

absolutely ; certain of its lady-patron-

esses did their utmost to entice him to

their houses, but the pet bird had tried

his wings and would not be domesti-
cated auy more. He was most amiable
with them, laughing at his own laziness,

as he called it; there were too many
changes of costume in the fashionable

day to suit him ; he had crystallized,

his habits were formed ; he had his

books to study, his fire to tend, his

friends who dropped in at night to en-
tertain, and these pursuits sufficed for a
man of his years. He had abandoned
all thought of marriage. Why, then,

should he pose in the market-place to

awaken in the female heart hopes of
acquirement that could never be real-

ized ?

" The shrewd observer would have
hesitated to call Ludlow a happy man,
perha^os ; but he thus contrived to pass
for a contented one, carrying his point,

and holding his own course without of-

fence. He was not permitted to hold
it long, however ; in a year or so the
law of compensation interfered again,

this time for a final adjustment. He
caught cold one day, and died the next
without a will, leaving his little property
to be distributed among a dozen heirs."

Here Ai-kwright paused to eye me for

a moment ; then he drained his glass,

and at my suggestion we ordered more
of the same.

" So," said I, with a shade of disap-

pointment which my tone no doubt be-

trayed, " they never met, never came
together ; and that is all ?

"

"Not quite," he replied; "though
your inference is not unnatural. The
story of my life and yours, I suppose,

will end with the grave, as most lives

do. But Ludlow, you see, was a horse
of another color."

" What do you mean ?
"

" I'll tell you. But, first, let us go
back for a moment to that woman."

" Meaning Miss Lancaster ?
"

" Yes ; alwaj's reminding you that

she is very charitable, and therefore to

be dealt with tenderly. In her, all this

time, no mental change whatever was
apparent. No shadow of Ludlow's un-
happiness darkened her life, nor did she

become identified with good works then.

She simply pursued pleasure and caught
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up with it, in all its rose-colored scliemes

taking the lead to which she was entitled

as a reigning beauty. For, through the

four years that intervened before poor
Harry's death, she held her own tri-

umphantly so far as looks went, and
gained in distinction of manner, in

grace, ease, and all that goes to make up
what we call charm. Her success was
marvellous, and she had the good sense

to seem unaware of it. ' If one could
only get her !

' was in the mind, 111 vent-

ure to say, if not upon the lips, of many
eligible men. The details of the Lud-
low affair had been kept dark ; and
though she may have rejected subse-

quently a score of lovers, for aught I

know, there was no blame attached to

her on their account. She had never
committed herself to another engage-
ment, I am sure, when her second Rich-
mond rode into the field. As he is still

alive, it would be unfair to tell 3^ou his

name. We will call him X, if you
please, and take his good looks, his vir-

tues, and defects for granted ; the fact

that she foimd him worthy of her steel

need not force me to establish his iden-

tity.
^ ^

"There can be no harm in stating,

though, that X had been an absentee,

and therefore had all the effect of a new
figure on her wide horizon. He fell into

line at once, and soon worked his way
to a place in the front rank of her ad-

mirers. Now call me, if you like, a bar-

barous bigot, for the emphatic assertion

that from that point she lured him on.

A woman, as you must know very well,

may encourage a man in divers little

ways that severally amount to nothing,
but that, summed up together, can only
convince him that he is not indifferent

to her. These devices Miss Lancaster
understood, and she employed them
with the happiest results. She kept
her eye upon the game, which was de-
coyed, snared, bagged. In other words,
X in his turn became engaged to her.

He was desperately in love, and on the
duU November afternoon in which she
gave him her favorable answer he could
not contain himself. It had been ar-

ranged, as usual in such cases, I believe,

that the news should not get out until

certain friends who might feel aggrieved
contrariwise could be duly notified—

a

matter of a week or so. But going
home that day, X fell in with me, and
poured his happiness into my sympa-
thetic ear, first swearing me to secrecy.

In this way, quite by chance, my ear
also became the repository of the bit-

terness that followed.

"All this took place in the year of

Ludlow's death. Six weeks after that

event it may have been, when this first

confidence was thrust upon me. A day
or two later I went to the Ludlow book
sale. I must explain that since Harry
died intestate, the administrator had
arranged for the disposal of his library

at pul3Hc auction. A formal advertise-

ment stated that the books would be
sold singly after the usual manner, in

alphabetical order, according to a num-
bered catalogue. I wanted a remem-
brance of him, so I looked in on the

first afternoon to see how things stood,

and found them dismal to the last de-

gree. A driving storm made the at-

tendance NQYj small ; we were scarcely

twenty souls all told, and though the

dealers ran up prices now and then, the

bidding could not have been called

lively. The auction-room was intoler-

ably hot and stuffy, and its flaming gas-

light in the middle half blinded me un-
til I had moved down beyond it close

under the desk ; there biding my time,

while book after book that I did not
want went for a song, in spite of sharp
flings at the general sluggishness from
our auctioneer, who nearly lost his pa-

tience. At last he put up a Sir Thomas
Browne in an old edition—1G46, 1 think

;

this, though not especially valuable,

struck my fancy, and I made a motion
for it. My bid was raised once, twice,

and again, obviously by a signal like my
own, for no one had spoken. Glancing

over my shoulder I saw that my silent

competitor was a woman, the only one
present, a late-comer apparently, who
stood at the back of the room near the

door. Her veil was down, and the gas-

flame between us was so dazzling that

her figure could scarcely bo made out

from my advanced position. I noitlier

recognized her, nor had the remotest

idea that we had ever met, but I did not

bid again. She bought the book, and
before her name could be demanded, a

clerk, stepping forward, whispered that
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the lady wished to carry off her prop-
erty at once. As she did so, I saw in

mild surprise that I had been crossing

swords with Miss Lancaster. Without
a look at the small quai*to in old calf,

wnich I still coveted, she paid her price

hastily and turned to go. But a bit of

paper, Huttering out, detained her an
instant longer ; she caught this up, ex-

amined it, and laid it back carefully be-

tween the leaves. ' A loose title,' I

thought, as the door closed behind her
;

* or, perhaps, only a fly-leaf with poor
Harry Ludlow's autograph.' My guesses
hit wide of the mark ; for the loose sheet

was not a fly-leaf, not yet a title-page,

nor had it anything whatever to do with
the quaint discourse upon 'Urn-Burial,'

in which by chance it had lain buried.

It was merely one of Harry's own manu-
scrijits carelessly left there, no doubt,
at the time of its composition. Had I

bought the book, I should have treas-

ured always, without fully comprehend-
ing it, this scrap of work from Ludlow's
brain and hand. For me it would have
had great value, but no particular sig-

nificance. Chance willed otherwise, and
gave the document straight into the

hands of the one human being who was
capable of its interpretation, the very
one, in fact, to whom it was addressed.
In spite of that, the writer, I am con-
vinced, never meant for a single mo-
ment to bring his lines to Miss Lan-
caster's notice ; and, if his own words
are to be trusted, the direct result of

their disclosure was the last thing on
earth he would have desired.

" This result, unexplained at first, was
not long delayed. Three nights after

my small adventure of the auction-room,
when I had entirely forgotten it, X
burst in upon me very late, pale as a

ghost, with a look most unlike a happy
lover's.

" ' Good Heavens !
' I stammered.

' What has happened ? Miss Lancas-
ter

'

" 'Miss Lancaster—yes ;' he explained
incoherently. ' I have been out of town
—called away suddenly on business

—

called back suddenly too, by this !
' And

he handed me a letter.

"It was hers, begging to be released

from her engagement. She did not
love him as he deserved to be loved.

Her discovery had come too late, but
happily in time to prevent its coming to

the world's knowledge. He must for-

give her, if he could—forget her, at all

events. Nothing could alter this de-
termination, into which she had been
led reluctantly but irrevocably through
no fault of his. She was much to

blame, she should never forgive her-

self ; and she implored him to make no
attempt to see her. A meeting would
bring only deeper pain to both.

" Dumb with astonishment, I turned
to X, who had watched me tremulously.

'"What do you say to that?' he
gasped, in a strange voice, almost un-
recognizable. He was like a man stand-
ing appalled in the presence of sud-
den death, for whom one fears that the

shock may also prove his death-blow.
" ' Say ?

' I repeated, indignantly.
' Why, this is monstrous ! You must
insist upon seeing her, insist that she
shall give you an explanation !

'

"He paced the room for a while, un-
able to talk, then grew calmer ; and we
discussed the matter at great length.

He left me, promising to see her, to let

me know, afterward, what came of it.

I waited two days, but had no word.
Then I wrote, and received a line in an-

swer requesting me to call upon him.
" The excitement had passed off, and,

though very grave and sad, he was self-

possession itself. At my inquiring look,

he shook his head ; then quietly in-

formed me that, according to my ad-

vice, he had seen her that very day.

She had, at first, refused to explain

her letter, but, overcome with his re-

proaches, had yielded and had confessed

to serving Ludlow in the same fashion.

She had made a terrible mistake, that

never could be set right in this world.

Ludlow was the man she had really

preferred above all others, the only

man on earth she ever could have loved.

In vain X urged that two wrongs never

made a right, that poor Ludlow was
dead and buried, that he, himself, lived

and loved her, that she had promised
to love him. She was deaf to his logic,

deaf to his entreaties. She could not

keep her promise. Assured of this her-

self, she had now but one duty— to

make him assured of it. And when, at

last, with all his arguments exhausted,
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he stood speechless before this cahii,

unemotional conviction, she closed their

debate forever by handing him the

paper found in Ludlow's copy of the
' Urn-Biirial.' It was merely the rough
draft of some verses. They are not re-

markably original, not great in any way.

They do not even show the high-water

mark of Ludlow's rivulet of talent.

And yet, with your permission, I will

read them to you."

Night had almost descended upon us,

and our lamps had not been lighted.

But in the window where we sat it was
still possible to make out a line of

print. Arkwright turned to the shelf,

took down the book again, and stepping
nearer to the light found his place in

it.

" Listen ! " he said. " As I told you
before, they are addressed

'TO HER.'

' Though you and I have not met for years,

To-night, I wake in that mist of tears

One tliouglit of old had the force to start

—

The thought that never has left my heart.

For love like mine, deny it who can,

Comes once, but once, in the life of man
;

And if he triumphs, the skies may fall,

And if he loses, he loses all.

I wonder if you regret
;
perchance.

Some word of the past, some circumstance
Has proved the worth of that force unseen,
And made you long for what might have been.

Or, in the future, this written word
May plead with notes in my voice unheard.
To make you pause at the broken line

And sigh, and say: *' All his life was mine !

"

Ah, then, perchance, I shall hear the grass
Pressed softly back, as your footsteps pass
To bring, where my sightless eyes shall see.

The tear for my grave, denied to me.

Nay, do not come ; for I think my love
Would burst its cerements, the weight above.
And my fierce arms strive through turf and

mould
For you, with that force you feared of old !

No, no ; I would not that all the pain
I feel, by you sliould be felt again.
I would not, though Heaven before me shone,
Bring you to know all that I have known.

Live on, to think that tlie wound has healed
With never a scar to be revealed

;

When we two meet in the coming years,
Peace to your smiles, and to me no tears! '

"

Arkwright's low, clear voice had for

once a degree of expression in it that
surprised and interested me. I should
have declared him incapable of so much
feeling. He put away the book without
comment ; then taking his old j^lace,

he lighted a cigar and handed one to

me. Absorbed in something else, I ac-

cej^ted it mechanically, becoming con-
scious a moment later that I had sighed
in doing so.

Arkwright laughed gently. " Thanks !

"

said he. "You make a friendly audi-

ence. The thing is not worth much, yet

I hoped it would touch you."
" Yes," I said, still following my own

thought more than his. " So she leads,

as you say, a life of expiation ?
"

"But with no such self-admission, you
may be sure," he retorted. " Her regret

was like her beauty, skin-deep, as the

regret of such a woman must ahvays
be. She has drifted into the life she
liked best. That's the whole story."

" How you hate her !
" said I, thor-

oughly myself once more. " Upon my
soul, I beHeve you are the unknown
quantity. Does your name begin with
X?"
"Thank you, no!" said Arkwright,

laughing. " I have not soared so high.

My hatred is only upon general prin-

ciples. Do you want proof? A man
never hates his own destroying angel.

You know that as well as I do."

"You are taking a great deal for

granted," I protested. " But your evi-

dence has weight, I admit. They say,

the fellow who is blighted always de-

fends his blighter."
" ' They say ' is good," he insisted.

" But X ? " said I, to divert his train

of thought a little. "Joking apart,

what became of him ?
"

"Nothing. And that's the mischief

of it," replied Arkwright, gravely. " He
lives along like the rest of us. Not
gifted with Ludlow's tastes and re-

sources, he made no attempt to improve
himself. In consequence, he has dete-

riorated. You meet him here often, so

do L He knows that I know, and he

always remembers the fact and regrets

it, though he hasn't mentioned it for

years. As Sir Thomas Browne would
say, ho has lain down in Darkness and
has his light in Ashes. As I say, all
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the tiiicst possibilities of liis nature have
shrivelled away for lack of cultivation.

You ought to see him pass a friend's

child in the street. It gives him, some-
times, a verv queer look. All the secret

of his life is there. He kills his days off

somehow, one by one—and his nights.

He sits up too late, plays too many
games of cards, eats and drinks more
than is good for him, does alw^ays a little

too much of ever^-thing. His process of

slow degeneration is not a pleasant one
to contemplate. But what would you
have ? He must do something. He
can't go home, you see."

"
' Und das hat mit ihrem Singen

die Lorelei gethan,' " I suggested.
" Precisely. Good soul that she is !

"

I made no answer, and he drummed
upon the table in the dark until the

electric burners overhead flashed up,

making the room a blaze of light. I

leaned back for Ludlow's little book
which was just within my reach.

"What are you about?" inquired
Ai'kwright, sharply.

" One of those lines was rather good,"

I replied. "I want to remember it."

" Stop !
" said he. " I'U find it for

you."

But I had ali-ead}^ examined the short

table of contents from the beginning to

the end.
" A\Tiy, the thing is not here ! " said I,

looking up as I spoke at Arkwright's

face, which had suddenly become a

study in confusion.

"No," he faltered. "I repeated it

from memory. The book kept me in

countenance
"

" Fudge !
" I cried ;

" let us have no
nonsense. You wrote those verses."

^'WeU—and if I did?"
"But vour stor>'? The lady—X—

Ludlow?"

"All true, except the poem-incident
which I introduced on the spur of the
moment—clumsily, I confess. She never
would have given it to X, you know.
The white lie was an act of gallantry on
my part, for the lady hadn't even that
poor excuse ; she threw^ one man over
as she did the other, with no excuse at

all, unless her purchase at the auction
stands for one. In justice to her, I

must assure you again that she really

did make that small display of feeling."
" She never saw the verses, then ?

"

" How could she ? I wrote them at

home, the night before last, looking at my
other arm-chair. It suddenly occurred
to me, just now, to try the thing, as they
say, ' on a dog.' I reaped my reward.
One line is 'rather good,' in his opinion.
You w^on't betray my authorship ?

"

" No," said I, laughing. " On condi-
tion that I come in for a copy."

" I see. It will do for you, as Jingle's

marriage-license did for Tuppy. No
names are mentioned. It is like the
poet's ' Any Wife to Any Husband,' with
a difference :

' An}' Veteran to Any Lost
Mistress !

' I appreciate the compli-
ment

;
you shall have your line."

" Brute !
" I returned. " Where are

you dining? Let us eat together.

Pringle has taught the cook a new i^auce

Bearnaise, and old Weston has sent in

some early tomatoes from his forcing-

house. We can have a bottle of Brut
;

and there is that new vintage of Bur-
gundy we haven't tried."

" Hum ! More or less recoil in that.

It depends upon what we are likely to

do afterward."
" Well, we have euchre, whist, pool, and

poker for a choice. Or we might "

" Very good, I am with you," said

ArkwTight, graciously. " Anything,
rather than go home !

"
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Peasants Coming to Town with Produce.

FROM SPANISH LIGHT TO MOORISH SHADOW.

By Alfred Jerome IVeston.

THE Doctor and I were standing, at

the time, in the midst of onr be-

longings, at the top of a compan-
ion-ladder upon the deck of a little

steamship lying at anchor in the harbor
of Cadiz, and on the point of sailing for

Morocco. We had effected our embarka-
tion with difficulty, after much spirited

debating with the Spanish boatmen who
had rowed us out from the quays. The
wrangle over, and the bundles and bud-
gets safel}^ stowed, our ruffled fur soon
resumed its normal position and we were
enabled peacefully to drink in the beau-
ties of the splendid panorama around
us. We had seen it many times before,

but never in the early morning during
a May sunrise, and the magnificent
beauty of the scene startled and kept
us silent, as w^e leaned upon the taffrail.

gazing at the lovely transition from
night to day. Around us stretched the

black waters of the bay and beyond the

inky ocean, while directly before our
eyes nestled the "Silver City" at the

extremity of its slender peninsular, al-

most a water city
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The glow in the

eastern sky at first gave a ruddy tinge^

to the picture before us, and seemed
gently to spread over the dark waters
a rich crimson mantle, which, floating

upon the bosom of the bay, alternately

showed black and red with the rhythmic
undulation of the swell. But relentless

Phoebus will not check his flying steeds,

and, as his flaming chariot nears the
horizon, the mantle on the water, grad-
ually changing color, with the steadily

deepening blue overhead, and the stead-

ily increasing wiiite light from the ap-
proaching sun, becomes alternately pink
and blue, while the white walls of the

city become silver and pink. The exqui-

site beauty of the j^icturo is enhanced,

less gloomily subdued, brighter and
more delicately tinted, while the high-

liirhts and outlines become more clearlv

defined in the now more2)erfe('t transpar-

ency of the atmosphere. There are but
a few moments in which to enjc'V this

lovely fairy painting, for the rapidly ad-

vancing sun is now close to tlie hori-

zon, the pink tint slowly fades away, the

eastern sky becomes sallron, the vault
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above a purer blue, and the mantle up-
on the bay, chauieleou-like, turns, alter-

nately blue and gold, to the measured
tempo of the sea, as the angle of the

surface-water, ever changing, at inter-

vals reflects the glittering yellow of the

sky. The city, too, for an instant is

gilt, when suddenly its steej^les and
towers catching the first slanting rays

of the sun's clear white light, the fairy

picture vanishes, and the scene becomes
human, mortal, but its mortal lovehness,

if perhaps more commonplace, is scarce-

ly less beautiful. The weird, vapory vis-

ion is gone, the radiant, blazing light

arouses us from a dream, that is all, and
now we gaze upon the superb reality of

Nature. The flaming sun-disk seems al-

most to leap the horizon, and, shedding
his dazzling white sjilendor over all,

lends beauty, bewildering beauty, to the

city and the bay. Auburon has given
place to Apollo, and the water is no
longer enchanted, the city no longer be-
witched. The zenith has become deep

fragrance of Andalusian wild flowers

comes out from the land, gently at flrst,

barely ruflling the surface-water into

tiny ripples, but presently as it gathers
strength from the sun's increasing

warmth, the miniature weaves begin to

comb, and a myriad tiny " white-horses
"

spring up over the water, hopping and
prancing, glittering and sparkling in the
ever -increasing brilliancy of the sun-
light, until the deep blue of the harbor
is shot with toj^pling little w^ave-crests.

Back of us, almost around us, circles

the water-front of Cadiz, the city stretch-

ing away in the distance, the long rows
of white, terrace - crowned buildings

brightly shining in the twofold light,

the beautifully limpid atmosphere mak-
ing even the details of their structure

visible from the ship. Looming high
above the city rise the lofty towers and
dome of the cathedral, the spires of San
Antonio, and the Torre de Tavira

;

around them cluster the less pretentious

buildings adorned with pretty azoteas,

Bab-el-Sok (the Market Gate).

azure, gradually fading to a paler blue

toward the horizon, where scattered

fleecy clouds, gilt-edged, float slowly

westward. The bay seems liquid sap-

phire, white-dotted with the reflection of

the clouds, while a breeze laden with the

and sometimes, at the angles, with a

turret or a belvedere. Here and there

gilt miradores, enclosed with glass, flash

back the blinding sun-rays, the bright

spots, softened by distance and spark-

ling from the white setting of the back-
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Sultan and Guards Coming through the Bab-el-Caaba.

ground, seeming to stud the city with
gigantic yellow gems.
The belated mail finally arrives, and

the steamer, turning her prow seaward,
slowly steams out of the harbor, care-

fully picking her way among the vari-

ous vessels riding at anchor around her.

Skimming over the bay in every direc-

tion are numerous small craft, moving
some of them easily and rapidly, others
laboriously and slowly—according to the

course they steer, the means of propul-
sion, and the amount of their little car-

goes. A few are under sail, heeled well

over by the 2)i*essure of the freshening

breeze—the white " bone in their teeth
"

exploding from time to time into glitter-

ing spray, as the prows strike squarely

into the snappy little head seas, instead

of riding over them. Others are rowed
with long, heavy sweej^s, sluggishly toil-

ing tow\ard the ^luelle against wind and

wave— bending oars and brawny backs

and arms straining to win each foot of

distance, while still others, bound down
the wind, easily glide along, tlieir raj)-

idly dipping oars flasliing in the sun-

light and their more fortunate crews ex-
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changing? friendly banter with the toil-

ers as they swiftly pass.

The whole bay seems peopled with
these little vessels and animated by the

voices of their crews, as fragments of

laughter and chaff, quarrelling and oaths,

are borne to us over the surface of

the water. In a few moments our own

North. Some Frenchman has called it

" le luxe et la coquetterie de I'impren-
able."

So we bade to Spain farewell, beauti-
ful in all, save her bull-fights and boat-
men.
What had been a smoky outline has

now developed into the picturesque

-»»/4*J.*''>-'"J^^'^., .jt,-»»"'i!»*i

a.y:

View of Tangier from the Harbor.

steamer is clear of the harbor and
scrambling along at full speed in the

ocean swell, lising and falling, as each
broad, blue billow gently rolls under
her. The beautiful city slowly fades

from \dew, and as at last even its towers,

domes, and Ught-houses become vague
and dim, we reluctantly tui'n away to

gaze upon the low -lying, sandy coast

and the uprising inland country. Soon
Trafalgar Bay comes into view, sterile

in natural beauty, but rich in the his-

toric interest so beautifully commem-
orated })y the great square and lion-

guarded column in London, perpetually

to remind the British youth of his duty
to England. Far away to the left tow-

ers the huge gray rock of Gibraltar—

a

monster porcupine bristling with two
thousand Armstrong quills, grimly
guarding an inland ocean and vividly

recaUing to the passing world the exist-

ence of the little vampire island in the

coast of green—not arid—Africa, and
the steamer soon enters the broad, blue
bay of Tangier. To the left projects

into the sea Cape Malabatte (Ras El
Menar), to the right Cape Spartel (Ras-

Achakkar), a great mass of hard sand-
stone, towering nine hundred feet above
the sea. Viewed from a distance, the

white town creej^ing from the water's

edge up the hillsides behind it, j^re-

sents the appearance of a toy city, its

houses resembling cubes of billiard

chalk of various sizes, arranged hap-
hazard. It is not imposing, nor is it

very beautiful—onW Oriental and pict-

uresque. A veritable flotilla of smaU
boats, far out in the bay, is already

awaiting the steamer's arrival at the

point where she is expected to anchor

;

and others, belated ones, are on their

way from the shore. The Sultan seems
to have abandoned to the watermen of

Tangier the luckless voyagers to his
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realm, and each arriving steamer succes-

sively becomes their i)rey. It is a curious
and by no means an agreeable sensation

to feel one's self a " prey," and especially

is it unpleasant when manifestly you are

not nearlv " enough to go roimd."
The ship is already close to the little

fleet whose scowhug, black-visaged and

the bay and the shore. The foot of the
harbor is girt with a long white beach,
back of which rise the dunes, also white,

and back of these again the brilliant

troi)ical green of the vegetation— the
deej) blue of the sea and the green of

the land prettily contrasted and empha-
sized by the intervening line of white.

Walls of the City of Tangier.

white - turbaned crews are rending the

air with harsh, guttural yells and un-
famiUar but seemingly round and ef-

fective Mohammedan cui'ses. They are

all fiercely quarrelling among them-
selves, even members of the same crew,

and as the steamer veers to let go her
anchor, there is a frantic scramble to

keep upon her port side, where the

companion - ladder is being lowered.
Oars become entangled, boats come in-

to collision, ribs are punched, fingers

pinched, and the yelling and cursing re-

doubled. White teeth and white tur-

bans, l)lack skins and blacker scowls, a

mass of jabbering, hungry, excited apes
bent upon secunng a i^itifully limited

number of cocoanuts—and, alas, we are

the cocoanuts.

Propelled by the lazy Tangerine
stroke, the boat, in spite of its six

stout rowers, moves but slowly toward
the little projecting wharf, and ample
time is afforded to enjoy the view of

The city, shaped like an andphitheatre,

lies well to the right, forming a terminus
to the beach, its houses, mosques, and
fortifications, climbing up and crowning
the heights upon which it is built, pre-

sent the appearance of a great snow-bank,
caught in the depression between the

hills and still defying the summer sun.

Perched upon the opposite hill, and
commanding the city, is the ancient and
once formidable alcasaba, its prominent
l^osition and its crennellated walls lend-

ing much to the picturesqueness of the

landscape. The scene is truly Oriental,

and were it not for a few European-
looking villas scattered here and there,

and the foreign flags floating from the

various embassies (for Tangier is the

politico-diplomatic capital of the Em-
pire), one might readily fancy himself in

some far-off eastern land, thousands of

miles away from the civilization of Eu-
rope. It is barely five hours since leav-

ing Spain, and yet here we suddenly
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find ourselves in the midst of

people totally different from

those with whom we break-

fasted—in race, religion, and
civilization. In the morning
w^e were living in the nine-

teenth century, surrounded

b}' science, learning, and art,

and among a people who, if

differing from ourselves in

race, still belong to our age

and fundamentally are in

sympathy with us in aim,

religion, and thought. At
noon all is changed. White
men have become black;
trousers have become bur-

nooses ; hats, turbans ; cathe-

drals, mosques ; crosses,

crescents ; enlightenment,

Civilization has been left behind, and in

five little hours, hardly more than one

The Palace of Justice, Prison, Bank, and Chief IVlosque, Tangier.

darkness. tion of so suddenly parting with five

centuries. There is much, of course, to

remind us of our epoch—the villas, the

might pass at the opera, our ship has flags, the steamer, ourselves—but it is

borne us backward along the path of far too little to disturb the illusion—we
time as many centuries. It is dreamy,
weird, fantastic, and the doctor even

thought he smelled brimstone and sug-

gested that "his majesty" had been
shiftino* the scenes. Often have we

and the rest are merely anachronisms,
incongruous and out of place. The city

is an absurd relic of medigeval life, and
it is difficult to take it seriously. It

must be, in its homely, every-day life,

been requested upon the programme to but little changed from what it was one
fancy a lapse of five years between the thousand years ago—for notwithstand-
acts, and we have accomplished it, but ing its close j^roximity to the advancing
never have we experienced the sensa- civilization of Europe, with the indo-

Camels near the Market-place.
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lent contentment of the degenerate Mos-
lem—it has not only declined to be in-

fluenced thereby, but, from a total lack

of any native inclination to keep abreast

of the world, it has failed even to hold

its own and is to-day far to leeward of

the position it occupied several centu-

ries ago. It is truly a Rip Van Winkle
among cities, a wonderfully quaint cu-

riosity of the past, which would seem
more appropriately situated within the

walls of some mammoth museum than

upon the shores of the Straits of Gibral-

tar, gravely masquerading as a modern
city.

Arrived at the landing, we at once

engaged a guide, who in turn employs
a small boy and a diminutive donkey
to transport our luggage to the hotel.

With dexterous hands the urchin builds

over the donkey a pyramid of satchels,

rugs, dress-suit cases, hat-boxes, valises,

all lashed together, until nothing is visi-

ble of the patient little beast but four

tiny black hoofs, each one surmounted
by six inches of mouse-colored leg.

When all is prepared the legs begin to

wiggle and our luggage rapidly to move
along the narrow wharf to the Custom
House upon the shore. The Custom
House at Tangier differs radically from
the American institution, both in its

structure and officers, but the difference

is purely physical in both instances, for

so soon as we (donkey and all) enter the

low archway, under which are squatted
grave and ancient Moors upon wooden
deewans, an " exchange of couiiesies

"

passes between the guide and the most
stately among the officers, and the don-
key, seeming to understand the un-
uttered conversation, promptly begins
to wiggle his legs again, the luggage
once more becomes animated and disap-

pears through the other end of the arch
into the street. The walk from the

harbor to the hotel is not a pleasant

one, for the day is very warm, and the

noon sun is pouring down into the nar-

row streets, heating the rough and un-
even paving blocks until they burn the

soles of one's feet, while the white-
washed walls of tlie houses reflect tlie

scorching heat and dazzling light, and
completely shut out the refreshing

breeze. So we clamber along up the

hilly streets with heads bowed beneath
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umbrellas, and with eyes half shut to

avoid the painful glare, paying as little

heed to objects that are passed as
would pedestrians in a heavy rain-storm.
Trudging on in silence, hurrying a little

in order not to lose sight of the nimble
little donkey in front, and urged to in-

creased exertion by refreshing visions

of a cold bath, we soon arrive at a partic-

ular piece of wall with arched entrance
and stained-glass door. The donkey
has been relieved of his burden, and
Arab porters, clad in picturesque Uver-

ies, are busy transferring it to the hotel

office within, through a wide, cool corri-

dor, hung upon either side with Moor-
ish weapons, ancient and modem, artis-

tically arranged like trophies— knives

with wickedly curved blades, daggers
with elaborately ornamented handles
and sheaths, rusty scimitars of all sorts,

and guns, old flint-locks with absurd-
ly long barrels and stocks inlaid with
mother-of-pearl and ivory. At the end
of this corridor is a glass - enclosed and
covered court, also deliciously cool,

furnished with comfortable cane chairs

and sofas of generous proportions, and
adorned with a profusion of tropical

plants in green tubs. From this attrac-

tive lounging - place, looking directly

down upon the beach and bay two hun-
dred feet below, and revelling in the

refreshing breeze ^blowing steadily in

from the sea, one soon forgets the or-

deal climb through the sweltering alley-

streets to reach it. Here of an even-

ing, and occasionally of a morning, a
wandering band of Moorish musicians
will be allowed to enter and dispense

from prehistoiic instruments alleged

music for the entertainment of infidel

guests in the adjoining dining-room,

reaping in return a small harvest of

copper—not for the pleasure they have
given, but for the curiosity they have
amply satisfied. Here, too, gentlemen
assemble to discuss the events of the

day or to formulate plans for the mor-
row, reclining in the long cane chairs,

enjoying their after-dinner coffee and
cigars.

The late afternoon is cool, and the

white stone walls and ragged pavements
no longer reflect the scorching heat

;

the glare, too, is greatly lessened, and
one may now look about him without
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pain. The multitude of narrow wind-
inj::, criss-cross streets (so called)—
twisting, turning, and intersecting in

labyrinthine confusion—are all exactly

alike : two long stone walls in which
appear from time to time heavy wood-
en doors, furnished with worn and an-

cient bolts and knockers, and, high up,

occasional heavily barred square holes,

which serve as windows—not to pro-

vide light and ventilation, for the real

\\'indows open upon sunny courts with-

in, but to enable the curious among
the inhabitants to observe, apparently

from a safe distance, what is passing in

the street below. Each house has one
of these jDceiD-holes and one door, so

that only a native Tangerine can dis-

tinguish them. So like is street to

street and house to house, so uniform
the monotonous white upon all sides,

that one might readily imagine the en-

tire city hewn out from some great

limestone quarry. The streets are so

paved as to serve the double purj)ose

of thoroughfare and gutter—being con-

siderably lower in the middle than upon
the sides, and inasmuch as the street-

cleaning dei^artment chiefl}^ consists

of occasional diluvian rain-falls provid-

ed by Allah, there are quantities of de-

ca}dng household refuse, mixed with dust

and i3its of straw, l^ing about every-

where, which give rise to most disa-

greeable odors and make locomotion an
art. Thus far the city seems almost
devoid of life, and only now and then
do we have to move aside to allow a

pedestrian or donkey to pass by. Here
and there in open door-ways are seat-

ed Jewish women, sewing or chatting,

and we are enabled to catch a glimpse
through the hallways, of the neat and
pretty courts w^ithin, in which the peo-

ple really live. Turning a sharp angle,

the street comes oat upon a miniature

square, one corner of which is occu-

pied by the city prison. Somewhat lar-

ger than the buildings around it—and
constructed of solid masonry, it has, at

one end, a triple arched entrance above
a short flight of steps which gives ac-

cess to a rectangular corridor, where,

sprawled about upon rugs and mats in

very unmilitaiy disorder, are a dozen
lazy Moorish soldiers, armed to the

teeth. In the middle of the corridor

there is a square opening in the wall,

several feet in diameter—guarded by a
ponderous, iron-bound door. For a
proper consideration one of the soldiers

will withdraw the heavy bolts and allow
the visitor to look into a large, oblong
apartment, entirely devoid of all furni-

ture and empty, save for a score of

criminals wdio flock to the opening, the

moment the bolts are withdrawn, to

have a word with some one from the
outside world, and to gaze upon a new
face. The soldier unconcernedly looks
on— treating the occurrence precisely

as a showman would treat the inspection
of his monkey-cage.
Among the strangest peculiarities of

Tangier, and one that at once forces it-

self upon the attention of the new-comer,
is the total absence of any kind of

wheeled vehicle. In the entire city

(which is an example of all the others in

the empire) there is not even a donkey-
cart, for the streets are much too nar-
row to admit of their use, and transpor-
tation of passengers and merchandise
is effected upon the backs of donkeys,
horses, mules, and camels—according to

the weight and the distance. There are

but few streets into which a loaded cam-
el could enter, and not more than three
in which he could pass another loaded
camel or horse. Some of the smaller
streets are so narrow that even the pan-
niers of a donkey would scrape upon
either side, so that in the city itself the

transportation devolves upon donkeys,
for the side streets, and upon horses
and mules for the main thoroughfares.

Camels are rarely seen in the comj^act
part of the town, and are chiefly used

—

like oin* railway trains—to bring prod-
uce in bulk from the country to the
city gates, whence it is distributed by
the smaller animals, which take the

place of our trucks and wagons. The
great thoroughfare of Tangier traverses

the town from the Bab-el-Marsa (Marine
Gate) at one end, to the Bab-el-Sok
(Market Gate) at the other. This is the

Broadway, and yet it cannot be more than
a dozen feet wide, except in one portion,

where it bulges into a small square.

Upon entering this street one instantly

becomes aware of a confused noise, en-

tirely unlike the hubbub and din caused
by clattering hoofs and rattling wheels.
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It is an odd mixture of sound, caused

by rustling burnooses, shuffling, trail-

ing slippers and pattering, unshod hoofs,

mingled with the suppressed hum of

voices pitched in many keys. Every
element of the population is to be seen

upon this street of an afternoon—
Moors, Arabs, Bedouins, Berbers, Ne-
groes, and Jews— men, women, and
children— interspersed here and there

with Europeans, chiefly Spaniards.

There are shoppers and merchants,
sight-seers and idlers, buying, selling,

walking, riding, working, loafing. Bur-
nooses, ha'iks, gehab, and gabardine—
sashes, turbans, fezes, cowls, and skull-

caps—the red, yellow, blue, white, ap-

ple-green, and purple of the various

garments softly blending, or sharply

contrasting, with the bronze, mahogany,
or yellow complexions of the moving
throng. Upon either side of the street,

built out from the houses, are tiny shops
from which project clumsy wooden awn-
ings ; and in the square, roughly con-

structed booths. In these shops and
booths the retail business of the city is

transacted by solemn and sedate Moors,
who squat, cross-legged, upon Persian

rugs in the midst of their wares, seem-
ingly indifferent to all earthly things.

Unlike the bazaars, in which trades are

grouped in different quarters ; here the

brass-worker, the armorer, the silver-

smith, and embroiderer are all indiscrim-

inately intermingled. The customer
stands in the street while making his

purchases, and is jostled by the passing

crowd, and tormented by filthy beggars
who clutch at his coat-tails and display

nauseating sores, and red holes, once
occupied by eyes now burned out in

accordance with the law, in expiation of

some crime. From time to time a boy-

ish voice will shout baleiVc (make room)
as some toddling, overloaded little don-
key comes staggering through the street

—his two panniers bulging out upon
either side—with perhaps a completely
shrouded fat woman seated between
them. Or the cry may be repeated by
a man, in commanding tones this time,

as he leafls along the crimson-bridled

horse or mule of some wealthy Moor,
bearing his white -robed, green-turbaned
master in the capacious saddle and a

closely veiled wife pillion-wise behind.

Here is a Jewish money-changer in
skull-cap and gabardine, a little to

one side in some less crowded portion
of the street, sitting upon a low stool,

with his strong-box upon the ground
between his knees, waiting for business.

And here again, seated upon a chair, a
beggar-saint, fantastically dressed in red
and white tnrban and crimson robe girt

in at the waist with a long white sash.

He is aged—ninety at least—wizzened,
hollow-eyed, emaciated, and ghastly—
his snowy mustache, beard, and bushy
eyebrows protruding from his sickly,

haggard features. To bestow upon this

holy man (already rich) is to purchase
godliness from Allah, and the amount
received varies directly with the denom-
ination of the coin bestowed. The old

gentleman seems exceedingly bored as

he sits there like an ancient Ajeeb. Now
and then a grave and stately merchant

—

regardless of business hours—will untie

his legs, and climbing upon his knees

—

with uncovered feet—with head devout-

ly turned to Mecca—will solemnly per-

form his gymnastic orisons, careless of

customers and the gaze of the world.

Everything is in keeping with the sur-

roundings—but all is burlesque, h}^er-

bolic parody of serious, earnest real

life ; and as we pick our way back to

the hotel through the dismal, tortuous

little streets—following close in Selim's

wake—an indescribable and distinctly

unpleasant feeling of complete separa-

tion from the actual world, of existing

beyond our own lives, and of utter lone-

liness, takes possession of us. The bur-

lesque seems a mocking tragedy—our

brainS'and bodies are fagged and onr

minds oppressed with an unaccountable

gloom, which is only dispelled, upon our
arrival at the hotel, by the sight of

cheery European faces, aud the comfort-

ing odor of French cookery, reminiscent

of home and friends.

Tangerine roosters crow all night

—

and Tangerine cats do not differ from
ours. Visions of donkeys, beggars, pe-

ris, saints— Aladdins, Ali Babas, cam-
els, turbans, monstrous roosters and
mammoth cats, haunt the "spint of

our dreams," until we are aroused from
slumber by the scpiealiiig, shrieking,

scpieaking, screaming, rasping, clashing,

and booming of some twentv Moorisli
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iustiTiments—hideously discordant with
the accompaDviiig «:]^uttural drone of

human voices and ^^'ith each other—the

time sharply accentuated by the inter-

mittent, ratthng crash of c;yTnbals—the

most offensive deformity of sound. It

is a Moorish weddinti^ procession, the

music a wedding march—and Selim, in

order that it shall not escaj^e unheard,

comes—quite unnecessarily—to awaken
us, but tiuds us already perched ujion

the bureau on tip-toe, vainly stnip^giing

to brinpc our eyes to a level with the

lofty window-sill. The music in the

hotel office the previous evening, plaj^ed

upon curiously shaped guitars and vio-

lins covered with snake -skins, was a

dream of melodious harmony compared
with this horrid din.

Every portion of Tangier is rej)lete

with interest, and yet the sights, so-

called, are few. It is the life, customs,

costumes which absorb us, and the

mediaeval atmosphere which pervades
all things, seems here—in spite of gay-

est sunlight, laughing sea, and brilliant

skies—to cast an oppressive shadow of

bygone days, of distrust and dread upon
our own confident and happy century.

Nuremberg is counterfeit, or nearl}^ so,

and besides Hans Sachs is dead. In
Cairo we have polo, balls, races, Italian

opera, garden-parties, tennis, and Eng-
Ush soldiery. In Constantinople, we
have French bouffe, French shops, rail-

ways, universities, cafes-chantants and
horse -cars. Not so in Morocco— no
frivolities of these sorts for men who
hve to-day the life of the distant past,

merely en route to the life hereafter

—

to which their thoughts and activities

seem to have flown on before them.
They do not concern themselves with
mere human existence, all sorrow, all

vanity, all pain. Death has no terror,

no sadness. " Allah is Great " or "Allah

is Bountiful "—that is all
—

" Let us
exist, meditate, and pray until He shall

deem us worthy to behold the light of

His countenance." Such men cannot
create civilization, but it will soon be
forced upon their country—if not upon
themselves—by conquering (?) Will
it follow Egypt, or Algeria, or Abyssinia ?

Tho "Sok," tlie wholesale business

centre of the city, where caravans arrive

and whence they depart, the Great

Market, lies just without the ancient
walls, and is entered from the main
street through the Bab-el-Sok. It con-
sists of a large rectangular field en-
closed upon three sides by the city walls
and ^omGfu ore mure houses ; the fourth
is open, making an enormous entrance
and exit from and to the caravan roads
leading to the interior. The soil is dark,
either of oozy, filthy mud, mixed and
mixed again with every kind of foul
matter, or of equally disgusting friable"

clay, according to the locality ; for grass
has no chance for life under the tread of

countless hoofs and slippered or naked
feet. The place is filled with men and
women of every class and race, all pro-
miscuously mingled together—peddlers,
merchants, story-tellers, water-carriers,

snake-charmers, jugglers, fortune-tell-

ers, camel-drivers, barbers, and idlers.

Roundabout, everywhere are ill-smelling,

mangy, moth-eaten camels, some laden,

some not, but nearly all of them wearing
their curiously woven trapj)ings to which
their drivers attach the freight they
bear ; some are standing, some kneel-

ing, others are lying down or stretched
out, and aU of them are sleepy and dis-

mally chew their cud with expressions
indicative of unutterable ennui. Then
there are dirty little donkeys with long
coats covered with mud or filled with
dust—some contentedly idle, others re-

luctantly busy, but philosophers all of

them. Then there are saddle-horses

and pack-horses, saddle-mules and pack-
mules, and dogs and chickens, foragers

both ; and cautious cats, usually asleep

upon the tops of booths or upon the

walls, waiting for night to come, but
sometimes, under favorable circumstan-

ces, venturesome ones warily foraging,

too. Here are a dozen squatting women,
of various ages, enveloped in their white
ha'lks, and picturesquly grouped. Be-
hind them are conversing several young
Jews in blue and black gabardines,

pale, sallow, and round-shouldered, but
with the eager, keen intelligence in

their brilliant black eyes which contrasts

so sharply with the passive, indifferent,

almost vacant expression of the Moor.
Beyond is a knot of tall Reefians, power-
ful, wiry-looking men, with brutal, for-

bidding faces and coldly proud and
fearless eyes, which at once attract and

J
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repel. They are proud of their ances-

try, claiming pure descent from the old

Berber race, and as they stand toge-

ther, draped in the hooded gehab, their

absurd coiffure, the head close-shaven,

save for a single slender lock, is by no
means sufficient to make them ridic-

ulous ; and the dignified erectness of

their carriage and their almost threaten-

ing demeanor startlingly emphasize the

cringing bearing and the alert, hunted
expression of the Jewish young men
near by. Yonder is a story-teller con-

spicuously attired, and surrounded by
a crowd of listeners who are complete-
ly absorbed in the narrative of his ex-

traordinary adventures. Probably no
one believes the monstrous fictions of

the daring deeds he has accomplished,
but they seem to accept every word
with child-like credulity, and gaze open-
mouthed as the historian, punctuating
his harsh and guttural Maghreb by
pounding a drum, reaches some parti-

cularly thrilling climax. Close by, there

is an opposition entertainment in pro-
gress, apparently of the same kind, but
upon a much larger scale. This is said

to be a "circus," though an American
might readily mistake it. The audience
is collected in a large circle several rows
deep, the first two rows sitting or squat-

ting, the rest standing. In the open
space within are two performers upon
whom falls the entire burden of the en-

tertainment, which consists first, of a

short history of themselves and of the

wonderful successes they have met with
before distinguished audiences else-

where ; then they begin with various

acrobatic performances—turning somer-
saults—standing upon their own heads
and upon each other's— and the like

;

then they play tag, tripping each other
and constantly tumbling heels over head
—and then

—

da capo. The audience is

only moderately enthusiastic, but it is

certainly not in the least exacting

;

the reigning melancholy of the faces

is from time to time dispelled, and tlie

features of the adults become distorted

into grim smiles, while the youngsters
manifest their delight by hearty laughter
and applause. The performers are wily
and invariably select such favorable mo-
ments to pass the hat. But it is not all

Champs Elysees. In other portions of

the large square more serious business
is carried on. Bales of merchandise are
being moved, camels are being unloaded
and donkeys loaded, merchants are mak-
ing inspections, and men on horseback
are picking their way hither and thither
through the crowd, and the cry " Ba-
leuk " resounds upon all sides. Scat-

tered through the throng are water
sellers carrying upon their backs great
leaky skins flabbily bulging with water,

and ringing small bells or tinkling

glasses to attract attention. Here and
there, too, are barbers who ply their

trade in the open air, and upon market-
days grow wealthy uj^on the uncouth
country visitors. Their office is of a
double nature, for, as in the old days
with us, they bleed as well as shave. In
shaving they use no lather, only water,

and the customer sitting on the ground
in front of them, with keen razors they
deftly remove his beard or hair. In
bleeding, they make an incision at the

base of the skull, cutting down to the

bone. Along the walls are construct-

ed ramshackle booths, in some of which
are sold curious w^eapons, ancient and
modern, second - hand and new ; in

others, goods of colored leather, em-
broidered with gay silk and metal
thread, pouches, cushions, and slippers

;

in others again, tobacco and tobacco
pipes, kief and kief pipes with terra-

cotta bowls and plain wooden stems, or

with bowls of elaborate Tiu'kish pattern

and stems gorgeously ornamented with

gilt and beac^. Some of these little

structures are used as restaurants where
one may eat eggs, bread, or small bits

of meat roasted upon an iron spit over

a charcoal brazier, v/ith perhaps some
cows' milk or asses' milk, but generally

with water or coliee for drinkables.

The seiwice is not good, for one must
stand in the mud outside tlie edifice and
eat from a counter within it. Some-
times he may be given a spoon, if the

food be of a liquid nature, otherwise his

fingers must suffice, for the meat is cut

into suitably small pieces by the restaur-

ateur l^efore it is cooked, so that indivi-

dual knives and forks are dispensed

with, and nai)kins are wanting too. In

addition to these humble eating-places

tliere are numerous cook-houses wliero

one may dine still more economically by
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purcLasiug the raw meat, eggs, or what-
ever is to be eateu, from the dealer, aud
haviDg it cooked for a pittance at one of

these establishments.

Returning along the dunes and beach
one afternoon, after a muleback lide to

the niins of ancient Tingis, when with-

in about a mile of the town, Selini, who
had been silently riding ahead, sudden-
ly tiu'ned, and pointing toward the city,

laconically exclaimed "Powder Play."

Following the direction indicated, w^e

perceive a score of horsemen career-

ing down the beach like mad, their

horses scampering about like young
dogs just unchained. In a moment
they are close to us—they seem glued
to their horses, so easily and graceful-

ly do they ride—now leaning far over
to one side, now throwing themselves

backward, flat upon the horse's croup

—

discharging their long, old-fashioned
guns before them, behind them, or into

the air ; now standing erect in the stir-

rups, brandishing the ungaiul}^ weapons
above their heads or tossing them into

the air and grasping them again as

they fall. Helter-skelter, pell-mell, in
" devil- catch - the -hindmost " confusion

—their horses with outstretched necks
and straining nerves, darting forward,

lightly leaping gullies and obstructions,

or galloping in the shallow water at the
edge of the surf, their beating hoofs
dashing it into spray. Suddenly halt-

ing, turning, swerving, and off and away
again like a startled flock of wild geese

—

the long, white bunioosfs of the riders

fluttering violently in the wind. This
is "play. " What must be their " work "

in heat of battle and hatred of war ?

Tangier at night—not evening, but
night, after midnight! It is our last

day in the city, and Selim has employed
it in making necessary arrangements,
and in preparing a surprise for us.

Two Arabs have been retained as lan-

tern bearers—for there are no street

lamps of any kind—not even the dim,
flickering affairs of the villages in Spain,

and the houses are so constructed that

no single ray from within can penetrate

the street. After nightfall the whole
city is wrapped in total darkness—un-
less it be of a moonlight night—and
the little narrow streets seem ghostly

and dead, so startling is the stillness,

so unearthly and vault -like the faint

white outlines of the Avails. There
seems to be a moist chill in the air, al-

though the night is warm and dry, and
one experiences the slightly disagree-

able alertness of the faculties and senses

which is apt to be felt in passing a
lonel}^ graveyard late at night— when
the snapping of a twig or the cry of

some night-bird will excite unpleasant
sensations, perhaps even suspicions.

Tangier to night seems a deserted city

—no longer the abode of men, but in-

habitated only by Djinns and Genii,

owls and bats. The swaying lanterns
flashing their unsteady, yellow light

from beneath one's feet along the white
walls of the low houses and the black
wall of the gloom beyond, seem only
to emj^hasize and exaggerate the dark-
ling desolation around us. Streets fa-

miliar by daylight are strangers now,
and the white bumooses of the Moors
and our own white flannels jar un-
pleasantly upon the nerves. Tramping
along the echoing, tangled little streets,

for the first time in Tangier we feel

really cold ; and it is with a grateful

sensation of relief, that we see the lan-

tern-bearers come to a halt before the

arched entrance to a vine -covered ar-

bor leading, through a small yard, to a

house, from the open doorway of which
cheer}' lights burst forth—and sounds,

too, strongly suggestive of the "Wed-
ding March " which had astonished us

a few mornings before. Within, the

room is devoid of furniture except for

rugs of various sizes and designs, with

which both floor and walls are com-
pletely covered, and the atmosphere is

heavy and fragrant with the spicy ^roma
of burning kief and steaming coffee.

Upon the floor of this native cafe are

squatted, cross legged, a dozen Moors

—

half stuj^efied by the narcotic effect of

the kief they have smoked. After a

deal of coaching from Selim, we man-
age to seat ourselves uj)on our own feet,

which promptly retaliate by " going to

sleep," but notwithstanding the infidel

positions we are compelled to assume
in deference to these rebellious mem-
bers, the coffee and kief pipes are ac-

complished in manner truly Oriental.

The musicians, ranged along the wall

on the opi^osite side of the room, begin
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some wild, barbaric melody, which at

least is in harmony with the black faces

and the primitive, almost savage, sim-

plicity of the surroundings.

An hour later, after exchanging many
salaams with our sleepy fellow-revellers,

and preceded by the lanterns, we go
out into the little cheerless streets once
more and soon strike into the narrow-
est and most wretchedly paved ones in

the city. Upon the uneven stones,

Moors and negroes, closely wrapped in

woollen burnooses, lie sleeping, some
of them near the walls, many of them
diagonally athwart the street, making
it imperative for us carefully to pick

our way, in order to avoid treading up-

on unexpected arms and fingers. Here
and there a worn out, cringing dog
will sleepily gaze through half-closed

eyelids at the passing lanterns and then
resume his slumbers. A more creepy,

ghouhsh scene it would be difficult to

imagine. These corpse-like sleepers,

wrapped apparently in their winding
sheets, strongly suggest unburied bod-
ies and Asiatic cholera.

Arrived at a certain corner, Selim
calls another halt, and giving some
brief directions in Arabic to the lantern-

bearers, and taking one of the lanterns

in his own hand, and extinguishing the

other, bids us follow him. A short dis-

tance from the corner he comes to a

house and raps softly upon the door,

which is promptly opened, and leads

into a narrow, dimly lighted hallway.

Selim is not a devout Mussulman, nor a

devout anything else, and -he had no
business to bring us there ; but he did,

and, if his own statement be trust-

worthy, he was at great pains to do it.

At the end of the hallway there is a

comparatively large apartment, piled at

one end with cushions and pillows.

Two large lamps, shaded with pink tis-

sue-paper and shedding a soft rose-

tinted light, are suspended from the

ceiling at either end of the room ; other-

wise it is bare. Ushered into this curi-

ous chamber, we comfortably ensconce
ourselves upon the luxurious cushions
and await the denouement, while Selim
respectfully sits on the floor contemplat-

ing oar prospective astonishment with
evident satisfaction. We have not long
to wait, for presently an elderly Jewess

enters and courteously nodding at the
cushions, seats herself on the floor, which
apparently was a signal for Selim to de-
part, for he immediately leaves the
room, just as three magniticent Jewish
girls, clad like Bluebeard's wives,

enter. The venerable lady suddenly
became de troj), but she persisted in ig-

noring the fact, and the girls begin
their slow, graceful dance at the farther

end of the room, themselves supplying
the music by softly singing, in perfect

harmony and in accurate time, some
sweet, wavering Hebrew melody, which
seemed to have been especially comi30sed
to fit the slow, hesitating, gliding move-
ments of the dance. The rhythm of

sound and motion is accurately main-
tained by the measured clai)ping of

hands. The loose trousers gathered at

the ankle, the bare feet incased in re-

trousse slijDpers, the short gauze kilts,

the small, close-fitting jackets, sleeve-

less and exposing the arms, and the

long filmy and perfectly transparent silk

veils—through which sparkled the khol-

darkened, Jewish eyes, softened and
made gentle by the pink light— lend

perhaps an exaggerated glamoui' to the

scene. The dance itself is a series of

graceful poses rapidly succeeding one
another, and so naturally evohing the

one from thQ other, and so prettily

joined by the long airy veils floating

and intertwining above and around the

dancers, as to form a perfect unity.

Suddenly to our amazement (not at the

fact, but at the dexterous manner in

which it was accomplished) one after

another their gay outergarments begin

to fall behind them as they dance,

gently as petals from an overblown

rose or bright feathers from troi)ical

birds, until they dance in the i)ale,

pink light clad in the now rajiidly flut-

tering gray silk veils, whose seri)entine

doublings at intervals blur the mov-
ing figures behind them. An instant,

and they vanish behind a hanging rug

conceahng an unsuspected exit, and are

gone.

The dance ended and having again

collected our little escort, we hasten

back to the hotel to snatch a few hours'

sleep before leaving this land of shadow,

to join the great P. and (). Indiaman due

at Gibraltar upon the morrow.



STORIES OF A WESTERN TOWN.

Bv Octave Tbauet.

VI.—HARRY LOSSING.

HE note -book of Mr.
Horatio Armorer, jDresi-

deut of our street rail-

ways, coutaiued a page
of interest to some 2)eo-

ple in our town, on the
occasion of his last visit.

He wrote it while the

train creaked over the
river, and the porter of

his Pullman car was
brushing all the dust

that had been distributed on the pas-

sengers' clothing, into the main aisle.

If you had seen him writing it (with
a stubby little pencil that he occasion-

ally brightened with the tip of his

tongue), you would not have dreamed
that he was more profoundly disturbed
tlian he had been in years. Nor would
the i^age itself have much enlightened
you.

''See aht road M-D-
See L
See E & M tea set

See aht L."

Translated into long-hand, this reads :

" See about the street-car road. Mars-
ton (the sujoenntendent) and Dane (the

lawyer). See Lossing, see Esther and
Maggie, and remember about tea-set.

See about Lossing."
His memoranda written, he slipped

the book in his pocket, reflecting c^iii-

cally, " There's habit ! I've no need of

writing that. It's not pleasant enough
to forget

!

"

Thirty odd years ago, Horatio Armor-
er—they called him 'Raish, then—had
left the town to seek his fortune in

Cliicago. It was his day-dream to

wrestle a hundred thousand dollars out
of the world's tight fists, and return to

live in pomp on Brady Street hill ! He
should drive a buggy with two horses,

and his wife should keep two girls.

Long ago, the hundred thousand limit

bad been reached and passed, next the

million ; and still he did not return.

His father, the Presbyterian minister,

left his parish, or, to be exact, was gent-
ly i)ro23elled out of his parish by the
disaffected, the family had a new home

;

and the son, struggling to help them
out of his scanty resources, went to the

new parish and not to the old. He
grew rich, he established his brothers
and sisters in prosj^erity, he erected

costly monuments and a memorial
church to his parents (they were be-

yond any other gifts from him) ; he
married, and lavished his money on
three daughters ; but the home of his

youth neither saw him nor his money
until Margaret Ellis bought a house on
Brady Street, far up town, where she
could have all the grass that she wanted.
Mrs. Ellis was a widow and rich. Not
a millionaire like her brother, but the

possessor of a handsome property.

She was the best-natured woman in

the world, and never guessed how hard
her neighbors found it to forgive her
for always calling their town of thirty

thousand souls, "the country." She
said that she had joined for years to live

in the country, and have horses, and a

Jersey cow and chickens, and " a neat

pig." All of which modest cravings she

gratified on her little estate ; and the

gardener was often seen with a scowl
and the garden hose, keeping the pig

neat.

It was later that Mr. Armorer had
bought the street railways, they having
had a troublous history and being for

sale cheap. Nobody that knows Ar-

morer as a business man, would back
his sentiment by so much as an old

shoe
;
yet it was sentiment, and not a

good bargain, that had enticed the fi-

nancier. Once engaged, the instincts

of a shrewd trader prompted him to

turn it into a good bargain, anyhow.
His fancy was pleased by a vision of a

return to the home of his childhood and
his struggling youth, as a greater per-
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sonage than his hopes had ever dared
proniioe.

But, ill the event, there was little

enough gratification for his vanity. Not
since his wife's death had he been so

harassed and anxious ; for he caino not
in order to view his new property, but
because his sister had written him her
suspicions that Harry Lossing wanted
to marry his youngest daughter.

Armorer arrived in the early dawn.
Early as it was, a handsome victoria,

with horses sleeker of skin, and harness
heavier and brighter than one is used
to meet outside the great cities, had
been in waiting for twenty minutes

;

while for that sj^ace of time a pretty

girl had paced up and down the plat-

form. The keenest observer among
the crowd, airing its meek impatience

on the platform, did not detect any
sign of anxiety in her behavior. She
walked erect, with a step that left a

clean-cut footprint in the dust, as girls

are trained to walk nowadays. Her
tailor-made gown of fine blue serge had
not a wrinkle. It was so simple that

only a fashionable woman could guess
anywhere near the awful sum total

which that plain skirt, that short jacket,

and that severe waistcoat had once
made on a ruled sheet of paper. When
she turned her face toward the low,

red station-house and the people, it

looked gentle, and the least in the

world sad. She had one of those pale,

clear olive skins that will easily grow
pale ; it was pale to-day. Her black

hair was fine as spun silk ; the coil un-
der her hat-brim shone as she moved.
The fine hair, the soft, transparent skin,

and the beautiful marking of her brows
were responsible for an air of fragile

daintiness in her person, just as her
almond-shaped, liquid dark eyes and
unsmiling mouth made her look sad.

It was a most attractive face, in all its

moods ; sometimes it was a beautiful

face
;
yet it did not have a single per-

fect feature except the mouth, which
—at least so Harry Lossing told his

mother—might have been stolen from
the Venus of Milo. Even the mouth,
some critics called too small for her
nose ; but it is as easy to call her nose
too large for her mouth.
The instant she turned her back on

the bustle of tlie station, all the lines
in this face seemed to waver and the*

eyes to brighten. Finally, when tlie

train rolled up to the platform and a
young-looking elderly man swung him-
self nimbly off tlie steps, the color flarcul

up in her cheeks, only to sink as sud-
denly, like a candle flame in a gust of
wind.

Mr. Armorer put his two arms and
his umbrella and travelling-bag about
the cliarming shape in blue, at the same
time exclaiming, " You're a good girl

to come out so early, Essie ! How's
Aunt Meg ?

"

" Oh, very well. She would have
come too, but she hasn't come back
from training."

" Training ?
"

" Yes, dear, she has a regular trainer,

like John L. Sullivan, you know. She
drives out to the park with Eliza and
me, and walks and runs races, and does
gymnastics. She has lost ten pounds."
Armorer wagged his head with a

grin : "I dare say. I thought so when
you began. Meg is always moaning
and groaning because she isn't a sylph !

She will make her cook's life a burden
for about two months and lose ten
pounds, and then she will revel in ice-

cream ! Last time, she was raving
about Dr. Salisbury and living on beef-

steak sausages, spending a fortune
starving herself."

" She had Dr. Salisbury's pamphlet
;

but Cardigan told her it was a long
way out ; so she said she hated to have
it do no one any good, and she gave it

to Maria, one of the maids, who is al-

ways fretting because she is so thin."
" But the thing was to cure fat peo-

ple !

"

"Precisely," Esther laughed a little

low laugh, at which her fatlier's eyes

shone ;
" but you see she told Martha

to exactly reverse th(^ advice and oat

everything that was injurious to stout

people, and it would be just right for

her."
" I perceive," said Armorer, dryly

;

" very ingenious and feminine scheme.

But who is Cardigiin ?
"

" Shuey Cardigan ? He is the train-

er. He is a fireman in a furniture

shop, now; but he nsed to be tli(» box-

ing teacher for some Harvard men
;
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and he was a distiiiguislied pugilist,

Once. He said to nie, uiodestly, *I

don't suppose you will have seen my
name in the Police Gazette, miss ?

' But
he really is a very sober, decent man,
notwithstanding^.

"

" Your Aunt Meg^ always was picking

up queer birds ! Pray, who introduced
this decent pugilist ?

"

Esther was getting into the carri-

age ; her face was turned from him, but
he could see the pink deepen in her
ear and the oval of her cheek. She an-

swered that it was a friend of theirs, Mr.
Lossing. As if the name had struck

them both dumb, neither spoke for a

few moments. Armorer bit a sigh in

two. "Essie," said he, "I guess it is

no use to sidetrack the subject. You
know why I came here, don't you ?

"

"Aunt Meg told me what she wrote
to you."

" I knew she would. She had com-
punctions of conscience letting him
haug round you, until she told me ; and
then she had awful gripes because she
had told, and had to confess to you I

"

He continued in a different tone :

" Essie, I have missed your mother a

long while, and nobody knows how that

kind of missing hurts ; but it seems to

me I never missed her as I do to-day.

I need her to advise me about you, Es-
sie. It is like this : I don't want to be
a stem parent any more than you want
to elope on a rope ladder. We have
got to look at this thing together, my
dear little girl, and try to— to trust

each other."
" Don't you think, papa," said Esther,

smiling rather tremulously, " that we
had better wait, before we have all

these solemn preparations, until we
know surely whether Mr. Lossing
wants me !

"

" Don't 3^ou know surely ?
"

" He has never said anything of

—

of that—kind."
" Oh, he is in love with you fast

enough," growled Armorer ; but a

smile of intense relief brightened liis

face. " Now, you see, my dear, all I

know about this young man, except
that he wants my daughter—which you
will admit is not likely to prejudice me
in his favor, is that he is mayor of this

iowsii and has a furniture store
"

" A manufactory ; it is a very large

business !

"

" All right, manufactory, then ; all

the same he is not a brilliant match
for my daughter, not such a husband
as your sisters have." Esther's \y^

quivered and her color rose again

;

but she did not speak. " Still I will

say that I think a fellow who can make
his own fortune is better than a man
with twice that fortune made for him.
My dear, if Lossing has the right stuff

in him and he is a real good fellow, I

shan't make you go into a decline by
objecting ; but you see it is a big shock
to me, and you must let me get used
to it, and let me size the young man
up in my own way. There is another
thing, Esther ; I am going to Europe
Thursday, that will give me just a day
in Chicago if I go to-morrow, and I

wish you would come with me. Will
you mind ?

"

Either she changed her seat or she

started at the proposal. But how could
she say that she wanted to stay in

America with a man who had not said

a formal word of love to her ? "I can

get ready, I think, papa," said Esther.

They drove on. He felt a crawling
j)ain in his heart, for he loved his daugh-
ter Esther as he had loved no other

child of his ; and he knew that he had
hurt her. Naturally, he grew the more
angry at the impertinent young man
who was the cause of the flitting ; for

the whole European plan was cooked
up after the receipt of Mrs. Ellis's let-

ter. They were on the very street

down which he used to walk (for it

takes the line of the hills) when he was
a poor boy, a struggling, ferociously

ambitious young man. He looked at

the changed rows of buildings, and
other thoughts came uppermost for a

moment. " It was here father's church
used to stand ; it's gone, now," he
said. " It was a wood church, painted

a kind of gray ; mother had a bonnet
the same color, and she used to say she

matched the church. I bought it with

the very first money I earned. Part of

it came from weeding and the weather
was warm, and I can feel the way my
back would sting and creak, now ! I

would want to stojD, often, but I thought
of mother in church with that bonnet,
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and I kept on ! There's the place where
Seeds, the grocer that used to trust us,

had his store ; it was his children had
the scarlet fever, and mother went to

nurse them. My ! but how dismal it

was at home ! AVe always got more
whippings when mother was away.
Your grandfather was a good man,
too honest for this world, and he loved
everyone of his seven children ; hut he
brought us up to fear him and the
Lord. We feared him the most, be-

cause the Lord couldn't whip us ! He
never whipped us when we did any-
thing, but waited until next day, that

he might not punish in anger ; so we
had all the night to anticipate it. Did
I ever tell j'ou of the time he caught
me in a lie ? I was lame for a week
after it. He never caught me in another
He."

"I think he was cruel ; I can't help
it, papa,'"' cried Esther, with whom this

was an old argument, " still it did
good, that time !

"

" Oh, no, he wasn't cruel, my dear,"

said Armorer with a queer smile that

seemed to take only one-half of his

face ; "he was too sure of his interj^re-

tation of the Scripture, that was all.

AVhy, that man just slaved to educate
us children ; he'd have gone to the

stake rejoicing to have made sure that

we should be saved. And of the whole
seven only one is a church member. Is

that the road ?
"

They could see a car swinging past,

on a parallel street, its bent pole hitch-

ing along the trolley-wire.
" Pretty scrubby-looking cars," com-

mented Armorer ;
" but get our new

ordinance through the council, we can
save enough to afford some fine new
cars. Has Lossing said anything to

you about the ordinance and our peti-

tion to be allowed to leave off the con-

ductors?"
" He hasn't said anything, but I read

about it in the papers. Is it so very
important that it should be j^assed ?

"

" Saving money is always imj^ortant,

my dear," said Ai-morer, seriously.

The horses turned again. They were
now opposite a fair lawn and a house
of wood and stone built after the old

colonial pattern, as modern architects

see it. Esther pointed, saying :

" Aunt Meg's, papa ; isn't it pretty V
"

"Very handsome, very fine," said the
financier, who knew nothing about ar-

chitecture except its exceeding ex-
pense. " Esther, I've a notion ; if that
young man of yours has brains and is

fond of you, he ought to be able to get
my ordinance through his little eight
by ten city council There is our chance
to see what stuff he is made of !

"

" Oh, he has a great deal of influ-

ence," said Esther; "he can do it, un-
less— unless he thinks the ordinance
would be bad for the city, you know."

" Confound the modern way of edu-
cating girls

!

" thought Armorer. " Now,
it would be enough for Esther's mother
to know that anything was for my in-

terests ; it wouldn't have to helj^ all

outdoors, too !

"

But instead of enlarging on this

point, he went into a sketch of the im-
provements the road could make with
the money saved by the chauge, and
was waxing eloquent when a lady of a

pleasant and comely face, and a trig

though not slender figure, advanced to

greet them.

It was after breakfast (and the scene
was the neat pig's pen, where Armorer
was displaying his ignorance of swine)

that he found his first chance to talk

with his sister alone. " Oh, first, Sis,"

said he, " about your birthday, to-day
;

I telegraj)hed to Tiffan^^'s for that sil-

ver service, you know, that you liked,

so you needn't think there's a mistake
when it comes."

"Oh, 'Kaish, that gorgeous thing! I

must kiss you, if Daniel does see me !

"

" Oh, that's all right," said Armorer,
hastily, and began to talk of the pig.

Suddenly, without looking up he

droi^ped into the pig-pen the remark

:

" I'm very much obliged to you for

writing mo, Meg."
" I don't know whether to feel more

like a virtuous sister or a villainous

aunt," sighed Mrs, Ellis ;
" things

seemed to be getting on so rapidly that

it didn't seem right, Esther visiting me
and all, not to give you a hint ; still, I

am sure that nothing has been said,

and it is horrid for Esther, perfectly

horrid, discussing her proposals that

haven't been proposed !

"
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" 1 don't waut them ever to be pro-

posed," said Armorer, gloomily.
" I know you always said you didn't

want Esther to marry ; but I thought
if she fell in love with the right man

—

we know that marriage is a very hajD-

py estate, sometimes, Horatio !
" She

sighed again. In her case it was only

the memory of happiness, for Colonel
Ellis had been dead these twelve 3'ears

;

but his widow mourned him still.

"If you marry the right one, maybe,"
answered Armorer, grudgingly ;

" but
see here, Meg, Esther is different from
the other girls ; they got married when
Jenny was alive to look after them, and
I knew the men, and they were both
big matches, you know. Then, too, I

was so busy making money while the

other girls grew up that I hadn't time
to get real well acquainted T\dth them.
I don't think they ever kissed me, ex-

cept when I gave them a check. But
Esther and I " he drummed with
his fingers on the boards, and his thin,

keen face wore a look that would have
amazed his business acquaintances

—

" you remember when her mother died,

Meg ? Only fifteen, and how she took
hold of things ! And we have been to-

gether ever since, and she makes me
think of her grandmother and her
mother both. She's never had a wish
I knew that I haven't granted—why,
d it ! I've bought my clothes to

please her
" That's why you are become so well-

dressed, Horatio ; I wondered how you
came to S2:)ruce up so

!

" interrupted
Mrs. Ellis.

"It has been so blamed lonesome
whenever she Avent to visit you, but
yet I wouldn't say a word because I

knew what a good time she had ; but if

I had known that there was a con-

founded, long-legged, sniffy young idiot

all that while trying to steal my daugh-
ter away from me ! " In an access of

wrath at the idea Armorer wrenched
off the picket that he clutched, at which
he laughed and stuck his hands in his

pockets.
" AVhy, Meg, the papers and maga-

zines are always howling that women
won't marrj'," cried he, with a fresh

sense of grievance ;
" now, two of my

girls have married, that's enough, there

was no reason for me to expect any
more of them would ! There isn't one
d bit of need for Esther to marry !

"

'• But if she loves the young fellow

and he loves her, won't you let them be
happy?"

" He won't make her happy."
"He is a very good fellow, truly and

really,' Raish. And he comes of a good
family

"

" I don't care for his family ; and as

to his being moral and all that, I know
several young felloAvs that could skin

him alive in a bargain that are moral,

as you please. I have been a moral
man, myself. But the trouble with this

Lossing (I told Esther I didn't know
an;yi;hing about him, but I do), the trou-

ble with him is that he is chock full of

all kinds of principles ! Just as father

was. Don't you remember how he lost

parish after parish because he couldn't

smooth over the big men in them ?

Lossing is every bit as pig-headed. I

am not going to have my daughter
lead the kind of life my mother did.

I want a son-in-law who ain't going
to think himself so much better than
I am, and be roT\ing me for my way
of doing business. If Esther inust

marry I'd like her to marry a man with
a head on him that I can take into busi-

ness, and who will be willing to live with
the old man. This Lossing has got his

notions of making a sort of Highland
chief affair of the labor question, and
we should get along about as well as

the Kilkenny cats !

"

Mrs. Ellis knew more than Esther
about Armorer's business methods,
having the advantage of her husband's
point of view ; and Colonel Ellis had
kept the army standard of honor as

well as the army ignorance of business.

To counterbalance, she knew more
than anyone alive what a good son and
brother Horatio had always been. But
she could not restrain a smile at the

picture of the partnership.

"Precisely, you see yourself," says

Armorer, " Meg "— hesitating— " you
don't suppose it would be any use to

offer Esther a cool hundred thousand to

promise to bounce this young fellow ?
"

" Horatio, no ! " cries Mrs. Ellis, toss-

ing her prettv gray head indignantly

;

"you'd insult* her!"
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" Take it the same way, eh ? Well,

joerhaps ; Essie has high-toned notions.

That's all right, it is the thing for

women. Mother had them too. Look
here, Meg, I'll tell you, I want to see if

this young fellow has any sense ! We
have an ordinance that we want passed.

If he will get his council to pass it, that

will show he can put his grand theories

into his pockets sometimes ; and I will

give him a show with Esther. If he
doesn't care enough for my girl to ob-

lige her father, even if he doesn't please

a lot of carping roosters that w\ant the

earth for their town and would like a

street railwa}^ to be run to accommo-
date them and lose money for the

stockholders ; well then, you can't blame
me if I don't want him ! Now, will you
do one thing for me, Meg, to help me
out ? I don't want Lossing to persuade
Esther to commit herself

;
you know

how, when she was a little mite, if Es-
ther gave her word she kept it. I want
you to promise me jow won't let Esther
be alone one second with young Loss-
ing. She is going to - morrow, but
there's your whist - party to - night ; I

suppose he's coming ? And I want you
to promise you won't let him have our
address. If he treats me square, he
won't need to ask you for it. Well ?

"

He buttoned up his coat and folded

his arms, waiting.

Mrs. Ellis's sympathy had gone out
to the young people as naturally as

w^ater runs down hill ; for she is of

a romantic temperament, though she
doesn't dare to be weighed. But she re-

membered the silver service, the coffee-

pot, the tea-pot, the tray for spoons,
the creamer, the hot -water kettle, the

sugar-bowl, all on a rich salver, splen-

did, dazzling ; what rank ingratitude it

would be to oppose her generous broth-

er ! Rather sadly she answered, but
she did answer :

" I'll do that much for

you, 'Raish, but I feel we're risking

Esther's happiness, and I can only keep
the letter of my promise."

"That's all I ask, my dear," said Ar-
morer, taking out a little shabby note-

book from his brc^ast - pocket, and
scratching out a line. The line effaced

read, " See E 31 tea-set:'

"The silver service was a good nuiz-

zle," he tliought. He went away for

an interview with the corporation law-
yer and the superintendent of the road,
leaving Mrs. Ellis in a distraction of
conscience that made her the wonder
of her servants that morning, during
all the preparations for the whist-party.
8he might have felt more remorseful
liad she known her brother's real plan.

He knew enough of Lossing to be as-

sured that he would not yield about
the ordinance which he firmly believed
to be a dangerous one for the city. He
expected, he counted on the mayor re-

fusing his proffers. He hoped that
Esther would feel the sympathy which
women give, without question general-
ly, to the business plans of those near
and dear to them, taking it for granted
that the plans are right because they
will advantage those so near and dear.

That was the beautiful and proper way
that Jenny had alwa3^s reasoned ; why
should Jenny's daughter do otherwise V

When Harry Lossing should oppose
her father and refuse to please him and
to win her, mustn't any high - S2:>irited

woman feel hurt ? Certainly she must

;

and he would take care to w^hisk her oft'

to Europe before the young man had a

chance to make his peace !
" Yes, sir,"

says Armorer, to his only confidant,
" you never were a domestic conspira-

tor before, Horatio, but you have got it

down fine ! You would do for Gabor-
iau "—Gaboriau's novels being the only
fiction that ever Armorer read. Never-
theless, his conscience pricked him al-

most as sharply as his sister's pricked^

her. Consciences are queer things ; like

certain crustaceans, they grow shells in

spots ; and proof against moral artil-

lery in one part, they may be soft as a

baby's cheek in another. Armorer's con-

science had two sides, business and do-

mestic
;
people abused him for a busi-

ness buccaneer, at the same time his

private life was pure, and he Avas a most
tender husband and father. He had
never deceived Esther before in her
life. Once he had ridden all night in a

freight-car to keep a promise that he

had made the child. It hurt him to be
hoodwinking her now, Rut luMvas too

angry and too friglitcned to cry back.

The interview with the lawyer did

not take any long time, but hv s])(>nt

two hours with the superintendent of
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the road, who pronounced him " a little

nice fellow "with no airs about liini.

Asked a poy>'er of questions about Har-
ry Lossing

; guess there is something
in that story about Lossing going to

mariT his daughter !

"

Marston drove him to Lossing's office

and left him tliere.

He was on the ground and Marston,
lifting the whip to touch the horse, when
he asked :

" Say, before you go—is there

any danger in leaving off the conduct-
ors ?

"

Marston was raised on mules, and he
could not overcome a vehement dis-

trust of electricity. "Well," said he,

" I guess you want the cold facts. The
children are almight}^ thick down on
Third Street, and children are always
trying to see how near they can come to

being killed, you know, sir ; and then,

the old women like to come and stand
on the track and ask questions of the

motoneer on the other track, so that the

car coming down has a chance to catch

*em. The two together keep the con-

ductors on the jump !

"

" Is that so ? " said Armorer, mus-
ingly ; "well, I guess you'd better close

mth that insurance man and get the

papers made out before we run the new
way."

" If we ever do run ! " muttered the

superintendent to himself as he drove
away.

Armorer ran his sharp eye over the

buildings of the Lossing Art Furniture
^Manufacturing Company, from the ugly
square brick box that was the nucleus
—the Q^^ so to speak—from which the

great concern had been hatched, to the

liandsome new structures with their

great arched windows and red mortar.

"Pretty property, very pretty proper-
ty," thought Armorer ;

" wonder if that

story Marston tells is true !
" The story

was to the effect tliat a few weeks before

his last sickness the older Lossing had
taken his son to look at the buildings,

and said, "Harry, this will all be yours
before long. It is a comfort to me to

think that every workman I have is the

better, not the worse, off for my own-
ing it ; there's no blood or dirt on my
money ; and I leave it to you to keep it

clean and to take care of the men as

well as the business."

" Now, wasn't he a d fool !
" said

Armorer, cheerfully, taking out his note-
book to mark, '' Seeabt roo.d M D."
And he went in. Harry greeted him

with exceeding cordiality and a fine

blush. Armorer explained that he had
come to S23eak to him about the pro-
posed street - car ordinances ; he (Ar-

morer) alwaj'^s liked to deal with prin-

cipals and without formality ; now,
couldn't they come, representing the

city and the company, to some satis-

factory compromise ? Thereupon he
plunged into the statistics of the earn-

ings and expenses of the road (with

the aid of his note - book), and made
the absolute necessity of retrenchment
plain. Meanwhile, as he talked he studied
the attentive listener before him ; and
Harry, on his part, made quite as good
use of his eyes. Armorer saw a tall,

athletic, fair young man, very carefully,

almost foppishly dressed, with bright,

steady blue eyes and a firm chin, but a

smile under his mustache like a child's
;

it was so sunny and so quick. Harry
saw a neat little figure in a perfectly

fitting gray check travelling suit, with a

rose in the buttonhole of the coat lapel.

Armorer wore no jewelry except a gold
ring on the little finger of his right

hand, from which he had taken the glove

the better to write. Harry knew that it

was his dead wife's wedding-ring ; and
saw it with a little moving of the heart.

The face that he saw was pale but not
sickly, delicate and keen. A silky

brown mustache shot with gray and a

Vandyke beard hid either the strength

or the weakness of mouth and chin.

He looked at Harry with almond-shaped,
pensive dark eyes, so like the eyes that

had shone on Harry's waking and sleep-

ing dreams for months that the young
fellow felt his heart rise again. Armorer
ended by asking Harry (in his most
winning manner) to help him pull the

ordinance out of the fire. " It would
be," he said, impressively, " a favor he
should not forget !

"

" And you must know, Mr. Armorer,"
said Harry, in a dismal tone at which the

president chuckled within, " that there

is no man whose favor I would do so

much to win !

"

" Well, here's your chance ! " said

Armorer.

I
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Harry s\^Ting round in Ms chair, his

clenched fists on his knee. He was
frowning with eagerness, and his eyes

were like blue steel.

" See here, Mr. Armorer," said he, "I
am frank with you. I want to please

you, because I want to ask you to let

me marry your daughter. But I emit
please you, because I am mayor of this

town, and I don't dare to let you dis-

miss the conductors. I don't dare,

that's the point. We have had four

children killed on this road since elec-

tricity was put in."

" We have had forty killed on one
street railway I know ; what of it ? Do
you want to give up electricity because
it knis children ?

"

" No, but look here ! the conductors
lessen the risk. A lady I know% only
yesterday, had a little boy going from
the kindergarten home, nice little fel-

low only five years old
"

"She ought to have sent a nurse
with a child five years old, a baby !

"

cried Armorer, warmly.
" That lady," answered Harry, quiet-

ly, " goes without any servant at all in

order to keep her two children at the

kindergarten ; and the boy's elder sis-

ter was ill at home. The boy got on
the car, and when he got oJEf at the

crossing above his house, he started to

run across ; the other train - car was
coming, the little fellow didn't notice,

and ran to cross ; he stumbled and fell

right in the path of the coming car !

"

"Where was the conductor? He
didn't seem much good !

"

" They had left off the conductor on
that line."

"Well, did they run over the boy?
Why haven't I been informed of the ac-

cident?"
" There was no accident. A man on

the front platform saw the boy fall,

made a flying leap off the moving car

backward, fell, but scrambled up and
pulled the boy off the track. Ah, it

was sickening ; I thought we were both
gone !

"

" Oh, 3'ou were the man ?
"

" I was the man ; and don't you see,

Mr. Armorer, why I feel strongly on
the subject ? If the conductor had heen
on, there wouldn't have been any occa-

sion for any accident,"

" Well, sir, you may be assured that
we will take precautions against any
such accidents. It is more for our in-

terest than anyone's to guard against
them. And I have explained to you
the necessity of cutting down our ex-
pense list."

" That is just it, you think you have
to risk our lives to cut down expenses

;

but we get all the risk and none of the

benefits. I can't see my w^ay clear to

helping you, sir ; I wish I could."
" Then there is nothing more to say,

Mr. Lossing," said Armorer, coldly.
" I'm sorry a mere sentiment that has
no real foundation should stand in the

way of our arranging a deal that would
be for the advantages of both the city

and our road." He rose.

Harry rose also, but lifted his hand
to stop him. "Pardon me, there is

something else ; I wouldn't mention it,

but I hear you are going to leave to-

morrow and go abroad with—Miss Ar-

morer. I am conscious I haven't in-

troduced myself very favorably, by
refusing you a favor when I want to

ask the greatest one possible ; but I

hope, sir, you will not think the less of

a man because he is not willing to sac-

rifice the interests of the people who
trust him, to please anyone. I—I hope
you will not object to my asking Miss
Ai-morer to marry me," concluded Har-
ry, very hot and shakj^, and forgetting

the beginning of his sentences before

he came to the end.
" Does my daughter love you, do I

understand, Mr. Lossing?"
"I don't know^ sir. I wish I did."

"Well, Mr. Lossing," said Armorer,
wishing that something in the young
man's confusion would not remind him
of the awful moment when he asked

old Forrester for his Jenny, "I am
afraid I can do nothing for you. If

you have too nice a conscience to oblige

me, I am afraid it will be too nice to

let you get on in the world. Good-
morning."

" Stop a minute," said Harry ;
" if it

is only my ability to get on in the

world that is the trouble, I think
"

" It is your love for my daughter,"

said Armorer ;
" if you don't love her

enonurh to give up a sentimental notion

for her to win her, I don't sec but you
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must lose her. I bid you good-moru-
iug, sir."

'* Not (juite yet, sir "—Harry jumj^ed
before the door ;

" you give me the al-

ternative of being what I call dishonor-
able or losing the woman I love !

" He
pronounced the last word with a little

effort and his lips closed sharply as his

teeth shut under them. " Well, I de-

cline the alternative. I shall try to do
my duty and get the wife I want, both.''

" Well, you give me fair warning,
don't you ? " said Armorer.
Harry held out his hand, saying, " I

am sorry that I detained you. I didn't

mean to be rude." There was some-
thing boyish and simple about the ac-

tion and the tone, and Armorer laughed.
As Harry attended him through the
outer office to the door, he compli-
mented the shops.

" Miss Armorer and Mrs. Ellis have
promised to give me the pleasure of

showing them to them this afternoon,"
said Harry; ''can't I show them and
part of our city to you, also ? It has
changed a good deal since you left it."

The remark took Armorer off his

balance ; for a rejected suitor this

young man certainly had an even mind.
But he had all the helplessness of the
average American with regard to his

daughter's amusements. The humor
in the situation took him ; and it can-

not be denied he began to have a vivid

curiosity about Harry. In less time
than it takes to read it, his mind had
swung round the circle of these vari-

ous points of view, and he had blandly
accepted Harry's invitation. But he
mopped a warm and fur.owed brow,
outside, and drew a prodigious sigh as

he Oldened the note -book in his hand
and crossed out, " See L." "That young
fellow ain't all conscience," said he,

"not by a long shot."

He found Mrs. Ellis very apologetic

about the Lossing engagement. It was
made through the telephone ; Esther
had been anxious to have her father

meet Lossing ; Lossing was to drive

them there, and later show Mr. Armor-
er the town.

" Mr. Lossing is a very clever young
man, verj'," said Armorer, gravely, as he
went out to smoke his cigar after lun-

cheon. He wished he had stayed, how-

ever, Avhen he returned to find that a
visitor had called, and that this \dsitor

w^as the mother of the little boy that
Harry Lossing had saved from the car.

The two women gave him the accident
in full, and were lavish of harrowing
detail, including the mother's feelings.
" So you see, 'Raish," urged Mrs. Ellis,

timidly, " there is some reason for op-
jDOsition to the ordinance."

Esther had red cheeks and her eyes
shone, but she had not spoken. Her
father put his arm around her waist
and kissed her hair. "And what did
you say, Essie," he asked, gently, "to
all the criticisms ?

"

" I told her I thought you would find

some way to protect the children even
if the conductors were taken off

;
you

didn't enjoy the slaughter of children

any more than anyone else."

"I guess we can fix it. Here is your
3'oung man."
Harry drove a pair of spirited horses.

He drove well, and looked both hand-
some and happy.

" Did you know that lady—the moth-
er of the boy that wasn't run over

—

was coming to see my sister?" said

Armorer, on the way.
" I did," said Harry, " I sent her ; I

thought she could exjilain the reason
why I shall have to oj^pose the bill,

better than I."

Armorer made no reply.

At the shops he kept his eye on Har-
ry. Harry seemed to know most of

his workmen, and had a nod or a word
for all the older men. He stopped
several moments to talk with one old

German who complained of everything,

but looked after Harry with a smile,

nodding his head. "That man, Lied-

ers, is our best workman, you can't get

any better work in the country," said

he. " I want 3'ou to see an armoire
that he has carved, it is up in our exhi-

bition room."
Armorer said, "You seem to get on

very well with your working people,

Mr. Lossing."
" I think we generally get on well

with them, and they do well themselves
in these small Western towns. For one
thing, we haven't much organization to

fight, and for another thing, the indi-

vidual workman has a better chance to
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rise. That mau, Lieders, Avlioiii von
saw, is worth a good mauy thousand
doUars ; my father invested his savings

fur him."
" You are one of the philanthropists,

furniture in a haunted house, toward
the two <j:entlewomen. Immediately, a
short hut powerfully huilt man, wliose
red face beamed above liis dusty slioul-

ders like a full moon with a mustache,

r^, ..
" '^^ glP* ^''-J-

I f i

Keeping the pig neat.—Page 208.

aren't you, Mr. Lossing, who are trying

to elevate the laboring classes ?
"

*' Not a bit of it, sir. I shall never
try to elevate the laboring classes ; it is

too big a contract. But I try as hard as

I know how to have every man w'ho has
worked for Harry Lossing the better
for it. I don't concern myself with any
other laboring men."

Just then a murmur of exclama-
tions came from Mrs. Ellis and Esther,

whom the superintendent was pilot-

ing through the shops. '' Oh, no, it is

too heavy ; oh, don't do it, Mr. Cardi-
gan !

" " Oh, we can see it 2)erfectly

well from here! Pb-nxr don't, you will

l)reak yourself somewliere !
" ]\irs. Ellis

shrieked tliis ; but the shrieks turned
to a murmur of admiration as a huge
carved sideboard came bobbing and
wobbling, like an intoxicated ])iec(' of

Vol. XIII.—'.il

emerged, and waved his hand at the

sideboard.
" I could tackle the two of them, beg-

ging your pardon, ladies."

"That's Cardigan," exi)lained Har-
ry, "IMiss Armorer may have told you
about him. Oh, Shuct/!''

Cardigan ai)proaclied and was pre-

sented. He brought both his heels

together and bowed solemnly, bending
his head at the same time.

"Pleased to meet you, sii\"' said

Shuey. Tlien he assumed an attitude

of military attention.

"Take us up in tlie elevator, will you,

Shuey?" said Harry. "Stc}) in. .Air.

Armorer, i)lease, we will go and see the

re})roducti()ns of the anticpic ; we have

a room u})stairs."

]Mr. Armorer ste])])('d in, Sluiey fol-

iowin l:" ; antl then, before Han"v eduld
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enter it, the elevjitor shot U2)\vard aiul

—stuck !

" What's the matter?" cried Armor-
er.

Shuey was tu^»iiiig- at the wire rope.

He called in tones that seemed to come
from a panting- cliest: "Take a pull at

it yourself, sir I Can you move it ?
"

Armorer «i'rasped the rope vicious-

ly ; Shuey was on the seat pulling from
above. " Were stuck, sir, fast

! "'

" Cant you get down either?"
" Divil a bit. saving ycnir presence,

sir. Do ye think like the water-works
c(ndd be busted ?

"

" Can't you make somebody hear ?
"

panted Armorer.
*' Well you see there's a deal of noise

of tlie machinery," said Sliiiey, scratch-

ing his chin with a thoughtful air,

"and they expect we've gone up."
" Best try, anyhow. This infernal

machine may take a notion to drop !

"

said Armorer.

"And that's true, too," acquiesced
Shuey. Forthwith he did lift up his

voice in a loud wailing :
" Oh—A, Jim-

my I <>//—A, Jimmy llyan !

"

Jimmy might have been in Chicago
for any response he made ; though Ar-
morer shouted with Shuey ; and at

every pause the whirr of the machinery
mocked the shouters. Indescribable
moans and gurgles with a continuous
malignant hiss floated up to them from
the rebel steam below, as from a vol-

cano considering erupticni, " They'll be
bound to need the elevator some time,

if they don't need i/8, and that's one
comfort !

" said Shuey, philoso2)hically.

"Don't you think if we pulled on lier

Ave could get her up to the next Hoor,

by degrees ? Now then !

"

Armorer gave a dash and Shuey let

out his muscles in a giant tug. The
elevator resj^onded by an astonishing

leap that carried them past three or four
floors !

-s.fAO^T

One old German who complained of everything.—Page 216.
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Mr. Armorer got out, and they left the elevator to its fate.

*' Stop her ! stop her !
" bawled Shuey,

but ill S2)ite of Armorer's pulliii<>^ him-
self purple in the face, the elevator did
not sto}) until it bumi^ed with a crash
against the joists of the roof.

'• Well, do you suppose we're stuck
hfn't^f" said Armorer-.

"AVell, sir, I'll try. Say, don't be
exertiii<.i- yourself violent. It strikes nn;

she's for all the w())-ld like tlie wimmen,
in exthremes, sir, in extliremes ! And
it wouldn't be noways so ])leasant to

<jfo riproariiiLi' tliat i^'-ait down cellar

!

Slow and easy. sir. let nie mana<j^(! lier.

Hi I she's workin;^.
"

In fact, bv slow decrees and much

iniffino-, Shuey got the erratic box to

the next Hoor, where, disre^-ardinor

Shuey 's protestations that he could
" make her mind !

" ]Mr. Armorer n'ot

out, and they left the elevator to its

fate. It was a loiig- way, throuLih many
rooms, downstairs. - Shuey would have

beguiled the way by describinn' the

rooms, but Armorer was in a raj^iiiij:

huiTv and urLi'cd his ^uidc over the

<ii*oun(l. ()ii('<' they wei'<' delayed by a

bundle ofstiitt'in front of a dooi" ; Jind

jifter Shuey lia<l laboiMously rolled tlu^

great roll away, lie made a misstep and
tumbled ovei-. I'oUing it back, to a titter-

ing a('eoin])animent ffom the sewiiiL;"-
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" Mrs. Ellis was kind enough to put her fingers in her ears and turn her back."—Page 222.
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girls in the room. But he picked himself

up in perfect good temper and kicked

the roll ten yards. " Girls is silly

things," said the philosopher Shuey,
" but being born that way it ain't to be
expected otherwise !

"

He had the friendly freedom of his

class in the West. He praised Mrs.

Ellis's gymnastics, and urged Armorer
to stay over a morning train and see a
" real pretty boxing match " between
Mr. Lossing and himself.

" Oh, he boxes too, does he ? " said

Armorer.
"And why on earth should he groan ?

"

inquired Shuey.
" He does that, sir. Didn't Mrs.

Ellis ever tell you about the time at the

circus ? She was there herself, with
three children she borrowed and an
unreasonable g}^irl, with a terrible big
screech in her and no sense. Yes, sir,

Mr. Lossing he is mighty cliver with his

hands ! There come a yell of ' Lion
loose ! lion loose !

' at that circus, just

as the folks was all crowding out at the

end of it, and them that had gone into

the menagerie tent came a - tumbling
and howling back, and them that was in

the circus tent waiting for the concert

(which never ain't worth waiting for, be-

tween 3'ou and me !) was a-scrambling off

them seats, making a noise like thunder

;

and all fighting and pushing and bellow-

ing to get out ! I was there with my
wife and making for the seats that the

fools quit, so's to get under and crawl
out under the canvas, when I ^-se Mrs.
Ellis holding two of the children, and
that fool girl let the other go and I

grabbed it. ' Oh, save the baby ! save
one, anyhow,' cries my wife—the wom-
an is a tinder-hearted crechure ! And
just then I seen an old lady tumble
over on the benches, with her gray hair

stringing out of her black bonnet. The
crowd was ivild, hitting and screaming
and not caring for anything, and I see a
big jack of a man come plunging down
right spang on that old lady ! His foot
was right in the air over her face

!

Lord, it turned me sick. I yelled. But
that minnit I seen an arm shoot out and
that fellow shot off as slick ! it was Mr.
Lossing. He parted that crowd, hitting

right and left, and he got up to us and
hauled a child from Mrs. Ellis and put

Vol. XIII.—22

it on the seats, all the while shouting

:

" Keep your seats ! it's all right ! it's

all over ! stand back !
" I turned and

floored a feller that was too pressing, and
hollered it was all right too. And some
more people hollered too. You see,

there is just a minnit at such times
when it is a toss up whether folks will

quiet down and begin to laugh, or get

scared into wild beasts and crush and
kill each other. And Mr. Lossing he
caught the minnit ! The circus folks

came up and the police, and it was all

over. Well, just look here, sir ; there's

our folks coming out of the elevator !

"

They were just landing ; and Mrs.

Ellis wanted to know where he had
gone.

" We run away from ye, shure," said

Shuey, grinning ; and he related the

adventure. Armorer fell back with

Mrs. Ellis. " Did you stay with Esther
every minute ? " said he. Mrs. Ellis

nodded. She opened her lips to speak,

then closed them and walked ahead to

Harry Lossing. Armorer looked—sus-

picion of a dozen kinds gnawing him
and insinuating that the three all

seemed agitated, from Harry to Esther,

and then to Shuey. But he kept his

thoughts to himself and was very agree-

able the remainder of the afternoon.

He heard Harry tell Mrs. Ellis that

the city council would meet that even-

ing ; before, however. Armorer could
feel exultant he added, " but may I

come late ?
"

" He is certainly the coolest beggar,"

Armorer snarled, " but he is sharp as a

nigger's razor, confound him !

"

Naturally this remark was a confi-

dential one to himself.

He thought it more times than one
during the evening, and by consequence

played trumps with equal disregard of

the laws of the noble game of whist and
his partner's feelings. He found a few,

a very fcAV elderly people who remem-
bered his parent, and they will never

believe ill of Horatio Armorer, who
talked so simply and with so much
feeling of old times, and who is going
to give a memorial window in the new
Presbyterian churcli. He was begin-

ning to think with some interest of

supper, the usual dinner of the family

haviu'T been sacrificed to the demands
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of state ; then he saw Harry Lossing.

The Younor mayor's blonde head -was

bo^^^nt]: before iiis sister's black velvet.

He caught Armorer's eye and followed

him out to the lawn and the shadows
and the orav lanterns. He looked ani

mated. Evening dress was becoming
to him. " One of my daughters mar-
ried a prince, but I am hanged if he
looked it like this fellow," thought Ar-
morer ; "but then he was only an Ital-

ian. I suppose the council did not
pass the ordinance ? your committee
reported against it?" he said, quite

amiably to Harry.
" I wish you could understand how

much pain it has given me to oppose
you, Mr. Armorer," said Harry, blush-

ing.
" I don't doubt it, under the circum-

stances. Ml*. Lossing." Armorer spoke
with suave politeness, but there was a

cynical gleam in his eye.
" But Esther understands," says

Harry.
"Esther! " repeats Armorer, with an

indescribable intonation. "You spoke
to her this afternoon? For a man
with such high-toned ideas as you car-

ry, I think you took a pretty mean ad-

vantage of your guests !

"

" You will remember I gave you fair

warning, Mr. Armorer."
"It was while I was in the elevator,

of course. I guessed it was a put-up
job ; how did you manage it?

"

Hariy smiled outright ; he is one who
cannot keep either his dog or his joke

tied up. " It was Shuey did it," said

he, " he pulled the opposite way from
you, and he has tremendous strength

;

but he says vou were a handful for

him."
" You seem to have taken the town

into your confidence," said Armorer,
bitterly, though he had a sneaking in-

clination to laugh, himself ;
" do you

need all your workmen to help you
court your girl ?

"

" I'd take the whole United States

into my confidence rather than lose

her, sir," answered Harry, steadily.

Armorer turned on his heel ab-

ruptly ; it was to conceal a smile.
" How about my sister ? did you pro-

pose before her? But I don't suppose
a little thing like that would stop you."

" I had to speak ; Miss Armorer goes
away to-morrow. Mrs. Ellis was kind
enough to put her fingers in her ears
and turn her back."

" And what did my daughter say ?
"

"I asked her only to give me the
chance to show her how I loved her,
and she has, God bless her ! I don't
pretend I'm worthy of her, Mr. Ar-
morer, but I have lived a decent life,

and I'll try hard to live a better one
for her trust in me."

" I'm glad there is one thing on which
we are agreed," jeered Armorer, "but
you are more modest than you were
this noon. I think it was considerably
like bragging, sending that woman to
tell of your heroic feats !

"

" Oh, I can brag when it is necessary,"
said Harry, serenely ;

" what would the
West be but for bragging ?

"

" And what do you intend to do if I
take your girl to Europe ?

"

" Europe is not very far," said Harry.
Armorer was a quick thinker, but he

had never thought more quickly in his

life. This young fellow had beaten him.
There was no doubt of it. He might
have principles, but he declined to let

his principles hamper him. There was
something about Harry's waiving aside

defeat so lightly, and so swiftly snatch-
ing at every chance to forward his will,

that accorded with Armorer's own tem-
perament.

" TeU me, Mr. Armorer," said Harry,
suddenly ; "in my place wouldn't you
have done the same thing ?

"

Armorer no longer checked his sense
of humor. " No, Mr. Lossing," he an-

swered, sedately, "I should have re-

spected the old gentleman's wishes and
voted any way he pleased." He held
out his hand. " I guess Esther thinks
you are the coming young man of the

century ; and to be honest, I like you
a great deal better than I expected to

this morning. I'm not cut out for a

cruel father, Mr. Lossing ; for one thing,

I haven't the time for it ; for another
thing, I can't bear to have my little

girl cry. I guess I shall have to go to

Europe without Esther. Shan't we go
in to the ladies now?"
Harry wrung the president's hand,

crying that he should never regret his

kindness.
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" See tliat Esther never regrets it, boy, lie took out the note-book, and
that will be better," said Armorer, with smiling a smile in which many emo-
a touch of real and deep feeling. Then, tions were blended, he ran a black line

as Harry sprang up the steps like a through '' See abt L.''

Stucco from the Ruins of a Roman Villa Excavated in the Farnesina Gardens.

IMPRESSIONS OF A DECORATOR IN ROME.

By Frederic Crowniiishield.

SECOND PAPEE.

May 20, 1891.—To-day I made one of

my frequent pilgrimages to the Sistine

Chapel and Raphael's " Stanze," more
particularly to note the decorative ef-

fects and scale of the figures
;
yet not

being in an unreceptive frame of mind,
I garnered a goodly store of new sen-

sations and ideas. Entering by the

bronze gate, I passed along Bernini's

majestic gallery^ up to the Sistine.

What impresses in Rome is the ampli-

tude of the architecture, the statehness

of enclosed space. The architect has
neither been awed by the value of land
per square foot, nor by the inertia of

stone, nor by the costliness of labor.

Everything is on a generous, monumen-
tal scale. The architectural vistas de-

light the imaginative eye. Wandering
up this endless corridor one dreams of

Miltonian art. And how good, yet sim-

ple, is the pavement ! Alternate lozenges
of red terra-cotta and cool gray stone,

the whole intersected by larger motives
of creamy travertine.

From the monumental point of view
there is no better field than the Sistine

Chapel for a comparative study of the

work by the great frescoists who flour-

ished toward the close of the fifteenth

century and the new idea as repre-

sented by Michael Angelo. But be-

fore making any critical comparisons,
or decorative observations, one fact

must be noted that often materially

mitigates the harshness of our strict-

ures in weighing the mural work of this

epoch. When judging the artistic en-

semble of the Sistine, as well as the

majority of large decorative Eoman in-

teriors, it must be borne in mind that

we are not dealing A\ath a homogeneous
band of artists, working out, in friend-

ly rivalry, a i^reconceried scheme. Suc-

ceeding patrons and artists showed but

little regard for the works of their prede-

cessors. Everyone strove for his own
glorification, so that the wall became
the palestra where an artist could exhib-

it his bra\Tira, rather than contribute to

the ])erfe('tinn of the whole. A certain

unity obtained in tlie Sistiuo Chapel un-

til the advent of Micliael Angelo, the ar-

tists being constrained to work in well-
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defined compartments. Their style, too,

bad the harmony of contemporane-
ity. But the crocllike, impulsive, devil-

may-take-the-rest Florentine consider-

ably disturbed the decorative equilib-

rium. One more genei'al observation

must be oflfered before descending to

particularization, namely, the predom-
inant and often excessive use of the

figure. In the best decorative days of

the Renaissance (by the best days I

mean the latter part of the fifteenth

centiu'v), the pictures were severely

framed by architectural members, highly

ornamented with delicate classic details,

ambesques, or symmetrically disposed
motives from nature. If the figure oc-

curs in these borders it differs either in

scale or color from the enclosed compo-
sition. There is no confusion. Each
is well separated from the other. From
a good decorative point of view, figure

subjects were, even in these times, of-

ten too liberally dispensed on both wall

and ceiling. Frequently one feels that

either would gain were some architect-

ural, or contrasting scheme, adopted for

the other. In justification, however, of

this liberal use of the picture it should
be remembered that a piince or pontiff

had to be immortalized, a lesson incul-

cated, or a story told ; that the brush
was the vehicle of expression rather than
the pen ; that the audience addressed
was in the main unlettered ; and finally

that moral often outweighed artistic

considemtions. AYhen the decadence
set in after Raphael's death, all restraint

was thrown off, and the abuse of the

figure was shocking. Dados, walls, ceil-

ings, everything was be-sprinkled—no,

be -splashed with a chaos of agitated

arms, legs, heads, and torsos, almost in-

variably too big in scale.

Nearly everyone interested in such
matters knows that the Sistine Chapel
is a long, naiTow, and lofty vaulted hall,

lighted on either side by six round-
headed windows.*

Corresponding to the base of these

windows a hea\y string-course, support-

ing an iron balustrade, runs round three

sides of the chapel, pretty nearly divid-

ing the walls into two equal portions.

• 131 fcf't c, inches long by 4.', feet 2X iDchcg wide, cant

end ; 43 feet 2}<< inches wide, went, or Last Judgment
end, and probably over 60 feet high.

Each of these portions is again nearly
equally subdivided by projecting mould-
ings. All above the upper moulding,
which corresponds to the spring of the
arched windows, including the vault,

belongs to Michael Angelo. Tlie second
quarter, which is interrupted on the

sides by the windows, is covered with
portrait frescos of the popes, by Botti-

celli. The thii'd quarter consists of a
beautiful girdle of twelve pictures (not

including the two on the eastern wall,

which are inferior works of a later

epoch), executed by the elite of the

quattrocento. Of equal length, they are

well separated by richly frescoed pilas-

ters with capitals in relief, which are

repeated in the divisions immediately
above and below. This latter, or the

fourth and lowest quarter, is now paint-

ed in imitation of drapery where for-

merly hung on gala days the celebrat-

ed tapestries of Raphael. The western
wall, with the exception of a low dado,

is entirely covered b}" Michael Ange-
lo 's "Last Judgment," which discords

with eveiTthing else, and completely

destroys the decorative unity of the

chapel. Time and smoke have largely

contributed to render it less nocuous ;

but in eliminating the element of artistic

personahty, one cannot but regret, for

harmony's sake, the destmction of Pe-
rugino's frescos that formerly occupied
this post of honor. The pavement is of

opus Alexandrinum, the higher portion,

near the entrance, being separated from
the body of the chapel by an exqui-

sitely wrought marble screen. Though
the great Florentine's "Last Judgment"
strikes a discord in the general harmony,
it is not so with his ceiling. In spite of

adverse criticisms, to me it is not only

superbly decorative in itself, but its

grander forms contrast pleasingly with

the more compact and delicate fres-

cos of the quattrocentisti below, and
from which it is not only isolated by a
projecting moulding but also by the

technique. As Michael Angelo was
never known to care a haiocco either for

the work, or the feelings of a rival, he

can scarcely be credited with this pleas-

ing effect of opi^osition. "Whatever

might have been beneath he would
doubtless have painted the same ceil-

ing. In jotting down the day's experi-
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ences I had purposed to refraiu as much initiated by Mantegna and Melozzo da

as possible from purely pictorial appre- Forli—suggested would be a better

ciations, yet really I cannot help assert- term, for they used it with the greatest

iug that Michael Angelo's vault, in spite reserve—developed by Correggio and
of some patent defects, is the greatest grotesquely abused by the seventeenth

Stucco-reliefs in the so-called "Tomb of the Valerii," Via Latina.

[Probably second century a.d.]

work of art that has ever been produced.
The vault is distributed into compart-
ments of various shapes and sizes, by
means of a simulated architecture, with
which each picture is firmly framed.
This architecture is not an accumulation
of violently foreshortened fancies, hav-
ing a single vanishing point, and conse-
quently a single point of view (a system
that culminated with padre Pozzi, 1642-
1709), but each half of the nine great

sections which ppan the vault has an in-

dependent vanishing point, as have also

the pictures therein enclosed. Of what
the Italians call the " di aotto in ,svi

"

business—that is, the effort to produce
on the spectator beloio the illusion of

figures soaring above— there is but very
little. This aerial foreshortening was

and eighteenth century frescoists. Were
Michael Angelo's pictures, or the iso-

lated figures, detached from the ceiling,

and hung upon the wall they would not
offend perspectively, with the possible

exception of the Jonah, a creation im-

mensely admired by Buonarotti's fol-

lowers, and I may add, unfortunately
;

for, with OUT 2->ost/acfu}}i knowledge we
cannot but see in its bold and skilful

foreshortenings the germs of those ex-

aggerations which in later days acceler-

ated the decadence. The general tone

of the vault is very pleasant. Of course

it is much grayer now than when freshly

painted, yet it must always have been
light and airy. The '' buon fresco " i)ro-

cess often gives such a plcin air effect,

that one is frcciuently struck by the
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modernity of feeliug in these old mural
paintings. Taking into consideration

the lack of precedent and boldness of

the experiment, we must congratulate

Michael ^Vngelo on the scale of his fig-

ures. In the earlier frescos, if one may
hazard a generalization, the scale for

lofty mural figures was too small. Sub-
sequently it became too large. One
might almost determine the epoch of a

fresco by the scale alone. Decorative

and intellectual lucidity demanded a

diversified scale in the various compart-
ments of the ceiling, thus the prophets

are larger than the figures in the great

central compartments, these again than
those in the smaller central sections, et

cetera. Following in the old ruts, he
made his figures in the background of

the Deluge too small. But this was his

first and last error, unless we except the

unfortunate Jonah, who seems to me de-

cidedly too large. The Adam in the

panel of the Creation is, according to

Wilson, who measured it, ten feet high,

and those adorable young demi-gods at

the comers of the central pictures are

apparently of the same size ; while the

prophets and sibyls if erect would aver-

age about eighteen feet. The scale of

the figures in the zone of quattrocento

frescos is much smaller. Those in the

immediate foreground may be life-size,

though they appear a trifle less. Con-
sidering their height from the ground
and the importance then attached to

biblical illustration, they are too small.

This scale-error has fortunately contrib-

uted considerably to the general deco-
rative beauty of the chapel and to the

enhancement by contrast of Michael
Angelo's ceiling, for, there being a very

great number of figures, diminishing in

size as they recede from the foreground,

as well as many opulent accessories, and
the tone of the landscapes being bluish-

green, the compact, rich effect of tapes-

try is produced. Perugino's "Christ
giving the Keys to Peter " must be ex-

cepted. This nobly conceived and deco-

rative fresco is pitched in a lighter key
than the others, while the scene takes

place on an open, spacious piazza with

architectural motives in the background.
It is one of the few creations of the

epoch which manifest a feeling for

space, a quality so highly prized by the

men of to-day. Unfortunately it makes
a hole in the tapestried line of pictures.

But as this tapestry effect was entirely

unpremeditated we can scarcely blame
Pei-ugino. Dom. Ghirlandajo and Sig-

norelii are here as usual very monu-
mental. Botticelli is a bit too dramatic
and agitated for the wall. As I glanced
at Michael Angelo's stupendous figures

on leaving the chapel, the thought
struck me that Milton must have seen
them when in Home, and hence all sorts

of suggestive comparisons till I reached
the " Stanze."

For years I have duly admired and
lauded these lovely, rhythmical creations

of the sweet-souled Raphael ; and to-

day, perhaps more than ever, did hom-
age to the "Mass of Bolsena," the "Par-
nassus," and "Jurisprudence." And
now, without remorse, or the accusa-

tion of presumption, I can give vent to

an offensive thought or two. Were there
ever such degrees of excellence as in

these transition days of the Renaissance,
such juxtapositions of the stupendous
and the second rate—I was on the point
of writing the ridiculous ! Even the
divine Raphael nods occasionally, and
by the side of some godlike, imperish-
able form limns a commonplace figure.

And what brutality of constructor's

workmanship ! Note the curves of the
arches in the "Incendio delBorgo," and
"Segnatura." They are so false, that the
painters have abandoned all attempt to

make their designs fit. Everybody seems
to have been in a hurry. Popes were
impatient and selfish, caring naught
for the monumental undertakings of

their predecessors or successors. The
marvel is that the decorative pictures

of this time, when painters conceived
and executed their great frescos on the

spur of the moment, should have been
immortal— models for all succeeding
generations. Perchance the very haste,

necessitated by the impetuosity of jia-

trons, and the mechanical exigencies

of the fresco process, may account
for the inspired energy and rhythmic
swing. It is sometimes embarrassing,
in the "Stanze" of Raphael, to deter-

mine what is the master's work and
what the pupil's. Many of the shoii>-

comings may be set down to the incom-
petence of the latter. The greater part
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of the " Segnatura," on whicli he worked
for three years, is by Raphael, and dec-

oratively speaking it is by far the best

room. At that time, he had not emanci-

pated himself entirely from quattro-

cento influence, and was masquerading
less in Michael Angelo's toggery, a fact

that enters largely into its decorative

pre-eminence. Notwithstanding the rav-

ages of time and vandalism of Bour-
bon's soldiers in 1527, this room is ex-

ceedingly beautiful. Ceiling, walls, and
opus Alexandrinum pavement form a

very harmonious ensemble. The ceiling

is resplendent with gold and color, and
the pictures resonant with Raphaelesque
grace. The scale of the four principal

figures in the circular compositions is

very happy, being apparently life-size.

The same correctness of scale is ob-

served in the large frescos on the side-

walls, and below on the dado. In the

latter the size of the figures has been
greatly diminished, and bro\vns or
" grisaille " substituted for color, thus

separating sharply the lower part of the

wall from the pictures above, and avoid-

ing a feeUng of overloaded confusion.

Possibly, had the figure been altogether

omitted from the dado, there would
have been a decorative gain. Now, if

you walk quickly from this stanza into

that of " Heliodorus," you will at once
experience the sensation of having en-

tered a smaller room, though actually

it is a trifle larger. This sensation I

verified by questioning a lay compan-
ion. The feeling of diminution is en-

tirely caused by the increment of scale,

and especially by that of the dado, on
which are painted eleven large carya-

tides and four statues in " grisaille."

The ceiling of this room is not a suc-

cess. It is an older work, probably by
Baldassare Peruzzi, vamped up by Ra-
phael. Li the " Incendio " stanza the

scale is still unhappier. The figures of

the mural compositions are frequently
over life - size, as are also the mono-
chromes on the dado. The room being
relatively small ("about thirty - eight feet

by twenty-eight) and the pictures just

above the level of the eye, there is no
warrant for the increment of scale, un-
less it be the ambition to cope with
Michael Angelo's Sistine vault. As be-

fore remarked, this illogical expansion

of scale for some time kept pace with
the incoming years. Perugino's ceil-

ing in this stanza is pretty much all

that escaped the general destruction of

frescos executed by the older men, to

make room for Raphael and his school.

It was spared by the pupil out of re-

spect to the master. Let us be grate-

ful. It is very beautiful, beautiful be-

cause so simple. The arrises of the
groined vault are emphasized by rich

Renaissance borders, and in each of

the four triangular spaces is inscribed

a circle inclosing a sacred subject ; the

remainder of the field being filled with
graceful arabesques. It is less rich

than the " Segnatura " ceiling (of which
the ornament, and decorative distribu-

tion, are said to be by Sodoma), but on
the other hand it is less confused. The
scale of Raphael's figures on the " Seg-
natura " vault is happier. Here they
are a trifle too small.

Passing through the Sala dei Chia-

roscuri—a chamber of decorative hor-

rors by the successors of Sanzio—one
enters the chapel of Nicholas V., covered
with frescos illustrating the lives of

Saints Lawrence and Stephen, by Bea-
to Angelico, in 1447. These paintings

are remarkably well preserved. Their
stories are clearly and sweetly told

—

the calm figures, scarcely ruffled by the

breath of dramatic action, form a re-

poseful contrast to the fluttering, melo-
dramatic forms of Vasari over the altar,

and the stilted productions of the pre-

ceding hall.

June 27, 1891.—At noon I went to

the Vatican by appointment to meet
Count Vespigniani, who did the honors
of the Borgia apartment, now closed to

the public, preparatory to its conversion

into a museum under the inteUigent

patronage of Leo XIH. The books and
book-cases had just been removed, re-

vealing beneath the vaults and lunettes,

rich with gold and precious ultrama-

rine, chilly, white surfaces. The walls

have been whitewashed, perhaps, for

less than liaK a century. Beneath the

coat of white there are traces here and
there of ornamental painting, but as yet

no figure work. The beautiful marble
frieze that girdles every stanza has
also been bedaubed with whitewash,
which is to be carefully removed both
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from frieze and wall, imder the super-
vision of Professor Seitz. Fragments
of the ancient pavement are still extant,

though time has worn away the glaze

on most of the tiles. Those that re-

main intact have been carefully copied
by Vespigniani's assistants, and are to

be reproduced in Naples. From these

and other datii new pavements are to

be constructed that will, as nearly as

possible, be facsimiles of the old. An
atmosphere of mystery has always
shrouded these rooms, which have been
so jealously guarded that a prolonged
study of their pictorial riches has been
very difficult, and, without much red-

tape, or influence, next to impossible.

Shortly they will be open to the pub-
lic. At /"he present moment ingress is

more difficult than ever. Inasmuch as

my guide was a man of many aflairs, I

could do httle more than get a good im-
pression of the whole. Even for this

gHmpse I am very grateful ; for the
aj^artment is absolutely unique and of a

decorative gorgeousness impossible to

exaggerate, a sort of Aladdin's cave, not
barbaric, but composed and controlled

by Renaissance genius. We entered by
the spacious " Hall of the Guards,"
decorated by Pierino del Vaga and
Giovanni da Udine, containing a rich

chimney piece by Sansovino, or his

school. Passing through this saloon

we found ourselves in one of the three

sumptuous chambers decorated by Pin-
turicchio, which are the chief attractions

of the apartment. The rooms are situ-

ated beneath the '' Stanze " of Raphael,

to which, I conjecture, they correspond
in size. Each room is divided in its

centre by an arch—presumably to give

greater strength to the story above—of

which the supporting pilasters 2)roject

but slightly from the wall. The vaults

on either side are groined. The ceihng
of the first room is not dissimilar in

composition to Penigino's in the " In-

cendio del Borgo." The arrises formed
by the intersection of the arr^hes are

ornamented with the rope pattern in

gilded relief. Circular compositions
are inscribed in the triangles, of which
the ground is deep blue enlivened wath
gold arabesques. The lunettes on the

wall below the ceiling and above the

frieze are frescoed with incidents from

the life of the Virgin. It is not within
the scope of these notes to describe the
pictures. The mere assertion that they
are exquisite specimens of Umbrian art

must suffice. The scale of the figures,

considering their moderate height from
the pavement, is fehcitous—those in the
foreground being just under Hfe-size.

The tapestry-like tonality of the paint-
ings is very agreeable, and contrasts
happily with the blue -gold vault, on
which red has been sparingly used.
Gilded relief, both on the ceiling and
accessories of the pictures, has been
freely employed. Tapestries are said
to have hung below the frieze of this

stanza. If the imagination can also

supply the gay, lustrous, tiled pave-
ment, the spectator will form a correct
idea of its former splendor. Perhaps
the actual condition of vault and fres-

cos is to the practised eye, the eye
that can pardon the blemishes of time,

more agreeable than they ever were.
When fresh, the blue of the ceiling

must have been a trifle harsh. To-day
it is low^-toned and quiet. The frescos,

too, have been glazed with the lovely

patina of age. These paintings were,
I believe, restored in the latter part of

the sixteenth century, though the res-

torations must have been very slight.

Constable Bourbon's hirelings made
sad havoc of the apartment, but the

ceihng and paintings escaped their van-

dalisms. This stanza is less gorgeous
than the remaining two. On the other
hand, while sufficiently splendid, it is

more temperate and in better taste.

These remaining rooms, the first illus-

trating events in the Uves of St. Cather-
ine of Alexandria and other saints, the

second representing the Liberal Arts,

are sumptuous to an excessive degree.

The use of gilded and painted basso-

relievo is pushed to an extreme. Nor
is this relief confined to the vault and
decorative portions, w^here the golden
Borgia bulls gleam conspicuously. It

is employed also in combination with

the mural paintings. Architectural ac-

cessories, flowers of the field, and even

draperies of the figures, are raised from
the ground and vibrate with pigment
and metal. The sky of some of the pict-

ures is nothing but a mass of thickly-

set golden studs. Since this last visit to
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Rome, Pintiiric'c'liic) has risen vastlv in

my estimation. Not only has he proved
himself an admirable artist in these

Borgia rooms (where tlie ultra splendor

may have been enforced), but likewise

iu the church of 8. Maria del Popolo
he shows himself a ^"reat decorative and
relijj^ious painter. His beautiful fres-

coed vault in the choir, admirably pre-

served, is a masterpiece of ornamental
distribution, not to mention its love-

Iv tones and refined sentiment, with

which, too, his altar-piece, the " Nativ-

ity,'' in the '' della Kovere " Chapel, is re-

plete.

Odious as they are, comparisons are

unavoidable in Rome. The remains of

auticpiity and the derived renaissance

are juxtaposed. Willy nilly we compare.

As I thouoht of the little painted tomb
on the Via Latina, which probably dates

from the second century a.d., I said to

myself :
" Eliminating the pictorial ele-

ment, and considerini^" purely the deco-

Aftcr lockinjjj the Borgia ajmrtment,
Vespignijini, who with his colossal keys
seemed to be a sort of vicarious St. Pe-
ter, took me into the old library of Six-

tus IV., now used as a store-room, to

show me the remnants of the glazed-
tiled jmvements, which are being care-

fully copied. Not only is there a great
variety of tiles in each chamber, but
the variety is still furtlun- emphasized
by the diversified arrangement of tiles

having the same design. With the ex-

ce2:)tion of the pavements the rooms are

not decoratively interesting. The white
walls are in part covered with rude
paintings, probably in "tempera," as

they have " scaled " considerably.

MUSEO NAZIONALE.

November 26, 1890—May 21, 1891.—
This is a new museum, established in the

Baths of Diocletian, partly composed of

antiques from the Museo Kircheriano

Christ giving the Keys to St. Peter ; fresco by Perugino, Sistme Chapel.

rative, neither the sumptuous Borgia

rooms, nor the "Stanze" of Raphael, nor

the exuberant fancies of the Villas ]\Ia-

dama and Papa Giulio, can quite cope

with this relic of anticpiity for pure,

reserved, yet gay and unfettered loveli-

ness."

and other collections, and partly of the

more recent " finds," such as the lovely

headless and arndess statue discovered

three years ago in Nero's Villa at 8u-

biaco (attributed with reason by some
to the age of Scopas), the formidable

bronze athletes, excavated in 1885 on
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One of the Angels by Melozzo da Forli [1438-1494], now in the Sacristy of St. Peter's.

(These frescos were formerly in the Church of SS. Apostoli.)

the site of Aurelian's Temple of tlie

Sun, the Bacchus tished up from the

Tiber's bed, and the incomparably deco-

rative " stucchi "' from the Roman resi-

dence unearthed in the Farnesina gar-

dens durin<>- the works on the Tiber
embankment in 1879 - 80, Executed
free-hand on the wet plaster (into

which marble dust larf>ely entered as

an ingredient), here-with a bold telling

incision, there with an ecjually l)old low
reUef, they are marvels of elegant com-
position, liberty of invention, and re-

finement of detail. Tliev offer the char-

acteristics of the best classic times,

and indeed of all times, namely, freedom
of thouglit and liand, guided, not re-

strained, ])v th(! lawful exigencies of

architectural conditions. Some of the

motives in these " stucchi," as well as

their treatment, are sufficiently naturalis-

tic to do credit to a modern realist. The
ground floor of the museum, including

Michael Angelo's beautiful cloister, with

its one hundred Doric columns, inclos-

ing an attractive garden tilled with an-

tiquities, grouped about the famous
cypresses, is not yet open to the public.

One of the galleries contains the fres-

cos from the same Teverine house in

which the " stucchi " were found. Lanci-

ani tells me that they were executed in

the Augustan age, certainly not later

than the reign of Ti])erius. IManv years

have elapsed since I last saw th(» Pom-
peian frescos, and it is tlierefor(> witli a

certain diffidence that T make conijjaii-

sons, yet trusting to sonu'wliat fallacious

luemory these Teverine frescos seem
to me, as a whole, superior to those of
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Pompeii, both in Jirtistic conception and
delicacy of handling ; and this is nat-

ural, heeing- that the latter place was
relatively unimportant. Unfortunately

the Roman frescos are not so well j)re-

served, the conditions being less favor-

than those of the house on the Pala-
tine, popularly called the " House of

Livia," of which tlie architectural mo-
tives are unusually large considering
the modest dimensions of the rooms.
In this patrician abode on the imperial

able. Those of the southern town were hill one hardly finds the expected pic-

incased in the absorbing pumice and
ashes of Vesuvius, rarely moistened by
i*ain during the summer months, while

the Farnesina frescos were constantly

exposed to the waters of the Tiber.

Their general decorative scheme can
easily be deciphered, while portions are

almost as fresh as the day thej* were
painted. In one room black is used for

the ground of the wall, with great eftect.

Gi-aceful colonnettes intersect it at reg-

ular intervals from which depend pale

green garlands of vine -leaves, their

graceful curves breaking the rectangu-

lar monotony. Above is the usual frieze

of figures. These figures are very small

as w^ell as the ornament, but the vine-

Colored Stucco-ornament, Villa Madanna.

leaves are about the size of nature. The
scale of the frescos is much smaller

torial superiority, though no one can
withhold his praise from the magni-
ficent inter-columnar festoons of fniits

and riowers in the "room on the right."

In contrasting these mural j^aintings

with modern work, it should be remem-
bered that they were painted free-hand
and au premier coup, frequently" without
a pictorial background, on a previously

prepared monochrome field, that per-

mitted no corrections of outline. The
drawing of the figures was similar to

that on the painted vases, which nec-

essarily admitted of no after-thoughts.

The artist first drew them in with a firm

line, often incorrect, but always elegant,

and then filled the inclosed space with
color, which in mural com-
positions generally encroach-
ed upon and covered the line.

In the Teverine frescos,
where the superficial color

has been v>ashed off in places,

this preliminary outline is

distinctly visible. It is also

partially visible in the Pala-

tine pictures, where the color

has remained firm. It must
not be supposed that these

fi.gure compositions are mere-
ly outhned fiat-tints. On the

contrary, they are thoroughly
modelled, and some of them
evince an aerial perspective

worthy of modern art.

Relying, perhaps, too much
on the testimony of others,

and the opi)ortunity of per-

sonal investigation being de-

nied me, I have hitherto ac-

cepted all these antique mural
paintings as "buon fresco."

Donner, after careful investi-

gations at Pomi:)eii, authoii-

tatively pronounced the dec-

orative pictures there to be

frescos, and very likely they

are ; for not having examined
them technically I have no right to dis-

pute his verdict. Yet this much it is
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Heads or i /,o Disciples of Plato, from Raphael's fresco "
i ho ^school of Athens." *

safe to maintain, that unless the inves-
tif^ator meet with a virgin \vall-])ainting

or fra<(ment tliereof, the result of his ob-
servations is next to nil. A careful ex-

amination of the Palatine frescos re-

vealed to me no fresco-joints, nor did
those of the Teveiine villa. But they
have been so tam peered with by the re-

storers, and scarred by time, that no un-
biassed mind would be willin^if to as-

severate that such joints did not exist.

•This i)h()to<;riiph by Alniari distinetly sliows and.
owinp to the finglo of iiind(!iic(! of the niy's of liirht. cx-
aygenites the indentations made by |)assin<; the sfy'c
over th(! outlines of the cartoon \\\\v\\ it was applied to
the soft, wet plaster, for tiie purpose of transferring its

forms to the wall. This was the usual, thou<;h not in-

Innumerable coats of varnish on the

Palatine paintings, and a ])reservative

coat of some lustrous 2)re2)arati<)n on the

Teverine frescos, render any superficial

analysis of their technique out of the

question. Tlie same is true of i)retty

much all the well-known mural paint-

in fj^s of anti(iuity, if not all. It used

to be tlu^ custom at Pomi)eii to cover

the ])aintintjjs witli a preparation of

wax. AVlictlier or not tliat custom still

variable, method in IJaphael's time. It was very expe-
ditious and enabled the painter to work freely without
losini: hi-^ oriirinal outline l)y tht> superjxjsition of colors.

Another method of transferrence. and one miicii used for
delicate work, was to prick tile lines oi the cartoon witli

a larije pin. or neidle, and then •' pounce" it, i.e.. pass a
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The Calling of St. Peter and St. Andrew; fresco by Dom. Ghirlandajo.

obtains I cannot say. At various times
and in various places I have found bits

of antique mural paintinp^s that were
certainly virgin. The color on many
of these was easily removed l)v the com-
bination of water and gentle friction

—

not violent enough to disturb the su-

perficial particles of jilaster. On others

the color remained intact. Especial-

ly was the color soluble on the aj^plied

ornaments, the ground remaining firm,

though frequently the ground yielded

too. It should be stated parentlietical-

ly that superficial insolubility is the test

of "buon," or true fresco on wet plas-

ter. By this process the colors, applied

with a medium of pure water, are pro-

tected when dry by a film of carbonate
of lime which is not dissolved by water.

On the Teverine frescos, which were
much exposed to moisture, the ap-
plied figures and ornaments have in

places been washed away where the

ground has remained fast. Hence I am
forced to y)elieve that while the fresco

process was unquestionably employed,
as Vitruvius hints, and tradition con-

firms, it was neither universally used

small han of black powder over itn surface. When the
rartoon in removed nlack (lott», correhpoiidiiifr to the pin-
hole", will be visible on the wall. Aocordinu to Wilson,
Michael Anijelo pounced the heads of his Hf^nres on the
Sistine vault, but empbaeized at timee the muHclcs and

nor uniformly on the same work ; and
at all events was quite a different

method from that of the Renaissance.

The antique plaster was considerably
thicker and more compact than that of

the latter, and retained its moisture
longer—for several days probably, as

against one day. The artist likely

worked on it "a buon fresco " till

the plaster lost its moisture, and the
crust of carbonate of lime ceased to

form. He then finished "a tempera."
Tempera was also used in the first in-

stance on dry plaster, and doubtless on
older walls that were to be rei)ainted.

One cannot dismiss the lovely frescos

and " stucchi " of the Teverine villa, with-

out expressing the regret that we do
not see them under their original con-

ditions, as we see, for instance, those of

the tombs on the Via Latina, or the

room in Livia's villa at Prima Porta.

May 25, 1891.—Drove to Livia's villa

at Prima Porta with Lanciani and S. An
invigorating fresh day ; trees and mead-
ows glistening with yesterday's rain.

Packed like sardines with our sketching

impedimenta in a bode driven by a self-

forms of the draperies, etc., with a sharp instrument af-

ter the cartoon had been removed. Never having de-
tected any marks of the style on the classic frescos, I

infer that the ancients either jjounced their cartoons or
worked free-hand on the wall without any.
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assertive hot(am and propelled by a

strenuous little black na^", Ave bowled
out of the Porta Pia, over Monte Parioli

by the new road to Ponte Vlolle, then
turning to the right we continued on
our way by the modern Via Flaniinia till

we reached the precipitous tufa hills.

Here we stopped for a moment and
clambered up the steep slopes to take a

glimpse of certain caverns on the face

of the cliff above, which a closer inspec-

tion proved to be carefully plastered,

offering material for future investiga-

tions. Then we moved on again. What
light-bedrenched meadows ! Here and
there in the foreground the ruins of an

which Livia's villa is perched. It com-
mands a fine view^ ?i Soracte, the terri-

tory of Veii, Monte Gennaro, the Alban
hills, the valley of the Tiber, and Fide-
nje (now^ Castel Giubileo). The interest

of the villa centres in the so-called din-

ing-room, w^here the admirable statue

of Augustus, now in the Vatican, was
discovered in 18G3. The room is oblong,
with a barrel vault. But little of the

original ceiling remains, the rest being
reconstructed, though not redecorated.

AVhether fragments were found to justi-

fy the apertures in the vault, and at eith-

er extremity, we could not say, but they
certainly w^ere interesting. The deco-

'~ K*—2,"^ '^^?^ - ' ^? Z- v-v
Stucco from the Roman Villa in the Farnesina Gardens.

unrecorded tomb (which Lanciani duly
jotted down on his chart), accentuated
the pale mowed grass. Lines of delicate

willows shimmered on the ])lain of the
gleaming Tiber, beyond whicli rose low
green hills, and still farther the pale

blue mountains—all saturated with ring-

ing light. We came to a halt at Prima
Porta, nine miles from the C/am])i(lo-

glio, and then ascended the eminence on

ration of the ceiling is not dissimilar

in treatment to that of tlie paintcnl fond)

on the Via Latina, namely, low stucco

relief combined with color, of which
the predominating tones are blue and
white—if white can be called a tone

—

with touches of red, et cetera. Unfor-
tunately very litth* of the ancient deco-

ration has been preserved. ]5(>low the

spring of the arch the walls have re-
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Poetry; fresco by Raphael on the Ceiling of the Stanza Delia Segnatura.

mained intact, and are veiy novel in

their pictorial treatment, being quite

different from tliose of the Teverine
house, or the Palatine buildings. It is

that sort of decorative painting which
Yitruvius regrets, while Iterating the

grotesque and impossil^le architectural

forms then in vogue—forms that were
verv charming all the same if one may
be i>ermitted to differ from so august an
authority. The four walls are covered
with a continuous sul)ject, representing
a luxuriant lloman garden, inclosed b}'

a low trellis, in front of which there is a

gravel walk. Within the inclosure tlierc

is a great variety of flowers, shrubs,

and trees that almost mask the pale-

blue sky of which but a strip is vis-

ible above, while white doves and gay
plumed birds flit hither and thither.

A fringe of clotli depends from the

cornice, painted to represent the edge

of an awning. The general tone of the

picture is bluish-green, heightened and
enlivened by the brilliant oranges, the

rich 2:)omegranates, the vivid flowers, and
bright birds. The aerial persjiective is

good. As comj^ared with the trellis and
other objects in the immediate fore-

ground, the fruits and flowers are exag-

gerated in scale, a realistic loss, but a
decorative gain. Before speaking of the

technique, it should l)e stated that the

walls at the time of their discovery were
covered with a protective varnish—prob-

ably a preparation of wax. At present

the paintings are somewhat clouded by
an efflorescence of white mould that can

be removed by friction with a damp
cloth. The execution is free and broad,

though every object is sufficiently de-

tailed to declare itself. Wliile the treat-

ment of the whole is anything but "im-
pressionistic," being analytic rather than
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synthetic, the handling of certain bits,

such as the fruit-laden branches of the

orange and pomegranate trees is very

modern. These are vigorously painted

with considerable impasto, of which
the modern coat of wax prevented an
analysis. If it be legitimate to haz-

ard an opinion, I should say that the

medium was " tempera." In a neigh-

boring room I picked up a fragment of

painted ornament among the mbbish,
of which the color quickly jdelded to

friction w^ith the moistened finger. The
decoration of this country room seemed
to me very successful, especially seeing

that the apertures were so high, and so

guarded by stone, or wood lattices that

the painted nature within could never

be seen simultaneously with nature her-

self without. Lanciani thinks that the

floor of the villa must have been de-

pressed a few feet below the level of the

ground. This precaution, together with
the additional safeguards of mosaic pave-
ments and thick walls, must have warded
off the excessive heat of a summer's sun.

After a modest lunch of omelette, ham,
and peas, cheese with large vicious-look-

ing raw beans in the pod (L. ate of them
plentifully) for dessert, shared in the
society of a gendarme, the parish priest

(big with a wasp-bite), a spoilsman, and
two coachmen, we trudged down to the
plain of the Tiber with our sketching
traps. Here we made an aquarelle of

the ancient Fidensc, rising suddenly
from those fields where Roman and Tus-
can pommelled each other in the days
of yore, and then surrendered ourselves

to our alert little nag and bottaro, both
of them doubly strenuous after their

wine and fodder— yes, both of them;
for the horse, too, was addicted to

alcohol.

SHALL I COMPLAIN?

By Louise Chandler Moidton.

Shall I complain because the feast is o'er,

And all the banquet lights have ceased to shine ?

For Joy that was, and is no longer mine
;

For Love that came and went, and comes no more
;

For Hopes and Dreams that left my open door
;

Shall I, who hold the Past in fee, repine? . . .

Nay ! there are those who never quaffed Life's wine-

That were the unblest fate one might deplore.

To sit alone and dream, at sot of sun,

When all the world is vague with coming night

—

To hear old voices whisper, sweet and low.

And see dear faces steal Ijack, one l)y one,

And thrill anew to each long-past delight

—

Shall I complain, who still this Bliss may know?

Vol. XIII.- 124
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A MEMORY OF THE MIND OF A CHILD.

8}' Frances Hodgson Burnett,

CH.VPTER V.

ISLINGTON SQUARE.

T was one of those

rather iute resting
places which one finds

in all large English
towns— places which
have seen better days.

They are only inter-

esting on this ac-

count. Their early picturesqueness has
usually been destroyed by the fact that

a railroad has forced its way into their

neighborhood, or factories, and their

accompanying cottages for operatives

have sprung up around them. Both
these things had happened to Isling-

ton Square, and only the fact that it

was an enclosed space shut in by a large

and quite imjoosing iron gateway, aid-

ed it to retain its atmosphere of faded
gentility. Such places are often full

of story, though they have no air of ro-

mance about them. The people who live

in them have themselves usually seen
better days. They are oftenest wid-
owed ladies with small incomes, and rin-

widowed gentlemen with large families

—people who not having been used to

cramped quarters, are glad to find houses
of good size at a reduced rent.

Some of the houses in the Square
were quite stately in proportion, and in

their better days must have been fine

enough places. But tliat halc^'on period

was far in the past. Islington Hall—the

most imposing structure—was a " Select

Seminary for young ladies and gentle-

men ;" its companion house stood empty
and deserted, as also did several others

of the largest ones, probably because the

\s'idowed ladies and unwidowed gentle-

men could not afford the cor2:>s of ser-

vants which would have been necessary

to keep them in order.

In the centre of the Square was a

Lamp Post. I write it with ca2)ital

letters because it was not an ordinary
lamp post. It was a very big one, and
had a solid base of stone which all the

children thought had been put there for

a seat. Four or five little girls could sit

on it, and four or five Uttle girls usually

did when the day was fine.

Ah ! the things which were talked over
under the Lamp Post, the secrets that

were whispered, aifd the wrongs that were
discussed ! In the winter, when the gas
was lighted at four o'clock, there could
be no more delightfully secluded spot
for friendly conversation than the stone
base of the lamp which cast its yeUow
light from above.

Was it worldly pride and haughtiness
of spirit which gave rise, in the Httle

girls who lived in the Square, to a sense

of exclusiveness which caused them to

resent an outside little girl's entering

the iron gates and sitting "on the Lamp
Post." They always spoke of it as " sit-

ting on the Lamp Post."
" Who is that sitting on the Lamp

Post?" would be said, disaj^provingly.
" She is not a Square girl, we don't

want Street children sitting on our
Lamj:) Post."

" Street children " were those who
lived in the streets surrounding the
Square, and as they were in most cases

not desirable young persons, they were
not considered eligible for the society of
" Square children " and the Lamp Post.

When the Small Person was introduced
to her first copy of the stories of Hans
Christian Andersen, she found a sketch
which had a special charm for her. It

was called " The Old Street Lamp," and
it seemed to be the story of the Lamp
in the middle of the Square. It seemed
to explain a feeling of affection she had
always had for it—a feeling that it was
not quite an inanimate object. Slie had
played about it and sat on the stone, and
had seen it liglit(!d so often that she

loved it, though she had never said so

even to herself. She slept in a front
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room with her mamma, in the very four-

post bed which had been a feature in

the first remembered episode of her

life. Her house exactly faced the Lamp
Post, and at night its light shone in

at her bedroom window and made a

bright patch on the wall. She used to

lie and think about things by the gleam
of it, and somehow she never felt quite

alone. She would have missed it very

much if it had not watched over her.

At that time street lamps were not light-

ed in an instant by a magic wand. A
lamplighter came with a ladder over his

shoulder. He placed the ladder against

the post and ran up it with what seemed
astonishing rapidity, and after lighting

the gas ran down again, shouldered his

ladder, and walked oft*.

How the Small Person adored the

novel called " The Lamplighter ; " how
familiar the friendly lamp seemed to

her, and how she loved old Uncle True !

Was there ever such a lovable old man

—

were there ever sufferings that moved
one to such tears as Gerty's ?

The Street children, as I have said,

were not considered desirable compan-
ions for the "Square children." The
Square was at that time a sort of oasis

in the midst of small thoroughfares and
back streets, w^here factory operatives

lived and where the broadest Lancashire
dialect throve. It was difticult enough
to preserve to children any purity of

enunciation in a neighborhood of broad-
est vowels, and as manner of speech is in

England a mark of breeding, associa-

tion with the Street children was not en-

couraged.

But the Small Person adored Street

children. She adored above all things

the dialect they spoke, and the queer
things they said. To stray into a for-

bidden back street and lure a dirty little

factory child into conversation was a de-

light. To stand at the iron gateway
at twelve o'clock and see the factory

people streaming past, and hear the

young women in tied-back aprons and
with shawls over their heads, shouting
friendl}' or derisive chaft' to the young
men and ])oys in corduroys, was as

good as a play—in fact a great deal

better than most plays.

She leai-ned to speak the dialect as

well as any of them, though it was a

furtively indulged in accomplishment.
She had two or three clever little girl

friends who were fluent in it, and who
used it with a rich sense of humor.
They used to tell each other stories in

it, and carry on animated conversations
without losing a shade of its flavor.

They said, "Wilt tha " and " Wheer
art goin'," and " Sithee lass," and " Eh !

tha young besom, tha !
" with an easy

familiarity which they did not disi:)lay

in the matter of geography. There
was a very dirty little boy whose family

lived rent free, as care-takers in one
of the deserted big houses, and this

dirty little boy was a fount of joy. He
had a disreputable old grandfather who
was perennially drunk, and to draw
forth from Tommy, in broadest Lan-
cashire dialect, a cheerfully realistic de-

scription of " Granfeyther " in his cups,

was an entertainment not to be de-

sj)ised. Granfeyther's weakness was re-

garded by Tommy in the light of an
amiable solecism, and his philosophical

good spirits over the matter presented
a point of view picturesquely novel to

the Small Person and her friends. " Eh !

tha should heer my Granfeyther sweer
when he's drunk," Tommy w^ould re-

mark with an air of triumph suggesting
a decent family pride. " Tha shouldst

just heer him. Tim never heerd nothin'

loike it

—

tha didn't !
" with an evident

sense of the limited opportunities of

good society.

It was the habit of the Small Person
to sit upon the floor before one of the

drawing-room windows each evening,

and leam her lessons for the next day
;

and on one of these occasions she saw
a creature who somehow puzzled and
interested her intensely, though she

could not have explained w^liy.

It was part of an unwritt(^n hiw that

peoi^le who did not occupy houses in

the Square should not come into it,

unless they had business. This pos-

sibly arose from the fact that it was
not a thoroughfare, and there was
really no reason why outsidei*s should

pass the iron gates.

Wlien they did they were alwa^'s

regarded with curiosity until (Uie knew
what they wanted. This Hmitation, in

fact, gave tlie gravcHod enclosure sur-

rounded by factories and small streets,
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something the social atmosi^here of a

tiny, rather gossipy, country town.

Eacli household knew the other, and
had a knowledge of its affairs only

limited by the characteristics and curi-

osities of the members.
So, on this particular evening, when

the Small Person, hearing voices, looked
uj^ from her geography to see a group
of stranger children gathered about
the Lamp Post, she put her elbows on
the window sill and her cheeks on her
hands, and looked out at them with in-

terest.

They were evidently not only " Street

children," but they were " Back Street

children," a race more exciting to re-

gard as objects, because their customs
and language were, as it were, exotic.
*' Back Street children " always spoke
the dialect, and the adult members of

their families almost invariably worked
in the factories—often, indeed, the chil-

di'en worked there themselves. In that

locality the atmosphere of the foyer was
frequently of a lively nature, generally

the heads of the families evinced a

marked partiality for beer, and spent
their leisure moments in consuming
" pots " of it at " th' Public." This not
uncommonly resulted in argument of

a spirited nature, entered into, quite

probably, in the street, carried on in-

coherently, but with vigor, on the door-

stejDS, and settled—with the fire irons or

portable domestic articles—in the home
circle. Frequently these differences of

opinion were terminated with the assist-

ance of one or more policemen ; and
while the discussions were being car-

ried on the street was always filled with
a mob of delighted and eagerly sym-
pathetic neighbors. Feeling always
ran high among the ladies, who usual-

ly stood and regarded the scene with
arms akimbo.

" A noice chap he is !
" it would be

said sometimes. " He broke th' beer
jug ower 'er 'ed two week sin', an' now
he's give her a graidely black eye. He
out to be put i'th the Lock-ups."
Or—
"No wonder he gi'es her a liidin'.

Her spends all his wage at th' Black
Pig i' beer. She wus drunk o' Tluirs-

day, an' drunk o' Fnday, an' now she's

gettin' ready fur Saturday neet."

" A row in Islington Court !
" or, "A

row in Back Sydney Street. Man beat-
ing liis wife with a shovel

!

" was a
cry which thrilled the bolder juvenile

spirits of the Square with awsome de-
light. There were even fair little per-

sons who hovered shudderingly about
the big gates, or even passed them, in

the shocked hope of seeing a policeman
march by with somebody in custody.

And the strangers gathered about
the Lamp Post were of this world.

They were half a dozen girls or more.
Most of them factory girls in print

frocks, covered by the big coarse linen

aj^ron, which was tied all the way down
the back to confine their skirts, and
keep them from being caught by the

machinery. They had no bonnets on,

and they wore clogs on their feet.

They were all the ordinary type of

small factory girl— all but one. Why
did the Small Person find her eyes
fixed upon that one, and following her
movements ? She was bigger than the
others, and seemed more mature, though
a child could not have exjilained why.
She was dressed exactly as they were

—

print frock, tied-back apron, clogs, and
bare head, and she held a coarse blue
worsted stocking, which she was knit-

ting as she talked. It did not occur to

the Small Person that she was beauti-

ful. At that age beauty meant to her
something with pink cheeks and spark-

ling blue or black eyes, and sweetly
curled hair, and a charming frock. Not
a strange-looking, colorless factory girl,

knitting a w^orsted stocking and wear-
ing w^ooden clogs. Cei-tainly not.

And yet at that girl she stared, quite

forgetting her geography.
The other girls were the ordinary

rough lot, talking loudly, bouncing
about and pushing each other. But
this one was not playing at all. She
stood or moved about a little, with a

rather measured movement, knitting all

the time her blue worsted stocking.

She was about sixteen, but of rather

massive and somehow majestic mould.
The Small Person would have said she

was " big and slow," if she had been
trying to describe her. She had a

clear, colorless face, deep, large gray

eyes, slender, but strong, straight black

brows, and a rather square chin with a
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cleft in it. Her hair was dark and had
a slight large wave, it was thick and
drawn into a heavy knot on the nape of

her neck, which was fine and full like

a pillar, and held her head in a peculiar

stately way.

The Small Person, as she watched her,

came to the decision that there was
"something the matter with her."

" What is it ? " she said, mentallj'

,

with a puzzled and impressed feeling.

" She's not a bit like the others. She
does not look like a Back Street girl at

all, though she has got clogs on. Some-
how she's different."

That was it. She was different. That
was why one could not return to one's

geography while one could watch her.

Her companions seemed to appeal to

her as if she were a sort of power and
influence. She seemed to control them
when they made too much noise, though
she went on knitting her stocking. The
windows were closed, and it was not
possible to hear what was said, but oc-

casional loudly spoken dialect words
or phrases reached the Small Person.

The group did not stay long, and when
it went the one who was " different

"

led it, and the looker-on watched her
out of sight, and pondered a moment
or so with her nose flattened against

the glass, before she went back to her
geography.
One evening the next week, at about

the same time, the same group appeared
again. The Small Person was again on
the floor with her lessons on her knee,

the factory girls were still laughing and
boisterous, and the one who was differ-

ent was again knitting.

The Small Person shuflled all her books
off her knee and let them drop in a heap
on the carpet. She put her elbows on
the window-sill again, and gave herself

up to absorbed contemplation.

That the other girls shouted and gig-

gled was not interesting, but it was in-

terestiug to see how, in the midst of the

giggles and shouts, the big one seemed
a stately, self-contained creature who
belonged to another world. Somehow
she seemed strangely to suggest a story

which one could not read, and of which
one could not guess at the plot.

"When she grew older and knew more
of people and lives and characters, the

Small Person guessed that she ?t'a.s a
story—this strong, pale creature with
the stately head and square-cleft chin.

She was that saddest story of all, which
is beauty and fineness and power— a
splendid human thing born into a world
to which she does not belong by any
kinship, and in which she must stand
alone and struggle in silence and suffer.

This was what was the matter with her,

this was why a ten-year-old child, bear-

ing in her own breast a thermometer of

the emotions, dropped her lesson-books
to look at her, and gazed restless and
dissatisfied because she could not ex-

plain to herself why this one was "dif-

ferent."

This evening the group did not leave

the place as they had done before.

Some girl, turning round toward the

entrance, caught sight of an approach-
ing figure, and hastily, and evidently in

some consternation, elbowed a compan-
ion. Then they all looked.

A man was coming toward them—an
ill-looking brute in corduroys, with his

hands in his pockets and a moleskin
cap pulled over his brows. He slouched
forward as if he were in a bad temper.

" Here's thy feyther !
" cried one of the

girls. And she said it to the one who
was knitting. She looked at the ad-

vancing man and went on knitting as if

nothing was occurring. The Small Per-

son would have given all her lesson-

books—particularly the arithmetic—to

know what he had come for. She knew
the kind of man. He usually drank a

great deal of beer and danced on his

wife in his clogs when depressed or ir-

ritated. Sometimes he "punsed" her

to death if he had been greatly annoyed,

and females were rather afraid of him.

But the girl with the deep eyes and
straight black bro\YS evidently was not.

She was also evidently used to him. He
went up to her and addressed her with

paternal blasphemy. He seemed to be

ordering her to go home. He growled

and bullied her, and threatened her with

his fist.

The Small Person had a horrible fear

that he would knock her down and kick

her, as was the custom of his class. She
felt she could not bear it, and had a

wild idea of dashing out somewhere for

a policeman.
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But the girl wa^i ilitVereut. She looked
liim straii,4it in the brutal face and ^Yent

on knitting. Then she turned and
walked slowly out of the Square. He
walked behind lier, threatening her at

intervals with his list and his lifted clog.
" Dom tha brazent imjiidence !

" the
Small Person heard him say once.

But the girl walked calmly before

him without a word or a hurried move-
ment. She went on knitting the stock-

ing until she turned the corner and
disai3peared for the last time from the

Small Person's sympathetic gaze. She
also disai3peared from her life, for the

little girl never saw her again.

But she thought of her often and j^on-

dered her over, and felt her a powder

and a mystery. Not imtil.she had giv-

en some contemplative thought to vari-

ous antique marbles, and had wondered
" what was the matter " with the Venus
of Milo, did it dawn upon her mind that

in this girl in the clogs and apron she
had seen and been overpowered by
Beauty such as goddesses were wor-
shipped for, and strength such as should
belong to one wdio rided. She always
wanted to know what happened after-

ward, but there was no end to the

stoi-y that she ever saw. So it was that

some years later she wrote a beginning,
a middle, and an end herself. She made
the factory operative a Pit girl, and she
called her Joan Lowrie.

There was such food for the imagina-
tion in thus living surrounded by the

lives of streets full of people who be-

longed to another world than one's own
—a world whose customs, manners, and
language were wholly foreign in one
sense—where even children got uj^ be-

fore daylight and went to their work in

the big, whirring, oil-smelling factories

—where there was a possibility of being
caught by the machinery and carried

afterward to the Infirmary, followed by
a staring, pitying crowd — a broken,
bleeding heap of human suffering lying

decently covered on a stretcher. Such
accidents were such horrors tliat to a

child mind they seemed always impend-
ing, though their occurrence w^as not
frequent. But the mere possibility of

them made one regard these people

—

who lived among the ghastly wheels—
with awe.

On the same floor with the Nursery
was a room where the governess slept,

presiding over an extra bed which con-

tained two little girls. There was a
period when for some reason the Small
Person was one of them. The window
of this room, which was at the back,

looked down upon the back of the row
of cottages in which operatives lived.

When one glanced downward it was
easy to see into their tiny kitchens and
watch them prepare their breakfasts, and
eat them too, if one were curious.

Imagine, then, the interest of waking
very early one dark winter's morning
and seeing a light reflected on the ceil-

ing of the Nursery bedroom from some-
where far below.

The Small Person did this once, and
after watching a little, discovered that

not only the light and the window^ itself

were reflected, but two figures which
seemed to pass before it or stand near

it.

It was too exciting to watch alone, so

she spoke to her sister, who slept at her

side.
" Edith !

" she whispered, cautiously,

for fear of disturbing the governess,
" Edith, do wake up. I want to show
you something." The prospect of being
shown something in what apjoeared to

be the middle of the night, was a thing

to break any slumbers.

Edith turned and rubbed her eyes.
" What is it ? " she asked, sleepily.

" It's a man and a woman," whisj^ered

the Small Person, half under the bed-
clothes, " Back Street people in their

kitchen. You can see them on our
ceiling. Tiih ceiling

;
just look."

Edith looked. Back Street people

always awakened curiosity.
" So we can," she said, with a care-

fully smothered giggle. " There the

woman is now !

"

" She's got something in her hand,"

said the Small Person. " It looks like a

loaf."

"It's a piece of something,^' whispered
Edith.

" It must be a loaf," said the Small
Person. " They're factory people, and
the man's wife must be getting his

breakfast before he goes to work. I

wonder what poor people have for

breakfast.
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" There's the mau !
" exclaimed Edith,

with so much auimation that the gov-

erness turned in her sleep.

"Hush," warned the Small Person
;

" she'll wake up and scold us for mak-
ing a noise."

" The man is washing his face on the

dresser," said Edith, in more discreet

tones. ." We can see what they do
when they are near the window. I can
see him rubbing and wiggling his

head."
" So can I," said the Small Person.

" Isn't it fun ? I hope the roller-towel

is near the window."
The little whispers, cautious as they

were, penetrated the drowsy ears of the

governess. She half awakened.
" Children," she said, " what are

you whispering about ? Don't be so

naughty. Go to sleep
!

" All very well

for a sleepy governess, but for two little

persons awake at four o'clock, and with
front seats at a Back Street panorama
on their own bedroom ceiling, ridicu-

lously out of the question.

Ah, the charm of it ! The sense of

mystery and unusualness. It seemed
the middle of the night. In all the
bedrooms through the house, everyone
was asleep—the servants, the brothers,

mamma, the very DoU had had her wire
pulled and her wax eyelids drawn down.
Being awake had the charms of nursery
guilt in it. It was naughty to be awake,
and it was breaking rules to talk. But
how could one go to sleep with the rest

when the Back Street woman was awake
and getting her husband's breakfast.

One's own ceiling reflected it and seemed
to include one in the family circle.

"If they had a fight," whispered
Edith, " we could see it."

There was no end of speculation to

be indulged in. What each figure was
really doing when it was near enough to

the window to be reflected, what it did
when it moved away out of the range of

reflection, and what it was possible they
said to each otlier, were all things to be
excitedly guessed at, and to endanger
the repose of the govei-ness.

"Edith, you are a naughty girl," she
said. "Frances, I sliall speak to your
mamma. Edith would not be whisper-
ing if you were not with her. Go to

sleep this instant
!

" As if going to

sleep was a thing done by touching an
electric button.

How they longed to creep out of bed,
and peep through the window down in-

to the Back Street people's kitchen it-

self. But that was out of the question.

Neither of them would have dared such
an insubordination—that first morning,
at least.

But there were other such mornings.
It became a habit to waken at that de-

lightful and uncanny hour, just for the

pleasure of lying awake and watching
the Woman and the Man. That was
what they called them. They never
knew what their names were, or any-

thing about them, except what was re-

flected during that early breakfast hour
upon the ceiling.

But the Small Person was privately

attached to them, and continually tried

to imagine what they said. She had a

fancy that they were a decent couple,

who were rather fond of each other, and
it was a great comfort to her that they

never had a tight.

CHAPTER VI.

A CONriDENCE BETRAYED.

Is the age of seven years an age of

special development, or an age which at-

tracts incidents interesting, and having
an effect on life, and the formation of

character ? As I look back I remember
so many things which seemed to happen
to the Small Person when she was sev-

en years old. She was seven, or there-

abouts, when she discovered the Secre-

taire ; seven when she began to leam
the Lancashire dialect, and study Back
Street people ; seven when she first saw
Death, with solemn, asking eyes, and
awe in her soul ; seven when she wrote
her first inarticulate story, which was
a poem ; and seven wlien she was first

brought face to face with the enormity
of a betrayed confidouco.

Thank God, slie did not quite realize

what had happened to her, and that lier

innocence gave every reason for hope
disappointed, but the true one, that slie

had been trifled with and deceived ; and
thank Heaven, also, tliat the point in-

volved was not one cruel enough to

leave a deep woimd. In fact, though
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it was quite a serious matter with her,

she was more mystitied and disa])point-

ed thau hurt, aud for some time did not

reaUze that she had been the subject of

one of maturity's jokes.

She had a passion for babies. She
seldom pretended that the Doll was a

baby, but a baby—a new baby—was an
object of rapturous delij^ht to her. She
liked them very new, indeed—quite red,

and with little lace caps on, and disi)ro-

portionately long clothes. She never
found them so delightful as when they

wore long clothes. When their frocks

were made short, and one could see

their little red or white shoes kicking,

the bloom seemed to have gone oif

—

they were no longer real babies. But
when the nurse seemed to be obliged

to move them carefully lest they should
fall into minute fragments, when their

mouths always opened when one kissed

them, and when they were fragrant of

warm flannel, warm milk, and violet

jiowder, they were the loves of her
yearning little soul.

There were one or two ladies in the
Square who were given to new babies,

and when one of their number honored
the neighborhood, the Small Person was
always one of the first to hear of it.

" Did you know," it would be said by
some little individual, " that Mrs. Rob-
erts has got a new baby ?

"

Then joy would reign imconfined in

the Small Person's breast. The Doll
would be given a day's holiday. Her
sawdust interior somehow seemed such
an evident thing. She would be left in

her chair to stare, while her proprietor
hovered about tlie Roberts house, and
walked with friends past it, looking up
at the windows, and discussing, with bat-

ed breath, as to whether the new baby
was a girl or a boy. I think she had a

predilection for girls, feeling somehow
that they tended to long clothes for the
greater length of time.

Then some day, having had her hair

neatly curled, and a clean tucker jiut in

her frock, she would repair to tlie Rob-
erts establishment, stand on her i\\)-

toes, cautiously ring the bell, and await
witli beating heart tlie arrival of tlie

housemaid, to whom she would say, with
the utmost politeness of which she was
capable :

" If you please, Mamma's compli-
ments, and how is Mrs. Roberts—And
if she is as well as can be expected,
do you think I might see the new
baby ?

"

And then if fortune favored her,

which it usually did, she would be led

up the staircase and into a shaded room,
which seemed pervaded by a solemn but
beautiful stillness which made her feel

as if she wanted to be a good little girl

always. And Mrs. Roberts, who perhaps
was not really a specially handsome
person at all, but who looked somehow
rather angelic, would hold out her hand
and say gently :

"How do you do, my dear? Have
you come to see the new baby ?

"

And she would answer, in a voice full

of respectful emotion :

" Yes, if you please, Mrs. Roberts.

Mamma said I might ask you if I could
see it—if you are as well as can be ex-

pected—and I may only stay a few min-
utes for fear I should bother you."

" Give my regards to your Mamma,
love, and say I am getting on very nice-

ly, and the baby is a Httle boy. Nurse
will let you look at him."

Oh, to stand beside that lovely bundle
and look down at it reverently, as it lay

upon the nurse's knee ! Reverence and
adoration mingled with awe were the

2)ervading emotions in her small mind.
Reverence for Mrs. Roberts and awe of

a stately mystery in the shaded room,
which made it feel rather like a church,

reverence for the Nurse who knew all

about new babies, reverence for the new
baby, whose newness made him seem
such a potentate, and adoration—pure,

deep adoration of him as a Baby.
As years before she had known

thoughts which even her mind could

not have known words to frame, so in

these days I well remember that she

felt emotions her child-thoughts could

give no shape to, and which were still

feelings which deeply moved her. She
was only a child, who had been kept a

child by those who loved her, who had
been treated always as a child, and
who was not in any sense old bej^ond

her brief years. And yet my memory
brings clearly to me that by the atmos-

l)here of these shaded rooms she was
moved and awed as she was by the at-
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mospliere of other rooms shaded by
blinds drawn down—and by the mys-
tery of another stillness—a more awful

stillness—a colder one, in which people

always stood weeping' as they looked
down at Something which was not a

life beginning, but a life's end.

She was too much a little girl to know
then that before the shaded stillness

of both chambers the human nature

of her stood hushed and reverent, con-

fronting Mystery, and the Unanswered
Question before which ages have stood
hushed just as she did, just as she did

though she was only seven years old.

She knew no less than all the world.

If the nurse was a kind one she w^as

allowed to look at the baby's feet, and
perhaps to kiss them. Such tiny feet,

and so pink and tender, and so given to

curling up and squirming !

" Ai^n't they weenty," she would say,

clasping her hands, "and isn't he
beautiful ! Oh, I wish he was mine !

"

The unbiassed opinion of maturer
years leads me to a tardy conviction that

the new babies were not beautiful, that

they were painfully creased and griev-

ously red, and had frequently a weird
air of eld combined with annoyance

;

that they had no hair and no noses, and
no individuality except to the Mrs. Rob-
erts of the occasion, who saw in them
the gifts and graces of the gods. (This

being the lovely boon of Nature, w^hom
all women of earth may kneel and bless

that she, in some strange, gentle mo-
ment, has given them this thing.)

But it was the serious belief of the

Small Person that a new baby was al-

ways Beautiful, and she could not pos-

sibly have understood the creature who
insinuated, even with the most cautious

and diplomatic mildness, that it was not.

No, that would have been striking at

the foundations of the universe.

And there were Nurses who let her
hold the new baby. She was so careful

and so full of tender respect that I think
anyone might have trusted her—even
with twins. When she sat on a low chair

and held the white draperied, faintly

moving 1)undle which was a new-l)orn

human thing, she was an unformed,
yearning Mother - creature, her little

breast as warm with brooding instincts

as a small bird-mother covering her first

nest. She did not know this— she was
too young—but it was true.

She was walking slowly round the
Square one lovely Summer evening, just

after tea (Nursery breakfasts were at

eight, dinners at one, tea at six), and
she had as her companion the little girl

who was known as her " Best Friend."
One had a best Doll, a best frock, and
a best friend. Her best friend was a
very sensitive, shy little girl with lovely

brown velvet eyes. Her name was An-
nie, and their souls w^ere one.

As they walked they saw at length
a respectable elderly person dressed in

black, and carrying something in her
arms. It was something white and
with long drapery depending from it.

She was walking slowly up and down
as if taking the air.

" There is a lady with a baby," ex-

claimed the Small Person. " And it

looks like a new one."
" It is a new one," said Annie. " She

isn't a Square lady, I wonder w^ho she
is."

It was not easy to tell. She was no
one they knew, and yet there she was
walking quietly up and down, giving a

promenade to a new baby.

There was no doubt about the matter,

she must be approached. They eyed
her wistfully askance, and then looked
at each other with the same thought in

their eyes.
" Would she think we w^ere rude if

we spoke to her ? " suggested the Small
Person, almost in a whisper.

" Oh, we don't know her," said the

little Best Friend. "She might think

it very rude."
" Do you think she w^ould ? " said the

Small Person. " She looks kind," ex-

amining her with anxiety.
" Let us walk past her," said the Best

Friend. So they w^alked past her slow-

ly, respectfully regarding the new baby.

The elderly lady who carried it did not

look vicious, in fact, she looked amia-

ble, and after they had walked past her

twice she began to smile at them. This

was so encouraging that they slackened

tlieir pace and the Best Friend gave the

companion of her soul a little " nudge
"

with her elbow.
" Let's ask her," she said. " You do

it."
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" No, voii."

"I daren't."
" I dai-en't, either/'
*' Oh, (/(). It's a perfectly new one."
*' Oh, ijuu do it. See, how nice she

looks."

They were quite near her, and just

at that juncture she smiled again so

encoiu*agin<;ly that the Small Person
stopped before her.

*' If you please,'' she said, " isn't that

a new baby ?
"

She felt herself quite red in the face

at her temerity, and there was no doubt
an honest imploring in her eyes, for the

lady smiled again.
" Yes," she answered. " Do yoa want

to look at it ?
"

" Oh, yes, please," they both chimed
at once. " We do so love Ihem."

The baby's face was covered with a

white lace veil. The lady bent toward
them, and lifting it, revealed the charms
beneath.

" There," she said.

And they gasped with joy and cried

together :

" Oh, isn't it a beautiful one ! " though
it was exactly like aU the others, hav-

ing neither haii*, features, nor complex-
ion.

" Is it a very new one ? " they asked.
" How new ? " And their hearts were
rejoiced with the information that it

was as new as could possibly be com-
patible with its being allowed to breathe

the air of Heaven.
In reflecting upon the conduct of this

elderly person— who was probably a

sort of superior monthly nurse—I have
always felt obliged to class her with
the jocular Park pohceman who, in the

buoyancy of his spirits, caused the blood
of the Small Person to congeal in her
infancy by the sprightly information

that she would be taken to j^trison if she

fell on the grass through the back of

the seat.

This lady also regarded the innocence
of tender years as an amusing thing.

Though how—with the adoring velvet

eyes of the Best Friend fixed trustingly

on her, and with the round face of the

Small Person burning with excited de-

light as she talked—it was quite possi-

ble to play her comedy with entire com-
posure, I do not find it easy to explain.

" Arc you so very fond of babies ?
"

she iu(piired.

" AVe love them better than anything
in the world."

"Better than dolls?"
" Oh, thousands better ! " exclaimed

the Small Person.
" But dolls don't cry," said the

stranger.
" If I had a baby," the SmaU Person

protested, "it wouldn't cry, because I

should take such care of it."

"AVould you like a baby of your
own ?

"

I feel sure the round face must have
become scarlet.

" I would give worlds and worlds for

one !
" with a lavislmess quite unbiassed

by the limits of possession.

The stranger was allowing the friends

to walk slowly by her, one on either

side. In this way there seemed to be
established some relationship with the

baby.
" Would you like me to give you this

one ? " she asked, quite seriously.
" Give it to me ? " breathless. " Oh,

you couldnt."
" I think I could, if you would be sure

to take care of it."

" Oh, oh !
" with rapturous incredul-

ity. " But its mamma wouldn't let

you !

"

" Yes, I think she would," said the

lady, with reflective composure. " You
see, she has enough of them !

"

The Small Person gasped ! Enough
of new babies? There was a riotous

splendor in such a suggestion which
seemed incredible. She could not help

being guilty of the rudeness of regard-

ing the strange lady, in private, with

doubt. She was capable of believing

almost anything else—but not that.

" Ah !
" she sighed, " you—you're

making fun of me."
" No," replied this unprinci2:)led elder-

ly person, " I am not at all. They are

very tiresome when there are a great

many of them." She spoke as if they

were fleas. *' What would you do with

this one if I gave it to you ?
"

At this tlirilliug suggestion the SmaU
Person quite lost her head.

" I would wash it every morning," she

said, her words tumbling over each

other in her desire to prove her fitness
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for the boon. "I would wash it in

warm water in a little bath and with

a big soft sponge and Windsor soap

—

and I would puff it all over with pow-
der—and dress it and undress it—and
put it to sleep and walk it about the

room—and trot it on my knees—and
give it milk."

" It takes a great deal of milk," said

the wicked elderly person, who was rev-

elling in an org}^ of jocular crime.
" I would ask Mamma to let me take

it from the milkman. I'm sure she

would, I would give it as much as it

wanted, and it would sleej) with me,

and I would buy it a rattle, and "

" I see you know how to take care of

it," said the respectable criminal. "You
shall have it !

"

" But can its Mamma spare it ?

"

asked the small victim, fearfully. " Are
you sure she could spare it?

"

" Oh, yes, she can spare it. Of course

I must take it back to her to-night and
tell her you want it and I have prom-
ised it to you ; but to-morrow evening
you can have it."

Since the dawning of the Children's

Century, young things have become
much better able to defend themselves,

in the sense of being less easily imposed
on. I believe that only an English child,

and a child brought up in the Eng-
lish nursery of that period, could have
been sufficiently unsophisticated to be-

lieve this Machiavelian Monthh' Nurse.
In that day one's private reverence for

and confidence in the grown-up person
were things which dominated existence.

A grown-up person represented such
knowledge and dignity and power.
People who could crush you to the

earth by telling you that you were " a

rude little girl," or "an impertinent
child," and who could send you to bed,

or give you extra lessons, or deprive you
of your pudding at dinner, wore an
air of omnipotence. To suggest that a

grown-up person—"a grown-up lady"
or gentleman, could " tell a story," would
have been sheer iconoclasm. And to

doubt the veracity of a respectable

elderly person entrusted with a new
baby would have been worse than sacri-

legious. The two friends did not leave

her side until she left the Square to

take the baby home, and when she went

all details had been arranged between
them, and Heaven itself seemed to have
Oldened.

The next evening, at precisely a quar-
ter-past seven, the two were to go to the
corner of a certain street, and there they
would find the elderly person with the

new baby and a bundle of its clothes,

which were to be handed over with cere-

mony to the new proprietor.

It was to the Small Person the baby
was to be given, though in the glow of

generous joy and affection it was an un-
derstood thing between them that the

Best Friend was to be a partner in the
blissful enterprise.

How did they live through the next
day ? How did they learn their lessons ?

How could they pin themselves down to

geography and grammar and the multi-

plication table ? The Small Person's
brain reeled, and new babies swam be-
fore her eyes. She felt as if the wooden
form she sat on were a species of throne.

Momentarily she had been brought
down to earth by the fact that, when
she had gone to her Mamma, glowing
and exalted from the interview with the

elderly person, she had found herself

confronting doubt as to the seriousness

of that lady's intentions.
" My dear child," said her Mamma,

smiling at her radiant little counte-

nance, " she did not mean it ! she was
only joking !

"

" Oh, no ! " the Small Person insisted.
" She was quile in earnest. Mamma ! She
really was ! She did not laugh the least

bit. And she was such a nice lady

—

and the baby was such a beautiful little

new one ! I asked her if she was laugh-

ing at me, and she said, "No, she was
not. And I asked her if the baby's

mamma could sj^are it, and she said she

thought she could, because she had
enough of them. She was such a k'iud

lady."

Somehow she felt that her Mamma
and the governess were not convinced,

but she was too much excited and there

was too much exaltation in her mood to

allow of her being really discouraged,

at least until afliT the fateful hour of

a])pointment. Before that hour arrived

she and hor friend were at the corner of

the street which had been named.
"It's rather a common street, isn't it,"
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the two said to each other. *' It was
fuuny that she should till us to come to

a back street. That baby could uotlive

here, of coui'se, and neither could she. I

wonder why she didn't bring it back
into the Square.'

It was decidedly a back street—being
a sort of continuation of the one whose
row of cottages the Small Person could

see from the Niu'sery window. It was
out of the question that the baby could
belong to such a neighborhood. The
houses were factory people's cottages

—

the kind of houses where domestic dif-

ferences were settled with the fire-irons.

The two childi'en walked up and
down, talking in excited under-tones.

Perhaps she had mentioned this street

because it was near the Square
;
perhaps

she lived on the Crescent, which was
not far off; perhaps she was afraid it

would be troublesome to carry the baby
and the bundle at the same time, and
this corner was nearer than the Square
itself.

They walked up and down in earnest

faith. Nothing would have induced
them to lose sight of the corner for a

second. They confined themselves and
their promenade to a distance of about
ten yards. They went backward and
forward like squirrels in a cage.

Every ten minutes they consulted to-

gether as to who could pluck up the

courage to ask some passer-by the time.

The passers-by were all back street

people. Sometimes they did not know
the time, but at last the children found
out that the quarter-past seven was
passed.

" Perhaps the baby was asleep," said

one of them. "And she had to wait un-
til it wakened up before she could put
on its bonnet and cloak."

So they walked up and down again.
" ^Limma said she wasn't in earnest,"

said the Small Person ;
" but she zra.s-,

wasn't she, Annie ?
"

" Oh ! yes," said Annie. " She didn't

laugh the least bit when she talked."
" The house at the comer is a liUh'

nicer than the others," the Small Per-

son suggested. "Perhaps it is very

nice inside. Do you think she im'r/Jif

live there ? If she did we could knock
at the door and tell her we are here."

But the house was really not possible.

She must Hve somewhere else—with
that baby.

It seemed as if they had walked for

hours, and talked for months, and
reasoned for years, when they were
startled by the booming, regular sound
of a church clock.

"That's St. Phihp's bell," exclaimed
the Small Person. "AVhat is it strik-

ing ?

They stood still and counted.
" One - two - three - four- five-six-seven-

eight."

The two friends looked at each other
blankly.

"Do 3'ou think," they exclaimed, si-

multaneoush', " she isn't coming ?
"

" But—but she said she would," said

the Small Person, with desperate hope-
fulness. " If she didn't come it would
be a story !

"

"Yes," said the Best Friend, "she
would have told a story !

"

This seemed an infamy impossible
and disrespectful to contemplate. It

was so im230ssible that they braced
themselves and began to walk up and
down again. Perhaps they had made
some mistake—there had been some
misunderstanding about the time

—

the corner—the street—anything but
the honorable intentions of the elderly

person.

They tried to comfort each other

—

to be sustained. They talked, they
walked, they watched—until St. Philip's

clock boomed half -past eight. Their
bedtime was really eight o'clock. They
had sta^'ed out half an hour beyond
it. They dare stay no longer. They
stopped their walk on the fated comer
itself and looked into each other's eyes.

" She hasn't come !
" they said, uncon-

scious of the ob^^ousness of the remark.
" She said she would," repeated the

Small Person.
" It must be the wrong corner," said

the Best Friend.

"It must be," replied the Small Per-

son, desolately. " Or the baby's mam-
ma couldn't sjmre it. It was such a

beautiful baby—perhaps she cojdd not !'*

"And the lady did not like to come
and tell us," said the Best Friend.
" Perhaps we shall see her in the Square
again some time."

"Perhaps we shall," said the Small
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Person, dolefully. " It's too late to stay

out any longer. Let us go home."
They went home sadder but not much

wiser little girls. They did not realize

that the respectable elderly person had
had a delightful, relatable joke at the

expense of their innocent little mater-

nal souls.

Evening after evening they walked
the Square together watching. But the}'

never saw the new baby again, or the

sardonic elderly female who carried it.

It is only a thing not far aw^ay from
Paradise—not yet acclimatized to earth

—who can so trustingly believe and be
so far befooled.

CHAPTER VII.

THE SECRETAIRE.

I WONDER why it was called the Secre-

taire ? Perhaps it had resources the

Small Person never knew of. It looked

like a large old-fashioned mahogany
book-case, with a big drawer which
formed a ledge, and with a cupboard
below. Until she was seven or eight

years old she did not "discover" the

Secretaire. She knew that it existed, of

course, but she did not know what its

values were. She used to look at its

rows and rows of books and sigh, because

she knew they were " grown-up books "

and she thought there w^as nothing in

them which could interest her.

They were such substantially bound
and serious - looking books. No one
could have suspected them of containing

stories—at least, no inexperienced in-

spector. There were rows of volumes
called " The Encyclopaedia," rows of

stout volumes of BlackicoocVs Alac/azine,

a row of poets, a row of miscellaneous

things with unprepossessing bindings,

and two rows of exceedingly ugly brown
books, which might easily have been
suspected of being arithmetics, only that

it was of course incredible that any hu-

man creature, however lost, could have

been guilty of the unseemly brutality of

buying arithmetics by the dozen.

The Small Person used to look at them
sometimes with ho]ieless, hungry eyes.

It seemed so horribly wicked that tliere

should be shelves of Ijooks—shelves full

of them—which offered nothmg to a

starving creature. She was a starving

creature in those days, with a positively

wolfish appetite for books, though no
one knew about it or understood the
anguish of its gnawings. It must be
plainly stated that her longings were
not for " improving " books. The culti-

vation she gained in those days was
gained quite unconsciously, through the
w^orkings of a sort of rabies with which
she had been infected from birth. At
three years old she had begun a life-long

chase after the Story. She may have
begun it earlier, but my clear recollec-

tions seem to date from Herod, the King,
to whom her third year introduced her
through the medium of the speckled
Testament.

In those days, I think, the Children's

Century had not begun. Children were
not regarded as embryo intellects, whose
growth it is the pleasure and duty of

intelligent maturity to foster and pro-

tect. Morals and manners were attended
to, desperate efforts were made to con-

quer their natural disinclination to wash
their hands and faces, it w^as a time-

honored custom to tell them to " make
less noise," and I think everybody knelt

doAvn in his night-gown and said his

prayers every night and m orning. I wish
I knew who was the originator of the

nursery verse which was a kind of creed :

" Speak when you're spoken to,

Come when you're called,

Shut the door after you.
And do as you're told."

The rhyme and metre were, perhajDS,

not faultless, but the sentiments were
without a flaw.

A perfectly normal child knew what
happened in its own nursery and the

nurseries of its cousins and juvenile

friends ; it knew something of the ro-

mances of Mrs. Barbauld and Miss
]^]dgeworth, and the adventures related

in Peter Parley's "Annual." Ileligious

aunts possibly gave it horrible little

l)ooks containing memoirs of dreadful

children who died early of complicated

diseases, Avhose lingering developments

they enlivened by giving unlimited

moral advice and instruction to their

])arents and immediate relatives, seem-

ing, tiguratively speaking, to implore
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them to " go and do likewise," and pcr-

ishing to appropriate texts. The Small
Pei'son suffered keen private paugs of

conscience, and thought she was a wicked
child, because she did not like those

books and had a vague feeling of disbe-

lief in the children. It seemed probable

that she miglit be sent to perdition and
devoured by tire and brimstone because

of this irreligious indifference, but she

could not overcome it. But I am afraid

the Small Person was not a normal
child. Still she reallv could not helj) it,

and she has been sutiticiently j^unished,

poor thing, even while she has been un-
duly rewarded. She happened to be
born, as a clever but revoltiugly candid
and practical medical man once told her,

with a cerebral tumor of the Imagina-
tion.

Little girls did not revel in sumptu-
ous libraries then. Books were birth-

day or Christmas presents, and were
read and re-read, and lent to other little

girls as a great favor.

The Small Person's chase after the

Story was thought to assume the pro-

portions of a crime.
" Have you any books you could lend

me ? " she always ended by asking a

new acquaintance.

"That child has a book again !" she

used to hear annoyed voices exclaim,

when being sent \\.\) or down stairs, on
some errand, she found something to

read on the way, and fell through the

tempter. It was so positively unavoid-

able and inevitable, that one should for-

get and sink down on the stairs some-
where to tear the contents out of the

heart of a few pages, and it was so hor-

rible, and made one's heart leap and
thump so guiltily, when one heard the

voice, and realized how bad, and idle,

and thoughtless, and disobedient one
was.

It w^as like being conquered by a

craving for drink or opium. It was be-

ing a story-maniac.

It made her rude, too, and it was an
awful thing to bo inide ! She was a

well-mannered enough child, but when
she went to play with a friend in a

strange nursery, or sitting-room, how
was it possible to resist just laohiiuj at

a book lying on a table? Figure to

yourself a beautiful, violently ciimson,

or purple, or green book, ornamented
with gorgeous, flaring designs in gilt,

and with a seductive title in gilt letters

on the back, and imagine how it could
be possible that it should not till one's

veins with fever.

If people had just understood and
had allowed her to take such books and
gallop through them without restraint.

(She always galloped through her books,
she could not read them with reasonable
calmness.) But it was rude to want to

read w hen j^eople wanted to talk or play
with you, and so one could only breath-

lessly lift a corner of a leaf and devour
half a dozen w'ords during some mo-
mentary relief from the other person's

eye. And it w^as torment. And not-

withstanding her sufferings, she knew
that it was her fate to be frequently dis-

cussed among her friends as a Httle girl

w^ho was rude enough " to read w'hen she
comes to see you."

As she did not develop w^th years

into an entirely unintelligent or un-
thinking person, there ma}^ lie a shade
of encouragement to anxious parents in

the fact that she was not conscious of

any thirst for " imj^roving " reading.

She wanted stories—any kind of stories

—every kind—anything from a romance
to a newspaper anecdote. She was a

simple, omnivorous creature. She had
no precocious views about her mind or
her intellectual condition. She reflected

no more on her mind than she did on
her plump legs and arms—not so much,
because they were frequently made red
and smarting by the English east winds
—and it did not occur to her that she
had an intellectual condition. She went
to school because all little girls did, and
she learned her lessons because only in

that manner could she obtain release at

twelve in the morning and four in the

afternoon. She seemed always to know
how to read, and spelling had no diffi-

culties for her ; she rather liked geogra-
phy, she thought grammar dull, and she
abhorred arithmetic. Roman and Gre-
cian and English history, up to the times
of the Georges, she was very fond of.

They were the Story she was in chase of.

Gods and goddesses, legends and wars,

Druids and ancient Britons, painted

blue, worshipping in their groves, and
fighting with their clubs and spears
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against the splendid Romans in their

chariots—these fed the wolf which
gnawed her innocent vitals. The poor,

half-savage Briton, walking in wonder
through the marvellous city of his cap-

tors, and saying mournfully, "How could

you who have all this splendor wish to

conquer and take from me such a poor
country as mine "—this touched her

heart. Boadicea the Queen was some-
how a wild, beautiful, majestic figure

—

Canute upon the sea -shore, command-
ing the sea to recede, provided the dra-

ma—and Alfred, wandering in the for-

est, and burning the cakes in the neat-

herd's hut, was comedy and tragedy at

once, as his kinghood stood rebuked be-

fore the scolding woman, ignorant of his

power. Henry the Eighth, Elizabeth

and Bloody Mary, Richard Coeur de
Lion, Richard the Third, and the poor
little Princes in the Tower—one could

read their stories again and again
;

but where the Georges began romance
seemed to fade away, and the Small
Person was guilty of the base treason
of being very slightly interested in the

reign of Her Most Gracious Majesty the

Queen.
" I don't care about the coal and cot-

ton reigns," she said. " They are not
interesting. Nothing happens." Lem-
priere's "Classical Dictionary" was a

treasure to be clutched at any moment
—to keep in a convenient corner of the

desk, so that, when one put one's head
imder the lid to look for pens or pencils,

one could snatch just one scrap of a

legend about a god or goddess changed
into something as a punishment or to

escape somebody or other.

Remembering these ill-satisfied hun-
gers, her own childhood being a thing
of the past, and the childhood of young
things of her own waiting for its future,

she gave them books as she gave them
food, and found it worthy of note that,

having literature as daily bread and all

within reach before them, tliey chose the

"improving" things of their own free

will. It interested her to ponder on
the question of whether it was because
they were never starving and ravenous,

or that instruction of to - day is made
interesting, or whether they were l)y

nature more intelligent than herself.

It was an indescribably dreary day

when she discovered the gold mine in
the Secretaire. I have a theory that no
one can really know how dreary a rainy
day can be until they have spent one in
an English manufacturing town. She
did not live at Seedley at that time, and
as in her recollections of the Back Gar-
den of Eden the sun always seemed to
have been shining on roses and apple-
blossoms, in Islington Square it seemed
always to be raining on stone pavements
and slate roofs shining with the wet.
One did not judge of the weather by
looking at the sky. The sky was gene-
rally gray when it was not filled with
dirty but beautiful woolly-white clouds,
with small patches of deep blue be-
tween. It was the custom to judge
what was happening by looking at the
slates on the roofs. There seemed to
be such lots of slates to look out at
when one went to a window.

" The slates are quite w^et !
" was the

awful sentence which doomed to despair
many a plan of pleasure. They were
always wet on the days when one was to

be taken somewhere to do something in-

teresting.

Everything was wet on the day when
she found the gold mine. AVhen she
went to the Nursery window (the Nur-
sery being a back room on the third
story) she looked down on the fiags of

wet back yards—her own back yard and
those of the neighbors. Manchester
back yards are never beautiful or en-
livening, but w^hen the flagstones are
dark and shining, when moisture makes
dingier the always dingy whitewashed
walls, and the rain splashes on their

coping, they wear an aspect to discour-

age the soul. The back yards of the
houses of the Square were divided by a

long flagged passage from the back
yards of the smaller houses in what was
called a "back street." From the Nur-
sery one looked down on their roofs and
chimneys and was provided with a de-

pressing area of wet slates. It was not
a cheering outlook.

The view from tlie Sitting-room was
no more inspiring and was more limit-

ed. It was on the ground floor and at

the back also, and only smav th(» wet flag-

stones. Slie tried it and retired. The
drawing-room looked out on a large

square exj^anse of gravel enclosetl by
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houses whose smoke-grimed faces stared

at one with blank, wet window eyes

which made one low-spirited beyond
compare. She tried that also, and
breaking down imtler it, crept upstairs.

It was in a room above the drawing-
room that the Secretaire had its place,

and it was on turning in despair from
the window there, that her eye fell upon
its rows of uninviting-looking books.

Before that particular window there

was a chair, and it was a habit of hers

to go and kneel by it with her elbows
on its seat and her chin on her hands
while she looked at the clouds.

This was because through all her ear-

lier years she had a queer sense of near-

ness to the sky and of companionship
with the clouds when she looked up at

them. When they were fleecy and beau-

tiful and floated in the blue, she imag-
ined them part of a wonderful country,

and fancied herself running and climb-

ing over them. When there was only a

dull lead -colored expanse, she used to

talk to it in a whisj)er, expostulating,

arguing, imploring. And this she did
that day.

" Oh !
" she whispered, " do open and

let me see some blue, please do ! If you
please. You can do it if you like. You
might do it ! I would do it for you if

I w^as a sky. Just a piece of blue and
some sun—just an island of blue ! Do !

Do! Do!"
But it would not and did not. The

rain came drizzling down and the slates

became wetter and wetter. It was dead-
ly—deadly dull.

The Nursery Sofa, the Green Arm-
chair, the very Doll itself seemed to

have the life taken out of them. The
Doll sat in her chair in the Nursery and
glared in a glassy-eyed way into space.

She was nobody at all but a Doll.

Mary Queen of Scots, Evangeline, and
the Aztec royalties seemed myriads of

miles away from her. They were in

the Fourth Dimension of Sj^ace.. She
was stufifed with sawdust, her nose was
a blunt dab of wax, her arms were green
kid, her legs dangled, her toes turned
in, and she wore an idiotic wig. How
could a Small Person " pretend " w^ith a

thing like that ! And the slates were
wet—wet—wet ! She rose from her
kneeling posture before the chair and

wandered across the room toward the
Secretaire, to stare uj) at the books.

'* I wish I had something to read !

"

she said, wofully. " I wish there was
something for me to read in the Secre-
taire. But they are just a lot of fat,

growTi-up books."

The bound volumes of Blackwood'a
Magazine always seemed specially an-
noying to her, because there were bits

of red in the biuding which might have
suggested liveliness. But " Blackwood's
Magazine 1

" What a title ! Not a hope
of a story in that. At that period cheer-

fulness in binding seemed to promise
something, and the title did the rest.

But she had reached the climax of

childish ennui. Something must be
done to help her to endure it.

She stared for a few moments, and
then went to another part of the room
for a chair. It must have been heavy
for her, because EngHsh chairs of ma-
hogany were not trifles. She dragged,
or pulled, or carried it over to the Sec-

retaire. She cUmbed on it, and from
there climbed on to the ledge, which
seemed at a serious enough distance

from the floor. Her short legs hung
dangling as she sat, and she w^as very con-
scious that she should tumble off" if she
w^ere not careful. But at last she man-
aged to open one of the glass doors,

and then, with the aid of cautious move-
ment, the other one. And then she be-

gan to examine the books. There were
a few—just a few—with lively bindings,

and of course these w^ere the first she

took down. There was one in most al-

luring pale blue and gold. It was
called, "The Keepsake," or "The Gar-
land," or " The Floral Tribute," or some-
thing of that order. When she opened
it she found it contained verses and
pictures. The verses were beautifully

printed plaints about ladies' eyes and
people's hearts. There were references

to "marble brows," and " snowy bosoms,"
and " ruby lijis," but someliow these

cliaims seemed to ramble aimlessly

through the lines, and never collect

themselves together and form a person

one could be interested or see a story

in. The Small Person feverishly chased
the Story through pages of them, but
she never came within hailing distance

of it. Even the pictures did not seem
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real. They were engravings of wonder-
ful ladies w^ith smooth shoulders, from
which rather boisterous zephj^rs seemed
to be snatching airily Hying scarves.

They all had large eyes, high foreheads,

exceedingly arched eyebrows, and ring-

lets, and the gentleman who wrote the

verses about them mentioned an ardent

wish to " touch his lute " in their praise.

Their Christian names were always writ-

ten under them, and nobody ever was
guilty of anything less Byronic than
Leonora, or Zulieka, or Haidee, or lone,

or Irene. This seemed quite natural

to the Small Person, as it would really

have been impossible to imagine any-

one of them being called Jane, or Sa-

rah, or Mary Anne. They did not look

like it. But, also, they did not look like

a story.

The Small Person simply hated them
as she realized what fraudulent pre-

tences they were. They filled her with
loathing and rage.

She Avas capable of strange, silent, un-
controllable rages over certain things.

The baffled chase after the Story was
one of them. She felt red and hot when
she thrust back the blue and gold book
into its place.

"You are a Beast I " she muttered.
" A Beast—Beast—Beast ! You look as

if you were something to read—and
you're nothing

!

"

It would have been a pleasure to her
to kick the Keepsake all over the room,
and dance on it. But it was her Mam-
ma's book. The next pretty binding
contained something of the same kind.

It enclosed the " Countess of Blessing-

ton," the "Hon. Mrs. Norton," and
" L. E. L." The first two ladies did not
interest her, because they looked too

much like the Eudoras and Irenes, but
somehow L. E. L. caused her to pause.

It seemed curious that a young lady

should be called L. E. L., but there was
something attractive in her picture. She
was a slender little young lady in a white

muslin frock and a very big belt and
buckle, and there was something soft and
prettily dreamy in her small face. The
Small Person did not know why she

looked like a real creature, and made
one feel vaguely sad, but it was very
thrilling to discover later that she was
like Alice Benbolt—that she also had

Vol. XIII.—LT)

been part of a sort of story—and that,

like Alice, she

" lay under the stone."

It was when she had been put back
op the shelf that the Small Person was
driven to take down a volume of JUack-
wooiVs.

I wonder how much dejoended upon
her taking down that i)articular vol-

ume. I am more than inclined to think
that it was absolutely necessary that
she should have things to read. I am
also aware that no one knew how fierce

her childish longings were, and it

would have occurred to nobody about
her that she had any longings unfulfilled

at all, unless it was a desire for more
" sweeties " than would have been good
for her. The kindly, gentle people who
loved her and took care of her, thought
Peter Parley's " Annual " enough for

any little boy or girl.

Why not ? It was the juvenile litera-

ture provided for that day, and many
children throve on it. She was not an
intellectually fevered-looking Small Per-

son at all. She was a plump, red-cheeked
little girl, who played vigorously, and
had a perfect appetite for oatmeal por-
ridge, roast mutton, and rice pudding.
And yet I can imagine that, under

some circumstances, a small, imperfect,

growing thing, devoured by some rage
of hunger it cannot reason about or
understand, and which is forever unsat-

isfied, might, through its cravings, de-

velop some physical fever which might
end by stilling the ever-working brain.

But this may only be the fancy of an
imaginative mind.
The Blackwood was a big book and

heavy. She opened it on her knee

—

and it opened at a Stor}'

!

She knew it was a story, because there

were so many short lines. That meant
conversation—she called it " talking."

If you saw solid blocks of printed lines,

it was not very promising, but if you
saw short lines and broken spaces, that

meant " talking "—and you had your
Story.

Why do I remember no more of that

story than tliat it wuh about a desolate

moorland with an unused, half-forgot-

ten well on it, and that a gentleman

—
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(\Yho cannot have been a ven* interest-

ing character, as he is not remembered
clearly)—being considered superfluous

by somebody, was ilisposed of and thrown
into it in the role of a Body. It was
his body which was interestinij^, and not
himself, and my impression is that the

story was not specially fascinating—but
it was a Storv, and if there was one in

the fat volumes there must be others

—

and the explorer looked with gloating

eyes at the rows of fat volumes—two
whole rows of them !

She took down others, and opening
them, saw with joy more " talking."

There were stories in all of them—some
which seemed to be continued from
month to month. There was a long
one called " The Diary of a Physician,"

another called "Ten Thousand a Year"
—this last, she gathered in a few glances,

contained the history of a person called

Tittlebat Titmouse— and was about a

beautiful Kate Aubrey, and her virtuous

but unfortunate family—and about a

certain Lady Cecilia—and, oh ! the rapt-

ure of it

!

Her cheeks grew hotter and hotter,

she read fast and furiously. She forgot

that she was perched on the ledge, and
that her legs dangled, and that she
might fall. She was perched in Para-
dise—she had no legs—she could not
fall No one could fall from a Secre-

taire filled with books, which might all

of them contain Stories !

Before long she climbed up and knelt

upon the ledge so that she could be face

to face with her treasures, and reach
even to the upper shelves. With beat-

ing heart she took down volumes that

were not Blackwood's, in the wild hope
that even they might contain riches also.

She was an excitable creature, and her
hands trembled as she opened them.
Across a lifetime I remember that her
breath came quickly, and she had a

queer feeling in her chest. There were
books full of poetry, and, oh. Heaven,
the poems seemed to be stories too !

There was a thing about an Ancient
Mariner with a glittering eye, another
about St. Agnes's Eve, another about
a Scotch gentleman called Marmion,
others about some Fire Worshippers,
a Peri at the gate of Eden, a Veiled

Prophet, a Corsair, and a splendid long

one about a young man whose name
was Don Juan. Aiid then a very stout
book with plays in it, in queer old-
fashioned English. Plays were stories.

There were stories about persons called
" OtheUo," '' The Merchant of Venice,"
" Two Gentlemen of Verona," " Romeo
and Juliet," and a world of others. She
gasped with joy. It would take months
to finish them !

It was so tragic to finish a book.
" I wish I had something to read,"

she used to say often.
" Where is that book I saw you with

yesterday ?
"

" I've finished it," she used to answer,
rather sheepishly, because she knew
they would reply,

" Then you can't have read it prop-
erly. You couldn't have finished it in

such a short time. You must skip.

Read it again."

Who wanted to read a thing again
when a hunger for novelty was in

them?
The top row of the shelves looked so

unpromising that she was almost afraid

to spoil the happiness by touching the

books.

They looked ancient and very Hke
arithmetics. They were bound in ugly
grayish boards with a strip of brown
down the back.

She pulled herself up to read the

titles. They all seemed to belong to

one edition. The one her eyes seized

on first was quite a shabby one.
" The Fair Maid of Perth," she read.

" Waverley Novels."

Novels were stories !
" The Fair

Maid of Perth." She snatched it from
its place, she sat on the ledge once
more with her feet dangling. " The
Fair Maid of Perth." And all the rest

were like it ! Why, one might read

forever !

Were the slates still wet? Was the

gravelled Square still sopping ? Did
the flagged pavement still shine ? Was
the Doll still staring in her chair

—

nothing but a Sawdust Thing ?

She knew nothing about any of them.

Her feet dangled, her small face burned,

she bounded to Perth with the Fair

Maid. How long afterward a certain

big bell rang, she did not know. She
did not hear it. She heard nothing
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until a nursery maid came in and
brought her back to earth.

"You naughty girl, Miss Frances.

The tea-bell's rung and you sitting here

on your ma's Secretary—with a book !

"

She gathered herself together and
scrambled off the ledge. She went
down to the tea, and the slices of thick

bread and butter deemed suitable to

early youth—but she had the gray and
brown volume under her arm.
The governess looked at her with the

cold eye of dignity and disj^leasure.
" You have a book," she said. " Put

it down. You are not allowed to read
at table. It is very rude."

(To be continued.)

HOW THE BATTLE WAS LOST.

By Lloyd Oshotirne.

NCE upon a time fear

came knocking at the

gates of a great city
;

disorder and revolt

thickened without her
broad mud walls, and
consternation fell upon

those appointed to rule and guard her.

The quiet, painstaking, elderly official,

grizzled by years of public service, who
was governor of that city, began to sink

beneath the weight of worry and re-

sponsibility. He had not always feared

responsibility : once he had paved a

mountain-pass with the bones of his fel-

low-countrymen. From that day his self-

confidence vanished, and, though his ge-

nius for organization remained unim-
paired, he shrank from independence
as some from the sight of blood.

Such was the man who, in the year of

grace eighteen himdred and fifty-seven,

with a large fort in indifferent repair,

a thousand white troops, and a fussy

old gentleman, called Brigadier Bolton,

had to overawe a city of three hundred
thousand souls and a teeming country
of thirty -three millions. True to the

education of his life, the lieutenant-gov-

ernor did not falter in his duty. In
peaceful times he conducted his gov-
ernment by means of pen and ink de-

spatches, reports, special reports, state-

ments, and that great pen and ink en-

gine that lay by his hand like an elec-

tric bell—subordinate officialdom. To
obtain the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, had been the

business of his career. Then to em-
body it with wide margins and let the

authorities decide for themselves. So
when mutiny swept into his province,

and men's hearts stood still within
them, the lieutenant - governor was
foimd sedulous at his desk; his tele-

graph humming and clicking day and
night with the passage of exact infor-

mation. Late wayfarers in the street

used to gaze at his ever-lighted win-
dows and say :

" See, he never sleeps ;"

which was true and somehow comfort-
ing.

Now, it happened that while the man
at the desk sat dying by inches and
flashing incessant facts to headquarters,
Monsieur Alcide Jaboulet made entry
into that great city. The unobtrusive
portmanteau and hat-box style of the
tourist was not M. Jaboulet's way

;

though he was an unassuming person,

and stood but five feet four in his high-

ly varnished boots. In fact, he marched
in to the beat of drums and with all the

pomp and circumstance of the " Grand
Hippodrome Oriental," of which he was
sole proprietor. Bight gallant and gay
was the procession of elephants and
prancing horses, tigers in gilt cages,

the giraffe-drawn carriage of the cIowd,

and the mounted guard of glittering

Frenchwomen, all smiles and pink
tights. The crowded streets looked on
and marvelled, and for a moment the

circus usurped the ever-flowing talk of

red murder and insurrection. The noise

of it all flew swift through the heated
air and knocked at the heart of the man
at the desk.

" Only a French circus passing the

bazaars," said the pallid secretary, re-
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tiirning to his labors. "If your lord-

ship will refer to mv despatch of the

'2d ult.
"

For many nights the Grand Hij^po-

drome tilled its tent to oyerllowiug, and
the rupees rolled thickly into the cof-

fers of M. Jaboulet. The trick horses

tired their pistols and found their

handkerchiefs ; the young French la-

dies bm'st night by night through pa-

per hoops ; the elephants paraded, the

trained poodles performed their evolu-

tions, and the whole city rejoiced in the

circus as the only spot where apprehen-
sion might be forgotten. And the lieu-

tenant-governor, whose telegraj^h was
cut, and his outlet for penmanship
blocked by armed thousands, and yet

who would sit for hours at his desk in

a sort of catalepsy, pen in hand and
blank reams before him, went to the

circus, "for the moral effect," and sat

beneath the trophy of French and Eng-
lish bunting. He gazed upon it all with
vacant eyes and a deathly mask.
When the brown troops had been

turned out of the citadel by one of those

transformation scene parades that can-

not be thought of without a catch at

the heart, a tension of fear, uncertain-

ty, and exasperation fell upon everyone
;

the streets were patrolled nightly by
volunteers, and supernumeraries were
enrolled and armed. The day of the

circus was over, and debt settled like

dew upon M. Jaboulet and his belong-
ings. The government now owned the

trained elephants, which carried water
all day up to the fort, the poodles were
mortgaged, and a brown gentleman in

a linen ephod (like the Infant Samuel)
bought the giraffes, with an eye to Brit-

ish beef.
" If I can keep my 'orses I shally be

locky," said Jaboulet, with fatalistic

calm.

To save expense the circus people
gave up their various lodgings and lived

in the tent, a motley, happy crowd of

Bohemians who bore their reverses

with GaUic gayety and fortitude. For
care sat lightly on Jaboulet's shoulders

;

life and he were well acquainted, and
he made everv' fresh catastrophe in his

affairs the occasion for a petit verre all

around, from Mile Suzanne, the Star of

the Arena, to Paul, the half-witted boy.

At the Fort things were going badly,

the lieutenant-goveiiior sinking into his

grave, and his authority now feeble as

his frame. Men wrangled by his bed-
side and met his orders with suUen
acquiescence or insolent refusal. Most
were impatient for his death, but many
went further and proposed forcible de-
position. There was open mutiny with-

out, disguised mutiny within. More than
once the lieutenant - governor roused
himself from his deathly lethargy and
made the rounds of the citadel, but his

kindly greetings were met with formal
politeness or open disrespect.

" Nee patriam antiquam nunc est spes

uUa videndi," he quoted to his secre-

tary on their last walk together, and
when it was translated to him the hon-
est fellow burst into tears. But Latin
was not the only tongue that had
troubled the secretaiy. English was
widely known in the revolted provinces,

and many an officer, fearful of giving
his information to the enemy, had to

recall the French or Greek he had for-

gotten for twenty years. The secretary

had wept before over little scraps of

French, little compositions in dog
Greek, that had brought to the Fort
God knows what stories of murder and
treachery, and agonized appeals for help.

A certain, indefinable bustle began to

be manifest in the Fort and gave color

to the rumor of a sortie. The whisper
of it ran among the bungalows by that

mysterious human telegraph, swift as

electricity. Men saw the news in each
other's faces written like print. A pa-

trol flashed it into where Jaboulet sat

drinking his sundo\Mi absinthe, and it

stirred and shook the little man until

he called for his horse and galloped off

to see the brigadier.

The brigadier was a large, dull,

heavy man, who, like some unnoticed
garden-weed, had mounted the army
list by seniority and sheer force of

growth. Having the sense to grow
quietly, he had been completely forgot-

ten by the authorities until the l)ewil-

dering days of 1857, when he was dis-

covered in military command of a great

and important prorince.
" My general," said the little French-

man, " I am Jaboulet, of the circus ; I

am 'ere to consult you."
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" I shall be pleased to hear what you
have to say," said the brigadier, suave-

ly, for so great was the wether of au-

thorities that he was not a little flat-

tered to have been the one selected.

" I see you faight 'ere against im-

mense odds," continued Jaboulet. " I

cannot stand by ; I am Frenchman, sar.

My Emperor " (here he touched his hat)

"is bound in alliance to your Queen.

Our compatriots have bled on the same
fields of battle ; my spirit besides is mil-

itary. I am, sar, grandson of brave
soldiers. I bring you the little wat I

can ; a small kernel of loyal 'earts, a

few French swords, and—my 'orses

—

ah, my general, wat 'orses !

"

"Well, and about the price?" queried

the brigadier.

"Der is no price," returned Jaboulet,
" G'est pour llionneur de VAlliance !

"

"Eh, what's that?" demanded the

brigadier, whose little stock of French
was not equal to the strain.

" For the honor of the Alliance,"

translated Jaboulet. " Ze French and
ze English is bruzzers—wat's my 'orse

is your 'orse. Remember Inkermann,
Malakoff, the Alma."

" Very right and j)roper feeling,"

observed the brigadier, almost with
warmth. "It does you credit, Mosoo.
Your offer is accepted with thanks."

The next day, after his first drill

with the volunteers, Jaboulet smoked
a cigar with his commanding officer

while watching the circus-horses washed
down.

" It's a shame to take that little Arab
into action," said Captain Harper.

" Sheap at two hundred guineas," re-

marked Jaboulet, with pathos.

"I'm not so squeamish about men,"
said Harper ;

" but it hurts me to see

a good horse bowled over."
" Perhaps bofe man and 'orse," inter-

jected Jaboulet, with gloom. " But do
I place myself and 'orse against the
honor of my country ? No, sar."

" You're a brick," said Harper.
" Ah, we're all bricks here," returned

the little Frenchman, with conviction.
" Ze very h'atmosphere is 'eroic. I feel

like ze 'orse when ze band begins to
play."

Jaboulet and his people had been en-
rolled some four days, and yet the ea-

gerly debated sortie had not been made.
Men chafed and grew sick with appre-
hension and distrust, and none more
than Colonel Stafford and Captain Felix,

of the engineers. These two lived to-

gether, or I might rather say, kept
awake together, and passed the night
hours in sleepless expectancy. The
viUage of Mazzik-gunj, that straggled

across the highroad some two miles

from the city, was the keystone of their

position, and the engineers had posted
the road in front with several of their

own servants on good mounts. For it

is a peculiarity of men like Stafford to

possess servants as trustworthy as their

own right hand. It was a standard
joke at mess that Stafford's servants

worshipped him daily at family prayers.

On July 5th, at half-past four in the

morning, a solitary horseman drew rein

at the engineers' quarters, his stream-
ing chestnut aU lathered with sweat and
mud and foam.

" What is thy news, oh thou lion-

hearted ravager of hillsides?" demand-
ed Stafford, coming to the door lamp
in hand, Captain FeUx peering close

behind him.
"Father of the fatherless," returned

the Afghan, " they be within six hours
march of Mazzik-gunj, horse, guns, and
foot innumerable. If this sei-vant were
to hazard an opinion, he would say four

thousand black-souled sons of Shitan."
" The Jelapore rebels at last !

" cried

Captain Felix, with sparkling eyes ; and
began to hurry into his shoes.

" Thou hast done well," said Stafford,

after putting some further questions.
" Here be things to eat ready laid out

for thee, and strong wine to make merry
thy heart."

At a quarter to five the two engineers

were awakening the brigadier and lay-

ing their plans before him. The strong

little \dllage of Mazzik-gunj must be
held in force, and the fate of the city de-

cided by a battle.

" Let them get here unopi)osed, and
the city will flare up like so much tin-

der," said Stafford. " "We ai*e only keep-

ing it now by moral efiect. Mazzik-
gunj will decide whether or not we all

get jammed into tlie Fort."
" Then good-by to the nine lacs in

the treasury," said Felix. "That the
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trovemor's having there 'to show con-

tidence.'

"

But man is a reasoning animal. The
brigadier was adamant to these sugges-

tions, because :

1. Colonel Stafford was an engineer
officer.

2. Colonel Stafford was second in

command.
3. Colonel Stjiftbrd was rated highly

as a soldier and was justly popular.

4. Brigadier Bolton wasn't.

5. The proposal was a good one. It

would have occurred to him quite natu-

rally if he had only been left alone ; the

insubordinate interference of the engi-

neei*s made it appear as though the plan
was theirs, whereas it was really his own,
or would have been.

The engineers were vehement, ex-

planatory, argumentative. A Sunday-
school child could not have heard them
without con^'iction. They would have
gone on their knees to that resentful,

stubborn, ignorant old man, if such hu-
miliation could have availed. But of

tact they had not a particle. They had
no thought to make a bridge of gold
for an out-reasoned brigadier, yet how
gladly would he have crossed it had it

been there. Temper w^ent ; high words
passed, which in the piping times of peace
would have resulted in a coui't-martial.

At six the brigadier was re-awakened
by a sen'unt bringing him tea and toast.

He sat up in his bed, hot and sullen,

with an overwhelming feeling that he
had passed through e\il dreams. He
took his first sip of tea before he re-

called Colonel Stafford's visit.

" Damn insubordinate devils," he said.

" I'd hke to break 'm for this. Give or-

ders to me, hey ?
"

At seven o'clock a new post came gal-

loping in ; the news the same, but the

rebels nearer. The brigadier grew un-
easy. " If those fellows hadn't been so

opinionated, we might have talked this

thing out," he said.

At eight : "My original plan was the

right one—seize the village and fight.

Hang it, those fellows mustn't get into

the city. But I'm not going to be hec-

tored into raw haste by any pair of en-

gineers. Send off the men without
breakfast, hey ? Is that the coolness of

a general officer?
"

At nine tlie force was paraded in the
square, eight himdred men, two guns,
and tlic volimtecr cavalry under Cap-
tain Harper, sixty strong. In all it was
a forloni little party for the work in-

tended, though by such handfuls has
Lidia been won. But on this occasion
the god of battles was against Brigadier
Bolton and the seniority system.
The brigadier was in a red heat of

fluster, rage, and indignation, his face

was purple, his flabby hand shook up-
on the bridle ; he darted and buzzed
through the ranks and formations like

some human hornet, in a flurry of haste
and temper. His peevish, hoarse voice
vociferated oaths and complaints. His
orders had been ignored, thwarted, dis-

obeyed ; a more disgraceful force of

British troops had never been paraded.
The officers who suffered at his hands
(and there were few w ho escaped) passed
on darkening faces to their men and a

furious, sullen exasperation. There was
not a man there but knew the meaning
of delay—save one.

In the course of one of his rounds of

vituperation, the brigadier met Colonel
Stafford face to face, w^ho stopped and
saluted. The engineer was an erect,

handsome man, very pale and very

calm.
" I must ask leave to accompany the

force as a volimteer," he said.

"As you are second in command,"
returned the brigadier, "I suppose I

cannot well refuse you."
" I don't think you very well can,"

said Stafford, and strode across the

square to join his comjmny.
Hour after hour joassed and still the

force was on parade—precious and ir-

revocable hours only to be redeemed in

human lives. The remorseless furnace

of the sky added fresh suffering. Men,
who in the morning would have done
good service with musket and bayonet,

now sank beneath the sun and were car-

ried in to die. The four thousand non-

combatants who had crowded the square

at nine o'clock to see their lads march
out and give them God-speed, melted

silently into the dark corners of the fort.

Thus passed five heart-breaking hours

before the order w^as given to march,

and the men who had paraded so gayly

at nine, filed out at the merciless hour
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of two, silent, gloomy, and without a

cheer.

Though grown gray in the service, the

brigadier had never been in action.

His personal courage was an unknown
quantity. As he gazed round the dark,

fierce, unfriendly faces of his staff, and
heard the tramp of men before him, and
the tramp of men behind him, he real-

ized, with an icy chill, that this was
none of the soldiering to which he had
been accustomed.

"Great God!" he thought, "am I

sure of myself?" And he shook all

over with that fear of fear. With a bit-

terness not to be expressed in words,
with a biting envy, his eye fell upon
Colonel Stafford. There walked a man
but half his age, whose life had been
passed in battles and fights, who wrote
V. C. after his name, and could ask him-
self that question without a tremor.

" Suppose he put me under arrest for

cowardice !
" said the brigadier to him-

self, with a bursting heart ; and the
thought moved him to grim resolution.

Some two miles march brought the

expedition near the village and sur-

rounding mud walls, to find all strongly
held by the enemy. So much for delay.

Instead of holding Mazzik-gunj against

the rebels, who outnumbered them six

to one, it was the other way about

—

thanks to the brigadier. This thought
must have transpierced even his thick

skull, for he exchanged his tearing ill-

humor for a laborious politeness, and
his dull, beery, irritable eyes dodged
the glances of his staff. "I told you
so," was written in every Hne of their

angry faces. Putting himself at the
head of the volunteers, he carried them
within a perilous distance of the enemy,
and stood there imperturbable, scanning
tlie village with perverse deliberation.

Three saddles were emptied before he
would consent to draw off, and even as
he did so a bullet grazed his own tem-
ple. He rubbed off the blood with his

handkerchief, and a strange glare lit up
his old eyes.

"You'll be thinking it might have
been straighter, gentlemen," said he.

The position in which the brigadier
now found himself was one so common
in Indian military historj' that the mer-
est tyro could have told him what to do.

A fierce, simultaneous rush on both
fianks, the guns behind the bayonets,

and (as the events proved) the day
would have been his own. But the

brigadier stood aghast at the risk, at

the undoubted costliness of life in-

volved in such an operation ; so he
ordered Major Ashworth Carr to open
with his two guns and first overwhehii
the enemy's twelve. But John Com-
pany's veterans made good practice with
John Company's guns : they were not
overwhelmed at all. In fact it was all

Major Ashworth Carr could do to hold
his own. At the end of ninety rounds
the British ran out of ammunition : a

spare tumbril had exploded, and no
other reserve had been brought from
the fort. This being the case, there was
nothing left but to storm the village.

The men received the order with a

cheer, and sprang forward at a pound-
ing double, officers in front, bayonets
behind, a plucky rivalry animating the

whole. One breathless, faltering m-
stant at the waU, and then over they
swept like a pack of harriers with yells

and shouts. Cawnpore, Delhi were be-

hind those British bayonets : the blood
of English women and children cried

them on. Not a man there but had his

own private score to settle, his own indi-

vidual exasperation to assuage. On they
swept, a fierce, relentless mob ; slowly,

for the struggle was bitter and every

house a fort ; hoarse cheering marking
the stages of their triumph, until, with
one last inish, the village was cleared.

Some of the rebel guns began to

limber up for flight ; their defeated

infantry came on frantic, despairing

against the thinly manned walls they

had so lately lost. The tide was near
the turning. There went up a cry

:

" Oh, for the guns !
" and quick as

thought a messenger was speeding for

them.
"For God's sake, men, hang on till

they come," cried the officers, encourag-

ingly, and the men cheered and shook
hands with one another. Oh, for the

guns, indeed ! A dozen rounds of

grape—six rounds—four, or, perhaps,

even the grim presence of the guns
themselves, would have changed the

day.

Answer was brought back that the
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guns were without ainnumition. The
men began to waver as the enemy re-

formed to the charge. There was a

hurried consultation ; the order was
given to retreat. Sullenly and slowly

the men fell back, with ranks disor-

dered by the crowd of wounded, yet so

far from cowed that they again and
again turned a savage and stinging

front to the enemy. In the hour of dis-

aster the volunteers did good service,

spiking the guns, carrying off wounded,
and charging the enemy whenever he
pressed too hard. The retreat was skil-

fidly conceived, and carried out with the

coolness of a dress - pai'ade— the one
creditable affair in the day's bungling.

Under a better leader such men and
officers would have done much : under
Brigadier Bolton they at least saved the

British dag from utter disgrace.

Where the brigadier was all this

while, men knew little and cared less.

In reforming the columns it was found
a convenient fiction to believe him dead.

*' Wish to God he was," said Captain
Felix, putting the general sentiment in-

to words.
But the brigadier was not dead.

True his horse had been shot under him
;

he had raised himself faint and giddy
only to collapse again to the ground,
where he sat for a space nursing his leg.

Of course, he might have reasseri;ed his

authority, but for this he had no desire.

He staggered painfully along in the ex-

treme rear of the column, his face pur-

ple, his sword dragging the ground. A
compassionate sub offered him a mount,
a sergeant pressed him to put himself

into an ambulance doohe. But to such
offers he only snarled refusal and limped
along on foot. Later on he found him-
self beside an ambulance. The pallid,

straightened face of its occupant seemed
somehow familiar to him ; there was a

kindness in those dying eyes that

strangely touched the brigadier.
" You're not the little circus French-

man ? The man who gave the horses?"
" And his life, too," whispered the

dying man. " Ah, but what hawful
day !

"

A dull w^ave of pity and remorse shook
the old man. The glazed, anxious eyes
of the little Frenchman seemed to wound
him.

"You've done your duty, Mosoo," he
said, simply. " Would to God I could
say the same."

" My 'eart bleeds for you," cried Ja-
boulet. The childish compassion of the
words quite unmanned the old soldier.

"Mosoo," he said, "I am very—very
much obliged to you. I am no good at

saying this sort of thing, Mosoo—a sim-
ple old soldier of thirty years service

—

but you're a noble fellow
"

"Bofe noble fellers," whispered the
Frenchman. "I am bleeding hinter-

nal "he went on. "Ze time is so
short—could I entreat of you a favor,

brigadier ?
"

" I should say so," said the brigadier,

bitterly, "seeing you're the only one
here who doesn't wish me dead."

" Tell my muzzer I die for France.
La veuve Jaboulet, Eue de Rarignon,
Lepuy-en-Velay, Departement Haute-
Loire—and, brigadier, if ze government
reimburses me for ze 'orse, take it to

hare. But you yourself you will go, brig-

adier—you will make ze promise ?
"

" On my sacred word of honor," said

the old man.
" Goot," said Jaboulet, with a heaven-

ly smile ; and now just one leetle lock

of ze air to remind ze ole woman of ze

'eroic boy."

The brigadier cut off a lock of the

thick, black hair with his penknife and
crammed it into his pocket.

A moment later the little Frenchman
collapsed into the doolie ; the death
struggle was beginning. With one last

desperate effort he half raised himself.

"Pour I'honneur de I'Alliance !
" he

cried out, and fell back dead.

A few minutes later the body was
dumped into the road and the briga-

dier, half-fainting, was assisted into the

empty ambulance.



THE POINT OF VIEW.

One characteristic of Tennyson that looms

up large in the figure of him that is left to

us, was his ability to take himself seriously

as a poet. Since his death a story has been

in circulation about the experience of a cer-

tain exceptionally favored young woman
who went off on a yachting trip with a small

party of which Lord Tennyson and Mr.

Gladstone were members. She said, or at

least the newspapers reported her as say-

ing, that though the trip was delightful it

was not entirely free from friction arising

from Mr. Gladstone's proj^ensity to talk in

moments in which Lord Tennyson wished

to recite verses. Indeed the lady intimated

that the solid day did not seem to Mr. Glad-

stone too long for him to talk through, or

offer to Lord Tennyson an unreasonably

protracted space for the recitation of his

own poems, and that it sometimes happened

that the decks of the yacht were cleared of

all the passengers except two, the old states-

man at one extremity lost in an impassioned

monologue of discussion, and the venerable

bard rehearsing Tennysonian poetry at the

other.

This may not be a true story at all, and
veiy likely it is exaggerated even if there

are facts to it, but whether fact or fiction it

illustrates well-known characteristics of the

two masters that it concerns. Tennyson
never doubted that his verse was worth im-

parting. Wordsworth believed implicitly

in himself as the greatest poet of his day,

and suspected that his day was the golden

age of all poetiy. His public disputed his

Vol.. XIII.—?<;

opinion for many years, but finally came
two-thirds of the way over to his way of

thinking. Tennyson also made up his mind
pretty early in life that he was a poet and a

great one. The evidence he submitted in

support of that conclusion was less conflict-

ing than Wordsworth's, and the public was

quicker in conceding that he was right.

And having demonstrated that he was a

poet, and chosen poetry for his vocation he

revered his office and stuck to it. He took

his work seriously, and himself seriously as

the man to whom it was appointed to do the

work. Always and everywhere where he

went as a man, he went as a poet too. He
must have been a poet even to his valet.

To him there was nothing more absurd in

the figure of himself in a cloak and a slouch

hat reciting his own verses on the deck of

a yacht than there is in the ju-esence of an

archbishop in full canonicals doing his

office in the chancel of St. Paul's. That a

poet should be picturesque and poetical

seemed no more a thing to smile at than

kingliness in a king.

And the beauty of it was that he was

right. By magnifying his office he digni-

fied it, and gained dignity for himself as its

fit administrator. His safety lay in his pos-

session of the inestimable treasure of sim-

plicity. Ho did not assume, he developed.

Ho did not pose, he simply behaved as ho

felt. His ideals wore lofty, his thoughts

were trained to clothe themselves in poeti-

cal images, and his conduct and bearing

were simply the shadow of the inner sub-
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stauce. Neither were absolutely eoiitem-

l)onmeous, but much about both had the

imporisluible quality which is uever iu the

fashion and hai)i)ily never out of it.

In this laud aud in these days we are apt

to giggle at great olhces. To our eyes the

divinity that doth hedge a king appears

full of holes. Wigs and laced-coats and

high-heeled boots possess no illusions for

us any longer, and perhaps we are some-

what too prone to extend our humorous
disregard for such discarded trappings to

the substantial superiority they were once

designed to fit. We are so ready to make
game of the poetical aspirations of poets

generally, that ours are apt to choose to be

beforehand with us, and extenuate the jdos-

sible absurdity of their own aspirations by

smiling deprecations before and after. Now
that Walt Whitman is dead, no American

would dare look and act like a poet even if

he felt or wi'ote like one. Our jDoets are

somewhat too aj^t to be sj^ruce gentlemen in

patent-leather shoes, who make verses in

such odd hours as they can sj^are from the

serious concerns of life. And one cause of

their being so is the reiterated suggestion of

a stifif-necked generation that a sincere poet

who believes in his oflSce and lives up to it

is a more or less absurd creature, who owes

us all an apology for not doing something

more lucrative and really useful. We have

talked that way about poets so long that it

looks a little as though ours had finally

come to believe us, and put their best ener-

gies into other work. It might be better

for them, and for us too, if they would shut

their eyes to our quirks and giggles, and

pattern a little more after Tennyson, who
chose to be a poet, and was that and noth-

ing else, all his life, and without evasion,

apology, or remorse.

But if the irreverent American humor
has not developed without some cori'uption

of precious ideals, it has much to offer in

extenuation of itself in the shape of smashed
idols with clay feet, whose usefulness, if

they ever had any, was long since past.

One such fetisli that, so far as this coun-

try is concerned, has had the foundations

laughed quite out from under it, is that

curious device for defeating the natural

superiority of mind over matter, which was

known as "the code." To be sui'e, "the
code " got its death-blow as an American
institution as long ago as when Aurou
Burr's bullet jDut a nation in mourning. It

has never really flourished since then,

though it did linger on fitfully and ob-

scurely until after the civil war. But some
of the manners and methods that were orig-

inally tributary to it survived it, and it has
been left to this generation to laugh them
little by little into contemptuous disuse.

Men still quarrel and still exchange blows
in anger, but not only the notion that dif-

ferences between "gentlemen" must be
settled on the field of honor has clean gone
out ; but behavior which had some appear-

ance of sense while that notion still held

has finally come to be estimated as the ar-

chaism that it is. The age of "rotten

boroughs, knee-breeches, hair-triggers, and
port," has not only past, but its works have
so far followed it that in America persons

who attempt to shape their conduct by the

standards of that age merely find that an

amused and smiling jmblic credits them
with "courtly bar-room manners," and
sniggers at their discomfiture. The " gen-

tleman " who has done another gentleman
an injury is not considered any less a black-

guard because he offers his victim "any
reparation in his power." To run the in-

jured man through the body, or jDerforate

his vitals with lead, is so universally under-

stood to be an indifferent justification of

an offence that a culj^rit who goes out of

his way to suggest it in any overt dispute

finds himself most uncomfortably in con-

tempt of public opinion. So the public in-

sult, which w^ould once have had to be ex-

punged with blood, has relapsed from its

high estate of being a gentlemanly act into

a mere loaferish breach of the peace, to be

settled for iu a police court.

The fatal defect in these discarded stand-

ards was that they were not democratic.

They never promoted, or were intended to

promote, the greatest good of the greatest

number, but merely contributed to the ex-

altation of the few who aspired to be su-

perior to rules that might be fit for the

vulgar. Now and then someone stumbles

across the contemi:)orai7 stage wlio from

living too exclusively in some narrow club

circle in Europe, or even here, has failed

to appreciate the spirit of the age, and at-
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tempts in some juncture to shape his con-

duct according to the notions of gentle-

manly behavior that obtained in London
clubs as late as the days of George the

Fourth. It is onlv by watching the absurd

contortions of such unfortunates that we
are able to realize the progress that has

been made. Since the theory of justifica-

tion by combat has been exploded there

seems to be no way in which a gentleman

can be sure of keeping his sacred honor

free from specks except by plain, ordinary,

decent behavior, and respect for the rights

of other people. If he does wrong he can-

not fight his way right. He simply has to

repent and apologize, or take his punishment

quietly according to the rules of the game.

If he is injured, and the law cannot help

him, the best way for him is just to grin

and bear it, and let time wreak its own re-

venges. To be sure, if the injury is des-

perate, and he resents it in hot blood, the

law may excuse him ; but society has come
to a point of sophistication where it is able

to recognize that the man who endures is

usually a stronger and a nobler creature than

the man who gives reins to his temper. The
notion that one's " honor" can be damaged
by the action of another person is pretty

generally obsolete. Brag is not so good a

dog as he was. Bluff will not go so far. The
code that regulates in these days the man-
ners of the highest and most influential

type of American gentleman is actually to

be found in the New Testament. The
Christian standard of conduct is respected

consciously or unconsciously in the clubs

as well as in the churches. To forgive one's

enemies (or at least to let them alone), and
to do as one would be done by, have always

been good sense, and in these days by some
miracle of grace they seem to be getting to

be good form too. But jierhaps we ought
not to wonder at it, since to the discrimin-

ating observer the other way is so hope-

lessly absurd, and this age of i:)ublicity is

necessarily an age of critical discrimina-

tion too.

" And then," cried Hope, " things will go
smoothly." " No," grumbled Experience,

"things never will go smootldy : they never

do. They just bump along."

To the very poor, modern life must be

comparatively simple. Having food, cloth-

ing, and shelter, they have therewith to be

content, because it is all they can get. To
the very rich, life is simplified in one way,

because if they want anything that is pur-

chasable they can buy it. But there is an

imj)ortant element in society whose income
is large enough to make whole sets and
series of requirements imaginable, without

being sufficient to bring a tithe of them
within the range of real feasibility. This

Magazine must go into a good many thou-

sand families that appreciate fully all the

things that every family that respects it-

self ought to do, and are at their wit's end
to devise means to make it possible for

their particular family to do them. Such
families do not aspire that their x)athway

through life shall be smooth. The problem
with them is how to make it traversable

at all, and if they can keep under them
anything so substantial as a corduroy road

they go on, thankful for such progress as

they make, and iDhilosophically oblivious to

the bumps.

For such aspiring families there is a seri-

ous extra bump in the road in prospect next

summer. Of course the usual necessaries

must be provided for. The women and
children must get out of town, and have

the indisj^ensable silccession of salt-water

or mountain-air, salubrious shelter, piazza

privileges, baud-music, and regular meals.

The strain of summer nomadicity on the

family income is too sorrowfully familiar

to need to be recalled. The special jDer-

plexity of the approaching season is how,

after the habitual expenditures, out of

the remaining fiscal fragments, to get to

see the World's Fair. For a few days last

November it seemed possible that a celes-

tial visitor might swing in out of space

and relieve American families of this prob-

lem ; but that hope promptly fizzled out,

and an amount of intellectual energy has

since been spent in Fair-going plans that,

if judiciously geared, might have made the

earth spin enough faster to confuse its sur-

face, and slide Chicago back bodily to a

point conveniently accessible from New
York.

As the case stands, the remedy, if there

is any remedy, seems to lie in co-operation.

It will be a particularly good summer to

try the ingenious but inadequately tested
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expedient known as the rotary system of

exchangeable summer-homes, whereof the

general plan is this : Let six families pos-

sessed of approximately equal incomes and

imbued with mutual contidence and good-

will, engage live sets of summer quarters

and one suitable lodging in Chicago. The
summer quarters should embrace such

variety of allurement and climate as should

promise to satisfy the greatest variety of

tastes, and may be known as A, B, C, D,

and E. On the first of May family No. 1

shuts up its city house and goes to Chicago

for a month, leaving its infants and school-

children with family No. 6. On the first of

June, faaiily No. 1 returns, and families 1,

3, 4, 5, and G go respectively to summer
houses A, B, C, D, and E. Family No. 2

goes to Chicago, sending its children to A,

with family No. 1. On the tirst of July

family No. 2 returns to A, gets its children,

and goes to B, where family No. 3 have

been spending June. No. 3 leaves its chil-

dren with No. 2, and goes to Chicago for

July. August 1st, family No. 3 returns to

B for its children, and takes them to C,

where family No. 4 has been, and family

No. 4 goes to the Fair leaving its children

with family No. 3. On the first of Novem-

ber all the families will have been thor-

oughly to the Fair, each family will have

been relieved of all domestic cares and ex-

penses during its month's absence, and
will have enjoyed besides its fairing a more
diversified experience of summer resorts

than it could have got in any other way at

anywhere near the same cost. It will be seen

that by a simple variation of the g,rrange-

ment suggested, the rotary system can be
easily made to provide fresh summer scenes

and a change of air for each family once a

month from June to November. Indeed its

adaptation to Fair purposes is only inci-

dental, its original design being to slake

the summer restlessness of American fami-

lies, and afford an economical and pleasant

vent for the national propensity to move
on.

The system is as elastic as it is simple,

and lends itself to all sorts of modifications

which will readily suggest themselves to

the ingenious mind. It is not impossible

that in the course of the summer the be-

longings of the various families will get

more or less mixed uj), and it might be as

well to hold a raffle at the end of the sea-

son whereat property rights in children and
movables of disputed ownership would be

settled by the allotment of chance. That

detail and many others, however, would
provide for themselves. The plan is feasi-

ble ; that is self-evident. It might not

work with perfect smoothness, but at least

it would bump along.

Ad^-^*' y/>.
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AUDUBON'S STORY OF HIS YOUTH.

INTRODUCTION.

Bv Maria R. Audubon.

THE following' pages of autobiography of my grandfather, John James Audu-
bon, the naturalist, ^\ere found accidentally in an old calfskin-bound volume
where for many years they had been hidden. They have proved of so much

interest to those who have read them or heard them read, that it is deemed well

to publish them unchanged, though in one or two instances paragraphs and names
which bear on purely family matters have been omitted. Indeed, with the pictured

faces of the father who wrote the sketch and those of the two sons for whom it

was written looking from the wall of the room wherein the ancient book lies, it has
seemed imj^ossible to make any alteration in the quaint phraseology and rather ir-

regular arrangement of incidents ; all, therefore, has been left untouched. Those
who are mentioned in the manuscript must long have passed away ; and it is

hoped, therefore, that there is no objection to be raised as to retaining the few
names to be found in it.

That a transcript from these pages was part of the material placed by my
grandmother, Mrs. Audubon, in the hands of the editor of her Memoir of her
husband, is probable from the aj^pearance there of several brief extracts from it,

and of a summary of the events here described ; but the narrative had never been
even privately printed.

Written at a time w^hen the struggle was over, fame and wealth having then
come to the man who rose so successfully after such heavy losses and such con-

tinuous and unlooked-for misfortunes, the manuscript shows that these things had
cut deep into the sensitive heart and mind of him of whom w^e may surely say

"No bird tliat cleaves the air

But his rovealiiiir thout'lit lias niado more fair.'"

MYSELF, J. J. AUDUBON.

The precise period of my birth is yet

an enigma to m(\ and I can oidy say
what I have often heard my father re-

peat to me on this subject, which is as

follows : It seems tliat my fatlicr had
large pr()])erties in Santo Domingo, and
was in the habit of. visiting frequently
that portion of our Southern States

called, and known by the name of, Louis-
Copyrijjht. lS'.t:$, by UharlcB Sci

iana, then owned by the Fi'ench Crov-

ernment.
During one of these excursions he

married a lady of S])jinisli (extraction,

whom I have been led to undcistand

was as beautiful as she was wealthy, and
otherwise atti'activ(\ and who bore my
fatlier tliree sons and a daughter, I

being the youngest of the sons and the

only on(> who survived extreme youth.

My mother, soon after my birth, acconi-

ibner's Sons. All rijrhta reserved.
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paiiioil niv father to the estate of Aux bird presuniiut;- upon his rights in the

Caves, on the island of Santo Domingo, scale of nature ; be this as it may, he cer-

and she was one (^f the victims during tainly showed his supremacy in strength

the ever-to-be-lamented 2)criod of the over the denizen of tlie air, for, walking
negro insurrection of that island. deliberately and ui)rightly toward the

My father, tlirough the intervention po(n* bird, he at once killed it, with un-
of some faitlifiil servants, escaped from natural composure. The sensations of

Aux Cayes with a good portion of his my infant heart at this cniel sight were
l)l:ite and money, and with me and these agony to me. I prayed the servant to

humble friends reached New Orleans in beat the monkey, but he, who for some
safety. From this place he took me to reason preferred the monkey to the par-

France, where, having married the only rot, refused. I uttered long and pierc-

mother I have ever known, he left me ing cries, my mother rushed into the

under her charge, and returned to the room, I was tran(]uillized, the monkey
United States in the employ of the was forever afterward chained, and
French Government, acting as an officer Mignonne buried with all the loomji of

under Admiral Eochambeau. Shortly a cherished lost one.

afterward, however, he landed in the This made, as I have said, a very deep
United States aiid became attached to impression on my youthful mind. But
the army under La Fayette. now, my dear children, I must tell you
The first of my recoUective powers somewhat of vnj father, and of his par-

placed me in the central portion of the entage.

city of Nantes, on the Loire River, in John Audubon, my grandfather, was
France, where I still recollect particu-

larly that I was much cherished by my
dear stepmother, who had no children of

her ovm, and that I was constantly at-

born and lived at the small village of

Sable d'Olhonne, and was by trade a

very humble fisherman. He ap2:)ears to

have made up for the want of wealth by
tended by one or two black servants the number of his children, twenty-one
who had followed my father from Santo of whom he actually raised to iiian and
Domingo to New Orleans and after- womanhood. All were sons, with one
war<l to Nantes. exception ; my aunt, one uncle, and my
One incident, which is as perfect in father, who was the twentieth son, being

my memory as if it

had occurred this

very day, I have
thought of t h o u

-

sands of times since,

and will now put on
paper as one of the

curious things which
perhaps did lead me
in after times to love

birds, and to tinally

study them w'ith

pleasure infinite. My
motlier liad several

beautiful ]) a r r o t s

,

and some monkeys
;

one of the latter was
a full-grown male of

a very large species.

One morning, while

Profile of J. J. Audubon from his Death Mask.

(Since deptroyod by lire.)

the only members of

that extraordinary

numerous f am i 1 y
who lived to old age.

In subsequent years,

when I visited Sable

d'Olhonne, the old

I'esidents assured me
tliat they had seen

the whole family, in-

cluding both par
ents, at church man}-
times.

When my father

had reached the age
of twelve years, his

father presented him
with a shirt, a dress

of coarse material, a

stick and his oless-

the servants were engaged in arranging ing, and urged him to go and seek

the room I was in, " Pretty Polly " ask- means for his future support and sus-

ing for her breakfast as usual, '' JJa pain tenance.

aft. laif pour Ir pcrro'jncf Mu/iioimr," the Some liiid whaler or cod-fisherman

man of the woods probably thought the took him on board as a " Boy." Of his



John J. Audubon.

(Rei)ro(Uuc(l Iroiii an tniirraviug by ('. Turner. A.R.A.. of llu' portrait by F. Cruickshank.)
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life iliiriiii:: his early Mnai;os it would tliiu;^' verv ronsiilerable. The then
be useless to trouble you, let it suf- (lovenior ^ave me an appointment
tiee for me to sav that thev were of whit-h called me to France, and havintr

the usual most uncomfortable nature, received some favors there, became
How many trips he nnide I cannot say, once more a seafarin<j: man, the Govern-

(From

General Washington.

portrait preseuted to J. J. Audubou, by Waghincton, a few days before going into ^\^ute^-quarte^B at
"^

Valley Forge.)

but he told me that by the time he was
seventeen he had become an able sea-

man before the mast ; when twenty-one,
he commanded a tishinjjf- smack, and
went to the <<reat Newfoundland Banks ;

at twenty -tive he owned several small

crafts, all fishermen, and at twenty-
eiorjit sailed for Santo Dominp:o with
his little flotilla heavily loaded with tlie

produce of the deej). '* Fortune," said

he to me one day, " now bet^an to smile

upon me. I did well in this entei-]irise,

and after a few more voyages of the

same 8oi*t j^^ave up the sea, and pur-

chased a small estate on the Isle i\

Vaches ; the prosperity of Santo Do-
minj^o was at its zenith, and in the

course of ten vears I had realized some-

ment havinpf fj^ranted me the command
of a small vessel of war."

How long" my father remained in the

service it is impossible for me to say.

The different chanpfes occurring- at the

time of the American Revolution, and
afterward durinjif that in France, seem
to have sent him from one place to an-

other as if a foot-ball ; his property in

Santo Domingo augmenting, however,

the while, and indeed till the liberation

of the black slaves there.

During a visit he paid to Pennsyl-

vania wlien suffering from the effects of

a sunstroke, he inirchased the beautiful

farm of ]\Iillgrove, on the Schuylkill and
Perkiomen streams. At this place, and a

few days only before the memorable bat-
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tie {sic) of Valley Forge, (jenei-al Wash- in the French Kevolution ; both were
iugton presented him with his portrait, officers in the army. His only sister

now in my possession, and highly do was killed by the Chouans of La Ven-
I value it as a memento of that noble dc'e, and the only brother he had was
man and the glories of those days.'^" not on good terms with him. Thi^H

WMIiUU^
'My'^''''*^'^''"''^''" ' '^'**"'*':' wl lua»,r'q^

't'TO*T> '̂y"r!'
' 7 '

-" ^" 'y.'-^Ji'lfLUjj '

Admiral Audubon, Father ot the Naturalist.

At the conclusion of the war between
England and her child of the West, my
father returned to France, and con-
tinued in the employ of the naval de-
partment of that country, being at one
time sent to Plymouth, England, in

a seventy -five -gun ship, to exchange
prisoners. This was, I think, in the
sliort peace that took 2)lace between
England and France in 1801. He re-

turned to Rodiefort, where he lived for
several years, still in the employ of
(xovernment. Hr; iinally sent in his
resignation and returned to Nantes and
La (Tcrbertiire. He had many severe
trials and affiictioiis Ix'forc? liis death,
having lost my two older brothers early

• Tlic family still own this portniit of (JeiuTiil Wa»h-
inj'tou.

brother resided at Bayonne, and, I be-

lieve, had a large family, none of whom
I have ever seen or known.

In personal api^earance my father and
I were of the same height and stature,

say about live feet ten inches, erect,

and with muscles of steel ; his manners
were those of a most polished gentle-

man, for those and his natural luuler-

standing had been carefully imi)roved

bot!i by observation and by self-educa-

tion. In temper we much resembled
each other silso, being warm, irascible,

and at times violent, but it was like

tiie blast of a liuri'icane. dicadt'iil for a

time, wlicn cahii almost instantly w-
turned. He greatly }ip})roved of the

change in France during the time of

X{ip()l(M)n, whom he almost idoli/ed.
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Fatland House on the Schuylkill, Pa., as Rebuilt about 1846.

(The home of Lucy Bakewell, whom Audubon married.)

]My father died in 1818, regretted most
deservedly ou account of his sinijilicity,

truth, and perfect sense of honesty.

Now I must return to myself.

My ste2:)mother, who was devotedly
attached to me, far too much for my
pfood, was desirous tliat I should be
brought up to live and die "like a

gentleman," thinking that fine clothes

and tilled pockets were the only requi-

sites needful to attain this end. She
therefore com})letely sjx^iled me, hid
my faults, boasted to everyone of my
youtliful merits, and, worse than all,

said frecpiently in my presence that I

was the handsomest boy in France. All

my wishes and idle notions were at once
gratified ; she went so far as actually to

grant me carfr h/anchc at all tlie con-

fectionery shops in the to^vn, and also

of the village of Couerr)n, when; during
the summer we lived, as it were, in the

country.

^Fy father was quite of another, and
much more valuable, descri])tion of

mind as regarded my future welfare
;

he believed not in the ])ower of gold

coins as efficient means to render a man
hapj^y. He spoke of the stores of the

mind, and having suffered much him-
self through a want of education, he
ordered that I should be put to school,

and have teachers at home, "devolu-
tions," he was wont to say, " too often

take place in the lives of individuals,

and they are aj^t to lose in one day the

fortune they before possessed ; but tal-

ents and knowledge, added to sound
mental training, assisted by honest in-

dustry, can never fail, nor be taken
from anyone once the possessor of such
valuable means." Therefore, notwith-

standing all my mother's entreaties and
her tears, off to a school I was sent. Ex-
cepting onh', perhaps, military schools,

none were good in France at this peri-

od ; the thunders of the Revolution still

roared over the land, the Revoluiion-

ists covered the earth with the blood
of man, woman, and child. But let me
foi-ever dro2)the curtain over the friglit-

ful aspect of this dire picture. To
think of these dreadful days is too ter-

rible, and would be too horrible and
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painful for me to relate to you, my clear

sous.

The school I went to was none of

the best ; my private teachers were the

only means through w^hich I acquired
the least benefit. My father, who had
been for so long a seaman, and who was
then in the French Navy, wished me to

follow in his steps, or else to become

of the violin ; mathematics was hard,

dull work I thought
;
geography pleased

me more. For my other studies, as

well as for dancing, I was quite enthusi-

astic ; and I well recollect how anxious
I was then to become the commander
of a corps of dragoons.
My father being mostly absent, on

duty, my mother suffered me to do

John J. Audubon.

(From !i piiintinf; by liis Hon, J. W. Audubon, about 1S41.)

an engineer. For this reason I studied much as I pleased ; it was therefore

drawing, geography, mathematics, fenc- not to be wondered at tliat, instead of

ing, etc., as well as music, for which I applying closely to my studies, I i)re-

had considerable tal(!ut. I liad a good ferred associating with boys of my own
fencing-master, and a lirst-rate teacher age and disposition, who were more
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Victor Gifford Audubon, aged about Thirteen.

(Painted by his father, J. J. Audubon, about 1823.)

fond of going in searcli of birds' nests,

fishing, or shooting, than of better stud-

ies. Thus ahnost ever}^ day, instead of

going to school when I ought to have
gone, I usually made for the fields,

where I spent the day ; my little basket

went with me, filled with good eatables,

and when I returned home, during either

winter or summer, it was replenished

with what I called curiosities, such as

birds' nests, birds' eggs, curious lich-

ens, flowers of all sorts, and even peb-
bles gathered along the shore of some
rivulet.

The first time my father returned

from sea after this my room exhibited

quite a show, and on entering it he was
so pleased to see my various collections

that he complimented me on my taste

for such things ; but when he inquired

what else I had done, and I, like a cul-

prit, hung my head, he left me with-

out saying another word. Dinner over

he asked my sister for some music,

and, on her playing for him, he was so

pleased with her improvement that he
presented her with a beautiful book. I

was next asked to play on my violin,

but alas ! for nearly a month I had not

touched it, it was stringless ; not a word

was said on that subject. " Had I any
drawings to show ? " Only a few, and
those not good. My good father looked
at his wife, kissed my sister, and hum-
ming a tune left the room. The next
morning at dawn of day my father and
I were under way in a private carriage

;

my trunk, etc., were fastened to it, my
violin-case was under my feet, the pos-
tilion was ordered to proceed, my fa-

ther took a book from his pocket, and
while he silently read I was left entire-

ly to my own thoughts.

After some days' travelling we entered
the gates of Eochefort. My father had
scarcely spoken to me, yet there was
no anger exhibited in his countenance

;

nay, as we reached the house where
we alighted, and approached the door,

near which a sentinel stopped his walk
and j^resented arms, I saw him smile as

he raised his hat and said a few words
to the man, but so low that not a sylla-

ble reached my ears.

The house was furnished with ser-

vants, and everything seemed to go on
as if the owner had not left it. My
father bade me sit by his side, and tak-

ing one of my hands, calmly said to

me : "Mv beloved boy, thou art now

John Woodhouse Audubon, aged Eleven.

(Painted by his father, J. J, Audubon, about 1823.)
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.safe, I have brought thee here that I

may be able to pay constant attention

to thy studies, thou shalt have ample

time for pleasures, but the remainder

must be employed with industry and
•care. This day is entirely thine own,

and as I must attend to my duties, if

thou wishest to see the docks, the fine

ships of war, and walk round the wall,

thou may'st accompany me.'' I accepted

and off together we went ; I was pre-

sented to every officer we met, and they

noticing me more or less, I saw much
that day, yet still I perceived that I was
like a prisoner-of-war on parole in the

city of Rochefort.

My best and most amiable companion
was the son of Admiral, or Vice-Ad-
miral (I do not precisely recollect his

rank) Vivien, who resided nearly oppo-

site to the house where my father and I

then resided ; his company I much en-

joyed, and along wdth him all my leisure

hours were spent. About this time my
father was sent to England in a corvette

with a view to exchange prisoners, and
he sailed on board the man-of-war L'ln-

stitution for Plymouth. Previous to his

sailing he placed me under the charge
of his secretary, Gabriel Loyen Dupuy
Gaudeau, the son of a fallen nobleman.
Now this gentleman was of no pleasing

nature to me ; he was, in fact, more
than too strict and severe in all his pre-

scriptions to me, and well do I recollect

that one morning, after having been set

to a very arduous task in mathematical
problems, I gave him the slip, jumped
from the window, and ran off through
the gardens attached to the Marine
Secretariat. The unfledged bird may
stand for a while on the border of its

nest, and perhaps open its winglets and
attempt to soar away, but his youthful
imprudence may, and indeed often does,

prove inimical to his prowxss, as some
more wary and older bird, that has kept
an eye toward him, pounces relentlessly

upon the young adventurer and secures
him within the grasp of his more pow-
erful talons. This was the case with me
in this instance. I had leaped from the
door of my cage and thought myself
quite safe, while I rambled tlioughtlessly

beneath the shadow of the trees in the
garden and grounds in which I found
myself ; but the Secretary, with a side

glance, had watched my escape, and, ere

many minutes had elapsed, I saw^ com-
ing toward me a corporal with whom,
in fact, I was well acquainted. On
nearing me, and I did not attempt to

escape, our past familiarity was, I found,
quite evaporated ; he bid me, in a severe

voice, to follow him, and on my being
presented to my father's secretary I

was at once ordered on board the pon-
toon in port. All remonstrances proved

Audubon.

(From a picture made not long before his death.)

fruitless, and on board the pontoon I

was conducted, and there left amid such
a medley of culprits as I cannot describe,

and of whom, indeed, I have but little

recollection, save that I felt vile myself
in their vile company. My father re-

turned in due course, and released me
from these floating and most disagree-

able lodgings, but not without a rather

severe reprimand.
Shortly after this we returned to

Nantes, and later to La Gerbertiere.

My stay here was short, and I went to

Nantes to study mathematics anew^, and
there spent about one year, the remem-
brance of which has flown from my
memory, with the exception of one in-

cident, of which, when I hajipen to pass

my hand over the left side of my head,

I am ever and anon reminded. 'Tis

this : one morning w'liile playing with

boys of my own age, a quarrel arose

among us, a battle ensued, in the course
of which I was knocked down bv a
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round stone, that brought the blood
from that part of my skull, and for a

time I lay on the ground unconscious,

but soon rallying, experienced no lasting

effects but the scar.

During all these years there existed

within me a tendency to follow Nat-

ure in her walks. Perhaps not an hour
of leisure was spent elsewhere than in

woods and fields, and to examine either

the eggs, nest, young, or parents of any
species of birds constituted my delight.

It was about this period that I com-
menced a series of drawings of the birds

of France, which I continued until I

had upward of two hundred drawings,
all bad enough, my dear sons, yet they
were representations of birds, and I felt

pleased with them. Hundreds of anec-

dotes respecting my life at this time
might prove interesting to you, but as

they are not in my mind at this moment
I will leave them, though jou may find

some of them in the course of the fol-

lowing pages.

I was within a few months of be-

ing seventeen years old, when my step-

mother, who was an earnest Catholic,

took into her head that I should be
confirmed ; my father agreed. I was
surprised and indifferent, but yet as I

loved her as if she had been my own
mother, and well did she merit my deep-
est affection, I took to the catechism,

studied it and other matters pertaining
to the ceremony, and all was performed
to her liking. Not long after this, my
father, anxious as he was that I should
be enrolled in Napoleon's army as a

Frenchman, found it necessary to send
me back to my own beloved country,

the United States of America, and I

came with intense and indescribable

pleasure.

On landing at New York, I caught
the yellow fever by walking to the bank
at Greenwich to get the money to which
my father's letter of credit entitled me.
The kind man who commanded the ship
that brought me from France, whose
name was a common one, John Smith,
took particular charge of me, removed
me to Morristown, N. J., and placed me
under the care of two Quaker ladies

who kept a boarding-house. To their

skilful and untiring ministrations I may
safely say I owe the prolongation of my

Vol. XTIT.—28

life. Letters were forwarded by them
to my father's agent, Miles Fisher, of

Philadelphia, of whom I have more to

say hereafter. He came for me in his

carriage and removed me to his villa, at

a short distance from Philadelphia and
on the road toward Trenton. There I

would have found myself quite com-
fortable had not incidents taken place

which are so connected with the change
in my life as to call immediate attention

to them.
Miles Fisher had been my father's

trusted agent for about eighteen years,

and the old gentlemen entertained great

mutual friendship ; indeed, it would
seem that Mr. Fisher was actually de-

sirous that I should become a mem-
ber of his family, and this was evinced

within a few days by the manner in

which the good Quaker presented me
to a daughter of no mean appearance,

but toward whom I happened to take

an unconquerable dislike. Then he was
opposed to music of all descriptions, as

well as to dancing, could not bear me
to carry a gun, or fishing-rod, and, in-

deed, condemned most of my amuse-
ments. All these things were diffi-

culties toward accomplishing a plan
which, for aught I know to the con-

trary, had been premeditated between
him and my father, and rankled the

heart of the kindly, if somewhat strict

Quaker. They troubled me much also
;

at times I wished myself anywhere but
under the roof of Mr. Fisher, and at

last I reminded him that it was his duty
to install me on the estate to which my
father had sent me.
One morning, therefore, I was told

that the carriage was ready to carry me
there, and toward my future home he
and I went. You are too well acquaint-

ed with the position of Mill Grove for

me to allude to that now ; suffice it to

say that we reached the former abode
of my father about sunset. I w^as pre-

sented to our tenant, William Thomas,
who also was a Quaker, and took pos-

session under certain restrictions, which
amounted to my not receiving more
than enough inoney per quarter than
was considered sufficient for the expen-
diture of a young gentleman.

Miles Fisher left me the next morn-
ing, and after him went m}' blessings.
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for I thought his departure a true de-

liverance ; vet this was only because
our tastes and educations were so dif-

ferent, for he certainly was a good and
learned man. Mill Grove was ever to

me a blessed spot ; in my daily walks I

thought I perceived the traces left by
my father as I looked on the even
fences round the fields, or on the regu-

lar manner with which avenues of trees,

as well as the orchards, had been
planted by his hand. The mill was
also a source of joy to me, and in the

cave, which you too remember, where
the pewees were wont to build, I never
failed to find quietude and dehght.

Hunting, fishing, drawing, and mu-
sic occupied my every moment ; cares

I knew not, and cared naught about
them. I purchased excellent and beau-
tiful horses, visited all such neighbors
as I found congenial sj^irits, and was as

happy as happy could be. A few months
after my arrival at Mill Grove I was
informed one day that an English fam-
ily had purchased the plantation next
to mine, that the name of the owner
was Bakewell, and moreover that he
had several very handsome and inter-

esting daughters, and beautiful pointer

dogs. I listened, but cared not a jot

about them at the time. The place was
within sight of Mill Grove, and Fatland
Ford, as it was called, was merely di-

vided from my estate by a road leading

to the Schuylkill River. Mr. WilHam
Bakewell, the father of the family, had
called on me one day, but, finding I

was rambling in the woods in search

of birds, left a card and an invitation

to go shooting with him. Now this

gentleman was an Englishman, and I

such a foolish boy, that, entertaining the

greatest prejudices against all of his na-

tionality, I did not return his visit for

many weeks, which was as absurd as it

was ungentlemanly and impolite.

Mrs. Thomas, good soul, more than
once spoke to me on the subject, as

well as her worthy husband, but all to

no import ; English was English with
me, my poor childish mind was settled

on that, and as I wished to know none
of the race the call remained unacknowl-
edged.

Frost}^ weather, however, came, and
anon was the ground covered with the

deep snow. Grouse were abundant
along the fir-covered ground near the
creek, and as I was in pursuit of game
one frosty morning I chanced to meet
Mr. Bakewell in the woods. I was
struck with the kind politeness of his

manner, and found him an expert
marksman. Entering into conversation,

I admired the beauty of his weU-trained
dogs, and, apologizing for my discour-

tesy, finally promised to call upon him
and his family.

Well do I recollect the morning, and
may it please God that I may never for-

get it, when for the first time I entered
Mr. Bakewell's dwelling. It happened
that he was absent from home, and I

was shoyni into a parlor where only
one young lady was snugly seated at

her work by the fire. She rose on my
entrance, offered me a seat, and assured
me of the gratification her father would
feel on his return, which, she added,
would be in a few moments, as she
would despatch a servant for him.

Other ruddy cheeks and bright eyes

made their transient appearance, but
like spirits gay, soon vanished from mj
sight, and there I sat, my gaze riveted,

as it were, on the young girl before me,
who, half working, half talking, essayed

to make the time pleasant to me. Oh !

may God bless her ! It was she, my dear

sons, who afterward became my beloved

wife, and your mother. Mr. Bakewell
soon made his appearance, and received

me with the manner and hospitality of

a true English gentleman. The other

members of the family were soon in-

troduced to me, and " Lucy " was told

to have luncheon produced. She now
arose from her seat a second time, and
her form, to which I had previously

paid but partial attention, showed both

grace and beauty ; and my heart fol-

lowed every one of her steps. The re-

past over, guns and dogs were made
ready.

Lucy, I was pleased to believe, looked

upon me with some favor, and I turned

more especially to her on leaving. I

felt that certain "je ne sais qvoi " which
intimated that, at least, she was not in-

different to me.
To speak of the many shooting par-

ties that took place with Mr. BakeweU
would be quite useless, and I shall mere-
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ly say that he was a most excellent

man, a great shot, and possessed of ex-

traordinary learning—aye, far beyond
my comprehension. A few days after

this first interview with the family the

Perkiomen chanced to be boimd with

ice, and many a one from the neighbor-

hood was playing pranks on the glassy

surface of that lovely stream. Being
somewhat of a skater myself, I sent a

note to the inhabitants of Fatland Ford,

inviting them to come and partake of

the simple hospitality of Mill Grove
farm, and the invitation was kindly re-

ceived and accepted. My own landlady

bestirred herself to the utmost in the

procuring of as man}^ pheasants and
partridges as her group of sons could

entrap, and now under my own roof

was seen the whole of the Bakewell
family, seated round the table which
has never ceased to be one of simplicity

and hospitality.

After dinner we all repaired to the

ice on the creek, and there, in comfort-
able sledges, each fair one was propelled

by an ardent skater. Tales of love may
be extremely stupid to the majorit^^, so

that I will not expatiate on these days,

but to me, my dear sons, and under
such circumstances as then, and, thank
God, now exist, every moment was to

me one of deUght.
But let me interrupt my tale to

tell you somewhat of other companions
whom I have heretofore neglected to

mention. These are two Frenchmen,
by name Da Costa and Colmesnil. A
lead mine had been discovered by my
tenant, Wilham Thomas, to which, be-
sides the raising of fowls, I paid consid-
erable attention ; but I knew nothing
of mineralogy or mining, and my fa-

ther, to whom I communicated the dis-

covery of the mine, sent Mr. Da Costa
as a partner and partial guardian from
France. This fellow was intended to

teach me mineralogy and mining en-
gineering, but, in fact, knew nothing of
either, besides which he was a covetous
wretch, who did all he could to ruin
my father, and indeed swindled both of
us to a large amount. I had to go to
France and expose him to my father
to get rid of him, which I fortunately
accompHshed at first sight of my kind
parent. A greater scoundrel than Da

Costa never probably existed, but peace
be with his soul.

The other, Colmesnil, was a very in-

teresting young Frenchman with whom
I became acquainted. He was very

poor, and I invited him to come and
reside under my roof. This he did, re-

maining for many months, much to my
delight. His appearance was typical of

what he was, a perfect gentleman ; he
was handsome in form, and possessed of

talents far above my own. When intro-

duced to your mother's family he was
much thought of, and at one time he
thought himself welcome to my Lucy

;

but it was only a dream, and when once
undeceived by her whom I too loved,

he told me he must part with me. This
we did with mutual regret, and he re-

turned to France, where, though I have
lost sight of him, I believe he is still

living.

During the winter connected with
this event your uncle Thomas Bakewell,

now residing in Cincinnati, was one
morning skating with me on the Perkio-
men, when he challenged me to shoot
at his hat as he tossed it in the air,

which challenge I accepted with great

pleasure. I was to pass by at full

speed, within about twenty-five feet of

where he stood, and to shoot only
when he gave the word. Off I went
like lightning, up and down, as if

anxious to boast of my own prowess
while on the glittering surface beneath
my feet ; coming, however, within the

agreed distance the signal was given,

the trigger pulled, off went the load,

and down on the ice came the hat of

my future brother-in-law, as completely
perforated as if a sieve. He repented,

alas ! too late, and was afterward se-

verely reprimanded by Mr. Bakewell.

Another anecdote I must relate to

you on paper which I have probably
too often repeated in words, concern-

ing my skating in those early days of

happiness ; but, as the world knows
nothing of it, I shall give it to you
at some length. It was arranged one
morning between your young uncle,

myself, and several other friends of the

same age, that we should proceed on a

duck-shooting excursion up the creek,

and, accordingly, off we went after an
early breakfast. The ice was in capital
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order wherever no air-holes existed,

but of these a great number interrupt-

ed our course, all of which were, how-
ever, avoided as we proceeded upward
along the glittering, frozen bosom of

the stream. The day was spent in much
pleasure, and the game collected was
not inconsiderable.

On our retui'n, in the early dusk of

the evening, I was bid to lead the way
;

I fastened a white handkerchief to a

stick, held it up, and we all proceeded
toward home as a flock of wild ducks
to their roosting-grounds. Many a mile
had already been passed, and, as gayly
as ever, we were skating swiftly along
when darkness came on, and now our
speed was increased. "Unconsciously I

happened to draw so very near a large

air-hole that to check my headway
became quite impossible, and down it

I went, and soon felt the power of a

most chilling bath. My senses must, for

aught I know, have left me for a while
;

be this as it may, I must have glided

with the stream some thirty or forty

yards, when, as God would have it, up
I popped at another air-hole, and here
I did, in some way or another, manage
to crawl out. My companions, who in

the gloom had seen my form so sud-
denly disappear, escaped the danger and
were around me when I emerged from
the greatest peril I have ever encoun-
tered, not excepting my escape from
being murdered on the prairie, or by
the hands of that wretch S B

,

of Henderson. I was helped to a shirt

from one, a pair of dry breeches from
another, and completely dressed anew
in a few minutes, if in motley and ill-

fitting garments, our line of march was
continued, with, however, much more
circumspection. Let the reader, who-
ever he may be, think as he may like

on this singular and, in truth, most
extraordinary escape from death, it is

the truth, and as such I have written

it down as a wonderful act of Prov-
idence.

Mr. Da Costa, my tutor, took it into

his head that my affection for your
mother was rash and inconsiderate. He
spoke triflingly of her and of her 2^ar-

ents, and one day said to me that for

a man of my rank and expectations to

marry Lucy Bakewell was out of the

question. If I laughed at him or not
I cannot tell you, but of this I am
certain, that my answers to his talks

on this subject so exasperated him that
he immediately afterward curtailed my
usual income, made some arrangements
to send me to Lidia, and wrote to my
father accordingly. Understanding from
many of my friends that his plans were
fixed, and finally hearing from Philadel-

phia, whither Da Costa had gone, that

he had taken my passage from Phila-

delphia to Canton, I walked to Phila-

delphia, entered his room quite unex-
pectedly, and asked him for such an
amount of money as would enable me
at once to sail for Prance, and there see

my father.

The cunning wretch, for I cannot
call him by any other name, smiled, and
said: "Certainly, my dear sir," and af-

terward gave me a letter of credit on a

Mr. Kauman, a half-agent, half-banker,

then residing at New York. I returned
to Mill Grove, made all preparatory

plans for my departure, bid a sad adieu

to my Lucy and her family, and walked
to New York. But never mind the jour-

ney ; it was winter, the country lay un-

der a covering of snow, but withal I

reached New York on the third day,

late in the evening.

Once there, I made for the house of

a Mrs. Palmer, a lady of excellent quali-

ties, who received me with the utmost
kindness, and later on the same evening

I went to the house of your grand-uncle,

Benjamin Bakewell, then a rich merchant
of New York, managing the concerns of

the house of Guelt, bankers of London.
I was the bearer of a letter from Mr.
Bakewell, of Fatland Ford, to this broth-

er of his, and there I was again most
kindly received and housed.

The next day I called on Mr. Kauman
;

he read Da Costa's letter, smiled, and
after a while told me he had nothing

to give me, and in plain terms said that

instead of a letter of credit. Da Costa

—

that rascal !—had written and advised

him to have me arrested and shipped

to Canton. The blood rose to my tem-

ples, and well it was that I had no weapon
about me, for I feel even now quite as-

sured that his heart must have received

the result of my wrath. I left him half

bewildered, half mad, and went at once

I
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to Mrs. Palmer, and spoke to her of my
purpose of returning at once to Phila-

delphia and there certainly murdering
Da Costa. Women have great power
over me at any time, and perhaps under
all circumstances. Mrs. Palmer quieted

me, spoke religiously of the cruel sin

I thought of committing, and, at last,

persuaded me to relinquish the direful

plan. I returned to Mr. Bakewell's low-

spirited and mournful, but said not a

word about all that had passed. The
next morning my sad visage showed
something was wrong, and I at last gave
vent to my outraged feeHngs.

Benjamin Bakewell was a friend of

his brother (may you ever be so toward
each other). He comforted me much,
went with me to the docks to seek a
vessel bound to France, and offered me
any sum of money I might require to

convey me to my father's house. My
passage was. taken on board the brig

Hope, of New Bedford, and I sailed

in her, leaving Da Costa and Kauman
in the most exasperated state of mind.
The fact is, both these rascals intended
to cheat both me and my father. The
brig was bound direct for Nantes. We
left the Hook under a very fair breeze,

and proceeded at a good rate till we
reached the latitude of New Bedford, in

Rhode Island, when my captain came to

me, as if in despair, and said he must
run into port, as the vessel was so leaky
as to force him to have her unloaded
and repaired before he proceeded across

the Atlantic. Now this was only a trick

;

my captain was newly married, and was
merely anxious to land at New Bedford
to spend a few days with his bride, and
had actually caused several holes to be
bored below water-mark, which leaked
enough to keep the men at the pumps.
We came to anchor close to the town
of New Bedford ; the captain went on
shore, entered a protest, the vessel was
unloaded, the apertures bunged up, and
after a week, which I spent in being
rowed about the beautiful harbor, we
sailed for La Belle France. A few days
after having lost sight of land we were
overtaken by a violent gale, coming
fairly on our quarter, and before it we
scudded at an extraordinary rate, and
during the dark night had the mis-
fortune to lose a fine 3'oung sailor

overboard. At one part of the sea we
passed through an immensity of dead
tish floating on the surface of the water,

and, after nineteen days from New Bed-
ford, we had entered the Loire, and
anchored off Painboeuf, the lower har-

bor of Nantes.

On sending my name to the principal

officer of the customs, he came on board,

and afterward sent me to my father's

villa. La Gerbertiere, in his barge, and
with his own men, and late that evening
I was in the arms of my beloved parents.

Although I had written to them previ-

ous to leaving America, the rapidity of

my voyage had prevented them hearing
of my intentions, and to them my ap-

pearance was sudden and unexpected.

Most welcome, however, I was ; I found
my father hale and hearty, and cMre
maman as fair and good as ever. Adored
maman, peace be with thee !

I cannot trouble you with minute ac-

counts of my life in France for the fol-

lowing twelve months, but will merely
tell you that my first object being that

of having Da Costa disposed of, this

was first effected ; the next was my
father's consent to my marriage, and
this was acceded to as soon as my good
father had received answers to letters

written to your grandfather, William
Bakewell. In the very lap of comfort
my time was happily spent ; I went out
shooting and hunting, drew every bird

I procured, as well as many other ob-

jects of natural history and zoology,

though these were not the subjects I

had studied under the instruction of the

celebrated David.
It was during this visit that my sister

Rosa was married to Gabriel Dupuy
Gaudeau, and I now also became ac-

quainted with Ferdinand Rozier, whom
you well know. Between Rozier and
myself my father formed a partnership

to stand good for nine years in America.
France was at that time in a great

state of convulsion ; the republic had,

as it were, dwindled into a half mo-
narchical, half democratic era. Bona-
parte was at the height of success, over-

flowing the c(5untry as the mountain
torrent overflows the plains in its course.

Levies, or conscriptions, were the order
of the day, and my name being French
my father felt uneasy lest I should be
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forced to take part in the political strife

of tliosc days.

I underwent a mockery of an exami-
nation, and was received as midshipman
in the navy, went to llochefort, was
placed on board a man-of-war, and ran

a short cruise. On my return my father

had, in some way, obtained passports

for Rozier and me, and we sailed for

New York. Never can I forget the day
when, at St. Nazaire, an officer came on
board to examine the j^apers of the

many passengers. On looking at mine
he said :

" My dear Mr. Audubon, I

wish you joy ; would to God that I

had such papers, how thankful I should
be to leave unhappy France under the

same passport."

About a fortnight after leaving

France a vessel gave us chase. We were
ninning before the wind under all sail,

but the unknown gained on us at a

great rate, and after a while stood to

the windward of our ship, about haK
a mile off. She fired a gun, the ball

passed within a few yards of our bows

;

our captain heeded not, but kept on
his course, with the United States flag

displayed and floating in the breeze.

Another and another shot was fired

at us ; the enemy closed upon us ; all

the passengers expected to receive her
broadside. Our commander hove to ; a

boat was almost instantaneously lowered
and alongside our vessel ; two officers

leaped on board, with about a dozen
mariners ; the first asked for the cap-

tain's papers, while the latter with his

men kept guard over the whole.

The vessel which had pursued us was
the Rattlesnake and was what I believe

is generally called a privateer, w^hich

means nothing but a pirate ; every one
of the papers proved to be in perfect

accordance with the law^s existing be-

tween England and America, therefore

we were not touched nor molested, but
the English officers who had come on
board robbed the ship of almost ev-

erything that was nice in the way of

provisions, took our pigs and sheep,

coffee and wines, and carried off our
two best sailors, despite all the remon-
strances made by one of our members
of Congress, I think from Virginia, who
was accompanied by a charming young
daughter. The Rattlesnake kept us

under her lee, and almost within pistol-

shot, for a whole day and night, ran-

sacking the ship for money, of which
we had a good deal in the run beneath
a ballast of stone. Although this was
paiiially removed they did not find the
treasure. I may here tell you that I

placed the gold belonging to Rozier
and myself, w^rapped in some clothing,

under a cable in the bow of the ship,

and there it remained snug till the
Rattlesnake had given us leave to de-

part, which you may be sure we did
without thanks to her commander or
crew ; we were afterward told the for-

mer had his wife with him.
After this rencontre we sailed on till

within about thirty miles of the en-

trance to the bay of New York, when
we passed a fishing-boat, from which
we were hailed and told that two Brit-

ish frigates lay off the entrance of the

Hook, had fired an American ship, shot
a man, and impressed so many of our
seamen, that to attempt reaching New
York might prove to be both unsafe
and unsuccessful. Our captain, on
hearing this, put about immediately,
and sailed for the east end of Long
Island Sound, which we entered unin-

terrupted by any other enemy than a
dreadful gale, which drove us on a sand-
bar in the Sound, but from which we
made off unhurt during the height of

the tide, and finally reached New York.
I at once called on your uncle Ben-

jamin Bakewell, stayed with him a day,

and proceeded at as swift a rate as pos-

sible to Fatland Ford, accompanied by
Ferdinand Rozier. Mr. Da Costa was at

once dismissed from his charge. I saw
my dear Lucy, and was again my own
master.

Perhaps it would be well for me to

give you some slight information re-

specting my mode of life in those days
of my youth, and I shall do so without
gloves. I was what in plain terms may
be called extremely extravagant. I had
no vices, it is true, neither had I any
high aims. I was ever fond of shooting,

fishing, and riding on horseback ; the

raising of fowls of every sort was one
of my hobbies, and to reach the maxi-
mum of my desires in those different

things filled every one of my thoughts.

I was ridiculously fond of dress. To
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have seen me going shooting in black

satin smallclothes, or breeches, with silk

stockings, and the finest ruffled shirt

Philadelphia could afford, was, as I now
realize, an absurd spectacle, but it was
one of my many foibles, and I shall not

conceal it. I purchased the best horses

in the country, and rode well, and felt

proud of it ; my guns and fishing-tackle

were equally good, always expensive

and richly ornamented, often with sil-

ver. Indeed, though in America, I cut

as many foolish pranks as a young
dandy in Bond Street or Piccadilly.

I was extremely fond of music, danc-

ing, and drawing ; in all I had been
well instructed, and not an opportunity
was lost to confirm my propensities

in those accomplishments. I was, like

most young men, filled with the love of

amusement, and not a ball, a skating-

match, a house or riding party took
place without me. Withal, and fortu-

nately for me, I was not addicted to

gambling ; cards I disliked, and I had
no other evil practices. I was, besides,

temperate to an intemperate degree. I

lived, until the day of my union with
your mother, on milk, fruits, and vege-

tables, with the addition of game and
fish at times, but never had I swallowed
a single glass of wine or spirits, until

the day of my wedding. The result has
been my uncommon, indeed iron, consti-

tution. This was my constant mode of

life ever since my earliest recollection,

and while in France it was extremely
annoying to all those round me. In-

deed, so much did it influence me that

I never went to dinners, merely because
when so situated my peculiarities in my
choice of food occasioned comment, and
also because often not a single dish was
to my taste or fancy, and I could eat

nothing from the sumptuous tables be-
fore me. Pies, puddings, eggs, milk, or
cream was all I cared for in the way of

food, and many a time have I robbed
my tenant's wife, Mrs. Thomas, of the
cream intended to make butter for the
Philadelphia market. All this time I

was as fair and as rosy as a girl, though
as strong, indeed stronger, than most
young men, and as active as a buck.
And why, have I thought a thousand
times, should I not have kept to that de-
licious mode of living, and why should

not mankind in general be more abste-

mious than mankind is ?

Before I sailed for France I had be-

gun a series of drawings of the birds of

America, and had also begun a study of

their habits. I at first drew my sub-

jects dead, by which I mean to say that,

after procuring a specimen, I hung it up
either by the head, wing, or foot, and
copied it as closely as I possibly could.

In my drawing of birds only did I in-

terest Mr. Da Costa. He always com-
mended my efforts, nay, he even went
farther, for one morning, while I was
drawing a figure of the Ardea heriodias,

he assured me the time might come w^hen

I should be a great American naturalist.

However curious it may seem to the sci-

entific world, that these sayings from
the lips of such a man should affect me,
I assure you they had great weight with
me, and I felt a certain degree of pride

in these words even then.

Too young and too useless to be mar-
ried, your grandfather William Bake-
well advised me to study the mercan-
tile business ; my father approved, and
to insure this training under the best

auspices I went to New York, where I

entered as a clerk for your great uncle

Benjamin Bakewell, while Rozier went
to a French house at Philadelphia.

The mercantile business did not suit

me. The very first venture which I un-
dertook was in indigo ; it cost me sev-

eral hundred pounds, the whole of which
was lost. Rozier was no more fortunate

than I, for he shipped a cargo of hams
to the West Indies, and not more than
one-fifth of the cost was returned. Yet
I suppose we both obtained a smatter-

ing of business.

Time passed, and at last, on April 5,

1808, your mother and I were married
by the Rev. Dr. Latimer, of Philadel-

phia, and the next morning left Fatland
Ford and Mill Grove for Louisville,

Ky. For some two years previous to

this Rozier and I had visited the coun-

try from time to time as merchants, had
thought well of it, and liked it exceed-

ingly. Its fei;tility and abundance, the

hospitality and kindness of the people

were sufficiently winning things to en-

tice anyone to go there with a view to

comfort and happiness.

We had marked LouisviUe as a spot
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designed by nature to become a place of

great importance, and, had we been as

wise as we now are, I might never have
jjublished the "Birds of America," for

a few hundred dollars laid out at that

period, in lands or town lots near Louis-
ville, would, if left to grow over with
grass to a date ten years past (this being
1835), have become an immense fortune.

But young heads are on young shoul-

ders ; it was not to be, and who cares ?

On our way to Pittsburg we met
with a sad accident, that nearly cost the

life of youi' mother. The coach upset
on the mountains, and she was severely,

but fortunately not fatally, hurt. We
floated down the Ohio in a flat-boat, in

company with several other young fami-

lies ; we had many goods, and opened a

large store at Louisville, which went on
prosperously, when I attended to it ; but
birds were birds, then as now, and my
thoughts were ever and anon turning
toward them as the objects of my great-

est dehght. I shot, I drew, I looked on
nature only ; my days were happy be-

yond human conception, and beyond
this I really cared not.

Victor was born June 12, 1809, at

Gwathway's Hotel of the Indian Queen.
We had by this time formed the ac-

quaintance of many persons in and
about Louisville ; the country was set-

tled by planters and farmers of the

most benevolent and hospitable nature

;

and my young wife, who possessed tal-

ents far above par, was regarded as a

gem, and received by them all with the

greatest pleasure. All the sportsmen
and hunters were fond of me, and I

became their companion ; my fondness
for fine horses was well kept up, and
I had as good as the country—and the

country was Kentucky— could afford.

Our most intimate friends were the Ta-

rascons and the Berthouds, at Louis-

ville and Shippingpoi-t. The simplicity

and wiiole - heartedness of those days I

cannot describe ; man was man, and
each, one to another, a brother.

I seldom passed a day without draw-
ing a bird, or noting something respect-

ing its habits, Bozier meantime attend-

ing the counter. I could relate many
curious anecdotes about him, but never
mind them ; he made out to grow rich,

and what more could he wish for.

In 1810 Alexander Wilson, the nat-
uralist—not the American naturalist

—

called ui)on me. About 1812 your
uncle Thomas W. Bakewell sailed from
New York or Philadelphia, as a partner
of mine, and took with him all the dis-

posable money which I had at that time,
and there [New Orleans] opened a mer-
cantile house under the name of "Au-
dubon & Bakewell."
Merchants crowded to Louisville from

all our Eastern cities. None of them
were, as I was, intent on the study of
birds, but all were deeply impressed
with the value of doUars. LouisviUe
did not give us up, but we gave up
Louisville. I could not bear to give
the attention required by my business,
and which, indeed, every business calls

for, and, therefore, my business aban-
doned me. Indeed, I never thought of

it beyond the ever - engaging journeys
which I was in the habit of taking to

Philadelphia or New York, to purchase
goods ; these journeys I greatly enjoyed,
as they afforded me ample means to

study birds and their habits as I trav-

elled through the beautiful, the darling
forests of Ohio, Kentucky, and Penn-
sylvania.

Were I here to tell you that once,

when travelling, and driving several

horses before me laden with goods and
dollars, I lost sight of the pack-sad-
dles, and the cash they bore, to watch
the motions of a warbler, I should on-
ly repeat occurrences that happened
a hundred times and more in those

days. To an ordinary reader this may
appear very odd, but it is as true, my
dear sons, as it is that I am now
scratching this poor book of mine with
a miserable iron pen. Bozier and my-
self still had some business together,

but we became discouraged at Louis-
ville, and I longed to have a wilder
range ; this made us remove to Hender-
son, one hundred and twenty-five miles

farther down the fair Ohio. We took
there the remainder of our stock on
hand, but found the country so very

new, and so thinly populated that the

commonest goods only were called for.

I may say our guns and fishing-lines

were the principal means of our sup-

port, as regards food.

John Pope, our clerk, who was a
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Kentuckian, was a good shot and an
excellent fisherman, and he and I at-

tended to the procuring of game and
fish, while Kozier again stood behind
the counter.

Your beloved mother and I were as

happy as possible, the people round
loved us, and we them in return ; our

profits were enormous, but our sales

small, and my partner, who spoke Eng-
lish but badly, suggested that we remove
to St. Genevieve, on the Mississippi

River. I acceded to his request to go
there, but determined to leave your
mother and Victor at Henderson, not
being quite sure that our adventure

would succeed as we hoped. I therefore

placed her and the children under the

care of Dr. Rankin and his wife, who
had a fine farm about three miles from
Henderson, and having arranged our
goods on board a large flat-boat, my
partner and I left Henderson in the

month of December, 1813, in a heavy
snow-storm. This change in my plans

prevented me from going, as I had in-

tended, on a long expedition. In Louis-
ville we had formed the acquaintance

of Major Croghan (an old friend of my
father's), and of General Jonathan Clark,

the brother of General William Clark,

the first white man who ever crossed the

Rocky Mountains. I had engaged to

go with him, but was, as I have said,

unfortunately prevented. To return to

our journey. When we reached Cash
Creek we were bound by ice for a few
weeks ; we then attempted to ascend the

Mississippi, but were again stopped in

the great bend called Tawapatee Bot-
tom, where we again planted our camp
till a thaw broke the ice. In less than
six weeks, however, we reached the vil-

lage of St. Genevieve. I found at once
it was not the place for me ; its popu-
lation was then composed of low French
Canadians, uneducated and uncouth,
and the ever-longing wish to be with
my beloved wife and children drew my
thoughts to Henderson, to which I de-
cided to return almost immediately.
Scarcely any communication existed be-
tween the two places, and I felt cut off

from all dearest to me. Rozier, on the
contrary, liked it ; he found plenty of

French with whom to converse. I pro-
posed selling out to him, a bargain was

made, he paid me a certain amount in

cash, and gave me bills for the resi-

due. This accomplished, I purchased
a beauty of a horse, for which I paid
dear enough, and bid Rozier farewell.

On my return trip to Henderson I

was obliged to stop at a humble cabin,

where I so nearly ran the chance of los-

ing my life, at the hands of a woman
and her two desperate sons, that I have
thought fit since to introduce this pas-

sage in a sketch called " The Prairie,"

and which is to be found in (I believe)

the first volume of my " Ornithological

Biography."
W^inter was just bursting into spring

when I left the land of lead mines. Nat-
ure leaped with joy, as it were, at her
own new-born marvels, the prairies be-

gan to be dotted with beauteous flow-

ers, abounded with deer, and my own
heart was filled with happiness at the

sights before me. I must not forget to

tell 3^ou that I crossed those prairies on
foot at another time, for the purpose
of collecting the money due to me from
Rozier, and that I walked one hundred
and sixty-five miles in a little over three

days, much of the time nearly ankle-

deep in mud and water, from which
I suffered much afterward by swollen
feet. I reached Henderson in early

March and a few weeks later the lower
portions of Kentucky and the shores
of the Mississippi suffered severely by
earthquakes. I felt their effects be-
tween Louisville and Henderson, and
also at Dr. Rankin's. I have omitted to

say that my second son, John Wood-
house, was born under Dr. Rankin's
roof on November 30, 1812 ; he was
an extremely delicate boy till about a

twelvemonth old, when he suddenly ac-

quired strength and grew to be a lusty

child.

Your uncle, Thomas W. Bakewell, had
been all this time in New Orleans, and
thither I had sent him almost all the

money I could raise, but, notwithstand-
ing this, the firm could not stand, and
one day, while I was making a draw-
ing of an otter, he suddenly appeared.

He remained at Dr. Rankin's a few days,

talked much to me about our misfort-

unes in trade, and left us for Fatland
Ford.
My pecuniary means were now much
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reduced. I continued to draw birds and
quadrupeds it is true, but only now
and then thought of making any money.
I bought a wild horse, and on its back
travelled over Tennessee and a portion
of Georgia, and so round till I finally

reached Philadelphia, and then to your
grandfather's at Fatland Ford. He had
sold my plantation of IVIill Grove to

Moses Wetherell, of Philadelphia for a

good round sum, and with this I re-

turned through Kentucky and at last

reached Henderson once more. Your
mother was well, both of you were love-

ly darlings of our hearts and the effects

of poverty troubled us not. Your un-
cle, T. W. Bakewell, was again in New
Orleans, and doing rather better, but
this was a mere transient clearing of

that sky which had been obscured for

many a long day.

Determined to do something for my-
self, I took to horse, rode to Louisville

with a few hundred dollars in my pock-
ets, and there purchased, half cash, half

credit, a small stock, which I brought
to Henderson. Chemin faisant, I came
in contact with, and was accompanied
by. General Toledo, then on his way as

a revolutionist to South America. As
our flat - boats were floating one clear

moonshiny night, lashed together, this

individual opened his views to me, prom-
ising me wonders of wealth should I de-

cide to accompany him, and he went so

far as to offer me a colonelcy on what
he was pleased to call "his Safe Guard."
I listened, it is true, but looked more
at the heavens than on his face, and in

the former found so much more of peace
than of war that I concluded not to ac-

company him.

When our boats arrived at Hen-
derson, be landed with me, purchased
many horses, hired some men, and
coaxed others, to accompany him, jDur-

chased a young negro from me
;
pre-

sented me with a splendid Spanish
dagger and my wife with a ring, and
went off overland toward Natchez, with
a view of there gathering recruits.

I now purchased a ground lot of four
acres, and a meadow of four more at

the back of the first. On the latter

stood several buildings, an excellent or-

chard, etc., lately the property of an
English doctor, who had died on the

premises, and left the whole to a ser-

vant woman as a gift, from whom it

came to me as a freehold. The pleas-

ures which I have felt at Henderson,
and under the roof of that log cabin, can
never be effaced from my heart until

after death. The little stock of goods
brought from Louisville answered per-

fectly, and in less than twelve months
I had again risen in the world. I pur-
chased adjoining land, and was doing
extremely well when Thomas Bakewell
came once more on the tapis, and joined
me in commerce. We prospered at a
round rate for a w^hile, but, unfortu-
nately for me, he took it into his brain
to persuade me to erect a steam-mill at

Henderson and to join to our partner-
ship an Englishman of the name of

Thomas Pears, now dead.

Well, up went the steam -mill at an
enormous expense, in a country then as

unfit for such a thing as it would be
now for me to attempt to settle in the

moon. Thomas Pears came to Hender-
son with his wife and family of children,

the mill was raised, and worked very
badly. Thomas Pears lost his money
and we lost ours.

It was now our misfortune to add
other partners and petty agents to our
concern ; suffice it for me to tell j^ou,

nay, to assure you, that I was gulled

by all these men. The new-born Ken-
tucky banks nearly all broke in quick

succession ; and again we started with

a new set of partners ; these were your
present uncle N. Berthoud and Benja-

min Page of Pittsburg. Matters, how-
ever, grew worse every day ; the times

were what men called " bad," but I am
fully persuaded the great fault was ours,

and the building of that accursed steam-

mill was, of all the follies of man, one of

the greatest, and to your uncle and me
the worst of all our pecuniary misfort-

unes. How I labored at that infernal

mill ! from dawn to dark, nay, at times

all night. But it is over now ; I am old,

and try to forget as fast as possible all

the different trials of those sad days.

We also took it into our heads to have

a steamboat, in partnership with the en-

gineer who had come from Philadelphia

to fix the engine of that mill. This also

proved an entire failure, and misfort-

une after misfortune came down upon
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us like so many avalanches, both fearful

and destructive.

About this time I went to New Or-
leans, at the suggestion of your uncle,

to arrest T B , who had pur-

chased a steamer from us, but whose
bills were worthless, and who owed us

for the whole amount, I travelled

down to New Orleans in an open skiff,

accompanied by two negroes of mine
;

I reached New Orleans one day too

late ; Mr. B had been compelled to

surrender the steamer to a prior claim-

ant. I returned to Henderson, travel-

ling part way on the steamer Paragon,

walked from the mouth of the Ohio to

Shawnee, and rode the rest of the dis-

tance. On my arrival old Mr. Berthoud
told me that Mr. B had arrived

before me, and had sworn to kill me.
My affrighted Lucy forced me to wear a

dagger. Mr. B walked about the

streets and before my house as if watch-

ing for me, and the continued reports

of our neighbors prepared me for an
encounter with this man, whose violent

and ungovernable temper was only too

well known. As I was walking toward
the steam-mill one morning, I heard my-
self hailed from behind ; on turning, I

observed Mr. B marching toward
me with a heavy club in his hand. I

stood still, and he soon reached me. He
complainied of my conduct to him at

New Orleans, and suddenly raising his

bludgeon laid it about me. Though
white with wrath, I spoke nor moved
not till he had given me twelve severe

blows, then, drawing my dagger with
my left hand (unfortunately my right

was disabled and in a sling, having been
caught and much injured in the wheels
of the steam-engine) I stabbed him,
and he instantly fell. Old Mr. Ber-
thoud and others, who were hastening
to the spot, now came up, and carried

him home on a plank. Thank God, his

wound was not mortal, but his friends

were all up in arms and as hot-headed
as himself. Some walked through my
premises armed Avith guns ; my dagger
was once more at my side, Mr. Berthoud
had his gun, our servants were various-
ly armed, and our carpenter took my
gun "Long Tom." Thus protected, I

walked into the Judiciary Court, that
was then sitting, and was blamed, only

—for not having killed the scoundrel
who attacked me.
The " bad establishment," as I called

the steam-mill, worked worse and worse
every day. Thomas Bakewell, who pos-
sessed more brains than I, sold his town
lots and removed to Cincinnati, where
he has made a large fortune, and glad

I am of it.

From this date my pecuniary difficul-

ties daily increased ; I had heavy bills

to pay which I could not meet or take

up. The moment this became known
to the world around me that moment
I was assailed with thousands of in-

vectives ; the once wealthy man was
now nothing. I parted with every parti-

cle of property I held to my creditors,

keeping only the clothes I wore on that

day, my original drawings, and m}^ gun.

Your mother held in her arms your
baby sister Rosa, named thus on ac-

count of her extreme loveliness, and after

my own sister Rosa. She felt the pangs
of our misfortunes perhaps more heavily

than I, but never for an hour lost her
courage ; her brave and cheerful spirit

accepted all, and no reproaches from
her beloved lips ever wounded my heart.

With her was I not always rich ?

Finally I paid every bill, and at last

left Henderson, probably forever, with-

out a dollar in my pocket, walked to

Louisville alone, by no means comfort-

able in mind, there went to Mr. Ber-
thoud's, where I was kindly received

;

they were indeed good friends.

My plantation in Pennsylvania had
been sold, and, in a word, nothing was
left to me but my humble talents.

Were those talents to remain dormant
under such exigencies? Was I to see

my beloved Lucy and children suffer,

and want bread, in the abundant land

of Kentucky ? Was I to repine because

I had acted like an honest man ? Was
I inclined to cut my throat in foolish

despair ? No ! ! I had talents, and to

them I instantly resorted.

To be a good draughtsman in those

days was to me a blessing : to any other

man, be it a thousand years hence, it

will be a blessing also. I at once un-

dertook to take portraits of the hu-

man "head divine," in black chalk, and,

thanks to my master, David, succeeded
admirably. I commenced at exceeding-
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ly low prices, but raised these j^rices as

I became more known in this capacity.

Yoiu' mother and yourselves were sent

up from Henderson to our friend Isham
Talbot, then Senator for Kentucky ; this

was done without a cent of expense to

me, and I can never be grateful enough
for his kind generosity.

In the course of a few weeks I had as

much work to do as I could possibly

wish, so much that I was able to rent a

house in a retired part of Louisville. I

was sent for four miles in the country,

to take likenesses of persons on their

death-beds, and so high did my reputa-

tion suddenly rise, as the best delineator

of heads in that vicinity, that a clerg}^-

man residing at Louisville (I would give

much now to recall and write down his

name) had his dead child disinterred,

to procure a fac-simile of his face, which,

by the way, I gave to the parents as if

still alive, to their intense satisfaction.

My drawings of birds were not neg-
lected meantime ; in this particular

there seemed to hover round me almost
a mania, and I would even give up do-

ing a head, the profits of which would
have supplied our wants for a week or
more, to represent a little citizen of the

feathered tribe. Nay, my dear sons, I

thought that I now drew birds far better

than I had ever done before, misfortune
intensified, or at least developed, my
abilities. I received an invitation to go
to Cincinnati, a flourishing place, and
which you now well know to be a thriv-

ing town in the State of Ohio. I was
presented to the president of the Cin-

cinnati College, Dr. Drake, and imme-
diately formed an engagement to stuff

birds for the museum there, in concert

with Mr. Robert Best, an Englishman of

great talent. My salary was large, and
I at once sent for your mother to come
to me, and bring you. Your dearly be-

loved sister Rosa died shortly afterward.

I now established a large drawing-school

at Cincinnati, to which I attended thrice

per week, and at good prices.

The expedition of Major Long passed

through the city soon after, and well do
I recollect how he, Messrs. T. Peale,

Thomas Say, and others stared at my
drawings of birds at that time.

So industrious were Mr. Best and I

that in about six months we had aug-

mented, arranged, and finished all we
could do for the museum. I returned
to my portraits, and made a great num-
ber of them, without which we must
have once more been on the starving
list, as Mr Best and I found, sadly too
late, that the members of the College
museum were splendid promisers and
Tery bad paymasters.

In October of 1820 I left your mother
and yourselves at Cincinnati, and went
to New Orleans on board a flat-boat

commanded and owned by a Mr. Haro-
mack. From this date my journals are
kept with fair regularity, and if you
read them you will easily find all that
followed afterward.

In glancing over these pages, I see

that in my hurried and broken manner
of laying before you this very imper-
fect (but perfectly correct) account of

my early life I have omitted to tell

you that, before the birth of your sister

Rosa, a daughter was born at Hender-
son, who was called, of course, Lucy.
Alas ! the poor, dear little one was un-
kindly born, she was always ill and
suffering ; two years did your kind and
unwearied mother nurse her with all

imaginable care, but notwithstanding
this loving devotion she died, in the
arms which had held her so long, and
so tenderly. This infant daughter we
buried in our garden at Henderson, but
after removed her to the Holly burying-
ground in the same place.

Hundreds of anecdotes I could relate

to you, my dear sons, about those times,

and it may happen that the pages that I

am now scribbling over may hereafter,

through your own medium, or that of

someone else, be published. I shall try,

should God Almighty grant me life, to

return to these less important portions

of my history, and delineate them all

w4th the same faithfulness with which
I have written the ornithological bi-

ographies of the birds of my beloved
country.

Only one event, however, which pos-

sesses in itself a lesson to mankind, I

will here relate. After our dismal re-

moval from Henderson to Louisville,

one morning, while all of us were sad-

ly desponding, I took you, both Victor

and John from Shippingport to Louis-

ville. I had purchased a loaf of bread,
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and some apples ; before we reached
Louisville you were all liuDgry, and by
the river side we sat down and ate our
scanty meal. On that day the world
was with me as a blank, and my heart

was sorely heavy, for scarcely had I

enouf^h to keep my dear ones alive, and
yet, through these dark ways I was be-

ing* led to the development of the tal-

ents I loved, and which have brought
so much enjoyment to us all, for it is

with deep thankfulness that I record
that you, my sons, have passed your
lives almost continuously with your
dear mother and myself. But I will here

stop with one remark.
One of the most extraordinary things

among all these adverse circumstances

was, that I never for a day gave up
listening to the songs of our birds, or

w\atcliing their peculiar habits, or de-

lineating them in the best way that I

could ; nay, during my deepest troubles

I frequently would wrench myself from
the persons around me, and retire to

some secluded part of our noble for-

ests ; and many a time, at the sound
of the wood-thrush's melodies have I

fallen on my knees, and there prayed
earnestly to our God. This never

failed to bring me the most valuable

of thoughts and alwayti comfort, and,

strange as it may seem to you, it was
often necessary for me to exert my will

and compel myself to return to my fel-

low-beings.

Copied verbatim from the original

journal in John J. Audubon's handwrit-
ing, 1892.

The Jerusalem Station.

THE JAFFA AND JERUSALEM RAILWAY.

By Selah Merrill.

IF
ever an act seemed like sacrilege it

is the introduction of a railroad into
Palestine, with the sound of whistle

and rushing train among the old and
quiet hills of Judea. Everybody believes,

however, that Providence is guiding the
march of civilization, hence there can be

Vol. XIII.—29

nothing unholy in the fact that its ad-

vanced guard has reached the walls of

ancient Jerusalem. We had already the

post-office, the management of which has

notably improved during the past ten

years ; we had also the telegraph ; and
while one should not expect too much of
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Oriental lightning, and must sometimes
be satisfied if it makes a full hundred
miles in forty-eight hours, still the na-

tives, both high and low, are gradually

waking up to the idea that it means
promptness and rapidity—that it is a

kind of annihilator of space. But it was
reserved for the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-two

to introduce here the railway, with all

its strange and stirring life. The pres-

ent is a kind of " Columbus year" for

Palestine, and in commemoration of the

opening of this road in the Holy Land,
an extra flag might be displayed at the

great Chicago Exposition.

During the month of August (1892),

tens of thousands of i3eople, for the first

time in their lives, have seen a railroad

and a train of cars. They have had a

revelation, and in the great city as well

as in the dirtiest village of the land,

wonder is at its height. The excitement

can hardly be realized by the inhabitants

of other countries, to whom railroads

perfected by the highest engineering-

skill and with lavish expense are ob-

jects as familiar and common as a daily

experiencing a sensation which it can
hardly comprehend.
The significance of this event is not

that fifty -three miles of railway have
been built, or that the capital and the
seaport have been united by iron rails

;

it is that this has been done in Turkey,
which has always, by all the prejudice
and force of its religion, by all the arts

of its diplomacy, and by every other
means at its command, done all in its

power to keej) out Western civilization.

It is, therefore, a well-aimed spear-thrust

in the side of this old despotic, back-
ward-looking government, and may
foretoken for it either the dawn of health

or the shadows of inevitable death.

But no one can make use of this rail-

road until he gets into the country, and
the process of landing at Jaffa is the

same old bugbear that it was before the

railroad was built. This process, how-
ever, in the large majority of instances,

is not at all formidable, but the remain-
ing instances are no doubt rather trying

to sensitive nerves. The fact is that

Jaffa has no harbor ; there is a bit of

water protected by a reef of rocks where

c^Xi/SvS^iSSiA^-

The Station at Jaffa, showing also a Part of the Freight Depot.

newspaper. We forget that, not so very

long ago, in our ow^n country we had
only bridle-paths and scarcely a yearly

post, while railways and steamboats had
not even been dreamed of. Let all the

world rejoice if this mediaeval country' is

small boats can be sheltered if they suc-

ceed in shooting themselves into it be-

fore a storm overtakes them ; but steam-

ers and large craft have to stand out to

sea for safety. There is evidence that,

on the north side of the present town,
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there was, in ancient times, a sort of liar- which they experienced; how, then,

bor, small but safe, which is now silted would they estimate the task of the rail-

up and covered with orange gardens, road company, who had to get from ship

View of the Station at Jaffa from Window of tine Jerusalem Hotel.

Outlines of Mediterranean in the distance. The great wheels are over wells from which water is drawn
for watering orange gardens.

The great public work most pressingly

demanded at the present time is the con-

struction of a breakwater of dimensions
sufficiently ample for the protection of

shipping of all kinds. The railroad dur-
ing the slack season of the year—say

during the entire summer, from May
till October—might employ their forces

in carting down one of the mountains of

Judea, saying :
" Be thou cast into the

sea," and thus form an effectual barrier

against the mad waves of the winter
storms. Since any number of laborers
can be obtained for twenty to thirty

cents a day, furnishing their own food
at that, the cost of such an undertaking
ought not to be so great as to prevent
its being done.

Delicate women and dignified clergy-

men who have been tossed from the
steamer's ladder into the great bare
arms of a stalwart Arab boatman stand-
ing in a boat below, while steamer and
boat and sea were dancing like captive
rubber balls in a gale of wind, think
nothing could exceed the discomfort

to shore, in spite of rough seas, all the

rails, ties, iron bridges, cars, engines,

colossal water - tanks, and everything
else that was required in the construc-

tion and equipment of the road ? The
task, however, after much serious risk

to life, many mishaps, and some dis-

couraging and costly accidents, was ac-

complished ; but the difficulties over-

come only emphasize the great need
which Jaffa has of a suitable harbor and
landing-place.

The reef just referred to, with its bit

of sheltered water, is directly in front of

the middle of the town, and the town
itself is defended from the sea by a high
wall from the top of which the houses
begin. Travellers are hoisted up here,

but all the materials for the railroad

must be got ashore elsewhere. From a

safe point on the north side of the town
the company built a temporary track

of rocks and timber, shored up in the

strongest jiossible manner, so that it

might not be swept away by tlie waves,

which ran along in the shallow water
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under the wall of the town till it reached
a certain point in the reef of rocks be-
yond which the water was deep. Hither
from the steamers was bronght, on
strong lighters, the njaterial for the
road, and all seemed to be working-
well ; but one night a terrible storm,
such as Josephus relates was long ago
named bv the Jaffa mariners " The Black
Norther" ("Wars/' iii., 9,3), ruined a
large part of this structure ; as nothing
was to be done but to try again, at

great cost of time and money it was re-

built, and finally served the purpose de-

sired. Certain things, as, for instance,

the boilers of the engines, were dumped
into the sea, and, hke great captive mon-
sters, were easily towed to land. Every-
thing that could be constructed thus
was made in sections, and engineering
skill contrived to handle these so that

at last the materials were all landed
wdthout serious injury.

Jaffa rises from the sea not in rugged
outline, but round as a Roman arch, and
is girded with a vast belt of green, made
up of gardens, orange - groves, palm-
trees, wells and water-courses, and white
cottages just visible beneath luxuriant

shade ; and looked at from either sea or

land, it well deserves its ancient Hebrew
name of "beautiful." Without patient

human industry, however, all this would
retrograde so that it would soon be de-

scribed as " a little barren hill in the

midst of a sandy waste."

The town is Mohammedan. It pos-

sesses also a considerable population of

Jews, but it is to the large Christian ele-

ment that its present prosperity is chief-

ly due. It can boast of excellent hotels,

hospitals, and schools. It has an unfail-

ing vegetable market in Port Said, where
great Indian ships are constantly pass-

ing to and fro. Of its enormous orange
crop, forty millions to sixty millions are

sent every year to Egypt, Europe, and
London—enough to make thrice glad

the children in half of the cities of the

American Union. It sends abroad annu-
ally from four hundred thousand to six

hundred thousand dollars' w^orth of na-

tive soap, making one wish that the

people of the country would afford to

use a little more and sell a little less
;

while its exportations of wheat, barley,

maize, olive-oil, wine, and other com-

njodities, together with its imports,
make its commerce mount up into re-

sjDectable millions.

Both north and south of Jaffa the
coast is one continuous sand-bank, brok-
en as points into low hills, running par-
allel to and a short distance back of
the water limit. Through this bank the
road must go, and a vast quantity of

sand had to be removed before a proper
roadway w^as secured. Passing for a
mile or a mile and a half through these

gigantic walls of sand, along the line of

the road, w^e suddenly look out on to

gardens and cultivated fields, beyond
which a broad plain stretches, apparent-
ly without limit, toward the blue and
far-distant hills. That is the Plain of

Sharon, rich as the heart of man could
wish, and justly famous in the Sacred
Books ; and when, even now in spring-

time, this great plain spreads out its

flower-covered acres beneath the loveli-

est sky, the beholder forgets, for the mo-
ment, that he is in a land of ruins and
desolation.

It is interesting to note that the dif-

ferent plans for the construction of a
railroad between Jaffa and Jerusalem
extend back over nearly forty years, al-

though they did not take definite shape
until about the year 1860 to 1863. The
wild country between Jerusalem and the

Plain of Sharon was not then known as

it is at present, and the difi&culties in

the way of selecting the best route can

hardly be appreciated. There was then

only a camel path, or rather several of

them, between the two places, none of

which seemed suitable for the line of

the proposed railroad. Some advocated
what may be called the middle route,

not essentially different from the pres-

ent carriage road ; others thought a

more southern route the best ; while

the majority considered the northern

route the only feasible one. This was
the line of the old Roman road from
Jerusalem to Csesarea; it passed close

by Mizpeh, the home of the prophet

Samuel ; it crossed the great battle-field

where Joshua routed the army of the

Five Kings (Joshua x.) ; it went down
the mountain by the Pass of Beth Horon,
where, in a.d. QQ, the Twelfth Legion,

under Cestius, was cut to pieces by the
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iufiiriatecl Jews ; it touched Lydda, There was a man here named Charles
where " saints " then '' dwelt " (Acts ix. F. Zimpel, a Prussian by birth but a nat-

32), a class that has long since disap- uralized American citizen, who, in 1860

,^€:s^M^

At the Jerusalem Station.

Arrival of the first through train from Jaffa on Saturday, August 27, 1892, at 10 a.m.

peared from the country ; and it was the

road by which Paul went as a prisoner

'with an escort of four hundred infantry

and seventy cavalry—in such state, in

fact, that one might justly call it his last

triumphal march away from the Holy
City (Acts xxvii.). It was proposed to

cross the plain in an easterly direction

from Jaffa, climb the foot-hills till the

pass just mentioned was reached, and
thence approach Jerusalem from the

north. This route had historic inter-

est and sentiment in its favor, and it

was more than once carefully surveyed.

French engineers were in the country
in 1874-1875, with special reference to

marking out the railway line along this

route, and the scheme appeared then so

certain that individuals began to think

of investments along that line in antici-

pation of the road being built.

What is now about to be related is a

fragment of hitheiio unwritten history,

in which Americans should take not
merely a curious interest, but a bit of

honest pride.

to 1863, surveyed the different routes
carefully, and decided to lay down the
line of the proposed road along what
has before been mentioned as the south-

ern route. Mr. Zimpel was a man of

excellent education, and of very versa-

tile talents. In early life he had re-

ceived a thorough military training.

He was regularly graduated as a Doc-
tor of medicine and also of philosophy.

He had a special liking for pharmaceu-
tical studies, took a practical interest

in railroad engineering, and had with-

al a passionate love for the Holy Land.
He was never married, he travelled ex-

tensively, and the year 1852 found him
in Palestine examining with enthusiasm
its many places of interest. In 1853 he
published a book entitled "Neue oert-

liche topographische Beleuchtung der
heiligen Weltstadt Jerusalem." The
next seven or eight years he spent in

the United States, devoting himself ex-

clusively to the work of surveying and
constructing railroads. He came thence
to Jerusalem, having accumulated con-
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siderable means, and surveyed and
mapped out the railroad as has been de-

scribed. He spent a year in Constanti-

nople trying to obtain a " concession
"

for building the road, but without suc-

cess. He returned to Jerusalem and
to the practice of medicine, chiefly to

the compounding of medicines. About
this time it was noticed that he had
become somewhat eccentric, and as an
"experimenting pharmacist"' he discov-

ered some wonderful remedies which
he called Sunlight Pills, and Jerusalem
Life Extract, in which he himself had
great faith. He had also much to say

about the " hundred and forty and four

thousand " of St. John's Revelation, and
his hope of being worthy to be num-
bered among them. Not long after he
went to Italy, and died at San Remo.
Dr. Zimpel (simple, as most people
thought him at last) was at rest, and
his railroad scheme was practically for-

gotten.

Thirty years after this Sunlight-Pill

man had been in a land made one of

perpetual sunshine and song by the

presence of the Master whom he loved,

other men entered into his labors.

Within thirty months past, men backed

pel's plan. The only variations are at

two points, one near Jaffa and the
other near Ramleh, both on the flat

land, where the change was simply a mat-
ter of convenience. Dr. Zimpel's sur-

vey made the road eighty kilometres in

length, while the road as built is eighty-

six and one-half kilometres. The sig-

nificance of having chosen the best route
may be emphasized in the reader's mind
when it is stated that two-thirds of this

road is on the plain and one-third in

the mountains, which must be climbed
in order to reach Jerusalem, two thou-
sand five hundred feet above the level

of the sea.

What has been said is but a brief and
imperfect tribute to the memory of this

well-nigh forgotten man, and if full

honor were to be done to one to whom,
as in this case, honor is so justly due,

stronger and much more fitting words
should have been chosen.

Without its entering at all into the

projectors' or the builders' plans, the

construction of this road has had a kind
of international character. A French
company with French capital has built

the road on Turkish soil. Turkey also

Train Preparing to Leave the Jerusalem Station at 3 p.m., August 27, 1892, the Day of its First Arrival.

by French capitalists have come to

Palestine and, rejecting the northern
and middle routes, have actually built

a railroad following minutely Dr. Zim-

gave the concession, has a commissioner
to see that its terms are carried out, and
has the honor of having the company
bear its name, Imperial Ottoman, etc.
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View of Jerusalem Coming from the Station through the Valley of Hinnom along the Carriage Road under the West
Side of Mount Zion.

Besides the money, the ties, the cars,

and half the rails came from France.
She also furnished surveyors, engineers,

laborers, and cooks. Belgium furnished
half the rails and half the coal. The
other half of the coal came from Cardiff,

which appears to have been England's
share. Poland furnished at least one
engineer. Switzerland furnished seve-

ral engineers, very skilful men, and the

engineer - in - chief of the planning and
construction of the road was Gerold
Eberhard, a Swiss gentleman who has
had eight years' practical experience
with railroading in Panama. Switzer-

land has likewise had a worthy repre-

sentative in Mr. John Fruitiger, a gen-
tleman from Basel, long a prominent
banker in Jerusalem, and noted for his

benevolent spirit— now unfortunately

laid aside from active duties by an in-

curable disease—who in the early stages

of the history of this road did more
than any other individual, both by his

means and by his influence, to secure

from the Turks the concession or per-

mission to build— a favor which that

government was exceedingly unwilling

to grant. Italy furnished engineers and

laborers ; Austria likewise furnished
both. Laborers were furnished by
Egypt, the Soudan, and Algiers ; lit-

tle Greece furnished cooks. And if the

United States must share with Ger-
many the man who first surveyed and
mapped out the road and afterward made
Sunlight Pills, America is ahead of the

Fatherland, in the fact that the engines
thus far purchased by the company for

the road were all made by the Bald-
win Locomotive Works, in Philadelj^hia.

Poor Palestine must not be omitted
from the list, although she belongs to

Turkey ; she sacrificed some of her
beautiful orange-groves and vineyards,

and many of her ancient olive-trees
;

she furnished provisions for men and
animals ; hers were the beasts of bur-

den for all heavy work ; and many of

her people, from both plain and moun-
tain, toiled during the storms of winter

and the severe heat of summer, cutting

down hills and filling valleys, to prepare
this new highway of the nations.

The company experimented with dif-

ferent classes of laborers, and nearly all

had one fault, namely, that of laziness.

The Arabs on the plain could handle
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readily its alluvial soil, which was free

of stones, but in the rocky hills they

were worthless. Several hundred Ital-

ians were imported, a kind of picked-up

job-lot, and only about one hundred of

them proved to be serviceable workmen.
The Algerines and Egyptians, especially

those that were accustomed to work on
the Suez Canal, were more efficient than

the natives of Palestine. But when the

plain was crossed and the real strug-

gle with nature was begun in the hills

of Judea, none of these workmen were
equal to the task before them. Men
were needed who were accustomed—as

their fathers before them had for gen-

erations been accustomed—to work in

stone, and some of the moimtain vil-

lages furnished just this class. The
stone-masons of Bethlehem and of the

neighboring town of Beit Jala, slowly

but successfully cut a path for the iron

rails through mountains of rock.

Barracks were provided where the

workmen could sleep, but they furnished

their own food. Twice a week doctors

visited the various camps to render any
medical service that might be needed ;•

but on the flat land between Ramleh
and the mountains a considerable num-
ber of men died.

When the chief engineer was asked

if the laborers ever had a holiday, he
smiled and said that they took the law

into their own hands ; for the next day
after pay-day a majority of the men
were never seen on the road.

The wages of these workmen were not

such as to tempt laborers in prosperous
America, for the Arabs on the plain re-

ceived thirty to thirty-five cents a day,

the Egyptians and others received forty

to fifty cents a day, and the men who
could work in stone received seventy

cents to one dollar a day.

But steam is up and the bell rings, and
we must " take the cars for Jerusalem."

How strange the words sound. They
call the cars "American" because they
open at each end, but they are divided

into compartments, and this, together
with the arrangement of seats, makes
them quite unlike our cars. On our
way we shall cross the track of armies,

we shall touch great battle-fields, we
shall pass places of wonderful historic

interest, we shall see beautiful Sharon
Vol. XIII.—;J()

and beyond it a wilderness of pictur-

esque hills, and if all goes well we shall

arrive at " The City of David."
Between Jaflfa and Jerusalem, exclus-

ive of these, there are five stations. That
at Jaffa is a neat structure, and togeth-

er with the freight depot, the engine
house, the great water -tanks, and the

tracks with cars and engines standing
upon them, presents a scene unfamiliar

to Eastern eyes. On the plain we pass

close to Beit Dejan, a name which takes

us back to the days of the Philistines.

Here and there villages appear in the

landscape, some of them situated on emi-
nences and others hugging the ground
so closely that the eye needs a little

practice to distinguish them readily.

Twelve miles from Jaffa we reach our
first stopping-place, Ludd, the Lod of

the Hebrews and the Lydda of Roman
and Christian times, and Avhich at a later

period bore the name of Diospolis. Its

tall palms are an attractive feature of

the modern town. Just before reaching

the place, we notice on our left a mag-
nificent tree which has a singular his-

tory, hitherto unwritten, connected with
Napoleon and his Svrian campaign of

1799.

When all Europe trembled at this

name it is no wonder that the simple
people of Syria and Palestine regarded
his arrival as their Doomsday, and both
mountaineers and dwellers in the plain

were filled with terror. Old people still

remember hearing their fathers tell of

the startling rumors that swept over the

land when the Great Conqueror actually

stood on the sands at Jaffa. As the news
of deeds then and there enacted reached
their ears, the hearts of ruler and peas-

ant alike were filled with the gloomiest

forebodings. Their fate was sealed, and
it was only a question of time before it

would be decided, they thought, who or

what would survive the invasion of this

hostile and victorious army.

After Jaffa, on the direct road to Je-

rusalem, the next important town was
Lydda, rich in soil and gardens, inter-

esting in historical traditions, and re-

joicing in material prosperity ; and it

was supposed to be inevitable that this

would be the first point to suffer from
the invading foe. The village is situ-

ated in the midst of a great plain, and
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has always been noted for its olive-

groves. Far beyond the limit of the

town, and Hkewise in 1799 of the olive-

groves themselves, although the groves
have at present reached and gone be-

yond this limit, there stood a tree which
to the people of Lydda and of all that

region is a tree of fame. The tree, sa-

credly guarded from harm, stands, as

we saw from the cars, mth gracefully

rounded top, its branches spreading
eighty feet and at their extremities

reaching nearly to the ground, its thick

foliage affording a dehghtful shade from
the sun, or shelter even from the rain,

sound and flourishing as though it were
yet in the vigor of its early life, a con-

spicuous object to one passing on the

main road from Lydda to Jaffa, and only

a few hundred yards from the new rail-

road. This is the tree known to every-

body as Tul-wa-ir-ja' a, pronounced Tul-

wir-ja' a.

The tree is a thorn-apple called by the

natives in different parts of the country
Sidr, Dom, or Nubk, which grows near
Jericho and elsewhere to an enormous
size. Everyone of its thorns is double,

one part to stab and one part to hook
with, and woe to one's clothing if it ac-

cidentally comes in contact with these

savage boughs. The natives manage,
with long iron hooks, to cut off the twigs

and branches which they pile into fences

around their gardens or houses, and
against men or animals nothing could
form a more effective barrier.

The Arabic name just given by which
this tree is known, is not easily trans-

lated into English, that is, so that it will

sound poetical and pretty ; but literally

it means "Look and Come back," or
" Look and Return." From this tree

the vast plain for many miles toward
Jaffa was open, so that one could see at

a great distance any large object like

an approaching body of men, and every

hour messengers were sent out from the

toTivn to this tree to see if Napoleon and
his army were approaching, and to re-

turn and report, so that from earliest

dawn to latest twiHght there was a con-

stant succession of watchmen coming
in to assure the inhabitants—it so hap-
pened, for Napoleon did not penetrate

the countrs' toward Jen^isalem— tliat the

dreaded man was not in sight. Look

and Eeturn, or Look and Come Back is,

in a land full of dead monuments, a
beautiful and hving monument of re-

mote but once thrilling events.

About Lydda and the next station,

Ramleh, two miles distant, there are at

least twelve square miles covered with
olive-groves. At intervals during this

short ride we get glimpses between the
trees of the town of Ramleh and its con-
spicuous tower, that of the Forty Mar-
tyrs, a name justified by both Christian
and Mohammedan tradition. From its

lofty windows both Crusading and Mos-
lem conquerors have looked out over
the broad plain, anxiously scanning the
horizon on all sides for an approaching
foe. The word Ramleh means sand,

"The Sandy," but since human industry

has made the region fertile this feature

is no longer apparent. It strikes an
American as a little singular that the
railway station at this place should be
close to the graveyard—suggesting un-
fortunate emergencies which sometimes
arise in raih'oafling experience.

Still across the rich prairie-like coun-
*try, we come after ten miles to Es Sejed,

a place of no special interest, except that

here is a spring and the engine is sup-
plied with water. This question of wa-
ter is after all one of vital importance,
and was one of the serious difficulties to

be considered and overcome in the con-

struction of the road. At Jaffa there is

a well, another at Ramleh, but after this

spring at Es Sejed there is no water till

Bittir is reached. From Bittir, water
is brought to the station at Jerusalem,

eight miles distant, and stored in great

tanks, as there is no natural supply at

the Jerusalem end of the route.

In a country dotted with places of

historic interest it would be idle to at-

tempt to indicate them all ; but Gezer
may be pointed out, once a royal Ca-
naanitish city and the scene of many
battles ; likewise the forever memorable
valley of Ajalon ; the great hills which
guard the Pass of Beth Horon ; Latrun,

once a stronghold and somehow con-

nected with robbers ; and hidden just

behind Latrun are Beit Nuba, where
Richard the Lion-hearted camped with

his army in a.d. 1192, and Amwas, the

Emaus of Jose]ihus, where the Fifth Le-

gion was stationed till, at the command
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of Titus, it moved up through the moun-
tains to join his other forces in the siege

of Jerusalem.

Seven miles farther brings us to a

station called Deir Aban. We are now
near the mountains, but the valley is

still broad and rich, and the thirty-one

miles of plain between this point and
Jaffa suggest what the country under a

better government might become. Here
crossed the Koman road leading between
Nicopolis or Amwas and Eleutheropolis,

now Beit Jibrin. The region is rich in

bibUcal interest. We are in the country
of Samson, and probably near the place

both of his birth and of his burial ; and
in a land where there are twenty foxes to

one jackal, and where hundreds of them
are caught every year, we may be allowed

to suppose, contrary to the opinion of
" learned commentators," that the for-

mer, and not the latter, were the instru-

ments of his vengeance upon the Phil-

istines.

A few minutes beyond Deir Aban we
find our vision suddenly impeded in ev-

ery direction by bold and rugged moun-
tains. The ride of fourteen miles to the

next station, Bittir, is through wild and
romantic scenery, of which even Swit-

zerland might be proud. The gorges,

the cliffs, the peaks rising skyward, the

masses of broken rock, the deep cuttings

for the road-bed, the bridges, the few
clusters of olive-trees deep in the valley

or clinging to a little earth far up on
the mountain side, make a picture in

which there is an endless charm. In the

Alps there is in winter an abundance of

ice which helps to disintegrate the rocks,

and which forms streamlets of beauty
;

in the waterless Judean hills the rocks
look old and time-worn, barren and dry.

In the Alps the patches of earth in val-

ley or on mountain side are made fruit-

ful and attractive by untiring and skil-

ful industry ; in the Judean hills neglect

is everywhere apparent and the result

is desolation. Were the same kind of

skill and persistent energy spent here
every year that is spent in the Alps, this

aspect of desolation would in a large

measure be removed. At the same time,

unassisted nature does all in her pow-
er to remedy these defects, and those
travellers who are so fortunate as to

see Palestine in the spring may think

the description just given to be over-

drawn.
At Bittir the mountains recede or

bend round in such a way as to form a
vast natural amphitheatre in the middle
of which the town is situated. Below
the village are large vegetable gardens
for supplying the Jerusalem market

—

gardens most attractive to the eye in

this worn-out land. The view down the

gorge to the west and up the vaUey for

miles to the north, its superb air, and
the fact that its fountain affords an un-
failing water-supply, mark this as the

place for a summer hotel—the delight-

ful retreat of Jerusalemites from their

city's stifling and dusty atmosphere.
Rising far above the town is a long oval

ridge covered with ancient ruins, ad-

mirable as a place for defence, and
called the Buin of the Jews. It is the

traditional site of the city and strong-

hold Bethar, where, in the second revolt

against Rome, a.d. 132-136, Bar Cochat
and his brave followers made a mem-
orable resistance against the Roman
troops, but at last were compelled to

yield, the famous Hebrew patriot him-
self perishing in the final slaughter.

Eight miles farther still, through pict-

uresque scenery, and we shall be at our
journey's end. When we entered the

mountains near Deir Aban, we were in

the great Wady Es Surar, which toward
the sea is called Nahr Rubin, and north-

west of Jerusalem Wady Hannina. It

is not uncommon for a valley to be
called by different names in the different

sections of its course. A little more
than half-way to Bittir we turned into

Wady Es Sikkeh, although it appears
to be a continuation of Wady Es Surar,

and from Bittir to Jerusalem, Es Sikkeh
is called Wady El Werd—the Valley of

Roses—on account of the great quantity

of roses that are raised there. In this

vaUey, within a distance of four miles,

there are three copious springs of the

freshest, sweetest water that the coun-

try affords. What a pity that it cannot
be brought to Jerusalem, since it could
be done at a moderate expense.

The last two miles of the road before

it reaches Jerusalem cross the Plain

of Rephaim, or Valley of Rephaim,
which means the Valley of Giants. On
the west side of this plain, and close to
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the railroad, are some colossal heaps of

stone, known as The Seven Ruins—Es
Seba Rujum. No one knows who
placed them there, and the imagination
gives them an exaggerated importance.

The practical explanation of their exist-

ence is in the tradition that the Plain

of Rephaim was once covered with gar-

dens, of which there is now no possible

trace, and that these stones w^ere gath-

ered from the soil, that its cultivation

might be the more complete and perfect.

These hills the railroad company have
purchased, laid a track to them, and are

using the small stones of which they are

entirely composed to bed down their

main track. How accommodating the

old inhabitants were to place these mill-

ions of cubic feet of stones just where
they would be most convenient for use
in these modern times. The Valley of

Roses has now broadened out and
joined the Valley of Giants—the one
suggestive of ancient heroes and con-

tending armies, and the other of fra-

grance, beauty, and peace. Conquerors
have come up this way to Jerusalem,

and on this very ground King David
more than once beat back the PhiHstine

invaders. A new conqueror is now at

the gates of the city, not to destroy life,

but as the servant of man.
We are now at the Jerusalem station,

which is 2,480 feet above the level of the

station at Jaffa, and we have made the

journey in three hours and a half.

Two years and a half have been occu-

pied in building the road, and the cost

of it was not far from $2,000,000. Four
dollars will buy a round-trip ticket,

first-class, good for two days, from Je-

rusalem to Jaffa. On Sunday, August
21st, an engine came within a few hun-
dred yards of the Jerusalem station,

but the track to it had not then been
laid, and it was not until Saturday,

August 27th, at ten o'clock in the fore-

noon, that the first through train from
Jaffa, with engine and passenger cars,

actually arrived at the station. This is

stated as official information, partly for

the reason that some persons like to be
exact in such matters, and partly be-

cause the report has, either through

oversight or carelessness, been widely
circulated that the first train arrived at
Jerusalem on Sunday, August 21st,

which is not historically correct. The
formal opening of the road to the pub-
lic was on Monday, September 26th,
when a dinner was given by the com-
pany, through its President, Monsieur
Collas, who, with several distinguished
engineers, had come from Paris for the
occasion, to one hundred and fifty in-

vited guests, at which the after-dinner
speech-making was, to an American, a
notable failure, chiefly because it was
done by Turkish officials, who appear to

have no skill in that line. The Sultan
was praised several times during the
evening, a thing which, to those who
knew with what difficulty the conces-
sion to build the road had been wrung
from him, seemed somewhat out of
place.

Objection was made by the local

government to the station being located
on the site first asked for by the com-
pany, quite near the city ; hence the
present site was chosen, about one mile
from the town. This is close to the
German colony, and the land, a little

less than nine acres, the property of the
Greek Convent, cost $25,000; a fact

which shows that Jerusalem, notwith-
standing its great poverty, has land on
which a high value is set, especially

when a railroad company is the pur-
chaser. This colony, with its gardens,
vines, and tall cypress-trees, its pretty
cottages with tile roofs, its church and
commodious school-house, all indicating
good taste, enterprise, and thrift, pre-
sents a striking contrast to the neglect-

ed and untidy appearance of all the
Jewish colonies that have been planted
in Palestine. From the station we take

a carriage for the city, of the newer
portion of which we have all the way a

good view, and, passing the valley of

Hinnom, reach, in a few moments, the

Jaffa Gate, just inside of which is the

Grand New Hotel, admirably managed,
spacious and richly furnished, where a
majorit}^ of the visitors to the Holy Land
find a most comfortable home during
their temporary stay.
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CHAPTEK VIII.

THE PAKTY.

The Christmas holidays were a time

of great festivity, and they began with

the "Breaking -up." The "Breaking-
up " was a magnificent function, and was
the opening and event of the season.

"We're going to break up in two
weeks," little girls of different schools

said to each other; "when are you go-

ing to break up ?
"

The Breaking-up was the delightful

ending of the school days, and the rapt-

urous beginning of the holidays, and
it was properly celebrated by a party
given by the ladies who were the pro-

prietresses of the school.

It was a glorious social event, looked
forward to through all the year, but it

was not entirely given uj) to the frivo-

lous caperings of emancipated youth.

It had, indeed, a utilitarian significance

and importance in the minds of the host-

esses. It was, in fact, not all cakes and
ale, though cakes were plentiful and
ale—in the form of negus and lemon-
ade—flowed freely.

Not only the " young ladies and gen-
tlemen " of the scholastic establishment
were invited, but their Mammas and
Papas, and it was the Mammas and Pa-
pas who were the serious feature of the

entertainment. The Papas did not al-

ways appear, but no Mamma was ever
absent unless subdued by mortal ill-

ness. Nothing less would have kept

one away. Papas were deterred by much
less serious reasons.

Only an ex-pupil, chastened by the

seriousness of years, could possibly de-

scribe the splendor of the scene. Un-
til thus chastened, his adjectives would
get the better of him.

Something magic was done to the

entire establishment, which gave it a

beautiful, awe-inspiring air of not being
the same house, and of having nothing
whatever to do with lessons ; in fact,

with anything at all but approaching
holidays. Carpets were taken up, fur-

niture was moved from one place to an-

other, or whisked out of sight w^ien it

was in the way. Holly was hung and
wreathed about pictures, there were
pink and white paper roses, and from
the centre of the ceiling of the trans-

formed drawing-room there hung can-

didly a fine piece of mistletoe. Bound
this room, against the wall, sat the

Mammas and such stray Papas as had
been overcome by a sense of paternal

duty or by domestic discipline. The
Mammas were always attired in their

most imposing frocks. They were
frocks about which there was nothing
frivolous—black, or gray, or purple, or

brown silks or satins ; and if they wore
caps— which they usually did— their

caps were splendid. My impression is

that the English mamma of that day
dressed at twenty as she did at fifty,

and that gayety and youth expressed
themselves merely in caps, which vent-

ured on white lace, and pink or blue

il
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ribbon, instead of black lace and purple
or dark red. All Mammas a2)peared

the same age to the Small Person, and
were alike regarded with the reverence
due to declining" years. They formed
an imposing phalanx at the " Breaking-
up.

" AA hat are you going to Avear at the

Party ? " every little girl asked every
other little girl some time during the

weeks before the festal occasion.

AVhat one wore was an exceedingly
brief white, or j^ink, or blue, or mauve
frock, exceedingly beautiful stockings,

exceedingly new slij^pers, and an ex-

ceedingly splendid sash — and one's

hair was " done " in the most magnifi-

cent way. Some had crimjDS, some
had curls, some had ribbons, some had
round combs. The Small Person had
rows and rows of curls, and a round
comb to keep them out of her eyes.

The little boys had Eton jackets,

broad and sj)otless collars, and beauti-

ful blue and red bows for neckties. It

was also the fashionable thing for the

straight-haired ones to be resplendently
curled by the hairdresser, which gave
a finishing touch to their impressive!}'

shining and gala air.

The pink and blue and white frocks

and sashes only added to the elated de-

light of the little girls, I am sure. They
enjo^'ed their slippers and tiny white
kid gloves (they had only one button
then), and were excited l3y their little

lockets and necklaces, but I do not think

the boys enjoyed their collars and new
jackets, or ever forgot that their hair

had been curled, until they reached the

supper-room and were handed oranges
and tipsy-cake.

But these exhilarations were not
reached until the serious business of the

evening was over. It was very serious

to the Small Person. She disliked

it definitely, and never felt that the
" Breaking-up " had begun until her
share of it was over. To walk into the

middle of the room, to make one's most
finished little courtesy, and then, stand-

ing, surrounded by a circle of Mammas
in their best caps, to " say a piece of po-

etry," was not an agreeable thing. I do
not think her performance ever distin-

guished itself by any special dramatic
intelligence. I know she was always

devoutly glad when it was over and she
could make the final courtesy and has-
tily retire. She also felt the same sense
of relief when she had struck the last

chord of the show " piece " she was ex-

pected to play upon the piano, and
reached the last note of her exhibition
song. When one reflects that each mu-
sic pupil was called upon for a like per-
formance, and that numberless careful

recitations were given, it is, perhaps,
not unnatural that Papas were not
j^lentiful. But not a Mamma flinched.

But after all this was over the Christ-

mas Holidays had begun. The short
frocks and sashes danced quadrilles and
round dances with the Eton jackets and
spotless broad collars. There was a

Christmas-tree in the school-room and
upon and beneath it were such prizes

as meritorious efforts had gained for

accomplishments or good conduct. In
the dining-room there were sandwiches
and cake and oranges, and crackers with
mottoes within expressive of deep and
tender emotions. One jumped very
much when they went off, and the dar-

ing exchanged mottoes with each other.

Cowslip wine flowed freely, and there

was negus with bits of lemon floating

in it—in fact, one felt one's self absorbed
in the whirling vortex of society, and
wondered how grown - up people, to

whom Parties were comparatively every-

day affairs, could possibly walk calm-
ly on the surface of the earth. The
Breaking-up was a glittering—a brill-

iant thing.

And it was only the beginning.
All through the three weeks' holiday

there were other entertainments almost
as brilliant. They would have been
quite as brilliant only that they were
not the Breaking-up. Every little boy
or girl, whose Mamma could indulge in

such a luxury, gave a Christmas Party.

They were all called Christmas Parties

during these holidays. And through
all these festivities the Small Person
was conscious of a curious fatality

which pursued her, and which is per-

haps worth recording because it was a

thing so human, though she did not in

the least comprehend its significance.

Each time that a note arrived "hop-
ing to have the pleasure " of her com-
pany—and that of her sisters and broth-
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ers—wild exhilaration reigned. Every-

body began to be excited at once. A
party seemed a thing it was impossible

to wait patiently for. It got into one's

head and one's body, and made one

dance about instead of walking. I do
not think this resulted from anticipa-

tion of the polkas and games or the

negus and tipsy-cake, or was absolutely

a consequence of the prospect of don-

ning the white frock and sash and slip-

pers— it was the Party that did it.

Perhaps young birds who have just

learned to fly, young ducks in their first

plunge into a pond, young chanticleers

who have discovered they can crow,

may feel something of the same elation

and delight. It was the Party !

And when such eventful evenings ar-

rived what a scene the Nursery pre-

sented ! How intoxicating the toilette

was—from the bath to the snapping of

the clasp of the necklace which was the

final touch ! How one danced about,

and broke into involuntary outbursts
of romps with one's sisters ! How im-

possible it was to stand still while one's

hair was curled, and how the poor nurse
and governess reproached, reasoned, im-
plored for decorum, and at intervals ap-

pealed to one's Mamma, who came in

intending to restore order with a word,
and entering amid the chaos of frocks

and sashes and unbridled rapture, was
overwhelmed by its innocent uncon-
trollableness, and said, without any real

severity at all

:

" Now, children ! You really must
be quiet and let yourselves be dressed !

You will never be ready for the Party !

"

The last aA\^ul possibility usually re-

stored order for a few seconds, but it

was impossible that it should last long.

Nature was too much for one.

The picture of the Nursery on such
occasions is one of those which remain
to me. The bright fire, which danced
itself, the numberless small garments
scattered about, the Party frocks whose
sacredness entitled them to places apart
which seemed quite like Altars, the
sashes lying on top of them, the three

unrestrainable small persons darting
about in various stages of undress, the
nurse pursuing them with a view to

securing buttons or putting on slip-

pers, the mirror in which one saw re-

flected an excited, glorified Party face,

with large, dancing eyes, and round
cheeks which were no other shade than
crimson or scarlet. These are the de-

tails.

But the clasp of the necklace snapped
at last, the small white glove was but-
toned, the small wrap enfolded one's

splendor, and the minute after one was
rolling through the streets, going to

the Party.

And then one was standing upon the

steps and the front door was opened,
revealing a glittering scene within,

where numberless muslin or tarlatan

frocks and Eton jackets passed up and
down the enchanted staircase, or hesi-

tated shyly until some hospitable per-

son took charge of their timidity.

To-day—even in the manufacturing
towns in England—the entertainments
given to youth are probably not of a

nature as substantial as they were then.

They were not matters of mere ices and
fruits and salads then. By no means.
The Small Person herseK, who was the
proprietor of a noble and well-round-

ed appetite, was frequently conscious
of staggering a little under the civili-

ties of hospitality. The sad, the tragic

truth which is the sting of life—that

one can have J]nough, and that after it

one wants no more— more than once
touched her with a shade of gentle,

though unconsciously significant, mel-
ancholy. She realized no occult illus-

tration and thought it a mere matter
of cakes.

First there was tea. One sat with
all the Party at long tables. There
were very buttery mufiins and crum-
pets and Sally-lunns, and. preserves and
jellies and marmalade, and currant cake,

and potted shrimps and potted beef,

and thin bread-and-butter and toast,

and tea and coftee, and biscuits, and one
was asked to eat them all, whether one
was capable of it or not.

" Have another piece of muffin, dear,"

the mamma of the occasion would say,

with pressing bounteousness. " Oh,
come, you must, love—just one piece

—

and some more strawberry jam
; you

have not made a good tea at all. Jane,"

to the parlor-maid, " muffins and straw-

berry jam for Miss Frances." And her
voice was always so amiable, and it was
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so hard to persist in saying, " No, thank
you, Mrs. Jones," ^vith all the Party
looking on, that one tried again until it

could only have been through a sjoeeial

intervention of Providence that appall-

ing consequences did not ensue. And
then when that was over one went into

the drawing-room, which was decorated
with holly and mistletoe, and where
the party frocks and the Eton jackets at

first exhibited a tendency to fight shy
of each other and collect in polite lit-

tle groups until somebody grown up
interfered and made them dance quad-
rilles or play " Hunt the Slipper " or
**01d Soldier." After that they began
to enjoy themselves. They were not pre-

cociously conventional young j)ersons.

His first awkwardness worn off, the

Eton Jacket had no hesitation in cross-

ing the floor to the particular White
Frock seeming desirable to him.

" Will you dance this waltz with me? "

he would say. Upon which the White
Frock would either reply

:

"Yes I Avill," or, " Pve promised
Jemmy Dawson," in which latter case

the Eton Jacket cheerfully went and
invited somebody else.

There were a great many polkas and
schottisches. These, in fact, were rather

the popular dances. They were con-

sidered better fun than quadrilles.

The Party danced them until it be-

came quite hot, and the Eton Jackets
were constrained to api^ly handker-
chiefs to their heated brows. To sub-

due this heat and sustain exhausted
nature, trays of lemonade and negus
and oranges and little cakes appeared,
borne by servant-maids in Party caps
with ribbons. It was not supposed
that a Party could subsist on air—and
supper would not be announced until

nearly eleven. The oranges were cut
in quarters and halves so that they
might be easily managed, the negus
was usually in a resj)lendent bowl with
a ladle in it.

Then the dancing began again and
there were more games and the festivi-

ties became more and more brilliant.

The White Frocks whirled about with
the Eton Jackets, they were candidly
embraced under the mistletoe, the

grown-up people looked on and com-
mented upon them in undertones and

sometimes laughed a great deal. Some-
times in dancing past a group one
heard someone say, " Emmy dances
very well," or " How pretty Marian is !

"

or " Very fine bo}', Jack Leslie !
" And

if one were Emmy or Marian or Jack
one blushed and tried to look as if one
had not heard.

It was generally in the midst of this

whirl of frocks and sashes, the gay
strains of the dance-music, the chatter-

ing, laughing voices, that the Small
Person found herself beset by that fa-

tality which has been referred to. It

was a curious thought which gave her
a sense of restlessness she did not like.

She was very fond of dancing. She
was an excitable Small Person, and
the movement, the music, the rhythm
of it all exalted her greatly. She was
never tired and was much given to

entering into agreements with other
White Frocks and Eton Jackets to see

which could outdance the other. It

was an exciting thing to do. One
danced until one's cheeks were scarlet

and one's heart beat, but one never
gave up until some one in authority in-

terfered.

Having stopped—laughing and pant-

ing and standing with her hand against

her little side as she watched the ka-

leidoscopic whirl, the music and voices

and laughter filling her ears, she so of-

ten found she was asking herself a ques-

tion, "Is this the Party ?
"

It seemed as if something in her in-

sisted on realizing that the joy looked
forward to with such excitement had
absolutely materialized.

" Is this really the Party ? " she would
say mentally. And then, to convince
herself, to make it real, "Yes, this is

the Painty. I am at the Party. I have
my Party frock on—they are all danc-

ing. This is the Party."

And yet as she stood and stared, and
the gay sashes floated by, she was rest-

lessly conscious of not being quite con-

vinced and satisfied, and of something
which was saying,

"Yes— we are all here. It looks

real, but somehow it doesn't seem ex-

actly as if it Avas the Party."

And one does it all one's life. Every-

body dances, everybody hears the mu-
sic, everybody some time wears a sash
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and a necklace and watches other White
Frocks whirling by—bnt Avas there ever

anyone who really went to the Party ?

CHAPTER IX.

THE WEDDING.

A " GROWN - UP young lady " was a

very wonderful being. She wore a

long frock, sometimes with numbers of

flounces, she went to church in a bon-
net made of tulle and flowers, or velvet

and little plumes, she had rings on and
possessed a watch and chain. It was
thrilling to contemplate her from afar.

It seemed impossible that one could
ever attain such dazzling eminence one's

self. She went to Balls. No one knew
what a Ball was, but it was supposed
to be a specially magnificent and glori-

fied kind of Party. At Balls grown-up
gentlemen in dress suits, and with rare

flowers in their buttonholes, danced
with the 3'oung ladies who wore ethe-

real dresses, and perhaps wreaths, and
who carried bouquets. These resplen-

dent and regal beings talked to each
other. One did not know what they
talked about, but one was sure that
their conversation was at once spark-
ling, polished, and intellectual beyond
measure, something like grammar, ge-

ography, and arithmetic set with jewels
of noble sentiment and brilliant rep-

artee. Only the most careful aj^plica-

tion to the study of one's lessons, one's

morals, and one's manners could fit one
to presume to think that in coming
ages one might aspire to mingle with
such society.

The proprietresses of the school at

w^hich the Small Person spent her early

educational years were young ladies.

But no one in the school would have
been irreverent enough to realize this.

Representing as they did education,
authority, information of the vastest,

and experience of the most mature
dignity, one could not connect the in-

significance of youth with them. One
of them was perhaps twenty-three, the
other twenty - four or five, and though
neither wore caps, and both wore ring-

lets, as the Mammas all seemed of

equal age, so these two young ladies

seemed to be of ripe years. One daj'",

indeed, there was a grave discussion

among the little girls as to what age
these dignified persons had attained,

and one of them heard it.

She was really a rounded, sparkling-

eyed, rather Hebe - like little creature,

with a profusion of wonderful black

ringlets. It was the hour of ringlets.

" And how old do you think I am ?
"

she inquired of one of her pupils.

She was looking at them from be-

hind her table, with rather amused
eyes, and suddenly the Small Person
who was regarding her became subtly

conscious of a feeling that it was pos-

sible that she was younger than the

Mammas. " How old ? " said the girl

who had been asked. " Well—I should
think—of course I don't know, but I

should think—about forty."

It was interesting but seemed rather

unnatural that their friends and com-
panions seemed to be real young la-

dies. Was it possible that there were
real young ladies whose recreation con-

sisted in talking about Roman emper-
ors, the boundaries of Europe, the date

when Richard I. began to reign, Lindley
Murray's impressions on the subject of

personal pronouns and the result of

the " coming over " of William the Con-
queror? Could it be that when they

took tea together they liked to be asked
suddenly " Who was the first King of

all England ? " or " What is Macclesfield

noted for ? " or, " Where are the Oural
Mountains?"

It seemed as if it would be more
than human nature could endure to

have such delicate questions as these

pressed and dwelt upon, in combina-
tion with muffins and thin bread-and-

butter, but what else could they talk

about ? Uneducated flipjDancies were
impossible.

A faint suggestion of other possibili-

ties was shadowed forth in the imagin-

ative mind of the Small Person by her

introduction one day to two pink silk

dresses. They were shown to her by
the little sister of the two teachers, and
they w^re to be worn by these sedate

persons to a Ball.

The ladies were the elder daughters
of one of the unwidowed gentlemen in

reduced circumstances. He had be-
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g-un life Jis presuniable lieir to an old

estate and fortune. Fate had played
liini a eurious trick which disinherited

him, and ended in his livinii^ in the

Square, and in his daughters keeping a
" select seminary for young ladies and
gentlemen." But they had relatives

on whom Fate had not played tricks,

and there were some jouug ladies in

beautiful little bonnets, who were their

cousins, and who came to see them, in

a carriage, and were considered radi-

ant.

"The carriage from Grantham Hall
is standing before the Hatleigh's door,"

some child would announce to another.

"Let us go and Avalk past. It is Miss
Eliza who is in it, and you know she's

the prettiest. She has a lavender silk

frock on and a lace parasol."

There were legends of marvellous en-

joyments at Grantham Hall. Perhaps
they were all results of the imagina-
tions of tender years, but they contin-

ually floated in the air. Perhaps the

younger sisters were rather proud of

the possession of cousins who w^ent to

Balls and had such bonnets.

But it is a fact without doubt that

the two pink silk frocks were prepa-

ration for some gala event at Gran-
tham.
The Best Friend was one of the young-

er sisters (their name was legion), and
it was she who first imparted to the

Small Person the thrilling confidence

that Sister and Janey had each a beauti-

ful pink silk frock to wear at the party

at Grantham.
" They are both lying on the bed in

the spare bedroom," said the Best
Friend. " The party is to-night, and
they are all ready to put on. I wish
Sister would let me take you in to look

at them."
The little lady who was supposed to

be forty was always called " Sister."

She was the eldest of a family of nine.

On being appealed to she was suffi-

ciently indulgent to give permission
to the Best Friend to exhibit the festal

glories.

So the Small Person was taken into

the spare l^edroom. It was no trivial

incident. The two pink silk frocks lay

upon the bed, tlie waiting wings of

two brilliant butterflies, at the moment

setting co2)ies in a chrysalis state.

They had numberless tiny flounces
"pinked out" in lovely little scallops

round the edge, they had short puffs

for sleeves, and the}' had low bodices
Avith berthas of tulle and tiny rosebuds
around them.
The Small Person positively blushed

with admiration and raj)ture. How
could Sister, being attired in a thing
like this, lift her dark eyes to the grown-
up gentleman waltzing with her and say

to him, with proper firmness :

" Fifteen from fifty - seven and how
many remain ?

"

The Small Person felt it would be
impossible, though she knew nothing
whatever of the circumstances under
which it was not impossible for a very
bold grown-up gentleman to say

:

" My charming Sister, my education
has been neglected, but if you will

give me the fifty-seven and permit me
to take the fifteen away, I will endeavor
to calculate."

It might easily have been Sister and
Janey who were the principal features

of the two marriages which were the

first nuptial ceremonies appearing up-
on the stage of the Small Person's exist-

ence. But it was two of the cousins

who were the brides—two of the young-

ladies from Grantham Hall.

Rumors of the approaching cere-

monies being whispered in the school-

room, the most thrilling interest was
awakened. The prospect was more
exciting than the Breaking-up itself.

There was something at once festive

and imposing about it. Opinions as to

the nature of the ceremony were nu-

merous and varied. No one had ever

attended a wedding, and yet somehow
nearly everj^one could supply some de-

tailed information.

Whispered conversation on the sub-

ject could not be wholly repressed,

even by authority. From some mys-
terious reliable source it was ascer-

tained that the principal features of

the sacred contract were that the

grown-up young lady wore a singu-

larly resplendent and ethereal white

frock, that she was wreathed with

orange - blossoms and adorned with a

white veil accompanied by a splendid

bouquet and a grown - up gentleman.
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The grown - up gentleman was not
dwelt upon particularly ; one always

asked of the bride, " Is she pretty ?
"

but nobody ever inquired if he was
prett}^ He seemed immaterial, so to

speak, and Avhen not slurred over he

seemed somehow to be regarded with

some slight vague distrust.

Every pupil knew what the bride

was going to be dressed in, what her
veil was made of, what flowers were to

compose her bouquet, but no interest

whatever was felt in the possible cos-

tume of the grown-up gentleman.
The Small Person, while interested

in him as a mystery, was conscious that

he was regarded as a sort of necessary

flaw in the occasion. The Story gave
him interest to her. She had never
seen him, but recollections of Ernest
Maltravers, Quentin Durward, and the

Master of Ravenswood gave him a

nebulous form. The wedding was to

be a double one, the two sisters being
married at once, consequently there

were two grown - up gentlemen in-

volved, and it was rather soul-stirring

to hear a vague rumor that one of

them—who was very handsome, having
dark eyes and a straight nose—was not
smiled upon by the bride's papa, and
that he had forced his way to the altar

through serious parental opposition.

He was not considered a sufficiently

staid and well-to-do grown up gentle-

man. There were suggestions of the

Master of Ravenswood in this.

"I wonder if they like each other
very much ? " this sentimental little

Person rather timidly inquired.

But no one seemed to know anything
beautiful and romantic about it, so she
combined with his straight nose and
dark eyes the misfortunes and attri-

butes of all the heroes in the " Secre-

taire," and found it thrilling that he
was on the point of leading to the

shrine the veil and the orange-blossoms,
and thus being made happy forever

after.

What a morning it was when the
wedding took place. There were no
lessons. The two young teachers were
to be among the bridemaids. They
were to wear veils and wreaths them-
selves, and several of the most decorous
little girls were going to the church to

look at them. They went in a body,
attired in their best frocks and feeling

quite light - headed with their exalted

sense of anticipation.

The sun was shining brilliantly, every-

thing was shining brilliantly one felt.

The cabs and omnibuses seemed to

rattle by with a gay, rather reckless air,

the passers-by moved more briskly than
usual, in fact there was in the atmos-
phere a suggestion that everybody and
everything must be going to a wedding.
Everybody of course must know about
it and be interested, indeed there were
evidences of interest in the fact that

as people passed by they nearly always
glanced at the open church door, and a

few rather shabby persons having loi-

tered about the entrance, their number
continued adding to itself until they
formed a waiting group.
The Small Person and her compan-

ions waited also. Nobody could have
thought of going into the church until

the carriages had arrived and they had
seen everybody get out, not to mention
the fact that ]3eing inexperienced they
were timid and lacked the courage to

take any bold steps. They stood very
much in awe of an official in a sort of

gown who was known as the "Parroter,"

and whose function it was to show peo-

ple to pews on Sunday and look pained
and annoyed when little boys sneezed
too frequently or dropped things.

"Perhaps the Parroter wouldn't let

us in," said someone. " Dare you ask
him?"
But nobody dared do anything until

the bridal party arrived. It seemed as

if it would never come. The waiting
in the street seemed to last hours and
hours, and was filled with tumultuous
agitations caused by false alarms that

the carriages were coming.
" Here they are ! Here they are !

"

somebody would cry. " I'm sure that's

a carriage turning the corner down the

street. Don't you see it ? " And then
everyone became elated and moved ner-

vously for fear she had not a good
place, and pulses quickened and hearts

beat—and the carriage probably turned
out to be a cab. They wandered up
and down restlessly to make the time
pass more quickly, and one or two bold
spirits even went and peeped into the
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church, hut retired precii^itately at the

a}3proach of the "Parroter." The Small
Person— after what appeared to her
some sixteen hours of suspense and
agitation—was pervaded by an awful
secret fear that at the last moment
Quentinravenswoodmaltravers had been
forever tabooed by his bride's family

and there would be no wedding at all.

But at last, at last the bells began to

ring that loud, gay, hilarious wedding-
chime, the bell - notes seeming to race

and tumble over each other in their hur-

ry to be joyful.

There was something curiously in-

toxicating about it. It was the Party
over again— only more than the Par-

ty. The Small Person looked up at the

bell-tower and the blue sk}^ behind it.

"What exquisite blue sky ! What soft

little fleec}^ white clouds ! What a beau-
tiful day !

" Happy is the bride that

the sun shines on." Someone had said

that, and the sun was shining ! The
carriages were there and the crowd
about her was stirring with excited

curiosity. But she saw only vaporous
whiteness and flowers and dowager's
rich colors, with blots of grown - up
gentlemen. The sun was shining, the

bells were chiming, the church was fill-

ing. Happy was the bride that the sun
shone on. But all brides were happy !

The sun always shone on them. What
a strange, delightful, exalting event it

was to be married !

She never knew how she was led or

dragged or hustled into the church.

Some other little girl more practical

and executive than herself managed
her. But presenth^ she was there, en-

sconced in a high pew in the cathedral

grayness. The church was a cathedral

and impressed her deeply. She felt

religious and wondered if she ought
not to say her prayers. She was not
calm enough to see detail—she was too

emotional a Small Person, and this

was the first time she had seen anyone
married. The vaporous whiteness, the

floating veils and flowers were grouped
about the altar, the minister seemed to

be taking the brides and the grown-up
gentlemen to task at some length. He
called them Dearly Beloved, but ap-

peared to address rather severe warn-
ings to them. The Small Person had a

vague feeling that he was of the opin-
ion that they would come to a bad end
if not admonished in time. She hoped
they would not—particularly Quentin-
ravenswoodmaltravers, whose straight

nose she had been too deeply moved to

single out from the rest. For a mo-
ment or so she felt that it was so solemn
to be married that it was almost con-

ducive to low spirits. But she cheered
up after the minister appeared to have
relented and let them offand they moved
away to the vestry. Then there was a
stir among the spectators, which soon
became a bustle, and she was led or

dragged or hustled out into the sun-
shine and the renewed joyous clangor
of the bells.

There was a great bustle outside.

The crowd of lookers-on had increased,

and a policeman was keeping it back,

w^hile the carriages stood in line and
closed up one by one as the floating

frocks and veils, and dowagers' velvets

and satins, and blots of grown-up gen-
tlemen filled ^them, and were driven
away. The omall Person watched it

all as in a dream. The bells raced and
clamored, the sun shone brighter than
ever. She was only a Small Person
who had really nothing to do with these

splendors and who no more contem-
plated the magnificent prospect of be-

ing married herself than she contem-
plated being crowned in Westminster
Abbe}^ Such glories as these were only

for grown-up people. But they were
beautiful—beautiful

!

The young ladies who had been mar-
ried—in full panoply of white satin and
wreaths and veils—were each handed
into a carriage by the grown-uj) gentle-

man they belonged to, who got into the

carriage also.

After they had all driven away, the

bells had ceased their clamor, and the

crowd dispersed, one sharp-eyed little

person made a most interesting state-

ment :

" I saw in as their carriage drove

past," she announced, " and he had
Miss Grantham's head on his shoul-

der."
" Which one was it ? " inquired the

Small Person. She was sure it was
Quentinravenswoodmaltravers.
And inquiry proved that it was.
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CHAPTER X.

THE STEANGE THING.

It seems inevitable that each indi-

vidual, in looking back to childhood

and the schoolroom, should recall dis-

tinct memories of certain children who
somehow stood out from among their

fellows, made prominent or set apart

a little by some beauty, strength, or

cleverness, or some unattractiveness or

disability. There is, perhaps, in every

school-room, the girl or boy who is

handsome, who has fine eyes or splen-

did hair, the one who learns lessons

with amazing quickness, the one who
is specially well-dressed and has an air

of well-being, the one who is dull or

common-looking, the one who is some-
how commoner than anyone else, the

one who has an easy, fearless manner,
and is suspected of being the " favor-

ite " of those in authority, the one, poor
child, who is physically ugly and un-
pleasant, and cannot rise against the

fate which has treated him so cruelly.

The Small Person knew each of these

types. She was not consciously an
aristocratic little Person, but she had
an intense, silent dislike to, and im-
patience of, the " common " ones. She
found them antipathetic to a degree
which was trying, as one of them hap-
pened to be amusing and another really

good-natured. She continually tried to

adjust herself to them, but the " com-
monness " always interfered. It made
the good - natured one ridiculous and
the amusing one odious and unprinci-

pled. Among the younger ones there
was a little boy who impressed her with-
out actually being interesting. He was
not clever, he was not pretty, he was
not engaging. He was an inoffensive

little fellow, and set apart in her imag-
ination by a mysterious unfortunate-
ness. As I look back I think it possi-

ble that he was really a shy and gentle
little fellow, on whom one's maturity
might look with great tenderness. The
Small Person felt a vague kindliness
for him, though she was not at all inti-

mate with him.
" He is very delicate," people said of

him, and she could not but regard liim

with a sort of curiousness. She was

not delicate, no one belonging to her
was delicate. She belonged to a family
of romping, red-blooded creatures, and
the idea of being " delicate " seemed
mysterious as well as mournful.
And he had such a strange, unnatu-

ral look. He was slight and insignifi-

cant, light -haired and gray -eyed, and
he had a peculiarity marked among the

groups of plump and rosy juveniles

about him—instead of being pink or
rose-colored, his cheeks and lips were
bluish purple. They were distinctly far

from the normal color. They were not
red at all, and sometimes they looked
quite violet.

"What a queer color Alfie's lips

are," was often said. " Isn't it funny !

They're blue, and so are his cheeks."

And then someone would say wisely,

and rather proud of the superior knowl-
edge :

" It's because he has heart disease.

I heard Miss Janey speaking about it.

He may die quite suddenly."

And then someone would know stories

of people who had died suddenly, and
would relate them, and a sense of awe
would pervade everybody, as it always
did when Death was spoken of—though
it was so impossible, so impossible that

any of themselves could die. People
did die, of course, people who had lived

to be quite old, or who had caught scar-

let fever in some phenomenal way, but
somehow they seemed to belong to a

world quite far off and quite different

to the one in which one's self lived

—

to the world of the Nursery and the

Square, and the Schoolroom where one
did one's sums wrong and could not
remember the date of Henry YIII.'s

marriage with Anne Boleyn. Oh, no,

that would be too incongruous !

It gave the Small Person a curious
feeling to try to realize that the plain,

quiet little boy with the blue lips might
die— die quite suddenly. Once she

gave him a new slate-pencil because of

it, though she did not tell him why,
and was perhaps scarcely definite her-

self about it. She used to forget her

gcograph}^ in looking at him question-

ingly when he did not see her.

It must have been one of the " com-
mon " ones who one morning came to

her, wearing an air of excited elation in
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her consciousness of having startling

news to impart, and who greeted her
with

—

" Have you heard about Alfie Burns ?
"

"No," she answered; "what about
him?"

"He's dead" said the news-bearer.

"He wasn't at school yesterday—and
he died this morning."

So the Strange Thing came among
them into the school-room—among the

forms and desks and battered books,

making itself in an unreal way as real

as the ink-stands and slate-pencils. It

had come to Alfie Burns, with his little

ordinary face and lank hair, and yet it

still remained impossible. It had come
to Alfie Burns—but it could not come
to any of the rest of them. Somehow
he must have been " different." He was
"delicate" and had that queer color.

At any rate he was " different " now,
and seemed impossible, too. There

^^^
. was a curious intense craving for de-

tail among the older ones. Everyone
wanted to know hoio he had died, and
if he had said anything. In the books
of memoirs the little boy or girl always
said " last words," which were a sort of

final scriptural or instructive effort.

They were usually like this :

" Father," said James, between his

paroxysms of agony, " try to be a better

man that you may meet me in Heaven."
"Brother Thomas," said Mary Ann,

faintly, "do as mother tells you and
obey your Sabbath-school teacher."

" Please do not swear any more. Uncle
William Henry," said little Jane, as her

mother wiped the death-damp from her

brow. "I shall be in Heaven in a few
minutes and I want you to come."

Remembering these things one won-
dered what Alfie's "last words" had
been. It would have seemed almost

impossible that anyone could die with-

out last w^ords. Wicked people always

expired in frightful torment, using pro-

fane language or crying for mercy or

writhing with remorse because they had
not been better before they were taken
ill. Alfie had been a sort of indefinite,

insignificant little boy. He was not
naughty but his goodness had a passive

negative quality and he never reproved
or instructed anyone. So it was diffi-

cult to adjust one's self to the situation,

and imagine how the Strange Thing
would find him when it came.
And nobody knew any detail. There

seemed to be none. He had died, and
of course it was supposable that his

parents had cried, and we knew he
would be buried. And though the
event was discussed and discussed from
all points of view this was all anyone
knew.
No one had ever been to his house or

seen his parents. They were quiet busi-

ness people who did not belong to the
Square, and, as far as the school seemed
to know, he had no brothers or sisters

and must have had a rather dull life.

He did not seem to have any particular

companions or to invite people to his

house to play or to have tea with him.
According to all orthodox beliefs

—

and in an innocent way nothing could
have been more orthodox than all the

school—he had gone to Heaven and was
an Angel.

This the Small Person found a tre-

mendous problem to grasp. I know
that it pervaded her for days, and I

wonder why she did not talk about it

to somebody grown up. Perhaps it was
her infant English habit of reserving

her sentiments and emotions, combined
with her secret consciousness that she

was so little and that the grown-up
people were so big that they could sot
really understand one another's point
of view. Of course to peojjle who knew
all about Death and Heaven and Angels
her remarks would seem silly and triv-

ial—perhaps even disrespectful. She
did not ask anything, but was oppressed
and permeated by a vague sadness and
sense of unexplainable things.

Heaven was a place without laws or

boundaries. Anything could be done
there—if one once got in—and every-

thing was there. There was a Great
White Throne, there were streets of

gold, and walls built of " all manner of

precious stones." The stones she re-

membered principally were the chal-

cedony and sardonj^x, sardius, chryso-

lite, beryl, and chrysoprasus, because

they had strange names and she won-
dered what color they were. And there

was a Woman on a " scarlet - colored

beast, full of names of blasphemy, hav-

ing seven heads and ten horns," and
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though she was in Heaven she was
" drunken with the blood of the saints."

And there were Dragons and Beasts,

and there were Elders and Pale Horses
and Golden Candlesticks and Golden
Vials. And the Beasts were full of eyes

before and behind and had six wings
each, and the horses had breast-plates

of fire and jacinth and brimstone, and
heads of lions, and fire and smoke came
out of their mouths. It was all in Bev-
elations and so it was true. Heaven
was like that, and Alfie Burns had
gone there—out of the school-room
and the atmosphere of inkstands and
copy-books, from making mistakes in

his sums and cleaning his slate with an
unsavory " slate-rag " or sponge, from
looking yearningly out at the other
slates on the roofs to see if it was rain-

ing and there was no prospect of play-

ing. And now suddenly he was an
Angel and wore wings. Wings seemed
as impossible as the Strange Thing
which had happened to him. It was so

difficult to adjust them to his little blue-

lipped face and small, insignificant fig-

ure which his clothes seemed alwaj^s

rather too large for.

" But he would be quite different,"

the Small Person persisted obstinately

to herself as her onl^'^ consolation.
" He would be quite different and he
would be dressed in white robes."

The draj)eries she tried to see him in

were something of the nature of a very
voluminous, very white night-gown

—

but at all events they were "quite dif-

ferent." The interest of all this is that

what we begin with at seven we seem
to end with at seventy. How are we
less vague—what more do we know ?

Nothing— nothing—nothing, but that

whatever it is—wherever it is—it is

"quite different."

In the years which lie between we
have learned more geography, more
astronomy, we have learned that the
blue is space and the clouds are vapor,
but wha^ more definite, but that we
clamor for something, we plead for

something, we muf^t have something,
we ought to have something "quite dif-

ferent."

Somebody—probably it was the ex-

ecutive, practical little i;irl, who had
had the energy and ability to hustle the

vague Small Person into the church at

the Grantham wedding—somebody pro-

posed that two or three select ones
should go to Alfie's home and ask to be
allowed to " see " him.

The Small Person was awed. She
wanted very much to see him— what
was left of him after he had become an
angel. " His soul has gone to Heaven,
his body is only dust," that was what
was always said. She somehow wanted
to look at the poor little body which
was only dust.

"Perhaps we oughtn't to go," she

said, timorously. "Perhaps they won't
like us to see him."

But she was taken. Somebody else

had been and nobody had seemed to

dislike their going. The Small Person,

I have frequently reflected, was always
taken to places. She was not a strong
Small Person, except in unsuspected
powers of keeping quiet under some
strong emotions, and in possessing a
certain silent steadiness of purpose
when she meant to do a thing. Per-
haps her strength was and always has
been that she quite unconsciously
looked as if she meant nothing while
she really meant a great deal. But
that was probably far less a moral or
mental quality than a gift amiably be-

stowed by Nature in a lavish moment.
The leading spirits took her to the

place under their charge. Afterward
she did not seem to remember anything
about the house, even its entrance or
stairway—anything but a certain dull,

dreary little front parlor in it. This
was most likely because she remem-
bered the little dismal room and what
was there so strangely well.

It was such a dull, unpicturesque
room, small and unadorned, and dreary
beyond measure. At least so it seemed
to the Small Person, though she saw
no detail of it but a stiff horsehair-cov-

ered sofa against a wall. On this sofa

lay something covered with a white
sheet. This was what they had come
to see. Somehow the room, the sofa,

the whole atmosphere of the colorless

dulness seemed like the little unorna-
mental fellow himself, with his lank
hair, his ill-fitted clothes, and his mild,

small, unattractive, bluish face. The
person who had taken charge of them
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drew the white sheet away, and the

Small Person saw the Stran^-e Thinjj;' for

the first time, with an awful sense of

desolateness and depression.

Even the Strange Thing had not left

the poor little fellow beautiful. He
seemed to have grown very long ; he
was clothed in an awesome garment of

bluish white flannel, with ornamentation
of ugly stamped scalloped edges ; in

accordance with some belated grewsome
fashion he had on a strange muslin
night-cap, whose stiff crimped frill bor-

der made an unlovely setting for his

poor little still bluish face. It looked
more dusky than ever in its strange
blue color, and his lips were almost vio-

let. A line of lifeless gray showed it-

self under the not entirely closed lids.

The Small Person stood and looked
do'^iMi at this with a rather awful feel-

ing. She did not know what she had
expected to see, but this made her
heart beat with dreary throbs. It w^as

not that she was exactl}" frightened, on
the whole she was not as frightened as

she had expected to be when she came
face to face with the Strange Thing,
but she felt an indescrib&,ble awed
dreariness. She also wondered why
she did not begin to cr}^ She had im-
agined that at the sight of the Strange
Thing one would inevitably begin to

dry. She wondered if it was because
she had no heart that she did not.

Ought one really to sob bitterly at the
sight of a little boy one had not known
at all well, and of whom one chiefly re-

membered that he had heart disease

and blue lips.

" He is an Angel," she kept insisting,

mentally. " He has gone to Heaven."
The girl who had taken her to the

house whispered to her, telling her to

touch him. She had touched him her-

self, and so had the others. This ap-

peared to be part of a ceremony. The
Small Person shrank very much. She
felt that it would be an awful thing to

do. And yet she had heard so much
about a certain strange coldness—cold-

er than anything else—not the same
thing as any other coldness—as " cold

as Death." There was a fearsome long-

ing to know what it was like. And if one
touched what the Strange Thing had
left, one did not dream about it. One

could not bear the thought of dreaming
of the small room, the horsehair sofa,

and the poor little unlovely object with
the frilled muslin cap and eyelids not
quite closed.

She put out her hand and touched
the unsmiling cheek.

"As cold as Death !
" It was not as

cold as she had imagined it would be.

Not as cold as ice or as cold as snow

—

and yet—and yet—it was unlike any-
thing else—a soft chillness which some-
how seemed to hold no possibility of

its ever being w^armed. What she car-

ried away from the dreary little room
when she left it was the memory of

that soft chillness and a sort of wonder
at herself because she had really seen
the Strange Thing.
"Poor little Alfie," the executive

child said. "I'm very sorry for him,
but he's better off." The general opin-

ion expressed was that everybody was
" sorry " for him. It would have been
unfeeling not to be sorry. There was
also the greatest possible stress laid on
the fact that he had gone to Heaven,
and these sentiments were regarded as

so incontrovertibly 23roper that it would
have occurred to no one to find their

connection incompatible. Curious as

it may seem, I do not remember that

the Small Person herself did. An un-
questioning acceptance of all axioms
was the feature of the period, and she

was so full of the mystery of the Strange
Thing itself that she could contemjjlate

nothing less, though she knew that she

gained nothing by contemplating that.

But though she had seen it and so

had the others, though they had looked
down at its rigidity, and touched its

coldness with their warm hands, though
it had come into their very midst— to

Alfie Burns, who was nobody particular,

and who had played and done his sums
wrong just like the rest of them—they

knew it could not come to any of them-
selves ; they did not say so, of course,

but they were quite secure in it, and
were not afraid at all.

For the Small Person, perhaps, it was
well that it was not very long before it

came again. I do not know how long.

But the second time it wore another face,

and was touching but not grewsome.
And it was better to see that it might
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be so, than to remember always the

grimness of the ugly, dreary room—bet-

ter for anyone, far, far better for a

child with a vivid mind.
In the school there was a department

for younger children, quite little ones,

who learned their alphabet and played
kindergarten games. They had a room
of their own and a teacher of their

own. There w^ere some attractive mites

among them, and " the older ones," as

the others called themselves with a feel-

ing of great maturity, had favorites and
pets.

There was a tiny one who was the

pet of all—such a pretty pet and such
a laughing one ! She was three years

old and had golden-brown eyes and lit-

tle nut-brown curls on her small round
head. She was a merry thing, full of

dimples, and her brown-gold eyes were
large and love-compelling, and had long
curling lashes. The child pet of a
school full of girls is a much loved
thing. This one was adored. Her lovers

never tired of praising her prettiness,

her quaint little movements, her eye-

lashes, her curls and eyes. She was a

little lovely one, and her tiny name was
Selina.

" Look at her !
" everyone would ex-

claim when a Kindergarten game was
being played. " Oh, see how pretty

she is when she puts her teenty elbow
on her knee and leans her cheek on her
hand to show how the laborer rests.

She keeps opening her eyes and laugh-

ing. She can't keep them shut."

This very game was played one Fri-

day afternoon, and she was at her very
prettiest and quaintest. Earlier in the

day, it was remembered afterward, she
had been a little dull and had not
seemed quite herself, but in the after-

noon she had brilliant rose - colored

cheeks, and her merry eyes were like

stars.

" Isn't she a sweetie? " said the girls.

" Isn't she a little rogue ? Look at her
peeping under her eyelashes."

When the Small Person came to

school on Monday morning the door
was opened for her by one of the elder

girls of the family. She had a curious
shocked look in her eyes.

" Has anyone told you ? " she ex-

claimed. "Have you heard about it ?
"
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"Heard what?" the Small Person
faltered, startled by her expression.

" Little Selina is dead ! Pretty little

Selina
!

"

And so the Strange Thing came
again !

This time the difficulty was to believe

it—to feel that it could be true.

"Little Selina!" the Small Person
gasped. " She—she can't be ! Who
told you ? On Friday she was playing
the Haymaker game and she kept peep-
ing—she could not keep her eyes shut
—and we laughed so ! Selina !

"

"It's quite true," was the answer.
" She was ill then, though she had such
red cheeks. Janey said she hadn't

seemed bright in the morning. They
say she hadn't been quite herself for a
day or so. She died at six this morn-
ing, and they sent word by a servant.

She was crying, poor girl !

"

What a Strange Thing it was !

In the school - room the children

looked at each other amazed. They
were amazed—that was it. Each new
comer uttered the same exclamation,
" Selina ? " and then " Selina ! " As if

it were too incredible. They kept tell-

ing each other how merry she had
been when she played the Haymaker
game, how rosy her cheeks had looked,

how roguishly she had laughed. They
kept repeating that she was such a

pretty little thing and everybody loved

her. And somehow there was a ten-

dency even in the common ones to look

bewildered and thoughtful, and exclaim,

in a puzzled, questioning undertone,
"Selina! Selina!"
The Small Person found she was say-

ing it to herself all through the day.

It had seemed extraordinary that Alfie

should be taken away, even though they

had all known about the heart disease.

It had been extraordinary because the

Strange Thing seemed to have nothing
to do with such people as themselves

—

to be only possible to people somehow
quite remote and unlike them. But
there seemed a reason why Selina

should not be taken, the reason of her-

self, her pretty, buoyant, dimpling, vivid

self. What had the awful thing to do
with that ! It was unnatural.

" Selina ! Selina !
"

I think it was the velvet-eyed little
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Best Friend and lier youncver sister who
"vvent witli the JSniall Person to the
child's home, to see her, as they had
seen Allie. It was the first time they
had ever been to the house. The chil-

dren saw very little of each other away
from the school-room, and Selina only
appeared on the small horizon when
her nurse brought her to the front door
and left her to pursue her tiny studies.

Of this house, also, the Small Person
never remembered anything afterward
but one room, which has remained a
picture hung in the gallery of hfe.

It was not a large room. It was a
nursery bedroom, perhajis, though there

was no bed in it, onl}^ a little cot stand-
ing in the middle of it, and prettily

draped with white.

Everything in the room was white,

covered vai\\ pure white, hung with
white, adorned with white flowers —
mostly white rosebuds—very tender
little ones. It seemed like a little

chaj^el of snow, where one felt one must
breathe softly.

And under the snoT\y draj)eries of the

small cot, among rosebuds which seemed
to kiss it with their petals, there was an-

other little white thing lying.

Selina

—

Selina !

Ah, little love ! how pretty and in-

nocent and still the Strange Thing
had left her. It could not have hurt
her. She was not changed, only that

she was somehow lovelier. There were
rosebuds in her hands, and on her pil-

low ; her eyelashes looked very long as

they lay upon her cheek, and in a still,

strange little way she was smiling. In
the white room, among the white flow-

ers, looking down at her fair child-sleep

through tears, one was not the least

afraid.

The Small Person was vaguely glad
of something, and somehow she knew
that she was not " sorry for her." She
looked, and looked, and looked again,

with tenderly brooding eyes. She did
not want to go away. If the Strange
Thing only left one a soft, white creat-

ure in a white room, among flowers,

and smiling like that, at what it had
showed one, it was not so awful. What
a pretty, pretty smile—as if she was
keeping a little secret to herself.

"May we kiss her?" the Small Per-

son asked, in a low voice, timidly.
" Yes, dear," was the answer.

And she bent over and kissed the

round cheek where the dimples used to

pla}^ And the coldness was only the

soft coldness of a flower.

And afterward they went away, talk-

ing together in low, tender, child whis-

pers. And they told each other again

what a pretty little thing she had been,

and that everybody had loved her. And
the Small Person remembered how in

the game she had made ever^'body

laugh, because she could not keep still,

and could not keep her eyes closed.

But now—now, she was quite still, and
she could keep her pretty eyes shut.

And this had been done by the

Strange Thing.

(To be Continued.)



A SAHARAN CARAVAN.

By A. F. Jaccaci.

HALF a day's sail from Malta lies

a typical Saharan town conquered
from the sand, Tripoli of Bar-

bary,* whose low, whitewashed build-

ings and shooting minarets nestle in an
oasis of luxuriant vegetation. ' It is a

door of the desert
;
pass beyond the last

palm-trees, and in a few minutes' hand-
gallop you are lost among undulating
dunes, where warm winds, faint as out-

blown breaths, fret the sand into whim-
sical wavelets. One cannot conceive of

a more sudden and striking contrast.

The scorching sun blazes vengefully

over a dreariness where the sparrow of

the solitude would die for want of a

blade of green. You stand between in-

finities of earth and sky, stricken before

a nature—mute, vast, impenetrable.

In our lands Nature breaks her lines,

drawls closer her horizons, lowers her
pale skies, makes herself almost human
to speak to the heart ; it is sometimes
as if she murmured tender words and
crooned to us. But in Africa she re-

mains ever a pitiless divinity ; and how
fragile are the traces of human life on
this yellow sea of the desert : some scat-

tered bones, little funeral heaps of

stones, or a flitting Bedouin encamp-
ment, a passing caravan—realities but
for a short time, then trembling blurs
on the horizon, soon fading aw^ay ; but
while the reality lasts it has an infinite

beauty. A great caravan in march is

a superb spectacle, alas ! too infrequent

•See ScRiBNER's Magazine for January, 1890, pp.
37-52.

now in northern Africa. At first Arabs
alone can detect it, a mere speck lost in a
dusty halo, whence it emerges at length,

a tawny-colored mass possessed of a
strange motion, the swarming of a thou-
sand lives in one. Here and there sil-

houettes of straggling camels stand
profiled, like hieroglyphics, on the fiery

sky, as, insensibly trailing its snake-

like curves, the convoy advances. Hours
after being sighted, it passes in slow
defile, led by a vanguard of blooded
camels, whose gait and bearing have an
air of arrogance not customary to that

race of proletarians, the chieftains seated

aloft in their floating burnooses, alert

of eye, wdth gun in hand, statuesque

guardians of the convoy-treasure. Be-
hind them the camels of burden, ex-

hausted less by loads than with the

fatigues of the journey, their legs and
croppers bald and scarred by blow^s,

straggle forward languidly, thrusting

out the tongue as they press their huge,
spongy feet in the yielding ground.
What resignation in their soft, staring

eyes ! Verily, no philosopher knows
better than these poor brutes how inane
are the revolts against inexorable fate.

Near at hand walk the drivers, their

emaciated features savagely illumined
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by eves of fire, and white, gleamincr teetli

pierciug their parched lips. Of all who
started with the caravan, how many have
fallen by the way, abandoned ta agonize

alone in the desolation V

Huddled at the tail of the convoy,

usually comes la note comique, a band of

peasants of the oasis who have joined it

for protection. The men placidly mount-
ed on little donkeys, like so many San-
cho Panzas, their wives following on
foot, bent under the weight of children

and bundles carried indiscriminately on
their backs. Often does the traveller

behold in like fashion the famous cour-

tesy of the desert, of which so much is

made in poetry. When that medley of

humanity has passed, leaving no trace,

the impression of the solitude is gloom-
ier than before.

There are few callings that present

as many dangers and difficulties as that

of caravaneer
;
yet, there seems to be in

the emotions of that wild and exciting

life a powerful fascination, for, once
tasted, none can abandon it. Though
the caravaneers are received enthusi-

astically on their return (the first wel-

come set to music, so to speak, with the

shouts of friends and the shrill yu ! yu !

of the women), they cannot remain long

in town, seized by nostalgia, they soon are

forced to turn their faces desertward
again. I did not need personal memo-
ries of a caravan experience to urge me
to seek these men in their Tripolitan

caravansaries ; my sympathy was fully

aroused at the sight of the wasted faces,

and I would willingly spend hours in

the little cafes, sitting cross-legged in a

corner, to hear them fight the old bat-

tles over again in stories of adventure

told in that peculiarly quiet, impassive

manner of the Oriental that doubles the

pathos.

Since the decline of the slave traffic,

the great caravans of the Sahara (and it

is of these alone I intend to speak) have
a purely commercial object. They carry

from the distributing towns of northern
Africa the merchandise needed in the

"Country of the Blacks," and return

with the valuable products found there.

Caravaneers start on journeys of years'

duration, exactly like the sailors of old

who, launching their ships to the utter-

most shores of the world in quest of

the best markets for the buying and
disposing of their cargoes, sailing virtu-

ally unprotected by international laws
or men-of-war, were obliged to rely for

success on their own force and clever

handling. They are, as a matter of

course, smart traders, but they must
also be ever ready and ingenious in

fighting the difficulties of nature and
the dangerous Touaregs, those desert
birds of prey. With physical vigor,

they must have moral courage able to

resist the depressing influences of the
solitude, and the feelings of impatience
inevitably arising from constant and
enforced community. They must have
rapidity of decision, an extreme pa-
tience with servants and beasts, both
equally difficult to manage. Above all

it is necessary that they should be mas-
ters of the art of duplicity in which all

Easterners are adept ; an art enabling
them to slip with ease through the ar-

bitrary and treacherous entanglements
put in their path by guides, sheiks of

tribes they cannot avoid meeting, and
by negro kinglets in whose territory

they have to travel.

The first steps in organizing a caravan
are usually taken by a number of mer-
chants, who form a partnership to that

effect ; they consult the best sources as

to the articles actually most in demand
in the Soudan,* buy or order them, after

having given due consideration to the

important question of bulk and weight.

Their chief difficulty lies in the choice

of the right man to command the expe-

dition. If the chief is not resj^ected,

there are no sentinels at night, there is

no vanguard by day, and arriving at a

well, all are disorderly, the first com-
ers greedily helping themselves, and
disturbing the water so that mud only

is found by those who come later. In

bad passes, where there is more immi-
nent danger of meeting plunderers, the

necessity of order is still more felt. Lit-

tle advantage results from the use of

the Winchester repeating rifles, with

which all are armed, unless there be per-

fect unity of action. Where forty brave,

reckless men are placed under the direc-

* I U8e Soudan in the sense of the country south of the
Desert.
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Around the Watch-fire.

tiou of an able aud trusted chieftain, the

danger is much lessened. Touaregs do
not tight for the pleasure of fighting, but
for the booty ; should they meet with
an intelligent and vigorous resistance,

they think it no shame to turn their

backs. After all, these banditti are,

when you get to know them, plain busi-

ness folks who liye on raj)ine like many
among us liye on trade and a little ra-

pine. When the profits they hope to

reap from their transactions seem out
of j^roportion with the risks to be in-

curred they simply look out for another
and better chance.

Ever since the beginning of our era,

when the camel {camelus dromedariui<)

was first introduced as a beast of burden
into Africa, that long-legged model of

ugly usefulness has been the one means
of communication between the Mediter-
ranean shores and the interior. Camels
of burden cany an average of three hun-
dred pounds, at the rate of about two
miles an hour—which is not slow prog-

ress, consideiing the difficult nature of

the ground and the usual day's march
of sixteen hours. For such journeys on-

ly the most robust animals are chosen,

and as many again are taken to provide
relays for the tired and wounded, to re-

place the dead, and when necessary to

carry water for the use of all. A period
of training prepares them to sup2)ort

thirst and hunger ; though, in regard
to the former, I must prick a bubble
of current exaggeration : The ordinary

camel can go no more than three days

without water. He can do better as to

hunger. Providence having given him
a hump, that protuberance of fat on
which he lives during fast days ; when
the hump is greatly diminished, it is

evident the beast has reached the limits

of his endurance.'^

The chief selects besides a driver for

every dozen of camels, the troop (some
forty men for a caravan of one thousand
five hundred camels), composed of what
is properly called the caravaneers—Jacks-

of-all-trades, who turn their hands to

anything and are soldiers, merchants,
dij^lomatists, drivers, as occasion de-

mands. They are a hard, wide-awake
set, of whom the chief must be the in-

tellectual superior, considerate, familiar,

in good comradeship with all, until the

moment comes when he has to show a
steel hand within the velvet glove. Un-
der such leadershi23 the many pull to-

gether like one, none question when or-

dered, all will lie collectively and glibly.

They are united by the experielice of

common danger, the instinct of com-
mon preservation, and more than any-

thing, by that attribute of their turbu-

lent natures, a childish pride in an asso-

ciation with a celebrated leader.

Preparations proceed slowly in the

drowsy East, a year being often con-

sumed before the caravan is equipped.

* The full-blooded camels called maharis are an excep-
tion to the rule. After a month's careful training they
can trot an average of seventy miles a day, for six or seven
days, with no water and almost no food. But they need
a i)eriod of recuperation of some two months or more
after such courses.
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At last, water-bottles made of a whole is ready, a week is spent in feasts

pigskin and earthenware jugs are filled and '[f'anlasias," while the camels,

with oil and dried in the sun ; dates are abundantly fed, are left to a last " dolce

pressed into regular saddle - cushions, far niente " amid the paraphernalia of

softening the jolts for the outer man merchandise and utensils. The huge

A Caravan Chief.

before they satisfy the wants of the
inner man. The loads are packed and
repacked, every little defect carefully
remedied ; an important matter, since
an ill-adjusted burden quickly impairs
the usefulness of the beast. When all

convoy is first set in motion on a trial

jaunt, stopping at a little distance from
the town to wait for the laggards.

From there finally it starts, in a compact
mass of some thirty camels abreast, pre-

senting the same appearance as a regi-
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meut inarehiiig in cohimu of companies, patrol in the intense cold. The chiefs

lousiness has now l)e<;nn in earnest. sleep with heads on saddles and rifles

That threat Sahara, which is not only a at hand, ready to spring at any alarm,
desert of sand as commonly supposed. Mats and blankets are used by none,
but a very diversitied region, presents the burnoose serves as both, besides be-

Making ''Couscouss"—Black Bread.

but few routes, staked by wells and
used by all caravans. Routes here mean
simply directions, since no marks of

travel are visible, and an idea of their

crookedness may be gathered from the

fact that tliey turn around obstacles,

never surmount them.
Much time is given, in the first stages

of the journey, to a close study of the

needs and peculiarities of men and
beasts in order to obtain a maximum of

speed and endurance. An effort is al-

ways made to reach a well for the even-

ing halt ; a small convoy sent in advance
marks out the camp and prepares the

water for equal and judicious distril)U-

tion. When night conies, four equidis-

tant watch-fires flame up at the angles

of a vast square formed by the camels
clogged and massed around the pyra-

mid of loads ; swathed forms lie in the

warmth, while half a mile away sentinels

ing the day costume. When, in a cor-

ner of the sky, hydrangea tints announce
the slow coming of the day, a man runs
around, stick in hand, waking the sleep-

ers in an effective if rude fashion ; a few
moments of dusting burnooses, loading
camels, and the huge mass is on its way
long before the rosy fingers of Aurora
appear in the east.

From Tripoli the two great objective

southern points are Bornu and WadaL
For a month's journey toward them, as

far as Fezzan, there is but one route,

which passes at first through a serir,

desert of stones most trying to the

camels' feet and in which wearisome
l^rogress is made ; later it enters exten-

sive plateaux covered with the vigorous

haJfa (sparto), a wdld grass whose shaip

blades are another trouble. Then san-

dy spaces alternate with rocky ones tra-

versed by the abrupt depressions of
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ancient river-beds. The subterranean

waters find an outlet in the Fezzan, and
oases appear. The town of this popu-
lous district, Moursouk, is built near

what was once the last fortified post of

the Romans ; things have changed so

little since, that the last outpost of

Turkey is to-day but a short distance

south of it. This first month has been
a period of training, and the fortnight

spent here puts the camels into the best

form to resume their journey.

The proverbial hospitality of the Sa-

hara does not flourish on the tracks of

caravans ; were it otherwise, the tribes

encam23ed on the way would have to

spend treasures in entertaining. Each
one therefore carries his own provisions,

" chacun d son gout;"— plenty of tea,

for coffee is not drinkable in this torrid

climate, even by men one could fancy

moulded in bronze, so hardy and ro-

bust they are ; dates, olives, and a sauce

of coarse olive-oil mixed with red pep-
per. " Coiiscouss" hlack bread, is found
only at villages ; camel and ewe milk is

a great luxury, and meat a rarity for

the delicious way the Moors
roasting a whole sheep on
leaves. In the Sahara, the host

have of

fragrant

snatches

Negro Type of the WadaV.

feast days, when some nomad sheik
treats the travellers. Then it is that

the poor fellows sigh for Barbary and
Vol. XIII.—38

Negro Type of the Bornu.

the pieces from boiling water and throws
them in the direction of his guests. If

not caught on the fly, they fall on the

ground. No matter ! quickly picked up
and brushed with a burnoose often dir-

tier than the ground, the repulsive mor-
sels are devoured without condiment,
forks, or knives. And when nothing but
bones remain, there is a general assault

of courtesy in passing them over to the

tribe women usually crouched at the tent

door and the wretched females enjoy the

next days in nibbling at these dainties.

From Mourzouk the road leads from
valley to valley, where Bedouins wander
with their meagre flocks ; there are fre-

quent halts at oases which make the

caravaneers call this the best part of the

trip. I had lived in a little oasis far

from the coast, and could fully realize

what that " best " meant. It is true

that time and the hours fly in these

African gardens—fly ! leaving no trace in

the crushing monotony of a drowsy cli-

mate. To Arabs, whose acme of blissful

life is sleep and dreams, that may be
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happiness, but to us it is uothiu«j^ else

than living death. The niemorv of my
oasis days still broods over lue, and I

can feel again that atnios2)here of calm
and immobility wIrmu^ the agitations of

the world were iniknown, smell the

warm, heavy exhalations of that luxury
of vegetation burdened with tlie per-

fume of orange and jasmine and see the

oree})ing life of snakes, scorpions, insects

shining in every iridescent color .

and scarcely a sound to trouble the en-

ervating silence.

Late in the day, the sun hurrying to

the hoiizon sends a golden light through
the leafage. The Saharans squat be-

fore their huts ; noisy tam-tams w^ake

the echoes, and the grave, deep tones

of the tdrgc ''^ accompany the strangely

modulated cantilenes. Then the moon,
with a splendor unknown to our lati-

tudes, throws the scene into an enchant-

ed world of silvery, mellow light, and
black, impenetrable shadows. Day after

day, the sanie spectacle, the same im-
pressions. Who shall ever describe the

eternal sadness of that land of Ham

!

dithculties of the trip begin, small car-

avans frequently wait months in order
to join large ones and travel with more
security.

Casting our lot for Bornu, we enter at

once into theyJiouds, the moving dunes,
hurrying through them for three whole
days and nights, with pauses just suffi-

cient for feeding. After a night's rest at

a well, the convoy is wedged for another
three days in a narrow gorge clea^dng in

twain the naked rocks whose precipitous

sides shoot far above us. AVe trail up
and down a chaos of bowlders and sharp
rolling stones, each choosing for himself

the safest spot to place his hesitating

foot ; and as the camels cannot move in

the dark, we camj) where we lind our-

selves at sunset. By day much time is

lost in rej^airing the rags bound round
the camels' feet to prevent their being
cut and bleeding to deatli—a precaution
taken also when the sand, overheated by
the burning sun, scorches like hot iron.

At length we reach a spring somewhat
remarkable (as the caravaneers insist,

with the tone of bigots telling of mira-

A Bedouin Sheikh.

The limits of the Fezzan are reached cles), that its water is as red as blood,
at Ghatroum, where the single route Desj^ite the sanguinary color it is good,
branches away in the two directions of and men and beasts drink with avidity.

Bornu and AVadai. As here the real But Arrdhh ! Forward! seventy stum-
bling, painful hours to the blessed oasis

• A sort of primitive guitar with two strings. of Zaahia, and—with a sigli, quivering
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the whole length of the caravan—one

and all throw themselves down for an
imperative rest.

We find at Zaahia a new sort of hu-

man habitation. Far behind we have

left the comparatively comfortable town
dwellings, passed f/ourbis, the mud
huts of villages, and the nomads' low
tents, to come now to the haunts of the

Troglodytes—miserable holes scratched

in the ground, fitter for beasts than

men. The farther we go, the more
dangerous will become the country, in-

fested by marauders, and we shall see

these Troglodyte lairs dug high into

the perpendicular face of hills or down
in wells, accessible only by ladders.

The influence (slightly more than nom-
inal) of the Turkish Governor of

Tripoli stops here, now we are at the

mercy of tribes and marabouts (chief

priests of monasteries) who claim own-
ership rights to the tracts we are about
to traverse. Fortunately neither re-

porters nor telegraph exist in that per-

fectly impracticable country to bulletin

our movements, and so we ma}^ be luck}^

enough to pass unnoticed by such self-

appointed toll-gatherers. It is not that

their demands are ruinous, but, like con-

stant drops of water on the stone, many of

them will wear away purse and patience.

Yet, a tranquil journey being better than

doubtful fights, it is sometimes well to

compromise ; the more so if the caravan

is headed south, for it must return—as

these plague-flies of the desert well know.
Sheiks of tribes, who dub themselves

" sultans," lord it over some well amid
the filthy camel's-hair tents of their clans,

clustered around a tattered banner.
Poor as Job, vainglorious as bantam
roosters, they nevertheless return the

customary compliment of cheap cot-

ton goods and trinkets by a welcome
offering of milk and " couscouss." But
what precious time is wasted in the ex-

change, what mortifying formalities and
flatteries are exacted by the i)etty po-
tentates !

The hours crawl slowly under an in-

creasing burden of harassments— day
after day, in the stale flatness spreading
from the feet to the circling sky line, or
among the ridges overtopped by moun-
tain peaks, giant sentinels of the waste.

The beasts have an expectant look
;

water is growing constantly scarcer, and
when found is but a disgusting com-
pound. Beyond El Bolma, the search-

ing gaze grows also in the eyes of our

yjWseJ

Caravaneer.

men ; hands grip tighter the guns, eve-

ry nerve is strained ; it is fear of the
stealthy Touareg. Caravaneers mounted
on their coursing camels scour for miles

around, parties gallop along neighboring
summits, interrogating the horizon ; at

night, half of the men watch while the

others sleep in their saddles, and in

the short halts no fires are lit despite the

icy coldness of the night. The animals*

mouths are tied, every noise hushed
;

the whole great body seems to creej) on
its belly to avoid detection.
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Caravan on the Move at Night.

Ill the " ghouds " the heavens are not

less scanned than the earth, for they

hold an enemy worse than the Touareg
—the " k'hamsin," that has but to show
its lead-colored signals in the southern
sky to send the affrighted caravan rush-

ing in mad haste to the nearest emi-

nence. Heay}" yellow clouds, twisting

into strange and awful shapes, rise

slowly at first in gathering might, until

it is an overspreading opaque mass shot

from under with livid reflections. The
air grows hot and hushed. There is a

j^ause—then the first formidable gust

strikes like a monstrous whip at the

palpitating creatures stretched at full

length, their heads wrapped in clothes.

Snatched from the ground, the sand
whirls riotously in dense spirals, level-

ling the dunes and piling elsewhere

huge undulations. Twenty minutes at

most, and the gigantic rush and swirl

have passed, but in half that time entire

caravans have been annihilated.

Some three months are consumed in

crossing the Sahara proper. Toward
the seventeenth degree of latitude north

we enter the region of rain, a border-land

between the furnace-like dryness of the

desert and those fetid swamps, stagnant

waters saturated with fever miasmas,
and tall, herbous vegetation full of tor-

rid sap of the Soudan. This border-

land, weighted with immobile vapors un-

der the unnatural glare of a pale sun, is

abundant in running waters and pastur-
age where the camels can recuperate
their dwindled humps.
My caravan eers' narratives (as in-

genuous as those told to Herodotus of

old when gathering information about
the peoples in whose territory he could
not travel) were, no doubt, Eastern ex-

pressions of the truth—fancifully seen
truth ! That stamp of their race, the
love of the marvellous, is a remarkable
trait in these men ; a trait not to be
weakened by promiscuous experience
nor advancing years. How often have
I heard them dwell lovingl}' on those

queer bulls of the border-land, that live

on nothing but wind, since they are seen
standing motionless for hours, their

heads stretched toward it ! Yet among
the rubbish there are bits of precious
information, like this, for example : That
the n'pes are human beings like ourselves,

Avith the one difference that they do not
talk. And do you know the reason why ?

Because they are afraid lest, hearing
them speak, and finding out they were
men, we should force them to work like

the negroes

!

The lion, called the king of the des-

ert, probably because that is the place

where he is not to be found, becomes
now a dangerous foe, forcing us to

completely change our tactics. No more
sneaking is possible if we want to save

our camels. Huge fires are built around
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the encampment, and an infernal din

made to frighten him away, yet it is sel-

dom that he does not seize on some valu-

able morsel. At the noise the Touaregs
are down upon us from an unexpected
corner ; halting suddenly at a safe dis-

tance, they dismount and wait. AVe want
peace at all cost, for we need guides, the

country' being intricate. Some of our
chiefs go and lay before them our teskras

(papers), which they can't read, and a new
burnoose. He who lays his hand on that

burnoose wall be our guide to the limits

of his tribe's territory. The first words
of this unique interview are then uttered

by him—the amount of our toll, imme-
diate payment of which seals the con-

tract. And at that his companions speed
away without having so much as opened
their mouths. The Touaregs keep their

contracts, as a rule, so from that quarter
there is little danger ; but we may find

ourselves in the way of negro nations on

attack, kill, and plunder other Faithful

less strong and with more treasure-trove.

That this kind of war is severely con-
demned by the Koran, does not make
any difference. In fact, the great occu-
pation of Islam-Africa is war ; tribes

tight tribes ; families, families ; and
everyone everybody else. Perhaps the
Sacred Book, carefully interjoreted, has
the pro and the con.

We change guides from territory to ter-

ritory as far as Shat, on Lake Tchad. In
these last weeks, no matter how care-

fulty the members of the caravan have
been chosen, many disputes have arisen

;

the monotony and fatigues of the jour-

ney leading the men to busy themselves
with each other, attaching extreme im-
portance to trifles, and little piques, born
in the first days, have grown into deep
and violent hatred. Now, El liam do'l

lllah ! Allah be thanked ! all is forgot-

ten, blown away with the gunpowder of

In a WadaV Village—Types of Huts.

the war-path, or meet cjhasioas, the great
hunts in which whole tribes take part,
in search of human game. It would be
bad fortune indeed to fall in with these,
since, as an incidental and profitable

diversion, Faithful never hesitate to

the great fantasia celebrating our safe

arrival. It is as a boyish exjilosion, in

w^hicli all join with boyish enthusiasm
;

kissing and complimenting, dancing and
revelling, mark this, our grandest day.

Attracted by the fuss, the big Kafir ue-
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groes, their nude breasts covered with food. Peeping through the palisades
dangling- sliells, come in their arrow-Hke of dry pahn branches, above which the
pirogues from the myriads of islands coned roofs, fancifully sloped, cut bi-

^:i^^m

On tfie March—Daytime.

studding the lake. What a relief it is

to gaze again into good-natured, laugh-
ing faces. Their shrill cackling, their

stealing propensities are overlooked, nay,

enjoyed ! for these are the first fellows

we have met who fear us. And imasfine

our cheer ! ten chickens and any amount
of tish for one pin ; a knife is an instru-

ment beyond value, and these negroes
would barter their whole possessions,

wives included, to obtain one.

After having despatched to the Sultan

of Bornu a courier announcing the purely

commercial purpose of the caravan, and
the nature of the cargo, we stride on
rapidly, fording large rivers. At the mile-

wide Yao men and loads are ferried in

boats, while the camels indulge in a fan-

tasia of their own, swimming about in

deep water, tantalizing their drivers,

but paying, poor brutes, a tithe to the

crocodiles.

It would be impossible to know of the

numerous villages hidden in the thick-

ness of mighty growths, but for the pe-

culiar and characteristic noise which taps

the flight of time all through the extent of

that Equatorial world. It is the clatter

of wooden pestles pounding millet into

a pap, *' couscouss," the basis of negro

zarre figures against the green, we catch
sight of swarms of women engaged in

that monotonous work. About the low
doors of the little bee-huts, india-rubber
children creep to gaze \^ onderingly on
us as we accompany the patriarch of

the village to the guests' quarters. The
good fellow's face is a vast grin of de-

light that we should honor his hospi-

tality, and we assume the role of " grands
seigneurs," returning worthless trinkets

in exchange for bulls and cows. The
climax to our importance is reached
when, at a short distance from the town
of Bornu, we receive the Sultan's answer
to our message in the shape of a formid-
able dinner—a thousand dishes at least

!

ejaculate my caravaneers, patting their

stomachs. And the stomach of the

Arab is like that of the ostrich, able for

weeks and months to subsist on a min-
imum of most unwholesome stuff; but
when opportunity offers its elasticity

and capacity are simply marvellous.

We'd better leave them to their orgy
till the next morning early, when, with

finery and shining guns, they move on
toward the capital. Soldiers wait at

the gates, taking our merchandise and
carrying it to the bazars, while our cara-
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vaneers present themselves before the count of its position, but because of the
Sultan, surrounded by his whole court perfect protection it affords foreign as

in the palace yard. No matter what the well as native merchants. Probablv for

Market in a Saharan Village.

powder costs ! this fantasia must make
a dazzling impression, for beware if

the griots * should be dissatisfied. The
much-feared personages, dressed in long
white robes covered with curious tracery,

and holding in their hands their im-
plements of trade—wonderful amulets
which cure all imaginable ills—stand up
as cold and imperturbable as stone stat-

ues. At last, deigning to reward our
men's frantic yells and mad antics, they
mutter a few words of satisfaction, to

which the Sultan acquiesces by a sign.

Three days more of enforced idle-

ness, and if all goes on smoothly, we
are allowed to offer presents, and re-

ceive in exchange the permission to re-

main and trade. Future movements
are influenced by the facility with which
we can dispose of our gaudy Manchester
cottons, black and red cloth, burnooses,
coral, Venetian beads, discarded Euro-
pean uniforms and guns, and acquire
gum, gold powder, skins, and especially

elephant and rhinoceros tusks. Bornu
is the entrance of the Black Country,
a distributing and commercial centre
of great importance, not only on ac-

• The griot is a combination of the saint, the quack
doctor, and the minstrel.

that very reason, the most advantageous
transactions do not take place in Bornu,
the caravans coming to it as to a sort

of headquarters where, after necessary
information has been collected, detached
parties are organized to scour the coun-
try.

Our leader has heard good reports
from Bir el Malhem, and decides to go
there. Leaving the bulk of our beasts

and merchandise under the care of a

responsible lieutenant, we retrace our
steps with about a hundred camels,

under as strong an escort as we can
muster, until we have left the sinuous
Yao far behind. Crossing range after

range of arid, tenantless plateaux, we
pass through an unhealth}^ district

full of marshy lakes, on whose shores

great black \Tiltures and bald storks

walk gravely ; while amid the dense tufts

of mangrove there are sudden gather-

ings of monkej^s to look cautiously at

our little troop striding by. . . .

Miserable villages of fetichists begin to

appear, their swarms of coned huts
grouped closely, making gray spots on
the yellow sand. In the distance, over
chotts \ shimmering in the sun like sil-

t Dry bait- water lakes.
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ver ribbons, rise thin trembling vapors,

and in their midst fanciful landscapes

take shape, grow, and vanish, to reappear
again in ever new and enticing tableaux.

A strong wind, as hot as the blast of an
oven, blows incessantly. . . . But
we must be constantly cm the alert.

The rich salt mines of the cJioffs usually

attract a crowd of pillagers, recruited

among the worst races of the Sahara, and
we come across many of these banditti,

handsome fellows in dark -blue robes,

their heads uncovered, and long curly

hair falling on their shoulders. As soon
as they see us they know who we are, and
what weapons we carry, and they keep
at a respectful distance. AYhen they
don't, we never hesitate to begin lire.

Xo doubt their intentions are of the

worst, but what can they do with lances

and a few flint-guns?

AVe pass near what was, ten years

ago, the most prosperous village of the

interior, when its surrounding desert,

scoured by hunters, had the monopoly
of furnishing the finest ostrich feathers

to the world— a single camel -load of

these best feathers fetching as high as

$50,000 in Tripoli. All that is but a

memory now—the many-times told tale

The British colonists of the Cape have
succeeded in domesticating the ostrich

;

prices have fallen in consequence some
fourteen hundred per cent., leaving no
protit to the Tripolitan merchants, who
had to pay, besides the hunters, heavy
tributes to negro kinglets, and the enor-
mous risks and expenses involved in a
Saharan journey.

After a month's march we arrive at

Zendar, the thriving metropolis of a small

kingdom, stopping to give valuable pres-

ents to its sultan, and pay a heavy toll

for the privilege of going farther and
coming back. Ten days more among
thickly populated towns, inhabited by a

hard lot of Touaregs who live comfort-
ably on the raids they make among
their negro neighbors, and we reach our
goal, Bir el Malliem. While waiting at

the gates, fine copper-colored w^omen,
with a single piece of cloth by way of

dress and a profusion of tinkling orna-

ments of brass, and nude children, lithe

and supple like young satyrs, come trot-

ting on little hump-back cows and form-
ing a great circle of which we are the

centre, sneer at and insult us. The
sultan is a negro luarahout enriched by
the donations of the Faithful, who be-

A Burden Carrier.

of history again repeated in the ruin of lieve that he is miraculously carried in

an inferior race through the spirit of pilgrimage to Mecca every year. Yet

enterprise developed by a superior one. he has behaved treacherously with many
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caravaneers, and although treating our

friends as guests and inviting them to

his table, they eat with their arms at

hand, and as the Spaniards say, " their

beards on the shoulder
;

" and it is in

the same fashion they carry on trading.

Caravaneers often told me :

" Allah is great and Mohammed is his

prophet, but ' Sidi Vinster '
* is our tru-

est friend
!

"

In the Soudan, when business is done
between people of good commercial
standing and well known to one another,

senait, letters of exchange are used ; but
in general the cauri, a small shell of the

Atlantic seaboard, is the means of ex-

change—five thousand cauris are worth
a bottera, the obsolete silver florin of

Maria Theresa, which has found its way
among the Arabs and is now coined for

their use. The value of the cauri to the

bottera is fictitious, however, as in real-

ity no negro wants to give the precious

shells for silver. Customers send their

slaves with date-matting baskets con-

taining fifty thousand cauris, the con-

tents are thrown on the ground and
counted over and over, employing any
amount of those two cheap African com-
modities, slaves and time.

Three months, at least, of complete
rest are necessary to put the camels in

shape for the return journey. If two-
thirds of them reach Tripoli, the caravan
has been exceptionally fortunate. In-

deed, the risks of such an enterprise as

I have described are so enormous that,

with the opening of strong European
stations in Central Africa, trade will

naturally seek the easy water-ways of

the West Coast, and the great Saharan
caravans, already much reduced since

the depreciation in price of ostrich feath-

ers, will become a thing of the past.

THE MAN IN RED.

By T. R. Sullivan.

member,
spent in

Feast of

HE fourteenth of July, in

the year of our Lord
1790, was a date in
French history deliber-

ately predestined by the

nation to be one that

all nations should re-

Days and weeks had been
preparing for that sublime
the Federation, which meant

to an enthusiastic army of devotees the

dawn of a new Golden Age on earth.

Their scheme for fixing the world's at-

tention was skilfully devised, brilliantly

executed ; and when the moment came,
its solemn rites around the altar of the
Fatherland so impressed themselves
upon every beholder that no pictu-

resque detail of the pageant went unre-
corded. The notes of that time have
served their turn with many a chroni-
cler in ours, and again and again has
that vivid scene upon the stage of the
Champ de Mars slowly unfolded itself

• " Sidi Vinster," Mr. Winchester. Meaning the rifle.

Vol. XIII.—34

from dawn to sunset for our benefit.

We know how the impatient populace
danced a farandole while the long pro-
cession of deputies filed into place
through the triumphal arches; how
Talleyrand, with all his acolytes, cele-

brated mass under huge censers which
a pelting rain extinguished. We have
seen the clouds disperse, and all the
gay colors of the feast grow gayer in

the clear light of afternoon. King and
President, side by side under one can-

opy, take the same oath, at Lafayette's

signal, to the braying of trumpets and
the boom of cannon. The little blue-

and-gold gallery where Marie Antoi-

nette sits is suddenly steeped in sun-
shine. She accepts the omen, and,

rising, presents the Dauphin to the

people, whose answering shout is one
of loyalty eager to assert itself. The
King turns toward her radiant, his per-

sistent optimism justified at last, over-

coming even her forebodings. That
high hope, so lately formed and still

but half-admitted—her hoi)e in Mira-
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beau—revives now, and is confirmed by
the people's voice, under this smiling
heaven, auspiciously serene. " The
monarchy is saved !

" was the last as-

surance of the giant tribune at their

secret interview in the garden of St.

Cloud ten days ago. The King be-

lieves in Mirabeau's assurance, entreats

her to believe. And in this last hour,

as the InTnn of praise brings the long
day's ceremonial to its triumphant end,

she does believe. Te Deinn laudamus !

It must be so. The miracle has been
performed. The ever-threatening dan-

ger has melted away like the cloud, and
the promised era of gentleness and
prosperity is really begun.
But there must be no more mistakes.

One, of a serious nature, it appears,

has been made already on this very day
of days. Instead of taking part in the

parade of the morning, the King drove
to his appointed place, in semi-state,

through the quiet streets of the Fau-
boui'g St. Germain ; and now a rumor
comes that his motive for this was mis-

interpreted, and that certain deputies
attribute his absence to distrust of the

people. Their suspicion must be re-

moved, and the mischief remedied be-

fore it has time to spread—the sooner
the better ; to-night, if such a thing be
possible. And, in truth, nothing is

easier. These same deputies are to re-

assemble, later on, at the Chateau de la

Muette, in the Bois de Boulogne, for a
splendid banquet. The King will ap-

pear there, in all the state imaginable,

with the Queen. It is she, herself, who
makes this suggestion, who is anxious
to do her part, provided only that an
interval of rest at the Tuileries be
granted her. The plan is hastily ap-

proved. A feast upon such a scale will

of necessity last on till midnight ; the
essential thing is the attendance of the
royal party ; its schemes for arrival and
departure are insignificant details. So,

with at least three hours to spare, it

being not yet seven o'clock, the Queen
drives back along the river quaj^s and
across the Pont Royal, scarcely con-

scious of fatigue, lighter of heart than
she has been for many a day. The sun,

slowly setting, transfigures the ancient

city, and she finds unfamiliar beauty in

what was before the gloomiest of pris-

on precincts. Everywhere the house-
fronts, festooned and garlanded, blend
tricolor and fleur-de-lis into a sign of
general rejoicing. Even the huddled
mass of buildings in the square of the
Carrousel looks almost lovely to her as
she turns from it into the Cour Royale.
Her own apartments, opening toward
the garden, on the ground floor of the
half-dismantled palace, are filled with
golden sunlight. Outside, workmen
are engaged in throwing strings of col-

ored lamps from tree to tree ; others,

with the same cheerful task in hand,
swarm upon the fa9ade itself ; she can
hear their voices as the orders are giv-

en and the work progresses. Her own
voice has a note of merriment in it

;

her own face can but reflect the spirit

of the hour, since even that forbidding
one of the gray old Tuileries for once
is made to smile.

She laughs lightly when her ladies-

in-waiting, the Countess d'Adhemar
and the faithful Madame Camj^an, ex-

claim that all she wears is ruined. In
honor of the day she is dressed in white,

with knots of tricolor ribbon here and
there. The rain has soiled and spotted
her from head to foot ; the colors have
trickled down and run together ; there

is a deep purple stain across her throat

—it will never come out, never in the

world. Oh, yes ! time will wear it away,
she assures them. For to-night it can
be concealed by other ribbons, jewels,

anything. If not, what does it matter ?

The people have put on the fleur-de-lis.

She has dyed herself with the colors of

the people. Compliment for compli-

ment, hers is the more graceful one of

the two. All this wreckage is worth
something, at least ; let it be sold and
the money given to her kind friends the

people, for whose sake she will wear
white again— all white, of course, but
for these same three colors. She is not
hungry, though she will make a pre-

tence of dining— here quietly, with
Madame Elisabeth and her dear Lam-
balle. Let all be ordered and arranged
and set in train at once. There is no
time to lose.

Yet the long summer twilight is but
half over when all is accomplished, ex-

cepting only certain finishing touches

to the coiffure, left, as usual, for Ma-
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dame Campan to adjust at the last mo-
ment. Her companions at table note

with delight that never since the good
Trianon days has the Queen looked so

well, so free from care. The deeper

lines of her face seem mysteriously to

have been smoothed away ; the color

comes and goes in her cheeks, and her

eyes sparkle like a girl's. When the

King sends word that he has returned,

and that they are to leave the palace at

ten o'clock, she forces herself into sud-

den gravity ; then dismisses her attend-

ants, one and all, to be recalled in due
season ; now she desires nothing but
to rest awhile alone. They take their

leave ; and she, returning to her bou-
doir, stops an instant before the mir-
ror—an instant which makes her first

impatient, then thoughtful, since the

glass is so small that it is impossi-

ble to see herself there at full length.

With a sigh she remembers that this

was not so at Versailles. Versailles f

When will it be their home again ?

Very soon, perhaps. The possibility

no longer seems remote in the altered

temper of the time. This comfortless
place is but a temporary lodging for

the week's festivities. Already they
are permitted to live at St. Cloud.
Permitted ? How long has it been the

habit of royalty to apply that word to

its own case ? Her use of it now,
though only in thought, makes her
turn from the meagrely furnished walls

and sigh once more. And then she

smiles as she recalls her answer to the

little Dauphin, who said that all here
was ugly, on the night of their first ar-

rival :
" My son, Louis XIV. lived in it."

Yes, but not under these conditions.

After all, the ugliness has its re-

deeming features. This outlook over
the garden, for example, with the mel-
low sky through the branches, is more
than beautiful. How enchanting it

will be, an hour hence, when all these
tiny lamps are lighted ! She wonders
if they go on, across the Place Louis
XV., along the Champs ^lysees ; then,

as the trees intercept her view, she
moves from window to window, at each
step drawing a little nearer the broad
walk, and is disappointed to find that
she can see but half its length in the
last room of her small apartment. She

will not be balked so. The adjoining
rooms are reserved for the King,
though he rarely uses them ; the last

will bring her almost to the central

point of the garden-front, the great Pa-
vilion de I'Horloge itself. She finds

the door under the tapestry, knocks,
and, getting no answer, turns the

rusted handle timidly and goes in. All

here is formal, stately, bare and still.

The windows, wide open, lead into a

high arcade supporting a terrace at the

first-floor level. There are rows of

lights, and a ladder against one of the

arches, from which the Queen perceives

that this architectural feature is to be
accentuated by the decorations of the

night. Passing on to the last window
she steps out into the arcade, and
clasps her hands in astonishment. The
arch commands an uninterrupted vista

not only of the garden but also of

what lies beyond it—the swing-bridge,

the square, the statue of Louis XV.,
the great avenue leading straight out
to those wooded heights against the

sky. All is a mass of color. The trees

are hung with mottoes and emblems
;

at the bridge a huge triumphal arch
has been set up, and through it she

sees flags and streamers and pyramids
of lanterns stretching on interminably.

As she looks her eyes fill with tears of

thankfulness. The sight is wonderful
indeed, but its significance is more,
much more to her, than the sight it-

self. Dear foreign land grovni kind
and lovable, as in her brightest days !

She has found great joy in it, great joy
remains. " The monarchy is saved !

"

A bell breaks the silence. It is only
the clock overhead recording the hour.

She counts eight strokes ; then three-

quarters chime out musically. She
turns to go in, and stops, startled by
heavy steps on the terrace above, and
the sound of two rough voices in ex-

cited speech.
" Impossible, Pascal !

"

"I swear to you I saw him."

"Where?"
" There, in the Salle des Gardes."
" Idiot ! It was some officer of the

household."
"In that dress—with that look upon

his face? It was the phantom."
" Pascal, you are a coward."
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" Mv God, no ! I fear no living man.
But that ! To-night, of all others !

"

" Chimtres ! Give me the torch ! It

is time to light the lanterns."

The footsteps pass ; the voices grow
confused and die away ; hut their

strange dispute has darkened all the

prospect. Night descends, making the
distant sky colorless, the soft air damp
and cold. Yet the trembling woman
shivers there a moment longer, hoj^ing

to hear more ; then, with the weight of

an icy hand upon her heart she rustles

back through the staring, empty rooms.
The Queen's mind is tinged so deeply
with the superstition of the age that

even the nightmare of a dream has
often assumed to her fearful impor-
tance ; and the words she has just over-

heard ring in her ears now, not to be
silenced. What has he seen, here in

the palace, this workman, this Pascal?
Pascal ! The repetition of his name
gives her a new thought, a swiftly

formed resolve. She crosses her apart-

ment to the door of the antechamber
into which she looks cautiously. A page
is there alone lighting the candles. The
door creaks a little ; and he turns with
the taper in his hand, the light from
it trailing down upon his scarlet-and-

gold dress, upon his boyish features.

He has been for some time in her ser-

vice, and, recognizing her at once,

comes foi'ward respectfully.
" Maxime, there are men at work—on

the terrace, fronting the garden."
" Yes, your Majesty."
*' Go up, then, and find one who is

called Pascal—Pascal, remember. Go
quietly and quickly ; it is important

;

tell no one, and bring him here to me."
He is off at a bound with no thought

but to obey, no trace of surprise.

While he is gone she is disturbed and
restless, wandering from room to room
in search of her fan, her handkerchief,

her purse ; stamps her foot impatient-

ly at finding nothing ; then finds all at

once, and, coming back to the salon,

chooses a seat near the window, but
carefully turned away from it. There
she has established herself with an air

of absolute composure when the page
knocks and she bids him come in. He
waits, at a sign from her, just within

the door but not within hearing, while

she motions the man who follows to

draw nearer that the last gleam of day-
light may fall upon his face.

He has been warned that this lady is

the Queen, and he approaches in a kind
of timorous curiosity, as if, dreading
each step, he were still impelled to take
it. Then he stops instinctively at a

proper distance, and twists his woollen
cap with awkward, embarrassed hands.

He wears a blouse, but it is fresh and
unwrinkled. He is young too, and by
no means ill-looking, with a fine light

in his clear, brown eyes. All this she

observes at a glance, while his look
changes to one of open admiration for

the lovely presence into which he has
been ushered incomprehensibly. It is

plain to her that the presence over-

awes yet fascinates him ; equally plain

that he is asking himself what this be-

ing from another world than his can
want with him.

" You are called Pascal ? " she begins,

in a low voice.
" Pascal, yes, Madame ; Pascal Bou-

cher, lately of Vaud, in Switzerland

—

now of Paris, with respect to her Maj-
esty."

"You are emj^loyed here—for the il-

lumination ?
"

" For the little lamps, yes, Madame.
I have helped to put them up. I re-

main until the last is lighted."

She trembles a little, for in this sec-

ond speech his intonation has identified

him. He is, unquestionably, the man
who sj)oke upon the terrace. Then,

drawing open her purse, she finds a

louis and offers it.

" This is for you. It is in your pow-
er to earn more than that by doing me
a trifling service."

"Oh, Madame, I thank you!" His

cheeks flush with pleasure as he stoops

with outstretched hand which her own
just touches. He pockets the gold piece

and stands erect, as before, twisting his

cap again in amazement and perplexity.
" Madame cannot doubt. In what man-
ner can I serve her Majesty?"
"By answering truthfully a single

question. What did you see above

there in the Salle des Gardes ?
"

The movement of his hands suddenly

stops. And though his eyes, apparent-

ly, have not swerved a hair's-breadth,
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they no longer meet hers ; moreover,

from being alert, their expression has

altered upon the instant into a fixed

and staring one.
" In the Salle des Gardes," he repeats,

slowly. " Madame, I do not under-
stand—I have seen nothing."

" Nevertheless you declared other-

wise just now to your comrade. Stand-

ing below, I overheard your talk and
his. Scarcely five minutes have passed

;

you must remember it. Once again I

ask you what you saw there through the

window."
"Madame heard imperfectly, or it

was not I who spoke. In the Salle des

Gardes there is no one—nothing."

He speaks with the utmost calmness,

yet still avoids her look, and she knows
that he is lying deliberately. Why?
She cannot imagine, but a certain de-

termination in him convinces her that

his mind is made up and that he will

not change it.

" It means that you refuse to tell me."
" Her Majesty misunderstands," he

returns, in a tone of peculiar gentle-

ness ;
" it means that I cannot tell her

this thing she asks—that I, who speak
to her, have no more to tell."

She opens her purse again ; then,

with a second thought, tosses it aside

and bids him to be gone. But he still

waits, fumbling in his pocket for the

coin already his.

"If her Majesty will permit me to re-

turn this, which I have not earned
"

The Queen interrupts him to decline

it with a gesture. " Strange !
" she

whispers, less to him than to herself.
" Here is an honest man who is doing
me a great wrong unconsciously ; who
will not comply with one poor request
—nay, though I entreat him."

" Oh, Madame, forgive me !
" he im-

plores, earnestly, with a mournful,
troubled look. "I am the humblest
of your servants, but of them all the
most faithful. I would die to keep a
word, a breath of harm from you. Be-
lieve me when I say this, believe—be-
lieve that I have seen nothing."

"I must believe you. Put up the
money. You will accept it in remem-
brance of me."

" So long as I live, Madame, I shall

never part with it."

Once more his gaze meets hers and
does not waver ; there is something
deeper than admiration in it now ; it

expresses mingled pity and devotion, as

he moves backward toward the door,

lingers a moment, lays his hand upon
his heart, bows and goes his way. The
Queen looks after him, wondering. She
is sure that there were tears in his eyes.

Then all at once she seems to under-
stand him better. He has erred from a

kindly motive. He is hiding something
from her that he fears would give her
pain. But still her question is un-
answered. Why should he pity her ?

What is it that he hides ?

She must know— she will know.
Since direct means have failed her, in-

direct ones shall be tried. After a lit-

tle thought she despatches the page
for Madame Campan, and once more
retires to her boudoir, the most habita-

ble of the rooms assigned to her. The
hangings are from the Gobelin loom

;

the principal one, in which the famous
scarlet dye of the manufactory pre-

dominates, representing the bridal oJ

Neptune and Amphitrite. The dress-

ing-table, with its mirror and candle-

branches, stands between the windows.
Close by is the harmonica—that pretty
toy which the German invented and
Franklin perfected—an arrangement of

musical water-glasses upon which she
has learned to play. It suits her pur-
pose to do so now. And, accordingly,

Madame Campan finds her picking out
a favorite air—the trio from Gretry's

opera of "Zemire and Azor."

She breaks off with a playful smile.
" Ah ! it is time for the coiffure ; so

much the better. I have been singing

to myself as I looked at the garden.

Is it not beautiful ?
"

" Yes, Madame ; but the fayade—you
must see that. Ail its ugliness is gone.

It is covered with twinkling lights
;

truly, a palace in fairyland ! Who
would ever have thought they could
make so much of this forsaken place ?

"

Speaking, she lights the four candles

at the glass, while the Queen sits before

it, idly watching her and then glancing
up toward the darkening walls.

" Yes, my dear Campan," she answers,
" we were better off in the Trianon, it

must be confessed. But there we had
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no history, and here its shadows gather
round us. At times they have a charm
for me. One may see, I think, too

much of summer sunshine. Tell me,
is not this the oldest part of the i^al-

ace ?
"

'' I have been told so, Madame. Ma-
dame will wear these pearls ?

"

*' Yes, decidedly. What strange

things, then, in all the years, these walls

have seen and known ! the thoughts of

kings, their hopes and great designs,

unaccomplished, all lost, forgotten

—

elbowing each other here together

through the past, like troops of phan-
toms !

"

" Phantoms ! Oh, no, indeed, Ma-
dame. There are none here, I hope."

"Why not, since it amuses me to

think so ? It is the twilight hour to

which such ideas are suited. And I am
so gay to-night that I could dance a

farandole, as those merry souls did this

morning on the Champ de Mars. If

I am to sit quiet under your hands,

you must control my spirits. Tell me
some tale of those who have lived and
died here ; all the better if it be a

ghostly one. To begin with, whose
room was this ?

"

" I do not know, Madame ; if there

are tales about it, a cleverer tongue
than mine might tell them. But as for

me, I have heard no tales at all."

" And I, who persuade myself that it

must have many ! What ! Is it a room
like any other? Has it no legend—no
tradition ?

"

" None, Madame, that has been told

to me."
"You have never heard, then, of a

ghost that haunts the Tuileries ?
"

" Never, never, I assure your Maj-
esty."

" Why, how is this ? I have fright-

ened you."
" Not in the least, Madame. At what

should I be frightened ?
"

"But your face looks so pale here,

in the glass ; and I can feel that your
hands tremble. Are you cold ?

"

" There is a draught of air. I can-

not imagine how it has come in. Ah !

this door
"

And in fact there has sprung open
behind them a small door leading in-

to the central corridor, which on this

ground-floor of the palace runs the
entire length of the southern wing—

a

windowless passage between the stair-

cases, lighted day and night by lan-

terns, but insufficiently, so that the
Queen has always avoided it, prefer-

ring to make use of a private staircase

within her own apartment, communi-
cating directly with the floor above.
This accident diverts her thoughts for

the moment, and in a tone of annoy-
ance she begs Madame Campan to close

the door and to bolt it.

" That dreadful corridor !
" she con-

tinues, with increasing vexation. "I
have a horror of it. What negligence
to leave the door unbolted ! See ! the
draught has put out one of the candles
—another, too ! Pray relight them."

This is done immediately, but in a
moment their flames die down again.

" These candles will not burn !
" the

Queen declares, petulantly. "What does
this mean? It seems to me that the
others grow dim while I am speaking."

" It means simply that they are of

the same make, Madame, nothing more.
There was, perhaps, some defect in the
mould."

" Then bring fresh ones, my dear
Campan, I implore you."

" At once, your Majesty."
And the lady-in-waiting bustles away

through the outer rooms, while the
Queen remains seated before the glass,

eying the flickering lights with inde-

finable apprehension, as if her whole
happiness demands that they shall be
kept alive. A movement in the adjoin-

ing salon alarms her.
" Who is there ? " she calls.

It is only the page, who, in answer,

presents himself for orders.

"Maxime, why was this door not
bolted ? Who has passed out that

way 9"

" I do not know, your Majesty. I am
sure it was not I. I never walk in the

corridor after nightfall unless it is ab-

solutely necessary. And even then I

shut my eyes."
" What ! Are you afraid of the dark ?

"

" Of the dark, no ! It is the man I

am afraid of."

"The man—what man ?
"

"I mean the Man in Red."
" The Man in Red !

" she repeats in
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a voice that does not falter. " And
who is he ?

"

The boy's eyes open wide, as if his

suri)rise at this simple question were
too great to be contained.

" Does not Madame know ? He has

lived under the great clock for two
whole centuries. So long as he re-

mains there all goes well ; but when
he comes down and takes his walk at

night in the dark corners
"

" Well, what then ?
"

" They say it is the evil spirit of the

palace. He may not come for years,

he may come at any moment ; and so I

shut my eyes, since it is death to one
who sees him. They say he comes only
in times of danger—of fearful danger
to the King."

So, by a child's thoughtless gossip,

with scarce an effort upon her part, the

secret is suddenly revealed. She knows
now what thought stole into Madame
Campan's mind to be mthheld evasive-

ly. She knows why honest Pascal Bou-
cher, out of the rough goodness of his

heart, resolved for once to be dishonest.

She knows what he imagined that he
saw—nay, must have seen. She has
not spoken, but the boy is aware of a

strange terror in her face which brings
terror to his own.

" Oh, Madame, why do you look at

me like that ? I have done wrong to

tell you. Believe me, I have never
seen the man. It is only what they
say. No one has seen him—no one."

She lays her hand gently upon the
boy's shoulder, and the need of reas-

suring him serves to revive her failing

courage.
" Maxime, this is a tale that no one

can believe, that must not be repeated.
Never speak of it again, for it is false.

Now go ; find good Madame Campan
and send her back. But do not let her
know what you have told me."
"What is it, after all?" she mur-

murs, as the boy hurries off and passes
out into the antechamber. "A creat-

ure of the fancy— a goblin to make
clowns and silly children start at every
shadow. The workman knew the story
and saw what was in his own mind, no
more, no less. I marvel that my wise
Campan should tremble at such things.
As well might we give heed to this por-

tent of the candles that go out one by
one because they were run in the same
mould!"
With her eyes and thoughts thus in-

tent upon it, the third flame dwindles
to a spark, while at the same moment a

prolonged gust of wind wails along the

polished floors and rattles all the case-

ments. The hangings are set in mo-
tion by it ; and through the shadows
that surround her she sees in the glass,

by the remaining candle's gleam, huge
gods and goddesses start from the

walls like living things. Then, to her
dismay, the bolted door behind her
swings slowly open. The fourth and
last flame is, in its turn, extinguished

;

but a pale light from the corridor

streams into the room.
Moved by a single impulse the

Queen glides toward the door with
hand raised to close it. Better dark-

ness than light which comes that way !

But a slight sound holds her motion-
less and almost breathless there to

listen ; a muffled sound, at short, regu-
lar intervals, like the ticking of a clock

—or rather, like that other ticking,

which heard at night in some old wain-
scot is held to be a sign of death, and
rouses the soundest sleeper to make
him start and tremble ; it grows loud-

er, more distinct, until the Queen,
drawn on by a new motive that she
cannot resist, takes another step and
looks out along the gallery.

Alone, under the flaring lamps, there
advances the figure of a man—a dwarf,

bowed with the weight of years. About
his neck he wears a ruff, above which
his white hair, closely cropped, and his

pointed beard shine like silver. Slow-
ly he creeps forward, stealthily and si-

lently, without even a footfall to an-

nounce him ; but he leans heavilj^ upon
a staff which gives the monotonous sig-

nal of his coming as it strikes the floor.

His half- closed eyes follow its point,

and the light of the nearest lantern

shows this staff that guides him to be
a rusted sword. But it is not that

from which the Queen shrinks instinct-

ively. The same flash of the uncertain

light has fallen upon the man's dress,

and his worn doublet and hose, faded to

a browniish tinge, are streaked here and
there with traces of a deeper color—recL
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" The evil spirit of the palace !

"

How -will he threaten her ? AVhat will

he say or do ? It is too late now to fly

from his warning ; she must see and
hear and know. He draws nearer ; he
is here ; he passes. Yet his gaunt face

betrays no knowledge of her presence
;

his eyes are still half-closed ; his lips

are speechless ; he has passed on with-

out a sign. Then the Queen, finding

all at once a new, unnatural courage,
springs after to detain him.

"Speak!" she commands. "Why
do you come here ? Who are you ?

"

The spectral figure stops, and turning,

fixes his eyes upon her. They are the

eyes of death, and their grim look
seems to take all haj)piness, all hope
away. He lifts his hand and points

to a red stain ujDon his ruff—a blood-
stain—and throwing his head back he
shows her that his throat is gashed and
bleeding. Then mth a low chuckle, a

leer of hideous delight, he turns again
and steals on through the shadows.
Overcome with horror, gasping for

breath, the Queen gropes her way into

the room, shuts the door, bolts it, and
remains there clinging to the wall in

the dark until approaching lights and
voices bring her back to life. She is

found calmly seated at the table.

Neither her look nor her manner has
excited the smallest wonder or suspi-

cion ; but in another moment she has
fainted in Madame Campan's arms.
The King comes, to learn that she has
been seized, inexplicably, with sudden
illness. He waits an hour, but she is

still una,ble to think of going out. In
spite of her entreaties he will not go
without her, and gives up the banquet.
Along the lines of light, impatient
crowds wait for him to pass. The my-
riad lamps burn themselves out, and
the glittering symbols that they shone
upon look dull and tarnished in the

gray light of morning. But the King
never passes, and his dais stands al-

ways vacant at the Feast of Deputies.
So it happens that Royalty makes its

second serious mistake, and is gravely
misjudged by its kind friends the peo-
ple in the night of this very day of days.

On August 11, 1792, the worthy cit-

izen, Jean Ribaud, was detailed with
other patriots to remove the bodies of
the slaughtered Swiss Guard, who
made, on the preceding day—when the
poor King and Queen had left the pal-

ace, as it proved, forever—their unavail-
ing but immortal defence of the Tuile-
ries. The faithful soldiers lay as they
fell, borne down by the overwhelming
mob, in heaps upon the great staircase,

under overturned chairs and tables in

the outer rooms. Here, in the course
of his agreeable task, the excellent Ri-

baud turned over with his foot a dead
man, fallen face downward toward the
foe.

" Tiens ! " said he. " I know that
face. It is Pascal Boucher, the Swiss,

who went mad for love of Madame Veto
and enrolled himself in the Guard to

fight for her. How is it that you go
down into hell before the Austrian?
Eh, comrade, tell me that ?

"

With a brutal kick, given as if he
really hoped the dead hero could rise

to answer and be struck down a second
time, he has stirred something at the

neck—something that slides away and
clinks upon the floor.

" A louis d'or !
" he cries in astonish-

ment. " By your leave, comrade, since

it is worth nothing, not even a drop of

water, now, to you !

"

And glancing furtively about, to

make sure that he is not observed, the

worthy citizen, Jean Ribaud, with one
wrench of his strong hand tears off the

coin and puts it in his pocket.



THE FRENCH SYMBOLISTS.

By Aline Gorren.
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I.

T is now a few years since

Emile Zola, being ques-

tioned as to the drift of

contemporary literature,

expressed himself as see-

ing the end of the Nat-
uralist school of which
he has been the chief

apostle. Taking the view that litera-

ture is cyclic and corresponds to suc-

cessive social evolutions, he foresaw the

dawning of a new literary standpoint
and formula ; and, said he, " Symbolism
TYiay be the literature of the future."

This view M. Zola holds now, as he did
then ; but though he be not yet sure,

by any means, that the literature of

symbols will succeed the naturalistic

child of Positivism whom he has served
so doughtily—though his opinion be,

indeed, that something better can be
found, of which he himself will, as

likely as not, be the lusty evangelist

—

others cherish the conviction as indubi-
table ; and about the conviction have
grown up a school of French literature,

and a school of French art, that have
slowly extended in widening circles.

An influence contested, often impercep-
tible ; but an influence.

About the year 1885 that section of

the Parisian public that concerns itself

with special departments of letters, be-
came conscious of the existence of sun-
dry obscure little reviews, formulating
a new aesthetic creed, in a language de-
parting, as far as it was possible to go,

from the phrase of Zola, Daudet, Mau-
passant. In these little reviews was to
be found a deeply abstruse verbiage,
bristling with neologisms, with obso-
lete expressions of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, with new termina-
tions to words in common use—which
terminations, coined according to indi-

vidual laws, appeared to desire to note
differentiations in meaning that the
current word could not define. And
this original linguistic, rooting back

Vol. XIII.—35

into Latin and Greek derivatives, ca-

denced in pompous Latin sonorousness,

calling, at every other page, for the aid

of a glossary, was the vehicle for trains

of thought and literary points of view,

quite as unexpected, and quite as un-
like anything which had latterly come
to express the spirit of the close of the

nineteenth century.

The little reviews generally died out,

within a period of varying brevity, for

lack of readers and funds. But others

sprang up in their place, and propo-
gated the new dogmas further. Since

the proclaimed cult of the young writ-

ers was for the chiselled word, for the

research of rare harmonies in the ex-

pression, and rarefied subtleties in the

sensation ; since their attitude was
avowedly one of languorous exclusion

above the mass of men (two-thirds

pose, this attitude, one-third the genu-
ine fruit of actual political and socio-

logical conditions in France), the name
of Decadents became quickly and aptly

fastened to them. Generally the young
men repudiated it. By some it was in-

ferentially allowed.

Je suis I'empire a la fin de la decadence
Qui regarde passer les grands barbares blancs,

En composant des acrostiches indolents
D'un style d'or ou la langueur du soleil danse,

wrote Paul Verlaine. And, although the

much more comprehensive term Sym-
bolist later supplanted the first desig-

nation, to an extent it still endures.

If this movement in French literature

had been confined to an innovation in

the metrique of verse, to an attempt to

eliminate from the French language
those " clumsy deposits " which the

phraseology of modern science, and
still more, the loose jargon of modern
journalism, are charged with having
washed into it ; if it had been simply an
eftbrt to enrich the tongue of to-day

anew with what M. Jean Moreas calls

the "unpolluted vocables" of the gold-

en age of llabelais, the interest attach-

ing to it could not have spread to any
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distance. So ftar as French Symbolism
is an {esthetic renaissance, a desire to

seize, in the cokn* and perfume of words,
the undefined affinities we are conscious
of in the remotest things, and so to ma-
terialize them that the same confused
sensations they awaken may be re-

awakened in the reader— " the same un-
seizable excitations to revery be artifi-

cially reproduced," it is familiar ground
to English consideration, a repetition

of the creed of Swinburne, Dante Ga-
briel Rossetti, and the rest of the pre-

Raphaelites, The analogy imposes it-

self, indeed, at once. The influence of

the cluster of English aesthetes is clearly

discernible in the artistic preferences,

as well as in the external formula? of the

new French school. There is the love

of mediaeval motif ; there is the well-

kno\\'n genuflection before the purity

and simplicity of the Primitives. The
same sensuously dilettante Catholicism
makes its appearance : Virgins, copes,

chasubles, censers, mortifications, ex-

piations, damnations ; and the same re-

search of tliat precise moment in time
and art when things are seen meta-
physically, symbolically; "in the mass,"

that is, w^hich, as M. Jean Moreas would
tell us, "alone is veracious." Now and
then the atmosphere is so absolutely

congenerous as to produce a momen-
tary confusion. "

. . . He knelt be-

fore this blessed lady ; and never was
ecstasy more subdued than the murmur
of that love. . . . Frail apparition

!

In a nimbus of light vapors she seemed
as a chant that is very low, as a monot-
onous litany of the ^^erfection of vain

loves, as the attenuated scent of a dis-

tant flower, as the sigh of that dim
sorrow that is exhaled in a breath.

. .
." This might be a page from the

delicate moonbeaming of Dante Gabriel

Rossetti. Instead, it is a leaf from Mau-
rice Barres, one of the most personal,

and in one sense, positive, of the prose-

writers of the Symbolist school. The
alluring propagandist of an aesthetic-

ally arid philosophy of the Culture of

Self, Maurice Barres has no real men-
tal connection with the English poet.

But the technique of their inspiration

exhibits a frequent racial likeness.

This familiarity of English readers

with the pre-Raphaelite doctrines pre-

vents them from entering into the angry
surprise of the Parisian middle -class

man, who sees in all this Decadence
and Symbolism nothing but an at-

tempt on the part of a few impertinent
Bohemians to mystify the public. To
them the up -springing of this school
is an interesting manifestation of the
universality of thought-germs. But the
Symbolists, from the first, claimed that
they had other things in their minds
besides a mediaeval revival. It was not
with them, they said, the manner of the
written phrase only ; they had other
ideas, and so much have they insisted

on these ideas that they have forced an
attention, in spite of Sarcey, Anatole
France, Brunetiere, the whole array of

the Paris critics ; in sj^ite of Leconte de
Lisle's :

" Oh, ces jeunes gens ! . . .

Tons fumistes !
"

M. Zola, upon one occasion, strong in

the Comtist and Spencerian support of

Naturalism, made a remark to the effect

that if Symbolism failed as the literature

to come, it would be because of the lack

of the philosophic background. Some
of us, if conscious that some sort of

mystico - idealistic reaction is probably
close upon us, are yet doubtful w^hether

the scientific spirit has not become too
diffused to permit any school of art

arising from a reaction of that kind to

attain any degree of true, or permanent,
development. Is the latest drift of the

scientific sj)irit, however, antagonistic

to the orientation of the French Symbo-
list school? The Symbolists answer
No. They assume precisely the con-

trary. And here it becomes interest-

ing to follow their assumptions.

II.

In a recent French work on psychol-

ogy— entirely distinct, it is needless

to say, in method and treatment, from
the emjoiric German work in that line,

w^hose severe Konsequenz dismisses met-
aphysics, and the perilous, if fascinat-

ing, leaps of the same—the last word
of the science at present is summed
up in the assertion that we are all eva-

nescent expressions of an eternal uni-

ty. It is scarcely a new summing.
If French modern metaphysics and
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psychology deny the duality of matter

and spirit, and German research on

the same path more cautiously admits

the probability that both may be dif-

fering attributes of one substance, and
all forms and phenomena the manifes-

tations of one eternal essence ; if M.
Fouillee and his compeers, fresh from
divings into animal magnetism, assert,

with respect to our much-cherished in-

dividual identity, that " the illusion of

a definitely limited, impenetrable, and
absolutely autonomous '/'" must be
given up ; that it is only with the lips

we can claim it, while the immense or-

chestra of things will always answer
" We " in our face ; if it be borne in

upon us daily, from divers sources, that

continuity and reciprocity are the great

law and the great mystery, and that
" nothing is so one that it is not mul-
tiple . . . nothing so mine that it

is not collective "—the spontaneity with
which these conclusions seem to be in-

vested is but another proof of how many
times the thoughts that express a world
period to itself need to be reiterated, and
in how many different keys, before the

aggregated atoms composing it become
fairly conscious of the currents inform-

ing their life. From the picturesque
pantheism of Giordano Bruno, and the

beautiful idealism of Spinoza, our pres-

ent descent is clear, to trace the pedi-

gree no farther. The line of succession

seems especially lucid just now, because
thirty years of science and materialism
have swung the pendulum the other

way ; at least, we begin to think that

we feel the oscillation. But the mate-
rialism itself belonged to the same
philosophic inheritance that has both
moulded us, and enunciated us, since

the seventeenth century. The only dif-

ference was that it remained studious-
ly incurious of that hidden cause back
of all. Why inquisitiveness as to what
is unknowable ? Other things were
knowable, and sure, and the Natu-
ralist presently brought out his doc-
uments, details, note - books. These
things ye can see. But the Symbolist

—

for we have come to him at the other
edge of the oscillation— now replies:
" Your documents, details, verified facts,

are precisely the least worth consid-
ering. They are appearances ; impal-

pable shadows of clouds. Nothing ye
think to see is what it seems. Nothing
outside of our representation exists.

All visibilities are symbols. Our busi-

ness it is to find out what these symbols
are. Any book that does not directly

concern itself with the hints concealed
beneath the diversified masks and as-

j)ects of matter is a house built out of a

boy's toy-blocks. Science, after prom-
ising more things than it could fulfil,

has many hypotheses just now that float

about one central idea— the existence

of one essence, infinite in moods, by ref-

erence to which, alone, anything what-
soever can be understood. Those of

our creed, only and solely, have a phil-

osophic basis for their art."

One of the propounders, in prose, of

the Symbolistic theories, whom it is

easiest to follow ; one, too, whose liter-

ary quality is the most charming, is

M. Maurice Barres. To the novel, as

we have come to understand it, the

books of M. Barres bear but scant re-

semblance. But the author espouses
the designation in default of a bet-

ter. At a first glance you might sup-

pose that M. Barres's work was of the

same order as that of Paul Bourget.
But no. Maurice Barres writes meta-
physical, not psychological, novels.

In " Sous rCEil des Barbares," " Un
Homme Libre," "Le Jardin de Bere-
nice," three books which, by logical se-

quence, form but one, three stages are

represented in the metaphysical evolu-

tion of the mind of a young man of

analytic, contemplative temper. It is

a picture of a human life, the only im-

portant facts of which take place in

that world of sensations and illusions

that is engendered by the physical

happenings of existence. The point of

view is made clear to the eye, from the

start, by the typographical arrange-

ment of the chapters. Each division,

in "Sous I'QEil des Barbares," is pre-

ceded by a concordance, in which the

worldly occurrences that befall the

chief personage are telegraphically de-

spatched, without more ado. Then fol-

lows, in a prose of remarkable fluidity,

suppleness, and suggestiveness, the

drama, determined by these incidents,

in the sphere of psychological expe-

rience. You look on as the protago-
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iiist's Ego evolves, through various

passional phases, aesthetic principles,

ami philosophies, up to the culminant
dogma of Maurice Barres's individu-

al creed : that the Avhole ofKce of men
is, lirst, to recognize that they are

so many efforts, individually and col-

lectively, of Instinct to realize itself—Jc suis un instant d'une chose im-
morteUe— and secondly, to jealously

guard themselves from being untrue to

the voice of this Instinct. From all

eternity each creature has been formed
to play a certain part, to express, to

represent a certain phase, a direction.

Sincerity to the Tnconscient is to be se-

cured, in Maurice Barres's opinion, by
rejecting all things that are uncon-
genial to the Moi, and by assimilating

all others that would naturally adhere
to it, were it left—uninfluenced by the

world and the Barbarians, the grands
harhares blancs of Paul Verlaine, the

Philistines—to take its own path. Its

brief moment of serving as a represen-

tation, a symbol, over, the I returns

to the bosom of the chose immorfelle

;

the water-drop, after the semblance of

an individual career of its own, goes
back to the ocean ; the monad melts
into the Life. Death does not set free

a number of personal souls ; the frag-

ments of the One Soul break down a

temporary barrier, by the process, and
pass out of a momentarily dividing

sphere, formed by the illusion of iden-

tity. In Maurice Barres's three books,

the things and the people that come
within the circle of the protagonist's

intelligence, deformed and colored ac-

cording to the transient state of his

soul, pass before the reader like a suc-

cession of evanescent apparitions. In
the last of the three the charm is keen-

est ; the literary art impregnated with
the raresjt, the most subtle, savor.

There are glimpses of a girl, a woman
—who has been seen repeatedly, in

varying guises, when all three books
are read : a " little animal," all of in-

stinct, and exquisite, in spite of—or

because of ?—that ; affiliations, connec-
tions, between the " suave eyes " of Be-
renice and those of gentle, long-eared
young donkeys ; these Berenice loves

Ijecause they have the misunderstood
poetry' of oppressed and despised things,

of which race she is, this Berenice, who
is as the voice of the inarticulate Peo-
l)le. . . . There are evocations (no
descriptions) of landscapes : Aigues-
Mortes ; the plains about it ; the pur-
ple and crimson of departed sunsets,
flushing the damp gleams of the marsh.
. . . Certain gowns that Berenice
wears, sombre purple, burnished cop-
per, that answer the sunsets. . . .

An unforgetable Museum in a dead
town of southern France, small, per-
fect, provincial, deserted ; where a lit-

tle girl—the "little animal," in child-

hood—pores, in long, unawakened curi-

osities, over strange, suggestive things
;

where relics of early French kings vi-

brate, in their slow passage dustward,
to the stej^ of the custodian, strolling,

in the long afternoons, with a jingle of

keys, through the little rooms. . . .

All this swimming in a luminous haze :

the reader shut in by crej)uscular indi-

cations, hauntings, that beckon to un-
explored outlets. If there be. a rather
stifled feeling, as of a want of an open
window, the aesthetic mode harmonizes
the more truly with the underlying
dogma. It is we who create the uni-

verse, says M. Barres. That universe
is but the harmonious ensemble of our
OA\Ti thoughts. Thus are we imprisoned
in a dream-cage. And this is the im-
pression with which he manages to

charge his books.

From Maurice Barres, and his effort

to compress all nature into humanity,
one may turn to Francis Poictevin, a

prose-writer who has gradually enrolled

himself with the Symbolist movement,
but who, to express the modern ten-

dencies, has taken an inverse course
from Barres. The analysis of metaphy-
sical experiences, which at one time
held Poictevin captive, has ceased to

do so ; or does so very secondaril3^

Essential symbols are coming to be
more and more widely represented for

him by cloud and sea, and the physiog-

nomic aspects of plains, forests, and
towns. These are his main lines. As
he apprehends the multiform moods,
sounds, sights, scents of nature, every-

thing that we ai'e pleased to name
voiceless and inanimate, breathes forth

the force of a veiled meaning, thrills
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with a hidden life ; the nervously con-

scious attitudes of flowers ; the sonor-

ous orchestral harmonies of color in

wood and shore ; the hushed mystery
of lakes and ponds, over whose waters

hang the liquid iris -tints of evening-

skies, that " fugitive, at once, and ex-

pectant, in their profound prolonga-

tions, hide unavowed desires, already

almost deflowered by the very exquisite-

ness of their intensity, of a charm that

grows poignant as it declines. . .
."

All nature is a temple, filled with liv-

ing pillars, and the pillars have tongues,

and speak in confused ivords, and man
lualks as through a forest of countless

symbols . . . the lines of Beaude-
laire, the father, in a kind, of the Sym-
bolists, serve as an epigraph for Fran-
cis Poictevin's "Paysages." Poictevin's

men and women are subordinate to

these wider curves of wave and sky ; they

come and go, emerging from their set-

ting, briefly, and fading into it again
;

they have no personality apart from it
;

and, amid the world - symbols of the

heavens in marshalled movement and
the thousand-reeded winds, they, in their

human symbol, are allowed to seem, as

they are, proportionately small. They
are possessed, as are clouds, waters,

trees, but no more than clouds, waters,

trees, of a baffling significance, for-

ever a riddle to itself. They have

bowed attitudes ; the weight of the

mystery they carry on their shoulders.

Poictevin's literary style is of the qual-

ity to be slowly degustated, with an at-

tention to the spiritual after-flavor. In
" Paysages," and notably in " Nouveaux
Songes," in which his symbolist ten-

dencies become especially defined, the

souls of landscapes, the elusive heart

of things, reach one in an essentialized

form ; they have gone through high
dilution first. The homoeopathic com-
pression, the endeavor that never shall

there be a word too many, may weary
the ordinary reader, whose head and
stomach are equal to any of the chem-
ical processes. Poictevin's appeal is to

the raffine.

A third writer, with whom the sym-
bolic direction of thought takes a dis-

tinctly individual shape, is Paul Adam.
His is the mystic note ; a mysticism

adapted, under some of its aspects, to

the requirements of Parisian boulevard
loungers on the threshold of the twen-
tieth century. With infinitely less lite-

rary restraint than Barres or Poictevin,

much less an artist than either, Paul
Adam has nevertheless striven, in novels
and short tales, to give a body to one
of the most interesting of the Symbo-
list ideas, that of recurrent rhythms in

the affairs of men and of the universe,

which rhythms art must express (mod-
ern music was the first to do it) by
clusters of leading themes, running
through many modalities. In " £ltre,"

a romance of the fifteenth century—

a

historic moment selected because it

saw the trampling down of an epoch
the only light of which (Dante thought
it a great light) was a spiritual one,

under the first magnificent brute strug-

gle for material well-being that resulted

in modern civilization—the magician,
Mahaud, is a woman tormented by the

desire for some such powers as to-day
might be coveted by the followers of a

Madame Blavatsky. In harmony with
the general rhythm, however—which is

the foundering of the spiritual life

beneath periodic, and imperious, re-

versions to an insistence on the su-

preme rights of the flesh and the in-

dividual—Paul Adam shows this desire

to be thwarted by the Countess's sensu-

ous nature. She is a woman of knowl-
edge and insight far beyond the age
in which she lives ; as the mistress
of a great castle she attains wide as-

cendancy over her surroundings ; she

becomes a rallying centre of light in

the darkness of confused times. But
the struggle of contending forces is too
sharp ; the equilibrium is lost ; the

mind goes down, in ruin, in the closing

night.
" The science she acquired dies with

her," says Gustave Kahn ;
" the influ-

ence she unfolded impels those who
lived within its circle to start off, by
opposed routes, upon the pursuit of

some unknowable which they contain,

yet which forever escapes them. The
monks absorb themselves in ecstasy

;

the soldiers throw themselves into the
wars ; and the rhythm perceived, or
initially unrolled, by the Countess
Mahaud, is extinguished in death and
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in the elements, having made nought
but victims, since, resulting in noth-

ing (because of her own faultiness), it

was only agitation." In "En Decor" (a

novel of the present day, but not such
a one in tone or atmosphere as contem-
porary novelists have rendered us fa-

miliar with), jNIanuel dreams that in the

girl whom he loves—a simple, receptive

Margaret for a new Faust— he can
*' symbolize the treasure of his meta-
physical being." Their love is the im-
mortal symbol of the union of genera-

tive forces. " Manuel et Louise relurent

la patrie premiere, et s'eblouirent aux
communs reflets de soleils originels."

They had " an immense joy in recog-

nizing each other as fraternal, after

the separation of centuries, and all the

disguises of successive individuals in

which the germs of their being had
slept." The mystico-sensuous phrase-

ology abounds in allusions to the Ar-
cana of the Law ; the Splendor of the

Mystery ; the elliptic flight of the

Cherubim, etc. These things may be
pardoned to M. Paul Adam, who is

only thirty, and who believes firmly

that the coming time is to be one in

which, " disdaining the solicitation of

useless pleasures, man Avill walk toward
the science of things, the contemplation
of rhythms and causes. . .

." His
work merits attention because it out-

lines, more clearly than elsewhere has
been done, the technical modes which,

M. Jean Moreas prophesies, will rule

the development of the novel of the

future.

First, to use the words of another
adherent of the school, we shall have
the mode, the technique, which subject-

ives, in the soul of a single personage,

the orchestration of worlds. ".
. .

Nothing exists outside the sensations

of the hero. . . . The elements in

the texture of this mode are : the strug-

gle of ideas in the same brain ; and
the unfolding of the natural selection

that determines the order of their suc-

cession."

We have seen what M. Maurice
Barres does in this kind. " The sec-

ond mode of the novel will study the

inception, in a philosophic brain, of

thoughts calculated to modify a num-
ber of inferior brains in its surround-

ings. It will follow these thoughts in

the human forms where the philosophic
hero has sown them ; and, in the suc-
cessive avatars of the personalities

moved by this rhythm, it will expose
the series of its growth, or the reasons
for its atrophy. In its third form the
novel sets upon its feet as a hero no
longer a definite human being, but the
scheme of an Essential Idea, that,

filtering through a group of human
beings, acquires, in each form which it

penetrates, such measure of intensity

and of development as it can there find
;

sometimes losing some, or all, of its

force, by reason of the superior pow-
er of an opposing rhythm ; sometimes
specialized in souls particularly afi'ect-

ed by a preponderant cast of sensa-

tions, until it renders those souls all its

own. . .
." Here we recognize the

methods of Paul Adam.
To these pretexts for poems, which

must circumscribe a philosophic or mor-
al dogma, goes on our exponent, divers

styles must adapt themselves, harmo-
nious with the subject, the surround-
ings, the rhythm, the emblems of the
human forms chosen. . . . Chipped
phrases will be used for expressing a

personage continually employed in ex-

ploring his own small impressions
;

mde phrases, with flat tints, will de-

note the aspect of waste, vegetating
lives— the monotony of dead plains.
" So that, in the Novel of the third man-
ner, each personage, or each group of

personages, only enters the tale accom-
panied by a particular motif, in assort-

ed propositions ; which is, or, at least,

tends to be, the successor of the musi-
cal motif of Wagner."

Ill

If one speak of these three prose-

writers before the high priests and the

chief glories of the Symbolist move-
ment—Stephane Mallarme, Paul Ver-
laine, Arthur Rimbaud, Jules Laforgue

;

even Jean Moreas and Gustave Kahn

—

it is that their achievements go far-

ther toward popularizing the Symbo-
list ideas. Such part of the wide pub-
lic as the Symbolists can reach—and
it is a very restricted part, at best

—
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must be reached more by such novels

(of a kind) as those of Paul Adam and
Barres, than by the rare and delphic

utterances of Stephane Mallarme, or

the verse of Paul Verlaine, however ex-

quisite. Poetry, in this age, is a poor
propagandist. Most of all such work
as Stephane Mallarme's, extremely

limited in quantity, in almost private

circulation (numbered copies of edi-

tions de luxe, illustrated impressionis-

tically by Manet, beyond the purchas-

ing 2)0wer, and wilfully beyond it, of

all but the rich amateur), and present-

ing its symbols, its abstract concep-

tions, in language so abstruse that it

confronts the reader, who has not been
at the pains of acquiring the esoteric

taste, with a picket-fence of unintelli-

gibleness, ten feet high, at the outset.

The unintelligibleness of Mallarme has

become what one might call his popular
emblem. It has been accepted as a

convention by those familiar with cer-

tain phases of contemporary French
literature, as Robert Browning's ob-

scurities were first accepted in England
and America. Few have gone farther

with Mallarme, or tried to understand.

Yet certain work of his— certain little

pieces in verse, certain little poems in

prose, ought to have given those for-

tunate enough to have made their ac-

quaintance the desire to know more.

In this essentially modern literary form,

the poem in prose— a distilled evoca-

tion, in a few lines, of the whole gamut
of impressions, suggestions, that the

soul of inanimate things can call forth,

or a sight, a sound suscitate in the

realms of psychological revery—there

is nothing comparable to the touch of

Mallarme, in any literature.

Baudelaire, who, after Aloisius Ber-

trand— of whom Sainte-Beuve wrote
that he had "worn away his youth in

chiselling, out of rich material, a thou-

sand little cups of infinite delicacy"—
was the originator of the poem in prose,

never, with such delicious indirectness,

imparted the idea through its image
;

never so produced, by the pervasive-

ness of an invisible under-current, the
spiritual prolongation in the mind of

the reader that is the test of the work of

art. Oh, the melancholy incantation of

"Frisson d'Hiver," the subtile, poignant

fragrancy of " Plaintes d'Automne !

"

By what sorcery, the words being so

few, the materials so simple, does " Le
Fusain," the sight of a young street

Arab singing, resolute, pale, insistent,

along the pavements, become metamor-
phosed into a whole tragic, sociological

philosophy ? Not a syllable that could
be removed from the context in " La
Pipe," not one that would bear substi-

tution by another ; and how the brown
fog of the laborious London mornings
creejos in ; how the dampness clings to

the deck of the Channel steamer, and to

the thinly gray-cloaked shoulders of the
" pauvre bien-aimee ;

" the bien-aimee
about whose throat is wound the " ter-

rible handkerchief that is waved as one
says good-by forever." Surely this is

the perfection of that " miracle of po-

etic prose, musical without rhythm
and without rhyme," of which Baude-
laire dreamed ; and it is much more.
Through these poems in prose, each
and all, it is, through his translations

of Edgar Poe—who, among the French
Symbolists, has been given both a

throne and a domestic arm-chair such
as he never had at home—and through
certain pieces of verse, in his earlier

manner, that Stephane Mallarme must
be approached by the profane. In the

poems in prose, even though the sym-
bol, once or twice, be rather out of

reach, he is clear ; clear to any but an
obstinate determination to find him
otherwise. In his verse, from the be-

ginning, he shows himself, of all these

abstractors of dreams, the master-
abstractor. Yet, who would not be re-

paid for entering his sybilline domain,
by the finding of such lines as his

SAINTE.

A la fenetre recelant

Le santal vieux qui se dedore
De sa viole ^tincelant

Jadis avec flute ou mandore,

Est la sainte pule, ctalant

Le livre vienx qui se deplie,

Du Magnificat ruisselant

Jadis selon vepre et comj)lie :

A ce vitrage d'ostensoir

Que frule une harpe pai- I'Ange
Formee avec son vol du soir

Pour la delicate phalange
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Du doigt, 4iie, sans le vieux santal

Ni le vieux livre. elle balance
Sur le plumage instrumental,
Musicienne du silence.

That which detaches itself, throug'h

distant correspondences, vague analo-

gies, from Mallarme's verse, say in
" L'Apres-midi d'un Fanne," and behind
the first difficulties of phrases so con-

structed that never a word is where,

by superficial logic, one would expect
to find it, is a perception of veiled har-

monies that go vibrating away toward
the centre of things. You are not re-

quested to see with Mallarme, exact-

ly ; but it will be your own fault and
loss, if you do not hear with him. The
hearing once acquired, the Mallarmean
devotee becomes filled with a great re-

spect and enchantment ; and perhaps
vdth a too-patrician condescension for

authors of guesses less cosmic, and of

appeals more facile. These remarks
chiefly apply to StejDhane Mallarme's
later manner ; or, rather, to the later

accentuation of those proclivities that

announced themselves from the first.

That first dates twenty years back,

from the time when Mallarme be-

longed, as also did Paul Verlaine, to

the group of Parnassian poets—Leconte
de Lisle, rran9ois Coppee, Theodore
de Banville, CatuUe Mendes. Even
then he had a way of seeing things for

himself, of expressing them for himself,

that brought down his confreres' criti-

cism for his " extravagance un peu trop

voulue." Nor did thicker jests from
outside fail to make a target of him.
" In what does Symbolism consist ?

"

asks one, referring to Mallarme. " Vul-

garly speaking, in saying just the op-

posite of what you wish to say. For
example, you wish to say that music,

which is the new art, is gradually tak-

ing the place of the ancient art, wiiich

is poetry. First symbol : a house in

which there is a funeral ; the mortu-
ai-y cloths drape the furniture. The
house is poetry

;
poetry is dead. Sec-

ond symbol :
' Our old grimoire ;

' gri-

moire is parchment, parchment is used
for writing, consequently grimoire is

the symbol of literature, ' whence myr-
iads are exalted.' Myriads of what?
Of letters, no doubt ! . .

." From
the same point of view a " Note de mon

Garnet," entitled "La Gloire," a brief

page in which the poet touches the
supreme comprehension of glory at

its apotheosis, runs the risk of eliciting

a great deal of airy badinage. For,
whence comes this supreme compre-
hension ? From a little excursion to

the woods of Fontainebleau, in a pro-
saic train, filled with the ordinary
crowd of omnipresent tourists, one day
that the "pompous exceptional Octo-
ber " had rained all its beauty on the
"ecstatic torpor" of the forest. The
station reached, the poet waits for the
train to disappear, like " a puerile
chimera," bearing its equally puerile
load away with it. For who else could
have stolen furtively toward the forest,

as he has done, feeling that the year has
" d'amers et lumineux sanglots, mainte
inducise flottaison d'idee desertant les

hasards comme des branches, tel fris-

son, et ce qui fait penser a un automne
sous les cieux ? " It is but upon one
that the day -watch of the immortal
trunks will pour down a flood of super-

human pride ; it is but one who may
pass that threshold, where torches con-
sume, in austere guardianship, " tous
reves anterieurs a leur eclat, repercu-

tant en pourpre dans la nue I'universel

sacre de I'intrus royal qui n'aura eu
qu'a venir. . .

." And that one,

that royal intruder, is the Poet—ex-

pected, awaited, by the trees. "
. . .

Glory ! I only knew her yesterday, ir-

refragable ; and nothing may now in-

terest me called by others so. . .
."

There are two ways of considering
work of this sort. But, standing un-
der those supreme forest-tops, one has
an opportunity to recall the calm as-

surance of Stephane Mallarme's own
words, at the close of one of his poems
in prose :

" I arose, as did the others

. . . surprised, this time again, not
to have received the same sort of im-

pression as my fellows, yet serene
;

for my way of seeing, after all, had
been superior, and even the only true

one. . . ."

No one was apparently ever less af-

fected by ridicule, misapprehension,
adverse criticism. It is long now since

Mallarme has withdrawn into a hermitic

seclusion of his own, giving very little

of his work to publicity, and taking ab-
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solutely no part in the polemics that

have raged periodically in the Paris

newspapers since that moment, seven

or eight years ago, when the young re-

views already alluded to announced the

new birth. It was with "L'Apres-
midi d'un Faune," and with Paul Ver-

laine's "Eomances sans Paroles," that

the movement seemed definitely to have
taken shape. Mallarme at once became
the master, the initiator of the new
band of waiters. Nor has he ever lost

his Olympian ascendancy. Charles Mor-
ice, in his "Litterature de Tout-ii-

I'heure," defines his position when he
says that, to the poets and prose-writers

who, in the fresh departure of sug-
gestive symbolism, are "seeking unex-
plored kingdoms for themselves," Mal-
larme remains the absolute, the sym-
bolic figure of the Poet. Much of this

is due to his personal character, that

appears, with a singular felicity, to

correspond to his exalted ideals of

art. Outwardly his life flows in the
quietest and most commonplace chan-
nels. His house has been in a retired

street of Paris for many years. His
literary independence he secures by
teaching in a college. His extreme
scruples against publishing his work,
that, to him, is never definite enough,
ready enough, increase with the lapse

of time ; and the one great book, long
anticipated, on which he has been un-
derstood to be engaged, and which is

to be the climax of his life, say his

friends, seems to come no nearer.

Two characteristic notes : Stephane
Mallarme is a special lover of the or-

gan, and of the ballet, that initial form
of all art ; and strangely enough, he is

a copious and delightful causeur.

A very different figure is Paul Ver-
laine, a prince of Bohemians, most of

whose winters, for several years, have
been passed in one or another of the
Paris hospitals. Here is " the one
member of the Decadent and Symbo-
list school whose name will live," say
the people who have an antagonism to

all that school. With Mallarme, he is

considered the twin -corner -stone of

the edifice. But no one could be more
brusquely indifferent to the importance
of being the initiator of any formula

whatever than this modern Villon,

reckless, generous of impulse, rude of

manner, atrocious, and lovable to his

friends somehow through all—moral
fall, disaster, endless trouble of his

own brewing. He has no theories, and
very few conscious precepts. Such as

he have are summed in the winged
advice of his " Art Poetique."

Que ton vers soit la bonne aventure
Sparse au vent crispe du matin
Qui va fleurant la mentlie et le thym. . . .

No partisan disquisitions could be
expected from the propounder of that

lovely, that easy axiom, so wise, so

difficult in its facility, and of its sum-
mary corollary,

Take eloquence and wring its neck !

Paul Verlaine is personal, first, and
last, and wholly. It is hard to think
of any poet equally so, to point to one
who, by the side of his perfect single-

ness, has not at some time the air of a
pose, an artifice, and a consciousness.

From the moment in which he eman-
cipated himself from the Parnassian
traditions, everything he wrote was
autobiographical. That Parnassian
connection was illustrated by " Les
Fetes Galantes " (a transcription of the

scenes and people that Watteau painted,

a series of little biscuit figures, with
powder and patch, living out, in fugi-

tive coquetries, a dreamy comedy of

loves and hates), still quoted, for the

enchantment of its liquid measures,

while that which comes later is over-

looked by the general public, or for-

gotten.

Votre dme est un paysage choisi

Que vont charmant masques et bergamasques,
Jouant du luth, et dansant, et quasi

Tristes sous leurs deguisements fantasques.

Tout en chantant sur le mode mineur
L'amour vainqueur et la vie opportune,
lis n'ont pas Pair de croire a leur bonheur,
Et leur chanson se mole au clair de lune,

Au calrae clair de lune triste et beau
Qui fait rover les oiseaux dans les arbres,

YA sangloter d'extase les jets d'eau,

Les grands jets d'eau sveltes parmi les arbres.

All that follows this period, " Roman-
ces san Paroles/' " Sagesse," " Amour,"
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"Jixdis et Na^uere," " Parallolement,"
is but a (lay-l)ook, as it were, of the
various phases of an apfitated life, of

the moral fluctuations of a character
in which the mystic and the sensual
impulses are equally strong. This bat-

tle of the flesh and the soul, height-

ened by peculiarities of temperament
to an extraordinary pitch of intensity,

is the eternal theme of Verlaine. He
singes no other. But this he sings with
that infusion of the modern spirit, so

difficult to define, that converts the

particular case into the symbol of the

universal law. " What the profound
truth may be concerning the sensa-

tions of modern man," w^rites Charles
Morice, "in what precise sort mysti-
cism and sensuality to-day divide the
modern soul, ivhich the horizons ofpure
thought have not yet definitely conquered,
these are questions to which Paul Ver-
laine alone will have answered." One
may carp at the "alone." But the itali-

cised line is the gist of the quotation.
To the Symbolists Paul Verlaine syn-

thesises the last desperate struggle be-

fore the coming of that spiritual period
to which they all—some more, some less

vaguel}'—appear to look forward. Aside
from this, he has given a powerful im-
petus to the pet Symbolist desire to

revise the rules of French versification.

He has done more than anyone else to re-

store the suppleness of mediaeval French
metres ; he has taken adorable liberties

with the cast-iron verse of Boileau ; he
has invented new rhythms ; but all this

less from any aesthetic resolution, one
suspects, than from the necessities of

his artistic being—a thing of caprice,

irregularity, arbitrariness
;
yet with a

sure method in its madness, an instinct

that, touch what he may, charms the

line into beauty in his hand. Others
have not always escaped the grotesque
in their desire for the new ; Paul Ver-
laine is a juggler by the grace of God.
And, finally, he has the Baudelairian
quality of suggestiveness infinitely be-

yond Baudelaii'e. So high he prizes it

that he exclaims,

And all the rest is but literature !

What spell more undefinable, in this

kind, than that of the three verses fol-

lowing ?

Je devine a travers un murmure
Le contour subtil des voix anciennes,
Et parmi les lueurs musiciennes,
Amour pale, une aurore future.

Et mon ame et mon coeur en delires
Ne sont plus qu'iine espece d'oeil double
Ou tremblote, a travers un jour trouble,
L'ariette, helas ! de toutes lyres !

O mourir de cette mort seulette
Qui s'en vont, cher amour qui t'epeures,
Balan(;ant jeunes et vieilles heures !

O mourir de cette escarpolette I

" They reprove," again to quote
Charles Morice, " these adorable, these
unique lines, all commentaries which
would be equally useless both to the
poets, who do not need them, and to the
others, who would not understand."

It is impossible to conclude without
appending three further and different

verses, that give, with a might and a
beauty almost appalling, the note of

that ever - renewed spiritual conflict

stamping every page. They are taken
from " Sagesse," the most mystic, the
most curiously and passionately sincere,

of Verlaine's collections of later poems.

Les faux beaux jours ont lui tout le jour, ma
pauvre ame,

Et les voici vibrer aux cuivres du couchant.
Ferme les yeux, pauvre ame, et reutre sur-le-

champ :

Une tentation des pires : fuis Tinfame,

lis ont lui tout le jour en longs grelons de
flamme,

Battant toute vendange aux collines couchant
Toute moisson de la vallee, et ravageant
Le ciel tout bleu, le ciel chanteur qui te re-

clame.

O palis. et va t'-en, lente etjoignant les mains!
Si ces hiers allaient manger nos beaux demains ?

Si la vieille folic etait encore en route ?

Ces souvenirs, va-t il falloir les retuer ?

Un assaut furieux, le supreme sans doute !

O va prier contre I'orage, va prier.

It is certain that this is not the voice

of a poet who can justly continue un-
known, outside of a limited circle, save

for an indefinite legend of general, semi-

satanic disreputableness.

The " Romances sans Paroles " were
written during an especially stormy
phase of Verlaine's career, in Flanders,

and in England. His companion along

the high - roads, then, and in the tents

. ofjovial drinkers . . . was
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a boy (it was in the early seventies ; the

boy was not yet twenty), who had al-

ready written a number of short poems,
and, at that period, published a brief

volume of fragments in prose. This
shock-headed boy was Arthur Kimbaud,
who, in the last half decade, has been
made the object of a special cult by the

votaries of the new ideas. Those two
or three years of intermittent poetic

production ended with Rimbaud in a

wild career of journeyings over the

half of Europe, diversified by occasional

police arrests for disorderly conduct,

then in a total disappearance in the

East, whence shadowy reports of death,

mythical kingship among obscure tribes,

and the like, have reached his few per-

sonal friends from time to time. Some
of those first poems, in manuscript,
were meanwhile being rescued from a

threatening oblivion by the tenacious

friendship of Paul Verlaine. " Illumina-

tions"—the prose fragments aforesaid

—were gradually coming to be regard-

ed by the SjTubolists as, in the words
of one of them, " the condensation in a

miraculous prose of all known philoso-

phies, sciences, and literatures, with
their concordances and rhythms. . . .

The most extraordinary cosmogony the

human soul has ever conceived . . .

only to be compared to the poems of

the Chaldeo-Semitic tradition, the book
of Thot, and the poetic fragments of

the Hindu gospels."

This prose of Arthur Rimbaud is one
of which translation fails to give the
" diamantine quality."

AFTER THE DELUGE.

So soon as the Idea of the Deluge had
sunk back into its place, a rabbit halted

amid the sainfoin and the small swing-
ing bells, and said its prayer to the rain-

bow, through the spider's web.
Oh ! the precious stones in hiding,

the flowers already looking out.

In the main street of the town wares
were being outspread and boats were
dragged toward the sea, mounting up
and up in the distance, as you see it in

engravings.

Blood flowed, in the house of Blue-
beard, in the slaughter-houses, in the
circus. . . . Blood flowed, and milk.

Beavers builded. Smoke rose from
the taverns.

In the great mansion, behind window-
panes still drenched, children in mourn-
ing looked at marvellous picture-books.

A door slammed, and, in the hamlet
square, a child spun its arms around,
understood of the weather-vanes and
all church-steeple-cocks everywhere, in

the explosive wind-gust.

Madame . . . established a pi-

ano in the Alps. The mass and first

communions were celebrated at the

hundred thousand altars of the See.

The caravans started. And the

Splendid Hotel was erected upon the

chaos of ice and night of the Pole.

The moon, then, heard the jackals

whimpering through the deserts of

thyme—and eclogues in wooden shoes
grunting in the fruit - garden. Then,
in the violet forest, all a-bourgeon, Eu-
charis said to me. It is spring.

Swell, lake ; foam, roll over the

bridge, and pass above the woods ; sa-

ble draperies and organs, lightnings and
thunder, mount and roll ; waters and
melancholies mount and raise the del-

uges again.

For since they have been quelled

—

oh, the precious stones in hiding, and
the open flowers !—all is ennui ! And
the Queen, the Sorceress, who lights

her live coals in the earthen pot, will

nevermore deign to tell us what she
knows, and what we ignore.

From the "Illuminations" also the

following

:

Let them lease me, at last, that

tomb, white-washed, and with the lines

of the cement in relief upon it. I rest

my elbows on the table, the lamp lights

vividly these newspapers that I am idiot

enough to read over, lights these books
that have no interest.

At an enormous distance above my
subterranean drawing - room houses
strike root, the mists gather. The mud
is red, or black. Monstrous town,

night without end

!

Less high are the sewers. On both
sides, nothing but the thickness of the

globe. Perhaps the abysses of azure,

and wells of fire ? It is perchance on
these planes that moons and comets
meet, and seas and fables.
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In hours of bitterness I imaf^^ine

balls of sapphire, of metal. I am mas-
ter of the silence. Why should the
semblance of a vent-hole seem to pale
up there, at the corner of the vault ?

That attempt to use poetry and prose
conjointly in the treatment of one
theme, passing from one to the other
as the moods of the subject dictate,

which stands as a continuous challenge
before many of the Symbolists— the
right thing to be done, a literary form
some time to be popularized—led Rim-
baud later on to some experiments
more curious than happy. Some of his

earliest poems, those fortunately saved
to the world by the efforts of Paul Ver-
laine, and appearing, for the first time,

in the latter's " Poetes Maudits," " Les
Assis," " Les Chercheuses de Poux,"
" Les Effares," are marvels of geniality

of vision, and of a grace and force be-

fore which Paul Verlaine sinks down in

adoration. For a youth two or three

years from twenty, they have a perfec-

tion of maturity almost uncanny in its

suggestion of early decay. But they
have the conventional moulds. Rim-
baud just then took any form that

happened, ready - made, to his hand.

Later, his literary conscience becoming
sophisticated, he began to work, says his

friend, in " the naif, the very and the

too simj^le, using onl}^ assonances, vague
words, childish or popular phrases."

Verlaine himself, with all his sapient

richness, has this extreme research of

simplicity" in the diction and the hand-
ling of a theme ; he grew into a Primi-

tive early. But the fastidiousness of

Rimbaud, his too exclusive rejection of
" effects," go extraordinarily far toward
the last.

J'ai tant fait patience

Qu'^ jamais j'oublie.

Craintes et souffrances

Aux cieux sont parties.

Ainsi la prairie

A I'oubli livree
;

Grandie et fleurie

D'encens et d'ivraies

;

Au bourdon farouche
De cent sales mouclies.

Rimbaud doubtless preferred his

Elle est retrouvee

!

Quoi ?—L'Eternite.

C'est la mer melee
Au soleil,

to the "Bateau Ivre"of his initial man-
ner, which all the poets of the younger
generation are said to know by heart,
and to those matchless "Effares," of
which one can never say enough, those
bro^vn Murillo boys, a-gape in the snow
about the red-hot breath of a baker's
oven, so intent, spite of the cold search-
ing their tatters,

• • • qu' ils crevent leur culotte
Et que leur chemise tremblotte

Au vent d' hiver.

This love of the barest rhythmic no-
tation, and of that unseizable distinc-

tion that lurks in folk-songs and popu-
lar legends, tempted Jules Laforgue as
well— Jules Laforgue, charming and
charmeur, who died at the age of twenty-
seven, delicate, well-bred wizard who
was like no one ever but himself.

He also tried the mixing of prose and
verse. His verse was always of the
sort that the Symbolists approve ; its

harmonies and its unity were " psychic
rather than syllabic." He had all auda-
cities as to feet and accent. His poetry
indeed seems little else than rhythmic
prose divided, typograj)hically, into sep-

arate lines. His prose, on the other
hand, has poetical cadences, returns
upon itself that give the effect of a re-

frain, vague reminiscences of rhymes,
and of those sub -rhymes, in a minor
key, that are formed l3y assonances. In
his prose tales, the unique " Moralites
Lcgendaires," he breaks into verse

whenever the thought seems to sing
itself into the lyric shape. Those two
leading qualities, which the Symbolist
work always, in some measure, posses-

ses (or seeks to possess), an abiding
sense of the absolute retained in treat-

ing of the most fugitive accidents and
appearances, and a penetration of the

hidden analogies existent in phenomena
the most divergent, are developed in

Laforgue to a degree of keenness the

more striking because of his determined
touching of things by their lightest,

their almost frivolous, side. He tends
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back to the centres continually ; always
he gives the feeling of the affinities

behind the veil ; and the operation is

the more pungent that it is invested

with his peculiar humor, a half senti-

mental, wholly tasteful spirit of mock-
ery, that, in exactly the same mixture
of ingredients, belongs to no other

Frenchman. The " Moralitcs Legen-
daires " handle six myths, old as the

world, in new guise. Laforgue's Ham-
let is a very contemporaneous young
man, his Lohengrin a modern Panthe-
ist, not devoid of priggishness, his

John the Baptist a nineteenth century
socialist, preaching that "the times are

near." The anachronism never degen-
erates into parody, being always saved
by the poetic sense, and by that un-
failing distinction that is the great La-
forguian characteristic. It is perhaps
by reason of this distinction that he,

alone of all the younger French writ-

ers — of all the French writers at all,

indeed— has been able to create the
"Jeune Fille," without her stultify-

ing ignorance, full of intuitive dis-

crimination, ingeniously and properly
conscious of her power and enchant-
ment as the other sex . . . the little

Eve, advancing, ravished with her role.

. . . her eyes hymeneally illumined

. . . all her hair upon her shoul-

ders . . . in the ivholesome rising

sun. . . . Elsa, Andromeda, and
the naiad beloved of the great god
Pan, how exquisite are they all ! And
Salome :

" ' Oh,' exulted all hearts, 'how
simple must be the fragrance of her
skirt ! How long is art, how short is

life ! Oh, to talk to her in a corner,
near a fountain -jet, and to die . . .

to die, that is, unless '
"

Jules Laforgue's way of seeing is al-

ways personal. In the Arcadian coun-
try where Pan pursues his nymph,
" the sun makes his adieux, or, rather,

says au revoir, quite without hyper-
trophic miens. (Those were the good
old times !) The landscapes begin to
thrill, and grow languid in late tender-
nesses. The poplar trembles ; a dis-

tinguished tree that chooses its hour.
And the weeping-willow weeps over the
reasonless darkening of the mirror of

its waters. The hills and the distanc^es

grow sombre with anxious solitude.

The little tree-frogs will soon begin to

sing, and the stars will not be long in

coming out. Nothing is missing but
the Angelus. (Other times, other man-
ners.) But, O twilight ! Innocence
and fraternity, d la grace de Dieu ! O
altars, not so ? Let the Unknown re-

main at home ; and peace be on earth

to couples of good-will." Or it is the

lonely island-home of Andromeda :
" O,

monotonous and undeserved home

!

. . . The sea ! From whatever side

you survey her, hour after hour, at

whatever moment you surprise her, al-

ways herself, never at fault, always
alone, empire of the unsociable, great

history in the process of making, ill-

digested cataclysm ; as if the liquid

state in which we see her were aught
but a state of degeneracy ! And the

days when she prepares to shake up
that state (liquid !). And those, more
intolerable still, when she assumes the

ravaged air of one who has no glance

it can consider its peer in which to re-

flect itself ! The sea, always the sea,

without an instant's weakness ! In
brief, not the stuff of which friends are

made. (Oh, truly ! renounce that idea,

and even the hope of sharing her ran-

cors after her confidences, no matter
how long you may have lived in tete-d-

tete with her.) . . . O monotonous
and undeserved country ! When will

all this end ? And what ! For all infin-

ity : space, monopolized by that indif-

ferently limitless sea ; time, expressed

by those skies traversed by indifferent

seasons ! And what are we to under-

stand of it all ? What can we do in

the face of all this confused and ineffa-

ble moroseness ? As well die at once,

then, having received a good, sentimen-
tal heart at birth. . .

." Or, again,

it is Hamlet with the skull of Yorick.
"

. . . Alas, poor Yorick ! As one
seems to hear, in one little shell, all

the multitudinous roar of the ocean, so

I here seem to perceive the whole
quenchless symphony of the universal

soul, of whose echoes this box was as

the cross-roads. There's a solid idea.

And do you imagine a human race that

would look no further, that would abide

by this vaguely immortal sound, that

one hears in a hollow skull, by way of

explanation of death, that is to say, by
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way of religion ? . . . Tliey also

had tlieir time, all these small folk of

History ; learning to read, paring their

nails, lighting a dirty lamp every night,

in love, gormandizing, vain, erazy for

compliments, handshakes, kisses, living

ojff of gossip and parochial twaddle,

saying :
' What kind of weather will it

be to-morrow ? "Winter is coming.
. . . We have had no prunes this

year.' Ah ! All is well that has no
end. And you, Silence, forgive the

Earth ; the little fool does not know
what she is about. When comes the

day of the great reckoning of Conscience
before the Ideal, she will be labelled

with a piteous idem in the column of

the immature evolutions of the Unique
Evolution, in the column of negligeable

quantities. . . . But yet—no longer
to be, no longer to be in it, no longer

to be of it ! Not even to be able to

strain against one's human heart, any
afternoon in the week, the melancholy
of centuries compressed into one little

chord upon the piano ! . . ."

IV.

To follow the work of some of the

other writers who, by nearer, or more
remote, beliefs and sympathies, belong
to the Symbolist school, would lead too

far. There are those who refuse the

designation altogether, and prefer to

call themselves " Romans," as Jean
Moreas does now ; or " Magnifiques,"

as does St.-Pol-Roux ; or " Mages," as

does the extraordinary person known
in Paris as the Sdr Josephin Peladan.

These minor groups escape the general

view, which must concern itself with

the main tendencies of the present lit-

erary stirrings. Whatever may be the

sectarian or personal bias of some of

the Jeunes, they all describe ellipses

about the symbolic idea. If one or

another should take a meteoric flight

into an ether of his own, the same tan-

gential point of departure nevertheless

exists. Between the mystifjang vacu-

ities of Rene Ghil and his " Coloration

and Instrumentation of Vowels " at the

one pole, and the work of Gustave
Kahn—who, more logically than any of

his brethren, has carried into effect

some advanced theories as to the evo-

lutionary technique of the poem of the
future— at the other, there is a wide
space, strewn with a variety of aesthetic

manifestations, almost all of which may
be of the nature of tdtonnements, but
few of which fail of some element of

originality, or interest, or courage, at

least. As to Gustave Kahn, he is alto-

gether not to be overlooked. Natu-
ralism having marked a phase in hu-
man history given up to the collecting

of facts, and the time being now for
" reducing the greatest multiplicity of

facts to the smallest number of prin-

ciples," he is imbued with the con-

viction that to give voice to this meta-
physical, this symbolic synthesis, only
a species of prose-verse is adequate

;

nothing but a medium as lyric, yet, at

the same time, as elastic—as capable of

unbarriered expansion, as the universal
" rhythms " to be expressed—can be
equal to the enterj^rise. And so he of-

fers a simple musical notation, swell-

ing or contracting as the feeling rises

or subsides ; a line of seventeen sylla-

bles bearing on a tide of meaning, a

short one of two marking a return of

thought upon itself. No artificial divi-

sions and boundaries to impede the

flux and reflux, the undulation of emo-
tion and perception ; no capitals at the

beginning of each line to cut them up
into idle sections to the eye ; no punc-
tuation to distract the latter by detail.

Thus, for instance, " Une Nuit sur La
Lande :

"

Dans I'attente de ton sourire

les matins paraient les villages ;

en Tattente de ton visage

lescoteaux vetaient des courbes de sourires.

Et devant ta beaute sacliant qu'il faut souffrir

les automnes sacraient leurs forcts de dou-
ceur

pres des sources, en miroir de douceur,

Et pour sauver les ames des passants,

les ilmes et les sens qui vont k la ferveur
les hivers avaient des calmes annonciateurs

que parfois ta beaute passerait calme et sans

sourire.

And again

:

L'ombre s'amoncelle aux paleurs sur les ter-

rasses

et fait ^clore plus doux les flambeaux pres des

vasques
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ou rieiit comme un roveil de sa voix
les panaches vivaiits des fontaines

;

la roiide des fees et des masques
;

d'opales gonies s'accoudeiit a ses terrasses,

des ballets dansent sur ses dalles.

ImjDossible, once the strangeness
passed, not to recognize that Gustave
Kahn, with this species of recitative,

based on assonances and discreetly bal-

anced values of words and syllables,

obtains some very striking effects, har-

monious, subtle, and wave-like. Impos-
sible, also, not to feel again the analo-

gies between all such attempts and the
leading spirit in modern music. Pro-
foundly to analyze emotion in its con-

stituent elements, in order, then, to

synthetize it by the melodic line, the
thread of dominant themes, was the

object of Wagner. In Gustave Kahn's
" Palais Nomades "—as a sub-title for

which he gives " Wandering Voices "

—

vague suggestions, accents, arise on
every side, which now separate, now
answer each other, and meet in syn-

thetic accord. And it is not difficult

to find a correspondence between the
ebb and flow of the Wagnerian orches-

tra and this rocking measure, whose
chanting and complex flexibility gives

very finely the feeling of immensity.
Indeed, it has of late been remarked
that the negligent Symbolist rhythms
and rhymes seemed to be especially

fitted for the ojoeratic libretto, so close

is the marriage between certain of these

literary tendencies and the sister-art, as

it has grown to be since that greatest

of moderns, Richard Wagner. That
painting is travelling a parallel road as

well, the Symbolists do not omit to point
out. There a large class agree in think-

ing that, as Jean Moreas declares, art

can never find in the objective anything
but an extremely restricted starting-

point ; and make one of their aims the
striving after the abstract of a con-
sensus of facts, sensations, actions, the
looking for the absolute in any repre-

sentation of human life. A few writers
on art who, adopting the Symbolistic
theories, have become attached to the
skirmishing outposts of the movement,
have endeavored to make clear the ulti-

mate ends, and corresponding technical

methods, of some of the new painters
;

to outline the similarity, for instance,

that exists between these theories and
the work of Puvis de Chavannes, who
seeks to harmoniously " inscribe " his

pictures in the frame of causes, instead
of making them simply copies of some
odd corner of life or nature begun, and
limited, without reason ; and the almost
hieratic expression of whose personages
is always enclosed in a unification of

tonality that purposes to be, and is,

symbolic. They likewise turn to Eu-
gene Carriere, one of the modern French
painters who has been most systemati-

cally maltreated by popular judgments,
and who, in his portraiture of the hu-
man countenance, retreats as much as

possible from his subject, that he may
gain that particular Justesse of vision in

the treatment of it which symbolizes,

in the domain of form, the justice

brought about by time in the consid-

eration of events. The details of the

human face appear to escape in his

portraits, drowned in a luminous white-

and-gray mist ; what is there is some-
thing like the ghost of the sitter ; in

reality his true, psychological self ; his

spirit's likeness ; suggested, indicated,

not explained ; the likeness of a soul

obviously not bowed down to a partic-

ular Now and Here, but having affini-

ties with the wider scheme of things,

with the eternities. Idealistic, synthet-

ic, symbolic, in their aims and methods,
all the achievements of the neo-impres-
sionists, following Manet's initial direc-

tion : Pissarro, Raffaelli, Renoir, De-
gas, Seurat, Signac ; always that inter-

est in the mass that alone is veracious
;

always the system of large spots ; of

shadows formed by complementary col-

ors ; always the effort to obtain the en-

semble, and by means of the greatest

simplicity of treatment.

V.

It is the complaint of the adversaries

of all this exotic literature in France,

that a large number of those who prac-

tise and pro2)agate it, and take liberties

so unprecedented with the French
tongue, are not of French origin. And
it is a rather noteworthy fact that this

should be true. Jean Morcas, whose
" Pelerin Passionno " has won repute

ti
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outside tlie Symbolist ranks, is, by
birth, a Greek ; Charles Yignier is a

Swiss ; ]\Iaurice Maeterlinck, the author
of several dramas of a very remarkable
power, a talent and personality among
the most interesting and sympathetic
of this group, is a Belgian ; the extrav-

agances of Eene Gliil hail from Bel-

gium also ; and Francis Viele-Griffin,

and Stuart Merrill— the former the

author of the " Cygnes," and editor of

one of the Symbolist reviews, the latter

a young poet held in much esteem by
the new writers—are of American par-

entage. It might be possible, perhaps,

to believe, on the strength of this vari-

ety of nationalities, in something more
than a local manifestation ; but, wheth-
er or no the main ideas for which the

Symbolists are doing batfle at present
have their foundation in a wider-spread
instinct of impending changes, for the

moment this esoteric band suffers no
danger from an excess of popularity.

The Symbolists have no ready-made cli-

entele to hamper their inspiration, by
exacting a rej^etition of what has once
perhaps had the fortune to please.

Their w^ares having no mercantile value,

they are not tempted to inartistic over-

production. Latterly the Paris press

has ceased to occupy itself with them
in that temper of a time ago. We
are told that they are working in

silence. And though this silence be
somewhat too frequently broken by a

belaboring of heads on technical and
other grounds, to be majestic, it seems
agreed that of such is the atmosphere
propitious to the incubation of mo-
mentous things. Better contumely
than the easy breath of success aure-

oling the mediocre bald spot on the

middle-aged pate of the divinities of

the day.

And as to these momentous things ?

As to the future of Symbolism ?

" You A\ill never go to the great pub-
lic," said one of the Naturalist celeb-

rities to Jean Moreas. How satisfac-

torily to answer that objection, that an
art can never move the social strata

which, with so exclusive an attitude,

appeals only to a mental aristocracy

—

is not clear. Evasively, the reply was
that the Symbolists must go to the
great public, in time, but, by another
road. And, calmly, a Symbolist mani-
festo, penned by Jean Moreas, thus
concluded :

" All those who have suf-

fered the revilings of contemporaries
may console themselves by meditating
upon the end of a letter addressed by
Alfred de Vigny to Lord ... at the
time of the first performance of his

translation of Othello. In it he com-
pares society to a large clock having
three hands. One, the largest, advances
so slowdy that one could believe it mo-
tionless ; it is the mass of men. The
other, somewhat lighter and swifter of

movement, progresses rapidly enough
to permit the eye, with a little atten-

tion, to perceive its progress : this is

the mass of enlightened men. But,
above these two hands there is another,

incomparably more agile, and whose
bounds one follows but with difficulty

;

sixt}'^ times it has seen the space before

it ere the second hand has progressed,

and the first dragged itself, thus far.

'Never, no, never, have I looked at this

third hand, this little dart, so restless,

so bold, so emotional, springing for-

w^ard, quivering, as it were, with the

sense of its own audacity, or with the

pleasure of its conquest over time—
never have I looked at it without think-

ing that the poet has ever had— ever

should have—this rapid advance march
in the centuries ; this advance upon
the general spirit of his nation, even
upon that of its most enlightened

part.'"

In his present advance march the

Symbolist poet is perhaps handicapped
by some of the luggage he carries.

When the slower portion of the world
reaches the spot where now he stands,

he may be found to have dropped some
of it on the way, or mayhap himself to

have vanished into air. But he should
be the first to feel this small matter,

if the spirit that was in him help to

form the threads that will weave the

texture of future things.



THE VIOLIN.

By Harriet Prescott Spofford.

Viva fui in sylvis,

Dum vixi tacui,

Mortua dulce cano.

All the leaves were ruHtlino- in the forest,

All the springs were bubbling in the moss
;

What light laughter where the brooks were si)illing,

AVliat lament I heard the branches toss,

Ah, what pipings gave me thrill on thrill

!

All the world was wild with broken music

—

I alone was silent, I was still.

Vol. XIII.-36
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"White the moonbeam wove its weird about me,

Starshine clad my boughs with streaming Hame,

Mighty winds caressed me out of heaven,

Storm-clouds in a fleece upon me came.

Earth's deep juices fed me all my till

—

Strains swept through me fit for sovran singing

—

I, alas, was silent, I was still.

I was still, though callow buds were swarming.

Still, though sylvan life throughout me stirred.

Embassy though mine of praise and passion,

Melancholy waiting on ni}^ word.

Inarticulate those murmurs stole !

"What without the rhythmic thrall w^ere transport?

AVhat were longing? Silent was the soul.

When the sleeting rains fled far on tempest,

AVith the ej'ry rocking under me,

Part of the great planet flying northward,

Star among the stars I fain would be.

AYide upon the gale I spread my plume

—

Oh, not mine to burst in clamorous chanting.

Syllabling some eager song of doom !

I remember me of gladsome mornings

Where the sun swept in a quickening flash

Down long lanes to pass in glooms of verdure,

While it gave my stem a golden plash.

Hajop}' outcry made the hollows ring.

I had sung then w^itli the singing children

—

Woe is me, there was no voice to sing.

I remember me of summer twilights

—

Red the brand burned in the smouldering west,

While two lovers leaned on me together,

And I felt their tremor through m}'^ breast.

Softly, softly sighed the lonely thrush

Till the heart swooned in a joy of sorrow

—

I could only listen through the hush.

When the w^anderer spent his soul with weeping

Deep in the long bracken at my base.

Low my shade bent round him as a covert,

Wear^dng to whisper words of grace.

Bitterly with grief acquainted then

All his sadness passed into my being.

Sadness that Avould never forth again.
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Came the woodsman with his stroke and felled me

;

Strong suns sucked the life from every cell

;

Bending, purfling, hearing unsung warbles,

Came the craftsman with his cunning spell,

Gave me flowing lines beloved of men.

As old kings in strange gums swathed and vested

I lay dead. What mattered singing then ?

Came the Master—drew his hand across me —
Oh, what shocked me, what great throb of bliss

AVakened me to pulse on pulse of rapture

—

Soul my soul, I never dreamed of this!

Breath of horn and silver fret of flute,

Compass of all nature's various voices,

I was singing—I who once was mute !

"Winding waters, silken breezes blowing.

Fragrances of morning, filled my tune.

Glimpses of the land where dreams are mantled,

East o' the sun and rearward of the moon.

Songs from music's ever-swelling tide,

Music beating up the walls of heaven

—

I had never sung had I not died !

^ss£^,^
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The distinction is now recognized,

though not as yet very clearly defined

in the public mind, between what is

known as the lower and the higher
philanthropy. The lower philanthro-

py meant the attempt "to put right

what social conditions had put wrong."
The higher philanthropy means the at-

tempt " to put right the social condi-
tions themselves."

Of course, no moral significance at-

taches to the use of the term "higher "

as applied to philanthropy. The term,
like the phrase, "the higher criti-

cism," is entirely free from assump-
tion. Nothing could have been nobler
in motive or in practice than that
first simple charity which went out to
meet the early poverty of the cities, and
which w^as always ready to run upon its

errands of mercy without stopping to
ask too many questions. It developed
characters of rare sensitiveness. Char-
ity became one of the fine arts, creating

personal types of moral beauty. Men
saw that it must be blessed to give,

whatever it might be to receive. And
when the problem of suffering grew
weighty and urgent, with the growth
of the city, this same spirit of charity

grew strong, watchful, and inventive.

It proved to be able to deal with classes,

as before it had dealt wdth individuals.

It was cjuick to follow out every hint

and suggestion of unrelieved w^ant and
distress. Charities multiplied as the

objects of charity were detected. The
relief of the poor brought to light the

child of poverty, the child of poverty

led the way to his crippled brother, the

diseased child pointed to the suffering

mother ; and when the region of dis-

ease was once really discovered, it was
quickly occupied with every variety of

institutional relief.

I recall a characteristic example of the

spirit and method of the old charity in

the person of a well-known philanthro-
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pist of New York, who for more than the conversation as if there had been
half a ceutiirv followed with an unerr- no interruption—there really had been
ing instinct the subtle progress of dis- none—he covered the face of his dead
tress and misery. When I knew him and withdrew, to take np again in its
he had passed his three score and ten time his now solitary, but joyous, work,
years. Yet each year seemed to add to My honored friend was the embodi-
the eagerness and intensity of his ment of that charity, to the credit of

which must be placed
the countless organi-
zations a n d institu-

tions which are the
most conspicuous
signs of a living Chris-
tianity.

But w ith the extra-

ordinary multiplica-

tion and extension of

charities, consequent
upon the growth of

poverty, disease, and
vice, the question be-

gan to arise in some
earnest minds, may
there not be, after all,

something better than
charity, or, at least,

may there not be a
larger and better
charity ? Grant that

the progress of Chris-

tianity has been
marked by the reliev-

ing agencies and in-

stitutions which line

its path, may not its

progress be still more
clearly marked by the

relative decrease of

these very agencies

and institutions? May
not Christianity be ap-

plied w isely, vigorous-

ly, and with better re-

sults at the .sources of

suffering ? The seri-

search. An incident, associated with ous asking of these questions gradually

his greatest personal bereavement, re- brought in the higher philanthropy,

vealed to me the whole spirit of his life, whose aim, as I have said, is not so

As I called upon him in his sorrow, he much " to put right what social condi-

took me, after a little, into the presence tions have i3ut wrong," as to "put right

of his dead, and there talked, as only the social conditions themselves." The
the voice of age and love could speak, new philanthropy does not attempt to

Suddenly he stopped, put his hand in- supersede entirely the old charity ; it

to liis pocket, and took out a check, does offer itself as a much-needed helper
" Tliere," said he, "is a check for and ally.

§25,000 from Mrs. Stewart for my The intermediate step from the lower
woman's hospital." Then, resuming to the higher philanthropy Avas taken

Andover House, 6 Rollins Street, Boston.
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ttirougli the cliaritv organization move-
ment, the motive of which was to econ-

omize charity. The moral as well as

financial waste of the current charity

had become appalling. It was estimat-

ed that the " pauper, the impostor, and
the fraud of every description, carried

off at least one-half of all charity, pub-
lic and private." The poor man, who
preferred to work rather than to beg,

was supplanted by the pauper, who pre-

ferred to beg rather than to work. It

was a comparatively easy matter for a

professional pauper to utilize the char-

ity of several different societies, especi-

ally those which were religious, for the

support of himself or his family ; while

shrewd knaves, who saw the market
value of an infirmity or a deformity,

organized an army of cripples of every

cisive measures were taken to break it

up through reforms in the method of

administration. In 1869 a society was
organized in London under the title,

" The Society for Organized Charitable
Relief, and for Repressing Mendicity,"
an organization which was quickly cop-
ied in the larger towns of the provinces.

The first move in the same direction, in

this country, was made in 1877, in the
city of Buffalo, through the establish-

ment of a like organization, which has
since been adopted in most of the cities

of the country under the name of the
"Associated Charities." Naturally these
societies began their work as a crusade
against indiscriminate charity. They
brought together, as far as practicable,

all the benevolent agencies which were
at work in a given community, they in-

Charlesbank Gardens.

The New Park on the Shore of Charles River, mth Public Buths and Appliances for Exercise.

sort, whom they stationed at the corners
of the streets, or through whom they
invaded the homes of the compassion-
ate. The demoralizing effect of this

traffic in charitv was so evident that de-

troduced the scientific and systematic

visitation of the poor, they sought out

and exposed the iniquitous frauds which
had been fostered by neglect, and in

various ways decreased the growing
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volume of pauperism. And the work
of the "Associated Charities" necessar-

ily led to the study of social conditions.

It was impossible to deal with pauper-
ism in any scientific way without in-

vestij^'ating" the sources of it. Still the

inherited object of the " Associated

Charities" was charity—the relief of

suftering—the special occasion for its

action being the need of seeing to it

that charity reached the actual sufferer,

and only in the right way. It belonged
by origin, and in part by method, to

the agencies which were trying " to put
right what social conditions had j)^^

wrong." It was evident that a new
type of philanthropy was needed, with
the one distinct object of trying " to

ing representatives upon the boards of
" Associated Charities " in its vicinity,

it is not another charitable organization

or institution. It has no moneys to dis-

burse. As far as appears to a transient

visitor, the House is simply a home
where a group of educated young men

—

chiefly, but not necessarily, those who
have had a theological training— live,

study, and work. But the House is

organized upon an idea, which the

grouj:) is constantly working out, each
man in harmony with his fellow. Evi-

dently the great requisite in any at-

tempt to modify wrong social condi-

tions is the perfect understanding of

those conditions. And the knowledge
of any such conditions is best gained by

N?W5M

Reading-room at the Wells Memorial.

A Club-house and Savings Institution for Workingmen.

put right the social conditions them-
selves."

The Andover House has its place and
does its work within the sphere of this

new philanthropy. It is one of the

agencies which represent, in a simple

and unostentatious way, the principles

and methods through which the new
philantliropy is beginning to make it-

self felt in society. While in sympathy
with all charitable movements, and hav-

practically subjecting one's self to them,,

at least to the extent of making them
the daily environment of his life. Resi-

dence is the key to the situation in any
locality. It is wonderful how many
things come to one, in the way of the

daily intercourse with his neighbors,

which w^ould entirely evade the most
careful search from without. It is the

unsought information which tells best

the stor}' of a neighborhood. And far
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beyond aiiv gain in the way of knowl- significance of living under wrong so-
edge is the sense of identification with cial conditions. I doubt if one person
others which conies through residence can well bear the strain. It is the
among them. One is conscious of group which saves the individual to

1

-^*l

Jew Quartuij—a Kuai bt

breathing the same social atmosphere,
and though he may retreat from the

more disheartening surroundings of his

work into the shelter and cheer of the

group, yet the scenes in the midst of

which he lives are in mind by day and
by night. The constant strain upon
the sympathies is the test of the real

his work, and supplies that fund of

good cheer which is indispensable to it.

This resident group is made up of

educated men, of men, that is, trained

to think upon social problems. It rep-

resents the contribution of thought
rather than of money toward their so-

lution. Doubtless some of the theories
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held, though learned in the best schools,

are found to need essential modifica-

tion when tested by the actual fact.

But they give intelligent approach to

studies from life. And it should be
said that much of the knowledge with-

in recent books is based upon direct

investigation, as with Charles Booth's
" Labor and Life of the People," or is

the result of reasoning upon ascertained

facts. To call the present training of

the schools in Sociology purely theoret-

ical is a misnomer. It is in reality but
one degree removed from hfe.

Further, the group represents the idea

of special consecration on the part of its

members. The work of the House pro-

ceeds from the religious motive. It is

carried on without compensation, except
in cases where expenses are met by fel-

lowships. Some residents propose to

make work of the nature there carried

ter. I doubt if there is any field which
calls more clearly for the true mission-
ary disposition and temper than resi-

dent work among the poor in the great
cities.

The Andover House took its name
from its origin. As might be supposed,
a large number of the graduates of An-
dover Theological Seminary (about twen-
ty miles from Boston) are in service in

and around Boston. In October of

1891 a personal invitation was extended
through these graduates, to all who were
interested in establishing a settlement
for social work in Boston, to form an
association for that purpose. The invi-

tation met with a quick and generous
response, and an Association was at once
formed which now numbers about three

hundred members. This Association is

made up of persons who are interested

in this special type of work. No other

Hamburg Street, from Harrison Avenue, near Andover House.

on their life-work. Otliers will take qualification is asked for. Of course,
the spirit of it into their after-duties, the princii)les upon which the work is

whatever may be their S2)ecial charac- to be carried on are clearly stated in
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the coustitiition which was adopted bv
the Associatiou. As has been stated,

the religious motive pervades the whole
nioveiiieut, but it is in no sense sec-

tarian. It is not even inter-denomina-
tional. No regard is paid to denomina-
tional distinctions. The Council, which
is the administrative body in the Associ-

ation, is made up of persons of various

religious faiths, and this has come about
not at all by design, but naturally ac-

cording to personal interest. The Avork

is supi)orted partly by membership fees,

and j)art]y by annual subscriptions.

The past year a considerable additional

-.-;==^-
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Centre of Portuguese and Italian Quarters, North Street—Th

expense was incurred in the furnishing

of the house, a task which was gracious-

ly fulfilled by a committee of ladies from
the Association.

The House is located at No. G lioUins

Street, a short street between Wash-

ington Street and Harrison Avenue, in

Ward XVn., at the south end of the city.

Tlje street itself is quite exceptional in

its appearance, being made up of two
blocks of entirely respectable looking
dwelling-houses. Some of the houses
still remain in the possession of the
original owners. The general section

covered by the House is a narrow strip

of about half a mile in length, lying on
the south side of Washington Street,

and falling aw^ay toward what is known
as the South Cove. The social lines in

Boston run north and south. With the

exception of the " north end" the social

movement is away from the

south and east. Each street

toward the west increases

the social standing of its

residents.

The population of the

neighborhood is not the

most picturesque in its pov-

erty in the city. The most
recent imm igration— the

Arab, the Russian Jew, and
even the Italian—has not as

yet really invaded the dis-

trict, though it has made
its appearance at the lower
end. That stage of over-

crowding has not been
reached which discriminates

in favor of the lowest and
most degraded. And yet

the population embraces
some of the w^orst types to

be found in the city. It is

by no means homogeneous.
Nearly all nationahties and
races are represented in it.

There is no social unity.

The largest social unit is a

group. Extreme social con-

ditions are found in close

contiguity. The visitor who
passes from street into alley

/ and court will quickly no-

tice, but will not be apt to

e Sailors' District, measure, the contrasts. The
neighborhood is overshad-

owed by vice, though not as yet over-

w^helmed by it. The social evil is a

more serious menace than drunkenness

or gambling. In a word, the neighbor-

hood is in precisely the condition in

which some one section of a great city
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The Boston Dispensary, Established 1796.

The Present House Built in 1883, Comer of Ash and Hollis Streets.

is always to be found, which has been
left to take the chance of the future,

with little or nothing to expect from
business or social movements, and with-

out the advantage of any kind of unity.

This general section of Boston was
chosen with the purpose of attempting
to stay the tide of poverty and vice

which is flowing in upon it, and of ar-

resting the social disintegration which
has already begun. While the section

represents in some parts a family life of

intelligence and purity, it represents
in other parts most sorely the need of

the three-fold work of development, re-

covery, and rescue.

The house accommodates at present
six men, and is in charge of a most
competent housekeeper, who, in addi-

tion to her care of the home, renders
valuable service in the general work.
The head of the House—Mr. Robert A.

Woods—is a graduate of Andover, a for-

mer resident of Toynbee Hall, and now
well known through his lectures upon
social questions, and his book upon
" EngHsh Social Movements." With
him are associated live men, graduates
of different colleges and seminaries, who
give their entire time to the work. The
" spare time " of men who are engaged
in reg'ular pursuits is not sufficient for

the work in hand. Business life in this

country is so intense, that all which can

be asked of those in regular business

is a certain amount of volunteer aid in

special departments. No resident is

received for less than six mouths, and
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the average term of service is more tliiiii journalists, architects, and scientific and
a year. Naturally, the lon<2^er the time literary men of the city, some ladies of

in residence the greater the results thorough interest and experience in

which may be expected. A certain ele- work among girls and young women,

How the Poor Live in the Suburban Districts—" Little Canada^" an Outer Section of Lowell.

ment of comparative i^ermanence among
the residents is absolutely necessary to

any success. And next to permanence
among the residents is regularity among
the associate workers. A very efficient

staff of associates has already been or-

ganized of those who give one or two
evenings of each w^ek. Among these,

at present, are some of the younger

and a large force from the New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music.

The local work of the Andover House
rests uj^on certain well-defined prin-

cij^les, which it may be well at this

point to carefully envimerate. The first

principle is that the work is altogether

personal, and in no sense institutional.

None of the ordinary institutional re-
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suits are to be expected. A thorough
and consistent plan has been formu-
lated, but no programme. The work
of next year may not be that of this

year. The one constant quantity is per-

sonal influence, personal invention, per-

sonal sympathy and courage, the indi-

vidual and united purpose to increase

the moral valuation of the neighbor-
hood.

A second principle is that nothing
should be done by the House which
can be, or ought to be, done through
existing organizations. All duplication

of work is to be avoided. With this

end in view, a careful estimate has been
made of the various forces which are

already in operation within the neigh-

borhood, whether religious, moral, edu-
cational, or charitable. The aim is co-

operation. Members of the House are

identified with many of the organizations

located in the vicinity. They serve on
their committees, and are their agents

and visitors. They report facts com-
ing within their province, make sugges-
tions, and in every w^ay seek to increase

their efficiency and usefulness. The An-
dover House does not crave notoriety

in matters of reform, but it is intent up-
on securing such results aifecting the

public morals as may from time to time
seem legitimate and practicable. It has
already initiated some plans which have
had a successful issue, but the work has
been done through others. The object

of the House is influence, not power.
A third principle, resolutely adhered

to, is the avoidance of proselyting, not
in appearance only, but in reality. The
motive of the work, as I have said, is

profoundly religious, admitting a conse-

cration as deej) as that attending any
missionar}" enterprise, but the results

r.rrived at are not specifically religious.

Members of the House have the perfect

freedom of their personal religious affil-

iations, and are encouraged to co-oper-

ate in every practicable way with the

churches with which they may be iden-

tified. And at the proper time and in

the proper way, there will be no hesi-

tancy in holding meetings conducted
in the true evangelistic spirit, in behalf

of the people who are not otherwise

reached religiously. But the attempt
to change the religious faith of those

whom the residents may visit in their

houses is not for a moment consid-

ered ; and this, not as a matter of policy,

but of princij)le. The one end and aim
of the House is to create a true social

unity, to which all may contribute who
have anything of value to offer. Its

chief object is not that of the churches.

The religious motive permeates and in-

forms its methods, but it does not seek

chiefly religious results. Religion in

and of itself, as illustrated in the various

communions, will never give the social

unity, in any community, which is now
the most essential element in the change
of social conditions.

A fourth principle is the development
of the neighborhood from within rath-

er than from without. The personal

acknowledgment of this principle is

.;v.^

i&^»v^i''jiiii]#^^^

m i

Frank's Court, back of Andover House.

through residence. That, however, is

only the easy beginning of its applica-

tion. The neighborhood must be in

every way awakened, encouraged, and
stimulated to work for itself. Perhaps
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the quickest appeal can be made
through the needs of the children.

Later, the appeals from more general

needs can be made, needs which the

neighborhood can fitly ask the city to

satisfy, and the final outcome may be

the development of a commendable
pride, as true as that which sometimes

shows itself in village communities.

But the constant method is improve-

ment through self-help, not by patron-

age. I cannot overestimate the advan-

tage of co-operation between adjacent

classes in society. To bring together

the extremes, as in ordinary mission

work, is not a sufiicient result. It is

the coming together of those who are

separated by the slighter differences in

conditions—which are often the great-

er barriers—the mutual helpfulness of

those whose lives really touch, that con-

stitutes the permanent hope of any
neighborhood. It is the acknowledg-
ment of neighborship which realizes

that fine social ideal—the community.
Acting upon these principles, the resi-

dents of the House began their work
about a year ago. It should be noted
that for the first six months there were
but four in residence, and two of these

could give only a part of their time.

Naturally, the first object sought was a

general knowledge of the resources of

the neighborhood, and then acquaint-

ance with the people, as far as possible,

through visitation in their homes. But
access to one's neighbors in a city is not
an altogether easy matter, whatever
may be the intent. Fortunately, the

small boy proved to be a natural me-
dium of communication with the fami-

lies whom the residents wished most to

reach. As soon as the boys in the vi-

cinage heard of the House, they began
at once to investigate its possibilities.

And as they came in increasing num-
bers, they were organized into clubs,

till every night in the week, except Sun-
day, was given up to groups as large as

could be accommodated.
A library of the best boys' books was

generously provided by one of the Coun-
cil for circulation, and the residents

taxed their invention to provide inter-

esting and profitable entertainment.

The boy, thus become a friend, opened
the door of the home, and the heart of

Vol. XIII.—37

the parent. Access to a considerable
part of the neighborhood became sim-
ple and natural. Visitation, as far as

there have been time and opportunity
for it, has been conducive to the best

results. Friendly relations have been
established, which are simple and sin-

cere. One of the more mature and ex-

perienced of the residents has gained a

place in the confidence and affection of

the families in an adjacent court, which
any man might envy. He is known and
trusted as their friend, to whom they
turn in their temptations and trials,

which are neither few nor hght. And
through him the}^ are beginning to find

themselves at home at the House.
After visitation came organization—so

much, at least, as seemed necessary for

the best development of those who had
been reached. I have referred to the

boys' clubs. These were transferred

early in the autumn from the house to

a hall near by, partly to allow the use of

the house for the organization of other

groups, and partly in accordance with

the principle, which I have enunciated,

that whatever can be done through
other agencies should be done through
them. Work among the boys is now
carried on in connection with the Boys'

Institute of Industrj', which has estab-

lished a branch in this part of the city.

The place of the boys' clubs in the

house has been taken by clubs and
classes of young men and young wom-
en, and by groups of girls and of

children—these last under the care of

special teachers. The residents and
their associates still take the entire

charge of the work among boys, and
devote much time to it. The theory

of work is to be lavish with personal

influence, to put a great deal of one's

self into the thing which one under-

takes, whatever it may be. From four

to six residents and associates are pres-

ent on each evening with each group of

boys. To the ordinary exercises and
drills of such clubs are added regular

exhibitions through the microscope, in-

struction in drawing and carpentry,

talks on electrical science, and a plenti-

ful supply of good music. The clubs

of young men and young women are

furnished with fit objects of entertain-

ment and study. One class in current
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events is under the charge of an accom-
plished journalist. The following sched-

ule of evenings illustrates this kind of

work :

Jlondai/.—Boys' Club (thirty boys un-
der eleven years of age), at hall.

Tuesday.—Boys' Club (twenty boys
over twelve years of age), at hall.

Wednesday.—Boys' Club (twenty-five

boys from eleven to twelve years of age),

at hall ; Young Women's Class (fifteen

young women), at house.

Thursday.—Monday night Boys' Club
repeated, at hall.

Friday.—Tuesday night Boys' Club
repeated, at hall ; Children's Club (thir-

ty children), 8 p.m., at house ; Young
Men's Class (fifteen young men), 8 p.m.,

at house.

Saturday.—Wednesday night Boys'

Club repeated, at hall ; Girls' Club (thirty

girls), 2.30 P.M., at house ; Young Men's
Club (ten young men), 8 p.m., at house.

Sunday.—8.30 p.m., music hour, at

house.

At the present time organization has
not advanced beyond these limits, but
it will be extended among older per-

sons if it seems the natural method of

procedure ; otherwise some other means
of mutual aid will be devised. It may
prove to be better to establish entirely

different relations with the working-men
of the district. The residents have
been cordially welcomed in their inter-

course with the leaders of labor organi-

zations, and it is hoped that there may
soon be a conference between some rep-

resentatives of these organizations and
the members of the Council.

The house is frequently used for re-

ceptions, sometimes for the association,

sometimes for workers in the various

societies, temperance or charitable, in

the ward, and sometimes for the fami-

lies in different parts of the neighbor-
hood. It is becoming more and more a

true social centre. The table is found
to be a fitting place where the residents

may discuss with guests all questions of

order or progress affecting the commu-
nity. Much more is accomplished by
the social than by merely official inter-

course with, those who may in various
ways represent the political, or educa-
tional, or philanthropic affairs of the
neighborhood.

While these more personal methods
have been in operation, attention has
been steadily directed toward the op-
portunity for material improvement,
where it seemed to be necessary to mor-
al development. I have said that the
last stage of overcrowding has not been
reached in the district. But the tene-
ment-house question presents here, as
everywhere where it exists, the dilemma,
how to improve the tenement and keep
the tenant. Little is gained morally
by the erection of new and better build-
ings, if the old dwellers are driven out
into even lower surroundings. Doubt-
less the beginning must be made in the
elevation of the tenant through a certain

amount of improvement in the tene-
ment ; but after a little the process must
be reversed and the further improve-
ment of the tenement effected through
the elevation of the tenant. It has
seemed, therefore, to some of the busi-

ness men on the Council, that it is neces-

sary that control, by rental or purchase,
should be gained of some of the worst
tenements in the district, that the work
of internal and external improvement
may be carried on together. There is

reason to hope that the methods of tene-

ment-house reform developed by Miss
Octavia Hill may be applied at no dis-

tant day to some one house, at least, as

an object-lesson.

Without entering further into the lo-

cal work of the House, which from the

nature of the case cannot be fully fore-

cast or even described in detail, I will

refer to its more general scientific work.
One object of the House is the study by
the residents of social conditions. There
are three sources of this study—obser-

vation in the field, conversation with ex-

perts, and books. The residents bring

to their work a certain amount of attain-

ment in the theoretical study of Sociol-

ogy. Through the generosity of a friend

of the House, residing in another State,

a sociological library has been begun,

which will enable the residents to con-

tinue their economic studies.

There are unusual opportunities in

Boston for conference with experts on
social questions. The value of the ser-

vices of the Hon. Carroll D. Wright, as

Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of La-

bor in Massachusetts, was recognized by
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his appointment as United States Com-
missioner of Labor, and the work
which he inaugurated has been vigor-

ously maintained by his successor, the

Hon. Horace G. Wadlin. The city has
in its employ experts skilled in educa-
tional and economic affairs, and sani-

tation. The same remark applies to

several of the educational and charita-

ble institutions in and around Boston.

And not a few private citizens, who
have consecrated their leisure as well as

their wealth to the service of humani-
ty, have become authorities upon many
questions of social urgency.
The field of observation open to the

residents of the House is far wider than
the limits of their actual work. Sub-
jects reaching quite outside these limits

are already before them for individual

study and investigation. I am confident

that no general field is so inviting to the
student of questions which are partly

social and partly political, as that of mu-
nicipal politics. For the present, more
questions of this sort await solution

from the municipality than from the
State. Boston has now reached that

stage in its municipal growth when the
most interesting and vital problems are

pressing for solution. The Greater
Boston, which Mr. Sylvester Baxter has
described in his intelligent study, com-
prising the adjacent towns and cities, is

nearly double the population of the city

proper. But this greater city is already
a fact in some particulars, especially as

so recognized by the general Govern-
ment in the postal service, and by the
State in the system of sewerage. It is

fast becoming a question, how long in-

terests which are so closely related can
be kept apart by political boundaries.
An absorption of territory by Boston,
corresponding to that already accom-
plished by Philadelphia and Chicago,
would precipitate many moral and so-

cial issues which are to-day held in un-
certainty. The time is opportune,
whether changes are imminent or not,

for the student of municipal questions
to inquire into the social and political

life of Boston.
Little reference has been made to the

Andover House Association, which sup-
ports the House. Thus far its chief

business has been the support gf the

House. The main return from the
House to the Association has been in

the bulletins, which from time to time
show the progress of the work. Some-
thing has been done in the way of lect-

ures, delivered at the house for the
benefit of all the members. These lect-

ures were furnished altogether from
the Association itself. A course of six

lectui-es is inserted to show the nature
of the subjects treated by the lecturers,

and afterward in general discussion : 1.

" The Housing of the People," by Hon.
Robert Treat Paine. 2. " Sanitary Im-
provement," by Professor Dwight Por-
ter. 3. "The Temperance Problem in

Massachusetts," by Rev. William E.

Wolcott. 4. " Women's College Settle-

ments," by Miss Vida D. Scudder. 5.

" Working Girls' Clubs," by Miss O. M.
E. Rowe. 6. " The Child Problem," by
Mr. C. W. Birtwell.

The House serves, through its resi-

dents and library, the much -needed
purpose of a bureau of information on
social questions. Preparations are also

being made for lectures to be given, as

desired, in the neighboring towns, ac-

cording to the methods of University

extension. Social clubs are being or-

ganized in many towns, some in con-

nection with churches and some inde-

pendently, for serious investigation and
discussion. Eastern Massachusetts, with
its large urban and suburban popula-

tion, with its manufacturing centres,

representing various and changing na-

tionalities, and with its small village

communities retaining still something
of the original type of the early settle-

ment, offers rare facilities for social

study. More than this, it makes its

appeal to the new philanthropy. The
social problem of New England is as

grave as that of any part of the coun-

try. Charity certainly cannot solve it.

Something as true in spirit, but far

broader and deeper in method, is neces-

sary to effect safely the transfer from
the old individualism to the future

state of social unity.

The work of the Andover House has

been set forth in this paper as an illus-

tration of certain principles and meth-
ods which characterize a new type of

philanthropy. The general features of

the type are unmistakable. Details
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vary according to the agencies em-
ployed. Some of the agencies are

purely scientiiic and express little or

no sentiment. But all depend in part

for their scientific value upon the sym-
pathy "which attends their working.
There are facts in social life which will

not yield their entire content except

imder the sympathetic approach. Sci-

ence, which is unsym^mthetic, does not
find what it is searching after. Senti-

ment may be lacking, but not sympa-
thy. Still the fact remains that the new
philanthropy is making its strongest

appeal to yotmg men and young women,
especially to those who have the best

intellectual and moral training. It is

impossible to overestimate the serious-

ness and the enthusiasm with which the

incoming generation is attacking what
it believes to be the problem of its

time. There is a fervor about this con-

secration to the work of social Chris-

tianity like that which characterized the

work of Christian missions at the be-

ginning of the century. It may well

be so, for the only cry in our time
which compares in intensity with that

which caught the ear of Carey and
Mills, is the cry from the Christian cit-

ies. We are beginning to understand
how much the apparently simple com-
mand of Christ meant, " Thou shalt

love thy neighbor." The perfect obe-

dience has not yet been rendered, but
enough has been attempted to show
that it requires careful study, inven-

tion, patience, sympathy, and practical

heroism. Resident work "among the
poor in great cities " has its reliefs, like

missionary work in foreign lands, chief

of which is the fact that it is work in a
group. Like that, too, it has its grate-

ful surprises, or perhaps one should bet-

ter say, its grateful certainties, in indi-

vidual results. The outcome is always
found in some lives rescued, recovered,

enlarged, with the possibility that one,

at least, may be reached who may prove
a greater blessing to his kind than all

his benefactors. And the social result,

while more undefined, is still appreci-

able to those who, as they work, can
see in it the promise of the future so-

ciety.

The growth of the movement repre-

sented by the Andover House is quite

as rapid as its best interests aUow.
Three houses are already established

in Boston working upon the same prin-

ciples ; one connected with Boston Uni-
versity, made up of graduate students

and their wives ; a branch of the "Wom-
en's College Settlement ; and Dorothy
Hall, named after Miss Dorothea Dix,

and composed of unmarried women
;

and there are two others in immediate
prospect. Similar work in other cities

has already been described in the pages
of this Magazine. The general move-
ment is a remarkable illustration of the

value of the contribution of the person-

al element, when fully trained and con-

secrated, to a noble cause.



THE TALE OF A GOBLIN HORSE.

By Charles C, Nott.

OKSES are like ba-

bies— chiefly inter-

esting to their
owners. Occa-
sionally they
emerge from
the enclosure

of home life,

and become
interesting to other people. One in a

billion may find his way into print.

But most rare are the horses whose
characters are worthy of record. The
one of which I write comes a step near-

er to humanity in this, that a shadow
of mystery falls upon his life and end.

He belonged to the Fremont Hussars
;

but how he came into the regiment, no
man could tell. It was in September,
1861, and the regiment, not yet com-
pleted, was in camp near St. Louis.

Newly built sheds for horses and new-
ly pitched tents for men lay in parallel

lines, and around the encampment ran
the high fence of the " Abbey Eace
Track." In this, the first flush of war,
recruits poured in, a daily stream ; and
another stream, the troopers' horses,

came flowing from the Government cor-

rals. These two streams, however, did
not flow in evenly together ; sometimes
the men were in excess, sometimes the
horses. But whenever there was a sur-
plus of the latter, although the mass

•» The story here printed is not fiction, although, as the
reader will perceive, it is as improbable a story of a horse
as was ever written. All of the facts actually occurred

;

the most improbable event in the narrative was duly sub-
stantiated by legal evidence at the time, and this evi-
dence has been submitted to the editor. The author
in one of the seniors of our Federal judges ; the com-
manding officer of the regiment first referred to was
Colonel George E. Waring, the well-known sanitary en-
gineer ; and another witness of the incidents narrated
was Colonel James F. Dwight, recently one of the as-
signees in bankruptcy and a well-known member of the
New York bar.

would remain the same, there would be
a strange disintegration of the parti-

cles. Sixty horses the officer in charge
would leave under guard at nightfall,

and sixty horses would be found under
guard at day-break

;
yet how changed !

So many sick ! so many lame ! such a

noticeable decrease in size and spirit

!

For the Fremont Hussars consisted

largely of German veterans who knew
a thing or tw*o of soldiering and horses,

and who held that the best of troopers
would be useless to the cause of freedom
unless he were well mounted. Where-
fore, as the " reserved mounts " grew
nightly worse, the six mounted com-
panies appeared daily better. Such
fine horses they rode ; all so healthy
and sound. " Vhy are our horses so

goot ? Vhy, pecause ve take so goot
care of tem." One could not help lik-

ing these kind-hearted Dutchmen.
But when the seventh company came

to be mounted out of the " reserve
mounts," then there was awful swear-
ing to be heard in the land—storms
of harsh consonants—cataracts of Dutch
oaths. And then the men already mount-
ed, like disinterested patriots seeking to

throw oil on the troubled waters, would
address the to-be-mounted in calm and
soothing words which pointed toward
future arrivals of horses for future re-

cruits, and intimated that at such for-

tunate epochs it could be made " all

richt." Whereupon, the exasperated,

with glances thrown toward the distant

Government corral, and an ominous
Germanic jerk of the head expressive of

much inward resolve, would say to all

concerned, "Never mindt, never mindt."
In this state of equine aftairs, a newly

mustered captain of the regiment await-
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ing the arrival of his own private horses,

and needing a temporary mount, looked
despondiugly through the reserve, and
found no horse which it would become
''an officer and gentleman" to ride.

As he stood negotiating the purchase
of a cheap animal from a brother offi-

cer, a sergeant came up, and said that

there was a well-appearing horse in the

ninth shed, a horse that no one seemed
to own. The party walked around to

the shed, and at one end of it, with
three or four of the rejected " rats " of

the regiment, found a large chestnut
sorrel, in appearance much above the

average of troopers' horses. How so

good-looking an animal came to be
standing there, instead of in some of

the six companies' stables, was the first

question. The sergeant had observed
him standing there for three days past

;

one man believed he had been rejected

by a Prussian veteran as too rough a

trotter ; another that he had thrown
his rider ; but no one really knew any-
thing about him. The inspecting offi-

cers of the regiment chanced to be
lounging near, and they averred that

they had never inspected the horse.

But he bore the regimental brand and
stood in the regimental stables.

As the party approached the horse,

the captain was struck with his breadth
of forehead and dark, sinister eye. The
sergeant also noticed the latter, for he
immediately said, " That's a wicked eye
he has." The horse quickly turned his

head toward the sergeant and looked at

him steadily with a mild, contemplative
expression ; the remainder of the par-

ty said they saw nothing wicked about
him. As they waited for a saddle to be
brought, the horse yawned, stretching

his deep mouth wide, and disclosing a

tongue that had been half cut off, i.e.,

about mid-way in the tongue were the

remains of a deep gash which had near-

ly severed it in two, and now left the
lower half of a peninsula connected
only by a narrow isthmus with the main
continent.

The saddle came and an Austrian of-

ficer mounted. He was a noble of the

"blue blood," on leave of absence, and a

captain of the Hussars. He rode with
the stiff, straight leg of a Continental
cavalry ofiicer, erect and commanding

above the saddle ; awkward and unbe-
coming below—an unyielding seat, ex-

acting and wearisome to man and beast.

But like all of the Prussian and Austri-

an officers, he understood his business
thoroughly, and when a trooper could
not manage his horse on drill, it was his

way to order the man to dismount and
ride the refractor}' animal for him. Un-
der his easy hand, the horse he was now
trying appeared much better than when
in the stable, moving off in a free, bold
trot, with head and ears erect, like those
hunters which English painters love to

sketch trotting to the " meet," the red
coat bending forward and rising in the
stirrups with eveiy stride. His trot was,

indeed, a trifle too high and rough for

a McClellan saddle and a " hard- rid-

ing " seat ; but nothing to reject a good
horse for ; and there was a superior
gallop with long and steady stride and
hoof-beats falling regular as clock-work.

There was no shying, starting, or stum-
bling ; he was neither restive nor lazy

;

he moved quietly and freely ; he was just

the horse that an officer would choose
for the daily drill ; and the only objec-

tion that appeared was that he was not
an easy horse " to ride hard."

"To ride hard " doubtless means to

many an American, to ride furiously.

In fact, it is the distinguishing term be-

tween the rising and falling, easy seat

of the English gentleman, and the fixed,

immovable seat of the English officer.

When the Duke of Wellington was asked:
" How long is a man fit to be a general?"
he answered : "As long as he is able to

see to everything himself and ride hard."

In this topsy-turvy world of ours, there

is a wonderful compliance of things to

their conditions. All men have "build-

ed better than they knew," if they have
but built at all. It may be laid down
as a general law of transj^ortation, that

whenever good carriage-ways are built

the horseman dismounts. He mounts
again for parade or pleasure, for exer-

cise or excitement ; but his transpor-

tation business he evermore will do on
wheels. The English are an exception

to the rule. They travel in the saddle,

they ride to market, to Parliament, to

their counting-houses, to their hunting
meets. They ride twenty miles to lunch,

and twenty back to dinner ; and they
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ride upon hard highways and smooth
macadam roads. • Generations of experi-

ence have taught them that the steady

trot and shifting seat are the move-
ments of the united horse and man,
which yield to both, upon solid stone

roads, the largest amount of ease with
the least degree of strain. The trooper

with his sabre, and the cow-boy with his

lasso, cannot surrender the free activity

of body and arm. They must always be
in the saddle. In the deep prairie grass

the trotter loses his feet, and the cow-
boy rides upon an easy lope. The troop-

er must ride at all gaits, and hence he
must "ride hard."

The Austrian dismounted and spoke
well of the horse. So did the small

crowd of horse-critics, officers and men,
that gathered round him. For your
horse is a leveller in society ; and in

the stable gentlemen and jockey grow
familiar, without contempt, in a com-
mon enthusiasm ; and in the cavalry

camp, officers and men mingle around
the leveller, whose best judge, for the

time, is the best man—the authority of

highest rank. So this horse, which had
been dozing for days amid six hundred
sharp-eyed horsemen—each in want of

a better horse than he had—seemed sud-

denly to awake and arouse the interest

of all who saw him.

The horse had not been bitted ; he
was not "bridle-wise," and knew but
one meaning in his rider's spur. And
there was no time to train him, for the
" Department of the West " was a bee-

hive then, without drones. The un-
taught officers from civil life's quiet

ignorance had not time to train them-
selves. There was drilling of men, in-

specting of horses, beseeching ordnance
officers for arms, imploring quarter-

masters for clothing. Matchless was
the zeal and the industry that reigned
in every camp during " Fremont's hun-
dred days." Yet in the turmoil of the
time, this horse seemed to learn by look-
ing on, and, at the end of a week, to

know everything. The slightest touch
of the rein upon his neck, the mere mo-
tion of the rider's hand, the gentlest

pressure of the leg, would wheel him
without the use of bit or bridle. So im-
perceptible were the means employed,
that some who watched him thought

that he understood the commands, and
made his " right wheel " or " left turn

"

at the mere word.
It was observed that this horse seemed

to delight in drilling—in drilling, not
being drilled. It was as the captain's

horse, out of the ranks and viewing the

unhappy condition of his kind, that he
was happy. For, as the " coach " of a

boat's crew is properly on the outside of

the boat, so the instructor of cavalry is

always on the outside of his squad. He
moves but little, and the men in their

evolutions revolve around him. Occa-
sionally he changes his position, but
then halts to command, and explain, and
criticise. When the captain thus halt-

ed, and the reins were dropped, and the

new horses in the ranks were crowding
and kicking, and fretting, and sweating,

then would this one's sinister eye glow
with Satanic joy. When the squadron
passed before him on the gallop, and
dull horses were being pricked up by
spurs, and fiery colts wrenched back by
curbs, then would he stand placid as

the Indian summer sky, and plant his

fore-feet well in front and stretch his

legs, and body, and long neck, and deep
jaws, with such exquisite enjoyment as

the sight of misery might give the ani-

mal with the cloven hoof and tail, from
the stable below. If it were regimen-
tal drill, and he was denied the sweets
of contemplation, then would he take
his place in front of the line or beside
the column, and move with the regular-

ity of a machine, indifferent to the ex-

istence of all other horses. He never
became excited ; he never showed the

ineradicable desire of his kind to race
;

he led down deep descents with no in-

crease of speed, and up sharp acclivities

without " losing distance ; " he did not
swerve a hair's breadth for a huge heap
of broken stones, but mounted and trav-

ersed it at his measured trot. But when
the hours of drill were over, and sound-
ing bugles, and shouting drill-officers,

and charging squadrons were gone, and
the prairie was deserted ^d still, and
any other horse would look toward the

stable and seek to follow his mates, then

a wild excitement would sometimes fall

upon this one, and he would rear, and
plunge, and kick, and gallop around and
around like an escaping colt.
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Tlie horse was not long in acquiring

a name. At tirst, lie was known as
" The Dnll Sergeant," but there was
soon a new development of character in

which, as has been the case with many
notable characters, he succeeded in mak-
ing a name for himself. The afternoon
drill was over, the October sun was sink-

ing through the golden haze, and the

captain, with his friend D., was saunter-

ing from the drill ground to their quar-

ters. It chanced that they came upon
a young officer trying to force his newly
bought horse up to some bloody hides
that hung upon a fence beside the road.

They volunteered a precept or two as

they passed ; but precepts are mere
blank cartridges, worth nothing with-

out the projectile of example. The
young officer understood the fact, if not
the philosophy, and he intimated a wish
that the "Drill Sergeant" might be rid-

den up to the fence, and he and his colt

be shown, not told, how to do it. D.
had dismounted then and sent his horse
to the stable, but he applauded the lieu-

tenant's sentiment, and said that it was
perfectly fair ; nothing, he thought,

could be more reasonable, and he really

hoped it would not be passed by unno-
ticed. The captain touched the " Drill

Sergeant's " neck slightly with the rein,

who with veteran-like gravity, turned and
advanced toward the fence. The cap-

tain was sitting loungingly in the sad-

dle, with an air of easy listlessness, one
foot playing with the stirrup, the reins

hanging loose upon the pommel. He
was thinking that the " Drill Sergeant

"

would march on until his breast touched
the fence, and he was intending to say

that if young officers would train their

colts first, and acquire a moral control

over them, they might ride them up to

bloody hides also. He was indeed just

turning in his saddle to give utterance

to the precept, when there was a bolt

which seemed to him a small earth-

quake—a bolt rearward, roundward, up-
ward, downward, and he found himself

some thirty feet distant, and the " Drill

Sergeant " standing placidly again in the

middle of the road. The rider was not
unhorsed, as he confessed he deserved

to have been. Without knowing how,
he had kept himself on the "Drill Ser-

geant's " back, who was now, as has been

said, standing placidly in the road. The
young officer promptly seized his op-
portunity and said, sarcastically^, that

he had expected to be shown how to do
it—he added seriously that the captain

had better not try it again, for that

horse was a wicked one, and the " rock
road " with its loose, broken stone, a

bad place for a fall. D. blandly inter-

posed, and thought differently. He
thought the captain had better try it

again—when surprised, he had not been
thrown, and now that he was on his

guard, there could be no danger. D.
added that there was nothing more de-

lightful than to witness a contest be-

tween the intelligence of man and the

power of a brute. It did him good, he
said. Besides, we cavalry officers should
not mind a fall ; we must get used to

them.

The captain righted himself in the

saddle and gathered up the reins. He
had been preaching that with horses

things should be done slowly and per-

sistently : but as mutiny in officers is

worse than mutiny in privates, even so,

bolting by a trained and sedate horse

is worse than bolting by an impulsive

colt, and must be dealt with summarily.
The captain turned the " Drill Ser-

geant " again toward the fence ; again

he advanced freely, and again, before

the rider could find time or excuse for

driving the spurs into him, there was
the same rearward, roundward bolt, and
they were standing in the middle of the

road. D. applauded highly and said

that, if desired, he would "certify on
honor " that no horse ever did turn

around so quickly in this world. He
added that he honestly thought that

the captain had better try it again ; it

was so very entertaining.

The captain and the horse, externally,

were calm ; but their two wills had
crossed. As the horse turned for the

third time toward the fence, a philos-

opher looking on would have asked

whether in that brute body there

was not some predeterminate resolve
;

whether the mouth with the bit in it

was not more tightly shut, and the

mane-covered forehead was not con-

tracted and knit ; whether the angry
light that began to break from the eyes

was not radiant from some angry soul
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within. But here the cunning of the

human intellect appeared and took its

part in the game—^that cunning which,

when applied to the movements of con-

tending armies, we call strategy—that

covert ally which the brute did not pos-

sess. As the horse moved forward to

the fence, but ere the bolting point was
reached, the rider's spurs came biting

fiercely upon his flanks, driving him
forward, and the reins held him face

to face with the spectre on the fence

whither he would not go. Then the

horse became a fury, and his dark, sin-

ister eyes turned bloody red. The rid-

er's knees gripped the saddle more
closely, and his arms grew stronger to

bend the strong neck of the animal and
to rein around his defiant head ; but as

the fight grew hot, his cunning ally

fled the field and the contest became
more equal—strategy no longer took a
part in the struggle ; it was skill and
strength against strength and skill

—

the sharp sting of the spurs, the iron

hoofs beating on rocks and stones—each
creature intuitively knowing and resist-

ing every act of the other, neither of

them gaining or losing an inch—the one
no nearer his goal, the other unable to

fling off his warring burden.
But it was a battle without result

;

the bugle sounded the " retreat
;

" the

king of the tournament dropped his

warder ; the heralds proclaimed a truce.

D. said it was delightful, charming, but
that we must go to the roll-call and get

ready for dinner, and have it out in the

morning.
That evening, at the mess dinner-

table, the battle was discussed. D. was
glowing in his description and declared
that the " Drill Sergeant " should be
named " Tarquinius Superbus." The
majority thought differently and named
him "Animus Furiosus," and after that
they called him " Animus" for short.

The following morning promised to be
fateful, but the battle was not renewed.
It is the unexpected that happens in

war. On the one hand, the hides were
gone ; on the other, Animus walked se-

renely up to the fence, rested his neck
upon it, looked blandly over with ears

inquiringly erect and eyes, for the mo-
ment, as innocent as a dove's.

Innocent he continued to appear,

obliging, sensible, and grave, but in his

heart of hearts was brewing a storm of

resentment and revenge. A week or
two passed in peace, and then came a
day whereon the company to which
Animus belonged was to be mustered
into the service of the United States.

Animus led the column to the muster-
ing officer's official abode, he (and the

mustering officer) alone unruffled, un-
excited. His rider proud and exult

ant whenever he glanced back at the

ninety splendid young fellows who rode
behind. A splendid company it was,

splendidly mounted, and as the tramp-
ing hoofs resounded through the streets

of St. Louis, the two sets of hearts beat
faster, and troopers and steeds seemed
equally elate. There is an earthly sat-

isfaction in the human breast that none
but the trooper knows ; when the cav-

alr}^ cap works itself jauntily over, in-

clining toward the right ear with a

saucy pitch forward toward the right

eye, requiring the head to be held a lit-

tle back, and the chin to be drawn a

little in, and the chest to be thrown a

little out ; when the clattering scab-

bard, the jingling spurs, the champed
bit, unite forces with the prancing, sym-
pathetic vanity of the horse ; when the

eyes that won't stay " front," but " right

"

and "left " up at second-story windows,
not in rude civilian stares, but in gay,

half-audacious, half-deferential glances !

Oh, reader, when you see the troopers
in Washington swaggering about the

Army headquarters, envy them, for you
know not (unless you have been a troop-

er) "how good" that swagger makes
them feel.

Through the streets of St. Louis, Ani-

mus led, profoundly indifferent to the

citizens around him ; coolly disdainful

of the ninety fretting, fuming steeds

behind. The " fours " formed platoons,

and the platoons wheeled into line, with
a precision that must have made the cal-

loused mustering officer think himself

back at West Point. And then there

came two girls, pretty and young, with
smiling, sympathetic loyal faces, inwhom
the trooper's saucy airs took the form
of pretty timidity ; and they stopped and
hesitated, and almost came forward, and
partly turned back, and seemed to say

that their important business did really
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require them to go immediately straight

ouward dowD the street, but that they
positively could never dare to pass so

uear to so many men and such terrible

horses ; and then the captain of the

compan}'—as became the captain of such
a company— sought to move himself

a triHe farther from the sidewalk and
throw a chivakous yard or tw o of safety

to the timorous damsels ; and then Ani-
mus flared up.

He had a crooked, Roman nose, had
Animus, and a forehead that receded and
rounded toward the ears ; he was good-
looking in a horseman's, and not in a

lady's, sense of the term ; and when his

eyes turned red and his lips opened and
showed white frothy teeth, I have no
doubt but that this head of his looked
much like a wild eagle's head on a

horse's body. The two girls screamed
and beat a retreat without any more
pretty hesitation, and the rider's blood
boiled up at the excuseless conduct,
and he rowelled the horse with his bur-
nished spurs and beat him with the flat

of his polished sabre.

The horse seemed frantic ; he dashed
against the brick walls of the houses

;

he knocked the alignment of the com-
pany to pieces in a trice ; he banged

. against front-steps and lamp-posts, and
sent an aged cobbler fleeing through the

back door of his poor, little shop ; and
he plunged and beat his hoofs upon the

cellar door as if he meant immediately
to go by that route to the place below.
Then he stopped— suddenly— instan-

taneously—not quenched or quailing,

but as if the fight then and there were
but ammunition wasted, and he had bet-

ter save the captain for a better oppor-
tunity. And after the afiair was over,

there came a strong conviction in the

rider's mind that the horse might have
done more, but would not ; and friends

began to advise that he should not keep
that beast for service ; for, they said, if

one of his wild moods should come in

action, it would be certain death to the

man who rode him.

Again Animus lapsed into quiet work-
ing ways, biding his time to throw con-

tempt at men and things. An oppor-
tunity came one fine Sunday, when there

was a grand review at Benton Barracks.

It was the first time the young soldiers

had seen a field of thousands, and to
them the pageant seemed magnificent.
If now, when artillery was thundering,
and infantry presenting arms, and a
dozen regimental bands were playing
their loudest, this horse should rear
and pitch as half the horses in the line

were doing, it would not be unreason-
able, and indeed would be attributed
to commendable high spirit. The cap-
tain was thinking more of his company
than of his horse, and indeed gave him
no thought, till the general and his staff

came down the line. Then, as the im-
portant moment approached when each
individual volunteer knew that he must
look his best, and all eyes were " to the
front," and every man sitting erect,

then he glanced down to see how Ani-
mus would take it, and in his astonish-
ment whispered to P. (who was next
on the officers' line), and nodded at the
horse. D. looked out of the corners
of his eyes (his nose being straight to

the front, his head erect, and his sabre
at a carry), and then he turned red as

though he were choking, and shook with
laughter as if he might fall off his horse

;

for then, as the gorgeous staff swept
by, and the regimental bands blew their

loudest blasts, and everybody was all ex-

citement and otherhorses were well-nigh
crazed—then Animus had composedly
crossed his fore-legs like the legs of a
saw-buck, and had dropped his ears back
upon his neck like the ears of a rabbit,

and had calmly shut his eyes and se-

renel}' sunk into counterfeit slumber.
But malice still reigned in the heart

of Animus, and while he did his work
with a gravity above horses, he never let

slip an oppoiiiunity to do damage. One
gloomy morning after the company had
been moved from the Abbey Track into

Benton Barracks, when rain had been
falling and freezing all night and none
but a sharp-shod horse could keep his

feet. Animus was brought up to the

quarters. The orderly had not dared
to bring both horses together over the

slippery ground, and when he went
back, he hitched Animus to a post of

the piazza. Animus did not mind being
hitched ; he had been hitched to that

post a hundred times, where he would
shut his eyes and doze by the hour.

Around the comer of another range of
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barracks stood an infantry regiment in

line, and the sergeants could be heard
calling their rolls. Nothing disturbed
the horse, for nobody was stirring that

morning, but the instant the orderly

was out of sight, he began to pull vio-

lently at the halter. The red eyes were
upon him, and the piazza post to which
he was hitched was a contending foe.

It gave way at the roof and broke off at

the floor. It was a stout 4 by 5 inch joist,

twelve feet long, and as an anchor would
have brought an ordinary horse round
" head to the wind ; " and an ordinary
horse breaking loose on a cold rainy

day, if he had made off with it in tow,

would have headed for his stable. Ani-
mus turned in an opposite direction and,

holding his head on one side and his

nose near to the ground, scoured off as

fast as he could go, the joist skimming
like a sled over the icy glare. He headed
for the barracks, behind which was the

infantry regiment, and all who saw him
prayed devoutly that when he should
turn the corner he would lose his foot-

ing, and fall and break his infernal neck.

He did not, and as the heavy joist swung
from centrifugal force almost up to an
alignment with the horse, everyone
thought that the infernal machine, Hke
a Roman chariot with scythes on the

axles, must mow down at least twenty
men. But the infantry, when the tor-

nado of horse and timber came rushing
around the corner, broke ranks faster

than the " double quick," and the joist

merely grazed a number of heroic shins.

Then Animus, seeing that he had failed

in his diabolical, or rebel design, halted,

was caught and brought back, looking
both innocent and unconcerned.
But we must omit some of the inci-

dents of his life and pass to his myste-
rious taking off. In the dreariness of

winter and of barrack-life among stran-

gers and sick and home-sick men, the
greatest of blessings was a day's escape
from the camp. It came occasionally
in the guise of some duty to be done in

the city, and one lucky morning, a cov-
eted " pass " reached the captain's quar-
ters. The orderly brought up the horses,
and his happening to be lame, he rode
Animus. A merry, active, light-hearted
German boy was the orderly ; familiar,

yet never presumptuous ; scrupulous

and rigid in the punctilious respect he
always paid to his captain. None but
a German could unite so much familiar

ease with so much ceremonious defer-

ence. Unbidden, he held bit and stir-

rup as the officer mounted ; untaught
he " took distance " behind him and
never varied from his respectful place.

If the captain's horse trotted, his trotted;

if the captain's galloped, his galloped
;

and never had the captain given the or-

derly command or hinto He had been
quick to find out from old Prussian sol-

diers the respect which he should cere-

moniously pay his officer, and was proud
to pay it. But suddenly there came
from the orderly a blast of Dutch exe-

cration ; he was almost out of the sad-

dle, and Animus about to finish the job.

The captain sung out sharply to the

horse, who stopped instantly, and the

orderly climbed back and recovered his

seat. For more than three months had
the orderly taken care of Animus, and
more than three hundred times had he
ridden him bare - back to water. He
could not account for this freak now.
" Tee horse go quiet—I no do anything,

and then he throw me off most ;

" and
there came mingling terms of indigna-

tion and reproach addressed privately

to Animus in smothered German.
The city, after the camp, seemed civ-

ilization, cleanliness, decency, comfort
;

a warm bath and an arm-chair luxuries

too great for times of war. The captain

entered Barnum's Hotel with such a lov-

ing feeling as no hotel can kindle again.

And the cheery proprietors, Messrs.

Barnum and Fogg—many a wounded
and home -sick officer's blessing rests

upon them—they seemed angels in dis-

guise, with the difference that instead

of seeking entertainment, they enter-

tained.

The captain found a friend at the ho-

tel and they dined together in the lad-

ies' ordinary ; and the ladies appeared
divinely graceful after one had seen, for

weeks, nothing but men in stiff Quaker
coats, dyed blue, with a row of brass

buttons down the front. And after din-

ner the two friends smoked and talked,

and felt so at ease, by their two selves,

with no dense throng around them ; but
part they must, for the lieutenant had
been ill—lucky dog—and had a week's
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leave, and was not to go back to the

barracks tliat night.

When eight o'clock came the captain

pulled on his overcoat, bade good-night,

and with slow, reluctant steps, went
down into the street. The orderly, true

to a minute, was coming with the horses,

riding the captain s mare, to keep the

saddle dry ; for the weather had changed
and the cold north wind was blowing a

gale and snow beating fiercely down.
The captain pulled up his coat - collar

and mounted ; the orderly swung him-
self into his ovm. saddle, and off they

went through deserted streets, and dark,

bleak suburbs.

But as they passed from the lights of

the town into the gloom beyond, Ani-

mus again made one of his savage bolts,

and again the orderly was half out of

the saddle and clinging by the mane.
The captain sung out to the horse as

before, and the horse, as before, obeyed
and stopped. They rode fast, they rode
slowly, but again and again and again
this performance was repeated ; the or-

derly never quite unhorsed, the horse
always stopping the instant he was com-
manded.

At length they reached the camp. As
the captain dismounted at his quarters,

he gave a reluctant, a delicate intimation

to the orderly that it would be wise to

dismount and lead the horses to the sta-

ble. The orderly, who was well-nigh in

tears at Animus's ungrateful conduct, re-

garded the proposition as extraordinary,

which it was ; and he pleaded, with Ger-

man vehemence, that the whole compa-
ny would laugh at him and "the boys"
would shout whenever they saw him :

"Where's the man who couldn't ride

his own horse to the barn ? " which they

would. He also urged that he could

ride any horse in the world, and that no
horse in the world would " cut up " at

the end of a day's work, when his accus-

tomed groom was taking him to his ac-

customed stable. The last argument
seemed reasonable, and indeed the orig-

inal suggestion began to appear ab-

surd. The captain, in unspoken words,

yielded the point ; the orderly wheeled
the horses and moved off, riding the one
and leading the other. A shadowy sense

of coming catastrophe kept the captain

at his door, watching them until he saw

horses and horseman turn the corner of

the barracks and disappear. Then he
unpadlocked the door and lighted his

candle. A small room roughly boarded
off from the men's quarters, an army cot

covered with a couple of rough army
blankets, a " mess-chest table," a camp
chair, a spare saddle, and horse-trap-

pings, a fireless stove, an atmosphere
laden with the dust and noise and stale

tobacco - smoke of the men's quarters.

The captain and his company were then
the victims of a combination between
unscrupulous political selfishness, on
the one side, and arbitrary military

power, on the other— a doubly dan-
gerous union ; for military power is

bad enough alone, and needs to be re-

strained and guided by honor and im-

,
partiality. The company had been
stolen from the regiment in which all

had enlisted, and been taken to help

make up a new command for some-
body's son-in-law. Hence, at this time,

the captain was friendless and alone.

He did not unbutton his overcoat nor
kindle his fire, but paced up and down
the narrow room, thinking at first of the

horse, and then of Barnum's, and then

of home. He thought and walked and
walked and thought until, unexpected-

ly, the door opened and the orderly ap-

peared. Pain and mortification and
truthful resolve struggled in the lines

of his face. " Cape-tan, tee horse trow
me ; he run away in the fair grounds,

he jump over a pile of wood. I hav

look-ed and look-ed, and can no find

him."

What infernal imp had possessed this

strange animal? The orderly was a

good rider, a good groom, possessed of

great power over horses. Others would
follow him without bridles, like dogs.

Why had this brute flung him off on the

instant that he turned toward his own
stable, and then galloped off into the

darkness and the storm ? When the or-

derly shot out of the saddle, the cap-

tain's mare had gone straight to her own
stall in the stable.

The orderly got a lantern and led the

way to the place where he was unhorsed,

at the end of the barracks—thence and

across the wide expanse of the parade,

and into the Fair Grounds and to a pile

of corded wood, five feet at least in
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height and four in thickness. What
horse would choose to rush at such a

leap on a dark night and with slippery,

snowy footing— at such a needless leap?

But by the light of the lantern could be

seen a horse's trail which led up to the

wood -pile, broke off, and reappeared

on the other side. They resumed the

search. The trail led through the

grove of the Fair Grounds, and at last

was lost in the deepening snow. As the

searchers stopped, the storm roared

through the swaying branches above
them as if the powers of the air were
on the blast, and the horse had gone
to meet them. The captain and the or-

derly came back into the encampment,
where a soldier, plodding through the

snow, told them that he had just seen a

horse near by. They resumed their

quest, and soon found Animus stand-

ing within the shelter of an empty tent.

But on the snowy floor beneath him
was a small red pool, and on his right

flank, between the body and the leg,

was a frightful gash— the gash you
cut in carving the leg of a fowl— a

"clean cut," and large enough for one
to lay in it his hand, wide-spread. Ani-
mus looked morose and stern—not sad
or repentant.

He was led to his stable and the regi-

mental farrier came, who brought other
regimental farriers in consultation, just

as humanity's farriers come and con-

sult over human victims. "Extraordi-
nary," they all pronounced the wound,
and without a precedent ; and they all

vouchsafed theories, but agreed on
none ; and finally they all concluded
that nothing could be done—the pa-
tient must be abandoned to nature and
cooling washes, and his " chances."

A fortnight later, when the wound
was at its worst, and the horse was
standing, day and night, upon three
legs, great news came roaring, and yell-

ing, and hurrahing through Camp Ben-
ton—news of victor}'—of the first deci-

sive victory of the war ; that Foote had
taken Fort Henry with his "Tin-Clads,"
that the river was open, and the stars

and stripes flying in Tennessee. An
hour later came more significant news
for some—" The Fifth Iowa Cavalry will

march instantly."

It takes a new regiment in barracks

at least twelve hours to " march instant-

ly." Rations to be cooked, tents to be
overhauled (the guys gnawed by sus-

pected mice, the pegs burnt by unsus-
pected criminals), men swearing that

their horses must be shod, blacksmiths
swearing that their forges must be
packed, mules seditiously kicking the

harness to pieces the moment they hear
that they are to be put to some practi-

cal purpose ; every man suddenly dis-

covering that somebody has jayhawked
his boots or his blanket ; and the quar-

ter-sergeant discovering that the boots
are packed and loaded, and the blank-
ets too few to go round ; lieutenants and
sergeants, corporals and men excitedly

rushing to their captain in their individ-

ual perplexity; the captain for a time
the unhappy mother of a distracted fam-
ily, that wants everything and doesn't

know what it doesn't want ; finally, the

sergeant - major of the regiment, com-
ing round every hour to say to every

company that every other company in

the regiment is ready and waiting for

this one, and that the colonel wants
to know how much longer the}'^ must
wait, etc.

The turmoil lasted during the night,

but as the sun came up o'er the smoky
city, the column moved ; and the hoof-

beats on the frozen ground and rum-
bling baggage wagons rolled 'Out a

farewell to Benton Barracks. The cap-

tain, then a member of a court-mar-
tial sitting at the Barracks, could not
march with his men, and had to remain
until the formal order should come dis-

solving the court. With an impatient

heart he stood watching the long-drawn
column wind around the parade and
pass through the gateway of the camp,
and saw, last of all, the orderly disap-

pear leading his own blanketed horses.

Then he turned and handed a " pass
"

to his servant, and gave him directions

to lead Animus slowly to the " sick

stable."

The " company stable " was but a

stone's throw distant from where they

stood, and only a few minutes had
passed since " Boots and Saddles " had
sounded and the company horses had
been led out, leaving the wounded
horse the only tenant of the long shed.

Moodily he had continued to gaze at his
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manger, giving to his departing mates
barely a glance, but neither whinny nor
regret. The man took the " pass " and
went directly to the shed. In the first

moment, when all eyes were withdrawn,
Animus had disappeared.

" Disappeared but not lost," everyone
said ; for barracks and stables were en-

closed by a wooden wall, twelve feet high
and guarded by sentinels, and through
the only exit no one could go without
a "pass," and the guards at the gate

were notified to stop him, thief and all.

Moreover, the horse had not set his

lame leg to the ground for a fortnight,

and it was doubted whether he could
hobble on three to the sick stable. Be-
sides, who would want a disabled animal,

not fit for service now, nor for months
to come ; and was not a man leading a

desperately lame horse in broad day-
light a noticeable object, that a thousand
men would see and remember ? The
camp was searched—searched for two
days through every stable, tent, and
shed that could hold a horse. The
case was stated to every cavalry com-
mander and his word of honor pledged
that, if the horse were " hidden away "

by any one of "his boys," no matter
what their genius for hiding horses
away might be, he should nevertheless

be found and given up. A reward was
offered, and Animus was described by his

peculiar regimental brand and tongue
and wound ; and the advertisement was
posted in every quarter-master office

and corral, and livery-stable. Finally a

shrewd, quiet man was set at work as

detective ; and, six months later, the
captain, piqued by all his failures, went
back to St. Louis and himself tried to

find a clue to the mystery. No clue

was found. Animus had disappeared
;

that was what was said at first, and all

that could be said at last : he had dis-

appeared. Indeed, it might be sung of

him as of Thomas the Rhymer,

" And ne'er in haunts of living men
Again was Thomas seen.

"

At this point, doubtless, there will be
expected an explanation such as comes
at the end of a novel. But the tale is

true. The mysteries of truth are often

lacking in the explanations of fiction.

The case was laid before D., who had
been a United States District Attorney
before he became a captain of volun-

teers, and was versed in the ways of

"working up a case" against counter-

feiters on land or pirates at sea. He
wrote back a letter—a beautiful letter

—expressing in charming terms his re-

gret, his very great regret, that so in-

teresting a character as his friend Ani-

mus should have withdrawn from the

sphere of human observation ; but when
he came to the explanation, his profes-

sional experience and legal acumen were
futile ; and he had to fall back (evasive-

ly) upon the supernatural ; Animus was
clearly a fiend—an emissary of the Devil

or J. Davis (it made very little difference

which, he said), who had marked the

captain for his peculiar prey. On the

day of his wound (which need not be
accounted for), fearing that he was to

become the orderly's horse and that the

captain would thereby escape his toils,

he resorted to strategy ; and, like all

fiends resorting to strategy, overacted

his part ; whereby vice is defeated and
virtue escapes. Finding his schemes
subverted and his efforts brought to

nought, and disbelieving that he was to

be the object of humanitarian care or

Christian charity—the latter, moreover,

being justly offensive to him—he seized

upon the first moment when unseen by
mortal or equine eye to vanish in a puff

of smoke.
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By Schuyler Shelton.

'AKDMAN told his wife

that tliey would need
at least a week to get

fairly settled in their

new quarters at the

university, and Mrs.
Hardman regretfully

subtracted that amount of time from
the days she was so covetously hoard-

ing. When the hour of their departure
actually arrived, and she had watched
the expressman take away their few
trunks and boxes, and had tied the chil-

dren's hats securely under their firm,

round chins, her forced composure de-

serted her, and she sobbed as if her
heart would break.

Hardman stood looking down at her
with masculine perplexity. There was
no time to lose, and several of his col-

leagues were already waiting at the sta-

tion to bid him Godspeed. He wanted
to go away smiling, and to be whirled
off in triumph from the admiring and
envious glances of his friends. He could
not understand his wife's tears ; why
should she cry when they were coming
back again after he had obtained his

degree of doctor of philosophy ? They
would be absent for only two years, and
the time would soon be over. It was an
occasion for rejoicing rather than tears.

There were few men who enjoyed his

opportunities. Ever since he had re-

ceived his sheepskin from the small
college in southern Wisconsin, he had
served as tutor at that institution, and
had climbed slowly to the rank of pro-

fessor of history. It ha4 seemed to him

if only he might secure a doctorate from
some Eastern college there was nothing
he might not become. He was impa-
tient to get out in the world, and to try

his wings, and he had finally selected

Maxwell University, at Fairview, N. Y.,

as affording him the finest facilities for

his purpose. He considered it one of

the leading Eastern universities, and
would have been surprised and shocked
to learn that Yale and Harvard regard-

ed it as decidedly Western, and spoke
of it scornfully as a fresh-water univer-

sity.

Mrs. Hardman dried her eyes, and
taking the younger child in her arms
prepared to follow the fortunes of her
lord and master. A kitten which they

had presented to a neighbor the previ-

ous day refused to adopt its new home,
and ran mewing after her. She tried to

drive it back, but the child cried so

hard for it that she was forced to pick

it up and restore it to the baby's arms.

The professor had preceded her by
several blocks. He held a bird-cage

partly covered by a newspaper in one
hand, and to the other clung tightly his

older son, a boy of four years.

He was very happy as he walked down
the village street in the bright sunlight

of that pleasant September morning.

He sang softly to himself in the joyous-

ness of his heart, and his little boy in

childish imitation danced at his side and
sang also.

Hardman 's breast swelled with pride

when he found that many of the faculty

had honored him by appearing at the
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station to bid him farewell ; the presi-

dent of the college himself had called

upon him, and given him a heart}' hand-
shake and his best wishes for success.

He felt that he was a very lucky feUow
indeed.

The succeeding days passed like a

rose-colored dream to him. He did not
notice the fatigue of travelling augment-
ed by the alternate boisterous mischief

and fretfulness of the children. Even
when they had reached Fairview, and
after a dreary search for rooms conve-

nient to the campus, and within reach
of their pathetically slender purse, had
begun to move into a couple of small,

desolate apartments, Hardman's cheer-

ful courage did not fail him. He sang
gayly as he put up the rickety old stove

in the room which was to serve at once
for parlor, dining-room, and kitchen,

and when their few belongings were
carefully bestowed, he glanced about
with an air of contented pride.

The birds were singing as sweetly

from their cage in the window as ever

they had done at Wayback. The kitten

was purring softly on the rug before the

stove, and above the battered chimney-
piece hung the faded bit of sheepskin
announcing to this new world that Ezra
Hardman had been admitted to the de-

gree of bachelor of arts, in 1877, by
Wayback College, Wayback, Wis.
The Hardmans, at best, were not seri-

ously hampered with this world's goods,
and of their scanty supply they had
brought only the barest necessaries. A
faded " God Bless Our Home," worked
in variegated crewels by Mrs. Hardman,
when she was Minnie Smith, was the

sole adornment they permitted them-
selves. They had contrived some seats

from the packing-boxes, and these, with
a couple of chairs, a table, and a stove,

completed the furniture of the living-

room. A few worn text-books lay piled

in a comer.
The bedroom was furnished wath even

greater simplicity. Besides the bed and
a small cot for the children it contained
only a washstand with a tin basin and
a cracked water-pitcher. It was not
magnificent, Imt it satisfied Hardman,
and as one of the students remarked
later, "it didn't so much matter about
Hardman's environment since his smile

was luxurious enough to furnish a pal-

ace."

He had not been a conspicuous figure

in his native village, but becoming trans-

planted to a campus so thoroughly cos-

mopolitan as w^as that of Maxwell Uni-
versity, he stood out with alarming dis-

tinctness. Fortunately for his peace of

mind he did not comprehend this fact,

being one of those persons destined to

go through life totally ignorant of the
impression they make on others. He
would never correctly interpret the curi-

ous looks and sly smiles and backward
glances that accompanied his appearance
on the campus.
He impressed the casual observer as

at once ludicrous and pathetic. His legs

were long and very much bent at the
knee even when he stood at his straight-

est, and were encased in trousers of a
whity-brown hue of that length famil-

iarly known as " high-water." They sup-
ported a body at once so bulky and
rotund as to give him the effect of an
exaggerated Brownie. One felt sure
Nature had framed his anatomy in some
wildly sportive humor. His head was
large and well-shaped, and lighted by a

pair of honest, friendly, blue eyes. A
snub nose and a large, smiling mouth,
shaded by an extensive, reddish mus-
tache, exactly matched by his curly hair,

completed his description.

He settled down to w^ork with a

tremendous enthusiasm after having
squandered some time in learning the

routine of the institution, for Maxwell
University had among its faculty ar-

dent admirers of the system pursued at

foreign universities. A conservative

professor was wont to ask with sarcas-

tic significance if anyone knew why the

university had adoj)ted the seminary
method of instruction, and why candi-

dates for advanced degrees were com-
pelled to endure a final oral examina-
tion of three hours' length ? On being
answered in the negative he would re-

ply :
" Because they do in Germany."

The graduate students at Maxwell
were exj^ected to select some subject in

which they were specially interested,

and which afforded scope for original

investigation, and to prepare weekly
reports on their work throughout the

semester. The sessions at which these
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reports were presented were strictly

private, and were presided over by a

professor who, together with the mem-
bers of the seminary, openly criticised

the reports.

Hardman made his debut in Profes-

sor Butler's seminary with his accus-

tomed buoyancy. It was an utterly

novel method to him, as he had never

deviated from the straight and narrow
path of question and answer, having
been used to the old-fashioned system
of laboriously memorizing useful infor-

mation from a text-book. But after a

time he "got the hang of the pesky
thing," as he expressed it, and went to

work on the subject of slavery. He
thought it timely to preface his initial

report in the seminary by some appro-

priate remarks of his own on the nat-

ure of slavery, but the professor cut

him short, and reminded him that the

seminary concerned itself with facts

not opinions, however valuable these

might be. This fell upon Hardman
like lightning from a clear sky, for he
had spent a week of solid work on the

report, and felt that it was good ; how-
ever, he accepted what he considered

the harmless idiosyncrasy of a superior

in good part and began again. But
this time he made the mistake of tak-

ing his facts from secondary authori-

ties, and so lost another week before he
set out in the right direction. Private-

ly, he considered the professor great-

ly in the wrong, and told himself he
should never require one of his stu-

dents laboriously to fish up facts from
original sources when great men like

Macaulay and Bancroft had gone over
the ground so thoroughly themselves.

The head of the department of

American history under whom Hard-
man was reading was Professor Butler,

a scholar of high authority, and a cult-

ured and elegant man of the world.

He possessed a keen sense of humor,
caustic rather than kindly, and he
handled Hardman with the skill of the
scientist rather than of the philanthrop-
ist. The young Westerner was in de-

cided contrast to the courteous profes-

sor, and the seminary began to look
ahead for sport when Hardman offered

his report.

It had been an unusually benignant
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day in early October, and students and
professors alike were taking advantage
of the mild air and warm sunlight.

The campus was thronged with prome-
naders ; in the distance on the broad,
blue river flashed numberless white
oars. From the clock-tower sounded
four strokes, and simultaneously Profes-

sor Butler's seminary students emerged
from the library. Hardman and a fel-

low-student, Markham, walked down the

campus together. The usually cheer-

ful face of the former wore a look of

hopeless perplexity.
" They kinder seem t' set on me," he

remarked, sadly.
" What have they done now ? " asked

Markham, sympathetically.
" Well, you heard him lay out my re-

port," replied Hardman, " an' I guess
he's tryin' t' lay me out too. He's give

me some more French books t' read for

examination."
" Well, French is easy," said Mark-

ham, consolingly.
" 'Taint very easy for me," sighed

Hardman. "They didn't use t' make
much of it to Wayback where I was
learnt, and it comes like drawing teeth

t' me now."
When Hardman reached home he

found his wife and sons preparing to

set out for a stroll.

" Oh, Ezra," cried Mrs. Hardman, as

her husband's figure entered the door,

"I'm so glad you come ; we're goin' to

walk, an' we want you should come too."
" I can't go," said Hardman, gloom-

ily ;
" they've just give me some more

work, and I dunno as I can stop for

meals."

The children, divining with their un-
erring instinct that something troubled
their parent, set up a prolonged howl,

and were sent outside by their mother.
They played the part of Greek chorus
to Hardman, and faithfully reflected his

moods by smiles or tears.

As soon as they were alone Mrs.
Hardman put a work-roughened hand
caressingly on her husband's worn coat-

sleeve.
" Ezra," she said, sadly, " let's give it

up. They're not like us here somehow
—they're different, an' it's wearing you
out. Let's give it up. an' go home,
Ezra."
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Her tired blue eyes were full of un-
shed tears as she lifted them to his

face.

Hardman's cheerfulness, which never
deserted him for long, returned. He
smiled and took his wife in his strong
arms.

" AVhv, Minnie," he answered, gayly,
" you wouldn't make any kind of a sol-

dier if you run away at the first shot.

Doctor Hardman intends to earn his de-

gree, ma'am."
She broke down and sobbed bitterly.
" We don't see nothin' of you now,

Ezra, I an' the children, an' we used
t' be so happy together at Wayback.
Seems as if we shouldn't never get back
there again. An' you ain't happy neither,

Ezra, I can see that well 'nough. No-
body can't be happy here—all a-studying
till their poor eyes gives out, an' they
have t' wear specs, an' some here that

ain't no more'n boys, readin' till they
look like old men. I tell ye, Ezra, it

ain't right. It wa'n't intended should
be so."

Ezra laughed, kissed his wife, and told

her "he couldn't spare no more time
from his work."

She dried her eyes submissively, and
said meekly :

" Well, I'll go right along
now with the children. We ain't ben
out to-day ; but I tell ye, Ezra, this col-

lege ain't no better'n a big, old spider-

web made a-purpose to ketch flies an'

kill 'em, an' the professors ain't far off

from bein' spiders neither. Some day,

Ezra, we'll be dreadful provoked an'

sorry we come."
As Hardman had assured his wife on

leaving Wayback, the two years at Fair-

view were not long in passing. It was
now just before Commencement. He
had labored faithfully over his thesis,

and in accordance with the rules of the

university had had it type-written and
bound. He gazed at the fresh, printed

pages, and read the gilt inscription on
the outside cover announcing that the

volume concerned
" Slavery,

A

Thesis

Presented for the Degree of Ph.D.,

by
Ezra Hardman,

Maxwell University,"

with an air of triumphant pride. He
grudged sending it to Professor Butler
for criticism, it graced the little home
so weU, and he enjoyed reading espe-
cially fine bits from it to his wife. He
felt that now the struggle was happily
concluded, and he could afford to take
a well-earned rest. To be sure his oral
examinations were scheduled to take
place on the following day, but he did
not greatly fear them, although a stu-

dent had warned him they were " stiff,"

and also that Professor Butler was a
" holy terror." " You just take your life

in your hand at a final under him," he
had said. "He has flunked more men
to the square inch than any professor in

Maxwell. You'd better spend the night
in fasting and prayer."

But Hardman had no such intention
of investing his time. He romped with
the children until their bedtime, and
after they were safely tucked away in

the cot, he invited his wife to take a
walk with him, and he astonished her
by bringing up at the village pharmacy
and treating her to a glass of soda-
water.

"We'd ought t' celebrate to-morrow
night instead," she said, looking fondly
and admiringly at her big, uncouth hus-
band. She was very proud of him, and
believed him to be an intellectual giant
as well as a very handsome man.

" We may not get the chance to-mor-
row," he jested, in the happy conscious-

ness that only a day separated him from
his title.

He went up to his examination the

next morning with a stout heart. There
were three professors composing his

committee, and he greeted them all with
his broad, suave smile.

The contest was pathetically unequal.
Against the crude immaturity of the

Western man were arrayed the keen,

well-trained intellects of recognized spe-

cialists, who understood, perhaps too

well, that they held the honor of the uni-

versity in their keeping. Under such
circumstances but one result could be
reached. Hardman met his Waterloo,

but he himself never knew it. He went
out from that august presence without
the slightest idea that he had failed to

take the degree.

At the official consultation that fol-

I
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lowed, tlie professors were decidedly

embarrassed.
" You should have warned the poor

fellow, Butler," said Professor Morton.
" You might have saved him this."

" I did give him some pretty broad
hints," replied he, "but he does not
seem to have understood. Of course

the case is extremely regrettable, but
since it has gone so far why not give him
the degree ?

"

" Is the university a charitable insti-

tution ? " asked Professor Pierce.
" You know he has a family to sup-

port," added Butler.

"If he had appeared at the examina-
tion with a little son under each arm,

and said nothing, it would have been
the most effective thing he could pos-

sibly have done," remarked Professor

Morton.
" Of course we all know very well

that he is an applicant for the highest

degree the university confers," said Pro-
fessor Pierce, " are we satisfied to allow

him to represent the university under
the circumstances ?

"

"I must say frankly that I cannot
consent to recommending him for the

degree," said Professor Morton.
" Nor can I," said Professor Pierce.
" Suppose we compromise by giving

him an honorary A.M.," suggested Pro-

fessor Butler. " I know this will be to

him something like asking for bread
and getting a stone, but no better solu-

tion of the problem occurs to me now."
Having agreed to this proposition

they separated, and Professor Butler
went down to Hardman's rooms to an-

nounce the decision.
" It was one of the most painful ex-

periences I have ever known," he told

his colleagues later. " I couldn't get
him to realize it at first, but after he
did, it was terrible. They took it as

they would take a funeral."

After Professor Butler's departure
Hardman wearily began to pack away
the humble household belongings he
had so joyously disposed about the
rooms only two years before. Mrs.
Hardman silently assisted him. She
could not trust herself to speak. Out-
side on the stone door-step the two
children sat stroking the cat who
pvirred contentedly between them in

happy ignorance of the crushing blow
that had descended upon the family.

Nor did the children realize the full

extent of the misfortune which had be-
fallen their father ; but they knew that
something awful had happened, and
their little faces, so photographic of

Hardman, wore an expression of child-

ish despair.

Hardman took down the rusty stove-

pipe, and gazed at it critically.

" I don't bleeve it's wuth carryin'

home, Minnie," he remarked.
She shook her head in affectionate

assent.
" I dunno but it's ez wuthy of goin'

back ez I be," he went on, in sad medi-
tation. " I dunno but it's done it's

work ez well."

Mrs. Hardman paused in the act of

folding a worn little dress belonging to

one of the children.

"You sha'n't say that, Ezra," she said,

with a suspicious break in her voice.

"You done your work good an' faith-

ful here, an' nobody can't make me
bleeve you didn't. Ef they won't give

the degree when you earned it fair, it's

just because they're jealous."

Hardman was too hopeless to assent

to this encouraging and comforting
view of the case. He flung the rejected

stove-pipe far out of the open window,
and watched it become a magnificent

ruin on the ash-heap at the foot of the

garden. Above his head the canaries

twittered apprehensively. It seemed as

if the peaceful landscape before him
was mocking him derisively. The dis-

tant blue river winked knowingly at

him. He heard the silver-tongued uni-

versity chimes chronicling his disgrace

across the campus. Even the trees ap-

peared to be whispering together about
him.
He wondered how he would be re-

ceived at Wayback. He had taught
there to the best of his ability for the

last ten years. Would they permit him
to return, dishonored as he was, and
take up again the sweet, accustomed
life ? He felt that he could not blame
them if they refused, and demanded
his resignation, and what institution

could he hope to find willing to wel-

come a person thus doubly reproached ?

He experienced a curious dislike for
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himself, a strange sense of a dual iden-

tity as if he were at once some poor,

hunted miscreant, and a member of a

righteously indignant public judging
him. He turned away from the win-

dow with a sudden darkness before his

eyes and a queer ringing in his ears,

and from out the darkness he felt a

pair of warm and loving arms about his

neck, and heard a tremulous voice say :

" Oh, Ezra, I can't bear to see you suf-

fer so ; it breaks my heart. It don't

make no difference t' me 'bout the old

degree, Ezra, because, you know, /
know you deserved it, an' I love you,

Ezra."

Two days later the Hardmans' rooms
were vacant, and they were speeding

away to the friends at Wayback who
w^ere eagerly waiting to welcome the
new - made doctor with his distin-

guished honors.

A year after Hardman's departure as
Professor Butler was glancing over the
Maxwell Herald at breakfast, his eye
was caught by the following paragraph :

" It gives us pleasure to announce that
Professor Ezra Hardman, who holds the
chair of Modern History at Wayback
College, Wayback, Wis., has accepted
the presidency of that institution, and
will enter upon his new duties imme-
diately. President Hardman received
the honorary degree of Master of Arts
from Maxwell University last June."

WOOD SONGS.^

By Arthur Sherlmrne Hardy.

III.

Ask me not w^hy—I only knoiv.

It were thy loss if I could show
Thee cause as for a lesser thing.

Remember how we searched the spring.

But found no source—so clear the sky
Within its earth-bound depths did lie.

Give to thy joy its wings.

Unto thy heart its song, nor try

With questionings
The throbbing throat that sings.

For in thy clear and steadfast eyes

Thine own self-wonder deepest lies,

Nor any words that lips can teach

Are sweeter than their wonder-speech

;

And when thou givest them to me.
Through dawns of tenderness I see.

As in the water-sky.

The sun of certainty appear.

So

—

af^k me why, .

For then thou knowest, dear.

•See ScRiBNER's Magazine, October, 1892, for "Wood Songs" I. and n.
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HISTORIC moments:
THE DEATH OF JOHN QUINCY ADAMS IN THE CAPITOL

By Robert C. Winthrop.

HE death of the venera-

ble ex-President, John
Quincy Adams, in the

Capitol, at Washington,
forty -five years ago,

having been selected by the editor as

one of the " Historic Moments " for

Scribner's Magazine, he has requested

me to furnish him with some account of

a scene of which, as he truly says, I am
one of the very few surviving ej'^e-wit-

nesses.* He is right in thinking that

I was the Speaker of the United States

House of Representatives at the time,

and that Mr. Adams's chair being very

near the Speaker's desk, I was in the way
of seeing clearly all that occurred. He is

right, too, in thinking that my relations

to Mr. Adams, during the whole seven

years of our association as members of

Congress from Massachusetts, had been
pecuharly intimate, and even affection-

ate, and that the occurrence must have
been one of intense interest to me. He
had voted for me as Speaker, not many
weeks before, under peculiar circum-
stances, and had administered to me the

Speaker's Oath ; and I, in my turn, as

Speaker, had administered the oath of

membership to him. But such formali-

ties are hardly worth mentioning in

view of the frequent interchange of

hospitalities and friendly offices which
marked our intercourse from first to

last, and of which I have many inter-

• One of these very few, my friend, the Hon. Henry W.
Billiard, of Atlanta, Ga. , has passed away since I began
this article, in his eighty-flfth year.

esting reminiscences. Let me proceed,
however, without further preamble, to

the scene which I have been requested
to describe.

I had attended a large reception at

,Mr. Adams's house, on Saturday even-
ing, February 19, 1848, when he was
apparently in the best of health and
spirits, though well advanced in his

eighty-first year, and when he seemed
particularly kind and cordial in greet-

ing his friends. A Sunday intervened,

of which he was by no means unob-
servant. He was present at the relig-

ious services held in the Capitol at

noon, and in the afternoon he again at-

tended public worship at St. John's
Church. At nine o'clock in the evening
his wife read to him in his library—as

we are told in Mr. Everett's Eulogy

—

" a sermon by Bishop Wilberforce on
Time— hovering, as he was, on the
verge of eternity."

On Monday morning, the 20th, he was
in his seat at the House, with his pro-
verbial punctuality. Prayers had been
offered by the chaplain. The Yeas and
Nays had been called by the clerk, and
I was proceeding to make some an-
nouncement or to put some formal
question, when Mr. Adams rose im-
pulsively—I had almost said impetu-
ously—with a paper in his outstretched
hand, exclaiming, with more than his

usual earnestness and emphasis :

" Mr. Speaker ! Mr. Speaker !

"

The reiteration rings again in my ears

as I write these words. But before he
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could explain his object, or add another
syllable, his hand fell to his side, and
he sank upon the arm of his chair, only

saved from dropping to the floor by be-

ing caught by the member nearest to

him. An exclamation was almost in-

stantly heard—" Mr. Adams is dying."

Business was at once suspended, and
the excitement and confusion which en-

sued can be imagined better than de-

scribed. More than two hundred Rep-
resentatives, in all parts of the Hall and
from all parts of the country, were seen
rising from their seats and pressing for-

ward toward their beloved and revered

associate, almost as if it were in their

power to reverse the will of God and
rescue him from the power of the great

destroyer.

Few persons of equal eminence— or

of an}' eminence— have been distin-

guished by such a presence at their

death-scene. Fortunately there were
several physicians among the members
of the House. Dr. William A. Newell,

.

afterward the Governor of New Jersey,

had the seat immediately in front of

Mr. Adams, and took the lead in re-

pressing the throng, securing air for

the sufferer, and rendering all the med-
ical aid which was possible. He co-

operated with others in removing Mr.
Adams on a sofa into the Rotunda, and
thence, with but Uttle delay, at my ur-

gent instigation, into the Speaker's of-

ficial chamber.
" This is the end of earth," was heard

from his lips, as he fell, or when he was
placed on the little couch which was
hastily prepared for him, with the ad-

dition, as was alleged, "I am com-
posed," or " I am content." But all

signs of consciousness soon ceased, and
he lingered, entirely insensible, until a

quarter past seven on Wednesday even-

ing, the 23d.

I was with him during a large part of

this time, and, in company with my col-

leagues from Massachusetts and a few
others, was at his side when he ceased

to breathe. Neither the House nor the

Senate transacted any business during
the three days, but adjourned from
morning to morning, until the end
came. The anniversary of Washing-
ton's birthday was one of the interven-

ing days, but it was recognized with

few, if any, of the customary festivities.

The impending death of Mr. Adams
cast a gloom over the whole city.

At the meeting of the House of Rep-
resentatives on the morning of the 24th,
the full attendance of the members, and
the crowd which thronged the galleries,

e^inced the deep interest wdth which
the formal announcement of the death
was anticipated. As soon as the House
was called to order, the Speaker ad-
dressed the House as follows :

" Gentlemen of the House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States :

"It has been thought fit that the
Chair should announce officially to the
House an event already known to the
members individually, and which has
filled all our hearts with sadness.

" A seat on this floor has been vacated,

toward which all eyes have been accus-

tomed to turn with no common inter-

est.

" A voice has been hushed forever in

this hall, to which all ears have been
wont to listen with profound reverence.

" A venerable form has faded from
our sight, around which we have daily

clustered with an affectionate regard.
" A name has been stricken from the

roll of the living statesmen of our land,

which has been associated, for more
than half a century, wdth the highest
civil service and the loftiest civil re-

nown.
" On Monday, the 21st instant, John

Quincy Adams sank in his seat, in pres-

ence of us all, owing to a sudden illness

from which he never recovered ; and he
died in the Speaker's room at a quar-

ter past seven o'clock last evening, with
the officers of the House and the delega-

tion of his own Massachusetts around
him.

" Whatsoever advanced age, long ex-

perience, great ability, vast learning,

accumulated pubhc honors, a spotless

private character, and a firm religious

faith could do, to render anyone an ob-

ject of interest, respect, and admiration,

they had done for this distinguished per-

son ; and interest, respect, and admira-
tion are but feeble terms to express the

feehngs with which the members of this

House and the people of the country
have long regarded him.
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*' After a life of eighty years, devoted

from its earliest maturity to the public

service, he has at length gone to his rest.

He has been privileged to die at his

post ; to expire beneath the roof of the

Capitol ; and to have his last scene as-

sociated forever in history with the

birthday of that illustrious patriot,

whose just discernment brought him
first into the service of his country.

" The close of such a life, under such
circumstances, is not an event for un-
mingled emotions. We cannot find it

in our hearts to regret that he has died

as he has died. He, himself, could have
desired no other end. ' This is the end
of earth,' were his last words, uttered

on the day on which he fell. But we
might almost hear him exclaiming as he
left us—in a language hardly less famil-

iar to him than his native tongue

—

' Hoc est, nimirum, magis feliciter de
vita migrare, quam mori.'

"It is for others to suggest what hon-
ors shall be paid to his memory. No
acts of ours are necessary to his fame.

But it may be due to ourselves and to

the country, that the national sense of

his character and services should be
fitly commemorated."
The Speaker was followed by the Hon.

Charles Hudson, of Massachusetts, by
the Hon. Isaac E. Holmes, of South Car-
olina, by the Hon. Samuel F. Vinton,
of Ohio, and by ex-Governor James Mc-
Dowell, of Virginia, who successively

paid eloquent tributes to Mr. Adams's
career and character.

Mr. Hudson spoke of him as "one
whose public services are coeval with
the establishment of our Government ;

"

as " one who has come down to us from
past generations, and of whom it might
almost be said that he was living in the

midst of posterity."

Mr. Holmes said of him, that " there

was no incident in the birth, the life,

the death, of Mr. Adams not intimate-

ly interwoven with the history of the
land." "How often," added he, "have
we crowded into that aisle, and clus-

tered around that now vacant desk, to

listen to the counsels of wisdom, as

they fell from the lips of the venerable
sage !

"

Mr. Vinton declared, that " no man
has heretofore died, while a member of

this body, who will fill so large a space
in his country's history, or who has
stamped so deeply his impress on her
institutions."

"Such," said the eloquent Governor
McDowell, of Virginia, " such for half

a century has been the eminent position

of Mr. Adams in the eyes of his coun-
tr^'men ; such the veneration and almost
uniform homage entertained for his in-

tellect and virtues ; and such in all re-

spects his great relations to this entire

Union, and to the daily thought of its

growing millions, that on this sad occa-

sion the language of all its parts will be
the language of lamentation. It is not
for Massachusetts to mourn alone over
a solitary and exclusive bereavement.
No ! Her sister Commonwealths gath-

er to her side in this hour of her af-

fliction, and intertwining their arms
with hers, they bend together over the

bier of her illustrious son— feeling as

she feels, and weeping as she weeps,
over a sage, a patriot, and a statesman
gone

!

" There he sat, with his intense eye
upon everything that passed, the pict-

uresque and rare old man ; unapproach-
able by aU others in the unity of his

character and in the thousand - fold

anxieties which centred upon him. No
human being ever entered this hall

without turning habitually and with
heartfelt deference first to him ; and
few ever left it without pausing as they
went to pour out their blessings upon
that spirit of consecration to the coun-
try which brought and which kept him
here."

A committee of thirty members was
thereupon appointed to arrange and su-

perintend the funeral of Mr. Adams, and
it was voted that his chair remain unoc-
cupied for thirt}^ days, and that the haU
of the House be clothed with symbols
of mourning during the same period.

The Speaker's Address was directed to

be entered on the Journal, and he was
ordered to appoint a member from each
State and Territorj' of the Union to ac-

company Mr. Adams's remains to the

place designated by his family for his

interment.

A message was sent to the Senate ofii-

cially communicating the event, and
Senators John Davis, of Massachusetts
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— commonly known at that time as

"Honest John Davis "—and Thomas H.
Benton, of Missouri, then " the father

of the Senate," paid eloquent tributes

to one who had been a Senator himself

half a century before.

The funeral sendees were held in the

hall of the House of Representatives

on Saturday, February 26th. A ser-

mon was delivered by the Rev. R. R.

Gurley, the Chaplain of the House.
" How blest the righteous when he
dies " was exquisitely sung from the

galleries. Abraham Lincoln, then a

member of the House, was one of the

Committee of Ai*rangements. Sena-

tors John C. Calhoun and Thomas H.
Benton, Commodore Charles Morris,

Mr. Justice McLean, and. Mr. Justice

Wayne, of the Supreme Court, were
among the pall-bearers. Every State in

the Union was represented on the com-
mittee which a.ttended the remains of

Mr. Adams to their final resting place

in Quinc}^, Mass., and honors were paid

to them in every city along the road.

That, certainly, was an " Historic Mo-
ment," which witnessed so many of our
most eminent statesmen laying aside all

sectional, political, and personal preju-

dices, and uniting in such consummate
honors to one whom not a few of them
had so often warmly opposed. Henry
Clay, who had been Secretary of State

to Mr. Adams during his presidency,

was not at Washington to take part

in the tributes, having withdrawn from
the Senate for a time ; and Webster
was kej^t away by tidings of distress-

ing domestic bereavement ; but their

hearts were not wanting to the occa-

sion, as I had abundant opportunity of
knowing. I was in consultation with
Webster at his own house, on the morn-
ing on which Mr. Adams's death was
announced, and witnessed— I might
rather say shared—his emotion.
An engraved portrait of Mr. Adams

was at once subscribed for by the mem-
bers of the House, and a marble bust of

him was procured to mark the place
where he died, in what was then the
Speaker's room, where it may still be
seen. Meanwhile Mr. Arthur J. Stans-
bury, the veteran reporter of the Nation-
al Intelligencer, had made a most vivid

and accurate sketch of the dying states-

man, of which I am glad to have pre-

served a copy. Nothing could be more
exact or more impressive. More recent-

ly the spot on which he fell, in what
was then the Representatives' Hall, but
which is now the Hall of Sculpture,

has been carefully marked on the floor.

But other memorials of that " Historic
Moment" and of that illustrious man
are still wanting. There is, I believe,

no statue of John Quincy Adams at

Washington, or even in Massachusetts.
Nor has any artist portrayed upon can-

vas the scene which you have called up-
on me to describe. Copley immortal-
ized himself by painting the death of

Lord Chatham. But Chatham's death
was not more august than Adams's. A
brilliant eulogy was pronounced upon
Adams by the prince of occasional ora-

tors at that day, Edward Everett, at the

invitation of the Legislature of Massa-
chusetts ; but the statue or the histori-

cal picture, one or both, remain to be
ordered and executed.
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Through a growing frankness respecting

their private affairs, the men of letters are

in danger of dissipating a popular illusion

that has yielded them hitherto no little

reverence. In the general judgment there

is scant discrimination between authorship

and scholarship ; and it has been commonly
supposed that the authors were, of neces-

sity, a very learned company, reading all

or most that had ever been written, re-

membering whatever they read, and writ-

ing always from minds fairly bursting with

information. Yet, to the hazard of this

flattering supj)osition, and in a fine burst

of conscientiousness, Mr. Robert Louis Ste-

venson ventured, a few years ago, to warn

the public in a preface that he was not as

learned as he might seem in the succeed-

ing book. He has even repeated the warn-

ing since, though in terms not quite so

direct. A few months ago, under a simi-

lar impulse of uncalculating honesty, Mr.

Andrew Lang confided to the world, in

these very pages, the fact that he was no
scholar. The true scholar, he said, was
one whom he respected to the point of

envy ; but he himself was not of the race.

The force of the confidence was broken a

little, however, by a closing caution that

''people who really care for books" (and

we know that one of these, at least, Mr.
Lang is) " read them all !

" The man who
reads all tlie books will, perhaps, come as

near meeting the general impression re-

specting the erudition of men of letters as

though he were a scholar out and out.

Following Mr. Lang and Mr. Stevenson

has come, within these few days, Mr. Her-
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bert Spencer, with the disclosure that of
'

' a number of the most distinguished Eng-
lish authors, past and present," if his opin-

ion were asked, he should have to reply

that he had never opened their books ; and
that, throughout life, his time " has been

chiefly spent in observing and thinking,

not in reading."

And these are not the only instances in

point by a good many. Besides them there

is, for one, that lately published confession

of some friend of Victor Hugo's, that Hugo
himself did not gather the information for

his historical works, and that a man who
could write like Hugo couldn't afi'ord to

spend his time in study.

The popular fancy which such confes-

sions tend to disturb is a natural enough
one, because there can be no especial skill

developed in writing without a consider-

able amount of careful reading. But there

is, nevertheless, somewhat of a conflict be-

tween the reading and the writing habit.

While a certain fixity in the one may be

necessary to prosperity in the other, they

easily develop into rival interests ; and

many a man has found himself brought by
this rivalry into all the embarrassments

usual to the attempt to serve two masters.

Professor Lounsbury, in his "Studies in

Chaucer," says that "the order of intelli-

gence which enables a man to become a

great scholar is something more than dif-

ferent in degree from that which enables

him to become a great poet." We might

with truth put "writer" for "poet," and
say that the man of letters in any sort is

swayed by a bent entirely different from
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the scholar's. It must have been under

some fretting sense of this that Emerson
declared, *' If you elect writing for your

task in life, I believe you must renounce

all pretensions to reading."

Though qualified by an *'I believe,"

Emerson's statement is somewhat too ab-

solute ; his own career in part discredits it.

Yet no less than it says has been, fitfully

at least, the thought of many a man whose

l^leasure was to read, but whose ambition

was to write. The history of literature fur-

nishes a number of instances of the literary

iminilse arrested by the scholastic. An
eminent one is the case of Gray, the small-

ness of whose production has been often

lamented and much disputed over. Gray

himself had some fine words about ** in-

spiration " in explaration of it ; but the

immediate cause was the final overmastery

of the writing by the reading habit. Amiel,

whose morbid, mystical *

' Journal Intime "

attracted so much notice a while back, is

another instance. A " soul petrified by the

sentiment of the infinite," or some such

thing, is what he thought was his afi'ection.

And Mark Pattison, sufi'ering from the same

disorder, adopted this euphuistic account

of it and wrote to the editor of the " Jour-

nal " to disclose that there was "in exist-

ence at least one soul which " had "lived

through the same struggles, mental and

moral, as Amiel." The trouble, in plain

words, was that both wanted to write, but

loved too well to read. In theirs and in

the case of Gray there is a touch of pathos,

because at bottom they discover a grave

weakness of will. This is happily absent

from the cases of Matthew Arnold and

Lowell, who may also be cited, I think, as

examples of the scholastic bent developing

somewhat at the expense of the literary.

Neither ceased to produce while life lasted,

but, under the dominance of their studies,

one resigned poetiy to criticism entirely,

and the other partially.

Considered opinion has at present swung

so far from Dickens that it is not likely to

stay where it is, and its point of final rest

probably lies somewhere between the cool-

ness over which it is now quivering and

the unconditional admiration to which it

flew at first. Possibly, though, the present

coolness is a few degrees nearer the truth

of the matter than the unconditional admi-
ration was, and the final judgment will be
rather farther from the first than from the
present one. At any rate, the truth of the
matter seems not to be quite api^rehended by
Mr. Charles Dickens, the younger, wiien he
says, as he takes occasion to say in an in-^

troduction to a new edition of "Old Curi-

osity Shop :
" "It would be well, I think, if

a certain class of critics, great and small^

who are so fond of using certain conven-

tional cant phrases about Charles Dickens's

pathos being exaggerated and forced and
overstrained, and all the rest of it, would
reflect for a moment that in such a case

as this, for instance [the death of * Little

Nell ' ], what he gave to the public was sim-

ply what he felt himself."

No great writer has failed, in any of the

significant parts of his work, to be in some
sort himself, and tO write with a consid-

erable measure of feeling ; and a great

writer no one has yet sought, we believe, to

deny that Dickens was. But the quality of

feeling varies from man to man. In one it

is deep and hardly stirred ; in another, it

is shallow and always in motion. It i&

nearer normal—or, at any rate, the prevail-

ing belief among strong and well-governed

men is that it is nearer normal—when it i&

deep and slow than when it is quick and

shallow. When of the latter quality it

stirs in most people a sense of unreality.

Thus an abiding note of depreciation has

crept into the i3hrases by which it is usually

designated. Whoever would have an en-

tirely respectful interpretation put upon his

use of such phrases as " a man of feeling,
"^

*'aman of sensibility," "a man of senti-

ment," must carefully declare his wish be-

forehand. To cooler apprehensions the

man of feeling, of sensibility, of sentiment

wants sincerity. With emotions so afflu-

ent it is not seen how he can be genuine.

In truth, he need not be ungenuine. His

emotions may fall short of absolute reality

in this, that they are less keen and*signifi-

cant than he is apt to account them ; but

they are entirely real to him, and the first

deception they work is on himself.

Now, the judgment against Dickens is,

not that he lacked feeling, but that he was

superabundant in it ; that his free and ready

emotions sometimes overmastered him and

got iDortrayed in his writings, as in his own
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consciousness, in terms too high-wrouglit

and emphatic. That he was a man of warm
and generous disposition, a kindly man
through and through, no one at all ac-

quainted with either his works or his life

should wish to dispute. But the very fact

that he was this is suggestive of that emo-

tional temperament which, the contention is,

he could not always keep under due control.

Intemperance of the sort imputed to him is

not uncommon in literature, and in litera-

ture of a very high order. It makes what

we call the sentimentalists, of whom Mr.

Lowell ventures to decide that even Burke
was one. Men seemingly the least prone

to it by nature have lapsed into it for mo-
ments, especially when writing under in-

sufficient inspiration, as all who ever write

sometimes do write.

Dickens was a great humorist, and with

our conception of the humorist, we are

wont to associate a particularly keen sense

of reality. In the faculty of seeing things

as they are, and of keeping himself free of

illusions, seems to lie his peculiar strength.

Of course the last test is the gentleness and
grace of heart and hand with which this

strength is exercised ; but these, without

a sense of the fine force of insight under
them, would yield very little pleasure.

"The humorist, if he be analyzed to the

end," says Scherer, " is a sceptic;" and,

if care is taken not to lay too narrow and
harsh a meaning on the word sceptic, it is

extremely well said. The last man, there-

fore, one should think, to fall into self-

deceptions and take his own emotions too

seriously—to become, in short, a sentimen-

talist—would be the humorist. But pre-

cisely this has happened more than once.

Sterne, in whom humor is so characteristic

a quality that he has been said to "have
been useful in fixing the sense of the

word," is as typical of the sentimentalist

as is Rousseau, who had no spark of humor
in him. The two characters mingle in some
measure in Carlyle. It would be a study
worth someone's while to discover the

points of harmony between such seeming
incongruities as the sentimental and the

humorous temperament.

"And between the lines of them," says

Mr. Henry James in exposition of M. de
Maupassant's short tales, '

' we seem to read

of that partly pleasant and wholly modern
invention, a roving existence in which, for

art, no impression is wasted. M. de Mau-
passant," Mr. James adds, "travels, ex-

plores, navigates, shoots, goes up in bal-

loons, and writes. He treats of the north

and of the south, evidently makes * copy

'

of everything that happens to him, and, in

the interest of such copy and such happen-

ings, ranges from Etretat to the depths of

Algeria."

For M. de Maupassant even to the depths

of Algeria is not so far from home as might
be ; and it is to be noted that, in the main,

only by glimpses from between the lines

do we catch sight in him of the exercise of

that " wholly modern invention," a roving

existence in search of artistic impressions.

The most admirable of his tales are admir-

able in themselves and quite apart from

any foreignness of scene or of people. But
there is a body of imaginative writers who,

if stripped of their foreignness, would be

left well-nigh naked ; and yet so resound-

ing a triumph has crowned their excursions

into the uttermost parts of the earth that

one might almost infer that the only sure

proof of original genius in a novel or a

poem is that it gets from home at least as

far as Kurdistan.

It would be absurd to deny the clever-

ness with which many of these writers do
their work. They would be noteworthy for

their enterprise and industry alone. It is

no small matter, even with our present

speed and comfort of travel, to run half

round the earth in search of materials for

a tale. It is no small matter to find them,

however far one goes. And, finally, it is

no small matter, but, on the contrary, a

very great matter, a matter only rarely com-

passed, to use them effectively, wherever

found. Nevertheless, there is in the pre-

vailing fashion for novelty and remoteness

an excess, and a blindness to what con-

stitutes true artistic creation, that give

token of its proving one of the most tran-

sient of literary fashions.

If it do not prove a transient fashion,

where is it going to end ? A limit is more
than conceivable to the discovery of new
lands and new peoples. "With travellers inire

and simple, historians, scientists, philos-

ophers, merchants, missionaries, all work-

ing at it, as well as novelists and poets, tlie
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freshness must get rubbed off of every foot

of the globe by a day not inconsiderably re-

mote. "Within the last three or four years it

has got pretty well removed from Japan, up-

per India, southern Africa, and the islands

of the South Sea. If, then, novelties in

geography and ethnology are to continue a

high concern of imaginative literature, what
is to become of the novelist and the poet

of the end of the next century ? Or, if by
the closest picking they manage to make
the earth still yield them sustenance for

their crafts, how will fare the novelist and

the poet of the century following ? They,

surely, must go empty ; unless, perchance.

Mars be opened up.

However, whether the fashion itself prove

transient or not, most of the works pro-

duced under it must, I think, prove so.

The masterpieces in literature, the produc-

tions whose durability is no longer open to

question, depend for their effect remarkably

little on mere strangeness of character or

of scene. It is their great value that they

portray people so nearly akin to ourselves,

and in perplexities and crises so suggestive

of our own. They have been, for the most

part, emphatically national and have kept

near home. And this has had much to do

with establishing them in the fond regard

of readers of their own race ; for, however

readers may enjoy being whisked hither

and thither for a momentary sensation and

change, their hearts' solid contentment is

drawn, in the long run, most surely from

familiar scenes. But while national, the

literary masterpieces have been national

even only in a large way, and might have

been laid one place almost as well as an-

other. They suggest, in comparison with

the literature that is always straining after

the passing novelty, the familiar criticism

of John Aubrey on Shakespeare. " His
comoedies," said Aubrey, "will remaine witt

as long as the English tongue is understood,

for that he handles viores fiom'inum ; now
our present writers reflect so much upon
particular persons and coxcombeities, that

20 years hence they will not be understood."

True, the fashion here in question is not

precisely the one deprecated by Aubrey in

the dramatists of the Eestoration. But
the two are identical in that under them
both the author's attention is engrossed

by small outer particulars that must soon
change, or pass entirely away, and which
will then lose most of their interest.

The picture on page 356 of this month's
issue of the Magazine, by an interesting

though a sad coincidence, unites the last

work, as far as we know, of two artists each

in his kind. "The Cedars" was the last

drawing presented to Sceibner's Magazine,
and we think to any periodical, by Mn.
Christopher Pearse Cranch, the poet and
painter; and with it he had intended to

publish some lines of verse which had not

reached the Magazine at the time of his last

illness. The engraving of this picture was,

as far as is known, the last finished work of

importance of Frederick Juengling, one of

the foremost of American engravers, who be-

gan it during a visit to Europe made for the

benefit of health which unfortunately never

was restored. The picture increases this

curious interest by the fact that, although

drawn by the venerable poet after most of

his active work had ceased, and engraved

when Juengling was already ill, it represents

the powers of both men at their best.
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WAY back— was it 1872?— Cincinnati encum-
bered itself with a musical festival. I have a dim
recollection of its being the very first—an incep^

tion of Teutonic ingenuity, inculcating in the

native art public an appreciation leading to, and
crowned at last by, the erection of Springer Music Hall. Dur-
ing that particular month of May of which I speak the town
led a highly festooned existence, with much and vigorous dem-

onstration of the kind so indispensable to all German " Jubelund
Festtage." The event, however— quite apart from the significant

ejjoch in the city's history—w^as incidental to an episode that to me
had the force and suddenness of a revelation.

In and out of the crowd surging about the crude structure—the

smell of the fresh, unpainted pine of

the "Sanger -Halle," mingling with
the odor of budding trees, wafted
across from Washington Park—a boy
was busily hawking ordinary Japan-
ese fans. I think they were the first

I had ever seen, and I became, what
must have seemed to him, an amazing,
if somewhat critical buyer. As enthu-
siastic a student, as I had been before
an extravagant customer, I hung over
the treasure, providently exploring
my vast and fascinating prize.

The magnificent Japanese display at the Centennial Exhibition, in 187(), aug-

mented the wild desire that had grown up in me to some day visit this country

of art. In the years slipping by my aspiration was cherished oidy as an idle

day-dream, and—like all dreams—fast T)ecame dim and indistinct, when sudden-
ly I awoke to find it revived in the golden reality. I was on my way to Japan.

We had approached tlie coast during the night.

The sound of the steamer's whistle was still in my ears as I awoke the next
moi
beat

t IP

m
Sketch from the Steamer-deck along the Coast.

i-ning with a vague sense of ai)prehensi()n. In place of the full throb and
t, the engine's pulsations seemed strangely faint and feeble, and it hardly

Copyright, ISillJ, by Charles Scnbiiers Sons. All riKhls reserved
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"The Sampans.

needed the renewed shriek— strained

and hoarse, as if irritated by its efforts

—to tell the cause of the ship's half-

speed. That there Avas fo^i^ was only too

apparent in the sickly and chalky light

which found its way through the blurred
port-hole. Xor was a more ex2:)ansiye

yiew of the situation as seen from the

deck conducive to anythin*^ but impa-
tient staring- and an oyer-abundant yex-

ation which this change in the weath-
er had brought about. The air was
bleak, and filled with the drizzle of

the fog pressing in on us from all

around. It was easier, in the rawness
of the cold, to believe in the closing in

of an Arctic winter than the actual

spring at hand which favored this June
morning with so remarkable a phe-

nomenon. Shivering, I walked about
the slippery deck, listlessh' watching
the coolie sailors at their various tasks

of preparing the ship for port, and
colliding, at the companion-ways, with

precipitate ^^^ssengers that gradually

drifted into groups about the com-
fort-<j^iving smoke-stacks. Yokohama,
our destination, never seemed farther

away, and could be barely credited with

a mundane existence at all.

Imperceptibly, and certainly quite as

unexi)ectedly, the fog lifted, and broke

into sliifting banks. About us stretched

the immense expanse of Yedo Bay,
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smooth, lazy, and gleaming with the

sheen of satin in the oj^alescent light.

The sun, veiled, formed of the sky a

shimmering silver dome, made irides-

cent here and there the floating mist,

flashed brokenly in luminous streaks,

and sent out into the distance a wealth
of tender, rose-tipped shafts to where
—hovering in the air, intangible as a

rainbow, high above the land-blurring
vapor— appeared the snow - topped
crown of Fuji-Yama. The land, close to

the left of us, might have had, even with
better opportunity to judge, character-

istics similar to other coasts ; but now
there was no mistaking this country
for any other—this w^as Japan.

It was while I was busy in my state-

room below, in a heated search for the
inevitable last few and scattered belong-
ings, and wasting energy over refractory

valises and trunk-locks, that I heard the

rattling chain of the anchor plunging

.r^
^/ h
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"A girl looking back over her shoulder."

—

Page 400.

At-

A Cloth-bound Head.

overboard. When I finally found my-
self free from the wiles of a particularly

time-robbing shawl-strap, I hurried on
deck. The first sight of the harbor was
rather disappointing. As we lay at some
distance out, Yokohama presented itself

as a panorama ; but, like nearly all pan-
oramas, it was monotonous, and except-

ing a certain Oriental setting of verd-

ured "bluffs" and hills, uninteresting
enough. There was too much that was
uncompromisingly ugly in the incon-

gruous mixture of Western and Eastern
architecture to admit of even passing
interest. As a whole, the bustling port,

with its " common-the-world-over " as-

pect, seemed j^rosperous and very enter-

prising. As everything dej^ends upon
the point of view, I dare say to a mer-
cantile eye the spacious harbor, with its

bristling population of ships, appeared
successful enough ; Ifound myself quar-

relling with it only on personal grounds
—as the background to the picture in

the immediate vicinity of the steamer it

was a lamentable failure.

Here, on the other hand, was abun-
dant proof that we had reached Japan
in the SAvarm of crowding sampans sur-

rounding us like a large scliool of fisli

—

boats of unpainted fir gleaming bright-

ly in the sunlight, of a build unlike any
seen elsewhere, curiously put togetlier

(a row of sunken copper cleets being
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the only bit of metal apparently used in

them), and liavinii' the double adYanta,i2:e

of utility and trim decoration. There
mi.uht have been perhaps in the odd
hiiili steni-])ie('es, even the fiat bottoms
(were it not for the straw matting and
hibaehi), and, to a certain extent, in the

skilful manner of handling- the strange

spliced oar, a dim suggestion of the

it had been whispered—a rumor not un-
mixed with some degree of malice, and
emanating, I hasten to add, from the
smoking-room—Avas coming to Japan
to devote herself to missionary work.
I sa}' it with all deference due such a
sensibility as she displayed, that I

shared, perhaps equally, the shock re-

ceived by a sense of propriety in see-

' « ^

Wt

The Slushy Rice Field.

boats in old, far-aw\ay, Venetian days.

But of a certainty the occupants could
not have been mistaken for any other
than Japanese—these small, wdry, dark-

skinned people could belong to no other
race.

This color-splashed crowd of half-

naked natives, in full cry for patron-
age, was so splendid, so delightfully,

confusingly picturesque, that I was lost

to all else about me, and expended on
them all my powers of observation.

And it was only Avhen, in my vicinity,

a lady passenger gasped, "Oh, my!
aren't tliey horrid ? " and wdth height-
ened color fled, that I Avas recalled to

my immediate surroundings. The lady,

ing such reckless disregard of wearing
apparel. But wdiereas she found fault

with tineh' bronzed forms bared of

nearly all clothing, I, on the other

hand, w^as incensed at the com23lacent

scarecrows which those natives, wear-

ing our costume, had made of them-
selves. And while it was easy to see

tliat the lady might prefer the hybrid

creature, a caricature decked out in bil-

lycock hat and congress gaiters, and gen-

erally riotous as to the fit and color

—

but clothed withal—I, on the contrary,

confess to feeling a keen, even fierce ex-

ultation in the fine natural unconscious-

ness of a people wOio can afford to luxu-

riate in the quiet dignity of a loin-cloth.
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m:mx-

Shop Curtains.

No doubt the proper way should have
been to ^o ashore j^er sampan. But in

the trym<j^ moment of facino' problems
of so new and exceptional a kind, it was
timidit}' more than desire that checked
me in g-enerously offering sug^i^estions

to the Japanese friend who was with
me. And it was only after clambering
down the ship's ladder and scrambling
over a few intermediate sampans, and
reaching the Avheezy little tug—dodging
showers of slushy soot and cinders as
we sputtered along, and passing some
radiantly complacent fellow-passengers
in the clean-matted boats—that I re-

gretted my taciturnity and felt that a
mistake had been made.

There was little formality on the part
of the officials at the custom-house ex-

amination. With unruffied mien, and
a consciousness of superior 2)rivileges

which even the least important of us
at times assume, we awaited our turn.

AVe held ourselves, in a measure, to be
visitors to the Japanese people at large.

An invitation had been extended from
the Japanese Government through the

Commissioners of the Third National
Exhibition at Tokyo, and presented to

us by the consul before leaving New
York. When we produced this hiero-

glyphic sesame, the official affal^ly sup-

plemented his bow with cabalistic signs

with a lump of chalk on our unopened
trunks and baggage, and we were free,

feeling equal to any hospitality the

country might offer.

My very first impressions of Yoko-
hama will always remain vague and
blurred. We expected to go on to

Tokyo as soon as the pleasant little

farce at the customs had concluded.
There was an interval of a few hours
before a train would start—ample time
for a call which my friend w^anted to

make, and in which he wished me to

join him. All this was deliberated in

the midst of a lot of clamoring jinriki-

sha-men ; of the ride itself which fol-

lowed I have, however, a brighter recol-

lection, impressing me as it did with
the decidedl}^ uncanny feeling of a per-

haps somewhat overgrown infant taken
out for an airing.

I had purchased, before leaving San
Francisco, a diary—something small and
comj^act that could easily follow me and
be always at hand—a new and untried
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experiment which I promised shouhl be

a thing of curiosity to my friends at

home afterward as well as a benefit to

myself. While it has perhaps realized

expectation as to the first, its tanta-

lizing unreliability, only exceeded by its

brevity, makes it of doubtful success in

the other respect. All I tind are these

thing. Room a mere shell, nothing in

way of furniture unless a kakemono
and a flowering twig in bronze bowl
standing in queer recess in one of the
walls could be called such. Everything
about seemed remote—'was I really

seeing it at all ' I kept thinking. Tea
was brought . . . some sweetmeats

Gun-hammer Queue.

not very stimulating notes :
"

.

Went at once to the house of a friend of

S.'s, and suddenly dropped into the qui-

et strangeness of Japanese life. Took
off shoes before entering. While so en-

gaged saw how perfectly formed was
the little foot of the girl standing b}^

me on veranda waiting to usher us into
the guest-room. This same little per-
sonage, placing some s(iuares of wad-
ded silk on matted floor, slid down on
knees and bowed her head till forehead
touched the Hoor, murmuring sonie-

—small, aniline red and green globes,

tasting like marrons glaces. After the

awkward introduction to S.'s friend

—

he speaks only Japanese—got u}) from
floor, my Western joints altogether un-

prepared for the ordeal of crossing my
legs a la Japouaise, to examine the neat

woodwork and carpentry of room. Ate
Japanese food for first time—repast in

sliape of lunch—forget wliat S. called

it. A vegetable souj), fish (boiled), and
with it a delightful affair, the root of

lily ;—eggs, and a few more vegetables,
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tea, rice, and warm sakr. I manai^ecl to

feed myself somehow with th(^ chop-
sticks—seemed to get evervthiug where
it was not wanted and nothing where
it was. Hinted to S.

to make j^roper ex-

cuses ; went through
a queer kind of eti-

(pu'tte of drinking
sake with host. All I

could do was to smile

and look pleasant to

what seemed a kind of

sober and rather im-
pressive ' AVell-here's-

vour-very-good-health
— I'm - very - glad to

have - met - you, per-
formance.' Hurried
away to catch 2.10

train for Tokyo."
80 much for the

diary. It might as

easily have been a

dream for the little

retained of the living

reality of a day so

filled with frequent and startling reve-

lations. It is hard to own to it, but all

has faded away completely—all but the

jerking, rattle-jointed skeleton exhibited

above. I do dimly remember—and the

impressions partake more of the nature
of a series of prints from under-exposed
plates than anything else—a vista of

strange streets, stranger architecture,

shapeless blurs that stand for figures

;

one or two others of closer focus, the ob-

ject occuppng the greater part of the

field ; a head, cloth - bound, dark - vis-

aged almost to fierceness, the steady

eyes looking into mine with inscrut-

able thoughts behind them ; shadows
from gnarled pines along the sides,

making of the street a crumpled kake-

mono ; a girl looking back over her

shoulder, with powdered neck and flash-

ing liigh lights on her lacquered, black,

wobbling clogs, and the like more.
The railway between Yokohama and

Tokyo, with its European system of

cars, is only one of the many anachro-
nisTiis whicli a perhaps over-confiding

rubbing with the West has brought
about. Everywhere over the land is

apparent an over-reaching haste on the

part of the Japanese to acquire the

A Head.

mark of the beast. Innovation takes
the place of renovation—the spirit of

the nineteenth century, materialized in

the person of the surveyor, is hard at it

levelling moats and
old ramparts, and lay-

ing out boulevards
through the (h'brh of

many an ancient pal-

ace. The days of
Feudalism are long
past ; the most lovely

halls and spacious
grounds of Daimyo
and Lord have made
way for a modern Eu-
ropean hotel or bank
building. It is, of

course, more than use-

less to lament the de-

pressing fact that the
Japanese disj^lay a

wonderful alacrity to

pull do^ai and destroy
everything, and to

adopt anj'thing that

will tend to show
their mad desire to keejj abreast with
the rest of the world.

Wi
Peter.
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Sueli reflections hardly troubled my
miud at the time, as I dodged about
from side to side in the coupe, to catch

a glimpse of the country on our way
to Tokyo. Nor did I feel deterred
from utilizing the comfort and speed
of the modern raihvay train, or get

less enjoyment from any disturbing

thoughts of what the journey must
have been under more primitive condi-

tions, and when even tlie more modern
jinrikisha, was an unthought - of lux-

ury.

There were large tracts that remind-
ed me of Holland in their far-stretch-

ing simplicity— landscapes similar in

the slight, thin lines of limbless trees

breaking a^'ainst the skv in Corot-like

delicacy ; in the woody clumps Avhere

thatched roofs nestled in cool shade,

but totally unlike in the Oriental attri-

butes of slushy rice-lields, tea-planta-

tions, bamboo-groves, etc. There were
isolated spots and places where the

arbor-trained pear-trees even recalled

Italy for the moment ; but on the

whole, a country peculiarly distinct

and different from any other I had yet

seen. It would be hard to say just in

what the principal characteristic lies,

unless it be in a certain robust rugged-
ness coupled with vegetation almost
tropical and rankly profuse ; a coun-
try, however, that, Avhile res2)lendent

with natural beauties, would, perhaps,

appeal to the botanist more than to

a temperament which loves vegetation

less for its own sake than as a paint-

able background for the works of man.
A country, moreover, teeming every-

where with life—in the fields of sprout-

ing rice where rows of doubled-up fig-

ures, in tucked kimono, handled and
fingered the tender roots ; in the mead-
ows, still brown with last year's weeds,

with groups busy in clearing the ground
f(n' the seed. To see them in the mel-
lowing glow of a hazy June afternoon,

in their colored costumes among the

dried, ochre-tinted stubble, on the min-
iature dykes, or in the roadway, was of

ever -recurring pastoral picturesque-
ness. But best of all was to see here
and there the ruddy, salmon-toned
bodies of some field-laborers—stripped
of all save the snowy white loin-cloth

—

at work hea2)ing brush on smouldering

fires, and wreathed in the sinuous thick

smoke. Such a thing seemed a gra-

cious gift of nature ; a pleasure easier

felt than described.

Every now and then the train pulled
up at a little station, prosaically trim
and precise—as these afiairs must be, I

suppose—and as suddenly jerked me
back into a befitting realization of mod-
ernity. The platform bustled into spas-

modic life with the shuffle and clatter

of clogs. A brief dela}^ of amusing ir-

ruption and absorption of fellow-trav-

ellers, then on again into the sunny
country beyond

;
past the rich and

teeming fields, filled w^ith workers, dig-

ging, delving, manure-spreading
;
past

sleepy villages, till, skirting for a mo-
ment the bay at Shinagawa, we open a

vista of glassy waters, flecked with sail

;

of clear-toned sky, streaked here and
there by the trailing smoke of distant

steamers. And then— I hesitate to

write it — a thickening, not to say

The Baby.

sickening, maze of brick walls, reeking

chimneys of shoj^ and factory, a final

plunge into the midst of the paraj^her-

nalia of an elaborate railway yard. We
had arrived.

Once in Tokyo the attempt at de-

scription becomes more perplexing.
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Street Scene in Tokyo.

There was in a letter or two written at

the time a wild attempt to put my
novel impressions into words, of Avliich

this fragment may give some idea

:

"
. . . I am l)usy collecting my

scattered ideas, and come to a realiz-

ing sense that it is not all a dream !

"Can I make plain to you the reality

of something which even to me seems
as yet unreal, and haunts me with the
belief that I sliall surely wake up and
find mj'self back in the little room at

the Benedick. This dread keeps me
rushing about trying to crowd days
into hours. Can I give you an idea of

Japan ? Perhaps I can answer best by
asking, Was there ever lover that

blurted out his feelings in Avords in-

telligible enough to be of the least sat-

isfaction to his dearest and most pa-

tient of chums—or to himself for that

matter ?

"
. . . I expected much of it (Ja-

pan)—I expected to be interested—fas-

cinated ; I was even prepared to lind

—

to find it go beyond my e\])ectation,

but I was hardly prei^ared to drop into

a new world. And yet a world not al-

together unfamiliar—the thousand and
one things that go to make uj) its sur-
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1/

The Unconventional in Wearing Apparel.

face life having, in a way, become fa-

miliar through its Art. I am only
brought face to face with the breathing
reality of it—a reality, neyertheless, so

eluding that there is nothing to guide
one in forming comparisons with Avhat

you may have seen or felt before. Life

is on another— a different plane. If

one could make the comparison it

would have to be with such dead and
gone ciyilizations as Greece and Egypt.
Do you recall in some of our chats

about Fortuny my speaking of the

Orient as a conundrum, which with all

their cleyerness, Gerome,
Fromentin even, failed to

answer satisfactorily ? It

was left for Fortuny to

solve the riddle. Yes, I

flatter myself that I hit the

nail squarely there. AVhat
Morocco, Tangiers, was to

his genius, that Japan holds

out to the first man great

enough to grasp it. Does
the thought leave a pleas-

ant taste in your mouth ?

It does in mine, accustomed
as it is to the ashes from
many a loaf of Life's bread."

At first the bustling thor-

oughfares seemed like so

many turns of kaleido-

scopes. There was a

crowded foregroun d—

a

confused and blurred mid-
dle distance. A soft, sil-

very light, diffused a peculiar quality of

color over the sombre monotony of Jap-
anese architecture— a light of pearly
tenderness, rarely noticed in America,
but not unlike that of some summer
mornings in Venice. In this atmos-
phere the heavy leaden gra}^ of weather-
worn buildings and the overpoAvering
mass of blue, Avhich in all gradations
and the whole gamut of broken tints

forms the fundamental color of Japan-
ese clothing, is finely harmonized ; the
signs and curtains with the black or

white characters hanging before the

shops, the goods and wares exposed in

the open fronts, and the occasional

l)righter bits of red or green in the

kimonos of women and children, afford

a decided and sharp contrast ; while

some rarer spot of white or a glimpse
of the delicate pink or lemon obi of

some j)^ssing musmee— quite apart
from any fascination the wearer may
unconsciously exercise—will attract the

eye involuntarih'. There is, however,
at all times an absence of gayness

;

the streets, lined with strange, promis-
cuous, booth - like shops, thronged as

they always are, preserve an even, sub-
dued aspect. The houses of unpaint-
ed wood, unpicturesque in themselves,

present in the conglomerate a bristling

jagged line, spotted with signs and
fluttering sun-screens of sombre reds,

/
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grays, and blues, sufficiently qualify- ing pages of the "Colloquial." It was
ing for the needs of the painter. not long before I found myself pon-

I was struck more forcibly than I dering over things as mysterious and
can exj^ress with the appearance of the fathondess as any the life outside had
people. The unconventionality in Avear-

ing apparel was j)articularly })leasing to

the eye, haunted as it still was Asitli

the sober meanness of "Western attire.

Clothed often in the sim-

plest of garments, leav-

ing limbs free and unfet-

tered, the bronzed and
finely developed figures

of toiling coolie, itinerant

vender, and strolling
player were very tempt-
ing to the sketcher. The
walk, the attitude, the face

were new—born of other
habits and ways, other
channels of thought, and
exerting the fascination

of an existence strange
to our comprehension.
There haunted me in

these early days a pecu-
liar and pleasing odor

—

which as it faded com-
pletely after a time may
have been but some queer
freak of imagination—

-

that seemed to hover
about everything. Com-
ing often suddenly and
at an unexpected- time
or place, it carried to me
the very embodiment of

the enchantment insep-

arable from things Ori-

ental.

One of my earliest pur-
chases was a " Colloquial
Grammar " and a double-
back - action dictionary,

for I hoj)ed by this dual
aid to learn something of

the language. The con-
sequent study on the four following
days will always be associated for me
with the vivid recollection of a poi-

soiiously green carpet and livid Avails,

Avhich between them divided the room

})ropounded. I soon made one discov-

ery, however. I had laughed only a

few days before Avlien, in my Avander-

ings about the streets, an extraordinary

A Leaf from a Sketch Book.

sign above an o^Dcn shop-front caught
my eye. A small part of the oblong,

Avhite expanse^ at cither end Avas given

over to an artistic assortment of Avrig-

gling hieroglyphics, AA'hile the centre
in the " European-plan " hotel Avliere Avas ()C('U2)ied by the dignified legend,
I had installed myself pro fcniporc. " HoxoiuiiLE Milk." While amused at

With uuAvary confidence and laudable its incongruity I had been puzzled as

enthusiasm I be^'-an fiiig(>ring the leaves to Avhat particular shade of meaning
of the dictionary, and reading the open- it might contain. I found that it Avas
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simply a literal translation. The " Col-

loquial " seemed fairly alive with lion-

orifics. The author says himself that
" no language in the world is more sat-

urated " with them ; and darkly hints

at some damaging qualities which they

inflict on *' not only the vocabulary but
the very grammar itself." Not only is

an exceeding reverence shown the per-

son per se (in which the smallest tot

and hoariest sage have an equal share),

ever3'body being entitled the Honora-
ble This or That ; but in its profuse-

ness it overwhelms even inanimate ob-

jects with polite distinction. Thus
courteously referred to are o yu,

"honorable hot water;" o bake, "an
honorable ghost ;

" o deki mono, " an
honorable pimple or boil." In address-

ing anj'one, however, it behooves the

speaker to allude to—say, his fine resi-

dence— in a befittingly depreciatory''

manner, as " my unworthy hovel
;

"

while with decorous discrimination in

speaking of the hovel of the person
addressed, he will dignify it as " your
honorable abode." It becomes really a

matter of fine art when a person can
juggle with politeness in this way

:

Go burei mdshi-agemashita
August rudeness (I) said- lifted

I was very rude to you,

which with a little patient thought re-

solves itself into—"I may have been
rude to you, but that in itself is suffi-

cient glory, since it was in connection
with so exalted a personage as your-

self." As if it were to plainly say, "I
have had the honor to be rude to you."

To inquire in just what the differ-

ences consist between the Japanese and
our language would prove perhaps as

useless as it certainlywould be tiresome.

Suffice it to say that every part of it was
to me in structure and idioms incom-
prehensibly alien from all that we are

accustomed to. It may be of interest

to give an example from the grammar
I hare been speaking of to show how
baffied and " snarled up " the unsuspi-
ciouh student would be likely to become
confronted with one of these long sen-

tences.

Aru Into ga naga-ya no mao
A certain person (noin.) block of houses of front

Vol. XIII.-41

wo tori masu toki, islii ni tsumazukimaslii-
(accus.) passes time, stone on when he had
tareba, naga-ya no uchi no hito ga
stumbled, block of houses of inside of person (nom.)

baka ni shite, "Aitata!"' to koe
fool to making, "Ah! how painful!" that voice

wo kakemasliTta kara, tsumazuita bito
(accus.) placed because (the) stumbled person
wa, ima-imashii to omoimashlta ga waza to

as for, disagreeable that thought though, purposely

otonashiku, "lya! go men nasainiashi

!

blandly '• Nay ! august excuse deign !

kemasliita no wa, ishi ka to omoimashitara,
kicked thing as for stone? that where as I thought,

anata no hana no saki deshita ka V" to iimashita.
your nose's tip was ? " that (he) said.

A certain man, passing one day in front of a
block of houses, tripped against a stone. There-
upon some one inside the block of houses made
fun of him, and cried out: "Oh, liow I have
liurt myself !

" So he wlio had tripped con-

strained himself to be bland (although he felt

disgusted), and said: ''Oh! pray, excuse me.
I thought that what I had kicked was a stone.

But was it the tip of your nose?
"

To whittle one's way inch by inch

through that without the aid of a

scroll-saw would be an effort to which
the trials of Job were a pleasant pas-

time. And albeit "Japanese—with its

exotic grammar, its still uncertain af-

finities, its ancient literature—is a lan-

guage worthy of more attention than
it has yet received," I felt I could not
give it any more at the time short of

insanity; and reluctantly availing my-
self of the courteous permission ex-

tended by the author of "leaving his

work to the kind indulgence of the

student," thought it best not to med-
dle with Providence in too reckless a

fashion, and put the book away under
lock and key.

In spite of what I have written of the

general picturesqueness, it remains to

be said—however reluctant I always

feel to say it—that the havoc created

in traits, manners, and customs—the

destroying of much that is individual

and characteristic—which the blind

adoption of Western ideas has brought
about, is enormous and depressing.

Especially is it noticeable in the mat-

ter of dress. I found on part of the

male population an unwholesome crav-

ing to shine in borrowed hnery, which
few resisted. All })atronized hair-dress-

ers of Western cult ; the tedious and
perhaps inconvenient mode of queu-
ing the hair had probably been one of

the earliest to be relin(|uished, and the
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modification one of the easiest to ac-

quire. The sight of the pecuHar " ^iin-

hammer" queues in the streets of To-
kyo was a comparatively rare one ; their

wearers were invariably tyj^es of those
trying to stop the hopelessly widening
breaches in crumbling Conservatism.
Was it wholly clinging to old tradi-

tions that helped the women of the

country to re23el AVestern innovations ?

or were other and unsuspected forces

as well at work to keep them from
making any concessions? Be it what
it may, they preserve an individuality

and character totally and delightful-

ly at variance with those of the men.
They are demure and decorous always,

and seemingl}' so by nature ; and in

spite of the slavish subjugation to man
and master, there is a cheerfulness of

disposition about them, a contentment
almost inconceivable of those in their

position. I do not mean to imply that

Western contact has been altogether

without results in their case, but that

the effect has been so slight and insig-

nificant when compared with the whole-

sale and widespread surrender of the

sterner sex ; the concessions made are

so half-hearted and timid, that the few
who w^ear their hair d VeAiropeenne star-

tle one not so much by the incongruity

as by a boldness of assumption incon-

sistent with their character. The sight

of a Japanese woman in European cos-

tume is an exceedingly rare one, I am
glad to say;—the most venturesome
resting content in permitting them-
selves the comfort and convenience of

shawls and parasols.

I longed to leave the hotel with its

lurid enticements of arsenic carpets,

electric buttons and lights, and live

among the people. I was daily hop-
ing to receive from the Governm.ent,
through my friend's intercession, the

pei-mission necessary for such a pro-

ceeding. I was getting restive under
the prolonged delay in the securing of

this " merely nominal official position

—

you know," which was to give me the

—

to me most important—privilege of liv-

ing outside of the foreign concession.

I longed to work, to set up my easel in

a place consistent with the life of the
people about me. It was just as I be-
gan to despair and was driven to make
other and self-devised plans, that I was
helped out of all difficulty in an un-
foreseen w'ay. I fell in with a young
Japanese, a fellow-j)assenger on the
ship out. He was temporarily out of

employ, and intimated his willingness
to be of any service until such a time
as a turn should come in his fort-

unes.

He was a slender, sallow-faced youth,
with the touch of a Western back-street
tailor in the aggressive pertness of his

attire, altogether out of keeping with
the meek deportment of the wearer.

There was, however, at times, under the

thawing influence of our acquaintance,

a mild ostentation, "having-mixed-with-
the-world" air, which, if anything, in-

creased the naivete underlying his nat-

ural unobtrusiveness. His vocabulary
was decidedly limited ;—conversation

acted on his restricted understanding
like a pall, and added not a little to the

difficulty I experienced in putting my
position clearly before him. His kind-

ly disposition and patient forbearance

I " took to " at once ; both were quali-

ties of a kind, it seemed to me, to stand
any strain our relations might impose.

Such was Katsushika Yorikadzu as he
appeared to me in our first and rather

trying interview at the hotel.

"Ah, yis— I see— you wish house.

Can get."

In the first flush of enthusiasm I sug-

gested that this be done—that he get it

then and there—at once.

"Y-e-s," with a quick, bird-like side-

wise tip to the head, and meditatively

eying the question, as it were ;
' bot

—

I thing mus' take prenty time." He
would consult friends, and in the mean-
time we could also in rambling about

be on the lookout for it. Evidently it

was not so easy a problem to solve as

I had expected.
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By Graham R. Tomson.

Now lay thee down to sleep, and dream of me
;

Though thou art dead and I am living yet,

Though cool thy couch and sweet thy slumbers be,

Dream—do not quite forget.

Sleep all the autumn, all the winter long.

With never a painted shadow from the past,

To haunt thee ; only, when the blackbird's song
Wakens the woods at last,

When the young shoots grow lusty overhead,

Here, where the spring sun smiles, the spring wind grieves.

When budding violets close above thee spread
Their small, heart-shapen leaves,

Pass, O Beloved, to dreams from slumber deep
;

Recount the store that mellowing time endears.

Thread, through the measureless mazes of thy sleep,

Our old, unchangeful years.

Lie still and listen—while thy sheltering tree

Whispers of suns that rose, of suns that set

—

For far-off echoes of the spring and me.
Dream—do not quite forget.

AN IRISH PEASANT SONG.

By Louise Imogen Giiiney.

I TRY to knead and spin, but my life is low the while
;

Oh, I long to be alone, and walk abroad a mile
;

Yet when I walk alone, and think of naught at all,

Why from me that's young should the wild tears fall?

The shower-stricken earth, the earth-colored streams.

They breathe on me awake, and moan to me in dreams

;

And yonder ivy fondling the broke castle-wall,

It pulls upon my heart, till the wild tears fall.

The cabin-door looks down a furze-lighted hill,

And far as Lcighlin cross the fields are green and still r

But once I hear a blackbird in Lcighlin hedges call,

The foolishness is on me, and the wild tears fall!
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[To Bev. Edward Irving.]

Mainhill, 3d June, 1820.

My Dear Irving :

For the last three weeks, my con-

science has frequently reproached me
on your account ; and tho' the frigorific

mixture of Hunsteen's terrestrial mag-
netism and Herr Mohs' crystaltography

that my soul was enveloped in, pre-

vented the things from being so acutely

felt as might have been expected, yet

they left the proper wounds behind
them ; and now that I once more
breathe the free air, the balsam ought
to be applied without delay. To speak
without figures—for the present one
has little to recommend it—I shall be
too severely punished if you apply the
lex talion in to me. Of the two, there is

no doubt that I have suffered more se-

verely by my silence. Having no as-

sociate ; living, I might almost say,

only in the abyss of my own thoughts
;

I cannot without pain, lose sight of one
who—widely as we differ on many points

—participates more deeply in my feel-

ings than any other I have met with.

You must not doubt that I shall be a
most exemplary correspondent during
summer ; with proper encouragement,
I propose not to be as long silent again
—if I can help it.

You would derive little pleasure or
profit from a detail of my insipid jour-

ney into Annandale. The road lay over
moors and waste land ; had it been
thro' Tempe or Eden, it would have
made small difference ; the remem-
brance of the days I had spent with
you, and the deep matters we had been
discussing, gave a colour to my ideas

which the aspect of material nature had

little power to alter, and I arrived at

Dumfries the second evening after leav-

ing you, in the same humour nearly as

we parted. Nothing on my journey
pleased me more than the character of

a shepherdess—not, alas ! Arcadian in

person or accommodation—but the wife

of a raw-boned Scottish herd on the

borders of Dumfriesshire. She was dirty

as McClarty of deathless name, her chil-

dren squealed, and her husband grunted
with the pain of a vanishing inflamma-

tory fever ; but whilst I wondered how
human beings could support existence

on such terms, the arrival of three wom-
en from Glasgow revealed a more touch-

ing scene. The husband of one of

these women, on his way from Glasgow
to Dumfries to seek work, had died sud-

denly in that miserable hovel ; his wid-

ow, with three little children, was re-

turning to her own country under the

guidance of her mother and sister ; the

tears of these poor forlorn creatures,

the genuine heart-felt sympathy and be-

nevolence of poor McClarty altogether

formed a picture which moved me deep-

ly. When I left the " crib "—wishing
that I were but an angel to relieve these

unfortunates— I could not help ask-

ing : How is it that this poor slut, who
has never read of sympathy or exam-
ined Sterne and the " Man of Feeling,"

can yet experience a sentiment so warm
and profound? How have the hard-

ships, the penury, the discomfort of her

own situation failed to shut her heart

against the hardships, the penury, and
discomfort of others ? Does experi-

ence teach her imagination to represent

such evils more vividly ? Does refine-

ment lead to naked egotism, as some
pretend ? Why or how does it happen ?
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I could not say at all ; and so winded
on my way without deciding- the point.

Nothing material has occurred to me
since I returned to Mainhill. I wrote
the first half of Hunsteen and trans-

lated, from the German, the first half

of Mohs ; I rejoice that I have so far

done with them. Are not such things

the vaccination of science, as Napoleon
spoke? Elle ne durera ^:>a.s' cinquante

ans. Except a brief visit to Ruthwell,

I have scarcely been from home since

my arrival—my excursions in the world
of literature have scarcely been wider.

Rousseau's Contrat Social—in spite of

the frightful notoriety which circum-

stances gave it—seems little calculated

for a remote posterity. The misan-

thrope of Geneva resembles a certain

great Doctor more than many of cither's

admirers are aware. With respect to

Goethe's Faust—if I were at your side

you should hear of nothing else for

many hours ; and sorry am I that your
brows will suddenly contract—if I give

free scope to my notions even by this

imperfect vehicle. I wish Goethe were
my countryman, I wish—O, how I wish
—he were my friend. It is not for his

masterly conception of human nature—

•

from the heroes of classical story down
to the blackguards of a Leipsic alehouse

—that I admire him above all others;
his profound sentiment of beauty, his

most brilliant delineations of all its

varieties—his gayety of head and melan-
choly of heart, open all the floodgates

of my sympathy. Faust is a wonderful
tragedy. I doubt if even Shakespeare
with all his powers had sadness enough
in his nature to understand the arid

and withered feelings of a passionate
spirit, worn out by excessive studies

and the want of all enjoyment ; to de-

lineate the chaos of his thoughts when
the secrets of nature are bared before
him ; to depict his terrible volition and
the bitter mockery of the demon gives

scope to that volition. All this and
much more is done by Goethe ; and but
for his spmking cats and a good deal

besides of a like stamj), I should be an
unexcepting admirer of the execution.
Upon the whole, I advise you strongly
to persist in German. These people
have some muscle in their frames.

Enough of the polishing and burn-

ishing of our Gallic friends—commend
me to Fichte rather than Voltaire. I

tell you, go on with German—I will

lend the very best of Schiller's plays

—

(I have lately got them all from Ewan
of Kirkcaldy) as soon as they are bound.
We shall have another point of union
by this means ; if I had studied Italian

still another.

But I must quit these prospects—or
bring you in for a double postage.
Have you heard from Pears or Dickson ?

I have got two marvellous letters from
the former. He invites me strongly to

go and witness his school's examina-
tion. John seems to enjoy some meas-
ure of composure at Alnwick, if Castle-

reagh would let him be. I had a kind
of proposal made to me afar off by Allen
to go and teach at York—the answer
was some further inquiries about the

affair ; and since I began to write I

have got another letter from Allen sig-

nifying that the place in question is

disposed of ; but inviting me strongly
to go and see York in summer. Que
deviendrai-je ? no matter, write to me
soon—if you have any charity. (Kindest
respects to Messrs. Grahame and Hope.)

Ever yours,

Thomas Carlyle.

[To Rev. Edward Irving.^

Mainhill, 14th August, 1821.

My Dear Irving :

All hands being off to the Lamb fair,

and I sole master of this house, so si-

lent at this hour, I devote the morrow
of my return home to discharging a

debt which I have calculated on the

pleasure of discharging any time these

three weeks. Yesterday, from the pe-

riod of my leaving Edin'^ to that of my
arrival here—from six o'clock in the

morning to 11 at night—was a series of

fatigues and disappointments and dis-

comforts ; but a warm welcome awaited

me at the end ; and to-day I have been
out breathing the free breeze of my
own hills, I have looked at the fields,

green as a new-dug emerald ; I have
seen all things, living and lifeless, hap-

py ; and I feel happy myself to T)ear

them company. So I am going to

write with great alacrity.

Perhaps for a moment I experienced
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some sliade of re<2:ret when you told me
of the necessary faihire of our travel-

ling' project. The thousand pleasures

I miijht have enjoyed rushed at once
upon my mind, and the recollection

that they were gone came along with
the idea of them ; but a very brief con-

sideration showed me that my own for-

tune, not yours, was to be blamed in

the affair. The truth is if you had not
disappointed me, I must have disajD-

poiiited you ; the state of ni}'- health

Avas such as to forbid the hope of enjoy-

ing anything or letting another enjoy
anything in my company. You do not
believe in any of these imaginations.

My earnest prayer is that you may
never believe in them. I was once as

sceptical as yourself on that head ; till

a stern experience convinced me far too

well. Such disorders, I now, to my sor-

row, feel convinced, are the heaviest ca-

lamity, the very heaviest, that the lot of

life has in store for mortals. The bod-
ily pain is nothing or next to nothing

;

but alas for the dignity of man ! The
evil does not stop here. No strength
of soul can avail you ; this malady will

turn that very strength against your-
self ; it banishes all thought from your
head, all love from your heart—and
doubles your wretchedness by making
you discern it. O ! the long, solitary,

sleepless nights that I have passed

—

wdtli no employment but to count the
pulses of my ovni sick heart—till the
gloom of external things seemed to ex-

tend itself to the very centre of the
mind, till I could remember nothing,
observe nothing ! All this magnificent
nature aj^peared as if blotted out, and
a grey, dirty, dismal vapour filled the
immensity of S2)ace ; I stood alone in

the universe—alone, and as it w^ere a
circle of burning iron enveloped the

soul—excluding from it every feeling

but a stony-hearted, dead obduracy,
more befitting a demon in its place of

woe than a man in the land of the liv-

ing ! I tell you, my friend, nothing
makes me shudder to the inmost core—nothing but this. One's spirit may
be bruised and broken by moral afflic-

tions ; but at least it will break like the

spirit of a man ; moral affections will

irradiate its painful strugglings, and
the last gleam of being will be pure if

it is feeble. But here—I declare I will

not speak another word on the subject.

I can hardly excuse myself for saying
so much—except by trjdng to sujjpose

that it was intended partly for other
purposes than those of a common vale-

tudinarian. It is too true that I have
been a very ill-conditioned person for a

long while ; and you, who least of all

deserved it, have not escaped without a

share of my ill-humour. You must con-

vince 3^ourself, if possible, that all this

proceeded from phj'sical causes : call

me an atrahiliar, but not an ingrate. I

shall get well here ; and then I am per-

suaded you will reckon me a very decent
character. In fact, it is high time I

were well—above all if the effect which
I have predicted is indeed the conse-

quence of luellness. I have had no leis-

ure for many days to think of any-

thing, the pain has so distracted me
;

and my faculties have all taken into the

wildest courses, the whole inward man
has become extravagant, unearthly. I

require imperiously to be overhauled
and severely castigated every way. If

I could so employ my rustication ! I

shall long for you often, tho' you never
censure me—I hardly know another
that has any right to do it. "Immacu-
late man !

" you exclaim : not so, sir
;

but every crime has its j^roper court.

The Quorum, for instance, cannot go
beyond five pounds sterling.

I was dreadfully busy for the last

five weeks of my stay in Edin^ writing

day and night, when sleeplessness and
so forth had rendered me a fitter in-

mate for a Bedlam than a study. I

was labouring at an account, the weak-
est in nature, of the Netherlands, New-
foundland, etc.—when a new call was
made upon me. And from whom ?

No other than our unforgotten Francis
Dickson, crying bitterly for one line

from Europe. I have not given it him
yet ; but I will soon. He had kind re-

membran(^es to you, of course.

Frank is evidently not happy in his

l^lace. He is not healthy ; has too

much Avork to manage ; and the people,

he says, are in the fishing state—not

the hunting as other savages—because

they have nothing to hunt. He mocks,
however, and sneers and swaggers as

usual. I feel for poor Frank : he is a
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kind of bastard genius, and I honour
even a natural child of that family. I

shall write to him very soon.

Quite a different individual—a friend

of ours—was asking for me here lately

—William Grahame, of Burnswark. I

fear he has left the province
;
yet I

have scouts on the outlook for him all

over Lockerby to-day, and still enter-

tain some hope of seeing him. Bid
him write, if I fail. " He is the freest,

best talker " they say here " excepting
"

—I shall not mention the exception now.
Nothden's Grammar is gone to Had-

dington. I saw the fair pupil in Edin-
burgh. She is certainly the most—fit

to read German of any creature I have
met with. Take no fear of those peo-

ple, I tell you. They are good men

—

some are even excellent. Schiller, for

example, you most certainly would like.

He has all the innocence and purity of

a child, mth the high talents and strong
volitions of a man : a rare union, of

which I never but in one instance saw
anything like a living example. The
trash of Germany, their Kotzebues and
his spawn, I know little of, very little,

and yet enough. We shall eschew
them altogether. My paper is done

—

and I have not spoken the five-hun-

dredth part of my mind. Write to me
whenever you want to get a second
fraction ; it will be a double pleasure
to me here. My best regards to your
mother and sister.

I am always,

your friend,

Thomas Caelyle.

[To D. Hope, Esq., Glasgow.]

3 Moray Street, Leith Walk,

23d March, 1822.

My Dear Sir :

I received your kind letter in due
time ; and should have acknowledged
that mark of your attention long ago,

had I not been excused in my own eyes
by the expectation you held out to me
of an opportunity to acknowledge it

more agreeably by word of mouth, in

your visit to Edin^, which I then
thought was near at hand. " February "

is come and gone, and you have not
showni face. I continue, however, to

expect you : and by way of fortifying

your purpose to beat up my quarters
when 3^ou arrive, I am going to foist

this sheet into a packet of Mr. Irving's,

which I have already loaded with letters

to him and Mr. Grahame, thus making
it a messenger to nearly all of the very
few friends I reckon as mine within the
bounds of your extensive city.

Some account of your projected mar-
riage had reached me while in Annan-
dale : but I received your authentic de-
tail of the business with fresh interest

—not only as it explained a rather curi-

ous transaction, but as it afforded me a
proof of your confidence, which I am
very proud of thinking I possess in

such a matter. Various thoughts strike

me on considering that business ; and
certainly the most agreeable of them is

the clear persuasion that you have acted
with perfect integrity and honour—nay,

with even scrupulous attention to the
interest of others, and an almost culpa-
ble neglect of your own, throughout the
whole negotiation. As for the loss it-

self I am not sure that you have much
cause for regret, when all is reckoned
up. The young lady's conduct I can
find an explanation if not an excuse for,

and the evidence of testimony forces me
to believe that her general demeanour
displayed many graceful qualities. But
she was a person of genius, if I mistake
not : and much as I admire, not to say
idolize, that characteristic in a mistress
(or stveetheart, as we call it), I confess

I should pause before recommending
it to any honest man in a wife. These
women of genius, sir, are the very
d—1, when you take them on a wrong
tack. I know very well, that I myself

—

if ever I marry, which seems possible at

best—am to have one of them for my
helpmate ; and I expect nothing but
that our life will be the most turbu-

lent, incongruous thing on earth—

a

mixture of honey and wormwood, the

sweetest and the bitterest—or, as it

were, at one time the clearest sunshiny
weather in nature, then whirlwinds and
sleet and frost ; the thunder and light-

ning and furious storms—all mingled
together into the same season—and the

sunshine always in the smallest quan-
tity ! Judge how you would have rel-

ished this : and sing with a clieerful

heart, E'en let the bonny lass gang !
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Before lonii" I trust to see you more
happily iiiated than you coukl have
been iu this instance. There is no
happiness, proj^erly speaking, I am
tokl, without a good wife : so I counsel
you to bestir yourself while it is in sea-

son. I i)ro2)liesy that you will make an
excellent husband to any lady worthy of

you ; and I doubt not in due time to

have the hapj^iness of seeing your hos-

pitable fireside enlivened and adorned
as I and all your friends could wish.

You know the old story of the scissors :

a i^ingJe blade of them is good for no-
thing but scraping a trencher or so

;

together they clip everything before
them, from cambric up to white iron.

What a lesson to bachelors and sj^in-

sters

!

I designed to give you a full picture
of all my doings here ; but not having
room or time now, I must refer you to

our friends Irving and Grahame, either

of whom will give you ample satisfac-

tion on every point.

They will tell you how I am ^^artly in

the prospect of entering as tutor into an
English family against August ; how I

am writing sometimes, often meditating
to write, and not unfrequently on the

verge of being sent to pot entirely, by
the ivorst of stomachs.

I had likewise some news in store for

you, but not of imj^ortance enough that

you should regret the want of them.
In our native Annandale there is noth-
ing but embarrassment. The farmers
all are j^overty-struck to a man ; so are

all that depend on them, of course. A
striking proof of their necessity in Hod-
am parish is the fact that even Sliarpe

has at last consented to a reduction.

Irving, as you know, was here preaching
lately. Nothing since the days of Knox
or the Erskines has excited so much
speculation in the theological world as

his appearance here. They think him
the cleverest and strangest person they
have ever fallen in with. The talk has
been interrupted a little by a ridiculous

prediction, imj^uted to Professor Les-
lie, that horrible convulsions were to

occur in the atmosphere last Friday

—

none of which occurred—l)ut it is not
exhausted yet. He was touching on
the Catechisms : I could fancy the

Closehead folks, if he had read that ser-

mon to them, all rising as one man to

cast him forth of the Tabernacle, or at

least withdrawing en masse, with the

most wintry air imaginable, and leaving

him to utter his "heresies" to empty
benches and bare walls. At Edin^ they
proceeded more moderately : some ad-

mired, several did not, most knew not
what to think. I have not listened to

a sermon displaying equal mind in my
whole life.

But you see, my dear sir, that I must
now " cease to darken counsel bywords
without wisdom." I have spent an hour
very merrily in chatting with you, and
shall go to sleep no worse for it. I ex-

pect to S2:)end several hours with you
still more agreeabty, when you come
Eastward : and failing this, I have a

kind of half intention of visiting Glas-

gow about the beginning of May ; when
—woe to your oranges! Woe to the

quiet of your house !—unless I relent

and stay at home.—Excuse all this pa-

labra, and believe me to be (my dear sir)

Most sincerely yours,

Th. Carlyle.

[To D. Hope, Esq.]

3 Moray Street, 23d Dec, 1822.

My Dear Sir:

Mr. Warrund Carlile being here to-

day, and having kindly undertaken to

officiate as our Postman, I embrace the

02:)2)ortunity of his conveyance to scrib-

ble you a line or two, in the hoj)e of

bringing myself before your thoughts
in a friendly attitude, and of j^erhaps

inducing you to "go and do likewise."

You wTote to me during the 2:>eriod of

his sacred Majesty's visit to our city
;

but the letter did not reach me till

after many days, and I could only reply

to your agreeable request by empty
Avishes that you might feel no incon-

venience from my inability to comply
with it, and vain hopes that you would
see the Defender of the Faith without
obstruction on that score. I trust you
did get lodgings and witness all the

pageantry of the time quite comfort-

ably, and at your ease.

Since the end of August I have been
here in my old quarters, and following

very nearly the old mode of life. Al-

most the only difference is the presence
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of my Brother, wlio has been here for

nearly three months, busied in the study
of Medicine and Natural Philosophy,

sciences which the young man seems
quite ambitious of mastering. He goes

away early in the morning to mind them,

and leaves me to my books and papers,

to study or scribble, or doze and pick

my nails, till two o'clock calls me to

another scene of duties with my old

friends the Bullars, w^ho used to con-

sume so much of my time when you
were here. I am happy so far as Satan
and the "worst of stomachs" wdll let me.

In Glasgow, at this season, I can
easily conceive that such a thing as

whining or discomfort is nowhere to

be found. Is not this the time of jubi-

lee and jollification—of haggis and geese
—of dance and song, and port and cold

rum punch ? The means of being sad
when you are healthy and all the world
around you is j)ipiiig to the tune of

plum-2)udding and roast-beef? I re-

joice to find, by Mr. Garble, that you
are now in a condition to relish these

good things, having quite recovered

your soundness of body, and never lost

3"our elasticit}^ of si:)irits. It is the very
first of blessings, and one which I hope
you will long enjo3\

In Edinh all things are just about as

they were. Two thousand dull heads
set a-working in the university ; twenty
times as many hard hands in the vari-

ous workshops of the place, manufact-
uring shawls and instruments and furn-

ishings and all the apparatus of luxury
;

politicians wrangling ; the " mob of

gentlemen " talking insipidities and giv-

ing dinners, or gone forth to slaughter
hares and woodcocks ; all minding the

solid prose of life, and seeking to invest

it with what little decoration they can
find in literature, ale, champagne, de-

votion, whiskey, love, etc., etc., quite in

the usual way. For me, I keep as much
apart from all their operations as I
can

; it is not above once a fortnight
that I enter their old black harlot of a
city, and then my stay in it is as brief

as an angel's visit. I never think with-
out shuddering of the life that is led
there ; tlie very atmosphere— com-
pounded of coal-smoke and more gases
and odours than ever chemist or per-

fumer dreamed of—were itself enough

to make me loathe the whole concern.
My ]3aradise must lie many miles from
any paved street—some green nook, it

should be, in a far valley of the High-
lands, by the clear and quiet w^aters,

with smooth lawns around me, moun-
tains in the distance, and the free sky
overhead. Put a bright white cottage
down in such a place, give me books
and food and raiment and conveniences,
with liberty to break the heads of all

that come within a furlong of me (ex-

cept some few select persons, to be
hereafter specified) and then—should
I be pleased ? I know not—but if you
hear of any such establishment, I beg
you will give me notice.

Seriously, I am a very talkative indi-

vidual, as you may see, fond to excess
of nonsense, and apt to occupy the sheet
of my corresjDondence with blefJiering^

which lead to no useful result. You
must come hither to Moray Street, if

you want to hear me talk sense. I

desire you to prove whether I am not
a philosopher, by actual inspection.

When you arrive, I hope to be in bet-

ter health and s]3irits to entertain you
than I was last time. Come and try.

There is no intelligence from Annan-
dale but of a distressing kind. People
are grown so poor that they have taken
to robbing kirks : and the schoolmaster
of Hoddam w^as nearly carried off by
the Devil about two weeks ago ; he (the

Devil) being in the sliaj)e of a large

mastiff.

Write to me whenever jou have time.

I am alwaj^s.

Sincerely yours
Thomas Carlyle.

[To D. Hope, Esq.]

5 Great Cheyne Row, Chelsea,

London, 19th Dec, 1831.

My Dear Sir :

I am in your debt for two very in-

teresting letters ; welcome and inter-

esting, tho' the last was on a most
mournful subject. Thanks for your
remembrance. In a world so full of

change, it is something to know that a

face which has known one's some five-

and-twenty years (ycni have not forgot-

ten the f/zV/ day) still smiles on us ; still

says, this Earth is not wholly a Gol-
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gotha, but a kind of Home, at least a

friendly Inn.

Poor Irving's death I had anticipat-

ed like yourself ; especially since I saw
him last in autumn. Nevertheless, the

news of it shocked me, as only a few
such occurrences now can. Poor fel-

low ! he was here the week before leav-

ing this huge Confusion of a Place : it

was most touching to see the feeling of

old years feebly struggling thro' the

distractions that had now closed thick

over it ; I once or twice even raised in

him a faint laugh of the true old An-
nandale time—most melancholy to re-

member. This mad City (for it is mad
as Bedlam, nine-tenths of it) killed him;
he might have lived prosperous and
strong in Scotland, but there Avas in

him a quality which the influences here
took fatal hold of ; and now— Alas !

alas

!

As to writing some word or other
about an event so impressive to me,
you shall hear how it stands, and I let

you hear without loss of time. A Book-
seller here applied to me a week ago to

do something of the sort you mention
for his magazine. I consented, think-

ing the man meant to give a Portrait

of the deceased, and that if I did not,

some other friendly and qualified hand
would ; whereupon three days ago the
man came down to me with the piece

in t^-pe ; but introduced into such an
Irish stew of circumambient matter,

that I decided forthwith in having the
thing either printed separately, or suj)-

pressed. The Bookseller, much sur-

prised at my squeamislmess, could not
so readily decide ; not even to-day, Avlien

after your letter I again applied to

him. He is in communication wdth
Henry Drummond, has schemes and
irons in the fire (a good, well-meaning
man, too) and begs to be allowed iill

WHclnesday.

On Wednesday, then (or more prob-
ably Monday), I expect to be able to

dispatch you a printed copy of the
thing (it is only two pages), and (decide

as the man may) liberty to publish it

anywhere you think fit. I say, decide
as he may: for so 3'ou vdM find it, and
understand it l^etter than now. I had
good mind of Adam Hope, Rector of

Annan Academy, and also of old Mr.

Johnstone, to both of whom Irving like

myself owed much. I had even intro-

duced the latter ; but fancying myself
writing under such magazine condi-

tions, found it would not answer.
I often speak of both these men ; de-

clare again and again that Adam's his-

tory is legible to this day in the popu-
lation of Annan : the venerable John
Johnstone * is my model of an Aposto-
lic Priest ; more Priestlike in his hum-
ble simplicity than Archbishops to me

;

and more honoured too, for I have seen
the Cuddylane Population (most brutal
of the creatures of God) suspend their

quarrelling and cursing till he had
passed thro' them, and touch their hat
reverently to him. So potent is good-
ness ; the idea even in coarsest souls,

that here is a good man ! Had it been
the Archbishop of Canterbury with all

his gilt coach-pannels, they would have
thrown dead cats at him. I have often

told this, to the amazement of the

shovel-hatted ; and mean to write it

somewhere. Will you remember me
kindly to Mr. Johnstone the Younger.
Say that I still recollect vividly and
with gratitude how the first grounds of

the Latin tongue began to dawn on me,
under his care ; for my poor school-

master had sunk me into shoreless con-

fusion. I rejoice to hear and see occa-

sionally by the papers that such a man
is prosperous and respected.

You ask what I am doing? The
short answer is : writing Books ! The
long, plain one would lead us far, too
far. I may say in general that I am
here to try conclusions wdtli Destiny,

and expect the toughest of tough dis-

heartening battles ; with which, never-

theless, by God's blessing I am minded
to fight, while life is in me. Puffery,

Quackery, Delusion, and Confusion of

all conceivable sorts prevail to the very

heart of literature ; so that whosoever
declines serving the Devil in that mat-
ter, it is like to go hard with him.
" Thou shalt die !

" threatens the Prince
of the Power of the Air (for Puffery).
" Be it so," the antagonist must answer.

But the prose truth of the matter is I

am daily and nightly putting together

• Rev. John Johnstone, minister at Ecclefechan, An-
i.andale, and father of Rev. J. Johnstone, for many years
minister of a Presbyterian church, Jersey City.
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a kind of book on the French Revolu-

tion, which if I live, will be out by and
by. We shall then see what is to be
done next. There are a few good men
here too ; a few, or the place would take

fire. One has much to learn ; much
there is to encourage, if much to ob-

struct : we must do the best we can.

My wife returns her kind regards
;

will be greatly pleased to make your
acquaintance. Now that I know your
Brother's address (Kev. W. J. Hope), I

will certainly make him out : he is an
old friend of mine ; I remember him
one winter in Edin^, very kind to me.
Pray tell him so next time you write.

Your letters were both put into the

Post office—if the Parliament be dis-

solved before Wednesday?
I believe I can still get a frank : will

try at least. And now, my dear sir, good
night

!

Ever affectionately,

T. Carlyle.

\To David Hojye, Esq.]

Cheyne Row, Chelsea,

24th Dec, 1834.

My Dear Sir :

Here is the little piece of writing I

told you of ; which I have had some
difficulty in getting a copy of for you
at the set time.

It is to appear in Fraser's Magazine,

as you will see ; there is to be some of

other kind of thing on the same sub-

ject printed near it or beside it, from
the pen of Henry Drummond. You
are at perfect liberty to print this

anywhere and everyivhere ; or (if you
judge such to be the fitter w\ay) to let

it stand unprinted :
" able editors " will

decide, if you yourself do not. My
name had better not be mentioned
(tho' that is a small matter) in con-

nexion with it : I mean the Editor had
better not allude to me ; for I suppose
you must tell him. And so I leave the
matter with you.

Your account of poor Edward's last

hours differs very considerably from
thai current here among his followers.

They report speeches of his, etc., etc. I

assure every one concerned, that mij

authority is one of the most punctual
veracious men living, and that I will

believe him. It were perhaps well,

however, if you took a little pains to

verify all that while it is still time

:

there may possibly enough some print-

ed Narrative apjoear, when the contrac-
tion is not so ready, and so falsehoods
will get themselves perpetuated. It is

a very mournful thing for me to find

how universally, except among his own
sect, the noble Edward is regarded
here, even by tolerant, reasonable men,
as little better than an empty quack !

Such is the nature of popularity : to-

day in the clouds ; to-morrow down in

the gutter, and even there not low
enough.
The Pari* not being dissolved, I am

still in time for a frank. Woe to you
Town-Councillors that must be Politi-

cians ! Whither do you think the world
is tending ? To the howe pot ? That is

the Annandale version of it.

If you see M^ A. Glen (Farie, Glen &
Co., I think they call themselves), pray
tell him I received his letters, and was
much obliged by them.
My wife joins me in wishing all good

to be with you. Surely you will be in

London some day, or I in Glasgow.
Forget me not.

Ever yours faithfully,

T. Carlyle.

[To David Hope, Esq.]

1 Moray Street, Friday.

My Dear Sir :

This is a book which I promised to

send to Mr. Grahame, whom I under-

stand to be at present embarked or em-
barking for America.

He desired me to forward it to you
at Glasgow, who he said would imme-
diately transmit it after him. He was
anxious to have it with him on the vo}'-

age, but this I suppose is impossible.

You have an account against me for
tobacco in your books, which I am very

sorry I have never yet got paid. If you
could inform me of any metliod to send

it over, I would send it with thanks
;

for it was a favour in the hour of need
by which I contracted it. Some time

or other I shall certainly pay you.

I am just on my way to London in a

monstrous hurry ; so I cannot tell you
anything at present. I am to be there
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some time ; if you would send your
Glasi^ow ue\/s to me to the care of the

Orator (who will kuow^ my address), I

would not fail to answer you in due
time.

Meanwhile, with sincere good wishes

and esteem, believe me alwa^-s.

My dear sir.

Most faithfully yours,

Th : Carlyle.

[To 1). Hope, Esq.\

5 Cheyne Row, Chelsea,

London, 11th June, 1835.

My Dear Sir :

Let me present to you a new friend

of mine, well recommended from beyond
the waters, and of a pleasant quality in

himself : Mr. Henry Barnard, from Con-
necticut, New England. When he visits

Glasgow will you explain to him a little

what he has to see
;
give him further-

ance and welcome such as a stranger

needs and merits ?

I have never yet seen your w^orthy

Brother, but mean surely to do it. I

shall hear of you, perhaps see you, in

Annandale, where we hope ere long to

be.

With true good wishes
Ever faithfully,

T. Carlyle.

[To David Hope, Esq.^

ScoTSBRiG, Ecclefechan, 17 Sept*", 1850.

My Dear Sir :

For some three w^eeks I have been
in these parts ; find Grahame and all

your friends and my own pretty well
;

and now I am thinking to pick up my
staff again, and journey farther—un-

certain a little whitherward in the first

instance.

Before returning to Chelsea, there is

one problem in the way of travel which
has always for some years past sug-

gested itself as a thing that ought to

be done : a deliberate night of tJie Id-

land of lona, Icolmskill, or whatever
they call it : one of the remarkablest
spots to me in all her Majesty's do-

minions. Alas, I fear I have by no
means strength and spirits sufficient

for the enterprise just now. Neverthe-
less, I will give myself a chance ; and so

address a question or two to you, by
way of making the conditions clear.

.

You have Glasgow steamers, I believe,

which call there ; by a little trouble,

which you will not grudge me, informa-
tion enough may probably be had in

your neighborhood.
First, then, please tell me when (on

what days and hours) the steamers sail

towards that Island ; how long they
naturally stop there, and what interval

there is till they call on their return
;

item (if you can) Avhether one finds any
public house or other place of refuge
on the poor Islet,—a miserable boggy
spot, I understand,—or if one has to

live under the canopy till civilization

and the Glasgow steamer revisit one ?

In short, I want to see lona ; care little

about Fingal's Caves, the picturesque
etc., etc. ; and will restrict myself and
you to that one point. Probably there
is some paltry little ray of a guide-book
about it ? If you c^ lay hold of such a

thing, and send it by post, that (in ad-

dition to your own word) w"^ probably
be the shortest method. And so

enough for this day : I am in great

haste and confusion for the moment

;

but Ever yours truly,

T. Carlyle.

[To David Hope, Esq.^

ScoTSBRiG, 25th Sept., 1850.

Thanks, Dear Sir, for your prompt
and copious intelligence about lona

:

your letter came to hand just as I was
setting out for Dumfries ; for which
reason I have been so long in rej)lying

and am so hasty now in doing it.

My decision at once was, that the
thing W'Ould not do for this season : we
will leave it standing for another, when
happily I may be better provided with
introductions & other furtherances and
equipments. Thank your friend too

for his kind commentary added to the

Steamboat Bill. Grahame has just sent

me a (very flimsy) little book ujion

lona ; which I will read out before call-

ing on him to-night, as my scheme runs.

The few days more permitted me in

these parts I am now to sj^end with
some friends in the Cumberland and
AVestmoreland region ; whither I go
the day after to-morrow. So adieu to
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poor old Scotland ; adieu to you and all

.kind friends there, till, if Heaven be
bountiful, we meet some other time !

Believe me
Yours always truly,

T. Carlyle.

David Hope, Esq.

[To David Hope, Esq.']

5 Cheyne Row, Chelsea,

London, 3 Dec, 1850.

My Dear Sir :

Is your Brother William still in these

parts, and at all engaged in the teach-

ing department ? If so, will you let me
ask you for his address ?

A very worthy poor Scotchman has
just called upon me, much wanting in-

structions as to his method of attempt-
ing to get emj)loyment in that line, for

which he is intrinsically well qualified,

tho' quite new in the ways of this big
babel ; and I in my great ignorance of

such matters, have bethought me of

your brother's experienced sense and
humanity as one of the likeliest courses

for entering upon this aiiair.

AVe are puddling away in the midst
of foggy frost, reek rain, and " No Po-
pery "—getting up our " Clnystal Pal-

ace " very fast (if that could do any-

thing for us), and little else that I see.

My two months of roaming, in Wales
and the Scottish Border, do not seem
to have done much for me : I am the

same complaining creature you have
always known me ; and shall likely con-
tinue such, I think. After all, as the

Psalmist has it, " Why should a living

man complain ?
"—Because he is a fool,

I do surmise, and for no other reason !

Believe me always
Very truly yours

T. Carlyle.

[To David Hope, Esq.]

Chelsea, 4 Nov., 1854.

Dear Hope :

I have done nothing in the reviewing
way for very many years back ; and am
so busy, at any rate, with an abstruse

mass of prose matter that I cannot go
into the poetic line at all—but must
leave " Hannah and her chickens " to
battle with the Gled on their own foot-

ing, as they best may ! For your sake,

or to oblige any friend of yours, I

should have been very glad ; but, on
the whole, even to Mr. Cochrane it

could not be of much real service, or
perhaps of any at all—if not even of

less than none. So we leave it there.

I have not been in Annandale, nor
indeed have quitted home at all, since

the sad errand I had at Christmas last.

I am fond enough of my poor old coun-
try ; but feel very like a ghost when I

go to it now. My work is not quite
done either ; my only remedy for all

things is, to stand well to that. If I

only could—but, alas, tho' " the spirit

is willing," etc., etc.

Poor Grahame is indeed getting very
dim : pray be kind to him among you,
for he is a right good soul, and never
did other than kindness to any friend

—or to any enemy, I might almost say,

if he ever had one ! I am glad to think
of my old friend and benefactor, Mr.
Johnstone, as returned to his native

region, after so many wanderings. May
all good that can be yet possible wait
on him there. It is a long time now
since he drilled me in the syntaxes ;

and, with beneficent mockery and other-

wise, brought me to understand that I

as yet understood nothing.

My sister, Mrs. Aitken, will perhaps
have called upon you (or perhaps not)

before you read this. She is in Glas-

gow, I believe, for a couple of days just

about now ; looking into her eldest

Boy's position with her own ej^es : if

help to her, in any form, lay in your
course, I am sure it would be ready
enough on demand. My poor Brother
John is in Edinburgh, for the present

week ; his princij^al employment lately

has been the sorting up of sad mortu-
ary details ; and no doubt his outlook
is sorrowfully changed—and I suppose,
very uncertain as yet. I remain, in

haste, but heartily as ever,

Yours faithfully,

T. Carlyle,



A NEW ENGLAND FARM.

WRITTEN, DRAWN, AND ENGRAVED

By Frank French.

THE entrance to a deserted house
confronted me. The beautiful Hues
of the carpentry which formed the

pilasters and the entablature compelled
my admiration. The wood -work had
once been painted. Traces of white

were visible in the least exposed por-

tions. Nature had coated the parts

which the elements had robbed of paint

with a pellucid film of gray, over which
the sunlight played felicitously, reveal-

ing its silvery tones. Crowding about it

was a tangled growth of shrub and vine

run mid. A syringa-bush stood de-

murely, holding her blossoms protect-

ingly uf) against the shimmering gray
of the weather-boards. Clinging to her
skirts, however, and adding to the gen-
eral look of lawlessness, was a cluster of

neglected, untrained suckers of her own
breed, showing, in spite of her preten-

tions, that she, too, had fallen from
grace.

Whir-r-r-r-r-r ! I dodged involun-

tarily as a humming-bird, with a droll

compass of sound entirely out of pro-

portion to his tiny size, darted over my
head to the sweet blossoms, where he
hung and flitted and poised, gleaming
Hke a living coal of fire, the almost in-

visible flickering wings like heat-waves
radiating from the burning breast. This
little touch of living color upon the gray,

with the blossoms and the verdure, set

my fingers itching to get at my pallet

and brushes.

It was the first day of my vacation.

I had left the cars at Canterbury, famil-

iar to me in childhood, as it joined Lou-
don, my native town. I felt too indolent

for an elaborate sketch, and that fine

door-way could not be hastily drawn, so

I lay down upon the cool grass and gave
myself up to the inevitable reaction

which follows a sudden transition from
city streets to country lanes. With the

odors of the clover-scented door-yard
came memories from youth, and the vi-

sion of a school-teacher who had taught
one summer in the old white school-

house at Loudon associated itself with
the door-way. Her beauty was angelic,

and her character as charming as her
face. I was deeply in love with her.

She was a young woman of twenty, and
I a child of eight. As I sat upon the
high bench, trying to touch my bare
toes to the floor, and gazing longingly
at her, I imagined myself a big man
with great courage and daring, protect-

ing her from all sorts of terrible dan-
gers. She was gentle and frail and ten-

der-hearted.

One day, for some misdeed, I was
kept after school to be whipped, and by
her!
She looked serious. She felt very

badly to be obliged to punish me, " one
of her best boys." She took a good
deal of time in getting the particular

sapling she wanted, and, as she talked,

she laid it down and picked it up ner-

vously. Suddenly, covering her face

with her hands, she burst into tears
;

then she kissed me and laughed, and
said she knew I would never do so any
more ; then, taking me by the hand, we
walked down the road together. My
boy heart was clean gone, and, though I

say it, the glamour of that youthful sen-

timent returned as I imagined her de-

scending that steep stair, with light

hand upon the old mahogany rail, and
standing graciously in the door-way to

complete the picture.

Some missile struck my hat and star-

tled me. Looking up into the tree, I

was saluted with a volley of chatter, as

a chipmunk made a sudden inish at me
down an overhanging branch. He had
pelted me with a bit of bark, and when
I moved followed u^) his aggressive tac-

tics with a more noisy demonstration,

which he continued now and then to re-

peat. Thus aroused, and remembering
that great events were sometimes re-

corded upon the door-stones of New
Hampshire houses, I began a search for

some clew to the fate of my first love

and the handsome young man I used to
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envy. Pulling caway the leaves and moss ment. He thought the history of this

I uncovered many initials rudely cut case a typical one and valuable from

upon the stone, among them this in- that point of view, while to me it would

scription, more carefully done than the have special interest. Seating ourselves

rest

:

beneath a balm-of-Gilead tree, he pro-

ceeded with the story, which ran some-
what as follows :

" Old Uncle Daniel Chase," accord-

ing to tradition, was an excellent far-

mer. " Aunt Abbey," his wife, seconded

his efforts so efficiently that they were
able to bring up their live children in

comfort, and give them good common-
school and academic educations out of

the proceeds of the farm alone.

Ellen, the only daughter, and Abner
Blake, were married just before the war
broke out. He was among the first to

respond to the call for volunteers, and
was killed at Antietam. Ellen is said

to have died of a broken heart. The
eldest of the Chase boys enlisted on
his twenty - first birthday, and came
home, after the war was over, too much
broken down in health for the hard life

of a New Hampshire farmer. He went
West, and is said to have done well.

The next two sons entered professional

life and have gained fame and fortune.

Charles, the youngest, went into mer-
cantile life with great expectations, and
finally came to grief.

Uncle Daniel mortgaged the farm to

tide him over, and in the end lost heav-

ily. Since his failure Charlie seems to

prefer poverty in the city to hard work
upon the farm. The old folks have

been dead these two years, and there is

no one left to till the ancestral acres.

The old place, with its one hundred and
fifty acres of mowing pasture and wood-
land, is now for sale for eight hundred
dollars. "This," said he, "is but one

among a thousand similar cases in New
Hampshire alone."

I was much saddened by this recital,

and asked if he did not think the out-

look for the future of the State a

gloomy one. He replied that he did

not ; that new conditions had arisen
;

that many former residents were com-
ing back and purchasing the farms for

summer homes ; that thousands of

summer visitors came yearh', attracted

by the charms of the hills, the lakes,

and the mountains, leaving behind them

Yes, they were married ; and here

the record ended.

I looked into one or two of the rooms,

but seeing nothing of interest and op-

pressed with the loneliness of the place

I resumed the burden of my sketching-

traps, and sought the roadway. As I

trudged along, filled with haunting im-

pressions of that old, sun-dried, wind-

shaken nest from which the birds had
down, I was joined at the cross-roads

by a middle-aged man in neglige cos-

tume, who carried a basket of fresh wild

strawberries. Greeting me politely he
raised the covering of ferns which he
had placed above the berries to keep
them cool and fresh, and told me that

he had gathered them all from a field by
the roadside, assuring me that the fla-

vor was much finer than that of the cul-

tivated berry. He advised me to test

their quality from the vines near at

hand. I was welcome to take them
from his basket, but he thought the act

of plucking them and observing the

comfortable, leisurely way in which they

left the stem and rolled over in the hand
added something to the pleasure.

Glad of so agreeable a companion, I

told him who I was ; that I used to live

in that region, and that I was on my
summer vacation, desirous of renewing
old friendships, and in search of the
picturesque. I then alluded to my dis-

covery of the deserted house, and of

the cherished memories of the family

who owned it when I was a boy. In
turn he told me that he was John Went-
worth, formerly of New York. That
before becoming a resident of New
Hampshire he had looked up the his-

tory of several deserted farms—the

Chase place among the number—with a
view to finding out, in a general way,
the causes which led to their abandon-
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a very lar^e sum of money, nearly

equalling that realized from the entire

agricultural product of the State. He
gave me to understand that the people

were learning that there was profit in

the beauties of nature, that a tree could

bring financial return through its play

of light and shadow, its sheltering com-
panionship—with a comfortable rustic

seat beneath it—better than when split

up into cord-wood ; that the clouds at

sunset—when seen from a broad, com-
fortable piazza—might have a golden
lining in more senses than one ; that

the pretty country roads which wound
their fascinating way along, exerting in

their vanishing lines an active charm,

an attracting force, wooing the steps

of unsophisticated youth out into the

mysterious world beyond, could— if

kept in good repair— be made to entice

as strongly in the opposite direction

and draw the world to them.
Said he : "I have cultivated intimate

relations with my neighbors, and criti-

cise pretty freely ; but, though we do
not always agree, we get along well to-

gether ; and no doubt we are of some
help to each other. Give a New Eng-
land woman a barrel of flour, and she

can do more with it than any other liv-

ing woman ; but it must be admitted,

she has something yet to learn about
the use of the gridiron. With well-

cooked chops, steaks, and roasts, and
plenty of fresh vegetables, forced in

hot-bed and cold-frame for early sum-
mer use, plent}' of chickens, fresh eggs,

milk, and cream, and less pie and cake,

her table would be much more accept-

able."

He then arose, and with apology for

keeping me so long seated upon the
" hard side of a granite ledge," invited

me to accomj^any him home. He told

me that he had bought an abandoned
farm and would like to show me what
he was doing with it. I gladly ac-

cepted his invitation, and proceeding,

we rounded a bend in the road, when
he pointed to his home, which lay be-

fore us, upon high ground, but with
friendly hills rising protectingly about
it, except to the west, where a beautiful

vista stretched awav to Mount Kear-
sarge. The house appeared to have
been recently built, but in the severely

plain style common to New England
farm-houses. There were some touches
about the windows, the front entrance,
the long slojDC of the unequal gable,

and the quiet level line which the lintel

of the ample piazza formed across the
structure which gave evidence of artis-

tic design. The roof and walls were
covered with hand-rived and shaved
pine-shingles—its only extravagant feat-

ure— which, innocent of paint, had al-

ready assumed a silvery gray. The trim
was white and the blinds green.

There was no sign of ostentatious dis-

play, but as it nestled there in the hol-

low of the sheltering hills, surround-
ed by old-fashioned flowers, an apple
orchard lying comfortably against the
southern slope of the hill at the back,
two grand old sugar-maple trees stand-
ing in great dignity in front, with a
grassy field sloping away like cushion
of olive plush beyond, the sense of re-

pose was so marked as to confirm at

once the apj^ropriateness of the name
it bore—"Rest Hollow."

I found the interior equally charming.
Its leading features were light, harmony
of color, and utter absence of all mere
ornament. The walls were kalsomined in

quiet tints. The floors were light wood,
waxed, with here and there a pretty

rug. The furniture was mostly of bam-
boo—light, cleanly, artistic. There were
low, simple cases containing books.
Upon the table were magazines, reviews,

and the Boston morning papers. Upon
the quiet background of the walls were
a few good pictures, gratefully relieved

by the simplicity of their setting, and
copiously illuminated by the unob-
structed light which came through the

broad windows ; while in pleasant nooks
were plain glass vases containing flow-

ers, which lent a gay and sprightly air

to the apartments. I expressed my de-

light to my host, who replied that he
and Mrs. Wentworth had tried what
they could do with simple means, and
he was glad if I found it agreeable.

After a delicious dinner—as simple

and unpretentious as the house—we
started for the woods. Mr. AVentworth
put a book in his pocket, while I took

my sketching materials, and we wan-
dered over grassy 2^astures and shadowy
rambling wood-paths. He told me that
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he did not care to go into general farm- pay good interest on bis investment,
ing, it was more pleasant and profitable and also bis tree-planting expenses, and
for him to devote bis spare time to bis at no cost to bis forest, which was im-

bow

books and bis pen. Forestry, be said,

was his chief diversion in the country,

as well as his plan for making a farm
pay. As we proceeded, be seemed to

know every tree, and could tell by cer-

tain private marks upon their bodies
how much some of bis favorites had ex-

panded in the four years that he had
been their master.

A splendid beech stood at an opening,
stretching out twining arms as if to

return a caress. "See," said be,

this beech spreads out in this

little clearing, rejoicing in the
sunlight which is all about it

;

presently I will show you beeches
in the thicker part of tbe wood
sending their tall, branchless
trunks thirty— forty— fifty feet

upward. The sunlight being ex-

cluded, except from above, they
climb up to meet it—one of the
secrets, by the way, of success in

timber-raising ; the tall straight

trees being the most valuable.

Tbe natural tendency, however,
is to overcrowding, as young
trees constantly spring up and
the growth is rapid. Here and
there I cut out enough timber to

let the sunlight in freely, which
destroys the insects injurious to

forest growth."
He told me that be selected and

marked for cutting during every sum-
mer a sufficient number of large and
small trees to yield enough money to

Vol. XIII.—42

proving rapidly under the treatment.

"The sugar-maple," said he, "requires
plenty of room in order to reach per-

fection." He bad thinned out around
those which grew naturally upon tbe

place, and had planted about two hun-
dred more upon the southern slope of a
pasture, placing them in groups of ir-

regular shape, but always giving them
at least tbirt}^ feet between, except that,^

here and there, for picturesque effect,

be had planted a pair nearer together.

s:^'

Kelly's Corners.

witb, now and then, a hemlock or a
bii'cb for variety. Chestnut and but-
ter-nut trees were also s])aringly inter-

spersed.
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Wanderiiig" on we came to "The
Pines," a yroup of ancient monarclis of

the forest "primeval,' reariii^^- tall, j^ray,

moss - grown pillars, a hundred feet

above, sni)porting deep green arches,

pierced sparingly with openings to the

sky. The stillness was complete to the

verge of solemnity—unbroken by any
hint of life or motion, save a faint

breathing of the air in the feathery tops

of the pines, and a certain consciousness

of life and movement in the swelling

root upon which I sat, and in the calm
ranks of veneral)le protectoi's who stood

guarding the solitude.

In this silent place, after resting

brietly. Wentworth read, while I auda-
ciously planted my easel, set my pallet,

and essayed to paint. As I worked and
occasionally glanced at my companion,
reposing upon a soft bed of pine-needles.

show that he was happier at that mo-
ment than if seated in the private room
of a safe deposit vault, under an electric

lamp, cutting off cou2)ons.

Returning, we followed the brook to

the jjond. A splendid oak stood upon
the bank, and imderneath it a boat lay

moored. Our path led over a hill, from
which we looked down into the cool,

mysterious dej^ths, eloquent in sugges-
tions of bass and pickerel.

After tea AVentworth left me to sit in

the twilight upon the piazza, while he
attended to some duties about the place.

Presently an old man, whose tall, gaunt
form bent beneath the weight of a bag
of flour which he carried upon his back,

stoj^j^ed at the gate and set his burden
down with a " Good-evenin'." Seeing
none but a stranger he was about to go
on, when I asked his opinion as to the

absorbed in his reading, I was convinced prospect of fine weather for the mor-

that he was realizing l)igger dividends row. He immediately sat down upon

from his investment in an abandoned a bowlder.

farm than California mining stocks ever " Wall, my friend, there ain't no place

paid; and that a true analysis would in all creation nor any other part o' Can-
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terbury where you can tell what the buggy and walk up a steep incline
;

weather is a goiii' to be any better than and, as we scrambled along over the
on John Wentworth's piazzy right where rocky road, we tore off handfuls of

Canterbury Hills.

you're a-sitting. You look at old Kur-
sarge, and if he's got his cap on, you
can be sure 'twill rain. My eyes ain't

very good, 'n' I can't see's well as I used
to." Following his suggestion I was
rejoiced to behold the old bald peak
unobscured by clouds.

True to the evening's promise the

morning w^as fair, and m}' host pro-

posed a ride. Our turnout consisted

of a broad-seated topped buggy and a
rather undersized horse of the Morgan
stock. While " Trusty " might not ap-

pear to advantage on McComb's Dam
Road or the Riverside Drive, she was
well named, for she would go without
guiding and stand without tying ; so
we travelled as companions, humoring
each other, resting under shady trees,

drinking at wayside watering - troughs,
picking wintergreen, or cropping the
tender herbage by the way as suited
the nature and inclination of each. The
hubs of the buggy made a countrified
and not unmusical chock, chock sound
as we drove through aisles of quivering
birches, bathed in cool shadows where
the brooks gurgled softly under the
wooden bridges, or out into the sun-
light which shimmered down through
overhanging leafage or burst upon us
at the clearings, while the brown thrush
kept us company flitting in and out
along the way.

Occasionally, to relieve Trusty and
stretch our legs, we would leave the

sweet-fern, and, rubbing it in our
palms, inhaled the fragrance

; plucked
spears of grass and chewed the juicy

ends ; and laughed at the saucy antics

of the little goldfinch as he tore out
masses of downy thistle-seed, cocked
his head impudently, and then went
bounding on in graceful curves before

us. At the top of the hill we paused
and looked back across the enchanting
valley to the distant mountains, whose
granite sides rose in subdued propor-
tions against the sky, and down into

the great basin of pure air beneath.

We passed the old church on the hill,

and the school-house at the corners, with
its pleasant memories. I recognized
the old " turtle hole " in the corner of

the pasture, and stopj^ed to peer around,

as I used when on the way to school,

for the old turtle log. With one short

thrust a dark chunk pushed itself into

the w^ater with a " cliig." " Chig, chig,

chig," foUow^ed from other dark chunks,

which of a sudden enlivened that quiet

little pool and set it twinkling from
centre to circumference, till the fringe

of flags at the edge nodded.
We climbed Catamount at Pittsfield

and skirted near the summit the shores

of Berry Pond ; enjoyed the view from
the old Quaker burying-ground, across

the valley to the Sandwich Mountains
and the omnipresent Koarsarge ; and
upon the hills at Oilmanton overlooked
other valleys and hill-tops. We drove
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throughloug stretches of woods ; climbed
by winding roads over rouuded gravel-

ly hills ; caught glimpses of blue mouii-

taius and lakes, still ascending, till the

beautiful view from Liberty Hill in the

town of Gilford lay

before us,

" Where tlio great lake'??

sunny smiles
Dimpled 'round her
hundred isles."'

On the near side
rose the Bellknap
Hills ; to the north
and west the AVhite

and Franconia
Mountains — range

upon range— with Mount Washington
standing guard over aD. AVinnij)esau-

kee— "Smile of the Great Spirit "—none
to whom 3'our blue waters made a fa-

miliar picture in youth can behold you
without emotion.

Leaving the highway we visited Zion's

Hill, where once dwelt a sect called the

Osgoodites. The spot is marked b}'

crumbling foundations and a little

burying-yard upon a knoll so rocky
that one wonders how the graves could
have been dug. The occupants of those
stony beds did not favor soft luxury in

life, and, though gaining enviable re-

pute for honesty and good character,

they did not believe either in doctors
or ministers, as the following epitaphs
attest :

" JohIuIl Haines died May 29, 1838,
aged 60.

** He was a blessing to the saints,

To sinners ricli and poor ;

He was a kind and worthy man,
He's gone to be no more.
He kept the faith unto the end,
And left the world in peace.
He did not for a doctor send,
Nor for a hireling priest."

39.

" Mrs. Haines died Ajjr. 2G, '38, aged

" Here beneath these marble stones
Sleeps the dust and rests the bones
Of one who lived a Christian life,

'Twas Hannah Haines. Josiahs wife.

She was a woman full of truth,

And feared God from early youth.
And priests and elders did her fight,

Because she brought her deeds to light,"

Seated upon the wall of the little en-
closure, Mr. Wentworth repeated a
j^art of one of their hymns :

" It is enough to make one stare

To see professors curl their hair
;

Oh I how they love to make it shine,
This little fox will spoil the vine.

*' A ruffle made of finest lace.

On purpose to wear round the face,

Only to please the carnal mind,
This little fox will spoil the vine.

'* If you do build your house too high,
'Twill clip your wings, you cannot fly ;

You'll get exalted, you will find.

This little fox will spoil the vine."

In view of this virtuous teaching it

would be interesting to know the cause
of the ruin which lay around.
We retraced our way along the side-

hill road, overgrown with grass and al-

most obliterated from disuse, to the

main travelled road again, reaching
Shaker Village in time for dinner, and
received gentle entertainment from the
placid sister who presides over the hos-

pitalities of the Church Family. This
sect believes with Paul that " he who
marries doeth well, but he who marries
not doeth better." And they neither

marry nor are given in marriage, their

communication being "yea, yea" and
"nay, nay." Though one might not
agree w ith their interpretation of Script-

ure, the most exacting epicure could
find no fault
with their rasp-

berry short-
cake.

Caught in a

shower on our
homeward way
w^e sought shel-

ter in a friend-

ly barn, and on
the invitation

of the proprie-

tor we repaired

to the house
and took tea

with a merry,
vigorous, intel-

ligent family. Mr. Eastman is one of

the stirring progressive farmers who
can turn his hand to any new crop which
promises a profit, and the conversation

turned to the changes in agricultural

i>->^'
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Canterbury Meeting House.

methods and pursuits in recent years.
" You know we never thought of raising

celery for the table when we were boys.

And there's asparagus, we used to have
a little in the corner of the garden to

put in bouquets of flowers, but nobody
ever thought of eating it. Now the city

people come around here and they want
all these little notions, which bring
more profit if rightly taken care of than
corn and fat cattle used to. Then we
are raising a better grade of horses, and
there is always a market for good road-
horses. We can't make money as fast

as you city people can, but I guess we
live longer. Look at mother— you
wouldn't think she was eighty - three,

would ye, now ?
"

Grandma Eastman tossed her chin up
and bubbled over with laughter at the

complimentary reference to herself, and
told us of the things her mother could

cook after her hundredth year. She
told how Cousin Joel came from the

West to visit her mother after she was
a century old, and, at the leave-taking,

he said, sadly, " Waal, Aunt Hannah, I

don't s'pose I shall ever see you again."
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" Why, Joel," yays she, '' ain't you feel-

iu' as well as usual ?
"

At siiuset we took leave of the East-

^_.

vv ^- //

Grandma Eastman;

maus. The rain had left i)ools in the

road in front of the house, and they

mirrored the rosy clouds which floated

above ; drops of water hung from the

grajDe-leaves upon the trellis, and glis-

tened upon the blades of grass about the

door-yard. Just across in the garden a

mass of old-fashioned hollyhocks rose

eight feet high, flanked on either side

by pink phlox and sweet-williams ; be-

yond w^ere the beehives, the string

beans, the beets, the celery, and the or-

chard. The swallows swirled around
the chimney- top ; the martins gossiped

upon the door-steps of their pretty lit-

tle house away up on a pole. Pansies
grew by the stoop. With heart}' " good-
by " we drove down that enchanted road
W'hose water-fllled wagon tracks led on
like ornamental tracings of burnished
gold. The distant murmur of the pip-

ing frogs produced a constant motion
and vibration of sound. The deepening
gloom of the forests and the fading
color in the sky, the scent of the leaves

of the trees and the wet mould about
their roots, the odor of the ferns and
the resinous breath of the j^ines ap-

pealed each to its proper sense.

We travelled on for an interval in

silence. Each absorbed by his own
thoughts. Presently my host, after an
apology for speaking of his private af-

fairs, referred to remarks which had
been made by some of those whom we
had met, tending to the impression that
he was wealthy. He said he felt im-

pelled to speak freely to me about it, as

he was unwilling to leave a false impres-

sion upon my mind ; that in order to be
fully understood it would be necessary

for him to relate something of his his-

tory, which ran as follows :

He received a liberal education and
inherited from his father a well-estab-

lished business and a home in a fashion-

able neighborhood in New York. His
tastes did not run in the direction of

business, but, with the hoj^efulness of

youth, he thought that after a few years

of close application he could retire rich,

and devote himself to more congenial

pursuits. For a time he made money,
but social demands and business cares

accumulated, robbing him of leisure,

and the halcyon days to which he had
looked forward seemed further away
than ever. As competition became
more and more fierce he lost heavily,

until it got to be a difficult matter to

keep up the mode of life to which he
was accustomed, and his business was
on the verge of disaster. His forty-

seventh birthday found him enduring a

Jonathan Wakefield.

disappointment the like of which many
a man has ended with a bullet.

There came a time when he could no
longer conceal his trouble from his wife.

She took a cheerful view of things and
sat right down, as she said, " to look

the thing square in the face." She ad-

vised him to sell out business, house,

horses, carriages, furniture, everything,

but a few choice pictures and his books
before all was lost, go to some quiet
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Morrill's Porid.

country place and rest, and plan for the

future. Acting on this advice they had
drifted to New Hampshire.

Said he :
" Our farm cost no more

than I have spent man}' a time during
a single season at fashionable summer
resorts."

I remarked that, while life in the

country during the summer must be
delightful to him, I could hardly un-
derstand how a city-bred man could
content himself there in the winter.
" Oh," said he, " we reverse the usual
order of things and take our vacation in

winter." We enjoy the autumn, which
is glorious here. When cold weather
comes we pack our choicest belongings
in convenient cases prepared to receive

them, have them taken into the house
of a neighbor, lock our door, and go to

New York for the
winter. I must
admit that when _^^
we come down the
East River some
bright November
morning and see

the masts along
the water front, the

busy shipping, the
restless tugs, the
crowds upon the

ferry-boats, the
great streams of

humanity crossing
the beautiful spi-

der-web bridge above our
feel the mighty throbbing
less heart of the city, it thrills as as
nothing else can do. But we keep out
of the whirl

;
go to a quiet boarding-

bouse
; attend the theatre, oY)era, art

heads, and
of the rest-

in a quiet way. I look after my busi-

ness interests a little and pursue certain

special lines of study until the spring
comes again, when we are glad to re-

turn with the apple-blossoms and the

birds to this quiet little Eden. And it

is all done so easily on the remnants of

a fortune which in New York would
have dwindled away to nothing in a few
short years. To be joerfectly frank
about it, I have not over twenty thou-

sand dollars in the world, and yet,

without great wealth, I have learned a

way to rescue from the toil and moil of

life a few tranquil years. In view of

this fact, I think you will agree with
my country friends when they call me
rich. However, there is in New York a

certain circle of business men who for-

merly knew about my affairs, who think
of me only as a

ruined man. I

have good reason
to believe that
some of those who
commiserate m e

are straining every
nerve to keep up
api^earances and
out of bankruptcy.
"By the way,"

said he, bringing
Trusty to a stand-

still, " right here
grow a quantity of

orange field - lilies

—Mrs. W^entworth is ver>' fond of them.
I want to take some home to her."

The daylight had entirely faded into

night, but so gradual had been the
transformation that our eyes had ac-

customed themselves to makinjr the
exhibitions, everything we want to see, most of the faint reflections which came
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from the stars. To me, however, the

HHes were invisible ; but AVentworth
knew just where to tind them, aud ^ath-

amnsed by the iutelligent creature, but
my miud was preoccupied with the re-

velation it had received of the life of the

A Ruined Man."

ered a large cluster without difficulty.

Trusty was again allowed to proceed,

and, as horses do when approaching
home, she quickened her pace and went
spinning forward at a lively gait, rush-

ing madly up the steep pitches, tearing

down the corresponding declivities, and
whirhng us around sharp curves, im-
parting a pleasant swaying motion to

the buggy. The rapid hoof-beats were
muffled by the damp gravel ; and min-
gling with the soft, crushing sound of

the wheels was heard the faint squeak of

the whiffle-tree. Wentworth was greatly

man—a life so simple and unspoiled

that the blandishments of wealth and
society could be exchanged for the

sweet entertainment furnished by the

birds, the animals, and the flowers, with

naught but self - congratulation ; so

blessed with leisure as to be free to en-

ter the great storehouses of art and

knowledge ; so composed that hand and

brain could work untrammelled. Then
came to me, with unwonted force, that

grand interrogation, "Is not the life

more than meat, and the body than rai-

ment ?
"



THE ONE I KNEW THE BEST OF ALL

A MEMOEY OF THE MIND OF A CHILD.

By Frances Hodgson Burnett,

CHAPTER XI.

"mamma" AND THE FIKST ONE.

The chief tone of her world was given

to it by the gentle little lady who was
her mother—the most kind and simple

English lady—of a type the most in-

genuous and mild. What the Small
Person felt most clearly was that " Mam-
ma " was so entirely and sweetly this

gentle and kindly lady. Of course it

had not been necessary to formulate
this, even in thought, but it was an ex-

istent fact which made life pleasant.

One could not have borne existence

—

even as a Small Person—if one's " Mam-
ma " had not been a lady. There were
Mammas who were not quite so nice

—

who wore more ribbons in their caps
and who could be seen at a greater

distance, and who had not such soft

voices, and such almost timidly kind
smiles and words for everyone. The
Small Person was always thankful af-

ter interviews with such Mammas that

her own was the one who belonged to

her, and to whom she belonged.
It was so interesting to hear of the

days when she had been a little girl

also.

"When I was a little girl and we
lived at Patricroft " was the slender
link which formed a chain of many dear
little stories of quite another world.

She had not been Romantic. The
Vol. XIII.—43

Small Person had a vague feeling that

she herself might have been the subject
of memoirs of a sweet and not awe-in-

spiring kind. " Mamma " could never
have been denunciatory. She seemed a
little like Amelia Sedley, but not so giv-

en to weeping and not so silly. There
were two little water -color pictures,

which hung in the drawing-room. They
were supposed to represent, ideally.

Amy Robsart and Jeanie Deans. They
had sweet pink faces and brown ring-

lets, and large, gentle blue eyes. They
were very much alike, and the Small
Person was very fond of them because
Mamma had one day said :

" Poor Papa
bought them before we were married
because he thought they were like me.
I used to wear my hair like the picture
of Jeanie Deans."
To the Small Person this surrounded

them with a halo. The vision of "Poor
Papa " overcome by youthful ardor be-

fore he was married to Mamma, and
tenderly buying these two little pict-

ures because they were like her, and
had ringlets like hers, was sim2:)ly de-

lightful to her. How could she help

loving them ?

Was Mamma clever ? No, I think

not. The Small Person never asked
herself the question. That would have
been most sacrilegious unlovingnoss.

And why sliould one have thcniglit of

asking more of her than that she should
be "Mamma." One would not ask one's
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self if an Angel were clever. And, also,

one did not think of wondering how
many years she had lived. She was
just the age of a mamma. Only as long

as she lived her mind was like that

of an innocent, serious, young girl

—

with a sort of maidenly matronliness.

Not being at all given to eloquence or

continuous conversation of any sort, it

was a wonderful thing that her mere
existence near one meant so much—
that it soothed headaches, and made
sore throats bearable ; that it smoothed
stormy nursery seas, and removed the

rankling sting of wrong and injustice.

One could have confronted any trial,

supported by the presence of this little,

gentle, very ingenuous and unworldly
Mamma.

She was a sweetly feminine thing and
her literature had been feminine as

herself. The Small Person found out
about that. She had read "imj^rov-

ing " works when she was a young lady.

She had a great respect for Miss Mar-
tineau and Mrs. Ellis and her "Daugh-
ters of England." She had read poems
in Keepsakes and knew all the beauties

of Dr. Watts. Mrs. Barbauld she re-

vered, and a certain book called "Anna
Lee, the Maiden, Wife, and Mother,"
she admired most sweetly.

"But you ought not to read tales so

much," she used to say, with a gently

heroic sense of maternal duty, to the

Small Person. " You ought to read
Something Improving."
"What is Improving, Mamma?" the

Small Person would repl3\

Gentle little lady Mamma ! I am
afraid she was vague—though the Small
Person did not realize that it was vague-
ness she always observed in her blue
eye when she asked this question. The
answer was always the same

:

" Oh !—history and things, love. His-
tors' is always improving."
The Small Person used to wonder why

History particularly. It was never sug-
gested that grammar, geography, and
arithmetic were stimulating to the mind
—l)ut liistory alwavs. And she knew
all "Pinnock's England" and "Pin-
nock's Rome " and somebody else's
" Greece." Could there have been in

Mamma herself a lurking fondness for

the Story whicli was not "improving?"

There were three or four mentioned at
different periods which she seemed to
remember interesting details of with
remarkable clearness. "The Scottish
Chiefs," "The Children of the Ab-
bey," "Fatherless Fanny," "The Castle
of'Otranto," and "The Mysteries of

Udolpho." Certain incidents in them
being inadvertently described to the
Small Person so inflamed her imagina-
tion that the most burning desire of

her life was to be the happ}^ possessor
of these rich treasures. It was years
before she came upon them, one by
one, and then somehow their glory had
departed. The mysterious secreted
relative wandering about the clois-

ter's ruins had lost her sorrowful eerie

charm, the ghastly, apparently mur-
dered victim, concealed by the heavy
curtain, had no impressiveness, and it

was not really a shock when he turned
out to be only w-ax. Emily—the beau-
tiful persecuted Emily in "Udolpho"

—

was actually tedious in her jDersistent

habit of " giving vent to her feelings

in the follomng lines." But when
Mamma told bits of them with a cer-

tain timidity engendered by their ro-

mantic lack of the element of "im-
provement," what thrillingly sugges-
tive things they w^ere !

AVhat a beautiful thing this pure
and gentle heart was—quite as simple
as the heart of a child, and filled with
sweetest, lenient kindness to all things

!

What a beautiful thing for a little child

to grow^ up in the mild sunshine of !

What brilliant strength could have had
such power—if it had not had its sweet-

ness too ! How did one learn from it

that to be unkindly and selfish was not
only base but somehow vulgar too

—

and that the people who were not born
in the " back streets " naturally avoided
these things as they avoided dropping
their h's and si:>eaking the dialect ?

Nobody ever said " Noblesse oblige,"

nobody ever said anything about " No-
blesse " at all, and yet one knew that in

certain quiet, unpretentious houses the

boys and girls must be " ladies and gen-

tlemen," and to be so one must feel in-

admissible some faults it was by no
means difficult to fall into. There is,

after all, a certain quaint dignity in the

fixed qualities understood by some
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Eno^lisli minds in the words " lady

"

and "gentleman." The words them-

selves have been vulgarized, and cheap-

ened, and covered with odd gildings

and varnish, and have been made to

mean so many objectionable things, that

it has seemed better taste to let them
drop out of fashion—but once their

meaning in simple, gentle minds was
something very upright and fine. They
were used in this sense in the days of

the Small Person—at least she believed

them to mean nothing less.

In searching the past there is no
memory of any lecture delivered b}^

"Mamma" on the subject of good
morals, good manners, and good taste.

Anything from " Mamma " in the nat-

ure of a harangue would have seemed
incongruous. Perhaps it was because
through all the years she never was un-
kind or ungenerous, because she was
good to everything—even to disrej^u-

table and objectionable stray cats and
lost dogs brought in—with bursts of

enthusiasm—for refuge ; because she

never uttered a vulgarly sharp or spite-

ful, envious word, or harbored an un-
charitable thought—perhaps it was be-

cause of these things that one grew up
knowing that her unspoken creed would
be:

" Be kind, my dear. Try not to be
thoughtless of other people. Be very
respectful to people who are old, and
be polite to servants and good to peo-
ple who are poor. Never be rude or
vulgar. Remember to be always a lit-

tle lady."

It was all so simple and so quite
within the bounds of what one could
do. And, all summed up and weighed,
the key-note of it was but one thing

:

"Be kind, my dear—be kind."

There was an innocent, all-embracing
prayer, which the entire Nursery said
unfailingly every night and morning,
through all its childhood — some of

them, perhaps, far beyond childhood,
because of the tender homely memo-
ries it brought back. One of them, at

least, in after years, when the world
had grown to wider boundaries and
faith was a less easy thing, found a
strange, sad pleasure in saying it be-
cause its meaning w^as so full of trust-

ingness, and so sweet.

Surely it was "Mamma" who was re-

sponsible for it
—"Mamma" who had a

faith so perfect and simple, and who,
in asking for good, could have left out
in her praying nothing, however poor
and small.

As she grew to riper years the Small
Person often pondered on it and found
it touching, in its all-embracingness.

It began with the Lord's Prayer—the

first words of this being said devoutly

as, "Our Father, 'chart in Heaven,"
and the more slowly one said it all, the

more devout one was supposed to be.

The child w^ho " gabbled " her prayers

was "a wicked thing." It was very

awful, when one w^as tired or preoccu-

pied, to find out that one was " gab-

bling." Discovering this, one went
back and began again, with exceeding
deliberation.

But it was the little prayer which
came after this which so took in all the

world—leaving out none—in its bless-

ing :

" God bless Papa and Mamma," it be-

gan, lovingly, " and Grandpapas and
Grandmammas " — though w4ien the

Small Person first remembered it the

Grandpapas were gone, and one could
only say " and Grandmammas," be-

cause the Grandpapas had " gone to

Heaven," and so needed no prating for,

becaiise in Heaven everj^body was happy
and God took care of them without be-

ing asked every night and morning by
the wearers of the little white night-

gow^ns, by the little white beds, in the
Nursery. " God bless my Brothers and
Sisters," it went on, lovingly, again,

"and my Uncles and Aunts and Cous-
ins." And then, that none might es-

cape and be forgotten, " Pra}^ God
bless all my Belations and Friends,"

and, then, in an outburst of sj'm-

pathy, "Pray God, bless Everybody."
And modestly, at the end—and with

the feeling that it was really a great deal

to ask—" And make Me a Good Child

—for Jesus Christ's Sake. Amen."
One felt, with all one's little heart,

that this could be only done "For
Jesus Christ's Sake "— because one
knew how far one was removed from
the little girl who died of scarlet fever

ill the Memoirs.
And then one finished with three dear
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little verses which seemed to provide
for all in one's child-life— ancf which
remembered one's friends a*?ain, and
took one even to the gates of Paradise.

In Nursery parlance it was always
spoken of as " Jesus tender."

" Did you say your 'Jesus tender ?'

"

was sometimes sternly demanded by
one little white Ni*i:htj^own of another.
" You were such a little bit of a time
kneelinu: down, if you said it you must
have gabbled."

It was this :

** Jesus—tender Shepherd, hear me,
Bless Thy little lamb to-night,

Through the darkness be Thou near me,
Keep me safe till morning light."

That seemed to make everything so
safe when the gas was turned down.

" Through the Darkness be Thou near me "

—

the strange, black Dark, when anj^thing

might come out of corners, or from un-
der the bed, or do^Ti the chimney, and
if one heard a sound, one could only
huddle one's head under the clothes

and lie listening with beating heart.

But if " Jesus tender " was there, and
would keep one safe till morning light,

one need not be really afraid of any-
thing. And then came the little thank-
ful part

:

"Through this day Thy hand hath led me,
And I thank Thee for Thy care.

Tliou hast warmed and clothed and fed me,
Listen to my evening prayer."

And then the last, where the poor little

sins were asked mercy for, and the
friends were embraced again, and one
was left happy—taken care of—dwell-

ing in Paradise with the Tender one :

*' Let my sins be all fors^^ven.

Bless the friends I love so well,

Take me, when I die, to Heaven,
ILappy there with Thee to dwell.

For Jesus Christ's sake. Amen."

It was very sweet and very trusting
—full of belief, and full of love and
kind faith in and for all the world.
And whatever of faith might fade in

the glare of maturity, which made all

things too real or too vague, to say sim-
ply ever}' night and morning through

a whole childhood, words as confiding
and as kind must be a good beginning
for an innocent life—for any life, how-
ever spent.

The First One—a development of

that notable seventh year—was written
one Sunday evening in Summer, when
it was clear twilight and the church
bells were ringing. She sat at the Sit-

ting Room Table which for the time
was merely a table made to rest things
upon. She was fond of the act of

scribbling, and frequentl}^ had filled

pages in blank books with lines of an-

gular letter m's joined together. The
doing it gave her the feeling of writing
with rapidity and ease as older people
did. There was something in the free

movement of the flying pen which she
liked extremely. The long summer
twilight of these Sunday evenings was
always emotionally impressive to her.

She did not know why, but that they
seemed so quiet, and the house was so

still, and one did not play with the Doll
or run about. She had never been for-

bidden secular amusement, or talked

to rigidl}', but somehow there were cer-

tain things one felt it was not exactly

proper to do on Sunday.
Sunday, in fact, was rather a nice

day. After breakfast one was dressed

with such care for church. The Small
Person and her two sisters, exceedingly

fresh as to frocks and hats, and ex-

ceedingly' glossy as to curls, walked to

church with Mamma and the governess

and the two brothers, whose Eton col-

lars presented their most unimpeach-
able spotlessness.

The sermon was frequently rather

long, but one did one's best by it in the

way of endeavoring to understand what
it was about. The Small Person was
dissatisfied with her character because

she was conscious that her mind fre-

quently wandered, and that she found
herself imagining agreeable scenes of a

fictitious nature. She also found that

when she checked these sinful mundane
fancyings and forced herself to strictly

follow the Reverend James Jones, she

was guilty of impatient criticism, en-

tirely unbecoming a little girl. The
literary ideal of a perfect little girl in

those days—a spotless little girl, who,
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being snatched away in lier youtli by
scarlet fever would create quite a com-
motion in Heaven by the rectitude of

her conduct—was the painful young
person who had memoirs written about
her, relating the details of her suffer-

ings and the Example she had been
to every one about her—particularly

to all other children who were not of

the moral elite as it were. The Small
Person had extremely high standards.

There was nothing she would have
been so thankful for as to find that

she might attain being an Example

—

and suitable for memoirs— but she

had an humble, sorrowing conscious-

ness that such aspirations were in vain.

This was evident on the face of it. The
little girls in memoirs could not have
been guilty of the vileness of " not
listening to the sermon." They heard
every word of it and preached it over

again to their companions on the way
home, by way of inspiring them to re-

ligious enthusiasm. They never thought
of anything but the preacher while they
were in church, and they never read
anything but the Bible, and were in the
kindly habit of repeating chapters of

it aloud to people left alone with them.
They always knew a text to say when
anyone did anything wrong, and it al-

ways converted the erring one upon the

spot. "Thou shalt not steal," they
said, solemnly, when a boy was going
to steal an apple, and he never thought
of such a thing again. " Thou, God, see-

est me," they said when Tommy had
taken a lump of sugar, and was revel-

ling in the crime, and he immediately
put it back into the bowl— probably
very much the worse for wear—but he
never looked at the sugar-bowl again so

long as he lived.

The Small Person felt she could not
accomplish these things— that there
was a fatal earthly flaw in her nature.
Perhaps it was because she was Roman-
tic, and no memoir had ever been writ-

ten about a little girl who was Roman-
tic. AVliether it preserved them against
scarlet fever or against the memoir she
did not ask. But sometimes she had a
sad lurking fear that if a girl out of a
memoir had heard her dramatic per-

formances with the Doll she would have
said to her

:

" That is not a bark. It is only an
Arm Chair. You are not playing on a

lute made of silver. You are only toot-

ing on a tin whistle which cost a penny.
You are not a gentleman. You are a
little girl. And you are saying what is

not true. These are all lies—and liars

go to Hell."

It made her feel inclined to burst
into tears when she thought of it—so

she thought of it as little as possible.

This may have indicated a shifty irre-

sponsibility of nature or a philosophic

discretion. She could not live without
the Doll. She felt it sad that she was
not made to be an Example, but she
tried to be as unobjectionable as was
compatible with her inferiority and
lack of fine qualities.

And, somehow, she liked Sunday.
Having had another Mamma she might
have disliked it greatly, but as it ex-

isted in her life, it had rather the air of

a kind of peaceful festival. She herself

was in those days too unconscious to

realize that it combined with its spirit-

ual calm certain mild earthly pleasures

which made an excellent foundation for

its charm. One did not go to school

;

there were no lessons to learn ; the chaos
of the Nursery was reduced to order

;

the whole house looked nice and quiet
;

one was so specially spotless in one's

best frock ; there was always such a
nice pudding for dinner (never rice, or
bread-pudding, but something with an
aspect of novelty). For a little while
after dinner one remained in the draw-
ing - room, and sometimes Mamma —
who belonged to the generation when
" the figure " was not a matter treated

lightly, would suggest that the Small
Person and her two sisters should lie

quite flat upon their backs, upon the

hearth-rug, " for fifteen minutes by the

clock."

"It is very good for your backs, my
dears," she would say. " It makes
them straight. It is very important
that a young lady should hold herself

well. When we were girls—your Aunt
Emma and I—back-boards were used."

The Small Person quite delighted in

this ceremony. It was so nice to stretch

one's plump l)ody on the soft rug—with
the sense of its being rather a joke

—

and hear about the time when people
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used back-boards. It appeared that

there had beeu schoohnistresses—gen-
teel, extremely correct ladies who kept
boardiiiii,'-schools—who had been most
rigorous iu insisting on the use of the

back-board by their pupils. There
Avere anecdotes of girls who would
" poke their chins forward," and so were
constrained to wear a species of collar.

There was one collar, indeed, celebrated

for certain sharp-pointed things under
the chin, which briskly reminded the

young lady when she " j^o^^^^*" ^^^^

knowledge that scholastic and maternal
method had im^Droved since those days,

and that one would never be called up-
on to use back-boards or instruments
suggestive of the Inquisition, was
agreeable, and added charm to lying on
the rug and turning one's eyes to the
ormolu clock on the mantel every now
and then, to see if the three five min-
utes were gone.

After that one went for a decorous
saunter round the Square, where one
always encountered the Best Friend
and her sisters, and perhaps other lit-

tle girls, all in best frocks and best
hats, and inclined to agreeable conver-

sation.

About four one returned to the

dra^Adng - room, and the event of the

day took place. Everyone took a chair,

and being given an orange, disposed
of it at leisure and with great but joy-

ful decorum, while Mamma or the Gov-
erness read aloud.

" Where did wx leave off last Sun-
day," the reader would ask, turning
over the leaves.

The Small Person always knew. She
revelled in these Sunday afternoons.

During the rapture of their passing

she heard " Alinistering Children,"
" The Channings," " Mrs. Hallibur-

ton's Troubles," "Letters from Pal-

myra," and "Letters from Rome," an
enthralling book called " Naomi,"
which depicted dramatically the siege

of Jerusalem, and divers other " Sun-
day books."

Yes, Sunday was a day quite set apart

and was really very pleasant to think

of. A far more brilliant woman than
"Mamma" might have made it infi-

nitely less an agreeable and bright

memory. Hers was the brilliance of

a sweet and tender heart which loved
too kindly to give one dreary hour.
None of the 3'ounger ones went to

church in the evening.

"I am afraid you might be sleepy,"
said Mamma, which was an instance of
most discreet forethought.

So not going to church, the Small
Person had her evening hours in the
quiet house, and liked them greatly.

The form and merits of the First
One have not remained a memory, but
the emotion which created it is a mem-
ory very distinct indeed. As for the
creation itself, it cannot have been of

any consequence but that it was the
First One.

I see the Sitting Room with its look
of Sunday neatness, the Green Arm
Chair wearing a decorous air of never
having braved the stormy billows, the ta-

ble with its cloth quite straight upon it,

and the Small Person sitting by it with
pen and ink and an old exercise-book
before her, the window open behind her.

The pen and ink and book were to

scribble with, because it amused her to

scribble. But all was so quiet around
her, and the sound of the church bells

coming through the open windows was
such a peaceful thing, that she sat

leaning on the table, her cheek on her
hand, listening to it. What is there

that is so full of emotional suggestion
in the sound of bells ringing in the
summer twilight ? The Small Person
did not know at all. But she felt very
still and happy, and as if she wanted to

say or do something new, which would
somehow be an expression of feeling,

and goodness, and—and—she did not
know at all what else.

She turned her face over her shoul-

der, to look at the sky, which showed
over the toj^s of the houses in the Back
Street. It was very beautiful that

evening—very blue, and dappled with
filmy white clouds. It had a Sunday
evening look.

After looking at it, she turned slowly

to the exercise-book again—not with
any particular intention, but reminded
by the pen in her hand of the pleas-

antness of scribbling. A delightful

queer and tremendously bold idea came
to lier. It was so daring that she

smiled a little.
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" I wouder if I could write—a piece of

poetry," she said. "I believe—I'll try."

No one need ever know that she

had attempted anything- so audacious,

and she could have the fun of trying.

There was no one in the room but the

Green Arm Chair, and it could not be-

tray her—besides the fact that it would
not if it could. It was such a nice old

thing. It had a way at times of seem-
ing to have forgotten the adventures of

its wild and rather racketty past and
of seeming to exist onty to hold out its

arms benignly to receive Grandmam-
mas. As to Pirates on the High Seas,

it seemed never to have even heard of

one.

A piece of poetry was a thing with
short lines, and at the end of them
were words which sounded alike—

•

which rhymed.

" Down on a green and sliady bed
A modest violet grew.

Its stalk was bent, it Imng its head
As if to hide from view."

** ' Charge. Chester, charge ! on, Stanley, on !

'

Were the last words of Marmion."

"Believe me, if all those endearing young
charms

Which I gaze on so fondly to-day
Were to fleet by to- morrow and fade in these

arms
Like fairy dreams gone to decay."

" How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour.

It gathers honey all the day,
From every opening flower."

These were pieces of poetry, and
they gave one something to build
on. " Bed, Head, Led, Shed—Charms,
Arms, Farms, Carms." No, Carms was
not a word. Oh ' Calms.' And Calms
was a real word. That seemed to open
up vistas. It became quite exciting

—

like a sort of game. There were words
spelled differently from each other, it

seemed, which would rhyme. And the
church-bells went on ringing with that
soft sound which seemed to make one
think things.

What should the piece of poetry be
about ? How pretty that ringing was !

Oh, suppose one tried to write a piece
of poetry about the bells. Bells, Shells,

Tells, Sells—Ring, Sing, Fling, Wing.

And she wrote a "piece of poetry"
about the church-bells, and of it there

is no record whatever, but that it was
the First One. How long it was be-

fore she wrote another I am not at

all sure. She did not seem to rush
madly on in her downward career.

Time could not possibly be calculat-

ed in those days. A month seemed to

hold a Future. Anything might occur
in the way of rapture during six weeks'
holiday. If one heard that a thing
would happen " Next Year," one could
not feel actual interest in it. "Next
century " would not have made it much
less vague.

But I think she was nine or ten
years old when, on another Sunday
evening, she broke forth again. She had
read a great deal of the "Secretaire" by
that time, and had found that in Mag-
azines published for grown-up people
there were many things to read. She
had discovered that Punch was a source
of delight, and a person of the name of

Charles Dickens had attracted her at-

tention. Perhaps the fact that she had
made his acquaintance, and that she
had discovered Punch had given a new
flavor to her romanticisms. But to the
last the adventures of the Doll were
never clouded in their seriousness by
any sense of humor. Her charm would
have been lost if one could have treated
her lightly, or made fun of her. She
was Reality.

The Sunday evening when she wrote
her next piece of poetry was a dark
and stormy one. It was a winter even-
ing. The rain was falling and the

wind howling outside. Her sisters were
in bed, every one else but one servant

at church, and she was sitting in the

drawing-room.
She had pen and ink before her

again, without any particular reason,

except that she wanted something to

do, and again it was the sounds outside

which gave her her impetus. There
were no church - bells. They had
stopped ringing long before, and the
wintry storm had begun after every
one must have been safely in church.
It was the sound of the wind which
moved her this time. It sounded all

the more weird, as it rushed wailing
round the houses, because she was
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quite alone. Sometimes it seemed to

exhaust itself in sounds like mournful
cries heard very far off. That par-

ticular sound had always affected her
yery much. AVhen she had been a lit-

tle child lying' awake in the Nursery
bedroom she had been heart-broken
by a fancy of a baby lost in the dark-

ness of the night and storm, and wan-
dering alone, crying, crying for some
one to find it.

This Sunday night it made her
melancholy. Eyen the cheerful sounds
of the bright tire of blazing coal were
not enough to overpower the feeling.

And she felt so alone that she began
to wish " Mamma " and the Governess
would come home from church, and
wondered how' they would get through
the rain. It seemed lonely "svhen the

wind sounded like that.

And suddenly, as a means of distract-

ing herself, she began to write an-

other "piece of poetry."

It began by being a ver^^ harrow-
ing thing. The immortal whole was
never seen by her after that night, but
the flavor of the first verse was so fine

that it would not be easy to forget it.

The " Secretaire " had given her an ac-

quaintance with more than one dark-

ling poem, recording and immortalizing
the sentiments of lofty-minded j^ersons

Avho were the victims of accursed fate

and who in the depths of their woe
were capable of devoting many verses

to describing their exalted scorn of

things in general—j)articularly suns
which would unfeelingly persist in shin-

ing, stars that continued heartlessly to

remain bright, and skies whose incon-

siderate blueness could not be too

scathingly condemned. And the very

loftiness of their mental altitude Avas

the cause of their being isolated from
the " hollow world." They were always
" alone." Alone. That was a good
idea. The piece of poetry should be
called "Alone." And the Avind should
be heard in it. How it wailed at that

particular moment. And this w^as the

soul-stirring result

:

Alone.

Alone—alone ! The wind shrieks " Alone !

"

And mocks my lonely sorrow,
" Alone - alone !" the trees seem to moan.

'* For thee there's no bright to morrow."

There were no trees^—but that was
immaterial. And there w\as no sorrow
—but that also was of no consequence
whatever. There was, however, a touch
of unconscious realism in the sugges-
tion of the to-morrow not wearing a
cheerful aspect. The next day Avas

Monday and it Avould be necessary to

go to school again, Avhich w^as a pros-

pect never holding forth inducements
of a glittering nature. She was not
warmly attached to school.

But the first Averse really impressed
her. Up to that time I remember she

had never been imj)ressed by anything
she had done. The First One had not
impressed her at all. She had only
found it very absorbing to write it.

But the tone of this struck her. It

Avas the tone. It seemed so elevated

—

so groAA^n-up—so like something out of

the " Secretaire." It suggested Lord
Byron. It seemed to begin a little like

some of those things he had written

about ladies—intimating that if he w^as

not A^ery careful indeed they AA^ould fall

hopelessly in love Avith him, w4iich

might lead to most disastrous results,

but that, being the noble creature he
AA^as, he luould be careful, and " S23are

"

them—which the Small Person always

thought extremely nice of him, and so

beautiful when expressed in poetry.

But she had not come to the lady in her

poetry. In fact, she had not thought
of her at all, which was quite remiss,

as she had imagined the sufferer Avhom
the wind shrieked at to be a gentle-

man. Perhaj)s such had been the feel-

ings of QuentenraA^enswoodmaltravers
wiien the eldest Miss Grantham's papa
had disaj^proved of him. Gentlemen
in that situation, in the " Secretaire,"

ahvays felt that trees and things were
taunting them. But it w^as cheering

to reflect that he had had a "bright

to-morrow " on the occasion when he

drove home from church Avith the

eldest Miss Grantham's head on his

shoulder.

Oh, it really was quite a beautiful

piece of poetry—at least the beginning

of it was. And she sat and gazed at it

respectfully.

I have wondered since then if one

has not reason to congratulate her pn

the thing w^liich happened next, and on
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the result of it. Perhaps Punch and
the witticisms in the grown-up maga-
zines, and perhaps the tone of thought
of the gentleman of the name of Dick-

ens were her salvation. If it had been
possible for her to write a second verse

as harrowing as the lirst and to com-
plete her piece of poetry with the same
sentiments carried to the bitter end,

this being repeated through her rip-

ening years and giving tone to them,

it seems not impossible that the effect

upon her character might have been a

little lowering, or at least not of the

most bracing nature.

But this was what happened. Though
a wildly romantic, she was a healthy

and cheerful-minded Small Person, and.

intense as was her reverence for this

first verse she found she could not
possibly write another. She tried and
tried in vain. She frowned gloomily,

and listened to the wind howling. She
thought of the "Corsair," and the la-

dies Lord Byron had " spared." She
strove to depict to herself the agonies

of Quentenravenswoodmaltravers be-

fore Miss Grantham's papa relented.

But it was no use. She became more
and more cheerful, and at last found
herself giving it up with something like

a giggle, because it suddenly struck

her as rather funny that she was sitting

there trjdng so hard to " think of some-
thing sorrowful."

And it occurred to her that she

would try to make it into something
amusing.

It is quite possible that unconscious
cerebration connected with some hu-
morous poems in Punch or the grown-
up magazines guided her. She wrote
the rest of it—and there were a num-
ber of verses—quite rapidly, and with
great enjoyment. She laughed a great

deal as she was doing it. It was quite

a primitive and aged idea she used
but it seemed intensely amusing to her.

The gentleman who had begun by being
mocked and shrieked at by the winds
and trees developed into an unmarried
gentleman whose bachelorhood exposed
him to many domestic vicissitudes and
unpleasantnesses. He seemed a very
hapless gentleman, indeed, and his situ-

ation was such that one did not won-
der that the winds in the first verse

" seemed to moan " at him, even though
they intended it for another gentle-

man.
She finished the last verse in a burst

of ecstatic low giggling. When it was
all done she did not think of respecting

it or admiring it at all ; it did not im-
press her, it simply made her laugh.

I wonder if it can have really been at

all actually funny. At that age one
laughs so easily. I know nothing
about the verses but that there was
an interesting incident connected with
them, and that they made someone else

laugh.

Just as she finished them "Mamma "

came home from church, and hearing
the front door-bell ring she took her
papers off the table. It would not have
done to let " the boj^s " know she had
been trying to write poetry. The}^

would have made her life a burden to

her.

But " Mamma " was different. Mam-
ma alwaj's liked to be told about things,

and perhaps the verses would make her
laugh, too. It was always nice to make
her laugh.

So she took the exercise-book under
her arm, and went upstairs with it, still

flushed and elated by the excitement of

composition.

Mamma was standing before the

dressing-table taking off her nice little

black bonnet. She never wore any-
thing but black after " Poor Papa

"

died, though he died young.
She turned, smiling, as the Small

Person approached with the exercise-

book under her arm.
" Well, my dear ? " she said. " What

have you got there ?
"

"I've got a piece of poetry," said the

Small Person. " I want to read it to

you and see if you don't think it's fun-

ny."

She forgot to say an3i:hing about
having written it herself. She was so

full of it and so eager to try it on
Mamma that it seemed unnecessary to

say it was her own. Just warm from
the writing of it, she took it for granted
that it was all understood.

She looked so elated and laughing
that Mamma laughed too.

"What is it? "she asked.

"Let me read it to you," said the
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Small Person. And she began. "It's

culled 'Alone,' " slie said.

She began ^^-ith tlie nielanolioly verse

and did her best by it. Mamma lot)ked

a little mystitied at lirst, but when the

second verse began she smiled ; at the

third she laughed her 2)retty laugh ; at

the fourth she exclaimed " How funny !

"

at the tifth and sixth she laughed more
and more, and by the time all the others

Avere finished she was laughing quite

uncontrollably. The Small Person was
flushed with delight and was laughing
too.

"Do you think it's funny? " she asked.
" Funny !

" exclaimed Mamma. " Oh,

it is verij funny ! Where did you find

it ? Did you copy it out of one of the

periodicals ?
"

Then the Small Person realized that

Mamma did not know" who had done it

and she felt rather shy.

"Where did you get it?" repeated

Mamma.
The Small Person suddenly realized

that there was an unexpected aw^kward-
ness in the situation. It was as if she
had to confess she had been secreting

something.
She became quite red, and answered

almost apologetically, looking rather

sheepislily at Mamma,
"I—didn't get it from anj^vhere."

She hesitated. " I thought you knew.
I—I wTote it myself."

Mamma's face changed. She almost
dropped her bonnet on the floor, she

w^as so astonished.
" You ! " she exclaimed, looking al-

most as if she was a little frightened

at such an astounding develoj^ment.
" You wi'ote it, my dear ? Are you in

earnest ? Why, it seems impossible."
" But I did. Mamma," said the Small

Person, beaming with delight at success

so unexpected and intoxicating. "I
really did. My owti self. I was sitting

in the dramng-room by myself. And
I wanted to do something because it

was so lonely—and the wind made such
a noise. And I began to write—and I

made it mournful at first. And then I

couldn't go on with it, so I thought I'd

make it funny. See, here it is in the

exercise-book—with all the mistakes in

it. You know you always keep making
mistakes when you write poetry."

Dear IMamnia had never written po-
etry-. It was revealed afterward that
" Poor Papa " had done something of
the sort before he was married. But
never Mamma. And the rest of the
children—Aunt Emma's children and
Aunt Caroline's and Uncle Charles's

—

had never shown any tendencies of the
kind. And the Square children never
did it. I think she was a little alarmed.
She may privately have been struck wdth
a doubt as to its being quite healthy.

I am afraid she thought it was enor-
mously clever—and, in those days, one
not infrequently heard darkling stories

of children who were so clever that " it

flew to the brain," with fatal results.

And 3"et, whatever her startled thoughts
were, she was undisguisedly filled with
delight and almost incredulous admi-
ration. She glanced at the exercise-

book and looked up from it quite
blushing herself with surprise and
pleasure.

"Well, my dear " she said, " you have
taken me by surprise, I must confess.

I never thought of such a thing. It

—

wh}' it is so clever !
"

And she put her arms about the over-

whelmed and ecstasized Small Person
and kissed her. And for some reason
her eyes looked quite oddly bright, and
the Small Person, delighted though she

w^as, felt a queer little lump for a mo-
ment in her throat.

This being, I suppose, because they
were both feminine things, and could
not even be very much delighted with-

out being tempted to some quaint
emotion.

CHAPTEE Xn.

"EDITH SOMERVILLE"—AND RAW TURNIPS.

I FIND it rather interesting to recall

that, having had the amusement of writ-

ing the poem and the rajoturous excite-

ment of finding it was a success with

Mamma, the Small Person did not con-

cern herself further about it. It is

more than probable that it had a small

career of its own among her friends and
relatives ; but of that slie seems to have

heard nothing but that it was read to a

mature gentleman who pronounced it
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"clever." She did not inquire into tlie

details and was given none of them.
This was discreet enough on the part

of the older people. She was not a self-

conscious, timid child, to whom con-

stant praise was a necessity. She was
an extremely healthy and joyous Small
Person, and took life mtli ease and good
cheer. She would have been disappoint-

ed if Mamma had thought her " piece of

poetry" silly and had not laughed at

all. As she had laughed so much and
had been so pleased she had had all

the triumph her nature craved, and
more might have been bad for her. To
have been led to attach any importance
to the little effusion or to regard it

with respect would certainly have been
harmful. It is quite possible that this

was the decision of Mamma, who prob-
ably liked her entire unconsciousness.

It was possibly, however, a piece of

good fortune for her that her first effort

had not been a source of discourage-

ment to her. If it had been, it is likely

that she would have done nothing more,
and so would not have spent her early

years in unconscious training, which
later enabled her to make an honest
livelihood.

As it was, though she wrote no more
poetry, she began to scribble on slates

and in old account - books thrilling

scenes from the dramas acted "with the
Doll. It was very exciting to write
them down, and they looked very beau-
tiful when wi'itten—particularly if the
slate-pencil was sharp—but the diffi-

culty was to get a whole scene on to a
slate. They had a habit of not fitting,

and then it was awkAvard. And it hap-
pened so frequently that just at the
most exciting point one's pencil would
reach the very last line that could be
crowded in and strike against the frame
in the middle of a scene—even in the
middle of a sentence. And it destroyed
the sentiment and the thrill so to break
off in such a manner as this :

" Sir Marmaduke turned proudly
away. The haughty blood of the Max-
weltons sprang to his cheek. Ethel-
berta's heart beat wildly. She held out
her snoAV}^ arms. ' Oh, Marmaduke !

'

she cried. 'Oh, Marmaduke, I cannot
bear it,' and she burst

"

You cannot get in any more when

you come to the wooden frame itself,

and it was trying to everybody—Sir

Marmaduke Maxwelton included—not
to know that Ethelberta simply burst
into tears.

And it spoiled it to sponge it all out
and continue on a clean slate. One
wanted to read it all together and get
the whole effect at once. It was better

in old butcher's books, because there

was more room, though of course the
cook never had " done with them " until

there were only a few pages left, and
even these were only given up because
they were greasy. Sometimes one had
to scribble between entries, and then it

might happen that when Ethelberta,
" appalled by the sight of a strong man
weeping, bent over her lover, laying

her white hand upon his broad shoul-

der, and said, 'Marmaduke, what has
grieved you so ? Speak, dearest, speak

!

'

Sir Marmaduke turned his anguished
eyes upon her, and cried in heart-wrung
tones :

' Ethelberta—my darling—oh,

that it should be so Onions Id. Shoul-
der of Mutton 108."

And old coj)y-books were almost as

bad, though one sometimes did get a

few more blank leaves. But with her
knowledge of the impassioned nature of

the descendant of the Maxweltons and
his way with Ethelberta when he was ex-

pressing his emotions freely, the Small
Person could not feel that "Content-
ment is better than riches," "Honesty
is the best policy," "A rolling stone

gathers no moss," were sentiments
likely to " burst forth from his o'er-

charged bosom as he gazed into her
violet eyes and sighed in tender tones

"

—which not infrequently happened to

him. Yes, it was extremely difficult to

procure paper. When one's maturity
realizes how very much there is of it in

the world, and how much might be left

blank with advantage, and how much
one is obliged by social rules to cover

when one would so far prefer to leave

it untouched, it seems rather sad that

an eager Small Person could not have
had enough when she so needed it for

serious purposes.

But she collected all she could and
covered it with vivid creations. It was
necessary that she should take precau-

tions about secreting it safely, however.
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" The boys," haviuj^ in some iinex-

jjlained wixy discovered her tendencies,

"Nvere immensely exhilarated by the idea

and indulj:,-ed in the most brilliant Avit-

ticisms at her expense.
'* I say !

" they would proclaim, " she's

writing" a three - volumed novel. The
heroine has golden hair that trails on
the ground. Her name's Lady Adol-
phusina."

They were not ill-natured, but a girl

who was " romantic " must expect to

be made fun of. They used to pre-

tend to have found pieces of her manu-
script and to quote extracts from them
when there were people to hear.

It was great fun for the boys, but
the frogs—I should say the Small Per-

son—did not enjoy it. She was pri-

vately a sensitive and intensely proud
Small Person, and she hated it, if the
truth were told. She was childishly

frank but desperately tenacious of cer-

tain reserves, of which the stor}'-writing
was one. She liked it so much, but she
was secretly afraid it ivas a ridiculous
thing for a little girl to do. Of course
a child could not really write stories,

and perhaps it was rather silly and con-

ceited to pretend, even for amusement,
that she was doing it. But she never
let anyone see what she wrote. She
would have perished rather. And it

really hurt nobody, however silly it

was.

She used to grow hot all over when
the boys made fun of her. She grew
hot even if no one heard them, and if

they began before strangers she felt the

scarlet rush not only to the roots of

her hair but all among them and to the

na2:)e of her neck. She used to feel

herself fly into a blazing rage, but the

realization she began her first conscious
experience with at two years old—the

complete realization of the uselessness

of attacking a Fixed Fact— used to

make her keep still. The boys were a

Fixed Fact. You cannot stop boys un-
less you Murder them ; and though you
may feel— for one wild, rushing mo-
ment—that they deserve it, you can't

Murder your own brothers. If you
call names and stamp your feet they
\vill tease you more ; if you burst out
crying they will laugh and say that is

always the way Avith girls, so upon the

whole it seems better to try not to look

in a rage and keep your fury inside the
little bodice of jour frock. She was
too young to have reached the Higher
Carelessness of Theosophy and avoid
feeling the rage. She was a mild creat-

ure when left alone to the Doll and the

Story, but she was capable of furies

many sizes too large for her. Irritable

she never was, murderous she had felt

on more than one occasion Avhen she

was not suspected of it. She was a

great deal too proud to " let peo2)le

see." So she alwa^^s hid her scraps of

pa^^er, and secreted herself when she

was covering them.
Mamma knew and never catechised

her about them in the least, which was
very perfect in her. She doubtless

knew that in a rudimentary form they
contained the charms which enriched

the pages of the Family Herald and
the Young Ladies' Halfpenny Journal,

but she was too kind to interfere with

them, as they did not seem to interfere

with "Pinnock's England" or insi^ire

the child with self-conscious airs and
graces.

M}^ memory of them is that they

were extremely like the inspirations of

the Young Ladies' Halfpenny. The
heroines had the catalogued list of

charms which was indispensable in the

Journal type of literature. One went
over them carefully and left nothing
out. One did not say in an indefinite,

slip-shod manner that Cecile was a

blonde. One entered into detail and
described what she "had" in the way
of graces. " She had a mass of silken,

golden locks which fell far below her

tiny waist in a shower of luxuriant

ringlets. She had a straight, delicate

nose, large pellucid violet eyes, slender,

arched eyebrows, lashes which swept
her softly rounded, rose-tinted cheek, a

mouth like Cupid's bow, a brow of ivory

on which azure veins meandered, pink

ears like ocean shells, a throat like ala-

baster, shoulders like marble, a waist

which one might span, soft, fair arms,

snowy, tapering, dimpled hands, and

the tiniest feet in the world. She wore

a filmy white robe, confined at her

slender waist by a girdle of pearl and

gold, and her luxuriant golden tresses

were wreathed with snowdro^^s."
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Heroines were not things to be
passed over as mere trivialities or every-

day aifairs. Neither were heroes. Sir

Marmaduke Maxwelton covered nearly

two whole slates before he was done
with, and then entire justice w^as not

done to the " patrician air which marked
all of Maxwelton blood."

But how entrancing* it was to do it.

The Small Person particularly revelled

in the hair, and eyes, and noses. Noses
had always struck her as being more or

less unsatisfactory, as a rule, but with

a pencil in one's hand one can " chisel
"

them, and "daintily model" them;
they can be given a " delicately patrician

outline," a "proud aquiline curve," "a
coquettish tilt," and be made Greek or
Roman with a touch, and as to hair, to

be able to bestow " torrents " of it, or
" masses," or " coils," or " coronals," or
"clouds," is an actual relief to the feel-

ings. Out of a butcher's or greengro-
cer's book there is a limit to the size of

eyes, but within their classic pages ab-

solutely none.

Edith Somerville's hair, I remember
distinctly, was golden - brown. The
weight of the " long, thick, heavy curls

which fell almost to her knee " was
never stated, but my impression—the

cold, callous impression produced by
a retentive memory drawing from the

shades of the past the picture its vol-

ume made on the Small Person's mind
—my impression would be that no
mortal frame could have borne it about.
Edith Somerville would have been
dragged to earth b}^ it. Her eyes were
" large, soft, violet eyes," and were
shaded by " fringes " almost as long
and heavy as her hair. But neither of

these advantages restrained her from
active adventure and emotions suffi-

ciently varied and deep to have reduced
her to Hail- Restorer as a stern neces-
sity.

She was not created in a copy-book
or recorded on a slate. She was Told.

She began in school on one of the
" Embroidery " Afternoons. On two or
three afternoons each week the femi-

nine portion of the school was allowed
to do fancy-work—to embroider, to cro-

chet, to do tatting, or make slippers or
cushions, with pink lap-dogs, or blue
tulips, or Moses in the Bulrushes on

them in wool-work and beads. They
were delightful afternoons, and the

reins of discipline were relaxed.

Sometimes some one read aloud, and
when this was not being done low-voiced
talk was permitted.

It was not an uncommon thing for

children to say to each other :

" Do you know any tales to tell ?
"

The Small Person, on being asked
this question, had told something more
than once. But being asked on this

special afternoon by the little girl sit-

ting next to her, she did not reply en-

couragingly.
" I can't think of anything to tell,"

she said.

" Oh, tr}^," said her small neighbor,

whose name was Kate. "Just try;

you'll remember something,"
"I don't think I can," said the Small

Person. "The things I know best
seem to have gone out of my head."

" Well, tell an old one, then," argued
Kate. "Just anything will do. You
know such a lot."

The Small Person was making won-
derful open - work embroidery, com-
posed of a pattern in holes which had to

be stitched round with great care. She
hesitated a moment, then took a fresh

needleful of cotton from the twisted coil

which was kept thrown round her neck,

so that it was easy to j^nll a thread out
of.

" I don't w^ant to tell an old one," she
said ;

" but I'll tell you what I'll do,

I'll make one up out of my head."
" Make one out of your o\;^Tl head !

"

said Kate, with excitement. " Can
you?"

"Yes, I can," answered the Small
Person, with some slight awkwardness.
" Don't you tell anyone—but I some-
times make them up for myself—just

for fun, you know—and write them on
slates, but you can't get them all in on
a slate."

" You write them !
" Kate exclaimed

in a breathless whisper, staring at her
with doul)ting but respectful eyes.

"Yes," tlie Small Person wliisi^ered

back. " It's very easy."

"Why "gasped Kate. "Why—
you're an Auth'ress—like Charles Dick-
ens."

" No, I'm not," said the Small Per-
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son, a little crossly, because somehow
she felt rather ridiculous and preten-
tious. "I'm not. Of course that's dif-

ferent. I just make them up. It isn't

a bit hard.'
" Do you make them up out of thino;s

you 'ye read?" asked Kate.
" No, that TNOuldn't be any fun. I

just think them."
Kate gazed at her, doubtful respect

mingling itself with keen curiosity.

She edged closer to her.

"Make one up now," she said, "and
tell it to me. Nobody mil hear if you
speak low."

And so began the first chapter of

"Edith Someryille." It may have been
the Small Person's liberality in the mat-
ter of the golden-brown hair, her layish-

ness as to featui'es and complexion, and
the dej^th and size of the yiolet eyes
which fascinated her hearer. Suffice it

to say she was bound as by a spell.

She edged closer and closer and hung
upon the words of the story - teller

breathlessly. She had an animated lit-

tle face and it became more animated
with eyery incident. Her crochet-work
was neglected and she made mistakes
in it. If there was a moment's inter-

ruption, for any reason whateyer, the

instant the cause was remoyed she

snuggled excitedly against the Small
Person, saying :

" Oh, go on, go on ! Tell some more,
tell some more !

"

The Small Person became excited

herself. She was not limited by a slate-

frame and she had the stimulus of an en-

raptured audience. She " told " " Edith
Someryille" all the afternoon, and when
she left the school-room Kate followed

her while she related it on the way home,
and eyen stood and told some more at

the front gate. It was not finished

when they parted. It was not a story

to be finished in an afternoon. It was
to be continued on the next opportun-
ity. It was continued at all sorts of

times and in all sorts of places. Kate
allowed no opportunity or the ghost of

one to slip by.

"Just telfa little 'Edith Someryille'

while we're waiting," she would say,

whether it was in the few minutes be-

fore Miss Hatleigh came in, or in a few
minutes when she was called from the

room by some unforeseen incident, or
on the way down-stairs, or in the cloak-

room, or waiting for the door-bell to be
answered when the Small Person went
home to her dinner or tea. It was not
only the Embroidery Afternoons that

we utilized, any afternoon or morning,
or any hour would do.

For a short time the narratiye w^as

an entire secret. The Small Person
was as afraid of being heard as she
was when she entertained herself with
the Doll. When anyone approached she
dropped her yoice yery low or stopped
speaking. "What makes you so fun-

ny?" Kate used to say. "I wouldn't
care a bit. It's a beautiful tale." And
somehow one of the other little girls

found out that the beautiful tale was
being told, and Kate was made a go-

between in the matter of ajopeal.

" Lizzie wants to know if she may
listen?" the Small Person was asked,

and after a little hesitation she gaye
consent and Lizzie listened, and a little

later one or two others attached them-
selyes to the party. There were occa-

sions when three or four little girls

reyelled in the woes and raptures of

Edith Someryille.

The relation lasted for weeks. It

began with the heroine's infancy and
included her boarding-school days and
the adyentures of all her companions
of both sexes. There was a youthful
female yillain whose yices were stam23ed

upon her com^^lexion. She had rayen
hair and an oliye skin, and she began
her career of iniquity at twelye years

old, when she told lies about the nice

blonde girls at the boarding-school, and
through heartless duplicity and fiend-

ish machinations was the cause of Edith
Someryille's being put to bed—for noth-

ing. She was always found out in the

most humiliating way and coyered with
ignominy and confusion, besides being
put to bed herself and giyen pages and
Images of extra lessons to learn. But
this did not discourage her ; she always

began again. An ordinary boarding-

school would haye dismissed her and
sent her home in charge of a policeman,

but this school could not haye gone on
without her. Edith Someryille would
haye had no opportunity to shine at

all, and her life would have become
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a flat, stale, and unprofitable affair.

Nothing could damp the ardor of the

little female villain with the laa'ge black

eyes. When they had left school, and
Cecil Castleton, who had purple eyes

and soft black hair, loomed up at Som-
erville Hall, with a tall, slender, grace-

ful figure and a slender, silken mus-
tache, then the female villain began to

look about her seriously to invent new
plots in which she could be unmasked,
to the joy of all the blond people con-

cerned. Cecil Castleton's complexion
was not olive and his hair was not raven
—it was only black, and soft and wavy,
and his eyes were purple, which quite

saved him from being a villain. You
could not be a villain if you had j)urple

eyes. The female villain was naturally

deeply enamoured of him, and wished
to separate him from Edith Somerville.

But of course it was no use. She
would do things it would take days to

tell about, and the narration of which
would cause the school-room audience
to gasp and turn quite pale, but Cecil

Castleton always found her out after

Edith Somerville and himself had suf-

fered agonies. And it almost seemed
as if he could scarcely have helped it.

One might have imagined that she was
extremely careful to commit no crime
which could not be exposed. She was
always dropping things where people
would find them when she had been
listening, and she sat up at nights to

keep a diary about the lies she told and
those she intended to tell, and even
wrote letters to her aunt that she might
gloat in black and white over the mis-
eries and estrangements she was plan-

, ning. Sometimes she even put these
letters into the wrong envelopes, par-
ticularly when she intended to accept
an invitation to take tea with Edith
Somerville's bosom friend. This fee-

bleness of mind may, like her char-
acter, have been the result of her com-
plexion, but it gave thrill and excite-

ment to the story.

And how the audience was enthralled !

It would be a pleasing triumph for a
story - teller of mature years to see
such eyes, such lips, to hear such ex-

clamations of delight or horror as this
inchoate Small Person was inspired

Naturally, stories told in school and
at odd times meet with interruj^tions.

" Young ladies, you are talking !

"

Miss Hatleigh would say sometimes,
or one would reach the front gate, or
some one would intrude, and then
everything stopped. When it began
again it began with a formula.

" And so—Edith came floating

lightly down the broad old oak stair-

way while Cecil Castleton stood wait-

ing below."
It always began "And so." That

seemed to join it on to what had gone
before. Accordingly, if the Small Per-
son paused for a moment, Kate, whose
property she had become, and who ex-

2)loited her, as it were, and always sat

next to her, would make a little excited

movement of impatience in her seat,

and poke her in the side with her el-

bow.
"And so " she would suggest.

" And so—and so Oh, do go on !

"

And the others would lean forward
also, and repeat : "And so ?—And so ?

"

until she began again.

The history of Edith Somerville be-

ing completed she began another ro-

mance of equal power.

It was also of equal length, extend-
ing over weeks of relation, and at its

completion she began another, and an-

other, and another. There is no know-
ing how many she told, but however
lier audience varied Kate always sat

next to her. There were never more
than two or three other listeners. The
Tale Listeners were a little exclusive

and liked to keep together.

It was through a brilliant inspiration

of Kate's that a banquet became part

of the performance. The Small Person
was extremely fond of green apples

—

very green and sour ones, such as can
be purchased at the apple-stands only

sufficiently early in the year to be con-

sidered vmfit for human food. A ripe

and rosy apple offered no inducements,

but a perfectly green one, each crisp

bite of which was full of sharp juice,

was a thing to revel in.

Knowing this taste, Kate had the

adroit wit to arrive one afternoon with

her small pocket bulging.

"I've got something !
" she whis-

pered.
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" What is it V
"

" Soniethiug to eat while you're tell-

inc^ ' Edith Somerville.' Green apples."

They were such a rapturous success

aud seemed so inspiring in their ef-

fect that they founded a custom. The
Listeners got into the habit of bring-
ino- them bv turns. Green gooseber-

ries were also tried and soon Kate had
anotlier inspiration.

"If I can get a little jug downstairs,"

she whispered one afternoon, " I am
going to till it with water and bring it

up hidden in my frock. And we can
hide it under the form and take drinks
out of it when no one is looking."

This may not appear to be a wild-

ly riotous proceeding, but as jugs
of water were not admitted into the

school-room and if one wanted a drink
one went decorously downstairs first,

the idea of a private jug and concealed

libations was a daring and intoxicating

thing.

Only Kate would have thought of

this. She was a little girl with a tre-

mendous flow of sj)irits and an en-

terprising mind. She was sometimes
spoken of by the authorities, rather dis-

approvingly, as "a Romp."
The Romp managed the feat of bring-

ing up the jug of water. It was quite

thrilling to see her come in as if she

had nothing whatever concealed behind
the folds of her skirt. She walked
carefully and showed signs of repress-

ing giggles as she aj^proached the Lis-

teners.
" Have you got it ? " whispered the

Small Person.
" Yes—under my frock. Ill put it

under the form."

It was put under the form and, as

soon as it was considered discreet,

drinks were taken—sij^s out of the side

of the jug, combined with green apples.

Nobody was particularly thirsty, and
if they had been there was plenty of

water downstairs, but that was not
contraband, it was not mingled with
acid appleu and " Edith Somerville."

There was a suggestion of delightful

riot and dissipation in it. It was a sort

of school-room Bacchanalian orgie, and
it added to the adventures of Edith
Somerville just the touch of license

needed. The Small Person's enjoyment
was a luxurious thing. To fill one's

mouth with green apple and wash it

down furtively from the jug under the

form was bordering on perilous advent-
ure. She was very fond of bordering
on adventure. When apples were no
longer green somebody brought raw
turnips. Perhaj)S it was Kate again.

She was a child with resources. Some
of the girls seemed to like them. The
Small Person did not, but she liked the

sense of luxury and peril they represent-

ed. She was so pleased with the flavor

of the situation that she bore up against

the flavor of the raw turnips. She never
told her fellow-banqueters that she did

not enjoy them, that she found them
tough and queer, and that it needed a

great deal of water to wash them down.
She took large bites and obstinately

refused to admit to herself that they
were on the whole rather nasty. To
admit this would have been to have
lost an atmosphere—an illusion. And
she was very fond of her illusions. She
loved them. She went on telling the

stories and the listeners hung on her

words and nourished themselves with

deadly indigestibles. And nobody died

—either of " Edith Somerville " or the

raw turnips.

(To be continned.)



THE RESTORATION HOUSE.

The Porch.

By Stephen T. Aveling.

N the year one thousand six hundred and sixty, on
May 28th, there were great rejoicings in the City

of Rochester, in the County of Kent : Charles
Stuart the Second had arrived in Rochester from
the Continent on his way to London, and the

monarchy was about to be restored. Rochester
had been the centre of a portion of Cromwell's
army, which under Colonel Gibbon had been
quartered upon the city. Gibbon had been load-

ed with honors and lands by Cromwell, and
doubtless expected to be dispossessed of them on
the revival of the monarchy.
Rochester being a loyal town, the house of many

a good royalist had been confiscated by Gibbon un-
der Cromwell's orders. The house of Francis Gierke
was one of these—a house built in the reign of Queen

Elizabeth, when England was " one great stonemasons
yard." Its ground plan was a letter E, in honor of the

Queen, the two outer projections forming wings, and the

centre projection the porch.

It is built of red brick, and has an oak roof covered with red tiles. Most of

the window-frames, muUions, etc., are of oak, but some are of moulded brick.

The porch, and the wall on each side of the porch, appear to have been cased

with a brighter red brick, some fifty j^ears after the erection of the building.

Some elaborate string-courses, mouldings, pilasters, and decoration in brick-work
were then added.

Clerke was Recorder for Rochester, and afterward Member of Parliament. His
father had also been member, and was knighted by King Charles the First.

Francis Gierke's house being one of the largest in the city, Colonel Gibbon
took it and d\\elt in it, Clerke afterward redeeming it by paying to Cromwell's
commissioners £200. The documents relating to this payment are still pre-

served in the Record Office. Cromwell wanted the money rather than the house.

The loyal city of Rochester had suffered under Cromwell, and welcomed with
the greatest enthusiasm the King's return. His journey was from Dover through
Canterbury ; at the former place the Mayor and Aldermen presented him " a

large bible wdth gold clasps."

"On Monday, the 28th of May," says the chronicler, "he came unto Rochester
about 5 of the clock in the afternoon, and went immediateh' to Collonel Gibbon,
his house, where, after he had a little refreshed himself, he went to Chatham, to

see the ' Royal Sovereign ' (a large ship which lay there),* and returned that

night to Collonel Gibbon, his house, where he lay, and was by the Collonel pre-

sented with a most dutyful and loyal address from him and his Regiment, which
was then Quartered in Rochester."
The royal and episcopal lands which had been granted to Colonel Gibbon dur-

ing the usurpation, and which by the return of his sovereign he was on the
point of losing, were wisely confirmed by the King, and Gibbon was made loyal

by the generosity of the King. The town was fully decorated with banners and
ribbons " and silver bodkins." " The citizens had hung up, over the midst of

the streets, many beautiful garlands, curiously made up with costly scarves and

• The King, during his abode at yea, gave new names to the whole navy {" cousistiug oi' tweuty-six goodly ves-
sels ").

Vol. XIII.-44
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ribbons, decked with spoons and bod-
kins of silver, and small plate of several

sorts ; and some with gold chains, in

like sort as at Canterburv ; each striv-

ing to outdo the other in all expressions

of joy." *

The walls were adorned with hang-

ings and carpets of tapestry and other

costly stuff. There were maids " clad

all alike in white garments," with

scarves about them ; who, having pre-

pared many flaskets covered with line

linen and adorned with rich scarves

and libbons, which flaskets were full of

flowers and sweet herbs, strewed the

way. There were multitudes of country

people making loud shouts, and in many
places " sets of loud music ; " also the

old music of tabor and pipe. The street

severe as that of any tyrant king. Hair
and beards were beginning to grow on
the Cromwellian heads and faces, and a

long curling wig covered the cropped
poll of many a Puritan returned to

loyalty. From the picturesque win-
dows of the overhanging houses, flowers

were thrown do^ai in the King's path as

he rode. The Cathedral bells rang out
a merry peal, and from a turret of the

keep of the great Norman castle, one
hundred and twenty feet high, a royal

flag spread itself to the breeze. This
tower, externally, is scarcely altered

since that great day, and it was even
then five and a half centuries old.

The king rode a magnificent horse
and was sheltered from the sun by a

handsome canopy supported by four

Cround Plan.

OCALE r I,l,lr+r<-rj= ^FUT

was thronged and every window crowd-

ed with people, and there was scram-

bling for money by the small boys and
girls. Snatches of royalist songs, which

had been prohibited for many years,

now came from the lips of loyal men
who had groaned under a despotism as

• En<^lands Joy ; or, a Relation of the most Remark-
able Paspagep, from his Majesty's arrival at Dover to his

Entrauce at Whitehall. London. Printed by Thomas
Creak. 16G0.

banner poles borne by four loyal adhe-

rents. " On his right rode his royal

Brothers." " There were divers gallant

troops of horse, consisting of the nobil-

ity, knights, and gentlemen of note, clad

in very rich apparel, also several foot

regiments of the Kentish men." Then
came the King's equerries and footmen,

and divers of the King's servants who
came with him from beyond the sea ;
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the gorgeous retinue contrasting great-

ly with the puritanical garments which
the city had been accustomed to see

during the previous twelve years.

The good old John Marloe, Mayor of

Rochester, and the aldermen met and
welcomed the King, and presented a

loyal address, and the people as one
man welcomed " the King's return to his

own." There was royal feasting and
merry-making that night in the dining-

hall of Francis Gierke's house—hence-

forth to be called the Restoration House
in honor of the King's visit. The hall

exists now as it was then, with the same

from tlie U2)per end of the hall ; also

the lower chimney-piece of stone, lately

discovered behind a wood boarding
which had covered it for many years,

and the hearth where the wood loas
used to burn. Beyond the wall, at the
upper end of the dais, is the withdraw-
ing-room, almost in the same state as

when King Charles saw it. The oak
mantel, or chimney-piece, with its carved
illustration of peace on one side and lear

on the other, and its carved heads (pro-

bably portraits of the first owner), has
fortunately been well preserved, not-

withstanding the numbers of boys and

Chimney and Mantelpiece in tlie Withdrawing Room.

panelled walls, upper mantelpiece, and girls who have been in the room—the

window. house having once been used as a school.

The dais, where the high table stood This room on the plan is marked " Oak
for those entitled "to sit above the salt," Room." Over this drawing-room is a

is still there, and the staircase leading similar room with a Tudor bay-window
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The Back of Restoration House, showing the Bay Window.

of excellent proportions, and there are

remains of some beautiful carving which
once adorned its walls. Adjoining this

on the north side, and over the dining-
hall, is a room some thirty-five feet long

;

beyond this the grand staircase, " wide
enough to drive a horse and carriage

down ;
" and again beyond this, the

chamber where the King slept.

Before the feasting was over and the
guests had gone to rest, John Marloe,
the Mayor, and Aldermen and Council,
visited the King and begged his Maj-
esty to accept a silver basin and ewer.
The choice of present was a curious one,

but a late chronicler suggests that the
corporation was anxious that the King
" should leave the citv with clean
hands."

The quaint record in the Coi'poration
books is as follows :

" John Marloe
INIayor 1659— GO. At a special meeting

for the Mayor Aldermen and Com. Coun-
sell of the said Cittie, the 25th day of

May 1660. It is ordered and agreed
. whereas John Marloe Esq. . .

p' and disbursed for a faire piece of

plate (being a bason and ewer gilt) to

be presented in the name of the Mayor
and C. &c. to the King's Ma''" on his

bigness passing through the same Cittie

the sum of one hundred pounds and
whereas several Gen" and other psons in

about the Cittie have subscribed to con-

tribute. . . the Corporation to pay
so much of the said £100 as shall not

be repaid."

Francis Clerke, who had suftered

through his loyalty, w^as honored with

knighthood by Charles the Second. He
represented the City of Rochester dur-

ing the reigns of Charles II., James 11.,

and William and INIary, until his decease,

in 1691. His father was mend)er dur-
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iuo; the reij2:ns of James I. and Charles I.,

and was kui«;hted by the latter. The
bedroom of the king was j^anelled and
decorated in black and gold, but a fire

(luckily contined to this room) destroyed
some of the panelling. The cornice,

with its original decoration, still re-

mains. A large window with the original

frame and glass was lately discovered,

and there is a handsome carved chim-
ney-piece of wood, from which at least

twenty coats of paint have been re-

moved. In place of the destroyed
panels the walls are now covered with
seven cartoons illustrating Tennyson's
"Enid."

After living in the house many years,

I discovered by chance that there was a

secret passage from this room, through
one of the panels, to the room above
and the roof, and through the room be-

low into the garden. This passage,

which had been unknown to those

dwelling in the house in later years,

was not unknown to the jackdaws, as

they had found access through or un-
der the roof. Year after year they had
made their nests, piling up stick up-
on stick, until the whole passage w^as

blocked.

Fortunately this "bird-made inflam-

mable pile " did not take fire when the

^-^^^i

Glimpse of the Staircase through an Open Door.

room was partly burat, or the result

would have been serious. The passage
was discovered by an architect who
made a plan of the house, when several

feet of space could not be accounted for

—the inside and outside of the build-

ing not agreeing. It was so cleverly

arranged and concealed that, but for

this measured plan, it might even now
have been undiscovered.

Tradition assigned to the house two
underground passages—one to the river

and one to the Cathedral. I had no
faith in these traditions until one day
an old man, who was working in the gar-

den, assured me that when a boy, "sixty

years ago," he had seen one passage
opened. He jDointed out a slab in the

cellar, which, he said, covered the en-

trance to the passage which led to the

river. I had the slab removed, and
found a square bricked space about four

feet square and twelve feet deep. I de-

scended by a ladder and found that a

passage led from this space. The pas-

sage passed through and under the

foundation of the house diagonally, w ith

the building on the north side. Its

width Avas about two feet and its height

five feet eight inches, and I could just

walk into it without inconvenience.

Unfortunately, at some time a well had
been sunk through this passage, and my
ramble w as checked by the convex brick-

work of the well. It has been suggested
that the w^ell might originally have been
a trap, and that the walls had been ex-

tended upward at a later period, when
the original use of the passage had
passed away.

In the wall of the ground floor is an
opening with window cut at the exact

angle of the passage. This was evi-

dently intended to watch signals at the

passage end. The Avails on this side of

the house, as in front, are covered with

ivy, of wiiich the stems are in some
places ten inches in diameter, and the

roots liaA^e been found touching the

w\ater in the well, thirty-five feet below
the leA^el of the garden.

Charles Dickens, in " Great Expecta-

tions," describes Restoration House
(Chap. XXIX.) as Satis House, and as

inhabited by Miss Havisham. " I had
heard of Miss Havisham up-town—every-

body, for miles round, had heard of Miss

Havisham up-town—as an immensely
rich and grim lad}', who lived in a large

and dismal house barricaded against

robbers, and who led a life of seclusion.
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. . . I had stopped to look at the

house as I passed, and its seared red-

brick walls, blocked windows, and
strong green ivv, clasping

even the stacks of chimneys
with its twigs and tendons,

as if with sinewy old arms,

made up a rich, attractive

mysterii.''

Great precautions had
been taken by some previous

occupant of the house for

protection against robbers
;

bars, bolts, chains, and locks

almost defied admission.
The many blocked windows
were probably due to that

iniquitous tax which existed

until about fifty years ago

—

the window tax. Each win-

dow over seven paid a tax of

seven shillings and sixpence.

Windows above a certain size

paid as two or even three. I

found thirty windows closed

against the light of day—
lath and plaster outside and
inside, with the original oak
frame and the glass complete
between them. The glass in _ _
some cases had become
opaque by the decomposition
of the surface, but the frames
were, and are still, as hard as

bone. There are fifty -two
windows in the front of the house alone,

the tax therefore would have been very

heavy.

There was a period (some one hun-
dred years ago) when people Hked low
ceilings and stuffy rooms. To accom-
plish this, false ceilings were in some
places added. On removing these I

found another ceiling some eighteen

inches above them. Between most of

the floors and ceilings the space is filled

with silver sand. The smallest hole

pierced in a ceiling entails a continu-

ous fine stream of sand as through an
egg-glass. Whether the sand was placed
there to deaden sound, or to prevent
the passage of rats and mice, is un-
certain. As sound is readily conveyed
from the extreme parts of the house,
and there is an absence of rats and
mice, it is assumed that the latter sug-
gestion is correct.

Besides windows and ceilings I found
two entire staircases built up, the bal-

ustrades being enclosed between the

The Staircase.

lath and plaster on each side of the

wall. I have converted a " dark and
dismal house " into a light, airy, and
bright dwelling, without sacrificing one
atom of the original work, and the

house now very nearly represents what
it was in olden days.

The growth of the ivy is so rapid

that it is necessary to cut a very large

quantity away every year, sometimes
nearly half a ton.

Every stranger looking at the house
exclaims, " That house must have a his-

tory and a ghost." Many a story has

been told of the ghost which has, from
time to time, been seen (or is said to

have been seen) witliin its walls, and
many a servant has, from fear, refused

service in this so-called haunted house.

I came into possession of this old

mansion in December, 1875, and on
April 27, 187(), slept in it for the first
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time. At ten o'clock on that night my
family retired to rest ; haying some let-

ters to write I sat up later. At a quarter

to twelve I was startled by a loud noise

—

a sort of rumbling sound which appeared
to proceed from the hall. I left my
writing and went to the hall, and found
that the noise pro-

ceeded from the

staircase, but T

could see nothing
unusual.

The staircase

has massiye oak
posts and balus-

trades. The walls

are covered with
tapestry in pleas-

ing colors and
composed of rural

and pastoral sub-
jects, given to the

then owner of the

house by the " Mer-
rie Monarch " after

his visit * (for two
^ rr

hundred and thir-

ty-two years this

beautiful speci-

men of the needle-

work or handicraft

of the seventeenth century has been pre-

served, and it is still in a perfect state)
;

and on the landings of the staircase are

some old carved-oak chests, and high-

backed Elizabethan chairs, which pict-

ure to one a suitable habitation for a

ghost. Fortunately, or unfortunately,

however, I had no belief in ghosts, and
commenced an investigation of this ex-

traordinary noise. Could it be rats, or
mice, or owls? No, the noise was ten

times louder than could possibly pro-

ceed from these creatures ; besides, I

knew there were no rats in the house.

The noise was rej^eated, but much loud-

er (two dram-sticks upon a large drum
Avould not have made more noise), and
I was able to localize it ; still could see

* Tapestry was the usual gift of a monarch. These
pieces are said to have been made at Mortlake, in Sun-ey,
where the royal tapestry was made in the s(!venteenth
century. (The favorite present of C^ueeu Victoria is an
India shawl.)
A servant once took a piece of this tapestry from the

wall, and I found it being beaten on the lawn as though
it were an old carpet. Even the moths have more rever-
ence for royal tapestr\' and have not iniured it. It is

thought that something has been worked into it which
insects object to.

Chimney-piece in a Bedroom

nothing. I thought someone had fallen

on the stairs, and I shouted, " Who is

there ? " A reply came, "Hush !

"—first
softly and then very loud—too loud al-

most for a human voice. As no person
was visible I was puzzled and went up-
stairs by another staircase, and ascer-

tained that none
of my family had
left their bed-
rooms, and that
certainly no trick

was being played
me.
The same rum-

bling, rolling
sound was repeat-

ed, and as I stood
on the top of the

great staircase I

felt a little uncom-
fortable, but not
frightened. The
noise seemed to

proceed from a

large carved - oak
coffer or chest (as

old as the house),

which stood on a

landing about half-

way' up the stairs.

I ap23roached the chest, from which
appeared to come the word " Hush !

"

Could it be the wind whistling through
a crack ? No ! It was far too loud for

any such explanation.

I opened the lid of the chest and
found it empty. Again the noise, now
from binder' the chest. I was just

strong enough to move the chest. I

turned it over, and slid it down the

stairs on to the next landing. Again
the noise and again the "hush," which
now appeared to come from the floor

where the coffer had stood. I then felt

I would rather have had someone with

me to assist in my investigation, and to

join me in making the acquaintance of

the ghost ; but although my sensations

were probably the most uncomfortable
I ever experienced, I was determined if

possible to unearth the mystery.

The light was imperfect and I went to

another part of the house for a candle,

in order to examine the floor. In my
absence the noise was repeated louder

than ever, and not unlike distant tlmn-
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der. On my return I was saluted with
" hush ! " which I felt convinced came
from a voice immediately under the floor.

By the light of the candle 1 examined
the dark - oak boards, and discovered

what appeared to be a trap-door about
two feet six inches square ; the floor

at some time had been varnished and
the cracks or joints of the trap had
been filled and sealed with the varnish.

I now hoped I had found the habitation

of my troublesome and noisy guest. I

procured a chisel and cut the varnished

joint, and found that there was a trap-

door, as I supposed.
By the aid of a long screw-driver I

was able to move the door, but at that

moment a repetition of the noise im-

mediately under me, made me hesitate

(for a moment) to try and raise it.

With feelings better imagined than
described, I raised the lid and looked
into a dark chasm ; all was still. At
that moment a tall old clock (now
called a " grandfather " clock) with a

wooden case painted green (which I

have since scraped and have found to

be beautifully inlaid with birds and
flowers in various colored woods), and
with a large striking-bell, suddenly with

a loud " whirr " struck the hour of

twelve, and in the distance I heard the

Cathedral bell tolling the hour of mid-
night. A long African spear was in the

corner near me, and I struck this into

the opening ; I then tied a string to the

candlestick to lower it into the opening
;

but I was for the first time nervous or,

I may sa}^ frightened at what I saw.

It was not the celebrated traditional

ghost of the house—a nun with a babe
in her arms and a rope dangling from
her neck, or the flock of sheep which
had been heard being driven up the

staircase ; but to leave the ghostly sub-

ject for a moment, it might be mentioned
that it was anticipated that Charles
Dickens, in the next chapter of "Edwin
Drood " would have introduced Kestora-
tion House. Alas ! the next chapter was
not written.

Mr. Robert Langton, in " the Child-

hood and Youth of Charles Dickens,"
says :

" His last visit to Rochester was
on Monday, June 6, 1870, when he
walked over from Gad's Hill, accom-
panied by his dogs. On this occasion

Vol. XIII.—45

he was seen by several persons leaning

on the fence in front of Restoration
House, and apparently examining the

old mansion with great care. It was
remarked at the time that there would
be some notice of this building in the
tale then current, and nothing was
more likely, for on the following day,

Tuesday, or possibly Wednesday, we
find he had, in the last chapter of the

story ever to be written, reintroduced
" The Vines," * a fine open space im-
mediately in front of Restoration
House."

Returning to our ghost story, I must
go back to the morning of the day when
the extraordinary noises were heard in

the old house. On that morning I went
through the house examining the pipes

and taps of water and gas-supply ; one
old main water-tap I turned on, but
neglected to turn it off again. About
a quarter of a mile from the house is a

brewery (alluded to by Dickens), and
the owner of this house was formerly
the owner of the brewery also, and for

many years the house was supplied

with water from it.

Under the staircase was a large tank,

and this was filled each night when the

pumping in the brewery took place.

The tank and brewery supply had
ceased to be used, but the tank re-

mained full of water, and the pipes

communicating with it full of air. At a

quarter to twelve on the night in ques-

tion the brewery pump was set to work,

and my turning on the connecting tap

having put the brewery and house
again in communication, the moment
the pump began to work the air in the

pipes was driven from the brew^ery end
into the tank, and being forced into the

water, bubbled up to the surface, caus-

ing a most extraordinary rumbling, roll-

ing sort of noise. Every now and then

the water and air escaped to the sur-

face, making a sound which resembled

"hush."
There were no carpets on the stairs

and the house was not completely

* "Tho Vines" was formerly a vine.vard, and it will

be noted that in the tale Dickens calls it the Monks'
Vineyard.

It was really the vin(>yard of the Monks of Rochester.
The account of Brother John Dane, the Cellarer of

Rochester Priory, rendered 7 Ilic. II. (l.^S4), supplies
curious items of payment in connection with this vine-

yard of the Monks.
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furnished—this assisted the noise and he describes his im2:)ression of Restora-
the reverberation. What did I see, tion House. " I strolled into the fields,

when I looked in the chasm, which a fine walk, and there saw Sir Francis
alarmed me ? A man's face— which Gierke's house, which is a pretty sight,

must have been a reflection of my own, and into the cherry garden, and there
the candle brilliantly lighting it up and met with a young, plain, silly shopkeeper
producing a " Peppers ghost." and his wife, a pretty young woman,
Had I not investigated this mysteri- and I did kiss her."

ous noise, I should have been annoyed A well-known writer of the present
every midnight with the gambols of this day, in describing his visit to Rochester,
aerated water from the brewery. There says :

" Here is Restoration House. An-
was some little disappointment in find- tique peace rests on that ivy -grown
ing the ghost was a real ghost, and not front, on those quaint windows and
a visionary sort of thing. Doubtless chimneys. You enter in, and staircases

many a ghost-story— I might say all and passages and wainscoted chambers
ghost-stories—would have a similar ex- carry you centuries away. There are

planation and end if they were similarly human beings who fancy (of course it

investigated. is a vain fancy) that, might they but fly

away to such a house, they would be at

I have little more to add. rest from a wear}^ world, whose burden
In Jime, 1667, the celebrated Samuel is beyond heart or strength, and where

Pepys visited Rochester, and in his diary things in general tend to be gritty."

if'fi^ WORTH WHILE.

,^.^J;''^*»'u By Edward S. Martin.

I PRAY thee. Lord, that when it comes to me
To say if I wdll follow Truth and thee,

Or choose instead to win as better worth
My pains, some cloying recompense of earth

—

Grant me, great Father, from a hard fought field,

Forespent and bruised, upon a battered shield.

Home to obscure endurance to be borne
Rather than live my ow^n mean gains to scorn.

Far better fall with face turned toward the goal.

At one with wisdom and my owai w^orn soul,

Than ever come to see myself prevail,

AVhen to succeed at last is but to fail.

Mean ends to win and therewith be content

—

Save me from that ! Direct thou the event

As suits thy will: where e'er the prizes go.

Grant me the struggle, that my soul may grow.
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By George I. Putnam.
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•^HE third floor back
was crying.

Not boisterously,

like your person of

apoplectic grief. Just
quietly, with now and then
an audible sob that had
frightened her at first

;

some one might hear her. But now she
had been crying some time and had for-

gotten that danger ; for she was very
miserable.

The young man who lived overhead
came up the stairs with the light, quick
tread he had acquired behind the count-
er, and heard her. At first he was not
sure—crying girls were not much in his

line—and he stopped to listen. That
settled it. There came a sob that scat-

tered doubt.

*'H'm," said he to himself, and he
crept on to his room yet more quietly.

He felt sure she would feel worse yet

to know she had been overheard.

He knew this girl on the third floor

back—that is, he knew her by sight.

The}^ got table-board in the same house,
and he had seen her at meals. But
their seats were far apart, and the land-

lady was too worried with her cares to

see that all the lodgers were properly
introduced one to the other. And
without an introduction two lodgers
might not converse together. This was
the first element in the etiquette of the
place.

But he had seen her, and was im-
pressed. Her appearance commanded
respect, and he was all that was respect-

ful and respectable. That she was alone
was proven by the
there. People with
did not from choice
with its front-door
and Table Board."
ing.

He heard, and was sorry for her.

He was in a book-store, and gave him-
self credit for finer sensibilities than
those of the ordinary retail clerk.

Really, he was not a bad little fellow.

fact of her being
funds or friends

inhabit this house
legend : " Rooms
And she was cry-

And the house-partitions were thin

—

and the sound of her sobs made his

heart swell with sympathy. He wanted
to do something for her, but his idea

was vague ; so he sat down to think.

Thinking was an accomplishment upon
which he prided himself.

If you haven't lived in rented rooms
you can form no idea how tremendous
a thing it is to take the initiative in an
affair of this kind. All conventional

precedent was against his doing any-
thing ; his heart alone was for it. And
he was not an originator ; so what to do
and how to do it were weighty problems
with him.

He would probably have done noth-
ing had not her sobs become more vio-

lent. They suggested hysterics, and
that made him jump. There was a lady

in front of his store once, Avent into

hysterics when a dray ran over her little

dog. A policeman threw water in her
face, and she recovered. It made a

profound impression on the little clerk,

and now when he jumped up he did not
sit down again. He marched with quite

a firm step down the stairs, and deliv-

ered a decided knock on the door of

the third floor back.

A moment intervened, during which
he remembered that even people in the

house who had been properly intro-

duced never called at each others'

rooms. He would have run away then
but he didn't dare to ; that seemed
w^orse than waiting. So he waited, and
heard the sound of dabbling in w^ater.

Presently the bolt was pulled back and
the key turned in the lock, and the

door opened. And she stood holding
to it, red-eyed, with a damp little ball

of handkerchief crumpled in one hand.
Then it suddenly occurred to the lit-

tle clerk that he had nothing to say.

So he turned pink, and stammered ap-

pealingly. At first, she was aware of

nothing but grave offence against con-
ventional precedent ; but presently,

from her superior height, she discov-

ered the offender behind this bugbear-
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isli obstacle ; and immediately she found
a new interest in bim.

'* WeU ? " said slie, at lengtb.

"I beard—I— I felt sor—don't you
know—I wanted to do something, you
know."

Sucb an embarrassed little fellow as

be was

!

Sbe perceived tbat bis motive was
good, and after a shade of hesitation

opened the door wide.
" Will you sit down ? " said sbe.

He would have done anything sbe
suggested, and be was glad she said

what sbe did. It would have been so

easy to say something cutting, severe.

He stepped in and took a chair. Sbe
left the door wide ajar, and sat on the
other. Of chairs tliere were but two.

The little clerk made another gallant

effort to say something, and glanced
comprehensively about the room as

though seeking a clue. An open letter

in heavy writing lay on the table, but
he did not connect tbat in any way with
her grief. Quite casually she put her
band over it, folded it, and sbj^ped it

under a book.
" This is kind of you," said sbe then,

for she saw^ be had nothing ready for de-

livery. "I appreciate it. You heard
me crying and felt sorry for me. That
was good of you, for we are strangers,

you know, as things go. AYell, I'm not
crying now, or any more. It's over, and
I thank you for stopping it. I bad
enough and wanted to stop."

"Yes," said be, "I thought of tbat—
hysterics, you know. And I thought if

I could do anything, you know "

" Yes, I know," said she, smiling at

him pleasantly. "You were good.
You've done me good already. I can't

tell 3'ou about it— you would hardly
care to know— but I felt as though
there wasn't any goodness in all the

Avorld—as though faith and constancy
were empty terms— lonesome, in conse-

quence—blue, I guess you'd call it," she

concluded, laughing nervously. " So
you see you ministered unto me at the

darkest moment."
She bad risen, and the clerk rose too.

He felt there was nothing more to do
or say. He got as far as the door, and
there hung, lingeringly, to the knob

" Only, don't do it again," said he.

with a des])erate attempt at lightness of

manner. "Blues, you know— they're

n. g. Don't have anything to do with
them."

" I shan't promise," said sbe. " Only,
if I do—why, then

"

" Just call on me, please. I'll fix 'em,"

be called back from the end of the ball.

" Good-evening," be nodded, from half

way up the stair. "Meet again," and
be was in bis own room, with bis head
whirling.

After that they met often, and not
altogether by chance. The little clerk

made a point of seeing her. And if she

cried again, he did not know it. Still,

it was evident she was not always hap-

py. She let her thoughts go away
from herself—far, far away, it seemed.
And sbe bad considerable correspond-

ence, mostly in envelopes of a uniform
business-like shape and size. He no-

ticed that her hours of abstraction

usually followed close upon a letter.

So be made sport of it, and assumed a

directing air.

"Look here," be would say, "here's

too many letters. They don't make
you feel good. I'll have to cut down
your postage allowance."

Then she would come back to earth

b}^ an effort, and make some sort of

answer. And one time she turned to

bim very seriously, and said :

" Tell me what you would do if you
bad a very good friend, and you should

find yourself disappointed in bim—or

should fear that you might ?
"

" Don't know, j^ou know," said be.

" But I think I'd stay by him and be-

lieve in him just as long as I could.

Give bim every chance in the world,

for a ' very good friend ' is mighty un-

common, you know."
Sbe looked into bis eyes so long and

steadfastly that be began to feel uneasy,

and to wonder what be bad said that

was out of place. Then she took his

hand and gave it a hearty shake. This

did not seem imconventional, for sbe

was quite a little bit larger than be
;

and they bad come to count strongly

upon each other.

"You are right," said sbe, warmly.

"One must have faith in a friend, or

there can be no friend. He shall have

every chance in the world,"
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He left her soon after that, and went
up to his room. There he thought it

over. The deference to his judgment
he found as dehghtful as it was extraor-

dinary. It increased his self-respect,

and almost gave him added stature.

To set forth a line of conduct for some-
one, he told himself, furnished a de-

lightful sensation. He liked it—and he
liked her. He wondered if she would
always, in any event, so defer to him ?

Sometimes it seemed to him that this

was a question that should be settled

at once, in so far as a question of the

future could be settled. These occasions

would spring from almost nothing—

a

nod and smile in passing, her easy car-

riage in walking, a greeting that showed
she was really glad to see him—that she

placed a value on his friendship. Then
he would go to his room and sit at

the open window. Out across the city

somewhere he would see, springing
through the intervening blocks, a pa-

latial residence — his and hers. He
would smile at this, first happih^, then
doubtfully ; but he would scowl away
the doubts, get out his bank-book, look
at the familiar balance, and say, quite

defiantly :
" Well, why not ? Some day

it will come."
He would slap the book back in the

drawer, and stride up and down the

apartment—four good strides each way
—pause, hands in pockets, to study the

pattern of the carpet ; decidedly, it was
not good—something finer in that pal-

ace. Stride on again, coining money
at each stride, and at each stride com-
ing leagues nearer the palace—and her.

Expand his chest—Ah-h-h—and throw
out his arms on each side. Sometimes
when he did this his knuqkles hit the

wall ; then he would start, shake his

head, look at the bruised flesh, and sit

down.
Then would come a disconsolate sense

of wearied longing to no purpose.
Everything, even his stature, seemed
to militate against him. Of course, he
knew that some of the world's great
men had been small men ; and then

Off again, striding up and down, full

of strong purpose. Wouldn't wait for

the palace before deciding that ques-
tion. Make that balance only a little

bigger—a good solid backing for sup-

port, when it should come to that. And
then. Well, then

Really, he had most magnificent ideas

and aspirations. He knew books of a

certain class pretty well, and these

books fostered his manner of thinking.

Prevailingly, he was optimistic—hoping
the best for himself, thinking the best

of everybody else—a good little chap
who had no business whatever to be
alone.

And right beneath, in the third floor

back, she sat re-reading a letter she
had just answered. And she could
hardly keep from singing as she read it

—till, in view of the termination of her
great trouble, she reverted to that day
when she cried and the clerk came to

her relief. And—dear little fellow—he
had been good to her—and had bol-

stered up her faith, and, knowing noth-
ing of it, had aided in working out

her great happiness that was now to

come. She said she would tell him of

it, and she smiled to think he would be
really pleased to know what he had
done. He had acted so disinterested-

ly that—well. Jack would be happy to

know about that phase of the affair, too

—and she would tell him later, when
she was really Jack's wife.

That evening after tea, then, they
were in the parlor, quite alone. Some-
how they were often alone together

now ; when they appeared, the other

lodgers delicately withdrew. It would
have been embarrassing for her if she

had thought of it ; but she had no
thoughts save for Jack. And as for the

clerk—why, he saw it and called them
blessed. And there it was.

It was twilight, but not dark enough
for the gas. They could see each other

plainly, and the conventionalities were
undisturbed.

Off somewhere, out of sight, a hand-
organ was playing, and the tune came
mingled with the hajjpy cries of chil-

dren dancing to the measure. He
thought he had never heard anything
quite so pleasant.

" I am going away very soon," said

she, suddenly ; and her voice had a
conscious effort in it.

"Going away," he repeated, and he
looked uj) at her, startled. He had not

anticipated such a catastrophe. But
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she (lid not appear cast down by the

prospect. "Going away! Why?"
" Oh—somebody wants me to. I

—

can't YOU guess ?—I'm going to be mar-
ried."'

He sat down quickly, as though he
had received a physical blow. It came
so suddenly, after the organ's music,

and the children's cries. But they were
hushed now and he noticed it.

For some moments he was very still

;

and then he looked up at her and
smiled whitely.

" I'm very glad for you—very," said
he.

She had been looking at him, at first

startled, and then swiftly comprehend-
ing. And now, after a hesitating bit,

she came behind his chair.
" You're a good boy," said she, with

gentle tenderness. Then she kissed
him once and left him.

THE CITIES THAT WERE FORGOTTEN.

By Charles F. Lummis.

HE most remarkable
hiatus in American
history—and perhaps
in all history—is that

which sunders the

past and present of

the Quivira. Individ-

uals have now and then lost identity
;

but never elsew^here was there a town so

consummately confounded. Altogether

gratuitously, but so fully that a century

will scarce identify it to the slow world,

it has become the Iron Mask of cities.

Such gilded myths never hung so long

before on one imshifting spot ; and the

Golden Fleece itself fathered less hero-

ism and hardship, less disappointment

and thirsty death. Probably a hundred
Americans know of the Dorado of South
America, to every one who ever heard

of the Quivira ; but a strange ashen

ruin in our own land has become the

home of a myth as startling and as po-

tent in history, as that which sprung
from the yearly plunge of a gold-dusted

Cacique into Lake Puatavita. The fable

of the Quivira it was which led to the

first great interior exploration of what
is now^ United States—eighty years be-

fore the Saxon had penetrated to a hun-

dred miles from the Atlantic coast, and
nearly three centuries before he got so

far inland as w^ere the Spanish chasers

of the Quivira—and it played an impor-

tant part in the opening and coloniza-

tion of the vast region between Kansas
City and California. Three hundred

and fifty years ago it inspired an as-

tounding march which has never since

been paralleled in North America ; and
to this day it has not ceased to count
its yearly victims. And besides play-

ing golden will-o'-the-wisp through all

that the world has been and seen since

good Queen Bess dropped pinafores, it

stands alone as the largest blunder of

history—and also as the stage of the

Ultimate Folly.

The myth of the Quivira, for centuries

a vagabond, sat down at last in one of

the astounding ruins of the Manzano
Plains, one hundred and fifty miles

south of Santa Fe, and eighty southeast
of Albuquerque. If those who fritter

abroad, still ignorant of their own land,

with the plea "America is so new, and
has no ruins," might see the cities of

the accursed lakes, they would grow
modest as to the castles of the Ehine.

And if our histories, which seem to fan-

cy that America began with Jamestown
and Plymouth Rock, might imbibe
somewhat of that eternal pursuit, that

sleepless seeking, of which the Quivira

is one monument, it would be the better

for justice and for intelligence.

The birth and development of this

most romantic (and historical^ most
important) of North American myths, is

so curious, and in one way so compli-

cated, that one scarce knows from which
end to approach it—whether from the

terminus of cause, or from that of effect.

There are some reasons, however, which
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make it seem best to trace the first

half of this strange double story chrono-
logically.

The Quivira myth was born in New
Mexico in 1540, of poor and none too

honest parents. Its father was an In-

dian captive ; its mother that drab, Op-
portunity ; its nurse, who went bank-
rupt in the suckling, the most remark-
able explorer that ever trod North
American soil. And it all came to pass

by one of the most brilliant executive

minds of the sixteenth century, that

great first Viceroy of New Spain, An-
tonio de Mendoza.

Generally speaking, the New World
had already been conquered by and for

Spain. There was still an infinity to be
done ; but the broad foundations of

Spanish America had been laid—and in

a cement which time will never crumble.
Mexico was no longer an empire to be
fought for, but a province to be devel-

oped; and the reaction after conquest
means always danger. Already the

young Spanish blades there

*' For want of fighting had grown rusty,

And ate into themselves for lack
Of somebody to hew and hack."

Just as the rust grew menacing, came
Fray Marcos's discovery of New Mex-
ico—and Mendoza saw his opportunity.

To the ambitious and already renowned
soldier Francisco Vasquez de Coronado,
he gave an expedition of these restive

cavaliers, and strict orders to take them
hunting and never bring them back.

The first half of this command Coro-
nado carried out with a vengeance. He
led his fistful of an army through the
exploration of thousands of desert miles
within our own area that not one per
cent, of present Americans ever dreamed
of. His expeditions discovered the
greatest chasm on earth— the Grand
Canon of the Colorado—and most of

the other marvels of the Southwest, three
centuries before a Saxon ever saw any
of them. In the latter weeks of 1540 he
had his quarters at the pueblo of Tiguex
—now the pretty town of Bernalillo

—

on the Eio Grande, in central New
Mexico. Thence he made a reconnois-
sance to the pueblo of Pecos ; and there

the myth was bom.

It is a striking truth that in the

whole opening of the two Americas
fable was a far more important agent
than fact ; and this was as marked in

the area which is now ours as in the
southern continent. The first of our
present States to be entered by Cauca-
sians, and the earliest town in our na-

tion to be founded, were entered and
founded under the lead of fairy-tales.

As it was with Florida, so with the South-
west. Had it not been for the mythical
broidering given the real " Seven Cities

of Cibola," Mendoza would never have
sent Coronado into New Mexico ; and
but for sequel-myths, the greatest path-

finder would never have made his un-

paralleled march.
Disappointed, of course, in the fa-

bled gold of the Seven Cities— which
were merely Pueblo towns like Zufii,

their surviving child—Coronado was re-

volving the best way to caj-ry out the

second part of his orders, to colonize

and stay. It chanced that the Pecos
then had a captive Plains Indian—very

probably a Pawnee— whom they had
bought from the Apaches. This slave

was notable among his long-haired Pu-
eblo masters for the fashion in which
his head was shaven—only the scalp-

lock being left, after the custom of his

people—and will go down history under
the nickname the Spaniards gave him.
of " the Turk." Whether he was sole

progenitor of his disastrous offspring

cannot be positively known ; but the

presumption is strong that he had to

father a creaturfe of his captors. He
had nothing to gain by the invention,

but they a great deal—namely, to rid

themselves of their unwelcome guests.

At all events it came to pass that "the
Turk," apprised of the failure of the

Spaniards to find that yellow stone they

were seeking, informed Coronado that

he wot where there was much. Before

he came to captivity and New Mexico,

he knew a tribe of the plains which had
great store of this substance. The tribe

was called Quivira, and he could lead to

its range. No sooner said than attempted
to be done. Coronado took his *' army "

and his guide, and went again rainbow-
chasing. Tlie Turk led them east into

the trackless plains, intending—as he
afterward confessed—to lose them and
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let them perish in those appalling wastes.

But, like many a later contidence-man,
he had attemj)ted the wrong greenhorn.
At about the centre of our present In-

dian Territory, Coronado, finding that

he was being duped and that the guide
was leading them in a circle, sent back
to Tiguex the bulk of his little force, and
taking the lead himself, carried his thirty

men through frightful hardships to very
near where Kansas City now stands.

And here he found the Quiviras—but I

hardly need say, no gold. There was in

the whole tribe one solitary fragment of

any metal—a bit of native copper worn
on the necklace of a war captain. The
Quivira was a Teton nomad—a cousin
of the Sioux—drifting with the buffalo,

which was his politics and his profession

;

planting a httle corn when the bison
stood still, leaving it when he wandered
—a mere aboriginal G;y^sy, without
house or wealth or art. It is all plain

enough. Every eye-witness who then
or thereafter saw the Quiviras, describes

them precisely as utter barbarians,

clothed only in skins, eating raw meat,

and having no bread, no metal, no towns,

no arts whatever, " una gente muy bestial,

sin policia ningnnaen las casas, ni en otra

cosa," * and that was the reward of the

most amazing expedition ever made on
our soil

!

Having thus broken the golden bubble
of the Quivira, and with it his own stout

heart, Coronado beheaded his treacher-

ous guide, and, with his little following,

retraced his fearful way to Tiguex, where
we must leave him. But his having re-

duced it to an absurdity was not the end
of the chimera. It was too vigorous a
youngster to perish of mere annihilation.

Truth crushed to earth never rises again
with half the agile alacrity of error

;

audit was not half a century after Coro-
nado had fully shown up the Quivira

swindle before it began to find other
victims. Even the hard-headed colo-

nizer of New Mexico, the founder of the

second and third Caucasian towns in all

our country, Juan de Oil ate, was not
proof against the bright mirage, and
chased it assiduously, but in vain. And

• Relacion del Suceeo, p. 326. See also Corouado'8
Carta a an Magestad, 1541, p. 246 et seq.; Juan Jara-
millo's Relacion Hecha, p. 315 ; Castancda's Cibola,
p. 194 ; Torquemada, Gomara, Herrera, and pverj other
Spanieh Bource bearing on this point.

after him came many another—Alonzo
Vaca, in 1G34; and Governor Luis de
Rozas, in 1088 ; and Diego de Guadala-
jara, about 1G54 ; and Juan Dominguez
de Mendoza, in 1684, and many before
and many after— and many a one of

them laid their bones to whiten along the

thirsty trail of that elusive vision. It

has been for three hundred years the

siren of the Southwest. I know of but
one thing so remarkable as that so many
Spaniards—so many college men as well

as soldiers of them—should have given
ear to that golden lie ; and that is, that a

hundred times as many Americans trust

it as implicitly to-day.

So much for the original myth of the

Quivira—a wilful and treacherous false-

hood, in the first place ; and in the sec-

ond, distinctly invented only for, and ap-

plicable only to, a nomad tribe in north-

eastern Kansas ; and thirdly, nailed and
pilloried as a lie in that same year of

its birth, 1540. To trace the modern
j^erversion of what now becomes the

Gran f Quivira, we wiU begin the other
end-to.

South of Albuquerque, the chief com-
mercial town of the Territory, the nar-

row valley of the Rio Grande is rimmed
on the east by an arid plateau, twenty
miles wide ; and this in turn is walled

by a long Cordillera of ten thousand-
foot peaks—the Sandia, the Bosque, the

Manzano, the Oscuro. Climbing that

rugged barrier, or threading one of its

passes, the traveller thence descends
through park-like pineries to the edge
of the infinite eastward plains. In the

centre of his bare, brown vista gleams a

chain of ghastly white salines, the ac-

cursed lakes of Tigua folk-lore. These
once were fresh—the story runs—the

home of fish and water-fowl, the drink-

ing-places of the bison and the antelope.

But in one of them dwelt an unfaithful

wife, and for her sins the lakes were ac-

cursed to be salt forever. Beyond them
the dead plain melts upon the indeter-

minate horizon. Between them and the

Cordilleras, dark, low ridges fade from
pine-clad slope to barren prairie. Far
southeast and south are the spectral

peaks of the Sierra de la Gallina, the

Sierra Capitana, the Sierra del Carrizo,

the Sierra Blanca, and to the farther

t Great.
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^
A Quivfra Myth-maker.

north the dim blue shadows of the
range of Santa Fe. It is a strange, weird
outlook—a visual leap into space There
is nothing else quite so like it as the
eastward view from the top of Pike's

Peak.

Along the smooth, timbered lower
slope of the Manzano is a north and
south line of ancient Pueblo ruins. The
mounds of long - abandoned Shumnac
and its sister towns bleach beside their

squalid successors, the Mexican plazas
of (^liilili, Tajique, and Manzano. A little

farther south, and pointing a right-

angled triangle, are the bones of the

Vol.. XIII.—40

three chief cities of the Saline—Abo,

Cuarai, and Tabira. It must be under-

stood that I use the word " cities " here

with a restriction, and not in the sense

of the Romantic School. These were
cities like Montezuma's " capital, " though
smaller. There was no hint of a me-
tropolis—no palaces, no temples, no
splendor. Like those of enfabled ^Mexico,

these towns were mere i)ilcsof earth and
stone—Pueblo communities exactly such

as are seen to day in Taos, Acoma, Zufii.

None of them, here or in Mexico, were
entitled by size or magnificence to be
called cities, and the term is ai)plied to
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them simply because architecturally, so-

cially, ami politically they were of an
orgauizatiou complete beyoud what is

expressed by our word " town." Each
was a self-goveruing-, independent com-
monwealth, compact and fortified ; a re-

public within A\'alls ; and as such they
seem more titl}' entitled " cities," with
due insistence upon the special limita-

tions of the word here.

Twenty miles south of theNewMexican
hamlet of Manzano and the riddle of its

ancient apple-trees, is the noble ruin of

the pueblo of Abo. Its site is a wee
bead of a valley, strung upon a deej) and
ragged arroyo, between an eastern rocky
ridge and the long accli\ity to the
mountains. The pueblo itself was a

large hollow square, over two hundred
feet on a side, of unbroken, three-story

stone houses, terraced toward, and open-
ing upon, the safe inner court. Out-
side, and parallel with, the north end of

this quadrangle, w^as a separate block of

three-story buildings. So far the ruins
present nothing novel to the student of

Pueblo antiquities. They are merely the

usual tousled mounds of fallen build-

ing-stone and inblown sand. But a

few rods north of the pueblo tower,

the giant walls of a noble edifice—such
walls as would have been long ago im-
mortalized in American literature, were
they in Rhenish Bavaria instead of a
land which might be fancied to have a

patriotic interest to Americans. Amid
the talus of tumbled stone these two
vast parallel walls, forty-two feet apart,

one hundred and fifteen feet long, and
twelve feet thick at the base, soar sixty

feet aloft in rugged majesty. Their an-

cient masonry of darkly-rufous sand-
stone, in adobe mortar, is almost per-

fect in alignment stiU. A s])ade slides

smoothly down their plane surfaces. The
two end walls of the structure are gone
to utter wrack ; and the one-time floor

is lost under a dozen feet or more of

their jumbled ruin. The long-potent
Romantic School would have it, of

course, that this was a temj^le of the

Sun, and built of " dressed stone," as

usual. It is as well to note, in passing,

that there is no dressed stone in any
ancient iniin of New Mexico or Arizo-

na—though there are numberless hand-
some walls which the theorizer will

(not altogether inexcusably) insist were
wrought. But while the pre-historic ab-
origine here had no tools wherewith to

dress any rock but tufa, the natural
cleavage and the fractile lines of the
sandstones were extremely kind to him,
and he could pick from his quarry readj'-

made slabs which had every appearance
of having been roughly worked.
The wee oasis of Abo is not now a

soUtude, though the tribe that builded
its dark piles long ago faded from oft'

the face of the earth. A half-dozen
Mexican families dwell under the gi-

gantic cottonwoods that sap the puny
rill ; and here is the home of i\ie 'jjaimno

genius—immortalized in territorial pro-
verb—who

'"''fue x>or Socorro, y no stqto j)orqiieV

He made the long and trying journey in

safety ; but on arriving at Socorro knew
not why, and had to return to Abo to

ask his com adre. " For what went I ?
"

This information gained, he trudged
back his fifty miles and fulfilled his

mission, and trudged home again. His
house and all are built of ready stone
from the huge dark walls that frown
down uj^on the degenerate present.

The second corner of the forgotten
triangle is fifteen miles east of Abo,
within rifle-shot of the Mexican town-
let of Punta de Agua. Here, in another
bowl-like little vale, with outlook be-

tween its rim-ridges to the w^eary sea of

prairie, crumble the reliquiae of the an-

cient pueblo of Cuarai.* Like Abo, the

ruined city itself is a huddle of intermi-

nate mounds of masonry, and less im-
posing than many longer-abandoned
pueblos. But, like Abo, too, it is com-
panioned by a huge and mysterious edi-

fice—an edifice in ruins, it is true, but
so tall, so solemn, so dominant of that

strange, lonely landscape, so out of j^lace

in that land of adobe box-huts, as to be
simply overpowering. On the Rhine it

would be a superlative ; in the wilder-

ness of the Manzano it is a miracle. Its

great, shadowy walls are neither so lofty

nor so thick as those of Abo ; but neither

are they so breached. The great rec-

tangle is ^practically complete, with three

walls largely perfect, and part of the

fourth. The masonry is quite as fine

* Spelled also iu the older MSS., Cuarac.
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Then it bewilders. At last,

It is sure as the grave—
as at Abo, and the architecture as im- fascinates,

posing. A big modern chapel, a few it crushes

rods to the east, is built of plumbered and worse. It is intangible but resist-

stone, but the ancient temple seems less ; stronger than hope, reason, will

—

scarce to feel the robbery. Its roof long stronger than humanity. When one
ago disappeared, but the massive walls cannot otherwise escape the plains, one
stand firm as the mother ledges, and takes refuge in madness,
still hold the careful mortises for long- But on a sudden, the tension is re-

forgotten rafters. At the

foot of the hillock is a tiny

rivulet, sentinelled by a tall

and lonely pine ; and upon
the hill side, a few hundred
yards south, is a large,

strange circular enclosure
fenced about with upright
slabs of rock.

The third and southeast

corner of the triangle is thir-

ty miles from Cuarai, and
about the same distance from
Abo ; much farther from the

mountains than they, but
hardly more in the plains

—

since it is an outlying hud-
dle of round ridges. The
country here is much higher
than on the western side of

the Cordillera— the pueblo
which we now approach is

6,047 feet above the sea-level.

Access to it is difficult and
dreary. The nearest water is

thirty miles away ; and the

explorer must carry not only

provisions, but water for him-
self and animals. Toiling
down the edge of the ghastly

plains, thence into long,

smooth trough-valleys, along
the eastern acclivity of the

dark wooded Mesa de los Ju-
manos, ankle deep in the

sands of Medano, the trav-

eller feels at every step, with
every breath, a crowding in-

fluence he knows not what.

Mid-ocean is not more lonesome than lieved. A mile to the south, where a

the plains ; nor night so gloomy as that whaleback ridge noses the uncanny val-

dumb sunlight. It is barren of sound, ley, stands out a strange ashen bulk that

The brown grass is knee-deep —and even brings us back to earth. Wan and
that trifle gives a shock, in this hoof- weird as it is, it bespeaks the one-time
obliterated land. The bands of anteloj)e presence of man, for Nature has no
that drift, like cloud shadows, across the such squarenesses.

dun landscape suggest less of life than I do not believe that the whole world
of the supernatural. The spell of the can show elsewhere, nor that a Dore
plains is a wondrous thing. At first it could dream into canvas, a ghostliness

Abo—the Western Wal
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l]^yn^\jM\.

Cuarai' from the Southwest.

SO d propds. Stand uj^on the higher
ridges to the east, and it is all spread
before you, a wraith in pallid stone—the

absolute ghost of a city. Its ashen hues
which seem to hover above the dead
grass, foiled by the sombre blotches of

the junipers ; its indeterminate gray
hints, outspoken at last in the huge,
vague shape that looms in its centre

;

its strange, dim outlines rimmed with
a flat, round world of silence—but why
try to tell that which has no telling?

"Who shall wreak expression of that

spectral city ?

Come nearer, and the spell dwindles
;

but it is never broken. Even as we
pass our hands over that forgotten ma-
sonry of pale limestones, or clamber
over fallen walls with tangible stubbing

of material toes, the unearthliness of tlie

haggard scene does not wholly cease to

assert itself. Only, we now know that

it is not a ghost-city, which the next

breeze may waft away. It is a ruined
pueblo again—but such a pueblo ! Not
in size nor in architecture—there are sev-

eral others as large, and some as impos-
ing, but in color and in setting it is

alone. Small wonder for the folly of its

later devotees—it seems the rightful

home of superstition, and here the wild-

est myth need not be ill at ease.

This was the pueblo of Tabira, infi-

nitely b i:ter known, in this day of grace
and putative light, as the " Gran Qui-
vira." It was one of the larger joue-

blos of New Mexico, and in its day had
perhaps fifteen hundred inhabitants

;

not more. It was a village of unusual
shape, prescribed by the topography of

the ridge ; a long, narrow array of three

and four-stor}' terraced houses in vague-

ly parallel blocks, facing each other

across narrow alleys. Six circular estu-

fas, partly subterranean, yawn at ran-

dom amid the ruins. The walls of the

houses have toppled to high rubbish
mounds—hardly one stands to tell its

former stature. Only a few rooms of

first and second stories, long innocent

of roofs, gape from out the moraine of

time.

But at the centre of the southerly

blocks is still the gray, quadrangular
wall—now sadly battered—of a very

large building, with traces of an enclos-

ure at its east end. And in the western

terminus of the village, just on the brow
of the slope that falls away to the

strange valley and looks across to the
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sombre Mesa Je los Jiiiiiaiios, is another
and a gigantic ruin, whose Hke is not in

all our North America. Its walls, thirty

feet high and six feet thick, rootless and
ragged at the top, two hundred and two
feet front and one hundred and thirty-

one feet in greatest depth, are of the

same spectral bluish - gray limestone,

broken into irregular but fiat - faced

prisms and tirmly laid in adobe mortar.

The northern part of this bewildering

ruin is one huge cruciform room, thirty-

eight feet Avide and one hundred and
thirty-one feet long, with an eastward
gateway fifteen feet wide and eleven

high, under a mighty timber which up-

holds fifteen feet of massive masonry.
South of this enormous room is a honey-
comb of chambers of ordinary size, di-

vided by long halls, and with sides still

standing to a height of twenty feet. Of
these rooms there are a score. It is

plain that they had no upper stories, as

their arabesques softened but not lost

in the weathering of centuries. Some
of the rafters must have weighed a ton
and a half to two tons ; and the trees

which gave them were at least fifteen

miles away.
Here is the asylum of the modern

Quivira-myth ; the Mecca of the South-
western fortune-hunter ; the field of the
Last Folly. That it should have been
chosen from among all the fifteen hiui-

dred pueblo ruins in New Mexico for

credulity to Ijutt its head against, is

not strange physicall3^ Its bleak, un-
earthly site, the necromancy of the
plains, its ghostly aspect, and its dis-

tance from all water, were enough to

stop and hold the later treasure-seekers,

who had heard vaguely that "Coronado
hunted the Quivira," but utterly failed

to hear that he found it—found it in

northeastern Kansas, and found it worth-
less. These new victims found this

Interior of the Ruin of Cuarai'.

had the dwellings of the pueblo. There
is also a rear entrance from the south to

the great room, through a spacious ante-

chamber. In one of the apartments of

the honeycomb is still a perfect fire-

place : and here and there over the va-

cant doorwavs are carved-wood lintels.

unprecedented iiiin of Tabira a century

ago ; and to them we owe the misnomer
of (jran Quivira. Since their day its

rest has been yearly broken. At first

were those who pried in the debris-

choked lower rooms of the pueblo, and
gophered under the mighty walls of the
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temple. But they were only poor pai-

^a)K>s who could neither read nor ask of

history. Within the last decade mem-
bers of the superior race drilled down
throu<;h a hiuidred feet of the eternal

bedrock in quest of buried treasure, and
the ruins of Tabira are so pe^^pered

with their shafts that it is unsafe to

move about by night.

For the myth of the Quivira has come
to Tabira to stay. Neither fact nor
reason will ever fully dislodge it, and
it will always count its dupes. It has
even grown, in that aiid home, to start-

Tabira—Rear Entrance with Carved Lintel.

ling proportions. The Quivfra of Coro-
nado is forgotten, and in its stead is the

grand Quivira. It is no resurrection of

the old myth, but the invention of a new.
To keep in it the vital spark its nurses

have to stand history upon its head, and

turn the compass inside -out ; to give

the lie to the sober record of eye-wit-

nesses, and the ear to professional myth-
makers. Scarce a month goes by in

which the territorial newspapers do not
print some new fable or allusion to the
old ; and even as I write, an expedition
is fitting out in Albuquerque to seek
"the buried treasure." The folk-lore of

the Mexican population has suddenly
become exuberant with new Quivira
tales. Every now and then an awe-
struck shepherd staggers in under a

new version. He has leaned against a

great bowlder, which forth-

with slid in its carved
grooves and disclosed a sub-

terranean passage, wdiose

farther darkness was aflame

with jewels and yellow in-

gots. Or a huge w^hite snake
has risen from the ground at

midnight to show him the

locus of the treasure ; or a
spectral goat led him ; or he
has heard, just at high noon,
the roar of a great subterra-

nean river. Et id fahularum
genus omne. The superior

prospector, besides sw^allow-

ing all this, has improved
upon it by adding a " dying
confession " and cipher manu-
scripts, and mystic ma23S that

"have come down from the

old days." There has even
been in the Territory, for

nearly a generation, a stand-

ing reward of $10,000 to him
who should discover the lost

water of Gran Quivira.

This second edition of the

Quivira myth is not at first

sight so remarkable. It

seems merely the wonted ac-

cretion of fable around the

mysterious. It is only when
we turn to history that we
can conceive the full folly of

this perversion— the bewil-

dering blunder of the Cities

that were Forgotten. For they once

were so well known ! There is no mys-
tery about them—as well should a Hot-

tentot explorer make a mystery of

Bunker Hill. They are as stable in his-

tory as Plymouth Rock. And above
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Tabira— Main Entrance to the Great Hal

all, they have do remotest kinship with
the Quivira. That was eight hundred
miles northeast of them. That was an
errant village of tepees—these fortified

towns of immemorial stone. That was
always Quivira ; these were always Abo,
Cuarai, and Tabira. About the only
point of resemblance was that neither
had ever a particle of gold or of any
other treasure whatever. No one ever
confounded the two until long after the
world was old enough to know better.

The ruins are pueblo ruins, as a matter
of course ; ancl as a matter of history,

they are ruins of the Tompiros Pueblos,
a branch of the now extinct Piro stock.

The first Caucasian to penetrate the
country of the Accursed Lakes was
Francisco Sanchez de Chamuscado, who
discovered these then living towns in

1581, and set them in history. A year
later came Esj^ejo, who also saw and
described these pueblos—which Cha-
muscado noted as the best towns he had
yet found. In 1598 Juan de Ofiate, the
first governor of New Mexico, paid his

ofiicial visit to these cities of the Salines,

and received the formal submission of

their people to the Crown of Spain.

The usual humane and comprehensive
Spanish policy reached as well the

pueblos of the plains as those of the

Rio Grande. Statecraft exhaustively

studied their material, the Church their

spiritual needs. On the 9th of Septem-
ber, 1598—twenty-two years before the

Mayflower— a priest was assigned to

these three cities, and their numerous
neighbor-pueblos. This was Fray Fran-
cisco de San Miguel, one of the chap-

lains of Ofiate's little army. His station

was at Pecos (a pueblo deserted in

1840), whence he had to administer his

enormous parish to the south. That the

size of his circuit did not hinder his

missionary success, nor that of those

who came after, is w^ritten not only in

the conversion of those wild tribes to

Christianit}', but also in undeca^ing
stone. For the huge and mysterious
ruins at Abo, Cuarai, and Tabira were
merely Christian churches, built by the

pueblos under the patient guidance of

the Franciscan fathers, and with the aid
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of Spaiiisli tools. The mission of Ta- we have to thank not only the world's
bira was founded bv the fraile Francisco carelessness, but also that red liistory-

de Acevedo, iu or about 10*28 ;* and the maker, the Apache. This scourge of

smaller church was built soon after. In the plains was always particularly at-

time its needs outgrew it ; and some tentive to the exposed cities of the Sa-
time after the death of Fray Acevedo, in lines—which had more pregnable loca-

TABlFt^
OUU-'IIFLA

LL'^^^i^^v- \

Seal

800 FEtT TO ONE INCH.

Ground Plan of Tabira.

A, A, A, A, tanks ; B, large church and convent ; C, old church ; D, cemetery ; S, S, S, ancient acequia.

1G44, the enormous newer church and
"convent"' were erected. It seemed to

have been designed to make Tabira a

central mission ; and accommodations
were provided for the residence of a

considerable number of priests. But
these huge edifices were never fully

finished. The churches of Abo and
Cuarai were erected under the same
regime and at about the same time ; all

three aboriginal cities were as much a

part of S^oanish missionary work and
Spanish history as w^as Santa F6 itself.

The civil legislation for their benefit, the

slow, sure uplifting of those savage

flocks by their gentle Franciscan teach-

ers, is not unrecorded—from Fray de
San Miguel down through the resident

missionaries, Fray Francisco Letrado,

Fray Acevedo, Fray Juan de Zalas, be-

loved Fray Geronimo de la Liana, and
all that heroic list. There were no
fairy-tales about the Manzano pueblos
then—nor long thereafter. So late as

the latter half of the last century an
official map of New Mexico marked the

ruined j^^i^'l^lo of Tabirt'i in its proper
place—the place since usurped, in popu-
lar superstition, by the Gran Quivira.

That these cities so suddenly disap-

peared from the world's knowledge,
* Vetancurt : Menologio, p. 260, etc.

tions than the usual j^ueblo fort-town—
and at last overthrew them. The ex-

act date is not sure, but it was positive-

ly between 1670 and 1675. It was a

period of his goriest activity. In 1672
he made the massacre of Ha ui-cu, one
of the Zuni towns, two hundred ndles
west. In 1675 he wij)ed out the New
Mexican pueblo of Senecii (on the Rio
Grande, where San Antonio now stands)

killing Fray Alonzo Gil de Avila and
many of his flock. And between these

two grim entries he wrote his crimson
autograj^h across the six chief towns of

the Manzano plains—the Tigua j)ueblos

of Chilili, Tajique, and Cuarai, and the
Piro 2)ueblos of Jumancas, Abo, and
Tabira f The scant survivors of the

latter towns fled to El Paso, and their

score or so of descendants, who live to-

day at Senecu, in Chihuahua, are all

that is left of the once potent Piro stock.

Those who escaped death at Cuarai,

being Tiguas, fled to their brethren
at Shee-e-huijb-bac, now Isleta—whose
fathers all had come, according to their

traditions, from other Ai:)ache-erased

pueblos of the Manzano plain. Even
the Jumanos— those strange neighbor

t Vide Fray Juan Alvarez, MS. Carta ; Fray Silveptre

Velez de Escalante, Carta al Padre Morfi, and other
undisputed sources.
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" Rayados," who were unique in the

Southwest by their fashion of tattooing

or slashing their faces—were swept off

by that same merciless besom. With
1675 the last germ of aboriginal life had
vanished from that once populous era.

For a century the plain was utter desert

and in the undisputed clutch of the

Apache ; and only the huge vertebrae of

those dead cities bleached in glaring sun
and savage snows. At last the Mexican
post pioneer crept in ; and now a few
hundreds of his children are scattered

along that vast solitude. The fence of

an enormous American cattle-rancho

stretches almost to Tabira. But it was
too late for the fallen cities. Already
they were forgotten ; and the unread
new neighbors, instead of rehabilitating

that heroic past, served but to distort

it to an ignoble if romantic caricature.

That zeal which made Christian con-

quest, without arms, of this savage wil-

derness, has fared as ill with the myths
as have its monuments with the facts, of

latter days. The one has been "bor-
rowed " to frame a Captain Kidd fable

;

the other to build goat-corrals.

Of the three great churches, that of

Cuarai is largest, having a floor-area of

5,020 square feet. That of Tabira comes
next, with 4,978 square feet ; and then,

Abo with 4,830. These figures are for

the auditoriums alone, and do not in-

clude the extensive " convents " attached
to each, of which that at Tabira is most
extensive, covering 13,377 square feet.

The walls of Abo are much the noblest
and most massive, and those of Tabira
the crudest, though no less solid. The
pueblos of Abo and Cuarai had each a
tiny but suJSicient rill ; but Tabira is ab-
solutely dry. There is neither spring
nor stream in thirty miles. But this is

hardly a rare thing among pueblo ruins
;

and it is well known that aborigines were
wont to " kill " their water when forced
to abandon a town, lest it give comfort
to the enemy. We know, not only by
record, but by eyesight, of several cases

where, with infinite labor, the Pueblos
actually obliterated a spring to keep it

from their savage neighbors. But this

though a probable, is not an essential,

factor in the problem. On the brow of

the acclivity east of Tabira—and con-
nected with it by a still traceable ditch
— are three large reservoirs of earth,

rudely rimmed with stone, to catch and
hold the rain and snow. This was the

waterworks of Tabira, and an adequate
system. The Piros had no animals, un-
less a few sheep and horses already de-

rived from the Spaniards ; and their

crops of corn, beans, and squashes grew
then as now, by the annual precij)itation

and without need of irrigating. The
reservoirs were ample for their duty

—

to supply water for domestic use. It is

entirely possible that there was also a

near spring which was plugged at the
downfall of Tabira ; and the least crazy

of the prospectors who still throw away
their means and sometimes their lives

there, are those that seek the water
which would make available a great

range of such pasturage as is now al-

most unknown in New Mexico.
Such, in brief, are the cities of the

Salines—the Cities that Were. Promi-
nent and clear figures in the earliest his-

tory of our land, definite and mythless
as Hoboken, they suddenly dropped into

popular oblivion. Their identity seemed
as lost as though they had never been

;

and when their resurrection came it was
not to be remembered but recreated

—

not rediscovered but invented. For a

century their weary bones have been
made to masquerade in a romantic
mummery which would be laughable,

had it not been the closing tragedy of

so many lives. It is only within a de-

cade that the light of record and com-
mon-sense has been turned upon them,
and that Bandelier's conclusive re-

searches have laid forever the myth of

the Gran Quivira and brought back
to the memory of history the cities that

were so long forgotten.
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A GLIMPSE OF AN ARTIST.

By l^iola Roseboro'.

WAS trying to find

the stage-door of the

Grand Opera House.
At the time of which
I write—I don't know
how it is now—this

entrance was un-
marked by any sign

that might enable the

uninitiated to distinguish it from vari-

ous other grimy doors, leading perhaps
to shop-cellars and store-rooms, on the

same dingy side street.

After walking up and down the

block and tr^-ing some of these, only to

find them locked, I turned back to a

corner where I had seen an actor stand-

ing—by the fear of being late to re-

hearsal forced to the disagreeable expe-
dient of asking information of him.

It took little subtlet}^ of percej^tion

to discover his profession in his demor-
alized, handsome, shaven face, and still

less was needed to inform me that the

necessity of speaking to him was an
unpleasant one. He stared at me as I

ai)proaclied him Avith the impersonal,

coldly brutal insolence that, as it hap-
pens, is the typical phase of this sort of

rudeness in the one profession where
the sexes meet on an equalit3^

After taking his time about it, with
his cigar still in his mouth, and without
moving, he briefly directed me.
The next time I saw him he was play-

ing tlie part of Jacfji/fs in the " Two Or-
phans," and I, transfixed witli amaze-

ment and delight, was watching him
from the wings.

I never saw a more perfect histri-

onic performance, nor one that, con-

sidering the possibilities of the part,

showed more genius. A perfect picture
of dark, brutal masculine beauty, wear-
ing a costume that in its squalor and its

aesthetic sj^lendor was itself a work of

genius, he swaggered gayly and mur-
derously through the play, as lustily,

deadly dangerous as some light-footed,

jungle beast of prey ; and yet the thing
was not so simple as that merely would
come to ; there was a delicately sug-

gested something of low Paris, of the

Faubourg St. Antoine about him, that

was the finest bloom of the player's

power. I began to clap my hands be-

fore I knew it, and, villain though he
was, the house caught the sound and
followed the hint ; for the magnificent
vitality and beauty of his bearing, at

some trifling point where the moral is-

sues were not too pressing, even that

Grand Opera House audience gave him
a round of applause. " Nobody else ever

got a hand in that part," said a voice by
my shoulder, and turning, I saw one of

the underlings of the company, a thin,

plain, middle-aged man, who helped the

property man and took the parts too

small to be given to anyone else. He
was watching the stage now with a

brightening of his gooseberry eyes,

wliile th(i gusto of aj^prciciation wrink-

led still more his worn, old, j^ainted face.
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"Tell you," lie continued, encouraged
by my heartfelt exclamations, " tell you,

he's an actor ; he bankrupts the bakery
in this piece, I don't care who's starred

on the bills."

I have misreported this speech ; the

underling called the actor's name, and
it is hard for me to substitute another
for it. Here was an artist who, chiefly

through his own extraordinary worth-
lessness as a man, missed his recogni-

tion, missed—oh, so much worse !—his

opportunities, but who was a great ar-

tist, and of whom now, when he lies in

some Potter's Field, I wish to make a

little record. I make it from my point

of view ; he is to me the material for my
own art, and it is part of my small plan

to suggest what an incomprehensibly
low barbarian he was. I do not think

he would mind that much, receiving the

tribute I give his acting—in fact, I do
not think he would really care at all

;

for the tribute he would care immense-
ly, and so it strikes me as a mean thing
to him that j^ropriety and taste forbid

the use of his own name, his stage

name that is (which was undoubtedly
not his real one). Perhaps propriety

and taste would take a different turn
if all the world were a stage and all

the men and women merely pla^^ers

in a more prosaic sense than Shake-
speare's ; but as I speak to an au-

dience who count the player's gift

for less, and various other things for

more, I will refrain from the seeming
brutality of giving a name you might
possibly find among your old play-bills.

And now I am taxed to invent another
as good ; I am sure I shall not succeed,

for the one I suppress was admirably
chosen in its combination of a sugges-
tion of good blood, direct manliness,
and a faint flavor of romance, but let

Henry Dolignan answer my purposes.
I asked the utility man, then, some-
thing about Henry Dolignan, how he
came to be where he was—that is, in a

professional position, not imposing nor
highly remunerative, though, indeed,
with more of honor and money he
might have been worse fitted with a

part.
" Aw—ho drinks like a fish, and he's

all-fired bad-tempered, too, when he's

drunk," was the answer, as, Dolignan

having made his exit, we turned away
from the stage. " Nobody but the
Missus '11 have him 'round at all. She's
the best-natured woman in the business,

and then, of course, she'll never this

side of Judgment Day get another ac-

tor like that to travel with her. The
whole profesh knows that Dolignan can
act over the heads of most all the stars

going."

The man—he was called Cal about the
stage, and as he took several small parts
in the piece, accredited on the bills to

different nobly named imaginary ac-

tors, I have not the least idea which
cognomen he claimed for himself—Cal,

then, now darted on to the stage for

the close of the act. As the curtain
came down and I was going to my
dressing-room, he came up beside me
again and, continuing the conversation
as if it had never been interrupted,

said, " He got a hundred dollars a week
at Wallack's once, and I bet they never
had anybody there at any price with
more of the right stuff in him. Tell

you, he's an actor," repeated Cal, with
emjDhasis, as he pulled off his white wig
preparatory to a change of personal-

ity in the next act, and then, holding
it under one arm, helped the property
man with the glasses and decanters to

be used in its festivities. Cal's enthu-
siasm for the acting of a man who
rarely noticed his existence (Dolignan
was haughty in his attitude toward the

stage's small fry), and who succeeded

—

even though missing recognition and
rewards—where he himself toiled and
failed, was unique in its degree ; the

other members of the company were
more blinded by the absence of the

world's livery of greatness, and yet

everyone with whom I discussed the

performance of Jacques said substan-

tially the same thing. Dolignan was too

hopelessly out of the race for even his

confreres in the most poignantly jealous

profession in the world to care to be-

little him, and jealousy once out of the

way, there is no other class of artists

so vividly, burningly appreciative of

achievement in their art as actors. Al-

ways their talk about Dolignan included

that bit of history, "He got a hundred
dollars a week at Wallack's once." His
passion for drink and his quarrelsome-
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ness (tlie one seemed to be chiefly the

result of the other) were the only stum-
bling blocks mentioned as barring his

path, but it very soon appeared that

these were by no means all that la}" be-

t^yeen him and respectabilit3\

One night, for instance, during my
first weeks with the company, I found
him, before the curtain rose pacing the

stage, dressed for the performance, a

gay handkerchief knotted around his

head, and a short pipe in his mouth,
and with a beautiful dark-eyed baby
boy on his arm, borne as if the pair

were a royal challenge to painters and
sculptors. After meeting the star and
showing the child to her, he turned to

the wings and joyially called the name
Annie several times. Just as a note of

awesome irritation was beginning to

sound through the mellow tones a little,

scared-looking, plain, shabb}^ w^onian ap-

peared, and he introduced her to the

star, resuming completely his charming
bluff kindliness of manner, as his wife.

I saw one passing actor look at another
with a specially freighted glance, and
when the two were beyond ear-shot of

the domestic group, one said to the
other, " Well, Dolignan's got cheek,

playing it on the Missus that way."
"The woman's all right, she's fooled,

you can see that with half an eye," said

the other.
" Wonder if the last one before is still

in Chicago ?
"

" It's a touchy game to play in New
York State."

"Aw," was the amazing answer.
" Can't you see he always gets 'em the
same little, starved-out, shaky kind that

wouldn't buck against a mouse. He
never has any trouble—to speak of."

" The Missus," as the company de-

lighted to call her, always showed
Dolignan a certain amiable affectation

of deference ; it was not all affectation,

which was a pretty and uncommonly
gracious trait, and balm to the man's
embittered soul. Now she talked baby-
lore with the pair, drawing uj^jon her own
maternal exj^eriences, until the orches-

tra was " rung in," and she hurried to

her dressing-room.
As she entered the wings her husband

met her and gave her a glance of amused
meaning ; she threw up her pretty eyes

and hands with a light gesture of re-

sj^onse and a little grimace that said

—

what it would take me pages to tell, but
among other things that she knew quite

enough of Dolignan's matrimonial vaga-

ries, and that it was not the smallest use
for anybody to take the least notice of

them, and that the smoothest, easiest

way was to ignore them. In the mean-
while, till the curtain rose, Dolignan con-

tinued proudly to promenade the place

with his youngster, speaking cheerily to

its mother when he came near the dark
corner she clung to, and for the time
altogether enjoying and believing in his

performance of the part of a big, sim-

ple, devoted family man.
It was a sight to see ; he did it almost

as well as the Parisian criminal, though
with this difference, that the more loosely

knit texture of an imj)romptu perform-
ance permitted glimpses of an egotistic

satisfaction such as did not mar the

Jacques. He discussed his baby, his

teeth, his diet, and his weight with most
of the women about ; it was noticeable

that the men just now avoided him, gen-

erally with a touch of something like

embarrassment ; the inferior flexibility

of the masculine nature even in actors

stood in the way of their co-operation

in such facile mumming as they, neglect-

ing fine distinctions, felt this to be.

My views as to the baby were not
asked; I was a new-comer, I did not
come in contact with Dolignan in the

play, and since the day when he had
pointed out to me the stage-door we
had never spoken. Our acquaintance
was destined to be continued by my
acceptance of another service from him.

We were, in technical phrase, playing

the New York circuit, that is, we played
at different theatres in the city and out
of it, but did not go far enough in any
direction to deprive us of the coveted
privilege of living in town. One night,

after I had been with the company a

month, we went to Flushing, Long Isl-

and. During the evening I discovered

that I had left my latch-key at .home.

At first the accident seemed trifling

enough, but when it apjoeared that a

number of the men of the company
had arranged to spend the night in

Flushing, and had engaged all the

available rooms at the inn, I really
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found myself iu a dilemma. I liad but
little money with me, and in any case

a solitary youn^ woman without bag--

gage could hardly expect a welcome at

any desirable New York hotel at one
o'clock in the morning. The women
of the company I knew very slightly,

and for a time no one seemed particu-

larly interested as to where I should
spend the night, no one, that is, but one
young Englishman, also a new member
of the company, new to the stage as

well, and a gentleman ; but as he was
not one of those who had engaged
rooms in Flushing he could not help

me, except by the offer to spend his

strength, and if necessary, the night,

ringing the bell of my apartment-
house, and banging ujDon its inhospit-

able door. I thought it probable that

the drivers of the morning milk-wagons
would finally draw pleasure from the

spectacle of his energy.

But after the curtain had risen on
the last act he came to me with a queer
little smile on his face, and said : "There
seems to be a way for you to escape en-

tertaining me on your door-step, after

all ; I don't know just w^liat you'll think
abput it, but that brute Dolignan has a

room engaged here which he wishes to

put at your service. "He spoke to me
about it, because he says—with a cere-

monious air of regret—that he has not
the pleasure of your acquaintance, and
because he's on the stage now, but he's

coming to you himself as soon as the
curtain falls. Why, Miss Addington,
I don't know Dolignan, you know—but
really I think he's cast himself for a

gentleman, as he understands it, in this

affair. I'm afraid going back to town
will be rather uncomfortable. Dolig-
nan's coming to me looks—someway it

makes me think he's on his good be-

havior, he was so dignified about it.

He knows, you know, that I laughed at

those yarns of his about having been in

the army. He's terribly afraid that I'll

try to guy him with army shop-talk."

And Newman laughed his boyish Eng-
lish laugh.

Dolignan was an Englishman, too, or
said he was—probably the whole sub-
ject of his origin was a dark one to him-
self as well as to others. He had, you
see, for years told that he was once an

officer in the English army. Newman
had really been in the army, had just

left it, 2:)Oor boy, and his contempt, in-

dignant contempt, for Dolignan's pre-

tensions had been echoed about to the
general amusement of the company.
Dolignan talked at one time about fight-

ing Newman, who was two-thirds his

size, but when the boy declared with
simple gusto that he'd be proud to take

a licking for the honor of the service,

and sweetly and cheerfully announced
his honest intention to make his chas-

tisement as expensive a luxury to the
bigger man as he could, no more about
combat was heard.

It was most characteristic of Dolig-
nan that even after this he bore his de-

tractor no real malice. That he, big,

vital, tempestuous animal that he was,

would not fight simply because he was
a coward is too easy an explanation

to compass the truth, which here, as

usual, is difiicult, subtle, and complex.
The fact was, that to Dolignan the

whole thing was too unimportant, too

slight to be worth a blow—received. It

had nothing to do with acting, or had
to do with it only so far as the literal

fact of one of his past improvisations

was questioned. What had literal

facts to do with improvisations, any-

way ? And besides that was all past,

let it go.

Mr. Dolignan was as far as most
geniuses of his kind from a taste for

analysis, and probably never a word of

this interpretation of his state of mind
entered his head, but I am satisfied

of the accuracy of my interpretation.

When he came to me between his last

scenes, and with a little prefatory word
about its being time we assumed an
acquaintance, though we had it not, in-

sisted on my taking the room he had
engaged, his manner was so reassur-

ing that I accepted his sacrifice after

a merely perfunctory protest. "But
what will you do ? " I asked next. He
smiled. " What difference in the world
does it make, Miss Addington, what an
old campaigner like myself does ? All

I'd ask would be a chair, and a light,

and a book, and I'd like nothing better

than reading the night out. I dare say,

though, that the landlord will insist on
giving me a shakedown somewhere."
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Now, I doubt if IMi". Dolinnau liad

averaged in his life au hour's reading

a week, and I am sure that for years,

whenever he saw himself fated to a

night out of bed, drink and gambling
were the refuges that presented them-
selves to his thought ; but he deliv-

ered this little speech with an excel-

lent manner, and evidently with the

fullest confidence in that odd suj^ersti-

tion (promulgated chiefly by people who
hate the cold, unsensuous face of type)

that to read is in itself virtuous. The
manner was, in truth, very like young
Newman's, that is, of the best quiet

English kind. Plainly Dolignan was
enjoying a rehearsal of a new part ; not
that his consciousness took note of his

model as such ; his unconscious mind
was the governing power with him.
The members of the company w^ho

were returning to the city hurried off

as soon as possible to catch their train,

and Mr. Dolignan escorted me to a lit-

tle old-fashioned tavern, old-fashioned

enough to be able to put forth the

standard Long Island boast that Wash-
ington had slept in it. The distance

was short, and once there Dolignan im-
mediately put me in the sleep}^ land-

lord's charge, and lifted his hat with a

grave good-night. The success of his

imitation of Newman was greatest when
perhaps he was giving it least atten-

tion. After turning away he came back,

and, begging my pardon, asked with
genuine diffidence if I would consider
it an intrusion or too much of a bore
—if it would suit my convenience to

allow him to order breakfast for us
both before I came down in the morn-
ing, and if he might have his with me.
"There's a train leaves at ten some-
thing, so you will not need to be in a

hurry," he added, after thanking me for

my answer.

The next morning I was shown into

the little sitting-room of the place, and
there Mr. Dolignan and I were served
with breakfast more in the fashion of

an English country inn than of an
American hotel, and I never till this

moment thought of it that this w^as

probably due to the efforts of my cava-

lier. I know, at any rate, that he took
a personal pleasure in the fact that I

found things jjleasant. I was in good

spirits, as with a sense of adventure,
and I was amused and touched with
the absurdity, the topsy-turviness of

my role of protegee here, and with the

scrupulous conscientiousness of my
unique chaperon.

He was as proud as a child of his

beautiful behavior. He served me with
the benevolent pleasure of a host, and
he tenqoered his cordiality by a florid,

ceremonious respect that constantly
repeated the assertion, made in his

first burst of confidence ;
" I tell you.

Miss Addington," he said, "I know a

lad}^ when I see one, and I know how
to treat her. It's a pleasure and an
honor to me to be able to show you
that," said Mr. Dolignan, with emotion

;

and as for myself, I could have wept
to see anything so infantine left to go
about the world in the guise of a great

mustached blackguard.
On the point of his moral, or immor-

al, character he himself soon began to

discourse, taking a saddened tone ef-

fectivel}^ touched with quiet, desperate

humor.
" It's no news to you. Miss Adding-

ton," he said, toying attentively with a

spoon, " when I say I'm a good-for-

nothing, reckless outcast ; an outcast

with no hope before me, and "—raising

his dark, melancholy, smiling eyes

—

" deserving none ; but I've not quite

forgotten
"

I ventured to interrupt him. "I'm
very glad, Mr. Dolignan, to take this

chance to tell you one thing I know
you to be

;
you are one of the finest

actors I ever saw, or ever expect to

see." The man stared at me with
widening eyes, then his mouth—his

mouth that generally looked so coars-

ened and depraved— quivered and
twitched piteously ; he mastered him-
self and said at last, brokenly, " God
bless you for that, God bless you for

it." Then he rose and stared long and
silently, his hands in his pockets, into

the glowing grate-fire, while the ser-

vant wiieeled away the table. When he

turned and spoke it was with the sin-

cerity and dignity and the impersonal
pride of the artist, and with the bitter

humiliation of the man who had cut

himself off from the artist's high hopes.
" Before God, it's the truth," he said,
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his beautiful voice vibrating like a

'cello note ; "I am an actor, and one of

the best—or no, meant to be one of the

best God ever made. You know that,

don't you ? They all know, these little

sixpenny stars, and all know that I

can act, but they wouldn't say it the

way you did just now. I've been that

old drunken Dolignan too long, and
I've not played parts the papers took
any notice of since I was a young chap
at Wallack's—they gave me a hundred
dollars a week there—but all sorts of

fakirs get that and more now ; I've

been on my beam ends too long for

people to talk about my being one of

the finest actors they ever saw. I'll

not forget that you said it. I can tell

you one thing, too ; that is, that you
know acting when you see it, you know
it without waiting for help from the

papers or the bill - boards. Maybe
that's funny, but it's the sacred truth.

I know I can act ; I know I've got it

in me as not many alive have, and
when some of these little stock com-
pany cane-suckers in their fine clothes

come and offer me a drink, and tell me
they believe I've got some talent, and
that I might get on, get up a bit if

I'd keep straight, they don't know

—

that's the hell's sting of it, girl

—

they

don't know why I'm mad and curse 'em,

and go off and get drunk on my own
whiskey. I know where I'm short.

I'm a good enough actor to know
what mighty few of 'em do know, and
that's when I've seen my master. I've

been about a bit in my time ; I know
we ain't got the touch on it right

through they have in Paris, for in-

stance ; w^e don't get that training
;

but I'll tell you one thing, that is, that

if I'd had the chance, if I could have
kept my chance, if I'd not been the

devil's own fool, I could have done it

for myself till I could have dared to

measure with any of 'em. I have the

advantage that God Himself made me
for this business.

" No, no ; that's all behind me.
There's no reform for me. My dear
young lady, I'll tell you a piece of

news : I don't care a tinker's maledic-
tion about the errors of my ways,
except about the drink ; it's that that
knocks me out in the profession, and

it's that I've got no hold or hope
against. You might as well try to

discipline yourself to keep your hand
in the fire. They tell stories about
asses doing that, too, but I ain't made
that way. Yes, it's time you started

;

you will let me walk to the station

with you, won't you? Thank jo\x.

Now let me say something : I don't
put myself out about many people in

this cockpit of a world, they are not
apt to be in a^ worse fix than I am ; but
if you would ever give me the chance
to do something for you, I'd be al-

mighty glad, and the more trouble it

was the gladder I'd be. That's a good
deal more than I'd say to people I owe
more—according to their way of think-

ing. But you've struck the spot where
my gratitude lies. I don't know how
such as you get on in this business,

you've got a nice enough little vein

of talent, you might do very well in

time, but I don't see—however that's

none of my business. Sometimes the

old rounders, stars, and managers will

listen to what I've got to say about
acting and people more than they
would to someone they'd treat better.

I'll watch my chance to put in a word
that may be some use to you, and as

my acquaintance would reflect small

honor on you, I'll take care not to

claim yours—do it as if I didn't care a

curse about it. Oh, I know the cattle,

and how to make 'em believe what they

hear ; it's just as easy when it ain't so

as when it is, if you know how, I'm
sorry to say, for your sake—you're one
of those that would fare better if things

were otherwise."

The last was hurriedly but carelessly

added, as an after-thought. Mr. Dolig-

nan felt a great kindness for me just

then, but for excellent reasons his own
acting was a vastly more interesting

topic than mine. I greatly enjoyed his

talk of himself (reprehensible as some
of it certainly was). Its tragic enthusi-

asm stirred my blood with sympathy
and sorrow, for I believed he was right

in his estimate of his power, and under-

lying it all was more mind than I had
looked for ; though, indeed, acting like

his does not come about without a

good share of mind behind it, however
useless and out of sight in most of the
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affairs of life that mind may be. Doli*;-

iian's was a truly typical actor's organ
;

you could never tell when it would ap-

pear, nor for how long it would lie dor-

mant, leaving him to meet the world in

the meantime as a varied and ornate
fool.

The other actors had left on an ear-

lier train, and the last courtesy I owed
him that day was his quiet choice of

one later than my own. At the moment
I failed to recognize that it was a cour-

tesy, but during my journey my mind
turned to the intolerable ennui I knew
he must be suffering in that deserted
village (for to him any place without
show- folks must be counted empty),
and I saw that he had made his first

payment for my compliment by thus re-

lieving me of his detrimental soiciety.

It turned out, as at the time I feared

it would, an expensive sacrifice for

more than himself ; that night, when I

got to the theatre I found everything
in a commotion because Dolignan had
not yet come, and j^resently we learned
that he was too drunk to aj^pear—that

is, very drunk indeed. There was a re-

casting and doubling of parts—the ca-

tastrophe was one for which there was
always a degree of preparation—and the

performance w^ent on. Dolignan was
said, by someone who met him coming
from the Long Island Ferry, to have
begun his ^^otations this time "uncom-
mon early."

His bravado about not caring for the

errors of his ways except as they inter-

fered with his career did not look so

picturesque when I heard the next day
—from the property man, who stopped
me on the street—that he had that

morning given "that pore little woman
they call Mrs. Dolignan a black eye,

pore thing." The property man was an
Englishman himself, and similar tales

had been told in the past as to his

methods of maintaining family govern-
ment—tales which he, in this woman's
country of ours, Avinced under, and now
he Avas most anxious to impress me
with his indignation at Dolignan's bru-
tality.

That night Dolignan was at his post,

very sulky, barely bowing in answer to

my greeting, and playing his wild part
with a more desj^erate and sinister

gayety than ever. The Jacques of the

night before had seemed, despite all

the dramatist's efforts, as fundament-
ally harmless as a big calf.

As the comi)any was to start West
shortly, and as I was not going with

them, I imagined that my opportunities

for profiting by the personal acquaint-

ance of this particular child of genius

were at an end, but I Avas mistaken.

I was walking one morning of this Aveek

in Madison Square Park, on the Broad-

way side, Avhen a loud oath and fright-

ened shout in the street caused me to

turn in time to see an exciting little

scene that Avas over in five seconds. A
gentleman, Avell known by sight to many
of the passers-by as a great American
tragedian, was caught before a tremen-

dous, fast-rolling express wagon, other

vehicles barring his way on every side,

and not a tenth of a second to lose.

Before thought could grasp the situa-

tion a big man had sprung from a pass-

ing car, and throwing himself power-

fully against the horses as he caught
them by the bits, he, at great risk to

himself, so aided the frantic driver that

the great tragedian, a slight, rather

frail person, was left to get out of the

way in safety, and not a dozen persons

about realized that a national catas-

trophe had then and there been avert-

ed. The tragedian realized it, hoAvever,

and when both he and his rescuer had
skijDped— necessity imperiously dic-

tated that this should be their move-
ment—out of the thickest of the fray,

turned to speak to him.

I had recognized the big man as Do-
lignan, and now I saw, from the way
the two met, that they AA^ere acquaint-

ances. I had stopped a moment Avhen

an accident was imminent, and as I

again pursued my way my path crossed

that of the two men just as they en-

tered the park. I boAved to Dolignan,

but he stared at me, blankly, as I at

the instant thought, but it Avas really

with the abstraction of a person com-
ing to a resolution. I Avas past him
Avhen I heard his voice calling my name,

and I turned, to enter upon one of the

queerest conferences that even I ever

took part in.

To Dolignan, probably to the great

tragedian, there Avas nothing remarkable
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in asking me, an actress, to stand on
the sidewalk and talk to tliem. Wom-
en of business affairs are likely to find

strong reasons, now and again, for con-

ducting important interviews where
they can, and actresses of various

grades are continually expected to ac-

cept the street as the natural field for

discussing their engagements. I was
now to accept it as the natural field for

discussing Mr. Dolignan's.
" AVait a minute," said that w^orthy,

speaking softly, but wdtli a strong ex-

citement throbbing through his words
;

" you can do me the greatest favor in

the world, perhaps. We three drew a

little to one side of the broad walk.

My first feeling, after the simple auto-

matic imj)ulse to do what was asked
of me, w^as that amiable instinct and
my general interest in everything were
really carrying me too far. It was evi-

dently not about my business that I

was being stopped by Hal Dolignan.
But there was a supplication, an agita-

tion in his face that straightway shamed
my small tentative scruples of ladyhood,

and appealed to my simple humanity.
" Miss Addington, I don't know you

enough to ask anything of you, but
I've just told Mr. that you've been
playing in the company with me this

season—you'll say that I've been up to

the mark, won't you ?
"

The tragedian sj^oke before I could.
" Dolignan, w^e can't go into this thing
here. I'll look into it, and certainly

I'm likely now to try to do what you
want. Come see me "

" Look into it now," said Dolignan,
" that's what I ask. I know how it wdll

be before I can see you again. You'll

think of something else to do for me.
You'll buy me an annuity ; before Heav-
en I believe that's wdiat you'll do.

You're a good fellow, Mac, but I don't

want the annuity. You're a good fel-

low, but—I never was much of a liar

—

I saved your life just now to get the

parts. I don't care Avhat the salary is,

but, Mac, have a little mercy, give me
the i)arts, let me have half a show once
before I die."

Words cannot paint the exquisite

power of this brief 2)lea, the half-mock-
ing, half - tender bravado of the first

sentences, never hiding the piteous ea-

gerness below it, and at last passing
away in that direct prayer, s2)oken with
a simplicity utterly child-like. The
stroke by which he defined his own
motives in the rescue was masterly ; it

was as plain as a mathematical demon-
stration that it turned what was a nasty
half-suspicion in the other man's mind
into a certainty that was full of its own
tragic and humorous appeal.

Dolignan said no more ; he showed
himself the artist he Avas in that. There
was a moment's silence ; his eyes looked
like an imploring dog's.

" You haven't lost your talent—I can
see that for myself," said the tragedian,

with a grim humor that w^as not un-
kindly.

" I really seem to have no place in

this interview," I said at last. " I scarce-

ly know Mr. Dolignan, but I can tell

you—I suj^pose that is what is wanted
—that he has lost but one night since

I've been in the company with him,
and then he sent word that he was ill

in time for a substitute to be gotten
;

at other times he has always out-acted

anybody in the company, as you can
probably guess," and I bade them good-
day and hurried away, hastily examin-
ing my conscience to see how much it

was strained
;
pleased, idiot-like, to find

I had kept within the letter of the law,

and rejoicing that I had escaped Avitli-

out disclosing the fact that I had
played with the " Orphans " only six

weeks. Evidently Dolignan's w^as a

very demoralizing influence.

No one without experience of stage

affairs is apt to guess how finally and
completely damning to an actor's career

is the suspicion that his caj^acity to ap-

pear nightly with the regularity of the

returning hour is uncertain. What is

an amusement to the rest of the world
is the all-absorbing business of life be-

hind the scenes, and any irregularity

in any performer's relation to the per-

formance is a thing vitally affecting the

interests of all concerned in it. The
" Two Orphans " is a play demanding so

many people, and it has been running
along so many years, that a substitu-

tion can be accomplished in its cast

on short notice with altogether excep-
tional ease. Otherwise, even the good
nature of the Star could never have
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availed to keep Doli^nan in his place,

for, as I knew, his record for the last few
weeks had not been exceptionally good.

That ni*^ht, Avhen I arrived at the

theatre I found him aAvaiting me at the

stage door— not the one that he had
once pointed out to nie Avitli so unpleas-

ant a manner. He held out his hand to

me silently. " God bless you," he said,

as he held the door back for me to pass.

I knew by this profound cordiality that

he had conquered with the great Star,

that he had a new engagement and
some parts to his mind. To be sure, un-

intelligent logic might have led me to

expect as much grateful consideration

in the case of failure as in that of suc-

cess, but sometimes my intelligence is

sufficient to enable me to judge human
beings without logic.

"I've got the engagement—for this

season too—as his leading man," said

Dolignan, sto2)ping again in the pas-

sageway. " Do you know what that

means? That means Othello and lago,

both." He stared down at me in tri-

umphing silence for a moment. In an-

swer to my congratulations and ques-

tions he said, " Yes, sir, my engagement
begins at the end of the month. I've

had luck. There's some kind of row
on with the fakir they've got, so now
they're going to fire him. I'm to give

the Missus notice to-night. It's a little

irregular, but she won't mind ; I sujd-

pose, in fact, she'll be more than half

glad to get me off her hands, now I've

seen her through New York. Are you
in a hurry ? I'd like to speak to you a

bit ; there's not much chance after the

piece is on ; it's ten minutes yet till the

curtain goes up. I'll only take a min-
ute." We had gone into the dim, dusty,

all but empty green-room ; he placed a

chair for me, sat down himself, and
stared moodily at the floor. " It seems
the damnedest nonsense when I come
right up to it," he abstractedly re-

marked at last ; he never used the

mysteriously tabooed word to me Avhen

he remembered himself. "The fact is,

Miss Addington," he went on, " I've got
a kind of feeling as if you were a sort

of mascot where I'm concerned. That's

why I stopped you to-day—I suppose I

ought to beg your pardon about that,

come to think of it. But you see you

I'uow, you see for yourself what I could
do. It seems " He sto2)ped.

" It seems to me as if that gave you a
sort of claim on me, when I can serve

you in anyway."
" Thank you, I suppose I had some

such notion myself, though I shouldn't
have got myself up to say it myself.

I'm glad you did, though. I don't
want to bore 3^ou, but I'm going to

make the struggle of my life now—to

stop drinking. I've got to stop, and "

—a pause, he was looking at me now

—

"I believe it would be the greatest helj)

in the world if you'd let me come and
call on you a few minutes every day

—

for me to know that I had to show up
to you."

There was an impersonality in this

appeal that must have been witnessed
to be fathomed ; but withal, and despite

all I detested about the man, despite

my bottomless distrust of him in every
conceivable non -artistic capacity, my
heart melted, not only to the great

actor, but to the creature himself.

No wonder Mr. Herbert Spencer
thinks that the strength of the mater-
nal sentiment in women unfits them
for political duties, by the bias it gives

them in favor of those most needy and
least worthy. At that moment I would
have wrecked willingly all that worthy
tragedian's prospects for life to give

Dolignan what he called half a show.
But then, you see, an artistic enthusi-

asm, too, weakened my sense of justice

here ; I believed Dolignan to be far

and away the finer actor.

Well, it was surely a queer business

—that institution of daily calls from
Dolignan. Dolignan could furnish a

remarkably emotional respect and re-

gard for me at moments—for moments ;

all sentiments and oj^inions, good and
bad, passed easily with him into mo-
mentary emotions, and I embodied to

his notion several things to the rever-

end names of which he was profession-

ally accustomed to thrill ; but w4ien it

came to sitting down opposite me as

an afternoon caller, and that not once,

as an experiment in manners, but every

day for two weeks, the nightmare of

boredom with which he felt his super-

stition had saddled him lit his eye the

first day he came as with terror. I saw
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that unless I bestirred myself my repu-

tation as a mascot would be more than
destroyed, its ashes would bring forth

the grim fact that I had driven a fellow-

being to sui(;idal intoxication. I did

my best ; I set him talking about him-
self. It was not hard to do, and yet

I feel compunction at having put the

matter so crassly, for most of us are

more offensively vain in talking of our-

selves than was he. It was not perhaps
that his vanity was less, but his imper-
sonal enthusiasms were more, and then
he possessed such an exceptional advan-
tage in having something to be vain

about ; his professional ardor contin-

ually led him into interesting digres-

sions about people and performances
unconnected with his own glory. We
talked shop all but exclusively, there

lay all Dolignan's interest ; not an un-
common state of affairs with an actor,

to be sure, but in him this typical con-

dition was the outcome of causes typi-

cal, too, but unusually deep and single

in their workings. He was, as we have
seen, one of those fortunate people in

whom the gift and the inclination met,

and the one was as strong as the other

was great ; all the world moved before

him as but the material and the scene
for acting. The dramatic instinct of

childhood was in him unaltered in

kind, and it is only by remembering
the unanalytical attitude of the child,

the attitude that unhesitatingly accepts

all the world's outward phenomena as

mere suggestions for imitative play,

that one can realize his real standpoint.

It is not a logical position, even viewed
merely as to the emotional force of act-

ing ; of course it is because there is a

reality which it interprets that acting
is moving, but Dolignan's mind was no
such close-knit organ as to let this deli-

cate pedantry stand in his way. He
did not always, through every turn of

life, feel that people ate and drank and
loved and hated for the final enrich-

ment of the drama ; he, too, did these

things, and, at the moment, for their

own sake, and it was part of his admi-
rable mummer's outfit that he should
have an uncommon intensity in his

feelings ; but when these feelings, one
after another, were past, all that re-

mained with him—one might almost say

all that united them in memory to give

him identity—was his abiding sense of

their value as the stuff of which acting
is made. He had, in fact, to a degree
calculated to force repudiation of it

upon its most devoted exponents and
expounders, the temperament which
they defensively define as, jjar excel-

lence, the artistic ; that is, there was
not the germ of character in him ; the

hour, the moment made him, and he
was no more surely to be counted upon
for evil, where a touch of purpose, of

continuity were asked, than for good.
To be sure, his temperamental brethren
might impressively point out that he
could act, when not overwhelmingly
intoxicated, and, in fact, here was one
fruitful passion that had the force and
fixity of a principle ; and he was right,

however it may square with our ethical

preferences, in believing it was only
drunkenness that effectually crippled

his career. I verily believe that he
could have played virtue better after

one of his most definite engagements
with vice, fortified as he would then
have been by a natural reaction, and
seeing all the beauty of holiness with
the discriminating appreciation of an
outsider—so different are the moral
ideas of the Maker of actors from those

of some famous aesthetic essayists.

There are forty mysteries in the psy-

chological processes of acting, and not
the least, nor to me least painful, is that

giving grounds for the proposition sup-

ported by Mr. Augustine Birrell, and
as he thinks—with reason—by Shakes-

peare, that the practice of this entranc-

ing, deep-rooted art is in itself demoral-
izing. I am too profound an optimist

to assent to an opinion opening the

way to such an alarming train of pessi-

mistic admissions as I speedily perceive

looming up in the background here,

but though I imagine that there must
be something greatlywrong in the fun-

damental conditions of our stage (the

Greeks seemed to have managed better)

to give occasion for such opinions, I

recognize, as have so many great actors,

that there is occasion for them not
easily explained away ; and it is not with
any swelling sense of settling the whole
difficulty that I hund)ly submit one
little fact to the controversy, and that
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is, that no acting ever could have de-

moralized in the smallest de<^ree the

l)lastic Dolii^'nan. I believe there are

rarely lofty and simple natures of Avhom
the same thin^i;- could he said ; Dolijj^-

nan's immunity, so diiierently obtained,

^vas equally assured.

It appears there were more sides than
one to his proud declaration that God
made him for this business.

By sing-ular good fortune he was to

begin his new engagement in a fort-

night. During that time I saw him, as

he had planned, every day, sometimes
for only a few minutes, sometimes for

an hour. He was always perfectly

sober, always a little distrait and lialf-

crossly humble until the interview Avas

launched, when, as you have seen on
other occasions, he became unconscious
of me, except as an audience. He said

but little about his new parts, though
he was having to work at them hard.

He even expressed a feeling similar to

Goethe's, as to the undesirability of

talking about artistic work in the mak-
ing.

" You just uj^set 3^ourself gassing
about a part," said he ;

" the more you
like it the more apt you are to kind of

turn yourself against it someway, tell-

ing what you are going to do instead of

just lying low and doing it."

Nevertheless he did confide to me that

lago was the greatest thing an actor
ever got hold of.

" Greater than Othello ? " I asked.
" Well, of course that's according to

how you look at it," was the answer,
given with an air of impartial authority

;

" we've seen Othello played for all it's

worth."
"It's worth a good deal," I ventured.
" You bet," he solemnly responded,

nodding his head slowly ;
" it's just

worth all that emotion can make a

part, way-up emotion too, but I tell

you there's a kind of go—I don't know
what to call it—swing—I don't mean
any two -for -a -nickel swagger either,

but there's something to be gotten out
of a villain that I never saw in leading
business yet. It can't get sympathy,
of course, but just for pure acting,

well, [(!()() for me !

"

" Do you have to give in to the stage
management much about your ideas?"

" Some," he answered, rather gloom-
il}' ; "of course you've got to knuckle
to the star ; it takes away most of my
best points, but I expected that ; but
the little things, those that count most
to yourself, whether you can make the

house see 'em or not, the tcay I do the

business they've laid out for me, I run
myself. As long as I don't interfere

with other people, I don't let 'em dic-

tate to me there ; Mac wouldn't, now
that he's let me in at all ; he knows I

know my business, and he knows I know
he knows it."

Toward the end of the fortnight he
grew very nervous and moody. He
told me, as if it were a joke, but with
a question in his eye, that he'd get

seats for me if I wanted to come to

Philadelphia for his first night.

When that proposition was dismissed,

to my great delight he invited me to

come to his last rehearsal, in New York,
of the play in which his hopes were
centred, " Othello."

The whole play was not gone over,

but the great scenes between the two
men were acted rather than rehearsed,

and some of them, with an exchange of

parts, were acted twice ; and there, on
that gloomy, bare stage, with various

superfluous peoj)le, stage hands in shirt-

sleeves and actors in silk hats, drift-

ing distractingiy about, I had my poor
best opportunity to take Dolignan's

measure. At moments his acting tri-

umphed over everything, even, incred-

ible achievement, over the wretched
necessity of frequently returning to his

own every-day personality. But he had
evidently put himself in some finely

tempered state that enabled him to

meet all the distractions of the occa-

sion without lapsing from the exaltation

of creation, and it was the most curious

thing imaginable to see how this ex-

altation served him equall}^—no, not

equally, but served him—whether he

turned it into the agony of the Moor,
or the uidiuman, indefinably vivid life

that burned in lago.

He was not one without judgment as

to his own work. It was in lago that I,

sitting solitary in the shadowy emj^ty

house, found him supremely fine. His

OUtello was often piteous and terrible,

and, what you will jierhaps find more
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singular, it was constantly informed
with a simple nobility ; inevitably it

could bear no comparison in detail and
finish w^itli the playing it recalled ; but
it had a true ring of its own, and there

were moments, sounds, movements that

tore the heart and disqualified one for

criticism. The man's symbols of feel-

ing carried, they struck his auditor

wdtli the force he aimed to give them
—an infallible proof of a high histri-

onic vocation.

But in the lago (though I might well

hesitate to make a statement so likely

to be viewed as seK-condemnatory)—

I

could feel no lack of detail, could con-

ceive no higher finish, except the finish

of setting, of fair opportunity. It was
an insj^iration ; it was accomplished
with so triumphant a union of identi-

ties—the actor's and the character's

—

that no experience, no refining could
be expected to seriously better it. It

answered, that is for itself and for the

spectator—far be it from me to say
more—the question of lago's motive

;

no one could have asked it about this

lago. There he lived in his soldierly

beauty and empty pride, telling wdth
quick - changing voice and look and
movement the dark story of his tre-

mendous temperamental zest for life

(that zest that was such a ready basis

for his assumptions of bluff heartiness,

such an element of universal fascina-

tion), and of his quick mind's disen-

chantment with all beneath the visiting

moon, its utter despisal of the w4iole

round of existence ; a creature born
without affections and with a w^onder-

ful, superficially penetrating, sceptical

brain, perishing in the conflict between
ennui and irrepressible impulses of ac-

tivity, mirthlessly mocking at the bar-

renness of revenge, and playing with
passion's fools around him without ma-
lignity, but—more awful—with the ut-
terest, bitterest indifference to every-
thing but his own fostered interest
and entertainment in the poor, reckless
sport—a devil rationally and subtly con-
ceived.

But oh ! the gap between written
words, l)ctwecn mere cold mental anal-

ysis, things that this great artist wonld
have contemned too much to try to un-

derstand, and Iag(ji^ presence, gratify-

ing eye and ear and brain, and touch-
ing the soul with cold terror.

You have divined that the man never
played the part ; that that day, when
the weary, fearsome game had been
played out, when the arch - plotter,

caught like his victims in the death-trap
he had set, had finally seen the end
with a chill, bottomless carelessness
that was like a glimpse of hell itself,

the curtain fell on that performance
forever. Dolignan never played with
the great star. He drank himself in-

sensible the day the engagement was
to begin. I heard of him no more till

I came upon this brief paragraph in a
newspaper. "It aj^pears that Henry
Dolignan, an actor of some talent, and
w^ho was once a member of Wallack's
company, died last week in Moline, 111.,

of delirium tremens. Dolignan was
known to no one in the place, left no
money or valuables, and was buried in

the Potter's Field. These facts have
been brought to light by members of

The Cellar Door Company, who have
been playing in the ]3lace."

I had always found my sentiments
about Dolignan the most w^onderfully

and hopelessly inconsistent I had ever
simultaneously entertained. For the
man I had felt too great a contempt for

it to be otherwise than good-natured,
and for the player, the unconsciously
deep-sighted, the joyous, the heart-brok-

en artist, my heart swelled with rever-

ence simpl}^, that irrej^ressible reverence
which one who deeply loves an art, this

art with its intensely personal quality

of all others, pours out on the source
of his expanded being.

Now, at last, in the stillness after the

sorry end, my feelings resolved them-
selves into harmony, and at last I had
a better comprehension of the big, bad,

foolish, imguided child, with his one
golden gift and his helpless temj^er-

ament, who would have been good
enough in a good world, and who in his

wild stund)lings through what was for

him something like the worst of this

()n(\ liad once reached out his hand to

me for help.
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ANNE OF BRITTANY'S CHATEAUX IN THE VALLEY OF
THE LOIRE.

By Theodore Andrea Cook.

AT the chateau of Langeais, in the

'^^'inter of 1491, was celebrated

with great rejoicings the mar-
riage of Charles VIII. of France to

Anne of Brittany.

The little town upon the right bank
of the Loire, some few miles west of

Tours, is scarcely changed since the

days when Philippe de Comines and
the Duke of Orleans rode down the

straggling highway talking to the Mare-
chal de Gi6 of the wars in Brittany.

The chateau which Jean Bourree built

for Briyonnet, stands there too, tower-

ing above the houses and reflecting the

sunbeams from its tall slate turrets,

rising like vast extinguishers into the

clear blue air. From either side of the

main street, which seems to serve only
as an approach to the great gates of the

fortress at the end, there branch out
little avenues lined with queer slanting

roofs and curving window-frames, with
a background of river-banks or of the

sloping vineyards rusted red brown in

the warm sunlight of Touraine. It is

all but little changed, and the chief

memory that hangs about the place is

still the marriage that brought Brit-

tan}' to France and joined the ermine
to the Jleur de lys. The chateau of

Langeais itself is peculiarly happy in

the good fortune that has given it the

grace of modern habitation, the added
charm of living presence, to lend a har-

monious reality to the memories which
its ancient stones recall ; for within the

walls where the royal marriage contract

was drawn up, where the English gar-

rison had been quartered in the days
of the Hundred Years' War, where Du
Bellay long afterward laughed with
Rabelais, that prince of talkers, over
the festivities at Home or the latest

fashions of Ronsard's cultivated muse,
it is still possible to wander pleasantly
from room to room, to people hall and
stairway with the vanished ghosts of

history, to recall the throng of men
and women who once filled the chateau
with a life so different to our own.
But rarely is it possible to follow out

the destinies of one who has long ago
passed from the changes of the world,

in the very walls which once echoed to

the falling of her footsteps or sounded
to the murmur of her words ; still more
rarely can this be done in France, the

land of revolutions, the land w4iere all

that had to do with monarchy has been
so ruthlessly attacked, often so irrevo-

ca])ly ruined. But in Touraine this

may yet be done. Along the valley of

the Loire filled with the chateaux of the

kings of France, and with the pleasure-

houses of their greatest nobles, there

is more left of the old life and its

monuments of living stone than per-

haps in any other space of equal extent

in Europe. If there be a fault it is only

the absence of the beautiful English

parks that most strikes the stranger in

this valley ; in very few places are the

old trees left standing, if ever they

were planted. A perfect French Renais-

sance chateau, such as Azay le Rideau,
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set in the perfect surroundiiif^^s of sucli

a home as Hatfield, is apparently an
impossible combination. But though
sometimes, as at Chinon,

" All within is dark as night,

In the windows is no light,

And no murmur at the door,

So frequent on its hinge before ;

"

yet in the greater number of cases the

old castles are preserved -s^ith a re-

finement and a good taste beyond all

praise : so that, as with the great cha-

teau at Blois, repairs have been so care-

fully made, that the freshness of the

first realization of the Renaissance archi-

tect is put vividly before the modern
traveller.

Throughout the whole land of Tou-
raine are scattered numerous evidences,

less in size, but equal in finished

beauty, of the exquisite school of art

and architecture that flourished along
the fair valley. Such an instance is the

Hotel Gouin, at Tours, a house still

lived in and still preserved with the

clearness of its arabesques undimmed
and the delicacy of its carving and con-
struction unimpaired.

Anne of Brittany was still a Queen
of France when this French school of

art was on the point of reaching its

perfection, when the wing of Louis
XII. at Blois was possible, but Azay
was not 3'et achieved

;
yet there remain

but few chateaux in the Loire Valley
that, either in beauty or in interest,

can compare with the various homes
of Anne of Brittany. At Langeais she
first entered Touraine, where she was
to live in Amboise, in Loches, in Blois,

and in this last to die ; and though she
stayed but a little while in Langeais, it

is, perhaps, of all her habitations, the
one which survives in the greatest per-

fection at the present day ; for by the
care of its owner, M. Siegfried, its parks
and terraces are fresh and verdant, its

circling buttresses are strong, the very
life within its walls is lived amid sur-

roundings in harmony with the aged
battlements of the fortress built in the
reign of Louis XI. It needs but lit-

tle reconstructive faculty to imagine
the wedding procession crossing the

drawbridge amid a blare of trumpets
between the lines of the Royal Guards,
and passing the great entrance gates,

just a tinge whiter than they are now,
to the hall whose windows can be seen
from the courtyard within. Inside this

hall was drawn up the formal contract
in which was already shown the acute
Breton instinct which was a character-

istic of the Queen till death. It was a
contract whose importance may allow
us to linger a little, not unprofitably
perhaps, in the great room hung with
faded tapestry that looks out upon the
park beyond.
The little bride who had been brought

here from the west had not been won
without a struggle, and had been worth
the winning. She was born at the cha-

teau of Nantes early in the year 1476,

and very soon the troubles which beset
her native duchy brought the young
princess into prominence. When she
was but nine years old, the little daugh-
ter of Duke Francis was made solemn-
ly to swear, in the presence of the Es-
tates of Brittany assembled, that, so far

as in her lay, she would do nothing
that would harm the independence of

the duchy which she was soon to in-

herit as her own. From every side

there threatened danger— from Eng-
land, from Spain, above all from France
the clouds were gathering. The two first

were quickly disposed of, but the quar-
rel of the young Louis, Duke of Or-
leans, with Anne de Beaujeu, who was
regent during the minority of Charles
VIII. , soon involved Brittany in a

struggle which could have but one fatal

issue for her freedom. The old story

of the reign of Charles VI. seemed like-

ly to be renewed ; the regent was bitter-

ly opposed by the princes of the blood,

and when opposition became no longer
possible at court, Louis d'Orleans fled

for protection to the Duke of Brittany,

the old enemy of Louis XI. A war be-

came inevitable, and equally inevitable

was the defeat of Orleans and his party
at St. Aubin du Cormier. The shame
of this reverse brought Anne's father

to his grave, and she became Duchess
of Brittany in her oAvn right ; but still

the situation remained dangerous and
uncertain, for the duchy was at the

mercy of her husband, whoever he
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might be, and suitors were not wantin^j^

to carry off so rich a prize. Orleans
himself had done his best, the Seigneur
d'Albret had been tempted to alliance

by the promise of the princess's hand,

Maximilian, the son of the Emperor,
was an acknowledged suitor, and to

this last the ambition of the youthful

duchess soon inclined her. To the

amusement of all Europe she took her
first step into the world of politics by
suddenly announcing her intention of

marrying Maximilian, but no further

results followed than the solemn in-

sertion of an aged German ambassa-
dor's leg into the ducal couch. Ma-
dame Anne was far from satisfied ; and
still the quarrel with Erance dragged
on, unappeased and apparently inter-

minable.

It ma}" well haye been the astute

daughter of Louis XL who originated

the idea of settling the Breton ques-

tion by pacific means, since stronger
measures seemed ineyitabl}^ fruitless.

In any case, an entirely new suitor

now came forward for the hand of

Anne of Brittany, a suitor backed by
the army of France, and offering a

throne by way of wedding gift, a suitor

whose claims were eyen pressed by his

old riyal D'Albret, and strangest of all

by Anne's first flame, the Duke of Or-
leans, whose fayor with the j^owerful

Anne de Beaujeu was priced at the suc-

cessful negotiation of the Breton mar-
riage. Maximilian alone seemed to

come off hardly amid this general rec-

onciliation ; his wife had been the

heiress of Burgundy ; he could not be
allowed to gain still further footing in

the great estates of France, and he had
to look on grumbling while Charles
VIII. not only spoilt his second attempt
at matrimony, but also repudiated his

daughter, betrothed to the young
French king at the Treaty of Arras,

that Margaret of Austria, who was to

play so prominent a part in European
politics aftervyard, and to leaye an en-

during monument of her loye for art

in the famous carvings of the church
at Brou. The treaty was rapidly con-

cluded ; Orleans fulfilled his somewhat
delicate commission faithfully, helped
by the Prince of Orange and by Du-
nois ; Brittany was to keep her inde-

pendence, but the King of France
should be her duke. Accordingly from
haying been the weakest spot along
the Gallic coast for England to inyade,
the western headlands now became the
firmest bulwark against the traditional

enemies of France. Arts and industry
recoyered quickly when once the deso-
lated proyince was at peace, and the
church of Folgoat and the tomb of the
Duke Francis at Nantes remain to this

day proofs of the prosperity and talent

that were rife in Brittany when its

duchess had become Queen of France.
Thus it was that more than usual im-

portance attached to the contract signed
on that December morning in the cha-

teau of Langeais, and the courtiers who
were watching the firm young Breton
queen in her first attempt at roj^alty,

might well admire the courage with
which she asserted her own independ-
ence and quietly claimed all that could
be got in return for the rich dowry she
was giying. Her foresight eyen extend-

ed to the proyision that in case of her
present husband's death without an
heir, she should, if j)Ossible, marry his

successor, and in any case keep the

sole control and independence of her
beloyed duchy. Perhaps she alone,

among the throng that filled the great

hall, had courage enough to imagine
the death of the rough, good-hearted
young monarch who stood by her side

;

the rest were taken up wdth the pleas-

ures of the fete, with dreams of the

future, with all the asj^irations of which
Charles had already eagerly spoken to

the young comjoanions, who were only

too read}^ to follow him in any hare-

brained, chiyalrous adyenture. But the

Court made only a short stay at Lan-
geais and soon left it for Plessis-lez-

Tours, the chateau of Louis XL, close

to the town of Tours.
Of the castle whence Quentin Dur-

ward set out to escort the ladies of

Croye, and where the frightened j^eas-

ants watched the terrible old king bat-

tling with death during the last hide-

ous months of his reign, little is left

saye one unornamental wing, a few
dubious and eyil-smelling excayations,

and the traces of crumbling walls and
towers scarcely yisible amid the ruins

of a long-lasting neglect, still further
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hleniislied bv moderu cand odoriterous
maiuifacturc. Even when CliarlesVIII.

brought his l)ride to Plessis the chatoau
which his fatlier had surrounded with
circle within circle of mantraps, gibbets,

and other clieerful evidences of wel-

lived joy of children, boys who were to
die in the first years of their youth

;

the king himself was not much in her
comjDany, for politics near home had to

be settled, Maximilian and the English
to be pacified, Spain more easily, for

The Chateau of Nantes.

come to the inquisitive stranger, cannot
have been a pleasant j^lace of sojourn.

Anne must have been glad enough to

find lierself, later on, at St. Denis, clad

in white satin, amid a rejoicing crowd
of enthusiastic Parisians avIio welcomed
her first pul)lic ajopearance as a conse-

crated Queen of France. Among the

rest, Contarini, the Venetian aml^assa-

dor, was watching her, and with the

quick eyes of his artistic race noticed

her small stature and her slight but
perceptible linq), her smiling yet reso-

lute face that knew already how to win
a favor, her watchful jealovisy of tlie

young king who rode beside her with
his coarse good-humored face, promi-
nent eyes, and overpowering nose.

And now for a time slie fades out of

pu])lic life ; her first reception by the

good citizens of Paris was the best that

was ever to be given to her, for her sym-
pathies were not always the sympathies
of France. She was to liave the short-

Ferdinand and Isabella were occupied
with the conquest of Grenada ; but all

somewhat too liastih^, for the j^oung

king's mind was set on foreign wars.

New movements seemed to be in the

air, America had but just been dis-

covered, printing had but just begun
to scatter broadcast the learning of the

ancients and the research of modern
students, and the easily excited brain

of Charles VIII. was soon roused to

the great expedition into Italy which
was the result of all the dreams of chiv-

alry and conquest taught him by his

strange education at Amboise.
It was at the castle of Amboise on the

Loire, between Tours and Blois, that

Anne of Brittany waited and watched
her children die, while Charles careered

unopposed through the Italian towns,

and grim Savonarola thundered that

the long threatened scourge of God
was come upon the delicate wickedness
of Italy.
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The view of the wide sweep of the

Loire from the gardens of Amboise,
poised high above the river-bank, is one
of the finest among many in the chfiteaux

of Touraine. The castle, that has but
just been saved from ruin by the timely

restoration of the Comte de Paris, now
languishes again during his exile, and
there is hardly a trace of its old splen-

dors save in the great round towers
that rise sheer from the town nestling

beneath, and in the long fayade wherein
is the rusted iron balcony from which
Catherine de Medicis and the Guises
watched the slaughter of the Hugue-
nots.

While the king was loitering at Ly-

can show is the tomb of the children

of Charles VIII., which was originally

in the great church of St. Martin.
"The grief of the queen," says Com-

ines, "was violent and lasted long," and
the king's awkward attempts at con-
solation could only make it harder to

be borne, for in the dance that was pro-

duced to soothe Anne's melancholy the
Duke of Orleans footed it the merriest
of all, feeling himself a step nearer to

the throne of France. The same his-

torian tells us how Charles tried again
to smother grief, this time in bricks

and mortar ; how he brought workmen
from Naples and built the round towers
at Amboise, in which the ascent is so

Inner Courtyard of the Chateau of Langeais.

(To the right is the hall in which Anne of Brittany was married to Charles VTII.)

ons, on his return from Italy, came the
news that the Dauphin, the only son left

to him, was in peril of death. Within
three days the boy was dead.

In the cathedral of Tours the most
beautiful monument which the town

contrived, with a gradual slope of red
bricks without any stops, that it is pos-
sible to ride up on horseback to the
top, as did tlie Emperor Charles in the
next century when he paid a visit to

King Francis.
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Beyond the <>'rove of (*lip})e(l lime-

trees ill tlie i^ardeii and at the western
end of the long terrace on the river-wall,

is a low doorway beneath which Charles
met his death. This romantic dreamer
and conqueror of Italy died in a very
prosaic fashion. In passing through
the low arch, to watch a game of tennis,

he hit his head against the stone lintel

and died after a few hours of uncon-
sciousness.

The \^'idowed queen left Amboise for

a time ; but we shall meet her there

again, for the strange presentiment
that may have jjrompted the last clause

she inserted in the contract at Langeais
came true, to the surprise of everyone.

Charles VIII. was dead, and dead with-

out an heir, and his successor, Louis

He brought her home from Brittany
to the famous palace of the Orleans
family, the great chateau of Blois, where
the statue of Louis XII, on horseback
stands above the gateway of the wing
he built.

Nantes and Langeais we have seen
already ; the first a type of the old
Breton fortress hardl}' changed at all

from the necessities of constant defence
;

the second with all the machinery of

warfare still apparent, yet wdtli a subtle

difference just beginning to show in the
arrangement of the rooms, in the facing
of the inner court with battlements and
embrasures, useless but appropriately
decorative. At Amboise the vast round
towers, the gardens hanging high above
the town, the long embattled terraces

-*«««mm

Exterior of the Apartments of Anne of Brittany in the Wing of Louis Xii. at the Chateau of Blois.

XIL, the same Duke of Orleans who and galleries, far removed from the

had met Anne in her first youth long dangers of attack, yet already instinct

before, now divorced the wife who had with a fresh charm of ease and habita-

l)een forced upon liim, and married his tion, show in the same way that the

first love in the Cathedral of Nantes in English have left France at peace at

January, 1499. last, that the Black Prince's troops
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have ceased from harrymg- the green genets frowned across the deep ravine
garden of France, that it is time to ""ive at the entrance of the French fortress,

and that again was but an out-work to
the intrenched Tour du Coudray within.
Dungeons there w^ere in plenty, and to
spare, in the mountain of masonry at

a new grace to the castle that shall be
dwelt in with a new sense of security,

a new longing for the beautiful, unfet-

tered by the stern necessities of war.

At Loclies we shall see

this change in archi-

tecture strikingly em-
phasized; the old
heavy-buttressed wall

with narrow Avindows

rises side by side with

the smiling new^ build-

ing of the French Re-
naissance, the larger

casements, carved and
beautiful, flung wdde
to let in the light that

had come, and come
more abundantly.
And so it is at Blois,

where Louis XII. built

his new palace w^ithout

fear of invasion, with
no t h o u gn i: but of

w^hat he knew^ of best

and loveliest for man
to dwell in. The old

machicolated battle-
ments with their grim
meurtrieres, their deep
moats and cunning
drawbridges have dis-

appeared, and frieze

and cornice, carved
panel and sculptured
niche are strewn in

profusion across the

entrance-w all in Avhich

all pretence of military

architecture is w^ell-

nigli forgotten : while

once Avithin the court-

yard the imagination of the old mas- Loclies, beneath wiiich Comines wiled
ter-masons of the Loire, ([uickened by away his hours of prison with notes for

Chapel of St. Hubert, built by Anne of Brittany, at the Chateau of Amboise.

contact Avith the Italian influences which
the Dukes of Orleans brought to Blois,

gave itself full swing, in delicate carving
above window and doorway, soft flut-

ings and fretted embroidery to col-

umns in the court, sul:)tle ornamenta-
tions even to the chimney-stacks above
the high pitched roof. Tlie king could
And enough that was solid and uninter-

estingly strong in the great keeps of

Chinon, where the castle of the Planta-

his history, and Avhere Ludovico Sforza

ended his life of bloodshed and intrigue

in blackness of darkness some lumdred
feet below the light of day. Blois was
built to hold more cheerful guests ; the
old feudal fortress that tlie Counts of

Champagne had reared upon the ruins
of the Roman camp had gone like the
rough times of flghting and distress

tliat saw it built ; the government of

Louis XIL, "The Father of his People,"
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had begun, and the -walls of his queen's
favorite dwelling' j^^'^*^'^ '^^ Blois Avere an
earnest of the blessinirs of his reign, a

promise of the still more beautiful ad-

ditions to the architecture of France
that were to leave their most excjuisite

paigns to find Blois filled with prepara-
tions for a visitor of no small imj^or-

tance ; the Scottish guard, with golden
crowns embroidered on their white sur-

coats, were moving to and fro with the
Breton soldiers of the queen, forming

Door of tne Chapel of St. Hubert at Amboise.

example in the carved open staircase of

Francis I., in that side of the courtyard
of Blois where Anne of Brittany, while

the king was away across the Alps,

strolled among her flower-beds or

watched the faithful body-guard of her
countr\Tnen upon the Perclie aux Bre-

tons.

But life in her palace above the Loire

was not always uneventful, and the king
returned from one of his Italian cam-

in line to greet the royal cortege that

was advancing to the chateau. The
Archduke Philippe le Beau (son of that

same Maximilian whose ineffectual suit

Ave have already noticed), with his wife

Jeanne, the daughter of Ferdinand and

Isabella, was travelling through France

to visit his good friend Louis XII., and

the court chamberlain of the time has

left a minute descrij^tion of the cere-

monies, the furniture, the food, and
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the amusements of the many digni-

taries assembled together on the oc-

casion. Claude, the little daughter of

the queen, was not ^et of an age to

appreciate the elaborate greetings and
processions of which she was the unwill-

ing object, and doubtless much pre-

ferred the i^rivacy of her own little

room next to the king's, where she

could r.dmire the small lambs and duck-
lings, in beautiful j)ink and yellow down
and feathers, playing about the folds of

her tapestry, with yarious mottoes em-
broidered near them to point the hid-

den moral of their gambols, all of which
might be watched at ease from beneath
the great green canopy aboye the royal

cradle, without fear of interruption from
Madame de Tournon, who slept beneath
the black hangings in the corner oppo-
site. Expeditions might eyen be timor-

ousl}' made into her mother's boudoir,

all hung with the figures of warriors

fighting ; or if this were somewhat too
martial for the little wanderer, there

was an enchanting kind of zoological

garden in the bedroom beyond,
which was filled with life-like rep-

resentations of strange beasts and
birds, and sayages from unknown
climes, of great and fascinating

interest.

Meanwhile the weather outside

was bad, and the royal guests had
to amuse themselyes as they could
until they left the castle as pomp-
ously as they had arriyed. But
the yisit had not been so entirely

given over to correct festivities as

the good chamberlain would have
us believe. Unfortunately for
Anne's reputation as a patriotic

Frenchwoman, politics had their

place as well, and the general un-
popularity of the marriage then
proposed between her daughter
Claude and the archduke's son,

and eagerly encouraged by the

queen, was very clearly shown in

the Estates which were held at

Tours soon after.

That veteran in war and poli-

tics, the Marcchal de Gic, had
ventured in vain to express his

disapproval ; the queen neglected
his advice just as she disdained
to notice the coldness of her re-

cei)tion by the citizens of Paris about
this time ; it was only when the king,

who began to see clearly perhaps when
his illness had given him the time
to think, had solemnly betrothed his

daughter Claude to the young Francis,

Duke of Angouleme, that the queen felt

hei'self obliged to submit, outwardl}^ at

least ; but she was still far from ac-

quiescent, and not the least dramatic
among the episodes of her life is this si-

lent struggle which now began between
the Breton and the Savoyard woman,
as to which should be the mother of

the future King of France.

But Providence refused to bless Anne
with a man - child ; the terril: !y real-

istic entries in the journal of Louise
de Savoie show how eagerly events

were watched from Amboise, where the

young heir Francis was playing with
his sister Marguerite and little Fleu-

ranges, under the watchful eye of the

Marechal de Gie. The tension was too

great to last long without some sudden
outburst of the pent-up feeling on both

i;^^

Oratory of Anne of Brittany in the Chateau of Loches.
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sides, aud the blow fell on the least de-

servinii:, upon one -who liad put his trust

iu princes, and had taken no other care

for his own safety than to serve them
loyally. During' the illness of the kin,i>\

the cautious little Breton lady had sent

several barges down the Loire to Nantes

her life, she was never able to rest quiet
for long without a visit to her duchy,
and as soon as travelling was possible
after the king was out of danger, she
set out once more from Blois to Am-
boise on her way westward. It was on
this journey that she built the marvel-

Room of Anne of Brittany in the Cliateau of Blois.

filled with her private treasure to be
safely stored in Brittany ; and these De
Gie stopped by virtue of his power as

warden of the river-bank between Blois

and Saumur. The queen was seriously

enraged, and her malice against the hon-

est old minister never ceased until, by
the help of his former colleague, the

Cardinal d'Amboise, she had deprived

him of his dignities and driven him
from Amboise in exile, though never in

disgrace, to the castle he had built upon
his o\\'n estates.

The Amboise we saw during the reign

of Charles YIII. was now to receive a

notable addition during one of the

queen's many journeys into Brittany.

It seemed as if, until the last years of

lous little chapel at the corner of the

castle court. Its light yet strong but-
tresses run upward like slender stems
from the low soil to the paraj)ets above,

and there break into graceful fantasies

of lacework and embroidered parapet,

crowned l)y the tall thin spire. Within,
the miracle of carving is still more deli-

cate, clinging to the sculptured angles
of the walls and draping every window
with its tmning foliage of stone. But
the traveller in these da^'S will find more
to wonder at than the handiwork of the

(jueen's masons ; beneath a side window
in this chapel is the stone which covers

"what are suj^posed to be the remains
of Leonardo da Vinci." It is a pitiful

epitaph for the most w^ondrous Intel
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lect of liis a^e, for the great Italian ar-

tist whom Francis, the royal dilettante,

broug-ht from his home and left to die

in an obscure corner of the valley of

the Loire. The chapel is dedicated to

St. Hubert, and in the extraordinary

carving above the doorway is set forth

the legend of the miraculous stag with

the crucifix between its horns, w^iicli

met the saint as he was hunting.

Still another of the shrines which
owed their being to Ann j of Brittany is

preserved at Loches. The famous Col-

legiate Church had already been in ex-

istence there some time, standing be-

tween the tomb of Agnes Sorel and the

donjon of Foulques Nerra ; and the

hollow pyramids that rise mysterious-

ly above its nave still give it a charac-

ter of its own distinct from that of

any other ecclesiastical building in the

world. The great porch, too, at its en-

trance, with its strange gray carvings

in striking contrast to the cold white
stone within, is one of the finest exam-
ples extant of Romanesque architect-

ure.

But Anne was not content with the

Collegiate Church. Within the new
wing that had been built by Louis XII.

was her private oratory, a marvel of

stone-carving like her chapel at Am-
boise ; ever;^^iere is repeated the er-

mine and the twisted cord, the favorite

emblems of her Breton ancestry ; and
though sorely handled by the vandal-

ism of 1793, the altar where she prayed
can still be recognized as the traveller

passes through the little shrine from
the winding staircase to the Revolu-
tionary cells beyond. The very book
the queen used in her devotions, " Les
Heures d'Anne de Bretagne," is still to

lie seen, part in the library of Tours,
part in the Bil)liotheque Nationale at

Paris, filled with exquisite miniatures
in the style of Fouquet.
At Loches the transition already

noted, from the old architecture to the

new, is most clearly to be seen ; for next
to the strong and uncouth walls of

Charles, which branch out from the
tower through which Agnes Sorel

X)assed to meet her royal lover, rises

the neAv wing of Louis XII. with its

broad windows, its wealth of carving,

its wide terrace looking out across the

Vol. XIII.—49

rugged town beneath, toward the ab-

bey of Beaulieu. Here was another
home of Anne of Brittany, though but
a passing one, for either Amboise or
Blois must have been far preferable as

a settled residence. Loches can have
had no more attractions than had Pies-

sis, and was even more encumbered
with memories of the prison and the
torture-chamber.

But though she visited Amboise and
Loches, perhaps Langeais too, or Nantes,
it was at Blois that Anne passed most
of her time while her husband was
away on his Italian wars, and here
was born her second daughter Renee,
while the king was with her during a
short interval between two campaigns.
Jean Jacques de Trivulce was the small

princess's godfather, and Madame de
Bourbon held her at the font. Later
on she married the Due de Ferrara, and
was the mother of Anne d'Este, whose
son, the famous Henri, Duke of Guise,

was murdered in 1588 in the new wing
of Francis I. at Blois, which had not yet

risen from its foundations. On these

two daughters Anne rested her whole
soul, and "ma fille Claude," or "ma
fille Renee," as she always called them,
were the constant companions of her
last years in the chateau where Claude
was afterward to live as queen with
her husband Francis ; for nothing oc-

curred to rob Louise de Savoie of her
cherished dream, nothing marred " the

exaltation of my victorious Caesar," as

she calls him in her journal. Even when
Anne was dead, and the aged Louis, to

the consternation of his household, had
the temerity to marry the strong young
Englishwoman, Mary Tudor, the only

result was that so much sudden dissi-

pation and excess carried off " the Fa-
ther of his People " to his grave before

his time.

The last days of Anne of Brittany are

perhaps those which leave us with the

kindliest memory of her. Many pict-

ures preserved in the Bibliotheque

Nationale show her sitting quietly in

her rooms at Blois, writing letters to

her absent husband, or receiving books
from hopeful authors, amid a circle

of the ladies of her court, the ladies

whom she first brought to surround
the queen's chair with their rustling
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robes and the quick movement of tlieir

busy tin^ix^rs over the embroidery
frame. The rooms in which she liyed

and died have been restored with the

i2:reatest care and accuracy in every de-

tail of carvinj^- and of color ; her arms,
quartered with the arms of France, are

above the mantels ; her device, the er-

mine and the twisted cord, is scattered

over the walls intertwined with the

French fleurs de lys or curvint^' round
the royal porcupine, the bad^^e which
Poet Charles had given to the Orleans
family.

In January, 1514, she died, amid the
o:rief of all around her, and was buried
in the church of St. Denis at Paris.

Anne of Brittany was dead, and her
homes along the valley of the Loire
were to know her no more ; but she
left more behind her than the mere
caiwings of oratory or chapel, or the

emblems that covered the walls of her
favorite rooms. With two things espe-

cially her memory is connected where-
ever we can trace her j^resence in the

chateaux of Touraine—with the influ-

ence of women in the politics of France,

with the value of Brittany to the nation
of which Anne was twice croT\Tied a

queen.

The power exercised by women over
French affairs, which had reached such
a height already even in the days of

Francis, and was to become still more
remarkable in the days of Diane de
Poitiers and Mary Stuart, had its rise

in the " Cour de Dames " which Anne
of Brittany originated in her home at

Blois. Very different were these de-

mure damsels of high degree sitting

modestly beside the little Breton
queen, each busied with her task of

reading or of graceful handiwork, from
the unabashed young ladies of the

"escadron volant," who supj^lied Bran-
tume with half his stories for the

"Dames Galantes." But even in the

reign of Louis XII. the grooving ten-

dency toward this influence did not go
unmarked, and the king was obliged

to check his self-asserting little queen
by a kindly proverb to the effect that

women only lost by their endeav-
ors to equalize themselves with men.
" Comme les biches qui perdirent leurs

comes pour s'etre egalees aux cerfs," a

maxim not without its application in

these days of " androgwTies " and lady in-

terviewers ; wiiich only shows how his-

tory repeats itseK. The "Quinze Joies
de Mariage" and the "Livredes Amis,"
two books published about this time,

strike the same note of warning. Even
in the cathedral of Bouen, near the
great tomb of Cardinal dAmboise,
there is a stall which preserves in all

the bold naivete of the old oak carving
a contemporary protest against the rise

of women's rights.

But the memory of Anne of Britta-

ny has a far more solid claim than this

to the respect of Frenchmen. It was
through her and through her daughter
Claude that the great province of Brit-

tany finally became an integral portion
of the realm of France ; its hardy mari-
ners, its intrepid soldiers, its cunning
carvers, both in stone and wood, now
all contributed to the safety and the

honor of the realm which they had
once so bitterly detested. It is no
new theorem of history that the Celt

seems powerless to benefit himself or
others while left to his o^m control

:

but wiiether under Frank or Saxon,
this gifted race has shown itself capable
of the highest devotion, of the most in-

genious and pathetic art, of the most
unselfish fidelity to its appointed lead-

ers.

But above all, and apart from what-
ever results she may have contributed
to produce, it is impossible to leave the

homes of Anne of Brittany, and all the

associations they arouse, without the

sense of having met a clear and vigor-

ous personality, a character not mth-
out faults, but firm, independent, and
with a keen capability for action and
resource. There would seem to be a

reflection of this strength of will in the

story of the ship Marie la Cordeliere,

which Anne first fitted out to help her

husband chase the infidels from Chris-

tian w^aters. Her brilliant career was
ended by an action that was w^orthy of

her country and of the queen beneath
whose colors she had sailed. In 1513,

the year before Anne's death, fighting

against the English off the He d'Oues-

sant, a small French fleet with La Cor-

deliere as flagship was surrounded

;

the Breton caj^tain, nothing daunted,
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grappled with the English ships, set La
Cordelierc on fire and blew her up,

while her companions sailed away in the

confusion and got safe to Brest. The
tenacity of purpose which Anne shared

with these her Breton subjects was
shown in a less favorable light in her
dealings with the honest Marechal de
Gie, whom she pursued with an untir-

ing hate, until he was no longer capable

of resistance. It appeared again in her
passionate and unremitting efforts to

marry the Princess Claude to Maximil-
ian's son, the future Charles V., a mar-
riage which would have been absolutely

fatal to the truest interests of France.
Indeed, from this ill-omened attempt,
and from her subsequent advice as to

the alliance against Venice, it may al-

most be inferred that her energies were
misdirected when they attempted more
than the government of her own house-
hold or the protection of her favorite

duchy. But to few women is it given
to recognize their limitations ; fewer
still have to bear the light of so severe

a scrutiny on all their actions as had
this Breton queen, and if she were in-

deed no more than faithful to the coun-
try of her birth, and anxious for the

welfare of her children, she would al-

ready be entitled to far more regard
than many of the ladies who have lived

among the royal chfiteaux of the Loire,

and from Touraine have influenced the

destinies of France.

THE ARTS RELATING TO WOMEN,
AND THEIR EXHIBITION IN PARIS.

By Octave U^anne.

AT the World's Columbian Exhibi-
tion at Chicago, there will soon
be opened the Woman's Building,

on the east side of the Midway Plais-

ance. Toward the end of 1892, an an-

alogous exhibition was held in Paris, at

the Palais de I'lndustrie in the Champs
Elysees, which was entirely devoted to women, in the
present and of the past. This was of the greatest
interest to all those, and they are many, in whom are
joined admiration for our grandmothers and love for
our charming contemporaries. All that woman has
used during several centuries, aU that she has made,
all that she has created or may create, and all that
she has suggested, had been collected with great care
in the large hall of our Crystal Palace ; not merely in

the nave, but also in the lateral galleries of the second
story, in which are exhibited every spring the paint-
ings of the Society of French Artists.

On the walls a poster, designed by Forain, attracted
the attention. This poster showed a Parisienne, young,
graceful, decoUetee, dressed all in blue. In one hand,
she held a fan, and with the other lifted a curtain,

thus, in mute image-language, inviting one to enter
the Palais de I'lndustrie. I think that a sketch of

this exhibition, though it must needs be incomplete,
will please all those women beyond seas in whom ar-

tistic, literary, and historical curiosity is more aroused each day, and whose taste
cannot remain indifferent to that which interested their forerunners.

In all times woman's highest achievement in art has been to inspire artists

A»-
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of the other sex. If this truth needed
further demoustration, it could be es-

tablished afresh by this exhibition.

The skilful organizers to whom we owe
it might have called it more exactly an
" Exhibition of Arts for AVoman," if it

had not been more gallant, and conse-

quently more just, to attribute wholly
to those who insjnred them the master-
pieces, whether great or little, Avhich

had been laid at their feet. Needless
to say that nobody had the idea that a
single exhibition could fulfil the prom-
ises of such a title. To do that would,
in fact, have been to ransack the history

of art from the remotest time to the

present day, and no matter how great

the competence, the good-will, the taste,

and the resources of a committee, such
a task would go beyond what it is hu-
manly possible to do. In the present
case, we should rather thank the mana-
gers for having found a way to act well

and quickly, and should be grateful for

their intentions and efforts. For sev-

eral months, from September to the end
of November, 1892, the Palais de lln-

dustrie was crowded, and from the look
of its approaches, blocked up with car-

riages and visitors, one would have said

that it was " Varnishing Day " at the Sa-

lon.

The ground floor was reserved for

the modern part of the exhibition. A
carping spirit, regardless of the finan-

cial requirements of the organization,

might have found food for criticism in

many exhibits which had but a slender

connection with art, but the public was
frankly amused, and as it was not too

critical of these commercial show-cases,

we need not dwell longer on them.
For my own part, I should be afraid

that if I lingered on the groimd floor,

I might give way to unamiable reflec-

tions ; I will, therefore, only say that

Delaherche, Chaplet, and other potters,

masters of the subtle art of fire, showed
some fine pieces. That some goldsmiths
and jewellers exhibited works of unequal
merit. That furniture, ornament, dress,

and every kind of allied industry were
abundantly represented. But let us
rather go up one flight to where we
shall find the rooms reserved for the

historical part.

Chronological order was followed as

closely as possible in classifying the
difterent groups of objects exhibited,

antiquity being represented by a glass

case of terra-cotta figures where one
might admire the grace and the fash-

ions of Greece and Asia Minor. I

merely mention them without stopping,

for epic quarrels, in which I have no
wish to interfere, have ali-eady taken
place over these frail and delicate stat-

uettes. Photographs take us to Hercu-
laneum, to Rome, and even to Byzanti-
um, and enable us to follow the trans-

formations and alterations, not only of

costume, but also of the ideal of fem-
inine beauty and grace. The Middle
Ages, so far as I could see, were not well

represented. It would have been easy
to show by the aid of photographs how
our limners of the twelfth, thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries un-
derstood and expressed the woman of

their time, whether great lady or citi-

zen's wife. What a beautiful series of

Madonnas could thus have been brought
together ! Perhaps we have too much
forgotten that woman, even more than
man, has been from all time a " Re-
ligious Animal." I should like to have
seen her as she prayed ; and I could
have wished for some fine missals, or

at least photographs of those illumin-

ations where her graces and her soul

shine with so sweet and persuasive a

lustre.

Beginning with the sixteenth century,

the pieces are numerous and the series

more complete. In the show-cases, the

objects of the work-box and the toilet-

table accompany and explain the por-

traits, prints, and photographs hung on
the walls. Here, exhibited by Braun,
are the women of Botticelli and Titian,

of Clouet, Mignard, and Rigault, of

Rubens, of Rembrandt, of David, and
Pi-udhon ; and in the middle of the gal-

lery of beauties, which surpasses that of

the King of Bavaria, at the centre of this

histoiy of woman as told by the great

masters, Mona Lisa smiles and gazes,

understanding and excusing everything.

Decidedly this is a spot to return to and
dream one's fill.

And if you are curious to see how
fashion, which is sometimes charming
and often cruel, can set herself the task

of deforming and torturing her slaves,
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look at this iron armor of tRe sixteenth

century, these primitive corsets called
" corsetur " or " corsatus," which are so

heavy, rude, and stiff that they look like

surgical appliances. The exhibition of

corsets from the time of Catherine de
Medicis down to Empress Josephine,

although incomplete, is nevertheless in-

teresting. One might have added to

them a collec-
tion of corset
busks. They are

to be found in

public and private

collections, some-

iron Corset of the Sixteenth
Century.

times with inscriptions like

the following, from that of
" la Grande Mademoiselle."

*' I envy thee the joy of thy
love's story,

Stretched softly ever on that
ivory breast

;

Share thou, at least, I pray, with me thy
glory—

Her days be thine, but leave me all the
rest."

Or on another

:

" Rather show than conceal."

Further on are to be seen in show-cases,
and carefully labelled, the combs and
fans, which are naturally very numerous.

To hide the modest shame she must affect
The painted paper shades her lovely brow,

—

While 'twixt the slats her wanton eyes detect
In others what themselves care not to show.

As I have already written a book on
the fan, I need not repeat myself here.
The history of hair-dressing had been
confided to the corporation of hair-
dressers, or " Artists in Hair," let us
call them. I could have wished, how-
ever, that the selection had not been
left to them of the wax heads, which re-

call too much the native shop-window.

This historical exhibition of hair-dress-

ing was certainlj one of the strangest

attractions of those arts of woman,
which drew a crowd to the Palais de
ITndustrie. All the centuries pass be-
fore us in gracious countenances of

women, crowned with their own hair
;

and at a single sweeping glance one can
make a choice, and decide as to the

taste of the different periods which, by
coiffure even more than by costume,
have interpreted beauty according to

very definite tendencies.

Among these periods some appeared
as in a kind of decadence, marked by

grotesque exaggeration,

shocking the eye and giv-

ing vexatious proof of

the caprice of woman,
who for the sake of
change at any cost often

dares too much, and tries

Corset of the Period of Louis XIV.

Slashed Corset of the Eighteenth
Century.

her face so far

as to lose beau-
ty. Other pe-

riods, on the
contrary, stand
out resplend-

ently in their
absolute and
established elegance, conspicuous among
all as perfect types of taste.

Two especially, the one supremely
aristocratic, the other adorably frivo-

lous, grow on one as the quintessence
of fascination. I refer to the period, in

the last years of the reign of Louis
XIV., and beginning of that of Louis
XV., which was brightened by the youth
of the Duchess of Burgundy, and then
to that of the last years of Louis XVL,
when the Trianon insjnred fashions
which later, under the exaggeration of
the Directory, degenerated into pretti-

ness without dignity. They are very
different, but what subtile grace ema-
nates from both ! In looking at them,
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one asks one's self why, since we are

bound to borrow our fashions from the

past, we should seek anywhere else for

our lessons and our models. These
heads are really exquisite. In one the

hair is piled high and waved, showing
the forehead, with thick curls on the

temples and long waves falling on the

neck. In the other, a multitude of lit-

tle curls surrounds the top of the head
like a soft mist, and a cascade of light

ringlets rests lightly on the shoulders

as a frame for the delicate neck ; both
the one and the other shading the face

and showing the soft and shining hair.

Nothing of the kind can be more charm-
ing, nor more distinguished, and I

heartily recommend master hair-dress-

ers to study and to learn by heart these

two periods, where their art reached its

highest point.

In the rooms reserved for professional

schools, those of foreign countries are

especially attractive. The laces shown
by the Imperial Museum and the schools

of Vienna were much admired, as well

as the characteristic peasant embroider-
ies, sent by the Museums of Buda-Pesth
and of Prague. This was certainly one
of the most interesting and novel feat-

ures of the exhibition. One room had
been reserved for the arts of the ex-

treme East, and another for our colo-

nies ; and to conclude, a diorama paint-

ed by M. Poilpot, and shown on the

ground floor, attracted a crowd by a

series of views of the Parisienne from
1790 down to the present day.

When we look into the show-cases of

the historical section at jewels which
once adorned fair shoulders, now dust,

and brought the light of envy or of tri-

umph to eyes long ago blank, it seems
as if one could hear in the winter wind
an echo of the eternal ballad of the

"Ladies of a Bygone Day." But at the

same time that we are reminded of the

frailness of our vanity, these trinkets

repeat in their own manner the consol-

ing truth that no human effort is ever

entirely thrown away. They preserve
in the fancy of their decoration and in

the delicacy of their material a little of

the soul of their day. Above all, they
keep in faithful charge all that was
confided to them by the patient indus-

try of the hands which made them, the

feeling for art, and the sentiment of the
humble artists who spent on them, hour
by hour, a portion of their lives. But
let us leave this subject.

Even in going on our way through
the rooms devoted to artistic and pro-
fessional instruction, it is possible, al-

though the exhibition is incomplete, to

find cause for many reflections, which
are not always comforting. If one may
judge by the specimens shown, the for-

eign schools are superior to our own,
but better still is the simple work of the
peasants of Bukovina, Galicia, Dalmatia,
the Carpathians, Bosnia, or Herzego-
vina. The industrial museums of Vien-
na, Prague, Lemberg, and Buda-Pesth
have sent a series of embroidered veils,

caps, petticoats, and shirts, the ornamen-
tation of which charms us by a character,

to be found nowhere else, of natural-

ness, spontaneousness, and free inven-

tion, or rather of popular tradition, al-

ways living and young. It is in this

untaught decoration, inherited from re-

mote ancestors, and handed down from
mother to daughter from one genera-
tion to another, that we find frankly ex-

plained a little of the soul of each race
;

and if one compares to these products of

the national soil and national taste the

ingenious designs and laborious compli-

cations of the school models, the classic

arabesques, and the conventional handi-

work of accepted professors, one is

filled with sadness and doubt. Is ped-
agogy never to be anything but a me-
thodical deforming of natural instincts ?

When shall we find the way to fill and
realize the programme of that philoso-

pher, who said that the salvation of our
old humanity lay in a return to sponta-

neity by reflection ?

It is for this reason that I cannot

speak enthusiastically of the work of

women painters and sculptors which
abounds in this exhibition. It is re-

markable, doubtless, but I do not find

it convincing, and above all, not espe-

cially feminine. . . . All the same,

there are some good portraits. To be

sure, when one looks at the unequal
but interesting collection of pictures

brought together by the organizers of

the Exhibition for our information aa

to the history of beauty and fashion ; es-
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pecially when one looks over the beau-

tiful collection of photographs lent by
the house of Braun, it must be confessed

that the best portraits of women have

been signed by men. The reason is not

far to seek. When Botticelli painted

Giovanna Tornabuoni ; Titian, Laura di

Dianti ; Leonardo, Mona Lisa ; Rubens,
Helena Fourment ; F. Clouet, Elizabeth

of Austria ; Eembrandt, Saskia van Uy-
lenburg ; Prudhon, Mme Copia or Jo-

sephine Beauharnais, they not only gave

us the portrait of the woman, but told

us the secret of their most tenderly ca-

ressed dream of art. The sitter lives in

her portrait with an intense and indi-

vidual life, and at the same time all the

personal taste of the master and the in-

imitable peculiarities of his manner are

displayed in an interpretation which al-

most seems like triumphant possession.

Li the case of the women portrait

painters whose personahty is strong

enough to be recognized through their

work, that which is specially noticeable

is the stamp which a certain social con-

dition, or a certain moment of fashion-

able life, has imprinted on the faces of

their contemporaries. Take for in-

stance Mme Vigee-Lebrun, several of

her portraits are more than merely
charming ; occasionally there is one,

like that of Mme de Jaucourt, which is

almost a master-piece. That which it es-

pecially recalls, however, is above all a

fugitive and dehghtful hour of French
society ; that which it preserves to us
is the moral reflection of a period. If

we desire to guess the quality of the

thoughts or the dreams which moved
gently between 1775 and and 1789, un-
der the complicated or artistically simple
head-dress of the great French k^dies,

to learn how they wished to please, and
what light or sentimental emotions made
their hearts beat under their necker-
chiefs of transparent lawn, we must ask
this feminine confidante. The women
who paint nowadays imitate M. Carolus-
Duran so closely that when our poster-

ity knows that they had a great admira-
tion for him, they will not know much
else. However, one sees here and there

a portrait where the desire to be true

and an effect toward the simple are

recognizable and refreshing.

I must pass by the show-cases contain-

ing what may be called the arms of wom-
an—implements for needlework, speci-

mens of embroidery, and all the curious
little knick-knacks which are graceful

in themselves, but of which one can
scarcely speak emotionally without in-

curring the reproach of undue senti-

mentality. The group of wax figures

representing the Sedan Chair, the De-
lights of Motherhood (after Moreau the
Younger), or a Five O'clock Tea in a
Parisian Drawing-room, are amusing to

look at, but I prefer to attempt to in-

terest my readers by going through a

long gallery of fashion-plates, and show-
ing rapidly the successive originalities

and eccentricities of fashion for the past
hundred years. The history of good
and bad style during this time is an
air with infinite variations upon a theme
which seems to be ever the same, a con-

clusion which is both comforting and
disillusionizing, as it shows us that the

feminine mind has always shown itself

as futile, as ingenious, as inconsequent,

and as thoughtless as it is to-day ; but
also that it has always impressed itself

on the admiration of man ; as in the

case of marvellously gifted children, the

exuberance of whose nature is disarm-
ing and disquieting at the same time.

The paragraphs which follow are

meant to evoke from the past the van-
ished reigns which have been swayed
by the weathercock sceptre of fashion,

and are written without pretence of his-

torical learning, or politico-moral con-
siderations. This little review, frankly

frivolous, will be filled with the rustling

of silk, the flutter of ribbons, and the

echoes of fashionable life ; it will be a

revolving mirror of feminine costume,
reflecting the picture of our frivolities

sketched in a few bright colors. What
more is needed ?

Let us first look at the women of the

Directory, about 1797, of whom some
were called Merveilleuses—their drap-
eries were as light and as transparent

as those of the Athenians in the time of

Pericles.

Nothing can be less French than the

dress of fashionable women at the be-

ginning of the fifth year of the Repub-
lic. We see nothing but Greek tunics,

Greek buskins, Turkish dolmans, Swiss
caps ; everything indicates travellers
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ready to go to any country. It is

suri)rising, after the headdresses " a

la vietime " and "a I'herisse, ' ^^^ the
" Titus " where the hair was cut short

like a man's, to see the preference giyen

to \Wgs. A few years earlier, a j)retty

woman would haye shuddered at the

mere mention of such a thing, but iji

this Republican time the sacrifice of

her hair was thought praiseworth}^ and
as in addition she wore liat shoes and
gowns showing the leg, the result was a

decided and masculine expression which
went ill with her sex. For further

headgear, she wore a hood somewhat
like the close caps of an earlier time, or

a Scotch cap with a high fluted crown
and an eagle's feather. In the same
year, shirred hats began to appear, and
a sort of child's hood, made sometimes
of lawn, sometimes of black, cherry-

colored, purple, or dark-green velyet,

with a flat cord on the seams, and gath-

ered lace on the outer edge. Turbans
were also worn with a flat crown
trimmed with pearls and an aigrette,

the fashion of which had been set by
the arriyal of a Turkish ambassador at

Paris. One also saw the English bon-
net-shapes trimmed with crepe, peasant

caps made of sheer muslin, a hat in the

form of a balloon, caps "a la folle,"

tnmmed with many-colored scarfs of

tulle and of lace half hiding the face,

white hats " a la Lisbeth," meant to be
worn over a cherry-colored hood, which
had been made the fashion by the ac-

tress Saint-Aubin, in the opera of Lis-

beth at the Theatre Italien. Scarfs and
shawls were both much worn, draped
negligently, and looped up without any
rule ; but that which is most interesting

is the extreme immodesty of dress of

our grandmothers. In daytime one
saw nothing but chemises " h. la pre-

tresse," and dresses of lawn supposed
to be cut after antique models, a la

Diane, a la Minerve, a la Galatee, a la

Vestale, a TOmphale, but all leaving the

arms bare and showing the figure as

though the folds had been wet. There
was a passion for these thin, transpa-

rent costumes. Physicians insisted in

vain that the climate of France, no mat-
ter how mild, was not suitable for the

light draperies of ancient Greece ; but
no one heeded their Hippocratic coun-

sels, and Dr. Delessart stated in the end
of 1799, that he had seen more young-
girls die since the prevalence of thinly-

veiled nudity than in forty preceding
years. The most audacious of their

sex, among whom was the beautiful
Madame Hamelin, dared to go about
entirely naked under a narrow gown of

gauze ; others showed the bosom en-

tirely bare ; but these shameless at-

tempts were not renewed, for the good
sense of the people revolted at them,
and the foolish women, who had not
been conscious of their immodesty, were
made conscious of their impudence
when they were chased to their houses
by a jeering mob. Little by little,

these transparent fashions became mod-
ified, for changes come quickly in the

feminine empire. Toward the month
of November, 1800, dresses "a I'figyp-

tienne," turbans and spencers " a
I'Algerienne," neckerchiefs "au Nil,"

and caps " a la crocodile," occupied for

a moment the mind of the frivolous.

The campaign in Egypt set the fashion

of enormous variegated turbans, with
curved sides and feathers, the crown
being of a plain color, contrasting with
the border, while the reticule or ridicule

returned to favor under the form of a

sabretasche, with infinite variations,

and mottoes, riddles, arabesques, cam-
eos, and monograms took turns in orna-

menting it. Hair was cut short " a la

Caracalla" or "^ la Titus," and made
to stand out from the head, while on it

were worn jockey caps, postman's hats,

huntsmen's caps trimmed with scarlet

velvet, while balloon hats (balloons

were then the height of fashion) and
hats made in the form of helmets had a

great success. The multiplicity of the

fashions which rivalled, crossed, and
succeeded each other with lightning

quickness between 1795 and 1799, was
so great that two large octavo volumes
are needed to show their different forms
and principal characteristics. Even con-

temporary artists, whose nimble pen-

cils were quick to follow from hour to

hour the mobile physiognomy of Paris-

ian women, were disconcerted by see-

ing themselves left behind through the

rapid changes in feminine dress.

Let us now pass to the beginning of

the century. The women who aspired
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to lead the fashions under the Consulate

wore long skirts of extremely fine India

muslin, with a half train and embroi-

1795.

dered all around the bottom, for which
handiwork Miles Lolive and Beuvry, the

needlewomen most in vogue, had an es-

pecial genius. These embroideries were
garlands of vine-leaves, oak, laurel, jas-

mine, or of nasturtiums ; the body was
separate from the skirt, cut like a spen-

cer, and was called a " canezou ;"''^ around
the neck and sleeves it w^as embroidered
in scallops, and the neck besides was
usually trimmed with point lace or fine

Mechlin ; on the head was worn a little

toque of black velvet with two white

feathers ; over the shoulders was thrown
a beautiful cashmere shawi of bright col-

ors ; sometimes a long veil of point-lace

was fastened to the toque and thrown to

one side. This completed what was con-

sidered a toilet in the height of fashion.

Long coats of India muslin lined with

thin silk and embroidered with scattered

flowers or stars, were also worn. All the

women in the beginning of the Consul-
ate were snowy apparitions and sym-
phonies in white. The fashion of short

hair gradually disappeared. The hair

was dressed with " regrets assortis," and
• A corruption of Quinzc aoQt.

Vol. XIII—50

with locks brought down on the fore-

head ; the fashion of turbans and satin

hats returned to favor, almost all being
white. Among ornaments we may men-
tion as high in favor, crosses, bordered
with pearls or diamonds, and bracelets

made of a plaited ribbon of gold ; the

decoration of the high combs also espe-

cially exercised the industry of the jew-

ellers, as day by day they improved on
the elegance of design and purity of

execution of the semicircle, in which were
set cameos, diamonds, and other precious

stones. Long wadded coats began to

appear ; they were worn touching the

ground, with wide turned-back sleeves

and deep round collars ; their color was
Florentine bronze, seal-brown, dark blue,

or plum. The spencers, usually made
of black Florentine silk, had very small

lappels and round collars. India shawls

and square shawls of fine cloth embroi-

dered in gold were most in favor, and
after them came long shawls of muslin,

dyed crimson, brown, or dark blue, and
trimmed at the edge with crochet work
in colored silks. Various manufactor-

ies in the neighborhood of Paris made
shawls printed in large patterns, which
were called Turkish because their de-

signs were supposed to be oriental. For
half-dress, some fashionable women wore
neckerchiefs of
plum colored, crim-

son, or dark-green
tulle, embroidered
in white. Fans were
of crepe, black,
white, or brown,
embroidered with
steel, silver, or gold
spangles, the pat-

terns being chiefly

arabesques, weep-
ing - willows, cas-
cades, fountains,

and sheaves. These
fans were relatively

small, being only
five or six inches

long. Watches
with their dials

covered with paint-

ed flowers were
worn round the

neck. Gloves were
very long and with- 1 795.

kk;
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out buttons, covering the arm entirely,

and either white, straw-color, or a very

pale green. There was never a time
when women knew better how to wear
the wrinkled gloves, which harmonized
so dehghtfully with their costume.
Language, cookery, and furniture all

passed under the yoke of fashion. The
refinement of luxury was carried to such
a point that a woman dressed like a
Roman matron, was obliged to receive

in a Roman drawing-room, and felt

obliged also to make each day the toilet

of her apartment,

as well as her own.
Was she dressed

like a Greek ? her
furniture must be
Greek also. Did
she wear a Turk-
ish turban and tu-

nic ? at once sofas

were brought out
and Turkish car-

pets showed their

briUiant coloring.

Was her costume
Egyptian? then
she must sur-

round herself with
mummies, sphinx-

es, a clock in the

shape of a mono-
lith, and drape her
r e c e p t i o n-room
like an Eastern
tent. The most
fashionable piece

of furniture was
the bed, which was usually made of lem-

on wood or mahogany, in the form of a

boat, with ornaments of finely-wrought

gold. Cashmere shawls and India mus-
lin edged with lace were used for the

curtains. The pillows were covered

with point-lace, the coverlet made of

embroidered satin ; the cost of such a

bed was ruinous.

Let us pass to the women of the First

Empire, of whom the personification was
the charming and frivolous Empress
Josephine, who received every year six

hundred thousand francs ($120,000) for

her personal expenses, besides a hun-
dred and thirty thousand francs for

her privy purse and her charities. One

1803.

1797.

might think that this sum would be
more than sufficient for the ordinary
toilets of her gracious Majesty, but Jo-
sephine was so generous, so prodigal,
so thoughtless, and even reckless in her
whims, that she
was continually

in debt and
obliged to dip
into the purse
of the Emperor.
Her apart-

ment at the
Tuileries was
always in the

greatest disor-

der, being in-

cessantly be-

sieged by rela-

tions, rich and
poor, near and
distant, by jew-

ellers, gold-
smiths, milli-
ners, fortune-

tellers, besides

artists and min-
iature painters,

who came to

make the innumerable portraits on can-

vas or on ivory, which she distributed

so lavishly among all her friends, and
even to transient tradesmen and to her
chambermaids. It was impossible for

her to submit to any decorum or eti-

quette in the private life where her in-

dolence was at ease in the midst of a

confusion of half-arranged stuffs, half-

unrolled carpets, and half-opened boxes.

Her boudoir was a sort of temple of

dress, to which dealers from foreign

countries, and old women selling sec-

ond-hand jewels and laces, had easy

access. Bonaparte had forbidden the

palace to this motley and sordid crew.

He had made his wife formally prom-
ise not to receive these hangers-on of

the Parisian Jewry. Josephine vowed
to obey him, even wept a little, but
the next day she found a way to have
these ambulant bazars brought to her,

that she might live as she liked in the

disorder of Oriental silks, Persian em-
broideries, Parisian scarfs, and the trin-

kets which tempted her as bargains
;

her Creole nature delighted with the

play of colors, the fineness of the text-
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Tires, and by tlie element of the unex-

pected.

Fashion was still addicted, if not to

veiled nudities and semi-transparencies,

to the relatively nude. Despite the cold,

our courageous compatriots appeared in

the streets with their arms scarcely cov-

ered, and in gowns widely opened at the

neck, their feet being delicately cased in

silk shoes and open-work stockings, as

if in a time when men braved death for

glory they also dared affront its terrors

for the sake of pleasure. The more
chilly fair ones walked the Boulevards

and made the

round of the

shops in a thin
'

' redingote
'

'

with a swan's
down collar,

and a veil cov-

ering the bon-
net, and some-

was worn, as a natural pallor was con-
sidered in good taste, as well as hair
carelessly arranged. The Titas ap-
peared again, but with more curls on
the temples and the forehead. Diadems
and Greek bands were generally worn,
and on the skirts, which still clung
closely to the limbs, a profusion of flow-

ers was scattered.

Garlands of wild roses, heliotrope,

jasmine, carnations, white and pink ole-

ander, and blue roses, were all much
worn in turn, especially toward the end
of the Empire, when hats with crenel-

lated borders, and sleeves "a la mame-
louk," and hair cut straight across the
forehead, brought a certain flavor of the

Gothic and the feudal which went well

with the gloomy, artificial, and senti-

mental romances of Ducray-Dumenil,
and of Mmes Eadchffe and Chastenay.
From 1806 to 1809, women were so cov-

ered with jewels that they looked like

walking shop - windows
;

their fingers were stiff

with rings ; they wore gold
chains going often eight

times around the neck,

heavy pendants dragged
down the lobes of their

ears, while their arms were
covered with bracelets of

V\'iSi

'J^^fe

1806.

iimes a tippet was put on
over a shawl, or a shawl
worn underneath the redin-

gote. Muffs were no longer

the size of barrels, as in the

time of the Directory.
There was also more stuff

in the gowns than former-
ly, although the waist was
very short and made the

bosom appear to be higher than it had
been placed by nature. Many yards of

muslin were used for the making of the

skirt and body, and the back of a woman
in full dress was widened by epaulets
and cut across by the low body, which
showed to the full the grace of her neck
and shoulders. Little rouge or powder

-V

1816.

enamel and
worked gold
in every form

;

strings of
pearls twisted

or hanging in

fringes were
worn in the 1822.
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hair, making a roll in front and some-
times falling on the shoulder ; long gold
pins fastened the hair itself, which was
drawn back a la chinoise, while diadems
made on one side of a laurel wreath of

gold and diamonds, and on the other of

a branch of olives in gold and pearls,

framed the forehead of the most fash-

ionable. Combs were made of a branch
of weeping-willow in gold, diamonds,
and pearls, and many necklaces were
worn, of which the most sought after

was one called the Conqueror, which
was a singular mixture of hearts in cor-

nelian, palm-^ood, sardonyx, malachite,

and lapis lazuli, hanging from a gold
chain. The most fashionable scent-l3ot-

tle was called the rosebud ; the outside

being enamel and gold, while the flower,

outlined in small pearls, imitated the

form of a wild rose-bud. This profuse

1827.

use of jewels brought a reaction, and
little by little they fell from favor. The
first reform was to mount diamonds in

almost invisible settings, and to string

pearls, amber, amethyst, cornelian, and
agate on simple silk cords ; and then
gradually all were relegated to the jew-

el-boxes, and the height of good taste

about 1810 was to wear few trinkets of

any kind.

A review of the fashions from 1815 to

1825, under the Restoration, is rather
amusing, although the dress itself, which
was very correct and very decent, offers

nothing absolutely artistic ; the return
to white, and the snowy sheen of thin

muslins, in the adornment of wom-
en especially marked the return of the
Bourbons. Fleurs-de-lis, white scarfs

and cockades, hats a la Henri TV.,

if^\

J830.

adorned with tufts of white feathers,

dresses and long cloaks of white cam-
bric, ribbons of undyed silk, puffed

bonnets of white crepe, and wreaths of

lilies in the hair, were the principal feat-

ures of feminine costume in the mid-
dle of the year 1814. Few jewels were
worn, except a ring which was very
popular because of its allegory ; it was
a twist of gold with three fleurs-de-lis

of the same material, bearing the motto
in white enamel, "Dieu nous les rend."

The presence of the allied troops set

the fashion of English, Russian, or Pol-

ish accoutrements without apparently

offending patriotism. Numberless En-
glish bonnets, heavy and ungraceful

pokes, pleated, fluted, and goffered, were
seen ; Russian toques with large crowns
and small visors, helmets covered with
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1835.

cloth and trimmed with white cock's

feathers, such as were worn by the allied

officers ; and occasionally a turban of

white cashmere—all these adorned with
white lilacs or pink hyacinths. Short
dresses, scarfs passing over the shoulder

and under the arm, and Scotch caps
had some months of success. The white
flag which floated over the Tuileries

seemed to give the tone to dress.

The great preoccupation of fashion-

able women under the Restoration ap-

pears to have been head-dresses, and es-

pecially an immense variety of hats.

From 1815 to 1830, it would be easy to

count more than ten thousand shapes of

hats and of bonnets. The fashion jour-

nals even neglect the description of

gowns and cloaks, in order to devote
themselves exclusively to these various

coiffures ; leghorn hats, small bonnets
of plush, great helmets of velvet with
cockades, hats of gathered silk or crepe,

caps of cambric, turbans of muslin,
toques " a la polonaise," flat caps " a

I'autrichienne," " Moabite " turbans, felt

hats " a la Ourika," peasant caps of

white musUn, or of black velvet edged
with lace, made such a confusion, that it

must have been easy to lose one's head
before dressing it. And what hats !

Imagine the head-dress of a judge.

only disproportionately high, with a

projecting pent-house like those of the
fantastic dwellings of the Middle Ages.
Try to recall the impossible shakos
worn by the warriors of Napoleon, and
add to these hoods as wide as they were
deep ; think further of the moulds used
for tarts in the country of Gargantua,
and you will have a vague idea of these

massive piles loaded with ribbons, flow-

ers, cockades, twists, knots of satin,

ruches, aigrettes, and feathers. There
were all sorts of warriors' headgear, bas-

sinets, skull-caps, prodigious casques,

bewildering morions—in a word, com-
plete helmets with chin-straps, cheek-
pieces, and visors. It is difficult to

believe that such grotesque inventions

could ever have protected the gay and
charming faces of our grandmothers.

It must be said that grace did not
abound then, and I cannot offer to my
readers any models worth imitating.

The ugliness of dress was almost uni-

versal, so we will pass quickly over some
time and enter, if you will, the room of

a fashionable woman toward 1830, at

the somewhat late hour of her morning
toilet.

Light clouds of perfumed vapor rise

from a basket of flowers held up by a
gilt tripod, and the torch of a cupid
made of enamel and precious stones

1840.
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sheds in the chamber of the sleeper the

uncertain gleam of a night-lamp. This
soft light, now reflected in mirrors, now
playing over delicate draperies, now
penetrating the mystery of transparent
muslin curtains, reveals an admired
disorder, where we may see traces of

pleasure, elegance, frivolity, and even
sentiment—of all, in short, which goes
to make the sanctuary of a happy

1847.

woman. Cashmere shawls carelessly

hanging around, twenty shades of

gauzes and ribbons waiting to be
chosen, books and feathers, flowers and
jewels, extracts from books and be-

ginnings of manuscripts, embroidery
in which the needle is sticking, an al-

bum full of sketches and unfinished

likenesses, all these are there; beside

the furniture, which is what was then

thought sumptuous, ornaments sup-

posed to be Gothic, paintings of gay
and pleasing subjects, and an allegor-

ical clock, which is just striking eleven

to announce another day to the nest

in which reposes all that youth and
grace can unite to charm us in the per-

son of a woman of quality.

The beauty in question wakes up slow-

ly, her eyes wander uncertainly in the

half-lighted room, she stretches herself

languidly in the pleasant warmth of the

sheets, passes her hand in a half caress
over her forehead, which is still burning
from the fatigues of the previous day,

and her lips part in a light and careless

sigh. At last she rings for her maids,
in order to begin her first toilet, which
is composed of a simple wrapper of white
cambric, with a little embroider)^ at the
top of the hem, and a chemisette of linen

lawn, of which the turned-back collar

and cuffs are trimmed with Valenciennes

;

to that she adds a silk apron of a deli-

cate shade, bordered with an embroi-
dered garland in very bright colors ; a
little scarf of lace knotted like a child's,

under the chin, then half-gloves of pale

straw color, embroidered in black. She
also puts on little pointed slippers bor-

dered with narrow fluted ribbon, such
as Madame Pompadour wore, and in this

1850.

costume she goes to the dining-room,

where her breakfast is served—a light

and delicate repast, consisting, let us
say, of humming-birds' eggs, with a imj
glass of Rancio wine to moisten her lips

—and that is all. In the afternoon she

will put on, supposing the season to be
spring, a dress of challis covered with
scattered bouquets or little garlands

running up and down ; the body being
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crossed in folds like a shawl, and worn
over a " canezou " with long sleeves of

embroidered muslin. She will take a

scarf of plain gauze, a sash and knots
for her wrists of " chine " ribbon ; her
hat wdll be of chip trimmed with a sim-

ple bunch of feathers ; and having also

put on boots of light-

colored silk, she will

go out, reclining in a

smart carriage, to

drive about the city

and make visits to

those of her fashion-

able friends, whose re-

ception day is marked
on her little ivory tab-

lets.

That was the time
of leg-of-mutton
sleeves and large hats,

and also that of the

fashions of the Re-
naissance and the

Middle Ages. Our
modern dress has tak-

en many suggestions

from these fashions of

1830 and 1840, and
that period of femi-

nine costume reminds
us distinctl}" of to-

day ; women were then, as now, charm-
ing and graceful, covered with lace, and
with delicate lingerie. The fashionable

women of sixty years ago were marvel-

lously dressed from head to foot, with
an artistic feeling which reveals itself in

the slightest detail of the toilet.

I cannot say as much for the fashions

of 1840 ; the dresses were then fastened

from top to bottom by means of little

frogs and the wide sleeves " a la Veni-
tienne " were very open at the wrist

;

skirts began to swell over tournures and
starched petticoats. One feels already

that the horrible crinoline will soon ap-

pear, and were it not for the delightful

caps trimmed with narrow ribbons, of

which every elegant woman possessed
dozens for all possible moments of her
day, one could not really pause upon a

single agreeable detail of toilet. In 1840,

the fashionable dandies established in

society a cant, or rather, as we say now,
a snobbishness, which was all the more
insupportable because it was artificial

186

and parodied to excess the affected man-
ners of our neighbors across the Chan-
nel. Imitation is not resemblance, and,
as Carlyle wrote, one may take an air or
a pose, just as one may steal the shape
of a coat, but the comedy is fatiguing

and the mask horribly hard to wear.

The women and the

dandies from 1840 to

1850 well deserve the

caricatures of Gavar-
ni, who sat in judg-
ment in his comic
tribunal on all the

curious types of his

time.

Generally speaking,

the Revolution of 1848
did not bring any not-

able variation in cos-

tume ; at most one
saw, after the days of

February, some tri-

color ribbons worn on
gowns and hats, and
some little Girondist
mantles, made of mus-
lin wdth embroidered
trimmings, but noth-
ing eccentric appear-
ed in the beginning of

the second Republic.

Good style was sworn to simplicity, and
the really fashionable women followed
the fashions rigorously, taking care at

the same time never to exaggerate them.
It was necessary for a woman of the

world to have in her wardrobe for the

morning what we should now call a tea-

gown of cashmere lined with silk, and
wadded, with wide sleeves ; and over it

a long polonaise made separate from the

slip ; the under-sleeves w^ere of law'n or

cambric with white embroidery, a ruffle

of the same forming a fichu ; other

house-gowns were made of silk, soft-

finished satin, or brocade, and were
lined with ribbed silk, the ornaments
being of lace, velvet, braid, or ribbon.

By way of wraps for the morning, visit-

ing, or walking, they wore long redin-

gotes of thick silk, damask, or reps, with

heavy ribs, the ground colors being
green, black, blue or brown, with w^oven

wreaths of flowers. These redingotes
could be worn without trimming, but
were often adorned with passementerie
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or worsted laces. By way of Lead dress,

the milliners made a great many hoods

of taffeta silk, covered with crepe lisse,

others were of taffeta trimmed with silk

lace ; but perhaps the prettiest were
those covered with taffeta, with wide
shirrings going around the brim, the

edge being trimmed with a triple row
of narrow lace, and the crown with flow-

ers made of velvet, i^ansies, auriculas,

and primroses. As for caps, never were
they more charming and coquettish

;

sometimes merely some silk blonde
twisted in a spiral with bunches of

flowers at the side ; or a little puff of

lace placed on a half wreath of pink
morning-glories, of which the delicate

branches fell back on the hair. Mech-
lin lace held up by little loops of ribbon,

delicate coiffures of point lace or Chan-
tilly were arranged with incomparable
taste, and gave to the faces of the women,
thanks to the simplicity of the hair and
dress, and also to the little silk apron,

which was also often worn in the house,

an expression of modesty and piquancy,
which recalled at the same time the sou-

brette and the great lady. The fashion

was revived of large hats of Italian straw
trimmed with ostrich and marabout
feathers and tulips, roses, lilies of the

valley, or fine wreaths of bindweed.

For summer weather, pattern dresses of

barege were worn, or simpler gowns of

cambric, muslin, and dimity with white
grounds, covered with large chintz pat-

terns. Small women who were afraid of

disappearing under the width of skirts

trimmed with three flounces only wore
a single ruffle at the bottom of the skirt.

One saw fresh and pretty dresses made
of cotton prints, pink grounds with
white patterns, white "canezous" with
taffeta skirts, redingotes of white pique,

China crepe shawls with white or col-

ored grounds, embroidered in designs
of all colors and of great richness,

representing pagodas, fantastic birds,

masses of flowers, and all the profusion

of decorative ornament characteristic of

the Celestial empire. For simple shawls,

ladies threw over their shoulders large

squares of white tulle imitating Valen-

ciennes lace or shawls of black taffeta

with palms woven at the border, recall-

ing the Turkish embroideries and the

India cashmeres embroidered in silk.

But the imagination of the dress-

makers was chiefly displayed in ball-

dresses. These were very full and
trimmed at the bottom so that they

made a wide circle ; that which was
suppressed at the top was carried to the

1876.
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hem, so that gowns trimmed with lace

flounces had three or four puffs of tulle,

over which the flounces were put ; all

the trimmings were arranged to hold

out the skirts ; for half dress, bodies

cut square in front came into favor, for

they lent themselves easily to much
trimming of lace, j^uffings of tulle, rib-

bons, passementerie, and the like. A
plate show^s us one of pearl gray dam-
ask, the front being trimmed with puffs

of tulle, through each of which a ribbon
is run and knot-

ted in the middle.

The edge of the

neck is trimmed
with a blonde
lace, which frames
the front of the

body, and also
with a puff of

tulle ; the sleeves

have two rows of

A>f^ JLu \ blonde lace and
are trimmed with
the same puffs as

the body. The
fashion journals

for 1850 alone
give more than
eighteen hundred
models of differ-

ent ball - dresses.

Evening wraps
lined with fur or
of ribbed silk
edged with fur

were much worn.
In coming to the Second Empire I

hesitate ; for I have to record the ugli-

est phase of feminine costume that has
ever existed from ancient times to our
own day. Never in the whole course of

the century has such defiance been
shown to coquetry, to grace, and to

beauty ; never was the sentiment of art

at such a low ebb and so outrageously
contorted and ill-treated.

It is only necessary to look at the en-

gravings of the time, at the frightful

crinolines which made of woman a bal-

loon, bobbing in a grotesque quantity

of stuff; to examine the wide and un-
graceful sleeves, the high boots, calcu-

lated to develop admiration for the calf

of the leg (that stupid admiration of a

whole generation) ; to look at the exag-

gerated hair-dressing, almost like that

of savages, and scarcely hidden under
tiny velvet hats or bonnets with flying

strings ; to notice the ugUness of the
stuffs most worn, the vulgarity of the
loud coloring, the violent patterns, the
heavy ornamentation of all these fash-

ions, which are now almost fifty years
old, and one can imagine the profound
amazement which will fill the minds of

our successors, when in the next cen-

tury the fashions of this one are passed
in review.

It would be really difficult to bring
together tones of color more violent,

more contrary to the laws of harmony,
than those which were so highly

thought of under the Second Empire,
and of which we stiU see only too often

frightful specimens hanging up in the

shops of second-hand dealers. How
could they have thought of these star-

)<^

1880.

1885.

ing purples, those crude pinks, those

unsoftened greens, those dingy browns,

those dirty grays, those blinding yel-

lows? All this coloring, which recalls

that of a cheap child's book, was then

the rage ; shades were invented which

were calculated to frighten a bull.

Despite its enemies, or perhaps be-

cause of them, crinoline soon reigned

absolute mistress ; many women, after
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having fnlmiuated against it, accepted
at last, as a compromise, starched skirts

or heavy petticoats with ruffles, more
graceful perha})S, than horsehair, but
still verv clumsy. The essential thin":

was to add to the idea of corpulence,

to take away slenderness, and above all

to follow the current of received ideas.

Some really elegant women invented a
skirt held out with whalebones, which
looked somewhat like a bee-hive, all the

fulness spreading itself over the hips,

and the rest falling straight ; others
preferred hoops arranged like those of

a barrel ; the most modest lined their

hems with bands of crinoline, and
smothered themselves under five or six

stiffly-starched petticoats of checked or
corded muslin. What a weight to car-

ry ! As for the circles of steel which
soon apiDeared, they were not only un-
graceful, but they tilted to right and to

left. Sometimes, as the skirt was short,

it slipped inside the lowest steel, and as

the}' passed women could see men smile
slightly, which impo-
liteness, however, did
not seem to annoy
them.
Happily for us, crin-

oline, which reigned
during twenty years,

has entirely disap-

peared, and the fash-

ions have come back
to a delightful sim-

j)licit3\ The only ex-

travagances of a mod-
ern woman are in her
tea-gowns and her lux-

urious lingerie. Our
contemporaries have
become more and
more mistresses of the

art of fascination, they
vie with each other,

and employ their lei-

sure in imagining
original combinations
for the arrangement of

their toilets and their homes ; they have
a passion for all the novelties of fashion,

striving to be the first to wear anything
really new, or to give shelter to any pass-

ing fancy of decoration. These cares

attack them feverishh^ at the beginning
of each season, and they make it a real

business to assist at the arrival of new
English stufi*s at the dressmakers, or to
follow one by one the exhibitions of table

1892.

1889.

linen, of rugs, or of old stuffs, which suc-

ceed each other almost without interrup-

tion in the large shops of the capital.

Modern fashions show this inquisitive

and artistic spirit of our contem23ora-

ries ; dress now seeks its best inspira-

tions from art, and some of our fashions
are only copies of old pictures. Every-
one is occupied with art for woman, all

which can contribute to her grace, to

the beauty of her figure and charm of

her face, is studied with religious care.

For the last ten years, old designs, old

stuffs, antique laces, and old stitches,

for which other countries were former-
ly famous, have come back into honor.

Everywhere a woman chooses according
to her own taste or the character of her
physiognomy. In the same gathering,

may be seen a long coat of the time of

the Regency beside a bodice laced like

that of the Marguerite of Faust ; a body
copied from those of the Restoration,

not far from a skirt falling straight like

those of the First Empire. "VVe live in

the past, and at the same time are cos-

mopolitan. We hunt up old fashion-

plates, we take ideas from them, we
unite and confuse them, and sometimes
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out of ten different toilettes, with twenty
years' interval between, it is possible to

create one tjj)e of costume which is

original, charming, and of exquisite

taste. The men and women dressmak-
ers of Paris, such as Worth, Laferricre,

Pingat, Felix, Rodrigues, Redfern, and
many others, are past masters in the art

of imagining and executing gowns and
cloaks, and they revive in their toilets

the whole history of France. Can fash-

ion still exist despite so many fantastic

creators ? I am tempted to think the

contrary, as the Fashion of Fashions is

likely to appear. This new custom will

inaugurate a sort of general uniform for

busy people who dress in a hurry and
without taste ; and for the profane who
buy their things ready-made ; while it

will give rise to a diversity of costumes
which is without any absolutely defi-

nite character, without any cohesion, but

original with each individual, and which
will be always sought for by those wom-
en who wish to give to their clothes a

distinct stamp of individuality.

It is easy to see that for the last fif-

teen years, women who are qualified to

lead have more and more refused to

submit themselves to the tyrannical in-

fluence of a reigning fashion. They all

go forward, the crowd follows ; but the
vanguard uses its own inspiration, and
borrows only of itself or of what may
be called the creating dressmakers.
Simplicity alone dominates everything
to-day, and remains the mark of good
style, of distinction, and of the real aris-

tocracy of taste. In any case, fashion

is only ridiculous when it begins or
when it finishes. Who can say what
our children wdll think of our costumes
at another exhibition of the arts relating

to woman toward 1910 or 1920 ?

HISTORIC moments:
THE CRISIS OF THE SCHIPKA PASS.

By Archibald Forbes.

N the last days of June and
the first days of July, 1877,

the Russian army had
crossed the Danube at

Simnitza, radiant with
high hope of swift and
easy victory over its Mos-

lem adversary. A month later it lay su-

pine and paralyzed between the Balians
and the Danube, its hope frustrated, its

strategy thwarted, its ranks thinned by
15,000 men killed and wounded without
having engaged in any great battle, and
the necessity enforced on it, if the enter-

prise was not to be abandoned altogeth-

er, of remaining passive in the positions
it had attained until large reinforce-

ments should reach it from distant Rus-
sia.

Pending their arrival, the Muscovite
situation was precarious in the extreme.
Gourko's dashing raid across the Bal-
kans had come to naught, and that gal-

lant leader had extricated himself from
ruin only by desperate fighting and a

right flankhurried retreat. On the

Osman Pasha had moved down the Dan-
ube from Widdin, occupied Plevna,

shattered the first Russian force sent
against him, hurled back in bloody wreck
a second effort made in greater strength

to dislodge him, and was now busily en-

gaged in intrenching himself in the

Plevna position, the victorious com-
mander of 50,000 men. The left flank,

from Rustchuk on the Danube to the

Balkans westward of Kazan, was beset

by Mehemet Ali with 65,000 Turkish
soldiers, his intermediate chief positions

at Rasgrad and Osman Bazaar. South
of the Balkans, in and about Yeni Zagra,

with the victorious army of 40,000 men
which he had brought up from the Mon-
tenegro region, stood Suleiman Pasha,

who might join hands with either of his

two brother generals and take the Rus-
sians in flank, or might attempt to pen-
etrate into northern Bulgaria indepen-
dently by forcing his way across the
Balkans in the Russian front.

The Russians had fallen into their be-

setting sin of beginning the campaign
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with inadequate strength. Unable to

advance, and threatened as they were on
danksand front by superior forces, they
perforce accepted the attitude of a pas-

sive defensive pending the arrival of re-

inforcements. They held an area of

horseshoe shape, of which the Danube
was the open heel-space, Nikopolis and
Pyrgos (near Rustchuk) w^ere the heel-

calkins, and the Schipka Pass position

was the toe-piece. From the Schipka
to the Danube the Eussian horseshoe
was about eighty miles deep, its width
from flank to flank about the same.

AYithin this space the Eussians had in-

deed the advantage of the interior lines,

but that advantage was impaired by the

conditions of their situation. Their ad-

versaries, on the other hand, had full

freedom of action, of which, fortunately

for the Russians, they availed themselves
with little enterprise. Nevertheless the

Russians were harassed in an irritating

desultory way which at any moment
might become more energetic ; and their

method of defence was the hand-to-
mouth one of dealing with difficulties as

they cropped up, with the result that the

commands had been dislocated, and de-

tails of different corps jumbled up in the

most chaotic way—patching a hole here,

hurried yonder to confront a threat-

ened incursion, massed there all of a

heap because of a vague rumor. The
retention of their grip on the Schipka
position was to them of supreme im-
jDortance. It was the door which, kept
surely and strongly barred during the

period of enforced inaction, constituted

their protection against the onslaught
of Suleiman's army ; the door which, if

forced by him, gave him access into

northern Bulgaria and opened the om-
inous probability that, assailed on front

and flanks by three Turkish armies the

Russians would be driven back across

the Danube ; the door, also, which, held

until their reinforcements should arrive,

was the appointed portal of the Russians
to their further invasion into the heart

of Turkey. In a word, the Schipka was
at once their present bulwark and their

future open sesame. And this all-im-

portant and isolated position was de-

fended by a single Russian regiment
and five Bulgarian battalions, with a few
Cossacks and 30 guns - the nearest sup-

ports 30 miles distant ! General Da-
rozhinski, with a bare 5,000 men, worn
already by hard fighting, looked down
from Mount St. Nicholas to where, on
the plain below, stood Suleiman Pasha
with 30,000 fresh and eager Turkish
veterans at his back.

In the Imperial head-quarters at Gorni
Studen, early in the morning of August
22d, General Ignatieff informed me that
" Suleiman with 40 battalions was ham-
mering at the Schipka, whose garrison

was but 20 companies strong ; " and ten

minutes later I was in the saddle. On
the road from Tirnova to Gabrova I

passed the strong masses of infantry

which Radetski was hurrying by forced

marches to the succor of the Schipka
garrison ; and I passed also vast en-

campments and long melancholy pro-
cessions of miserable fugitive families

from the villages beyond the Balkans,
where, since Gourko's retreat, the Turks
had regained their full sway of rapine

and murder. The whole of the road
between Drenova and Gabrova might
have seemed to the casual passer-by
one vast picnic ; but a closer glance re-

vealed the inexpressible mournfulness of

the great hegira. My artist comj^anion
revelled in the picturesqueness of the

dresses of the women and children, but
he had no heart to sketch the bivouacs
in their profound misery. We were the

witnesses, not of a few groups of casual

fugitives, but of the universal exodus
of the inhabitants of a whole country.

There were peasants, but there were
also families of the better classes— fami-

lies whose women w^ere dressed, not in

Turkish trousers, in gaudy-patterned
skirts, in bodices of all the hues of the

rainbow, but as the American lady of

to-day dresses. There were women to

whom one felt as if it were not quite the

thing to speak without an introduction,

yet whose only habitation now was the

shade of a tree, whose only means of

conveyance was a miserable pony, on
which they sat with a child in front

and another clinging behind. Many
had no means of conveyance at all, save

what God had given them ; and one saw
ladies j^lodding painfully, carrying in-

fants in their arms, whom they tried to

shade from the sun with joarasols, poor
fond things— the tender thoughtfulness
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of motherhood, when homes were blaz-

ing behind them and misery about them
and before them.
The sound of the distant cannonade

in the mountains came echoing down
the passes, and along the quaint, old

streets of Gabrova, as I rode through
the place, whose inhabitants were gath-

ered at the street-corners in awed, anx-

ious groups, and whispered with pale

lij^s at the roar of the guns. It had
volumes of ominous significance for

them, that sullen booming up yonder
in the Schipka, not six miles from their

doors. AVhile the Russians stood their

ground there, the pale citizens were
safe ; but let them be worsted, and two
short hours would see the swarms of

murderous Circassians riding down the

main street and scattering to their dev-

ilry. Up in the Schipka were Bulga-
rian soldiers who belonged to Gabrova,
and who, with pitying eyes, had seen
the forlorn pilgrimage over the pass.

To know that on their stanchness de-

pended the fate of kith and kin, and
hapless ones of their own race and
faith, must have nerved their arm in

the long, stubborn struggle. And I was
sure that the Russian soldiers whom I

had passed, on march to the Schipka,
would fight there all the more stoutly

because for hours together they had
tramped with pitying hearts and con-
soling words through the miserable fu-

gitives cowering in their path. I had
seen the kindly hearted fellows empty
the contents of their haversacks into

the laps of starving Bulgarian women
and children, though the gift left them-
selves foodless, with no idea when they
should eat next. I had seen them fish

from recondite pockets the few poor
copecks of their meagre pay, which they
had been saving for vodke and tobacco,
or mayhap to carry home to their own
young ones in the humble cabin in far-

off Russia, and bestow them instead on
the gaunt children of the homeless fu-

gitives, with some expression of rough
jocularity which was a mere bluffing
mask for genuine tenderness.

Following for some distance beyond
Gabrova the beautiful valley of the Jan-
tra, the road suddenly bent shai-p to
the left and struck up the mountain-
side. For about three miles there was

no cessation in the sharp, tortuous as-

cent ; and then, a little way beyond the

hut which had been the Turkish custom-
house, the beginning of the so-called

"Pass " was reached.

The Schipka Pass is not a pass at

all, in the ordinary sense of the term.

There is no gorge, no defile ; no spot

where 300 brave men could "make a
new Thermopylae." It has its name
simply because at this point there hap-

pens to be a section of the Balkans of

less than the average height, the surface

of which from north to south is suffi-

ciently continuous, although of broken
and serrated contour, to afford a foot-

hold for a practicable wheel track. The
" Pass " is in reality a long, narrow
saddle, or backbone, of rock, flanked

on either side by depressions which
are now deep hollows, now cavernous
gorges. They shallow as the saddle

between them gradually rises to the

summit-level at Mount St. Nicholas, be-

yond which there is an abrupt fall

southward to the village of Schipka.

Taken by itself the position in a mili-

tary sense is weak, since for some dis-

tance northward from the summit the

central saddle is flanked on both sides,

on the further sides of the interven-

ing depressions, by lateral spurs, from
which a commanding fire can sweep it.

An adequate defensive position might
have been obtained by the occupation
to right and left of the St. Nicholas
summit, of the Berdek hill and the Bald
Mountain, the heads respectively of the

east and west flanking spurs. But
Darozhinski, with his bare 5,000, could
not venture to extend thus far, and
those lateral positions were seized by
the Turks. The Russian general had
not only to hold the intrenched position

of Mount St. Nicholas ; he had also to

do his best to maintain his rearward
communications along the saddle. St.

Nicholas he garrisoned with a Russian
battalion, stationed another and two
Bulgarian battalions on the neck behind.

Among some hillocks farther back were
two Russian and three Bulgarian bat-

talions, and when on the 21st another
Russian regiment arrived from Selvi,

bringing up his strength to about 7,000

men, it was stationed among some knolls

still farther back. The guns were dis-
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tributed along the position to the best

advantage, the hirger proportion about
St. Nicholas. Darozhinski's second in

command was Colonel Stohetoff, the

gallant otficer who in the following year
was the head of a Russian mission to

Cabiil.

On the morning of the 21st the Turks
established a batter^' on the Berdek
hill, and at noon assailed with des-

perate fury the left flank of the St.

Nicholas position. Again and again,

with tierce shouts of " Allah," they
charged up almost to the muzzles of the

Russian cannon, but w^ere steadfastly

repulsed with heavy losses. Their at-

tacks lasted until after sundown, and
their final rush was made in the moon-
light ; recoiling from the stanch de-

fence, they maintained a heavy fire

throughout the night at close range.

On the 22d they confined themselves
chiefly to artillery fire and the de-

velopment of their positions, until by
nightfall, in spite of the Russian fire,

they had established batteries in front,

on either flank, and indeed all but in

rear of Darozhinski's position. Their
infantry were in full occupation of both
the flanking spurs, whose cross-fire and
that of the Moslem guns swept and
searched the whole of the bare central

saddle held by the Russians, while the

road in its rear was threatened from
both sides.

The morning of the 23d brought no
respite to the sorely tried defenders of

the Schipka. Suleiman's guns thun-
dered on their front and flanks ; his ar-

dent and supple infantry hurled them-
selves forward in a general concentric

attack. All through the long day raged
the fierce struggle—the unequal fight

between some 7,000 worn Russians and
Bulgarians and 30,000 fanatic sons of

the Prophet. It could not endui*e. The
Christians indeed fought on, but against

hope, and simply bracing themselves to

die hard. The reserves were engaged
, to the last man. The ammunition was

all but exhausted. Nature defines her
limits ; and those brave men on whose
stanch exertions Darozhinski looked
with a melancholy pride, had been un-
der a constant cross-fire for forty-eight

hours, were blistered by the fierce heat,

were parched for lack of water, and

weak for want of food. The wounded
who could move went rearward to the
field hospital in so great numbers as to

give to the yet unwounded men the im-
pression that a general retreat had been
ordered. And this moment of confu-
sion and wavering was well chosen by
the Turks for an advance in great force

from the western flanking spur toward
the high road in rear of the Russian
position, while another column from the
eastern spur moved dow^n simultaneous-
ly to join hands with it. Well might
Captain Greene, the American military

attache with the Russians, whose admir-
able work is the authentic record of

the war—well might he write that " the
moment was the most critical of the
campaign." It was indeed the " historic

moment " of the war. For the few
ragged companies of devoted soldiers

whom the gallant Lipinski rallied to

confront with feeble, despairing volleys,

the oncoming Turks, could have availed

but little against the overwhelming force

masterfully climbing the steep slope to

gain the road, give the hand to the co-

operating column, cut off the retreat of

the Russians, and pen them up in their

narrow and exposed position.

The moment was dramatic, with an
intensity to which the tameness of civil-

ian life can furnish few parallels. The
Russian general, expecting momentar-
ily to be environed, had sent out from
between the fast-closing tentacles of the

great octopus which was embracing him,

a last telegram to the Czar, defining the

inevitable issue, telling how his brave
men had striven to avert it, and pledg-

ing them and himself to hold out, with
the help of God, to the bitter end and
the last drop of their blood. As the

afternoon shadows were falling, Daro-
zhinski and Stolietoff stood in the Turk-
ish fire on the peak of St. Nicholas.

Along the bare ridge below them lay the

grimed, sun-blistered men, beaten out
with heat, fatigue, hunger, and thirst

;

reckless, in their despondency, that every

foot of ground was swept by the Turkish
rifle fire. Others still doggedl}^ fought

on down among the rocks, forced to give

ground, but doing so with sullen reluc-

tance. The cliffs and valley echoed with

triumphant shouts of " Allah il Allah !

"

The glasses of the chiefs anxiously
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scanned the visible glimpses of the

steep, brown road leading up from the

Jantra Valley, through thick copses of

sombre green and yet more sombre
dark rock. Stolietoff cries aloud in

sudden excess of excitement, grasps

Darozhinski by the elbow, and points

down the Pass. The head of a long

black column is plainly visible against

the reddish-brown bed of the rock.
" Now God be thanked !

" utters Daro-
zhinski, solemnly ; he was a dead man
thirty-six hours later. Both chiefs cross

themselves and bare their heads. The
troops about them spring to their feet.

They descry the long, black serpent coil-

ing onward up the brown road. Through
the green copses a glint of sunshine

flashes, banishes the sombreness, and
dances on the glittering bayonets.

The Turkish war-cries were drowned
in the wdld clamor of cheering which
the wind carried from the sore-pressed

defenders of the Schipka, in glad w^el-

come to the comrades hurrying to help

them. As the dark serpent-like column
neared the rearward position it seemed
a strange kind of reinforcement, as seen

from the St. Nicholas peak. A big man
on a big horse rode in front ; behind
him followed, to all appearance, a col-

umn of cavalry—a force all but useless

on the rugged summit of the Schipka.

The big leader was stanch old Radetski,

the corps commander ; his following, a

rifle battalion which he had mounted
on Cossack ponies and hurried forward.

The rifle brigade to which the battalion

belonged—the same rifle brigade which
had fought so hard with Gourko in his

daring advance and masterly retreat

—

was close up in rear ; it had marched
fifty-five kilometres straight on end
without cooking or sleeping, and was
now climbing up from Gabrova, burn-
ing to come into action. But Kadetski
did not wait for the arrival of the bri-

gade. He would strike promptly with
the battalion which was already to his

hand. He dismounted the nimble rifle-

men from the Cossack ponies and formed
them up ; then he sent them with a rush
down into the rightward valley on the
flank of the Turkish column threat-

ening to enclose the position. Before
this dashing charge the Moslems gave
ground. The Russian riflemen chased

them through the valley, strewn thick

with the dead of the previous fighting,

hunted them fiercely up the wooded
opposite ascent, carried their advanced
trenches, and drove them into their for-

tified position on the Bald Mountain
Ridge. Radetski himself waited by his

mountain battery, in action, till the rifle

brigade came up ; and then marched it

forward through the long gauntlet of

the Turkish fire, dropping a company
here and a half battalion there, until,

with part of the command still at his

back, he joined Darozhinski and Stolie-

toff on the St. Nicholas peak.

A single weak brigade was not in it-

self a very important reinforcement
;

but Radetski was able to tell that Drago -

miroff with his whole division was hur-
rying on at best speed. The Turks
seemed to realize that their opportu-
nities were on the wane, and attacked

again and again with extreme fury.

But now the Russians, although suffer-

ing heavy losses, confined themselves no
longer to the defensive, for it was felt

that for them there could be no safet}-,

far less elbow-room, until the Turks
should be expelled from that dominat-
ing ridge looming so menacingly on
their right flank. Early on the morning
of the 24th, General Dragomiroffreached
the position with his leading brigade,

consisting of the Podolsk and Jitomer
regiments, which had marched thirty-

eight miles on the previous day. The
Podolsks he left in reserve, and they
later assailed, without definite results,

the Turkish flank on the Bald Moun-
tain spur. The Jitomers he led forward
along the road under the heavy fire with

which the Turks swept that via doloro-

sa throughout the day. About 10 a.m.

Dragomiroff was ranking his soldiers in

preparation for an attack, when he was
severely wounded by a bullet in the

knee-joint. We carried him to a less

exposed spot, where the surgeons ban-

daged the wound, and then he was
placed on a stretcher and conveyed to

the improvised field-hospital back near
the spring.

Suleiman no doubt had learned of the

arrival of reinforcements, and could not
doubt that more were coming. His
chance of success was fading out, and
his last hope lay in prompt and vigorous
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action. He resolved on a final desperate

attempt to conquer the St. Nicholas po-
sition. His vaUant troops rushed to the

assault with extraordinary enthusiasm.
The foremost regiment was commanded
by a reckless Scotsman named Camp-
bell, who w^as afterward killed in South
Africa. Straight at the Russian trench-

es he led his Moslem soldiers, who car-

ried them with a rush at the point of

the bayonet, and then mingled with the

Russian defenders in a wild melee, in

which the bayonet and clubbed rifles

were the only weapons used. The hand-
to-hand struggle lasted for man}^ min-
utes, but in the end the resolute Rus-
sian doggedness gained the mastery,

and such of the Turks as survived the

close conflict of cold steel were heaved
back over the trenches by dint of main
strength. The interior of the position,

gained and held by the Turks for a short

time, was like a shambles. Campbell
w^as among the few survivors of his com-
mand ; it is all but strictly true that his

regiment w^as annihilated.

Duiing the rest of the day the regi-

ments of Dragomiroff's division contin-

ued to arrive, and by nightfall the Rus-
sian position on the Schipka must have
had a garrison of nearly 20,000 men.
Throughout the afternoon Radetski
had been launching attack after attack

on the Turkish positions on the Woody
and Bald Mountains, one of which the

stout old warrior led himself. He was
not successful in reaching the hostile

batteries on the ridges, spite of his

determined endeavors, but he had en-

larged his borders considerably by tak-

ing and holding the advanced trenches
of the Turks ; and it was ver}^ significant

that ever since the bloody repulse of

their furious attack on Mount St. Nicho-
las at noon, the latter had steadily re-

frained from renewing the offensive.

When the Russians approached threat-

eningly their main positions, they

warned them off, so to speak, by show-
ing in strength and by maintaining a

heavy fire. But they -were content wdth

beating off their assailants, and made
no attempt to follow them when they

withdrew. The Turk is stubborn as
well as ardent, and there was little

doubt that there was to be much hard
fighting in front of Radetski before he
should clear his flanks of the persistent
enemy, and regain unquestioned dom-
inance of the Balkan region in the
Schipka vicinity. But it appeared to

me that thenceforth he would at least

be no longer the assailed, but could be
the assailant ; and that, in a w^ord, the
Schipka was now safe. In that belief,

on the evening of August 24th, I left

Schipka for another section of the thea-
tre of war.

Events justified the belief. There
was hard fighting on the 25th and 26th,

but the initiative was thenceforth with
the Russians, and the Turks confined
themselves to holding their positions
on the defensive. The five days' fight-

ing had cost the latter nearly 12,000
men ; the Russian losses were about
3,500. On September 17th Suleiman,
after a heavy cannonade lasting for four
days, again assailed the Russian posi-

tion with extraordinary fury ; but a re-

pulse with the loss of some 3,500 men
sickened him of any further efforts.

Radetski stoutly held the Schipka until

the new year, when, in accordance with
the Russian scheme of campaign he
quitted the position he had so long
held, and descended into Roumelia
with his face set toward Constantino-
ple. The story of his advance, January,

1878, on the Turkish army in its in-

trenchments on the southern base of the

mountain range, made in three columns
through snow in places ten feet deep,

and of the surrender of the whole Mos-
lem force to Skobeleff, cannot here be
told, but was one of the most brilliant

and striking exploits of the war. That
achievement could not have been per-

formed had the Turks succeeded in

wresting from its scant Russian garri-

son the Schipka position in August
;

and that they would have done this is

certain but for the dramatically oj^i^or-

tune arrival of Radetski with his advance
guard of reinforcements on the mem-
orable afternoon of August 23d,
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My brother Mundanus and I, having baf-

fled for the moment the penury that habit-

ually suppresses our noble rages, dined to-

gether the other night at Delmonico's.

After we had well eaten and pretty ade-

quately drunken, my brother's emotions be-

ing stirred, he lifted his voice in reproach-

ful protest at certain untoward flukes of

fortune to which it seemed due that he and

I had been barred out from the large pos-

sibilities of a life of luxury and possible

pride, and restricted to the more meagre
chances of laborious virtue. There was
our grandfather, that thrifty and sagacious

merchant whose annual accumulations were

of such a satisfactory size for so many suc-

cessive years. If only his talent for invest-

ing money had equalled his ability to make
it, what an edifying variety of roses would
have bordered our pathway through life.

Drinking with decorous respect to this

gentleman's memory, my brother recalled

an incident, to us the most pathetic in our

grandfather's career. It happened rather

more than sixty years ago. A succession

of prosperous seasons had swelled his

bank balance to unusual prox^ortions. In

his quest for an investment he learned of

the budding promise of a Western town
named Chicago. His mind dwelt upon it

until he finally converted fifty thousand

dollars into portable assets and travelled

out to look at the ambitious Western i^lace,

determined, if he liked its appearance, to

buy himself a collection of its corner lots.

Alas ! he found the town was swampy, and
he caught cold there, and brought his assets

home again, and presently put them with di-

vers others into woollen mills, some of which
burned down, and others after a time hung
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fire, and were sold at a grievous valuation

just before the war broke out and made the

everlasting fortunes of their purchasers.

At this harrowing reminiscence a tear ran

down my brother's nose and fell into his

champagne ; but restraining his feelings he

went on to recall how one or two decades

later, our father, at that time a vigilant

young attorney in Gotham, had formed a

favorable opinion of the tract known as

Murray Hill, and, borrowing a convenient

sum of money, had purchased some acres

of land in it, intending to hold them for

future possibilities. But in a year or two,

having a salutary horror of debt, he took

counsel of precaution, and sold his land

again and bought back the notes he had

given for the purchase money. Which of

the contemporary Croesi owned the lots

now my brother did not know, nor did he

care to learn.

Coming down still another generation, my
brother recalled the time when, not many
years ago, he and I were solicited to share

the ownership and fortunes of a journal

whose infant soul was just on the point of

fluttering into life. But, mindful of the

mortality statistics of infant journals, we
withheld our hands and stayed where we
were. Alas again ! That infant throve pro-

digiously, and now its erstwhile anxious

owners rejoice in town and country domi-

ciles and invigorate their energies behind

fleet quadrupeds on the Eiverside drive.

But my brother and I still dwell in modest

hired tenements, and rely upon the street-

cars for our transportation.

Seeing that these reminiscences seemed
to have a depressing effect upon my broth-
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er's spirits I hastened to suggest to him
such cousoliug cousiderations as came into

my mind. I reminded him, in the first

phxce, that inasmuch as we and our fathers

had lived in times of prodigious industrial

development, such opportunities as we and

they had missed had been the common lot

of their and our contemjDoraries, and it was

the exception to find a man born to fair

possibilities in life who could not recur in

his family annals to just such chances of

being very rich as he had recalled. I told

him of the perennial despondency with

which my friend Robinson looked back to

a day when a friend of his had come to him
with a handful of Dhudeen k Popocataj^etl

mining stock which he had entreated him
to purchase at eight dollars a share. But
Robinson, being a pmdent man, had de-

clined, and year after year since then had
w^atched the gradual uprising of that D. &
P. stock until each of those eight - dollar

shares was now represented by certificates

readily marketable at two thousand dollars.

I went on to remind him that if our

grandfather had bought those corner lots

in Chicago, our family, which is large and

not of an esi^ecially frugal temperament,

would have tried very earnestly to live uj)

to the jjossibilities of life which such a

purchase would eventually have opened.

One thing I thought worth mentioning was

that if our father had inherited such a

great fortune he would not have found time

to raise so many children, and my brother

and I might never have been born or might

have died in infancy from some costly for-

eign fever. I reminded him, too, that our

sisters would doubtless have married counts

or possibly spendthrift dukes, and would

have lived abroad at great expense to the

estate, and our older brother, who had a

prejudice against work as it was, would un-

doubtedly have enjoyed life in a manner

that would have made necessary some heavy

mortgages ; so that it was easily possible

that w^e would have found ourselves, at our

age, no richer than we are now, and much
less capable both of earning a living and of

living on such incomes as we could earn.

My brother demurred gently at my
gloomy estimate of the demoralizing ten-

dencies of wealth, but I continued. I ad-

mitted that if our father had held on to his

Mun-ay Hill lots the property might have

lasted our time, but I reminded him that

in that case we should now have been mid-
dle-aged men who had experienced expen-
sive pleasures and eaten and drunk rather

too much for our good for at least twenty
years. Our characters would have been
feebler for lack of most of the effort and
self-denial we had practised during that

13eriod ; the money we had spent would be
gone, and we would have detriment rather

than benefit to show for it. The pleasure

we had had, being past, would be of no
value to us at all, and would imi:)air rather

than increase our abilities to enjoy in the

future. A continuance of the sort of life

we had been leading would not be affirma-

tively i)leasurable, but merely a necessary

condition of tolerable existence. If we had
had children, we should be apprehensive of

the effect of our examples on their welfare

;

but the chances were that we should be
childless clubmen, with shining scalps, and
just beginning to be disturbed by ominous
twinges in our great toes.

As to that last chance my brother had al-

luded to, of our gaining a com2oetence by
our own sagacity and good luck, that

seemed to me to offer a more reasonable

opening for regret. Nevertheless I ex-

plained to him that even if we had been in

easy circumstances for only eight or nine

years, we should not have been quite the

same men that we were, nor would our

possible gains have been unattended with

losses. In my own case I was sure, for ex-

ample, that a lucky stroke ten years ago

would have made such a difference in my
associates that I never should have fallen

in with my present wife. My children, in

consequence, if I had had any children,

would have had different colored eyes and

hair, and would have been different chil-

dren altogether. I could not think with

equanimity of myself as married to a per-

son, however estimable, who is to me in

fact an entire stranger ; or as the father of

a young brood with whom, as things have

gone, I have no acquaintance, and in whom
I take only a remote and dispassionate in-

terest. The man I might have been, I

said, is as much a stranger to me as the

Prince of Wales. The man I am—that I

have worked over, and endured, and sat

up nights with—is inextricably associated

with my most intimate concerns. For
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better or worse, I would rather go on

with him as he is than change him for a

richer, or even a better man, developed on
different lines, under different conditions,

and living with a wife and children that

belong, as it is, to somebody else.

"As for you," I continued, "not being

married, you are not affected by all the

considerations that influence me. But if

you had made a lucky hit ten years ago

you probably would have married ; and

when you consider the various chances of

matrimony, including the cost of children's

shoes and the propensity of male offspring

to go to the dogs, are you sure that you
would dare to shift blindfold out of the

shoes you occupy now into those of the

man you might have been if you had had
better luck ?

"

My brother sniffed a little, but very gent-

ly. I think my arguments impressed him
somewhat ; but his philosophy is a trifle less

ascetic than mine, and it is only on clearer

days than common that he can fix his gaze

upon the promised land intensely enough
to drive the flesh-pots of Egypt out of his

head. He may still be mourning in his

heart over those corner lots in Chicago. I

don't know. But even if my arguments

failed to have a convincing effect upon him,

there are some hundreds of thousands of

other vainly regretful Americans with whom
possibly they may find more favor.

When some social philosopher, who will

need a large infusion of the quality himself,

some time undertakes that uncommonly in-

teresting book " A History of Courage," he

will have a very entertaining task in point-

ing out the changes that have taken place

in the popular ideal of that first of human
excellences.

On purely gladiatorial and military cour-

age he will have to spend little space, of

course ; the conception of it probably has

not changed much either way in a matter of

three or four thousand years, and takes very

little thought of motives or morals. So
with what is called gallantry, dash, or what
you like ; now and then someone will write

of "mere intrepidity," or some rather frigid

hero like the Great Duke will say, " What
the devil was he doing, larking there ? I

shall not mention him in the despatches ;

"

but in the main the common judgment of

these qualities is unchanged and unchange-

able—sound and healthy enough, if some-

times discouragingly undiscriminating.

When it comes to the other and more
complicated courage, however, the '

' cour-

age of conduct," the author of the great

work suggested will find puzzling changes
;

among which I hope he will choose for at-

tention a particular phase in the last quar-

ter of the nineteenth century, which seems

to me not to have received the proper no-

tice from moralists. It is not a change of

ideal which shows any loss in the popular

estimate of the relative value of courage

—

on the contrary ; it is in one sense a still fur-

ther proof of Emerson's remark, that all

mankind give courage '
' the first rank ; they

forgive everything to it." But it certainly

shows a change in the kind of courage to

which they forgive.

I mean the admiration that has grown up
for the "nerve" of that modern type known
by many names, from financier to wrecker.

"You may say what you like," I heard

dpropos of one of the " young Napoleons of

Wall Street," " of course it's all wrong, and

I have no idea of defending the man, but I

can't help admiring his nerve." And when
the recognized head of the master *' wiz-

ards " died, every account of him dwelt upon

his daring as the great redeeming trait.

Now, courage has never been altogether

bound up with morals, and nobody has ever

cavilled at the entering of that plea for a

Danton, or would probably dispute the right

of a man to discriminate among the quali-

ties of Dick Turpin ; but this kind of thing

seems to me, and I trust will seem to the

author of the ''History of Courage," pro-

vocative of a different feeling. The Dan-

tons have had great ideas behind them, how-

ever misconceived, and the Dick Turpins are

at least in open rebellion, with its personal

dangers and candid notice to the world at

large. But was there ever before a popular

disposition to find a virtue of courage in

the ingenious betrayal of trusts (commonly

so as to keep within the letter of the law,

and so avoid even the greater personal risks)

and the skilful evasion of promises ? The
fox and the lion have furnished plenty of

apologues, but not with this moral.

The talk about the value of primitive con-

ditions and simplicity is largely perfunctory

and traditional ; no one who thinks has any
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doubt that the complexity of civilization

has raised rather than lowered the standard

of general morality ; and the worst that can

be alleged against it is that it has made it

a matter of more care and pains to do the

right thing—a lazy plea for a moralist, sure-

ly. As Becky Sharp said it was easy to be

good on five thousand a year, so we might
reply that it was a comparatively trifling

matter to practise the virtues when they

were clear black and white, and when the

question whether to rob and kill a man was
simply whether you should rob and kill

him, and not whether, by a certain course of

action, you should so bring it about that he
should lose his savings and die poor. The
modern applications of morality may be
intricate. But the moment you infuse the

idea of pluck into the pursuit of a clever

system of quasi-legal ai^propriation, you are

introducing a false quantity into the whole
complication, and one of a particularly de-

ceptive and seductive sort. The reason

why cheating at cards has always remained

a thing which men would not own to who
would confess most other sins and wicked-

nesses, is the intrinsic cowardice that lies

in it; even "gambler's nerve" is not ap-

jilied to men who are not playing by the

laws of the game. The historian of Cour-

age will find a very radical change, indeed,

confronting him when he finds anyone will-

ing to praise the "nerve" with which a

player cheated ; and yet, mutatis mutandis^

what is this but just what is done when
that saving grace is claimed for the con-

temporary type referred to ?

A VERY acute disi^ute has been carried on

in one of the English weeklies for several

months as to the relative happiness of the

old and the young in these days and in the

days of our grandfathers, and as to the rel-

ative responsibility of each class for what
many of the writers agree is the less happy
condition of the old. It was started by a

gentleman who owned to " something over

fifty-five years," and who complained that

he could not manage to maintain inter-

course of sustained interest and sympathy

with his sons and daughters. Like most

discussions of the sort, this is pervaded by
much generalization on limited data. The
facts that seem generally agreed upon are,

first, that the young have much more free-

dom than fifty years ago, and second, that

a considerable number of ladies and gentle-

men over fifty think that their own lives

would be more comfortable if this freedom
were decidedly restricted. There has un-
doubtedly been a like change, and ajDpar-

ently with a like result for the elders, in

some iDarts of our ow^n complex society.

But though I cannot jDretend to be a typi-

cal American parent, I am bound to con-

fess that family infelicities cannot fairly be
charged either to the young or to the old

exclusively, and that merciless self-inspec-

tion, to ascertain the causes of such infe-

licities where they exist, is at least a more
promising process than criticism of the

parties of the second part.

That is not a very novel moral for the

tale of the better part of a lifetime. It was
anticipated as long ago as in the days of

Confucius, and it involves the essence of

the teaching of the Founder of Christianity.

It is not, I suppose, on that account the

less practical. Of course there are terrible

exceptions. Now and again the most un-

selfish parental devotion is repaid by pain-

ful ingratitude, and Goneril and Regan
spring from the same loins with Cordelia.

But if the law that brings the greatest hap-

l^iness in the long run to the unselfish be
not so uniform in its operation as the law

of gravitation, it yet remains far and away
the best guide to such happiness as life

permits. In the light of this law, the dis-

cussion of more or less " discipline," or re-

spectful obedience, or sympathetic regard

among the young may be interesting, but

its interest will come chiefly from the j)er-

sonal experience and bias of the disputants,

and will be profitable only as that experi-

ence can be shaped according to this law.

The '

' present generation " must be taken

practically as the dwindling portion of the

last and the growing portion of the next.

Among those who compose it, unquestion-

ing obedience to the principle of religious

authority is not spreading, and probably

waning ; but he must be a dull observer

who has not discovered, when he has ar-

rived at the possession of a family, that the

golden rule is the supremest sense. If the

mixed or vexing questions of intimate daily

relations cannot be settled on that basis,

the disagreeable but inevitable truth seems

to be that they cannot be settled at all.
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AN UNPUBLISHED AUTOGRAPH NARRATIVE BY

WASHINGTON.

IT
was the purpose of Colonel Da-

vid Humphreys to write the life

of Washington. As a member of

his military staff from 1780 until

the close of the war, and for some
years an inmate of his household at

Mount Vernon and in New York, Col-

onel Humphreys would have found the

task an easy and congenial one, and
undertaken, as it undoubtedly was to

be, immediately upon Washington's
death, the supply of material from liv-

ing and active sources would have
been abundant. But Colonel Hum-
phreys was evidently determined not
to rely upon hearsay or secondary tes-

timony, however undoubted, and it

would seem, that at his request Wash-
ington prepared the narrative, the con-

nected part of which is here given.

This narrative is in autograph, cov-

ering some ten pages of manuscript
of folio size, and is in part responsive

to detailed and numbered questions
put by Colonel Humphreys. These
questions, it is believed, are not now
accessible ; indeed, it is doubtful if

they exist to-day. Their purport can
only be inferred from the answers,
which are in almost every instance very
short, and often give but the slightest

clue to the inquiry. The account of

his Indian campaigns is, however, a

connected story, and the manuscript
was evidently carefully revised by
Washington before he submitted it to

Colonel Humphreys. There are fre-

quent interlineations and erasures, and
the words " I " and " me," in nearly

Copyright, 1893, by Charles Scr
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every instance where they occur, are

changed to the initials " G. W.," by
the revision.*

In 1829, eleven years after Colonel
Humphreys's death, the original paper
was given by Mrs. Humphreys to my
grandfather, the late John Pickering,

Colonel Humphreys's executor, in the
custody of whose family it has since

then remained. It was recently read,

by permission, before the Massachu-
setts Historical Society, but it has
never been printed, nor, it is believed,

have any extracts from it ever been
given to the public. Certain incidents

described in it, such as the instance of

grave peril in which AVashington's life

was placed in one of the engagements,
as well as his frank estimate of General
Braddock's character and abilities, are

of original historical interest, as being
heretofore unknown, even to the stu-

dent ; but the permanent value of the

narrative is in its authoritative source,

and the unchanged form in which it has
been transmitted.

It would seem that the request of

Washington contained in the last

clause, in regard to the final disposi-

tion of the original paper, may with
propriety be disregarded, in view of the

lapse of time, the character of the nar-

rative, and the value of its historical

material ; and it is not believed that

a confidence, which every American
would tenderly respect, is violated by
its publication.

Henry G. Pickering.

• See the passage reproduced in facsimile, page 536.

ibner's Sons. All rights reserved.



THE BRADDOCK CAMPAIGN.

From the Manuscript of Washington.

By the iiidefati,u'al)le industry of tlie

Lieutenant Colonel and the officers who
seconded his measures, the Regiment
was in great forwardness at Alexandria
(the place of general rendezvous) early

in the spring of 1754, and without
waiting till the Avhole should be com-
pleted, or for a detachment from the

independent companies of regulars in

the southern provinces (which had
been required by the Executive of Vir-

ginia for this service), or for troops

which were raising in North Carolina

and destined in conjunction to oppose
the incroachment of the French at our
Western frontiers—He began his march
in the month of May in order to open
the road, and this he had to do almost
the whole distance from AVinchester

(in the County of Frederick not more
than eighty miles from Alexandria to

the Ohio)—deposits &c.—and for the

especiall purpose of siezing, if possible,

before the French should arrive at it,

the imj)ortant post at the conflux of

the Alligany and Monongahela ; with
the advantages of which he was struck

the preceding year ; and earnesth' ad-

vised the securing of mtli militia, or

some other temporary force. But not-

withstanding all his exertions, the new
and uncommon difficulties he had to

encounter (made more intolerable by
incessant rains and waters of which
he had many to cross), he had but
just ascended the Laurel Hill 50 m.

short of his object after a march of

230 miles from Alex, when he received

information from his scouts that the

French had in force siezed the post he

was pushing to obtain ; having de-

scended from Presque Isle by the

rivers Lebeouf and Alliii'any to this

place by water with artillery &c. kc.

The object of his precipitate advance
being thus defeated, the detachment of

regulars which had arrived at Alexan-

dria by water, and under his orders be-

ing far in his rear and no account of

the troops from North Carolina, it was
tliou<rht advisable to fall back a few

miles, to a place known b}^ the name of

the Great Meadows, abounding in for-

age, more convenient for the purpose
of forming a magazine and bringing up
the rear, and to advance from (if we
should ever be in force to do it) to the
attack of the post which the enemy
now occupied, and had called Du-
Quesne. At this j^lace, some days after,

we were joined by the above detach-
ment of regulars, consisting (before

they were reduced on the march by de-

sertion, sickness, &c.) of a Captain Mc-
Kay, a brave and wortlw officer, three

subalterns and 100 rank and file. But
previous to this junction the French
sent a detachment to reconnoitre our
lines and to obtain intelligence of our
strength and position ; notice of which
being given by the scouts, G. AY.

marched at the head of a party, at-

tacked, killed 9 or 10, and captured 20
odd. This, as soon as the enemy had
assembled their Indian allies, brought
their whole force upon him, consisting,

according to their own, compared with
the best acct. that could be obtained
from others, of about 1500 men. His
force consisted of the detachment above
mentioned, also between two & 300
Virginians ; for the few Indians which
till now had attended him, and who by
reconnoitering the enemy in their

march had got terrified at their num-
bers and resolved to retreat as i\\Qj ad-

vised us to do also, but which was im-

practicable without abandoning our
stores, baggage &c. as the horses which
had brought them to this place, and re-

turned for provision, had left us previ-

ous to the attack. About 9 o'clock on
the 3rd of July the enemy advanced
with shouts and dismal Indian yells to

our entrenchments, but was opposed
by so warm, spirited, and constant a

fire, that to force the w^orks in that way
was al^andoned by them. They then,

from every little rising, tree, stump,
stone, and bush kept up a constant

galding fire uj^oii us ; which was re-

turned in the best manner we could
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till late in the afternoon when their fell

the most tremendous rain that can be
conceived, filled our trenches with wai-

ter, Avet, woi only the ammunition in the

eartoosh boxes and fire locks, but that

which was in a small temporary stock-

ade in tlie middle of the entrenchment
called Fort Necessity erected for the

sole purpose of its security, and that

of the few stores we had ; and left us
with notliin<j: but a few (for all w ere not
provided Avith them) bayonets for de-

fense. In this situation and no pros-

pect of bettering' it, terms of capitula-

tion Avere ofiered to us b^^ the French
which with some alterations that w^ere

insisted upon were the more readily

acceded to, as Ave had no salt proAd-

sions, and but indifi:*erently supj^lied

Avith fresh, AAdiich from the heat of the

AA'eather Avould not keep ; and because
a full third of our numbers, officers as

Avell as privates w^ere, by this time,

killed or Avounded. The next morning
AA'e marched out with the honors of AA^ar,

but AA'ere soon plundered, contrary to

the articles of capitulation, of great

part of our baggage by the Savages.

Our sick and w^ounded were left Avith a

detachment under the care and com-
mand of the Avorthy Doctr. Craik (for

he was not only Surgeon to the Regi-

ment, but a Lieutenant therein) Avith

such necessaries as we could extend
and the remains of the Regim ?, and
the detachment of regulars, took up
their line for the interior countrA\

And at Winchester met 2 companies
from North Carolina on their march to

join them. These being fresh, and
proj^erly proAdded, Avere ordered to

proceed to AVill's Creek and establish

a post (since called Fort Cumberland)
for the purj^ose of covering the fron-

tiers. Where they AA^ere joined by a

company from ^Maryland A\4iich, about
this time, had been raized— Captn.

McKay Avitli his detachment remd. at

Winchester ; and the Virginia Regi-

ment proceeded to Alexandria in order
to recruit, and get supplied Avith cloath-

ing and necessaiys of Avhich they stood
mucli in need. In this manner the

Avinter Avas employed, AA^ien advice Avas

received of the force destined for this

sei-A'ice under the orders of G. W.
and the arrival of Sir John St. Clair

the Q. Master Genl. with some new ar-

rangement of rank by Avhich no officer

Avho did not immediately derive his

comn. from the King could command
one irlio did. This Avas too degrading
for G. W. to submit to ; accordingly,
he resigned his military emi^loyment

;

determining to serA'e the next cam-
l^aign as a volunteer ; but upon the ar-

rival of GenL Braddock he was very
particularly noticed by that General,
taken into his family as an extra Aid,

offered a Captain's commission b}'"

brevet (AAdiich Avas the highest grade he
had it in his poAver to bestoAv) and had
the compliment of several blank En-
signcies giA-en him to dispose of to the
Young Gentlemen of his acqe. to sup-
ply the vacancies in the 44 and 48
Eegts. which had arriA^ed from Ireland.

In this capacity he commenced his

second camj^aign, and used every prop-
er occasion till he AA^as taken sick and
left behind in the Adcinity of Fort Cum-
berland, to imjDress the Genl. and the
principal officers around him, with the

necessity' of opj^osing the nature of his

defense to the mode of attack wdiicli

more than probably he would . experi-

ence from the Canadian French and
their Indians on his march through
the mountains and coA^ered country,

but so j^repossessed w^ere they in favor

of regidarity & diseijjiine and in such
absolute contempt Avere those people
held, that the admonition AA^as suggested
in A^ain. About the middle of June this

armament, consisting of the tAvo Regi-

ments from Ireland some independent
companies and the proAdncial troops of

Virginia, Maryland and North Caro-
lina, began to move from Fort Cumber-
land, Avhither they had assembled.

After several days' march, and difficul-

ties to which they had never been ac-

customed in regular service in Cham-
paign Countries, and of Avhicli they
seemed to have had very little idea, the

Genl. resolved to divide his force, and
at the head of the first division wdiich

Avas composed of the flower of his

army, to advance, and leaA^e Col. Dun-
bar AA^th the second division and the

lieaA-y baggage and stores, to follow

after. By so doing, the first diAdsion

approached the Monongahela 10 miles

short of Fort Duquesne the 8th of
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July, at wliicli time and place liaving-

so far recovered from a severe fever

and delerium from Avliicli lie had been
rescued by James' powder, adminis-

tered by the positive order of the Genl.

as to travel in a covered Waggon, he
joined him and the next day tho' much
reduced and very weak mounted his

horse on cushions, and attended as one
of his Aids. About 10 o'clock on the

9tli, after the van had crossed the Mon-
ongahela the second time, to avoid an
ugly detile (the season being very dry
and waters low) and the rear yet in the

river the front w^as attacked ; and by
the unusual hallooing and whooping of

the enemy, whom they could not see,

were so disconcerted and confused as

soon to fall into irretrievable disorder.

The rear was forced forward to support
them, but seeing no enemy, and them-
selves falling every moment from the

fire, a general panic took place among
the troops, from which no exertions of

the officers could recover them. In
the early part of the action some of the

Irregulars (as they w^ere called) tcithout

directions advanced to the right in

loose order, to attack ; but this, unhap-
pilij from the unusual appearance of

the movement being mistaken for cow^-

ardace and a running away, w^as dis-

countenanced—and before it w^as too

late, and the confusion became general,

an offer was made by G. W. to head the

Provincials and engage the enemy in

their own way ; but the propriety of it

was not seen into until it was too late

for execution. After this, many at-

tempts were made to dislodge the

enemy from an eminence on the right,

but they all proved ineiiectual, and
fatal to the officers, w^lio by great exer-

tions and good examples endeavored
to accomplish it. In one of these the

Genl. received the wound of which he
died ; but previous to it, had several

horses killed and disabled under him.

Captiis. Orme and Morris (his two Aids
de camp having received w ounds which
rendered them unable to attend, G. W.
remained the sole Aid through the day,

to the Genl. ; he also had one horse
killed and two wounded under him, a

ball through his hat, and several

through his clothes, but escaped un-

hurt. Sir Peter Halkel (seed, in com-

mand) being early killed, Lieut. Colo.
Burton and Sir John St. Clair (who had
the rank of Lt. Colo, in the army) being
badlv wounded, Lieut. Colo. Gas'e
(afterwards Gen. Gage) having received
a contiission. No person knowing in

the disordered state things were who
the surviving senior officer was, and
the troops hj degrees going off in con-
fusion ; without a ray of li023e left of

further opposition from those that re-

mained, G. "W. placed the Genl. in a
small covered Cart, which carried some
of his most essential equipage, and in

the best order he could, with the last

troops (who only continued to be fired

at) brought him over the fii^st ford of

the Monongahela ; where the}^ were
formed in the best order circumstances
would admit on a piece of rising

ground ; After well., by the Genl.'s or-

der, he rode forward to halt those which
had been earlier in the retreat. Ac-
cordingly, after crossing the Mononga-
hela the second time and ascending the

heights, he found Lieut. Colo. Gage
engaged in this business, to whom he
delivered the Genl.'s order and then
returned to report the situation he
found them in. When he was again

requested by the Genl. Avhom he met
coming on in his litter with the first

halted troops, to proceed (it then be-

ing after sundown) to the second di-

vision under the command of Colo.

Dunbar, to make arrangements for cov-

ering the retreat, and forwarding on
provisions and refreshments to the re-

treating and wounded soldiers. To ac-

complish this, for the second division

was 40 odd miles in the rear, it took up
the Avhole night and j^art of the next

morning—which from the weak state

in which he was, and the fatigues, and
anxiety of the last 24 hours, rendered

him in a manner wholly unfit for the

execution of the duty he was sent upon
wiien he arrived at Dunbar's camp. To
the best of his power however, he dis-

charged it, and remained with the sec-

ond division till the other joined it.

The shocking scenes which presented

themselves in this night's march are

not to be described— the dead—the

dying—the groans—lamentations and
crys along the road of the wounded for

help (for those under the latter de-
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scriptions endeavored from the first both appeared in full force. He was
commencement of the action or rather generous and disinterested—but plain

confusion to escape to ye second divi- and blunt in his manner even to rude-
sion) were enough to pierce a heart of ness. After this event the troops con-

adamant. The gloom and horror of tinned their march forward and soon
which was not a little encreased by the arrived at Fort Cumberland without
impervious darkness occasioned by the molestation, all except the pvls. im-

close shade of thick woods which in mediately resolved to proceed to Phil-

places rendered it impossible for the adelphia ; by which means the frontiers

two guides which attended to know of that state but more especially those
when they w^ere in or out of the track, of Virginia and Maryland, were laid

but by groping on the ground with entirely open by the very avenue wdiich

their hands. Happy was it for him had been prepared. Of the direful

and the remains of the first division consequences of this measure, G. W.,
that they left such a quantity of valua- in a visit which he immediately made
ble and enticing baggage on the field to Williamsburgh, a visit that brought
as to occasion a scramble and conten- the Governor and Council of Virginia

tion in the seizure and distribution of acquainted. But in vain did they re-

it among the enemy ; for had a pursuit monstrate against the march of the B.

taken place, by passing the defile which troops to that place to the officer com-
we had avoided, and they had got into manding them. They thus proceeded
our rear, the whole, except a few woods- to augment their own, the command
men would have fallen victims to the of which under a very enlarged and
merciless savages. Of about 12 or 13 dignified commission, to command all

hundred which were in this action, the troops now raised, or to be raised

eight or 9 hundred were either killed in the Colony, Avas given to him with
or wounded, among whom a large pro- very extensive powers, and blank com-
portion of brave and valuable officers missions to appoint all new officers,

w^ere included. The folly and conse- About this time also or soon after it,

quence of opposing compact bodies to the discontents and clamours of the
the sparse manner of Indian fighting Provincial Officers and the remon-
in w^oods, which had in a manner been strance of G. W. in person to Genl.
predicted, was now so clearly verified Shirley, the then Commander in Chief
that from henceforward another mode of the British forces in America, and
obtained in all future operations. As through the Governor and Council to

soon as the two divisions united, the the King's Minister, with respect to

whole retreated towards Fort Cumber- the degrading situation in which they
land ; and at an incampment near the were placed, a new arrangement took
Great Meadows the brave but unfortu- place by the King's order, by wdiich

nate Genl. Braddock breathed his last, every Provincial officer was to rank ac-

He w\as interred with the honors of cording to the commission he bore,

w\ar, and as it Avas left to G. W. to see but to be Junior to those of the same
this performed, and to mark out the grade in the established course. As
spot for the reception of his remains

—

G. W. foresaw, so it happened, the
to guard against a savage triumph, if frontiers w^ere continually harassed

—

the place should be discovered—they but not having force enough to carry

were deposited in the Road over which the war to the gates of Duquesne, he
the army w^agons &c. passed to hide could do no more than distribute the

every trace by which the entombment troops along the frontiers in stockaded
could be discovered. forts ; more with a view to quiet the

Thus died a man w^iose good and fears of the inhabitants than from any
bad qualities were intimately blended, expectation of giving security on so

He was brave even to a fault and in extensive a line to the settlements,

regular service would have done honor During this interval in one of his tours
to his profession. His attachments along the frontier posts, he narrowly
were w\arm—his enmities were strong escaped according to the account after-

—and having no disguise about him, wards given by some of our people who
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were prisoners with tliem,

and eve witnesses at the
time of the [undeci2)hera-

ble] falling b}' an Indian
party who had waylaid (for

another purjjose) the com-
munication along which
with a small party of horse
oidy, he was j^assing— the
road in this place formed
a curve, and the prey they
were in w^eight for being
expected at the reverse part,

the Cajjtn. of the party had
gone across to observe the
number and manner of

their movement &c. in or-

der that he might make his

disposition accordingly,

leaving orders for the party
not to take notice of any
passengers the other way
till he returned to them

—

in the meantime, in the oj)-

j30site direction I passed
and escaped almost certain

destruction, for the weather
was raining and the few
carbines unfit for use if we
had escaped the first fire.

This happened near Fort
Vass. Never ceasing, in the

meantime, in his attemj^ts

to demonstrate to the Leg-
islature of Virginia— to

Lord Louden &c.—that the

only means of preventing
the devastations to which
the middle states were ex-

l^osed, was to remove the

cause. But the war by this

time raging in another
quarter of the continent,

all aj)plications were un-
heeded till the year 1758,

when an expedition against

Fort Duquesne was con-

certed and undertaken \\\\-

der the conduct of Genl.

Forl)es ; who though a

brave and good officer, was
so much debilitated by bad
health, and so illy supplied

with the means to carry on
the exjoedition, that it was
November before the troops

got to Loyalhanning fifty or
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sixty miles short of DuQuesne, and
even then was on the very point of

abandoning" the exhibition when some
seasonable supplies arriving, the army
was formed into three brigades—took

up its march— and moved forward
;

the brigade commanded by G. W. being
the leading one. Previous to this, and
during the time the arnjy lay at Loyal-

hanning, a circumstance occurred which
involved the life of G. AV. in as much
jeopardy as it had ever been before or

since.

The enemy sent out a large detach-

ment to reconnoitre our camp, and to

ascertain our strength ; in consequence
of intelligence that they were within

two miles of the camp a party com-
manded by Lieut. Colo. Mercer, of

the Virginia Line (a gallant and good
officer) was sent to dislodge them, be-

tween whom a severe conflict and hot
firing ensued, which lasting some time
and appearing to approach the camp, it

was conceived that our party was yield-

ing the ground, upon which G. W. with
permission of the Genl. called (per

dispatch) for volunteers and immedi-
ately marched at their head, to sus-

tain, as w^as conjectured, the retireing

troops. Led on by the firing till he
came within less than half a mile, and
it ceasing, he detached scouts to inves-

tigate the cause, and to communicate
his approach to his friend Colo. Mer-
cer, advancing slowly in the meantime.
But it being near dusk, and the intelli-

gence not having been fully dissimi-

nated among Colo. Mercer's corps,

and they taking us for the enemy who
had retreated approaching in another
direction, commenced a heavy fire upon
the relieving party which drew fire in

return in spite of all the exertions of

the officers, one of whom, and several

privates were killed and many wound-
ed before a stop could be put to it, to

accomplish which G. W. never Avas in

more imminent danger, by being be-

tween two fires, knocking up with his

sword the presented pieces.

When the army had got within about
twelve or fifteen miles of the Fort the
enemy dispairing of its defense, blew
it up, having first end)arked their artil-

er}^ stores and Troops, and retreated
by water down the Ohio, to their set-

tlements below. Thus ended that
Campaign, a little before Christmas, in

very inclement weather ; and the last

one made during that War by G. W.
whose health by this time (as it had
been declining for many months before,

occasioned by an inveterate disorder in

his bowels) became so precarious as to

induce him (having seen quiet restored
by this event to the frontiers of his

own country, which was the principal

inducement to his taking arms) to re-

sign his military appointments. The
sollicitation of the troops which he com-
manded to continue—their affectionate

farewell address to him when they
found the situation of his health and
other circumstances w^ould not allow it,

aifected him exceedingly, and in grate-

ful sensibility he expressed the warmth
of his attachment to them on that, and
his inclination to serve them on every
other future occasion.

The information given in these
sheets, though related from memor^^,
is, it is believed to be depended upon.
It is hastily and incorrectly related—
but not so much for these reasons,

as some others, it is earnestly re-

quested that after Colo. Humphreys
has extracted what he shall judge nec-

essary, and given it in his own lan-

guage, that the irhole of what is here

contained may be returned to G. W., or

committed to the flames—some of the

enumerations are trifling ; and perhaps
more important circumstances omitted

;

but just as they occurred to the mem-
ory, they were committed. If there are

any grains among them, Colo. H. can
easily seperate them from the chaff.
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THE COUNTRY PRINTER.

By IV. D. Howells.

The Illustrations by A. B. Frost.

MY earliest memories, or those

which I can make sure are not
the sort of early hearsay that

we mistake for remembrance later in

life, concern a country newspaper, or

rather a country printing-office. The
office was in my childish conscious-

ness some years l3efore the paper was

;

the compositors rhythmically swaying
before their cases of type ; the press-

man flinging himself back on the bar
that made the impression, with a swirl

of his long hair ; the apprentice roll-

ing the forms, and the foreman bend-
ing over the imposing-stone, were fa-

mihar to me when I could not grasp the

notion of any effect from their labors.

In due time I came to know all about
it, and to understand that these activi-

ties w^ent to the making of the Whig
newspaper which my father edited- to

the confusion of the Locofocos, and in

the especial interest of Henry Clay ; I

myself supported this leader so vigor-

ously for the presidency in my seventh
year, that it was long before I could
realize that the election of 1844 had re-

sulted in his defeat. My father had al-

ready been a printer for a good many
years, and some time in the early thir-

ties he had led a literary forlorn hope,

in a West Virginian town, with a month-
ly magazine, which he printed himself

and edited with the help of his sister.

As long as he remained in business he
remained a country editor and a coun-
try printer ; he began to study medi-
cine when he Avas a young man, but he
abandoned it for the calling of his life

without regret, and though with his

speculative and inventive temperament
he was tempted to experiment in other
things, I do not think he would ever

have lastingly forsaken his newspaper
for them. In fact, the art of printing
was in our blood ; it never brought us
great honor or profit ; and we were al-

ways ]3lanning and dreaming to get out
of it, or get it out of us ; but we are all

in some sort bound up with it still. To
me it is now so endeared by the associa-

tions of childhood, that I cannot breathe
the familiar odor of types and presses

without emotion ; and I should not be
surprised if I found myself trying to

cast a halo of romance about the old-

fashioned country office, in what I shall

have to say of it here.

n.

Our first newspaper was published in

southwestern Ohio, but after a series of

varying fortunes, which I need not
dwell upon, we found ourselves in pos-

session of an office in the northeastern
corner of the State, where the prevalent
political feeling promised a prosperity
to one of my father's anti-slavery opin-
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ions which he had never yet enjoyed.

He had no money, but in those tlays it

was an easy matter to get an interest

in a country 2)aper on credit, and we all

went gladly to work to help him lydy

for the share that he acquired in one
by this means. An office which gave a

fair enough living, as living was then,

could be bought for twelve or fifteen

hundred dollars ; but this was an un-

commonly good office, and I suppose
the half of it which my father took was
worth one sum or the other. After-

ward, within a few months, when it

was arranged to remove the paper from
the village where it had always been
published to the county-seat, a sort

of joint-stock comjjany was formed,

and the value of his moiety increased

so much, nominally at least, that he was
nearly ten years paying for it. By tliis

time I was long out of the story, but at

the beginning I was very vividly in it,

and before the world began to call me

Every sort of farm produce was legal tender at the printing-office

with that voice which the heart of youth
cannot resist, it was very interesting ; I

felt its charm then, and now, as I turn

back to it, I feel its charm again, though
it was always a story of steady work, if

not hard work.
The county-seat, w^here it had been

judged best to transfer the paper lest

some other paper of like politics should
be established there, was a village of

only six or seven hundred inhabitants.

But, as the United States Senator who
was one of its citizens used to say, it was
" a place of great political privileges."

The dauntless man who represented the

district in the House for twenty years,

and who had fought the anti-slavery bat-

tle from the first, was his fellow-villager,

and more than compeer in distinction
;

and besides these, there was nearly al-

ways a State Senator or Bepresentative
among us. The county officers, of course,

lived at the county-seat, and the leading
lawyers, who were the leading politi-

cians, made their homes in the shadow
of the court-house, where one of them
was presently elected to preside as

Judge of the Common Pleas. In poli-

tics, the county was already overwhelm-
ingly Freesoil, as the forerunner of the

Bepublican party was then called ; the

Whigs had hardly gathered themselves
together since the defeat of

General Scott for the presi-

dency ; the Democrats, though
dominant in State and Nation,

and faithful to slavery at every

^. election, did not greatly out-
^- number among us the zealots

called Comeouters, who would
not vote at all under a consti-

tution recognizing the right

of men to own men. Our
paper w^as Freesoil, and its

field was large among that

vast majority of the people
who believed that slave r}'

would finally perish if kept
out of the territories, and
confined to the old Slave

States. With the removal of

the press to the county-seat

there was a hoj^e that this

field could be widened, till

every Freesoil voter became
a subscriber. It did not faU

out so ; even of those who
suV)scribed in the ardor of their po-

litical sympathies, many never paid
;

but our list was nevertheless hand-

somely increased, and numbered fif-

teen or sixteen hundred. I do not

know how it may be now, but then

most country papers had a list of four

or five hundred subscribers : a few had

-Pace 542.
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a thousand, a very few twelve liuudred,

and these were fairly decimated by de-

lin(j[ueuts. AVe were so flown with hope
that I remember there was serious talk

" His children gathered about the same lamp with their books or their jokes."

—Page 548.

of risking the loss of the delinquents on
our list by exacting* payment in ad-

vance ; but the measure was thought
too bold, and we compromised by de-

manding two dollars a year for the
paper, and taking a dollar and a half if

paid in advance. Twenty-five years

later my brother, who had followed my
father in the business, discovered that

a man who never meant to i)ay for his

paper would as lief owe two dollars a

year for it as any less sum, and he at

last risked the loss of the delinquents
by requiring advance payment ; it was
an heroic venture, but it was perhaps
time to make it.

The people of the county were most-
ly farmers, and of these nearh' all were
dairymen. The few manufactures were
on a small scale, except perhaps the

making of oars, which w^ere shipped all

over the w^orld from the heart of the
primeval forests densely wooding the
vast levels of the region. The portable

steam saw-mills dropped
down on the borders of the
woods have long since eaten
their way through and
through them, and devoured
ever}' stick of timber in most
places, and drunk up the

water-courses that the w^oods
once kept full ; but at that

time half the land was in

the shadow of those mighty
poplars and hickories, elms
and chestnuts, ashes and
hemlocks ; and the meadows
that pastured the herds of

red cattle were dotted wdth
stumps as thick as harvest

stubble. Now there are not
even stumjDS ; the woods are

gone, and the water-courses

are torrents in spring and
beds of dry cla^^ in summer.
The meadows themselves
have vanished, for it has been
found that the strong yellow-

soil will produce more in

grain than in milk. There is

more money in the hands of

the farmers there, though
there is still so little that by
any city scale it would seem
comically little, pathetically

little ; but forty years ago
there was so much less that fifty dollars

seldom passed through a farmer's hands
in a year. Payment was made in kind
rather than in coin, and every soi-t of

farm produce was legal tender at the

printing-office. Wood was welcome in

any quantity, for the huge box-stove

consumed it with inappeasable vorac-

ity, and then did not heat the wide low
room which was at once editorial-room,

composing-room, and press-room. Per-

haps this was not so much the fault of

the stove as of the building ; in that

cold lake -shore country the people

dwelt in w^ooden stiTictures almost as

thin and flimsy as tents ; and often in

the first winter of our sojourn, the type

froze solid with the water which the

compositor put on it when he wished
to distribute his case ; the inking roll-
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ers bad to be thawed before they could

be used on the press, and if the current

of the editor's soul had not been the

most genial that ever flowed in this

rough world, it must have been con-

gealed at its source. The cases of type

had to be placed very near the windows
so as to get all the light there was, and
they got all the cold there was, too.

From time to time, the compositor's

fingers became so stiff that blowing on
them would not avail ; he passed the

time in excursions between his stand

and the stove ; in very cold weather, he
practised the device of warming his

whole case of types by the fire, and
when it lost heat, warming it again.

The man at the press-wheel was then
the enviable man ; those who handled
the chill damp sheets of paper were no
more fortunate than the compositors.

The first floor of our office-

building was used by a sash

and blind factory ; there was
a machine-shop somewhere
in it, and a mill for sawing
out shingles ; and it was bet-

ter fitted to the exercise of

these robust industries than
to the requirements of our
more delicate craft. Later,

we had a more comfortable
place, in a new wooden
" business block," and for

several years before I left it,

the office was domiciled in

an old dwelling-house, which
we bought, and which we
used without much change.

It could never have been a

very luxurious dwelling, and
my associations with it are

of a wintry cold, scarcely

less polar than that we were
inured to elsewhere. In fact,

the climate of that region is

rough and fierce ; and the

lake winds have a malice
sharper than the saltest gales

of the North Shore of Mas-
sachusetts. I know that
there were lovely summers
and lovelier autumns in my
time there, full of sunsets of a strange,

wild, melancholy splendor, I suppose
from some atmospheric influence of the
lake ; but I think chiefly of the winters,

so awful to us after the mild seasons of

southern Ohio ; the frosts of ten and
twenty below ; the village streets and
the country roads drowned in snow, the

consumptives in the thin houses, and the

"slipin'," as the sleighing was called, that

lasted from December to April with
hardly a break. At first our family was
housed on a farm a little way out, be-

cause there was no tenement to be had
in the village, and my father and I used
to walk to and from the office together
in the morning and eveuing. I had
taught myself to read S]3anish, in my
passion for Don Quixote, and I was
then, at the age of fifteen, preparing to

write a life of Cervantes. This scheme
occupied me a good deal in those bleak

walks, and perhaps because my head
was so hot with it, my feet were always
very cold ; but my father assured me

Pecking at the type in his case, ' Like an old hen pickin' up millet.' "—P. 548.

that they would get warm as soon as

my boots froze. If I have never yet

written that life of Cervantes, on the

other hand I have never been quite able
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to make it clear to myself why my feet

should have got warm when my boots

froze.

m.

It may have been only a theory of

his ; it may have been a joke. He had
a great many theories and a great many
jokes, and, together these always kept

life interesting and sunshiny to him.

With his serene temperament and his

happy doubt of disaster in any form, he

was singularly well fitted to encounter

the hardships of a country editor's lot.

But for the moment, and for what now
seems a long time after the removal
of our paper to the county-seat, these

seemed to have vanished. The print-

ing-office was the centre of civic and
social interest ; it was frequented by
visitors at all times, and on publication-

day it was a scene of gayety that looks a

little incredible in the retrospect. The
place was as bare and rude as a print-

ing-office seems always to be : the walls

were splotched with ink and the floor

littered with refuse newspapers ; but
lured by the novelty of the affair, and
perhaps attracted by a natural curiosity

to see what manner of strange men the

printers were, the school-girls and young
ladies of the village flocked in, and made
it like a scene of comic opera, with their

pretty dresses and faces, their eager

chatter, and lively energy in folding the

papers and addressing them to the

subscribers, while our fellow-citizens of

the place, like the bassos and baritones

and tenors of the chorus, stood about
and looked on with faintly sarcastic

faces. It would not do to think now of

what sorrow life and death have since

wrought for all those happy young creat-

ures, but I may recall without too much
pathos the sensation when some citizen

volunteer relaxed from his gravity far

enough to relieve the regular mercenary
at the crank of our huge power-press
wheel, amid the applause of the whole
company.
We were very vain of that press,

which replaced the hand-press hitherto

employed in printing the paper. This

was of the style and make of the hand-
press which superseded the Ilamage
press of Franklin's time ; but it had been

Vol. XIII.—5.3

decided to signalize our new depart-

ure by the purchase of a power-press
of modern contrivance, and of a speed
fitted to meet the demands of a sub-
scription list which might be indefinite-

ly extended. A deputation of the lead-

ing politicians accompanied the editor

to New York, where he went to choose
the machine, and where he bought a
second-hand Adams press of the ear-

liest pattern and patent. I do not know,
or at this date I would not undertake to

say, just what principle governed his

selection of this superannuated veteran
;

it seems not to have been very cheap
;

but possibly he had a prescience of the

disabilities which were to task his inge-

nuity to the very last days of that press.

Certainly no man of less gift and skill

could have coped with its infirmities, and
I am sure that he thoroughly enjoyed
nursing it into such activity as carried

it hysterically through those far-off pub-
lication days. It had obscure function-

al disorders of various kinds, so that it

would from time to time cease to act,

and would have to be doctored by the
hour before it would go on. There was
probably some organic trouble, too, for

though it did not really fall to pieces

on our hands, it showed itself incapable
of profiting by several improvements
which he invented, and could, no doubt,
have successfully applied to the press if

its constitution had not been under-
mined. It went with a crank set in a

prodigious fly-wheel, which revolved at

a great rate, till it came to the moment
of making the impression, when the

whole mechanism was seized with such
a reluctance as nothing but an heroic

effort at the crank could overcome. It

finally made so great a draft upon our
forces that it was decided to substitute

steam for muscle in its operation, and
we got a small engine, which could fully

sympathize with the press in having
seen better days. I do not know that

there was anything the matter with the

engine itself, but the boiler had some
peculiarities which might well mystif}'

the casual spectator. He could easily

have satisfied himself that there was no
danger of its blowing up, when he saw
my brother feeding bran or corn-meal
into its safety-valve, in order to fill up
certain seams or fissures in it, which
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caused it to give out at the moments
of the greatest reluctance in the press.

But still, he must have had his misgiv-

ings of latent danger of some other kind,

though nothing ever actually happened
of a hurtful character. To this day, I

do not know just where those seams or

fissures were, but I think they were in

the boiler-head, and that it was there-

fore suffering from a kind of chronic

fracture of the skull. What is certain

is that, somehow, the engine and the

press did alw^ays get us through publi-

cation day, and not only with safety

but often with credit ; so that not long
ago, when I was at home, and my broth-

er and I were looking over an old file

of his paper, we found it much better

printed than either of us expected ; as

well printed, in fact, as if it had been
done on an old hand-press, instead of

the steam-power press which it vaunted
the use of. The wonder was that, un-
der all the disadvantages, the paper was
ever printed on our steam-power press

at all ; it was little short of miraculous
that it was legibly printed, and alto-

gether unaccountable that such impres-
sions as we found in that file could

come from it. Of course, they were not
average impressions ; they were the

very best out of the whole edition, and
were as creditable as the editorial make-
up of the sheet.

IV.

On the first page was a poem, which
I suppose I must have selected, and then

a story, filling all the rest of the page,

which my brother more probably chose
;

for he had a decided fancy in fiction,

and had a scrap-book of inexhaustible

riches, which he could draw upon indefi-

nitely for old personal or family favor-

ites. The next page was filled with
selections of various kinds, and with

original matter interesting to farmers.

Then came a page of advertisements, and
then the editorial page, where my father

had given his opinions of the political

questions which interested him, and
which he thought it the duty of the

country press to discuss, with sometimes
essays in the field of religion and morals.

There was a letter of two columns from

Washington, contributed every week by
the congressman who represented our
district ; and there was a letter from New
York, written by a young lady of the
county w^ho was studying art under a

master of portraiture then flourishing

in the metropolis ; if that is not stating

it too largely for the renown of Thomas
Hicks, as we see it in a vanishing per-

spective. The rest of this page, as well

as the greater part of the next, was filled

with general news, clipped from the daily

papers, and partlj^ condensed from them.
There was also such local intelligence

as offered itself, and communications
on the affairs of village and county ; but
the editor did not welcome tidings of

new barns and abnormal vegetation, or
flatter hens to lay eggs of unusual size

or with unusual frequency by undue
public notice. All that order of minute
neighborhood gossip which now makes
the country paper a sort of open letter,

was then unknown. He published mar-
riages and deaths, and such obituary

notices as the sorrowing fondness of

friends prompted them to send him
;

and he introduced the custom of pub-
lishing births, after the English fashion,

which the people took to kindly.

We had an ambition, even so remotely
as that day, in the direction of the illus-

tration which has since so flourished in

the newspapers. Till then we had never
gone farther in the art than to print a
jubilant raccoon over the news of some
Whig victory, or what was to the same
purpose, an inverted cockerel in mock-
ery of the beaten Democrats ; but now
we rose to the notion of illustrated jour-

nalism. We published a story with a
woodcut in it, and we watched to see

how that cut came out all through the

edition with a pride that was perhaps
too exhaustive ; at any rate, we never
tried another.

Of course, much of the political writ-

ing in the paper was controversial, and
was carried on with editors of other

opinions elsewhere in the county, for we
had no rival in our own village. In this,

which has always been the vice of Amer-
ican journalism, the country press was
then fully as provincial as the great met-
ropolitan journals are now. These may
be more pitilessly personal in the con-

duct of their political discussions, and
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a little more skilled in obloquy and in-

sult ; but the bickering went on in the

country papers quite as idly and foolish-

ly. I fancy nobody really cared for our
quarrels, and that those who followed

them were disgusted when they were
more than merely wearied.

The space given to them might better

have been given even to original poetry.

This was sometimes accepted, but was
not invited ; though our sixth page com-
monly began with a copy of verse of

some kind. Then came more prose se-

lections, but never at any time accounts
of murder or violent crimes, which the

editor abominated in themselves and
believed thoroughly corrupting. Ad-
vertisements of various kinds filled out
the sheet, which was simple and quiet in

typography, wholly without the hand-
bill display which now renders nearly all

newspapers repulsive to the eye. I am
rather proud, in my quality of printer,

that this was a style which I established
;

and we maintained it against all adver-

tisers, who then as now wished to out-

shriek one another in large types and
ugly woodcuts.

It was by no means easy to hold a
firm hand with the " live business men "

of our village and county, who came out
twice a year with the spring and fall

announcements of their fresh stocks of

goods, which they had personally vis-

ited New York to lay in ; but one of the

moral advantages of an enterprise so

modest as ours was that the counting-
room and the editorial-room were united
under the same head, and this head was
the editor's. After all, I think we lost

nothing by the bold stand we made in

behalf of good taste, and at any rate we
risked it when we had not the courage
to cut off our delinquent subscribers.

We had business advertising from all

the villages in the county, for the paper
had a large circle of readers in each, and
a certain authority, in virtue of repre-

senting the county seat. But a great
deal of our advertising was of patent
medicines, as the advertising still is in

the country papers. It was very profit-

able, and so was the legal advertising,

when we could get the money for it.

The money had to come by order of

court, and about half the time the or-

der of court failed to include the costs

of advertising. Then we did not get it,

and we never got it, though we were al-

ways glad to get the legal advertising on
the chance of getting the pay. It was not
ofiicial, but was made up of the lawyers'

notices to defendants of the suits brought
against them. If it had all been paid for,

I am not sure that we should now be in a
position to complain of the ingratitude of

the working-classes, or prepared to dis-

cuss, from a vantage of personal experi-

ence, the duty of vast wealth to the com-
munity ; but still we should have been
better off for that money, as well as the

money we lost by a large and loyal list

of delinquent subscribers. From time
to time there were stirring appeals to

these adherents in the editorial col-

umns, which did not stir them, and again
the most flattering offers to take any
kind of produce in payment of subscrip-

tion. Sometimes my brother boldly

tracked the delinquents to their lairs.

In most cases I fancy they escaped what-
ever arts he used to take them ; many
died peaceful^ in their beds afterward,

and their debts follow them to this day.

Still, he must now and then have got
money from them, and I am sure he did

get different kinds of " trade." Once, I

remember, he brought back in the tail

of his wagon a young pig, a pig so very

young that my father pronounced it

"merely an organization." Whether it

had been wrought to frenzy or not by
the strange experiences of its journey, I

cannot say, but as soon as it was set

down on the ground it began to run
madly, and it kept on running till it fell

down and perished miserably. It had
been taken for a year's subscription, and
it was quite as if we had lost a delinquent

subscriber.

V.

Upon the whole, our paper was an
attempt at conscientious and self-re-

spectful journalism ; it addressed itself

seriously to the minds of its readers ; it

sought to form their tastes and opin-

ions. I do not know how much it in-

fluenced them, if it influenced them at

all, and as to any effect beyond the cir-

cle of its subscribers, that cannot be
imagined, even in a fond retrospect.

But since no good effort is altogether
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lost, I am sure that this endeavor must
have had some tacit efiect ; and I am
very sure that no one got harm from a

sincerity of conviction that devoted it-

self to the highest interest of the read-

er, that appealed to nothing base, and
flattered nothing foolish in him. It

went from our home to the homes of

the people in a very literal sense, for

my father usually brought his ex-

changes from the office at the end of

his day there, and made his selections

or wrote his editorials while the house-

hold work went on around him, and his

children gathered about the same lamp,

with their books or their jokes ; there

were apt to be a good many of both.

Our county was the most characteris-

tic of that remarkable group of coun-

ties in northern Ohio, called the West-
ern Reserve, and forty years ago the

po2:)ulation was almost purely New Eng-
land in origin, either by direct settle-

ment from Connecticut, or indirectly

after the sojourn of a generation in

Xew York State. We were ourselves

from southern Ohio, where the life was
then strongly tinged by the adjoining

life of Kentucky and Virginia, and w^e

found these transplanted Yankees cold

and blunt in their manners ; but w^e

did not undervalue their virtues. They
formed in that day a leaven of right

thinking and feeling which was to

leaven the whole lump of the otherwise

proslavery or indifferent State ; and I

suppose that outside of the antislavery

circles of Boston, there was nowhere in

the country a population so resolute and
so intelligent in its political opinions.

They were very radical in every way,

and hospitable to novelty of all kinds. I

imagine that they tested more new re-

ligions and new patents than have been
even heard of in less inquiring com-
munities. When w^e came among them
they had lately been swept by the fires

of spintualism, which had left behind
a great deal of smoke and ashes where
the inherited New England orthodoxy
had been. A belief in the saving effi-

cacy of spirit phenomena still exists

among them, but not, I fancy, at all in

the former measure, when nearly every

household had its medium, and the ta-

bles that tipped outnumbered the tables

that did not tip. The old New York

Tribune, which was circulated in the
county almost as widely as our own pa-
per, had deeply schooled the people in

the economics of Horace Greeley, and
they were ready for any sort of millen-

nium, religious or industrial, that should
arrive, while they looked very wisely
after the main chance in the meantime.
They were temperate, hard - working,
hard thinking folks, who dwelt on their

scattered farms, and came up to the
County Fair once a year, when they
were apt to visit the printing-office and
pay for their papers. In spite of the

English superstition to the contrary, the
average American is not very curious,

if one may judge from his reticence in

the presence of things strange enough
to excite question ; and if our craft sur-

prised these witnesses they rarely con-
fessed it.

They thought it droll, as people of

the simpler occupations are apt to think
all the more complex arts, and one of

them once went so far in expression of

his humorous conception as to say, after

a long stare at one of the compositors
dodging and pecking at the type in his

case, " Like an old hen pickin' up mil-

let." This sort of silence, and this sort

of comment, both exasperated the print-

ers, who took their revenge as they could.

They fed it full, once, when a country
subscriber's horse, tied before the office,

crossed his hind legs and sat down in

his harness like a tired man, and they
proposed to go out and offer him a

chair, to take him a glass of w^ater, and
ask him to come inside. But fate did

not often give them such innings ; they

mostly had to create their chances of

reprisal, but they did not mind that.

There was always a good deal of talk

going on, but although we were very

ardent politicians, the talk was not po-

litical. When it was not mere banter,

it was mostly literary ; we disputed

about authors among ourselves, and
wdth the village wits who dropped in.

There were several of these w^ho were
readers, and they liked to stand with

their backs to our stove, and challenge

opinion concerning Holmes and Poe,

Irving and Macaulay, Pope and Byron,

Dickens and Shakespeare.

It was Shakespeare who was oftenest

on our tongues ; indeed, the printing-
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office of former days had so much affini-

ty with the theatre, that compositors and
comedians were easily convertible ; and I

have seen our printers engaged in hand-

to-hand combats with column-rules, two
up and two down, quite like the real

bouts on the stage. Religion entered a

good deal into our discussions, which my
father, the most tolerant of men, would
not suffer to become irreverent, even on
the lips of law-students bathing them-
selves in the fiery spirit of Tom Paine.

He was willing to meet anyone in debate

of moral, religious, or pohtical questions,

and the wildest - haired Comeouter, the

most ruthless sceptic, the most credu-

lous spiritualist, found him ready to take

them seriously, even when it was hard
not to take them in joke.

It was part of his duty, as publisher

of the paper, to bear patiently with an-

other kind of frequenter : the type of

farmer who thought he wished to dis-

continue his paper, and really wished to

be talked into continuing it. I think

he rather enjoyed letting the subscriber

talk himself out, and carrying him from
point to point in his argument, always
consenting that he knew best what he
wanted to do, but skilfully persuading
him at last that a home-paper was more
suited to his needs than any city substi-

tute. Once I could have given the heads
of his reasoning, but they are gone from
me now. The editor was especially in-

terested in the farming of the region,

and I think it was partly owing to the

attention he called to the question that

its character was so largely changed. It

is still a dairy country, but now it ex-

ports grain, and formerly the farmers
had to buy their flour.

He did not neglect any real local in-

terest in his purpose of keeping his

readers alive to matters of more general
importance, but he was fortunate in ad-

dressing himself to people who cared
for the larger, if remoter, themes he
loved. In fact, as long as slavery re-

mained a question in our politics, they
had a seriousness and dignity which the

present generation can hardly imagine
;

and men of all callings felt themselves
uplifted by the appeal this question
made to their reason and conscience.

My father constantly taught in his paper
that if slavery could be kept out of the

territories it would perish, and, as I

have said, this was the belief of the vast

majority of his readers. They were
more or less fervid in it, according to

their personal temperaments ; some of

them were fierce in their convictions,

and some humorous, but they were all

in earnest. The editor sympathized
more with those who took the true faith

gayly. All were agreed that the Fugi-
tive Slave Law was to be violated at any
risk ; it would not have been possible to

take an escaping slave out of that coun-
ty without bloodshed, but the people
would have enjoyed outwitting his cap-

tors more than destroying them. Even
in the great John Brown times, when it

was known that there was a deposit of

his impracticable pikes somewhere in

our woods, and he and his followers

came and went among us on some mys-
terious business of insurrectionary aim,

the affair had its droll aspects which
none appreciated more keenly than the

Quaker-born editor. With his cheerful

scepticism, he could never have believed

that any harm or danger would come of

it all ; and I think he would have been
hardly surprised to wake up any morning
and find that slavery had died suddenly
during the night, of its own iniquity.

He was like all country editors then,

and I dare say now, in being a printer as

well as an editor, and he took a full share

in the mechanical labors. These were
formerly much more burdensome, for

twice or three times the composition was
then done in the country offices. At the

present day the country printer buys of

a city agency his paper already printed

on one side, and he gets it for the cost

of the blank paper, the agency finding

its account in the advertisements it puts

in. Besides this patent inside, as it is

called, the printer buys stereoty}ied se-

lections of other agencies, w^hich offer

him almost as wide a range of matter

as the exchange newspapers he used to

choose from. The few columns left for

local gossip and general news, and for

whatever editorial comment he cares to

make on passing events, can be easily

filled up by two compositors. But in

my time we had three journeymen at

work and two or three girl-compositors,

and commonly a boy-apprentice besides.

The paper was richer in a personal qual-
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ity, and the priuting-office was unques-
tionably more of a school. After we
began to take giii-apprentices it became
coeducative, as far as they cared to

profit by it ; but I think it did not serve

to widen their thoughts or quicken their

wits as it did those of the men. They
looked to their craft as a living, not as a

life, and they had no pride in it. They
did not learn the whole trade, as the

journeymen had done, and served only
such a brief apprenticeship as fitted

them to set type. They were then paid
by the thousand ems, and their earn-

ings were usually as great at the end of

a month as at the end of a year. But
the boy who came up from his father's

farm, with the wish to be a printer be-

cause Franklin had been one, and with
the intent of making the office his univer-

sity, began by sweeping it out, by hew-
ing wood and carrying water for it. He
became a roller-boy, and served long be-

hind the press before he was promoted
to the case, where he learned slowly and
painfully to set type. His wage was
forty dollars a year and two suits of

clothes, for three years, when his ap-

prenticeship ended, and his wander-
years (too often literally) began. He
was glad of being inky and stained with
the marks of his trade ; he wore a four-

cornered paper cap, in the earlier stages

of his service, and even an apron. When
he became a journeyman, he clothed him-
self in black doeskin and broadcloth,

and put on a silk hat, and the thinnest-

soled fine boots that could be found, and
comported himself as much like a man
of the world as he knew how to do.

His work brought him acquainted with
a vast variety of interests, and kept his

mind as well as hands employed ; he
could not help thinking about them, and
he did not fail to talk about them. His
comments had generally a slightly acid

flavor, and his constant survey of the

world, in the " map of busy life " always
under his eye, bred in him the contempt
of familiarity. He was none the less

agreeable for that, and the jokes that

flew about from case to case in our office

were something the editor would have
been the last man to interfere with. He
read or wrote on through them all, and
now and then turned from his papers to

join in them.

VI.

The journeyman of that time and
place was much better than the printer
whom we had known earlier and in a
more lax civilization, who was too apt
to be sober only when he had not the
means to be otherwise, and who arrived
out of the unknown with nothing in his

pocket, and departed into it with only
money enough to carry him to the next
printing-office. If we had no work for

him it was the custom to take up a col-

lection in the office, and he accepted it

as a usage of the craft, without loss of

self-respect. It could happen that his

often infirmity would overtake him be-
fore he got out of town, but in this case
he did not return for a second collec-

tion ; I suppose that would not have
been g'ood form. Now and then a print-

er of this earlier sort appeared among
us for a little time, but the air of the
Western Reserve was somehow un-
friendly to him, and he soon left us for

the kindlier clime of the Ohio Biver, or
for the more southerly region which we
were ourselves sometimes so homesick
for, and which his soft, rolling accent so

pleasantly reminded us of. Still, there
seemed to be something about the busi-

ness—perhaps the arsenic in the type-
metal—which everywhere infected the
morals with a sort of paresis, as it was
said sometimes to affect the nerves.

There was one of our printers who
was a capital compositor, a most engag-
ing companion, and of unimpeachable
Western Keserve lineage, who would
work along in apparent perpetuity on
the line of duty, and then suddenly de-

flect from it. If he wanted a day off, or
several days, he would take the time,

without notice, and with a princely in-

difference to any exigency we might be
in. He came back when he chose, and
offered to go to work again, and I do
not remember that he was ever refused.

He was never in drink ; his behavior
was the effect of some obscure principle

of conduct, unless it was that moral con-

tagion from the material he wrought in.

I do not know that he was more char-

acteristic, though, than another printer

of ours, who was dear to my soul from
the quaintness of his humor and his

love of literature. I think he was, upon
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the whole, the most original spirit I have
known, and it was not the least part of

his originality that he was then aiming
to become a professor in some college,

and was diligently training himself for

the calling in all the leisure he could

get from his work. The usual thing
would have been to read law and crowd
forward in political life, but my friend

despised this common ideal. We were
both studying Latin, he quite by him-
self, as he studied Greek and German,
and I with such help as I could find in

reciting to a kindly old minister, who
had forgotten most of his own Latin,

and whom I do not now wish to blame
for falling asleep over the lessons in my
presence ; I did not know them well

enough to keep him up to the work.
My friend and I read the language, he
more and I less, and we tried to speak it

together, to give ourselves consequence,
and to have the pleasure of saying be-

fore some people's faces what we should
otherwise have said behind their backs

;

I should not now undertake to speak
Latin to achieve either of these aims.

Besides this, we read a great deal to-

gether, mainly Shakespeare and Cer-
vantes. I had a task of a certain num-
ber of thousand eras a day, and when I

had finished that I was free to do what
I liked ; he would stop work at the same
time, and then we would take our Don
Quixote into some clean, sweet beech-
woods there were near the village, and
laugh our hearts out over it. I can see

my friend's strange face now, very reg-

ular, very fine, and smooth as a girl's,

with quaint blue eyes, shut long, long
ago, to this dolce lome ; and some day I

should like to tell all about him ; but
this is not the place. When the war
broke out he left the position he had
got by that time in some college or acad-
emy farther West, and went into the
army. One morning, in Louisiana, he
was killed by a guerilla who got a shot
at him when he was a little way from
his company, and who was probably
proud of picking off the Yankee cap-

tain. But as yet such a fate was unim-
aginable. He was the first friend of my
youth ; he was older than I by five or
six years ; but we met in an equality of

ambition and purpose, though he was
rather more inclined to the severity of

the scholar's ideal, and I hoped to slip

through somehow with a mere literary

use of my learning.

vn.

As I have tried to say, the printers

of that day had nearly all some affinity

with literature, if not some love of it
;

it was in a sort alwaj^s at their fingers'

ends, and they must have got some
touch of it whether they would or not.

They thought their trade a poor one,

moneywise, but they were fond of it

and they did not often forsake it. Their
hope was somehow to get hold of a
country paper and become editors and
publishers ; and my friend and I, when
he was twenty-four and I eighteen, once
crossed over into Pennsylvania, where
we had heard there was a paper for sale

;

but we had not the courage to offer even
promises to pay for it. The craft had
a repute for insolvency which it merited,

and it was at odds with the community
at large by reason of something not im-
mediately intelligible in it or at least not
classifiable. I remember that when I

began to write a certain story of mine, I

told Mark Twain, who was once a print-

er, that I was going to make the hero a

printer, and he said, " Better not. Peo-
ple will not understand him. Printing-

is something every village has in it, but
it is always a sort of mystery, and the

reader does not like to be perplexed
by something that he thinks he knows
about." This seemed very acute and
just, though I made my hero a printer

all the same, and I offer it to the pub-
lic as a light on the anomalous relation

the country printer bears to his fellow-

citizens. They see him following his

strange calling among them, but to nei-

ther wealth nor worship, and they can-

not understand why he does not take

up something else, something respecta-

ble and remunerative ; they feel that

there must be something weak, some-
thing wrong in a man who is willing to

wear his life out in a vocation Avhicli

keeps him poor and dependent on the

favor they grudge him. It is like the
relation which all the arts bear to the

world, and which is peculiarly thankless
in a purely commercial civilization like
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ours ; tbougli I cannot pretend that

printing is an art in the highest sense.

I have heard old journeymen claim that

it was a profession and ought to rank
with tlie learned professions, but I am
afraid that was from too fond a pride in

it. It is in one sort a handicraft, like

any other, like carpentering or stone-

cutting ; but it has its artistic delight,

as every handicraft has. There is the

ideal in all work ; and I have had mo-
ments of insurpassable gladness in feel-

ing that I had come near the ideal in

what I had done in my trade. This
joy is the right of every worker, and in

so far as modern methods have taken it

from him they have wronged him. I

can understand Ruskin in his wish to re-

store it to some of the handicrafts which
have lost it in the " base mechanical

"

oj)erations of the great manufactories,

where men spend their lives in making
one thing, or one part of a thing, and
cannot follow their work constructively.

If that were to be the end, the operative

would forever lose the delight in work
which is the best thing in the world.

But I hope this is not to be the end, and
that when people like again to make
things for use and not merely for profit,

the workman will have again the reward
that is more than wages.

I know that in the old-fashioned coun-
tiy printing-office we had this, and we
enjoyed our trade as the decorative art

it also is. Questions of taste constantly

arose in the arrangement of a title-page,

the display of a placard or a handbill,

the use of this type or that. They did
not go far, these questions, but they
employed the critical faculty and the
aesthetic instinct, and they allied us,

however slightly and unconsciously, with
the creators of the beautiful.

But now, it must be confessed, print-

ing has shared the fate of all other hand-
icrafts. Thanks to united labor, it is

better paid in each of its subdivisions

than it once was as a whole. In my
time, the hire of a first-rate country
printer, who usually worked by the week,
was a dollar a day ; but of course this

was not so little in 1852 as it would be
in 1892. My childish remembrance is

of the journeymen working two hours
after supper, every night, so as to make
out a day of twelve hours ; but at the

time I write of the day of ten hours was
the law and the rule, and nobody worked
longer, except when the President's mes-
sage was to be put in type, or on some
other august occasion.

The pay is not only increased in pro-
portion to the cost of living, but it is

really greater, and the conditions are
all very much better. But I believe no
apprentice now learns the whole trade,

and each of our printers, forty years ago,

would have known how to do everything
in the kind of office he hoped some day
to own. He would have had to make a
good many things which the printer now
buys, and first among them the rollers,

which are used for inking the types on
the press. These were of a composition
of glue and molasses, and were of an
india-rubbery elasticity and consistency,

as long as they were in good condition.

But with use and time, they became
hard, the ink smeared on them, and they
failed to impart it evenly to the type

;

they had to be thrown away, or melted
over again. This was done on the office

stove, in a large bucket which they were
cut up into, with fresh glue and molas-
ses added. It seems in the retrospect

to have been rather a simple affair, and
I do not now see why casting a roller

should have involved so much absolute

failure, and rarely have given a satisfac-

tory result. The mould was a large cop-

per cylinder, and the wooden core of the

roller was fixed in place by an iron cap-

and foot-piece. The mixture boiled

away, as it now seems to me, for daj^s,

and far into the sleepy nights, when as a

child I was proud of sitting up with it

very late. Then at some weird hour,

my father or my brother j^oured it into

the mould, and we went home and left

the rest with fate. The next morning the

whole office crowded round to see the

roller drawn from the mould, and it usu-

ally came out with such long hollows

and gaps in its sides that it had to be
cut up at once, and melted over again.

At present, all rollers are bought some-
where in New York or Chicago, I be-

lieve, and a printer would no more think

of making a roller than of making any
other part of his press. " And youknow,"
said my brother, who told me of this

change, " we don't wet the paper now."
" Good heavens," said I, " you don't print
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it dri/ / " " Yes, aud it doesn't blur any
more than if it were wet." I suppose
wetting the paper was a usage that an-

tedated the invention of movable types.

It used to be drawn quire by quire,

through a vat of clear water, and then

the night before publication day, it was
turned and sprinkled. Now it was
printed dry, I felt as if it were time to

class Benjamin Franklin with the sun-

myths.

vm.

Publication day was always a time of

great excitement. We were busy all the

moiTiing getting the last editorials and
the latest news in tyjoe, and when the

paper went to press in the afternoon,

the entire force was drafted to the work
of helping the engine and the press

through their various disabilities and re-

luctances. Several hands were needed
to run the press, even when it was in a

willing frame ; others folded the papers
as they came from it ; as many more
were called off from their wonted work
to address them to the subscribers ; for,

with the well-known fickleness of their

sex, the young ladies of the village ceased

" Skilfully persuading him at last that a home paper was more suited to his

needs.' —Page 549.

to do this as soon as the novelt^^ of the

affair wore off. Still, the office was al-

ways rather a lively scene, for the paper
was not delivered at the village houses,

and each subscriber came and got his

copy ; the villagers began to come about
the hour we went to press, the neighbor-
ing farmers called next day, and through-
out the week. Nearly everybody who
witnessed the throes of our machinery
had advice or sympathy to offer, and in

a place where many people were of a
mechanical turn, the spectacular failure

of the editor's additions and improve-
ments was naturally a source of public
entertainment

;
perhaps others got as

much pleasure out of his inventions as

he did.

Of course, about election time the ex-

citement was intensified ; we had no
railroad or telegraphic communication
with the outer world, but it was felt that

we somehow had the news, and it was
known that we had the latest papers
from Cleveland, and that our sheet would
report the intelligence from them. Af-

ter all, however, there was nothing very

burning or seething in the eagerness of

our subscribers. They could wait ; their

knowledge of the event would not change
it, or add or take away one vote either

way. I dare say it is not so very differ-

ent now, when the railroad and the tele-

graph have made the little place simul-

taneous with New York and London.
We people who fret our
lives out in cities, do not
know how tranquil life in

the country still is. We talk

of the whirl and rush, as if

it went on everywhere, but
if you will leave the express

train anywhere and pass
five miles into the country,

away from the great
through lines, you will not
find the whirl and rush.

People sometimes go mad
there from the dulness and
the ennui, as in the cities

they sometimes go mad
from the stress and the

struggle ; and the problem
of equalizing conditions has

no phase more interesting

than that of getting the

good of the city and the

country out of the one into the other.

The old-fashioned country newspaper
formed almost the sole intellectual ex-

perience of the remote and quiet folks

who dwelt in their lonely farmsteads
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on the borders of the woods, with few
neighbors, and infrequent visits to the

township centre, where the church, a
store or two, and a tavern constituted a

But by far the greater number of our
subscribers took no paper but our own.
I do not know whether there is much
more reading done now on the farms,

Well, let's see what old Horace says this week."

village. They got it out of the post-

office there once a week, and read it in

the scanty leisure left them by their

farm-work, or their household drudgery,
and I dare say they found it interesting.

There were some men in every neighbor-
hood, tongueyer than the rest, who, when
they called on us, seemed to have got it

by heart, and who were ready to defend
or combat its positions with all comers

;

this sort usually took some other paper,
too, an agricultural paper, or the New
York Tr;/bune, as they called it ; or the
weekly edition of a Cleveland journal

;

it was generally believed that Horace
Greeley wrote everything in the Tnj~
bune, and when a country subscriber
unfolded his Tryhune, he said, with
comfortable expectation, " Well, let's

see what old Horace says this week."

but I doubt it. In the villages, how=
ever, the circulation of the nearest city

dailies is prett}^ general, and there is a

large sale of the Sunday editions. I am
not sure that this is an advantage, but
in the undeniable decay of interest in

the local preaching, some sort of men-
tal relish for the only day. of leisure is

necessary. It is not so much a pity

that they read the Sunday papers, as

that the Sunday paj^ers are so bad. If

they were carefully and conscientiously

made up, they could be of great use
;

they wait their reformer, and they do
not seem impatient for him.

In the old time, we i)rinters were
i-ather more in touch with the world
outside on the journalistic lines than

most of our fellow-villagers, but other-

wise we were as remote as any of them,
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aud tlie weekly issue of the paper had
not often auvthiiig" tumultuously excit-

ing for us. The j^reatest event of our
year was the pubhcation of the Presi-

" Now and then a printer of this earlier type appeared among

dent's Message, w^hich w^as a thrill in

my childish life long before I had any
conception of its meaning. I fancy
that the patent inside, now so univer-

sally used by the country papers, orig-

inated in the custom which the print-

ers within easy reach of a large city had
of supplying themselves with an edi-

tion of the President's Message, to be
folded into their own sheet, when they
did not print their outside on the back
of it. There was always a hot rivalry

between the local papers in getting out
the Message, wdiether it was bought
ready printed, or whether it was set up
in the office and printed in the body
of the paper. We had no local rival,

but all the same w^e made haste when it

was a question of the Message. The
printers filled their cases with type,

ready for the early copy of the Mes-
sage, which the editor used every de-

vice to secure ; when it was once in

hand they worked day and night till

it was all up, and then the paper was

put to press at once, without regard
to the usual publication day ; and the
community was as nearly electrified as
could be with our journaHstic enter-

prise, which was more
important in our eyes
than the matters the
message treated of.

There is no longer
the eager popular expec-
tation of the President's

Message that there once
seemed to be ; and I

think it is something of
a loss, that ebb of the
high tide of political
feeling which began with
the era of our immense
material prosperity. It

was a feeling that form-
ed a solidarity of all the
citizens, and if it was
not always, or often, the
highest interest which
can unite men, it was at
least not that deadly and
selfish cult of business,

which centres each of us
in his own affairs and
kills even our curiosity

about others. Very like-

ly people were less bent
on the pursuit of wealth in those days,

because there was less chance then to
grow rich, but the fact remains that they
were less bent in that direction, and that

they gave their minds to other things
more than they do now. I think those
other things were larger things, and that
our civic tyj^e was once nobler than it is.

It was before the period of corruption,

when it was not yet fully known that
dollars can do the work of votes, when
the votes as yet rather outnumbered the
dollars, and more of us had the one than
had the other. The great statesman,

not the great millionaire, w^as then the

American ideal, and all about in the

villages and on the farms the people
w^ere eager to know what the President
had said to Congress. They are not ea-

ger to know now, and that seems rather

a pity. Is it because in the war that

destroyed slavery, the American De-
mocracy died, and by operation of the

same fatal anomaly the American Plu-

tocracy, which Lincoln foreboded, was

us for a litile time."

Page 550.
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born ; and the people instinctively feel

that they have no longer the old inter-

est in President or Con<>reKs?

There are those that say so, and
whether they are right or not, it is

certain that into the great centres

where money is heaped up, the life of

the country is drained, and the coun-
try j)ress has suffered with the other

local interests. The railroads penetrate

everywhere, and carry the city papers
seven times a week, where the home pa-

per pays its tard}' visit once, with a pat-

ent inside imported from the nearest

ents of the invasive dailies. Other causes
have worked against the country press.

In counties where there were once two
or three papers, there are now eight or
ten, without a material increase of pojD-

ulation to draw upon for support. The
county printing, which the paper of the
dominant party could reckon upon, is

now shared with other papers of the
same joolitics, and the amateur printing-
offices belonging to ingenious boys in

every neighborhood get much of the
small job-work which once came to the
publisher.

"Then at some weird hour my father or my brother poured it into the mould."

—

Pjilti' ."i.i'J.

money-centre, and its few columns of It is useless to quarrel with the course
neighborhood gossip, too inconsiderable of events, for which no one is more to

to be gathered up by the correspond- blame than another, though human nat-
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ure loves a scapegoat, and from time to

time we load up some individual with
the commou sins, and drive him into a

wilderness where he seems rather to en-

joy himselt* than otherwise. I suppose
that even if the conditions had contin-

ued favorable, the country press could

never have become the intiuence which
our editor fondly hoped and earnestly

strove to make it. Like all of us who
work at all, the country- printer had to

work too hard ; and he had little time
to think or to tell how to make life bet-

ter and truer in any sort. His paper
had once perhaps as much influence as

the country pulpit ; its support v/as

certainly of the same scanty and reluc-

tant sort, without consecration by an
avowed self-devotion. He was con-
cerned with the main chance first, and
after that there was often no other
chance, or he lost sight of it. I should
not instance him as an exemplary man,
and I should be ver}' far from idealizing

him ; I should not like even to under-
take the task of idealizing a city jour-

nalist ; and yet, in the retrospect at

least, the country printer has his pathos
for me—the pathos of a man who began
to follow a thankless calling because he
loved it, and kept on at it because he
loved it, or else because its service had
warped and cramped him out of form
to follow any other.

EARLY IN THE SPRING.

By Robert Louis Stevenson.

Light foot and tight foot

And green grass spread

Early in the morning

—

But hope is on ahead.

Stout foot and proud foot

And gray dust spread:

Early in the evening.

And hope lies dead.

Long life and short life

—

The last word said

—

Early in the evening,

There lies the bed.

Brief day and bright day

And sunset red,

Early in the evening

The stars are overhead.
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A note
All out of tune in this world's instrument.

—

Amy Levy.

I KNOW not in what fashion she was made,
Nor what her voice was, when she used to speak,

Nor if the silken lashes threw a shade
On wan or rosy cheek.

I picture her with sorrowful vague eyes

Illumed with such strange gleams of inner light

As linger in the drift of London skies

Ere twilight turns to night.

I know not ; I conjecture. 'Twas a girl

That with her own most gentle desperate hand
From out God's mj'stic setting plucked life's pearl

—

'Tis hard to understand.

So precious life is ! Even to the old

The hours are as a miser's coins, and she

—

Within her hands lay youth's unminted gold
And all felicity.

The winged impetuous spirit, the white flame

That was her soul once, whither has it flown?
Above her brow gray lichens blot her name

Upon the caiwen stone.

This is her Book of Verses—wren-like notes,

Shy franknesses, blind gropings, haunting fears :

At times across the chords abruptly floats

A mist of passionate tears.

A fragile lyre too tensely keyed and strung,

A broken music, weirdly incomplete :

Here a proud mind, self-baffled and self-stung,

Lies coiled in dark defeat.
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THE REFORMATION OF JAMES REDDY.

By Bret Harte.

k
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? was a freshly fur-

rowed field, so large

that the eye at first

scarcely took in its

ma,u:iiitude. The ir-

regular surface of up-
turned, oily, w^ave-

shaped clods took the

appearance of a vast,

black, chopping- sea, that reached from
the actual shore of San Francisco Bay
to the low hills of the Coast Range.
The sea-breeze that blew chilly over
this bleak expanse added to that fancy,

and the line of straggling whitewashed
farm buildings, that half - way across
lifted themselves above it, seemed to

be 2^1aced on an island in its midst.
Even the one or two huge, misshapen
agricultural machines, abandoned in

the furrows, bore an odd resemblance
to hulks or barges adrift upon its

waste.

This marine suggestion was equal-

ly noticeable from the door of one of

the farm buildings— a long, detached
wooden shed—into which a number of

farm laborers were slowly filing, al-

though one man was apparently enough
impressed by it to linger and gaze over
that rigid sea. Except in their rough
dress and the labor -stains of soil on
their hands and faces, they represented
no particular t}^)e or class. They were
young and old, robust and delicate,

dull and intelligent ; kept together
only by some philosophical, careless,

or humorous acceptance of equally en-

forced circumstance in their labors, as

convicts might have been. For they
had been picked up on the streets and
wharves of San Francisco—discharged
sailors, broken-down miners, helpless

new-comers, unemployed professional

men, and ruined traders—to assist in

ploughing and planting certain broad
leagues of rich alluvial soil for a specu-
lative Joint Stock Company, at a week-
ly wage that would have made an Eu-
ropean peasant independent for half a

year. Yet there was no enthusiasm in

their labor, although it was seldom
marked by absolute laziness or eva-

sion, and was more often hindered by
ill -regulated "spurts" and excessive

effort, as if the laborer was anxious
to get through with it ; for in the few
confidences they exchanged there was
little allusion to the present, and they
talked chiefly of what they were going
to do when their work was over. They
were gregarious only at their meals in

one of the sheds, or when at night they

sought their " bunks " or berths to-

gether in the larger building.

The man w^ho had lingered to look at

the dreary prospect had a somewhat
gloomy, discontented face, whose sen-

sitive lines indicated a certain suscep-

tibility to such impressions. He was
further distinguished by having also

lingered longer with the washing of his

hands and face in the battered tin ba-

sin on a stool beside the door, and by
the circumstance that the operation re-

vealed the fact that they were whiter

than those of his companions. Drying
his fingers slowly on the long roller-

towel, he stood gazing with a kind of

hard abstraction across the darkening
field, the strip of faded colorless shore,

and the chill, gray sea, to the dividing

point of land on the opposite coast,

which in the dying daylight was silhou-

etted against the cold horizon.

He knew that around that point and
behind it lay the fierce, half-grown,

half-tamed city of yesterday that had
worked his ruin. It was scarcely a
year ago that he had plunged into its

wildest excesses—a reckless gambler
among speculators, a hopeless specu-

lator among gamblers—until the little

fortune he had brought thither had
been swept away.

From time to time he had kept up
his failing spirit with the feverish ex-

altation of dissipation, until, awakening
from a drunkard's dream one morning,
he had found himself on board a steam-

boat crossing the bay in company with
a gang of farm laborers with whom he
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"was hired. A bitter smile crossed his

lips as his eyes hovered over the cold,

rugged fields before him. Yet he knew
that they had saved him. The unac-
customed manual labor in the open air,

the regular hours, the silent, heavy,

passionless nights, the ^^lain but whole-

some food, were all slowly restoring his

youth and strength again. Tempta-
tion and passion had alike fied these

unlovely fields and grim employment.
Yet he was not grateful. He nursed
his dreary convalescence as he had his

previous dissipation, as part of a wrong
done him by one for whose sake, he
was wont to believe, he had sacrificed

himself. That person was a woman.
Turning at last from the prospect

and his bitter memories to join his

companions, he found that they had
all passed in. The benches before the

long table on which supper was spread
were already filled, and he stood in

hesitation, looking down the line of

silent and hungrily preoccupied men
on either side. A young girl, who was
standing near a smaller serving-table,

apparently assisting an older woman in

directing the operation of half a dozen
Chinese waiters, moved forward and
cleared a place for him at a side-table,

pushing before it the only chair in the
room—the one she had lately vacated.

As she placed some of the dishes before
him with a timid ostentation, and her
large but well-shaped hands came sud-
denly in contact with, and in direst

contrast to his own whiter and more
delicate ones, she blushed faintly. He
lifted his eyes to hers.

• He had seen her half a dozen times
before, for she was the daughter of the

ranch superintendent, and occasionally

assisted her mother in this culinary
supervision—which did not, however,
bring her into any familiar association

with the men. Even the younger ones,

perhaps from over-consciousness of

their inferior position or the preoccu-
pation of their labor, never indulged
in any gallantry toward her, and he
himself, in his revulsion of feeling

against the whole sex, had scarcely
noticed that she was good - looking.

But this naive exhibition of 2:)reference

could not be overlooked, either by his

companions, who smiled cynically across

the table, or by himself, from whose
morbid fancy it struck an ignoble sug-
gestion. All, well ! the girl was pretty
— the daughter of his employer, who
rumor said owned a controlling share
in the company ; why should he not
make this chance preference lead to

something, if only to ameliorate, in

ways like this, his despicable position

here. He knew the value of his own
good looks, his superior education, and
a certain recklessness which women
liked ; why should he not profit by
them as well as the one woman who
had brought him to this ? He owed
her sex nothing ; if those among them
who were not bad were only fools,

there was no reason why he should not
deceive them as they had him. There
was all this small audacity and cynical

purpose in his brown eyes as he delib-

erately fixed them on hers. And I

grieve to say that these abominable
sentiments seemed only to impart to

them a certain attractive brilliancy, and
a determination which the un determin-
ing sex is apt to admire.

She blushed again, dropped her eyes,

replied to his significant thanks with a

few indistinct words, and drew away
from the table with a sudden timidity

that was half confession.

She did not approach him again dur-
ing the meal, but seemed to have taken
a sudden interest in the efficiency of

the waiters, generally, which she had
not shown before. I do not know
whether this was merely an eftbrt at

concealment, or an awakened recogni-

tion of her duty ; but, after the fashion

of her sex—and perhaps in contrast to

his—she was kinder that evening to the

average man on account of him. He
did not, however, notice it ; nor did

her absence interfere with his now
healthy appetite ; he finished his meal,

and only when he rose to take his hat

from the peg above him, did he glance

around the room. Their eyes met
again. As he passed out, although it

was dark, he put on his hat a little

more smartly.

The air was clear and cold, but the

outlines of the landscape had vanished.

His companions, with the instinct of

tired animals, were already making
their way in knots of two or three, or
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iu silent file, across the intervening
space between the building and their

dormitory. A few had already lit their

pipes and were walking leisurely, but
the majority were hurrying from the
chill sea-breeze to the Avarmth and com-
fort of the long, well-lit room, lined

with blanketed berths, and set wdth
plain wooden chairs and tables. The
young man lingered for a moment on
the wooden jolatform outside the din-

ing-shed—partly to evade this only so-

cial gathering of his fellows as they re-

tired for the night, and partly attracted

by a strange fascination to the faint

distant glow, beyond the point of land,

which indicated the lights of San Fran-
cisco.

There was a slight rustle behind
him ! It was the young girl, w ho with
a white woollen scarf thrown over her
head and shoulders, had just left the
room. She started wdien she saW' him,
and for an instant hesitated.

" You are going home, Miss AVood-
ridge ? " he said, pleasantly.

" Yes," she returned, in a faint, em-
barrassed voice. "I thought I'd run
on ahead of Ma !

"

"Will you allow me to accompany
you .''

" It's only a step," she protested, in-

dicating the light in the window of

the suj)erintendent's house—the most
remote of the group of buildings, yet
scarcely a quarter of a mile distant.

" But it's quite dark," he persisted,

smilingly.

She stej)ped from the platform to the
ground ; he instantty followed and
ranged himself at a little distance from
her side. She protested still feebly

against his "troubling himself," but in

another moment they were walking on
quietly together. Nevertheless, a few
paces from the platform they came
upon the upheaved clods of the fresh

furrows, and their progress over them
was slow and difficult.

" Shall I help you ? Will you take

mv arm ? " he said, politely.

'"No, thank you, Mr. Reddy."
So ! she knew his name ! He tried

to look into her eyes, but the woollen
scarf hid her head. After all, there was
nothing strange in her knowing him

;

she probably had the names of the men

before her in the dining-room, or on
the books. After a pause he said :

" You quite startled me. One be-
comes such a mere working machine
here, that one quite forgets one's own
name. Especially with the prefix of

'Mr.'"
" And if it don't happen to be one's

real name either," said the girl, wdth an
odd, timid audacity.

He looked up quickly— more at-

tracted by her manner than her words
;

more amused than angr}'.

" But Reddy happens to be my real

name."
" Oh !

"

" What made you think it was not ?"

The clods over wdiich they were clam-
bering were so uneven that sometimes
the young girl was mounting one at

the same moment that Reddy was de-

scending from another. Her reply,

half muffled in her shawl, was delivered

over his head. " Oh, because Pa says

most of the men here don't give their

real names— they don't care to be
known afterward. Ashamed of their

w^ork, I reckon."

His face flushed a moment, even in

the darkness. He ivas ashamed of his

w ork, and perhaps a little of the j^iti-

ful sj^ort he w^as beginning. But oddly
enough, the aggressive criticism only

whetted his purpose. The girl w-as

evidently quite able to take care of

herself ; why should he be over-chival-

rous ?

" It isn't very pleasant to be doing
the work of a horse, an ox, or a ma-
chine, if you can do other things," he
said, half seriously.

"But you never used to do anything
at all, did you ? " she asked.

He hesitated. Here was a chance to

give her an affecting history of his

former exalted fortune and position,

and perhaps even to stir her evidently

romantic nature with some sug^gestion

of his sacrifices to one of her own sex.

Women liked that sort of thing. It

aroused at once their emulation and
their condemnation of each other. He
seized the opportunity, but—for some
reason, he knew^ not why—aw^kwardly

and clumsily, with a simulated pathos

that was lachrymose, a self - assertion

that was boastful, and a dramatic man-

-^^^
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ner that was unreal. Suddenly the girl

stoj^ped him.

"Yes, I know all that, Pa told me.
Told me you'd been given away by some
woman,"

His face again flushed— this time
with anger. The utter failure of his

story to excite her interest, and her
j^erfect possession of herself and the

situation—so unlike her conduct a few
moments before— made him savagely

silent, and he clambered on sullenly at

her side. Presently she stopped, bal-

ancing herself with a dexterity he could
not imitate on one of the larger up-
heaved clods, and said :

" I was thinking that, as you can't do
much with those hands of yours, dig-

ging and shovelling, and not much
with 3'our feet either, over ploughed
ground, you might do some inside

work, that would pay you better, too.

You might help in the dining-room,
setting table and washing up, helping
Ma and me—though / don't do much
except overseeing. I could show you
what to do at first, and you'd learn

quick enough. If you say 'yes,' I'll

speak to Pa to-night. He'll do what-
ever I say."

The rage and shame that filled his

breast choked even the bitter laugh
that first rose to his lips. If he could
have turned on his heel and left her
with marked indignation, he would
have done so, but they were scarcely

half - way across the field ; his stum-
bling retreat would have only appeared
ridiculous, and he was by no means
sure that she would not have looked
upon it as merely a confession of his

inability to keep up with her. And j^t
there was something peculiarly fasci-

nating and tantalizing in the situation.

She did not see the sardonic glitter in

his eye as he said, brutall}^

:

" Ha ! and that would give me the
exquisite pleasure of being near you."

She seemed a little confused, even
under her enwrappings, and in step-

ping down her foot slipped. Reddy
instantly scrambled up to her and
caught her as she was pitching forward
into the furrow. Yet in the struggle
to keep his own foothold he w^as aware
that she was assisting him, and al-

though he had passed his arm around

her waist, as if for her better security,

it was only through her firm grasp of

his wrists that he regained his own

" Reddy went back to his work disappointed but not dis-

connfited."—Page 570.

footing. The " cloud " had fallen back
from her head and shoulders, her heavy
hair had brushed his cheek and left its

faint odor in his nostrils ; the rounded
outline of her figure had been slightly

drawn against his own. His mean re-

sentment wavered ; her pro2:)Osition,

which at first seemed only insulting,

now took a vague form of satisfaction
;

his ironical suggestion seemed a natural

expression. "Well, I say 'yes,' then,"

he said, with an affected laugh. " That
is, if you think I can manage to do the

work ; it is not exactly in my line, you
know." Yet he somehow felt that his

laugh was feeble and unconvincing.
" Oh, it's easy enough," said the girl,

quietlj'. " You've only got to be clean

—and that's in your line, I should say.'*

"And if I thought it would please

you," he added, with another attcnq)t

at gallantry.

She did not reply, but moved steadily
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on, he fancied Ji little more rapidly.

They were nearing the house ; he felt

he was losing- time and opportunity.
The uneven nature of the ground kept
him from walking immediately beside
her, unless he held her hand or arm.
Yet an odd timidit}-

was overtaking him.
Surely this was the

same girl whose con-
sciousness and sus-

ceptibility were so

apparent a moment
ago, yet her speech
had been inconsist-

ent, unsympathetic,
and coldly practical.

"It's very kind of

you," he began again,

scrambling up one
side of the furrow as

she descended on the
other, "to—to—take
such an interest in

—in a stranger, and
I msh you knew
how— " (she had
mounted the ridge
again, and stood bal-

ancing herself as if

waiting for him to

finish his sentence),

"how—how deeply

—

I—I " Shedi^p-
-I • 1 1 1 " Because I've po\ an id

ped quickly down ^he Oak G.ove

again with the same
movement of uneasy consciousness, and
he left the sentence unfinished. The
house was now only a few yards away

;

he hurried forward, but she reached the

wooden platform and stood upon it

first. He, however, at the same mo-
ment caught her hand.

"I want to thank you," he said, "and
say good-night."

" Good-night." Her voice was indis-

tinct again, and she was treml)ling.

Emboldened and reckless, he sprang
upon the platform, and encircling her
with one arm, with his other hand he
unloosed the woollen cloud around her
head and bared her faintly flushed

cheek and lialf-open, hurriedly In-eath-

ing lips. But the next moment she
threw her head back with a single pow-
erful movement, and, as it seemed to

him, with scarcely an eiibrt cast him oft'

with both hands, and sent hiiu toppling
from the platform to the ground. He
scrand)led quickly to his feet again,

fiushed, angry, and—frightened ! Per-
haps she would call her father ; he
would be insulted, or worse— laughed

at ! He had lost even
this pitiful chance of

bettering his condi-

tion. But he was as

relieved as he was sur-

prised, to see that she
was standing quietly

on the edge of the

platform, ai3parently

w^aiting for him to

rise. Her face was
still uncovered, still

slightly flushed, but
bearing no trace of

either insult or anger.

When he stood erect

again, she looked at

him gravely and drew
the w^oollen cloud
over her head, as she
said, calmly, "Then

<^j^. I'll tell Pa you'll take

y/\ the place, and I reck-

on you'll begin to-

morrow morning."

II.

ea of startin' a hotel in » -, •

—Page 571. Angered, discom-
fited, and physically

and morally beaten, James Peddy stum-
bled and clambered back across the
field. The beam of light that had
streamed out over the dark field as the
door opened and shut on the girl, left

him doubly confused and bewildered.

In his dull anger and mortification,

there seemed only one course for him
to 2:»ursue. He would demand his

wages in the morning, and cut the

Avliole concern. He would go back to

San Francisco and work there, where
he at least had friends who respected

his station. Yet, he ought to have re-

fused the girl's offer before she had
repulsed him ; his retreat now meant
nothing, and might even tempt her, in

her vulgar pique, to reveal her rebuff

of him. He raised his eyes mechanic-
ally, and looked gloomily across the

dark waste and distant bay to the o])-
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posite shore. But the fog had already

hidden the glow of the city's lights, and
thickening around the horizon, seemed
to be slowly hemming him in with the

dreary Kancho. In his present frame
of mind there was a certain fatefulness

in this that precluded his once free

agency, and to that extent relieved and
absolved him of any choice. He reached
the dormitory and its turned-down
lights in a state of tired and dull un-
certainty, for which sleep seemed to

offer the only relief. He rolled himself
in his blankets with an animal instinct

of comfort and shut his eyes, but their

sense appeared to open upon Nelly
Woodridge as she stood looking down
upon him from the platform. Even
through the dull pain of his bruised
susceptibilities he was conscious of a

strange satisfaction he had not felt be-

fore. He fell asleep at last, to waken
only to the sunlight streaming through
the curtainless windows on his face.

To his surprise the long shed was
empty and deserted, except for a single

Chinaman who was sweeping the floor

at the further end. As Reddy started

up the man turned and approached
him with a characteristic, vague, and
patient smile.

'' All lity, John, you sleepee heap

!

Mistel Woodlidge he say you no go
wolkee field allee same Mellikan man.
You stopjDee inside housee allee same
me. Shabbee ? You come to glubbee
(grub) now" (pointing to the distant din-

ing-shed), " and then you washee dish."

The full extent of his new degrada-
tion flashed upon Reddy with this add-
ed insult of his brother menial's impli-

cit equality. He understood it all. He
had been detached from the field-

workers and was to come to a later

breakfast, perhaps the broken victuals

of the first repast, and wash the dishes.

He remembered his new bargain. Very
well ! he would refuse positively, take
his dismissal, and leave that morning

!

He hurriedly dressed himself, and fol-

lowed the Chinaman into the open air.

The fog still hung upon the distant

bay and hid the opposite point. But
the sun shone with dry Californian

brilliancy over the league-long field

around him, revealing every detail of

the Rancho with sharp, matter-of-fact

Vol. XTII.—55

directness, and without the least illu-

sion of distance or romance. The
rough, unplaned, unpainted walls of

the dinner-shed stood out clearly be-

fore him ; the half - filled buckets of

water on the near platform, and the im-
mense tubs piled with dirty dishes.

He scowled darkly as he walked for-

ward, conscious, nevertheless, of the in-

vigorating discipline of the morning
air and the wholesome whip in the sky
above him. He entered sharply and
aggressively. To his relief, the room
at first sight seemed like the dormi-
tory he had just left, to be empty. But
a voice, clear, dry, direct, and practical

as the morning itself, spoke in his ear :

" Mornin', Reddy ! M}^ daughter says

you're willin' to take an indoor job, and
I reckon, speakin' square, as man to

man, it's more in your line than what
you've bin doin'. It mayn't be high-

toned work, but work's loork anyhow
you can fix it ; and the only difference

I kin see is in the work that a man does
squarely, and the work that he shirks."

"But," said Reddy, hurriedly, "there's

a mistake. I came here only to
"

" Work like the others, I understand.
Well, you see you can't. You do your
best, I know. I ain't findin' fault, but
it ain't in your line. This is, and the

pay is better."
" But," stammered Reddy, " Miss

Woodridge didn't understand
"

" Yes, slie did," returned Woodridge,
impatiently, " and she told me. She
says she'll show you round at first.

You'll catch on all right. Sit down and
eat 3'our breakfast, and she'll be along
before you're through. Ez for me, I

must get up and get. So long !
" and

before Reddy had an opportunity to

continue his protest, he turned away.

The young man glanced vexatiously

around him. A breakfast much better

in service and qualit}^ than the one he

had been accustomed to smoked on the

table. There was no one else in the

room. He could hear the voices of

the Chinese waiters in the kitchen be-

yond. He was liealthily hungry, and
after a moment's hesitation sat down
and began his meal. He could expos-

tulate with lier afterward, and with-

draw his promise. He was entitled to

his breakfast, anyway !
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Once or twice, while thus engaged,
he heard the door of the kitclieii open
and the clipping tread of the Chinese
waiters, Avho deposited some rattling

burden on the adjacent tables, but he
thought it prudent not to seem to no-

tice them. When he had finished, the
pleasant, hesitating, boyish contralto

of Miss AVoodridge fell upon his ear.

" When you're ready, I'll show you
how to begin your work."
He turned quickly, with a flush of

mortification at being discovered at his

repast, and his anger returned. But as

his eyes fell upon her delicateh' colored

but tranquil face, her well-shaped fig-

ure, coquettishly and spotlessly cuffed,

collared, and aproned, and her clear

blue but half-averted eyes, he again
underwent a change. She certainly

was very pretty—that most seductive
prettiness which seemed to be warmed
into life by her consciousness of him-
self. Why should he take her or him-
self so seriously ? Why not play out
the farce and let those who would crit-

icise him and think his acceptance of

the work degrading, understand that it

was only an affair of gallantry. He
could afford to serve Woodridge at

least a few weeks for the favor of this

Rachel ! Forgetful of his rebuff of the

night before, he fixed his brown eyes
on hers with an audacious levity.

" Oh, yes—the work ! Let us see it.

I'm ready in name and nature for any-

thing that Miss Woodridge wants of

me. I'm just dying to begin."

His voice was raised slightly, with a

high comedy jauntiness, for the benefit

of the Chinese waiters who might be
lingering to see the " Mellican man "

assume their functions. But it failed

in effect. With their characteristic

calm acceptance of any eccentricity in

a "foreign devil," they scarcely lifted

their eyes. The young girl pointed to

a deep basket filled with dishes which
had been placed on the larger table,

and said, without looking at Reddy :

" You had better begin by ' check-
ing ' the crockery. That is, counting
the pieces separately and then arrang-
ing them in sets as they come back
from washing. There's the book to

compare them with and to set down
what is broken, missing, or chipped.

I wash them myself ?

"

continuing his ostenta-

You'll have a clean towel with you to

wipe the pieces that have not been
cleaned enough ; or, if they are too
dirty, you'll send them back to the
kitchen."

" Couldn't
said Reddy,
tious levity.

" Not yet," said the girl, with grave
hesitation ;

" you'd break them."
She stood watching him, as with af-

fected hilarity he began to take the
dishes from the basket. But she no-
ticed that in spite of this jocular simu-
lation his grasp was firm and delicate,

and that there was no clatter—which
would have affected her sensitive ear

—

as he put them down. She laid a pen-
cil and account book beside him and
turned away.

" But you are not going ? " he said,

in genuine surprise.
" Yes," she said, quietly, " until you

get through ' checking.' Then I'll

come back and show you what you
have to do next. You're getting on
very well."

" But that was because you were
with me."

She colored slightly and, without
looking at him, moved slowly to the

door and disappeared.

Reddy went back to his work, disap-

pointed but not discomfited. He was
getting accustomed to the girl's eccen-

tricities. Whether it was the freshness

of the morning air and sunlight stream-

ing in at the open windows, the un-

looked-for solitude and security of the

empty room, or that there was nothing
really unpleasant in his occupation, he
went on cheerfully "checking" the

dishes, narrowly examining them for

chips and cracks, and noting them in

the book. Again discovering that a few
were imperfectly cleaned and wiped, he
repaired the defect with cold water and
a towel without the least thought of

the operation being degrading. He had
finished his task in half an hour ; she

had not returned ; why should he not go
on and set the table ? As he straight-

ened and turned the coarse table-cloth,

he made the discovery that the long

table was really composed of half a doz-

en smaller ones, and that the hideous

parallelogram which had always so of-

i!
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fended him was merely the outcome of

carelessness and want of taste. With-
out a moment's hesitation he set at work
to break up the monotonous line and re-

arranged the tables laterally, with small

open spaces between them. The task

was no light one, even for a stronger

man, but he persevered in it with a

new-found energy until he had changed
the whole aspect of the room. It looked
larger, wider, and less crowded ; its

hard, practical, workhouse-like formal-

ity had disappeared. He had paused to

survey it, panting still with his unusual
exertion, when a voice broke upon his

solitude.

"Well, I wanter know !

"

The voice was not Nelly's, but that

of her mother—a large-boned, angular
woman of fifty—who had entered the

room unperceived. The accents were
simply those of surprise, but on James
Reddy's present sensitive mood, coup-
led with the feeling that here was a

new witness to his degradation, he
might have resented it ; but he detect-

ed the handsome, reserved figure of

the daughter a few steps behind her.

Their eyes met ; wonderful to relate,

the young girl's no longer evaded him,
but looked squarely into his with a

bright expression of pleasure he had
not seen before. He checked himself
with a sudden thrill of gratification.

"Well, I declare," continued Mrs.
Woodridge ; "is that your idea— or
yours, Helen ?

"

Here Reddy simply pointed out the
advantages for serving afforded by the
new arrangement ; that all the tables

were equally and quickly accessible

from the serving-table and sideboard,

and that it was no longer necessary to

go the whole length of the room to

serve the upper table. He tactfully

did not refer to the improved appear-
ance of the room.

" Well, as long as it ain't mere fini-

kin," said the lady, graciously, " and
seems to bring the folks and their vit-

tles nearer together—we'll try it to-

day. It does look kinder cityfied—and
I reckoned that was all the good it was.
But I calkilated you were goin' to check
the crockery this morning,"

"It's done," said Reddy, smilingly
handing her the account-book.

Mrs. Woodridge glanced over it and
then surveyed her new assistant.

" And you didn't find any plates that

were dirty and that had to be sent

back?"
"Yes, two or three, but I cleaned

them myself."

Mrs. Woodridge glanced at him with
a look of approving curiosity, but his

eyes were just then seeking her daugh-
ter's for a more grateful sympath3%
All of which the good lady noted,

and as it apparently answered the un-
asked question in her own mind, she
only uttered the single exclamation

:

"Humph!"
But the approbation he received later

at dinner, in the satisfaction of his old

companions with the new arrangement,
had also the effect of diverting from him
the criticism he had feared they would
make in finding him installed as an as-

sistant to Mrs. Woodridge. On the con-

trary, they appeared only to recognize

in him some especial and superior fac-

ulty utilized for their comfort, and when
the superintendent, equally pleased,

said it was " all Reddy's own idea," no
one doubted that it was this particular

stroke of genius which gained him the

obvious promotion. If he had still

thought of offering his flirtation with
Nelly as an excuse, there was now no
necessity for any. Having shown to his

employers his capacity for the highest

and lowest work, they naturally pre-

ferred to use his best abilities—and he
was kept from any menial service. His
accounts were so carefully and intelli-

gently rendered, that the entire care of

the building and its appointments was
entrusted to him. At the end of the

week Mr. Woodridge took him aside.

"I say, you ain't got any job in view
arter you finish ujo here, hev ye ?

"

Recldy started. Scarcely ten days ago
he had a hundred projects, schemes, and
speculations, more or less wild and ex-

travagant, wherewith he was to avenge
and recoup himself in San Francisco.

Now they were gone—lie knew not
where and how. He briefly said he had
not.

"Because," continued Woodridge,
" I've got an idea of startin' a hotel in

the Oak Grove, just on the slojie back
o' the Rancho. The company's bound
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to make some sort o' settlement there

for the regiUar hands, and the place is

pooty enough for 'Frisco people who
want to run over here and get set uj)

for a day or two. Tliar's plenty of wood
and water up thar, and the company's
sure to have a wharf down on the shore.

Ill provide the capital, if you will 2^ut

in your time. You can sling in ez much
style as you like there " (this was an
allusion to Reddy's attempt to enliven

the blank walls with colored pictures

from the illustrated papers and green
ceanothus sprays from the slope) ;

" in

fact, the more style the better for

them city folks. Well, you think it

over."

He did. But meantime he seemed to

make little progress in his court of the

superintendent's daughter. He tried to

think it was because he had allowed him-
self to be diverted by his work, but al-

though she always betrayed the same odd
l^hysical consciousness of his presence,

it was certain that she never encouraged
him. She gave him the few directions

that his new occuj^ation still made nec-

essary, and looked her approval of his

success. But nothing more. He was
forced to admit that this was exactly

what she might have done as the su-

perintendent's daughter to a deserving
employee. Whereat, for a few days he
assumed an air of cold and ceremoni-
ous politeness, until joerceiving that, far

from piquing the girl, it seemed to

gratify her, and even to render her less

sensitive in his company, he sulked in

good earnest. This proving ineffective

also—except to produce a kind of com-
passionate curiosity—his former dull

rage returned. The planting of the
Rancho was nearly over ; his service

would be ended next week ; he had not
yet given his answer to Woodridge's
proposition ; he would decline it and
cut the whole concern !

It was a crisp Sunday morning. The
breakfast hour was later on that day to

allow the men more time for their holi-

day, which however they generally spent
in cards, gossip, or reading in their

sleeping - sheds. It iisually delayed
Reddy's work, but as he cared little for

the companionship of his fellows, it en-

abled him, without a show of unsocia-
bility, to seclude himself in the dining-

room. And this morning he was early
aj^proached by his employer.

"I'm goin' to take the women folks
over to Oakdale to church," said Mr.
Woodridge ;

" ef ye keer to join us thar's

a seat in the wagon, and I'll turn on a
couple of Chinamen to do the work for

you, just now ; and Nelly or the old
woman will give you a lift this after-

noon with the counting up."
Reddy felt instinctively that the invi-

tation had been instigated by the young
girl. A week before he would have re-

joiced at it—a month ago he would have
accepted it if only as a relief to his de-

graded position, but in the pique of this

new passion he almost rudely declined

it. An hour later he saw Nelly becom-
ingly and even tastefully dressed—with
the American girl's triumphant sujDcri-

ority to her condition and surroundings
—ride past in her father's smart " carry-

all." He was startled to see that she
looked so like a lady. Then, with a new
and jealous inconsistency, significant of

the progress of his passion, he resolved

to go to church too. She should see

that he was not going to remain behind
like a mere slave. He remembered that

he had still certain remnants of his past
finery in his trunk ; he would array him-
self in them, walk to Oakdale and make
one of the congregation. He managed
to change his clothes without attracting

the attention of his fellows and set out.

The air was pure but keen, with none
of the languor of spring in its breath,

although a few flowers were beginning
to star the w^eedy wagon-tracked lane,

and there was an awakening spice in

the wayside southernwood and myrtle.

He felt invigorated, although it seemed
only to whet his jealous j^ique. He hur-

ried on without even glancing toward
the distant coast-line of San Francisco

or even thinking of it. The bitter mem-
ories of the past had been obliterated

by the bitterness of the present. He
no longer thought of " that woman ;

"

even when he had threatened to himself

to return to San Francisco, he was
vaguely conscious that it was not she

who was again drawing him there, but
Nelly who was driving him away.

The service was nearly over when he
arrived at the chilly little corrugated-

zinc church at Oakdale, but he slipped
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into one of the back seats. A few wor-

shippers turned round to look at him.

Among them were the daughters of a

neighboring miller, who were slightly

exercised over the unusual advent of a

good-looking stranger with certain ex-

terior signs of elegance. Their excite-

ment was communicated by some mys-
terious instinct to their neighbor, Nelly

Woodridge. She also turned and caught
his eye. But to all appearances she not

only showed no signs of her usual agi-

tation at his presence, but did not seem
to even recognize him. In the acerbity

of his pique he was for a moment grati-

fied at what he believed to be the ex-

pression of her wounded pride, but his

uneasiness quickly returned, and at the

conclusion of the service he slipped out
of the church with one or two of the

more restless congregation. As he
passed through the aisle he heard the

escort of the miller's daughters, in re-

sponse to a whispered inquiry, say dis-

tinctly :
" Only the head-waiter over at

the Company's Rancho." Wliatever hesi-

tating idea Reddy might have had of

waiting at the church door for the ap-

pearance of Nelly, vanished before the

brutal truth. His brow darkened, and
with flushed cheeks he turned his back
upon the building and plunged into the

woods. This time there w^as no hesita-

tion in his resolve ; he would leave the

Rancho at the expiration of his engage-

ment. Even in a higher occupation he
felt he could never live down his repu-

tation there.

In his morose abstraction he did not
know how long or how aimlessly he had
wandered among the mossy live-oaks,

his head and shoulders often imperilled

by the down-curving of some huge
knotted limb ; his feet straying blindly

from the faint track over the thickly

matted carpet of chickweed which hid

their roots. But it was nearly an hour
before he emerged upon a wide, open,

wooded slope, and from the distant

view of field and shore, knew that he
was at Oak Grove, the site of Wood-
ridge's projected hotel. And there,

surely, at a little distance, was the

Woodridge's wagon and team tied up
to a sapling, while the superintendent
and his wife were slowly climbing the

slope, and apparently examining the

prospect. Without waiting to see if

Nelly was with them, Reddy instantly

turned to avoid meeting them. But
he had not proceeded a hundred yards
before he came upon that young lady,

who had evidently strayed from the
party, and who was now unconsciously
advancing toward him. A rencontre
was inevitable.

She started slightly and then stopped,
with all her old agitation and embarrass-
ment. But, to his own surprise, he was
also embarrassed and even tongue-tied.
She spoke first.

"You were at church. I didn't

quite know you in—in—these clothes."

In her own finery slie had undergone
such a change to Reddy's consciousness
that he, for the first time in their ac-

quaintance, now addressed her as on
his own level, and as if she had no un-
derstanding of his own feelings.

" Oh," he said, with easy bitterness,
" others did, if you did not. They all

detected the 'head-waiter'at the Union
Company's Rancho. Even if I had ac-

cepted your kindness in offering me a

seat in your wagon, it would have made
no difference." He was glad to put this

construction on his previous refusal,

for in the new relations which seemed
to be established by their Sunday
clothes, he was obliged to soften the
churlishness of that refusal also.

" I don't think you'd look nice set-

ting the table in kid gloves," she said,

glancing quickly at his finery as if ac-

cepting it as the real issue ;
" but you

can wear what you like at other times.

/ never found fault with your working
clothes."

There was such a pleasant suggestion

in her emphasis that his ill-humor soft-

ened. Her eyes wandered over the op-

posite grove, where her unconscious
parents had just disappeared.

" Papa's very keen about the hotel,'*

she continued, " and is going to have
the workmen break ground to-morrow.

He says he'll have it up in two months
and ready to open, if he has to make
the men work double time. When
you're manager, you won't mind what
folks say."

There was no excuse for his further

hesitation. He must speak out, but he
did it in a half-hearted way.
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'* But if I simply go away

—

without

being manager—I won't hear their criti-

cism either."
" What clo you mean ? " she said,

quickly.
" I've—I'ye been thinking of—of go-

ing back to San Francisco," he stam-

mered, awkwardly.
A slight flush of contemptuous in-

dignation passed oyer her face, and
gaye it a strength and expression he
had neyer seen there before. " Oh,

you'ye not reformed yet, then ? " she

said, under her scornful lashes.

"I don't understand you," he said,

flushing.

"Father ought to liaye told you,"

she went on, dryly, " that that woman
has gone off to the Springs with her
husband, and you won't see her at San
Francisco."

" I don't know what you mean—and
your father seems to take an unw^ar-

rantable interest in my affairs," said

Reddy, with an anger that he was con-

scious, howeyer, was half simulated.
" No more than he ought to, if he

expects to trust you with all his af-

fairs," said the girl, shortly ;
" but you

had better tell him you haye changed
your mind at once, before he makes
any further calculations on your stay-

ing. He's just oyer the hill there, with
mother."

She turned away coldly as she spoke,

but moyed slowly and in the direction

of the hill, although she took a less di-

rect trail than the one she had point-

ed to him. But he followed her, al-

beit still embarrassedly, and with that

new sense of respect which had checked
his former surliness. There was her
strong, healthy, well-developed figure

moving before him, but the modish
gray dress seemed to give its pro-

nounced outlines something of the dig-

nity of a goddess. Even the firm hands
had the distinguishment of character.

"You understand," he said, apologet-

ically, " that I mean no discourtesy to

your father or his offer. And,"—he
hesitated—" neither is my reason what
you would infer."

" Then what is it ? " she asked, turn-

ing to him abruptly. " You know you
have no other place when you leave

liere, nor any chance as good as the

one father offers you. You are not fit

for any other work, and you know it.

You have no money to speculate with,

nor can you get any. If you could,
you would have never stayed here."

He could not evade the appalling
truthfulness of her clear eyes. He
knew it was no use to lie to her ; she
had evidently thoroughly informed
herself regarding his past ; more than
that, she seemed to read his present
thoughts. But not all of them ! No !

he could startle her still ! It was des-

perate, but he had nothing now to lose.

And she liked the truth, she should
have it

!

" You are right," he said, shortly

;

" these are not my reasons."
" Then what reason have you ?

"

"You!"
"Me?" she repeated, incredulously,

yet with a rising color.
" Yes, you I I cannot stay here, and

have you look down upon me."
" I don't look down on you," she said

simply, yet* without the haste of repell-

ing an unjust accusation. "Why
should I? Mother and I have done
the same work that you are doing—if

that's what you mean—and father, who
is a man like yourself, helped us at

first, until he could do other things
better." She paused. "Perhaps you
think so because you looked down on
us when you first came here."

"But I didn't," said Reddy, quickly.

"You did," said the young girl,

quietly. "That's why you acted to-

ward me as you did the night you
walked home with me. You would not
have behaved in that way to any San
Francisco young lady -— and I'm not
one of your—fast

—

married luomen."

Reddy felt the hot blood mount to

his cheek, and looked away. "I was
foolish and rude—and I think you pun-
ished me at the time," he stammered.
" But you see I was right in saying you
looked down on me," he concluded, tri-

umphantly.
This was at best a feeble sequitur,

l)ut the argument of the affections is

not always logical. And it had its ef-

fect on the girl.

"I wasn't thinking of that," she said.

"It's that you don't know your own
mind."
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"If I said that I would stay and
accept your father's offer, would you
think that I did ? " he asked, quickly.

" I should Avait and see what you ac-

tually did do," she replied.
" But if I stayed—and—and—if I

told you that I stayed on your account

—to be with you and near you only

—

would you think that a proof ? " He
spoke hesitatingly, for his lips were
dry with a nervousness he had not
known before.

" I might, if you told father you ex-

pected to be engaged on those terms.

For it concerns him as much as me.

And he engages you, and not I. Other-

wise I'd think it was only your talk."

Reddy looked at her in astonishment.

There was not the slightest trace of

coyness, coquetry, or even raillery in

her clear, honest eyes, and yet it would
seem as if she had taken his proposition

in its fullest sense as a matrimonial
declaration, and actually referred him
to her father. He was pleased, fright-

ened, and utterly unprepared.
"But what would you say, Nelly?"

He drew closer to her and held out
both his hands. But she retreated a

step and slipped her own behind her.

" Better see what father says first,"

she said, quietly. " You may change
your mind again and go back to San
Francisco."

He was confused, and reddened again.

But he had become accustomed to her

ways ; rather, perhaps, he had begun to

recognize the quaint justice that under-
laid them, or possibly, some better self

of his own that had been buried under
bitterness and sloth struggled into life.

" But whatever he says," he returned,

eagerly, " cannot alter my feelings to

you. It can only alter my position

here, and you say you are above being
influenced by that. Tell me, Nelly

—

dear Nelly ! have you nothing to say to

me, as I am^ or is it only to your fa-

ther's manager that you would speak?"
His voice had an unmistakable ring of

sincerity in it and even startled him

—

half rascal as he was !

The young girl's clear, scrutinizing

eyes softened ; her red resolute lips

trembled slightly and then parted, the

upper one hovering a little to one side

over her white teetli. It was Nelly's

own peculiar smile, and its serious piq-

uancy always thrilled him. But she
drew a little farther back from his

brightening eyes, her hands still curled
behind her, and said, with the faintest

coquettish toss of her head toward the
hill :

" If you want to see father, you'd
better hurry up."

With a sudden determination as new
to him as it was incomprehensible, Red-
dy turned from her and struck forward
in the direction of the hill. He was
not quite sure what he was going for.

Yet that he, who had only a moment
before fully determined to leave the
Rancho and her, was now going to her
father to demand her hand as a contin-

gency of his remaining, did not strike

him as so extravagant and unexpected
a denouement as it was a difficult one.

He was only concerned hoiv, and in what
way he should approach him. In a mo-
ment of embarrassment he hesitated,

turned, and looked behind him.

She was standing where he had left

her, gazing after him, leaning forward
with her hands still held behind her.

Suddenly, as with an inspiration she

raised them both, carried them impet-
uously to her lips, blew him a dozen
riotous kisses, and then, lowering her
head like a colt, whisked her skirt be-

hind her, and vanished in the cover.

III.

It was only May, but the freshness
of early summer already clothed the
great fields of the Rancho. The old

resemblance to. a sea was still there,

more accented, perhaps, by the undu-
lations of bluish-green grain that rolled

from the actual shore-line to the foot-

hills. The farm buildings were half

submerged in this glowing tide of color

and lost their uncouth angularity with
their hidden rude foundations. The
same sea-breeze blew chilly and stead-

ily from the bay, yet softened and sub-
dued by the fresher odors of leaf and
flower. The outlying fringe of oaks
were starred through their underbrush
with anemones and dog-roses ; there

were lupines growing rankly in tlie

open spaces, and along the gentle
slopes of Oak Grove daisies were al-
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ready scattered. And, as if it ^vere

}iart of this vernal efflorescence, the

eminence itself was crowned Avith that

latest flower of progress and improve-
ment—the new Oak Grove Hotel !

Long, low, dazzling with white colon-

nades, verandas, and balconies which
retained, however, enough of the damp-
ness of recent creation to make them
too cool for loungers, except at high
noon, the hotel, nevertheless had the

charms of freshness, youth, and clean-

liness. Reddy's fastidious neatness
showed itself in all the appointments
from the mirrored and marbled bar-

room, gilded parlors, and snowy din-

ing-room, to the chintz and maple fur-

nishing of the bedrooms above. Red-
dy's taste, too, had selected the pretty

site ; his good fortune had afterward
discovered in an adjoining thicket a

spring of blandly therapeutic qualities.

A complaisant medical faculty of San
Francisco attested to its merits ; a sym-
pathetic press advertised the excellence

of the hotel ; a novelty-seeking, fash-

ionable circle—as yet without laws and
blindly imitative—found the new hotel

an admirable variation to the vulgar
ordinary "across the bay" excursion,

and an accepted excuse for a novel so-

cial dissipation. A number of distin-

guished peojDle had already visited it
;

certain exclusive families had secured
the best rooms ; there were a score of

pretty women to be seen in its parlors
;

there had already been a slight scandal.

Nothing seemed wanted to insure its

success.

Eeddy w^as passing through the little

wood where four months before he had
parted from Nelly Woodridge to learn

his fate from her father. He remem-
bered that interview to which Nelh''s

wafted kiss had inspired him. He re-

called to-day, as he had many times
before, the singular complacency with
which Mr. Woodridge had received his

suit, as if it were a slight and unimpor-
tant detail of the business in hand, and
how he had told him that Nelly and her
mother were going to the " States " for

a three months' visit, but that after her
return, if they were both " still agreed,"

he, Woodridge, would make no objec-

tion. He remembered the slight shock
which this announcement of Nelly's sep-

aration from him during his probation-
ary labors had given him, and his sud-
den suspicion that he had been partly
tricked of his preliminary intent to se-

cure her company to solace him. But
he had later satisfied himself that she
knew nothing of her father's intentions

at the time, and he was fain to content
himself with a walk through the fields

at her side the day she departed, and a

single kiss—which left him cold. And
now^ in a few daj'S she would return to

witness the successful fulfilment of his

labors, and—reward him !

It was certainly a complacent pros-

pect. He could look forward to a sen-

sible, prosperous, respectable future.

He had won back his good name, his

fortune and position—not perhaps ex-

actly in the way he had exj^ected—and
he had stilled the wanton, foolish crav-

ings of his passionate nature in the

calm, virginal love of an honest, hand-
some girl who would make him a practi-

cal helpmeet, and a comfortable, trust-

worthy wife. He ought to be very hap-

py. He had never known such perfect

health before ; he had lost his reck-

less habits ; his handsome, nervous face

had grown more placid and contented
;

his long curls had been conventionally

clipped ; he had gained flesh unmistak-
ably, and the lower buttons of the slim

waistcoat he had worn to church that

memorable Sunday w^ere too tight for

comfort or looks. He teas happy
;
yet

as he glanced over the material sirring

landscape, full of i^ractical health, blos-

som, and promise of fruition, it struck

him that the breeze that blew over it

was chilly, even if healthful ; and he
shivered slightly.

He reached the hotel, entered the of-

fice, glanced at the register, and passed
through into his private room. He had
been away for two days and noticed with
gratification that the influx of visitors

was still increasing. His clerk followed

into the room.
" There's a lady in 56 who wanted to

see you when you returned. She asked
particularly for the manager."

" Who is she ?
"

" Don't know. It's a Mrs. Merrydew,
from Sacramento. Expecting her hus-

band on the next steamer."
" Humph ! You'll have to be rather
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careful about tliese solitary married
-women. "We don't want another scan-

dal, you know."
" She asked for you byname, sir, and

I thought you might know her," re-

turned the clerk.

"Very well. I'll go uj)."

He sent a waiter ahead to announce
him and leisurely mounted the stairs.

No. 56 was the sitting-room of a private

suite on the first fioor. The waiter

was holding the door open. As he ap-

proached it a faint perfun\e from the

interior made him turn pale. But he
recovered his presence of mind suffi-

ciently to close the door sharj)ly upon
the waiter behind him.

"Jim," said a voice which thrilled

him.

He looked up and beheld what any
astute reader of romance will have
already suspected—the woman to whom
he believed he owed his ruin in San
Francisco. She was as beautiful and
alluring as ever, albeit she was thinner
and more spiritual than he had ever

seen her. She was tastefully dressed,

as she had always been ; a certain style

of languorous silken deshabille which
she was wont to affect in better health

now became her paler cheek and fever-

ishly brilliant eyes. There was the

same o2;)ulence of lace and ornament,
and whether by accident or design

—

clasj^ed around the slight wrist of her
extended hand was a bracelet which he
remembered had swept away the last

dregs of his fortune.

He took her hand mechanically, yet

knowing whatever rage was in his heart

he had not the strength to refuse it.

*' They told me it was Mrs. Merry-
dew," he stammered.
"That was my mother's name," she

said, with a little laugh. " I thought
3'ou knew it. But perhaps you didn't.

AYhen I got my divorce from Dick

—

you didn't know that either I suj^pose
;

it's three months ago. I didn't care

to take my maiden name again ; too

many people remembered it. So after

the decree was made I called myself
Mrs. Merrydew. You had disappeared.

They said you had gone East."
" But the clerk says 3'ou are expect-

ing your huHhand on the steamer.

What does this mean ? Why did you

tell him that ? " He had so far col-

lected himself that there was a ring of

inquisition in his voice.
" Oh, I had to ^ive him some kind of

reason for my being alone when I did

not find you as I expected," she said,

half wearily. Then a change came over
her tired face ; a smile of mingled au-

dacity and tentative coquetry lit up
the small features. "Perhaps it is

true
;
perhaps I may have a husband

coming on the steamer—that depends.
Sit down, Jim."

She let his hand drop and pointed to

an arm-chair from which she had just

risen and sank down herself in a cor-

ner of the sofa, her thin fingers playing
with and drawing themselves through
the tassels of the cushion.

" You see, Jim, as soon as I was free,

Louis Sylvester—you remember Louis
Sylvester?—wanted to marry me, and
even thought that he was the cause of

Dick's divorcing me. He actually went
East to settle up some property he had
left him there, and he's coming on the
steamer."

" Louis Sylvester !
" repeated Reddy,

staring at her. " Why, he was a bigger
fool than I was, and a worse man !

" he
added, bitterly.

" I believe he was," said the lady,

smiling, " and I think he still is.

But," she added, glancing at Reddy
under her light fringed lids, "you

—

you're regularly reformed, aren't you ?

You're stouter, too, and altogether

more solid and commercial looking.

Yet who'd have thought of your keep-
ing a hotel or ever doing anything
but speculate in wild - cat or play at

draw poker. How did you drift into

it ? Come, tell me ! I'm not Mrs.
Sylvester just yet, and maybe I might
like to go into the business too. You
don't want a partner, do you ?

"

Her manner was light and irrespon-

sible, or rather it suggested a child-

like putting of all responsibility for

her actions upon others, which he re-

membered now too well. Perhaps it

was this which kept him from observ-

ing that the corners of her smiling lips,

however, twitched slightly, and that her
fingers, twisting the threads of the tas-

sel, were occasionally stiffened nervous-
ly. For he burst out : Oh, yes ; he had
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drifted into it Tvlien it Avas a toss up if

it -wasn't his body instead that would
be found drifting- out to sea from the

first Avharf of San Francisco. Yes, he
had been a common laborer, a farm
hand, in those fields she had passed—

a

waiter in the farm kitchen—and but for

luck he might be taking her orders
now in this very hotel. It was not her
fault if he was not in the gutter.

She raised her thin hand with a tired

gesture as if to ward off the onset of

his words. "The same old Jim," she
repeated, " and yet I thought you had
forgotten all that now, and become
calmer and more sensible since you
had taken flesh and grown so matter of

fact. You ought to have known then,

as you know now, that I never could
have been anything to you as long as I

was tied to Dick. And you know you
forced your presents on me, Jim. I

took them from you because I would
take nothing from Dick, for I hated
him. And I never knew positively that

you were in straits then
;
you know

you always talked big, Jim, and were
always going to make your fortune with
the next thing you had in hand !

"

It was true, and he remembered it.

He had not intended this kind of re-

crimination, but he was exasperated
with her wearied acceptance of his

reproaches and by a sudden convic-

tion that his long-cherished grievance
against her now that he had voiced
it, was inadequate, mean, and trifling.

Yet he could not help saying :

" Then you had presents from Syl-

vester, too. I presume you did not
hate him, either ?

"

''He would have married me the day
after I got my divorce."

" And so would I," burst out Reddy.
Slie looked at him fixedly. "You

would?" she said with a peculiar em-
phasis. " And now ?

"

He colored. It had been part of his

revengeful purpose on seeing her to

tell her of his engagement to Nelly.

He now found himself tongue-tied, ir-

resolute, and ashamed. Yet he felt she
was reading his innermost thoughts.

She, however, only lowered her eyes,

and with the same tired expression
said :

" No matter now. Let us talk

of something nearer. That was two

months ago. And so you have charge
of this hotel ! I like it so much. I
mean the place itself. I fancy I could
live here forever. It is so far away and
restful. I am so sick of towns and
cities, and 23eople. And this little

grove is so secluded. If one had
merely a little cottage here, one might
be so happy."

AVhat did she mean ?—what did she
expect ?—what did she think of doing ?

She must be got rid of before Nelly's
arrival, and yet he found himself wav-
ering under her potent and yet scarce-

ly exerted influence. The desperation
of weakness is aj^t to be more brutal
than the determination of strength.

He remembered why he had come up-
stairs, and blurted out : "But you
can't stay here. The rules are very
stringent in regard to— to strangers
like yourself. It will be known who
you really are and w^hat people say of

you. Even your divorce will tell

against you. It's all wrong I know

—

but what can I do ? I didn't make the
rules. I am only a servant of the land-

lord, and must carry them out."

She leaned back against the sofa and
laughed silently. But she presently
recovered herself, although with the

same expression of fatigue. "Don't be
alarmed, my poor Jim ! If you mean
your friend, Mr. Woodridge, I know
him. It was he, himself, who sug-

gested my coming here. And don't

misunderstand him— nor me either.

He's only a good friend of Sylvester's
;

they had some speculation together.

He's coming here to see me after Louis
arrives. He's waiting in San Francisco
for his wife and daughter, who come
on the same steamer. So you see you
won't get into trouble on my account.

Don't look so scared, my dear boy."
" Does he know that you knew me ?

"

said Reddy, with a white face.

" Perhaps. But then that was three

months ago," returned the lady, smil-

ing, " and you know how you have re-

formed since, and grown ever so much
more steady and respectable."

" Did he talk to you of me ? " con-

tinued Reddy, still aghast.
" A little—complimentary of course.

Don't look so frightened. I didn't give

you away."
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Her laugli suddenly ceased, and her

face changed into a more nervous ac-

tivity as she rose and went toward the

window. She liad heard the sound of

wheels outside—the coach had just ar-

rived.

"There's Mr. Woodridge now," she

said, in a more animated voice. " The
steamer must be in. But I don't see

Louis ; do you ?
"

She turned to where Keddy was
standing, but he was gone.

The momentary animation of her

face changed. She lifted her shoul-

ders with a half gesture of scorn, but
in the midst of it suddenly threw her-

self on the sofa, and buried her face in

her hands.

A few moments elapsed with the bus-

tle of arrival in the hall and passages.

Then there was a hesitating step at her

door. She quickly passed her hand-
kerchief over her wet eyes and resumed
her former look of weary acceptation.

The door opened. But it was Mr.
Woodridge who entered. The rough
shirt-sleeved ranchman had developed,

during the last four months, into an
equally blunt but soberly dressed pro-

prietor. His keen energetic face, how-
ever, wore an expression of embarrass-
ment and anxiety, with an added sug-

gestion of a half humorous appreciation

of it.

"I wouldn't have disturbed you, Mrs.
Merrydew," he said, with a gentle blunt-

ness, " if I hadn't wanted to ask your
advice before I saw Reddy. I'm keep-
ing out of his way until I could see you.

I left Nelly and her mother in 'Frisco.

There's been some queer goings on on
the steamer coming home ; Nelly has
sprung a new game on her mother, and
—and sutliin' that looks as if there might
be a new deal. However," here a sense
that he was, perhaps, treating his state-

ment too seriously, stopped him, and
he smiled reassuringlv, " that is as may
be."

" I don't know," he went on, "as I

ever told you anything about my Nelly
and Reddy. Partik'lerh' about Nelly.

She's a good girl, a square girl, but
she's got some all-fired romantic ideas

in her head. Mebbee it kem from her
reading, mebbee it kem from her not
knowing other girls, or seeing too much

of a queer sort of men ; but she got an
interest in the bad ones, and thought
it was her mission to reform them. Re-
form them by pure kindness, attentive

little sisterly ways, and moral example.
She first tried her hand on Reddy.
When he first kem to us he was—well,

he was a blazin' ruin ! She took him
in hand, yanked him outer himself, put
his foot on the bedrock, and made him
what you see him now. Well—what
happened—why, he got reg'larly soft

on her ; wanted to marry her, and I

agreed conditionally, of course, to keep
him up to the mark. Did you speak ?

"

" No," said the lady, with her bright
eyes fixed upon him.

" Well, that w^as all well and good,
and I'd liked to have carried out my
part of the contract, and was willing,

and am still. But you see, Nelly, after

she'd landed Reddy on firm ground, got
a little tired, I reckon, gal like, of the
thing she'd worked so easily, and when
she went East she looked around for

some other wreck to try her hand on,

and she found it on the steamer com-
ing back. And who do you think it

was ? Why, our friend Louis Sylves-

ter !

"

Mrs. Merrydew smiled slightly, with
her bright eyes still on the speaker.

" Well, you know he is fast at times
—if he is a friend of mine—and she
reg'larly tackled him ; and as my old

woman says, it was a sight to see her go
for him. But then he didn't tumble to

it. No ! Reformin' ain't in his line

I'm afeard. And what was the result ?

Why, Nelly only got all the more keen
when she found she couldn't manage
him like Reddy—and, between you and
me, she'd have liked Reddy more if he
hadn't been so easy—and its ended, I

reckon, in her now falling dead in love

with Sylvester. She swears she won't

marry anyone else, and wants to devote

her whole life to him ! Now, what's to

be done ! Reddj^ don't know it ^^et and
I don't know how to tell him. Nelly

sa^'s her mission was ended when she

made a new man of him, and he ought-
er be thankful for that. Couldn't you
kinder break the news to him and tell

him there ain't any show for him ?
"

" Does he love the girl so much,
then?" said the lady, gently.
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"Yes; but I am afraid there is no
hope for Reddy as long as she thinks
there's a chance of her capturing Syl-

vester."

The lady rose and Avent to the writ-

ing-table. " AVould it be any comfort
to you, Mr. "Woodridge, if you were told

that she had not the slightest chance
with Sylvester?"

" Yes."

She wrote a few lines on a card, put
it in an envelope and handed it to

Woodridge. " Find out where Sylves-

ter is in San Francisco, and give him
that card. I think it will satisfy jou.

And now as I have to catch the return

coach in ten minutes, I must ask you to

excuse me while I put my things to-

gether."

"And YOU won't first break the news
to Eeddy forme?"
"No ; and I advise you to keep the

whole matter to yourseK for the pres-

ent. Good-bye !

"

She smiled again, fascinatingly as

usual, but, as it seemed to him, a trifle

wearily, and then passed into the inner
room. Years after, in his practical,

matter-of-fact recollections of this

strange woman, he always remembered
her by this smile.

But she had sufficiently impressed
him by her parting adjuration to cause
him to answer Reddy's eager inquiries

with the statement that Nelly and her
mother were greatly preoccupied with
some friends in San Francisco, and to

speedily escaj^e further questioning.
Reddy's disappointment was somewhat
mitigated by the simultaneous an-
nouncement of Mrs. Merrydew's de-

parture. But he was still more re-

lieved and gratified to hear, a few dai'S

later, of the marriage of Mrs. Merry-

dew with Louis Sylvester. If, to the
general surj^rise and comment it ex-
cited, he contributed only a smile of
cynical toleration and superior self-

complacency, the reader will under-
stand and not blame him. Nor did the
public, who knew the austere complete-
ness of his reform. Nor did Mr. Wood-
ridge, who failed to understand the
only actor in this Httle comedy who
might perhaps have differed from them
all.

A month later James Reddy married
Nelly Woodridge, in the chilly little

church at Oakdale. Perhaps by that
time it might have occurred to him
that although the freshness and frui-

tion of summer were everywhere, the
building seemed to be still unwarmed.
And when he step2:)ed forth with his

bride and glanced across the prosper-
ous landscape toward the distant bay
and headlands of San Francisco, he
shivered slightly at the dryly practical

kiss of the keen northwestern Trades.
But he was prosj)erous and comfort-

able thereafter, as the respectable owner
of broad lands and paying shares. It

was said that Mrs. Reddy contributed
much to the popularity of the hotel by
her charming freedom from prejudice
and sympathy with mankind ; but this

was perhaps only due to the contrast

to her more serious, and at times ab-

stracted husband. At least this was
the charitable opinion of the proverbi-

ally tolerant and kind-hearted Baroness
Streichholzer (nee Merrydew, and rel-

ict of the late lamented Louis Sylves-

ter, Esqre,), whom I recently had the

j)leasure of meeting at Wiesbaden,
where the waters and reposeful sur-

roundings strongly reminded her of

Oakdale.
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THE UPWARD PRESSURE.

(A CHAPTER FROM THE "HISTORY OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.")

By Walter Besant,

HE most striking part

of the great Social
Revolution which was
witnessed by the ear-

lier years of our cen-

tury was undoubtedly
the event which pre-

ceded that Revolution, made it possible,

and moulded it; namely, the Conquest
of the Professions by the people. Hap-

of ambition might go into the Church,
into one of the two services, into the

Law, or into Medicine. He might also,

if he were a country gentleman, go in-

to the House of Commons. At the end
of the century the professional career

included, besides these, all the vari-

ous branches of Science, all the forms
of Art, all the divisions of Literature,

Music, Architecture, the Drama, Engi-

pily it was a Conquest achieved without neering. Teaching, Archseology, Political

exciting any active opposition ; it ad- Economy, and, in fact, every conceivable

vanced unnoticed, step by step, and it subject to which the mind of man can
was unsuspected, as regards its real sig- worthily devote itself.

nificance, until the end was inevitable

and visible to all. It is my purpose in

this Chapter, first to show what was the

position of the mass of the nation before

this event, as regards the Professions

;

and next to relate briefly the successive

events which led to the Conquest, and
so prepared the way for the abolition of

all that was then left of the old aristo-

cratic regime.

Speaking in general teims— the ex-

ceptions shall be noted afterward—
the Professions during the whole of

the nineteenth century were jealously

barred and closed in and fenced round.

Admission, in theory, could only be ob-

tained by young men of gentle birth

and good breeding. Not that there was
any expressed rule to that efiect. It

was not written over the gateway of

Lincoln's Inn that none but gentlemen
were to be admitted, nor was it ever

stated in any book or paper that none
but gentlemen were to be admitted.

But, as you wiU be shown immediately-,

the barring of the gate against the lad

of humble origin was quite as effectually

accomplished without any law, rule, or

regulation whatever.

The professional avenues of distinc-

tion which, early in the century, were
only three or four in number, liad, by
the end of the century, been multiplied

tenfold by the birth or creation of new
Professions. Fonnerly a j'oung man
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In all these branches there were great

—in some, very great—prizes to be ob-

tained
;
prizes not always of money, but

of honor : in some of them the prizes

included what was then considered the

greatest of all rewards—a Peerage. The
country, indeed, was already beginning
to insist that the national distinctions

should be bestowed upon all those—
and only upon those— who rendered
real services to the State. One poet had
been made a Peer. One man of science

had been made a Privy Councillor, and
another a Peer : two painters had been
made baronets ; and the humble distinc-

tion of Knight Bachelor, which had been
tossed contemptuously to cit}^ sheriffs,

provincial mayors, and undistinguished
persons who used back-stairs influence

to get the title, was now brought into

better consideration by being shared by
a few musicians, engineers, physicians,

and others. Nothing could more clear-

ly show the real contempt in which lit-

erature and science were held in an
aristocratic country than that, although
there were a dozen degrees of peerage
and half a dozen orders of knighthood,
there was not one order reserved for men
of science, literature, and art. Feeble
protests from time to time were made
against this absurdity, but in the end
it proved useful, because the chief argu-

ment against the continuance of titles

of honor in the great debate on the sub-
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ject, in the year 1920, was the fact that

all through the inueteenth century the

men who most deserved the thanks and
recognition of the State were (with the

exception of soldiers and lawyers) abso-

lutely neglected by the Court and the

House of Lords.

Let us consider by what usages, rath-

er than by what rules, the Professions

were barred.

In the Church a young man could

not be ordained under the age of

twenty-three. Nor would the Bishoji

ordain him, as a rule, unless he was
a graduate of Oxford or Cambridge.
This meant that he was to stay at

school, and that a good school, till the

age of nineteen ; that he was then to

deyote four years more to carrying on
his studies in a very expensive manner

;

in other words, that he must be able to

spend at least a thousand pounds be-

fore he could obtain orders, and that he
would then receive pay at a much lower
rate than a good cai'penter or engine-

driver.

At the Bar it was the custom for a

man to enter his name after leaving the

University : he would then be called at

five or six-and-twenty. A young man
must be able to keep himself until that

age, and even longer, because a lawyer's

practice begins slowl3^ There were also

vers'' heavy dues on entrance and on be-

ing called. In plain terms, no young
man could enter at the Bar who did not
possess or command, at least, a thou-

sand pounds.
In the lower branch of the law a

young man might, it is true, be admit-

ted at twenty-one. But he had to pay
a heavy premium for his articles, and
large fees both at entrance, and on pass-

ing the examination which admitted him.

Not much less, therefore, including his

maintenance, than a thousand pounds
would be required of him before he be-

gan to make anything for himself. A
medical man, even one who only desired

to become a humble general practitioner,

had to work through a five years' course,

with hospital fees. Like the solicitor,

he might qualify for about a thousand
pounds.

In all the new professions, chemistry,

physics, biology, zoology, geology, bot-

any, and the other branches of science,

engineering, mmmg, surveying, assay-
ing, architecture, actuary work—every-
thing—a long apprenticeship was needed
with special studies in costly colleges.

In Teaching, he who aspired to the
more distinguished branches had no
chance at all, unless he was a graduate
in the highest honors of Oxford and
Cambridge.

In the Arts— painting, sculpture,

music— long practice, devoted study,
and exclusive thought were essential.

The Civil Service was divided into two
branches, both open to competitive ex-

amination. The higher branch attracted
first class men of Oxford and Cam-
bridge ; the lower, clever and well-

taught men from the Middle Class

Schools. But the latter could not pass
into the former.

In the Army, the only branch in which
a man could live upon his pay was the

scientific branch, open to anybody who
could comj^ete at a very stiff examina-
tion after a long and very expensive
course of study, and could pay £200 a

year for two or three years after en-

trance. In the other branches of the

services, a young lieutenant could not
live upon his pay.

In the Navy the examinations were
frequent and severe, while the pay was
very small.

The barrier, therefore, which kept the

Professions in the hands of the upper
classes was a simple toll-gate. At the

toll stood a man. "Come," he said,

holding out an inexorable palm. "With
an education which has cost you already

a thousand pounds, be ready to pay
down another thousand more. Then
you shall be admitted among the ranks
of those for whom are reserved the high-
est prizes of the State ; viz., Authority,

Honor, and Wealth."
It is apparent, then, that no one could

enter the Professions who had no money.
No need to write up "None but the

sons of gentlemen may apply." Very
many sons of gentlemen, in fact, had to

turn away sorrowfully after gazing with
wistful eyes upon that ladder which they

knew that they, too, could climb, as well

as a Denman or an Erskine. As for the

sons of poor parents, they could not so

much as think of the ladder : they hardly
knew that it existed : they cared nothing
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about it. As well sigli for the Lord May-
or's gilt carriage and four, or the Field

Marshal's baton. No poor lad could as-

pire to the Professions at all. In other

words, out of a population of thirty-

seven millions, or eight millions of fam-

ilies, the way of distinction was open
only to the young man belonging to the

half million families—perhaps less—who
could expend upon their son's educa-

tion a thousand pounds apiece.

Nor for a long time was the exclusion

felt or even recognized. He who wished
to rise out of the working class either

became a small master of his own trade,

or else he opened a small shop of some
kind. But he did not aspire to become
a physician or a barrister or a clergy-

man. And it never occurred to him
that such a career could be open to

him.

But if, as happened every day, such a

man had got on in the world and was
ambitious for his son, he made him a

doctor or a solicitor, these being the

two Professions which cost least— or

perhaps he made him a mechanical en-

gineer, though it might cost a good deal

more. Perhaps if the boy was clever,

he managed to send him to the Univer-
sity with the intention of getting him
ordained. Such was the first upward
step in gentility— first, to become a

master instead of a servant ; then, to

belong to a profession rather than a

trade. Always, however, one had to

settle with the man at the toll. He was
inexorable. " Pay down," he said, " a

thousand pounds, if you would be ad-

mitted within this bar."

The young man, therefore, whose fath-

er worked for wages, or for a small sal-

ary, or in a small way of trade, could
not so much as dream of entering any
of the Professions. They were as much
closed to him as the gates of Paradise.

But during the nineteenth century a

new Profession was created, and this

was open to him. This they could not
close. It had already grovm great and
strong before they thought of closing it.

It was open to the poor man's son. He
went into it. And with the help of it,

as with a key, he opened all the rest.

You shall understand immediately what
this was.

I have spoken of certain exceptions to

this exclusion of the lower classes. There
were provided at the public schools and
the IJniversities scholarships, founded
for the purpose of enabling poor lads
to carry on their studies. The schools
had long ceased to be the property of

the poor for whom they were designed :

their scholarships, mostly of recent
foundation, were granted by competi-
tive examination to those boys who had
already spent a large sum of money on
preliminary work. The scholarships of

the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge
were also given by examination, with-
out the least consideration of the candi-

dates' private resources. There was,
however, a chance that a poor lad might
get one of these. If he did, everything
was open to him. The annals of the
Universities contain numberless in-

stances in which lads from the lower
middle class made their way, and a few
instances—a very few—here one and
there one—in which the sons of work-
ing-men thus forced themselves up-
ward. We must remember these schol-

arships when we speak of the barrier,

but we must not attach too much im-
portance to them. One may also recall

many instances of generosity when a

boy of parts was discovered, educated,

and sent to the University by a rich or
noble patron.

In the Army, again, many men rose

from the ranks and obtained commis-
sions. In the Navy, this was always
impossible, with one or two brilliant ex-

ceptions—as the case of Captain Cook.
It may be said that there are many

cases on record in which men of quite

humble origin have advanced them-
selves in trade, even to becoming Lord
Mayor of London. Could not a poor
lad do in the nineteenth century what
Whittington did in the fourteenth ?

Could he not tie up his belongings in

a handkerchief and make for London,
where the streets were paved with gold,

and the walls were built of jasper?

Well, you see, in this matter of the poor
lad and his elevation to giddy heights

there has been a little mistake, prin-

cipally due to the chap-books. The
poor lad who worked liis way upward in

the nineteenth century belonged to the

bourgeoisie, not tlio craftsman class.

While his sclioolfellows remained clerks,
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he, by some early good fortune— by
marriage, by cousiusliip, was enabled
to get his foot on the ladder, up which
he proceeded to climb with strength
and resolution. The ^Door lad who got
on in earlier times w^as the son of a
country gentleman. Dick Whittington
was the son of Sir William Whittington,
Knight and afterwards outlaw. He was
apprenticed to his cousin Sir John Fitz-

warren, Mercer and merchant-advent-
urer, son of Sir William Fitzwarren,

Knight. Again, Chichele, Lord Mayor,
and his younger brother, Sheriff, and his

elder brother Ai'chbishop of Canterbury,
were sons of one Chichele, Gentleman
and Armiger of Higham Ferrers in the

county of Northampton. Sir Thomas
Gresham was the son of Sir Richard
Gresham, nej^hew of Sir John Gresham,
and younger brother of Sir John Gre-
sham also of a good old country famil3\

In fact, we may look in vain through the

annals of London city for the rise of

the humble boy from the ranks of the

craftsmen. Once or twice, perhaps, one
may find such a case. If we consider

the early years of the nineteenth cen-

tury, when the long wars attracted to

the army all the younger sons, it does
seem as if the Mayors and Aldermen
must have come from very humble be-

ginnings. Even then, however, we find

on investigation that the city fathers

of that time had mostly sprung from
small shops. They were never, to be-

gin with, craftsmen, and at the end of

the century any such rise was never
dreamed of by the most ambitious. The
clerk, if a lad became a clerk, remained
a clerk : he had no hope of becoming
anything else. The shopman remained
a shopman, his only hope being the es-

tablishment of himself as a master if lie

could save enough money. The crafts-

man remained a craftsman. And for

partnerships there were always plenty

—

younger sons and others—eager to buy
themselves in, or there were sons and
nephews waiting their turn. No son of

a working man, or a clerk, could hope
for any other advancement in the City

than advancement to higher salary for

long and faithful service.

Once more, then, the situation was
this : To him who could afifbrd to earn

nothing till he was two-and-tvventy, and

little till he was five-and-twenty, and
could find the money for fees, lectures,

and coiu'ses and coaches, everything
that the country had to ofiter was open.
AVith this limitation there was never
any country in which prizes were more
open than Great Britain and Ireland.
A clever lad might enter the Royal En-
gineers or Artillery with a tolerable cer-
tainty of being a Colonel and a K.C.B.
at fifty ; or he might go into the Church,
where if he had ability and had culti-

vated eloquence and possessed good
manners he might count on a Bishop-
ric ; or he might go to the Bar, where,
if he was lucky, he might become a
judge or even Lord Chancellor. Unless
however he could provide the capital

wanted for admission, he could attain

to nothing—nothing—nothing.
What became, then, of the clever lad?

In some cases he became a clerk, crowd-
ing into a trade already overcrowded.
He trampled on his competitors, be-
cause most of them, the sons and grand-
sons of clerks, had no ambition and no
perception of the things wanted. This
young fellow had. He taught himself
the things that were wanted : he gener-
ally took therefore the best place. But
he had to remain a clerk.

Or, more often, he became a teacher
in a Board School. In this capacity he
obtained a certain amount of social con-
sideration, a certain amount of inde-
pendence, and an income varying from
£150 to £400 a year.

Or, which also happened frequently,

he might become a dissenting minister
of the humbler kind. In that case he
had every chance of passing through
life in a little chapel at a small town, a
slave to his own, and to his congrega-
tion's, narrow prejudices.

Or, he might go abroad, to one of

the Colonies. Earlier in the century,

between the years 1850 and 1880 many
poor lads had gone to Australia or New
Zealand and had done weU for them-
selves, a few had become millionaires

;

but by the year 1890 these colonies,

considered as likely places wherein a

young man could advance himself,

seemed played out. Workingmen they
wanted, but not clever and penniless

young fellows.

He might, it has been suggested, go
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into the House. There were ah-eady

one or two workingmeu in the House.
But they were sent there especially to

represent certain interests by working-
men ; not because their representative

was an ambitious and clever young man.
And the workingman's member, so far,

had advanced a very little way as a polit-

ical success. It was not in Politics that

a young man would lind his opening.

This brings us to the one career open
to him—he might become a Journal-

ist. It is an attractive Profession : and
even in its lower walks it seems a branch
of literature. There is independence of

hours : the pay depends upon the man's
power of work : there are great open-

ings in it and—to the rising lad at least

—what seems a noble possibility in the

shape of pay. Many distinguished men
have been journalists, from Charles
Dickens downward. Nearly all the

novelists have dabbled with journalism
;

and, since all of us cannot be novelists,

the young man might reflect that there

are editors, sub-editors, assistant edi-

tors, news-editors, leader writers, de-

scriptive writers, reviewers, dramatic
critics, art and music critics, wanted for

every paper. He could become a jour-

nalist and he could rise to the achieve-

ment of these ambitions.

At first he rose a very little way, de-

spite his ambition, because in every

branch of letters, imperfect education is

an insuperable obstacle. Still he could

become news-editor, descriptive report-

er, paragraph writer, and eveii, in the

case of country papers, editor. Some-
times he passed from the office of the

journal to that of one of the many so-

cieties, where he became secretary and
succeeded in getting his name associated

with some cause, which gave him some
position -and consideration. Whether
he succeeded greatly or not, his whole
object was to pass from the class which
has no possible future to the class for

which everything is open. His sons
would be gentlemen, and if he could on-
ly find the necessary funds, they should
make what he had been unable to make,
an attempt upon the prizes of the State.

This was the situation at the begin-
ning of the last decade of the nineteenth
century. It is summed up by saying

that all the avenues to honor and power
were closed and barred to the lad who
could not command a thousand pounds
at least. Let us pass on.

I have already, in the last chapter,

considered the growth and develop-
ment of the great educational movement
whose origin belongs to the nineteenth
century ; whose development so pro-
foundly affects the history of our own.

It began, like the spread of scientific

knowledge, and the reforms in the Old
Constitution, and everything else, with
the introduction of railways. Before
the end of the century the country was
covered with schools, as it was also cov-

ered with railways. There was hardly a

man or woman living when the nine-

teenth century ended who could not
read; there were few indeed who did
not read. But the school course natu-

rally taught little beyond the elements
and was already completed when the

pupil reached his fourteenth year. He
was then taken from school and put to

work, apprenticed—set to something
which was to be his trade. Clever or
stupid, keen of intellect or dull, that

was to be the lot of the boy. He was
set to learn how to earn his livelihood.

About the year 1885 or 1890—no ex-

act date can be fixed for the birth of a
new idea—began a very remarkable ex-

tension of the educational movement.
It was discovered by philanthropists

that something ought to be done with
the boys after they had left school.

The first intentions seem to have been
simply to keep them out of mischief.

Having nothing to do the lads natu-

rally took to loafing about the streets,

smoking bad tobacco, drinking, gam-
bling, and precocious love-making. It

was also perceived by economists about
the same time that unless something
was done for technical education, the

old superiority of the British craftsman
would speedily vanish. It was further

pointed out that the education of the

Board Schools gave the pupils little

more than the mastery of the merest
elements, the tools by means of which
knowledge could be acquired. In or-

der, therefore, to carry on general edu-
cation and to provide technical training

there were started simultaneously in

every great town, but especially in Lon-
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don, Technical Schools, " Contiuuation

"

of them did, without feeling that they
Classes, Polytechnics, Young Men's As- had been pressed to do so. For the
sociations and Clubs, Guilds for in- very work and life and atmosphere of

struction and recreation—under what- the place into which beer was not ad-
ever form they were known they were mitted gave them a dislike for beer,

all schools. with its coarse and rough associations.

Then the young working lad was in- Insensibly the boy who joined was led
vited to enter himself at one of these upward to a nobler and higher level,

places, and to spend his evenings there. The motives which were strong
"Come," said the founders, "you are enough to persuade a working lad to

at an age when ever}i;hing is new and work on, over hours, may be partly un-
evervthing is delightful. Give up all derstood by considering one of these

your present joys. Send the girl with Institutions—the largest and the most
whom you keep company, night after popular—the Polytechnic of Eegent
night, home to her mother. Put down Street, called familiarly the Eegent
your cherished cigarette, cease to stand Street " Poly," with its thirteen thou-
about in bars, give up drinking beer, sand members. Take first its social

go no more to the music-hall. Aban- side, as offering naturally greater at-

don all that you delight in. And come tractions than its educational side. It

to us. After w^orking all day long at contained about forty clubs. The new
your trade, come to us and work all the member on joining was asked in a

evening at books." pamphlet these three questions :

A strange invitation ! To forego de- 1. " Do you wish to make friends ?
"

lights and live laborious evenings. 2. " Are you anxious to improve your-
Stranger still, the lads accepted the self ?

"

invitation. They accepted in thou- 3. "Do you seek the best opportuni-
sands. They consented to work every ties of recreation in your leisure hours ?

"

evening as well as every day. The in- Observe that the serious object is

ducements to join w^ere, in fact, artfully placed between the other two. What
devised with a full knowledge of boys' the Poly lads said to the new member
nature. What a boy desires, over and was :

" Come in and have a good old

above everything else, more than the time with us." It was for the good old

comj)any of a girl, more than idleness, time that the new member joined,

more than gambling, more than beer- Once in he could look about him and
drinking, more than tobacco, is asso- choose. The Gymnasium, the Boxing
ciation with other lads of the same age. club, the Swimming Club, the Roller-

These Polytechnics or Institutes or skating Club, the Cricket, Football,

Clubs gave him, first of all, that asso- Lawn Tennis, Athletic, Powing, Cyc-
ciation. They pro^dded him with so- ling, Ramblers and Harriers Clubs all

cieties of every kind. They added re- invited him to join. Surely, among so

creation to study
;
pleasure to work, many clubs there must be one that he

If half of the evening was spent in a would like. Of course they had their

class-room, or in a workshop, the other showy uniform, their envied Captains

half w^as passed in orderly amusement, and other ofl&cers, their field days, their

There w-as, moreover, every kind of public daj^s, and their prizes. 'Or there

choice ; the lad felt himself free ; there was the Volunteer Corps, with its Ar-

were, to be sure, barriers here and tillery Brigade, and its Volunteer Medi-
there, but he did not feel them ; there cal Staff Corps. There was the Parlia-

was a steady pressure upon him in ment, conducted on the same rules as

certain directions, but he did not feel that of the House of Commons. For
it ; in some there were prayer-meet- the quieter lads there were Sketching,

ings ; the boys were not obliged to go. Natural History, Photographic, Or-

but some time or other they found chestral, and Choral Societies. There
themselves present. Then there were was a Natural History Society and an
some w^ho w^ore the blue ribbon of tem- Electrical Engineering Society. There
perance ; nobod}" was obliged to as- were also associations for religious and
sume that symbol, but somehow most moral objects ; a Christian Workers'
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Union, a Temperance Societ}^ a Social

League, a Polytechnic Mission, and a

Bible Class. There were reading-

rooms and refreshment-rooms ; in the

suburbs there were playing fields for

them. Up the river was a house-boat

for the Rowing Club, the largest on the

Thames. Add to all this an intense

"College feeling;" an ardent enthusi-

asm for the Poly ; friendships the most
faithful ; a wholesome, invigorating,

stimulating atmosphere ; the encour-

agement always felt of brave endeavor
and noble effort, and high principle

—

in one word, the gift to the young fel-

lows of the working class of all that

the public schools and universities

could offer that was best and most
precious. Such an institution as the

Polytechnic—mother and sister of so

many others—was a revolution in itself.

But for the second question: "Are
you anxious to improve yourself ?

"

What answer was given ? Strange to

say the answer was also very decidedly

in the affirmative.

The young fellows were anxious to

improve themselves. Now mark the

difference between these working lads

and the boys from the public schools.

Had such a question been put to the

latter their answer would have been a
contemptuous stare, or a contemptuous
laugh. Improve themselves ? They
were already improved. They were so

far improved that nine-tenths of them
were contented with the moderate
amount of knowledge necessary for the

practice of their professions. If one
became a solicitor, a doctor, a school-

master, a barrister, a clergyman, it was
sufficient for him, in most cases, just to

pass the examinations. Then, no further

improvement for the rest of their nat-

ural life. But these others, who had
everything to gain, whose ambitions
were just awakening, who were just

beginning to understand that there

was every inducement to improve them-
selves, joined the classes and began to

work, with as much zeal as they showed
in their play.

What they learned concerns us little.

It may be recorded, however, that they
learned everything. Practical trades

were taught ; technical classes were
held ; there was a School of Science in

which such subjects as chemistry, phy-
sics, mathematics, mechanics, building
were taught. There was a School of

Art in which wood modelling, carving,

and other minor arts were taught, as

well as painting and drawing. There
was a Commercial School for Arith-

metic, Book-keeping, Shorthand, Type-
writing, French, German, etc., were
taught ; there were Musical Classes, Elo-
cution Classes, a School of Engineering,
a School of Photography. Enough

;

it will be seen that everything a lad

might desire to learn he could learn

and did learn.

But the Polytechnic was only one of

many such institutions. In London
alone there existed, in the year 1893, be-

tween two and three hundred, large and
small ; there were nearly fifty branches
of the University Extension scheme ; the

Continuation classes were held in many
Board Schools, while of special clubs,

mostly for athletic purposes, the num-
ber was legion. As for the numbers en-

rolled in these associations, already in

1893, when those things were all young,
one finds 13,000 members of the Re-
gent Street Poly ; 4,000 at the People's

Palace ; the same number at the Birk-

beck ; the same at the Goldsmith's In-

stitute ; at the City of London College,

2,500 ; and so on. Of the Athletic

Clubs the Cyclists' Union alone con-

tained no fewer than 20,000 members.
Figures may mean anything. It is,

however, significant that in a popula-
tion of five millions, which gives per-

haps 700,000 young men between fif-

teen and twenty, of whom about 100,000
were below the rank of craftsmen, and
100,000 above, there should have been
found a few years after the introduc-

tion of the system, about 70,000 youths
wise enough and resolute enough to

join these classes.

It must be owned that only the more
generous spirits—the nobler sort—were
attracted by the Polytechnics. They
were a first selection from the mass.

Of these again, another selection was
made : those few who studied the things
which at first sight appeared to be least

useful. Everyone who knew a craft

could see the wisdom of acquiring per-

fection in his trade ; everyone who was
a clerk, or who hoped to become a clerk,
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could see the advantage of learniug

shorthand, book-keeping, French and
German. Wliat did that boy aim at

who studied Latin, Greek, and Mathe-
matics, matriculated and took his de-

gree at the London University, then an
examining body only ? ^^ly did he
learn these things ? He did not learn

them, remember, in the perfunctory way
in which a public school boy generally

works through his subjects ; he learned

as if he meant to know these subjects
;

he devoured his books ; he tore the heart

out of them ; he compelled them to give

up their secrets. He had everything to

get for himself while the public school

boy had everything given to him.
AVhen it was done, when he had ac-

quired as much knowledge as any aver-

age boy from the best public school
;

when he had read in the Poly Reading
Room all that there was to read, what
was he to do ? For when he looked
about him he saw, stretching before

him, fair and stately, the long avenues
which led to distinction—but before

each there was a toll-gate and at the

gate stood a man saying, "Pay me first

a thousand pounds. Then, and not till

then, you shall enter."

Alas ! and he had not a sixpence—he,

or his parents. And so perforce he
must stand aside while other lads with-

out his intellect and courage paid the

money and were admitted.

There was but one outlet. He might
become a journalist. He had learned

shorthand, a necessary accomplishment.
Therefore, he got an appointment as

reporter and general hand on a countr^^

paper. Such a youth, in these years of

which we write was uncommon, but he
very soon became much more common.
The charm of learning was discovered

by one lad after another. The chance

of exchanging the craftsman's work for

the scholar's work, never thought of be-

fore, fired the brains of hundreds first,

and thousands afterward. Then be-

gan a rage for learning. All those who
had abilities even mediocre tried to es-

cape their lot by working at the higher

subjects. It was reproached to the

Polytechnics that their original pur-

pose, to bring the boys together for

common discipline and orderly recrea-

tion, and to train them in their crafts,

was departed from and that all their

energies were now devoted to turning
working lads into classical scholars,

mathematicians, logicians, and histori-

ans.

Nor was the complaint wholly un-
founded. But it was too late to recede.

The boys crowded to the classes ; they
read and worked with incredible eager-
ness ; they thought that to be a man of

books was better than to be a man with
a saw and a plane. Ambition seized

them—seized them by tens of thou-
sands ; they would rise. Learning was
their stepping-stone. The recreative

side of the Polytechnics was lost in the

educational side. Never before had
there been such an ardor, such a thirst

for knowledge. Yet only for knowledge
as a means to rise. And there was but
one outlet. That, in the course of a few
years, became congested. Journalism,

as the number of papers increased, de-

manded more workmen, and still more.
These young men from the Polytech-

nic filled up every vacancy. They had
seized ujDon this profession and made it

their own ; those who did not belong to

them were gradually, but surely, ousted.

It was recognized that it was the pro-

fession of the young man who wanted to

get on. Some there were who affected

to lament an alleged decay ; the old

scholarly style, they said, was gone

;

there was also gone the old reverence

for authority, rank, and the established

order. Perhaps the journal, as the new
men made it, was above all vigorous.

But it w^as true, which could not always

be said of the papers before their time.

From their college—the old Poly—the

young men carried away a love of truth

and right dealing which, once imported
into the newspaper press, made it an en-

gine far more mighty—an influence far

more potent—than ever it had been be-

fore. There may have been some loss

in style, though many of them wrote
gracefully and many showed on occasion

a wonderful command of wit, sarcasm,

and satire. But because the papers were
always truthful the writers always knew
what they wanted and so their work had
the strength of directness.

A few, but very few, continued at the

work, whatever it might be, to which
they had been apprenticed. Then their
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lives were spent in a clay of painful

drudgery followed by an evening of de-

lightful study. Very few heard of these

men. Now and then one would be dis-

covered by a clergyman working in his

parish ; now and then one emerged from
obscurity by means of a letter or a pa-

per contributed to some journal. Most
of them lived and died unknown.
Yet there was one. His case is re-

markable because it first set rolling the

ball of reform. He was by trade a met-

al turner and fitter ; he had the reputa-

tion of being an unsociable man because

he went home every day after work and
stayed there ; he was unmarried and
lived alone in a small, four-roomed cot-

tage near Kilburn, one of a collection

of Workman's villages. Here it was
known that he had a room which he
had furnished with a furnace, a table,

shelves and bottles, and that he worked
every evening at something. One day
there appeared in a scientific paper an
article containing an account of certain

discoveries of the greatest importance,
signed by a name utterly unknown to

scientific men. The article was fol-

lowed by others, all of the greatest in-

terest and originality. The man him-
self had little idea of the importance of

his own discoveries. When his cottage

was besieged by leaders in the world of

science, he was amazed ; he showed his

simple laboratory to his visitors ; he
spoke of his labors carelessly ; he told

them that he was a metal turner by
trade, that he worked every day for an
.employer at a wage of thirty-five shil-

lings a week, and that he was able to

devote his evenings to reading and re-

search. They made him an F.RS., the
first working man who had ever attained
that honor. They tried to get him put
upon the Civil List, but the First Lord
of the Treasury had already, according
to the usual custom, given away the an-
nual grant made by the House for Lit-

erature, Science and Art, to the widows
and daughters of Civil servants. This
attempt failing, the Eoyal Society, in

order to take him away from his drudg-
ery, created a small sinecure post for
him, and in this way found an excuse
for giving him a pension.

Then some writer in a London Daily
asked how it was that with his genius

for science, which, it was now recalled,

had been remarked while he was a stu-

dent at the South London Poly, this

man had been allowed to remain at his

trade.

And the answer was, " Because there

is no opening for such an one."

It is ver}' astonishing, when we con-

sider the obvious nature of certain

truths, to remark how slow man is to

find them out. Now this exclusion of

all those who could not afford to pay
his toll to the man at the gate, had, up
to that moment, been accepted as if it

were a law of Nature. As in otlier

things, men said, if they talked about
the matter at all, " What is, must be.

What is, shall be. What is, has always
been. What is, has been ordained by
God himself." There is nothing more
difficult than to effect a reform in men's
minds. The reformer has, first, to per-

suade people to listen. Sometimes he
never succeeds, even in this, the very
beginning. When they do listen, the

thing, being new to them, irritates them.
They therefore call him names. If he
persists they call him worse names. If

they can they put him in prison, hang
him, burn him. If they cannot do this,

and he goes on preaching new things,

they presently begin to listen with more
respect. One or two converts are made.
The reformer expands his views ; his

demands become larger ; his claims far

exceed the modest dimensions of his

first timid words. And so the reform,

bit by bit, is effected.

At first, then, the demand was for

nothing more than an easier entrance

into the scientific world. This natur-

ally rose out of the case. "Let us,"

they said, " take care that to such a man
as this any and every branch of science

shall be thrown open. But for that pur-

pose it is necessary that scholarships,

whether given at school or college, shall

be sufficient for the maintenance as

well as for the tuition fees of those who
hold them." These scholarships, it was
argued, had been founded for poor stu-

dents and belonged to them. All the

papers took up the question, and all,

with one or two exceptions, were in

favor of " restoring "— that was the

phrase—"his scholarships;" "his," it

was said, assuming that they were his
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originally—to the poor man. In vain

svas it pointed out that these scholar-

ships had been for the most part found-
ed in recent times when pubUc schools

and imiversities had long become the

property of the richer class, and that

they were needed as aids for those who
were not rich, not as means of main-
tenance for those who wanted to rise

out from one class into another.

The cry was raised at the general

Election : the majority came into power
pledged to the hilt to restore his schol-

arships to the poor student. Then,
of course, a compromise was effected.

There was created a class of scholar-

ships at certain public schools, for which
candidates had to produce evidence that

they possessed nothing, and. that their

parents w^ould not assist them. Similar
scholarships were created at Oxford and
Cambridge, out of existing revenues,

and it was hoped that concessions open-
ing all the advantages that the public
schools and universities had to give

would prove sufficient. By this time
the country was fully awakened to the

danger of having thrown upon their

hands a great class of young men who
thought themselves too well educated
for any of the lower kinds of work, and
were too numerous for the only work
open to them. No one, as yet, it must
be remembered, had ventured to pro-

pose throwing open the Professions.

The concessions were found, how-
ever, to make very little difference.

Now and then a lad with a scholarship

forced his way to the head of a public

school, and carried off the highest hon-
ors at the University. Mostly, how-
ever, the poor scholar was uncomfort-
able ; he could neither speak, nor think,

nor behave like his fellows ; the atmos-
phere chilled him ; too often he failed

to justify the early promise ; if he suc-

ceeded in getting a " poor " scholarship

at college, he too often ended his Uni-

versity career with second-class Hon-
ors, which were of no use to him at all,

and so he was again face to face with
the question : What to do ? His college

would not continue to support him. He
could not get a mastership in a good
school because there was a prejudice

against " poor " scholars, w^ho w^ere sup-

posed incapable of acquiring the man-

ners of a gentleman. So he, too, fell

back upon the only outlet, and tried to

become a journalist.

Every day the pressure increased
;

the pay of the journalist went dow^n
;

work could be got for next to nothing,
and still the lads poured into the classes

by the thousand, all hoping to exchange
the ciu'se of labor by their hands for

that of labor by the pen. No one as

yet had perceived the great truth which
has so enormously' increased the happi-
ness of our time, that all labor is hon-
orable and respectable, though to some
kinds of labor we assign gi'eater, and
some lesser, honor. The one thought
was to leave the ranks of the working-
man.

It is not to be supposed that this

great class would suffer and starve in

silence. On the contrary, they were
continually proclaiming their woes ; the

papers were filled with letters and ar-

ticles. *' What shaU we do with our
boys ? " was the heading that one saw
every day, somewhere or other. What,
indeed ! No one ventured to say that

they had better go back to their trade
;

no one ventured to point out that a man
might be a good cabinet-maker although
he knew the Integral Calculus. If one
timidly asked what good purpose was
gained by making so many scholars,

that man was called Philistine, first

;

obstructive, next ; and other stronger

names afterward. And yet no one ven-

tured to point out that all the profes-

sions—and not science only, through
the universities—might be thrown open.

Sooner or later this suggestion was
certain to be made. It appeared, first

of all, in an unsigned letter addressed

to one of the evening papers. The
writer of the letter was almost certainly

one of the suffering class. He began
by setting forth the situation, as I have

described it above, quite simply and
truly. He showed, as I have shown,

that the Professions and the Services

were closed to those who had no mon-
ey. And he advanced for the first

time the audacious proposal that they

should be thrown open to all on the

simple condition of passing an exami-

nation. " This examination," he said,

" may be made as severe as can be de-

sired or devised. There is no examina-
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tion so severe that the students of our
Polytechnics cannot face and pass it

triumphantly. Let the examination, if

you will, be intended to admit none
but those who have taken or can take

first-class Honors. The Poly stu-

dents need not fear to face a standard

even so high as this. Why should

the higher walks of life be reserved for

those who have money to begin with ?

Why should money stand in the way of

honor? Among the thousands of young
men who have profited by the opportu-
nities offered to them there must be
some who are born to be lawyers ; some
who are born to be doctors ; some who
are born to be preachers ; some who are

born to be administrators." And so on,

at length. It was not, however, by a

letter in a paper, or by the leading ar-

ticles and the correspondence which fol-

lowed that the suggested change was
effected. But the idea was started. It

was talked about ; it grew : as the press-

ure increased it grew more and more.
Meetings were held at which violent

speeches were delivered : the question

of opening the Professions was declared

of national importance ; at the General
Election which followed some months
after the appearance of the letter, mem-
bers were returned who were pledged to

promote the immediate throwing open
of all the Professions to all who could
pass a certain examination ; and the first

step was taken in opening all commis-
sions in the Army to competitive exami-
nation.

The Professions, however, remained
obstinate. Law and Medicine refused

to make the least concession. It was
not until an Act of Parliament com-
pelled them that the Inns of Court,

the Law Institute, the Colleges of Physi-
cians, Surgeons, and Apothecaries con-

sented to admit all-comers without fees

and by examination alone.

Then followed such a rush into the

Professions as had never before been
witnessed. Already too full, they be-

came at once absolutely congested and
choked. Every other man was either a

doctor or a solicitor. It was at first

thought that by making examinations of

the greatest severity possible the rush
might be arrested. But this proved im-
possible, for the simple reason that an

examination for admission, necessarily

a mere " pass " examination must be
governed and limited by the intellect

of the average candidate. Moreover, in

Medicine, if too severe an examination
is proposed, the candidate sacrifices

actual practice and observation in the

Hospital wards to book-work. There-
fore the examinations remained much
as they always had been, and all the
clever lads from aU the Polytechnics be-

came, in an incredibly short time, mem-
bers of the Learned Professions.

There can be no doubt that the Bench
and the Bar, that Medicine and Surgery,
owe to the emancipation of the Profes-

sions many of their noblest members.
Great names occur to every one which
belong to this and that Polytechnic, and
are written on the walls in letters of gold
as an encouragement to succeeding gen-
erations. One would not go back to

the old state of things. At the same
time there were losses and there are re-

grets. So great, for instance, was the

competition in Medicine that the six-

penny General Practitioner established

himself everywhere, even in the most
fashionable quarters ; so numerous were
solicitors that the old system of a recog-

nized tariff was swept away and gave
place to open competition as in trade.

That the two branches of the law should
be fused into one was inevitable ; that

the splendid incomes formerly derived

from successful practice should disap-

pear was also a matter of course. And
there were many who regretted not only
the loss of the old professional rules and
the old incomes, but also the old pro-

fessional esprit de corps—the old jeal-

ousy for the honor and dignity of the

profession : the old brotherhood. All

this was gone. Every man's hand was
against his neighbor ; advocates sent in

contracts for the job ; the physicians

undertook a case for so much ; the sur-

geon operated for a contract price ; the

usages of trade were all transferred to

the Professions.

As for the Services, the Navy remained
an aristocratic body ; boys were received

too young for the Polytechnic lads to

have a chance ; also, the pay was too

small to tempt them, and the work was
too scientific. In the Army a few ap-

peared from time to time, but it cannot
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be said that as officers the working-
classes made a good ligure. They were
not accustomed to command ; they were
wanting in the manners of the camp as

well as those of the court ; they were
neither polished enough nor rough
enough ; the inHuence of the Poly might
produce good soldiers—obedient, high-

piincipled, and brave ; but it could not
produce good officers, who must be, to

begin with, lads born in the atmosphere
of authority, the sons of gentlemen or

the sons of officers. Yet even here there

were excerptions. Every one, for in-

stance, wiU remember the case of the

general—once a Poly boy—who success-

fully defended Herat against an over-

whelming host of Russians in the year
1935.

It was not enough to throw open the

Professions. Some there were in which,

whether they w^ere thrown open or not,

a new-comer without family or caj^ital

or influence could never get an}^ work.
Thus it would seem that Engineering
was a profession very favorable to such
new-comers. It proved the contrary.

All engineers in practice had pupils

—

sons, cousins, nephews—to whom they

gave their appointments. To the new-
comer nothing was given. What good,

then, had been effected by this revolu-

tion? Nothing but the crowding into

the learned Professions of penniless,

clever lads ? Nothing but the destruc-

tion of the old dignity and self-respect

of Law and Medicine ? Nothing but the

degradation of a Profession to the com-
petition of trade ?

Much more than this had been achiev-

ed. The Democratic movement which
had marked the nineteenth centuiy re-

ceived its final impulse from this great

change. Ever\"one knows that the House
of Lords, long before the end of that

centuiy, had ceased to represent the old

aristocracy. The old names w^ere, for

the most part, extinct. A Cecil, a Stan-

ley, a Howard, a Neville, a Bruce, might
yet be found, but by far the greater part

of the Peers were of yesterday. Nor
could the House be kept up at all but

for new creations. They were made
from rich trade or from the Law, the
latter conferring respect and dignity
upon the House. But lawyers could
no longer be made Peers. They were
rough in manners, and they had no
longer great incomes. Moreover, the
nation demanded that its honors should
be equally bestowed upon all those who
rendered service to the State, and all

were poor. Now a House of poor Lords
is absurd. Equally absurd is a House
of Lords all brewers. Hence the faU of

the House of Lords was certain. In the
year 1924 it was finally abolished.

In the next chajDter I propose to re-

late what followed this rush into the
Professions. We have seen how the
grant of the higher education to W'Ork-

ing lads caused the Conquest of the Pro-
fessions and brought about the change
I have indicated. We have seen how
this revolution was bound to sweep aw^ay

in its course the last relics of the old
aristocratic constitution of the country.

It remains to be told how learning, when
it became the common possession of all

clever lads, ceased to be a possession
by which money could be made, except
by the very foremost. Then the boys
went back to their trades. If the reign
of the gentleman is over, the learning
and the power and culture that has be-

longed to the gentleman now belongs
to the craftsman. This, at least, must
be admitted to be pure gain. For one
man who read and studied and thought
one hundred years ago, there are now a

thousand. Editions of good books are

now issued by a hundred thousand at a

time. The Professions are still the av-

enues to honors. Still, as before, the

men whom the people respect, are the

followers of science, the great Advocate,
the great Preacher, the great Engineer,
the great Surgeon, the great Dramatist,
the great NoveHst, the great Poet.

That the national honors no longer
take the form of the Peerage will not,

I think, at this hour, be admitted to be
a su])ject for regret by even the stanch-

est Conservative.
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ALKING of Exhibitions,

World's Fairs, and what
not," said the old gen-

tleman, " I would not go
round the corner to see

a dozen of them nowa-
days. The only exhibi-

tion that ever made, or ever will make,
any impression upon my imagination
was the first of the series, the parent
of them all, and now a thing of old times

—the Great Exhibition of 1851, in Hyde
Park, London. None of the younger
generation can realize the sense of nov-

elty it produced in us who were then in

our prime. A noun substantive went
so far as to become an adjective in hon-
or of the occasion. It was ' exhibition

'

hat, ' exhibition ' razor-strop, ' exhibi-

tion ' watch ; nay, even ' exhibition
'

weather, ' exhibition ' spirits, sweet-
hearts, babies, wives—for the time.

" For South Wessex, the year formed
in many ways an extraordinary chron-
ological frontier or transit-line, at which
there occurred what one might call a

precipice in Time. As in a geological
' fault,' we had presented to us a sud-
den bringing of ancient and modern
into absolute contiguity, such as proba-
bly in no other single year since the
Conquest was ever witnessed in this

part of the country."

These observations led me onward to

think of the different personages, gen-
tle and simple, who lived and moved
within our narrow and peaceful horizon
at that time ; and of three people in

particular, whose queer little history
was oddly touched at points by the
Exhibition, more concerned with it than
that of anybody else who dwelt in those
outlying shades of the world, Stickle-

ford, Mellstock and Egdon. First in

order among these three comes AVat
OUamoor—if that were his real name.
He was a woman's man—supremely

so—and externally very little else. To
men he was not attractive

;
perhaps not

repulsive ; merely, in his better mo-
ments, tolerable. Musician, dandy, and
company-man in practice ; veterinary

surgeon in theory, he lodged awhile in

Mellstock village, coming from nobody
knew where ; though some said his first

appearance in this neighborhood had
been as fiddle-player in a show at Green-
hiU Fair.

Many a worthy villager envied him
his power over unsophisticated maiden-
hood— a power which seemed some-
times to have a touch of the weird and
wizardly in it. Personally he was not
ill-favored, though rather un-English,

his complexion being a rich olive, his

rank hair dark and rather clammy —
made still clammier by secret oint-

ments, which, when he came fresh to a
party, caused him to smell like " boys'-

love " (southernwood) steeped in lamp-
oil. He wore curls—a double row

—

running almost horizontall}'^ around his

head. But as these were sometimes
noticeably absent, it was concluded that

they were not of Nature's making, but
his own. By girls whose love for him
had turned to hatred he had been nick-

named -'Mop," from this abundance of

hair, which was long enough to rest

upon his shoulders ; as time j^assed, the

name more and more prevailed.

His fiddling possibly had the most to

do with the fascination he exercised,

for, to speak fairly, it could claim for

itself a most peculiar and personal

quality, like that in a moving preach-

er. There were tones in it which bred
the immediate conviction that indolence

and averseness to systematic application

were all that lay between " Mop " and
the career of a second Paganini.

While playing he closed his eyes

—

invariably ; using no notes, and, as it

were, allowing the \dolin to wander on
at will into the most plaintive passages

ever heard by mstic man. There was
a certain lingual character in the sii])-

plicatory expressions he produced.
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which would well - nigh draw an ache

from the heart of a gate-post. He could

make any child in the parish, who was
at all sensitive to music, burst into

tears in a few minutes by simply fid-

dling one of the old dance-tunes he al-

most entirely affected — country jigs,

reels, and " Favorite Quick Steps " of

the last century— some mutilated re-

mains of which even now reappear as

nameless phantoms in new quadrilles

and gallops, where they are recognized

only by the curious, or by such old-

fashioned and far - between people as

have been thrown with men like Wat
Ollamoor in their early Kfe.

His date was a little later than that of

the old Mellstock quire-band which com-
prised the Dewys, Mail, and the rest

—

in fact, he did not rise above the hori-

zon thereabout till those well-known
musicians were disbanded as ecclesias-

tical functionaries. In their honest
love of thoroughness they despised the

new man's style. Theophilus Dewy,
Reuben the tranter's younger brother,

used to say there was no " plumness " in

it—no bowing, no solidity—it was all

fantastical. And probably this was
true. Anyhow, Mop had, very ob-

viously, never bowed a note of church-

music from his birth—never once sat in

the gallery of Mellstock church where
the others had tuned their venerable

psalmody so many hundreds of times
;

had never, in all likelihood, entered a

church at all. All were devil's tunes in

his repertory. " He could no more
play the Wold Hundredth to his true

time than he could play the brazen ser-

pent," the tranter would say. (The
brazen serpent was supposed in Mell-

stock to be a musical instrument partic-

ularly hard to blow.)

Occasionally Mop could produce the

aforesaid moving effect upon the souls

of grown-up persons, especially young
women of fragile and responsive organi-

zation. Such an one was Car'hne Aspent.

Though she was already engaged to be
married before she met him. Car'line, of

them all, was the most influenced by
Mop Ollamoor's soul-stealing melodies,

to her discomfort, nay, positive pain and
ultimate injury. She was a pretty, in-

vocating, weak-mouthed girl, whose chief

defect as a companion with her sex was

a tendency to peevishness now and then.

At this time she was not a resident in

Mellstock parish where Mop lodged, but
lived some miles off at Stickleford, far-

ther down the river.

How and where she first made ac-

quaintance with him and his fiddHng is

not truly known, but the story was that
it either began or was developed on one
spring evening, when, in passingthrough
Lower Mellstock, she chanced to pause
on the bridge near his house to rest her-
self, and languidly leaned over the para-
pet. Mop was standing on his door-step,

as was his custom, spinning the insidi-

ous thread of semi- and demi-semiquav-
ers from the E string of his fiddle for

the benefit of passers-by, and laughing
as the tears rolled down the cheeks of

the little children hanging around him.
Car'line pretended to be engrossed with
the rippling of the stream under the

arches, but in reality she was listening,

as he knew. Presently the aching of the

heart seized her simultaneously with a

wild desire to glide airily in the mazes
of an infinite dance. To shake off the

fascination she resolved to go on, al-

though it would be necessary to pass
him as he played ; however, on stealth-

ily glancing ahead at the performer, she

found to her relief that his eyes were
closed in abandonment, and she strode
on boldly. But when closer her step

grew timid, her tread convulsed itself

more and more accordantly with the

time of the melody, till she ver^' nearly

danced along. Gaining another glance

at him when immediately opposite, she

saw that one of his eyes was open,

quizzing her as he smiled at her emo-
tional state. Her gait could not divest

itself of its compelled capers till she had
gone a long way past the house ; and
Car'line was unable to shake oft* the

strange infatuation for hours. After

that day, whenever there was to be in

the neighborhood a dance to which she

could get an invitation, and where Mop
Ollamoor was to be the musician, Car'-

line contrived to be present, though it

sometimes involved a walk of several

miles ; for he did not play so often in

Stickleford as elsewhere.

The next evidences of his influence

over her were singular enough, and it

would require a neurologist to fully ex-
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plain them. She would be sitting quietly,

any evening after dark, in the house of

her father, the parish clerk, which stood

in the middle of Stickleford village

street, this being the highroad between
Lower Mellstock and Moreford, six

miles eastward. Here, without a mo-
ment's warning, and in the midst of a

general conversation between her father,

sister, and the young man before alluded

to, who devotedly wooed her in ignor-

ance of her infatuation, she would start

from her seat in the chimney-corner as

if she had received a galvanic shock, and
spring convulsively several times ; then
she would burst into tears, and it was
not till some half-hour had passed that

she grew calm as usual. Her father,

knowing her hysterical tendencies, was
always excessively anxious about this

trait in his youngest girl, and feared the

attack to be a species of epileptic fit.

Not so her sister Julia. Julia had found
out what was the cause. At the moment
before the jumping, only an exception-

ally sensitive ear situated in the chim-
ney-nook could have caught from down
the flue the beat of a man's footstep

along the highway without. But it was
in that footfall, for which she had been
waiting, that the origin of Car'line's in-

voluntary springing lay. The pedestrian

was Mop Ollamoor, as the girl well knew
;

but his business that way was not to visit

her ; he sought another woman whom he
spoke of as his intended, and who lived

at Moreford, two miles farther on. On
one, and only one, occasion did it hap-
pen that Carline could not control her
utterance ; it was when her sister alone
chanced to be present. " Oh—oh—oh !

"

she cried. "He's going to her, and not
coming to me !

"

To do the fiddler justice, he had not at

first thought greatly of, or spoken much
to, this girl of impressionable mould.
But he had soon found out her secret,

and could not resist a little by-play with
her too easily hurt heart, as an inter-

lude between his more serious perform-
ances at Moreford. The two became
well acquainted, though only by stealth,

hardly a soul in Stickleford except her
sister, and her lover Ned Hipcroft, being
aware of the attachment. Her father

disapproved of her coldness to Ned ; her
sister, too, hoped she might get over this

nervous passion for a man of whom so

little was known. The ultimate result

was that Car'line's manly and simple

wooer Edward, found his suit becoming
practically hopeless. He was a respect-

able mechanic, in a far sounder position

than Mop, the nominal horse - doctor
;

but when, before leaving her, he put his

flat and final question, would she marry
him, then and there, now or never, it

was with little expectation of obtaining
more than the negative she gave him.
Though her father supported him and
her sister supported him, he could not
play the fiddle so as to draw your soul

out of your body like a spider's thread,

as Mop did, till you felt as limp as withy-

wind and yearned for something to cling

to. Indeed, Hipcroft had not the slight-

est ear for music ; could not sing two
notes in tune, much less i^lay them.

The No he had expected and got from
her, in spite of a preliminary encourage-
ment, gave him a new start in life. It

had been uttered in such a tone of sad
entreaty that he resolved to persecute

her no more ; she should not even be
distressed by a sight of his form in the

distant perspective of the street and
lane. He left the place, and his nat-

ural course was to London.
The railway to South Wessex was in

process of construction, but it was not
as yet opened for traffic ; and Hipcroft

reached the capital by a six days' trudge
on foot, as many a better man had done
before him. He was one of the last of

the artisan class who used that now ex-

tinct method of travel to the great cen-

tres of labor, so customary then from
time immemorial.

In London he lived and worked reg-

ularly at his trade. More fortunate

than many, his disinterested wilHng-

ness recommended him from the first.

During the ensuing four years he w^as

never out of employment. He neither

advanced nor receded in the modern
sense ; he improved as a workman, but
he did not shift one jot in social j^osi-

tion. About his love for Car'line he
maintained a rigid silence. No doubt
he often thought of her ; but being al-

ways occupied, and having no relations

at Stickleford, he held no communica-
tion with that part of the country, and
showed no desire to return. In his
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quiet lodging in Lambeth he moved
about after working-hours with the fa-

cility of a woman, doing his own cook-
ing, attending to his stocking-heels,

and shaping himself by degrees to a
life-long bachelorhood. For this con-

duct I am bound to advance the canon-
ic reason that time could not efface from
his heart the image of little Car'line

Aspent—and it may be in part the true

one ; but there was also the inference

that his was a nature not greatly de-

pendent upon the ministrations of the
other sex for its comforts.

The fourth year of his residence as a
mechanic in London was the year of

the Hyde Park Exhibition already men-
tioned, and at the construction of this

huge glass-house, then unexampled in

the world's history, he worked daily.

It was an era of great hope and activity

among the nations and industries, but
though Hipcroft was, in his small wa}^,

a central man in the movement, he
plodded on with his usual outward pla-

cidity. Yet for him, too, the year was
destined to have its surprises, for when
the bustle of getting the building ready
for the opening day was past, the cere-

monies had been witnessed, and people
were flocking thither from all parts of

the globe, he received a letter from
Car'line. Till that day the silence of

four years between himself and Stickle-

ford had never been broken.
She informed her old lover, in an un-

certain penmanship which suggested a
trembling hand, of the trouble she had
been put to in ascertaining his address,

and then broached the subject which
had prompted her to write. Four years

ago, she said, with the greatest delicacy

of which she was capable, she had been
so foolish as to refuse him. Her wilful

wrong-headedness had since been a grief

to her many times, and of late particu-

larly. As for Mr. Ollamoor, he had
been absent almost as long as Ned—she

did not know where. She would gladly

marry Ned now if he were to ask her
again, and be a tender wife to him till

her life's end.

A tide of w^arm feeling must have
surged through Ned Hipcroft's frame
on receipt of this news, if we may judge
by the issue. Unquestionably he loved
her still, even if not to the exclusion of

every other happiness. This from his

Car'line, she who had been dead to him
these many years, alive to him again as

of old, was in itself a pleasant, gratify-

ing thing. Ned had grown so resigned
to, or satisfied with, his lonely lot, that

he probably would not have shown
much jubilation at anything. Still, a
certain ardor of preoccupation, after his

first sui'prise, revealed how deeply her
confession of faith in him had stirred

him. Measured and methodical in his

ways, he did not answer the letter that

day, nor the next, nor the next. He
was having '' a good think." When he
did answer it, there was a great deal of

sound reasoning mixed in with the un-
mistakable tenderness of his reply ; but
the tenderness itself was sufficient to

reveal that he was pleased with her
straightforward frankness ; that the an-

chorage she had once obtained in his

heart was renewable, if it had not been
continuously firm.

He told her—and as he wrote his lips

twitched humorously now and then over

the few gentle words of raillery he in-

dited among the rest of his sentences

—that it was all very well for her to

come round at this time of day. Why
wouldn't she have him when he wanted
her ? She had no doubt learned that

he was not married, but suppose his af-

fections had since been fixed on an-

other ? She ought to beg his pardon.

Still, he was not the man to forget her.

But considering how he had been used,

and what he had suffered, she could

not quite expect him to go down to

Stickleford and fetch her. But if she

would come to him, and say she was
sorry, as was only fair ; why, yes, he
would marry her, knowing what a good
little woman she was to the core. He
added that the request for her to come
to him was a less one to make than it

would have been when he first left

Stickleford, or even a few months ago
;

for the new railway into South Wessex
was now open, and there had just begun
to be run wonderfully contrived special

trains, called excursion trains, on ac-

count of the great Exhibition ; so that

she could come up easily alone.

She said in her rej^ly how good it

was of him to treat her so generously,

after her hot and cold treatment of him
;
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that though she felt frightened at the
magnitude of the journey, and was never
as vet in a railway-train, having only

seen one pass at a distance, she em-
braced his ofter ^^4th all her heart ; and
would, indeed, own to him how sorry

she was, and beg his pardon, and try to

be a good wife always, and make up for

lost time.

The remaining details of when and
where were soon settled, Car'line in-

forming him, for her ready identitication

in the crowd, that she would be wearing
" my new sprigged-laylock cotton gown,"
and Ned gayly responding that, having
married her the morning after her arri-

val, he would make a day of it by taking

her to the Exhibition. One early sum-
mer afternoon, accordingly, he came
from his place of work, and hastened
toward Waterloo Station to meet her.

It was as wet and chilh^ as an English
June day can occasionally be, but as he
waited on the platform in the drizzle he
glowed inwardly, and seemed to have
something to live for again.

The "excursion-train"—an absolutely

new departure in the history of travel

—

was still a novelty on the Wessex line,

and probably everywhere. Crowds of

people had flocked to all the stations

on the way up to witness the unwonted
sight of so long a train's passage, even
where they did not take advantage of

the opportunity it offered. The seats

for the humbler class of travellers in

these early experiments in steam-loco-

motion were open trucks, without any
protection whatever from the wind and
rain ; and damp weather having set in

with the afternoon, the unfortunate oc-

cupants of these vehicles were, on the

train drawing up at the London termi-

nus, found to be in a pitiable condition

from their long journey ; blue-faced, stiff-

necked, sneezing, rain-beaten, chilled to

the marrow, many of the men being
hatless ; in fact, they resembled people
who had been out all night in an open
boat on a rough sea, rather than inland

excursionists for pleasure. The women
had in some degree protected them-
selves by turning up the skirts of their

gowns over their heads, but as by this

arrangement they were additionally ex-

posed about the hips, they were all more
or less in a sorry plight.

In the bustle and crush of aliahtiner

forms of both sexes which followed the
entr}^ of the huge concatenation into the
station, Ned Hipcroft soon discerned
the slim little figure his eye was in

search of, in the sprigged lilac, as de-
scribed. 8he came up to him with a
frightened smile—still pretty, though
so damp, weather-beaten, and shivering
from the long exposure to the wind.

" Oh, Ned !
" she sputtered, " I—I—"

He clasped her in his arms and kissed
her, whereuj^on she burst into a flood of

tears.

" You are wet, my poor dear ! I hope
you'll not get cold," he said. And sur-

veying her and her multifarious sur-

rounding packages, he noticed that by
the hand she led a toddling child—

a

little girl of three or so—whose hood
was as clammy and features as blue as

those of the other travellers.
" Who is this—somebody you know ?

"

asked Ned, curiouslv.
" Yes, Ned. She's mine."
" Yours ?

"

"Yes—my own !

"

" Well—upon my "

" Ned, I didn't mention it in my let-

ter, because, you see, it would have been
so hard to explain ! I thought that

when we met I could tell you how she

happened to be bom, so much better

than in writing ! I hope you'll excuse
it, dear Ned, now I have come so many
miles

!

"

"This means Mr. Mop Ollamoor, I

reckon ! " said Hipcroft, gazing steadily

at them from the distance of the yard
or two to which he had withdrawn.

Car'line sighed. " But he's been gone
awa}^ for years ! " she suj^j^licated. "And
I never had a young man before ! And
I was so onlucky to be catched, though
some of the girls down there go on like

anything !

"

Ned remained in silence, pondering.
" You'll forgive me, dear Ned ? " she

added. " I haven't taken 'ee in after

all, because—because you can pack us

back again, if you want to ; though 'tis

hundreds o' miles, and so wet, and night

a-coming on, and I with no money !

"

A more pitiable picture than the pair

of helpless creatures presented was nev-

er seen on a rainy day, as they stood

on the great, gaunt, puddled platform, a
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whiff of drizzle blowing under the roof

upon them now and then ; the pretty

attire in which they had started from
Stickleford in the early morning be-

muddled and sodden, weariness on their

faces, and fear of him in their eyes ; for

the child began to look as if she thought
she too had done some wrong, remain-
ing in an appalled silence till the tears

rolled down her chubby cheeks.
" What's the matter, my little maid ?

"

said Ned, mechanically.

"I do want to go home !
" she let out,

in tones that told of a bursting heart.

"And my totties be cold, an' I shan't

have no bread an' butter no more !

"

" I don't know what to say to it all
!

"

declared Ned, his own eye moist as he
turned and walked a few steps with his

head down ; then regarded them again
point blank. From the child escaped
troubled breaths and concealed tears.

"Want some bread and butter, do
'ee ? " he said, with preoccupied hard-
ness of utterance.

'' Ye—e—s !

"

" Well, I dare say I can get 'ee a bit.

Naturally, you must want some. And
you, too, for that matter, Carline."
"I do feel a little hungered. But I

can keep it off," she murmured.
" Folk shouldn't do that. . . . There,

come along." He caught up the child,

as he added, "You must bide here to-

night, anyhow. What can you do other-

wise ? I'll get 'ee some tea and victuals
;

and as for this job, I'm sure I don't know
what to say ! This is the way out."

They pursued their way, without
speaking, to Ned's lodgings, which were
not far off. There he dried them and
made them comfortable, and prepared
tea ; they thankfully sat down. The
ready-made household, of which he sud-
denly found himself the head, imparted
a cosey aspect to his room, and a pater-

nal one to himself. Presently he turned
to the child and kissed her now bloom-
ing cheeks ; and, looking wistfully at

Car'line, kissed her also.
" I don't see how I can send 'ee back

all them miles," he growled, " now you've
come all the way o' purpose to join me.
But you must trust me, Car'hne, and
show you've real faith in me. Well,
do you feel better now, my little wom-
an?"
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The child nodded, her mouth being
otherwise occupied.

" I did trust you, Ned, in coming
;

and I shall always."

Thus, without any definite agreement
to forgive her, he tacitly acquiesced in

the fate that Heaven had sent him ; and
on the day of their marriage (which was
not quite so soon as he had expected it

could be, on account of the time nec-

essary for banns) he took her to the

Exhibition when they came back from
church, as he had promised. While
standing near a large mirror in one of

the courts devoted to furniture, Car'line

started, for in the glass appeared the re-

flection of a form exactly resembling Mop
Ollamoor's—so exactly, that it seemed
impossible to believe anybody but that

artist in person to be the original. On
passing round the objects which hemmed
in Ned, her, and the child from a direct

view, no Mop was to be seen. Whether
he were really in London or not at that

time was never known ; and Car'line

always stoutly denied that her readiness

to go and meet Ned in town arose from
any rumor that Mop had also gone
thither ; which denial there was no rea-

sonable ground for doubting.
And then the year glided away, and

the Exhibition folded itself up and be-

came a thing of the past. The park
trees that had been enclosed for six

months were again exposed to the winds
and storms, and the sod grew green
anew. Ned found that Car'line resolved

herself into a ver}^ good wife and com-
panion, though she had made herself

what is called cheap to him ; but in that

she was like another domestic article, a

cheap tea-pot, which often brews better

tea than a dear one. One autumn Hip-
croft found himself with but little work
to do, and a prospect of less for the win-

ter. Both being country born and bred,

they fancied they would like to live again

in their natural atmosphere. It was ac-

cordingly decided between them that

they should leave the pent-up London
lodging, and that Ned should seek oat
emplojmient near his native place, his

wife and her daughter staying with Car'-

line's father during the search for occu-

pation and an abode of their own.
Tinglings of pleasure pervaded Car'-

liue's spasmodic little frame as she jour-
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neyed down witli Ned to the pLace she

had left t^YO or three years before, in

silence and under a cloud. To return

to where she had once been despised, a

sniihng London wife with a distinct Lon-
don accent, was a triumph which the
world did not witness every day.

The train did not stop at the petty
roadside station that lay nearest to

Stickleford, and the trio went on to

Casterbridge. Ned thought it a good
opportuuity to make a few preliminary

inquiries for employment at workshops
in the borough where he had been
known ; and feeling cold from her jour-

ney, and it being dry underfoot and
only dusk as yet, w^th a moon on the

point of rising, Carline and her little

girl walked on toward Stickleford, leav-

ing Ned to follow at a quicker pace, and
pick her up at a certain half-way house,

widely known as an inn.

The woman and child pursued the well-

remembered way comfortably enough,
though they were both becoming wea-
ried. Jn the course of three miles they

had passed Heedless William's Pond,
the familiar landmark by Bloom's End,
and were drawing near the Quiet Wom-
an Inn, a lone roadside hostel on the

lower verge of the Egdon Heath, since

and for many years abolished. In step-

ping up toward it Car'line heard more
voices within than had formerly been
customary at such an hour, and she

learned that an auction of fat stock

had been held near the spot that after-

noon. The child would be the better

for a rest as well as herself, she thought,

and she entered.

The guests and customers overflowed
into the passage, and Car'line had no
sooner crossed the threshold than a man,
whom she remembered by sight, came
forward with a glass and mug in his

hands toward a friend leaning against

the wall ; but, seeing her, very gallantly

offered her a drink of the liquor, which
was gin-and-beer hot, pouring her out
a tumblerful and saying, in a moment
or two :

" Surely, 'tis little Car'line As-
pent that was—down at Stickleford ?

"

She assented, and, though she did not
exactly want this beverage, she drank it

since it was offered, and her entertainer

begged her to come in further and sit

down. Once within the room she found

that all the persons present were seated
close against the walls, and there being a
chair vacant she did the same. An ex-
planation of their position occurred the
next moment. In the opposite corner
stood Mop, rosining his bow and look-
ing just the same as ever. The company
had cleared the middle of the room for

dancing, and they were about to dance
again. As she wore a veil to keep off

the wind, she did not think he had rec-

ognized her, or could possibly guess the
identity of the child ; and to her satisfied

surprise she found that she could con-
front him quite calmly—mistress of her-
self in the dignity her London life had
given her. Before she had quite emp-
tied her glass the dance was called, the
dancers formed in two Hnes, the music
sounded, and the figure began.
Then matters changed for Car'line.

A tremor quickened itself to life in her,

and her hand so shook that she could
hardly set dow^n her glass. It was not
the dance nor the dancers, but the notes
of that old violin which thrilled the Lon-
don wife, these having still all the witch-
ery that she had so well known of jore,

and under which she had used to lose

all power of independent will. How it

all came back ! There was the fiddhng
figure against the wall ; the large oily,

mop-like head of him, and beneath the
mop the face with closed eyes.

After the first moments of paralyzed
reverie, the familiar tune in the familiar

rendering made her laugh and shed tears

simultaneously. Then a man at the bot-

tom of the dance, whose partner had
dropped away, stretched out his hand
and beckoned to her to take the place.

She did not want to dance ; she en-

treated by signs to be left where she

was, but she was entreating of the tune
and its player rather than of the dancing
man. The saltatory tendency w^hich the

fiddler and his cunning instrumentation

had ever been able to start in her was
seizing Car'line just as it had done in

earlier years, possibly assisted by the

gin-and-beer hot. Tired as she was, she

grasped her little girl by the hand, and
plunging in at the bottom of the figure,

whirled about with the rest. She found
that her companions were mostly people

of the neighboring hamlets and farms

—

Bloom's-End, MeUstock, Lewgate, and
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elsewhere ; and by degrees she was rec-

ognized as she convulsively danced on,

wishing that Mop would cease and let

her heart rest from the aching he caused,

and her feet also.

After long and many minutes the

dance ended, when she was urged to

fortify herself with more gin-and-beer
;

which she did, feeling very weak and
overpowered with hysteric emotion. She
refrained from unveiHng, to keep Mop
in ignorance of her presence, if possible.

Several of the guests having left, Car'-

line hastily wiped her lips and also

turned to go ; but, according to the ac-

count of some who remained, at that

very moment a five-handed reel was pro-

posed, in which two or three begged her

to join. She declined on the plea of be-

ing tired and having to walk to Stickle-

ford, when Mop began aggressively

tweedling " My Fancy-Lad," in D major,

as the air to which the reel was to be
footed. He must have recognized her,

though she did not know it, for it was
the strain of all seductive strains which
she was least able to resist—the one he
had played when she was leaning over

the bridge at the date of their first ac-

quaintance. Car'line stepped despair-

ingly into the middle of the room with
the other four.

Reels were resorted to hereabouts at

this time by the more robust spirits, for

the reduction of superfluous energy
which the ordinary figure-dances were
not powerful enough to exhaust. As
everybody knows, or does not know, the

five reelers stood in the form of a cross,

the reel being performed by each line

of three alternately, the personswho suc-

cessively came to the middle place danc-
ing in both directions. Car'line soon
found herself in this place, the axis of

the whole performance, and could not
get out of it, the tune turning into the

first part without giving her opportun-
ity. And now she began to suspect that

Mop did know her, and was doing this

on purpose, though whenever she stole a

glance at him his closed eyes betokened
obliviousness to everything outside his

own brain. She continued to wend her
way through the figure of 8 that was
formed by her course, the fiddler intro-

ducing into his notes the wild and ago-
nizing sweetness of a living voice in one

too highly wrought ; its pathos running
high and running low in endless varia-

tion, projecting through her nerves ex-

cruciating spasms, a sort of blissful

torture. The room swam, the tune was
endless ; and in about a quarter of an
hour the only other woman in the figure

dropped out exhausted, and sank pant-
ing on a bench.
The reel instantly resolved itself in-

to a four-handed one. Car'line would
have given anything to leave off; but
she had, or fancied she had, no j)Ower,

while Mop played such tunes ; and thus
another ten minutes slipped by, a haze
of dust now clouding the candles, the

floor being of stone, sanded. Then an-

other dancer fell out—one of the men

—

and went into the passage, in a frantic

search for liquor. To turn the figure

into a three-handed reel was the work
of a second. Mop modulating at the

same time into " The Fairy Dance," as

better suited to the contracted move-
ment, and no less one of those foods

of love which, as manufactured by his

bow, had always intoxicated her.

In a reel for three there was no rest

whatever, and four or five minutes were
enough to make her remaining two
partners, now thoroughly blown, stamp
their last bar, and, like their predeces-
sors,, limp off into the next room to get

something to drink. Car'line, half-

stifled inside her veil, was left dancing
alone, the apartment now being emp-
ty of everybody save herself, Mop, and
their little girl.

She flung up the veil, and cast her
questioning eyes upon him, as if im-
ploring him to withdraw himself and his

acoustic magnetism from the atmos-

phere. Mop opened one of his own
orbs, as though for the first time, fixed

it peeringly upon her, and smiling

dreamily, threw into his strains the re-

serve of expression which he could not
afford to waste on a big and noisy

dance. Crowds of little chromatic sub-

tleties, capable of drawing tears from a

statue, proceeded straightway from the

ancient fiddle, as if it were dying of the

emotion which had been pent up within

it ever since its banishment from some
Italian spot where it first took shaj^e

and sound. There was that in the look

of Mop's one dark eye which said

:
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" You cannot leave off, dear, ^vhetller

you would or no," and it bred in her a

paroxysm of desperation that defied him
to tire her down.
She thus continued to dance alone,

defiantly as she thought, but in truth

slavishly and abjectly, subject to every

wave of the melody, and probed by the

gimlet-like gaze of her fascinator's open
eye ; keeping up at the same time a

feeble smile in his face, as a feint to sig-

nify it was still her own pleasure which
led her on. A terrified embarrassment
as to what she could say to him if she

were to leave off, had its unrecognized
share in keeping her going. The child,

who was beginning to be distressed by
the strained situation, came up and said

:

" Stoj), mother, stop, and let's.go home !

"

as she seized Car'line's hand.

Suddenly Car'line sank staggering

to the floor ; and rolling over on her
face, prone she remained. Mop's fid-

dle thereupon emitted an elfin shriek of

finality ; stepping quickly down from
the nine - gallon beer - cask which had
formed his rostrum, he went to the lit-

tle girl, who disconsolately bent over her
mother.
The guests who had gone into the

back-room for liquor and change of air,

hearing something unusual, trooped
back hitherward, where they endeav-

ored to revive poor, weak Car'line b^'

blowing her with the bellows and
opening the window. Ned, her hus-

band, who had been detained in Cas-

terbridge, as aforesaid, came along the

road at this juncture, and hearing ex-

cited voices through the open window,
and to his great surprise, the mention
of his wife's name, he entered amid the

rest upon the scene. Car'line Avas now
in convulsions, weeping violently, and
for a long time nothing could be done
with her. While he was sending for a

cart to take her onward to Stickleford,

Hipcroft anxiously inquired how it

had all happened ; and then the assem-
bly explained that a fiddler formerly
known in the locality had lately revis-

ited his old haunts, and had taken upon
himself without invitation to play that

evening at the inn.

Ned demanded the fiddler's name,
and they said Ollamoor.

" Ah !
" exclaimed Ned, looking round

him. " Where is he, and where—
where's my little girl ?

"

Ollamoor had disappeared, and so

had the child. Hipcroft was in ordi-

nary a quiet and tractable fellow, but
a determination which was to be feared
settled in his face now. " Curse him !

"

he cried. "I'll beat his skull in for'n, if

I swing for it to-morrow !

"

He had rushed to the poker which
lay on the hearth, and hastened down
the passage, the people following. Out-
side the house, on the other side of the
highAvay, a mass of dark heath-land rose
sullenly upward to its not easily acces-

sible interior, a ravined plateau, where-
on jutted into the sky, at the distance
of a couple of miles, the fir-woods of

Mistover backed by the Yalbury cop-
pices—a place of Dantesque gloom at

this hour, which would have afforded

secure hiding for a battery of artillery,

much less a man and a child.

Some other men j)lunged thitherward
with him, and more went along the

road. They were gone about twenty
minutes altogether, returning without
result to the inn. Ned sat down in the

settle, and clasped his forehead with his

hands.
" Well—what a fool the man is, and

hev been all these years, if he thinks the

child his, as a' do seem to !
" the}' whis-

pered, " an' everybody else knowing oth-

erwise !

"

" No, I don't think 'tis mine !
" cried

Ned, hoarsely, as he looked up from his

hands. " But she is mine, all the same !

Ha'n't I nussed her ? Ha'n't I fed her
and teached her ? Ha'n't I played wi'

her ? Oh, little Carry—gone with that

rogue—gone !

"

"You ha'n't lost your mis'ess, anj'how,"

they said to console him. " She is feel-

ing better, and she's more to 'ee than a

child that isn't yours."

"She isn't! She's not so particular

much to me, especially now she's lost

the little maid ! But Carry's every-

thing !

"

"Well, ver' like you'll find her to-

morrow."
"Ah—but shall I ? Yet he can't hurt

her— surely he can't ! Well—how's

Car'line now ? I am ready. Is the cart

here?"
She was lifted into the vehicle, and
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they sadly lumbered on toward Stickle-

ford. Next day she was better ; but the

fits were still upon her ; and her will

seemed shattered. For the child she

appeared to show singularly little anxi-

ety, though Ned was nearly distracted.

It was nevertheless quite expected that

the impish Mop would restore the lost

one after a freak of a day or two ; but

time went on, and neither he nor she

could be heard of, and Hipcroft mur-
mured that perhaps he was exercising

upon her some unholy musical charm,

as he had done upon Car'line herself.

Weeks passed, and still they could ob-

tain no clue either to the tiddler's where-
abouts or the girl's.

Then Ned, who had obtained only

temporary employment in the neighbor-

hood, took a sudden hatred toward his

native district, and a rumor reaching his

ears through the police that a somewhat
similar man and child had been seen at

a fair near London, he playing a violin.

she dancing on stilts, a new interest in

the capital took possession of Hipcroft
with an intensity which would scarcely

allow him time to pack before returning
thither. He did not, however, tind the

lost one, though he made it the entire

business of his over-hours to stand
about in by-streets in the hope of dis-

covering her, and would start up in the

night, saying, " That rascal's torturing
her to maintain him !" To which his

wife would answer, plaintively, " Don't
'ee raft yourself so, Ned ; he won't hurt
her !

" and fall asleep again. That Carry
and her father had. emigrated to Amer-
ica was the general opinion ; Mop, no
doubt, finding the girl a highly desira-

ble companion when he had trained her
to keep him by her earnings as a dancer.

There, for that matter, they may be per-

forming in some capacity now, though
he must be an old scamp verging on
threescore-and-ten, and she a woman of

four-and-forty.

THE MIDDLE YEARS.

By Henry James.

'HE April day was soft and
bright, and poor Den-
combe, happy in the con-

ceit of reasserted strength,

stood in the garden of the

hotel, comparing, with a

deliberation, in which,
however, there w^as still

something of languor, the attractions

of easy strolls. He liked the feeling

of the south, so far as you could have
it in the north, he liked the sandy cliifs

and the clustered pines, he liked even
the colorless sea. " Bournemouth as

a health-resort" had always sounded
second-rate to him, but now he was
reconciled to the moderate. The socia-

ble country postman, passing through
the garden, had just given him a small
parcel, which he took out with him,
leaving the hotel to the right and creep-

ing to a convenient bench that he knew
of, a safe recess in the cliff. It looked
to the south, to the tinted walls of the

island, and was protected behind by
the sloping shoulder of the down. He
was sufficiently tired when he reached
it, and for a moment he was disap-

pointed ; he was better, of course, but
better, after all, than what ? He should
never again, as at one or two great mo-
ments of the past, be better than him-
self. The infinite of life had gone, and
what was left of the dose was a small

glass engraved like a thermometer by
the apothecary. He sat and stared at

the sea, which appeared all surface and
twinkle, far shallower than the spirit of

man. It w^as the abyss of human illu-

sion that was the real, the tideless deep.

He held his packet, which had come by
book-post, unopened on his knee, lik-

ing, in the lapse of so many joj-s (his

illness had made him feel his age), to

know that it was there, but taking for

granted there could be no complete re-

newal of the pleasure, dear to young
experience, of seeing one's self " just
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out." Dcncombc, who had a reputa-

tion, had come out too often and knew
too well in advance how he should look.

His postponement associated itself

vat^uely, after a little, with a group of

three jiersons, two ladies and a young
man, whom, beneath him, straggling-

and seemingly silent, he could see move
slowly together along the sands. The
gentleman had his head bent over a

bo(^k and was occasionally brought to a

stop by the charm of this volume, wdiich,

as Dencombe could perceive even at a

distance, had a cover intensely red.

Then his companions, going a little

farther, waited for him to come up,

poking their parasols into the beach,

looking around them at the sea and
sky, and clearly sensible of the beauty
of the day. To these things the young
man with the book was still more clear-

ly indifferent ; lingering, credulous, ab-
sorbed, he was an object of envy to an
observer from whose connection with
literature all such artlessness had fad-

ed. One of the ladies w'as large and
mature ; the other had the spareness of

comparative youth and of a social situ-

ation possibly inferior. The large lady
carried back Dencombe's imagination
to the age of crinoline ; she wore a hat
of the shape of a mushroom, decorated
with a blue veil, and had the air, in her
aggressive amplitude, of clinging to a
vanished fashion or even a lost cause.

Presently her companion produced
from under the folds of a mantle a
limp, portable chair which she stiffened

out and of w^hich the large lady took
possession. This act, and something
in the movement of either party, in-

stantly characterized the performers

—

they performed for Dencombe's recrea-

tion—as opulent matron and humble
dependant. What, moreover, was the
use of being an approved novelist if

one couldn't establish a relation be-

tween such figures ; as, for instance,

that the young man was the son of the

opulent matron, and that the humble
dependant, the daughter of a clergjTnan
or an officer, nourished a secret passion
for him ? Was that not visible from
the way she stole behind her protec-

tress to look back at him ?—back to

where he had let himself come to a full

stop when his mother sat down to rest.

His book was a novel ; it had the catch-
penny cover, and w^hile the romance of
life stood neglected at his side he lost
himself in that of the circulating li-

brary. He moved mechanically to where
the sand was softer, and ended by
plumping dowai in it to finish his chap-
ter at his ease. The humble depend-
ant, discouraged by his remoteness,
wandered, with a sensitive droop of the
head, in another direction, and the ex-
orbitant lady, watching the waves, of-

fered a confused resemblance to a fl}^-

ing-machine that had broken down.
When his drama began to drop Den-

combe remembered that he had, af-

ter all, another pastime. Though such
promj)titude on the part of the pub-
lisher was rare, he was already able to

draw from its wrapper his "latest,"

j^erhaps his last. The cover of "The
Middle Years " was properly meretri-
cious, the smell of the fresh pages was
sw^eet ; but for the moment he went no
farther—he had become conscious of a
strange alienation. He had forgotten
what his book was about. Had the as-

sault of his old ailment, which he had
so fallaciously come to Bournemouth
to ward off, interposed utter blankness
as to wdiat had j^receded it ? He had
finished the revision of proof before
quitting London, but his subsequent
fortnight in bed had passed the S23onge

over color. He couldn't have chanted
to himself a single sentence, couldn't

have turned wdth curiosity or confi-

dence to any particular page. His sub-
ject had already gone from him, leaving

scarcely a superstition behind. He ut-

tered a low moan as he took the meas-
ure of this anomaly, so definitely it

seemed to represent the progressive

decay of his faculties. The tears filled

his mild eyes ; something precious had
passed away. This w^as the pang that

had been sharpest during the last few
years— the sense of ebbing time, of

shrinking opportunity ; and now he
felt not so much that his last chance
was going as that it was gone indeed.

He had done all that he should ever do,

and yet he had not done what he want-
ed. This was the laceration—that prac-

tically his career was over : it was as

violent as a rough hand at his throat.

He rose from his seat nervously, like a
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creature haunted by a dread, then he
fell back in his weakness and nervously
opened his book. It was a single vol-

ume ; he j)referred sin<^le volumes and
aimed at a rare compression. He be-

gan to read, and little by little, in this

occupation, he w^as pacified and reas-

sured. Everything came back to him,

but came back with a strangeness, came
back, above all, with a high and magnifi-

cent beauty. He read his own prose,

he turned his own leaves, and had, as

he sat there with the spring sunshine
on the page, an emotion peculiar and
intense. His career was over, no doubt,

but it was over, after all, with that.

He had forgotten during his illness

the work of the previous year; but
what he had chiefly forgotten was that

it was extraordinarily good. He lived

once more into his story and was drawn
down, as by a siren's hand, to where, in

the dim underworld of fiction, great

silent subjects loom. He recognized
his motive and surrendered to his tal-

ent. Never, probably, had that talent,

such as it was, been so great. His dif-

ficulties were still there, but what was
also there, to his perception, though
probably, alas ! to nobody else's, was the

art that in most cases had surmounted
them. In his surprised enjoyment of

this ability he had a glimpse of a possi-

ble reprieve. Surely its force was not
spent—there was life and service in it

yet. It had not come to him easily, it

had been backward and roundabout.
It was the child of time, the nursling of

delay ; he had struggled and suffered

for it, making sacrifices not to be
counted, and now that it was really

mature was it to cease to yield, to con-
fess itself brutally beaten ? There was
an infinite charm for Dencombe in feel-

ing as he had never felt before that dili-

gence vincit omnia. The result pro-
duced in his little book was somehow
a result beyond his conscious inten-

tion; it was as if he had planted his

genius, had trusted his method, and
they had grown up and flowered with
this sweetness. If the achievement had
been real, however, the process had been
manful enough. What he saw so in-

tensely to-day, what he felt as a nail

driven in, was that only now, at the
very last, had he come into possession.

His development had been abnormally
slow, almost grotesquely gradual. He
had been hindered and retarded by ex-

perience, and for long periods had only
groped his way. It had taken too much
of his life to produce too little of his

art. The art had come, but it had come
after everything else. At such a rate

a first existence was too short—long
enough only to collect material ; so

that to fructify, to use the material,

one must have a second age, an exten-

sion. This extension was what poor
Dencombe sighed for. As he turned
the last leaves of his volume he mur-
mured, " Ah for another go !—ah for a
better chance !

"

The three persons he had observed on
the sands had vanished and then reap-

peared ; they had now wandered up a

path, an artificial and easy ascent, which
led to the top of the cliff. Dencombe's
bench was half-way down, on a sheltered

ledge, and the large lady, a massive, het-

erogeneous person, with a bold black

eye and a kind red face, now took a few
moments to rest. She wore dirty gaunt-

lets and immense diamond ear-rings
;

at first she looked vulgar, but she con-

tradicted this announcement in an
agreeable off-hand voice. While her
companions stood waiting for her she

plumped herself on the end of Den-
combe's seat. The young man had
gold spectacles, through which, with
his finger still in his red-covered book,

he glanced at the volume, bound in the

same shade of the same color, lying on
the lap of the original occupant of the

bench. After an instant Dencombe
understood that he was struck with a

resemblance, had recognized the gilt

stamp on the crimson cloth, was read-

ing "The Middle Years," and now per-

ceived that somebody else had kept
pace with him. The stranger was star-

tled, possibly even a little ruffled, to

find that he was not the only person

who had been favored with an early

copy. The eyes of the two proprietors

met for a moment, and Dencombe de-

rived amusement from the expression

of those of his competitor, those, it

might even be inferred, of his admirer.

They confessed to some resentment

—

they seemed to say: "Hang it, has he
got it already ?— Of course he's a
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binite of a reviewer !
" Deiicombe shuf-

fled his copy out of sight while the op-

ulent matron, rising from her repose,

broke out : "I feel already the good of

this air !

"

"I can't say I do," said the scantier

lady. "I find myself quite let down."
" I find myself horribly hungrj^ At

what time did you order lunch ? " her
protectress pursued.
The young person put the question

by. " Doctor Hugh always orders it."

"I ordered nothing to-day—I'm going
to make you diet," said their comrade.

" Then I shall go home and sleep.

Qui dort dine !
"

" Can I trust you to Miss Vern-
ham ? " asked Doctor Hugh of his el-

der companion.
" Don't I trust you ? " she archly in-

quired.
" Not too much !

" Miss Vernham,
with her eyes on the ground, permitted
herself to declare. "You must come
witli us at least to the house," she went
on, while the personage on whom they
appeared to be in attendance began to

mount higher. She had got a little out
of ear-shot ; nevertheless Miss Vernham
became, so far as Dencombe was con-

cerned, less distinctly audible to mur-
mur to the young man :

" I don't think
you realize all you owe the Countess !

"

Absently, a moment. Doctor Hugh
caused his gold-rimmed spectacles to

shine at her.
" Is that the wa}^ I strike you ? I

see—I see !

"

" She's awfully good to us," contin-

ued ]\Iiss Vernham, compelled by her
interlocutor's immovability to stand
there in spite of this discussion of pri-

vate matters. Of what use would it

have been that Dencombe should be
sensitive to shades had he not detected
in that immovability a strange influ-

ence from the quiet old convalescent
in the great tweed cape? Miss Vern-
ham appeared suddenly to become
aware of some such connection, for she
added, in a moment : "If you want to

sun yourself here you can come back
after you've seen us home."
Doctor Hugh, at this, hesitated, and

Dencombe, in spite of a desire to pass
for unconscious, risked a covert glance

at him. What his eyes met this time,

as it happened, was on the 2^n,rt of the
young lady a queer stare, naturally vit-

reous, which made her aspect remind
him of some figure (he couldn't name
it), in a play or a novel, some sinister

governess or tragic old maid. She
seemed to scrutinize him, to challenge
him, to say with a glazed impertinence

:

"What have you got to do with us?"
At the same instant the rich humor
of the Countess reached them from
above :

" Come, come, my little lambs,
you should follow your old berg^re !

"

Miss Vernham turned away at this,

pursuing the ascent, and Doctor Hugh,
after another mute appeal to Den-
combe and a moment's evident demur,
deposited his book on the bench, as if

to keep his place or even as a sign that

he would return, and bounded without
difficult}^ up the rougher part of the

cliff.

Equally innocent and infinite are the

pleasures of observation and the re-

sources engendered by the habit of

analyzing life. It amused poor Den-
combe, as he dawdled in his tej^id air-

bath, to think that he was waiting for

a revelation of something at the back
of a fine young mind. He looked hard
at the book on the end of the bench,

but he wouldn't have touched it for

the world. It served his purpose to

have a theory which should not be ex-

posed to refutation. He already felt

better of his melancholy ; he had, ac-

cording to his old formula, put his

head at the window. A passing "Coun-
tess" could draw off the fancy when,
like the elder of the ladies who had just

retreated, she was as obvious as the

giantess of a caravan. It was indeed

general views that were terrible ; short

ones, contrary to an opinion sometimes
expressed, w^ere the refuge, were the

remedy. Doctor Hugh couldn't j)ossi-

bly be anything but a reviewer who had
understandings for early copies with

publishers or with newspapers. He re-

appeared in a quarter of an hour, with

visible relief at finding Dencombe on
the spot, and the gleam of white teeth

in an embarrassed but generous smile.

He was perceptibly disappointed at the

eclipse of the other copy of the book

;

it was a pretext the less for speaking

to the stranger. But he spoke, not-
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witlistandino' ; he held up his own
copy and broke out pleadingly :

" Do say, if you have occasion to

speak of it, that it's the best thing he
has done yet !

"

Dencombe responded with a laugh :

" Done yet " was so amusing to him,

made such a grand avenue of the fut-

ure. Better still, the young man took

him for a reviewer ! He pulled out
" The Middle Years " from under his

cape, but instinctively concealed any
tell-tale look of paternity. This was
partly because a man was always a fool

for calling attention to his work. " Is

that what you re going to say? " he in-

quired of his visitor.

" I'm not quite sure I shall write any-

thing. I don't, as a regular thing—

I

enjoy in peace. But it's awfully fine."

Dencombe debated a moment. If

his interlocutor had begun to abuse
him he would have instantly confessed

to his identity, but there w^as no harm
in drawing him on a little to praise.

He drew him on with such success that

in a few moments his new acquaint-

ance was seated by his side, confess-

ing candidly that Dencombe's novels

were the only ones he could read a

second time. He had come the day
before from London, where a friend

of his, a journalist, had lent him his

copy of the last—the copy sent to the

office of the journal and already the

subject of a " notice " which, as was
pretended there (but one had to allow

for " swagger ") it had taken a full quar-

ter of an hour to prepare. He intimat-

ed that he was ashamed for his friend,

and in the case of a w^ork demanding
and repaying study, of such summary
practices ; and, with his fresh appreci-

ation and inexplicable wish to express

it, he speedily became for poor Den-
combe a remarkable, a delightful ap-

parition. Chance had brought the

weary man of letters face to face with
the greatest admirer in the new gener-

ation whom it w^as supposable he pos-

sessed. The admirer, in truth, was
mystifying, so rare a case was it to find

a bristling young doctor—he looked
like a German phj'siologist—enamoured
of literary form. It was an accident,

but happier than most accidents, so

that Dencombe, exhilarated as well as

confounded, spent half an hour in mak-
ing his visitor talk while he kept him-
self quiet. He explained his premature
possession of " The Middle Years " by
an allusion to the friendship of the
publisher, w^lio, knowing he was at

Bournemouth for his health, had paid
him this graceful attention. He ad-

mitted that he had been ill, for Doc-
tor Hugh w^ould infallibly have guessed
it ; he even went so far as to wonder
whether he mightn't look for some hy-

gienic " tip" from a personage combin-
ing so bright an enthusiasm with the

latest medical lore. It would shake his

faith a little perhaps to have to take a

doctor seriousl}' who could take him so

seriously, but he enjoyed this gushing
modern youth and he felt, with an
acute pang, that there would still be
work to do in a world in which such
odd combinations were presented. It

was not true, w^hat he had tried for re-

nunciation's sake to believe, that all

the combinations w^ere exhausted. They
were not, they were not—they were in-

finite ; the exhaustion was in the miser-

able artist.

Doctor Hugh was an ardent physiol-

ogist, saturated with the spirit of the
age—in other words he had just taken
his degree ; but he was independent
and various, he talked like a man w^ho

would have liked to love literature

best. He would fain have made fine

phrases, but nature had denied him
the gift. Some of the finest in " The
Middle Years " had struck him inor-

dinately, and he took the liberty of

reading them to Dencombe in support
of his plea. He grew vivid, in the

balmy air, to his companion, for whose
deep refreshment he seemed to have
been sent ; and was particularly in-

genuous in describing how recently he
had become acquainted, and how in-

stantly infatuated, with the only man
who had put flesh betw^een the ribs of

an art that was starving on supersti-

tions. He had not yet written to him
—he was deterred by a sentiment of

respect. Dencombe at this moment
felicitated himself more tlian ever on
having consistently dodged the photog-
raphers. His visitor's attitude prom-
ised him a luxury of intercourse, but
he surmised that a certain security in
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it, for Doctor Hugh, would depend not
a little on the Countess. He learned
Avithout delay with what variet}' of

Countess they were concerned, as well

as the nature of the tie that united the

curious trio. The large lady, an Eng-
lisliwonian by birth and the daughter
of a celebrated barytone, whose taste,

without his talent, she had inherited,

was the widow of a French nobleman
and mistress of all that remained of

the handsome fortune, the fruit of her
father's earnings, that had constituted

her dower. Miss Vernham, an odd
creature but an accomplished pianist,

was attached to her person at a salary.

The Countess was generous, indepen-
dent, eccentric ; she travelled with her
minstrel and her medical man. Igno-
rant and passionate, she had neverthe-

less moments in which she was almost
irresistible. Dencombe saw her sit for

her portrait in Doctor Hugh's free

sketch, and felt the picture of his

young friend's relation to her frame it-

self in his mind. This young friend,

for a representative of the new psychol-

ogy, was himself easily hypnotized,

and if he became abnormally commu-
nicative it was only a sign of his real

subjection. Dencombe did according-

ly what he wanted with him, even with-

out being known as Dencombe.
Taken ill on a journey in Switzer-

land, the Countess had picked him up
at an hotel, and the accident of his

happening to please her had made her
offer him, with her imperious liberal-

ity, terms that couldn't fail to dazzle

a practitioner without patients and
whose resources had been drained dry
by his studies. It was not the way he
would have elected to spend his time,

but it was time that would pass quick-

ly, and meanwhile she was wonderfully
kind. She exacted perpetual atten-

tion, but it was impossible not to like

her. He gave details about his queer
patient, a " type " if there ever was one,

who had in connection with her flushed

obesity and in addition to the morbid
strain of a violent and aimless will, a

grave organic disorder ; but he came
back to his loved novelist, whom he
was so good as to pronounce more es-

sentially a poet than many of those

who went in for verse, with a zeal ex-

cited, as all his indiscretion had been
excited, by the happy chance of Den-
combe's symj^athy and the coincidence
of their occupation. Dencombe had
confessed to a slight personal acquaint-
ance with the author of " The Mid-
dle Years," but had not felt himself as

ready as he could have wished when
his companion, who had never yet en-
countered a being so privileged, began
to be eager for particulars. He even
thought that Doctor Hugh's eye at

that moment emitted a glimmer of

suspicion. But the young man was
too inflamed to be shrewd, and re-

peatedly caught up the book to ex-

claim : "Did you notice this?" or
"Weren't you immensely struck with
that ? " " There's a beautiful passage
toward the end," he broke out; and
again he laid his hand upon the vol-

ume. As he turned the pages he came
upon something else, while Dencombe
saw him suddenly change color. He
had taken up, as it lay on the bench,
Dencombe's copy instead of his own,
and his neighbor immediately guessed
the reason of his start. Doctor Hugh
looked grave an instant ; then he said :

" I see you've been altering the text !

"

Dencombe was a passionate corrector,

a fingerer of style ; the last thing he
ever arrived at was a form final for

himself. His ideal would have been
to publish secretly, and then, on the

published text, treat himself to the

terrified revise, sacrificing always a

first edition and beginning for the

world with the second. This morn-
ing, in "The Middle Years," his pencil

had pricked a dozen lights. He was
amused at the effect of the young
man's reproach ; for an instant it made
him change color. He stammered, at

any rate, ambiguously ; then, through a

blur of ebbing consciousness, saw Doc-
tor Hugh's mystified eyes. He only

had time to feel he was about to be ill

again—that emotion, excitement, fa-

tigue, the heat of the sun, the solici-

tation of the air, had combined to play

him a trick, before, stretching out a

hand to his visitor with a plaintive cry,

he lost his senses altogether.

Later he knew that he had fainted

and that Doctor Hugh had got him
home in a bath-chair, the conductor of
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which, prowling within hail for cus-

tom, had happened to remember seeing

him in the garden of the hotel. He
had recovered his percejition in the

transit, and had, in bed, that afternoon,

a vague recollection of Doctor Hugh's
young face, as they went together,

bent over him in a comforting laugh
and expressive of something more than
a suspicion of his identity. That iden-

tity was ineifaceable now, and all the

more that he was disappointed, dis-

gusted. He had been rash, been stu-

pid, had gone out too soon, stayed out
too long. He oughtn't to have ex-

posed himself to strangers, he ought
to have taken his servant. He felt as

if he had fallen into a hole too deep to

descry any little patch of heaven. He
was confused about the time that had
elapsed—he pieced the fragments to-

gether. He had seen his doctor, the

real one, the one who had treated him
from the first and who had again been
very kind. His servant was in and out
on tiptoe, looking very wise after the

fact. He said more than once some-
thing about the sharp young gentle-

man. The rest was vagueness, in so far

as it wasn't despair. The vagueness,
however, justified itself by dreams, doz-

ing anxieties from which he finally

emerged to the consciousness of a dark
room and a shaded candle.

" You'll be all right again—I know
all about you now," said a voice near
him that he Tinew to be young. Then
his meeting with Doctor Hugh came
back. He was too discouraged to joke
about it yet, but he was able to per-

ceive, after a little, that the interest

of it was intense for his visitor. " Of
course I can't attend you professionally

—you've got your own man, with whom
I've talked and who's excellent," Doc-
tor Hugh went on. "But you must let

me come to see you as a good friend.

I've just looked in before going to bed.
You're doing beautifully, but it's a good
job I was with you on the cliff. I shall

come in early to-morrow. I want to do
something for you. I want to do every-

thing. You've done a tremendous lot

for me.''' The young man held his hand,
bending over him, and poor Dencombe,
weakly aware of this living pressure,

simply lay there and accepted his devo-

tion. He couldn't do anything less

—

he needed help too much.
The idea of the help he needed was

very present to him that night, which
he spent in a lucid stillness, an inten-

sity of thought that constituted a re-

action from his hours of stupor. He
was lost, he was lost—he was lost if he
couldn't be saved. He was not afraid

of suffering, of death ; he was not even
in love with life ; but he had had a deep
demonstration of desire. It came over
him in the long, quiet hours that only
with " The Middle Years " had he taken
his flight ; only on that day, visited by
soundless processions, had he recog-

nized his kingdom. He had had a reve-

lation of his range. What he dreaded
was the idea that his rej^utation should
stand on the unfinished. It was not
with his past but with his future that

it should properly be concerned. Ill-

ness and age rose before him like spec-

tres with pitiless eyes : how was he to

bribe such fates to give him the second
chance ? He had had the one chance
that all men have—he had had the
chance of life. He went to sleep again
very late, and when he awoke Doctor
Hugh was sitting by his head. There
was already, by this time, something
beautifully familiar in him.

"Don't think I've turned out your
physician," he said ;

" I'm acting with
his consent. He has been here and
seen you. Somehow he seems to trust

me. I told him how we happened to

come together yesterday, and he recog-

nizes that I've a peculiar right."

Dencombe looked at him with a cal-

culating earnestness. " How have you
squared the Countess ?

"

The young man blushed a little, but
he laughed. " Oh, never mind the

Countess !

"

"You told me she was very exacting."

Doctor Hugh was silent a moment.
" So she is."

"And Miss Vernham's an intrigante.''
" How do you know that ?

"

"I know everything. One haa. to, to

write decently !

"

"I think she's mad," said limpid Doc-
tor Hugh.

" Well, don't quarrel with the Coun-
tess—she's a present help to you."

"I don't quarrel," Doctor Hugh re-
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plied. "But I don't get on with silly

women." Then he added to Dencombe

:

"Yon seem very mneli alone."

"That often happens at my age. I've

outlived, I've lost by the way."
Doctor Hugh hesitated ; then sur-

mounting a soft scruple :
" Whom have

you lost?"
"Every one."

"Ah, no," the 3'oung man murmured,
laying a hand on his arm.

"I once had a wife—I once had a

son. My wife died when my child was
born, and my boy, at school, was car-

ried off by typhoid."
" I wish Fd been there !

" said Doctor
Hugh, simply.

" Well—if you're Jiere ! " Dencombe
answered, with a smile that, in spite of

dimness, showed how much he liked to

be sure of his companion's whereabouts.
"You talk strangel}^ of your age.

You're not old."
" Hypocrite—so early !

"

"I speak physiologically."

"That's the way I've been speaking
for the last five years, and it's exactly

what I've been saying to myself. It

isn't till we are old that we begin to

tell ourselves we're not !

"

" Yet I know Fm young," Doctor
Hugh declared.

" Not so well as I !
" laughed his pa-

tient, whose visitor indeed would have
established the truth in question by
the honesty with which he changed the

point of view, remarking that it must
be one of the charms of age—at any
rate in the case of high distinction—to

feel that one has labored and achieved.

Doctor Hugh employed the common
phrase about earning one's rest, and it

made poor Dencombe, for an instant,

almost angry. He recovered himself,

however, to explain, lucidly enough,
that if he, ungraciously, knew nothing
of such a balm, it was doubtless be-

cause he had wasted inestimable years.

He had followed literature from the

first, but he had taken a lifetime to get
alongside of her. Only to-day, at last,

had he begun to see, so that what he
had hitherto done was a movement
without a direction. He had ripened
too late, and was so clumsily consti-

tuted that he had had to teach himself

by mistakes.

"I prefer your flowers, then, to other
people's fruit, and your mistakes to
other people's successes," said gallant
Doctor Hugh. "It's for your mistakes
I admire 3^ou."

"You're happy—you don't know,'*
Dencombe answered.
Looking at his watch the young man

had got up ; he named the hour of the
afternoon at which he would return.
Dencombe warned him against com-
mitting himself too deeply, and ex-

pressed again all his dread of making
him neglect the Countess—perhaps in-

cur her displeasure.

"I want to be like you—I want to

learn by mistakes
!

" Doctor Hugh
laughed.

" Take care jou don't make too grave
a one ! But do come back," Dencombe
added, with the glimmer of a new idea.

" You should have had more van-
ity ! " Doctor Hugh spoke as if he
knew the exact amount required to

make a man of letters normal.
" No, no—I onl}^ should have had

more time. I want another go."

"Another go?"
"I want an extension."

"An extension ? " Again DoctorHugh
repeated Dencombe's words, with which
he seemed to have been struck.

"Don't you know?—I want to live."

The young man, for good-by, had
taken his hand, which closed with a

certain force. They looked at each
other hard a moment. "You loill live,"

said Doctor Hugh.
" Don't be superficial. It's too seri-

ous !

"

" You shall live !
" Dencombe's visi-

tor declared, turning pale.

"Ah, that's better !
" And as he re-

tired the invalid, with a nervous laugh,

sank gratefully back.

All that day and all the following

night he wondered if it mightn't be
managed. His doctor came again, his

servant was attentive, but it was to his

confident young friend that he found
himself mentally appealing. His col-

lapse on the cliffwas plausibly explained,

and his liberation, on a better basis,

promised for the morrow ; meanwhile,

however, the intensity of his medita-

tions kept him tranquil and made him
indifferent. The idea that occupied
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him was none the less absorbing be-

cause it was a morbid fancy. Here was
a clever son of the age, ingenious and
ardent, who happened to have set him
up for connoisseurs to worship. This

servant of his altar had all the new
learning in science and all the old rev-

erence in faith ; wouldn't he therefore

put his knowledge at the disposal of his

sympathy, his craft at the disposal of

his love? Couldn't he be trusted to

invent a remedy for a poor artist to

whose art he had paid a tribute? If

he couldn't, the alternative was hard

:

Dencombe would have to surrender to

silence, unvindicated and undivined.

The rest of the day and all the next he
toj^ed in secret with this sweet futility.

Who would work the miracle for him
but the young man who could combine
such lucidity with such passion? He
thought of the fairy-tales of science and
charmed himself into forgetting that

he looked for a magic that was not of

this world. Doctor Hugh was an ap-

parition, and that placed him above the

law. He came and went while his pa-

tient, who sat uj), followed him with
supplicating eyes. The interest of

knowing the great author had made
the young man begin " The Middle
Years " afresh, and would help him to

find a deeper meaning in its pages.

Dencombe had told him what he " tried

for ; " with all his intelligence, on a first

perusal, Doctor Hugh had failed to

guess it. The baffled celebrity won-
dered then who in the world would
guess it : he was amused once more at

the thoroughness with which an inten-

tion could be missed. Yet he wouldn't
rail at the general mind to-day—con-
soling as that ever had been ; the reve-

lation of his own slowness had seemed
to make all stupidity sacred.

Doctor Hugh, after a little, was visi-

bly worried, confessing, on inquir}^, to a
source of embarrassment at home.
" Stick to the Countess—don't mind
me," Dencombe said, repeatedly ; for

his companion was frank enough about
the large lady's attitude. She was so
jealous that she had fallen ill—she re-

sented such a breach of allegiance. She
paid so much for his fidelity that she
must have it all ; she refused him the
right to other sympathies, charged him

with scheming to make her die alone,

for it was needless to point out how
little Miss Vernham was a resource in

trouble. When Doctor Hugh men-
tioned that the Countess would already
have left Bournemouth if he hadn't

kept her in bed, poor Dencombe held
his arm tighter and said with decision :

" Take her straight away." They had
gone out together, walking back to the
sheltered nook in which, the other day,

they had met. The young man, who
had given his companion a personal
support, declared with emj)liasis that

his conscience was clear—he could
carry on two patients together. Didn't
he dream, for his future, of a time
when he should have to look after five

hundred ? Longing equally for virtue

Dencombe replied that in this golden
age no individual would pretend to

have contracted with him for all his at-

tention. On the part of the Countess
was not such an avidity lawful ? Doc-
tor Hugh denied it, said there was no
contract, but only a free understand-
ing, and that a sordid servitude was
impossible to a generous spirit ; he
liked, moreover, to talk about art, and
that was the subject on which, this

time, as they sat again together on the

sunny bench, he tried most to engage
the author of "The Middle Years."

Dencombe, soaring again a little on
the weak wings of convalescence, and
still haunted by that happy notion of

an organized rescue, found another
strain of eloquence to plead the cause
of a certain splendid " last manner,"
the very citadel, as it w^ould prove, of

his reputation, the stronghold into

which his real treasure would be gath-

ered. While his listener gave up the

morning and the great still sea ap-

peared to Avait, he had a wonderful ex-

planatory hour. Even for himself he
was insj^ired as he told of what his

treasure would consist—the precious

metals he would dig from the mine, the

jewels rare, festoons of rubies, he would
hang between the columns of his tem-
ple. He was wonderful for himself, so

thick his convictions crowded ; but
he was still more wonderful for Doc-
tor Hugh, who assured him, none the

less, that the very pages he had just

published were already encrusted with
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gems. The young man, however, pant-

ed for the combinations to come, and,

before the face of the beautiful day, re-

newed to Dencombe his guarantee that

his profession would hold itself respon-
sible for such a life. Then he suddenly
clapped his hand upon his Avatch-j^ocket

and asked leave to absent himself for

half an hour. Dencombe waited there

for his return, but was at last recalled

to the actual by the fall of a shadow
across the ground. The shadow dark-
ened into that of Miss Vernham, the
young lady in attendance on the Coun-
tess ; whom Dencombe, recognizing
her, perceived so clearly to have come
to speak to him, that he rose from
his bench to acknowledge the civility.

Miss Vernham, however, proved not
particularly civil ; she looked strangely

agitated, and her tj^pe was now unmis-
takable.

"Excuse me if I inquire," she said,

" whether it's too much to hope that

you may be induced to leave Doctor
Hugh alone." Then, before Dencombe,
greatly disconcerted, could protest :

" You ought to be informed that you
stand in his light ; that you may do
him a terrible injury."

" Do you mean by causing the Coun-
tess to dispense with his services ?

"

" By causing her to disinherit him."
Dencombe stared at this, and Miss
Vernham pursued, in the gratification

of seeing she could produce an impres-
sion :

" It has depended on himself to

come into something very handsome.
He has had a magnificent prospect, but
I think you've succeeded in spoiling

it.

" Not intentionally, I assure you. Is

there no hope the accident may be re-

paired ? " Dencombe asked.
" She was ready to do anything for

him. She takes great fancies, she lets

herself go—it's her w^ay. She has no
relations, she's free to dispose of her
money, and she's very ill."

" I'm very sorry to hear it," Den-
combe stammered.

" Wouldn't it be possible for you to

leave Bournemouth ? That's what I've

come to ask of you."
Poor Dencombe sank down on his

bench. " I'm very ill myself, but I'll

try
!

"

Miss Vernham still stood there with
her colorless eyes and the brutality of

her good conscience. " Before it's too
late, please

!

" she said ; and with this

she turned her back, in order, quickly,
as if it had been a business to which
she could spare but a precious moment,
to pass out of his sight.

Oh, yes, after this Dencombe was cer-

tainly very ill. Miss Vernham had up-
set him with her rough, fierce news ; it

was the sharpest shock to him to dis-

cover what was at stake for a penniless
young man of fine i)arts. He sat trem-
bling on his bench, staring at the waste
of waters, feeling sick with the direct-

ness of the blow. He was indeed too
weak, too unsteady, too alarmed ; but
he would make the eftbrt to get away,
for he couldn't accept the guilt of in-

terference, and his honor was really in-

volved. He would hobble home, at

any rate, and then he would think what
was to be done. He made his way back
to the hotel and, as he w^ent, had a char-

acteristic vision of Miss Vernham's great
motive. The Countess hated women, of

course, Dencombe was lucid about that

;

so the hungry pianist had no personal
hopes and could only console herself

with the bold conception of helping
Doctor Hugh in order either to marry
him after he had got his money or to

induce him to recognize her title to com-
pensation and buy her off. If she had
befriended him at a fruitful crisis he
would really, as a man of delicacy, and
she knew what to think of that point,

have to reckon with her.

At the hotel Dencombe's servant in-

sisted on his going back to bed. The
invalid had talked about catching a
train and had begun with orders to

pack ; after which his shaken nerves
had yielded to a queer head and a ris-

ing temperature. He consented to see

his physician, who immediately was
sent for, but he wished it to be under-
stood that his door was irrevocably

closed to Doctor Hugh. He had his

plan, which was so fine that he rejoiced

in it after getting back to bed. Doctor
Hugh, suddenlyfinding himself snubbed
without mercy, would, in natural dis-

gust and to the joy of Miss Vernham,
renew his allegiance to the Countess.
When his physician arrived Dencombe
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learned that he was feverish and that

this was very wrong ; he was to culti-

vate calmness and try, if possible, not

to think. For the rest of the day he
wooed stupidity ; but there was an ache

that kept him sentient, the probable

sacrifice of his "extension," the limit

of his course. His medical adviser was
anything but pleased ; his successive

relapses were ominous. He charged
this personage to put out a strong

hand and take Doctor Hugh off his

mind—it would contribute so much to

his being quiet. The agitating name,
in his room, was not mentioned again,

but his security was a smothered fear,

and it was not confirmed by the receipt,

at ten o'clock that evening, of a tele-

gram which his servant opened and
read for him and to which, with an ad-

dress in London, the signature of Miss
Vernham was attached. " Beseech you
to use all influence to make our friend

join us here in the morning. Countess
much the worse for dreadful journey,

but everything may still be saved."

The two ladies had gathered themselves

up and had been capable in the after-

noon of a spiteful revolution. They
had started for the capital, and if the

elder one, as Miss Vernham had an-

nounced, was very ill, she had wished
to make it clear that she was propor-
tionately reckless. Poor Dencombe,
who was not reckless, and who only de-

sired that everything should indeed be
" saved," sent this missive straight off

to the young man's lodging, and had
on the morrow the pleasure of knowing
that he had quitted Bournemouth by
an early train.

Two days later he pressed in with a

copy of a literary journal in his hand.

He had returned because he was ner-

vous, and for the pleasure of flourish-

ing the great review of "The Middle
Years." Here at least was something
adequate—it rose to the occasion ; it

was an acclamation, a reparation, a crit-

ical attempt to place the author in the

niche he had fairly won. Dencombe
accepted and submitted ; he made nei-

ther objection nor inquiry, for old com-
plications had returned, and he had had
two atrocious days. He was convinced
not only that he should never again

leave his bed, so that his young friend

might pardonably remain, but that the
demand he should make on the patience
of beholders would be very moderate
indeed. Doctor Hugh had been to
town, and he tried to find in his eyes
some confession that the Countess was
pacified and his legacy clinched ; but
all he could see there was the light of
his juvenile joy in two or three of the
phrases of the newspaper. Dencombe
couldn't read them, but when his visi-

tor had insisted on repeating them
more than once he was able to shake
an unintoxicated head. "Ah, no, they
would have been true of what I could
have done !

"

" What people ' could have done ' is

mainly what they have done," Doctor
Hugh contended.

" Mainly, yes ; but I've been an idi-

ot !
" said Dencombe.

Doctor Hugh did remain ; the end
was coming fast. Two days later Den-
combe observed to him, by way of the
feeblest of jokes, that there would now
be no question whatever of a second
chance. At this the young man stared

;

then he exclaimed :
" Why, it has come

to pass— it has come to pass ! The
second chance has been the public's

—

the chance to find the point of view, to

pick up the pearl !

"

" Oh, the pearl !
" poor Dencombe

uneasily sighed. A smile as cold as a
winter sunset flickered on his drawn
lips as he added :

" The pearl is the

unwritten—the pearl is the unalloyed,

the rest, the lost !

"

From that moment he was less and
less present, heedless, to all apj^ear-

ance, of what went on around him.
His disease was definitely mortal, of an
action as relentless, after the short ar-

rest that had enabled him to fall in

with Doctor Hugh, as a leak in a great

ship. Sinking steadily, though this

visitor, a man of rare resources, now
cordially approved by his physician,

showed endless art in guarding him
from pain, poor Dencombe kept no
reckoning of favor or neglect, betrayed
no symptom of regret or speculation.

Yet toward the last he gave a sign

of having noticed that for two days
Doctor Hugh had not been in his

room, a sign that consisted of his sud-

denly ojicning his ej-es to ask of him if
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he had sjjcut the iuterAal with the

Countess.
" The C'vantess is dead," said Doctor

Hugh. "I kuew that in a particuhxr

contingency she wouldn't resist. I

went to her grave."

Dencombe's eyes opened wider. " She
left you ' something handsome ? '

"

The young man gave a laugh almost
too light for a chamber of woe. " Nev-
er a penny. She roundh' cursed me."

" Cursed you ? " Dencombe mur-
mured.

" For giving her \\]}. I gave her up
for i/ou. I had to choose," his compan-
ion explained.

" You chose to let a fortune go ?
"

"I chose to accej^t, w^hatever they

might be, the consequences of my in-

fatuation," smiled Doctor Hugh. Then,
to jest more soothingly: "A fortune be
hanged ! It's your fault if I can't get
your things out of my head."

The immediate tribute to his jest was
a long, bewildered moan ; after Avhich,

for many hours, for many days, Den-
combe lay motionless and absent. A
response so absolute, such a glimj^se

of a definite result and such a proof of

honor worked together in his mind
and, producing a strange commotion,
slowly altered and transfigured his de-

spair. The sense of cold submersion
left him—he seemed to float wdthout
an effort. The incident was extraordi-

nary as evidence, and it shed an intenser

light. At the last he signed to Doctor
Hugh to listen, and, when he was dowm
on his knees by the pillow, brought
him very near.

" You've made me think that it's all

a delusion."

"Not your glory, my dear friend,"
stammered the young man.

" Not my glory—what there is of it

!

It is glory—to have been tested, to
have had our little quality and cast
our little spell. The thing is to have
made somebody care. You're crazy, of
course, but that doesn't affect the law."

" You're a great success !
" said Doc-

tor Hugh, putting into his voice the
ring of all young cheer.

Dencombe lay taking this in ; then
he gathered strength to sj^eak once
more. "A second chance

—

that's the
delusion. There never was to be but
one. We work in the dark—we do
what we can—we give w^hat we have.
Our doubt is our passion and our pas-
sion is our task. The rest is the mad-
ness of art."

"If you've doubted, if you've de-
spaired you've always done it,'' liis visi-

tor subtly argued.
"We've done something" Dencombe

conceded.
" Something is all. It's the feasible.

It's you !
"

" Comforter !
" poor Dencombe ironi-

cally sighed.
" But it's true," insisted his friend.
" It's true. It's frustration that

doesn't count."

"Frustration's only life," said Doc-
tor Hugh.

" Yes, it's what passes." Poor Den-
combe was barely audible, but he had
marked with the words the virtual end
of his first and only chance.
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AN ARTIST IN JAPAN.

^' Robert Blum.

With Illustrations by tue Author.

T was liot ill Tok3'o. The pleasant gray days of a
month ago had been followed by days gloomy and
threatening. We had had nincli wind and rain

;

but now, with approaching midsummer the sun
"blazed overhead in a clear, hard sky, fierce and
punishing in its heat. The streets, one blinding
glare and unpeoj^led, had a deserted aj^pearance.

The shop-curtains hung limp and dusty, unlifted
by hand of buyer ; all color fled, and in the daz-

zling whiteness the shadows fell sliar]3 wdth inky
blackness. The toiling coolies, sweltering, hugged
the scanty shade, and rested often. Kurumaya,
the cabbies of Jaj^an, sprawled or crouched by
their 'rikishas, listless and indifferent to fares ;

—

ill the protecting angle of the compound gate sat

the anieya, in blinking, nodding, drowsiness, his

stand of sticky and melting wares undefended
against eager swarms of energetic flies. The suf-

focating heat quivered as it rose, distorting all objects as through a wavy pane
—the great city's pulse beat feebly ; languor and prostration was felt every-

where. The familiar forms of itinerant venders and wandering players, the clog-

mender, alms-seeking j)riests, and busy merchant had disappeared. Lagging
clerks, with cloth-bound bundles and straggling groups of foot-sore pilgrims in

dusty, stencilled garments, on long journeys bent, were the only ones to impede
the indefatigable street-sj^rinkler, who j)ulled his primitive cart up, across and
down the empty thoroughfares. The stream of traffic, never noisy, was at an
ebb—had fallen to a thin and silent current, and only eddied now and then
about the kori shops, where bright-faced girls with tied-up sleeves served tum-
blers piled high with "i^laned" ice, cool and cheating into temporary relief the

exhaustion of the scorching heat.

I longed to be out of it. I had " done the sights," had been to "matsuri"
fete and flower-show ; had dissipated recklessly in the mild orgies of tea-house

dinners, and geisha dances—dinners that I always compared with the music ac-

companying them, and wondered when they would really begin. I had seen

the temples—the theatres where, in the draughty interiors, I felt mj^self moved
in the general outpourings of enthusiasm and joined— j)^i*li^P^ from other

causes—in the universal rustling of paper handkerchiefs, the loud commotion
of the blowing of noses at the pathetic climaxes. I had seen Fine Art exhibi-

tions and firework displays of all kinds. I had even limped away from an
ancient and classical " No " dance, a sadder if not wiser man. Bric-a-brac itself

had lost its fascination—I was in a dangerous mood. I couldn't see my way
to get to work. An irritability dulling all curiosity and all interest had come
over me ; everything seemed to fade ; tlie small and inevitable discomforts of

travel were magnified ; I was tired of being stared at. In this distorted state of

mind I had but to close my eyes to see the 2:)eo2:>le exist as so many figures

with necks pivoted like an owl's, and no matter in what view—side or front

—

full-faced unblinking in a stony stare.

It was early one drizzly morning that my newly found friend and voluntary

guide joined me in the second-class compartment an instant before the train
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A Watering-Cart.

started for Enosliima. The trip— at

least as far as I had any settled idea

of it—was to be in the nature of a skir-

raish, taking in Enoshima, Hakone, and
round about Fuji-San ;

— an endeavor
to bring into action my untried arms
—a heavy field equipment of sketch-

ing-gear, including Gatling supplement
of note-books—and, if all went well, to

venture farther into the enemj^'s coun-
try by train, 'rikisha, and afoot, and to

lay waste all in a roundabout way even
to Nikko.

Just exactly how it was to be done I

didn't know ; in fact, when we held our
counsel of war at the hotel there were
moments when Katsushika san, in the

enthusiasm of at last becoming a prac-

tical aid, got so ensnarled and tangled

in the recital of " the way to do it," that

I was more than ready to believe in its

not being possible at all. " Oh, yes !

Me sure can do ! Yis, sir. You shoery
arr right if go with me !

" said he. But
while I felt, as he expressed it, " surely

all right," as to al)ility in looking after

myself, I was solicitous solely on his

behalf. Even if I were shunted on to

some side track it could hardly matter,

since all I wanted was to get away from

the city, and so long as I found it pos-
sible to work it mattered not where we
went. And so we had set out.

Down to Yokohama first, a short de-

la}', a shifting of sketching-traps, and
contraction as far as possible for a few
more beclogged wayfarers ; then off

for Fujisawa, at which place we arrive

at 8 A.M. A lonely little station, with
even more hopelessness than is gener-

al with all w^ayside stations the world
over. An open, sandy gap in all di-

rections, fringed here and there in a
ragged fashion by small catch-penny
tea - booths. In close vicinity to one
of these a collection of jinrikishas, to

which, while I stand guard over bag and
baggage, Katsushika san makes his way.

He is soon in the midst of men and of a

lively bargain ; as I see the crowd melt
away, leaving him all alone, a word or
action brings back the whole lot again
and again. Finally I shoulder one of

the bags and walk over to see what's up.

"AVhat's the matter?"
" Oh, she say don't go !

" he says, de-

taching himself for a moment. Sus-
pecting, from experience on other oc-

casions, I ask how much he has offered

the men.
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" Say don't go ress than dorrar-an-

harf. I thing hifty sen ver' prenty."
" Well, how far is Enoshima from

here?"
" Jinrikisha-man say about hive mire

—say road ver' ver' bad." And all this

time lending an ear, he adds jo^^fully,

but with impassive face :
" See, I know

she take—take sure. Now make sev-

enty-hive sen arready."
" Oh, don't bother about it — let's

take " but he Avas in the thick of

it ; and as I had learned already, it is

as easy to catch a dog slipped from a

leash as to turn him, now his nose was
coldly ferreting out the bottom price.

I sat down in one of the dank tea-stalls,

lit and finished a cigarette until every-

thing was settled to his satisfaction.

Presently he came, with three demure
jinrikisha-men in tow, officiously radi-

ant. " Sorry I make wait so rong.

Of course you know, I don rike pay
more than arr right." One jinrikisha

is piled with our things—we climb in-

to the other two, and away over heavy
sandy roads, past bamboo
groves and isolated little

homesteads. In one or two
places there is a small gather-

ing of these thatched houses,

and the road, as it passes
through, has all the appear-

ance of being a part of the

backj-ard, so unrestrained in

juxtaposition is the arrange-

ment of road to house.

Everything even in this

sandy soil is rankly green.

The sun is beginning to break
its way out ; the air, heavy
and humid, makes it no light

task for the men. They are

perspiring profusely— I can
say copiously, as I have seen
my man when resting take off

his towel and wring it with a
result that would vie credit-

ably with a wet dish-cloth

—

and I am glad when we pull

up at a little wayside tea- stall

at the foot of a rather steep,

sandy slope, to have them
rest. Off come what few gar-

ments they have, and a brisk
mopping and rubbing- down
takes place, and as I watch

them jiresently dropping down to a
quiet chat and smoke, with a cup or
two of tea, I ask casually, " How much
farther do we go ? " " This is end—we
must wark now ; " and to my rather as-

tonished question, "Why, where's Eno-
shima ? " K. points up tlie sand-bank.
Sure enough on gaining the top we look
down on a long narrow beach—in fact

a mere strip of sand running out into

the sea, a peninsula— ending a quar-
ter of a mile away in an island-like

prominence—Enoshima. Striking for

the hard shore-sand we walk along the
beach and soon reach the town built on,

or rather clinging to, the rocks of this

peculiar formation. As we pass through
the large stone torii at the entrance of

the town and ascend the steep street

we are greeted on all sides with the
shrill cries of welcome so universal in

Japan. The narrow street is lined for

the greater j^art of its length with inns,

tea- and lodging-houses, and as we j^ass

the open fronts, cries of " I-r-r-r-a-a-r-

shai-i-i-s !
" from bevies of girls resound
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like so iiiaiiy salvos—scattered—broken to please. As lie learued my needs tlie

only to give place to renewed broad- increasing tax on his ingenuity to meet
sides as we pass the rival inn beyond, them only opened new vistas of fertile

A Japanese Temple.

Near the toj^ of this " shute " we find

quarters in the same tea-house where
Sir Edwin Arnold had not so long be-
fore been a delighted guest—the Iwa
moto ya.

There has been recently, by his mas-
ter pen, a description of it in the
pages of this Magazine ; one which
makes it impossible to do again what
Sir Edwin has so charmingly accom-
plished in his "Japonica." Sufiice it

to say that I found it full of pictu-
resque material. Nor was it long be-
fore my faithful friend caught the in-

fection and began to develop unsus-
pected qualities in his groping desire

resources. He was never at a loss. I
had only to intimate—at least succeed
in getting hinn to understand—what I

wanted, and if mortal endeavor could,

it was done. I remember on one occa-

sion I was sketching from the second-

story room—the whole house literally

at my feet through the blandishments
of the artful one—and had returned

one morning to complete the drawing.

The people had so behung the entire

street with thousands of little banners
that they fairly choked it. It was a
" matsuri," and nothing could be done.

He of many parts had slijiped away. I

caught fiying glimpses of him dodging
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in and out of the houses, and after a

little time a universal demolition of the

festoons was in full swing, in the midst
of which he reappeared and said, with
a smile of enjoyment at his own suc-

^y

On our way
casually re-

Japanese Pillow.

cess: "They take down."
inn-ward that evening I

marked that I hoped he had not for-

gotten to make proper acknowledg-
ment for the extreme kindness shown.

" Oh, yis—of course. I give 'em su-

gar." Ingenuous boy. He had gone
to the man below, in whose house I

was working, bought sugar from him,

overwhelmed him with the kindness of

his purchase, and then set out with the

gift thriftily divided to achieve a like

result in other directions.*

breaks over the thin strip of beach

—

and found our way to the cave. Amused
to see the boys diving among the rocks
for pennies which K. flung into the
water. Back to hotel at 12, and after an
omelette and fish, at 3 down to beach.
AVeather warm, and feeling reckless
went out in my pajamas—people in

street not noticing with more than the
customary stare—and had a fine bath.

Slipped on K.'s clogs, and so back to

town, where at foot of street stepped
in to buy a pair of straw sandals for

myself. . . . Girl has just come in

to make up futons for the night. K.
is arranging, by the doubling of one, a
make-shift pillow. An unsavory smell-

ing green mosquito-net, with a mixture
of sea-weed and mushroom about it,

fixes the arrangement for the night.
" July 25th.—Woke up about 7.30. A

wretched, broken night's rest—feeling

as if I should come apart in numerous
places—sad to realize there are so many
in one's anatomy that can ache so dam-
nably. Or rather, it's only one ache,

but that takes in everything down to

one's eyelashes. Sat up till long past
12 o'clock, after trying to get accus-

tomed to the—well, not soft—bedding
and what it contained. Fleas, fleas,

and a few more fleas, which, added to

In quoting from my diary I cannot the stifling stufiiness caused by the

hope to show by its crude fragmentary closing in of the whole house, made it

jottings of what, and in what the charm like trying to sleep inside a largish dry-

of Enoshima exists ; and I only

give them as perhaps showing a
glimpse of mv day's doings.

"July 24, 1890.— . . \ (Iwa
moto Inn.) We have two rooms
in a small, detached building off

the garden around which the

rambling hotel is scattered.
Everything about it is as yet

untouched by kodakistic influ-

ences, although K. tells me the

proprietor is troubled with vis-

ions— air - castles may they re-

main— of befitting annexes for

foreigners. ... At 10 o'clock

started out for a walk about
the island—for so I am told Enoshi-
ma at times becomes, when the water

• As he afterward explained, " Of coorse you see they
don rike take down becaupe matsuri, an' many pirgrims
come. Pirgrims always go where mos frag^." It seems
these bands, clubs, societies, or guilds that annually per-
form pilgrimages—often of protracted length—carry these

111 IJB I )1l ill <iliil|<M*pfc»iJtl<IW^

Night at Enoshima.

goods box. To wake up often, and as

often see the inert bundle of peaceful-

bits of cotton cloth emblazoned with the respective name
of club or guild, and leave them at shrine, temple, and
inn. In the latter case they become a flaunting letter of

recommendation, highly treasured, as I learned on more
than one unsuccessful attempt to inveigle them.
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ness under K.'s mosquito-netting was
too much. I finally crawled over and
blew out the andon. Day gloomy, rain-

i n g occasionally.

From veranda
made drawing of

some houses and
hillside. About
four, the weather
clearing, took a

walk toward some
fishing villages
scattered along the
shore. Passing
through, came to

one larger, contain-

ing a few inns, tea-

houses, and exten-

sive grounds of

picturesquely situ-

ated temple. Step-

ped in at a tailor's

to order a pair of

tabi for myself.

. Am living on
milk and tea and
' castira ' * in the
morning, fish and
eggs rest of day.

Had an amma this

evening— the stiff-

ness hanging about
me all day.

"July 28th.—
Day bright, sunny,
and pleasant. Up
by 7, and after the

usual skirmishing
on the part of K.
for breakfast ' cas-

tira ' in the shoj)S

outside, went down
the street. After
some talk, K. got
permission to use
room over a shop
to commence drav/-

ing. In afternoon to Benten Cave to
work on drawing begun yesterday

;

took shelter, rain coming on, in cave.

The rocks, with the wildish water
swashing and splashing over them, a

fine foreground for the distant silhou-

ette of Fuji in the threatening gloom.
A treat to-day in the shape of a few

• Castira—from " Castilla "—Sponge-cake, is 8o called
because introduced by the Spaniards.

slices of bread, which K. tells me the

wife of the proprietor, in the kindness
of a woman's heart, got for me from

Daytime Fireworks.

some missionar}" hiding away some-
where hereabouts

;
perhaps there is

something after all in missionary work.
"July 31st.— . . . . Every once

in a while bunches of pilgrims come
straggling through the town, with
large straw hats and squares of mat-
ting slung across their shoulders, all

dressed in rough, wliite garments, carry-

ing sometimes staft* and bell—a pict-
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iiresque bit of life. Xoticed a good
many were Avomeu—diliiciilt at a dis-

tance to distinguish men from women,
as all dressed alike. Charmed with
the place, and hard at work getting as

many notes as possible. The only
drawback—Japanese chow. It is more
than monotonous ; with the exce2)tion

of that piece of missionary bread all

I've had these seyen days is fish and
eggs, rice and tea ; all combinations
tried and exhausted, nor does difterence

of rotation cheat the stomach. Not-
withstanding the jDoor food I shall stay,

but haye suggested through K. the de-

sire of placing a flea in our dreaming
landlord's ear. For some reason he
doesn't see fit to do so.* He can and
won't ; I would, if I could speak the

blamed language. ... Day windy
and stormy, so stayed indoors to make
some pastel notes from window—they
worked j^^sty in all the dampness of

the weather. Went to rocks in the

afternoon ; water yery high ; it was
fine. Sat down to work, K. holding

I had spent ten delicious days of

rambling, climbing, sketching in and
about this charming little place, when
one eyening as we sprawled on the floor

oyer our fish and eggs, the proprietor
came in at the sliding-door, and, get-

ting down on his knees, touched his

head to the floor, murmuring apologies
for this disturbance. The buff enve-

lope of a telegram was in his hand, and
lifting it first to his brow, he passed
the portentous thing over to me. I

tore it open and flattened out the col-

ored sheet on the matted floor. Its

pink Volapiik was a revelation of clear-

ness—its conciseness and the brevity

of its wit an exquisite joke. Certainly,

I would return to Tokyo by all means,
at once.

Taking the cup of sake Katsushika
san had just filled, I said, " Well ! here's

to the boatman's daughter—and Tok-
yo "— a playful allusion to the havoc
w^hich a fleeting glimpse of a very pret-

ty musmee had inflicted on a certain

barbarian's heart, occasioning the drain-

" A lonely little station.'

umbrella over me when it rained, but
difficult to do anything as wind lifted

and knocked the pad about on my
knees. K. also not feeling well gave

up after a time. . . ."

• He only explained afterward that it would have been
a rude thing to complain, and only mentioned to the land-
lord our grievances when coming away. " You see, I

don rike say anything then, the randrord thing I'm not
ver' perite if I dol"

ing of many p. thimbleful of sake since

that memorable day at the riverside in

Tokyo.
"You thing must goin' back to To-

kyo?"
" Yes ! Peter. There is a class of men

called editors over in America, hard-

hearted and utterly regardless of other

peoj)le's feelings—hopelessly devoid of
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all liuinan sympathy I might say, who
when they waut a thing want it er-r

bad, so to say, and want it done quick
;

and the sooner a fellow does it the

more he'll find life congenial and pleas-

ant all around. Petey," for so I had be-

gun to call him (his other name was
foreyer clogging my mouth ; it might
do for holidays when there wasn't any-

thing especial to do), " Petey, my boy

—

don't you ever^ go and haye anything to

do with them !
" To which Peter says

no, dubiously, and seeing his lio23eless

stare I continued to explain :
" Yes,

they are anxious to get a sight of my
drawings—I must return to Tokyo and
nitike some nice pictures to send to

America. But cheer up, we won't be
cheated out of the sight of old Fuji,

since we are so near, let me crawl at

least to her feet, and then you can take
me back."

I shall never forget the effect of the

morning we took our reluctant depart-

ure from the charming little place.

Straggling along over the ribbon-like

strip of sand, the jinrikishas ahead with
bag and baggage, I stopped often to

look back. It was the most beautiful

morning imaginable, the air clear as

crj'stal, the sun still low and throwing
long, thin shadows from even the small-

est and slightest objects on the beach.

Our own shadows stretched away
across to the farther beach, where a
group of nude fishermen were busy
hauling in fish, their bright pinkish
skins contrasting strongly against the

heavy, inky, blue sea and pearly fringing

of surf. Out over the water in the dis-

tance rose stately Fuji-San, clean cut and
sharp, as I had never seen her before.

A few tender fleecy clouds encircled her
brow and floated meltingly in a sky so

pure and serene—it all seemed more
like a child's happy awakening. Eno-
sliima lay, a slumbering silhouette with
here and there some isolated thread of

smoke stealing slowly upward. Un -

l)roken and untouched was the peace-

ful gloom of tree and rock, save on the

eastern edge, where the sun embroid-
ered a glittering fringe and turned to

gold the breaking water on the rock-

bound shore below. In my leave-tak-

ing it was like a caressing benediction

on the part of nature ; the kind and
friendly face smiling a last farewell

with unsjwken wishes to be remem-
bered—a radiant look for a speedy re-

turn.

We reached Fujisawa in plenty of

time to catch the first train for Yu-
moto, and after a short ride through
very interesting broken and hilly coun-
try arrived at Kodzu about 8 a.m. From
here, so Peter informed me, we should
patronize the new tram in preference
to the frisky 'rikisha, gaining thereby,

as he sagely pointed out, in pocket
what we might lapse in time.

How pleasant was the feeling of leav-

ing things generally in the hands of

Providence—exemplified in this espe-

cial case in the slight figure of Peter

;

what a saving of energy and bewilder-

ment in distracted search for infor-

mation regarding routes, time, trains,

tickets, checks, and all else pertaining

to railway travel. Pleasant to be told,

"Jus' wait here," or "Prease, go there

tirr I come," and to light a meditative
cigarette the while, watching the people
with rush and push getting themselves
and leading others into entanglements
as to right trains—to see them, like a

disturbed ant-hill, heading in all direc-

tions to board the wrong ones. Mali-

ciously j)leasant to see them in head-

long flight stop a duty-pressed official

who j)ointed silently, and tear along till

they met another, who as considerately

pointed back toward the place they left,

until, exhausted and resigned, they squat

down beside their bundles to wait till

their own train, three hours later, would
take them to their desired destination

—

it remaining alwaj'S a mystery unsolved
as to why any train shouldn't have done
so in the first place. Delightfully pleas-

ant and profitable, too, to study, besides

the character, customs, and ways of the

people, the costumes, the color, every-

thing that a painter calls "Just things,"

and to be able to do all this by simply
saying, "Yes, Petey, all right, go ahead,"

just to show that you have a knack of

knowing how things should be done
and are confident of success. Jewel of

a Peter.

AVliere he gets his information I know
not. He gets it, which is of more im-

portance. So now I dodge dutifully

I
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after liim wlien he comes to get me, and hat ; and has ah'eady ducked his head
we steer our way through the throng to with the pleasure of seeing him. I

the cool tramw^ay shed. have heard in all the din his labored,

- the port of rest from troublous toyle."
^hort sighs of exhaling breath, sound-
ing like a subdued suppression of a

But not for long, since with a start, cough, which accompanies all proper
and before we are aware of how it hap- Japanese bows ; and then he turns to

A Fish Vender.

pens, we shelve upon one another in the
little car as the horse makes a wild

break for the opening. Over the short,

sharp curve we go, unharmed, however,
the small driver holding back with
reins up and back ear-high, the con-
ductor equally" diminutive, but as ef-

ficiently grinding away at the brake in

the rear. Once out in the open glare

they let the stallion have his head, and
away we go right merrily, " teetering,"

heaving, and reeling over the straight,

long, and dusty road ahead. The pas-

sengers, silent, with bobbing heads and
rattling clogs, are of all types and char-

acter, from the shell-back conservatism
in hakama and haori, to lenient liberal-

ism in tile and gaiters. There is even a

specimen of a "ne plus ultra" radical-

ism in colored shirt, wliite collar, and
patent leathers. Petey knows him,
him of the cuffs, cane, and natty straw

me with pleasurable excitement to whis-
per that " that is erdest son of Viscount

," and begins to tell me much that

is of much interest—to Peter.

There is a halt, the conductor is busy
watering the horse. The knowing ani-

mal no sooner sees the bucket than he
expectantly throws forward his head
with opened jaws, into which the boy
splashes dippers full of water, and
finishes the performance by taking out

this extraordinary animal's tongue with

one hand and generously plastering

it with rock-salt from the other. A few
passengers get out here, giving us the

decidedly preferable elbow-room as

equivalent of their company. It is swel-

teringly hot ; our little band is making
it as comfortable as possible. He of the

liakama has tied a towel about his head
to save his freshly made queue from
floating dust, and slipping his toes from
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his clogs, sits like a mollified Dariima/^' tioii. All are faimiug more or less

He of the tile, which all this time is vigorously, with petulant tucks and
fraternizing in the demoralizing com- pecks at coat and kimono, all fervently

Boatman's Daughter.

pany of a

saucerless

slobbering tea - pot and
cup under the seat, has fol-

lowed suit by pulling off his gaiters,

and lolls with speculative gaze riveted

on me when not momentarily distracted

over his tiny pipe. The immaculate one
is propped up in the farther end bored
and listless, the pristine splendor of his

collar undergoing a pitiable delapsa-

* A familiar figure in Japanese Art, lejr- and arm-less,
is always represented enveloped in a sack-like jzarment
which leaves exposed only his face, fierce and terrifyintr

in expression. Daruma was a follower of Shaka, and
teacher of Buddhism, who came from China and founded
the Zen sect.

praying for release from the fiery oven.

The only one unphased and full of en-

ergy still, our little driver in a German
military caj^, drawing recklessly on a

stock of undreamed-of vitality, in exu-

berant flourishes of whip, and tooting

of horn, and turning of crank, as w^e

dash along. He is the only one, too,

that gets what little air there is.

Finally— after one more halt where
we take on a fresh beast—the wild ride

comes to an end, and I am counting our
bundles to see that Peter has properly

helped me by bringing them altogether.
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JERSEY AND MULBERRY.

By H. C. Bunner.

I
FOUND this letter and comment in

an evening paper, some time ago,

and I cut tlie slip out and kept it for

its cruelty :

To THE Editor of the Evening .

Sir : In yesterday's issue you took occasion
to speak of the organ-grinding nuisance, aV)out

wliioh I hope you will let me ask you the fol-

lowing questions : Why must decent people all

over town suffer these pestilential beggars to

go about torturing our senses, and practically

blackmailing the listeners into paying them to

go away V Is it not a most ridiculous excuse
on the part of the police, when ordered to ar-

rest these vagrants, to tell a citizen that the

Vol. XIII.-G2

city license exempts these public nuisances
from arrest ? Let me ask, Can the city by any
means legalize a common-law misdemeanor ?

If not, how can the city authorities grant ex-

emption to these sturdy beggars and vagrants

by their paying for a license ? The Penal
Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure, it

seems, provide for the punishment of gamblers,

dive keepers, and other disorderly persons,

among whom organ-grinders fall, as l)ei ug peo-

ple who beg, and exhibit for money, and create

disorder. If this is so, why can the police not

be forced to intervene and forbid them their

outrageous behavior ? for these fellows do not

only not know or care for the observance of the

city ordinance, which certainly is binding on
them, but, relying on a fellow-feeling of vul-

garity with the mob, resist all attempts made
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to remove them from the exercise of their most
fearful beggary, which is not even tolerated

anv longer at Naples.

R.
New Yokk, February '20th.

[Our correspondent's appeal should be ad-

dressed to the Board of Aldermen and the

3Iayor. They consented to the licensing of the
grinders in the face of a popular protest.

—

Ed.
Evening .]

Now certainly that was not a good
letter to write, and is not a pleasant let-

ter to read ; but the worst of it is, I am
afraid that you could never make the

writer of it understand why it is unfair

and unwise and downright cruel.

For I think we can figure out the

personality of that w^riter pretty easily.

She is a nice old or middle-aged lady,

unmarried, of course ; well-to-do, and
likely to leave a very comfortable fort-

ime behind her when she leaves all

worldly things ; and accustomed to a

great deal of deference from her nephews
and nieces. She is occasionally subject

to nervous headaches, and she wrote
this letter while she had one of her

headaches. She had been lying down
and trying to get a wink of sleep when
the organ-grinder came under the win-

dow. It was a new organ and very

loud, and its organ-grinder was proud
of it and ground it with all his might,

and it was certainly a very annoying in-

strument to delicate ears and sensitive

nerves.

Now, she might have got rid of the

nuisance at once by a very simple expe-

dient. If she had sent Abigail, her
maid, down to the street, with a dime,
and told her to say :

" Sicka lady, no
playa," poor Pedro would have swung
his box of whistles over his shoulder
and trudged contentedly on. But, in-

stead, she sent Abigail down without
the dime, and with instructions to

threaten the man with immediate arrest

and imprisonment. And Abigail went
down and scolded the man with the

more vigor that she herself had been
scolded all day on account of the head-
ache. And so Pedi'o just grinned at

her in his exasperating furrin way, and
played on until he got good and ready
to go. Then he went, and the old lady

sat down and wrote that letter, and gave
it to Abigail to post.

Later in the afternoon the old lady

drove out, and the fresh air did her a

world of good, and she stopped at a toy

store and bought some tritles for sister

Mary's little girl, who had the measles.

Then she came home, and after dinner
she read Mr. Jacob Riis's book, " How
the Other Half Lives ; " and she shud-
dered at the picture of the Jersey Street

slums on the title page, and shuddered
more as she read of the fourteen people

packed in one room, and of the suffer-

ing and squalor and misery of it all.

And then she made a memorandum to

give a larger check to the charitable so-

ciety next time. Then she went to bed,

not forgetting first to read her nightly

chapter in the gospel of the carpenter's

son of Nazareth. And she had quite for-

gotten all about the coarse and unchris-

tian words she had written in the letter

that was by that time passing through
the hands of the weary night-shift of

mail-clerks down in the General Post-

office. And when she did read it in

print, she was so pleased and proud of

the fluency of her own diction, and so

many of her nephews and nieces said so

many admiring things about what she

might have donf if she had only gone
in for literature, that it really never oc-

curred to her at all to think whether
she had been any more just and chaid-

table than the poor ignorant man who
had annoyed her.

She was especially pleased with the

part that had the legal phraseology in it,

and with the scornful rebuke of the police
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for their unwillingness to disobey munic-
ipal ordinances. That was founded partly

on something that she had heard nephew
John say once, and partly on a general

idea she has that the present adminis-
tration has forcibly usurped the city

government.
Now, I have no doubt that when that

organ-grinder went home at night, he
and his large family laid themselves
down to rest in a back room of the Jer-

sey Street slum, and if it be so, I may
sometimes see him when I look out of

a certain window of the great red-brick
building where my office is, for it lies

on Mulberry Street, between Jersey and
Houston. My own personal and pri-

vate window looks out on Mulberry
Street. It is in a little den at the end
of a long string of low-partitioned of-

fices stretching along the Mulberry
Street side ; and we who tenant them
have looked out of the windows for so
many years that we have got to know,
at least by sight, a great many of the
dwellers thereabouts. We are almost
in the very heart of that " mob " on
whose " fellow-feeling of vulgarity " the
fellows who grind the organ rely to sus-

tain them in their outrageous behavior.

And, do you know, as we look out of

those windows, year after year, we find

ourselves growing to have a fellow-feel-

ing of vulgarity with that same mob.
The figure and form which we know

best are those of old Judge Phoenix

—

for so the office-jester named him when
we first moved in, and we have known
him by that name ever since. He is a
fat old Irishman, with a clean-shaven
face, who stands summer and winter in

the side doorway that opens, next to

the little grocery opposite, on the alley-

way to the rear tenement. Summer and
winter he is buttoned to his chin in a
faded old black overcoat. Alone he
stands for the most part, smoking his
black pipe and teetering gently from
one foot to the other. But sometimes
a woman with a shawl over her head
comes out of the alley-way and ex-

changes a few words with him before
she goes to the little grocery to get a
loaf of bread, or a half-pint of milk, or
to make that favorite purchase of the
poor—three potatoes, one turnip, one
carrot, four onions, and the handful of

kale— a "b'ilin'." And there is also an-

other old man, a small and bent old

man, who has some strange job that

occupies odd hours of the day, who
stops on his way to and from work to

talk with the Judge. For hours and

hours they talk together, till one won-
ders how in the course of years they
have not come to talk themselves out.

What can they have left to talk about ?

If they had been Mezzofanti and Macau-
lay, talking in all known languages on
all known topics, they ought certainly

to have exhausted the resources of con-

versation long before this time.

Judge Phoenix must be a man of in-

dependent fortune, for he toils not,

neither does he spin, and the lilies of

the field could not lead a more simple
vegetable life, nor stay more contentedly

in one place. Perhaps he owns the rear

tenement. I suspect so, for he must
have been at one time in the labor-con-

tract business. This, of course, is a

mere guess, founded upon the fact that

we once found the Judge away from his

post and at work. It was at the time
they were repaving Broadway with the

great pavement. We discovered the

Judge at the corner of Bleecker Street

perched on a pile of dirt, doing duty as

sub-section boss. He was talking to

the drivers of the vehicles that went
past him, through the half - blockaded
thoroughfare, and he was addressing
them, after the true professional con-
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tractor's style, by the names of their

loads.
" Hi there, sand," he would cry, '' git

along lively ! Stone, it's you the boss
wants on the other side of the street !

Dhry-goods, there's no place for ye here
;

take the next turn !
" It was a proud

day for the old Judge, and I have no
doubt that he talks it over still with his

little bent old crony, and boasts of vain
deeds that grow in the telling.

Judge Phoenix is not, however, with-
out mute company. Fair days and foul

are all one to the Judge, but on fair

days his companion is brought out. In
front of the grocery is a box with a
sloping top, on which are Httle bins for

vegetables. In front of this box, again,

on days when it is not raining or snow-
ing, a little girl of five or six comes out
of the grocery and sets a little red chair.

Then she brings out a smaller girl yet,

who may be two or three, a plump and
puggy little thing ; and down in the
red chair big sister plunks little sister,

and there till next meal-time little sis-

ter sits and never so much as offers to

move. She must have been trained to

this unchildlike self-imprisonment, for

she is lusty and strong enough. Big
sister works in the shop, and once in a

while she comes out and settles little

sister more comfortably in her red
chair ; and then sister has the sole mo-
ment of relief from a monotonous exist-

ence. She hammers on big sister's face

with her fat little hands, and with such
skill and force does she direct the blows

that big sister often has to wipe her
streaming eyes. But big sister always
takes it in good part, and little sister

evidently does it, not from any lack of

affection, but in the way of healthy ex-

ercise. Then big sister wipes little sis-

ter's nose and goes back into the shop.
I suppose there is some compact be-
tween them.
Of course there is plent}' of child life

all up and down the sidewalk on both
sides, although little sister never joins

in it. M}' side of the street swarms
with Italian children, most of them from
Jersey Street, which is really not a

street, but an alley. Judge Phoenix's

side is peopled with small Germans and
Irish. I have noticed one peculiar

thing about these children : they never
change sides. They play together most
amicably in the middle of the street or
in the gutter, but neither ventures be-
yond its neutral ground.
Judge Phoenix and little sister are by

far the most interesting figures to be
seen from my windows, but there are

many others whom we know. There
is the Italian barber whose brother
dropped dead while shaving a custom-
er. You would never imagine, to see

the simple and unaffected way in w^hich

he comes out to take the air once in a

while, standing on the stej)S of his base-

ment, and twirling his tin-backed comb
in idle thought, that he had had such
a distinguished death in his family.

But I don't let him shave me.
Then there is Mamie, the pretty girl

in the window with the lace - curtains,

and there is her epileptic brother. He
is insane, but harmless, and amusing,
although rather trying to the nerves.

He comes out of the house in a hurrj',

walks quickly up the street for twenty
or thirty feet, then turns suddenly, as if

he had forgotten something, and hur-

ries back, to reappear two minutes
later from the basement door, only to

hasten wildly in another direction, turn

back again, plunge into the basement
door, emerge from the upper door, get

half way down the block, forget it

again, and go back to make a new com-
bination of doors and exits. Sometimes
he is ten or twenty minutes in the

house at one time. Then we suppose
he is having a fit. Now, it seems to me
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that that modest retirement shows con-

sideration and thoughtfulness on his

part.

In the window next to Mamie's is a

little, putty-colored face, and a still

smaller w^hite face, that just peeps over

the sill. One belongs to the mulatto
woman's youngster. Her mother goes
out scrubbing, and the little girl is

alone all day. She is so much alone,

that the sage - green old bachelor in

the second den from mine could not
stand it, last Christmas time, so he sent

her a doll on the sly. That's the other

face.

Then there is the grocer, who is a

groceress, and the groceress's husband.
I wish that man to understand, if his

eye ever falls upon this page—for w-rap-

ping purposes, we will say—that, in tho
language of Mulberry Street, I am on to

him. He has got a job recently, driv-

ing a bakery wagon, and he times his

route so that he can tie up in front of

his wife's grocery every day at twelve

o'clock, and he puts in a solid hour
of his employer's time helping his wife

through the noonday rush. But he
need not fear. Li the interests of the

higher morality I suppose I ought to

go and tell his employer about it. But
I won't. My morals are not that high.

Of course we
have many across-

the-street friends,

but I cannot tell

you of them all.

I will only men-
tion the plump
widow who keeps
the lunch - room
and bakery on the
Houston Street
corner, where the
boys go for their

luncheon. It is

through her that

many interesting details of personal gos-
sip find their way into this office.

Jersey Street, or at least the rear of

it, seems to be given up wholly to the
Italians. The most charming tenant of

Jersey Street is the lovely Italian girl,

who looks like a Jewess, whose mission
in life seems to be to hang all day long
out of her window and watch the doings
in the little stone-flagged courts below

% \'

her. In one of these an old man some-
times comes out, sits him down in a

shady corner, and plays on the Italian

bag-pipes, which are really more pain-

ful than any hand-organ that ever was
made. After a while his wife opens
hostilities with him from her window.
I suppose she is reproaching him for

an idle devotion to art,

but I cannot follow

the conversation, al-

though it is quite loud
enough on both sides.

But the handsome
Italian girl up at the

window follows the

changes of the strife

with the light of the

joy of battle in her
beautiful dark eyes,
and I can tell from her
face exactly which of

the old folk is getting

the better of it.
^'

But though the life of Jersey and
Mulberry Streets may be mildly inter-

esting to outside spectators who hap-
pen to have a fellow-feeling of vulgarity

with the mob, the mob must find it

rather monotonous. Jersey Street is

not only a blind alley, but a dead one,

so far as outside life is concerned, and
Judge Phoenix and little sister see pretty

much the same old two-and-sixpence
every day. The bustle and clamor of

Mulberry Bend are only a few blocks

below them, but the Bend is an exclu-

sive slum ; and Police Headquarters

—

the Central Office—is a block above, but
the Central Office deals only with the

refinements of artistic crime, and is not
half so interesting as an ordinary police-

station. The priests go by from the

school below, in their black robes and
tall silk hats, always two by two, march-
ing with brisk, business-like tread. An
occasional drunken man or woman
weavers along, but generally their faces

and their conditions are both familiar.

Sometimes two men hurry by, pressing

side by side. If you have seen that pe-

culiar walk before you know Avhat it

means. Two light steel rings link their

wrists together. The old man idly

w^atches them until they disappear in

the white marble building on the next
block. And then, of course, there is al-
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ways a thiu stream of working folk go-

ing to and fro upon their business.

Ill spring and in fall things brighten

a little. Those are the seasons of pro-

cessions and religious festivals. Almost
every day then, and sometimes half a

dozen times in a day, the Judge and the

baby may see some Italian society pa-

rading through the street. Fourteen
proud sons of Italy, clad in magnificent

new uniforms, bearing aloft huge silk

banners, strut magnificently in the rear

of a German band of twenty-four pieces,

and a drum-corps of a dozen more.

Then, too, come the religious proces-

sions, when the little girls are taken to

their first communion. Six sturdy Ital-

ians struggle along under the weight of

a mighty temple or pavilion, all made
of colored candles—not the dainty little

pink trifles with rosy shades of perfo-

rated paper, that light our old lady's

dining-table—but the great big candles

of the Romish Church (a church which,

you may remember, is much affected of

the mob, especially in times of suffer-

ing, sickness, or death) ; mighty can-

dles, six and eight feet tall, and as thick

as your wrist, of red and blue and green
and yellow, arranged in artistic combi-
nations around a statue of the Virgin.

From this splendid structure silken ril)-

bons stream in all directions, and at the

end of each ribbon is a little girl—gen-

erally a pretty little girl—in a white

dress bedecked with green bows. And

each little girl leads by the hand one
smaller than herself, sometimes a tod-
dler so tiny that 3^011 marvel that it can
walk at all. Some of the little ones are
bare-headed, but most of them wear the
square head-cloth of the Italian peas-
ant, such as their mothers and grand-
mothers wore in Italj'. At each side of

the girls marches an escort of proud
parents, very much mixed up with the
boys of the families, who generally ap-
pear in their usual street dress, some of

them showing through it in conspicuous
places. And before and behind them
are bands and drum-corj)S, and societies

with banners, and it is all a blare of

martial music and primary colors the
whole length of the street.

But these are Mulberry Street's brief

carnival seasons, and when their splendor
is departed the block relapses into work-
aday dulness, and the procession that

marches and counter - marches before
Judge Phoenix and little sister in any
one of the long hours between eight and
twelve and one and six is something
like this :

Up.

Detective taking pris-

oner to Central Of-
fice.

Messenger boy.

Two priests.

Jewisli sweater, witli

coats on liis shoul-

der.

Carpenter.
Anotlier Cliinaman.
Drunken woman (a

regular).

Glass-put-in man.
Washerwoman with

clothes.

Poor woman with mar-
ket-hasket.

Undertaker's man car-

rying trestles.

Butcher's boy.

Two priests.

Down.

Chinaman.
Two house-painters.

Boy with basket.

Boy with tin beer-pails

on a stick.

Drunken man.

Detective coming back
from Central Office

alone.

Such is the daily march of the mob
in Mulberry Street near the mouth of

Jersey's blind alley, and such is its

outraijjeous behavior as observed bv a

presumably decent person from the

windows of the big red brick building

across the way.
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Suddenly there is an explosion of

sound under the decent person's window,
and a hand-organ starts off with a jerk

like a freight train on a down grade,

that joggles a whole string of crashing

notes. Then it gets down to work, and
its harsh, high-pitched, metallic drone
makes the street ring for a moment.
Then it is temporarily drowned by a

chorus of shrill, small voices. The per-

son—I am afraid his decency begins to

drop off him here—leans on his broad
window-sill and looks out. The street

is filled with children of every age, size,

and nationality ; dirty children, clean

children, well-dressed children, and
children in rags, and for every one of

these last two classes put together a

dozen children who are neatly and clean-

ly but humbly clad— the children of

the self-respecting poor. I do not know^

where they have all swarmed from.

There were only three or four in sight

just before the organ came ; now there

are several dozen in the crowd, and the

crowd is growing. See, the women are

coming out in the rear tenements.
Some male passers-by line up on the

edge of the sidewalk and look on with a

superior air. The Italian barber has
come all the way up his steps, and is

sitting on the rail. Judge Phoenix has
teetered forward at least half a yard,

and stands looking at the show over the

heads of a little knot of women hooded
with red plaid shawls. The epileptic

boy comes out on his stoop and stays

there at least three minutes before the

area -way sw^allows him. Up above
there is a head in almost every casement.

Mamie is at her window, and the little

mulatto child at hers. There are only
two people who do not stop and look on
and listen. One is a Chinaman, who
stalks on with no expression at all on
his blank face ; the other is the boy
from the printing-office with a dozen
foaming cans of beer on his long stick.

But he does not leave because he wants
to. He lingers as long as he can, in

his passage through the throng, and
disappears in the printing-house door-

way with his head screwed half w^ay

around on his shoulders. He would
linger yet, but the big foreman would
call him " Spitzbube !

" and would cuff

his ears.

The children are dancing. The organ
is playing " On the Blue Alsatian Moun-
tains," and the little heads are bobbing
up and down to it in time as true as

ever was kept. Watch the little things i

They are really waltzing. There is a

young one of four years old. See her
little worn shoes take the step and keep
it ! Dodworth or DeGarmo could not

have taught her better. I wonder if

either of them ever had so young a

pupil. And she is dancing with a girl

twice her size. Look at that ring of

children — all girls— waltzing round
hand in hand ! How is that for a ladies'

chain ? Well, well, the heart grows
young to see them. And now look over

to the grocer}'. Big sister has come out

and climbed on the vegetable-stand,

and is sitting in the potatoes with little

sister in, her lap. Little sister waves
her fat, red arms in the air and shrieks

in babyish delight. The old women
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with the shawls over their heads are

talking together, crooning over the

spectacle in their Irish way :

" Thot's me Mary Ann, I was tellin'

ye about, Mrs. Rafferty, dancin' wid
the little one in the green apron."

" It's a foine sthring o' childher ye
have, Mrs. Finn !

"

says Mrs, Rafferty,

nodding her head as

though it were bal-

anced on wires.
And so the dance
goes on.

In the centre of it

all stands the organ-
grinder, swarthy and
black - haired. H e

has a small, clear

space so that he can
move the one leg of

his organ about, as

he turns from side

to side, gazing up
at the windows of

the brick building
where the great wrought -iron griffins

stare back at him from their lofty

perches. His anxious black eyes rove

from window to window. The poor he
has always with him, but what will the

folk who mould public opinion in great

griffin-decorated buildings do for him ?

I think we will throwhim down a few
nickels. Let us tear off a scrap of

newspaper. Here is a bit from the so-

ciety column of the Evening . That
will do excellently well. We will screw
the money up in that, and there it goes,

chink ! on the pavement below. There,

look at that grin ! Wasn't it cheap at

the -price ?

I wish he might have had a monkey
to come up and get the nickels. We
shall never see the organ-grinder's mon-
key in the streets of New York again. I

see him, though. He comes out and
visits me where I live among the trees,

whenever the weather is not too cold to

permit him to travel with his master.

Sometimes he comes in a bag, on chilly

days ; and my own babies, who seem to

be born with the fellow-feeling of vul-

garity with the mob, invite him in and
show him how to warm his cold little

black hands in front of the kitchen
range.

I do not suppose, even if it were pos-
sible to get our good old maiden lady
to come down to Mulberry Street and
sit at my window when the organ-grind-
er comes along, she could ever learn

to look at the mob with friendly, or
at least kindly, eyes ; but I think she

would learn— and
she is cordially in-

vited to come—that

it is not a mob that

rejoices in "out-
rageous behavior,"

as some other mobs
that we read of have
rejoiced—notably
one that gave a great

deal of trouble to

some very " decent
people " in Paris to-

ward the end of the

last century. And
I think that she
even might be in-

duced to see that

the organ-grinder is

following an honest trade, pitiful as it

be, and not exercising a "fearful beg-
gary." He cannot be called a beggar
who gives something that to him, and
to thousands of others, is something
valuable, in return for the money he
asks of you. Our organ-grinder is no
more a beggar than is my good friend

Mr. Henry Abbey, the honestest and
best of operatic impresarios. Mr. Ab-
bey can take the American opera house
and hire Mr. Seidl and Mr. to con-
duct grand opera for your delight and
mine, and when we can afford it we go
and listen to his perfect music, and, as

our poor contributions cannot pa}^ for

it all, the rich of the land meet the de-

ficit. But this poor, foot-sore child of

fortune has only his heavy box of tunes
and a human being's easement in the
public highway. Let us not shut him
out of that poor right because once in a

while he wanders in front of our doors
and offers wares that offend our finer

taste. It is easy enough to get him to

betake himself elsewhere, and, if it costs

us a few cents, let us not ransack our
law-books and our moral philosophies

to find out if we- cannot indict him
for constructive blackmail, but con-

sider the nickel or the dime a little
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tribute to the uncounted weary souls

who love his strains and welcome his

coming.
For the editor of the Evening

was wrong when he said that the Board
of Aldermen and the Mayor consented
to the licensing of the organ-grinder
" in the face of a popular protest."

There was a protest, but it was not a

popular protest, and it came face to face

with a demand that was popular. And
the Mayor and the Board of Aldermen
did rightly, and did as should be done

in this American land of ours, when they
granted the demand of the majority of
the people, and refused to heed the
protest of a minority. For the people
who said yea on this question were as
scoresof thousands or hundreds of thou-
sands to the thousands of people who
said NAY ; and the vexation of the few
hangs light in the balance against even
the poor scrap of joy which was spared
to innumerable barren lives.

And so permit me to renew my invi-

tation to the old lady.

THE ONE I KNEW THE

BEST OF ALL

A MEMORY OF THE MIND OF A CHILD.

By Frances Hodgson Burnett,

The Illustrations by R. B. Birch.

CHAPTEE XIII.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

SHE told many stories " Continued in

our Next," through many weeks, to

the Listeners whose property she seemed
to become. They had their established

places near her. Kate's was the near-

est, and, in fact, she was chief propri-

etress of the entertainment. She had
been, as it were, the cause of Edith

Somerville, who but for her would
never have existed. My impression is

that she arranged where the Listeners

should sit, and that her influence was
employed by outsiders who wanted to

gain admission. She was an impetuous
child, and did not like to lose time. If

by some chance a Listener dropped out
of the ranks for an afternoon, and, re-

turning, asked anxiously

:

"What did you tell yesterday? I

didn't hear that part, you know ;

" Kate
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•^•ould turn and give a hasty and some-
"vs'hat impatient reauiiieoi the chief events

related.
" Oh, Malcolm came," she woiild say,

"They had their established places near her."

*' and Violet had a white dress with
bluebells at her belt, and he was jeal-

ous of Godfrey, and he got in a temper
at Violet, and they quarrelled, and he
went away forever, and she went in a

boat on the lake, and a storm came up,

and he hadn't quite gone away, and he
was wandering round the lake, and he
plunged in and saved her, and her gold-

en hair was all wet and tangled with
bluebells, and so— " turning to the

Small Person—" and so—now go on !

"

And then would proceed the recital

describing the anguish and remorse of

the late infuriate Malcolm as he knelt

upon the grass by the side of the

drenched white frock and golden hair

and bluebells, embracing the small,

limp, white hand, and imploring the

violet eyes to open and gaze upon him
once more.
They always did open. Penitent lov-

ers were always forgiven, rash ones were
reconciled, wickedness was always pun-
ished, offended relatives always relented

—particularly rich uncles and fathers

—

opportune fortunes were left invariably

at ojoportune moments. No Listener

was ever harrowed too long or allowed

to rust her crochet needle entirely with
tears. As the Small Person was power-
ful, so she was merciful. As she was
lavish with the golden hair, so she was

generous with the rest. A
tendency toward reckless lib-

erality and soft relenting
marked her for its prey even
at this early hour. I have
never been quite able to de-

cide whether she was a very
weak or a very determined
creature—weak because she
could not endure to see Cov-
ent Garden merely as the
costermongers saw it—or de-

termined, because she had
the courage to persist in ig-

noring the flavor of the raw
turnip and in bestowing on
it a flavor of her own. After

all, it is possible that to do
this requires decision and
fixedness of purpose. In life

itself, agreeable situations are

so often flavored by the raw
turnip, and to close one's

eyes steadily to the fact that

it is not a sun-warmed peach, not in-

frequently calls upon one's steadiness of

resource.

If she had been a sharp, executive,

business-like sort of child, she might
have used her juvenile power as a thing
with a certain market value. She might
have dictated terms, made conditions,

and gained divers school-room advan-
tages. But she had no capacities of the

sort. She simply told the stories and
the others listened. If there had been
a Listener astute enough in a mercan-
tile way to originate the plan of pri-

vately farming her out, it might easily

have been managed without her knowl-
edge. She had been a stupidly unsus-
pecting little person from her infancy,

and she might always have been relied

upon for the stories. But there was no
Listener with these tendencies, that I

am aware of.

There came a time when some wind-
fall gave into her possession an exercise-

book which was almost entirely unused.

She wrote her first complete story in

it. It had been her habit previously to

merely write scenes from stories on the

slate and in the butcher's books. Sir
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Marmaduke Maxwelton and his com-
panions were never completed. But
the one in the blank-book came to a

conclusion. Its title was " Frank Ells-

worth, or Bachelors' Buttons." There
was nothing whatever in it which had
any connection with buttons, but the

hero was a bachelor. He was twenty
two, and had raven hair, and, rendered
Urm by the passage of years of vast

experience, had decided that nothing
earthly would induce him to unite him-
self in matrimony. The story opened
with his repeating this to his house-
keeper, who was the typical adoring-

family servant. The venerable lady
naturally smiled and shook her head
with playful sadness—and then the dis-

criminating reader knew that in the

next page would loom up the Edith
Somerville of the occasion, whose large

and lustrous azure eyes and veil of pale

golden ringlets would shake even the

resolution of his stern manhood, and
that, after pages of abject weakness, he
would fall at her feet in a condition

w^hich could only be described as driv-

elling. My impression is that the story

contained no evidence whatever of in-

telligence. But it was not at intelli-

" This story she read to Mamma."

gence that the Small Person was aim-
ing. She was only telling a story. She
was very simple about it. She added
the sub-title, "or Bachelors' Buttons,"
because she was pleased to see some-
thing in it vaguely figurative, and she

liked the sound.

This story she read to Mamma, who
said it was "a very pretty tale," and
seemed somehow a little amused. Per-

haps, after all. Mamma was clever. She
never discouraged or made the Small
Person feel her efforts silly and preten-

tious, but her gentle praise gave no un-

due importance to them, and somehow
seemed to make them quite natural and
innocent child developments. They
were not things to be vain about, only

things to enjoy in one's o^\^l very young
way.
The Small Person obtained other

blank-books and began other stories,

but none were ever finished. It always

happened that a new one insisted on
being begun and pushed the first aside.

A very long one—the pride of her heart

—called " Celeste, or Fortune's Wheel,"

was the guiding star of her twelfth year,

but it was not concluded, and was
thrown into the fire with all the rest

when she left her own land for a new
one.

The unfinished stories rather troubled
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her. When the infant regret that she

was not a suitable subject for Sunday-
school Memoirs had melted into a

vague young desire not to have many
faults, she used to wonder if the fact

that so many stories were begun and
not finished, was a sign of an undesir-
able mental quality.

"I ought to finish them," she used to

think, remorsefully. " I ought not to

begin things I don't finish." And she
reproached herself quite severely.

''Shall I go on like this, and never

finish one," she thought, and she was
vaguely distressed by a shadowing feel-

ing that it might be her sort to be
always beginning, and never finishing.

Inspired by her example, several of

the Listeners began to write stories in

old blank-books.

They were all echoes of Edith Somer-
ville, and when they were given to her
to read, she sternly repressed in herself

any occasional criticism which arose in

her small mind. She was afraid that

criticism on her part, even though only
mental, was a sign of what was generally

spoken of as "a bad disposition." She
was, in j)rivate, extremely desirous not
to have " a bad disposition."

"I am conceited," she said to herself.
" That is the reason I don't think their

stories are as nice as mine. It is vulgar
and ridiculous to be conceited, besides

being bad."

There was one Listener who described
her hero, at an interesting juncture, as

"holding out his tiny lily hand," and
something within her was vaguely re-

volted by a sense of the grotesque, but
she could not have been induced to

comment upon the circumstance.

It might, in these days, be interesting

to examine these manuscripts—if they
still existed—with a view to discovering
if they contained any germ of a reason
why one child should have continued to

write stories throughout life, while the

rest did not write again. The romances
of the Small Person were wildly ro-

mantic and preposterously sentimental,

without a doubt. That there was always
before her mind's eye a distinct and
strongly colored picture of her events,

I remember ; the Listeners laughed and
occasionally cried, and were always rapt
in their attention ; but if regarded with

the impartial eye of cold criticism, my
impression is that they might be dis-

missed as arrant nonsense. The Story
ran riot through their pages, unbitted
and unbridled.

But no one ever saw them but her-

self. Even Mamma heard only the
reading of "Frank Ellsworth." The
rest, scribbled in cop^'-'books and blank-
books, accumulated in darkness and
privacy, until the first great event of

her life occurred.

It was a very great event, and I am
convinced, changed the whole color of

existence for her. It was no less a
matter than leaving England, to begin
a new life in America.
The events which preceded, and were

the final reasons for it, were not pleas-

ant ones. She was too young to be
told all the details of them. But the

beginning of it all was a sort of huge
Story, which seized upon her imagina-
tion. It seemed to her that, for years

and years, everyone seemed to live,

more or less, under the shadow of a

cloud spoken of as " the War in Amer-
ica." This was probably felt more in the

cotton manufacturing centres than any-
where else. Lancashire was the great

county of cotton factories. Manches-
ter was the very High Altar of the God
Cotton. There were rich men in Man-
chester who were known everywhere
as Cotton Lords. The smoke rolling

from the tall Babel Towers which
were the chimneys of their factories,

made the sky dingy for scores of miles

around, the back streets were inhabited

by the men and women who worked at

their looms, the swarms of smoke-be-
grimed children who played ever^^where,

began to work in the factories as early

as the law allowed. All the human
framework of the great dirty city was
built about the cotton trade. All the

working classes depended upon it for

bread, all the middle classes for emj)loy-

ment, all the rich for luxury. The very

poor being Avakened at four in the morn-
ing by the factory bells, flocked to the

l)uildings over which the huge chimneys
towered and rolled their volume of black

smoke ; the respectable fathers of fami-

lies spent their days in the counting-

rooms or different departments of the

big warehouses ; the men of wealth lived
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their lives among cotton, buying and es, of killed and wounded, of the be-

selling, speculating and gaining, or los- sieging of cities with strange-sounding

ing in Cotton, Cotton, Cotton. names, of the South overwhelmed by
"Kthe war in America does not end," armies, of plantations pillaged, magno-

it began to be said at one time, "there lia - embowered houses ransacked and

things were

will be no more
cotton, and the

manufacturers will

not know what to

do."

But this was at

first, when every-

one beheved that

the difficulty would
settle itself in a

few months, and
the North and
South would be
united again. No
one was pessimist

enough to believe

that such a terrible

thing would hap-

pen as that the
fighting would con-

tinue.

But after a while

other

said.

" There is begin-

ning to be a scarci-

ty of cotton. Peo-
ple even say that

some of the factories may have to stop

work."
Every closed factory meant hunger to

scores of operatives— even hundreds.

But still the war went on in America.
" Jackson's factory has stopped work

because there is no cotton
!

" came a

little later.

Then:
" Bright's has stopped work ! All the

operatives thrown out of employment.
Jones is going to stop, and Perkins can

only keep on about two weeks longer.

They are among the biggest, and there

wiU be hundreds on the street. Brown-
son's ruined. Had no cotton to fill his

engagements. All these enormously
rich fellows will feel it awfully, but the

ones who are only in moderate circum-
stances will go to smash !

"

It was oftenest the Boys who brought
these reports. And still the war went on
in America, and the Small Person heard
rumors of battles, of victories and loss-

burned. At least

when she heard of

Southern houses
being destroyed,

she herself at once
supplied the mag-
nolias. To her the

South was the land
of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." A planta-

tion meant a

boundless estate,

swarming with ne-

groes like Uncle
Tom, Aunt Chloe,

Eliza, and the rest

of them, and gov-
erned either by a

Legree or a St.

Claire, who Hved on
a veranda covered
with luxuriantvines
and shaded by mag-
nolia-groves, where
Eva flitted about in

a white frock and
long, golden-brown
ringlets.

She did not in the least know what
the war was about, but she could not
help sympathizing with the South be-

cause magnolias grew there, and people
dressed in white sat on verandas cov-

ered with vines. Also, there were so

many roses. How could one help lov-

ing a place where there were so many
roses ? When she realized that the

freedom from slavery of the Uncle Toms
and Aunt Chloes and Elizas was in-

volved, she felt the situation a strained

one. It was impossible not to wish the

230or slaves to be freed—the story itself

demanded it. One wept all through
" Uncle Tom's Cabin " because they had
not their " freedom," and were sold away
from their wives and children, and beat-

en and hunted with bloodhounds ; but
the swr.rms of them singing and speak-

ing negro dialect in the plantations

were such a i)ictui'esque and lovable

feature of the Story ; and it was so un-
bearable to think of the plantations be-

Sometimes the Small Person found her at her dressing-

table."
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ingr destroyed, the -vine-covered veran-

das disappearing, and the magnolias

blooming no more to shade the beauti-

ful planters in Panama hats and snow-

white linen. She was so attached to

"The first bales of cotton."

planters, and believed them all—except
the LegTees— to be graceful and pictu-

resque creatures.

But it seemed that the war prevent-

ed their sitting on their verandas sip-

ping iced juleps through straws, while
their plantations brought forth cotton.

Factory after factory closed, thousands
of operatives were out of work, there

was a Cotton Famine. The rich people
were being ruined, the poor w^ere starv-

ing, there was no trade. The warehouses
began to feel it, the large shops and the
small ones, more or less directly ; all

Manchester prosperity depended upon
Cotton, and as there was no Cotton there

was no money.
" If the war in America were only

over," everybody said.

The stories of the starving operatives

became as terrible as the stories from
America. Side by side with accounts of

battles there were, in the newspapers,
accounts of the " Lancashire Distress,"

as it was called. Funds were raised by
kind-hearted people in all sorts of places

to give aid to the suffering creatures.

There were Souj) Kitchens established,

and pitiful tales were told of the hun-
dreds of hollow-eyed, ravenous men
and Avomen and children who crowd-
ed about their doors.

"If t' war i' 'Merica ud
coom to an eend," they said

among themselves, "we
shouldna aw be clemmin."
And it w^as not only the

operatives who suffered, all

classes were involved as the

months went on.

Little girls and bo^'s be-

gan to say to each other :

" We can't go to Wales
this summer. Papa says he
can't afford it. There are

so many of us and it takes

such a lot of money. It's

the war in America that

makes him feel poor."

Or,

"The Blakes are not go-

ing to have a Christmas
party. Mr. Blake has lost

money through the war in

America."
Or more awe-inspiring-

still :

" Do you know, Mr. Heywood is a

bankrujDt. The war in America has
ruined his business, and he has to close

his warehouse."
Even Mamma began to look harassed

and anxious. She had neither a factory

nor a warehouse, but she also had her
difficulties and losses. Poor gentle

and guileless little lady, she was all un-
fit to contend with a harsh, sharp, sordid

world. She had tried to be business-

like and practical, because poor Papa
being gone, there were the three little

girls to be taken care of and the boys to

be given a career in life. Sometimes
the Small Person found her at her dress-

ing-table taking off her little black bon-

net with gentle trembling hands and
with tears in the blue eyes "Poor
Papa" had thought like Amy Robsart's

and Jeannie Deans's.
" Is anything the matter, Mamma ?

"

she would ask.
" Yes, dear," Mamma would answer,

tremblingly. " I have a great deal to

be anxious about. I am afraid I am not

a very good business woman, and so
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many things go wrong. If I only had
poor Papa to advise me— ;

" and the

soft deprecating voice would break.
" Don't, don't be low-spirited, Mam-

ma," the Small Person would say, with

a tremor in her own voice. " It will all

come right after a while."

"Oh, my dear," Mamma would ex-

claim, at once tried and worn out,
" nothing will ever come right until this

dreadful war is over in America."
If this w^ere a record of incidents,

many might be recorded of this time.

But it is only a record of the principal

events which influenced the mental life

of a Small Person.

There came at last a time when the

war was ended, and there was a pathetic

story of the first bales of cotton being
met by a crow^l of hunger- and trouble-

worn factory operatives with sobs and
tears, and cries of rapturous welcome

—

and of one man—perhaps a father who
had sat by a fireless hearth, broken of

spirit and helpless, while his young
swarm cried for bread—a poor gaunt
fellow who, lifting his hat

with tears running down
his cheeks, raised his voice

in the Doxology, one after

another joining in, until

the whole mass sang, in one
great swelHng chorus

:

" Praise God from whom all

blessings flow

;

Praise Him, all creatures liere

below
;

Praise Him above, ye Heav-
enly Host

;

Praise Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost."

The Small Person heard

this story with a large lump
in her throat. She felt that

it meant so much, and that

there must have been
strange, sorrowful things

going on in the cottages in the Back
Streets.

It was after she had heard it that the

great event occurred. She entered a

room one morning to find Mamma and
the two boys evidently discussing with

unusual excitement a letter with a for-

eign post-mark.
" It seems so sudden !

" said Mamma,
in rather an agitated voice.

"It would be a great lark," said one
of the boys. " I should like it !

"

"I don't think I could ever make up
my mind to leave England ! " fluttered

Mamma. " It seems such a long way !

"

The Small Person looked from one to

the other.
" What is a long way ? " she asked.

" What are you talking al30ut, Mamma ?
"

Mamma looked at her, and her gentle

face wore an almost frightened little

expression.
" America !

" she said, " America !

"

" America !
" exclaimed the Small

Person, with wide-opened eyes. " What
about America ?

"

" We're going there," cried her
younger brother, who was given to

teasing her. " The whole job lot of us !

I say, isn't it a lark !

"

"My dear, don't talk so thoughtless-

ly !
" said Mamma. " I have had a let-

ter from your Uncle John, in America.
He thinks it would be a good thing for

us to go there. He believes he could

find openings for the boys."

What about America?" " We're going there," cried her younger brother.

" Oh !

" gasped the Small Person.
" America ! Do you—do you think you
will go? Oh, Mamma," with sudden
rapture—" ch—do !

"

It seemed so incredibly delightful !

To go to America ! The land of Uncle
Tom's Cabin ! Perhaps to see planta-

tions and magnolias ! To be attended

by Aunt Chloes and Topsys ! To make
a long voyage—to cross a real Atlantic
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Ocean—in a ship which was not the

Green Arm-Chair !

The real events of her life had been
so simple and its boundaries had been
so limited. From the Back Garden of

Eden to the Square, and from the Square
to the nearest mild sea-side town, which
seemed to be made up of a Pier, bathing-

machines, lodgings, and shrimps for tea,

these were her wildest wanderings. The
inhabitants of the Square were not given

to travel. The Best Friend had spent a

summer in Scotland, and the result of

searching cross-examination as to her

sojourn in this foreign land had seemed
to give the whole flavor of Sir Walter
Scott. She had sat b}' a "loch," and she

had heard peoj^le speak Gaelic, which
she had found an obstacle to fluent in-

terchange of opinion. The Small Per-

son had once seen a very little girl who
was said to have come from America.

\P'"P].^^'^,

.-^-

^W
"The Small Person looked upon her with deference and

yearning."

She had longed to talk to her and find

out what it was like to live in America
—what America was like, what it was
like to cross the Atlantic Ocean. Her
craving was to find out all about America
—to have it summed up as it were with

definite clearness. But the very little

girl was only five years old, and she was
not an intelligent little girl, and did not
seem to regard herself as a foreign prod-
uct, or to know that America was foreign
and so intensely interesting. But the
Small Person looked upon her with def-

erence and yearning, and watched her
from afar, being rather surprised that

she did not seem to know how almost
weirdly fascinating she was.

And now to think that there was a
possibility— even a remote one— that

she might go to America herself

!

" Oh, Mamma, please do, please do !
"

she said again and again, in the days
that followed.

The Boys regarded the prospect with
rapture. To them it meant wild adven-
ture of every description. They were
so exhilarated that they could talk of

nothing else, and began to bear about
them a slight suggestion of being of the

world of the heroes of Captain Mayne
Beid and Fenimore Cooper. They fre-

quently referred to the "Deerslayer"
and the "Last of the Mohicans," and
brought in interesting details gathered
from " a fellow I know, who comes from
New York." Certain descriptions of

a magnificent thoroughfare know^n as

Broadway impressed the Small Person
immensely. She thought that Broad-
way was at least half a mile wide, and
that before the buildings adorning it

Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle

must sink into utter insignificance—par-

ticularly a place called A. T. Stewart's.

These opinions were founded upon the

statements of the "fellow who came
from New York."

It really was a delightfully exciting

time. The half-awed rapture of hear-

ing the possible prospect talked over by
Mamma and the Uncles and Aunts, the

revelation one felt one was making in

saying to an ordinary boy or girl, " Do
you know that perhajjs we are going to

America !
" There was thrill enough

for a lifetime in it.

And when at last Mamma " and the

Aunts and Uncles and all the relations

and friends " had decided the matter,

and everybody went to bed knowing
that they were going to America, and
that everything was to be sold and that

the Atlantic was to be crossed, a new
world seemed to be looming up, and
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the Small Person in the midst of her

excitement had some rather queer little

feelings and lay awake staring in the

darkness and wondered who would get

the Green Arm-Chair and the Nursery
Sofa.

And then came greater excitement

" He kissed her hot cheek affectionately.

still. There seemed such thousands of

things to be done and such a sense of

intoxicating novelty in the air. Every-
body was so affectionate and kind, and
staying with a family of cousins while
the house was disposed of seemed the
most delightful rollickingr thing. Two
families in one house filled it to over-
flowing and produced the most hilarious

results. There was laughing nearly all

night, and darting in and out on errands
and visits all day, there was a buying of

things, and disposing of things, the see-

VoL. XIII.—63

ing friends, the bidding good-by, and
somehow through it all that delicious

sense of adventure and expectation and
wild, young, good spirits and fun.

And this all reached a climax in an
excited, entrancing journey to Liver-
pool, with two railroad carriages full of

cousins, with an aunt or so

in attendance. Then there
was a night in Liverpool, in

which it was almost impos-
sible to sleep at all because
there was so much to be
talked over in bed, and the
next morning was so thrill-

ingly near and at the same
time so unbearably far

away.
Aid when it came at last

there came with it the send-

ing away to the ship of cases

and trunks, the bundling
into cabs of all the cousins,

with final packages of or-

anges and lemons and all

sorts of remedies and re-

sources, the tremulously de-

lightful crowding on the
wharf, the sight of the great
ship, the nervous ecstasy of

swarming upon it, explor-

ing, exclaiming, discover-

ing, glancing over the
groups of fellow-passengers

and singling out those who
looked interesting. And
then, while the excitement
was at the highest, there
came the ringing of the

fateful bell, and the Small
Person felt her heart give

a curious wild thump and
strange electric thrills run
down into her fingers.

Suddenly she felt as if too much was
happening all at once—as if things were
woful. She wanted to go to America
—yes, but everybody seemed to have
his eyes filled with tears, people were
clinging to each other's hands, shaking
hands fiercely, clasped in each other's

arms, the people in the groups about
her were all agitated. Mamma was being
embraced by the aunts, with tears, the

cousins made farewell clutches, their

eyes suddenly full of tears.

" Good-by, good-by !
" eveiyone was
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sapng " Good-by. I hope you'll be
happy ! Oh I it's so strange to see you
go ! We shall so miss you ! " The Small
Person kissed and was kissed with des-

perate farewell fervor. People had not

(To be continued.

)

then begun to make summer voyages
from America to England every year.
Going to America was going to another
world—a world which seemed divided
from quiet simple English homes almost
by the gulf of Eternity.

" Oh ! Good-by, good-by," she cried,

quite passionately. "I wish you were
all going with us !

"

A friend of an older cousin was of the
party. He was a nice fellow she had
known from childhood. Because he was
nice enough to be trusted, she had giv-

en him her little dog, not knowing she
might have taken it with her.

He was the last to shake hands with
her. He looked rather nervous and
deeply moved. "Good-by," he said "I
hope you will like America."

" Good-by," she said, looking at him
through tears. " You—I know you'll be
good to Flora."

"Yes," he answered, "I'll be good to

Flora."

And after looking at her a second he
seemed to decide that she was still suf-

ficiently a little girl to be kissed, and he
kissed her wet cheek affectionately and
walked away with an evident effort to

maintain a decided air. And when the
ship began to move slowly away he stood
with the aunts and cousins on the wharf,

and they all waved their handkerchiefs,

and the Small Person leaned upon the
deck-rail, with tears running down her
cheeks, and said to herself, under her
breath,

"Oh, dear! oh, dear! Now I'm go-
ing to America."
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And Father Ryan went past them down the street."—Page 662.

BETWEEN MASS AND VESPERS.

By Sarah Onie Jewett,

The Ili.ustkations by C. D. Gibson,

ASS was over ; tlie

noonday sun was so

bright at the church-
door that, instead of

Hv^.^,^, .^. .,r,
waitino- there in a

'm- —T-tv^vHr-- >,^v;v\ sober expectant
group, three middle-aged men of the
parish went a few steps westward to

stand in the shade of a great maple-
tree. There they stood watching the
people go by—the small boys and the

chattering girls. Now and then one of

the older men or women said a few
words in Irish to Dennis Call or John
Mulligan by way of friendly salutation.

They were a contented, pleasant-looking

flock, these parishioners of St. Anne's ;

they might have lost the gayety that

they would have kept in the old coun-
try, but a look of good cheer had not
forsaken them, though many a figure

showed the thinness that comes from
steady, hard work, and almost every

face had the deep lines that are worn
only by anxiety. The pretty girls

looked as their mothers had looked be-

fore them, only they were not so fair

and fresh-colored, having been brought
up less wholesomel}'' and too much in-

doors.
" That's a nice gerrl o' Mary Finner-

ty's," said Dennis Call, gravely, to his

mates, following the charming young
creature with approving eyes.

" 'Deed, then, you're right, Dinny,'*

agreed little Pat Finn, a queer old fig-
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ure of a shoemaker, who was bent near-

ly double between the effects of his

stooping trade and a natural warp in

his bones. " There don't be so pritty a

little fTferrl as Katv Finnertv walk into

chui'ch, so there don't ! I like her me-
self ; she's got the cut o' the gerrls in

Tralee—the prittiest gerrls is in it

that's in the whole of Ii'eland."

" Coom now, then ! you do always be
bragging for Tralee ; there's enough
other places as good as it," scoffed Den-
nis. "Anybody that ain't a Bantry man
can tark as they like, they'll haye to put
up wid second-best whin all's said an'

done."
" Whisht now !

" said John Mulligan,

putting his hand to his forehead and
bobbing his head respectfully at Father
Ryan, the old j^riest, who had just come
hurr^-ing from the yestry-door along a

precarious footway of single boards
left there since the days of spring mud.

" I hope you're feeling fine the day,

sir ? " said httle Pat Finn, looking up
with friendliness and pride at the tall

old man. " We're getting good weath-
er now, thank God, sir."

"We are that, Patrick Finn. God
bless you, boys ! " And Father Ryan
went past them down the street to his

house, while they all watched him with-

out speaking until he had turned in at

the gate with a flutter of his long coat-

tails in the spring wind.
" Faix I wisht we all had the sharp

teeth for our dinners that his riverence

has now," laughed Dennis. " I'll be
bound he's keen for it, honest man.
'Twas to early mass oyer to White Mills

he was, layin' by break o' day, an' just

comin' back an' they sent to him for

poor Mary Sullivan that's to be waked
this night, God rest her ; and he not
home from the corp' house an' Mary just

dead, but two women come screechin'

for him to hurry, there was a shild to

be christened waitin' in the church
;

'twas one o' Jerry Hannan's wife's, that

wint into black fits an' it being two
hours born. Then it was high mass he
bad. I saw him myseK puttin' a hand to

his head an' humpin' wid his shoulders,

an' he before the alther. 'Tis a great

dale o' worruk, so it is, for a man the

age o' Father Ryan, may God help
him!"

"I'd think the Bishop 'ould give him
some aid now. They could sind some
young missioner for a while to White
Mills. 'Tis out of our own rights we
do be, an' he to White Mills, day an'

night wit' them French, an' one of us
took hurt or dyin'. 'Tis too far to

White Mills intirely," protested John
Mulligan.

" Well, b'ys, the road's clear for us
now, an' I'll say that I've got the match
to Father Ryan's hunger in me own in-

side, 'tis thrue for me. Coom, Pat, now,
there's no more gerrls ! Get a move
on you now, John, the fince is tired

from ye ! " And being thus suitably

lu'ged Dennis's companions started

on their way. Dennis himself was a

sturdy, middle-aged man, a teamster
for the manufacturing company that

had long ago gathered these Irish peo-
ple into the staid and prosperous New
England village. They had made a

neighborhood by themselves, and were
just now alarmed in their turn and dis-

turbed by the presence of a few French
Canadians, so thoroughly did they feel

at home and believe in their rights

to an adopted country. They meant
to stay at any rate, and jealously sus-

pected their lively neighbors of only

a temporary appropriation of citizen-

ship that would take more than it gave.

Dennis Call would have been a prosper-

ous man and good citizen anywhere,
with his soberness and thrift and de-

cent notions ; he was much respected

by his feUow-townsfolk.
" Coom, now !

" exclaimed Pat Finn,

trying to keep step with his tall com-
panions, "

' Leg over leg, as the dog
wint to Dover,'" he added, cheerfully.
" I might have been coaxing a ride

home wid Braley's folks, they had the

one sate saved in the wagon, but I was
idlin' me time away wit' the Hkes of

you ; a taste of tark is always the ruin

of me."
" Good-day to ye, Pat," the others

called after him as he crossed over to

go down a side-street ; but the droU,

stooping figure did not turn again, and
Mulligan and Dennis went on in the

peaceful company. Dennis was a step

ahead of his friend. You rarely see the

old-fashioned Irish folk walk side by
side, perhaps they keep a dim remem-
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brance of footpaths over the open fiekls

and moors. There is less of the for-

mal, military sense than belongs to most
Europeans, and a constant suggestion
of the Hock rather than the platoon.

At this moment two women "svho had
lingered in the church overtook our
fiiends aud gave them a cordial greet-

ing. One was the niece of Dennis Gall

and almost as old as he. They lived

at opposite ends of the town, and she

stopped to ask him sonie questions

about his family, while the other two,

after hesitating a moment, went their

way together. Sunday is the great so-

cial occasion for women who are hardly
out of their houses all the rest of the

week, and Dennis eagerly besought the
favor of a visit. " Run home wit me
now for a bite of dinner," he urged.
'"Twill be pot-luck, but the folks'U give

you a grand welcome, and some of the
children will be coming to vespers."

"Yirra now, I can't then, Dinny," the
niece insisted, but her face shone with
gratification and they both knew that
she was ready to accej)t.

" Oh, be friendly now an' come an*

see the folks," Dennis continued. '' The
poor woman was in all the week wit' a

bad wakeness that troubles her very
bad, 'tis the stomach-bone falls down
they all says, but the, docther has it

that she's only wantin' a bit of strength

wit' the spring weather an' all. 'Tis a
dale o'work she has all the time, but the

little gerrls begins to help iligant now
an' 'twill soon be aisy ; they grow very
fast. Little Mag is gettin' a foine din-

ner the day. Coom, Mary !

"

Mary gave a sigh of compassion for

the hard-worked mother, whose tired-

ness she well comprehended. " You're
lucky then, Dinnis, and herself is lucky,

the two of you bein' together and you
gettin' steady work the year through.
I know well herself gets a bit of the

pain in her, we all gets it, faix ! I know
well what it is. 'Tis our folks has hard
times, wid my man dead this sivin years

gone an' the old 'oman always in her
bed, an' I havin' to tind poor Johnny
an' herself like two babies. Wisha,
wisha ! I wasn't to mass—to-day is

four Sundays gone since I heard mass
before. Well now, see ! I'm goin' wid
you like a little lost dog. I'm glad of

a treat—but I'll help Httle Mag wid the
dinner, so I will, 'tis a task for the
shild."

A lovely readiness to help shone in

Mary O'Donnell's homely face. She
looked poor and anxious, her bonnet,
with its brown and white plaided ribbon
and ancient shape, looked as if it might
have been ten years in wear. She had
worn her poor mourning threadbare and
returned to this headgear of an earlier

and more prosperous time. She had
been full of hope and cheerfulness when
she bought the queer old brown bonnet,
but a blessed light of hope and kindli-

ness still shone in her eyes.

As they went along, busy with their

homely talk, someone lifted a window
near them and called "Dennis, Den-
nis !

" in a tone of mild authority.
" 'Tis his riverence w^ants you !

" ex-

claimed Mrs. O'Donnell, flushing with
excitement and pleasure. " I'll be going
on slow ; do you take your time. Run
now, Dinny !

"

"I'll be there, sir," said Dennis, al-

ready inside the gate, and by the time
he reached the steps. Father Ryan opened
the door. " Step in," he said, "I must
have a word with you. Who's that with
you?"

" Mary O'Donnell, she that's brother's-

daughter to me, sir ; 'tain't often we
gets the bit of tark. She's goin' home
to dinner with the folks, herself's at

home the day, sir, she's not w^ell."

"I'll s'op an' see her one day soon.

I missed her at mass. Your wife's a

good w^omin, Dennis."
" An' Mary O'Donnell, too, has done

fine—she was afther bein' left very poor,

'tis yourself knows it well, an' has been
very kind, sir. She had but the two
hands of her for depindence, but we all

did what we could." Dennis had
blushed at the priest's good words about
his wdfe as if he himself had been
praised. "I thank God I'm prospered
wit' good health, sir."

The old priest stood still in the narrow
entry looking at Dennis Call as if he

were not Hstening and were lost in his

own thoughts. Dennis stood with hat

in hand, the moment was strangely em-
barrassing. Father Ryan's strong-feat-

ured, good-humored face looked drawn
and bluish as if he were really suffering
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from hunger and fatigue and some un-
foreseen perplexity beside. There was
a cheerful insistent clatter of plates in

the little dining-room beyond, and a

comforting odor of roast-beef. Dennis
felt more puzzled every moment, but he
unconsciously smacked his lips in spite

of uncertainties as to what the priest

wanted.
" My heart's sick, Dennis," said his

reverence, and a sudden flicker of light

shone in his eyes.

Dennis shifted his weight to the other
foot and passed his hat from right

hand to left. " What's the matter, then,

sir ? " he asked, anxiously ;
" Did any-

body break the church window again I

do' know ? " He felt a little impatient,

Mary O'Donnell would be far down the

street and the priest's good dinner made
a man unbearably hungry. Still Father
Ryan was frowning and planning with-
out saying a word, and it made an hon-
est man feel like a thief.

" Dennis, will you take a bit of dinner
with me now and run afterward to

Fletcher's place and get the best horse
that's in, all in fifteen minutes' time?
And sa}^ we're going on an errand of

mercy if anybody puts a question.

They'll think it's for the sick while it's

for the well, God save us," said the old

man.
"I'll do that, sir," said Dennis,

"Let's to dinner then," said Fatuer
Ryan. " I suppose good Mary O'Don-
nell's out of sound of your voice."

Dennis opened the door hastily, it

was a relief to do something, and gave
a loud call to Mary, who was still loiter-

ing not so very far awa3\ " I'll not be
home to my dinner," said he. "Do you
go on then and tell the folks." So Mary,
in happy amaze, went her ways to carry

the pleasing news that Dennis was Ve^^i

to his dinner with the priest.

Father Ryan was already in the din-

ing-room ; the roast-beef was smoking
on the table, there were onions and po-
tatoes, and even cranberry-sauce from
some secret repository of the house-
keeper, who was not unmindful of the
priest's long morning of hard service.

Mrs. Dillon was setting another plate

opposite Father Ryan's own. Dennis
forgot that he was clinging to his Sun-
day hat, but when they had blessed

themselves, and dinner was fairly be-

gun, and the hat pushed under the ta-

ble, the guest felt that he could hold
his own again, and ventured a sociable

remark. Dennis was as quick as he
could be, but the priest finished his

beef first, and impatiently waved back
a noble Sunday pudding which Mrs.
Dillon was proudly bringing in at the

door. " Run for the mare now, if you've

had enough," said he, and Dennis gave
a lingering glance at the pudding and
departed.

" Lord be good to us, but he's in the

hurr}''
!

" he grumbled, as he went at a

jog trot down the street. It was not
yet one o'clock and a lovely May after-

noon. The season was early, and the

maples in full leaf ; the prospect of a

drive out into the country, with a light

buggy, and possibly Fletcher's best

mare, delighted Dennis Call as if he
were a school-boy. He marched into the

stable-yard with most important man-
ners, and said, in the hearing of a group
of stay-at-home loungers, that Father
Ryan called for the best team and was
in great haste.

" What's up, Dennis, a christening ?
"

inquired an amiable idler ; but Dennis
plunged his hands deep into his pockets

and calmly turned away, and looked up
at the blue sky with an air of assurance,

exactly as if he were not wishing that

he knew, himself. Presently he stepped
into the Hght carriage with the air of a

lord, and whirled out of the yard.
" Which way now, sir ? " he asked the

priest, who was already waiting at his

gate, but Father Ryan took the reins

himself. "I'm afraid you might go too

slow for me," he said, trying to give

Dennis a droll, reassuring look, but he
could not hide the provocation, and
even grief, that he evidently felt. " I

don't forget that you are used to heavy
teaming," he added, and they both
laughed and felt much more at ease.

" I must be back in time for vespers,"

said his reverence, as they passed the

church.

The sorrel mare sped along the road

;

her master had kept her in for his own
use later that afternoon, and she was only

too fresh and ready. For a while they
followed the main road toward the next

large town, and passed many of their
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acquaintauces, driving or on foot, and
Dennis was not without pride at being-

seen in the priest's company ; but sud-

denly they turned into a rough, seldom-
travelled by-way, that led up among the

hills. It seemed as if the errand were
to some person in trouble, but presently

they had left behind what appeared to

be the last house. This was a strange

jDath to follow, and for what reason had
Father Eyan desired a companion, unless

it were necessary in such a steep and
almost dangerous ascent ? Once, years

before, Dennis had climbed hy this de-

serted road, up to the woodlands of the

higher hills ; he had been gunning with
some young men, and he remembered
the small, lonely farms that they had
just passed, and how poor and inhospit-

able they looked in the winter weather
;

in fact, his remembrance of the holiday

was not bright in any way, because he
had gained but a poor day's sj^ort.

None of the priest's flock lived in this

direction, that was one sure thing.

The road seemed to grow steeper and
steeper, the sorrel mare stopped once
or twice, discouraged, and looked ahead
at the hard climb. There were dark
hemlocks and pines on either side, illu-

minated here and there by the vivid

green of young birch saplings that

stood where they caught the sunlight.

The air was fresh and sweet, there were
busy birds fluttering and calling, the

hght tread of the mare seemed to dis-

turb the secluded region, as if nothing
had passed that way since the coming
of the year.

Father Ryan had not spoken for a
long time, all the cheerfulness had fad-

ed from his face. "Dennis!" said he,

suddenly, so that the man at his side

turned, startled and open-eyed to look
at him. " Dennis, you remember that

smart young Dan Nolan, Tom Nolan's

boy, the one that went to the seminary
for a while, but left and went West to

be a railroad man ?
"

" I does mind Danny Nolan, sir ; they

say he's got rich. Him an' John Fin-
nerty's gerrl is courtin' this long time,

the pritty gerrl Katy ; I saw her com-
ing out from mass the day. John Fin-
nerty do be thinking she's got a great

match, the b'y always says in his letters

that he's doing fine."

" May God forgive him ! " said the
priest, under his breath.

"Why, in course I'd know him weU,
sir," Dennis continued, eagerl}', in his

most communicative manner. " AVasn't
he brought up next house to my own
by the mill yard, until I moved to the
better one I'm in now, thanks be to
God, the other one being dacint to look
at, but very damp an' the cause of much
sickness to everyone. Oh, but the
fine letters the by does be writing
home, they brings them and reads
them to herself an' me ; truth is Tom
Nolan's put his money into a mine that
Danny's knowing to, out where he
is, and they've been at me wouldn't I

come wid 'em. Everyone says there
do be a power o' money in it. The tark
is all right, but for Tom not having got
any papers ; I'd like to see the papers
they gives, first ; an' I think meself, sir,

it's the same with Tom, but he won't let

on."

"My God !" said the old priest again.
" An' John Finnerty, the little gerrl's

fadther, he sint free hundred—'twas

all he had laid by—you know the wife's

a great spinder— an' Danny Nolan
wrote back he'd find it free thousand
this time next year, an' herself has been
in the street goin' to the shops ivery

night since then, as rich-feeling as a
conthractor ! Katy, the young thing,

sint him out her small savings she got
in the mill that she was keeping to buy
her wedding with. I was against that

when they tould me, but she'd sint to

Dan and he wrote a great letter to sind

it along, an' he'd put it where it would
grow. ' Too many eggs in the one bas-

ket,' says I. She's awful proud of Dan,
and he do be always writin' the beauti-

ful letters, sir ; but he does be knowing
his fadther works hard all the time,

and at Christmas last year divil a cint

came home to any one of them. They
all says it was too far entirely to be
gettin' prisents, but they'd like to be
showing anything they got the lingth

of the town. Tell me now, sir, do ye
know of anything wrong ? I do be
thinkin' you've heard bad news. I

couldn't tell v/hy
"

Father Ryan touched the horse and
gave a queer groan before he spoke.

"The truth is that Dan Nolan's a
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swindler," said he. " Those poor souls

'11 never see their money again."
" Well, something held me back from

him, thanks be to God !

" protested

Dennis with pride, though he looked

ther Ryan, slowly. " I paid the most of

his bills myself when he went to the sem-
inary. Poor Tom Nolan couldn't do it,

with his small wages and the sickness

and trouble he used to have. Danny

Ta>; *! I*, will you now, Danny Nolan."—Page G73.

shocked and anxious. "I come very
near givin' him all I had too. Whin a

craze gets amongst folks, one must be
doing like all the rest ; ain't it so, sir ?

And that Dan was the best scholar in

the schools here ; don't you mind the

praise he'd get from every one, an' his

fadther was proud as a paycock. I does
be thinkin' them schools has their

faults. If a man dies now an' I'aves a
houseful of childher they don't be half

so fit to earn their bread as they were
in the old times. I'm thinkin' the old
folks was wiser wit' the childher, Father
Ryan, sir !

"

" There never was a boy in any parish
I had these forty-five years that I took
the pains with I did with him," said Fa-

was my altar-boy—a pretty face there

was on him and a laughing eye. He al-

ways stood to me for a little brother of

mine, and looked the very marrow of

him when I first saw him, and Tom came
to the mills. My little brother was my
playmate, we were always together like

twin lambs. I can mind myself now,
and I running home alone, crying, to

tell my poor mother that we'd run away
to the rocks, and a great wave came in

and licked him off before my very eyes,

and I a bit higher up on the shore. I

wake up dreaming of him, stiff with the

horror and a cold sweat all over me,
after a lifetime that's gone between me
and that day. I'm an old man now, Den-
nis Call, and my mind's always been in a
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priest's holy business. Bnt I've a warm Ian then, sir." Dennis tried to comfort

Irish heart in me, and there are times him ; he had seen Father Eyan angry
when I'd Hke a brother's young chikl, and stern, but never cast down hke this,

or one of my sister's that I left long They came to an open, grassy space

ago in Kerry, or to see my old mother on a shelf of the great hill. At one
shake her head and have the laugh at side was the cellar where a house had

stood long ago ; some roses

P still grew about it, and
there was much of the sol-

emn little cypress plant, so

often seen in country bury-
ing-grounds, growing about
the crumbling foundations
and straying off into the

grass. There was a smooth,
broad door-step partly over-

grown, and a hop-vine was
sending up its determined
shoots near by where it

could find nothing to twine
upon. The old door-step

had evidently served as a

seat for stra}^ wanderers
;

there was a place before it

that had been worn by feet,

like the beginning of a

path. The house had been
gone many years, but one
might have thought that its

ghost was there, and the

door-step was still trodden
by those unseen inhabitants

who went and came. The
priest may have thought
this, but Dennis saw a gun
wad lying by the step, and

a little bird fluttered away, as if it had
been finding a few stray crumbs.

There was a magnificent \iew of

the widespread lower country— woods
and clearings and bushy pasture-lands
stretching miles upon miles, with a riv-

er dividing them like a shining ribbon
;

and white villages, with their tiny spires

and sprinkled houses and heavy dark
mills. As you turned the other way you
looked w^ the dark hill slope. The road
appeared to end here by the deserted

farm-stead, but some winter wood-roads
led oif in different directions.

Father Ryan stopped the breathless

mare and got down clumsily. " We'll

' Dan Nolan came across the fields."—Page 676,

me, and I sitting there in the long
winter evening in my still house. And
when that young Danny Nolan gave a

smile at me, like the little lad that went
under the sea, and never was afraid, or
trying to get away from me because I

was the priest, I liked him more than
I knew. I couldn't see then wh}" he
shouldn't make a great man, and I

helped him the best I could. I know
plenty of harm of him now, God forgive

him and bring him to repentance."

The old man scowled and looked away.

His heart was tilled with sorrow. Den-
nis's ready tongue was checked, but
he was grumbling to himself about the

black heart of Danny Nolan. " I begfin w^alk from here, Dennis," he said, and
to think that sharp wits are the least of Dennis also alighted. His face was be-

all the means by which a man wins true fogged with perplexity. They plunged
success," said Father Ryan. deep into the woods along one of the

" Everybody thought well of Dan No- half-overgrown winter tracks which led
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up and over a liigh shoulder of the great

hni.
" 'Tis like the way to the cave of the

foxy 'oman," said Dennis, half aloud, as

a dry twig whipped him in the face, and
Father Ryan heard him and laughed.

" Well, it's wonderful how those old

tales do stay in the mind," he said, cheer-

fully, " I was working away with a book
yesterday, a fine hard knot of Latin it

was too, and I got sleepy and not a bit

could I think of but how did the story

of the Little Cakeen go that my old

granny used to tell me before she'd give

me a little cakeen herself that she'd have
hidden in her blue cloak. I'd be afraid

to eat it, too, after the tale. Well, I

think it might be twenty years since I

thought of it, but I could not rid my
mind of the trick of that foolish story,

and it kept twirling itself round and
round in my mind. It may be the way
with old folks. I begin to feel old."

" 'Twas a great story of the Little Ca-
keen," agreed Dennis, solemnly. "I do
be telling it to the childher ; there's

nothing anybodys tells that they'd like

so well, wid their little screeches always
in the same place. 'Twas the same way
wid my brothers and meself at home.
We'd better mind, sir, lest ourselves gets

on the fox's back an' into his big mout'.

Do you know where you do be going ?
"

Dennis looked about him anxiously.

The pnest only laughed ; a queer laugh
it was that might mean one thing or
another. " Come on !

" he said. " You
make me think of another old tale they
used to be telling at home about one
Mrs. O'Flaherty's donkey, that could nei-

ther go nor stand still."

At this moment, when the conversa-
tion had taken a most sociable and even
merry tone, the two men found them-
selves on the edge of the thick woods
with an open, partly overgrown, acre of

land before them. The seedling pines
had covered a piece of land cleared and
deserted again many years before ; they
had grown close to the tumble-down old
house, which had sometimes been used
as a shelter by lumbermen who were at

work among the hills, or sportsmen who
might have taken refuge there in wet
weather. Dennis was astonished to find

himself there ; he remembered the place

well, but they had reached it by so short

Vol. XIII.—04

a path that the priest seemed to have
brought him by the aid of magic. Den-
nis had taken heart at a change for the
better in Father Ryan's manner and was
already preparing to laugh at the ex-

pected story about a donkey, but Father
Ryan looked stern and priestly again and
began to stride forward, telling Dennis
by a gesture to wait outside the house.

"'Tis a den of thieves I'm sure now,"
muttered Dennis, but he followed his

companion to the door and stood there
strong and sturdy and not displeased,

looking about him suspiciously like a
wary sentinel.

The priest stepped softly on the past-

ure turf among the little pine-trees and
entered the door as if he did not mean
to be heard. Immediately there was a
scuffle and crash inside and the jar of

a heavy fall, upon which Dennis Call

rushed in with his eyes dancing and
his fists clenched.

There, in the middle of the dismal rain-

stained room, by an overturned table and
broken chair. Father Ryan was fighting

with a younger man and getting the

worst of it. Dennis pounced down and
caught the fellow off by the shoulders.

His great thumbs held the cords like

iron bolts ; he stood the rascal back on
his knees and gave him a terrible shak-

ing. Dennis had been a tidy man at a

fight when he was younger, and his rage

revived the best of his experience. " Get
up, sir

;
get up, your riverence !

" he com-
manded, in a bold voice. " L'ave the beg-
gar to me !

" and he kept his clutch with

one hand while he administered a suc-

cession of sound blows with the other.
" Take that, will you now, Danny Nolan,

an' that wit' it !
" he said, scornfully.

" Is it full of drink you are, I do' know,
to strike down an old an' risjncted man
that's been a fadther to you and he God's
priest beside ! I'll bate the life out of

you and l'ave you here to the crows an'

I get a saucy word out o' your head, so

there now !
" and Dennis proceeded to

cuff and shake his captive unmercifully.

The old priest looked shocked and
shaken ; he got upon his feet and tried

to brush the dust from his black

clothes. There was no place to sit, it

was a dirty, stifling place, and he turned
and went swaying witli faltering steps

to the door, and Dennis, holding the
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young man's arm in an unflincliing

grip, went after him.
" Sit down on the step, sir," he said,

anxiously, to the old man. " I hoj^e it

isn't faint you are, sii' ?
"

Father Ryan seated himself upon the

crumbling door-sill, and Dennis backed
himself and his captive against a bowl-

der that stood in front of the old house,

close by. As he turned to take a good
look at Dan Xolan a feeling of contempt
stole into his honest face. In the clear

liixht the youno- man looked so colorless

and disreputable, wrecked and ruined

by an only too evident hfe of vice and
ignorance of every sort of decent be-

havior that he seemed but a poor an-

tagonist for a man like Dennis Call.

There was little left of his boyish good
looks and tine spirit. He must have
thrown Father Ryan by some trick that

caught him unprepared, for in spite of

his age the priest looked almost the

stronger of the two. Dennis felt a

strange anxietv as he saw how badlv

out of breath Father Ryan was still,

and what bad color had come to his

Ups.

*' Will I get you a sup of water, sir ?
"

he asked, eagerly. " This thing 'ont

run away ; or I'll just stun the poor cr'a-

ture a bit wit' me fist so he can't step

foot an' he tries. I'm afraid you're bad
off, sir, so I am."

"No, no," said Father Ryan. "Let
go his arm now."

"I don't dare I'ave him go, sir," pro-

tested Dennis.

"Let go his arm. Stand out, Dan !"

and a strange light blazed in the old

man's eyes. Danny Nolan, in his smart,

dirty, city-made clothes, stood out a

step in front of Dennis, a poor wretched
image of a young man as ever startled

the squirrels and jays of that wild, de-

serted bit of country. He cast a furtive

glance to right and left, but the old

priest raised a waiTiing hand.
" No, you won't run, Dan, my boy,"

he said. " My old heart is ready to

break at the sorry sight of you. Those
poor legs of yours would throw you be-

fore you could run a rod. Take out the

money that's in your pockets. Dennis,
keep your eye on him now% Take it

out, I say !

"

Father Ryan rose to his great height

with a black and angry look ; his years
seemed to fall off his shoulders like a
cloak, and Dennis stepped forward ea-

ger for the fray. The fellow was at bay.
He looked for a moment as sharp and
ugl}^ as a weasel, then the cowardice in

him showed itself, he began to whimper
and weaken, and so fell upon his knees.

"It is in the State's Prison that you
ought to be. I know it weU," said Fa-
ther Ryan, sternly.

" Will I give him a nate kick or two,
your riverence ? " inquired Dennis, sug-
gestively. "Maybe 'twill helj) him to

mind what you do be saying, the dirty

bla'guard."

Danny Nolan, still whimpering, took
something from his pocket and dropped
it before him on the turf. " There now,"
he said, trying to be bold, " Let me go."

"Go through his pockets yourself,

Dennis," said the priest, and he stood
watching, while this business w^as care-

fully accomplished, and a httle heap of

counterfeit bills w^as gathered at their

feet, which Dennis had sought for with
little tenderness. " What have 3 ou hid-

den in the house beside ? " he demanded,
looking up in black rage, as Danny No-
lan stood there, sui'ly and flushed.

" If 'twas my last word, I'd tell you
the same," he answ^ered. " There's no
more but this. I was only w^aiting till

evening, so I'd get away. There's two
dollars there that's good," he added,
sulkil}' touching the money with his

foot.

"Ye'd best give it to his riverence

for a collection then," Dennis advised.
" Ain't you the dirthy divil

!

"

"I've had awful hard luck," said Dan-
ny, in a grieved tone. "'Twas a man
on the cars give me this

"

" Why didn't you come straight to

those who were youi^ friends ? " said

Father Ryan, sadly. " You have been
robbing those that loved you and tak-

ing their little earnings—you are a liar

and a thief. How will you face them
now and go to them for food and shel-

ter. Who'll want to give you a day's

work ? You have been living with
cheats and liars ; see what they have
done for you, and how rich and happy
you come home to those that have
2:)*'aised you the length of the town.

What do you mean to do ?
"
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"They're out after me; the officers

are out after me, sir." The poor rascal

instantly turned to his old friend for

help. " I can't stop here, 'twas the man
that gave me this stuff to get rid of it

himself, and then went and told."
" You sent down to the mills to some

fellows you thought bad enough to buy
this trash. Don't lie to me, Dan ! You
have fallen into this sort of thing by
your own choice. Come now, if Dennis
and I will stand by you will you try to

be decent and live honest ? You'll be
dead this time next year if you don't,

and there's God's truth for you. I'll

try you this once more, God helping

me. I'll not send you home to those

that aren't able to keep you. I've a lit-

tle money put by, and 111 lend you
something for those you have robbed
and cheated with your stories about the

mine."
"I was cheated myself in the first

place. Father Ryan," said Nolan. Then
he fell to sobbing and covered his face

with both his hands. " I've been bad,

you're right, sir, but oh, try me again.

I don't know what'U I do. I'm starved

here, and every bush that rustles turns

me cold these three nights. I'll do the

best I can, sir. I wouldn't have said

it so easy yesterday, but I'm beat to

the ground now. Everybody's turned
against me. I thought some friends of

mine would be here last night
"

"Come, stand up an' behave like a
man ! " Dennis gave him a vigorous
jerk by way of stimulant. " We mane
no harm by the likes of you. Do now
as Father Ryan says, since he's so will-

ing to try you." There was kindliness

in his tone, though the shake was con-
tradictory. "I'll stand by you meself
for Father Ryan's pleasure, but it goes
hard wid me to say the word."

" You'll come to me this evening at

eight o'clock," said the priest. " I'll

be thinking what's best to do. I can't

stand between you and the laws you've
broken. You'll stay at my house the

night. Mrs. Dillon '11 be washing in

the morning, the first thing is to make
you look decent. Then I'll find a way
to talk with your father, poor honest
man !

"

"I'd as soon go chop at Tom Nolan
wit' me axe," muttered Dennis.

The priest stooped and struck a match
on the gray rock and touched it to the
counterfeit bills, stirring them now and
then with his foot as they smouldered.
When the few ashes began to blow in

the light spring wind, and there was lit-

tle left but an ugly small scar in the
green turf. Father Ryan held out his

hand and Danny Nolan tried not to see

it and turned away. The old priest could
not help a sigh. Then the young man,
who had known every sin, threw himself
upon the mercy of this merciful old
friend. No matter if Dennis stood by
with his aggravating sense of honesty,

his narrow experience of a stupid mill

town, Dan Nolan caught hold of Father
Ryan's hand and clung to it as if his

whole heart were spent in love and grat-

itude. " O God, help me ; I'll not fail

3^ou this night, sir. 'Tis the Lord sent

you to me, sir. 'Tis you were always
good to me when I was a little boy mind-
ing the altar, sir."

" You were always great wit' your fine

words and your smart letters," grum-
bled Dennis, who in spite of himseKwas
much affected. If his own sons should
ever go wrong, God send them such a

friend. " See now that you give his riv-

erence satisfaction for all the trouble

he's taking, and pay him back his money
too. There's work enough if you'd only
be dacint, but if I'd hear from any of

your tricks, or you'd be doing harm
among the young folks. Lord be good
to me but I'd be the one to break your
neck, so I would. When I think of that

pritty gerrl you've fooled !

"

"Don't shame the man any more.
We'll give him his chance to do better.

'Tis God does the same every day for you
and me," said Father Ryan.
The May wind in the pine-woods was

like the sound of the sea as the two el-

der men turned away to go down the

hill, not once looking back. The old

priest left Dan Nolan behind as if he
had forgotten him, and Dennis was awed
into si)ecchlessness as he walked along-

side.

The sorrel mare was restless. She had
unwisely browsed the sharp - thorned
sprouting rose-bushes, and had got the
reins tangled about her feet. Father
Ryan climbed into the carriage, he be-

gan to feel lame and tired, and Dennis,
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still silent, took the mare by the head
and led her carefully down the steepest

part of the road. When they came to

the lowest slope of the hill he got in and
took the reins, and they went quickly

home. The church-bells began to ring

for vespers as they neared the town.
" I'll be a trifle late, I'm sorry," said

the priest. " Leave me at the church
and you go on with the mare, Denny.
Oh, I'm all right, 'twas fine and pleasant

in the green woods. It seems long to

me since mass was over."

" My saints in heaven, but ain't he
the father to us

!

" exclaimed Dennis, a

moment later. He still felt a delight-

ful sense of excitement and adventure,

but after they had parted at the church
something choked him, as he thought of

Father Ryan's figure as he had seen

him go along the little path to the ves-

try, with that dust on the back of his

coat. As he came back to the church
himself he overtook Mary O'Donnell,

who greeted him with pleasure and
even curiosity, and some other friends

made mention of the fact that he had
been away with the priest. The parish-

ioners were used to being ignorant
about most of Father Ryan's affairs, a

priest could never make talk about his

errands of business and mercy as an-

other man could.

The warm May Sunday indeed seemed
long, the vesper service did not often at-

tract Dennis Call. He was alwa^'S in his

place at mass, but he took his Sunday
sleep and stroll in the afternoon. He
made himself easy in the corner of the

pew, he picked some pine-needles out
of the cuff of his coat, and he said, a

little grudgingly, a prayer for Danny
Nolan. He noticed that there was a

bruise beginning to show itself on the

old priest's forehead, and how the

hands trembled that were lifted at the

altar. The doctor had been known to
say that Father Ryan was not a sound
man, that he had better not take long
walks alone any more, or overtax him-
self as he often did, and Dennis won-
dered vaguely if this were not the rea-

son he had been called upon that day
for company.

" I'd like to clout the saucy bla'guard
a couple o' times more," he grumbled
to himself, but his heart was not with-
out compassion, his own boys were just

beginning to put on the airs and to

share the ambitions of men, and poor
Tom Nolan, his old friend and neigh-
bor, must hear sad news of Danny, and
that soon. Dennis blinked his sleepy
eyes and looked reverently at Father
Ryan's tall figure at the altar. The set-

ting sun brought out the color and tar-

nished gold thread of the worn vest-

ments. The paper flowers that a French
woman had made new at Easter looked
gay and almost real in the pleasant light.

" 'Tis in many strange places that a

priest does be having to serve God,"
said Dennis to himself. " I'm thinking
Danny Nolan '11 light out this night wit'

the two dollars, an' we'll see no more of

him. Faix, 'twould be best for him,
the young fool ; the likes of him will

break every heart, stay or go !

"

That night, however, just at dark,

Dan Nolan came across the fields and
presently stole out from a thicket at the

foot of the priest's little garden, and
went into the house. The lights were
bright, there was a good supper on the

table. A terrible sea of wickedness was
near to dragging him down. As the

hungry crestfallen offender sat there,

abashed by all the light and good
cheer, the old man's tired face shone
with golden hopefulness. Father Ryan
even persuaded himself that the look of

his own young brother had come back
again into Danny Nolan's eyes.
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OU may well suppose that

here in Paris the an-

nouncement of your Uni-
versal Exposition is in

everybody's thoughts.g^^^^R^
The first" idea of the di-

rector of the Comedie Fran9aise was
to visit it at the head of his whole com-

moment was propitious,

in ten years the Theatre
compelled to close for a

month or two, for repairs to the audi-

torium. Naturally, the summer season
is chosen for this ; and it is a tradition

that during these fifty or sixty days of

enforced idleness the troupe shall either

go into the provinces or abroad, to give

performances and extend the taste for

its repertoire.

Ten years ago, under the orders of

M. Perrin, it went to London, and I

accompanied it in the capacity of his-

toriographer. The English gave us a re-

ception which I shall never forget in my
life. It would be impossible to be more
courteous and at the same time more
splendid. I shall retain a life-long

remembrance of the first performance,
with which these evenings were opened.
When the curtain went up, all the troupe
was ranged in a semi-circle about the two
busts of Shakespeare and Moliere. On
the right and left, standing apart from
the group, were, on the one side. Mile.

Sarah Bernhardt, in a linen tunic, sim-
ple and serious, without a single jewel,

leaning against the pedestal of a bust
of tragedy ; and on the other side. Mile.

Croizette, then in the full splendor of

her beauty and her reputation, dazzling
with freshness and sparkling with dia-

monds, in the costume of Celimene,
and with her fan in her hand.

It was a sight at once splendid and
charming. There was not in all the
company a single artist whose name
was not celebrated, or at all events
well known. The performance was
only one long triumph.
Ten years before, the same company,

driven away from the theatre by the

same cause, had arranged a tour through
the principal towns of France, under the

orders of M, Thierry. I had been of the

party in this case also. I had gone with

the players to Dijon, to Lyons, and to

Marseilles, and it is one of the most ex-

quisite memories of my youth. I de-

scribed from day to day, in the paper
for which I was writing (although I was
then but little known), the ovations

tendered in each of these cities to that

incomparable troop of players.

How much happier still I should have

been if I could have set sail with them
for America and have followed them to

Chicago ! It is going to be necessary

to close the Theatre for the month of

next July ; the repairs needed in the

auditorium are urgent and cannot be
neglected longer. This gave an un-

equalled pretext for making some tour

or other. Then there were no risks to

run ; for adventurous managers, of

whom there are so many in America,

had already come to tempt M. Jules

Claretie, and submit to him advanta-

geous and even brilliant proposals.

Besides, it did not enter into the

views of the Comedie Franyaise to make
money out of its name. All that it

would have expected in the matter
would be to get back without expenses,

and to return from the journey without

its having cost the common treasury

(the caisse sociale) any loss. As to this

there was no doubt. The expenses of

the trip, however large they would have

been, would have been covered— and
more.
The plan was very seductive to M.

Jules Claretie—and to me still more so.

I pushed it with all my energies ; at the

age which I have reached it was the last

opportunity which would ever be offered

me to visit America. I should have a

good reason for going if I could make
the trip among the luggage of the Co-
medie Fran9aise, of which I am, so to

speak, the titular critic ; but if it stayed

in France, why of course I should have
to stay there too. Farewell, my last
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dream of hope ! for liow would it look

if, without auy outside motive, I should
sever the bonds of daily duties and hab-
its which attach me to Paris, to say

nothini;- of spending so large a sum,
without any compensation for it all?

So I did my best to persuade everybody
in favor of the plan. I did not succeed.

The scheme of the trip has been aban-
doned, and I do not believe that this

decision will be reversed—a fact which
I bitterly regret.

Should you like to know the reason

of this sacrifice—or rather, the reasons ?

For there are several ; and among them
some which are not told, but which I

^vill tell you all the same, for over there

in the United States these indiscretions,

which will never come back to us, will

make no difference.

You know that the Comedie Fran-
9aise receives a considerable subvention
from the state. But the principle of

this subsidy has been for some years
violently attacked in our Chamber.
Many of the deputies sent by the pro-

vinces look jealously upon the favors

granted to a house which seems to them
to be exclusively Parisian. They ask
what interest Lyons, Marseilles, Brest,

Bordeaux, and Carpentras have in pay-
ing a company of comedians which per-

forms in Paris? which only serves to

heighten the lustre of the capital and
to give pleasure to Parisians ?

In my opinion this is a very false idea
;

but it gains ground every year, and
many good judges foresee the moment
when it mil rally a majority which will

altogether suppress theatrical subsidies.

This will be the end of the Comedie
Franyaise ; and a whole past of art and
glory will crumble in an instant. I

myself believe that this solution is

unavoidable ; but still it seems to me
necessary to delay the termination as

long as possible.

Well ! the provinces would look with
very great disfavor on the Comedie
Fran9aise carrying abroad Moliere,

Beaumarchais, Augier, and Dumas.
They would not fail to cry: "It is we
who pay for it ; and when the company
leaves Paris it rushes off to Chicago,
meaning to make a lot of money ! Why
should we continue to give it ours ?

"

This reasoning would not have a

shade of common-sense ; but it would
be urged without any doubt, and would
probably have all the more influence

upon people's minds because it is per-

fectly absurd. It is a hundred to one,

therefore, that if the Comedie Fran-
yaise allowed itself this excursion to the
IJnited States its resources would be
cut off when it came back.

This consideration, which is of the

political sort, is the one which weighed
most in the minds of the ministry ; and
you know that the Comedie Franyaise is

not allowed to go away without the
formal authorization of the government.
This was refused ; and even in case

there should be a change of ministry,

the new minister of the fine arts would
be influenced by the same reasons.

But this is not all. The Comedie
Franyaise itself has personal reasons for

dreading this excursion. The company
is composed of two elements, the veter-

ans, who are very celebrated and whose
names would have some prestige even at

Chicago, and the young people, some of

whom have a great deal of talent, but a

talent not yet sufficiently proved, and of

which the reputation has not yet passed
beyond the walls of Paris. The former,
it must be said, would not care to make
so long a journey. Some of them would
undoubtedly undertake it individually,

for their own benefit, with the idea of

making a neat sum and bringing back
what we call in France " a pot of mon-
ey." But to go out there, so far, in a

body, to distribute the profits among
the whole? and besides, would there

be any profits ? This prospect did not
smile upon them. " Better stay at

home," they said.

Yes, but the Comedie Franyaise with-

out these—it would still be the Comedie
Franyaise decapitated ; and they surely

could be compelled to go ? But the two
parties could not be brought together

unless one of them had its whole heart

in the affair energetically; and they

would come to it with a bad grace. I

know some of them who have no desire

to expose to new publics a reputation

slowly and laboriously gained in Paris,

or to compromise themselves in the opin-

ion of the American press, which might
say " Ce n'est que cela ? " (So that's all it

is?)
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The young people were more enthusi-

astic for the idea. It's so diverting, when
you're between twenty-tive and forty, to

see new countries ! Still there were
some who hesitated and who grumbled
under their breath. We are very do-

mestic in France, oh, very domestic !

You have no idea in America of the pow-
er of the word, and perhaps you haven't

its equivalent in your language ;—for

nothing is less American than the lik-

ing for the chimney-corner at home,
the dread of quitting your slippers, and
of breaking off the cherished habits of

your every-day life.

So when Jules Claretie hazarded the

proposal, he did not find in the company
the enthusiasm which was necessary if

he was to plead the cause of this tour at

the ministry.

Finally—and I am somewhat ashamed
to betray to you the secret of this last

motive, for I know you will laugh at it

;

but still, it dropped a great weight into

the scale—it is clear that if the Comedie
Franc/aise were to make the voyage it

would all have to embark in the same
ship. Now, suppose there should be an
accident ! There would be the whole
Maison de Moliore swallowed up in the
bosom of the deep ! Once these play-

ers had disappeared there would be no
reconstituting the company ; and you
cannot imagine the inextricable com-
plications which would come up in its

liquidation.
" And this is why," as Sganarelle says,

" Your daughter is dumb." This is why
we are not going to Chicago ; and I am
very sorry for it.

THE TAXIDERMIST.

By George W. Cable.

ONE day a humming- bird got
caught in a cobweb in our green-

house. It had no real need to

seek that dank, artificial heat, for we
were in the very heart of that Creole
summer-time when bird-notes are only
fewer than sunbeams, and the flowers of

field and garden are in such multitude
they seem to follow one about, offering

their honeys and perfumes and begging
to be gathered. Our child saw the em-
bodied joy fall, a joy no longer, among
the few tropical things that had been
its lure, seized it, and clasping it too

tightly, brought it to me dead.

He cried so over the loss that I fore-

bore to moralize or chide, and j^romised

to have it stuffed. This is how I came
to know Manouvrier, the Taxidermist
in St. Peter Street.

I passed his place twice before I

found it. The front shop was very
small, dingily clean and scornfully un-
mercantile. Of the very few specimens
of his skill to be seen round about not
one was on parade, yet everyone was
somehow an achievement, a happy sur-

prise, a lasting delight. I admit that

taxidermy is not classed among the fine

arts ; but you know there is a way of
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making everything—anything—an art

instead of a craft or a coninierce, and
such was the way of this shop's big,

dark, hairy-faced, shaggy-headed mas-
ter. I saw his unsmihng face soften

and his eye grow kind as mine Hghted
up with approbation of his handiwork.
When I handed him the humming-

bird he held it tenderly in his wide
palm, and as I was wondering to myself
how such a hand as that could manij^u-

late frail and tiny things and bring
forth delicate results, he looked into my
face and asked, with a sort of magiste-
rial gentleness

:

" How she git kiU', dat liU' bird ?
"

I told him. I could feel my mood
and words take their tone from him,
though he outwardly heard me through
with entire impassiveness ; and when I

finished, I knew we were friends. I

presently ventured to praise the speci-

men of his skill nearest at hand ; a wild

tui'key listening alarmedly as if it would
the next instant utter that ringing
" quit

!

" which makes each separate droj)

of a hunter's blood tingle. But with an
odd languor in his gravity, he replied :

" Now, dass not well make ; Ht' bit

worse, bad enough to put in frawnt
window. I take you inside ; come."
We passed through into a private

workroom immediately behind the

shop. His wife sat there sewing ; a
broad, motherly w^oman of forty-five,

fat, tranquil, kind, with an old eye, a

young voice, and a face that had got its

general flabbiness through much pad-
dling and gnawing of other women's
teething babes. She sat still unintro-

duced, but welcomed me with a smile.

I was saying to her husband that a

humming-bird was a very small thing

to ask him to—But he stopped me with
his lifted palm.

" My fran', a humming-bird has dtlie

passione'—dthe egstasee' ! One drop
of blood wid the pas-sione in it "—He
Avaved his hand with a jerk of the

thumb in disdain of spoken words, and
it was I who added,

" Is bigger than the sun ?
"

" Hah !

" was all he uttered in ap-

proval, turning as if to go to work. I

feared I had disappointed him.
" God measures by the soul, not by

the size," I suggested. But he would

say no more, and his wife put in as soft-

ly as a kettle beginning to sing,
" Ah, ha, ha ! I thing thaz where the

good God show varrie good sanse."

I began looking here and there in

heartiest admiration of the products of

his art and presently we were again in

full sympathy and talking eagerly. As
I was going he touched my arm :

" You will say de soul is part' from
dat liir bird. And—yass ; but "— he
let a gesture speak the rest.

" I know," replied I ;
" you propose

to make the soul seem to come back
and leave us its portrait. I believe you
win." Whereupon he gave me his first,

faint smile, and detained me with an-

other touch.

"M'sieu' Smeet; when you was
bawn?"

"I? October 12, 1844. Why do you
ask?"

" O nut'n ; only I thing you make
me luck ; twel', h-eighteen, fawty-fo'

—

I i^lay me doze numb'r' in de lott'ree

to-day."

"Why, pshaw! you don't play the

lottery, do you ?
"

" Yass. I play her ; why not ? She
make me reech some doze day'. Win
fifty doUah one time laz year."

The soft voice of the wife spoke up

—

" An' spend it all to the wife of my dead
brother. What use him be reech? I

thing he dawn't stoff bird' no betteh."

But the husband responded more
than half to himself,

" Yass, I thing mebbe I stoff him lill'

mo' betteh."

When, some days afterward I called

again, thinking as I drew near how
much fineness of soul and life, seen or

unseen, must have existed in earlier

generations to have produced this man,
I noticed the inconspicuous sign over

his door, P. T. B. Manouvrier, and as

he led me at once into the back room I

asked him j)layfully what such princely

abundance of initials might stand for.

" Doze ? Ah, doze make only Pas-

Trop-Bon."
I appealed to his wife ; but she, with

her soft, placid laugh, would only con-

firm him

:

" Yass ; Pastropbon ; he like that

name. Daz all de way I call him—Pas-

tropbon.
"
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The humming-bird was ready for me.

I Avill not try to tell how life-like and
beautiful the artist had made it. Even
with him I took pains to be somewhat
reserved. As I stood holding- and ad-

miring the small green wonder, I re-

marked that I was near having to bring

him that morning another and yet finer

bird. A shade of displeasure (and, I

feared, of suspicion also) came to his

face as he asked me how that was. I

explained.

Going into my front hall, whose ve-

randa-door framed in a sunny picture of

orange-boughs, jasmine-vines and white-

clouded blue sky, I had found a male
ruby-throat circling about the ceiling,

not wise enough to stoop, fly low, and
pass out by the way it had come in. It

occurred to me that it might be the

mate of the one already mine. For
some time all the efforts I could con-

trive, either to capture or free it, were
vain. Round and round it flew, silent-

ly beating and bruising its exquisite

little head against the lofty ceiling, the

glory of its luminous red throat seeming
to heighten into an expression of un-
speakable agony. At last my wife ran
for a long broom, and, as in her ab-

sence I stood watching the self-snared

captive's struggle, the long, tiny beak
which had never done worse than go
twittering with rapture to the grateful

hearts of thousands of flowers, began to

trace along the smooth, white ceiling a

scarlet thread of pure heart's blood.

The broom came. I held it up, the

flutterer lighted upon it, and at first

slowly, warily, and then triumphantly,
I lowered it under the lintel out into

the veranda, and the bird darted away
into the garden and was gone like a

soul into heaven.

In the middle of my short recital

Manouvrier had sunk down upon the

arm of his wife's rocking-chair with one
huge hand on both of hers folded over
her sewing, and as I finished he sat mo-
tionless, still gazing into my face.

"But," I started, with sudden pre-

tence of business impulse, " how much
am I to pay ?

"

He rose, slowly, and looked dreamily
at liis wife ; she smiled at him, and he
grunted,

" Nut'n'."

"Oh, my friend," I laughed, "that's

absurd !

"

But he had no reply, and his wife, as

she resumed her sewing, said, sweetly,

as if to her needle, " All, I thing Pas-
tropbon dawn't got to charge nut'n' if

he dawn't feel like." And I could not
move them.
As I was leaving them, a sudden con-

jecture came to me.
" Did those birthday numbers bring

you any luck ?
"

The taxidermist shook his head, good-
naturedly, but when his wife laughed
he turned upon her.

" Wait ! I dawn't be done wid doze
numb'r' yet."

I guessed that, having failed with
them in the daily drawings, he would
shift the figures after some notion of

magical significance and venture a tick-

et, whole or fractional, in the monthly
drawing.

Scarcely ten days after, as I sat at

breakfast with my newspaper spread
beside my plate, I fairly spilled my cof-

fee as my eye fell upon the name of P.

T. B. Manouvi'ier, of Number — St.

Peter Street. Old Pastropbon had
drawn seventy-five thousand dollars in

the lottery.

All the first half of the day, wherever
I was, in the street-car, at my counting-
desk, on the exchange, no matter to

what I gave my attention, behind that

superficial attention my thought was
ever on my friend the taxidermist. At
luncheon it was the same. He was
rich ! And what, now ? What next ?

And what—ah ! what—at last ? Would
the end be foul or fair? I hoped, yet

feared. I feared again ; and yet I hoped.
A familiar acquaintance, a really good

fellow, decent, rich, " born of pious
parents," and determined to have all

the ready-made refinements and tastes

that pure money could buy, came and
sat with me at my lunch-table.

" I wonder," he began, " if you know
where you are, or what you're here for.

I've been watching you for five minutes
and I don't believe you do. See here,

what sort of an old donkey is that bird-

stuffer of yours ?
"

"You know, then, his good fortune of

yesterday, do you ?
"
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" No, I don't. I know my bad for-

tune with him last week."
I dropped my spoon into my sonp.

" Why, what ?
"

" Oh, no great shakes. Only, I went
to liis place to buy that wild tui'key you
told me about. I wanted to stand it

away up on top of that beautiful old

carved buftet I picked up in England
last 3'ear. I was fully prepared to buy
it on your sa^^-so, but, all the same, I

saw its merits the moment I set eyes on
it. It has but one fault ; did you no-

tice that ? I don't believe you did. I

pointed it out to him."
" You pointed—what did he say ?

"

" He said I w\as right,"
" Why, what was the fault ?

"

" Fault ? Why, the perspective is

bad ; not exactly bad, but poor ; lacks

richness and rhythm."
" And yet you bought the thing."
" No, I didn't."
" You didn't buy it ?

"

" No, sir, I didn't buy it. I began
by pricing three or four other things

first, so he couldn't know which one to

stick the fancy price on to, and incident-

ally I thought I would tell him—you'd
told me, you remember, how your ac-

counts of your two birds had warmed
him up and melted his feelings

"

"I didn't tell you. My wife told

your wife, and your wife, I
"

" Yes, yes. Well, anyhow, I thought
I'd try the same game, and so I told

him how I had stuffed a bird once upon
a time myself. It was a pigeon, with
every feather as white as snow ; a fan-

tail. It had belonged to my little boy
who died. I thought it would make
such a beautiful emblem at his funeral,

rising with wings outspread, you know,
typical of the resurrection—we buried
him from the Sunday-school, you re-

member. And so I killed it and wired
it and stuffed it myseK. It was hard to

hang it in a soaring attitude, owing to

it's being a fan-tail, but I managed it."

" And you told that to Manouvi'ier !

What did he say ?
"

" Say ? He never so much as cracked
a smile. When I'd done he stood so

still, looking at me, that I turned and
sort o' stroked the turkey and said,

jestinglv, says I, ' How much a pound
for this'gobbler ? '

"

" That ought to have warmed him
up.

" Well, it didn't. He smiled like a
dancing-master, lifted my hand off the
bird and says, says 'e, ' She's not for
sale.' Then he turned to go into his

back room and leave me standing there.

Well, that warmed me up. Says I,

' What 'n thunder is it here for, then ?

and if it ain't for sale, come back here
and show me what is !

'

" ' Nawt'n',' says 'e, with the same po-
lite smile. ' Nawt'n' for sale. I come
back w'en you gone.' His voice was
sweet as sugar, but he slammed the
door. I would have followed him in

and put some better manners into him
with a kick, but the old orang-outang
had turned the key inside, and when I'd

had time to remember that I was a dea-
con and Sunday-school teacher I walked
away. What do you mean by his good
fortune of yesterday ?

"

" I mean he struck Charlie Howard
for seventy-five thousand."
My hearer's mouth dropped open.

He was equally amazed and amused.
" Well, well, well ! That accounts for

his silly high-headedness."
" Ah ! no : that was last week and

the drawing was only yesterday."
" Oh, that's so. I don't keep run of

that horrible lottery business. It makes
me sick at heart to see the hideous cank-
er poisoning the character and blasting

the lives of every class of our people

—

why, don't you think so ?
"

" Oh, yes, I—I do. Yes, I certainly

do !

"

" But your conviction isn't exactly

red-hot, I perceive. Come, wake up."

We rose. At the first street corner,

as we were parting, I noticed he was
still talking of the lottery.

" Pestilential thing," he was calling

it. " Men blame it lightly on the

ground that there are other forms of

gambling which our laws don't reach.

I suppose a tiger in a village mustn't be
killed till we have killed all the tigers

back in the woods !

"

I assented absently and walked away
full of a vague shame. For I know as

well as anybody that a man without a

quick, strong, aggressive, insistent in-

dignation against undoubted evil is a

very poor stick. At dinner that even-
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ing, wife broke a long silence with the

question :

" Did you go to see Manouvrier ?
"

" Nn—o."

She looked at me droUy. " Did you
go half way and turn back ?

"

" Wife," I said, " that's precisely what
I did." And we dropped the subject.

But in the night I felt her fingers

softly touch my shoulder.
" Warm night," I remarked.
" Dear," said she, " it'll be time

enough to be troubled about that man
when he's given you cause."

" I'm not troubled, wife ; I'm simply
interested. I'll go down to-morrow
and see him." A little later it rained,

very softly, and straight down, so that

there was no need to shut the windows,
and I slept like an infant until the room
was full of sunshine.

All the next day and evening, summer
though it was and the levee and sugar-

sheds and cotton-yards virtually empty,
I was kept preoccupied by unexpected
business and could not go near St. Peter
Street. Both my partners were away on
their vacations. But on the third after-

noon our office regained its summer
quiet and I was driving my pen through
the last matter that prevented my go-
ing where I pleased, when I was dis-

turbed by the announcement of a visit-

or. I pushed my writing on to a finish

though he stood just at my back. Then
I turned to bid him talk fast as my time
was limited, when who should it be but
Manouvrier. I took him into my private

office, gave him a chair and said :

"I was just coming to see you."
" You 'ad somesin' to git stoff ?

"

" No ; I—Oh, I didn't know but you
might like to see me."

*'Yass?—Well— yass. I wish you
come yeste'day."

" Indeed ? Why so ; to protect you
from reporters and beggars ?

"

" Naw ; my wife she keep off all doze
Fitter an' John. Naw ; one man bring
me one wile cat to stoff. Ah ! a .so fine

as I never see ! Beautiful liked da
dev'l ! Sinse two day' an' night' I can't

mek out 'f I want fix dat wile cat

stan'in' up aw sittin' down !

"

" Did you decide at last ?
"

"Yass, I dis-ide. 'Ow you thing I

dis-ide?"

" Ah ! you're too hard for me. But
one thing I know."

" Yass ? What you know ?
"

" That you will never do so much to

anything as to leave my imagination
nothing to do. You will always give

my imagination strong play and never
a bit of hard work."

" Come ! Come and see !

"

I took my hat. "Is that what you
called to see me about ?

"

" Ah !
" He started in sudden recol-

lection and brought forth a certified

check for the seventy-five thousand dol-

lars. "You keep dat?—lill' w'ile?—
faw me ? Yass ; till I mek out 'ow I

goin' to spen' 'er."

"Manouvrier, may I make one condi-

tion?"
"Yass."
"It is that you will never play the

lottery again."
" Ah ! Yass, I play 'er ag'in ! You

want know whan ole Pastropbon play
'er ag'in? One doze fine mawnin'

—

mebbee—dat sun—goin' rise hisself in

de wes'. Eh Men : w'en ole Pastropbon
see dat, he play dat lott'ree ag'in. But
biffo' he see dat"— He flirted his

thumb.
Not many days later a sudden be-

reavement brought our junior partner
back from Europe and I took my fam-
ily North for a more stimulating air.

Before I went I called on my St. Peter
Street friend to say that during my ab-

sence either of my partners would fulfil

any wish of his concerning the money.
In his wife's sewing-basket in the back
room I noticed a batch of unopened
letters, and ventured a question which
had been in my mind for several days.

" Manouvrier, you must get a host of

letters these days from people who think

you ought to help them because you
have got money and they haven't. Do
you read them ?

"

"Naw !

" He gave me his back, bend-
ing suddenly over some real or pretend-
ed work. "I read some—first day.

Since dat time I give 'em to old woman
—wash ban'—go to work ag'in—naw
use."
* " Ah ! no use ? " piped up the soft-

voiced wife. "I use them to liglid

those fire to coog those soup." But I

felt the absence of her ac^customed laugh.
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" Well, it's there whenever you want
it/' I said to the husband as I was leav-

ing-.

"What?" The tone of the response
was harsh. " What is where ?

"

" Why, the money. It's in the bank."
'' Hah !

" he said, with a contemptu-
ous smile and finished with his thumb.
That was the first time I ever saw a

thumb swear. But in a moment his

kindly gravity was on him again and he
said, " Daz all right ; I come git her
some doze day'."

I did not get back to New Orleans
till late in the fall. In the ofiice they
told me that Manouvrier had been in

twice to see if I had returned, and they
had promised to send him word of my
arrival But I said no, and went to see

him.
I found new lines of care on his brow,

but the old kindness was still in his eye.

We exchanged a few words of greeting
and inquiry, and then there came a

pause, which I broke.
" AVell, stuffing birds better than ever,

I supj)ose."

"Naw,"he looked around upon his

work, "I dawn't thing. I dunno if I

stoffhim quite so good like biffo'." An-
other pause. Then, " I thing I mek out
what I do wid doze money now."

" Indeed," said I, and noticed that his

face was avei^ted from his wife.

She hfted her eyes to his broad back
with a quizzical smile, glanced at me
knomngly, and dropping them again
upon her semng, sighed :

"Ah-bah!" Then she suddenly
glanced at me with a pretty laugh and
added, " Sinz aU that time he dunno
what he goin' to make wid it. 'F-he

trade with it I thing he don't stoff bird

no mo', an' I thing he lose it bis-ide

—

ha, ha, ha !—an' 'f-he keep it all time
lock in doze bank I thing he jiz well not
'ave it." She laughed again.

But he quite ignored her and re-

sumed, as if out of a revery, " Yass, at

de las' I mek dat out." And the wife

interrupted him in a tone that was like

the content of a singing hen. .

" I thing it dawn't worth w'ile to

leave it to ow chillun, en't it ?
"

" All !
" said the husband, entirely to

me, " daz de troub' ! You see ?—we

dawn't got some ba-bee' ! Dat neveh
arrive to her. God know' daz not de
fault of us."

" Yass," put in his partner, smiling
to her needle, " the good God know'
that varrie well." And the pair ex-

changed a look of amorous fondness.
" Yass," Manouvrier mused aloud

once more, " I thing I buil' my ole

woman one fine house."
•' All ! I dawn't want !

"

" But yass ! Foudre tonnerre ! 'ow
I goin' spen' 'er else ? w'iskee ? 'osses ?

women ? w'ad da dev'l ! Naw, I buil'

a fine 'ouse. You see ! she want dat
'ouse bad enough w'en she see 'er.

Yass ; fifty t'ousan' dollali faw house
and twanny-five t'ousan' "—he whisked
his thumb at me and I said for him,

" Yes, twenty-five thousand at inter-

est to keep up the estabhshment."
" Yass. Den if Pastropbon go first

to dat boneyard— " And out went
his thumb again, while his hairy lip

curled at the grim prospect of beating
Fate the second time, and as badly, in

the cemetery, as the first time, in the
lottery.

He built the house—farther down
town and much farther from the river.

Both husband and wife found a daily

delight in watching its slow rise and
progress. In the room behind the shop
he still pHed his art and she her needle
as they had done all their married life,

with never an inroad upon their accus-

tomed hours except the calls of the shop
itself ; but on every golden morning of

that luxurious summer-land, for a little

while before the carpenters and plas-

terers arrived and dragged off their

coats, the pair spent a few moments
wandering through and about the

building together, she with her hen-like

crooning, he with his unsmiling face.

Yet they never showed the faintest

desire to see the end. The contractor

dawdled by the month. I never saw
such dillydallying. They only silently

abetted it, and when once he brought
an absurd and unasked-for excuse to

the taxidermist's shop, its proprietor

said—first shutting the door between
them and the wife in the inner room :

" Tek yo' time. Mo' sloweh she grow,

mo' longeh she stan'."

I doubt that either Manouvrier or his
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wife hinted to the other the true rea-

son for their apathy. But I guessed it,

only too easily, and felt its pang. It

was that with the occupancy and care

of the house must begin the wife's ab-

sence from her old seat beside her hus-

band at his work.
Another thing troubled me. I did

persuade him to put fittings into his

cistern which fire-engines could use in

case of emergency, but he would not
insure the building.

" Naw ! Luck bring me dat—I let

luck take care of 'er."

" All ! yass," chimed the wife, " Yed
still I thing mebbee the good God tell

luck where to bring 'er. I'm shoe 'e got
fing-er in that pie."

"Ah-ha? DazaU right! 'f God want
to burn his own fing-er

"

At length the house was finished and
was beautiful within and without. It

was of two and a half stories, broad and
with many rooms. Two spacious halls

crossed each other, and there were wide
verandas front and back, and a finished

and latticed basement. The basement
and the entire grounds, except a few
bright flower-borders, were flagged, as

was also the sidewalk, with the manu-
factured stone which in that nearly

frostless climate makes such a perfect

and beautiful pavement, and on this

fair surface fell the large shadows of

laburnum, myrtle, orange, oleander,

sweet-olive, mespelus and banana, which
the taxidermist had not spared expense
to transplant here in the leafy prime of

their full growth.
Then almost as dilatorily the dwelling

was furnished. In this the brother-in-

law's widow co-operated, and when it

was completed Manouvrier suggested
her living in it a few days so that his

wife might herself move in as leisurely

as she chose. And six months later,

there, in the old back room in St. Peter
Street, the wife still sat sewing and now
and then saying small, wise, dispassion-

ate things to temper the warmth of her
partner's more artistic emotions. Every
fair day, about the hour of sunset, they
went to see the new house. It was
plain they loved it ; loved it only less

than their old lif(i ; but only the de-

ceased brother-in-law's widow lived in

it.

I happened about this time to be act-

ing temporarily as president of an in-

surance company on Canal Street.

Summer was coming in again. One hot
sunny day, when the wind was high and
gusty, the secretary was remarking to

me what sad ruin it might work if fire

should start among the frame tenement
cottages which made up so many neigh-
borhoods that were destitute of water-
mains, when right at our ear the gong
sounded for just such a region and
presently engine after engine came
thundering and smoking by our open
windows. Fire had broken out in the
street where Manouvrier's new house
stood, four squares from that house,

but straight to windward of it.

We knew only too well, without being
there to witness, that our firemen would
find nothing with which to fight the

flames except a few shallow wells of sur-

face water and the wooden rain-water

cisterns above ground, and that both
these sources were virtually worthless

owing to a drouth. A man came in and
sat telling me of his new device for les-

sening the risks of fire.

" Where ? " asked I, quickly.
" Why, as I was saying, on steamboats

loaded with cotton."
" Oh, yes," said I, " I understand."

But I did not. For the life of me I

couldn't make sense of what he said. I

kept my eyes laboriously in his face, but
all I could see was a vision of burning
cottages ; hook-and-ladder-men pulling

down sheds and fences ; ruined cisterns

letting just enough water into door-

yards and street-gutters to make sloppy

wp^lking ; fire-engines standing idle and
dropping cinders into their own puddles
in a kind of shame for their little worth

;

here and there one furiously sucking at

an exhausted well while its firemen stood

with scorching faces holding the nozzles

almost in the flames and cursing the

stream of dribbling mud that fell short

of their gallant endeavor. I seemed to

see streets populous with the sensation-

seeking crowd ; sidewalks and alleys

filled with bedding, chairs, bureaus, bas-

kets of crockery and calico clothing with
lamps S2oilling into them, cheap looking-

glasses unexpectedly answering your eye
with the boldness of an outcast girl,

broken tables, pictures of the Virgin,
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over-turned stoves, and all the dear
mantlepiece trash which but an hour
before had been the i)ride of the toiling

house-wife, and the adornment of the

laborer's home.
" Where can I see this apparatus ?

"

I asked my patient interviewer.
" AVell—ahem ! it isn't what you'd call

an ap2)aratus, exactly. I have here— "

" Yes ; never mind that just now ; I'm
satisfied you've got a good thing and

—

I'll tell you ! Can you come in to-mor-

row at this hour ? Good ! I wish you
would ! Well, good-da}'."

The secretary was waiting to speak to

me. The fire, he said, had entirely

burned up one square and was half

through a second. " Bv the way, isn't

that the street where old P. T. B.
"

"Yes," I replied, taking ni}^ hat ; "if

anyone wants to see me, you'd better

tell him to call to-morrow."

I found the shop in St. Peter's Street

shut, and went on to the new residence.

As I came near it, its beauty seemed to

me to have consciously increased under
the threatenings of destruction.

In the front gate stood the brother-

in-law's widow, full of gestures and dis-

tressful smiles as she leaned out with
nervously folded arms and looked up
and do^^'n the street. " Manouvrier ? he
is ad the fire sinz a whole hour. He
will break his heart if dat fire ketch to

dat 'ouse here. He cannot know 'ow
'tis in danger ! Ah ! sen' him word ? I

sen' him fo' five time'—he sen' back I

stay righd there an' not touch nut'n' !

Ah ! my God ! I fine dat varrie te-de-

ous, me, yass !

"

" Is his wife with him ?
"

" Assuredly ! You see, dey git 'fraid

'bout dat 'ouse of de Sister', you know ?
"

" No, where is it ?"

" No ? You dunno dat lill' 'ouse

where de Sister' keep dose orphelin'

ba-bee'—juz big-inning sinse 'bout two
week' ago— round de corner— one

square mo' down town
—

'alf square mo'
nearer the swamp ? Well, I thing 'f you
pass yondeh you fine Pastropbon."

Through smoke, under falling cin-

ders, and by distracted and fleeing

households I went. The moment I

turned the second corner I espied the

house. It was already half a square

from the on-coming tire, but on the

northern side of the street, just out of
its probable track and not in great dan-
ger excej)t from sparks. But it was old
and roofed with shingles ; a decrepit
Creole cottage sitting under dense ce-

dars in a tangle of rose and honey-suckle
vines, and strangely beautified by a flood

of smoke-dimmed yellow sunlight.

As I hurried forward, several men and
boys came from the opposite direction

at a run and an engine followed jounc-
ing and tilting across the sidewalk oppo-
site the little asylum, into a yard, to draw
from a fresh well. Their leader was a

sight that drew all eyes. He was coatless

and hatless, his thin cotton shirt, with its

sleeves rolled up to the elbows, was torn
almost off his shaggy breast, his trousers

were drenched with water and a rude
bandage round his head was soaked
with blood. He carried an axe. The
throng shut him from my sight, but I

ran to the spot and saw him again
standing before the engine horses with
his back close to their heads. A strong,

high board fence shut them off from the
well and against it stood the owner of

the property, pale as death, guarding
the precious water with a shot-gun at

full cock. I heard him say :

" The first fellow' that touches this

fence
"

But he did not finish. Quicker than
his gun could flash and bang harmless-
ly in the air the man before him had
dropped the axe and leaped upon him
with the roar of a hon. The empty gun
flew one way and its owner another and
almost before either struck the ground
the axe was swinging and crashing into

the fence.

As presently the engine rolled through
the gap and shouting men backed her
to the edge of the well, the big axeman
paused to wipe the streaming sweat from
his begrimed face with his arm. I

clutched him.
" Manouvrier !

"

A smile of recognition shone for an
instant and vanished as I added,

" Come to your own house ! Come,
you can't save it here."

He turned a quick, wild look at the

tire, seized me by the arm and with a

gaze of deepest gratitude, asked :

"You tryin' save 'er?"
" I'll do anything I can."
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" Oh, dass right !
" His face was full

of mingled joy and pain. " You go yon-

deh—mek you' possible !
" We were

hurrying to the street— " Oh, yass, faw
God's sake go, mek you' possible !

"

*' But, Manouvrier, you must come too

!

Where's your wife ? The chief danger
to your house isn't here, it's where the

fire's between it and the wind !

"

His answer was a look of anguish.
*' Good God ! my fran'. We come yon-

deh so quick we can ! But—foudre ton-

nerre !—look that 'ouse here fill' with

ba-bee' ! AVhat we goin' do ? Those
Sister' can't climb on roof with bocket'

wateh. You see I got'alf dozen boy' up
yondeh ; 'f I go 'way they dis-cend an'

run h-olf ad the fire, spark' fall on roof

an'— " his thumb flew out.
" Sparks ! Heavens ! Manouvrier,

your house is in the path of i\\Qflames !
"

The man flew at me and hung over
me, his strong locks shaking, his great

black fist uplifted and the only tears in

his eyes I ever saw there. " Damnes-
sion ! She's not mine ! I trade 'er to

God faw these one ! Go ! tell 'im she's

his, he kin burn 'er 'f he feel like !
" He

gave a half laugh, fresh witness of his

distress and went into the gate of the
asylum.

I smiled—what could I do ?—and was
turning away, when I saw the chief of

the fire department. It took but one
moment to tell him my want, and in an-

other he had put the cottage roof under
the charge of four of his men with in-

structions not to leave it till the danger
was past or the house burning. The en-
gine near us had drawn the well dry and
was coming away. He met it, pointed
to where, beneath swirling billows of

black smoke, the pretty gable of the
taxideraiist's house shone like a white
sail against a thundercloud, gave orders
and disappeared.

The street was fiUing with people. A
row of cottages across the way was be-
ing emptied. The crackling flames were
but half a square from Manouvrier's
house. I called him once more to come.
He waved his hand kindly to imply that

he knew what I had done. He and his

wife were in the Sister's front garden
walk conversing eagerly with the Mother
Superior. Tliey neared the gate. Sud-
denly the Mother Superior went back,

the lay Sister guarding the gate let the
pair out and the three of us hurried ofl'

together.

We found ourselves now in the uproar
and vortex of the struggle. Only at in-

tervals could we take our attention from
the turmoil that impeded or threatened
us, to glance forward at the white gable
or back—as Manouvrier persisted in do-
ing—to the Sister's cottage. Once I

looked behind and noticed, what I was
loath to tell, that the firemen on its roof

had grown busy ; but as I was about to

risk the truth, the husband and wife,

glancing at their own roof, in one breath
groaned aloud. Its gleaming gable had
begun to smoke.

" Ah ! dad good God 'ave pity on 'uz !

"

cried the wife, in tears, but as she started

to run forward I caught her arm and
bade her look again. A strong, white
stream of water was falling on the smok-
ing spot and it smoked no more.
The next minute, with scores of oth-

ers, choking and blinded with the smoke,
we were fiying from the fire. The wind
had turned.

" It is only a gust," I cried, " it will

swing round again. We must turn the

next corner and reach the house from
the far side." I glanced back to see why
my companions lagged and lo ! they had
vanished.

I reached the house just in time to

save its front grounds from the invasion

of the rabble. The wind had not turned
back again. The brother-in-law's widow
was offering praj'^ers of thanksgiving.

The cisterns were empty and the garden
stood glistening in the afternoon sun
like a May queen drenched in tears ; but
the lovely spot was saved.

I left its custodian at an upper -win-

dow, looking out upon the fire, and
started once more to find my friends.

Half-way round to the Sister's cottage I

met them. AVith many others I stepped
aside to make a clear way for the pro-

cession they headed. The sweet, clean

wife bore in her arms an infant ; the

tattered, sooty, bloody-headed husband
bore two ; and after them, by pairs

and hand in hand, with one gray sis-

ter in tlie rear, came a score or more
of pi nk-frocked, motherk^ss little girls.

An amused rabble of children and lads

hovered about the diminutive column.
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with leers nnd jests and happy antics,

and the wife smiled foolishly and burned
red \di\\ her embarrassment ; but in

the taxidermist's face shone an exalta-

tion of soul greater than any I had ever

seen. I felt too petty for such a mo-
ment and hoped he would go by with-

out seeing me ; but he smiled an alto-

gether new smile and said,

" My fran', God A'mighty, he know a

good bargain well as anybody !

"

I ran ahead with no more shame of

the crowd than Zaccheus of old. I

threw open the gate, bounded up the

steps and spread wide the door. In the

hall, the widow, knowing naught of this,

met me with wet eyes crying,
" Ah ! ah ! de 'ouse of de orphelin'

is juz blaze' up h-all over h-at once !

"

and hushed in amazement as the pro-

cession entered the gate.

P. T. B. Manouvrier, Taxidermist!
When the fire was out the owner of

that sign went back to his shop and
to his work, and his wife sat b}^ him
sewing as before. But the orphans
stayed in their new and better home.
Two or three years ago the Sisters—the
brother-in-law's widow is one of them

—

built a large addition behind ; but the
house itself stands in the beauty in

which it stood on that day of destruc-
tion, and my friend always leaves his

work on balmy afternoons in time to

go with his w^ife and see that pink pro-

cession, four times as long now as it

was that day, march out the gate and
down the street for its daily walk.

" Ah ! Pastropbon, we got ba-bee'

enough presently, en't it ?
"

" Ole woman, nobody else ever strock

dad lott'ree for such a prize like dat."
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Of the evidences both of intellectual

progi'ess and material achievement which

are to be brought together this year in the

great exposition at Chicago, a representa-

tive number of an American magazine may
be not the least in interest. In order that

it shall show to what these popular medi-

ums of literary and artistic enjoyment and

information have grown, it is not necessary

that it shall be an ideal number, or that it

shall satisfy every criticism. It may al-

most be said that any issue of one of the

larger periodicals which its conductors

would be willing to put forth might be
confidently used as a proof of progress

which, if we look back twenty years, seems

little less than marvellous ; but feeling

that an issue intended especially as their

" exhibit " should not only show the lit-

erary, artistic, and mechanical resources

that have come to be employed in such a

publication, but should be as fully as it

can representative of the individual writers

who have made its existence possible, the

Conductors of Scribnek's Magazine have

taken special i^ains to bring together in

this Exhibition Number those in whose
work the public of its readers is especially

interested. That there are some absentees

is unavoidable ; but it is believed that the

list of those who have contributed to make
up these pages more than fulfils its design,

and may legitimately and with a very par-

donable pride be considered an important

representation not merely of what is ephem-

eral, but of actual contemporary literature

at its best, if in its briefer forms.

Vol. XIII.-65

It is common to hear the task of the Ed-
itors of a Magazine talked of as though it

consisted altogether of a selection among
masterpieces ; and criticism upon a publi-

cation appearing twelve times a year is ap-

parently often based on the supposition

that at least one great literary work is pro-

duced every four weeks. It is a suppo-

sition which history hardly upholds, and
somewhat humbler expectations must con-

tinue to accompany even the highest aims
of the most sanguine editor. Yet it is cer-

tainly not too much to say not only that,

as has been many times affirmed, the lit-

erature brought together by the maga-
zines to-day is of a genuineness and qual-

ity unthought of in older publications

addressed to the same audience, but that

almost no real masterpiece, even in the

highest and most fastidious sense, does act-

ually appear without an earnest effort by
the magazines to secure it in whole or in

part. It may be fairly said, in short, that

in spite of occasional accusations to the

contrary, there is no good work in litera-

ture or art which is now excluded from

their field by any fear lest it be lost upon
their readers, and little which any author

would hesitate to confide to them because

(as he might once have believed) a publi-

cation lost in dignity through this form of

presentation to a popular audience.

That such a public of magazine readers

has grown up in witliin the last quarter of

a century is something in which eveiy

American may find one of his sources of

pride at this year's celebration. How it
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and the periodicals it has sustained have

mutually aliected each other may fairly re-

main, and indeed should remain, an open
question ; but any periodical which may
reasonably claim to be a consequence of

this relation is an *' exhibit" of real inter-

est in the great Exposition of our progress.

The pictorial side of this number of

the Magazine has sought to be not less

widely representative than the literary.

Among its contributors are illustrators and
painters in France, England, and Amer-
ica. Aside from the illustration of the

text—such as Mr. Blum's drawings for

his own notes on the artistic aspects of Ja-

pan, or Mr. Frost's admirably felt and
characteristic studies of vanishing Ameri-

can tyi^es—a number of plates, the chosen

contributions of the artists unrestrained by
the guidance of the writer, make a feature

of uncommon interest and importance.

M. Boutet de Monvel's ''Study Hour"
is one of his happiest successes, and it is

very happily reproduced—its delicacy of

handling and its breadth of treatment (two

things rarely combined as homogeneously

as Monvel combines them) thoroughly re-

spected and adequately repeated. The pict-

ure is a summary of Monvel's admirable

qualities, absolutely pictorial on the one

hand and, on the other, in its suggestion

eloquent of the high breeding and intel-

lectual fastidiousness that everyone who
is familiar with his work associates with

Monvel's signature. Admirable colorist as

he is, Monvel is even more distinguished

perhaps in black and white—at least in the

exquisite demi-tint that he affects and that

furnishes him such an excellent medium of

expression. Altogether in another sphere

of pictorial effort is Marchetti's aristocratic

drawing entitled "A Song of Springtime."

Marchetti is a less original artist than Mon-
vel, it may be, but he is clearly in the line

of the true tradition. He has a Fortuny-

like sensitiveness to chance and transitory

effects of sunlight and shadow and reflec-

tion, and is extremely clever in noting and
recording them. The elegancies and charm-

ing details that he either observes or invents

are conspicuous in this delightful plate,

which might, appropriately be an illustration

of one of De Musset's poetical comedies, but
which is really too complete a work in it-

self to need the re-enforcement of any text.

Very much the same may be said of Albert
Lynch's '*A Playmate." Lynch is, in the

estimation of many amateurs, the very first

of French illustrators. More than any other,

perhaps, he succeeds in giving the sense of

an almost photographic reality to his pict-

ures which at the same time never lose their

imaginative charm. His art has in the high-

est degree a literary, almost a philosophic,

interest, while firmly retaining its pictorial

quality. One perceives that he has thought

about, as well as observed, the phenomena
that he reproduces and arranges to such ef-

fective purpose. His pictorial commentary,
as it may justly be called, upon Guy de Mau-
passant's '

' Pierre et Jean " was as real, as

moving, as impressive as the text itself.

And the plate here given discloses his force

as a painter, his fondness for the decorative

aspect of things, as well as anything that he
has done, while setting forth with equal

force his unusual faculty for crystallizing,

so to say, the pictorial impression of a lit-

erary subject.

The American contributors to the num-
ber's art are at least as successful as the

foreign ones. Mr. Weir's " Arcturus " is a

novel if not a unique creation. It is in the

vein and suggests the fancy, no doubt, of

the Renaissance era. But how thoroughly

it is in this vein, and how frank and free it

is, howpersonally sympathetic with the fancy

of an elder epoch ! Nothing quite like it

has been done since Diirer's time, at all

events, one may safely say. The figure is

beautifully studied, and its decorative ac-

companiments have the fine air of having

been drawn by a competent draughtsman
and enthusiastic artist, at play rather than

at work—one of the most enjoyable qual-

ities communicable by any artist. Mr.

Blashfield's " Florentine Girls " shows his

training and his culture, as everything he
draws or paints does, and is another in-

stance of the many he has furnished that

" style " in art is as attainable in New York
as it is in Paris, if one have the faculty to

grasp what it really means, and the force

to illustrate it. The movement of not only

the first but of the second figure in this

composition would alone stamp the artist

as an appreciative interpreter of the large
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and ample element in nature, and the ar-

rangement, the distribution, the relation of

the few simple parts of the whole con-

tribute to a purely ideal ensemble in a subtle

and yet obvious way that is the painter's

own.

In striking contrast to such an example

of objective and impersonal art are the

plates contributed by Mr. Reinhart, Mr.

Smedley, and Mr. Wiles. Each of these is

pointedly and piquantly j^ersonal. They
are evidently the work of the illustrator

par excellence. They tell you the story as

well as pages of print could do. And at

the same time they are, as all good illustra-

tion is, perfectly pictorial, instead of merely

literary. What they represent is depicted

as the painter sees it. It is momentary,

vivid, actual—not in the least labored or

complicated. Mr. Eeinhart's *' The Co-

quette " is a picture of importance. In

oil, it would belong in a gallery. More
than almost anyone of our painters he has

the sense of character. One notes in his

drawings mental and moral traits, as well

as mere physical aspect. He studies peo-

ple, clearly, as much as their appearance,

with the result of presenting to you some-

thing humanly as well as pictorially in-

teresting. Mr. Smedley's "Confidences"

shows his habitual distinction. He has a

patrician touch that endues with elegance

whatever he does, slight as the motive may
be sometimes. Mr. Wiles's "The Milli-

ner's Bill " is a racy and picturesque bit of

genre, conceived and presented with char-

acteristic vivacity.

Mr. Mowbray's " The Centaur " and Mr.

Church's "The Mirror" contribute idyllic

color to the number, the former inspired

by Guerin no doubt, and the congenial

rendering of an extremely poetic idea to

which the management of light and dark

gives much technical interest as well

—

and the latter full of Mr. Church's original

and playful but always delicate humor.
Mr. Boughton's " The Parting Guest " is

an excellent example of his special skill in

the delineation of femininity and is redo-

lent of English hedgerows and Mr. Par-

sons's " Buddha's Flowers " expresses and
enforces a simple motive with the utmost
technical complexity and resource. " The
Heart of the Woods," by Mr. Closson, and

"A Quiet Spot," by Mr. Kingsley, illustrate

anew and as strikingly as their prede-

cessors in this kind, the talent of these two

engravers for the interpretation of natural

effects and landscape qualities with as much
directness as their art will admit of and

without the elaborate intervention of brush

or pencil.

A CONTEMPORARY who discourses from day

to day with zest and often with wisdom on

all topics under the sun, said something

the other day about the after-dinner speech.

He pointed out how it must not be wholly

facetious, nor frivolous, nor silly, nor too

long-winded, nor highly exciting, nor over-

heavy, nor ultra argumentative, nor entire-

ly statistical, nor in the least rancorous, but

that it may contain

Some essential thoughts, some strokes of humor, some
scraps of knowledge, some bits of fancy, some sound

reasons, some good whims, some green dressing, and a

little fat.

He guessed that as many as five thousand

after-dinner speeches had been made in

New York during the season now closed,

and recorded that one man had made ten in

a single week and three in one evening.

He said he had heard a few tip-top after-

dinner speeches, but they must have been

a few out of many, for he spoke of hearing

a considerable variety of others that for

stated reasons were not tip-top. He re-

marked that a good many men had won
renown by making clever after-dinner

speeches, and mentioned four distinguished

New Yorkers among whom the palm for

after-dinner discourse was thought to lie.

There is no doubt that the after-dinner

speech has grown to be an institution of

serious magnitude. Its requisites are rec-

ognized to be such as the contemporary

quoted has set forth. There are certain

particular things that ought to go into it,

and a lot of others that ought to be kept

out. To combine the requisite ingredients

so as to produce the proper flavor, and to

serve the whole with felicity and grace, is a

matter of profound dexterity. Few people

ever attain it, and those few do so at a cost

that is depressing to consider. The hatful

of eyes that are spoiled in teaching an ocu-

list to operate for cataract is more than

paralleled by the great cloud of indigestion

and petulance which every successful after-
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dinner-talker must count as part of the

price of his present skill. Not only the

man who can attain to a desirable quality

of after-dinner deliverance must practise

on his fellows in order to learn how, but

his eventual success must bear the moral

responsibility for the vast burden of mal-

appropriate discourse uttered by the mul-

titude, whom no amount of solicitude or

practice can ever qualify to stand on their

feet after dinner and say right things. If

there were less success there would be

fewer attempts, and if there were fewer at-

tempts there would be less uneasiness and

indigestion.

What can be said, then, as to the moral

culpability of a man who, of his mere voli-

tion, and without compulsion or reward,

would make ten after-dinner speeches in a

week, and three in a single evening ! Does
such a person care nothing for the effect

of his example? Is he not his brother's

keeper too ? Because he can dance on the

tight-rope after his meals, has he no scruple

about making that sort of exploit popular

among gentlemen who are sure to fall on

their heads and on ours when they attemj)t

it ? It would seem as if this sort of excess

ought to be checked ; as if something

should be done to stem the tide of after-

dinner oratory and regulate its flow. It

would not do to abolish it altogether, be-

cause that is not practicable, and for the

further reason that a moderate amount of it

of the right sort tends to diminish after-

dinner drinking. The men who are to talk

are usually careful in their potations, and if

they talk well, the men who are to listen

may be suflSciently entertained to forego an

excessive consumption of champagne. It

should, therefore, not be abolished, only

regulated. Men are not allowed to preach,

or to plead at the bar, or to practice

medicine without due preliminary train-

ing. If our lives, and our fortunes, and
our souls are protected from the unskilful

offices of the inexpert, may we not reason-

ably demand that the same wise guardi-

anship may be extended to our digestions

and our livers

!

As for the remedy, that is a concern fit

to engage the learned faculties. It is

enough, and more, for a layman to point

out the disease. Yet it suggests itself that

a considerable measure of relief might en-

sue if every intending after-dinner si^eaker

were required to take out a license. Of
course such licenses should only be granted

to persons of demonstrated competence and
due preliminary training ; and that such

practitioners, like poets and story-tellers,

should be remunerated for the exercise of

their gifts would naturally follow. The
manifold benefits of such a system are

obvious. Persons who do not like to

make after-dinner speeches, by simply re-

fusing to apply for license, could put them-

selves under the protection of the law and
be free from all the importunities of their

friends ; while jjersons who do like to

would first have to prove their ability.

Fit experts, with the will and the capac-

ity to entertain their brethren after feed-

ing, would receive without embarrassment

or impropriety a proper pecuniary recog-

nition of their skill, and thus a new pro-

fession would be opened to the unem-
ployed.
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THE FALL OF A GIANT REDWOOD.

(From an instantaneous photograph taken in a California Lumber Camp. Height of tree, 276 feet ; circumfer-
ence at base, 90 feet.)
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LIFE IN A LOGGING CAMP.

By Arthur Hill.

The Illustrations by Dan Beard.

" Now, jou pick boughs while I gefc

up the wood for the night." These
words, which have just run off the pho-
nograph of my memory, were spoken a

quarter of a century ago, at nightfall in

November, in the depths of the white
pine forests of Michigan

State Land Offices plats, showing the
lands subject to entry in the Townships
into which we were to go. Meanwhile
we procured our camp outfit, which
consisted of two sets of pack straps, an
" A " tent of duck, two pairs of heavy
woollen blankets, an axe, a frying-pan,

It was at the close of my first day's two tin pails, to serve as kettles, and
a tin plate, tin cup, a large and small

spoon, and knife and fork for each man.
The day before our start we bought

our supplies, being enough for a three

weeks' trip. Our fare was simple but
substantial : crackers, ham, beans, with

experience as a " Cruiser " or " Land
looker."

Coming, fresh from school, to a com-
munity where the successful business
men were chiefly lumbermen, and not-

ing that they seemed ready to risk all

they had, and more, in

the purchase of standing

pine, I determined to se-

cure for myself some
cheap Government tim-

ber.

Having at school
learned Land Surveying,

which I practised during
a summer vacation, I nat-

urally decided to become
a practical Landlooker.

So I set out on this, my
first trip, with an expert,

from whom I might learn

to estimate timber, as to

quality and (quantity, and
at the same time select for

entry some valuable Gov-
ennnent laud. ^^' " ^'^^"'^" " ^'^^^'"^ ^"^^ ^'^ ^"''^

Our experience illustrates the metli- a little i)ork for flavoring, tea, loaf

ods and conditions of those days. First, sugar, pepper and salt.

we ordered from the Government and Each man carried in his pack a two
Copyright, lSi)3, by Chiirlcs Scnbner's Sons. All n^hLs reserved.
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busliel bag", partly tilled with crackers, Hardship, hunger— even pain — are
and partly vriih. smaller bags which we more bearable than this work, which
made to contain the other articles of seems to belong to pack-mules, but in

r>^"'

The Landlooker.

food. At night these cracker - bags
made good " heading " until the crack-

ers ran low, when our boots went under
the bags as bolsters, and with our coats

on top, we still rested upon a downy
bed of ease.

Our packs, when made up, weighed
about sixty-five pounds each, and I

here aver that no man can pick his way
through swamp and thicket, bearing
such a burden, and be entirely happy.

our northern forests must be done by
men.
We made our way by stage and hired

team to the lumber camp nearest the
territory we were to explore, stayed

there over night, and pushed forward
the next day about nine miles—a good
day's work—and had built a fire and
put on the two kettles, one for the

'beans and the other for the tea, when I

received the order to "pick boughs."
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The fire was built against a fine " back
log," an immense prostrate pine, in de-

cay, which was soon aglow with living

coals and radiated warmth and light

and cheer into our tent the whole night

long. My comrade had felled three or

four small hemlocks, say four inches

through, and before supper, under his

instructions, I made my first bed of

hemlock "feathers." These are boughs,
about two feet long, gathered from the

tips of the limbs of the smaller hemlock,
and are laid as feathers on a fowl, the

stem sticking into the ground instead

of into the fiesh. And that night, as

we turned in, with four inches of

boughs and a blanket beneath us, a

good tent overhead, and a genial fire at

our feet over which simmered the sav-

ory beans, I felt more at home than
ever before in my life ; for was I not
under my own roof-

tree and in my own
bed? And this had
never been before.

bered, it is first estimated, and then
purchased, sometimes from the Gov-
ernment and sometimes from private

owners. The method of estimating is

comparatively simple, but requires nat-

ural aptitude and experience. You first

find a section corner as a starting-point,

then divide the section into sixteen

forty-acre tracts, and estimate each sep-
arately. But these lines of subdivision
are imaginary, and measured by paces,

and the courses are run by a simple
pocket-compass ; and should your bear-
ings be incorrect, or your distances not
true, you would locate the timber
(which generally stands in ridges) on
the wrong forty.

Again, your boundaries may be right,

and yet your estimate of the quantity
of timber wild. To estimate the quan-
tity of timber on a forty-acre tract you

The white pine sup-

ply of this country
stands in the States of

Michigan, Wisco n s i n,

and Minnesota ; the

pine forests of Maine,
Northern New York,
and Pennsylvania hav-

ing been long since

substantially swept
away. This timber re-

serve is fast diminish-

ing, the out - put, for

the last lumbering
season, amounting to

9,000,000,000 feet, or
nearly one - half the

lumber cut of the en-

tire country. To pro-

duce this requires an
army of 135,000 men,
or about fifteen men to

each million feet. With
the product of these
States for a single year,

a plank sidewalk three

feet wide and two inch-

es thick, resting on the ordinary string-

ers, could be l)uilt from the earth to the

moon, 240,000 miles.

But before the timber can be lum-

^L^^38^

)%
A Gang of Three.

(Chopper and sawyers.)

travel it until you conclude you have

seen the limits of the timber, and then

set down the amount you think it will

cut. You have not measured it, you
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have not even counted the trees, but an
educated judoment tells you that it will

cut, say, 500.000 feet, just as it tells an
expert horse-dealer that a horse weighs,

say, 1,100 230unds. But your judgment

,^-*-*^.

A Shanty Boy with Cant-hook.

is often led astray ; the timber may be
more defective, shorter-bodied, or more
taj^ering than it a2)pears.

Again, your judgment follows your
mental mood, the knots which seem
sound in the sanguine to-day, show
" punk " and rot in the gloom of to-

morrow. The light and atmosphere
play strange tricks. If you wish to sell

a tract of pine timber, show it to your
customer on an autumn afternoon, after

the leaves have fallen from the decid-

uous trees ; apj^roach it from the west,

with the sun hanging low in the sky,

shooting its rays under the tops and
upon the tall tninks of the lofty trees

;

then, as to size and beauty, they are glo-

rified—they loom—and when the buyer
comes back on some gray day to view

his timber, he will wonder why
it seems so strangely shrunken.
The typical cruiser of the

northwestern pineries is the

natural successor of those cour-

riers des bois, or rangers of the

woods, whom Ii'ving so graphi-

cally describes in his "Asto-
ria." The rangers of those
days roamed the same woods
in search of furs and peltries

that the landlooker traverses

to-day looking for valuable
timber. Each caUing requires

hardihood, skill in woodcraft,

and a commercial instinct ujDon

which to test values. There is

the same willingness to forego

for long periods the pleasures

of social Hfe, with the same in-

clination to boisterous excess

when back amid friends again.

The discomforts of the land-

looker's life try the soul as well

as the body. In summer comes
the plague of sand-flies, mos-
quitoes, and gnats, and swel-

tering heat and tainted food
;

in winter, the numbing cold,

the camp lost, and the night

passed in storm and darkness
pacing to and fro, lest sleep

and more than sleep may come.

The snow melts in the neck,

and cold drops go trickling

doTvai the backbone ; and then
there is the plunge through
the treacherous ice into the

frozen stream. Feet become crippled,

frozen, and every step a pang. When
the snow is wet and the snow-shoes
load up badly, the strings which bind
them to the feet are thongs of torture.

During one of these trjdng trips, vows
are made, sealed with shivering oaths

which shake the tops of the loftiest

trees, that never, never again, will the

swearer be such a fool, etc., etc.; but,

like the shipwrecked sailor, necessity

and habit soon send him back to new
hardships and fresh trials.

As to personal danger, there is little
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in woods-ranoing, and that results main-

ly from isolation. From wild animals

it may be said that there is absolutely

none. Yet the cr}^ of the lynx and the

wild-cat sometimes startles you, and the

howl of the wolf suggests the hair-lift-

ing stories of boyhood days. As to

bears, they are as much afraid of you as

you of them, and if you do not run,

they will.

But there is the broken leg, and the

gashed foot, and the burning fever,

those natural accidents and incidents of

forest life, where not only the doctor is

needed, but " grub " runs short. Then
it is that the moral and physical strength

of the cruiser is put to heroic tests. He
drags himself for miles on hands and
knees, and on rudely constructed rafts

floats down unsafe rivers. Sometimes
the maimed or stricken one is carried

by his partner, a modern Anchises, to

some distant lumber camp or cabin.

But such is the skill and resolution and
endurance of these hardy men, that I

have known but one to perish in the

wilderness. Camping alone, and get-

ting up his wood for the night, he felled

a tree something over a foot through.

The trunk swung sideways off the

stump, knocked him down and fell

across his legs, breaking both of them,
and binding him to the ground. And
thus, weeks afterward, his body was
found. It was characteristic that he
had in some way managed to get his

coat off, and place it in a roll under his

head, and thus grimly he awaited star-

vation—death.

The days of " looking " Government
timber are wellnigh over. The land-

looker is now engaged in estimating
what is called " second-hand land," the

land of private owners. The trips are

shorter, the packs lighter, and food
more varied than in the old days. In
winter he sometimes carries a small fold-

ing-stove, weighing, say, twelve pounds.
This not only sei-A^es in cooking, but
keeps his tent warm, and thus saves the
labor of getting up the half-cord of

wood at night.

But with less hardship has come great-

er responsibility. The high values upon
which pine tiiuber changes ownership,
requires the best skill and judgment in

determining the amount and (quality.

Single transactions amounting to five

hundred thousand dollars are not un-
usual, and they sometimes amount to

double that sum, and the purchaser and
seller will in each case rely on his land-
looker in placing a value upon the prop-
erty ; and rarely are they disappointed
either in the judgment or integrity of

these rough men.
On the side of what is called book-

learning, they are not educated. It has
been a life habit with them to inspect
and observe rather than read the obser-
vations of others. If a landlooker's re-

port is well written and clerky, beware

!

He is not true to the craft. He is a
Jules Verne, not a Kit Carson.
Few landlookers come to riches. In-

clined, like most men who live lives of

Snaking a Log with Skidding-tongs.

hardship and adventure, to improvi-

dence, they make for themselves, at the

best, reputations and a modest compe-
tence, but for their employers, fortunes.

Original, incjuisitive, active in mind and
bodv, these bold skirmishers between
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".^T^

the lines of savao-erv and civilization faults and follies of the " shanty boy."

must soon vanish with the forests where The foreman scours the town for men,
their tents are pitched, and the next visiting the boarding-houses, small lio-

generation will only know by tale and tels, and saloons, where they congre-
gate. He chatt's them,
treats them, tells them
what Avages will be paid
to good men, and, if pos-

sible, flatters each into the
-"^•'

"

impression that he will be

f able to earn the top wages.
Word is now out that the

Company is hiring a crew,

and men straggle into the

office and are hired.

A day and hour is set

for the start. The time
comes. If you have en-

gaged sixty men you are

fortunate if there are thir-

ty on hand, and the rest,

where are they? Still in

the saloons, boarding-
houses, and hotels, for not
until money is gone, and
credit too, will many of

these improvident, good-
natured fellows leave their

haunts to breast the toils

and trials of shanty life.

And they often go mort-
gaged to the hotel-keeper

for a sum equal to two
months' wages, already
spent, the least of it for

board and lodging.

Many of the proprietors of these

places where the men stay are honor-
able and kind-hearted, but there are

those among them who lay in wait for

the boys when they come doAvn from
the woods, drug thei with vile and
poisonous potions, p' ^'ed from bot-

tles labelled " whiskey d in a sin-

gle night transfer to tht^xx pockets for-

The Dinner-horn.

legend of the life and labors of these
hearty, hardy woods-rangers.

The timber estimated and bought, it

must then be lumbered and taken to

market. To do this, " tote " or sup-
ply roads must be cut, streams cleared

of obstructions, banking-grounds pre-

pared, and log-roads made, all prelim-

inary to the work of cutting and haul- ty or fifty dollars of the hard-earned
ing logs. The average camp contains, money of some sociable fellow, who,
say, sixty men. Familiarly we speak of

them as " boys," because they carry in

their bosoms the free, responsive heart
of youth. There is a foreman in charge

with his winter's pay in his pocket,

started out to take only a friendly

drink.

A case which shows how fast and fool-

who. directs the work, hires and dis- ishly money can be spent came not long
charges men, and sets wages, except as since under my eye. A man who had
to men engaged at fixed wages at the put in a long winter and a spring drive,

office of the employers. presented himself at the Company's
In gathering a crew for the woods office at about eleven o'clock in the

you come face to face with some of the forenoon, with his " time," as his order
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from the foreman is called, -which read
as follows, except as to names :

Stiles & Co.s Camp,
May 30, 1892.

Jolin Doe has worked in tlie woods one liun-

dred and fifty-eiglit days (158). at twenty-six
dollars ($20.00) per month, and on the drive
twentv-seven and one-half (274) days, at two
dollars ($2.00) per day.

Camp account sixtv-four dollars and fifty

cents ($64.50).

RiciiAUD Roe, Foreman.

This left due him $148.50. He told

the Company he had been " blowing

About nine o'clock next morning a
small tradesman came into the office, to
ask if anyone would go down with him
to the bank to identify the signature of
John Doe, which he exhibited on the
back of the one hundred dollar certifi-

cate. It was found on inquiry that Doe
had gone to this man's place of business
about seven o'clock the evening previous,
" a little full," and wanted him to cash
his certificate. The man hesitated and
told Doe to wait till morning, when he
could get his money at the bank ; but
Doe could not wait, and finally, as a

\

N.
Xs/

in " his wages for the last two years, but
that now he was going to " change his

gait," and save up enough money to buy
a piece of land, so he would have a place

to go to when he got old and " played
out." But he wanted a little money to

get some clothes and spend with the
boys, so he would draw the $48.50, and
leave the $100 with the Company.

It was suggested that he take his

money and put it in the First National
Bank on a time ceiH:ificate of deposit,

where at the end of six months he
would receive interest. It was thought
that under this plan he would be more
apt to keep the same intact, and it was
so deposited. The man went off with
his §48.50 and his certificate, happy in

his possession of present cash and a

prospective home.

Loading Logs from the Skidway

favor (so the man expressed it), he gave
Doe $90 for the certificate, or what rep-

resented ten days' hard work was paid
as discount on $100 for fourteen hours.

When Doe made this transaction he had
struck his regular gait, and it was a fast

one, and in two days he was broke.

And the farm ? It's the " Poor Farm "

and the County House, for many such
as he.

But it is not for drink alone this mis-

spent money goes. With the coming of

spring, strange women whisk along the

sidewalks of the lumbering towns with
" war-paint " on, ogling these giants of

the woods, who, fresh from dingy winter

camp and driving tent, are quick to lay

their heads in the laps of these coarse

carmined Delilahs, to be shorn.

The tyj^ical shantyman works only fit-
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fully in summer on tlie river or in the

saw-mill, going back to the woods in the

early fall. But there is a considerable

portion of the camp crew, who have
steady summer jobs in the mills or on
farms, who go to the woods late and
come out early. INIany of these have
families, for whom they faithfully toil

and save. Others are steady, thrifty

young men who have bought, and out
of their earnings are paying for, a piece

loosen it from its l)ed, the chain put
around it, and the unwilling horses
forced into the freezing waters to haul
it ashore. And all the day long, for
days which run into weeks, these hardy
fellows must grapple and lift and carry
the debris from the stream, wading the
icy waters to the waist, and wet to the
neck, inviting every disease which conies
from such exposure. Yet at night, after

supper, around the crackling fire, in the

^^?-

J

upon Lumber-car by Horse-power.

of land, or perhaps are supporting a

good old mother, or j)aying off the

mortgage on the home farm.

By starting camp early you secure

the genuine shantyman, skilful, strong,

nerv^ous, well disposed, but inclined to

all the small vices which, from the

ardor of his nature, become in him
large ones ; and so he too often comes
trembling and broken and bankrupt to

take his place in the ranks for a fresh

campaign.
And it is upon such as he that you

rely for the work which more prudent
men will not do. You are clearing a

stream of obstmctions, so that the logs

may run doA\ii it in the spring. Before
it is finished the snow conies, ice forms,

yet the sunken tree in the stream bot-

tom must be cut, strong arms must

cloud of smoke, and steam from drjdng
garments, with pipes alight, what honest
cheer ! And in the morning, though
" a little stiff," how pluckily is the ice

again broken for the diurnal baptism !

While the river crew is tenting out
and clearing the stream, the vidnter

camps are built, generally in the midst
of the timber, and the work preparatory

to log-hauling goes forward. The camps
are made of round logs, and roofed and
floored generally with rough boards.

There is a men's camp, where the men
lounge and sleep ; a cook camp, which is

a large dining-room and kitchen com-
l)ined, and a large barn, which is called

—

I know not why— " the hovel," wliere the

hay is stored, sometimes in the loft and
sometimes in an extension at the rear

end, the first arrangement being the
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A %.

' >»

A Typical Michigan Loggers' Camp.

Cook camp. Men's camp. Bam or " hovel."

warmer, but more unsafe, because of

fires set bv the teamsters' lanterns. The
two h^'ing camps and the barn—and
there are sometimes two and even three

—the granary, blacksmith's shop, and
office where the foreman and the scaler

sleep, with an extra bed for the pro-

prietor when he comes up, make quite

a backwoods village. For an average

camp of, say, sixty men, the men's camp
and the cook camp are each about 60
feet by 20 feet. The men sleep in rough
wooden bunks ranged in double tiers

along the sides of the camp. Formerly
they lay on boughs, or at best hay, with
a single blanket spread over it, but in

these luxurious days they have thin bed-
ticks stuffed with hay or straw. They
have not yet attained to pilloAvs and
sheets. With a fire in the big stove,

which has generally replaced the more
cheerful fireplace, and with a heavy

double blanket over you and a warm
partner, with whom you can "spoon,"
you rarely sleep cold.

Along each side of the camp is a seat

made of a thick hewn slab, for which the

bunk-frames furnish a back, and this stiff,

straight-backed, substantial, immovable
structure is called the "Deacon Seat."

When evening comes, ranged along
these seats, and lounging, if over-weaiy,

in the bunks, the crew becomes, in fact,

a social club. Then jokes and some-'

times gibes go round, and tales, often

curiously like those of Canterbury.
Cards are sometimes played, though in

most camps prohibited. And if there is

a fiddler in the camp there is sure to be
a jig-dancer, and there is the boister-

ous " Stag Quadrille " and the spirited

"French Four."
But surer than all these is a song

—

the shanty song—whether comic, heroic,
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or sentimental—to win the crew's atten-

tion and applause. As with all unculti-

vated men, they exhibit in taste and
feeling natural and wholesome tenden-

cies. Like boys, they are not schooled

to restraint of feelino-s nor jaded with
sensational fads. It is from the gallery

always that virtue triumphant is heartily

cheered, be it ever so awkward, and from
box and parquette that vice, if artistic

and "natural," gets kid-glove applause.

And so with these shanty songs, the

rules of music and of metre are as noth-

ing to the sentiment they carry, and the

voice of the singer to please must come
not from an educated thorax, but from
the heart. Honest love, and words
which tell of toil and trials and adven-
ture, make the chief burden of their

verses. Here is a characteristic song,

'' The one that loved the farmer's son, these
words I lieard her say,

* The reason why I love him is at home with
me he'll stay

;

He'll stay at home all winter, to the woods he
will not go,

And when the springtime comes again, his
lands he 11 plow and sow.'

" 'I shall always praise my Shanty Boy wlio
goes to the woods in fall,

He is both stout and hearty and fit to stand a
squall

;

With pleasure I will greet him in the spring
when he comes down.

His money on me he'll spend it free when
your mossback he has none.

'

" ' How can you praise your Shanty Boy who to

the woods does go ?

He's ordered out before daylight to face the
frost and snow,

r^!_»«'UP.|(ij-

-

A Log Train Hauling Logs to Banking-ground.

(In large camps raih-oads are supplanting sleighs.)

evidently home-made, that fits the aver- While happy and contented my farmer's son

age taste and temper of a shanty crew :

7/l\^^*^'

The Shanty Boy.

Soft tales of love he'll tell to me while the

storms are blowing bv.'

" As I walked out one evening, just as the sun " 'I never can stand that soft talk/ the other

went down, girl did say,

I carelessly did ramble till I came to Saginaw 'The most of them they are so green the

Town. cows could eat them for hay ;

I heard two girls conversing, as slowly I passed How easy it is to know them when they come
them by ;

into town.

One said she loved a farmer's son, and the The small boy shouting after them, ''Moss-

other a Shanty Boy. back, how come you down ?'
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\

A " Mossback " Hauling Hay on the Tote Road

*' 'What I've said unkind of your Sliantj Boy,
I do not mean it so,

And if ever I meet with one of them along
with him I'll go,

And leave my mossback farmer's son to

plough and plant his farm,
While my Shanty Boy so bold and free will

save me from all harm,'"

But " lights out " comes all too soon
at night to suit the boys, and "turn
out " too early in the morning, when
they creep from bunk to breakfast-

table, and after a short pull at their

pipes while awaiting daylight, with its

first glimmer gather their tools and set

out for the work of the day.

In the fall there are road-makers who,
along the lines carefully run and blazed

by the foreman, fell the timber, cutting

it at the roots so that no stumps remain,

log out the road to its proper width,

and then A^dtli j)h^w and scraper and
mattox and shovel make it nearly as

level and quite as solid as a railroad

grade. The roadbed is sunk instead of

raised, so that the sleighs will not
" slew." It is plowed out after each
snow-storm with great snow-plows, and
sprinklers are run during freezing

weather, making a solid bed of ice, over
which enormous loads can be hauled.

The log - sleighs have
ten, twelve, and even
fourteen-foot bunks, or

cross beams, on which
the load rests, and in

Minnesota, in the win-
ter of '91-'92 a single

load, scaling 31,400
feet, was hauled on a

single pair of log-

sleighs by two span of

horses. During the

present winter in Mich-
igan, a load more than
equal to the above was
hauled by a single

team, and will be
placed on the grounds
of the Columbian Ex-
23osition as one of the

wonders of the world.

It will be 18 feet long,

15 feet wide, and 33
feet 3 inches from the

top to the roadbed,
weighing over 100 tons.

There is great strife between the team-
sters in making log -hauling records.

Generally they groom their horses well

and are inclined to over-feed them, to

be sure they have enough. They feed

hay, oats, and mixed corn and oats

ground, called " ground-feed," which is

heating ; and if there be imprudence in

feeding, there will be heard a great

racket in the stable, and teamsters and
the foreman must spend perhaps the

entire night drenching and otherwise
doctoring a sick horse.

During the hauling season proper
the teamsters must get out an hour or

more before daylight, taking an early

"teamsters' breakfast," so as to be sure

to get in their trips ; for logs cut must
be hauled, just as grain cut must be
harvested.

While the log-roads are being made
the log-cutters are felling timber and
cutting it into logs. The trees are

sawed down, the saw being more rapid

and economical than the axe. By driving

a wedge into the saw cut, you can throw
your tree, unless very strongly leaning,

wherever you wish it. When down the

tree is first "laid off" to the best ad-

vantage into standard lengths and then

sawed into logs, which are now ready to
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go to the skidway. The skidway con-

sists of two logs or timbers about ten

feet apart, laid perpendicular to the log-

road and well blocked up, upon which a

tier of logs is placed ready to be loaded
on the sleighs to go to the banking-
ground or "landing."
To get a log to the skidway, first a

" swamper " clears away the brush and
debris, then the skidding- team is

brought in and the log is either hauled
away on a rude dray consisting of two
wide runners with a nose-piece and a

ally with cattle, as the hauling pro-
gressed, but now horses are used, and,
if the winter is late in setting in, nearly
the entire cut is skidded before the
horses are put to hauling logs on
sleighs. Quite frequently there are
open winters, when there are sunshine
and showers instead of frost and snow,
and then it is that the foreman's hair
grows gray. There are, say, $80,000
worth of logs on skids. If left there
over the season fire is liable to sweep
through and destro}^ them. At best,

Head cook.

The Kitchen.

Chore-bov. Cook's " devils."

single beam ; or, in the case of small logs,

it is grappled with "skidding- tongs,"

which seize the log like a \)n\v of pinch-
ers and the team snakes it to the skid-

way.
Formerly skidding was done gener-

the sap will discolor and become un-
merchantabl(\ and grubs will bore the

logs unless one goes to the expense of

peeling them. The use of tlie money
tied up is also inyolved, so that every

device is used to get the logs to the
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stream. Wlieii there is a bank oi snow
under some shaded hill in the vicinity,

or a frozen lake, snow or ice are hauled

t%^ ^"f-y

,

k

.5a»/V^iitefc^

The Pond above the Sluice.

(Prying logs loose from the ice mth pevies.—In distance, breaking the
ice.)

often a mile to spread upon the road
along the sleigh - track. In freezing

weather the sprinkler is run, and with-

out a flake of snow in sight one sees, as

hy a miracle, immense sleigh-loads of

logs passing down the road. When the

days are soft and sunny the hauling is

done ])y night, and perhaps after all

this turmoil and trouble and expense
and the logs are all l)anked, there will

come a great fall of snow, which will

lay for weeks, as if to mock your en-

ergy.

But there are winters when there is

no natural log-hauling, during one of

which I heard this dialogue

!

" Say, Bill}^, did you ever
~

j
see such a winter as this ?

"

I

" Yes, I did."

I

"For heaven's sake,

I
when?"

/

"A year ago last summer."
.< After one of these win-

ters, when logs are left on
skids, there are various sum-
mer operations to get them
out. " Pole- roads " are
built, w^here cars w^itli

wheels with concave faces

run on poles instead of rails.

AYooden trams and iron

trams are built, great trucks
are used, but in all this there
is no profit. It is entered
into only to save from abso-
kite loss. The recurrence
of these open or snowless
winters, and the increasing

distance of the uncut tim-
ber from the streams, has
led to the building of many
logging railroads through
the pineries leading to the

streams, or to main lines of

railroad over which the logs

are taken directly to the
saw-mills.

The skidway men, who
are to be the " loaders," re-

ceive the logs brought to

them by the skidding-team,
and with their cant-hooks
roll them into lofty tiers.

In rolling up they use
spiked skids so the logs

will not slip back on them,
and at a certain height a

team or a large horse with a line, is used
to give a log the lift. When it comes to

loading these logs on the sleighs, then
judgment, and strength, and skill are all

e({ually required with the loaders, the

object being to get on as large a load
as the team can haul. It must be bal-

anced carefully, as the long bunks over-

hang the runners. When the road is

good, the only limit to the load is the

capacity of the sleighs, and to pile up a

load of logs higher than a load of hay
requires a careful selection and arrange-
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ment of logs, the lar^^er ones in the

lower tiers, topping off -with the smaller

ones. There must be the most skilful

«• -*^ ^^

A High Banking-ground.

handling, lest the load " squash out " or

logs rolled uj) go over the load. Again,

logs apparently in place often start back
down the steep slanting skids, and un-
less 2)romj)tly caught and firmly held by
the cant - hooks, there are bruised or
broken limbs. There is no place in the

camp where mind and muscle must act

so promptW as at the skidway, excepting
only the banking-grounds in spring.

As a load goes to the landing it

passes a number of men employed in

keeping up the log-road with shovels

and scrapers, covering the bare places

with snow, bridging it where soft and
springy, and putting in sloping skids

where the sleighs are inclined to sheer.

This is comparatively light work, but
requires men of good judgment and
faithfulness, as they are veiy little under
the foreman's eye, and work is not
pushed on to them.
AMien the load arrives at the landing,

the chains which bind it are loosened

and thro^Ti off, the logs rolled off the

sleighs, measured by the quick-witted

scaler, and jjlaced by the banking-
ground men in tiers, projecting into the
stream or lake upon which they are to

float to market. This is active

work and requires strength, skill

with the cant-hook, and care in

so placing the logs that they will
" break " or roll in easily when
the ice goes out.

And thus the work goes on, the
winter through, under the charge
of the foreman, a man of energy,
capacity, and experience, who has
risen from the ranks of common
workmen, and now receives, and
fairly earns, from three to four
times his former pay. He must
be up early to set the men at
work. Wherever during the day
there is a lag or a lack, there he
must be, urging, directing, and^
with brawny shoulders, helping.

After supper at night he must
get from the log - cutters their

count for the day, from the dri-

ver of each team the number of

logs skidded, and in the hauling
season the number of logs hauled
by each team to the banking-
ground. If any one's count is

short, he w^ants to know the reason
why. And here enters tact, which is

based on knowledge of men and the
motives which move them. To the log-

cutter who is behind the rest it is

:

" Tom, can't you get as many logs as
Mike in the same sized timber ? Why,
I thought 3^ou were the best man of the
two. There must be something wrong
with your saw." To the driver of the
skidding team, whose work is not up to

average : "Jack, if you don't show up
better than this to-morrow night I will

have to send you to town on the " white
horse." This "white horse" is the
time order already described. Then
there are visits to the stable, to see that
the horses are properly cared for ; and
the blacksmith's shop, where broken
sleighs and tools are being repaired.

There is the dealing out of tobacco
and clothing to the men from the

camp supply-chest, called the " Van,'^

the ordering of supplies, and the keep-
ing of the camp books—simple, but to
the man who is skilled with the cant-
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hook and not with the pen, a task most
serious. It can be safely written that

in the log-hauUng* season a good active

foreman works eighteen hours a day,

deducting say, an hour for eating.

It is from these plucky shanty boys
that most of the great lumbermen of

the country have been developed. First

they worked as common hands ; then

they were chosen to run a camp. Out
of savings they bought a few teams and
went to jobbing, putting in timber on
contract for others, then they bought
and lumbered timber on their own ac-

count, and finally with a large capacity

came large enterprises, great lumber-
mills, logging railroads, and finally great

fortunes.

But, as in the other walks of life,

there are few even of these who get

the first promotion who rise to this up-
per level. In the industrial army, as

in the army militant, there are cor-

porals who earn their stripes and yet,

A young " bull-puncher " in a Wiscon-
sin logging camp became in middle
life Congressman, then United States
Senator, and his " haw " and " gee

"

were as good and guiding in Washing-
ton as in Wisconsin.

The martyr of the camp is the cook.

He sleeps even less than the foreman.
And if the bread is heavy, or the pota-
toes short, or supper a little late,

though he may not be in fault, it is al-

ways in order to swear at the cook.

With the teamsters' breakfast at 4 a.m.

and stragglers coming in at 7 p.m. for

supper, it is a most trying berth. For
a crew of sixty men, the cook has a

helper, called in camp parlance the
" cookee," and a " chore-boy " to fetch

wood and water and help wait on table.

At meals the crew seat themselves at

two long tables, furnished with tin

dishes. Strong tea is drunk from basins,

which must be continually refilled. At

An Accident at the Sluice.

from lack of force and pluck never earn
the stars of a general, or even the bars
of a captain.

In addition to riches some of the for-

tunate ones have risen by force of char-

acter and the favor of their countiwmen
to high political stations. The veteran
lumberman and politician, Hon. Phile-
tus Sawyer, is a conspicuous example.

dinner there is generally a hearty bean
or vegetable soup, and generally fresh

beef. For every meal there are pork
and beans, corned beef, either warm or

cold, and there are potatoes and tur-

nips, and cabbage and sauerkraut, in all

well-furnished camps, in profuse abun-
dance. As to sweets there are plenty,

though generally not elaborate. There
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is sugar for the tea, and molasses, and
gingerbread, and cookies, and dried-

apple pie, and mince pie, made from
mince-meat bought by the half ton, and
bread pudding, served with a sauce

most palatable. And since the days
of " oleo " there is butter three times

a day, a luxury before comparatively
unknoAvn.
Nowhere in the world is there a bill

of fare more relishable, abundant,
and wholesome, for outdoor workers,

than is found on the table of a first-

class lumber camp. With sixty men a

barrel of flour must be converted into

bread and biscuit in about two days.

Meat is measured out by the hundred,
and not by the pound. Hash is

chopped with a machine, and soup
cooked in great water-boilers. It is no
wonder that with this hearty fare and
no dissipations a shanty boy grows
strong and clear-eyed, and with the

sharp daily exercise his muscles swell

and harden until his strength is as a

giant's.

To return to the shanty cook. Short
of needed rest, he becomes sometimes
a little irritable. If he could have the

clarifying influence of one hour's exer-

cise in the fresh air each day and proper
rest at night this would not be, but as

it is he is the one man in camp who suf-

fers from overwork. In spite of all this

he generally bears a cheerful front, and
at midday will often blow comic strains

on the great dinner-horn, which make
the hungry workers laugh as they drop
their tools, and the horses lift their

heads and sometimes answer with a

whinny.
In the hauling season the blacksmith

is another long-houred man. There
are horses to be shod and broken cant-

hooks and chains to be mended, and
there are days when crush, crush, go
parts of the great log sleighs. His is

not then the case of Longfellow's ^'Vil-

lage Blacksmith :

"

'* Each morning sees some task begun,
Each evening sees it close

;

Something attempted, something done,
Has earned a niglit's repose."

With the camp blacksmith, some-
thing smashed has spoiled a night's

repose, for it often takes him well

Vol. XIII.—68

toward morning to put the sleighs in
repair. A man called a "tinker," who
works in wood alone, is sometimes em-
ployed to help the blacksmith, but
more generally a blacksmith works in

both wood and iron, and with his help-
er makes all the repairs. The wages
of cook and blacksmith are a little

more than double those of common
hands, and are well earned; and in-

deed this may well be said of the en-
tire crew generally, down to the chore-
boy. Of course there are individual
cases where men do not earn their

wages, where their thoughts during the
day are not of the work before them,
but, to use a camp phrase, "of fat pork
and sundown."
Nowhere should it be easier to save

up wages than in a lumber camp.
Food and lodging are furnished, so

there remains only to be bought cloth-

ing and the one luxury of tobacco for

pipe and quid. But the shanty boy is

by nature sympathetic and free-hearted.

A falling limb mashes some poor fel-

low's shoulder. The ready cant-hook
fails to catch and stop the rolling log,

and there is a cmnched leg, or perhaps
a maimed and lifeless body.
Then you see how pitch-stained hands

can be gentle, and rough hearts gener-
ous. To send the injured comrade to

the hospital and provide him care, or
to cofiin and send to his saddened
home the one whose life so suddenly
ended, the bo^^s raise a fund, each and
all giving freely. And to their honor
let it be here said that in those primal
traits of manhood—courage, generosity,

and honesty—these men are equal to

any. The one great fault of these bluff

working-men is that they spend their

own money in ways not wise. But are

there not "gentlemen" who spend, in-

stead of their own money, that of other
people, in ways not more wise?
During the winter there are camp

lotteries where watches and guns are
raffled off, in which most of the crew
take chances. And another way of get-

ting rid of money is to patronize a
jeweler who comes into camp on Satur-
day and spends Sunday. He brings
watches and jewelry and breezy stories

and new songs and a banjo. He picks
the banjo. He mends a watch, for
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which he would charge in the city a

dollar, and charges nothing. The boys
are all his "chums" and in this atmos-

phere of good cheer he sells sometimes
live hundred dollars' worth of watches
in a single day, and then departs re-

gretted.

The Sabbath is dedicated to cleanli-

ness rather than to godliness. The day
when the shanty boy only put on a

clean shirt when he bought a new one,

and then put it on the outside, and so

on till spring, when he gradually
" peeled," has now gone by, and the

foreman requires the crew to keep
clean. So on Sunday they do their

washing, they shave themselves and
one another, and there is more or less

artistic hair-cutting. They darn and
mend and write letters and read and
visit neighboring camps and eat enor-

mous dinners, the cook's pride and best

effort, and so the day soon glides into

evening and the bunks are sought early

to gather strength for the hard week's
work ahead. Many of the men delight

in the most fantastic colors in their

flannel shirts and blouses and trousers

and German socks, in which appear the

most vivid greens and blues and reds

and yellows, in plaids and stripes, a

taste barbaric or bizarre. These fash-

ions change but still remain extreme.

But a few years since ever}' river driver

wore a long, red sash, and they were
known as the Red Sash Brigade ; and
when they entered one of the small

river towns and, because of some small

provocation, decided to "clean it out,"

they were more terrible than the Old
Guard of Napoleon.
And so the winter passes, till length-

ened days and softened air and beam-
ing sun make the log road run vdth
water, and at last comes a rain with a

wann mnd from the south. The bot-

tom is out of the road. The break-up
has come.
The teams are now sent out to be

summered either in the pasture or at

work about a saw-mill. Between log

hauling and driving there is generally

an interval during which the ice in the

streams is melting. A portion of the

men now go out to enter upon their

summer's jobs. Others to keep the

terms of the promise with which they
warmed themselves during the chill

winter days, to paint the town a " dou-
ble-dyed red " when the logs were in.

With the melting of the snow and ice

comes the breaking -in and driving of

the logs. The banking-ground swarms
with men armed with pevies (which are
cant-hooks furnished with strong pikes
in the end), who attack the great tiers

of logs as they lay piled in the landing.
Teams hitched to lines, at the end of

which is a hook similar to a cant-hook
are used to loosen the "key log." This
hook is driven firmly into a log at the
foot of the rollway, and as it is pulled
out the whole face of the rollway, top-

ples forward into the stream. This
must be repeated again and again. At
times so firmly is the log bound that
two spans of horses attached to the line

paying through a double sheave-block
are unable to start it and then the
pevies must assist. The trained horses
firmh' set their feet and settle into their

collars. The pevies pitch and pry and
nip the log a fraction of an inch—
and suddenly, and sometimes quite too
soon, down thunders the towering mass
of logs. The men jump to the side,

they clamber and keep atop of the
plunging logs, they jump for safety into

the surging stream, coming out gener-
ally unhurt, undaunted.
Nowhere, unless it be on the battle-

field, is there more reckless daring
shown than by men in breaking roll-

ways. They must be continually cau-

tioned and called back, for their zeal

and courage and pride all combine to

urge them into the most perilous places.

AVlien the worst comes to one of them,
as it sometimes does, the men are so-

bered, and there is for a half-day, per-

haps, caution— proper caution only.

But soon the habit of doing and daring
reasserts itself, and danger is again
courted instead of shunned.
The landings broken in, the drive is

then ready to stai-t for the boom, where
the logs are to be sorted according to

ownership, and then delivered to the

mill, to be made into lumber. As the

logs were put afloat they were stning
out along the stream as much as pos-

sible by the " jam crew," whose duty
it is to keep the main body of logs in
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motion, breaking jams where the logs

block up the river by wedging in sharp

bends, or lodging on sunken tree-tops,

or grounding on sand - bars. Behind
them follows the *' rear crew," the name
indicating the work they do. Whether
the drive is being moved on floods from
dams, or on natural water, there are

great fluctuations in depth of water
;

and, as a consequence, as the rear passes

along, large numbers of logs which have
been thrown out beyond the limit of the

present flow of water, lodging on the

bank, on the flats, and in false channels,

must be got into the moving drive. Oc-
casionally teams are used to aid in this

work, but more often it is done entirely

by the men. It is a splendid sight to

see eight of them divide into fours, and
seize on each side with their cant-hooks
with a lifting hold a log scaling eight

hundred feet, and weighing say, five

thousand pounds, and move it on end,

slowly but surely into the stream, sing-

ing, " Heave O," with their deep voices.

The large butt-logs drag in low stages

of water, and they soon accumulate at

the rear, and must all be rolled over

every bar and riflle, sometimes by men
standing on the log and "heeling it,"

or more often in the water which still

retains its winter's chill. And thus,

wading and " sacking " logs, the rear

crew works wet to the waist from day-

light to dark, until the drive is down
and the rear rests on " solid jam." The
hours have been long, the exposure

great, the work heavy ; but the pay has
been double ordinary wages ; they have
been fed four hearty meals a day, and
at night the tents have been j^itched

one remove nearer the town, where each
man may convert his earnings into what
he most desires.

In these last days, with bursting buds
and balmy airs and soothing sunshine,

come relaxations. Ere the scale of ice

has quite ceased to form at night, the
fun begins. There are contests of skill,

in which the winner rolls the loser oft'

the log. Men ride logs as they go rac-

ing down through the foaming chutes
of dams, and whenever there is a " hole

in the water " a laugh goes up from the
crew, which you can hear a mile away.
The drive ended, the pevies are stacked,

the last meal eaten, and with his "time"
in his pocket and his " turkey," a two-
bushel bag in which he carries his be-
longings, strung over his shoulder, the
shanty boy starts with sturd}' stride and
a merry heart for town.
His boot-top is fringed behind, where

he has cut slits to tally each day's work,
and so check the foreman in his book-
keeping. The bottoms are set, both ball

and heel, with sharp steel calks to make
his footing always sure, and soon these

are piercing familiar door - sills, and
humble floors, and there amidst meet-
ings and greetings, I leave the shan-

ty boy, wishing him all the good he
deserves, and who is there deserves

more ?

Loggers' Footgear.

dia-mbber
brogan.

Old-fashioned
boot-pack.

Sluicer's boot
with calks.

Modem rubber-soled
boot-pack.

Buckskin and leather
moccasin.



UNDER COVER OF THE DARKNESS.

Bv T. R. SuHivnn.

T is not so very dread-
ful to look at !

" said

little Van Yoort to liis

companion, Mrs. Stu}^-

vesant Nevil, the g^race-

ful, fair-haired lady of

Nevilsbeck-on-Hudson,
as she pointed Avitli her

whip to a Tvhite wall glistening in the

October sunshine on one of the nearer
hills.

He had lived all but a week under
her hos2:>itable roof, the most insignifi-

cant member, surely, of the merry par-

ty assembled there. More than once
during the visit he had asked himself
why his hostess should have chosen
to confer upon him, of all the eligible

single men she knew, the honor of her
invitation. "It was not for my beaux
yeux," he had modestly decided ; "nor
for my brilliant wit, nor for any heroic

qualities that I possess." Then, with a

mild access of self-appreciation, he had
continued :

" After all, I am amiable
enough, and make as good padding as

most men of twenty-eight, perhaj)S.

"Who knows? She may have wanted
me, because " And here, at the

conjunction leading to an unutterable
hope, his doubt always ended desper-

ately in a sigh. The fact being that if

Peter Van Voort did not know precise-

ly why he had been asked to Nevils-

beck, he knew perfectly well why, leav-

ing the law to languish in its musty
precincts, he had arrived on the ap-

pointed day in the same train with the

"why" itself. That very palpable

cause was embodied in the lovely fig-

ure of a certain Miss Alice Thornton,
around whom the young lawyer's sleep-

ing and waking thoughts had long re-

volved at a respectful distance. She
was a tall and slender brunette, with
flashing eyes as yet undimmed by any
serious distrust or weariness of all the

conventional frivolities at New York,
Newport, and Lenox, wiiere they had
reflected much genuine admiration

;

where little Van Voort, as he was usu-
ally called, describing his peculiar
orbit, had admired them too, and only
once had shown a disposition to fl}^ off

at a tangent and run the risk of total

extinction in the white heat of their

latent scorn. His first hint at such a
deviation had been skilfull}^ met by a
hint from her of a warning tendency

;

whereuj^on, he had dropped back into

his old course ere the new one was
fairly taken, to cherish afterward the
melancholy consolation that a girl

could not be said to have refused
what had never been offered her. His
relations with this girl—the only one
for him—were, thanks to his adroit-

ness, still of the friendliest, and they
would continue so until he should
make an abject fool of himself, or the

right man should intervene. Why this

accej)table lucky dog did not straight-

way come to the front was a mystery to

l^oor Van Voort. All men must love

Miss Thornton at first sight ; of that
he felt sure. Under cover of its coun-
terfeit indifference his faint heart was
cursed with a vivid imagination that

could intensify the most nebulous
signs into portents of calamit}^ The
approach of every stranger, therefore,

was enough to make him grind his

teeth and mutter :
" This is he

!

"

Jealousy, without just claim or title,

has always been the lover's privilege,

and Peter Van Voort exercised it to a
comical degree, dreading all the while

the inevitable hour of his discomfiture.

The one-sided passion could end in no
other way ; the fates had taken care of

that, according to a bitter thought of

which his glass often reminded him.

For Miss Thornton must certainly be
half a head taller than her inexj^ressive

lover ; and, were it not so, alas ! that

lover's hair was red.

As this sad reflection serves to show,

there was in Peter's nature a quaint

dash of superstition, inherited, prob-

ably, from some credulous ancestor

whose way of life had been regulated
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by stars and omens. So, when Mrs.
Nevil's invitation turned up with Miss
Thornton's name casually mentioned
in it, he yielded instantly to a fateful

whisper which told him that now some-
thing conclusive was about to happen,
and wrote his acceptance then and
there. What did happen, after two or

three days of Miss Thornton's society,

was that Peter, already deep in love,

became completely submerged by it,

and madly jealous of a fellow - guest,

Falconer by name— a stranger, of

course—an Englishman. The grounds
for such uneasiness were of the slight-

est. Mr. Falconer, a cultivated man
of the world, strove to make himself
agreeable, and succeeded. Miss Thorn-
ton walked with him and talked with
him, but no more than she did with
Peter Van Voort himself, as actual
computation, had that been expedient,
would have demonstrated. On the
third evening, their hostess, carrying
out a well-conceived scheme of rotation,

placed Mr. Falconer next Miss Thorn-
ton at dinner, and allotted to the en-

vious Peter a seat on the other side of

the table. AVith outrageous perfidy

the latter immediately devoted one ear

to the absorption of every syllable from
his opposite neighbors that could pos-

sibly reach it, earning well-deserved
agony thereby. In his stern judgment
the fragments of conversation thus
overheard were too informal for a

three-days' acquaintance, and one ut-

terance of Miss Thornton distinctly

displeased him. This was to the effect

that no man could be worthy of con-
sideration who had not made a fool of

himself at least once. He did not
know what had led to the remark, and
he tried in vain to catch Mr. Falconer's
reply. The sentiment could hardly be
charged with excess of tenderness, and
to the eavesdropper it should have
been rather hopeful than otherwise,
since capacity for folly was assuredly
his. But he thought its tone intimate
and familiar, and, losing all power of

reasoning, decided that things had
come to a pretty pass when an upstart
foreigner could snatch away, before his

very face, the one j^rize worth winning.
From this frenzied mood he declined

into one of gentle melancholy, to dream

that night of serving as best man at

Mr. Falconer's wedding to Miss Thorn-
ton, and of flinging with his own hand,
as earnest of good luck, a farewell slij)-

per that struck the happ}- bridegroom
directly between the eyes.

On the following day the tables
turned a little in Van Voort's favor, and
he became more like himself. Upon
their long afternoon drive in the six-

seated wagon, Mr. Falconer sat behind
with Mrs. Nevil, while Miss Thornton
occupied the box-seat beside their host

;

Peter, placed between them, discoursed
contentedly, and for the most part co-

herently, with Mrs. Blair, of Buffalo,

a lively widow old enough to be his

mother—a guest who did not count,

as he took delight in reflecting, but
whose ample shoulders, together wdth
his own, broadened for the occasion,

made a barrier that neither looks nor
speech could pass. He, on the other
hand, without being called to account,

could make an exhaustive study of cer-

tain lines in the face he liked best, and
estimate the length of the loveliest eye-

lashes in the world ; then, leaning for-

ward at some carefully chosen moment,
he could put in an effective word about
the landscape, causing Miss Thornton
to turn this way or that, precisely as

he pleased. The splendors of the

autumnal foliage were already incom-
parable, and it was a pit}^ that she

should lose one flash of gold or crim-

son, even though they had left it far

behind.

Nevilsbeck, as all who have ever seen

it will remember, lies high above the

Hudson's eastern shore, at one of its

finest points. Venerable oaks and
beeches with their protecting arms en-

circle the estate, which is thus shel-

tered and shielded from the public

gaze. Through the branches, however,

one may look from within over slopes

of lawn and meadow to the steep sides

of Cro'nest and Dunderberg, with the

broad, stately river flowing silently be-

tween in a curve so sharp that the re-

sistless current seems no current at

all, but only the smooth expanse of a

lake, cut off from communication with

the outer world by wooded hills. The
surrounding country is of wonderful-
ly varied beauty, and its natural pictu-
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resqueness is impressed upon the mind
by the charm so often lacking in Amer-
ica—that of historical tradition. Mem-
ories of Washington start up at every
turn ; under this tree he was wont to

tie his horse ; that range of highlands,

dark against the sky, once blazed with
his signal-fires ; in these level corn-

fields his army lay encamped ; here he
often lodged—here he founded the

Society of the Cincinnati. The narrow
river-road, now strewn with fallen

leaves from the interlacing tree-tops

overhead, gives occasional glimpses of

high-pitched Dutch roofs, antedating
the Revolution and stored with its re-

membrances. Every fine association

beneath them, from the high wainscot
of the "Lafayette Chamber" to the
blackened ancestral portrait and parch-
ment indenture yellow with age, is still

watched and tended reverently, as such
things in cities never can be. And
when twilight gathers, a spell of the

past steals like a mist over all the
land, to make one who walks alone

there turn at the least sound with
startled looks, half dreading, half hop-
ing that some spectral orderly, bur-
dened with a weighty message from
head-quarters, will come charging down
upon him.

Away from the river, wide, broken
ridges, thinly settled or left in all their

primitive wildness, rise gradually tow-
ard the mountain chain beyond. And
over these uplands the Nevilsbeck
party drove that afternoon to return
by a back road, rarely travelled, un-
familiar to them all. One solitary

house loomed up a long way in ad-

vance, and this, as they drew nearer,

proved to be deserted. The tower-like

building of stone and stucco, octagonal
in form, had a forbidding air which
aroused Miss Thornton's curiosity, and
Mr. Nevil then informed her that it

had not been inhabited within his rec-

ollection ; moreover, that, according to

common rumor, it was haunted. There-
upon, all the way home, the whole com-
pany with one voice persistently plied

him with questions. Who built the
house? who owned it? whose was the
ghost? what stories had led to the

rumor? what, in fact, did Mr. Nevil

know ? He knew very little, and, lack-

ing the presence of mind to invent ex-

citing details, gave answers that were
highly unsatisfactory—his only positive

statement being that the house was
put up by a rich recluse of eccentric

tastes, early in the century. The man
was dead, undoubtedly, and the prop-
erty had fallen into utter neglect, as

anj^body could see. But he, Stuyvesant
Nevil, had no faith in ghosts. Those
who believed such tales might investi-

gate them if they chose—it was no
affair of his. He did not even know
what rooms the house contained, or
how they were arranged to conform to

the unusual plan of the building. The
old barrack was desolate, ugly, and emp-
ty, of course. He had never thought
it worth the delay of a moment ; the

idea of crossing its threshold had nev-

er occurred to him.

That evening, Mr. Van Voort, to his

intense delight, was accorded the privi-

lege of sitting next Miss Thornton at

dinner. Naturally, their talk reviewed
the experiences of the afternoon, and
they dwelt for some time upon the

strange old house, its original construc-

tion, its abandonment. Miss Thorn-
ton declared that she more than half

believed in ghosts, and that, if ever one
walked, it must certainly be there ; the

mystery of the place oppressed her even
at this long range. She was afraid to

go to bed, and knew she should dream
of octagons with shrieks in them, all

night. Then Peter, by way of falling

in agreeably with her train of thought,

said he had a strong desire, almost a

resolve, in fact, to steal away from this

light company and pass a night among
the octagons and ghosts, if ghosts there

were.

"What? Alone?" asked his lovely

neighbor, with a shiver of surprise.

"Alone, of course ; no ghost of any
dignity would appear to a gang of in-

vestigators."

Miss Thornton raised a glass to her

lips, as if to conceal the scornful smile

which this gesture really accentuated.

"I am not afraid of your doing that,"

said she.

"Ah! and why?"
" You haven't imagination enough for

it ; besides, you would never dare."

Peter tingled to his finger-tips, but
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suppressing the indignant answer that

this implied contempt provoked, he

only said, quietly, " That sounds very

much like a challenge."
" Oh, challenges are out of date,"

lightly continued Miss Thornton. " We
live in a matter-of-fact age—a prudent
one."

" But the eternal truths go on
through all the ages," replied Van
Voort, surprising himself by a sudden
facility of poetical expression. " And
then,

* One hope is too like despair

For prudence to smotlier,'

even in an unimaginative man."
"I don't quite understand you," said

Miss Thornton, playing with the stem
of the glass which she had set down.
" What do you mean ?

"

" A great deal that I can't express,"

confessed Van Voort, laughing. "I
hoped that you had imagination enough
for two."

Jvist then, a wave of general conver-

sation swept over the table, and when
they were left to themselves again, Miss
Thornton still clung to the very practi-

cal issue raised by it concerning a new
scheme of popular education. Van
Voort listened to her views on this im-

portant subject with the deepest inter-

est—as he would have done had she

chosen to consider in an equally grave
manner the best method of supplying
the market with Dutch cheeses.

Van Voort was always a good listener,

and after dinner, in the smoking-room,
he sat somewhat apart from the others,

apparently intent upon all that was
said, but with very little to say. When
the men moved on into the drawing-
room, he crossed at once tow^ard Mrs.
Nevil, who happened to be standing
near a door that led to the conserva-

tory. Her attention was called by his

first remark to the graceful curve of a

banana-tree glistening in the soft light

of Chinese lanterns ; and, instinctively,

they passed out to look at its newest
leaf just ready to ^ifold. In a moment
they were talking with an earnestness
which induced them to make two or
three rounds of the place before Mrs.
Blair's prelude to a song of her OAvn

composing. Even after this, their talk

went on in the pauses of the music.
Evidently they had found a subject of

mutual interest in which the others
were not called upon to share ; for the
company had broken up into little

groups, each concerned with some sub-
ject of its own. When all came to-

gether to say good-night. Van Voort
turning to Miss Thornton, wished her
pleasant dreams. And the spirit of
mischief prompted her to answer

:

" Dreams ! I shall have none. I
shall lie awake all night, and think of

you and your haunted house."
"Thank you," said he. "I suppose

this is your apology for doubting my
courage."

" Oh, no ! It is only the opportu-
nity I give you to prove me in the
wrong."

" Why should I try to prove that ?

If I saw ghosts enough to turn my
hair white, you would never accept the
statement of my adventures."
At this suggestion of a possible

change in his very brilliant coloring.

Miss Thornton could not repress a
smile. "That would be strong circum-
stantial evidence," said she ;

" but even
without it, I should regard your testi-

mony as extremely valuable."

"As that of an unimaginative man,
you mean."

"Precisely. This is the opportunity
of your life."

"Ah, indeed ! Then I must consider
it very seriousl}^"

" Pray do ; but if you go, please wrap
yourself up well. These October nights
are cool, and ghosts, you know, bring
their own chill with them."
Then as she went upstairs with a

mocking laugh, this unconscious dis-

turber of the peace whispered to her-

self

:

"How delightful, if he really were to

go ! But then he would see nothing,
and only catch a shocking cold. I

shouldn't like to be held responsible
for that. What nonsense ! It's all a

silly joke, of course."

So she dismissed the matter, w^hich,

nevertheless, returned more than once
to torment her absurdly, as trifles will,

at times, when the lights are out and
all is still. Her dreams were far from
pleasant, and she started from them to
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hear strange noises that came to noth-

ing ; but she passed a wakeful night,

api^earing very promptly at the break-

fast-table, where, fortunately, no one
seemed to observe that she looked paler

than usual.

Breakfast, at Nevilsbeck, was an in-

formal meal, never exacting rigid punct-
uality. One by one, the guests pre-

sented themselves, until but a single

chair stood vacant. Then Miss Thorn-
ton, who had watched the door open
for each fresh arrival with increasing

intentness, could bear it no longer.

"Where can Mr. Van Voort be?"
she asked, leaning across the unoccu-
pied place toward her hostess, at whose
left it was.

Had her conscience been entirely

clear, she might have noticed a slight

look of embarrassment in Mrs. Nevil's

face as she rei^lied :

"Mr. Van Voort? Oh, he will be
here presently. He came down very
early, and went to the village—on busi-

ness, I believe."

So he was neither frozen to death
nor devoured by goblins. Miss Thorn-
ton, reassured, cut an egg in two with
a swift, expressive stroke of her knife,

and levelled a sarcastic smile at her
victim as he came in, glowing from his

morning walk.

"Well?" said Mrs. Nevil, when the
greetings were over.

"Well," repeated Van Voort, "it is

too true. I must start for Schenectady
in an hour. Those depositions won't
wait. I can't postpone them. But I

shall be here again to-morrow ; by
noon, I hope."

" What ! Going aw^ay !
" said everj^-

body at once ; and Peter was obliged
to repeat his statement that imperative
business demanded this sacrifice. The
affliction, however, would be but tem-
porary ; he should return at the earli-

est possible moment.
" Very clever of you !

" whispered
Miss Thornton, when, after due regret,

the talk had turned another waj^
"The depositions won't wait, and the
ghosts Avill."

"Until I come back, at least," replied
Peter, in the same tone.

"Oh, then it would be much too late.

Our party breaks u^) early the next

morning. We should have no time to

take that deposition."
" I really believe," said Peter, smil-

ing, " that you wanted me to watch out
a night in that grewsome place."

"And did you really expect me," she
asked, disdainfully, " to throw a gaunt-
let down?"

"I w^ould not do that if I were you,"
said he. " Do you remember Schiller's

poem about a glove ?
"

"Not clearly. I believe I read it

once at school. Is it a case in point?"
" It has a very pointed moral, which

I recommend to your notice during my
dej^lorable absence. You can probably
find the book in the library."

" Thank you for suggesting even this

small consolation for my bereavement,"
she said, adopting his satirical vein. "I
will read your poet's moral, and think

of you meanwhile."
When they left the table all gathered

in the front porch to speed the parting

guest, who refused to let Mr. Nevil
drive him to the station. His luggage
was alread}^ there, he explained ; he had
taken it down before breakfast ; and as

he must sit for hours in the train, ex-

ercise now was what he most desired.

So, with many good washes for a swift

journey and a short one, Van Voort
strode briskly away, alone ; but at the

first turn of the avenue he stopped to

light a cigar, and then, convincing him-
self that no one had followed, he went
on leisurely to the gate. There, instead

of the short cut to the station, he took
precisely the opposite course, skirting

by the river-road the lower boundary of

Nevilsbeck, and at its farthest point

climbing its low wall to push his way
through the hedge into a sunny corner

just behind it. Here, as the house was
nearly half a mile away, he felt secure

from disturbance ; moreover, without
being seen, he could see all that passed
in the road. A farmer's wagon rattled

by, then another ; then he waited pa-

tiently through a long interval of si-

lence, smoked his cigar to the bitter

end, and even started a second one, but
only to fling it away at the sound of

light wheels coming nearer. A cautious

glance assured him that these were the

w^heels of a pony-cart driven by a wom-
an who had no companion, and leaping
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down just as Mrs. Nevil stopped, he

took the seat beside her, and was
whirled away without a word.

" It is not dreadful at all in this light,"

Mrs. Nevil agreed ;
" but think of it with

no light at all! Does not your heart

fail you?"
" Not yet," said Peter, laughing. " I

think, upon the whole, I prefer it to

Schenectady."
" That fib of yours was really dread-

ful," replied Mrs. Nevil. " It is the worst
feature in our little plot ; and on ac-

count of it I came very near betraying

you."
" You take it far too seriously," Peter

protested. " I should simply have been
badgered to death if anybody had sus-

pected my scheme of passing a night in

your haunted house. I defended my-
seK by one of those innocent white lies

without which society could never ex-

ist. Where is the harm ?
"

Mrs. Nevil sighed, half in jest, half in

earnest. " I wish no harm may come
of it, for I feel horribly guilty," said

she. " But you will have leisure to re-

pent many times over before night

comes. See ! we are almost on the

ground. How will you ever live till

sunset here, alone ?
"

" I must forage, in the first place, and
find some friendly farm-house to keep
me in supplies. This one will do—no,

it is deserted."
" This, and the next, too. Repent,

and let me drive you back again. The
ghosts have blighted all the land,"

But Van Yoort assured her that fast-

ing would do him good, since of late

he had been roj-ally entertained ; and
so, talking and laughing, they drove on
slowly up the hill-road shadowed on
either side by a row of the pointed dark-

green cedars that flourish throughout
this region. To Van Voort's mind these

suggested the plumes of a hearse. The
thought struck him as clever ; but upon
expressing it he was told not to say

such things. At the brow of the hill

they stopped for a moment to look down
upon other hill-sides lying between this

point and the river, the course of which
only could be traced by the bluer line

of hills beyond it. Few signs of culti-

vation were apjDarent, and it seemed to

Mrs. Nevil that humanity was very far

away ; she eyed the gaunt, untenanted
house now close beside them, and shiv-

ered a little in spite of the noon sun-
shine.

"I don't like to leave you here," she
said.

Van Voort smiled. "What danger
can there be ? " he asked. " Let us ex-

plore the place together ; we shall find

nothing very frightful, as you will see."

He tied the pony at the gate, and took
from the back of the cart various small
articles stowed away there. These in-

cluded two heavy railway rugs, a hand-
bag containing a lantern and whiskey-
flask, with a basket of food which his

hostess had thoughtfully j^rovided in

advance of the proj^osed foraging ex-

pedition, lest it should be unsuccessful.

Having discreetly procured a pistol

that morning in the village, he was
thus equij^ped for any emergency.
While he busied himself with these

things, Mrs. Nevil walked slowly up the
grass-grown path ; one old apple-tree

stretched across it, and under its scanty
shade she stopped suddenly.

"Did you hear that? " she asked.

Van Voort had, in fact, been startled

by a sharp sound from the house, like

that of a falling board. "There is a

tenant, then," said he, coming up ;
" or

perhaps, only some chance visitor like

ourselves. In any case, we will say
' by your leave !

'

" He shouted, ac-

cordingly, more than once, without re-

ceiving an answer. There w^as no fur-

ther sound, no movement ; the huge
windows stared blankly, like expres-

sionless eyes ; their light wooden bal-

conies hung all awry in the last stages

of dilapidation. It was inconceivable

that any tenant in this world should
take up with such an abode.

A broad flight of steps led to the

main entrance, but nearer at hand a

window stood open ; and through this

the explorers passed somewhat doubt-
fully, groping their way along the

dimly lighted cellar to a staircase, up
which they climbed in silence. At the

top was a door that would not oj^en.

Beyond its glass panels, however, they
could see a high, octagonal room, en-

tirely dismantled and much stained by
the wear and tear of conflicting ele-
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nients ; for one whole side had fallen

away, and the wide gap extending from
floor to cornice was bounded only by
the sky. As they looke^l, a j^atch of

plaster dropped from the mouldy ceil-

ing and crumbled into dust. Mrs.
Neyil drew back instinctiyely to retrace

her steps toward the light. But Van
Yoort, more persistent, soon called to

her that he had found other stairs.

Here there was no obstruction, and
they stood in another moment on the

main floor of the building, -^^ith the sun-
shine streaming oyer them.

Simple as the interior plan proved to

be, it was also to the last degree un-
conyentional. Four eight-sided rooms,
painted white, with elaborately stuccoed
ceilings, were connected by folding-

doors, the many spaces between form-
ing angular cuj)boards or oblicjue, su-

perfluous passages. The main hall w^as,

of necessity, triangular. From a smaller
one behind it a spiral staircase, lighted

from the roof, wound to the upper
stories. There w^as no furniture, and
as all the doors stood open, a new yista,

bare, white, and still like the rest, pres-

ented itself at eyery turn.

"I don't like it," said Mrs. Neyil,

decidedly. Then, as if her own yoice

startled her, she continued, in a lower
tone :

" Nothing but doors ! Did you
eyer see so many ?

"

"Doors can't hurt us so long as they
are open," returned Van Voort, laugh-
ing. " One—two—three "—he went as

far as sixteen, and then stopped. " Too
many to count," he complained ; "let
us try the floor aboye."
Upon reaching it Mrs. Neyil declared

that she was afraid either to go on or
to go back, and clutching Van Voort's
arm, forbade him to moye one step
from her side. The silent spaces she
looked at were curiously divided into

many small rooms, some of which,
much too large for closets and window-
less, seemed to her like prison-cells.

This comparison was the more obvious
from the fact that their doors bore
traces of numbers which formerly had
been attached to them. With a single
exception, these doors, like the others
below, stood open, revealing angles up-
on angles all festooned with cobwebs.
But the closed room, once numbered

26, soon engrossed Mrs. Nevil's atten-

tion.

" What can be there ? " she wondered,
tremulously.

" Darkness," replied Van Voort ;
" we

shall find nothing else in it. See
!

"

He turned the handle as he spoke, but
the door stuck fast, and would not yield,

though he exerted all his strength.
" I give it up," he said, finally ;

" the

door is locked."

"Yes, or bolted on the inside," whis-

pered Mrs. Nevil, bringing all the force

of her imagination to bear upon it.

"Hark!"
They listened, but heard no sound

either mthin or without ; and as Van
Voort was bent upon seeing all that

could be seen, Mrs. Nevil, unwilling to

be left behind, went on with him to an
upper floor, and beyond that to the glass

lantern by w^hich the stairs were lighted

;

where she lost all fear for the moment
in her delight at an unrivalled view
of the sunlit landscape. Her nervous
dread of nothing reappeared, however,

as soon as they turned back among
those empty chambers where nothing
was but silence ; and only in the outer
air did she breathe freely enough to ex-

press her conviction that, the sooner the

ruined house went entirely to pieces,

the better.

Confused by the dai'kness of the cel-

lar, they had come out of it on the side

directly opposite the window through
which they had entered, to find them-
selves in what had once been a garden
enclosed by high stone walls. Its beds
and paths were overgrown, but here and
there late autumn flowers struggled
through the long grass. There was a

gatew^ay in the wall, and, crossing to it,

they saw that the land sloped away ab-

ruptly toward a cottage unobserved be-

fore, standing just within the grounds
under a clump of willows, on a lower
spur of the hill. The place had no very

thrifty air, but it was occupied ; and
presently one of its occupants, a wom-
an, came out to greet them with a

pleasant smile. She was of middle age,

and looked older. Life must have given

her much to think about, yet her ex-

pression showed that she tried habit-

ually to make the best of whatever it

afforded.
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" You have been over the house,"

she said ;
" and you found "

"Nothing," said Mrs. Nevil. "No
one lives here ?

"

" No, indeed."
" And that is your house ?

"

"I can't say it is," said the woman,
wearily. " The owner lets me live

there, that's all. I have been in it these

five years, and yet I've never seen him.

His agent came once, a long while ago."
" And this place ? " said Van Voort,

glancing up at the white walls behind
him.

" There ain't much left of it now

—

except the ghost folks tell about."
" What kind of ghost ? " he inquired.

The woman smiled with a puzzled
look. " Why—a two-legged one," said

she. Whereupon they laughed, all

three, and then Van Voort asked if she
had ever seen the ghost herself.

*'No," she answered. "There's all

kinds of noises, nights—but the wind
makes 'em, I say. I took a lantern once,

and went everywhere—all over—but
there wa'n't anything that I could find."

Mrs. Nevil's face displayed mingled
amusement and admiration. Though
a deliberate, systematic search for a

ghost by lantern-light seemed a task

doomed to failure from the outset,

nevertheless it showed a strength of

nerve in the seeker that to her mind
was wholly commendable. Meanwhile
Van Voort gravely solicited further in-

formation in the way of any story or
stories of dreadful import that might
be currently reported.

"Well," returned the woman, betray-

ing by her dry, unemotional manner an
utter want of faith in the popular super-
stition, " they do sa}^ a child was mur-
dered once on that balcony, and that

the stain shows there yet ; but I've nev-
er seen it."

"And is that all?" Mrs. Nevil asked.

"Yes; everything."
" It seems hardly worth while for you

to pass the night here," mused Mrs.
Nevil, turning to Van Voort. But he
was already on the balcony, absorbed in

the hope of discovering the stain.

" Oh, he may stop if he likes," said

their new-found hostess, who, at the

thought of a possible honest penny to

be turned, became a shade less uncom-

promising in her incredulity. " May be
the ghost would show itself to him.
And I could give the gentleman dinner
and supper, too," she added, persua-
sively.

Van Voort came back with an admis-
sion that he had discovered nothing.
" But I shall stay out my night, of

course," said he ; "I have gone too far

to cheat the ghost of his opjoortunity."

The three walked slowly toward the
cottage, which, if somewhat out of re-

pair, looked scrupulously neat. Two
children were playing before the door

;

their mother, it appeared, was a widow
;

an elder son— a good boy, she said—
helped to support the family by daily

labor at a distant farm. The sight of

this peaceful household quieted certain

misgivings that Mrs. Nevil had forborne
fully to express, and even reconciled

her to leaving Van Voort behind ; he
would not be left alone, she reflected,

whatever came to pass. So, with a word
or two of caution and repeated prom-
ises to send for him very early in the

morning, she drove away.

There was a long afternoon to kill,

and Van Voort despatched the greater

part of it by a brisk walk among the

hills. Wherever he went, the huge
white house always remained in sight,

constantly inclining him to laugh at

the absurdity of his position, which im-
plied a childish adherence to the super-
natural not at all his, as he assured
himself. He had been drawn into a

foolish escapade, but, being in, must
go on with it to the end ; ignominious
retreat would not mend matters now

;

the proper course was to accept the

situation merely for what it was worth,

and treat the adventure lightly. Yet,

as the afternoon waned, the prospect of

his lonely ordeal became to Van Voort
less and less laughable ; already he be-

gan to count the hours of darkness, to

reflect that the night w^ould be clear

and still, with a moon rising late. The
little family at the cottage welcomed
him back with considerable solemnity.

The son, who had returned from his

work, proved to be a sturdy youth of

simple manners and few words. Like
his mother, he was discreetly sceptical

concerning the result of Van Voort's

experiment ; but, evidently, neither of
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the two saw an^-tliing ludicrous in the

stranger's resolve to make such an in-

vestigation. "With kindly forethought,

tliey had carried a mattress up to the

deserted house and improvised a bed
for him there, in one of the great draw-
ing-rooms. In return, he contril)uted

to the evening meal Mrs. Nevil's basket
of provisions, enjoying their hearty ap-

preciation of its abundance ; for them
the horn of plenty had overflowed. At
table, striving to obtain further details

about the estate, its present ownershij),

its former occupant or occupants, he
learned next to nothing. The house
had been vacant for thirty years at

least, that was certain ; and it had
probably changed tenants, if not owners,

once or twice in the preceding genera-

tion. A vague story of its use as a

school at some former time, attempted
to account for the numbered doors.

The -^-idow paid no rent for the cot-

tage, of which she had quietly possessed
herself upon the advice of a neighbor

;

when the agent made his visit, long after-

ward, he had seemed rather pleased than
othermse at this unwarranted proceed-
ing, and had allowed her to stay on, in

the hope, perhaps, of freeing the j^lace

from its bad name. But this hope, if

it existed, had not been realized ; on
the contrary, the mysterious dwelling
where no one dwelt was kno^ni for

miles around as the haunted house, and
shunned by eveiybody even in broad
daylight. Smoking his cigar while the
dusk deepened and the stars came out
one by one, Van Voort heard these

things, and heartily wished that bed-
time were well over. Yet, when the
hour came he was quite equal to it

;

lighting his lantern, he bade the cotta-

gers good-night Tsithout the slightest

tremor either in hand or voice, and
cheered his solitaiy way by the thought
that as the night was uncommonly warm
for the season, the danger of a cold, real-

ly his only practical cause for alarm,

diminished proportionately. Two or
three bats beat their wings against the
cellar arches as he passed them by, but
in the rooms above were no signs of life.

He paused for a moment at the gap in

the wall to look out at the night. Below
him lay the neglected garden, with a

faint light beyond it from a window in

the cottage. "While he looked, this

glimmer was extinguished, and no other
lights shone in all the dark land be-

neath ; but overhead the stars stood
out like balls of flame ; never had their

flickering splendors seemed so near, so

inexplicable. The crickets called inces-

santly, now far away, now piping shrill

notes at his very feet. And these fa-

miliar sights and sounds were all.

Turning to the modest quarters con-

siderately prepared for him. Van Voort
wraj^ped himself in his blankets, and
camped out for the night. The lantern

at his side detached its luminous circle

of a few yards in circumference from
the prevailing gloom that, elsewhere,

was relieved only by the window spaces

with their glimpses of the shining sky.

After starting up a number of times

at those impressions of sound which
the walls of an old country-house al-

ways supply to a sensitive ear, this rest-

less watcher resolved that nothing in-

tangible should rouse him again, and
composed himself to sleep. As usual,

the resolution became a factor of dis-

turbance ; the light disturbed him, too,

and he put it out, but with no better

result ; he was forced to accept wake-
fulness as inevitable. His thoughts re-

verted to the party at Nevilsbeck,

where it was hardly bed - time yet ; he
wondered w^hat they were all doing,

and what colors Miss Thornton wore.

Ah, Miss Thornton ! He had beaten
about the bush with her too long. He
must come to the point at once, make
his i^oor little offer, and be forever dis-

qualified by it, he su23posed. "W^hat

w^ords should he find to touch her
heart, and make his love anything but
ridiculous in her eyes ? How limited

the vocabulary was ! He framed speech
after speech, and none expressed what
he felt and wished to say. " I love

you !
" said it all, to be sure, but there

was nothing new or startling in that.

He could see her vainly trying not to

smile as she listened, and answering
him with the hope that they might al-

ways be good friends. No! he hoped
she would spare him that. The refusal

must be the end of it. Afterward, he
would go somewhere a long way off

and live alone. So he rehearsed his

little scene with many variations, that
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led alwaj^s to the same sad ending, un-

til the troubles he had conjured up
grew less and less distinct, and finally

melted away altogether in a sleep too

deep for dreams.
He slept thus for several hours, to

find himself suddenly wide-awake with-

out apparent cause. All was quiet,

with no change that he could discover,

except in the sky, where a waning moon
had risen. Its pale light streamed
through one of the farther windows
along the floor ; but his corner Avas the

darker for it, so that, half rising, he
felt for his matches and struck one to

look at his watch - face. Past two
o'clock ! All well, and the small hours
growing larger ! He laughed, as mak-
ing this reflection, he j)i'epared to set-

tle down again. Then his ears caught
a sound so startling in its distinctness

that he held his breath to listen. There
could be no mistake ; it was the sound
of digging, not in the house, but close

at hand. He distinguished the click

of the spade in the ground, the rattle

of stones and loose earth thrown out
;

and the longer he listened, the clearer

became these evidences that the noise

was actual. Who had stolen here to

this desolate place, in the dead of night,

for so strange a purpose ? AVhat was
the purpose underlying it ? What tal-

ent could he be hiding in the earth?

What treasure was he seeking ?

Van Voort, with an instant desire to

know^ these things, crept upon all-fours,

through favoring shadows, to the near-

est window ; only to recognize there

the familiar fact that precise direction

of sound is not to be determined by the

ear alone. The mysterious laborer was
nowhere in sight, yet his labor still

went on ; and Van Voort, moving
stealthily from window to window, at

last looked down upon him through no
window at all, but through the great

fissure of the adjoining room. There,
waist-deep in the earth of the walled
garden below, stood this tiller of the
ground, plying his spade and pickaxe
vigorously by a lantern's light, devoting
all his thought and strength to his un-
timely task, which Van Voort suddenly
divined with a shock that almost be-

trayed him into a cry of horror. The
man was digging a grave ; there could

be no doubt of it. And close upon the
chill of this discovery came another
equally startling ; for, at a pause in

his ghastly work he turned his face
for a moment toward the light. It was
the face of a man widely known and
esteemed, an American of wealth and
position, long past the prime of life,

bearing a name spoken with respect
the world over. Van Voort knew him
not only from his untarnished rep-
utation, but also from the personal ac-

quaintance that, never approaching in-

timacy, may exist for years, without
change of degree, between a young man
and an older one meeting in the world
from time to time. These two had
often met, and on Van Voort's side re-

spect had deepened into admiration.
To him, therefore, this presence and its

appalling motive w^ere doubly incom-
prehensible. He turned away in the

dark, trembling with a nameless fear
;

then retreating to one of the more dis-

tant rooms, he paced it up and down
while his mind exhausted itself in a

vain effort to bring his doubts to a rea-

sonable conclusion ; until, oppressed
by the strain, he shaped new terrors

from the pallid moonlight and started

at his own shadow on the floor. He
groped for his lantern and lighted it

;

but no sooner was this done than there
occurred to him the thought that other
intruders might be concealed in the

house. Again he crouched motionless
to listen, but heard only the ringing of

the spade out of doors in the coarse
gravel

;
yet still unconvinced, drawing

his pistol and holding the light above
his head, he peered into one vacant j^as-

sage after another ; then cautiously
climbed the staircase to the second
floor. Nothing stirred there, nothing
was altered in the least—yes, one thing

!

The door of the closed room upon
which he had wasted ineftectual force

that morning now stood half open. He
rushed on and swung this inward at a
touch, only to stagger back with a cry

that echoed from wall to wall. The
floor within was partially torn up, ex-

posing the space between it and the
ceiling underneatli. There was black-

ness, nothing more ; but between this

hollow and the door, on two loose

boards supported by a trestle roughly
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made, lav the fragments of a human
skeleton.

Steadying himself by the stair-rail,

Van Voort felt for his flask and made a

long draught upon it. His strength,

which had threatened to forsake him,

returned, and from being numb and
cold he was on fire. Nothing now dis-

turbed the death-like silence that his

cry had broken ; and eyen without this

assurance he knew that but one en-

counter threatened him. The graye-

digger, outside, had come alone upon
his dismal errand, the full significance

of which could be summed up in a sin-

gle word. He was a murderer, no more,
no less ; his crime, hidden away in the

walls of this old house, had escaped
punishment and defied detection ; but
these mute defenders of the secret were
no longer to be trusted ; one already
had fallen outward, laying bare recesses

that the yery rats feared to inhabit.

The criminal, warned in time as he
imagined, had heeded the warning and
had chosen this night of all others to

giye his yictim a final resting-place.

The one chance in a thousand attend-

ing all human endeayor to confront it

with a higher law than that of chance,

had brought upon the scene an unwill-

ing witness, whose heart sank under
the weight of the fearful duty that

seemed thrust upon him.
All this flashed through Van Voort's

mind in a moment, as if he had seen it

in fiery letters upon one of the crum-
bling walls. But the flash went out,

leaying in its place nothing but per-

plexity. His quick-coming thoughts
were all confused, and what to do next
he could noL determine. Would there
be time to summon help ? Might not
delay afford the murderer an opportu-
nity for escape, or some false step giye

notice of his danger ? Armed as Van
Voort was, he might surprise the man,
hold him at bay, make him a prisoner.

Morning was not so far off, and with
the morning help would come. Yet
this course had its obvious risks ; to
watch, unseen, perhaps were wiser.

No, impossible, with the fierce impulse
that he felt to stop the work then and
there ! These cunning criminals were
cowards of the meanest sort. This one
was in his power ; he had the whip-

hand—why not use it ? If so, it must
be now. Those steps below meant that

the graye was ready. The time to act

had come.
He blew out his light and withdrew

to the upper staircase, fixing his eyes
upon one point a few feet down, where
the curving rail met the darkness. The
man came on, casting strange lights

and shadows with his lantern swung
before him. He reached Van Voort's
objective point and passed it ; then saw
the pistol-muzzle almost at his throat,

and recoiled in amazement, winter than
the wall against which he leaned.

"Stop !
" cried Van Voort, making no

effort to choose his words ;
" what are

you doing here ?
"

The other knew him instantly. "Van
Voort !

" he muttered, with a sigh of

relief at the recognition. And regain-

ing color and comjDOsure on the instant,

he gave the question back in perfect

self-command. " What, may I ask, are

you doing here in my house ?
"

Van Voort's eyes turned involun-

tarily toward the dark chamber close at

hand. "Your house— your house!"
he repeated, startled bej^ond other ex-

pression at the calm speech which
seemed suddenly to put him in the
wrong.

" Mine—yes," said its owner in the
same steady voice. " You have pried
into its secrets and have misinterpreted
them. I cannot blame you. But you
are off your guard. Were I the man
you think me, I should have shot you
down like a dog. There is my pistol !

"

he added, with a quick turn of his hand
flinging a revolver over the rail into

the dark. " Put up yours
;
you will

not need it."

Van Voort obeyed mechanically. He
had nerved himself for a struggle ; he
would have laughed at threats, resisted

violence. But this quiet air of author-
ity enforced attention and was irresisti-

ble. Guilt did not express itself in

words like these. He tried to answer
them, but faltered.

Without waiting for an answer, the

speaker continued, in a tone of the

deepest sadness :
" It has come, as I

feared it would, after these many years.

Murder will out, in spite of all that

human care can do. Look here, and
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convince yourself. I am not a mur-
derer. I might swear it, and the oath

would go for nothing
;
you would not

believe me. But here are proofs which
you must see and must admit—they

cannot be disputed." Passing on as he
spoke, he stopped at the open door
and held up the light ; then turned
impatiently. "Look, I say!"
Van Voort, drawing nearer in utter

silence, as if under a spell, watched
him as he stooped and shook out the

folds of the dead man's garments that

lay heaped upon the floor. Only their

faded shreds remained, but these were
of an age long past, in cut and fashion

unfamiliar to the oldest among living

men. A fragment of leather, with the

tarnished buckle clinging to it, flew out-

ward toward the threshold. He who had
worn that must have waited for his grave
here in the dark at least a lifetime.

Silently they looked into each other's

faces until Van Voort found his speech.

"I see," he said ; "I understand. How
did you know of this? No man on
earth could possibly have told you."

Then, in a husky voice that died

away at last into a whisper, the other
answered him.

" I have known it half my life, and
more. The man whose work it was,

lived to a great age, free of all sus-

picion, honored and revered. On his

death-bed he called me to him and con-

fessed his crime. For the sake of a

name and those who share it with me,
I kept the secret—left this house to

rack and ruin. I never even saw the

place— m}" property— till word was
brought me that its walls were falling.

I feared discovery—I came alone, to

hide the stain from an}' eyes but mine,

to bury this horror in the earth with
my own hands—alone—alone. A fear-

ful attempt to make ! Shall I tell you
why I made it ? Because the man who
did this thing, whose memory I tried

to save, was "

"Stop!" Van Voort cried; "I can-

not hear the rest. But all I have heard
shall be safe with me. The night is

going. Finish your work, for heaven's

sake, before the morning comes. AVe
are two now instead of one

;
you have

another pair of hands to help you."

The keeper of the secret so nearly

told looked up at him with shining eyes,

as if meaning to convey his thanks
;

but could only hide his face in anguish,
saying nothing.

" Come ! " said Van Voort, moving
forward to lay one hand gently upon
his shoulder ;

" there is no time to lose.

Will you not trust me? Upon my soul,

you may !

"

"Yes," he replied, taking the hand in

his with a grateful pressure. " Have I

not trusted you ?
"

Then with one accord, speaking only
in whispered monosyllables, they bent
themselves to what demanded all their

energies for its swift accomplishment.
Together they replaced the flooring,

together lifted the rude bier and
carried it out into the garden, laying
the unknown victim in his nameless
grave. No trace of his existence re-

mained above ground an hour later,

when, as a final precaution, they cov-

ered his burial-place with fallen leaves.

Earth had returned to earth, that

through its changing seasons holds the

secret of our graves inviolate. So they

hoped and prayed it would hold this

until the last day.

There were still no signs of morn-
ing when all they had to do was done,

and the two exchanged a few hurried
words ; Van Voort accounting for his

presence in the house, while its owner
stated that his lodging was at a farm
two miles off, where he had come osten-

sibly for a week's shooting. " I must
get back before they are awake," he
said, gathering up his tools. " Words
are nothing, and yet I can only thank
you. You have assumed a burden I

would never have imposed willingly.

Strange ! Men share their joys, how-
ever trivial ; their keenest sorrows they
bear alone. And yet your share in this

has brought me unspeakable relief.

Remember that, and forgive me if you
can for the terrible infliction."

" It is nothing
—

" Van Voort be-

gan ; but the man was gone, vanishing

at the first breath as if he had never
been. His presence already seemed re-

mote, unreal—a figure in a dream
;
yet

every detail of the attendant circum-
stances, from the first stroke of his spade
to the last, stood out with awful mi-

nuteness, fixed, unalterable.
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For anotlier hour Yau Yoort paced
the echoing rooms, where sleep was no
longer possible. At the earliest gray in-

dication of dawn he strode off through
the fields in an aimless course, pursu-
ing only light and air, until the sun
rose clear and his spirits revived in the

friendly warmth of day. Then, turn-

ing about, he came suddenly upon a

small pond in a hollow of the hills,

and bathed there ; the water was very
cold, but it refreshed him, and with
its after-glow tingling through all his

veins, he reached the cottage, to find

the inmates already stirring in alarm
at his absence. A light word reassured
them. The house might be haunted,
but the ghost clearly had no confidence
in him. He must return once more to

collect his j^roperty. This did not take
long, and it was still very early. Xo
one from Xevilsbeck would be likely to

appear in the next hour at least ; even
so, he should probably arrive before
day broke for that luxurious house-
hold. The thought had hardly oc-

curred to him when he heard wheels
coming up the hill. The pony cart

!

driven not by the groom he expected
to see, but by a woman ! Mrs. Nevil,

then, had risen at daybreak on his ac-

coimt, to come for him herself. He
rushed out to signify his sense of obli-

gation, and with inexpressible surj^rise

confronted Miss Alice Thornton.
She stoj^j^ed the pony with a cry of

joy. " Safe and sound !
" she said ; "I

am so thankful."'
" You came for me !

" he stammered.
" How did vou know ?

"

" Mrs. Nevil !
" replied Miss Thorn-

ton, incoherently. " She couldn't keep
the secret. She had to tell somebody,
and she whispered it to me—last night,

after dinner. I can't tell you how I

felt I It was I who sent you to this

frightful jolace, and if anything had
happened to you I should never have

forgiven myseK. I passed a night of

horrors. Twice, I dreamed that I saw
a man—think of it— digging your
grave !

"

Too much disturbed to notice the
effect upon Yan Yoort of this odd coin-

cidence, she went on hurriedly, with
downcast eyes, growing more and more
confused at every sentence.

" When morning came I couldn't
bear it longer. The groom had his

orders, but I stopped him—no one else

knows. I had sent you—I was the one
to blame. I said you would not dare

—

you remember—I never really thought
so. And when I thought of you here
alone, in the dark, I said vou would
hate me always, like the man in ' The
Glove.' I ought not to have come, I

know ; but I could not help coming,
even if it were only to have you fling

the glove back—into my face."

"You never threw it down," said

Yan Yoort, smiling. " I did lie awake
here last night thinking of you, but
my thoughts were not in the least like

yours."

She seemed only partially to hear this

sjDeech, and she looked over his shoulder
at the house as she answered :

" There, in all that dreariness, at

midnight ! How could you keep your
courage ?

"

" Midnight courage is a small mat-
ter," he replied ; "it was early morning
courage that I needed. I think it

came to me there in the dark, when I

found the way to say 'I love you.'
"

The pony started, but she checked
him instantly, tightening the grasp of

her hand uj)on the reins, naturally too

busy in this for speech. She neither

spoke nor looked up when Yan Yoort
took the other hand and drew it toward
him ; but she left the hand lying there

in his.

Then they drove down together
through the morning sunshine.
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A Country Road.

At the end of our wild ride in a tram-

-car from Kodzu to Tokyo, Peter comes
to me with his fiiend, " the erdest son
of Viscount ," and says, " Mister
Brum, arrow me to introduce you my
friend Viscount ." I am delighted at

the possibility of adding a new and so

rare a specimen to my growing though
unclassified collection of Young Japan.
He is pleased to meet me, he likes'

all Americans anyway ; he w^as so long
over there—you know. Is glad to leam
that we are going to Miyanoshita, and
is helpfully officious in directions as to

the best w^ay of doing it. He comes
•often, and as he puts it, "knows the

ropes." I should like Miyanoshita - all

foreigners did. If I liked w^alking that

would be just the thing, as it was only

a matter of four miles or so to the top

Vol. XIII.—G'J

and jinrikishas were hot and un-
' comfortable. And so, after seeing,

with Peter's help, the things stored
properly in 'rikishas, w^e start off

behind in the thick of a very lively

conversation. In fact a conversa-
tion that never ceased and lagged
only when he had nothing to say.

Peter hovers about in the out-

skirts of our conversation, dazzled
like a moth lured by the glare

—

delighted in his diffidence w^hen
the Viscount condescends to speak
to him in the vernacular. Ah, Pe-
ter of ambitious dreams ! Is this

your ideal ?

And how did I like
" Japan ? " Then before he can

ask more I rattle through the long
list again of wdiat and w-hich and
why I like this and that and the

,^ other. He walks along in silence

for a time then, meditatively,
" But don't you think things are

—I don't know—kind o' slow ?
"

I admit frankly, if somewhat
gladly, that this may be the case.

But what he meant w^as, "no
fun going on, no dancing, and—all

that, you know." Japan might be inter-

esting, of course, to a foreigner, but after

coming from America, as he just had,

he must say that he found it ''damned
slow." He had been over there so long
and got so used to it, that he couldn't get

to feel at home at all. He w ondered if I

could realize the pleasure it w^as to sim-

ply talk " the lingo " again. He had
had a delightful time, and entertained

me with accounts of its various phases.

But, he dolefully added, his time at

Harvard was over, and his father had
sent for him to come back and " settle

dow^n." His father, in fact, wished him
to go into politics. It was solely on his

account, too, that he found himself on
the verge of matiimony. Yes, his fa-

ther was building a house for him now,
and he was busy thinking how he could
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get some of the comfort of aii American
home in it. An idea of his modifica-

tions, adaptations of his own devising,

now followed with much detail. If I re-

member aright there was even to be a

billiard-room in the elaborate plan.

In the rare lapses of this single-

handed conversation he would break
into scraps of college glees, or whistle

snatches of the latest popular songs
;

and then smilingly refer to them,
" D'v'a-ever hear that ? " By the way,
did I know anyone in Boston, because
he had many friends there. Knew Dr.

Oliver Wendell Holmes very well, and
was often at his house. He was quite

enthusiastic about the doctor. Alwa^^s

felt free and at home with him some-
how. There were others, too, that he
liked, but somehow didn't get along so

well with them. He remembered how
the doctor had once "hauled him over
the coals " for not calling oftener on a

certain friend of his, and that he, the

Viscount, had said he would if the

X^eople there only talked to him about
something else besides Christianity and
George Washington. He said the doc-
tor had laughed heartily. But he had
meant what he said, because he didn't

like being treated like a foreigner.

But for our climb itself I go back to

a letter written at the time.

Dear

' Hakone, August 6, '90.

It is raininsf. Is it rain

—this emptying of clouds as they sweep
about us, linding their way to the valley

below? Sheets—no, that would not ex-

plain it as w^ell as—solid masses of it fall

about us with a noise, trying to nerves
not of the strongest, as you, poor fellow,

only know too well. It has been at it

all day, and as yet shows no sign of end-
ing. . . . Know that we have trav-

elled much and far away from the sea-

shore—from the place I last w^rote you

—

Enoshima. In these last three days we
have been doing some climbing—moun-
tain climbing of an easy, entertaining

kind— walking from a railway termi-

nus, or rather tramway terminus, called

Yumoto, to Miyanoshita, at which place

we stayed overnight, and starting out
very early the next morning and cross-

ing the mountains to this place.

" We left Enoshima at sunrise. . . .

Were just in time to have tiffin at Mi^^a-

noshlta. The walk from Yumoto up
the mountain - side, I might add, was
further enlivened by falling in with a
young Japanese who spoke English flu-

ently, with j^erhaps only just the slight-

est trace of dropping his I's and sub-
stituting r's, as all of them are apt to

do. Boston was in the very cut of his

clothes. On the whole, a fine and rare,

at least to me, specimen of young Japan
of the youngest generation. .

" Don't ask for a description of Mi-
yanoshita, it isn't worth it, I assure you,

on my word as a good friend and—bad
painter. It is one of those places you
" size up " in ^our mind, by prejudice,

in just hearing people talk about it.

Fancy me liking a place which a woman
tourist gushed about, in the hotel in

Tokyo, as ' just lovely ;
' the hotel, too,

was ' too lovely for anything.' Then she

called the place Me, an oyster, to finish

with. It is no more Japan than Yoko-
hama is. There is only one little tiny

spot down a ravine -like valley, near

Miyanoshita— a charming little place

called Kinga or Kiga—which is worth
writing about.

" We were up and away over the

mountain before sunrise the day follow-

ing—Hakoneward. In the cool of the

early morning it was pleasant walking,

but presently, as the sun became strong-

er, the uphill work began to tell on us.

Before that, with the sun barely risen,

as I say, it was j)leasant enough to have
the company of the fresh, bright morn-
ing and its charm of sights and sounds.

Birds we heard in plenty. There w^as

one songster who had two long-drawn
notes—a sound so closely resembling a

human whistle that but for the shrill

staccato run in the finish it could easily

be mistaken for one coming from a

boy's lips—if Japanese whistled. The
trip took us through some very beauti-

ful country with a charm peculiar to it-

self—I mean that a photograph or pict-

ure w^ould not give you an idea of it

any more than the score does of the

music. It w^as characteristic mountain
scenery— not paintable— but impres-

sively beautiful, and appealing more to

me as the man than as the /jazn/er.

" Gracious ! this is a wild day ! I wish
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I could send you a small piece of it.

The little inn wliere we are is situated

right on the lake, and the water looks

like the lagoon at Venice, as you and I

have seen it many a time from our little

room in Casa Jacowitz. The pelting-

rain and driving wind make it resemble,

in a distant way, a grain-tield with the

wind sweeping over it. . . . Hakone
consists really of a scattered line of some
sixty or more houses bordering a road
that eventually leads to Tokyo. Just
here it touches the lake, swings around
it, and then goes wandering away

—

where, I don't know. The water in the

lake is ice-cold, as I know, for I took
a bath the first day I came here. I

must tell you a rather amusing j^redica-

ment connected with this rash venture.

Eight on the edge of the lake is a lit-

tle summer-house into wdiich I popped,
pulled off the Kimono I was wearing at

pavilion. Fancy ! The water was cold
enough before that, but I imagined it

about ten degrees colder at once. The
Japanese friend who is with me had
gone, and here I was all alone to work
out this rather peculiar problem. Well,

I couldn't stay in all da}^ so finally I

came out. Don't ask me how I did it,

but I did manage to make it. I man-
aged to work my way to the pavilion

to receive my belongings from the

hands of the pleasant and polite gentle-

man, not to mention the towel I had to

take from the little woman—needless to

say without finding time to use it just

then. The wdiole affair appears ridicu-

lously simple now it is over, and I am
afraid I made an amusing ass of myself
generally in their eyes. You see I'm
too much of a ' barbarian ' yet to fall

into their fine natural unconsciousness
—too full as yet of what might be

the time and plunged into the w^ater. termed artificial Western prudery. I'll

While I was fooling around I saw^ two try to do better next time, only you can

Japanese figures take possession of the imagine that a fellow with a body blue
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Tlie Toilet.

with cold and sliivering in rio-id friolit

is not apt to do just tlie proper tiling*.

" We have exhausted the ' si<^*hts ' of

the place lonpf apfo, and would have been
off across the lake before this but for

this wild and terrible weather. There
is a temple off in one direction along the

road (and that you reach after some tall

climbing up innumerable stone steps,

and don't see much when you get up)
;

and in the other direction the village

oozes into the country before you know^
it, with nothing more cheerfid than a

cemetery as an outpost. A cemeteiy is

never a very interesting place to visit
;

I always feel as if I were clattering with
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dirty shoes into the sanctity of some oj^portunities of interesting glimpses
stranger's home. At a freshly made up and down the treeless valley we
grave I saw two j^airs of clogs—one was were leaving far below us. A peculiar

a tiny pair, considerably cobbleworn. valley in many respects, made up of

Poor little tot—a brief existence out- piilisades and verdured plateaus rising

worn by the very first of clogs ! suddenly from an even table-land and
" The view of Fuji from here is stretching away to distant mountain

ranges. This sjDot,

in its grandeur of

formation and
with all of its im-
pressive solitude,

seemed like the

abode of gods in

its vast simj^licity.

From the top,

where .we rested,

there was what is

generally called a

"beautiful," be-
cause extensive,

"view." Person-
ally I don't like

1^ an o r am a s — a

feeling, I believe,

shared by paint-

ers at large, who
believe that a

thing must not
of necessity be
" magnificent," so

long only as it is

vast in i:»ropor-

tions. At any
rate, far below us was this large plain,

with its paraphernalia of fields and
groves and lakes and villages and—just

extensive, like other "views," so that

you could spend hours, if you felt in-

clined, to study—geography. Out of it

rose Fuji, hiding her head in clouds, as

if she too was tired of this same perpet-

ual "view," and tried to get a few hours'

23eace.

The only real interest I had in it was
when our voluble guide j^ointed out
Gotemba—a collection of minute specks
lying beside a long sinuous thread—the

railway— and I sadly reflected on the

probable time it would take us to get

there.

Gotemba. I had climbed and come
down all this way " to do " Fuji. At
Hakone all was foreground, with very

little of Fuji ; here it was all Fuji. To
be truthful, I had the choice of two
"foregrounds." I could take the sprawl-

" Master, will you condescend.

not what I expected ; the mountain is

screened for the greater part and only
showing slightly above the tall peaks
over across the lake. As it was solely

on its account that I came here, I am in

a measure disaj)pointed. . . ."

There was a tramp of some fifteen

miles before us as we clambered out of

the boat which had ferried us across

the length of Hakone Lake. We soon
struck the spur of the mountains lying

between us and Gotemba, our destina-

tion. After the very stormy weather of

the preceding days the sun was again

shining, and it was amazing to notice

the little effect all the rain had made

—

the soil had absorbed it as cleanly as

would a blotter. The mountain was cov-

ered with coarse bamboo grass, thigh-

high, nearly obliterating the narrow
path which ran slantingly in zigzag
fashion to the toj) of the Pass, and gave
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iug railway station with its cow-shed
architecture, bhiikiug in the simphcity
of unpaiuted wood, and the trains and
bustHng crowd. Then there was a wide,

beautifully long and dusty road, steer-

ing wdth mathematical precision toward
the mountain, without a tree or house
to hide its gaunt nakedness.

The little tea-house where we put up
was packed with pilgrims, who instead

of '"tramping it" come to Gotemba by
rail, the better prepared for a two or

three days' climb, and are continually

straggling up this street on their w^ay to

the first or lowest station of the route

to Fuji's top. As I squatted on the

mats, munching some sandwiches w^hich

Peter had collected from the debris of

our Hakone luncheons on the Pass, and
W'hieh were supplemented only by a

bottle of beer and a few eggs from the

very restricted larder of the tea-house,

I could hear a hilarious party of them
in the room adjoining. A more inti-

mate knowledge of whom it consisted

was occasioned by the sudden blowing
down of the flimsy paper doors, which
the wind had lifted out of the shallow

grooves dividing the rooms, and led to

an unlooked-for and informal introduc-

tion. A confusing jumble of sprawling,

noisy humanity in all stages of nudity,

among the remains of a junketing sj^rin-

kled about in dishes, trays, and cuj)s,

with a large and varied collection of

scattered clothes, bundles, and pilgrim-

age trappings generally, littered the

floor so startlingly discovered. The
merry company had doffed its every-

day clothes, and was now preparing to

don pilgrim gear, which ranged from
freshest and spotless w4iite in the hands
of the youngest novice member to the

dingiest of travel-stained and much
bestencilled garments of the veterans.

They hailed from Tokyo and were
banded together in the Cloth Workers
Guild, making its annual tour of Fuji,

dissipating for the time its dignity, and
enjoying, with the zest of schoolboys,

the relaxation of a protracted holiday.

I understood that this was the starting-

point ; and while the trip was planned
to last but a short time, it was apparent
that such a sketchy pilgrimage might
be conducive to a vigorous treatment
sadly lacking in those elaborated per-

formances which take the patient and
footsore devotee through many a prov-
ince and cover hundreds of miles of irk-

some wandering.
It "was useless to remain in a place so

devoid of all picturesqueness, and not
caring to waste more time just then in

looking about on the slight chance of

discovering something better, I decided
to give it up for this once and return
to Tokyo. The thoughtful little hostess

put us up for the night in an outlying
building, where, as she said, we might
rest more peacefully and undisturbed
by her pilgrim guests. The sun was
sifting through innumerable knot-holes

in the amado, making dull bars across

the room and spotting the opposite wall

with golden scintillating dots, when
I awoke the next morning. After the

breakfast of tea and a handful of small

wafers—which as a sample would have
been none the less acceptable had there

been any more obtainable, we leisurely

made ready for the early train. Then
came a long, hot, and dusty ride to Yo-
kohama. Tow^ard evening Peter turned
me over into the hands of a highly

delighted and mildly excited personnel
at the hotel in Tokyo.
As a result of the baneful cablegram

"which had jogged my memory wdth the

ungovernable desire on the part of the

publishers to see some of my drawings,

I was now very busy and hard at work.
With legs well up and extended straight

before me, and arms w^ell braced for ac-

tion, I was just beginning to be deeply
interested in the work in hand wdien

there came a rap on the door. I have
always had a callow dislike to be in-

terrupted in the midst of my labors.

So I muttered curtly enough—Come !

Come in ! !

The opening door revealed the slight

figure of Peter, his face beaming with

satisfaction :
" Have got ! I find house

at rast ! Smarr house—rarge garden,

rike you say."

And then he "svent on to tell me how
he had called on a relative of his, who
casually remarked that a house in the

vicinity had been vacant for the last two
weeks or so and might be perhaps what
KatsushTka San was in quest of.

"Well," I said at this point, "didn't

you say that you would speak to your
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friends over a nioiitli ago, and that as and had also interviewed the owner
soon as they heard of anything they thereof, explaining to him the desire
were to let you know ?

"
on the part of a friend, a foreigner, to

" Oh, yes, of course I say," replies rent a Japanese house.
Peter, "but you see I don' go tirr this "And " added Peter, "I'm thinking

you wirr rike. I'm sure this

time jud what you want,"
with an emphasis on the
just, the Japanese emphasis
that is, of a guttural sput-
tering of the word. " If not
so busy now, you can rook
and see, the randrord wait-

ing in house now."
It ims a small house. The

whole of it would have fitted

in snugly into m^- studio at

home. The garden, or at

least the open space that

would have been the garden
had there been an^'thing in

the way of plant or shrub,

was through its very abor-

tiveness promising of adapt-
ability^ to my needs, the very
place for out-door posing of

models. That and the con-

venience of the locality de-

termined me to take it for

a month or two till some-
thing better should turn up.

"While I am poking about
the place, Peter is negoti-

ating with the landlord on
the veranda, a solemn man
of inscrutable face and man-
ner, who listens to Peter's

explanations with serious

unconcern. Why a foreigner

should wish to live away
from and outside of Tsukiji,

the foreign concession, is a

suspicious mystery to him
and well worth minute in-

vestigation as to who and
why and wherefore. He

parries all of little Peter's blandish-

ments with the chilling determination

not to be inveigled out of his building,

learning to see that Japanese clear- He is as persistent as we are obstinate,

sightedness is sadly coupled with a Finally Peter turns to me :
" She say

rather tiresome lack of farsightedness, can't rent for ress than one year. You
a little aggravating at times when the see it is 'fraid to rent to foreigner be-

simplest things were only got at by cause si:)oir the house."
most devious and roundabout ways. Prompted by me he succeeds in re-

Peter had gone to look at the house assuring the obdurate man on this

this reticent uncle of his had located, point, and eventually to win him over

v,.,^^*'^

Mendicant Priest.

afternoon to find out if she found any-
thing yet, you see."

I do see, in fact I have been fast
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to listen to my proposal of taking" it

for six nioiitlis. If iij) to this time I

had accused the old boy of a sad lack

of humor it was dissipated when our
assiduous interpreter again turned to

tell me of a new device his fertile and
active mind had evolved.

" The randrord say if you prease pay
insurance."

"Great Scott! What else. Tell him
that I only want to rent it, I don't care

to own the house."

I am growing impatient and slightly

fatigued. We are exactly where we
were a full hour ago. The landlord

squats with all the immovability of an
image. Buddha could not have been
more impassive.

There had already slij^ped by a month
in this search for a convenient place

;

a quest that was fruitful only in experi-

outward signs. Nor was I quite easy
in mind till I had hurried Peter away,
lest a fresh outbreak wreck the whole
proceeding.

" YuUAKUCirO SANCIIOME iciii Bano.
"Tokyo, September 1, 1890.

"Dear : I write you from my
new Lome, into whi(;li I have had my
traps brought from the hotel two days
ago.

"It is a little bit of an affair, having
on the ground floor a largish room
some ten feet square, two smaller
rooms from it, and both together about
as large as the big room ; another small
room and kitchen take up the rest of

the space. Then in the second story
there is one room with alcove ; a ve-

randa running around two sides of the

house gives me plenty of sunlight. To

Architecture of Ikao.

ences similar to the one narrated above, give you a better idea here is a rough
To have the affair off my mind I closed ])lan of the second story. I ought to

the bargain, and if I startled the old tell you that the house is situated on
gentleman by my quick acceptance of 'Having pleasure' Street. It doesn't

his hard terms it was not shown by any belie its name in so far as I have be-
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come au iiiliabitant, and since the house
is at the very head of it—in fact the

street runs into our very gate, where
it ends—I see no reason why one
shoukln't feel at the ver}' pinnacle of

liai)piness.
'* How I should have manap:ed with-

out Katsushika's help I don't know, as

it is owing entirely to his neat engi-

neerini>: that I am here at all. He has
been a very important and busy man
in the past two weeks. Between work,

just as it is possible for me to get

The Terrace

—

Innumerable Stone Steps.

away, we have been going about col-

lecting the few sticks of furniture ne-

cessary—having a bath-tub made, or-

dering futons, sleeping-quilts, etc. All
of which interests me personally deeply
enough, but can be of little imjDortance
to you who want impressions.

" AVhere shall I begin ? I never know
what to write about—if I think of some-
thing it at once suggests so many de-

tails to go into to give you any idea

of it that I quail. Any little thing I
see on the street will interest me very
much but it is in the seeing it that

gives insight and food for reflection.

For instance, to-day in walking along
the street I saw a little girl carrj'ing

her baby brother—strapped to her back
in the usual way—not stooj? to j^ick up
a piece of string which he had dro2:)ped,

but quietly slip her foot off her clog,

seize it with the toes, steadying herself

against a fence with her hands and bring
it up with her foot to his outstretched

hand. But unless you
saw how the people gen-
erally and universally

make use of their legs

and feet in helping them-
selves in daily vocations
this would prove of small
interest to you. I have
always the sensation of

walking about on stilts

somehow ; not alone that

the Jaj)anese are a small
race of people, but
through the fact that

everything is done far

below me— near the
ground. In walking
along the street I can
easily touch the eaves of

the shops. The tailors,

carpenters, the smiths,

bakers, and umbrella-
stick makers all squat
at their work with legs

and feet performing duty
of an extra pair of strong
arms. But after all, in

cataloguing—for that is

what this sort of thing
would amount to— I

don't give you anything.

I mean the thing that it

is to me—the light, life,

spirit, charm, the something that hangs
over it all like a gray sky over cherry-

blossoms.

"Everything has been satisfactorily

concluded, even to the permission from
the Government necessary for living

outside treaty limits, and which I ob-

tained by the somewhat reprehensi-
ble subterfuge of figuring as a private

teacher to Katsushika san. Don't ask
me for any impressions just now of
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Japanese Workshop.

this sudden dropping- into a new home
life ; it is all too much like having tak-

en possession of a very large and emp-
tied box of stationery—with all the
glossy daintiness of so much paper,
screens and doors and windows about.

It feels just yet too much like playing
at something else than real every-day
life, and until this novelty has worn
off, hardly worth the telling."

" September 24, '90.

".
. . Well, my dear l)oy, the

dust on my butterfly's wing hasn't

been brushed off entirely, a matter after

all resting on careful or clumsy hand-
ling, and since it is so easy for ' famil-

iarity to breed contempt ' I try to

escape the odium of off'ensiveness by
abstaining from too obtrusive an affa-

bility.

"The new household consists of

—

how shall I call him of perplexing at-

tribute, friend, companion, guide, ser-

vant, or master? For he is any and
all of these. Friend and companion be-

cause I so choose to treat him, the guide
of my tongue-tied existence. In the role

of servant he does more than would the
most devoted of henchmen, and he as-

suredly is master, since in the awful
eye of the laAv I am only regarded as

his servant ! Then there is O Ei san,

the Honorable Miss Wealth, w^ho is as

small as the word but a mine of hum-
ble worth, as her name implies, making
glad the house with her gentleness and
happy disposition. And lastly the snub-
tailed kitten that I have dul3bed Shiro

Kuro, Little Black and White, and who
could just be swung around in the

largest room by the aforesaid sketchy
appendage without too much danger
to any party attemj^ting it. I saw her

only a short while ago in the garden,

busy at her daily vocation, that of

catching dragon-flies—the garden, by
the by, somewhat improved in appear-

ance since I first came here, goes clam-

bering up the embankment of the an-

cient moat which enclosed in feudal

times the sacred precincts of the Im-
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perial castle. Drop in some evening

and sit up there with me where we can

see the sleeping water holding to its

bosom the vast wealth of pale-faced lo-

tos and shrinking water - lilies ; and
watch the flitting to and fro of lanterns

on the opposite side, that seem like fire-

flies in the gathering dusk. In the

very heart of a large city, that numbers
more houses than New York, you shall

have the pulse and throb
of a night in the country.

The rustling in the leaves

of trees over head, the

ceaseless sibilation of an
insect world, and only
faintly broken into, now
and then, by the sound
of some samisen—more
weirdly accompanied by
the voice of the player

;

you shall wonderingiy
realize by a small cluster

of lights that you are but
a stone's throw or two
from the 'Ginza,' the

Broadw^ay of Tokyo." " ^'

third of salmon-pink silk forming the
coverlet, is awakened by the entrance of

the tiny maid bearing a tray holding a
pot of tea and a few pieces of toast.

"It is 7.15 A.M. Ei san slii:)s down
on her knees, and after placing the
tray conveniently near cowers with
head touching the mats l)etween hands
respectfully for a moment. She then
rises and goes out on the balcony,

"October 13, '90.

"
. . . You ask, to

tell you of my daily life.

As you say, even the most
unusual becomes com-
monplace through habit.

I have stepped into this

new existence as natural-

ly as—say a fly finds its

way into amber.
Let's try to give you a

picture of my day's do-

ings. If the background
remain vague and blurred
don't blame me, as I am
thinking only of details

pertaining to the central

figure.

"Background, the
darkened interior of a room in the sec-

ond story of a little house in Tokyo.
Like all Japanese rooms, it is quite

bare. A Kakemono, a girl reading a

love-letter on the wall, and a tansu (set

of drawers) in one corner is all it con-

tains in the way of ornament or furni-

ture. The occupant, stretched out in

the middle of the clean matted floor on
two futons of dingy blue stuff with a

At Prayer, Nikko.

which is boarded up every night by
thin sliding panels, and shoves these

aniado back. While I am at my break-

fast Katsushika may make his ap-

pearance with one of the many pots

of plants we have in the garden. After

my bath—which by the way has oc-

casioned some little irrui)tion in do-

mestic routine by my having it in the

morning, contrary to the custom in
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Japan of taking it in the evening—

I

am ready to begin the day's work. If

not from models posing in the garden,

I go out, as I have been doing these

past few days, to the temple grounds
at Sliiba, where six or eight Shdguns of

the Tokugawa dynasty lie buried. In
parenthesis I ought to add that I hate

this working out of doors, as it means
the drawing together of great crowds,

who, though quiet and unobtrusive
enough, make it very uncomfortable.

I am used to a European crowd, that

ebbs and flows about the easel ; if any-

thing it is invigorating compared to

the breathless stagnation that charac-

terizes the thing here. Am too har-

dened an old bird that has picked up
its little crumbs in Italy, Spain, Hol-
land, etc., to be frightened much by man
so long as my tail-feathers are only

half-way respected, but in the enor-

mous throng even the invincible Katsu-
shlka becomes demoralized and power-
less to extricate me at times.

"At 12 o'clock, or thereabouts, I

turn my steps homeward for tiffin. If

not too far away from the house I

generally walk. The jinrikisha - men,
who are always on the move, hail us
with ' Danna san,' ' Master, will you
condescend,' etc., or ' I am going your
way and Avill take you cheaply,' or

'Honorabl}^ take me.' In the after-

noon I am at work in the garden from a

model, or engaged in the exciting chase

after one, as I was to-day. AVhether it

is owing to the characteristic diffi-

dence or a fine distrust of a safe es-

cape from so venturesome a proceed-
ing I don't know, but I spend weeks,
even months, before I succeed by care-

ful playing to land some of these slip-

pery ones in my net.
" In the evening there is nothing to

do or see. The streets after dark be-

come silent. There is nothing going
on in the way of amusement unless it

be an occasional flower display in con-
nection with a ' matsuri,' or temple fete.

Even the ' Ginza,' with its modernized
shop-fronts and ambitious electric

lightings, drops quietly to sleep after

a few hours of dull wakefulness. By
half-past ten o'clock the last of the
itinerant venders, who have thickly

lined the curbs with things old and
Vol. XIII.—70

new, and ranging from the usefulness
of a pair of clogs or strange -looking
tools of trade to the purely ornament-
al articles in questionable lacquer, bat-

tered screens or dingy kakemono, have
gathered their promiscuous belongings
and shouldered them away in cloth-

bound bundles or are drowsily trund-
ling them along the deserted and un-
lighted streets, back again to their hum-
ble homes.
"As for me, I have long ago climbed

to my little den, looking over my work,
puzzling over matters pertaining to it,

or reading, smoking, and dreaming

—

unless I write, as I have been doing to-

night."

A rather unsettled autumn, in which
we had had much rain and boisterous
weather, was drawing to a close ; the

discomfort of which failed to disturb
the equanimity of the Japanese mind,
unless it was in the general but gentle

murmuring at the havoc it had created

in all the profuse festivities of cliry-

santhemum time. Then came bright,

fresh days with clean-swept skies, and
not a few that in the brisk balminess of

air reminded me of our own mellow
Indian summer. With hardly percept-

ible gradation the cold weather of

winter set in ; the high winds had abat-

ed, leaving the atmosphere still and
clear. This was the " Shokan" or "Lit-

tle Cold," that, robbed of all the gloom
so usual in America at this time of the

year, brought us to the threshold of

the new year.

This was the time of nocturnal "mat-
suri" at the Asakusa and Kanda tem-
ples, in befitting preparation for the

celebration of New Year, so close at

hand. The immense temple - grounds
were crowded with booths in which
everj^thing in connection with the event

or otherwise was sold. Booths brist-

ling with toj's or household utensils

:

those notably characteristic filled with
brilliant displays of battledores highly

ornamented with familiar figures from
legendary lore, etc. (some of the more
elaborate ones costing as much as six

or seven dollars), symbolic decorations
in plaited rush and twisted straw to

hang before the portals during the fes-

tivities, plain or gilded little shrines,
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and strano-e-lookinp: articles in metal,

stands, bowls, lamps, tablets, etc., for

liouseliold altars. The approaches to

the temples were choked with old and
younii", nor was circulation much freer

when the booth-crowded temple-courts
were reached, and if to be in the thick

of the wedging and surging mass w^as

at times somewhat annoying, it was
mitigated by the quiet and orderly
conduct of the people. Here and there

and everywhere over the heads of the
crowds, stuck brooms and other house-
hold articles, toys held high out of

harm's way, little tots with shaven
crowns, perched on patient shoulders,

looked about bewildered and confused
with glistening feverish eyes.

Dear
"January 1, '91.

A. New Year ushered
in with pine camellia and j)lum-blossom.

We have been busy for the last three

or four days turning our streets into

gardens in honor of the one big holi-

day we Japanese cherish above all oth-

ers. "With the confusing result of my
wanderings about the streets to-day I

can only hope, perhaps, to find in the
impressions retained enough to give

you a dim idea of it at least.

"Well, then— with the changing of

the old w^ay of reckoning time (wiiat-

ever that might have been), wiieii the

Japanese New Year fell variously late

in our January or in the first half of

Februar}^— the adoj)tion of the Gre-
gorian calendar made the holiday, as

with us, a fixture. In a sense it is the
only holiday strictly observed ; a day
unique with its all-prevailing Sabbath
atmosx:)here. But please don't think
there was any of that dead solemnity
so characteristic of our holidays at

home ! The gloomy impress that Puri-
tanism has left on all days of rejoicing

is wanting as yet, here wiiere Buddha
teaches. I liken it to a Sunday onjy
because for once there was complete
rest from toil^from humblest coolie

to busiest clerk. The streets seemed
empty and hushed, although there w^ere

many people abroad.
" Before the entrance of nearly every

house, on either side, are tree decora-
tions in various styles of arrangement.
These consist principally of pine and

bamboo fastened to a stake driven into
the ground, and each object has a sym-
bolic meaning. Thus the hardy pine
should suggest a life that has with-
stood the storms and struggles of ex-

istence ; while the bamboo, with its erect
growth and succession of knots mark-
ing its yearly increase, makes of it a sym-
bol betokening hale life and a fulness

of years. Then there is a decoration
complex with the numerous features of

which it is composed. I can perhaps
describe it best by saying that it is a
fringe of rush, extending from side to

side, over the door. Fastened to the cen-

tre of this fringed rope is an arrange-
ment of several objects. The most con-
spicuous are a scarlet lobster and a
species of the orange-like daidai—the
former's curved body should hint at

old age bent with the weight of years,

the latter enacting a pun, as the word
daidai also means 'generations'—thus
intimating a wish for the family's pos-

terity. These and one or two other
things with various kinds of leaves, like

those of the yusuri plant, which retains

its old leaves while the young leaves

are budding, and symbolizes the pa-

rents flourishing in the midst of chil-

dren and grandchildren, and a fern-

like plant which stands for conjugal
life with its two leaves springing in

pairs from the same stem—each and
all have some peculiar signification.

"As I said, the streets seemed strange-

ly deserted in spite of the life astir.

To be sure, the bristling little shops
were for the once closed, and the ex-

istence of so many shuttered fronts

presented about as interesting an ap-

pearance as so many boxes of merchan-
dise ready for shipment. Only here

and there, at long intervals, a dingy
blue or red sun-curtain fluttered, its

white sprawling characters gayly spell-

ing the name of some hospitable tea-

house, or hid the half-opened front of

a shop where squabbling boys crowded
thickly to finger and select bedizened
kites.

" Singing girls in bright colors, well-

powdered and painted, with hair gener-

ously oiled, that caught large patches

of blue from the clear sky overhead,

flitted showily about, afoot or in jin-

rikisha^ to pay theii' New Year's calls on
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friend, acquaintance, or patron. Yie-

ing in color with these butterflies of

fashion, were chattering swarms of

children decked in theii* gayest best,

and brilliantly spotting the more som-
bre mass of holiday makers. On all

sides little groups briskly shuffled

along, the sterner sex always well in

advance, calmly unconcerned about the

meekly following and waddling fem-
ininity behind. All were intent on
performing the ceremonious visits of

the day, glimpses of which in various

stages of progression met the eye

everywhere. I watched them slipping

in one after the other by the doors

—

little wooden gratings so small as to ne-

cessitate doubling themselves up in the

effort to squeeze through. I watched
them behind this latticed door which
screens the entrance, and saw the pro-

fusion of bows exchanged collectively

between the visitors and the inhabi-

tants of the house. And it would al-

ways be some little time before it was
possible to adjust nicely the various
forms of etiquette, and express satis-

factorily to themselves 'the compli-

ments of the season.' Nor was it a

slight matter till they could finally be
prevailed upon to slip their clogs and
allow themselves to be ushered over

the cleanly mats to the guest-room,
where, if I am to credit what I have
heard, more interesting and prescribed

forms of social ceremonies take place.

For if politeness with us is a mere vir-

tue, here it becomes a necessity as vital

to welfare almost as breathing itself.

"The day was also responsible for

an unusual and variegated display of
* tiles,' and incongruities in the Japa-
nese male attire offended the eye on all

sides. I remember how, suddenly and
quite unprepared, I encountered an
old boy in full dress, including a very
prominent pair of uneasy cotton gloves,

the two buttons of the coat thought-
fully buttoned. Grotesque as was the

effect produced by the wrinkled and
ill-fitting clothes, it was, however, the
' tile ' that caused my nerves to tingle

and threatened to wreck self-control.

The hat was old-fashioned ; the curves
of its brim had, through the long re-

pose on the shelf, settled into ungainly
lines decidedly brow-beating in charac-

ter. It looked doggedly disreputable
;

brushed the wrong way, its glossy pride
had succumbed to the persistent insults

and had resigned in favor of the fuzzy
tangle that now filled its place. For
all that, there was about it such a re-

liant, perky air, such an air of superior-

ity in holding itself aloof, as it were,

from the meekly head it was entrusted
to cover and protect, that I couldn't

but be affected by the predicament I

fancied it felt, and turned my head
quickly to spare the old gentleman any
humiliating thoughts such a weakness
might have caused. As he placidly

walked along, unprovocative of even
passing curiosity, I couldn't help re-

flecting on what slight differences in

points of view the sense of humor
hinges. My imagination would some-
how insist on placing him as he was on
Broadway, and judging him from iJtat

and the probable effect.

" Did I say that all had ceased from
work ? Well, no ! for in an open space

where the sun shone warmly, sat the

story-teller, who though glib of tongue
and untiring in effort, failed to-day to

hold the few that drifted near, or pass-

ing, stood for a moment only, to turn

briskly away in cold indifference—the

very ones who will again on the mor-
row gather for hours, patient slaves to

thriftly handled words that bring the

story to exciting climaxes, with as sud-

den a loss of interest on the part of the

wily narrator, until a sufficient num-
ber of tempo and rin have jingled on
the mat to encourage him to continue

amid the general relief, that the * hero-

ine was safe once more from the vil-

lain tliJit pursued her.' Too occu})ied

were all with duties of the day ; nor
did the one solitary Ameya, sitting

listlessly behind his gaudily bedecked
stand, fare any better with tlie smaller

fry, so absorbed were these in l)attle-

dore and shuttlecock contests, or blind-

ly oblivious to all else save the hum-
ming Avhite squares of paper high amid
air— kites— without wliich New Yvav
would be as in(^onq)l(>te to thoni as

Fourtli of July without firecrackers at

home."

Tlie New Year celebration continued

for the greater part of a week, and it
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was only after the processions of the

various guilds, corporations, and mer-
chants Avith ap2)roi)riate displays on
beribboned and decorated trucks, and
the equally boisterously conducted
'\UX)in,«;' out" tire-brigades* had con-

cluded, that the fevered life subsided
suthciently to allow Tokyo to sink back
again into its quiet and uneventful
channels of every-day existence.

Spring followed closely on the lag-

ging steps of an idly sj^ent winter, and
burst suddenly into dazzling beauty.

The last days of March, " Sakurazuki,"
the month when cherry-blossoms are

in bloom, had literally overwhelmed us
with the glory and fragrance of their

delicate pink magnificence.

Interesting as perhaps it might be
to describe the exodus which almost
depopulates Tokyo, so vast is the num-
ber that throng to Uyeno, Shiba, Mu-
kojinia, and other suburbs, so great and
genuine is the appreciation of flowers,

that the visit to " Sakuragari ni yuku,"
or viewing of cherry-blossoms, becomes
an event of national holiday making.
But I have already greatly overdrawn

the space allotted me, and it necessitates

a brief summing uj) of impressions
gathered on a trip, in company with
some good friends, to Nikko and Ikao.

The outing, evolved sj)ontaneously

and Avith no definite place or time, was
occasioned by my contemplated return
to America. As the little note from
the warm-hearted wife of the doctor
tersely j)ut it, it was to be a " hurrah,

boys," rallying for a picnic that was to

include in its arrangement, besides the

elaborate details of a culinary depart-

ment presided over by the cooksans, an
equally profuse collection of shawl-

strapped easels, umbrellas, and stools.

• There are fifty to sixty of these brigades, each num-
bering forty to pixty men. Primitive hand-pumps are in
the vast majority, although there are a few and very in-
efficient fire engines of Western manufacture used. On
the occasion of their annual display, which happens on
the 3d and 4th of January, the men rally at their respect-
ive stations, and forming in procession, carry their new
standards and insignia—" matoi "—(large affairs pictu-
resquely constructed of heavy white paper), and dragging
pumps, ladders, lanterns, etc., through the streets. At
mtervals they pause, and while some steady with their
long fire-hooks the uplifted ladder, an agile member or
two of the band nimbly mount and perform gymnas-
tics at the top ; this performance concluded they slide to
the ground and the march is continued, all of them with-
out intercession yelling ioyously at the top of their
voices. The various brigades make their way in this
fashion to a large, open space in Uyeno Park, where a
final review is held.

and an obtrusive array of battle-scarred
sketching outfits.

Just how and when we started, and
what transpired on the waj, and until

we found ourselves safely installed in

two houses vacated temporarily for us
by the priests at Nikko, will have to

be left unsaid, limited as I am to the
merest outline of all that interests me
here.

The village itself consists of a long
straggling street starting from the
railway station, which ends at the riv-

er, on the other side of which, screened
from view by monumental trees, are
the famous temples. Two bridges
cross this turbulent stream ; one, of

red lacquer, closed and sacred to the
use of only the Mikado's Court ; the
other, an humble every-day bridge, car-

ries the road to the tombs. The mag-
nificent mausoleums of the two illus-

trious Shoguns, lyeyasu and lemitsu,
nestling in the cool heart of thickly

verdured mountains, glisten forth from
the surrounding sombreness in a way
to dream about long afterward. Re-
splendent in gold and white and deli-

cate color, they touch one with their re-

fined beauty with a feeling akin to

that ' catch-breathy ' sensation on hear-

ing fine music. In the absolute silence

and isolation from all disturbing ele-

ments, the place thrilled with color,

seemed to fill space with a rich mel-
ody ; so blended were the tones in the

volume and harmony of notes, pure,

strong, and free, that echoed with
S2:)lendor the sun's enchanting touch.

How Rico would revel in all this

gorgeousness ! None but he could
render the charm of the prismatic

tints, the glint of sun on gold and
bronze, the play of light and shade on
opalescent pillars and boldly carved

doors and screens ; none better than
he to know how to concentrate the

gloAving brilliancy of sunlight on this

wealth of painted woodwork, by deft-

ly contrasting the black tiling of the

heavy roof and the rich dark - green
foliage of the trees beyond.
How a Fortuny would penetrate be-

low the surface and fascinate by his

keen analysis of the glamour ! None but
a genius with a subtile magic like his

own, to lay bare the very heart, and
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make real and living that mysterious
oriental spirit brooding about the spot.

The art of wood-carving must have
reached the zenith, decorative art its

freest expression, to accomplish this

magnificent result ; the finest temples
in the whole land.

I refer esj^ecially to those of lye-

yasu, the founder of the Tokugawa re-

gime, which are infinitely more refined

in character and charm than those of

his grandson lemitsu, which in work-
manship is of an excellence not much
above that of the dingy Shiba temples
where the remaining Shoguns of the

Tokugawa dynasty lie buried.

Indeed, it is in the exquisite beauty
of the sculptured, painted, and gilded
woodwork that the extraordinary charm
principally lies ; had architecture kept
equal pace, the result might have fur-

nished the world with a monument of

high worth. As it is, the embellish-

ments preponder over constructive
ability, and one sadly reflects here,

more than anywhere else, how small in

great, and how great in small, things
the Japanese really are.

Humble little Ikao, on the other hand,
with its " rag and tag " picturesque-
ness, was the extreme opposite of

proud Nikko's '^' imposing and unap-
proachable aristocracy of magnificence

;

was so very appealing in its familiar,

every-day worldliness, that we all fell in

love with it at once. A lively enthu-
siasm that was demonstrated by the
fervor with which sketching traps were
unstrapped and easels and stools plant-

ed in its streets.

*Nikko means also "sunny splendor." Japanese
proverb : Do not use the term beautiful (magnificent)
until you have seen Nikko.

Built on the steep face of the moun-
tain, Ikao goes climbing up by the aid

of innumerable stone steps that form
unique-looking streets, offering rare

opjjortunities for the temperament in

search of out-of-the-common aspects.

In the ladder-like streets and the sky-

raking quality of its storied houses,

the town affords a decidedly novel con-

trast to other Japanese villages, where,

as a whole, picturesqueness restricts it-

self so much to individual and isolated
" bits."

Lying quite aside as it does from
comfort-loving tourist traffic, its some-
what tedious inaccessibility has pre-

served in the inhabitants an old-time

charm of manners and character unex-
pectedly new and pleasant, in the dif-

ference that marked the demoralizing
intercourse in towns accustomed to

foreigners.

Just how long we might have stayed
it would be impossible to say, but at

the end of the week a severe storm set

in ; the rainy season was at hand, with
its weeks and weeks of gloom and rain

in store. As it was, there came a four
days' imprisonment at the chilly inn
before communication with the lower
world was opened, and although still

raining, we took advantage of the com-
parative lull to make our escape. The
roads had all been washed away or made
impassable, and a tiresome enough
ride, with kago and chair, it was that

took our bedraggled little party by
roundabout ways down to the railway
at Idzutzu, six hours distance.

A month later I stood watching
from the steamer's deck the land fade
like a dream into the golden haze be-

tween the glowing sky and the evening
waters below.
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THE TROUBLE IN THE BRIC-A-BRAC MISSION.

By William Henry Bishop.

HE reasons why tlie

Stanwick family were
away from their abode,

ill the majestic Chim-
borazo Apartment
House, that mild after-

noon in early spring-,

were somewhat as follows : Mr. Stan-
wick was, of course, at his business in

the Produce Exchange. Mrs. Stanwick
had gone out with her second daughter,
Grace, to pay a round of visits. The
youngest daughter, Elizabeth, had gone
to take a walk with her most intimate
friend ; they were pedestrianizing just

at present, and their walk extended far

up Madison Avenue. The son, Barn-
ford, home for the holidays from his

militaiy school, the Pij^eclay Cadets,

had gone uj) to the Polo Ground to

see a baseball match.
The eldest daughter, Victoria, had

gone to confer w^ith the Eugene Wick-
erlys concerning a j)ainful occurrence
that had happened to herself that morn-
ing. This was the only absence having
really a momentous cause : in the jDain-

ful occur:|;ence referred to was bound
up the fortune of an enterprise they
in common had very much at heart.

Even the housemaid, Nora, had some-
how got an afternoon oif. There was
no one left in the house but Johanna
Keeley, the cook. Being left in sole

charge, with special injunctions to fidel-

ity, it might have been supposed that

Johanna would have guarded her em-
ployer's interests Avith much attention.

Instead of that, hardly was the coast

clear when she herself sallied forth.

Sarah, the girl in the opposite flat, was
sweeping the hall.

" You'll kindly mind our bell while
I'm out, won't you, Sarah, and give me
any kyards that does be left ? " she said.

" I wull," assented Sarah. " We hears
your bell in our flat mostly every time
it rings, the same as youz hear ours."

"It's a great favor you'll do me."
" It's no more than we ought, betune

neighbors. Maybe I'll be askin' the
same thing meself, one o' those days."

"Me young nevya, Johnny, 's come
home, and I got but wan chance yet to

go over and pass the time o' day with
him," the cook explained, adjusting a

stiff, dull-hued, imitation India shawl,

and hitching forward a very brightly
florid bonnet a little further over her
brow.

" Aw, it's young Johnny's come home,
is it ? Where is he stoppin' ?

"

" Over at Doolan's big corner liquor-

store, on the First Avenue. Wan o'

them Doolans was first cousin to the

CoUigans. You heard tell o' the Colli-

gans ?
"

" I disremimber is it the CoUigans or

the Finnegans I heard tell of."

" They kep' a large coachyard in Low-
er Liffey Street, Dublin. But, how-
somever, Johnny '11 be goin' back the

Sunda', and I must send a message wid
him up to the whole bang o' them at

the farrum."
"What farm is it, Mrs. Keeley?"
" It's a farrum that belonged to me

husband's father, off up in the New Jar-

.see. His brothers, Michael and Thom-
as, and the sisters, Ellen and Ann, are

all living on it. They won't have the

daycincy to layve it be sold or divided,

and me, out at service, gittin' no part

nor lot in it."

i
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" Will you be long gone ? " asked

Sarah.
" I'll not let the grass grow under me

feet," replied Johanna, taking this as a

reminder of haste. " Doolan's place is

two mile o' ground out o' this, but I'll

be back in an hour's time or the matter

o' that. I musht take the Belt Line
across and the Second Avenya kyar
after, and I'll spake to the condooctors
that they'd go quick."

" Look out none o' the family sees

you," said the other, in playful warning,

as the cook was off.

"I will that. If it was another time,

maybe I wouldn't vinture it ; for that

new benivolint society that Miss Vic-

toria is goin' to so much—the Broky-
Brick Mission, I thinks they calls it^
is near Doolan's place, almost over for-

ninst it, indade. But I know she was
there mostly all the raornin', and she

never goes to it but the waiice a day."

The painful episode of tlie eldest

daughter of the family had in truth oc-

curred there or thereabouts. Miss Vic-

toria Stanwick was a comely young per-

son, round, slender, and remarkabl}' well

made, to which she added the care to

be beautifully dressed, generally, in a

rather severe distinguished taste. But,

furthermore, she was a young woman of

conscience, with a capacity for earnest

enthusiasms. The corners of her charm-
ing mouth, which remained a very kiss-

able one all the same, turned prevail-

ingly downward with a serious air, in-

stead of upward in the smile of the

coquette. She spread no wiles for men
except such as she could not help. At
least such was her intention, and if she

had departed from it a little in the case

of Hamilton Gregg, it was very difficult,

at all events, to distinguish between un-
due use of feminine charm and what
was legitimate persuasion permitted in

a praiseworthy cause.

She was at present plunged heart and
soul in the establishment of a new
branch of the Bric-a-brac Mission, in an
uptown district of New York, under the

lead of the Eugene Wickerlys. I fancy

the Eugene Wickerlys will be rem(un-

bered, that couple who, with considera-

ble money and an uneasy activity in

search of occupation, have set more

than one exceptional social enterprise
on foot.

The object of the Bric-a-brac Mission
was to place Doulton-ware pilgrim
bottles, Capodimonte plates, majolica
plaques, Limoges enamels, Flemish
jugs, and in general artistic articles of

highly correct and salutary form, in the
homes of the beniglited poor. Their
ignorance on those subjects was some-
thing simply appalling. Victoria Stan-
wick would have liked to talk to you
about it, as slie had talked at one time
to Hamilton Gregg. They did not pre-
tend to give originals, of course, the
present state of their funds would not
permit of it ; but all were properly stud-
ied after sul)tly elevating and refining

models, of their best development re-

spectively—the Middle Period, the Ter-
tiary Period, or the Early Period, as the
case might be. Now and then, how-
ever, in especially deserving cases, a
real Dresden china cow or idol or shep-
herdess was given. An apostle sj^oon

had been known to administer surj^ris-

ing pabulum to the aspiration for a
higher life, and very heavy afflictions

had been solaced and re2:)osed by the
support of a Chippendale fiddle-back
chair.

Victoria Stanwick had brought over
Hamilton Gregg as a convert to the
Mission, in great form. He subscribed
to everything, went often to the rooms,
and gave as much time as he could
spare from his employment in the bank
to distributing the aesthetic seed that
was to spring up in such incalculable

civilizing of life and character. When
the time came for the grand dramatic
entertainment for the benefit of the
Mission, he took the principal part in

the comedy—it w^as discovered that he
had a great talent in that line—and he
was also made stage-manager. Yet
more, he was confidently counted on to

bring in the aid of the morose Scadw4n
and his string quartette. The thing-

was almost settled. With the special

attra(ttion of Scadwin's lovely quartette,

which hardly ever played for anybody,
added to all the rest, there would be an
entertainment certain to be memorable
in the annals of such afiairs, and, above
all, certain to fill up the coffers of the
society.
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All was goiiitr on beautifully, and the

date of the great dramatic entertain-

ment was but a week ahead, when sud-

denly, at the rooms of the Mission,

Hamilton Gregg set forth the most
shameless pretensions. These were
nothing less than that Victoria should
marry him, as a condition to his going
ahead with any of the weighty features

of the enterprise he had taken upon
himself. She refused. You may see

her painful embarrassment from here,

but refuse she did, as she felt in duty
bound.

" Oh, I am well repaid for my egre-

gious foil}'- ! Oh, I sutler dearly for my
senseless infatuation !

" cried Hamilton
Gregg, upon this, fl;>ing into a prodig-

ious rage.
" You are not very complimentary.

I do not see what price you have paid,

nor to w4iat you considered yourself en-

titled," she responded, proudly. "I
took a w^arm interest in your—in hav-

ing you see this matter, the Mission,

in a Avay which would be an advantage
to you as well as to others—that is all.

But I do not want to marry you."

"You are utterly inconsistent," he
exclaimed. "Does this accord with
your confidential treatment of me ? the

many exceptional marks of favor you
have show^n me ? Was I a person likely

to make such a mistake ?
"

" Women do not have to be consist-

ent," she said, in a curt w^ay, for she

was beginning to grow impatient under
his wearisome persistency.

It cannot be said that the revelation

had taken her entirely by surprise ; she

had dreaded something of the kind for

quite a while, but only hoped that the

evil day might be put off till after the

eventful affair that was coming. But
now that the crisis was fairly upon her
and could not be escaped, w^hen the

sweet postponements and diplomatic

delays of which she had availed herself

were of no further use, there was a

certain relief in the frank explanation.

She had feared of late that her poor,

perishable, human attractiveness had
some share in leading him on to the

things of the higher aesthetic life and
to a philanthropic regeneration.

" Even if so," she argued mentally,
" ought I not simply to be grateful to

have been found wortli}^ to serve as a
humble handmaid of Art ? And should
he feel any mere trifling temporal dis-

api)ointment or uneasiness connected
with the matter, ought I, having done
him so great a service in the widening
and ennobling of his nature, really to
concern myself about it ?

"

She had even gone so far as to say
that she would never marry any man
who would not, the opportunity being
open, join such a commendable work
as the Bric-a-brac Mission. Gregg had
joined it at once, and seemed to con-
sider this as a sort of promise personal
to himself.

In spite of her attempted self-justifi-

cation, her conscience pricked her, and
she was glad to tell him openly, before
he had completed the services on which
he now set such an exaggerated price,

that she could by no means be his. At
the same time she secretly hoped that

he would not maintain any such pre-

posterous exactions.
" You confound two questions in

wdiich I cannot see the least possible
connection," she said to him. "What
difference could my marrying you make
as to your duty to benefit yourself and
the world, by aiding the Bric-a-brac

Mission ?
"

" What is the good of it, anj^way ?
"

he asked, irrelevantly. " If you want
to help any of those people, why don't

you give them a square meal or a suit

of clothes, instead?
"

" You don't believe in it ? You doubt
the inestimable value of the Bric-a-brac

Mission?" she cried, shocked. "Have
I got to go all over it again ? How
many times have I told you that there

are too many soup-kitchens, ' refuges,'

coal, and clothing supplies, and all that

sort of thing? In these days we've

got to find some kind of charity that

doesn't cause more demoralization than
good. The social classes don't owe to

each other as much as used ignorantly

to be thought. If you don't want to

have flies, don't leave the things around
that breed them. You haven't any
right to discourage honest industry

and increase indolence and improvi-

dence by indiscriminate alms-giving.

This is the latest scientific information.

Now we have found something differ-
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ent. Of course, I can't explain it all to

you clearly. Mr. Eugene Wickerly, if

you would only see him "

" Am I the kind of a person to be
contented with ' the latest scientific in-

formation,' with a cold sesthetic ideal,

when you were always there before

my eyes, lovely, radiant, enchanting-?

Look at me ! I am wasting away to a

shadow. You are never out of my
mind, day or night. My friends don't

know what to make of it ; they think

me half mad. Now, look here, only

marry me and I'll do anything under
the sun to please you, no matter what.

We'll carry on bric-a-brac missions to-

gether. We'll send out electric lights

and casts from the Parthenon to the

natives of Timbuctoo, if you like, or
subscriptions to the magazines to the
Grand Lama of Thibet."

She was softened a little by the vigor
of his compliments, but hardened again
by the imprudence of this unregenerate
scoffing.

" I am very sorry, but it can't be
done," she said, demurely.

" Then let this wretched mockery
cease. Here I stop short ; here I

stand firm. Understand it well : I will

have nothing further to do with any of

these matters that are going on. No
more rehearsals, no more stage-man-
aging for me. You must look out for

somebody else to take my place. I

wash my hands of the dramatic enter-

tainment and the society in every way,
shape, and form."
He had expected that this, his ulti-

matum, would be formidable, and it was.

She was quite crushed by the blow.
" Oh, Hamilton ! I mean, oh, Mr.

Gregg! " she murmured, "this is dread-
ful, dreadful."

Perhaps there are dramatic enter-

tainments that can spare the leading
character from their comedy just at the
last moment

;
perhaps there are others

that can spare their stage manager ; but
to have them both swept away at one
fell swoop, almost in the face of the
audience—and that, too, with dread of

more defections coming—how expect
that such a calamity could ever be
survived ?

" And the Bric-a-brac Mission is so

sadly in need of every new recruit, of

every grain of encouragement and in-

fluence," she added, piteously.
" The Bric-a-brac Mission be hang-

ed ! " he replied, with savage emphasis.
" But you will at least see that we

have Scadwin ? You are the only friend
of his who can persuade him. You'll
see that we have Scadwin's quartette,
all the same, won't you ? " she suggested,
timidly.

He gave a sort of indignant snort.
" Not if I know it. Not if I can help
it," he said.

" Oh, this is dreadful, dreadful," she
murmured anew.
"I shall return everything that be-

longs to you, and try to forget that you
ever existed," he went on, with increas-

ing fury. " I shall send back your let-

ters
"

"You may keep them, if you like,"

she interposed, in mild parenthesis

;

"I am sure there is nothing in them,"
which was indeed truthful enough.

" I shall send back your photograph,
which has blessed my eyes, like the
shrine of the holiest altar. By the first

mail, too, you will receive my role cop-
ied out from that wretched comedy.
Give it now to some other poor dupe.
Comedy, indeed ? ha ! ha ! what tragedy
could half express what I feel ?

"

Victoria could only bow her head un-
der the storm. They parted in silence,

but a few blocks away from the new
branch rooms of the Mission.

Such was the interview. In the after-

noon the agitated Victoria, hastening
to the Wickerlys to see what could be
done about staving off the disastrous

consequences from the Mission, did not
find the wise Mentor, Eugene, at home.
She found only Mrs. Eugene. Yet this

was perhaps better, for it was a deli-

cate affair, about which she felt she

could talk to Mrs. Wickerly alone with
the greater freedom.

" An' how is young Johnny ? " queried
Sarah of Johanna, the cook, on the Let-

ter's return to the Chimborazo Flat.
" Bright and brishk. Was anny wan

here for me since ?
"

Sarah handed out the cards of a cou-

ple of ladies who had called.

" Ba^'de me the names on them,
Sarah, me jewel."
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The other did so.

*' Tliat's a sort we don't have a great

lot to do with, them two. They'll not
show their faces in another six months
or a year, and there'll be no betrayment
be them."

" You met with nothin' disquietin'

to you when you were out, Mrs. Kee-
ley ?

"

'' Faix I had wan close call, that gev
me a bit of a fright ; howsomdever it

didn't signify."
" What was it, Johanna ?

"

" I told you already how the rooms
o' that Bricky-broke Mission was near
Doolan's ^^k'lt'e over forninst. Doolan's
custhomers do say that the singin' and
discoursin' be that bad out o' the win-
dys of it sometimes, that they'd be near
callin' the police. Well, me dear, what
wid bein' in such haste when I left Doo-
lan's, sure I quite forgot to mind me
eye about that j^lace and go round the

corner. I was passin' by it, when a

young felly comes down the steps, wan
that I did see here b}^ times, callin' af-,.

ther Miss Victoria. He had a long-

lookin', solemn face on him, and a kind
of a packet in his hand. ' You are the
cook at Misther Stanwick's, are you
not ?

' says he. I was struck that

spacheless that I cudn't say a word.
' Give this, wid me complemints, to Miss
Victoria,' says he, handin' his packet
out at me. I put me two hands behind
me back, for you'll aisy see I cudn't take

errands on a trip o' that kind. ' Well,

you are a servant at Misther Stanwick's,

are you not ?
' says he again. 'I a7n

not,' says I, very brazen, ' nor ever was.'

Wid that he la^^es me alone, and I goes
off, thrustin' me tongue in me cheek,

at the moony, wandtherin' shtyle of him.
Me on'y chance was to deny it."

"I was near forgettin' that the post-

man was here too, with a letter," said

Sarah, as the stout cook, with bonnet-
strings already loosened, was entering
at her own door.

" A letther ? and where is it ?
"

" He wouldn't leave it to me. It was
one o' them registered letters, that has
to get a recayte signed for it in a book.
He rung yeer bell twicet and was grum-
blin' and growlin' that there w^as no one
to answer him."

" O—a, my ! a letther ! that's bad ; may

be they'd hear o' that. Why didn't you
get it off him, Sarah dear ?

"

" Sure I coaxed him hard to give it

to me. I know he'll bring it back. ' I
wouldn't give it to you if you was
twenty times as mealy-mouthed,' he
says. ' Only them '11 get it as it belongs
to,' and then off' with him down the
stairs—with the polite manners some of

them postmen do have."
" Who does them registhered letthers

mostly be for, Sarah ?
"

" For the masther. They has money
and things o' great vaiya intirely in
them."

When the Stanwick family returned
Johanna made her re23ort. The cards
w^ere treated with small consideration,
as she had foreseen.

" How was Miss Crawbill dressed ?
"

demanded the second daughter, Grace,
disdainfully.

" She—she had a kind av a lighty
dark shuit on her, wid a shtreaky stri-

j)ey look," answered Johanna, hesitat-

ing a little at first, but then going ahead
without a Avink.

" Was there anything else ?
"

" There was a letther," Johanna con-
fessed, for she was alarmed about this.

She fancied there was danger of losing
it, and that it might be necessary to go
in search of it.

" And where is it ?
"

" It w^as one of them registhered let-

thers that does have money and things
o' great vatya in them, and he wouldn't
layve it to me."

" How annoying !
" was the general

exclamation.
" The worst of it is," added buxom

Mrs. Stanwick, " that when they take a

letter away like that, they are not al-

ways in a great hurry to bring it back
again. It may not come by this even-

ing's delivery, and perhaps not even by
the first one in the morning. Couldn't
you have managed to get it from him,

Johanna ?
"

"I shtruggled hard wid him. 'You
know me character,' I says. ' I cud
give you rufferincis to the highest in

the land,' I says to him. He shwore
he'd giv it to none but them it was
comin' to, afther they'd sign for it in a

Iyer's book. * Do you think I'd shteal
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through

it ? ' I asks him. ' That's nayther here

nor there
;
ye'll not have it,' says he."

" Oh, Johanna," said young Elizabeth,

casually, " I thought I saw you in a

Belt Line car, on Fifty-ninth Street, as

we were going up Madison Avenue.
Were you out? I fancied I should
know that bonnet of yours anywhere.
It dught to be looked at

smoked glass, though."
"Is it me ?

" her ruddy cheek taking
a flush several degrees deeper, "wid all

I had to do in me kitchen ? " Then, in

greater indignation, "the wan that made
me tliat bonnet has made the same pat-

thern since for the half o' New York.
I'll give her a piece o' me mind yet."

" Never mind Lizzie ; she likes to

tease," said the mother of the house-
bold. " But whom was the letter for ?

The postman at least told you that."
" He did," responded Johanna. She

was spurred on by the dangerous touch
of suspicion she had just escaped, to

give her position all the veri-similitude

possible. She embroidered her narra-

tive with details that in a less flustered

mood she herself might have seen to

be needless. " ' For the masther, and
it's of great valya entirely,' he says,
' and I got me ordthers to howld it

fasht till I see him.' And what's more,
didn't I see the name av Stanwick

—

Hirum B. Stanwick, Exquare—in the
big writin' on the envelliyope, forninst

me eyes ?
"

" Do you know I sometimes think
you don't read writing very well, Jo-

hanna," said Victoria, regarding her
gravely.

" O—a, then, do you mind that, now? '*

raising her arms in a protesting way.
" Isn't it me that does be givin' yez
yeer letthers, every wan the right let-

ther that's comin' to him, whin Nora's
out and it's me turn to open the doore ?

"

It is true that she did this, but the
times when it was demanded were very
rare, and the tour de force was per-

formed by the aid of the postman.
She made it a point of pride to get the
letters placed in her hand by him, for

delivery, in a certain order, not likely

to be easily disarranged. In other
ways, too, she took infinite pains to

keep up the illusion, though this am-
bition had never induced her to make

tlie effort to learn a single character,

either of scri2:»t or print.

The idea of the mysterious registered

letter began to ferment in the imagina-
tions of all, and to give rise to a great
variety of speculations.

" You don't expect any money letters

or anything of that kind here, do you,
papa ? " asked Grace. " They would
go to your office. Much more likely

to be the present Uncle Jordan was
going to send me, about Easter-time,

for a new dress." Without stopping
for an answer, she hurried to a rich-red

elierry-wood desk, took out a piece of

correspondence, came back, and showed
it to Johanna as a specimen. " There,
wasn't the handwTiting something this

way ? Don't you think it was the same
as this ? " she asked.

" It was pretty much that-a-way

;

sure it's very like," returned Johanna,
with an amiable wish to please.

"But she says the man said it was
for papa," objected Victoria.

" He might have sent it in papa's
name."

" It may be Flamson that's paid up
at last," suggested Mr. Stanwick to his

wife. " It would be like him to send it

to the house instead of the office, to

make more of an impression on the
family."

A considerable loan had been made
to Flamson on the score of personal
friendship. There was really little

prospect of getting it back, but Flam-
son was a very plausible person, and
he had been promising anew of late.

"If Flamson should pay up, we'll

have the house at Rye," said Mrs. Stan-

wick. " I have thought, too," medi-
tatively, " it may be the interest on my
toll-bridge stock, sent in a little earlier

than usual."
" / think it's the belated dues from

our AVinter Night German, that are

coming in to me as treasurer," put in

Elizabeth, vivaciously. " There were
three that Belle Mason promised to

get for me before she went to Albany,
and I guess she'll forward them from
there. Wasn't it post-marked Albany,
Johanna ? and wasn't the writing all

sloped this way "—drawing an imagin-
ary copy in the air—"with a tremen-
dous thick splash crossing all the t's ?
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She writes an awfully lar<j^e, bold hand,

Belle does/'
'' Troth, I wouldn't wonder if it was.

I belayve it was quite resimblin' to

that," assented the domestic, raising

her hand to her cheek in a dazed way.
" Let Johanna go back to her kitch-

en ; we shall never have dinner to-

night," interposed Mrs. Stanwick at

this point, with authority.

Barnford, the school-boy son, drew
his sister Elizabeth aside into the hall

at the first opportunity, and said to

her: "They're not onto it at all, Liz.

I can give you the true iuAvardness of

this thing in two minutes."
" yy>i( can ?

"

" It's like this. That letter is a re-

port from old Grimson, the princij^al,

about my conduct up at the Pipe- Clay
Cadets, last term. I've been waiting
for it. Things weren't altogether love-

ly up there. I just give you the tip,

you know. They probably send the

letters registered so as to keej) 'em
from falling into the fellows' hands."

" Bad boy ! aren't you ashamed to

tell me this?"
" Of course I am, but that isn't the

proposition just now. What you and
I have got to do, Liz, is to keep on the

qui Vive for that same letter when it

comes back. We'll plunge out into

the hall first, freeze onto it, one or the

other of us, take it to the grate or a

window, to notice who it's for, see ?

and then all of a sudden some accident

will hajDpen to it."

" Horrid boy !

"

" I'll do as much for you some time,

Liz."

Miss Victoria presently followed Jo-

hanna even to her kitchen, and ad-

dressed her in her sincere, earnest way.
" Tell me truthfully," said she, " are

you sure it was not a package of about
this general size and form ? " exhibiting

a roll which was about what the copied
dramatic part of Hamilton Gregg would
have looked like, if sent by mail. " And
wasn't there more than one package,
Johanna ? Wasn't there one that re-

sembled a tied-up bundle of letters?

and then another, perhaj^s, that might
have been a photograph — imperial
size ?

"

" It's you, then, that's in the right

of it. Miss Victorya, darlin'," cried the

cook, beaming with benevolent bright-

ness, and so anxious to stand well with
all the world that she had quite forgot-

ten her previous protestations. " Them
was the very self-same, and they all

covered over criss-cross wid big red
sayles and poshty-stamps."

" Then what did you mean by saying
the letter-carrier said it was for papa ?

How could it have been for papa ?
"

" That's what I axes mesilf too, Miss
Victorya," responded the kitchen dame,
flustered, yet not very much, at being
brought up with this round turn.

It was evident that nothing conclu-

sive could be got out of Johanna. The
only thing certain was that there was a

registered letter for some member of

the family, and there was nothing to be
done for it but to wait patiently till the

postman should make his reappearance.

Miss Victoria, and even various of the

others, slept much less than common
that night. In the long intervening
watches each personage saw the prob-
abilities in his own case with a more
favorable eye, and strengthened himself

in his theory. Mrs. Stanwick took time
by the forelock, and wrote already to

get further particulars about the house
at Rye, to be bought with Flamson's
money. Miss Grace took down some
samples from which she should select

her new dress with Uncle Jordan's re-

mittance. Barnford and Elizabeth prac-

tised the drill they meant to use in

their confiscation project. Miss Vic-

toria, starting out immediately after

dinner, spent a large part of the even-

ing in driving round, to find another
stage-manager and leading character

for a comedy. She returned late, in

darkly-deepening despair, success was
all but impossible. And then, too, Scad-

win's Quartette ?

As a matter of course, because he was
so eagerly expected, the postman had
to be very much later than usual next

morning. Mr. Stanwick delayed his go-

ing down town to receive him. While
they were all w^aiting, there was a sharp

nervous ring. A false alarm. It was
Hamilton Gregg, exceedingly early, to

be sure, for a visit. He caught sight of

Victoria.

"I wanted to catch you before you
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went out," he gasped, " I have not come
to demand ai^ain. I

"

She drew him into a Httle reception-

room, at the left of the hall. His ex-

pression was to her most enigmatic. If

he had sent back the role and other pa-

pers, as he had threatened, then this

preamble and his severe look probably
meant further reproaches, perhaps even
menaces, an aggravated form of the

painful scene. If he had not sent them
back, perhaps he had relented. If she

could only know, she should know how
to take him.

He had got only so far as just to open
his mouth, as one might say, without a
word having yet issued from it, when
the veritable postman's ring, accompa-
nied by a shrill whistle, was heard. The
door was thrown wide by Barnford, on
the watch, and incredibly outstripping

the speed of Nora. It proved to be not
the regular man, but a carrier for spe-

cial service.

But the clasp of his satchel provok-
ingly stuck fast, and he could not get
his letters out immediately. The per-

sons waiting with attentive ear in the

several rooms had time to grow impa-
tient and sally forth. The whole family

gathered round. Victoria watched from
the sill of the reception-room, and Ham-
ilton Gregg looked out from behind her.

Nora hurried to the region of the kitch-

en for the chisel or other instrument,

but came back without it. Johanna
Keeley followed immediately after, wip-

ing her arms upon her apron, and pro-

duced the chisel. She was retiring

along the hall again, as lingeringly as

possible, to give her curiosity some
chance of gratification, when the post-

man, bursting open his satchel, roared
in a stentorian voice, to make up for

lost time.
" Mrs. Johanna Keeley !

"

" AVhat's wanted ? " asked that per-

sonage, turning around.

He was waving a letter in the air.

" Kegistered letter, Mrs. Johanna
Keele}^ ! Anyone answer to that name ?

Quick now, lady, if it's you !

"

"Is it for me ? Go away wid you,

or I'll hit you wid wan o' them um-
brells," reaching vaguely toward the

hat rack.
" Mrs. Johanna Keeley, that's plain

enough, ain't it ? Sign here, please,"

imperturbabl}'.

Young Barnford, in a high state of

glee at his own escape, was the first to

grasp the situation. Hurrying forward,
he signed the book for her.

Johanna looked at first as if she Avere

going down under a stroke of apoplexy.
"Here's some mishtake," she said, re-

covering herself with a portentous grav-
ity. "Take it you, Sor. Howly pow-
ers, but it's niakin' game o' me he is."

She handed it to Mr. Stanwick, who
ran his eye hastily over it, reading
aloud certain salient words. " It's from
a lawyer. Deceased husband's estate.

Brothers Michael and Thomas, and sis-

ters Ellen and Ann. Take notice, et

cetera, et cetera. A sale is ordered of

some piece of property. It's for you,

yourself, Johanna. Now, what the devil

has been the meaning of all this non-
sense ?

"

" And you haven't sent your part back,

then ? " said Victoria Stanwick, turning
upon Hamilton Gregg with a highly as-

sured manner and a welcome sense of

relief. She knew now how to deal with
him.

" Sent it back ? not a bit of it. I was
going to, you know ; it nearly gives me
a cold chill to think of it. No, no, I

spoke in haste. I've come back to ask
for pardon. Try me again. I only
want "

" They'll layve the farrum be sold

!

They'll layve the farrum over out in the

New Jarsee be sold and divided ! Now
the blissin' o' the saints be on all them
this day !

" they heard Johanna exclaim,

in momentary forgetfulness of her em-
barrassing position.

" Listen to me, I say, Johanna !
" ex-

claimed Mrs. Stanwick, with indignantly

swelling breast ;
" why did you invent

all these imaginary conversations, this

vast tissue of lies ? And you," recapt-

uring the letter-carrier with her gest-

ure through a crack in the door, just

as it was closing behind him, " a com-
plaint ought to be lodged against you
at the Post-office. What reason had
you for not giving her her letter yester-

day, when you were here, instead of

coming back to create all this disturb-

ance ?
"

" Complaint against me, mum ! No, I
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guess not. I couldu't very well give it

to her when there wasn't nobody in the

house. I rang your bell-pull most off.

Ask the gal over the way, if you don't

believe me."
"You were out of the house, Johan-

na,'' exclaimed Elizabeth, coming and
standing before her vivaciously, with
youthful, accusing eyes. " Then I did
see you in the Fifty-ninth Street car?
I was sure of it."

The accused thought it the best pol-

icy to resist identification. She denied
strenuously up and down.

" You'll remember meeting me,
though," said Mr. Gregg, "over First

Avenue way." He had stepped out in-

to the scene of excitement with the rest.

" I handed you a manuscript to bring,

you recollect, and you didn't seem to

be exactly on your way home just then."

Upon this Johanna finally collapsed,

unable to hold out against such an
overwhelming weight of testimony.

"You're that same long - lookin',

glumj)y-lookin' man," she muttered,
sullenly ;

" well, Miss Victorya won't
get much good wid you."

"Yes, I was on the very point of it,

but thought better of it then and there,"

said Gregg, drawing back to Victoria's

side to help cover her confusion. " I
thought what a brute I'd been, and
fully realized the enormity of what I

was going to lose."
" And you still think better of it ?

You are going to be reasonable ?
"

"I've separated the two questions
completely. Just you turn me to some

use, that's all I ask. I'd rather have
the little finger, as it were, of your
friendship than the whole of any other
woman's love."

Victoria found this rather neatly put.

Since he no longer insisted upon any-

thing, she was much more inclined to an
amiable yielding. And in truth, in her
conference with Mrs. Eugene Wickerly,

that lady had thought that it might not
be such a bad thing, if the worst came
to the worst, to save the dramatic en-

tertainment on Hamilton Gregg's own
terms. She had shown him to be an
excellent match, and had said a quan-
tity of very nice things about him.

" Me nevya, young Johnny, over at

Doolan's, and me not go and see him ?
"

grumbled Johanna aloud, as she went
back to her kitchen. " I suppose yeez

'ud have me neglict me own flesh and
blood. That's the char'ty yeez have."

Luncheon that day was not a distin-

guished success, and dinner was a total

wreck. Turkey legs came up sticking

out from the midst of the blue-fish.

Next morning Johanna left this excel-

lent place in ignominy, somewhat con-

soled, however, no doubt, by her share

of the inheritance in the New Jersey

farm.

And, speaking of financial matters,

the receipts from the dramatic enter-

tainment for the Bric-a-brac Mission,

with the kind assistance of Scadwin's

Quartette, were nearly enough to put a

Macrame lace lambrequin in every East
Side tenement-house from Kip's Bay to

the Harlem Flats.



EGOTISM.

By E. S. Martin.

Without him still this whirling earth

Might spill its course around the sun,

And death still dog the heels of birth,

And life be lived, and duty done.

Without liiin let the rapt earth dree

AVhat doom its twin rotations earn
;

Whither or whence, are naught to me.
Save as his being they concern.

Comets may crash, or inner fire

Burn out and leave an arid crust.

Or earth may lose Cohesion's tire,

And melt to planetary dust.

It's naught to me if he's not here,

I'll not lament, nor even sigh
;

I shall not feel the jar, nor fear,

For I am he, and he is I.

The Crow Army—Advance Guard, Column, and Rear.

THE BIRDS THAT WE SEE.

By Ernest E. Thompson.

Illustuations by the Author.

ON a bright morning in the month
of May two friends went walk-
ing in the diversified region that

forms the outer suburbs of one of our
great Eastern cities. One was a trained

naturalist, the other was not, and, in

consequence of a trifling discussion, it

was agreed to note carefully, during the

rest of the morning, whatever birds each

might observe, with a view to compari-
son at the end of their walk.

The naturalist saw over sixty differ-

ent kinds, the other saw but seven.

One saw something new at each fresh

turn of the path, the other found but
little of interest and nothing to keep
his thoughts from wandering back to

the usual daily worries that he had sal-
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lied forth expressly to escape. I think

it is lluskiii who says, "Ten men can
think for one that can speak, and ten

men can speak for one that can see."

Children have in perfection this won-
derful power of seeing, and it is only

by continued neglect and suppression,

that, as we grow older, we succeed in

depriving ourselves of this precious

gift. Afterward, the power is regained

only by hard study and continued
practice, and the artist wdio sees colors,

and the naturalist who sees living ob-

jects, have merely succeeded in recov-

ering the perceptive powers of their

childhood, with the addition of names
for the things seen. They have suc-

ceeded also, in conferring on themselves
one of the greatest and most elevating

of ^^l^asures, something wiiose delights,

and even existence, are unknown to

the class represented by that worn-out
Roman debauchee who vainly offered a

fortune for a new sensation.

The seven birds seen by the "blind
man," shall I call him ? were, the com-
mon black crow, the lawn-frequenting
robin, the ubiquitous English sparrow,

some swallows flitting about the barns,

a woodpecker on an old apple tree, a

singing thinish, and a hawk sailing high
above the elms. But since each of the

last four names represents several dif-

ferent birds, our untrained observer

cannot claim to have definitely seen

more than tliree. This, compared with
sixty odd, is a poor showing, but these

figures fairly represent the two ex-

tremes of the power to observe ; and
though a long training was necessary

to perfect the equipment of our natur-

alist, it will be found that almost any-

one may quickly acquire the skill to

see and know at least twenty or twen-
ty-five of the common birds that were
obsei*ved that morning. Let us also go
over the ground, trusting that if our ob-

servations do not quite allow us to claim

sixty birds, w^e shall at least get beyond
the seven of the inferior observer.

Tlie common crow is a bird that few
can mistake. Its great size, black color,

and loud voice claim attention every-

wiiere, while its high intelligence, and
the almost militaiy organization of its

tribe, show a brain development unsur-
passed in any of our birds.

The mere fact that so conspicuous a
bird continues to dwell and multix)ly

throughout our highly cultivated coun-
try, in spite of guns, tra2:)s, poisons, and
unremitting, relentless persecution, is

the highest j^ossible proof of its fitness

for the great struggle. The crow was
originally a woodland bird, but has
suited itself rejidily to the mixed coun-
try that Eastern America now affords,

and is probably as numerous as ever.

In primitive days, when all Eastern
America was a great forest, and all the
central region a great plain, the distri-

bution of birds was somewhat different

from what it is now. For we know
that the artificial destruction of forest,

and extension of the open country tow-
ard the Atlantic, have resulted in the
eastward spread of many prairie birds,

such as the shorelark and the bobolink,

and a corresponding retreat of such
purely forest birds as the pileated and
ivory - billed w^oodpeckers. But there

are several which, like the crow, were
originally forest birds, and yet have
not in any sense retreated from their

changed, ancestral domain, but are

found to this day in every part of their

former haunts which still retain a por-

tion of their woodland shelter.

One of these, the blue jay, escaped
altogether the observation of the " blind

man," yet was quite as interesting to

the naturalist as the semi-civilized and
highly intelligent croAV. He heard it

that morning, long before seeing it

;

the loud cry of ^'jay, jay,"" announced its

name to all the world, before the bright

blue flash across the opening in the

grove, showed just where this cousin

of the crow was foraging.

In the days of the early pioneers the

cries of the jay received more than
passing notice, for they gave the hun-
ters a general idea of what w^as astir in

the woods, and whether it was owl, fox,

lynx, or prowling Indian he could not

escape the watchful blue jay, which
failed not to publish the news for him
that had ears to hear. Of course, it

was not easy to tell from the jay's cry,

precisely what foe had alarmed him,

but the skilful hunter could often do
so, and he learned, at least, to be on the

alert whenever he heard the blue jay's

warning.
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•^T

Blue Jay.

Very often it helped him in the pur-
suit of game, occasionally it did him
essential service, though, perhaps, as of-

ten, he found himself betrayed by this

ever busy marplot.

The ordinary note of the blue jay is

the "jay, jay," above described, but this

sound is used in so many different ways
and with such a variety of intonations

that it answers for a score of expres-

sions. When calling to his mate he
utters a sort of song, suggesting the

words " sirrootel, sirrootel." It is a soft,

jay himself, trying to frighten me from
his nest, by simulating the voice and
action of a bird that he himself held in

mortal dread.

In each of these instances the first

sign of the bird's presence was its note,

and in most cases it will be found that

the ear, rather than the eye, was the

guide of our naturalist. Before enter-

ing the low woods whence the blue jay

came, there fell upon his ready ear a

low, simple song like " cheedle, chee-

dle, chickadee, dee, dee, dee," and again
a little bird appeared, announcing his

own name. Out of the evergreen cov-

ert he darted, chasing his merry com-
panions or flitting about among the
low thickets and scrambling along the
branches, heels up, or head up, with
equal indift'erence. This is the bright,

pert, little chickadee, the commonest
of the tomtits that live in the colder

parts of the great forest, and the one of

all others, that, via the nursery rhyme,
is forcing his way upward into our seri-

ous literature.
" Chickadee dee, chickadee dee," he

sings again and again, as he clambers
about close at hand, with a confidence
that has won for him the friendship of
the children everywhere. Not a boy
in the rustic homes about but know&
this merry note of the black - capped
bird, yet scarcely one suspects that the

T
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Sir root d Sir root d

musical refrain, and seems not to come
from the same throat as the louder "jay,

But his talent for mimicry is so great
that it is impossible to catalogue all his

notes, original and adopted. On one
occasion, I had chmbed to a blue jay's

nest, without once seeing the owner.
I did not hear even the usual harsh
threatening, but I did hear, over my
head, the loud screaming of the red-
tailed hawk, and became aware that
immediately over the tree, the screamer
was sailing to and fro. At length, a
nearer approach and a better view en-

abled me to discover that this scream-
ing redtail was none other than the blue The Chickadee and his Song.

Vol. XIII.—71
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saiue bird is also the author of the

sweet httle refrain which we hear in

the spring-time whenever some ambi-
tious chickadee woukl fain prove him-
self a very nightingale to the one that

he loves best.

The pathway we have, in imagination,

followed with the naturalist leads into

Song Sparrow's Song.

the little woods, and turning about
among hillocks and trees, begins un-
mistakably to dip do^^^lW"ard. In the

Eastern States the woods are usually

left standing along hillsides, ravines,

brooksides, and other places too uneven
for cultivation, and soon we come to

the little stream that had spoilt this

place in the ploughman's eyes, and
saved this little shelter-nook of second
growth timber.

A pair of song sjoarrow^s is usually

found for every hundred yards of such
iiinning streams, rarely, indeed, is the

stream without its song sparrow, and
rarely is the bird seen away from its

beloved stream. He, above all others,

is the brook bird ; he can live content-

edly by a little pond, and has even been
found frequenting a low, damp thicket

;

but it is dowTi by the running, flashing

water, that he finds his ideal home, and
here, on some low twig over the stream,

he chants that sweet song which, in

Quebec, has won for him, the name of

Rossignol.

In general appearance he is much
like his near relatives, but a single

chii'p from his melodious throat, suf-

fices to identify him a hundred yards
away.
The birds appear to have made a

tacit division of the whole country, and
w^hile the song sparrow claims and in-

habits exclusively the thickets at the

water's edge, the drier and more open
undenvoods farther back have fallen to

the lot of the chewink. Up he flies

from among the brown leaves, where
he had been bustling about as noisily

as a bam fowl, and as he darts into

some sheltering thicket he utters his

loud " 'Towhee," a note so characteristic
that it has become one of his names.
His other name, " Chewink," is the open-
ing bar of the spring song that he war-
bles for hours together from the upper
branches of some low shnib. It is re-
markable that he has no common name,
suggested by his color, for his jet black

head and upper parts, re-

Heved by white spots on
wing and tail, are always
conspicuous, and when a
chance view at close quar-
ters is obtained, his chest-

nut flanks, and pure white
breast, are found equally worthy of no-
tice in the forming of a name. His
chant has been recorded by Wilson
Flagg as shown on p. 763.

But, hark to that loud, harsh, rattling

cry ! and see flying over the creek the
large bluish bird that utters it. See,
he suddenly arrests his flight, and,
poising an instant in the air, dai-ts

downward into the w^ater, to rise again
with a glittering object—a fish—in his
bill. It is scarcely necessary to say

, i-

s/^^ i

X

Song Sparrow.
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that this is the famihar kingfisher, the

ancient proprietor of the fry-swarming
rivers, and the pirate of the modern
fish - ponds. See the silver wampum
necklace that Manabozho conferred on
him, at the beginning, as the token of

they are nearly akin, and in this resem-
blance may lie the explanation of a sad
tragedy that has several times hap-
pened. In each case the circumstan-
tial evidence was the same. The weath-
er-beaten remains of a goldfinch were

found tightly held in

the clutches of a bur-
cluster, and it was

fcggigffgg#ffi^

Chewink and his Song.

his seigniory, and hark again to his

loud rattle as he wings his arrowy way
back to the great river where he is at

home, back toward the long burrow in

the steep clay bank where dwells his

brood, and away out of sight in the

distance.

Leaving the thickets and crossing

the " no man's land " of rank burdocks
and thistles, the goldfinch or wild ca-

nary is seen, perched on a Ihistle-top,

or bounding off through the air, utter-

ing a twitter at each undulation of his

flight. He will be known by his small

size and rich yellow plumage with black
crown, wings, and tail. " Thistle bird

"

[p. 764] is another name that he bears,

on account of his fondness for thistle-

seeds as food, and thistle-down for the

lining of his nest ; indeed, it is said that

the reason he nests quite late in the

summer, instead of in the spring, is that

the thistle-tops may have time to ripen

and provide him with the down that he
prefers for the completion of his dainty
little home.
We have just seen the burdock and the

thistle growing together as they often

do. Their flowers are much alike, for

clear that the poor bird
had been seeking for

food when he made the

mistake that allowed a

myriad bur-hooks to en-
* _ tangle themselves in his

feathers and hold him,
till he died of hunger and
weakness.
On following the path-

way from the stream, and
over the bare pasture-

land, or the roadway over the hills, one
is sure to see, ere long, a little streaky
brown sparrow that runs, mouse-like,

along the path, keeping ahead of the
traveller by making short flights of but
a few yards whenever it finds itself too
closely approached.
Each time it flits, it exposes the pure

white of the outer tail - feathers, and
this mark, with the foregoing descrip-

Kingfisher.

tion, is enough to identify, as the ves-

per sparrow, the little bird that imagines

he is leading the stranger over the hill.
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discovered in search of plunder.
He was the first to see the great
red-tailed hawk that, with hun-
gry eyes came sailing over the
trees ; he gave the alarm, but
took good care to keej) himself
well under cover, leaving the bat-

tle to another bird smaller than
himself. But this smaller bird
never hesitates : out of his home
in the orchard, straight toward
the pirate he soars, loudly twit-

tering his war-cry, and display-

ing the warrior plume of flame-

colored feather in his head,

upward, till high above both
trees and hawk, he mounts, then
swoops down on him in fierce

anger, darting about, swooping
and fluttering, striking down-
ward between the great pinions
of the hawk, till the latter is so

tormented, mentally, rather than
bodily, that he hurries away from
the neighborhood, and the victo-

Wild C_, Thistle Bird—Male and Female,

He is much like his cousin, the

song sparrow, but is readily dis-

tinguishable by the above charac-

teristics. His name was given him
on account of his habit of singing

chiefly in the evening after sun-

down.
There seems an active competi-

tion among the birds to bring them-
selves and their music prominently
before the pubHc. One or two, as

the robin and shorelark, gain their

point by singing earlier than the

others ; one or two, like the vireo

and the indigo bird, by singing in

the heat of the day, when other
birds are silent ; and one or two
achieve it by their power, brilliancy,

or indefatigability ; while our little

vesper sparrow is said to have had
the same end in view when he made
his soft sweet carol the vesper-song

of the uplands.

But there, again, is the blue jay's

alarm note : he is a thief himself,

and yet his righteous indignation is

unequalled when another thief is

^%.'.^,

fti^-

Vesper Sparruw and Nest.
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rious kingbird, having pursued him a

quarter of a mile or more, leaves him
and returns to his own nest, and, per-

haps, barely in time to save it from the

shameless blue jay, who was himself the

first to cry, "Stop thief!"

Ever}" farmer knows the kingbird, or

bee-martin. In color he is dark slate

above, becoming black on the tail and
head ; a band across the tip of his tail

the breaking up of the great woods
these edge lands have been enormously
extended, and there has been a corre-

sponding increase in their characteristic

feathered tribes. Among these are the
common jenny wren, known at once by
his diminutive size and short tail car-

ried at right angles to his back [p. 766] ;

the gorgeous orange and black oriole
;

the plain, dull-colored peewee or phoebe,

The Kingbird Going to Meet the Hawk.

and all below is pure white. But his

crest—the flame-colored badge—is lost,

hidden beneath the other feathers,

when he returns from his foray ; it is

visible only when erect, as in the excite-

ment of combat, or when pirouetting
in the air to win the admiration of his

queen.
We are among the orchard-birds

now, and are struck at once by their

great number, variet}'', and tameness.
The changes made by the progress of

settlement in America resulted, as we
have seen, in the Eastward extension of

prairie lands with their characteristic

birds ; caused also a great multiplica-

tion of what may be called woodland
edges or half-wooded country. Wher-
ever there was a break in the ancient

forest, its edges were tenanted by their

own peculiar species of birds, and in

sitting on the house-gable or on a dead
branch, moving his tail up and down,
catching insects, or reiterating his own
name, ^^phoebe, phoebe

;

" the happy
little chipping sparrow [p. 766], a dull

little bird, with a bright httle nest and
eggs, known at once by its being a very

small sparrow, having a black bill, a

chestnut cap, and no streaks on its

breast ; the yellow warbler, knowTi also

as the willow-wren, a slender little

creature, entirely yellow ; and several

kinds of swallows.

But the Baltimore oriole [p. 767] de-

serves a longer notice ; he is a prince in a

house of princes. The family to which he
belongs is composed of birds remarkable
either for plumage, note, nest, eggs, or

habit. Each can claim something curious

and original ; but the Baltimore shines

in everyone of these particulars, for in
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plumage, soug, and nest

alike, he is an especially

remarkable bird. AVlien

the Earl of Baltimore be-

came the lord of Mary-
land, his followers quick-

ly noticed the corre-

spondence between his
heraldic livery of orange
and black and the orange
and black of the splendid

bird that so abounded in

the new estates, so that,

very natural!}', the name
" Baltimore bird" was
suggested, and has been
borne ever since.

His nest is one of the

most wonderful examples
of bird-wea^ing in exist-

ence. It is made of sep-

arate threads, strings,

horsehair, or strips of bark, closely in-

terwoven into a sort of sack, and so

firmly knit together that it will bear a

weiglit of twenty or thirty pounds. In

Chipping Sparrow.

tation of the old theory that

melody and bright plumage
have never been bestowed on the same
bird.

In the same family with the wonder-
ful Baltimore is the cowbird [p. 768], a

the Southern j)ai*ts of this bird's range, species that affords a complete contrast

the nest is suspended from two or three

terminal twigs for protection from nu-
merous enemies, such as snakes, opos-

sums, and the like ; it is also made six

or seven inches in depth to prevent the

eggs being thrown out by the high
winds. But in the colder North, where
tree-climbing foes are rare, it is hung,
not at the extremities of the branches,

but in a cluster of tAvigs that affords

shelter. It is much shallower than
when exposed to the wind, but is very

thickly woven, and lined with soft,

warm materials. The oriole's loud, fife-

like notes ringing from the high tree-

tops in the morning are an ample refu-

^"% "'T*-^*^^:
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Common Wren,

to the famed oriole in almost every re-

spect. The cowbird is abundant every-

where in the Eastern States. It is doubt-
less one of those that have increased
with deforesting, for it is a bird of the
meadows and plains. Its name is de-

rived from its habit of frequenting cow-
pastures, where it may be seen following

the grazing kine to feed on the flies which
swarm about them. In color the males
are glossy black with brown heads, the

females dull, brownish gray ; in size it

is similar to the oriole, that is, about
eight inches in length. But the most
interesting part of its history is its

breeding habit.

The cowbird, like the

European cuckoo, never
pairs, builds a nest, or

hatches its own young.
The flocks that frequent

cow -pastures are com-
posed of males and fe-

males that consort to-

gether promiscuously,

and the female, when
the time comes, leaves

her companions and
sets out alone to find

the nest of some small
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bird in which she lays the egg, and
then leaves it entirely to the care of

the unwilling, and often unwitting, fos-

ter-parents. As a rule this means the

destruction of the bird's own brood, for

the young cowbird, being hatched soon-

er than the true offspring, monopolizes

two of our common orchard-birds that

have discovered methods of outwitting

this immoral and lawless vagabond. The
catbird [p. 768], one of these, may, gen-

erally, be found in the dark hedge or

thicket at the bottom of the orchard.

That scolding, whistUng, chirping sere-
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Pair of Baltimore Orioles—Nest and Song.

all attentions, and the other young, if

hatched at all, die of unavoidable neg-
lect.

Nearly all small birds that make an
open nest near the ground are habit-

ually imposed on by the cowbird, and
whether or not they detect the fraud,

they generally carry out faithfully the

unsought task. But there are, at least.

nade, intermixed with peculiar, kitten-

like mewings, is the song of the bird we
are seeking, and is also the ob^sdous ex-

planation of the bird's name. In ap-

pearance the catbird is of a dull slaty

color, with a black cap and tail, and
just under the base of the tail a chest-

nut patch. Its beak and form are slen-

der, and its size about that of a robin,
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that is, nine inches in length. Its nest

is usually built of dark rootlets ; thus
we have a dark bird building, in a
gloomy thicket, a black nest, to con-
tain the brightest blue-green eggs that

ever were laid. Their exquisite pale

peacock color is without equal among
the eggs of our Eastern birds ; and, in

this, without doubt, lies partly the rea-

son why the catbird is not to be im-

posed on by the cowbird. The eg^ of

the latter is freckled with pale brown-
ish spots, and contrasts strongly with
the eggs of the former bird, so that the
intruder is at once recognized, and the
catbird, whose maternal instincts are

of a high order, summarily ejects the
eml^ryo vagabond, and complacently
proceeds with her own duties.

Not so, however, that animated flake

of gold, the yellow warbler, or, as he is

called in many localities, " willow-wren."
He is a slender httle bird, about five

inches long ; that is, an inch shorter
than an English sj)arrow and much
slimmer than that sturdy little in-

vader. At first sight he seems to be
all of a golden-yellow color, but a closer

inspection, which he readily allows,

shows that his back is tinged with olive

and his breast streaked with chestnut.

This gay httle creature usually leads a

merry life among the ornamental shrubs

his mate and his nest, until, on an evil

day, his new-made home is discovered
by the prying eye of that ogre, the cow-
bird, who quickly shifts, from herself

Catbird.

Cowbird.

of the la^wTi, and fearlessly builds his

dainty cradle of down close to the win-
dow, and flits merrily through the lilacs,

or sings his simple warble again and
again, and seems absolutely happy with

to the warbler, the responsibility of her

next offspring. The woe of the war-

blers on discovering the foundUng eg^^

is exceedingly touching. They
are not duped any more than
are the catbirds, they know
quite well what it means ; but
not having the strength to

eject the intruding eg^, they
usually resign themselves to

their lot and attempt to rear

the stranger with their own
family, for with these birds to

desert their nest is out of the

question. But it not unfre-

quently happens that the hasty
cowbird deposits her egg be-

fore the warbler has begun to

lay, and then the bright little

builders, on recovering from
the first disagreeable shock of

surprise, have avoided the ap-

parent alternatives of deserting their

nest or rearing the stranger, by building

a new story to the nest, thereby relegat-

ing the intrusive egg to decay in the

cellar. One instance is on record where
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this occurred twice in the same nest, so

that it was one of three stories ; in each

of the lower ones a cowbird's egg was
being addled, and in the topmost the

true brood of the quick-witted warblers

was successfully hatched and reared.

The cowbird and the oriole belong to

the Icterid?e, a family of birds which,

though not large in our region, shows
among its members a remarkable diver-

sity of character and plumage. In it also

are the meadow lark, the bobolink, the
grakle, and the redwing ; birds, which,
though nearly akin, have almost nothing
in common in habits

or outward appear-

ance. The grakle [p.

770] is one that we
may discover before

leaving the orchard
;

he is commonly seen
displaying his gor-

geous plumage on
the lawn, or squeal-

ing from the top of

a spruce- tree. He is

a handsome fellow,

about a foot in

length, and although
at first and distant

view he is a blackhird

simply, he is really a

very bird of para-

dise, for his whole
body is glossed with
a resplendent bronze
green, and his head
and neck are lovely

with the purples and
blues of the peacock.

He is a showy, im-
pudent bird, a com-
bination of magpie,
blue jay, and crow,

and though he is a

nest-robber at times,

and a field - robber
always, his fine ap-

pearance furnishes excuse enough for

his continued existence. He would not

be a true member of his family if he did

not affect some oddity of nesting habit,

and he alone, of our Eastern starlings,

is found building in a hollow tree, or

an abandoned woodpecker's hole. The
eggs are very remarkable ; their pale

bluish shell is sparsely covered with the

most curious drawings in blackish-

brown ; the subjects are of every kind,

—dogs, cats, stars, men, parrots, weasels,

snakes, insects, fish, letters, signs, and
symbols may be seen sharply silhouet-

ted on these extraordinary eggs, and if

the bird had been a European one
we would long ago have had endless
legends about them, and numberless
weird potencies ascribed to the cabalis-

tic signs and outlines they present.

As we leave the orchard we suddenly
see in the bright sunlight the gorgeous
plumage of the tanager [p. 771], the Pro-

Yellow Warblers and Nest.

metlieus of Indian legends ; the firebird,

warbird, and blood-robin of the coun-
try folk. His rich scarlet livery, re-

lieved by the jet black of his wings and
tail, fairh' blazes in the sunlight. In
length he is about seven inches, that is,

a little larger than a sparrow, and in

habits rather tame, yet without having
any special liking for the vicinity of
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niau ; indeed , he is somewhat out of England say that the boys there trans-

place in an orchard, except at the late the song into " Bobolink, bobolink,

migratory season. He is a true for- Tom Denny, Tom Denny, come pay me
ester, and high on the topmost boughs the sixpence youve owed me more than

Vi
v-^^-

Egg of Grakle.

of the tallest maples and beeches his

soft whistle is to be heard throughout
the early summer. His mate, by the

way, is of dull ohve green, without a

trace of scarlet an^^where, and the young
ones, at first, are like the mother, but
the males gradually exchange the green
for the brilliant scarlet of the race.

But none of our native birds has made
for himself a greater name than the
boboHnk [p. 772], the mad harlequin of

the meadows. Of course the children

were the first to recognize his genius
and introduce him to society. But he
has since graduated from the nursery
rhyme, and, like the chickadee, is now
making his way in the literary world.

If there is one of these birds in our
meadows we shall not have long to wait
before both seeing and hearing him.

A single note of his unjDaralleled

song, or a single glimpse of his odd
black-and-white livery, is sufficient

to identify him a mile off, after once
having made his acquaintance. See
him yonder, skimming over the
meadow with do^vn-curved, vibratory

"svings, his plumage all jet black, ex
cept the white marks on his back,
and the creamy patch on his nape.

Hark to his bubbhng, jingling, in-

expressible music as he curvets and
flutters in the air. Some of the

older writers on the birds of New

a year and a half ago. I paid you, 1
paid you. You didn't. I did. You
didnt, you lie, you cheat, you cheat,

you cheat ! " Then, as Nuttall, the man
of bird-song adds :

" However puerile

this odd phrase may appear, it is quite

amusing to find how near it approaches
to the time and expression of the notes

when pronounced in a hurried manner."
It is indeed amusing, and, more than
that, it is the only method of graphic
description that is available, for musical
notes and verbal definitions are equally

powerless to reproduce this remarkable
serenade.

Another style of descriptive effort has

been very well attempted by Wilson
Flagg, whose poem, "The O'Lincon
Family," is full of the strange, jerky,

bubbling music that characterizes the

The Grakle or Crow-blackbird.
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birds he is describing. The first stanza
is as follows :

**A flock of merry singing-birds were sporting
in the grove.

Some were warbling cheerily, and some were
making love.

There were Bobolincon, Wadolincon, VVin-

terseeble, Conquedle,
A livelier set were never led by tabor, pipe,

or fiddle

:

Crying, 'Phew, shew, Wadolincon; see, see,

Bobolincon
Down among the tickle-tops, hiding in the

buttercups

;

I know the saucy chap ; I see his shining cap
Bobbing in the clover there,—see, see, see.'

"

Of course the bobolink's chief name
was suggested by his chief peculiarity,

his song ; but another, skunk-blackbird,
alludes to the skunk-like color and pat-

tern of his dress, and in the others, mead-
owwink, reed-bird, rice-bird, troopial, we
have a brief summary of his habits, as a
meadow-singer in June, a marsh resi-

dent in August, a rice-eater in Sej^tem-
ber, and, in the winter, a bird that habit-

ually flies in great troops or flocks.

In crossing toward the haunts of the
bobolink we may spring the meadow lark

[p. 772], another of the famed starlings.

As he flies, he seems a large, thickset

gray bird, with a short tail, edged with
white, and a fashion of flapping and
sailing by turns, as he moves straight

away. He is as large as a quail, and so

plump that many regard him as a game-
bird. He has a trick of always present-

ing his back, so that he may be seen
alive many times before discovering

that his breast is of an intensely golden-
yellow, with a beautiful black crescent

in the middle. His loud whistle from
the distant fence -post, whither he be-

takes himself, is like " et se dee ah " oft-

repeated at intei'vals.

But another starling now flies over-

head at a considerable height, pure
black he seems to be, and his note is a

single shrill whistle. This is the red-

wing [p. 773]. Away over the meadow
he flies, straight to the distant swamp,
where cat-tails, willows, and water com-
bine to make a sort of final refuge and
moated castle of birds. Pure black he
appeared as he flew, but, now% at home,
on some willow-branch in sight of his

brown-streaked mate, he shows a new

feature— the blazing scarlet patch of
feathers on the bend of each wing, and
as he amorously struts before his lady-
love, he is at no httle pains to display
it to the best advantage.
The meadow lark builds its nest on

the ground, and roofs it over with bent
grass ; but the redwing, or soldier-black-
bird, must, of course, have an entirely
new manner of Hfe, and, away out on
the frog-pond, out of the reach of snap-
ping-turtles and small boys, he selects a
bunch of projecting twigs, and among
them he suspends the neat, strongly
woven basket that is the cradle of his

brood.

His habits and notes, too, are entirely
his own. With fluttering wings and
tail he poses in front of his inamorata,
swelling out and raising up his bright
plumes until he appears to be envel-
oped in scarlet, and gurgles out a gut-

The Tanager—an Indian Legend.

tural ''Look at me ! " with the accent on
the me. But the earnest prayer and
impressive attitude of the speaker seem
alike thrown away on the female, who,
with an incredible amount of uncon-
cern, goes quietly about her business as

though she were alone ; nevertheless,

subsequent events would indicate that

her apathy w^as entirely assumed, for in

due course the nest is filled with the
growing fledglings and her loving solici-

tude for their w^elfare abundantly attests

the joy and pride she feels in her off-
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spring-. Bat the father, the ojiy and
ardent lover, is, I fear, sadly lacking* in

such admirable emotions ; there is yet
to be written a dark and discreditable

chapter in his Hfe.

AVe have seen how devoid of parental
aliection is the cowbird.

We know that in the far a-r-

South there are other
blackbirds that leave

the care of the eggs and
young entirely to the fe-

males, and go off to lead ;

>'

a merry bachelor life as '

soon as incubation be-
! \ ' !\

gins, and the redwing-, '

it seems, is not altogether .^

without the family taint,

for I have, more than
once, met with evidence
that his love - fires Ian

guish sadly as the honey-
moon wanes, and his de-

votion to his home duties

succumbs entirely as

soon as the joys of love

are exchanged for its

responsil)ilities. He becomes, in fact,

prone to take his quiet departure in

company of a merry host of similar de-

Hnquents, leaving his irreproachable

wife to provide for the family as best

she can. But no trial is too great for
her constancy, and in due time the lit-

tle redwings are fully groAvn and fledged,
and when strong enough on the wing
they fly with her to rejoin their shame-
less father in the distant marshes.

Meadow Lark.

Bobolink.

But the day is advancing. The famil-

iar robin has ceased to sing, and is forag-

ing on the lawn, stamping cunningly
with his feet close to a worm-hole, then
waiting quietly, with his head on one

side, to see the effect, and so ma-
I noeuvring until, at length, the worm

I
ventures out, but only to be seized,

I
and, after a struggle, borne away to

I his young in the broad nest of mud
I

and sticks that is saddled on the

large apple-bough in the adjacent

I
orchard.

j
The wood thrush [p. 774] , high up

1 in some shade -tree, pours out his

liquid " 2^66 - rool - ya -ta- lee " then
rings his little silver bell, sings an-

, other bar, and again plays his own

I
accompaniment, and all the while

1 looks serenely down on you, beneath
himinevery sense of the word. With
a fair glass you can see him clearly,

about eight inches long, above of a

i l)right cinnamon color, which is

;
brightest on the head, and all be-

low white, with large black spots.

J
His nest is somewhat like that of

1 the robin ; in fact they are near

relatives, and the latter seems proud
of the connection, for he often calls
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Redwinged Blackbird— Male and Female.

attention to it by fashioning- j^arts of liis

song on the model furnished him by his

cousin in the ermine vest.

On the lawn we may also see the
flicker [p. 774], or golden-winged wood-
pecker, a large bird, which, though clad

in very bright colors, is described by the
country boys as a gra}^ bird. At a dis-

tance, he certainly does look gray and
brown, but the under sides of his wings
and tail are of a rich yellow, and the cres-

cent across his nape is of a bright red.

Though he is a woodpecker, he is often

seen on the ground, and, in fact, gathers

at least one-half of his food there. As
he flies, one sees a large gray bird with

a dim halo of yellow about it, and on the

rump a blazing star of purest white.

This is, of course, as he flies from one, if,

by chance, he is coming toward the ob-

server, the white star is replaced by the

black moon which he wears on his

breast. The flicker has a long array of

names, many of them, like flicker, clape,

wake-up, yarrup, etc., are derived from
his notes, which are varied and sono-

rous ; others, like, high-hole and high-

holder, allude to his true woodpecker
habit of boring a hole for his nest high
up in some dead trunk. The Spaniards
called him, " carpentero," and in the

sense of worker in wood and house-pro-

vider for others, this is very apt, for at

least a score of species stand ready to

avail themselves of the commodious
quarters excavated by the flicker, as

soon as he sees fit to abandon it.

Again, passing through the orchard,

we may espy the humble relative of the

flicker, the little black and white wood-
pecker, or his brother, the hairy wood-
pecker, in search of his prey about the

bark of the old apple-trees [p. 775].

While high in the air overall, and making
their citadel about the outbuildings, are

the four common swallows— the barn-

swallow [p. 775], known, at once, by his

pale chestnut breast and long forked tail

;

the cliif- swallow, recognizable by his

V
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Wood Thrushes— Hop Vine.

short tail and white crescent on his fore-

head ; the martin, known by his great size

and black color, and the white-breasted

or wood-swallow [p. 776], a delicate little

bird of the size of a sparrow. The last is

called tree-swallow in some regions, be-

cause it nests in hollow trees, and in

others, the singing -swallow, because,

more than any other of its tribe, it has a

habit of singing sweetly as it sits in the

sun on some convenient perch. The last

two, with the bluebird and the English
sparrow, are the principal candidates for

the occupancy of the small bird -boxes
put up against outbuildings and on
poles, by those who wish to encourage
the birds about their dwellings.

The first two of these swallows are

noted for the remarkable mud nests

which they make under the eaves of

bams ; the first usually selects a site in-

side the building, and it is with a view to

giving them a convenient entrance, that

farmers cut in the gables those holes,

often of grotesque shapes, that frequent-

ly arouse the curiosity of passing citi-

zens. The nest is made of pellets of mud

the

carefully kneaded at the wa-
ter's edge, and stuck on in

regular successive layers un-
til the appointed cup-shape is

complete, and, after a proper
time for drying is allowed,

the nest is finished with a

lining of straw and feathers.

But the cliff-swallow carries

the pi'ocess of nest-building a
step farther than this; he
makes not a cup, but a de-

canter, not a mere bracket,

but a complete globe, with an
entrance-porch that is some-
times prolonged into a verita-

ble spout. Both these birds

nest in colonies, and, like

swallows generally, are very

partial to the buildings and
neighborhood of man. In
fact, the only one of this tribe

that is indifferent to r^an is

the little bank - swallow. It

is found nesting in colonies

along the banks of rivers,

where they are steep enough
to afford protection and soft

enough to be bored into by
beak of this hard - working little

-^.-^ Q

Flickers—Male and Fennale.
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Pair of Hairy Woodpeckers—Sapsucker—Downy Woodpecker.

excavator. Each pair make their own
nesting-hole, and at the end of the bur-
row, which is usually two or three feet

long, is a httle elevated chamber, in

whose gloomy recesses the crystalline

eggs are laid, and this Httle creature of

sunlight is first ushered into the world.

Here we have enumerated some twen-

fail of being seen, and probably the
voices of twice as many are heard ; but
the trained ear is necessary to distin-

guish many of the obscurer birds, and
detect the fifty odd that may be within
observation during a brief excursion
through a diversified country.

In this short sketch we have omitted

Barn-swallows.

ty-five birds that anyone may see on a many birds that merely flew past, and
fine May day in the temperate latitudes have left unnoticed many whose notes
of the Eastern region. These cannot are the only signs by which their exist-
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euce could be detected. But tliose who
once learu a new bird will be surprised

to liud that, like a newly learned word,
it will afterward be met with at almost
every step, and they will then wonder
how they could ever have been so blind

as to have missed such a remarkably con-
spicuous feature of the landscape, or so

deaf as not to have heard such a prom-
inent voice in the choir of natural
sounds that greet them on a spring
morning.

The White-breasted or Wood -swallow.

ENDYMION AND A PORTRAIT OF KEATS.

By Edith M. Thomas.

Whether, upUfting slow his dreamful head,

He leaves a couch the fragrant pine has strown,

"Whether the dim, enchanted woods have known
The sleeper's unimperilled velvet tread

;

Or whether, through some winding cavern led,

That like the shell rings drear with ocean's moan.

He wanders till the sea, wide, bright, and lone,

Beneath his visionaiy eye is spread

—

Whether awake, or still by slumber bound,

Behold that shepherd with a world foregone,

To hoard the white rays of a mystic Dawn,

A listener to aerial silver sound.

With subtle moonlight smile devote, withdrawn !

Behold Endymion whom a Love unknown hath crowned



THE OPINIONS OF A PHILOSOPHER.

By Robert Grant.

Illustrations by W. T. Smedley.

|Y wife Josephine declares that I have become a philosopher in my old

age, and perhaps she is right. Now that I am forty, and a triHe

less elastic in my movements, with patches of gray about my ears

which give me a more venerable appearance, I certainly have a

tendency to look at the world as through a glass. Yet not al-

together darkly be it said. That is I trust I am no cynic like

that fellow Diogenes who set the fashion centuries ago of

turning up the nose at everything. I have a natural sunni-

ness of disposition which would, I believe, be proof against

the sardonic fumes of contemplation even though I were a

real philosopher.

However, just as the mongoose of the bagman's story was
not a real mongoose, neither am I a real philosopher.

You will remember that Diogenes, who was a real philosopher, occupied a tub
as a permanent residence. He would roll in hot sand during the heat of sum-
mer, and embrace a statue of snow in winter, just to show his superiority to ordi-

nary human conventions and how much wiser he was than the rest of the world.

The real philosophers of the present

day are not quite so peculiar ; but they
are apt to be fearfully and wonderfully
superior to the weaknesses of humanity.
For the most part they are to be found
in the peaceful environs of a university

or on some mountain top a Sabbath
day's journey from the hum of civiliza-

tion, where they eschew nearly every-

thing which the every-day mortal finds

requisite to comfort and convenience,

unless it be whiskey and water. I have
sometimes fancied that more real phi-

losophers than we are aware of are par-

tial on the sly to whiskey and water.

But that is neither here nor there ; for,

as I have already stated, I am not a real

philosopher.

I have altogether too many faults to

be one, and should constantly be Hying
in the face of my own theories. Bar-
ring the aforesaid weakness for whiskey
and water, it is fair to assume that the
average real philosopher lives up to his

own lights and by them ; whereas I, at

least according to Josephine, am liable

t6 be frightfully inconsistent. She has
never forgotten my profanity on the oc-

casion when we discovered after dinner
that the soot had come down in the
drawing-room and was over everything
in spite of the fact that the chimney
had been swept three weeks before.

Vol. XIII.—73

My wife Josephine declares that I have become a phi-

losopher."
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NoTV if there is one thing* which I abhor
and am perpetually inveighing against

as Aiilgar and futile, it is unbridled lan-

guage. Josej)hine must have heard me
say fifty times if she has heard me once
that the man who fouls his tongue with
an oath is a senseless oaf. And yet I

am bound to admit that when I dis-

covered what had happened I swore de-

hberately and roundly hke the veiiest

trooper. In order to appreciate the

situation exactly I should add that it

has long been a mooted point between
Josephine and me whether chimney's

require to be swept at all. My darling

insists that the sweep shall overhaul the

house annually, while I cling, with what
she is pleased to call masculine fatuity,

to the theory that soot, like sleeping

dogs, should be let alone.

Have you ever entered a drawing-
room just after a healthy, thorough fall

of soot ? If so, you will appreciate

what is meant by its all pervasiveness.

\\>-

" More real philosophers than we are aware of are partial

on the sly to whiskey and water."

The remotest articles of furniture are

rife with infinitesimal smut, much as

they were rife with the remains of the

lady in Kipling's story after the jealous

orang-outang had done with her. And
yet granting that the provocation w^as

dire, a philosopher, a real philosopher,

would have acted very differently. A
philosopher of the grandest type would
have reasoned that what was done was
done, and that there was no more use in

crying over fallen soot than over spilt

milk. He would calmly have adopted
prompt measures to ameliorate the situ-

ation, and after the servants were fairly

at work would have taken his wife apart
and pointed out to her, in well-chosen
language, that here was only another in-

stance of his superior wisdom. One of

a more virulent type, but still a philoso-

pher, might have indulged in mirth

—

quiet sarcastic mirth. No person of a
truly philosophic cast of mind and with
a rooted antipathy to damning w^ould

have sworn lustily as I did.

I remember taking httle Fred, my
namesake and eldest son, to skate with
me one winter's afternoon on a subur-
ban pond. He did famously for a tyro,

but we both wearied at last of his ever-

lasting strife to maintain the perpen-
dicular, and I was conscious of a iiish

of joy when he became completely ab-

sorbed in watching a man who was
fishing for pickerel. Have you ever
fished for pickerel through a hole in

the ice ? If so you will recall that it is

chilly and rather dispiriting Avork, es-

pecially if the fish are shy. They cer-

tainly were shy that afternoon, for the

individual in question had angled long
and bagged nothing, as I gleaned from
the answers to the direct interroga-

tories put by my urchin during the

few minutes I stood paternally by and
watched the proceedings.

" Caught anything ?
"

" Nop."
"Had a bite?"
" Nop."
" How long you been fishing ^

"

"An hour."

As I glided away hght-heartedly on
the dehcious curves of the outer edge,

I reflected that he was evidently a per-

severing pot-hunter who would not be
easily discouraged, and that I could

count upon his engrossing the atten-

tion of my offspring for a considerable

period. Accordingly, I was surprised

some five minutes later to observe the

fisherman (who wore no skates) sham-
bling across the pond toward the shore.

Glancing from him to his late station I
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perceived a little group of skaters gath-

ered around my son and heir, who was
dabbhno^ with a stick in the abandoned
hole. They appeared
to be diverted by
something, and one
of them, my friend

Harry Bolles, who
had his handerchief

up to his mouth,
made a bee-line to

meet me. From his

hps I learned what
had happened, which
was this mse : The
horny - handed pot-

hunter, having pres-

ently pulled a soli-

tary pickerel out up-
on the ice and freed

it from his hook,
turned aside to cut

another piece of bait

;

whereupon my hope-
ful picked up the

fish and popped it

back into its native

element without so

much as a syllable

of commentary ; and
thereupon (being act three in the trag-

edy) he of the horny-hand, having real-

ized the situation in its terrible entire-

ty, pulled up his hne, shovelled back
the particles of ice into the hole and be-

took himself upon his shambling way
without one word. Not a word, mark
you. There was a real philosopher if

you like, a thorough-going, square-trot-
ting philosopher. The only alternative

was child -murder or silence, and my
pot-hunter chose the simplest form of

the dilemma. " I thought the fish would
like it," said little Fred, when interro-

gated upon the subject.

And yet, despite my occasional inabil-

ity to practice what I preach, Josephine
is correct in her diagnosis that my cast

of mind is becoming more philosophic

as the years roll on. The conscious-

ness that I am the author of four chil-

dren (two strapping sons and two tall

daughters), anyone of whom may con-

stitute me a grandfather before I am
fifty, renders me conservative and dis-

posed, metaphorically speaking, to draw
in my horns a little. I am beginning

' Have you ever entered a

healthy, thoroug

to go to church again, for instance.

You may have taken it for granted that

I have been regular in my attendance

at the sanctuary.
Certainly I have
never been a scoffer

;

but, on the other

hand, I must confess

that somehow it has
come to pass since

Josephine and I

plighted our troth

that our pew has
stood empty on the
Lord's day oftener

than the orthodox
consider fitting.
And the worst of it

is I used to attend

service about every

other Sabbath before

I became a bene-

dict, and Josephine
taught a Sunday-
school class up to

within six months of

our wedding cere-

mony. She, dear
girl, has harbored
ever since the be-

lief that she continues to go to church
almost every Sunday either in the

morning or the afternoon, a harmless
delusion which for some time I took
no pains to dispel, knowing as I did

that she meant to go every Sunday.
Yet I knew also that pitiless, unemo-
tional statistics would reveal an aver-

age attendance on her part of rather

less than ten times in the course of

each year. I was brute enough finally

to call her attention to a talh'-sheet,

covering a period of three calendar

months, which I had kept for my pri-

vate edification, and I was punished by
seeing her sweet eyes fill with tears be-

fore she proceeded to plead to the in-

dictment.
" You know, Fred, perfectly well that

I have to stay at home Avith the chil-

dren every other Sunday morning in

order to allow Lucille to go to church."
" But how about the other mornings

and all the afternoons?" I inquired,

with the effi'ontery of a hardened sin-

ner seizing his oj^portunity to take a

saint to task.

drawing-room just after a

h fall of soot? "
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Josej^liine blushed, partly from guilt

and partly from iudigiiation. " It

rained torrents last Sunday morning,
and Sunday morning fortnight—er—

I

was sick. I remember that I was all

dressed to go one afternoon when old

Mr. Philipps called and I didn't like to

leave him. Besides, I feel as though I

ought to stay at home occasionally on
Sunday afternoons in order to teach
the children the Scripture<5. The Sun-
day morning before that—er—I went.

No, it must have been a fortnight pre-

"I was punished by seeing her sweet eyes fill with tears.

vious, for I recollect now that I had
planned to go, when you said that you
hated to skate alone and declined to

take the entire responsibility of the

children on the pond on account of

little Fred and the pickerel."

"And I said, too, I remember, that

in all probability there wouldn't be
black ice again all winter."

"You did, you did," my clarHng

cried, with tragic impetuosity, "and it

is ci*uel of you to remind me of it."

" Moreover it was a correct prophecy.

It snowed that ver}' night and the peo-

ple who waited until Monday were no-

where."
" Oh, Fred, Fred, I'm a wicked wom-

an. You're the last person in the
world who ought to tax me with it, but
it is true. I don't go to church as I
ought. And yet I do mean to go.

But if it isn't one thing which i^revents,

it's another. Lucille must have every
other Sunday morning, and you seem
so disajjpointed if I refuse to go skat-

ing or canoeing with you and the chil-

dren on the fine days that I foolishly

yield."
" And you the daughter of a deacon,"

I continued, unsparingly. Let me state

by way of explanation that Jo-
sephine's late father was for many
years one of the pillars of the re-

ligious society to which he be-
longed.

" I know, I know. It is shame-
ful. I—we are little better than
heathens, Fred. Only think of it,

four times in three months !

" she
added, glancing at the tell - tale

sheet. "And I brought up to go
regularly both morning and after-

noon in addition to Sunday-school

!

I am a heathen ; and as for jou, I

don't know what to call you !
" she

exclaimed, with a sad, reproachful
smile.

So long as Josephine was con-
tent to berate herself without in-

cluding me in her anathemas, I

had been ready to acquiesce in

what she said, but now that she
seemed disposed to drag me into

the conversation I felt it incum-
bent upon me to reply with dig-

nity:

"Will you please explain, my
dear, why it is that, though I used to be
a regular worshi2:)per before we became
man and wife, I have almost entirely

ceased to attend church since that

time ? Who is responsible for the

change, I wonder."
There is a point beyond which it is

not safe to prod Josephine, and I could

see from the expression of her eye that

we had reached it on this occasion. She
drew herself up and answered haughtily.

" I have heard you make that insinu-

ation several times before, Fred. It is

not merely silly, it is disgraceful. I

keep you from church? Don't you
know," she exclaimed, with a quaver of

emotion, " that your refusal to go is a
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" One of the pillars of the religious society."

source of genuine grief to me, and that I

just hate to go alone ? Don't you know
that I should hke nothing better than
to go with you every Sunday, and that I

am ready to go to any church you will

select?"
" Yes," I answered, doggedly, " I am

well aware that you would prefer to

have me become anj^thing rather than
remain—er—a steadfast worshipper of

nature.

Josephine made a little gesture of im-
patience such as my well-worn apotheo-
sis of nature is apt to evoke. For a few
moments she looked as though she were
going to cry ; then, with an almost pas-

sionate outburst, she exclaimed

:

" You will promise me, Fred, won't
you, that when the children are old

enough to understand what it means
not to go to church you will go too ?

"

Now, it may be that my response at

the time to this pathetic appeal was
not altogether satisfactory to my dar-

ling ; but she has forgotten her fears

and her tears to-day in the happy con-

sciousness that as surely as the bells

begin to ring on Sunday morning I be-

gin to bnish my silk hat with the fever-

ish impatience of an abandoned church-
goer. Punctuality, which has always
seemed to Josephine a pitiful sort of

virtue, ranks*in my category of human
conduct almost on a par with brotherly
love, and I am apt to make myself and
her pretty miserable on each returning
Sabbath by my endeavors to get the
family out of the house and into our
pew on time. It is only by bearing
strictly in mind what day it is that I

am able to keep my lips from speaking
guile when little Fred remembers at

the last moment that he has forgotten
his pocket-handkerchief or Josej)hine's

glove bursts open in the process of be-

ing hastily rammed on and I am com-
pelled to wait while she sends up stairs

for a fresh pair. You should see how
her nostrils swell with pride as we
sweep by my old pal, Nicholas Long, and
his wife, who are manifestly not going
to church. I can discern on Nick's

face, as we pass, an expression which is

half sardonic, half pitiful. Evidently
he has not forgotten my quondam oft-

repeated vow that no child of mine
should be taught the orthodox fairy

tales in unlearning which I had spent
some of the best years of my life. And
now I am a recreant, and he who aided
and abetted me in my asseverations of

independence remains faithful. Yes,

but Nick, poor fellow, has no children.

There is a point beyond which it is not safe to prod
Josephine."
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His griu seems to say, " Sle what you
are missing, poor old patriarch ; Doro-
thy and I are off for a ten-mile tramp
in the country."

Yet, despite his apparent jubilation of

spirit, I detect a longing expression in

Dorothy's eyes and I notice that she

steals a second glance over her tailor-

made shoulder at little Winona, our
youngest, who is an uncommonly pretty

child, if I do say it.

" There go a light-hearted, honest
couple with the courage of their convic-

tions," I remark to Josephine, tenta-

tively. " Before the sermon has begun
they will be on the river and they will

come home delightfully tired just in

time for dinner."
" Light-hearted ? I beheve, Fred,

that they are both perfectly miserable,"

she exclaimed, with a sweeping glance

of pride at her progeny. " I was think-

ing just before you spoke how much I

pitied that woman."
I can remember as if it were yesterday

Nick Long telling me with bubbling ec-

stasy, shortly after he was engaged, that

his ladylove had a clear, analytical mind,
almost hke a man's. " No nonsense

" Burglars."

about her," he said. " She sees things

just as they are." I rather got the im-

pression at the time that he intended

thereby to insinuate gently but plainly

that he was a far luckier dog than I who
had married a woman with a mind con-

spicuously feminine. I should like very

much to know whether, if Dorothy were
to be blessed with children after all,

Nick would have to go to church.

Not only have I lost moral courage in

the matter of some of my deepest con-
victions, but I notice also Avith conster-

nation that my physical bravery is ebb-
ing away as my ^^ears increase. I have
drawn the line, for example, squarely and
tautly on burglars. One night not very
long since I was awakened by noise and,
after listening, I came to the conclusion
that it proceeded from house-breakers.

I slipped out of bed stealthily and put
my ear to the bolted chamber door in

order to confirm my conviction. My
movements aroused Josephine, who sat

up in bed and asked hoarsely what the
matter was. I put my finger on my
lij^s quite irrelevantly, for it was jDitch

dark.
" Fred, are there burglars in the

house ? " she gasped.
" Sh ! Yes?'
" What are you doing, Fred ? Oh, you

mus'n't go down and expose yourself on
any account." She was evidently very
much agitated. " Promise me that you
will not."

Having ascertained that the door was
secure I walked across the room and
turned on the electric light. Josephine

was sitting bolt upright,

quivering with excitement.

Her eyes followed my ev-

ery movement, as, having
slipped on my trousers and
a pair of boots, I began to

look around me, tramj)ing

sturdily.
" Fred, they'll hear you

if you make such a noise,"

said my wife, in an ago-

nized whisper.
" I fer\^ently trust so," I

retorted. " That's why I'm
doing it."

As I spoke my eye lit at

last on something adapted
to my purpose. I had been

trying to avoid the destruction of a

wash basin, and I seized with grateful

eagerness the pair of Indian clubs which
offered themselves and, lifting them to

the level of my brow, let them fall clam-

orously on the floor. The welkin rang,

so to speak, and I sank with nervous ex-

haustion into an arm-chair.

The house seemed deathly still and it

struck me that Josephine on her part
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was ominously quiet. When she spoke

at last it was to ask :

" Haven't you a pistol?
"

" Yes, dear."
" Are you going to let them take ev-

erything ?
"

'' It is for them to decide, darHng."
" But, Fred

"

Josephine did not finish her sentence.

The words she uttered were, however, so

full of poignant surprise and disappoint-

ment that I felt constrained to inquire

with a guilty attempt at nonchalance :

" Is there anything you would like to

have me do ?
"

" You are the best judge, of course,"

she answered, coldly. " Only, do you
think it is the usual way ?

"

" The usual way ? " I echoed. Among
the few points in Josephine's character

which irritate me is her weakness for

custom, and it is growing on her. " No,
I suppose that the correct social thing-

would have been to stand at the head
of the banisters in my nightgown with
a lighted candle and make a target of

myself."
" Why did you buy a pistol, then ?

"

inquired my better half.

" So that the children needn't shoot
themselves with it after it was locked

up and the cartridges carefully hidden,"

I replied, with levity. We were both so

heated that we had practically forgotten

that flat burglary was supposed to be
going on.

" You didn't use to talk in that way,"
said Josephine, with slow i^recision. " I

only hope, Fred, for your sake that peo-
ple won't hear about this."

" They will not, certainly, unless you
tell them, Josephine."

" Tell them ? I wouldn't mention
what has happened for the world," she
answered, looking at me with a sort of

sorrowful disdain. Thus is it that the
ideals which women form concerning us
are one by one shattered ! I am sure
that Josephine would have been incon-

solable had I fallen a victim to the bul-

let of a house-breaker. You will recall

that her first impulse was to prevent me
from exposing myself for the sake of the

solid silver seiwice. She had taken it

for granted that I would slip the bolt

and go part way down stairs, at least,

pistol in hand, and she had wished to

caution me against undue rashness.

Consequently, it was a rude blow to her
sensibilities to find that I was such a

craven. She cared no more for our
apostle spoons and gold-lined vegetable
dishes than I did ; it was the principle

of the thing which distressed her. Why
had I bought a six-shooter shortly after

our marriage except to be equipped for

just such an emergency? It did cer-

"
I sank with nervous exhaustion into an arnn-chair."

tainly seem that I was bound by all the
laws of custom to pop at least once over
the banisters, even though I took no
aim and scurried back into my bedroom
immediately after. That would have
satisfied her, she subsequently admit-
ted to me ; but to drop a pair of Indian
clubs on the floor in order to make a

clatter could be regarded as little less

than pusillanimous, philosophy or no
philosophy.

We have talked it over many times
since, and I have endeavored to make
plain to her that in the process of evo-

lution thinking men have come to the

conclusion that the husband and father

who chops logic at dead of night with
an accomplished burglar on the wrong
side of his chamber door is akin to a

lunatic. She listens to my arguments
attentively, and she has done me the
honor to admit that there is more to be
said in my behalf than she thought at

first ; but I remember that the last time
we conversed upon the subject she shook
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her head with the air of a woman who,
in spite of everything, is still of the same
opinion, and she munnured gently :

"As I told you before, Fred, if you
had fired once over the banisters, I

would say nothing."
" But I might have been killed or

maimed for life as a consequence," I

blurted, feelingly.

" You may remember that I have four childrer

Josephine looked a little grave, as she

is apt to do at any suggestion of my
sudden taking off, but with a sweet
sigh she answered, succinctly :

" There are certain risks in this world
that a man has to take."

II.

You may remember that I have four

children : my namesake Fred, David,

who w^as christened in honor of his ma-
ternal grandfather, Josephine, or Josie

as we call her in order not to confound
her with her mother, and Winona, the

baby of the family. We have lately

moved into another house. The old

one would not hold us any longer. At
least Josephine declared that it would
not shortly after the agents of the

Board of Health fumigated the estab-

hshment with sulphur to kill scarlet

fever germs. She said it w^ould be
cheaper to move than to buy new wall-

papers and window-shades. When I

asked how this could be she w^axed a

Httle wroth at what she called my den-
sity, and asked if I did not appreciate

that we should have to move at any
rate in a year or two in order to pro-

vide the children with a bedroom
apiece. The necessity for this had not

occurred to me, I must confess, and I
was making bold to inquire why the
tw^o boys could not continue to occupy
one room and their sisters another as in

the past, when Josephine added, in an
awful whisper :

" Besides, the house is overrun with
cockroaches. Now mind, Fred," she
continued, with an imperative frown,

" that is a matter which is

not to be repeated to any-
one."

" Why should I wish to
repeat it ? " I asked, meek-

" I never know before-
hand what you will repeat
and what you mil not. I
should expect to hear from
Jemima Bolles the next
time we met that you had
confided it to her husband,
and positively I don't care
to have her know. Then,

too," Josephine continued, with the
manner of one selecting a few of many
grievances to air, " I haven't an inch of

unoccupied closet room ; and, moreover,
you remember, Fred, that the plumber
said the last time he was here that by
good rights the plumbing ought all to

be renewed." My wife dwelt on these
concluding words with insinuating em-
phasis. She knows that I am daft, as

she calls it, on tw^o points, closing win-
dow's on the eve of a thunder-shower
and defective drainage.

" He said that we could manage very
well for some time longer without the
slightest real risk," I answered, dought-
iiy-

Josephine's lower lip trembled. Pres-
ently she burst out, as though she had
resolved to throw feline argument and
sophistic persuasion to the winds, " I

am just tired of this house, Fred, and I

should like to move to-morrow. It is

pitifully small and disgustingly dirty

with dirt that I can't get rid of, and
everything about it is old as the hills.

It has never been the same since that

fall of soot. If I am obliged to live in

it I shall have to, but I am sure that a

new, clean house would add ten years
to my life."

" Jehosaphat !
" I added, startled by

this appeal into borrowing the latest
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expletive from the vocabulary of my
eldest son, at which Josephine bridled

for an instant, thinking that she had
detected blasphemy. When it dawned
upon her that the phrase in question

was only one of those hybrid, meaninof-

less objurgations, the use of which will

scarcely justify a lecture, my darling

gulped dismally and waited for me to

go on,

I am inclined to think that a gradu-

ally evolved tendency of mine not to go
on when I am expected to was what
first prompted my wife to dub me a

philosopher. She fancies, dear soul,

that she is a loser by this lately devel-

oped proclivity to seek refuge in silence

on the occasions when she or the chil-

dren sweep down upon me with some
hair-lifting project which craves an im-

mediate decision. But she is in error.

It is true there are times when the

sweet onslaught of the sons and daugh-
ters of my house and their mother has

brought the old man to terms on the

spot, and wrung from him an immedi-
ate permission to do or to spend ; but,

on the other hand, Josephine, who in

spite of her cunning is no philosopher,

and her offspring little reahze how often

their feelings have been saved from lac-

eration by this trick of mine (she calls it

a trick) of saying nothing until I have
had time for reflection. No man is so

wise as his wife and children combined,
but it takes him a little while to find it

out ; and I have discovered that to chew
a matter over and over is the surest way
to avoid promulgating a stern refusal.

So it was in this instance. Had I

uttered the words which rose to my
lips, I should have felt obliged to in-

form Josephine that, her premature
taking off to the contrary notwith-
standing, to move into another house
was out of the question and totally

unnecessary. How could I afford to

move ? Why should we move ? The
dear old house where we had passed so

many joyous years and which Joseph-
ine used to say was extraordinarily

convenient ! I remember that I be-

came successively irate, pathetic, and
bumptious in my secret soul. I said

to myself stoutly that it was all non-
sense, and that by means of a little

fresh paint and new coverings for the

dining-room chairs, w^e should be hap-

py where we were for another five 3'ears.

Cockroaches ? Bah ! Was there not
insect powder ?

The married man who knows in his

secret soul that he cannot afford to

move and who has made up his mind
that nothing on earth shall induce him
to, is terribly morose for the first few
weeks after his wife has unbosomed
herself upon the subject. He peruses
with a savage frown the real estate col-

umns of the daily newspapers, while he
mutters vicious sentences such as, " I'll

be blessed if I will !
" or " not if I know

myself, and I think I do !
" He ob-

serves moodily every house in process
of erection, and scrutinizes those " to

let " with an animosity not quite con-

sistent with his determination to put
his foot down for once and crush the

whole project in the bud. Why is it

"While she peeped into all the closets."

that he slyly visits after business hours
the outlying section of the city, where
the newest and most desirable resi-

dences are offered at fashionable prices ?

Why at odd moments does he make
rows of figures on available scraps of

paper and on the blotter at his ofiice,
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and abstractedly compute interest on
various sums at four and a half and
live per cent. ? Why ? Because the

leaven of his s^ife's threat that her life

will be shortened is working in his

bosom and he beholds her in his rest-

less dreams crushed to death beneath
a myriad of water-bugs, all for the lack

of an inch of closet-room. Why ? Be-
cause he is haunted perpetually by the
countenances of his daughters, on which
he reads sorro^^'fully written that they
are wasting away for lack of the bed-
chamber apiece promised them by their

mother. Why ? Because, in brief, he
is a i^hilosopher, and recognizes that
^^hat is to be is to be, and that it is

easier to dam up the waters of the
Nile with bulrushes (to adoj^t an ele-

gant and wxll-seasoned exemplar of im-

"Oh, Fred, you are an angel !"

possibility) than to check the progress
of maternal pride.

Some four months after Josephine's
announcement that she w^ould live ten
years longer elsewhere, I returned home
one afternoon with what she subse-
Cjuently stigmatized as a sly expression
ibout the corners of my mouth. I
doubt if I did look sly, for I pride my-
self on my ability to control my feat-

ures when it is necessary. However

that may be, having persuaded Joseph-
ine to take a walk, I conducted her to

the door of a newly finished house in

the fashionable quarter.
" It might be amusing to go in and

look it over," I murmured. " I should
rather like to see the ramifications of a

modern house."

Josephine, albeit a little surprised,

w^as enraptured. She promptly took
the lead and I tramj^ed at her side re-

ligiously from cellar to attic, w^hile she
peeped into all the closets and investi-

gated the laundry and kitchen accom-
modations and drew my attention to the

fact that the furnace and the ice-chest

w^ould be amply separated.
" You know, Fred, that in our house

they are side by side and we use a

scandalous amount of ice as a conse-

quence," she said, hooking her arm in

mine lovingly.
" The whole house strikes me as very

wtII arranged," I retorted, in a bluff

tone, as much as to say that I saw
through her blandishments. I think
she appreciated this. Nevertheless, a

few minutes later w^hen we w^ere on the

dining-room story, she rubbed her head
against my shoulder and said, " Just see

w^hat a love of a pantry, Fred. Mine is

a hole compared to it. Servants in a

house hke this w^ould never leave one.

And do look at this ceiling. It is sim-

ple, but divinely clean and ajDpropri-

ate."
" It is well enough," said I, coldly.

After indulging in various other rapt-

ures to which I seemed to turn a deaf

ear, and examining everything to her
heart's discontent, Josephine moved
toward the front door with a sigh.

Then it was that I remarked :

" So the house suits you, my dear ?
"

" It is ideal," she murmured, " simply
ideal.

"

" There are things about it which I

don't fancy altogether," said I.

" Oh, Fred, if we only had a house
like it, I should be perfectly satisfied."

"Should you? It is yours," I an-

swered.
" Don't be unkind, Fred."
" It is yours," I repeated, a little more

explicitly.

Josephine devoured me vdih. inquir-

ing eyes. As she gazed, the expression
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of my countenance brought the blood
to her cheeks and she cried with the

plaintiveness of a wounded animal,
" What do you mean, dear? It is cruel

of you to make sport of me."
" I am not making sport of you, Jo-

sephine. The house is yours— ours.

I bought it yesterday. Here is the

deed, if you mistrust me," I continued,

solemnly drawing from my pocket the
document in question.

Josephine took it like one dazed.

She looked from me to it and back
again from it to me, then with a joyous
laugh she exclaimed, '•' Really ? It is

really true? Oh, Fred, you are an an-

gel !

"

"No, my dear," I answered, as she
flung her arms about my neck—for she
does so still once in a while—"I am
merely a philosopher who has learned
to recognize that what must be must
be."

My wife was too much absorbed in

her own mysterious mental processes to

take note of or analyze this observa-
tion. For a few moments she was lost

in a brown study, and gazed about her
with a glance that struck me as some-
what critical.

" You are an angel, Fred," she re-

peated, ruminantly. " You took me in

splendidly, didn't you? And to think
of your doing it all by yourself !

"

She wandered back into the dining-
room, and thence to the hall, where she
stood peering up the stairway at the

skylight. "Yes," she continued pres-

ently, in a judicial, contemplative tone,

"I think it will do very well, on the
whole. I am not perfectly sure that
the laundress will be satisfied with the
arrangement of the laundry, and I don't
see exactly, Fred, what you are to do for

a dressing-room, when we have more
than one visitor. I am out of conceit
with the tinting of the drawing-room
ceiling, and—and several of the mantel-
pieces are hideous. But on the other
hand, the dining-room is perfectly love-

ly, there is no end of closet-room, and
the kitchen is a gem. Oh, thank you,
Fred, thank you ever so much. I reall}'-

never expected that we could afford to

leave the dear old house. It will almost
break my heart to leave it, too, although
it is so dirty."

Josephine's guns were spiked, as it

were. Having declared that the house
was ideal, she was barred from utterly

blasting it in the next breath. To tell

the truth, I felt as a consequence decid-
edly perky and inclined to perform the

"
I was fain to dance with joy."

double shuffle or something of the sort

quite out of keeping with the traditional

repose of a philosopher. It was so ob-

vious to me that I had escaped weeks,

if not months, of misery by the ruse

which I had adopted that I was fain to

dance with joy. Had I allowed Jose2:)h-

ine to pick out a house she would have

felt obliged, even though she was thor-

oughly satisfied with the first she saw, to

inspect from top to bottom every other

in the market for fear that she might see

something which pleased her better and
I should have been compelled to accom-
pany her. There are a few advantages
after all in being of a philosophic turn
of mind.
And here is another bit of philosophy

for you which I am thoroughly convinced
is sound. A woman adroitly handled
will permit her husband to choose a new
unfurnished house for her without seii-
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ous demur. But let the lord and mas-
ter beware who takes it upon himself to

do the furnishing also stealthily and of

his o^^'n accord. I will confess that it

did occur to me at first to put through
the whole business at one fell swoop

—

house, Avall-papers, dados, chandeliers,

" They're ancestors of mine, love."

cai'pets, and curtains. I even went so

far as to cross the street one day with
the intention of asking Poultney Briggs,

who makes a business of letting people
know what they ought to like in the

hne of interior decoration, to name his

price to complete the job. But my
courage failed me at the last minute,
for I had a presentiment that Josephine
would be disappointed if I did. You
see I know her pretty w^ell after all

these years.
" I should never have forgiven you,

Fred—never !
" said my better-half, em-

phatically, when I told her how near I

had come to the crucial act. " I should
have hated everything. Besides, no one
nowadays thinks anything of Poultney
Briggs as a decorator. He is terribly

behind the times."

I accepted this reproof and the accom-
panying verdict with becoming meek-
ness. I remember that when we first

went to housekeeping, Poultney Briggs
was in the van of artistic progress and
that no one was to be mentioned in the
same breath wdth him

;
yet now, appar-

ently, he was of the sere and yellow leaf

order, professionallj^ speaking. And I

was old fogy enough not to have been
aware of it. Clearly, I was not fit to be
entrusted Avith the selection of even a
door-mat, to say nothing of the wall-joa-

pers and carj^ets. It was with a thank-
ful heart over my foresight that I relin-

quished to Josephine the whole task of

furnishing, Avith the sole reservation that
I should have my say about the wine-
cellar. My only revenge, a miserable
one forsooth, was that she resembled a
skeleton three months later ; a pale,

pitiful bag of bones, though proud and
radiant withal. Had it not been for that
prediction that her life was to be length-
ened, I should have felt anxious, "What
a marvellous creation a woman is to be
sure ! Man and philosoj^her as I am,
my impulse would have been to consign
the contents of the garret to the auction-
eer or the ash-man and to retain most of

the least-used furniture and upholstery
to eke out our new splendor. But Jo-

sephine's method was distinctly oppo-
site. She was critical of nearly every-

thing respectable looking in the old

house ; on the other hand, there was
scarcely anything in the attic or lumber
room where our useless things were
stored which did not turn out to be a
treasure and just the thing for the new
establishment. To begin with, there
was a love of a set of andirons and a
brass fender (to reproduce Josephine's
description exactly), which had been
discarded at the time we began house-
keeping as too old-fashioned and j^ef'u-

liar. Of equal import was a disrej^utable

looking mahogany desk with brass han-
dles and claw feet which had belonged
to my great-grandmother before it was
banished to the garret within a month
after our wedding ceremony, on the plea

that none of the drawers would work.

They don't still, for that matter. A cum-
bersome, stately Dutch clock and a toast-

rack of what Josephine styled mediaeval

pattern were among the other discov-

eries. The latter was reposing in a soap-

box in company with a battered, vulgar

nutmeg-grater. But the pieces of resist-

ance, as I called them on account of the

difficulty we had in moving them from
behind a pile of old window-blinds, were
the portraits of a little gentleman in

smallclothes, with his hair in a cue and
a seeming cast in one eye, and a stout
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lady with a high complexion and cork-

screw ringlets.
" Oh, Fred, who are they? " cried Jo-

sephine, ecstatically, and she began to

dust the seedy, frameless canvasses with
a reverential air. "Where did they
come from ?

"

"They're ancestors of mine, love."
" Ancestors ? How lovely, Fred ! I

didn't know you had any. I mean I

didn't know you had any who had their

portraits painted."
" On the contrary, Josephine, I told

you who they were when we were en-

gaged and I remember I was rather anx-

ious to hang them in the dining-room,

but you said they were a pair of old

frumps and that you wouldn't give them
house space. So we compromised on
the attic."

"Did I ? " said my darling, gravely.
" Well it must have been because the

dining-room was too small for them.
They will look delightfully in our new
one, when they are mounted and touched
up a bit, and they will set off our Cop-
ley of my great-aunt in the turban.

What are their names ?

They must have names."
" They are my great-

grandfather Plunkett and
his wife on my father's

side. He was a common
hangman."

" Now don't be idiotic,

Fred."
" He w\is, my dear. It

was you yourself who said

it. Don't you remember
my calling two of your
forbears a precious pair of

donkeys because they
wouldn't eat any form of

shell-fish, and your reply-

ing that, though I was in

the habit of grandiloquent-
ly describing my ancestor who used to

execute people as ' the sheriff of the coun-
ty,' he was only a common hangman ?

"

" Oh, was that the man ? All I said

was that if he had been my ancestor in-

stead of yours, you would have called

him a hangman. He loas sheriff of the
county, wasn't he, dear ?

"

" So I have been taught to believe."
" ' My ancestor, the high sheriff,' won't

sound badly at all," she said, jauntily.

" Especially if we can tone up the
old gentleman's game eye a little."

Josephine's face expressed open ad-

miration. " You are a genius and a

duck," she exclaimed ; then, after a re-

flective pause, she murmured, " Very
likely he met with an accident just be-

fore he was painted."
" Yes, dear. Consequently, if the

eye can't be improved by means of

the best modern artistic talent, the

least we can do is to put a shade over
it."

This waggish remark seemed to be
lost on Josephine. She wore a far-away
look as though her thoughts were fol-

lowing some fancy which had appealed
to her. She did not deign to take me
into her confidence at the moment,
but a fortnight later I happened to

come upon her in close confabulation

with a very clever, rising local artist

over this same portrait of my great-

grandfather Plunkett.
" Fred," she said, nonchalantly, "Mr.

Binkey thinks he can do something to

this which will improve it."

Oh, but he never could have looked like that."

" I shouldn't suppose that it was easy

to improve upon nature," I remarked
oracularly.

Josephine blushed a little, but she re-

plied, with sturdy decision, " Oh, but
he never could have looked like that.

His eyes must have been alike, Fred.

Mustn't they, Mr. Binkey ?
"

" I should imagine," said our rising

local artist, with a meditative squint at

the picture, " that the fault was in the
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teclmique rather than in the subject professional authority ? When great-

matter of the poi-trait."

" Precisely," said Josephine, trium-

grandfather and great - grandmother
Plunkett came back to us at the end of

a month they were newly varnished
and in bright, tasteful frames, and
no one would ever have detected
that the old gentleman's eyes did
not resemble each other closely.

Since then I have often heard Jo-
sephine declare her gratitude that

she did not allow my squeamish-
ness to prevent her from giving
the children and people generally
the correct impression of a man
who was eminent in his day and
generation. Indeed, I have heard
her call the attention of visitors to

the strong similarity about the brow
and eyes which our second son Da-
vid bears to his great-grandfather,

High Sheriff Plunkett, and I do
not question in the least that she
believes the cast in the old gentle-

man's optic never to have existed

save in the original portrait paint-

er's imagination. I must admit that,

notwithstanding the changes made
by local talent in my ancestor's phys-
iognomy, I am occasionally struck

myself with the strong resemblance
specified by Josephine ; and the

phantly. " Besides, Mr. Binkey says it longer I live the less doubt I have that

needs varnishing." she is a far cleverer person than your

What can one say in the teeth of humble servant.

(To be continued.)

I have heard her call the a-ttention of visitors to the strong
similarity."

TO-MORROW.

By W. G. van Tassel Siitphen.

Where the sea meets with the river

She stands and looks out afar

;

In her eyes a light that ever

Changeth as doth a star,

On her lips the sudden shiver

Of waves on a hidden bar.



THE HAUNT OF THE PLATYPUS.

By Sidney Dickinson.

OWN in Gipi^sland, the

clieerfullest district of

Victoria, where ridges
clothed with variegated

forests send down peren-

nial streams to refresh

. herds that sprinkle the

studded plains, the river

the flocks ana
broad, tree

Avon wdnds leisurely into Lake Welling-
ton between league-long ranks of bris-

tling reeds. The current is almost im-
perceptible, save in flood-time, when the

melting snows at its source swell the
tide into a muddy current that over-

flows for miles the flat country through
which it twists and turns. Its banks
are steep and clayey, and its color, show-
ing reflections from the muddy bottom,
and stained with the astringent juice of

gum and wattle, is of a ruddy brown,
in which are seen glints of gold when
the surface is ruffled by the wind. Here
and there the banks have given way,
and half-sunken trees catching in their

branches the debris and silt of many
floods— a favorite perch for basking
cormorants—^have helped to form deep
pools and slow eddies, wherein the mat-
ted leaves of glistening water-plants
cluster, spreading over the surface a
screen much loved by lurking black-
fish, and affording cover to the lairs of

the water-rat and the Platypus.
The massive boles of ancient euca-

lypti, still showing the long, elliptical

scars where some far-away aborigi-

nal, with flint tomahawk and wedges,
stripped off the bark to make his rude
canoe, lean far over the water from
either bank, and, nearly meeting in

mid - current, cast a deeper shadow
upon the opacity of the stream : above
everything broods a strange half-twi-

light, friendly to all the semi-noctur-
nal animals and birds that form so

large a part of Australia's remarkable
fauna. Here, on moonlight nights, the

'possums may be found foraging amid
the branches of the she-oaks— those
weird plants which, even in the hot
noontides, when the wind cannot be

felt upon the cheek, repeat in their vi-

brating leaves a murmur like the dis-

tant roar of the sea—and the striped

and spotted native cats conducting their

sinister hunt for drowsy birds. Here
the bittern booms in the sedges, and
the " Mopoke," or giant night-jar,

swooping on noiseless wing, utters its

ghostly complaint in the very ear of the

startled fisherman as he watches his

dim float for the bite of the huge eels

that glide sluggishly over the muddy
bottom. In the daytime the tree-tops

are a-flutter with the brilliant wings of

parrots and lorrykeets, whose splendid

tints look cheap in cage or cabinet when
compared with their harmonious con-

trasts to the dull crimson and ashy
green of the gum leaves. Cockatoos
with sulphur-yellow crests stream over-

head, looking like old ivory carvings

against the blue as the sunlight strikes

through their plumage, and the call of

the black swan—a " honk " like that of

the migrating American wild - goose,

but more trumpet-like and sonorous

—

floats down from a trailing, smoke-like
line so high in air as to be almost in-

visible, as it drifts slowly toward the

sedges of Lake Wellington. A flash of

mingled blue, orange, and red, duj)li-

cated by reflection in the water, shows
where the lovely azure kingfisher has
darted by, and, following his flight

down the umbrageous tunnel into the

sunlight beyond, you see in the yellow
reeds the gleam of the paradise war-

bler's sapphire and turquoise plumage,
and the glistening purj^le back, and
carmine legs and beak, of the porphyry
coot, as he paddles for snails and worms
amid the tangle of water-weeds.

Amid such surroundings and associ-

ations the Platypus establishes his do-

main—himself the strangest of many
strange neighbors. For unknown ages
he and his kind have led here their quiet

and inoflensive lives, undisturbed by
any natural enemies, and, until modern
luxury discovered in their skins a means
of artificial decoration, knowing no more
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of the innate antagonism of man toward
tlie inferior orders of the animal king-

dom than Avas to be gained from the

occasional thrust of the blackfellow's

sj^ear of bone and reed. It is less than
a century since the European hunted
the Platypus to his lair, the first \)\\h-

lished account of him having appeared
in the Xafurali.<(\^ Mit^ceUany of Lon-
don, in 1799. It -svould be interesting

to know the effect that was made uj^on

the first discoverer of this animated
2)aradox—than which nature furnishes

nothing more anomalous, in its com-
bination of duck-like mandibles and
webbed feet (the latter further equipped
with spurs like the game-fowl, and
claws like the true burrowing quadru-
23eds), mole-like eyes and otter-like fur,

body of musquash, and tail of beaver.

One who ^yas addicted to his cups might
recognize in the creature merely the

figment of an alcoholized brain, and an
artist regard him as the prototype of

one or another of those uncanny mon-
sters which sprawl upon the floor of St.

Anthony's cave in Teniers's bizarre pict-

ures of the temptation of that holy
character. Our earliest, and, in fact,

almost our sole accounts of the Platy-

pus are confined to bald and literal de-

scriptions of his appearance and habitat,

from which we learn that he is confined

to Tasmania and the southern districts

of Australia ; and, although his race has
been thought to embrace two or three

species, it is now generally agreed to

consist of only one.

You may repair many times to the fa-

vorite haunt of thePlatyj)us before you
see him, and to discover the retreat to

which he modestly retires on observing
your presence is a task impossible, ex-

cept by accident, to any other than a

blackfellow. To these cunning hunt-
ers, however, there are no secrets of

beast or bird ; their unerring instinct

tells them when the Platypus, diving

near the edge of the stream, is in quest
of food, or when he is seeking the sub-
merged entrance to his burrow ; and
they Avill advise you either where to

point your gun in expectation of the

animal's reappearance, or where to dig
in the bank in confidence of striking

the grass-lined nest wherein he dwells

and rears his remarkable familv. Of-

ten, when preparing to fire at the ripple

which marked the progress of a Platy-
pus in mid-stream, my aboriginal guide
would dissuade me, and, pointing to a
gentle swirl under the bank near by,

say: "Too far. You wait. He dive
by'm-by, come up there "— and the
event was invariably as foretold.

Shooting Platypus is not so easy as the
sluggish, sleej^y look of the animal
might lead one to suppose, and the
novice will waste many cartridges be-

fore he secures his first specimen. The
Platypus swims low in the water, pad-
dling gently with his pliant feet, and
showing above the surface only his

shining black bill, and a trace of the
fur on his back, which on land glistens

like satin, but in the river looks as

loose and sodden as that of a drowned
kitten. Joined to the inconspicuous-
ness of his appearance is his agility in

diving ; like the grebe and musk-duck,
which share his aqueous home, he will

often disai3j)eai' at the flash of a gun,
and leave the shot to tear up the water
at the S2)ot where he has gone down.
The grebe and musk-duck, compelled
to rise again for air, may be secured by
rapid and continuous firing, but one
shot at a Platypus is all that is allowed,

since it makes for the shelter of the

bank at once, and may not venture
forth again for hours. His method of

diving, however, is occasionally fatal.

He does not sink deftly, like the wily

water-rat, leaving only a ripple behind,

but dashes down, head-foremost, in a

splashing, half-somersault, in which the

rushing shot sometimes catches him
midway, and leaves him rocking on the

w aves, which his motions and the show-
er of lead have joined to occasion.

At the best. Platypus hunting re-

quires as quick an eye and hand as

shooting woodcock in close cover, for

the animal rarel}^ stays upon the sur-

face more than a second, to take air,

and disappears in search of his food,

only to rise again in some entirely un-

expected quarter. Another difficulty

is found in the fact that he seldom
ventures from home except during the

early morning and late evening twilight,

when the shadows on the water make
it almost impossible to see him. I once

saw one turn up at mid-day, in brilliant
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The Platypus.

sunlight, near the boat in which I was
sitting, while my companions had start-

ed to make a detour through the forest

to cut off a pair of black swans that

were resting in a bend of the stream

—

and was so startled by the unexpected
sight that I missed him clean, although
the opportunity offered one of the very
best shots I ever had at a Platypus. I

secured the united anathemas of my
companions, however, for the swans
took a hint from the report of the gun,
and were a mile oft' when the stalkers

came out upon the baidv near the point
where they had been floating. In

Vol. XTIL— 7:5

times of flood the Platypus doubtless

drowned out of the burrow, may be
seen floating about at almost any hour
of the day, but, ordinarily, he is noc-

turnal in his habits and spends the

hours of sunlight in modest seclusion.

A certain amount of light, however,

seems essential to his complete enjoy-

ment, and he is most active on moon-
light nights, when ri2)ples of silver

traced across the deep reaches of the

stream show his progress in pursuit of

the worms and aquatic insects which
chiefly compose his bill of fare. In this

quest he sometimes falls afoul of the
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iiioiit lines baited for eels, and is drawn
ashore drowned in the morning, wdiile

in the mountain streams miners often

tind him imprisoned in their sluice-

boxes, into which he has drifted dur-

ing his midnight quests, and missed
the way of esca23e. Wholesale slaugh-

ter by skin-hunters has nearly de-

stroyed the Platypus in some districts,

but at present he is protected through-
out the year, and in some favorable lo-

calities is found in every bend and hole

of river, creek, and brook. His shyness

and retiring habits lead many to sup-

pose that his occurrence in Australia is

now^ infrequent, but in point of fact he
is one of the commonest native resi-

dents of the country. His fur, of rich,

soft brown, in parts like that of the

otter, in others like that of the seal,

and sometimes beautifully streaked

with black and gray, is in much re-

quest for muffs and shoulder-capes, and
the jDOSsessor of a rug made of ^^icked

hides may congratulate himself on
having a unique and almost priceless

treasure. Luxurious loungers find a

pleasant warmth in slippers made from
his pelt, and Platypus shopping-bags
and purses are not disdained by the

fair who crowed the marts of Bourke
and Collins Streets, in Melbourne, or

of Pitt and George, in Sydney. As for

the flesh, it is much esteemed by the

blackfellow, who pronounces it "bud-
geree "—good—and manifests a w^atery

lip and shining eye w^hen the young
Platypus is digged from its burrows
Civilized tastes are not often influenced

by this opinion of native epicures, w hich,

indeed, is equally favorable toward
many articles of diet wdiose mere reci-

tal would give indigestion to the Cau-
casian.

To watch the Platypus feeding, or dis-

porting himself among the still w^aters

of secluded pools or silent river-reaches,

is one of the pleasantest experiences of

Australia. You select a cloudy, late

afternoon, steal up stealthily amid the

thick grasses on the bank (keej^ing a

wary eye at your feet on reasonable

chance of disturbing a sleepy tiger-snake

or two), and, having secured a favorable

position to command the stretch of oily

water, stand immoval^le, and look about
you. A long time may be spent before

you see the object of your visit, and you
may even conclude that the Platypus
has been indifferent to the locality, fa-

vorable as it appears for his habitat with
its abrupt shore, and its shallow waters
thickly set with sheaves of bulrushes
and mottled with the oval, shining leaves

of aquatic plants. On the other side of

the pool, however, may be seen at inter-

vals a series of gentW-sj^reading circles,

which might be caused by bubbles sent
up by the fish feeding below. They
show where the Platypus is expelling the
exhausted air from his lungs prej^ara-

tor}^ to inhaling a fresh supply ; and if

you look closely, you may see something
that looks like a bit of black stick pro-
truding about two inches above the sur-

face, and strangely gliding about as if

impelled by a volition of its own. This
is the bill of the foraging Platypus

—

which now moves tow^ard you across the
stream until you can see beneath it the
bright, beady eyes of the animal, and
the movement of his w^ebbecl forefeet

as he paddles silently through the wa-
ter. Stand still now, as if carved in

stone, enduring as well as you can the
sting of mosquitoes and the explora-

tions of flies into the corners of your
eyes—both these being inevitable ac-

companiments to the study of Austra-
lian natural history—for the sight and
hearing of the Platypus are alike keen,

and the slightest movement will be the
signal for his immediate disappearance,
and the consequent deferment of your
investigations for the day.

Ashe ajDproaches, his course is marked
by a series of w^atery rings like those

you had observed among the rushes op-

l^osite, and you can see the bubbles ex-

pelled from his nostrils, and the raising

of his head a little as he sucks in a new
draught of air. He presents a singular

apj)earance, with his duck-like bill and
feet alone visible as he comes directly

toward the shore ; then a tuft of water-

grass attracts him, and he turns to it

rapidly, when you see the curve of his

back, his posterior pair of paddles, and
his short, flattened tail, which acts as a

flexible rudder to change his course.

Clinging to the grass are some diminu-
tive water-snails, which he strijDS off just

as a duck would do, by drawing the

blades through his beak, and swallows
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with dabbliuf^* movements of his man-
dibles so bird-like that you expect to

hear him quack. His hunting is noise-

less, however, and the next moment he
disappears beneath the surface by a

rolling", headlong plunge, his tail slap-

ping the water as he goes down, quite

after the manner of the beaver. He is

up again in a minute from his pursuit
of worm or water-spider, and, appar-
ently satiated with food, he floats al)out

more lightly than before, his entire head
and the most of his back appearing
above the water, and being followed by
a light wake not noticeable during his

moments of hunting. Near by, the half-

burnt trunk of a ring-l)arked gum-tree
(relic of the forest which once girdled

the pool, but has now almost comj^letely

disappeared before the axe and fire of

the settler) has fallen into the water, its

roots resting on the shore—to which
the Platypus swims, and, crawling jiist

above the water's edge with his sharp
claws in a slow, sprawling way, turns his

tail shoreward and lies so flat along the

wood that he seems but a knot upon it.

Here, after a few moments of rest and
careful scrutiny of his surroundings, he
begins his toilet, combing his fur from
nose to tail with his claws, and smooth-
ing it with his beak as a duck dresses

her feathers, until it shines like satin.

Then he lays his head down on the log,

looking in this attitude something like

a hairy mud-turtle, and apparently sinks

into slumber. Apparenth' only—a par-

ticularly persistent fly, bent on explor-

ing your nostril, causes you to raise your
hand to brush it away ; there is a splash,

the log is tenantless, and a widening
ring ui)on the surface is the only visible

evidence of the vanished Platypus.

He will not appear again, and if we
wish to make his further aquaintance

we must look for his burrow, which is

somewhere about in the bank, covered

with a thick thatch of matted grasses.

Left to ourselves the search would be
a long one, and probabh' fruitless ; but
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our native guide, "Tommy," who lias

brought us to the spot from the sta-

tion through paddocks filled with fat

sheep, and '' mobs " of Aviry, wild-look-

ing cattle, has noted the course the

Platypus took when leaving the stump,

and has a notion as to the whereabouts

of his residence. After some keen-eyed

investigation and critical examination

of the water's edge, where the scratch

of a claw, or the mark of a trowel-

shaped tail in the mud, might indicate

a landing-place, he finds, covered with

the long, pendent shore-grass, a hole in

the bank, a few inches above the margin
of the pool. " Mullangong (Platypus)

there," says " Tommy," and producing
a spade, which he has brought in case

of emergencies like this, walks inland

about a dozen feet from the mouth of

the burrow, and begins to sink a per-

pendicular shaft, after the fashion of a

prospector who wishes to test the di-

rection of a lode. At the depth of a

couple of feet he strikes the tunnel,

and, noting that its direction is un-

changed, although its course may be
slightly serpentine, goes back ten feet

further and sinks again. The burrow
may thus be traced from twenty to

thirty, or even fifty feet, for the Platypus
is an accomplished excavator, and with
his strong claws, which, when brought
together to protect the connecting
membrane, are as well adapted for dig-

ging as those of the mole, makes light

of the resistance that is offered even by
the stiffest of clayey soils. In this ca23

"Tommy" finds, through some evi-

dence visible only to himself, thai his

second shaft has touched a point very
near the extremity of the burrow, and
therefore begins to dig horizontally,

and in a few minutes opens up the

home of the Platypus, wherein himself,

his wife, and two diminutive, fat, and
pretty copies of themselves are huddled
palpitatingly together. The female is

attenuated, ruffled, and mangy from the
cares of nursing, and somewhat smaller
than her consort, who is sleek and
glossy and a splendid specimen of his

kind. Both kick and scratch when
taken up, and make a curious, growling
noise like young puppies ; the eyes of

the male shine viciously, and he makes
good play with the long, amber-colored

spurs which project inward and back-
ward above his posterior pair of webbed
feet, and whose scratch " Tommy

"

Avarns us to avoid, as " them b'long ])o\-

son, alia same snake." They are, in-

deed, hollow, as if conveying from in-

ternal glands some noxious fluid, but
that a wound from them Avould be se-

rious I much doubt, never having heard
of am^one being injured by them. The
curious beak is evidently very sensitive

—the animal, on being set upon the

ground and stroked gently by the hand,
becomes quiet, as if experiencing a

pleasurable sensation ; but a slight tap
on the beak causes him to manifest
every sign of pain and anger. The
young ones, manifestly full of food,

remain lethargic, rolled up in a ball

with beaks and tails touching, their

forefeet brought together above their

heads, and their hind-legs doubled up
under them—queer, furry lumps of fat-

ness which bring the fires of apj^etite

into the eyes of the blackfellow. The
home of this queer family is contained
in a circular cavity about two feet

broad and a foot high, at the end of the

burrow, and a foot and a half below the

surface of the soil, lined with dry grass
and river weeds, and forming a cosy
nest some dozen feet above the water-

level, to which the burroav slopes gently.

Naturalists have finally settled defi-

nitely the fact that the Platypus, while

a true mammal and suckling its young,
lays eggs — which are not furnished
with a calcareous shell, like those of

birds, but have a cartilaginous enve-

lojje, like those of the snake or tur-

tle. The eminent English naturalist.

Sir Richard Owen, first demonstrated
the mammalian character of the Platy-

pus by the discovery of lacteal glands
in the breast of the female, although
his statement was combated by many,
who declared that an animal which was
furnished Avith such a long, horny beak
would be quite incapable of suckling.

Discoveries of the young, soon after

birth, have demonstrated the futility of

this objection, since the mandibles of

the new-born Platypus are as soft and
flexible as the lips of other animals, and
equally well furnished with the sensi-

tive nerves of taste and touch. It was
long after the mammalian nature of the
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Platypus was demonstrated that its egg- their discovery the eggs burst open, re-

producing habit was known—a habit vealing the enclosed young, which were
which is now confirmed by the experi- quite naked and sightless, liesh-colored,

ence of several independent observers, and imperfectly formed. They were,

The most conclusive testimony that I however, more fully developed than are

have obtained upon this point is from the young of the kangaroo, opossum,
the Rev. Mr. Hagenauar, Secretary to and other marsupial animals, which for

the Victorian Board for the Protection weeks after birth appear more like

of Aboriginals, and Director of the Na- worms than quadrupeds, but neverthe-

tive Mission Station of Ramahyuk, less suggested very forcibly the inferi-

which is situated on the Avon River ority of type which shows the Platypus
above described. He has made an ex- to belong almost to the lowest order of

haustive study of the Platypus, and for mammals. This discovery seems to

many years has sent to collectors in all show that the production of the egg
parts of the world specimens of the and the emergence of the infant Platy-

animal in every stage of development, pus from it are nearly simultaneous.

Only once, however, has he discovered and explains why, in spite of the nu-
the eggs, which were found on that oc- merous burrows that have been opened,
casion in a burrow that he and his there are almost no instances of com-
blackfellows had excavated. Both the plete eggs being found. The study of

male and female were in the grass-lined the inferior and archaic forms of ani-

chamber, upon the floor of which were mal life, which the Platypus and the

two pulpy eggs, enclosed in a pliable enormous variety of Australian marsu-
skin-like covering of a dull-white color, pials afford, has only just begun, and
which had evidently been very recently offers many curious problems to the

deposited. Almost immediately upon naturalist.

DE PROFUNDIS.

By Anne Reeve Aldrich.

I CANNOT understand. I asked no meed
Of gold ; no greater radiance than a smile

To light my life. And looking in,

I see some childish faults, but no deep guile

That God should choose to smite me with His wrath,

To make me feel his strong and mighty hand.

What have I done, O God, to suffer thus.

What have I done ? I cannot understand

!

I cannot understand, and so meanwhile
I will be still, and will not question Him.
And will not seek the less to see His face.

Because through tears my eyes are very dim.
And in the Hand that chose to chasten me
I will slip tinistfully my feeble hand.
For Faith can still cry out in blackest night,

All's well with me, I need not understand.

Vol. X III. -74
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A MEMOEY OF THE MIND OF A CHILD.

By Frances Hodgson Burnett,

CHAPTER XIV.

THE DRYAD DAYS.

HERE were many of

them so beautiful—so

k newly, strangely beau-
tiful— that words
seem poor things to

try and describe them
with. Words are al-

ways poor things.

One only uses them
because one has nothing else. There is

a wide, wide distance—a distance which
is more than a matter of mere space

—

between a great murky, slaving, manu-
facturing town in England, and moun-
tains and forests in Tennessee—forests

which seem endlessly deep, mountains
covered with their depths of greenness,

their pines and laurels, swaying and
blooming, vines of wild grape and scar-

let trumpet-flower swaying and bloom-
ing among them, tangled with the

branches of sumach and sassafras, and
all things with branches held out to be
climbed over and clung to and draped.

To have lived under the shadow of

the factory chimneys, to have looked up
at the great, soft, white clouds and flee-

cy, floating islands, always seeing them
somewhat tarnished, as it were, with the

yellowness of the chimney - smoke, to

have picked one's daisies and buttercups
io the public jmrk, always slightly soiled

with the tiny dots of black— the soft

diift of " smuts " which never ceased
falling—all this is an excellent prepara-
tion for rapture, when one is brought
face to face with Dryad haunts, and may
live Dryad days.

After the passing of the years in the
Back Garden of Eden the Small Person
had always been so accustomed to the

ever-falling little rain of " smuts " that it

had become an accepted feature of ex-

istence. They fell upon one's features,

and one of the gentle offices of courtesy

was to remove them from beloved and
intimate cheeks or noses, and delicately

direct the attention of mere acquaint-

ances to their presence and exact situa-

tion. They made spots upon one's hat-

ribbons, and disfigured one's best frock,

and it occurred to no one to touch any-
thing or rest against it without pre-

vious examination. In fact, one was
so accustomed to their presence that the
thought of resenting it rarely intruded
itself, and one scarcely realized that

there existed people who were not so

rained upon. The Small Person had
always felt it sad, however, that the

snow—even the pure, untrodden, early

morning snow—was spoiled so soon by
the finer snow of black which fell upon
its fair surface and speckled it. One
of the most exciting nursery exj)eri-

ments in winter had been to put a cup-
ful of milk, sweetened with nursery
brown sugar, onto the window-sill out-

side, with the thrilling expectation that

it would freeze and become ice-cream.

This was always tried when it snowed

—

and one could get the milk and sugar
;

but as Manchester weather was rarely

very cold, the mixture never froze, and
if it had done so, it would never have
become ice - cream, or anything more
nearly resembling it than pale-blue

skimmed milk and brown sugar would
make. There had been rare occasions

when a thin coating of ice had formed
upon the top of the preparation, and
been devoured with joy—but it usually

remained in a painfully sloppy condi-

tion, and was covered with a powder of

fine soot. And when in despair one
took it in and disposed of it with a

spoon, with an efibrt to regard it as a
luxury, because if it had frozen it would
have been ice - cream— the flavor of

smoke in it was always its strongest

feature. This was an actual trial to the

Small Person, because it interfered with
the pretence tliat it was ice-cream. It

really was so horribly smoky. Every-
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thing had been more or less smoky all

through her childhood. And she had
had an absolute passion for the coun-

try. She adored the stories in which
people had parks or gardens, or lived

in rustic cottages, or walked in forests,

or across moors, or climbed "blue
hills." She revelled in the thoughts
of bluebells and honeysuckles, and
harebells and wild roses. She "pre-
tended " them in the Square itself. And
this, by the way, recalls a thrilling inci-

dent which is perhaps sufficiently illus-

trative to be worth recording.

One or two of the large vacant houses
— perhaps all of them— had once had
large gardens behind them. Years of

neglect and factory chimney smoke had
transformed them into cindery deserts,

where weeds grew rank in patches
where anything could grow at all, and
where, despite the high brick walls sur-

rounding them, all sorts of rubbish ac-

cumulated, and made both weeds and
bareness more hideous, and their deso-

lateness more complete. Usually the

doors of entrance were kept locked,

and there was no opportunity of even
looking in from the outside. This fact

the Small Person had always found en-

chanting, because it suggested mys-
tery. So long as one could not cross

the threshold, one could imagine all

sorts of beautifulness hidden by the

walls too high to be looked over, the

little green door which was never un-
closed. It made her wish so that she
could get inside.

For years she never did so, but at

last there came a rumor that the big
houses were to be pulled down, to make
room for smaller ones, and then it was
whispered about among the Square chil-

dren that the little green door in the

high wall which surrounded the garden
behind the big house, called for some
mysterious reason "Page's Hall," had
been opened, and some bold spirit had
walked in and even walked out again.

And so there arrived an eventful hour
when the Small Person herself went in

—passed through the enchanted door
and stood within the mysterious pre-

cincts looking around her.

If she had seen it as it really was she
would probably have turned and fled.

But she did not—she saw nothing as it

was

—

Grdce an Bon Dieu! She saw a

Garden. At least it had been a Garden
once— and there were the high brick
walls around it—and the little door so

long unoj^ened, and once there had been
flowers and trees in it ; they had real-

ly bloomed and been green and shady
there, though it was so long ago. The
charming treasure of her life had been
the story that once the Square itself

had been an ornamental lake with swans
and lilies in it.

So she wandered about in a dream—"pretending." That changed it all.

The heaps of earth and rubbish were
mounds of flowers, the rough, coarse
docks were lilies with broad leaves, ev-

ery poor green thing struggling for life

in the hard earth had a lovely name.
They were green things at least, and
she loved them for that. They grew—
just as real flowers might have done—in

a place which had once been a Garden.
All her little life she had felt a sort of

curious kinship with things which grew
—the trodden grass in the public park,

the soiled daisies and buttercups. She
had lived among her bricks and mortar
and smoke with the yearnings of a lit-

tle Dryad underlying all her pleasures.

In the Square real trees and flowers and
thick green ferns and grass seemed joys

so impossible.

She walked about slowly. " Pretend-
ing " with all her power. She bent down
and looked the weeds in their faces and
touched them tenderly. They were such
poor things, but in some places they
grew quite thickly together and covered
the ugly barrenness of the earth with a

coarse, simple greenery which repre-

sented vaguely to her mind something
which was quite beautiful. She felt

grateful to them.
" Suppose they were roses and pan-

sies and lilies and violets," she said to

herself. " How beautiful it would be !

"

And then her dear Angel—the be-

loved Story—laid its kind, beautiful hand
upon her, and as she stood among the

docks and thistles, if an older jierson

could have looked on—understanding

—

surely he would have seen light and
color and glow come into her child

face.

"You are roses!" she said. "You
are violets — and lilies— and hyacinths
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and daffodils and snowdrops ! You
are !

"

She had reached a mound and was
standing on it. Beside it, and between
herself and the garden wall, there was a

sort of broad, deep ditch which seemed
to have no reason for existence and of-

fered no explanation of itself. The
mound had probably been formed by
the piling up of the earth and rubbish
dug out and thrown up. The green

things grew over the mound and were
rank even in the ditch itself, scram-

bling down its ugly sides and half-filling

it. She looked into this ditch and was
pleased with it.

" This is the castle Moat," she said.

"It is a Moat—and these are the castle

gardens."

The Moat enraptured her. It made
all things possible. She rambled about
building around it.

" There is a Bower here," she said, in

the very low voice she reserved for such
occasions. " It is a Bower covered with
roses. There are a great many trees

—

great big trees with thick trunks and
broad, broad branches. There are oaks
and beeches and chestnut-trees and they

spread their boughs across the avenues
from side to side. There are Avenues.
They are arched over with green. There
are banks and banks of flowers—banks
of primroses and banks of violets." She
was always lavish. " There are blue-

bells— and thick green grass and emer-
ald velvet moss, and ferns and ferns.

There are fountains and Grottoes—and
everything is carpeted with flowers."

It was all as abundant as Edith Som-
erville's hair.

And the Garden—the long dead Gar-
den—the poor old, forgotten, deserted
Garden ! Did it know that suddenly it

had bloomed again—as it had never
bloomed before, even half a century ago
in its palmiest days?

It would be beautiful to believe that

it did, and that some strange, lovely

struggle and thrill so moved it, that

Nature herself helped it to one last ef-

fort to live—expressing itself in a mj^s-

terious and wonderful thing. If this

was not so, how did a flower grow there ?

It seemed wonderful to the Small
Person—though it was such a tiny thing
—such a common thing in some places

that there are country-bred people who
would not have stooped to pick it up.

But she had never seen one.

She was bending over the green things
on the mound and telling them again
that they were flowers—when she saw a
tiny red speck close to the ground.

It was scarcely more than a speck

—

and a flower was such a wildly improb-
able thing that she could not believe

her eyes.
" It's ajfowerl " she gasped. "A tiny

red thing ! and she knelt among the
weeds and gloated on it. It's a real

flower !
" she said, " growing !

"

She did not know what it was. She
took it up as if it had been a holy thing.

Only a little Dr^^ad, who had spent her
Hfe in the Square looking out at the

slates for rain, could have felt as she did.

She looked at it closer and closer, and
then remembered something she had
read in some poem of rural scenes, the
name of some little thing which was tiny

and red, and grew low and close to the

earth. It did not really matter whether
she was quite right or not—she could
not know—but she loved the name and
hoped it was the real one.

"It is a Pimpernel," she said, "a
scarlet Pimpernel. It must be !

" And
she ended with a wild little shout to the

other children who were exploring with-

in hail.

" Come here ! " she cried. " Come
here, and see what I have found. I have
found a Pimpernel—a scarlet Pimpernel
like those that grow in the fields !

"

And from a life where a growing green
thing was a marvel and a mystery, and
a pimpernel an incongruous impossibil-

ity, she went into the Dryad daj^s. They
began with a journey of two weeks after

land was reached, with the banks of the

St. Lawrence, with days of travel through
Canadian forests, with speechless, rapt

wanderings on the borders of a lake like

a sea, with short rests at cities which
seemed new and foreign, though they

were populated with people who spoke
English, and which ended at last in a

curious little village—one unpaved street

of wooden houses, some painted white
and some made of logs, but with trees

everywhere, and forests and hills shut-

ting it in from the world.
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Then she lived in the Story. Quiet

English people, who, driven by changes

of fortune, wandered thousands of miles

and lived without servants in a log-

cabin, were a Story themselves. The
part of the house which was built of

logs enchanted her. It was quite like

Fenimore Cooper, but that there were
no Indians. She yearned inexpressibly

for the Indians. There must have been
Indians some time, and there must be
some left in the forests. This was what
she hoped and tried to find out about.

It is possible her inquiries into the sub-

ject sometimes rather mystified the own-
ers of the white wooden houses, to whom
Indians seemed less thrilling. Occa-
sionally an Indian or two were seen she

found, but they were neither blood-thirs-

ty nor majestic. They did not build

wigwams in the forests, or wear mocca-
sins and wampum ; they did not say
" The words of the Pale Face make warm
the heart of the White Eagle."

"Theygener'ly come abeggin' somepn
good to eat," one of the white house-
owners said to her. " Vittles, or a chaw
er terbacker or a dram er whiskey is

what they're arter. An' he'll lie aii steal,

a Injun will, as long as he's a Injun. I

haint no use for a Injun."

This was not like Fenimore Cooper,
but she persuaded herself that the peo-

ple she questioned had not chanced to

meet the right kind of Aborigine. She
preferred Fenimore Cooper's, even when
he wore his war-paint and was scalping

the Pale Face—or rather pursuing him
with that intent without attaining his

object. She delighted in conversation

with the natives—the real native, who
had a wonderful dialect. As she had
learned to speak Lancashire she learned

to speak East Tennessean and North
Carolinian and the negro dialect. Find-
ing that her English accent was consid-

ered queer she endeavored to correct it

and to speak American. She found Am-
erican interesting and rather liked it.

That was part of the Story, too. To use,

herself, in casual conversation, the ex-

pressions she had heard in American
stories related with delight in England
was a joy. She used to wonder what
the aunts and cousins and the people

in the Square would think if they heard
her say '' I guess," and " I reckon," if

they would be shocked or if they would
think it amusing.
The Square—the wet, shiny slates

—

the soiled clouds and falling soot seemed
more than thousands of miles away—it

was as if they could scarcely have been
real, as if she must have dreamed them.
Because she was reall}^ a Dryad she felt

no strangeness in the great change in
her life. It seemed as if she mt!lst al-

ways have lived with the vast clear space
of blue above her, with hundreds of

miles of forests surrounding her, with
hills on every side, with that view of a
certain far-off purple mountain behind
which the sun set after it had painted
such splendors in the sky. To get up
at sunrise and go out into the exquisite
freshness and scent of earth and leaves,

to wander through the green aisles of

tall, broad-leaved, dew-wet Indian corn,

whose field sloped upward behind the
house to the chestnut-tree which stood
just outside the rail-fence one climbed
over on to the side of the hill, to climb
the hill and wander into the woods where
one gathered things, and sniffed the air

like some little wild animal, to inhale the
odor of warm pines and cedars and fresh

damp mould, and pungent aromatic
things in the taU "Sage grass," to stand
breathing it all in, one's whole being en-

veloped in the perfume and warm fresh
fragrance of it, one's face uplifted to the
deep, pure blue and the tops of the pines
swaying a little before it—to hear little

sounds breaking the stillness when one
felt it most—lovely little sounds of birds
conversing with each other, asking ques-
tions and answering them and sometimes
being sweetly petulant, of sudden brief

little chatters of squirrels, of lovely

languorous cawing of crows high above
the tree tops, of the warm -sounding
boom and drone of a bee near the ground
—strange as it may seem, to do, to feel,

to see and hear all this was somehow
not new to her. She was not a stranger

here—she had been a stranger in the

Square when she had lifted her face to

the low-hanging, smoky clouds, talking

to them, imploring them when they
would make no response. Without
knowing why — because she was too

young to comprehend—she felt that she
had begun to be alive, and that before,

somehow, she had not been exactly liv-
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ing. Tliougli the poor green things in

a smoke and soot-smitten Sahara had
moved her and seemed to say something
vaguely, though one pimpernel astray

through some miracle among the rub-

bish had made her heart cry aloud, the

full bounty of all Nature poured out be-

fore her in one magnificent gift seemed
to be something she had always known
—something she must have been waiting

for all through her young years of exile

—a native land w^hich she could not have
been kej^t away from always. And the

most perfectly rapturous of her mo-
ments alwaj's brought to her a feeling

that somehow—in some subtle way—she

was part of it—part of the trees, of the

warm winds and scents and sounds and
grasses. This— though she had not
reached the point of knowing it— was
because ages before— dim, far-olf beau-
tiful ages before, she had been a little

Faun or Dryad—or j^erhaps a swaying
thing of boughs and leaves herself, but
this had been when there had been fair

pagan gods and goddesses who found
the fair earth beautiful enough for deity

itself. And some strange force had re-

incarnated her in the Square.
It is worth mention, perhaps, that here

she ceased to " pretend " in the old way.
There was no need to " pretend." There
were real things enough. She had laid

the Doll aside reluctantly some time be-

fore— doing it gradually— after some
effort at being purely maternal with it,

which, after some tentative experiment,
was a failure, because she so loved the
real, warm babies that to hover over a

wax one seemed an insult to her being.

She lived in the woods, and she wrote
stories on slates and pieces of paper.

But the Story took a new tone. Sir

Marmaduke Maxwelton was less promi-
nent, and the hair of Edith Somerville
flowed less freely over the pages. Hair
and eyes seemed less satisfying and less

necessary. She began to deal with emo-
tions. She found emotions interesting

—and forests and Autumn leaves as-

sisted them and seemed part of them
somehow, as she was part of the forests

themselves. In the Square she had im-
agined—in the forests she began to feel.

She lived in the village long enough
to gain a great deal of atmosphere, and
then she went with the family to another

place. The new home was not very far

away from the first one, and though it

w^as within a few miles of a place large

enough to be called a town, instead of a

village, it was even more sylvan. This
time the house was a little white one and
she did not deplore its not being built

of logs, because she had lived beyond
the Fenimore Cooper standpoint and
expected neither Indians nor bears. She
no longer regarded America as foreign,

and had attained a point of view quite

different from that of her early years.

The house was not at the foot of a hill,

in these days it was at the top of one.

It Avas not a very high hill, and the house
was a tiny one, balanced quaintly on the

summit, as if some flood had left it there

on receding.
" Noah's Ark was left like it on Mount

Ararat," said the Small Person. " Let
us call it Noah's Ark, Mount Ararat.

Think how queer it will look on let-

ters." So it was called Noah's Ark,

Mount Ararat, and the address did look

queer on letters.

The house was a bandbox, but the

place was adorable in these days. One
stood on the little porch of Noah's Ark
and looked out over undergrowth and
woods and slopes and hills which ended
in three ranges of mountains one behind
the other. The farthest was the Alle-

ghanies. It was at this place that what
were most trul}^ the Dryad days were
lived. There were no neighbors but the

woods, there was no village, the town was
too far away to be visited often by peo-

ple who must walk. There was nothing
to distract one.

And the mountains always seemed to

stand silently on guard. They became
part of one's life. When the Small Per-
son came out upon the porch very early

in the morning they were deep purple
and stood out soft and clear. The sun
was rising from behind a hill to the left,

where three or four very tall pine-trees

seemed to have grown with a view to

adding to the spectacular effect by
outlining their feathery branches and
straight, slender stems against the pink,

pearl, amber, blue, apple-green, daffodil

sky, growing intenser every moment
until the golden flood leaped up above
the tallest feathered pine. In the mid-
dle of the day they paled into faint blue
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in a haze of sunn}' light and heat, at

sunset they were violet with touches of

deep rose. The Small Person began
to think of them as of human things.

Tbey were great human things, with
moods which changed and expressions

which came and went. She found her-

self going to look at them at all sorts of

times, at different phases of the day or

sk}', to see how they looked now ! They
had so man}' expressions— they always
seemed to be saying something— no,

thinking something— but she did not
know what. She would have been glad
to understand—but with these too she
had that instinct of kinship— of some-
how being part of their purple, their

clear dark outline, their dijjs and curves

against the sky — with these too ! The
first morning that she went out and
found them covered with snow— like

ranges of piled white clouds lightly

touched with sunrise pink—she almost
cried out aloud !

But it was not only the mountains

—

all the near things that surrounded and
shut her in were of the same world.

She began to ramble and explore, wan-
dering about, and led on step by step

by the things she saw until it ended in

her literally living in the open air.

About a hundred yards from the house
was a little thicket which was the begin-

ning of the woods. Sassafras, sumach,
dogwood, and young pines and cedars

grew in the midst of a thick under-
growth of blackberry-vines and bushes.

The slender but full-branched trees stood
very close together, and a wild grape-vine

roofed them with a tangled abundance.
When she found this place the Small

Person hungered to get into the very

heart of it and feel the leaves enclose

her and the vine sway about her and
catch with tendrils at her hair. But
that was impossible then, because the

briars and undergrowth were so thick

as to be impenetrable. For some time
it was a longing unattained.

It was a chance, perhaps, which caused
it to be fulfilled. Some friend of the

brothers, during a visit of some holiday,

was inspired to suggest that an hour
or so of vigorous cutting and pruning
would do wonders for this very spot,

and in a valiant moment the idea was
carried out.

The Small Person lived in it for two
years after, and it was called the

"Bovver."

The walls of the Bower were branches
and bushes and lovely brambles, the

ceiling was boughs bearing bravely the
weight of the matted vine, the carpet of

it was grass and pine-needles, and moss.

One made one's way to it through a nar-

row path cleared between blackberry
and wild rose briars, one entered as if

through a gateway between two slender
sentinel sassafras - trees— and the air

one breathed inside smelled of things
subtly intoxicating—of warm pine and
cedar and grape-vine blossoms made
hot by the sun.

The Small Person was never quite

sober when she lay full length on the

grass and pine-needles on a Summer
day and closed her eyes, dilating her lit-

tle nostrils to inhale and sniff slowly the
breathing of these strange sweet things.

She was not aware that she was intoxi-

cated, she only thought she was exqui-

sitely happy and uplifted by a strange,

still joy—better than anything else in

life— something thrillingly near being
the Party.

She came to the place so much, and
spent so many hours there, lying on the

grass, scribbling a bit of a story, sewing
a bit of a seam, reading, when she could
get a book—which was rarely—thinking
out great problems with her eyes open
or shut, and she was so quiet that the

little living things actually became ac-

customed to her, and quite unafraid. It

became one of her pleasures to lie or
sit and watch a bird light upon a low
branch quite near her, and sway there,

twittering a little to himself and giving

an occasional touch to his feathers, as

he made remarks about the place. She
would not have stirred for worlds for

fear of startling him. She used to try

to imagine what he was saying

:

" Dear me ! What a charming place.

So delightfully fresh and cool after one
has been flying about in the hot sun.

And so secluded ! Why did not Rosie-

beak think of suggesting that I should
build the nest here ? And none of

those big, walking-about creatures who
don't sing

"

And then, perhaps, his round, bright,

dark eye fell upon her and he made a
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nervous little move, as if lie were going

to lly away, but seeing that she did not

stir, reliected upon her, and then she

thought he said :

"What is it? It looks like one of

them, but it does not move or make a

noise, and its eyes look friendly."

And then he would gather courage, if

he was an enterj^rising bird, and hop
onto a nearer twig and examine her,

making quick little curious movements
with his head and neck. After which
he would probably fly away.

But she had an idea that he always
came again and brought some member
of his family and endeavored to explain

her to them and tell them that his im-
pression was that she would not hurt.

Many of them, she was quite sure, came
again. She believed she recognized
them. And they became so used to see-

ing her that they did not mind her in

the least, and had quarrels and recon-

ciliations, and said unpleasant things

about their relations, and deplored the

habits their children were getting into,

and practised their scales just as if she

had been one of the family.

Squirrels had no objection to her, rab-

bits occasionally came and looked, and
dragon-flies and beetles regarded her as

of no consequence at all.

" They think I am another kind of

little animal," she used to delight her-

self with thinking— " another kind of

squirrel or thrush or beetle, or a new
kind of rabbit they have not seen. Or
perhaps they think I am a very little

cow without horns. They don't think I

am a person, and they know Hike them."
Some mornings she spent there it

would be almost impossible to describe.

The air, the odors, the sounds of insects

and birds, the golden-green shade of the

interlaced vines and branches, the deli-

cate shadows of the leaves, the faint

rustle of them, which only seemed to

make the stillness more still and full of

meaning, wakened in her a fine, tender
ecstasy, which did not seem to be ex-

actly a feeling belonging to life on earth.

She was always alone, and she used to

lie in the gold-green shade quite motion-
less, with her eyes closed, a curious, rapt

fancy in her mind.
" Somehow," she used to think, " I

am not quite inmy body. It is so beau-

tiful that my soul is trying to get away
like a bird. It has got out of my body
and it is trying to break loose ; but it is

fastened with a little slender cord, and
that holds it. It is fluttering and strain-

ing because it wants to fly."

There was even in her mind a per-

fectly definite idea of how high above
her body the little soul hovered, strain-

ing to break the cord. She fancied it

hovering, with the movement of a poised
humming-bird, about a yard above her
breast—no higher—the slender chain

was only that long.

And she used to try to make herself

more and more still, and centre all her
thoughts upon the small lifted spirit

—

trying to help it to break the chain.

"If it could break it," she thought,
" it would fly away—I don't know where
—and I should be dead. And they

would come to the Bower to look for

me at night when I did not come home,
and find me lying here. And they

would think it was dreadful and be so

sorry for me ; and nobody would know
that I had only died because I was so

happy that my soul broke the chain."

If in the young all things not quite

of earth are justly to be considered mor-
bid, then this ecstasy, too subtile to be
called a mood, was a thing to be dis-

couraged ; but it was an emotion all of

rapture, and was a thing so delicate and
strange that she kept it silently to her-

self.

In the life she spent in wandering
about the woods, she became perfectly

familiar with all their resources. She
was generally gathering flowers. The
little house was filled with them to over-

flowing. Her hands were always filled

as she rambled from one place to an-

other. She was always looking for new
ones, and it was not long before she

knew exactl}" the spots of earth, of dry-

ness or dampness, of shade or sun, in

which each one grew. She was near-

ly always by herself, but she was never

alone when she was among these inti-

mates of hers. She found it quite natu-

ral to speak to them, to bend down and
say caressing things to them, to stoop

and kiss them, to praise them for their

pretty ways of looking up at her as into

the eyes of a friend and beloved. There
were certain little blue violets who al-
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ways seemed to lift up their small faces

childishlj, as if they were saying :

"Kiss me! Don't go by like that.

Kiss me." That was what she imagined
about them.
Those were lovely days when she

found these violets. They were almost

the Yevy first things that came in the

Spring. First there was a good deal of

rain, and when one was getting very

tired of it there would come a lull.

Perhaps it was only a lull, and the sun
only came out and went in with capri-

cious uncertainty. But when the lull

came the Small Person issued forth.

Everything was wet and smelled deli-

ciously—the mould, the grass, the ferns,

the trees and bushes. She was not
afraid of the dampness. She was a

strong little thing, and wore cotton

frocks. Generally she had no hat. A
hat seemed unnecessary and rather in

the way. She simply roamed about as

a little sheep or cow would have roamed
about, going where an odor or a color

led her. She went through the bushes
and undergrowth, and as she made her
way they shook rain-drops on her. As
she had not knOwn flowers before, and
did not know people then, she did not
learn the real names of the flowers she

gathered. But she knew their faces and
places and ways as she knew her famil}-.

The very first small floAver of all w^as a

delicate, bounteous thing, which grew in

masses and looked like a pale forget-

me-not on a fragile stem. She loved it

because it was so ready and so free of

itself, and it meant that soon the wet
grass would be blue with the violets

which she loved beyond all else of the

Spring or Summer. She always lost her
head a little when she saw the first of

these small things, but when, after a few
days more rain, the sun decided to shine

with warm softness, and things were
pushing up through the mould and
bursting from the branches and trunks
of trees, and bluebirds began to sing,

and all at once the blue violets seemed
to rush out of the earth and purple

places everywhere, she became a little

mad—with a madness which was divine.

She forgot she was a Small Person with

a body, and scrambled about the woods,
forgetting everything else also. She
knew nothing but the violets, the buds

of things, the leaves, the damp, sweet,

fresh smell. She knelt down recklessly

on the wet grass ; if rain began to fall

she was not driven indoors unless it fell

in torrents. To make one's way through
a wood on a hillside with hands full of

cool, wet leaves and flowers, and to feel

soft, light, fresh rain-drops on one's

cheek is a joy—a joy !

With the violets came the blossoming
of the dogwood trees and the wild plum
— things to be broken off in branches
and carried away over one's shoulder,

like sumptuous fair banners of white
bloom. And then the peach- and apple-

blossom, and new^ flowers at one's feet

on every side as one walked through
paths or made new ones through the

woods. As the weather became w^armer
the colors became warmer with it. Then
the early mornings were spent in the

flower hunt, the heat of the day in the

Bower, the evenings in the woods again,

the nights upon the porch, looked down
upon by myriads of jewels trembling in

the vastness of dark blue, or by a moon,
never the same or in the same setting,

and always sailing like a boat of pearl

in a marvellous, mysterious sea.

The Small Person used to sit upon
the steps of the porch, her elbows on
her knees, her hands supporting her
chin, her face upturned, staring, star-

ing, in the moments of silence. Some-
thing of the feeling she had had when
she lay upon her back on the grass in the

Back Garden of Eden always came back
to her when she began to look up at the

sky. Though it was so high—so high,

so unattainable, yet this too was a world.

Was she part of it too, as she w^as part

of the growing things and the world
they belonged to ? She was not sure of

that, but there was a link somewhere

—

she w'as something to it all—somehow !

In some unknown way she counted as

something among the myriads in the

dark, vast blueness — perhaps for as

much as a point of the tiniest star. She
knew she could not understand, that she

was beyond the things understandable,

when she had this weird updrawn, over-

whelming feeling, and sat with her chin

upon her hands and stared—and stared

—and stared so fixedly and with such
intensity, that the earth seemed gone

—

left far behind.
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There was uot a season of the year, an

hour of the day which was not a won-
derful and beautiful thino-. In the Avin-

ter there was the snow, the clear, sharp

air, which seemed actually to sparkle,

the rose and violet shadows on the

mountains, the strange, lurid sunsets,

with crimsons and scarlets and pale

yellows, burning the summits of purple

banks of cloud, there was the crisp

sound of one's feet treading the hard-

ened snow, the green of the j^ines look-

ing emerald against the whiteness, the

bare tree-tops gray or black against

the sky, and making the blue intenser
;

there were the little brown rabbits ap-

pearing with cautious hops, and j)oised,

sniffing with tremulous noses, their

large eyes and alert ears alarming them
at a breath of sound to a wild skurry
and disappearance into space itself.

The rabbits were a delightful feature.

The Small Person never was able to be-

come intimate with them to the extent

of ])eing upon speaking terms. They
would come to the Bower and peep at

her in the Summer, but in the Winter
they always disappeared with that light-

ning rapidity when they heard her.

And yet if they had known her she was
conscious that they would have recog-

nized their mistake. She had always
deplored seeing them suspended by
their hind legs in the poulterers' shops
in Manchester. They looked so soft,

and their dulled eyes seemed so pite-

ous.

The Spring was the creation of the

world—the mysterious, radiant, young
beginning of living. There were the vio-

lets and dogwood blossoms, and every
day new life. In the summer there was
the Bower, and the roses, and the bees,

and the warm, aromatic smells in the
air. In the Autumn a new thing came,
and she seemed to have drunk some-
thing heady again.

The first Autumn in America was a

wondrous thing to her. She existed

from day to day in a sort of breathless

state of incredulity. In Manchester, the
leaves on the trees in the public park,

being rained upon until they became
sodden and brown, dropped off dispir-

ited, and life was at an end. Even jooe-

try and imaginative prose only spoke of

"Autumn's russet brown."

But here marvels happened. After a
few hot days and cool nights, the green-
ery of the Bower began to look strange-

ly golden. As she lay under her pret-

tiest sassafras - tree, the Small Person
found, when she looked up, that some-
thing was happening to its leaves.

They were still fresh, and waved and
rustled, but they were turning pale yel-

low. Some of them had veins and
flushes of rose on them. She gathered
some and looked at them closely. They
were like the petals of flowers. A few
more hot days and cool nights and
there were other colors. The maple
was growing yellow and red, the dog-
wood was crimson, the sumach was like

blood, the chestnut was pale gold, and
so was the j^oplar—the trailing bram-
bles were jDainted as if with a brush.
The Small Person could not believe her
eyes, as she saw what, each day, went on
around her. It seemed like a brilliant

dream, or some exaggeration of her
senses.

" It can't really be as scarlet as that

when one holds it in one's hand," she

used to say at sight of some high-hued,
flauntingly lovely spray.-

And she would stand upon her tip-

toes, and stretch, and struggle to reach
it, and stand panting and flushed, but
triumphant, with it in her hand, finding

it as brilliant as it had seemed.
She began to gather leaves as she had

gathered flowers, and went about with
l3owers of branches, flaming and crim-

son, in her arms. She made wreaths
of sumach and maple leaves, and wore
them on her head, and put bunches in

her little belt, and roamed about all

day in this splendor, feeling flaunting

and inclined to sing. Again, she did
not know that she was not sober, and
that, as Bacchantes of old wore wreaths
of vine-leaves and reeled a little with

the blood of the new grapes, so she was
reeling a little with an exultation beau-

tiful and strange.

There was a certain hollow in a lit-

tle woodland road she loitered about
a great deal, where there was a view

which had always a deep effect upon
her.

It was not an imposing view, it was
a soft and dreamy one. The little road

ran between woods and pretty wild
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places, to a higher land clothed with

forest. The lovely rolling wave of it

seemed to shut in the world she looked

at when she stood in the little dip of

the road, with wood on both sides and
the mountains behind her.

When all the land was aflame with
Autumn, and she sat on Indian Summer
afternoons upon a certain large lichen-

covered log, she used to gaze, dreaming,
at the massed tree plumes of scarlet and
crimson and gold uplifted against the

blue sky, and softened with a faint,

ethereal haze, until she had strange un-
earthly fancies of this too.

"A place might open in the blue,"

she used to say softly to herself. " It

might open at any moment— now—
while I am sitting here. And They
might come floating over the trees.

They would float, and look like faint,

white mist at flrst. And if the place in

the blue were left open, I might see !
"

And at such times all was so still—so

still and wonderful, that she used to find

herself sitting breathless, waiting.

There were many memories of this

hollow woodland path. So many flow-

ers grew there, and there were always

doves making soft murmurs and most
tender, lovelorn plaints, high in the

pines' far tops. She used to stand and
listen to their cooing, loving it, and in

her young, she-dove's heart plaining

with them, she did not know or ask

why.
And there, more than one rainy au-

tumn day, she came and stood with her
boughs in her arms, watching the misty
rain veiling the sumptuous colors of the

wooded hill, feeling, with a kind of joy-

ful pleasure, the light-falling drops ca-

ressing her from her red leaf-wreaths to

her damp feet, which mattered absolute-

ly nothing. How could the wet grass

she seemed to have sprung from earth

with, the fresh cool rain she loved, hurt
her, a young, young Dryad, in these her
Dryad days ?

How many times it befel her to fol-

low this road—sometimes running fast,

sometimes stealing softly, sometimes
breaking away from it to plunge into

the wood and run again until she
stopped to listen, looking up into some
tree, or peering into a thicket or bush.

This was when she was giving herself

up to what she called " the bird chases."
She liked them so— the birds. She
knew nothing of them. Birds such as
the woods hold had not lived in the
Square. There had been only serious-
minded little sparrows nesting in the
chimneys and in the gutterings. They
brought up large families under the
shadows of water-piping, and taught
them to fly on the wet slates. They
were grateful for crumbs, particularly
in snowy weather, and the Nursery pat-
ronized them. But they were not blue-
birds with a brief little trill of Spring
carolled persistently from all sorts of

boughs and fence corners ; they were
not scarlet birds with black velvet marks
and crests ; they were not yellow birds
like stray canaries, or chattering jays,

or mocking-birds with the songs of all

the woods in their throats ; they were
not thrushes and w^rens, or woodpeckers
drumming and tapping in that curious-

ly human way.
As there had been no one to tell her

the actual names of the flowers, so there
was no one to tell her the real names
of the birds. She used to ask the ne-
groes who lived at the foot of Mount
Ararat, but the result was so unsatisfac-

tory that she gave it up.
" What is that little bird that sings

like this. Aunt Cynthy ? " she w^ould say,

trying to imitate its note. " It is a little

blue thing."
" That's the bluebird," seemed rather

incomplete to her at the outset.

"And the bright red one with the
black marks and crest ?

"

"That's the redbird," which did not
seem much more definite.

" I can see they are blue and red," she
used to say. " Haven't they a name ?

"

But they had no other name, and
when the birds described were less

marked in color there seemed to be no
names at all. So she began to commit
the birds to memory, learning their

notes and colors and forms by heart.

In this way were instituted the bird

chases.

If she heard a new song or note she

ran after it until she saw the bird and
could watch him piping or singing. It

was very interesting and led her many a

mile.

Sometimes she believed birds came
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aud sang uear her, under cover, for the

mere fun of leading her through the

woods. They would begin on a tree

near by and then tly away and seem to

hide again until she followed them. She
always followed until she caught sight

of her bird. But they had wonderful
wa^'s of eluding her, and led her over

hill and dale, and through thicket and
brambles, and even then sometimes got

away.
There was one with a yellow breast

and a queer little cry which she pursued
for seyeral days, but she saw him at

last and afterward became quite famil-

iar with him. And there was one, who
was always one of two—a tender, sad

little thing who could never be alone,

and who was always an unanswered
problem to her, and somehow, above
all, her best beloved. It was a mystery
because no one ever seemed to have
seen it but herself, and her description

of it was never recognized.

It was a little bird—a tiny one, a soft,

small, rounded one, with a black velvet

cap, and on its first appearance it came
and sat upon the rail of the veranda,

and waited there, uttering a piteous lit-

tle note. She knew that it was waiting

and was calling to its mate because it

was a timid little thing, existing only
under the cover of his wing and love.

He could only be a small creature him-
self, but the Small Person felt that in

the round, bright, timid eyes he was a

refuge from the whole large world, the

brief, soft, plaintive cry for him was so

pathetically trustful in its appealing.

The Small Person, who was sitting on
the wooden steps, was afraid to stir for

fear of frightening her.
" You poor little mite," she mur-

mured, "don't be so sorrowful. He'll

come directly."

And w^hen he did come and was lov-

ingly rejoiced over, and the tiny pair

flew away together, she was quite re-

lieved.

There was something in the brief,

plaintive note which always led her to

follow it when she heard it afterward,

which only happened at rare intervals.

There seemed to be some sad little ques-
tion or story in it which she could not
help wishing she could understand. But
she never did, though each time she

heard the sound she ran to look for it,

and stood beneath its tree looking up
with a sense of a persistent question in

her own breast. What was it about ?

What did it want ? What was it sad
for? She never heard the tiny thing
without finding it huddled down pa-

tiently upon some bough or spray, call-

ing for its mate. And to her it never
had any other name than the one she
gave it of " The little mournful bird."

These Dryad days were of the first

years of her teens. They were the early

Spring of her young life. And she was
in Love—in Love with morning, noon,
and night ; with Spring and Summer
and Winter ; with leaves and roots and
trees ; with rain and dew and sun ; with
shadows and odors and winds ; with all

the little living things ; with the rapt-

ure of being and unknowingness and
mere Life—with the whole World.

CHAPTER XV.

" MY OBJECT IS EEMUNEKATION."

She always felt herself under a per-

sonal obligation to Christopher Colum-
bus. The years in which came the Dry-
ad days would have been very different

if they had been spent in the Square or

within reach of it. Reduced resources

in a great town or city where one has
lived always, mean change of habits and
surroundings, shabbiness, anxiety, and
annoj^ance. They mean depression and
dreariness, loss of courage, and petty

humiliations without end. In a foreign

land among mountains and forests they

mean seclusion, freedom, and novelty.

It is novelty to live in a tiny white house,

to wait upon one's self and everyone else,

to wear a cotton frock and chase birds

through the woods without the encum-
brances of hats and gloves and parasols.

It is also freedom. But in Dryad days

lived in an unsylvan age a serious reduc-

tion of resources is felt. Detail seems
unnecessary, but, without entering into

detail, it may be stated that this reduc-

tion of resource was felt on the sum-
mit of Mount Ararat. Alas ! one cannot

live always in the Bower, one must come
home to dinner and to bed. Material

and painful but unavoidable. Even cot-
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ton frocks wear out and must be washed.
And the openings for the Boys had not

been of sufficient size to allow of their

passing through to ease and fortune.

The consequences were curious some-
times and rather trying.

" We are decayed ladies and gentle-

men," the Small Person used to say to

herself. " We ought to be living in a

ruined feudal castle and have ancient

servitors who refuse to leave us and will

not take any wages. But it is not at all

like that." It was not at all.

It was so very unlike it that there were
occasions when she gathered her leaves

and flowers with a thoughtful little frown
on her forehead, and when she talked

the matter over with Edith or Mamma.
Edith was the practical member of the

family.
" If one could do something !

" she

said, thoughtfully.

But there are so few things to do if

one is very young and quite inexperi-

enced and lives on the top of Mount
Ararat.

Still the serious necessity increased

and she pondered over it more and
more.

"I wish I could do something," she
said next. She began to have long dis-

cussions with Edith as to what one might
invent as a means of resource—what one
could teach or learn—or make. But
nothing proved practicable.

There was a queer little room with
unfinished walls and rafters where she

had a table by a window and wrote sto-

ries in wet or cold weather when the

Bower was out of the question. There
was no fireplace and she used to sit

wrapped in a shawl for warmth. She
had a little cat which always followed

her and jumped upon the table when
she sat down, curling up in the curve of

her left arm. The little cat's name was
Dora, and it was also a Small Person. It

had a clearly defined character, and un-
derstood that it was assisting in literary

efforts. It also added to the warmth the

shawl gave. Edith used to come upstairs

to the rough little room and talk to her,

and gradually she got into the habit of

reading to her pieces of the stories. She
began with extracts—speeches, scenes,

chapters—and led on by the delight of

her audience, which was stimulating as

that of the Listeners, she read all she
wrote.

Edith was a delightful listener. She
was an emotional little being, and ex-

quisitely ready with tears, and uncon-
trolled in laughter. She was at the same
time a remarkable Small Person and sin-

gularly perceptive.

They used to sit and talk over the
stories — telling each other what they
liked best or were not quite sure of. The
Small Person had a curious feeling that
in reading to Edith she was submitting
her creations to a sort of infallible critic

—one who was infallible not through ex-

perience or training, but through a cer-

tain unfailing truth of sentiment and
emotion, and an unfaltering good taste.

It must be recorded, however, that nei-

ther of them for a moment contemplated
the chance of a larger public existing for

the stories. Never for an instant had it

occurred to the Small Person that they
were worth publishing. That would have
seemed to her a height of presumption
quite grotesque. They were hidden from
the Boys as carefully as ever, and derided
as mercilessly when they were mentioned
by them. " Frances's love stories " were
an unfailing source of jocular entertain-

ment. It was never ill-natured enter-

tainment, and there was plenty of rough
young wit in it ; but natural^ a young
Briton finds it rather a lark to contem-
plate the thought of a small girl he has
chaffed and patronized all his life secret-

ing herself to write pages of romantic
description of the emotions of " a case

of spoons." The Boys were fond of her,

and their intercourse was marked by
bounteous good-nature and the best of

tempers and spirits, but their impres-
sion naturally was that the stories would
be "bosh." But she continued to write

them—with the little cat curled in her

left arm—and read them to Edith. It

was the " Answers to Correspondents "

in various magazines which inspired her
with her tremendously daring thought.

Things like these :

"Elaine the Fair.—Your story has
merit, but is not quite suited to our
columns. Never write on both sides of

3'our paper."
" Christabel.—AVe do not return re-

jected manuscript unless stam2:)s are

enclosed for postage."
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"Blair of Atliol.—We accept youi-

poem, ' The Knight's Token.' Shall be
glad to hear from you again."

She read them on the final pages of

Gudeijs Lady's Book and Petersons
Jfagazine, etc. Her circumstances were
not sufficiently princely to admit of her

being among the subscribers, but occa-

sionally a copy or so drifted in her way.

They ^yere much read at that time in

the locality.

She was reading these absorbing re-

plies to the correspondents one day when
a thought floated into her mind, and
after a few moments of indefiniteness

took shape and presented itself before

her. She blushed a little at first be-

cause it had such an air of boldness.

She rather thrust it aside, but after a
while she found herself contemplating
it—as if from afar off.

" I wonder how much they pay for

the stories in magazines," she said, re-

liectiyely, to Edith.

Edith did not know, naturally, and
had not formed any opinion.

"I wonder if they pay much," the

Small Person continued ;
" and—what

sort of j^eople write them ? " It seemed
impossible that ordinary, every-day peo-
ple could write things that would be
considered worth paying for and pub-
lishing in magazines. It seemed to im-
ply immense talents and cultivation and
training and enormous dignity.

She did not think this because she
found the stories invariably brilliant, but
because she felt that there must be some
merit she was not clever enough to de-

tect ; if not they would never have been
published.

"Sometimes they are not so aiofully

clever," she said.

"Well," said Edith, boldly, "I've
seen lots of them not half as nice as

yours."

"Ah!"—she exclaimed, conscious of

being beset by her sheepish feeling

—

" that's because you are my sister."

" No, it isn't," said the valiant Edith,

with her favorite little pucker of her
forehead. "I don't care whether I'm
your sister or not. Some of your sto-

nes are beautiful
!

"

The Small Person blushed, because
she was of the Small Persons who are

given to superfluous blushing. "I won-

der," she said, "if the magazine people
would think so."

" I don't know anything about maga-
zine people," said Edith ; "but I don't

see wh}'- they shouldn't think so."
" They wouldn't," said the Small Per-

son, with a sudden sense of discourage-
ment. " Of course they wouldn't."

But she could not help the thought
of the answered correspondents, return-

ing to her afterward. She found her-

self wondering about them as she ram-
bled through the woods or lay on the
grass in the Bower. How did they send
their stories to the magazines ? Was it

by post or by express ? If it was by
post how many stamps would it take?
How could one find out ? It would be
imjDortant that one should put on
enough. She remembered " answers "

such as this. "March Hare.—We cannot
receive MSS. on which insufiicient post-

age has been paid." It was evidently

necessary to make a point of the postage.

Then there was the paper. To meet
the approval of an august being it

seemed as if something special must be
required. And more than once she had
read instructions of such a nature as

:

"Airy, Fairy Lilian.—Write in a clear

hand on ordinary foolscap paper."

She was only fifteen, and her life had
been spent between the Square and the

Bower. Her horizon had not been a

broad one, and had not embraced prac-

tical things. She had had no personal

acquaintance with Ordinary Foolscap.

If the statement had demanded extraor-

dinary foolscap she would have felt it

only natural.

Somehow she found a timid, but
growing interest in the whole subject.

She could not quite get away from it.

And when circumstances occurred which
directed her attention specially to the

results of the reduced resources she was
led to dwell on it with a certain sense

of fascination.
" Something must be done !

" she said

to herself, desperately. " We can't go
on like this. Someone must do some-
thing."

Tlae three little girls talked together

at times quite gloomily. They all agreed

that Somebody must do something.
The Boys were doing their best, but
luck did not seem to be with them.
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" Something must be done," the Small
Person kept repeating.

" Yes," replied Edith, " but what must
itbeand Who willdoit?"
The people whose stories were bought

and printed must some time have sent

their first stories. And they could not
have known whether they were really

good or not until they had asked and
found out. The only way of finding

out was to send one—written in a clear

hand on one side of ordinary foolscap

—

having first made quite sure that it had
stamps enough on it. If a person had
the courage to do that, he or she would
at least hear if it was worth reading—if

a stamp was enclosed.

These were the reflections with which
the Small Person's mind was occupied.

And if it was worth reading—if the

August Being deigned to think it so

—

and was not rendered rabid and infuri-

ate by insufficient postage, or indistinct

writing, or by having to read on both
sides of the ordinary' foolscap, if he was
in need of stories for his magazine, and
if he was in a good temper he might ac-

cej)t it—and buy it.

If the Listeners had liked her stories

so much, if Edith and Edwina liked

them, if Edith thought they were as

nice as some she had read in Godey's
Lady's Book, might it not be just pos-

sible that—that an Editor might deign
to read one and perhaps even say that

it " had merit," even if it was not good
enough to buy. If he said that much,
she could study the stories in the Lady's

Book, etc., assiduously enough, perhaps,

to learn the secret of their success, and
finally do something which might be
worthy to comj)ete with them.

She was a perfectly unassuming child.

She had never had any feeling about
her story-telling but that it seemed
part of herself—something she could
not help doing. Secretly she had been
afraid, as time went by, that she had
been Romantic with the Doll, and in

private she was afraid that she was Ro-
mantic about the stories. The idea that

anyone but the Listeners and Edith and
Edwina would be likely to care to hear
or read them had never entered her
mind. The cheerful derision of the
Boys added to her sensitive shyness
about them, and w])o\i the whole she

regarded her little idiosyncrasy as a
thing to be kept rather quiet. Nothing
but actual stress of circumstances would
have spurred her to the boldness of

daring to hope for them. But in those
days Noah's Ark found itself lacking
such common things— things which
could not be dispensed with even by
the most decayed of ladies and gentle-

men.
So one day after many mental strug-

gles she found herself sitting alone with
Edith and the little cat, in the small
room with the bare walls and rafters.

And she gathered her courage in both
hands.

"Edith," she said, ''I've been think-

ing about something."
Edith looked at her with interest.

She was a lovely little person and a

wonderful friend for her years—which
were thirteen.

"What is it?" she said. *

" Do you think—do you thinh it

would be silly to send one of my sto-

ries—to a magazine—and see if they
would take it."

I cannot help believing that at the

first moment Edith rather lost her
breath. The two were English chil-

dren, brought up in a simple English
nursery in the most primitively conven-
tional way. Such a life is not condu-
cive to a spirit of boldness and enter-

prise. In matters of point of view they
would have seemed to the American
mind incredibly young for their years.

If they had been American children they
would have been immensely cooler and
far less inclined to ultra-resj)ectful atti-

tudes toward authority.
" Do you ? " said the Small Person.

"Do you?"
Edith gathered herself together also.

Across a lifetime the picture of her
small face rises with perfect distinct-

ness. She was a fair little person, with
much curling blond hair and an expres-

sive little forehead which had a habit of

puckering itself. She was still startled,

but she bore herself with a courage
which was heroic.

" No," she answered, " I don't !

"

If she had said that she did, the mat-
ter might have ended there, but as it

was, tlie Small Person l)i'oath{Ml again.

She felt the matter might be contem-
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plated and approached more nearly.

One might venture at least to talk

about it in private.

"I have been thinking and thinking
about it," she said. " Even if they are

not good enough to be published it

would not do any harm just to try.

They can only be sent back—and then
I should know. Do you think we dare
doit?"

"If I were you I would," said Edith.
" I believe," hesitated the Small Per-

son, "I do beheve I will."

Edith began to become excited.
" Oh," she said, "I think it would be

splendid ! What would you send ?
"

" I should have to write something
new. I haven't anything ready that I

should care to send. I'd write some-
thing carefully—just as well as I could.

There's a story I began to write when
we lived in the Square, three years ago.

I never finished it, and I only wrote
scenes out of it in old account-books

;

but I remember what it was about, and
the other day I found an old book with
some scraps of it in. And I really do
think it's rather nice. And I might fin-

ish it, perhaps. She began to tell the

story, and became exhilarated with the
telHng, as she always did, and Edith
thought it an enchanting story, and so it

was decided that it should be finished

and put to the test.

" But there's one thing," she said, " I

would not have the Boys know for any-
thing in the world. They would laugh
so, and they would think it such a joke
if it was sent back again. I'm going to

put in stamps to send it back with, be-
cause if you put on stamps enough
they will send it back. And perhaps
they wouldn't take the trouble to write
a letter if they didn't like it, and I

didn't send the extra stamps. You of-

ten see in magazines a notice that man-
uscript will be returned if stamps are
sent. So in that way I shall be sure to
find out. But I must get them without
the Boys knowing."

" Yes, you must," said Edith. " They
icould tease you so if it came back. But
what are you going to do ? You know
there isn't any money now but what the
Boys get. And that's little enough,
goodness knows."

" We shall have to think about it,"

said the Small Person, "and contrive.

It will take a good deal of contriving,

but I have to write the story first."

"Do you think it will take many
stamps ? " asked Edith, beginning to

pucker her exjoressive little forehead,

anxiously.
" Yes, a good many, I'm afraid," was

the Small Person's answer. " And then
we have to buy the foolscap paper

—

ordinary foolscap. But of all things

promise and swear you won't breathe a

word before the Boys."
It was a marvel that they did not be-

tray themselves in some way. It was so

thrilling a secret. While the story was
being written they could think and
talk of nothing else. The SmaU Person
used to come down from the raftered

Temple of the Muses with her little cat

under her arm, and her cheeks a blaze

of scarlet. The more absorbed and in-

terested she was the more brilUant her
cheeks were.

"How red your cheeks are, my dear,"

Mamma would say. "Does your head
ache ?

"

But her head did not ache, though it

would have done, if she had not been a

splendidly strong little animal.

"I always know when you've been
writing very fast," Edith used to say

;

"your cheeks always look so flaming

red."

It was not long, of course, before

Mamma was taken into confidence.

What she thought it would be difficult

to say, but she was lovable and sustain-

ing as usual.

"It won't do any harm to try, dear,"

she said. " It seems to me you write

very nice things, for any one so young,
and perhaps some of the editors might
like them ; and, of course, it would be
a great help if they would pay you a lit-

tle money."
"But the Boys mustn't know one

word," said the Small Person. " I'll tell

them if it's accepted, but if it isn't, I'd

rather be dead than that they should

find out."

And so the story went on, and it was
read aloud under the rafters, and Edith
revelled in it, and the little cat lay

curled up in the Small Person's left

arm, quite undisturbed by the excite-

ment in the atmosphere around her.
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And as the work went on the two plot-

ters discussed and planned and con-

trived.

First, how to get the ordinary fools-

cap to copy out the manuscript in a

beautiful clear hand ; next, how to get the

address of the Editor to be approached
;

next, how to address him ; next, how to

find out how many stamps would be nec-

essary to carry the fateful package and
bring it back, if such was to be its doom.

It had all to be done in such secrecy

and with such precautions. To walk to

town and back was a matter of two or

three hours, and the Boys would wonder
if they did not hear why a journey had
been made. They always saw the per-

son who went to town. Consequently
no member of the household could go
without attracting attention. So some
outsider must be found who could make
the journey to visit a book-store and
find the address required. It would
have been all so simple if it had not
been for the Boys.

But by the time the story was finished

an acquaintance who lived on a neigh-

boring farm had procured the address
and some information about the stamps,

though this last could not be appHed
very definitely as the weight of the pack-

age could only be guessed at, in the ab-

sence of letter scales.

The practical views of the Small Per-
son at this crisis impress me greatly.

They were so incompatible with her
usual vagueness and romancings that

they strike me as rather deliciously in-

congruous.
" I must have the right kind of paper,"

she argued, " because if I sent some-
thing that seemed queer to them they
would think me silly to begin with.

And I must write it very plainly, so that

it will be easy to read, and on only one
side, because if they are bothered by
anything it will make them feel cross

and they will hate me, and hate my story

too. Then, as to the letter I send with
it, I must be very careful about that.

Of course they have a great many such
letters and they must be tired of reading
them. So I must make it very short.

I would send it without a letter, but I

must make them understand that I want
it sent back if they don't like it, and call

their attention to the stamps and let
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them know I am doing it for money and
not just for the fun of getting the story

published."
" How will you tell them that ? " asked

Edith, a trifle alarmed. It seemed so

appalling and indelicate to explain to an
Editor that you wanted money.
The Small Person felt the same thing.

She felt this sordid mention of an ex-

pectation of receiving dollars and cents

in return for her work a rather gross

thing—a bold thing which might cause
the Editor to receive a severe shock and
regard her with cold disgust as a brazen
Small Person. Upon the whole, it was
the most awful part of the situation.

But there was no help for it. Having
put her hand to the plough she could

not turn back, or trifle with the chance
that the Editor might think her a well-

to-do Small Person, who did not write

stories for publication through sheer

need but for amusement.
*' I shall have to think that over," she

said, seriously. " I don't want to offend

them, of course, but I must tell them
that

!

"

If it were possible to depict in suffi-

ciently strong colors her mental impres-

sions of the manners, idiosyncrasies, and
powers of an Editor, the picture would
be an interesting one. It was an im-

pression so founded upon respect and
unbounded awe. Between an utterly

insignificant Httle girl in the mountains
of East Tennessee, and an Editor in a

princely official apartment in Philadel-

phia or New York, invested by Fate with

the power to crush people to the earth

and reduce them to impalpable dust by
refusing their manuscripts—or to raise

them to dizziest pinnacles of bliss by
accepting them—there was a gulf imagi-

nation could not cross. Buddha him-

self, sitting in rapt passiveness with

folded hands and down-dropped lids,

was not so marvellous or so final. Edi-

tors presented themselves to her as rep-

resenting a distinct superhuman race.

It seemed impossible that they were

moved by the ordinary emotions and
passions of mankind. Why she was per-

vaded with a timorousness, with regard

to them, which only Mad Bulls or Tigers

with hydrophobia would have justified,

it is not easy to explain. Somehow the

picture of an Editor rendered infuriate
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—" gone must" as it were—in conse-

quence of an inadequacy of stamps, or a

fault in punctuation, or as a result of in-

distinct handwriting covering both sides

of tlie ordinary foolscap, was a thing
which haunted both her waking and
sleeping hours. He would return the

manuscript with withering comment, or

perhaps not return it at all, and keep all

the stamps, which might be considered

perfectly proper for an Editor if one
broke his Mede and Persian laws. Such
a being as this must be approached with
salaams and genuflections, and forehead
touching the dust.

Poor, little, anxious girl ; I find her
—rather touching at this distance—sit-

ting in her raftered room, scribbling

hotly, with her Httle cat in her arm, and
her cheeks like scarlet flame. But she

could not write the explanatory letter to

the Editor until she had got the money
to buy the paper to copy the story and
the stamps to send it. And how to do
this without applying to the Boys ? The
rafters and the little cat presided over
hours of planning and discussion. What
could be done.

" If we could make some money our-
selves," said the Small Person, mourn-
fuUy.

" But we can't," said Edith. " We've
tried, you know."

" Yes," said the Small Person. " Em-
broidery—and people don't want it. Mu-
sic lessons—people think I'm too young.
Chickens—and they wouldn't hatch, and
when they did they died of the gapes

;

besides the bother of having to sit on
the hen to make her sit on the nest, and
Iwe at full speed round the yard chasing
them back into the coops when they get
through holes. Out of all that setting

of goose-eggs only one hatched, and that
wasn't a goose—it was a gander—and a
plank fell on it and killed it."

They both indulged in a rueful gig-

gle. The poultry-raising episode had
been a very trying and exciting one.

"If we had something to sell," she
went on.

"We haven't," said Edith.
The Story touched the Small Person

sadly on the shoulder.
" It would be awfully mournful," she

said, " if I really could write stories that

people would like—and if I could sell

them and get money enough to make us
quite comfortable—if all that good fort-

une was in me—and I never found it

out all my life—just because I can't buy
some paper and postage-stamps."

It seemed too tragic. They sat and
looked at each other in gloom. The con-
versation ended after a short time in

desj)erate discouragement, and the Small
Person was obliged to wander out to her
hollow on the woodland road and stand
for a long time looking at the changing
trees, listening with a strange feehng to

the sorrowful plaining of the doves on
the tops of the pine-trees.

As the leaves were changing then, it

cannot have been very long before the
inspiration came which solved the prob-
lem. Who gave the information which
gave rise to it is not a detail which any-
one can remember. Something or other
makes it seem probable that it was Ed-
wina, who came into the writing-room
one day and sat down saying, d propos of

nothing in particular

:

" Aunt Cynthy's two girls made a dol-

lar yesterday by selling wild grapes in

the market. They got them in the woods
over the hill."

" Which hiU ? " asked the SmaU Person.
" The hill near the house—the one

you can see out of the window. They
say there are plenty there."

" Are there ? " said the Small Person.
" I wonder how much they got a gal-

lon ? " said Edith.
" I don't know," said Edwina. " But

they sold a dollar's worth, and they say

they are going to gather more."
" Edith ! " exclaimed the Small Person,

" Edith !
" A brilliant idea had come to

her. She felt her cheeks grow hot.
" Suppose," she said, " suppose we

went and gathered some—a whole lot

—

and suppose we gave the girls part of

the money to sell them for us in the

market—perhaps we should get enough
to buy the stamps and paj)er."

It seemed an inspiration of the gods.

It was as if some divine chance had been
given to them. Edith and Edwina
clapped their hands. If wild grapes had
been sold they would sell again ; if the

woods were full of them why should

they not gather them—quarts, gallons,

bucketfuls of them—as many as neces-

sity required.
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There arose an excited, joyous gab-

bling at once. It would be delightful.

It would be fun in itself. It would be
like going gypsying. And if there were
really a great many grapes, they might
be sold for more money than would pay
for the stamps.

" It's a good thing we are not living

in the Square now," said the Small Per-

son. " We couldn't go and gather wild

grapes in Back Sydney Street."

Suddenly they felt rich and hopeful.

If they found grapes enough

—

if they

were sold

—

if the Editor was in a be-

nign humor, who could tell what might
happen.

" If they buy this one," said the Small

Person, "I can write others, and per-

haps they will buy those too. I can

always make up stories. Wouldn't it

be queer if it turned out that was the

thing I have to do. You know how we
have kept saying, * Something "inust be
done.' Oh ! Edith, wouldn't it be beau-
tiful !

"

" Of course it would be beautiful," an-

swered Edith.

"Perhaps," sighed the Small Person,
*' it is too nice to be true. But we'll go
and get the wild grapes."

And so they did.

It was Edith who arranged the detail.

She saw the little mulatto girls and
talked with them. They were greatly

pleased at the idea of selling the grajDes.

They would pilot the party to places

where they believed there were vines,

and they would help in the gathering,

themselves. The expedition began to

wear the air of an exhilarating esca-

pade.

It would have been a delightful thing

to do, even if it had been arranged
merely as a holiday. They issued forth

to conquer in the wildest spirits. Each
one carried a tin bucket, and each wore
a cotton frock, and a sun-bonnet or a

utiHtarian straw-hat. The sun was
rather hot, but the day was a golden
one. There was gold in the trees, gold
in the air, gold in the distances. The
speculators had no decorum in their

method. They chased about the warm,
yellowing woods like wild things. They
laughed and shouted to each other
when they scrambled apart. They
forced their way through undergrowth,

and tore their way through brambles
;

they clambered over great logs ; they
uttered wild little shrieks at false alarms
of snakes ; they shouted with joy when
they came upon vines ; they filled their

buckets, and ate grapes to repletion,

and swung on the rope like vines them-
selves.

The Small Person had never been less

sober. At intervals she roamed away
a little, and stood in some warm, gold-
en place, with young trees and bushes
closed about her, simply breathing the
air, and enraptured with a feeling of

being like a well-sunned Indian peach.
Her cheeks had such an Autumn heat
in them—that glow which is not like

the heat of summer. And what a day
of dreams. It—if—if !

" If " is such a
charming word—such a benign one

—

such a sum]3tuous one. One cannot
always say with entire sense of convic-

tion, " I have a kingdom and a princely
fortune, and I will build a palace of

gold "—but who cannot say, " If 1 had
a kingdom and the fortune of a prince,

I would build a palace of gold." The
golden palace rises fair, and one almost
hears the courtiers speak. " If " gives a
shadow, the substance of which would
be a poorer thing.

She built her palaces that day, and
furnished them, and lived in them, as

she searched for her wild grapes. They
were innocent palaces, and small ones,

for she was a very young and vague
thing; but they were things of light

and love and beauty, and filled with the

diaphanous forms of the beliefs and
dreams only such young palaces can
hold.

The party went home at sunset with

its tin pails full to the brim and covered

with fresh vine-leaves.

"We shall get two or three dollars

fer these," said one of the pilots. " Me
an' Ser'phine didn't have nigh onto as

many that other time."
" Now if they sell them," said Edith

and the Small Person when they got

home, " we shall have the paper and the

postage-stamps."

It seems to be regretted that the

amount they sold for cannot be recalled

—but it was enough to buy the postage-

stamps and paper and pay all expenses,

and even leave something over. The
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business part of the speculation was a

complete success.

"With what care the ordinary foolscap

was chosen ; with what discreet precau-

tions that it should be of the right size

and shade, and should not enrage the

Editor the instant he saw it. How large

and round and clear each letter was
made in the copying. An Editor who
was afflicted with cataract might have
read it half-way across his palatial sanc-

tum. And then the letter that was writ-

ten to accompany the venture ! How it

was reflected upon, and reasoned about,

and discussed !
" An Editor does not

want to know anything about one," the

Small Person said. " He does not know
me, and he doesn't care about me, and
he won't want to be bothered. I shall

just say I have enclosed the stamps to

send the manuscript back with, if he
does not want it. And I shall have to

speak about the money. You see,

Edith, if the stories are worth writing,

they must be worth reading, and if they

are worth printing and reading they

must be worth paying for, and if they

are not worth publishing and reading
they are not worth writing, and I had
better not waste my time on them."
Whence this clear and practical point

of view it would be difficult to say.

But she was quite definite about it.

The urgency of the situation had made
her definite. Perhaps at a crisis she
became practical—but it was only at a
crisis.

And after serious deliberation and
much rewriting and elimination the fol-

lowing concise and unmistakable epistle

was enclosed in a roll of manuscript
with enough extra stamps to have re-

mailed an Editor

:

" Sir : I enclose stamps for the return
of the accompanying MS., ' Miss Des-
borough's Difficulties,' if you do not
find it suitable for publication in your
magazine. My object is remuneration.

" Yours Respectfullv,
" F. Hodgson."

This was all except the address, which
was that of the post-office of the neigh-
boring town. Both Edith and herself

were extremely proud of the closing

sentence. It sounded so business-like.

And no Editor could mistake it. And
if this one was offended it positively

could not be helped.

"And it's true," she said. "I never
should have dreamed of sending a thing
to an Editor if 1 hadn't been obliged to.

My object is remuneration."
And then they could not help break-

ing into childish giggles at the comical
aspect of their having done a thing so

bold, and their ideas of what the Editor
would think if he could see the two
curly and innocent Small Persons who
had written that unflinchingly mercen-
ary sentence.

CHAPTER XVI.

AND SO SHE DID.

It is a simple enough matter to send
a story with a serene mind to Editors
one knows, and of whom one is aware
that they possess the fine intellectual

acumen which leads them to appreciate

the boon bestowed upon them, and the

firmness to contemplate with some com-
posure the fact that one's " object is re-

muneration.*' But it is quite a differ-

ent affair to send one's timid and de-

fenceless first-born into the cave of an
unknown dragon, whose fangs may be
dripping with the blood of such inno-

cents.

Oh, the counting of the hours which
elapse before it reaches its destination,

and the awful thrill of realizing that

perhaps at the very hour one is living

through, the Editor is Reading it ! The
Small Person did not lose any quakings
or heart-beats to which she was entitled

by the situation. She experienced them
all to the utmost, and even invented
some new ones. She, and Edith quaked
together.

It was so awful not to know anything
whatever, to be so blankly ignorant of

editorial habits and customs. How
long did an Editor keep a manuscript
before he accepted it, or put all the

stamps on with a blow and sent it back?
Did he send it back the day after he had
read it, or did he keep it for months or

years? Might one become old and gray
without knowing whether one's story

was accepted or rejected? If he ac-

cepted it, would he send the money at
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once or would he wait a long time, and
how much would it be when it came ?

Five dollars—ten—twenty—a hundred ?

Could it possibly be as much as a hun-
dred ! And if it could be a hundred

—

oh ! what things could be done with it,

and how every body could live happily

forever after !

" I could write one in a week," the

Small Person said. "That would be

four hundred dollars a month ! Oh

!

no, Edith," breathlessly, "it couldn't

be a hundred ! " This was because it

seemed impossible that any one could

make four hundred dollars a month by
her stories and really retain her senses.

She felt it was better to restrain such
frenzy and discipline herself by putting
it as low as possible.

" Suppose it is only about a dollar,"

she said. " I'm sure it's worth more,
but they might be very stingy. And
we wailt money so much—we are so

obliged to have it, that I suppose I

should be forced to let them have it for

a dollar and even go on writing more."
"It couldn't be as little as that," said

Edith.
" It would be rather cheap even for

me," said the Small Person, and she be-

gan to laugh a little hysterically. " A
dollar story !

"

Then she began to make calculations.

She was not at all good at calculations.
" The magazine costs two dollars a

year," she pondered. " And if they

have fifty thousand subscribers, that

would make a hundred thousand dol-

lars a year. They haven't many stories

in each number. Some of the maga-
zines have more than fifty thousand
subscribers ! Edith," with a little gasp,
" suppose it was a thousand dollars !

"

They vibrated like pendulums from
light-headed ecstasy to despair.

" They'll send it back," she said, in

hopeless downfall, " or they'll keep the

stamps and they won't send it back at

all, and I shall wait weeks, and weeks,
and weeks, and never know anything
about it. And all this thinking and
hoping and contriving will have gone
for worse than nothing !

"

She ended with tears in her ejes, half-

laughing at herself because they were
there, and she was an emotional Small
Person, who had also a sense of the hu-

mor of her own exaggerations. She was
a creature who laughed a great deal, and
was much given to making her sisters

and brothers laugh. She liked to say
ridiculous things and exaggerate her
views of a situation until they became
grotesque and she was obhged to laugh
wildly at them herself. "The family's
Ups and the family's Downs " were a
source of unbridled jokes which still had
a touch of usefulness in them.

" I laugh instead of crying," she used
to say. "There is some fun in laughing
and there isn't any in crying, and it is

ridiculous in one way."
She made many of these rueful jokes

in the days that followed. It seemed as
if these were months of days and the
tension became more than was bearable.
It is likely that only a few weeks passed.
But at last—at last something came.

Not the manuscript with all the stamps
in a row, but a letter.

And she and Edith and Mamma and
Edwina sat down panting to read it.

And when it was read they could not
understand it

!

The letter was not preserved, but the

memory of the impression it created
preserved itself.

Somehow it seemed strangely vague
to their inexperienced minds. It began
—thank God—by praising the story.

It seemed to like it. It plainly did not
despise it at all. Its sole criticisms

were on the unceremonious abbreviation

of a name, and an intimation that it was
rather long. It did not say it was re-

fused, but neither Edith nor the Small
Person were at all sure that it meant
that it was accepted, and it said nothing
about the Remuneration.
"Have they accepted it?" said the

Small Person.
" They haven't rejected it," said Edith.
" They evidently think it is rather

good," said Mamma.
" I don't know exactly what they

mean," the Small Person finally decided,
" but I believe it has something to do
with the Eemuneration."
Perhaps it had, and perhaps it had

not. Perhaps greater experience might
have been able to reach something tech-

nical in it they could not see. They
read and re-read it, thought and rea-

soned, and invented translations. But
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the ouly conclusiou they could reach

was that perhaps Remimeratiou not be-

ing the Editor's object, was his objec-

tion, and that he thought that by adroit

encouragement and discouragement he
might obtain the prize without the Ob-
ject.

So after a little waiting the Small
Person wrote to ask for its return. In
after years she was frequently puzzled

by her memory of that first letter. She
never knew what it had meant. Expe-
rience taught her that it was curiously

unbusiness-like, and inclined her to be-

lieve that in some way it was meant to

convey that the objection was the Re-
muneration.
Then the story was sent to another

Editor.
" I'll try two or three times," the

Author said to Edith. " I wont give up
the first minute, but I won't keep on
forever. If they don't want it, that must
mean that it isn't good enough."
The story—whose real name was not

*'Miss Desborough's Difficulties," but
something rather like it—was one she

had planned and partially written in

her thirteenth year, in the Square.

One or two cherished scenes she had
written in the old account-books. Many
years later, on being exhumed from
among old magazines in the Congres-
sional Library, and read again, it re-

vealed itself quite a respectable, but
not in the least striking, story of love,

estrangement, and reconciliation be-
tween a stately marvel of English
young-lady beauty and good-breeding,
and the stalwart, brave, and masculine
British officer, who was separated and
suffered with her in high-bred dignity
and fine endurance. It was an evident
—though unconscious—echo of like sto-

ries in Cornhill, Temple Bar, and Lon-
don Society. The Small Person had
been much attached to these periodi-

cals. Its meritorious features were a
certain reality of feeling in the people
who lived in it, and a certain nice qual-
ity in the feeling itself. However tri-

fling and romantic the plot, the officer

was a nice fellow and a gentleman, the
beauteous English maiden had good
manners, and her friends, the young-
married people, were sympathetic and
sweet-tempered. It moved with some

dramatic touch and had an air of con-
viction. Otherwise it had no particular
qualities or originality.

Did months elapse again before they
heard from the second Editor—or was
it years ? Perhaps it was only weeks,
but they contained several protracted
lifetimes.

And then ! Another letter ! Not the
manuscript yet

!

" Sir : (They were immensely edified

at being called Sir.) Your story, ' Miss
Desborough's Difficulties,' is so dis-

tinctly EngHsh that our reader is not
sure of its having been written by an
American. We see that the name given

us for the address is not that of the

writer. (The Samaritan friend had lent

his name—that the mail might evade
the Boys.) Will you kindly inform us
if the story is original?

"Yours truly," etc.

This was the letter in effect. It would
be impossible to recall the exact words.

Shaken to the centre of her being the

Small Person replied by the next mail.
" The story is original. I am English

myself, and have only been a short time

in America."
The Editor replied quite promptly :

"Before we decide will you send us

another story ?
"

How they were elated almost to deli-

rium ! How delighted Mamma's smile

was ! How the two unliterary ones ex-

ulted and danced about.
" It will be Accepted ! It will be Ac-

cepted ! It will be Accepted
!

" they

danced about exclaiming.

"Perhaps the Editor will buy them
both ! " said Edith. " That will be tivo

instead of one
!

"

The Small Person went up to the raf-

tered room positively trembling with

joy and excitement. The Editor did

not believe she had written her own
story. He would not believe it until

she wrote another. He would see ! She
would show him !

The little cat lay curled up in her arm
for three days, seeming lulled by the

endless scratching of the pen. She said

nothing, but perhaps in some occult fe-

line way she was assisting. The Small
Person's cheeks blazed hotter and hot-
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ter. She felt as if she were running a

race for hfe or death. But she was not
tired. She was strung up to the high-

est and intensest pitch. The Story was
good to her. Her best beloved, who
had stood by her all her vivid short life

—making dull things bright and bright

things brilliant—who had touched the

face of all the world with a tender,

shining hand—who had never deserted

her—did not desert her now. Faithful

and dear fair shadow of things, how
passionately she loved it! In .three

days the new story was finished. It

was shorter than "Miss Desborough,"
but she knew it was as good, and that

the Editor would see it was written by
the same hand. But she made it an
American story without a touch of Eng-
lish coloring. And the grapes had
brought enough money for more post-

age-stamps.

She did not walk for the next few
days—she danced. She chased about
the woods wildly, gathering more flow-

ers and leaves and following more birds

than ever. Sometimes when she went
to the hollow in the road she felt as if

she might be lifted from her feet by the

strange exhilaration within her, and
carried away over the variegated tree-

tops into the blue.

Her stories were of some use after

all. They were not altogether things
to be laughed at because they were Ro-
mantic. Somehow she felt almost as

if she were vindicating and exalting a
friend who had been kind and tender,

and yet despised. Ah, how good it was

!

If aU would go well—if she might go
on—if she need be ashamed no longer

—

but write openly as many stories as she
liked—how good to be alive ! She was
so 3'oung and ardent, she knew nothing
and believed everything. It might have
been arranged by Fortune that she
should get the fullest, finest flavor of it.

"When the answer came they were passing
through one of " the Family's Downs."
That was their manner of describing the

periods when everything seemed at its

worst ; when even the Boys, who were
robustly life-enjoying creatures wished
" something would turn up." Nothing
is more trying than to feel that one's

sole hope is that " something may turn
up." The something usually turns down.

And on one of these days the Letter
came. Standing by a table in the bare
little room, the Small Person opened it

with quivering hands, while Mamma and
Edith looked tremblingly on.

She read it, rather weakly, aloud.

" Sir : We have decided to accept your
two stories, and enclose payment. Fif-

teen dollars for 'Aces or Clubs,' and
twenty dollars for ' Miss Desborough's
Difficulties.' We shall be glad to hear
from you again.

" Yours, truly," etc.

She gave a little hysterical laugh,

which was half a gasp.
" They—they've accepted it," she said,

rather obviously to Edith, "and they've

sent me thirty-five dollars."
" Well, my dear," said Mamma, quite

tremulously, " they really were very nice

tales. I could not help thinking so."
" They are Accepted," cried Edith,

quite shrill with ecstasy. "And they
will take more. And you can go on
writing them all your life."

And just at that moment— as if it

had been arranged like a scene in a play,

one of the Boys came in. It was the

elder one, and rather an intimate of the

Small Person, of whom he was reaUy
quite fond, though he considered her
Romantic, and having a strong sense

of humor, his witticisms on the sub-

ject of the stories had been well worth
hearing.

" What's up ? " he said. " What is the

matter with you all ?
"

" Come out on the Porch," said the

Small Person.

Why she was suddenly overwhelmed
with a sort of sh;y^iess, which embraced
even Mamma and Edith, she could not

have told.

"Well," he said, when they stood

outside.

"I've just had a letter," said the

Small Person, awkwardly. "It's—it's

from an Editor."
" An Editor ! " he repeated. " What

does that mean ?
"

" I sent him one of my stories," she

went on, feeling that she was getting

red. "And he wouldn't believe I had
written it, and he wrote and asked me
to send another, I suppose to prove
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I could do it. And I -wrote another

—

at her, half - amused and half - amazed,
and sent it. And he has accepted them " That's first-class, isn't it? By Jove !"

both, and sent me thirt^'-five dollars." "Yes," she said, "it is. And they
"Thii'ty-five dollars!" he exclaimed, want some more. And I am going to

staring at her. write some—as many as I can—a whole
" Yes," she answered. " Here's the lot !

"

check." And so she did.

And she held it out to him. But she had crossed the delicate, im-

He took it and looked at it, and broke palpable dividing line. And after that,

into a good-natured, delighted, boyish Life itself began, and memories of her

laugh. lose the meaning which attaches itself

" Well, by Jove !
" said he, looking to the memories of the Mind of a Child.

THE END.

AN OLD SONG.

[THE SONG OF SOLOMON, v. 2, 5]

By H. C. Bunner.

Love, I have wandered a weary way,
A weary way for thee,

The East is wan with the smile of the day

—

Open thy door to me !

My hair is wet with the dew of the night
That falls from the cedar-tree

;

The shadows are dark ; but the East is light-

Open thy door to me !

The stones of the road have bruised my feet-

The hours till morn are three

—

Thou that hast spikenard precious sweet,

Open thy door to me !

Stay not thy hand upon the lock.

Nor thy fingers on the key.

In the breeze before morn the tree-tops rock-

Open thy door to me

!

My love is the fairest, the only one,

The choice of her house is she

—

The height of the heaven hath seen the sun-
Open thy door to me !

The holy kiss of my lips and thine

Shall the sun have grace to see ?

The hours foregone of the night are nine

—

Open thy door to me !
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Most of the biographical sketches called

out by the death of M. H. Taine note, as a

fact of particular importance, that, during

the period of his retirement in the Pyrenees

to recover his health, his favorite study was
Spenser's *' Faerie Queene." In view of

this, it is interesting to look back into his

" History of English Literature," and see

what this study of Spenser ended in.

Taine's " History of English Literature "

has been criticised often because, setting

out in an imposing equipage of theory, it

was forced many times in its progress to

come down and dance or chase about in the

most primitive, intuitive, unscientific way.

And at no point is the descent more em-
phatic, the abandonment of the trim, neat,

but unfurthering theory more complete

than in the passages relating to Spenser.

Meeting M. Taine only there, one would
never dream that one was dealing with a

man who elsewhere seemed almost to hold

himself ready to compound you a great

poet by recipe. "Among all these poems,"

he begins by saying, "there is one truly

divine, so divine that the reasoners of suc-

ceeding ages have found it wearisome, that

even now but few understand it—Spenser's
* Faerie Queene.' "

The "reasoners" indeed, when M. Taine

had set out to be a reasoner beyond all of

them ! And to the end of the chapter the

tone is the same. For the cold, hard, prac-

tical facts about Spenser and his work, one
better resort anywhere rather than hither.

It is neither recital, analysis, nor exposi-

tion ; but soaring, sweeping, unbreathing

rhapsody. It is meet, however ; the sub-

ject amply justifies it ; and no one who had

Vol. XIII.—76

himself ever come under Spenser's spell

could be otherwise than grateful for it.

Moreover, it is illuminating ; to a sympa-

thetic reader far more so than pages up-

on pages more formally expository— such

pages, for example, as make up the ponder-

ous dissertation of the late Dean of St.

Paul's on the "Faerie Queene," with its

carefully numbered paragraphs and its con-

scientious enumeration of all the small

technical crudenesses. But it would be very

confusing, I fancy, to anyone who came to

the study of Spenser without a strong na-

tive love of poetry in his heart, and in the

rigidly scientific spirit which M. Taine pro-

fessed to be himself making the study in.

It would probably strike our later eminent

Spencer, Mr. Herbert, for instance, as little

better than nonsense.

The most significant fact in M. Taine's

attitude toward Spenser is not, however,

that for the moment his admiration raj^ped

him away from his theories. It is, rather,

that this jDhilosopher who fell a-rhapsodiz-

ing over his subject was dealing with an

English poet, and was himself a French-

man. We know how hard it has been for

Frenchmen to come into any sympathy

with our poetry. They have almost denied

that we had any, or were capable of pro-

ducing any. We have kept the account

about square, no doubt, by not being over-

ready with our approval of theirs ; but that

we have done so only emphasizes the bar-

rier which M. Taine had to surmount.
" Tout ce qui se fait en Angleterre est,

d'une fa^on generale," says M. Jules Le-

maitre, " exactment le contraire de ce qui

se fait en France." And M. Lemaitre him-
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self, forty years after M. Taine made his

study of the "Faerie Queene " (and these

forty years have greatly modified national

prejudices), is not shy of letting us know
that, to his mind at least, most *' ce qui

se fait en Angleterre" is, in consequence,

rather ill done. Yet he is a critic who, by

his own confession, " travaille contiuuelle-

ment a se maintenir I'esprit aussi libre quo

possible," and who succeeds fairly well in

the laudable endeavor.

Not only did M. Taine surmount the bar-

rier, but he chose for his particular regard

the one among our great poets whom we
ourselves have found it most difficult to be

perfectly fond of. ^Ye accept Sj)enser for

the " poet's poet," and ungrudgingly put

him third or fourth, or, at lowest, fifth in

our lists ; but almost none of us has cared

to live with him. Even Lowell shows fits

of coolness toward him ; and in Matthew
Arnold the mentions of him are scant and,

as I think, distinctly unadoring. The near-

est the lover's attitude of any recent Eng-
lish writer's is perhaps that of Mr. Hamer-
ton, who says that he " should like very

well to be shut uj^ in a garden for a whole

summer with no literature but the ' Faerie

Queene,' "—a desire which one year, we are

glad to know, he "very nearly realized."

But in M. Taine's admiration there are no

reservations. From the first word to the

last, his tribute contains not a single pro-

viso. We are never warned to make allow-

ances for the age, to study the case histori-

cally, or anything of that sort. Whatever
may have been in his mind, his statements

are absolute. Even in " The Shepheard's

Calender " he hears no voice '

' but of think-

ers and poets," though some native critics

have thought they heard at least an under-

tone of the dull-witted Gabriel Harvey
there. And this, in M. Taine, is very inter-

esting. It is also very grateful.

The cultivated young American girl of

our time has, it may be assumed, even

amid her triumphs, certain moments com-

mon to all mankind, in which she echoes

the pathetic little wish of the poet Burns,

and wonders exactly what impression she

is producing upon the world around her.

If so, she may now see herself very cleverly

and, withal, very amiably reflected, with-

out fear that any national prejudice or pre-

possession has softened the lines or height-

ened the tints to make the portrait a flat-

tered one. The Florentine writer, Carlo

Placci, has chosen for the heroine of his

first novel, "Un Furto," an American, of

established position in her own land, who
makes her way with the smallest possi-

ble effort into that inner circle of Italian

society from which foreigners of the float-

ing population, and especially Anglo-Sax-

ons, are, for the most part, excluded.

Miss Daisy Roberts is a native of the " Far
West," travelling in her mother's care ; we
are led to infer that she brings with her

no letters other than letters of credit ; but

she is well educated and well bred, having

made the best application of all the ad-

vantages that wealth can give ; she has

intelligence and refinement as well as per-

sonal charm ; and, accordingly, the palace

doors, one by one, are opened to her,

until, at last, she is declared to have be-

come the fashion.

Though she is a very modern young
woman indeed, a warm friend of John Sar-

gent and an admirer of Monet, her sym-
pathy with the early Italian masters, whom,
hitherto, she has known only from engrav-

ings or photographs, is keen and genuine.

When her discernment is said by an ac-

quaintance to be exceptional in one of her

nation, she defends her compatriots loyally.

*' How should their taste be trained," she

asks, ''in streets named by numbers, where

one house is precisely like another ? " and
then turns the tables in an amusing way,

by calling her Italian friends to account

for their own lack of interest in these

priceless things. The dialogue through-

out the book is exceiDtionally good, and
all the conversations in which she takes

part go with a sprightliness wherein the

author's introductory promise of her in-

teresting and many-sided personality is

well sustained. He has taken care not to

make her faultless. She is too eager for

success, too ready to exchange one set of

friends for another when the hour of its

achievement comes. And, in matters of

the heart, she is uncertain and capricious

as an April day. But, whether picking

flowers in the Certosa garden, posing for

a photograph, or leading her lovers from

ball-room to ball-room to accept one, at

last, with ready ingenuity by a single
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stroke of the pen, she remains always a

fascinating little figure whom it would be

a delight to see and know.

The central interest of the book lies in

the remorse of the delinquent whose curi-

ous theft supplies the title, and to that

even the love adventures of Miss Daisy

Eoberts are subordinated. The details of

her portrait have been left somewhat in-

complete. But a good unfinished picture

is always interesting. And this of her is so

delicately handled, so free from exaggera-

tion or caricature, so true in its fine points

to life, that, for her sake alone, the new
foreign author deserves his success and is

heartily to be congratulated.

A RECENT writer, discoursing " On Grow-
ing Old," took what seems to be a need-

lessly disparaging view of that inevitable

process. He quoted Cicero's deliverances

on the subject, but quoted them chiefly to

scoff at what he affected to regard as the

Koman essayist's faint praise of an inde-

fensible condition. Cicero was thankful to

old age because it diminished his appetite

for food and drink, and aggravated his

eagerness for rational conversation ; but

this contemporary pessimist declared his

belief that there was not an old man of his

acquaintance who would not prefer roast

fowl and champagne with the appetite and
digestion of youth to the chance of con-

versing at length with the wisest person in

the vicinity. Cicero considered emancipa-

tion from physical appetites and passions

as the best gift of old age, and this critic

admitted that advantage, and added to it

the felicity of escaping from '

' a certain

tyranny of the intellect " and the privilege

of having " no final convictions." But with

all its compensations conceded, the decline

of life seemed to him a poor thing, and fit

chiefly to bring one to a penitential realiza-

tion that life is disappointment and vanity,

and the mortal coil an integument chiefly

blessed in the shufiling.

Now it was an amusing circumstance that

this discourse should have come out in print

sandwiched between some Reminiscences of

Emerson, by Dr. Furness, of Philadelphia,

and certain recollections of his College days
by Dr. Edward Everett Hale. It appears

from reference to Dr. Furness's article that

his experience of life covers no fewer years

than ninety-one. Dr. Hale's admissions

make him out only a little over seventy,

which is not old age to be sure, but consti-

tutes a reasonable maturity. Yet it was im-

possible to detect in the papers of either of

these reverend and experienced gentlemen

—one venerable and the other mature—any
hint or suggestion that so far as either of

them has got, he finds any serious defect

in life. This is not conclusive evidence, of

course, but it is suggestive. It is particu-

larly suggestive of one asset of old age

which the essayist I have been talking

about has omitted to specify. Everyone
knows what the tontine system of life in-

surance is, A number of people pay equal

sums of money into a pool ; the amount is

put out at interest and the surviving sub-

scriber takes the accumulated sum. Simi-

larly every man of letters gradually comes
to be joint owner with other persons of a

mass of valuable literary material which
cannot be used by any of the joint owners

so long as the others survive. But if he
outlives the rest it all becomes his, and he
can do what he will with it, without fear

of hurting anyone's feelings or disclosing

anything that would work injury to the liv-

ing or to the memory of the dead. Who is

there that writes and is still under fifty

who will not admit that the stories he
knows the best, and that are the best worth

telling, are those that he cannot tell, be-

cause of the score of people still on earth

who would strip the disguises from his

characters and read as biography what he

designed to have pass as fiction ? Which
of us does not think he might do a mag-
num opus if there were no lives in being to

hinder

!

And another great advantage of getting

decently old is the acquisition of the privi-

lege of loafing without compunctions. In

these days, provided a man has fairly filled

his granary during the heat and labor of

his day of strength, old age is the time

for him to travel, to own a farm, to collect

books and china images, to read many
novels and frivolous books, to have a yacht

if his accumulations will stand it, and to

work just so much as will increase his

contentment, and no more. He ought to

have income enough to play with, and life

enough left to play. If he hasn't, it is not

the fault of old age, but of himself ; or pos-
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sibly it is his misfortune. Certainly old

men abound who, having lived wisely and

well, lack neither the means nor the dis-

position to find continued felicity in life.

Anyone can recall a dozen such veterans at

thought, and it would be easy to mention

one or two whom everyone knows about,

who in the ripeness of their intellectual

and the haleness of their physical powers,

seem to have more fun in a few minutes

than many dull youths with good appetites

have in a year.

There is a sentiment about the French

people, held mainly by Englishmen and

Americans under the shadow of English

thought, which was tersely though some-

what crudely exi^ressed by the man who

became dissatisfied with the conduct of a

French waiter in a restaurant and noted the

ever-recurring solace he found in the be-

lief that all Frenchmen when they died

would go to hell. The author of " French

Traits " has been at pains to make it clear

that this conception of the destination of

the French is x^i'obably erroneous, and is

based on ignorance of French character.

He boldly maintains that the French are

not wicked in all the x^articulars in which

they differ from the English, but in some
are merely difi'erent. Especially, ho points

out, the Frenchman has the social instinct in

a degree that the Anglo-Saxon can neither

aspire to nor easily comprehend, and many
details of conduct which we attribute to the

defects in his character are really due to

the exceptional development of his solidar-

ity. Thus, if he is somewhat querulous

and unduly prone to vociferation, that is

not because he is really more quarrelsome

than his Anglo-Saxon neighbor, but that,

thanks to his dependence on his fellow, his

wrath evaporates in language, whereas Brit-

ish individualism comes to blows. And if

his moral sense, and even his moral con-

duct, digresses from the British ideal, that

is due, if not directly to his solidarity, at

least to the same causes that have made
him the social creature that he is.

It is a great comfort to a humane mind of

Anglo-Saxon perversions, to find out these

peculiarities of the French, and learn to

regard their future, whether in this world

or the next, with hopefuller anticipations.

So much relief comes to a benevolent intelli-

gence from a comprehension of the reasons

that exist for believing that a great con-

temporary people are not so wholly aban-

doned as they seem, that it naturally occurs

to try the same prescription for the cure of

what seem to be analogous cases. And in

particular there are the Irish. Some of us

Americans and many of our British cousins

are worried about the Irish. We Americans

especially are liable to forebodings that

they are too quarrelsome, or too improvi-

dent, or too imperfectly veracious, or too

something else to make up into American

citizens of the proper standard. How im-

mensely reassuring it would be to all of us

who want to hold the best opinion that is

tenable of our fellow-countrymen, if some
one, taking a leaf out of •* French Traits,"

would take the pains to demonstrate that

the Irish have got solidarity, too, and that

there is nothing really the matter with

them, but only something different. To
say that the French are all going to the

bow-wows, and the Irish are in some re-

spects veiy like them, is one thing. But
to say that the French have the eminently

precious and respectable quality called sol-

idarity in a condition of exalted develop-

ment, and the Irish have it also, is quite a

different sentiment. As fast as we learn to

feel like that about it we are filled with an

increasing eagerness to take the Celt to our

bosoms, and enjoy the benefits of solidarity

at his expense.

If the Irishman had not some qualities

that were exceptionally worth investigation,

we Americans would not have him so much
on our minds. His political importance in

this country would not be so dispi-opor-

tionate to his numbers and his wealth, un-

less there were some points in which he

had the advantage of the rest of the popula-

tion. Is it not really his solidarity, nursed

and developed by the same Catholic Church
that has helped the same development in

France, that enables him to carry the ward,

and prove himself

The very pulse of the machine,

while his Yankee brother, wrapt in his in-

dividualism, looks on somewhat jealously,

and wonders how it is done !
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